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WEST END MGRS ONLY ONE NON-COMMERCIAL
RADIO STATION LEFT IN N. Y. C.
CHEAPER AND DECORUM BEST BET
MEET AND TALK
NIGHT

LIFE'

Conducted Restaurants Eventually Out-

Properly

drawing Rip-Rarin' Horde of Night Clubs
Many Have Spoiled Profitable Business

—Too

Commercial Broadcasting Big Thing of Future, and
Will Work to Advantage of Stage Talent
National Advertisers Buy Summer "Time"

OF
Salaries of Actors

Saved by
A tow

,<

"night life" via the hotels

predicted for

If

Iks StvYtrlnff of

might

the

much

of the

ta* Influx

hti

night clubs

the business no good.

a tore few

.

many

But

night club
ctess are making money.
The outef-towners and the natives only
eta* for exhibition purposes, either
af exhibits or audience as the case
a*y be, with the tabloid newspaper
bnb coloring matters with exaggerated reports of fisticuff encounters,
innuendo t'd-bits of scandal, etc., so
that this has come to figure as an
attraction, with the hope of an unIn the strictly

expected fight

FINAL

m

F. P.

—

PICTURE

men admit

SOrfew edict the cabaret

ftps

a.

and an unlooked for

Straight restaurants alone or
to hotels with a moderate after-theatre cafe tinge have done well. That
the whyfoi- of the prediction that
]•
*• hotels will create a new night
«• this fall and winter.
The moderate $1 couvert charges.
t» selling/ sane deportment of all
tkrfll.

•oncerned.

reasonable food scale,
50 cent charges for water
*» against the night clubs'
|2 gyp,
«tc., are
beginning to figure impor-

wderate

Series

of

Illnesses

Megaphone

in

Places

Her Hands

Gloria

Swanson

own and
mous Flayers,
ping

is

the director of

picture for Fa-

"Fine Manners." Topwork, Miss

additional

the

Swanson
script

final

is

and

reported
proffering

scanning the
suggestions

also on the continuity.

Shouting through the megaphone
giving the star's voice a strident
tone, say those who have listened
in on Miss Swanson's double duty.
Her directorial adjunct came
through a series of illnesses with
is

the directors assigned to the new
picture. Frank Tuttle first held the

Upon his sudden illness
berth.
I^ewis Milestone stepped in and also

ill.
He was followed by
Rosson. another sick-room
candidate shortly ar'er starting.
Since it became known that Miss
Swanson intended to associate with
United Artists for future pictures
* necessity.
her Famous Players output has not
That's why even sometimes
audiences or exhibitors.
enthused
the
of Intentions are broken
on the Miss Swanson's latest finished F. P.
*»uor Beliing end.
been
The rent
also film, "The Untamed Lady," has
« aa the landlord wants toisget a held up solely l>y her personal popusomewhere and before the larity on the screen.
Padlock.
Miss Swanson is said to have offered to purchase the "Fine Matters"
story from F. P. or the picture, but
nor oiTer wa.s declined.

tantly.

was taken

The overhead weekly expense of
Present night club, scaled with
"J
or 15,000 attraction, plus a
ti .**
•1.200 to $1,500
band, also rent, etc.,
«ake the exorbitant night c'.ub scale

David

W

"Mo"

Not Satisfactory,

When Made,

to

of

"Gigolo" from tho screen.
w
cheJu,e d for early release.
WOnl "^^olo" refers to a
*ou!!
man befrIpr, ded by an older
Won™
ts

,

Tk

Walter O. Lindsay is Importing
the Princes* Players. Spanish legit
troupe from the Princess, Madrid,
for an American tour in a repertoire
Mario Guerrara
of Spanish plays.

and Fernando Dia.7. Mendaza heads
The thcme ia
to run tho company.
throuK the
The company opens at the ManPicture, which has Rod
Ud„

«*«ocque a arred.
U8h the Hays organization
hae hS°
pIays from screen
Proda^* many
the barrln B of "Olerolo"
*ould

mark

tho
flr »t
instance
refused the screens
mftr e by a mft n» l »«>r of *ts
own
11 2^
11011,
aH tno D *Mllle
featur^*
ur«a release
trough P. D. C.

*here

to .

,

1

had

fl ,

"
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URGED BY

hattan opera house. New York. May
17 for a ilnirle week, with a tour of
principal cities to follow. The troupe
is up in seven plays and will change
bills at each performance.
*
Listed among the repertoire
"La Malquerada" previously done In
of
legit by Nance O Xeill under title
"The passion Flower."
1

i.

—

New
Men
May

LONDON'S

"BUYS"

families.

the start of a drive against "black of people as was pointed out before
and tan" places operating in large in Variety's estimate of 20,000,000
for the general walkout and the numbers In Harlem.
According to people which the broadcasters themcountry concerned about little else, reports of probation officers, Will- selves have since stated Ih conserva meeting of West End managers iams' plane was only one of a num- ative. Thin is also used as a salos
was called. Its outcorr* will prob- ber where whlto persons Intermin- argument In selling time." Comably be to urge the Government to gled and danced with blacks.
pared to the "Saturday Evening
In
order the closing of theatres.
Williams was arrested In January, l'ost" with its 2, TOO, 000 circulation,
that event the managers will not when officers of the Special Squad the expenditure is nominal for a
be obligated for salaries.
visited the place and found several national advertiser which pays at
It ia too early at this time to precouples dancing on a small floor In the rate of $000 per station per
regards
happen
as
may
what
They said hour, but brings that down to half
dict
the rear of th« cafe.
the theatres here through the strike. Williams admitted conducting the the amount of a chain hook-up and
If the Government and the Labor
Thus, a $4,000
(Continued on page 35)
a yearly contract.
factions do not soon reach on agree(Continued on page 3S)
ment there is every possibility that
establishments housing enterall
Mrs. Carter Depressed
tainment will elose.
Typewriters Barred on

With the hour

set

at

midnight

'

On

Hays Spanish Troupe Imported
Will Tour U. S. in Rep

5
,™ s ay the Hays organlzatW^"!!
will either order
radical changes
J*oar the Cecil B. DeMille produc-

'BLACK AND TAN' DRIVE

—

Offers to Purchase Script

her

Radio broadcasting In New Tork
has developed to the extent tnat
tnere Is only one non- commercial
JUSTICES broadcasting station In the metroEffect Upon Show Busipolitan district
This la WAHG.
ness If It Continues—
operated by A. H. Grebe A Son,
Richmond
Hill, L. I., manufacturers
Picture House Receipts One Harlem Dance Hall Keeper
of the Grebe radio products which
Ghastly Monday Night in
in Itself Is a commercial proposiSent Away for 3 Months
tion.
All the other stations chargs
London
York ShipRaces Intermingle
for 'time" at one time or another In
ping
Assert Great
the course of the week.
Commercial radio broadcasting
Britain
Ban Foreign- The catering of colored cabarets will
be a big thing of the near fuers From Entering Coun- to white patrons must be stopped, ture for the show business. Thereonly
to do so Is to send in lies the performer's salvation for
the
way
and
try if Strike Prolonged
the managers of such places to Jail remuneration for his efforts.
Its value has been proven as reoffense In the
If convicted of an
gards stimulating sales. One batwas
places.
This
such
conduct of
tery
company In the midwest,
the ultimatum handed down by the through the medlur.. of a team of
justices of Special Sessions when male entertainers routed throughthey sentenced Hiram Williams of out the country, states it has
30S West 136th street, manager of trebled Its business since "Interested
London, May 4.
Last night (Monday) the theatres the Sea Gull Inn at 26 West 133d in broadcasting and now Is workstreet, to three months In the work- ing a 24-hour* shift with 800 emfelt the first Impulse of the general
house. Williams had been convicted ployes In each shift.
strike which called out R, 000, 000 of operating a dance hall without a
Radio circulation through the
workers and directly nffects 20,000.- license.
medium of a 14-station hook-up
The conviction and sentence are like WEAF reaches a vast number
000 people, more or leas, or their

of Theatres During Strike
Too Early to Predict

SWANS0N DIRECTING

many

too

and possible I

slabs

With

next season.

Would Be

Official Closing

the

Ghastly Receipts
eve of the strike

last

theatre receipts
I^git houses poswere ghastly.
sessed of advance bookings did well
enough but those theatres not ho
fortunately situated fared poorly.
Apprehension that the strike will
deaJ a heavy blow to tho theatres
night,

loeal

film

(Continued on page 3)

Millions for Films

Chicago, May 4.
Mrs. Leslie Carter en route to
her home In San Francisco stopped

Chicago

Player.'
Los Angeles.

May

Famous Players-I^asky

4.

will

pictures
the coming year, with 70 per
cent, used for West Coast productions.

spend

$21', 000. 000

for

Trains

—

In

Rooms Only

Los Angeles, May 4.
(juoted as saying that she felt she
Tho Pullman Company has Issued
was Koing to die.
an order prohibiting the use of
Commenting on the modern the- typewriters in sleeping and pullman
"There's e-ars excepting In rooms or comatre Mrs. Carter said:
nothing to the stage any more, part ments.
nothing but dollars and cents — no
A number of complaints had bssn
The real talent be- made by passengers traveling la
real acting.
never
the
old
days.
I
shall
longed to
pullman cars, annoyed by peopls
appear on the st.-ige again."
using machines.
ia

last

week

was

and

"Henry IV"

Commencing May

and

31
a
yet
the liayers Club will
present
an elaborately mounted
"Henry IV."
Preparations for the production

for

week at a Hroadway theatre as
unselo'ted,

are fully under way.
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"we would use the money
saved to buy more film."
Another argument put forth by
Mr. Brylawsld was In opposition

Wednesday,

May

5,

1926

that

'NANETTE' SATISFYING PARIS;

entrance Into the Berne ConIt was pointed out that
vention.
such action would throw all numbers now In the public domain back
under the control of the foreign
copyright owners and create a situation that might cost the exhibitors thousands of dollars In additional royalties to the fee already
paid the American Society.
This caused considerable discussion with Thorvald Solberg. Register of Copyrights, and Arthur W.
Well, the copyright expert of the
Hays organization, agreeing with

LONDON AS

IT LOOKS
By HANNEN SWAFFER

to

OTHER NEW PLAYS OVER THERE
First Entrant of Carlier's

Musical's

Odeon's

New Revue
Paris,

—

Season Fails New French
with Likable Score

Story

Trivial

May

Entertains

4.

Bonoour, E. Ronet, Gax, Bert and
Schmitt are in support.

The French version of "No, No,
"I Gave Myself
Nanette*' la at the Mogador and
Me Me Suis Donne." ("I Gave
Amusing musical at the
an
Myself")
Isola
The
completely satisfying.
make the production. Cigale possessed of a lively score
brothers
but a trivial plot based on amorous
Robert De Simone has arranged and complications.

staged with Roger Porreol and
Louis Hillier. former music conductor at the Casino de Paris, has
George Merry doing the lyrics.
Tho cast for this American musi- done the score In conjunction with
J. d'Hansewlck and Gragnon having
cal Includes Felix Oudart, Loulou compiled the remaining Ingredients.
Hegoburu (In the name role), Gaby Bolssy and Jane Montange
Cariel, Adrien Lamy, Oabrlelle Rls- are the featured players.
toi i,
Fernande
Albany,
Jeanne
"The Young Girl"
Fusler,
Mile.
Paule Morly and
Lugne Poe. besides appearing at
Carlos Conte, Perclval Mackey con- the Theatre Daunou, Is presenting
ducted.
"La Jcune Fille de la Popote" (The
"La Mandragore"
Young Girl In the Kitchen") at the
"La Mandragore," (referring to a Malson de l'Oeuvre. Although also
poisonous plant) failed to make an a comedy its reception was superior
Impression as the inaugural effort to "La Mandragore."
of Madeleine Carlier's season at the
The action is laid In an IndoTheatre Daunou.
china colony to which a girl emiThis piece is a three-act comedy grates to assume the position of
adopted by Rene Florian from the housekeeper for three officials. She
French translation of Hans Ewer's becomes the mistress of one who
German novel. It has been scenic- abandons her because of his career
ally brushed by Andre Boll, dealing but she eventually finds a husband.
with a professor who experiments
The new revue at the Odeon with
with the birth issue of a criminal Jean Bastla and Andre Lang is enand a prostitute.
The cast is tertaining although unpretentious
headed by Maurice Lagrenee, Lugne entertainment, produced by PasPoe and Mme. Carlier, the latter quali. The Odeon troupe comprises
playing dual roles.
Raymond de the cast.

London, April I*.
The Manner* Return
Hartley Manners has arrived quietly In England, a week before
Lrurette Taylor, who Is still In Paris, this being their first visit
to
England since the extraordinary first-night of "One Night in Rome'*
some six years ago, when there was a riot In the Garrlck gallery, and
poor Laurette was so heart-broken that David Belasco knelt by her
side In her dreeing room, whispering. "Be a g~>od soldier."
"Loose Ends" Full of Language*
Manners'* greatest pleasure was at hearing of the great success of Dion
Tltheradge In "Loose Ends," which Tltheradge wrote himself, it was
Manners who Introduced Dion Titheradge's father, George Tltheradge. a
the witness.
fine Australian actor, to the 8tates years ago; and it was his play
Finding much in the bill to criti- "The Harp of Life," In which Dion made his last appearance in a straight
witthe
next
as
cize Mr. Solberg.
play, this In New York In 1916, before ha Joined up.
ness, read into the record a lengthy
It was said that Helen Trlx had sold "Loose Ends" to Sam Harris
and technical report upon *the bill for New York; but dealing went on. Archie Selwyn went in to see
as it compared with the Perkins' the play. Even his New York ears, I think, were shocked.
prebill, the latter having been
The word "lousy" occurs several times. "Swine" and "liar" are
The wit- epithets used by quite a young girl. "I'll break your bloody neck" is
pared by Mr. Solberg.
J.

ness condemned many features of
the "all approved" bill which were
answered by Mr. Well as being unfounded, he stating that Mr.
Sol berg's bill had been Ideal from
the standpoint of theory but impossible of carrying out from the

said.

practical angle.

Sign of the Times
regard It as a sign of the times that I was the only critic who, the
next day. pointed out Its Impropriety. The other critics were so used
to It that they didn't notice, or else they were afraid.
It is clever enough, and Dion Tltheradge, as the leading man, is good.
But a New York expert tells me he has no sex appeal, whatever that may
be.
I should not think Queen Elizabeth had much.

later

The testimony

of Mr. Solberg set
copyright bills had
been introduced in the last three
years, this indicating the present
need of copyright revision.
The advent of the representatives
of the mechanical companies
brought back .the breath of life into
the proceedings.
The mechanical interests have
gone on record as agreeing to t'ae
Vestal proposal and cannot reverso themselves without making it
possible that the entire compulsory
license clause will go out and they
have left the broadcasters, along
with their endeavors to carry rate
fixing to their enterprises, "high

forth

that

16

—

and

dry.'*

The word "prostitute" occurs once and the word "harlot" twice.
There Is a male pervert figuring prominently, and a young woman who."
might be anything. Oh. It is no modern
But, after Manners's description of two plays he has Just seen in
New York, you may call it mild. Al Woods will be shocked to hear
there is no bed In It.
I

I

Fakir Bound for New York
Archie Sclwyn's new shock for you Is a real live fakir, who sticks
pins in his cheeks and a sword through his neck, a fakir called Rahman
Bey, who can bury himself in a coffin full of sand for a quarter of an
hour, mesmerise rabbits and chickens, read your thoughts and be operated on without an anaesthetic.
Tahrer Bey was going to New York last year; but he wanted $1,000
a performance. Rahman Bey, who, according to Selwyn, can stick
many more pins in himself than Tahrer could, does not mind splitting
the gate.

There Is to be U special private show next Sunday week. Then, after
two public performances in the largest hall obtainable, Rahman will
brave Ellis Island, and even face bootleg whisky with a smile.

MORE HEARINGS IN WASHINGTON Propaganda and Slander
ON ALL-APPROVED COPYRIGHT Clause m DiO's Radio B01
American

Variety Bureau,

Washington,

May

4.

After the true purpose of the
Vestal "All Approved" Copyright
bill,

the fullest protection for the

author and composer, had been lost
In a sea of testimony extending
over a period of two solid Congressional working days, which days
were made even more remarkable
inasmuch as less than one hour
was allowed for lunch a sight of
that "all approved" proposition becoming an actuality developed.

With

Congressman

Sol

Bloom

New York

continuing day
after day his cross-examination,
which repeatedly "sunk" witness
after witness when it was clearly
shown that each was appearing
(IX)

of

Noel Coward Takes a Holiday
Noel Coward has gone away to Italy for a holiday, which means, 1
suppose, that he will write two new plays on the train. The last newa r;
he gave me was that Jane Cowl was to. come to London, to open In
"Easy Virtue" June 8. If she succeeds which, of course, she will ao»
will probably do "Smllln* Through" and also try her hand as Juliet.
Variety Bureau,
I was privileged to see Miss Cowl's brilliant acting In "Within the
Washington, May 4.
Law" in New York In 1912. I hasten, before she sails, to extend td her
propaganda and slander clause a heavy welcome on behalf of all my colleagues.

films stating that the
only solution was In this nation's
entrance into tho copyright union.
It was cited that under the present
In being* written into the Dill radio
treaty arrangements reciprocity is
control bill with the revised measure
only provided for which does not
automatically protect, only given expected to be reintroduced today
the right to citizens of this country (Tuesday) by Senator C. C. Dill
to seek that protection.
(D.), of Washington.
The advent of L. 8. Baker to repThe bill, approved by the Senate
resent the broadcasters' In the place
officially
of Paul B. Klugh, against whom committee though not yet
Congressman Bloom had made reported to the. Senate proper. Is
charges of conducting a lobby of being redrafted by Senator Dill, not
propaganda through the air, as re- only to Include these two new

A

.

ported in Variety last week, denied the legislator the opportunity
to question Mr. Klugh on his ac-

—

The Club of the Bright Young Things
certain section of the London stage feels greatly hurt because
Ivor
the Fifty-Flfty Club has been prosecuted and heavily fined.
Novello, the founder, now finds himself responsible for a 20-years lease
Actors and actresses have been holding committee
at £C50 a year.
meetings for days, and wearing longer faces every hour.
Why this club was fixed upon for a prosecution when, so far as
the sale of drink goes, other clubs were more guilty, many people find
wrongly, the
It hard to understand; hut the truth Is that, rightly or
police were determined to put an end to this ciub. There is a certain
they did not
nowadays,
for
whom
stage,
on
the
person
young
type of
(Continued on page 35)

clauses but to also Incorporate those
provisions that have met the ap-

Mr. Baker came in for a proval of the committee.
That the propaganda and slander
severe cross-examination in conNot for Censors
needed was
nection with the report sent out by clauses- are sorely
witness
previous brought out by Congressman Sol
the
covering
Washington, May 4.
solely for his own selfish interests, hearings wherein it was charged Bloom (D.), of New York, in his
and denying the right of Congress that "the dilatory tactics of Mr. charges against Paul B. Klugh as
The advocates of federal censorto take away from them their Bloom, who evidently is the direct reported in Variety last week in- ship of pictures got another set
rights of bargaining, the V"€9tal pro- representative of the society on the volving "a lobby of the air" to force l>ack when the three feminine memposal was made with the American committee," had delayed tho "bat- through not only the regulatory bers of Congress. Mrs. Florence P.
measure but also the Dill copy- Kahn (R ), of California; Mrs.
Society and those of the mechanical tle at the front."
Intends pla.-lng themselves on
Mr. Bloom's questions forced the right bill aiming to set the rates by Edith
Nourso Rogers (R.), of
record as approving the proposal
witness to seek refuge behind the law that the Broadcasters shall pay Massachusetts, and Mrs. Mary T.
for
the
use
music.
copyright
of
The working agreement, as to statement that the questions proNorton (D.), of New Jersey, went
During the hearings on the Vestal on record as opposing any such
m« .fhanlcal reproduction, entirely pounded would have to be anomitting aijy rate fixing by Con
swered by his attorney. That did "all approved" bill before the House move on the part of the Federal
Committee Congressman Government.
gross, is as follows:
not deter the Congressman in his Patents
"If granted to one licensee shall crosH-examlnation to the point of Bloom requested that Mr. Klugh apMrs. Kahn, a member of the
bo gran**»d to any responsible ap
having Mr. Baker leave tho stand pear and answer several questions Committee on Education, which
in reference to tiie ownership of the
plicant at the some rate of royalty !n confusion.
committee 1s holding the hearings
Zenith Radio Corporation of Chi- on the Upshaw and Swoope bills;
under a proper and
workable
Speaking for Pictures
scheme assuring accurate accountFuhon Brylawski, representing cago, owners °jLthe station that declared that censorship was a duty
Jumped
its
ymvo length and of the parents and not of the state.
ing for a prompt payment of royal- the M. P. T. O. A. (picture exhibitbrought on 'the "necessity" of radio Mrs. Rogers and Mrs. Norton voiced
ties, with prc \
ion for adequate ors) cited no new arguments for
control legislation.
the same conclusion.
penalties in evor-i. of fraud."
the theatre owners in their desire
For the first time during: the three
During the hearing last week the
The hearings opened Thursday to get the "music tax" removed.
years of copyright hearings Mr.
"Movie Trust," as Canon Chase
with the librarians and book pub- The witness brought in the "poor
Klugh was not present during the
said, had even gotten to the the
lishers still arguing the Importawidow who was put out of the sessions.
President by misrepresenting the
tion clauso with it being apparent ousincss due to the demands of the
Mr. Klugh, however, was in the
Upshaw bill with the result that the
that this would stand as written society" which brought the obsercommittee room prior to the openChief Executive had disapproved
In the bill due to tho established vation ficm
Mr. Bloorn that he ing of the
hearing.
When
questhe Idea of Federal censorship.
methods of Congress when fram- thought, that "poor wi<Jow'' had tioned by a Variety
reporter he adHowever, this attempt for "fireing legislation to create protection been "dead" for a long time. The mitted part
ownership with Eug^e
works" on the part of the Canon
"poor widow" ephodo was made a McDonald of the
for the homo product.
Chicago station.
was defeated, for practically the enBernard A. Koslckl, representing bis issue of the h^H rings las'. ><"ir.
tire committee voiced Its objections
Fui ;hor questioning tho witness
tho Department of Commerce urged
Chicago, May 4.
the necessity of joining tho Berne the Congressm \n brought out tho
The Zenith Radio Corporation was to the charge, while Congressman
Convention in order to protect the fact that should tho 10 cent per Incorporated In 1921 with K. F. Mc- Fenn (R.) of Connecticut, stated
foreign business of the motion pic- seat fee b. removed from the the- Donald, Jr., T. M. Fletcher, presi- that the President did not make ofture Industry.
Mr. Konlcki cov- atres that the public would not dent of the Q. R. 8. music roll com- ficial statements without careful
Brylawski replying pany; J. R. Cardwell. Irvlnt; S. Al- thought entirely free from outside
Mr.
ered the many cases of pirating benefit,
and U. J. Herman, owner of influences.
!*»n
Abondoning this line of attack
the Cort theatre and now head of
W. H. T., as the Incorporators and Canon Chase then attempted to
sustain
the charge of a "movie
officials.
and
A request by phone to the new trust," also declared out of order.
Zenith company offices fpr Paul B.
The balance of this time allotted
Klugh was answered by the Secre- in rebuttal was utilised by the witSole American Booking- Agent
sVprfeMatattre
tary of the Broadcasters' Associa- ness In reading Into the record affl
A. J.
tion.
He declined to disclose his davits, editorials, etc., in defense of
1500 Broadway
Ml Strand Theatre Bids*
official connection with the Zenith Harry Durante, responsible for the
New Turk
1M5 Broadway. N. T.
company.
Connecticut cesnorshlp law, in re

Women

.

THE KIT-CAT CLUB
FIRST-CLASS FLOOR ACTS WANTED

PICCADILLY HOTEL

CLARKE

WM. MORRIS

—

A

tivities.

!

'

ply to the charges

Durante

made

by Charles

against Mr.

C.

Pettljohn,

general counsel of the Hays organ*
ization, in previous testimony.
Just prior to adjournment of thai
session Mr. Pettljohn stated to the
committee that Mr. Durante had
threatened to sue him for these
same remarks, whereupon the witness reiterated the same charge.
Preceding the Canon Chase testimony Mr. Pettljohn stated that the
proposed commission could not
possibly function as outlined, as It
would be necessary to review daily
25 miles of features films alone.

KANSAS TAX BILL
Kansas City, Kan., May 4.
The next state legislature of Kansas will be asked to pass a bin
placing a tax on tobacco, cosmetics,
theatrical and other commercial entertainments for the purpose of
raising school funds.
The bill is backed by the legiilatlve committee of the Kansaf
State Teachers' Association. Tangible property cannot bear a heavier
burden, so the committee suggest*

a luxury

tax.

1198

Est.

WILLIAM MORRIS
AGKN7T. lae.
ITO. MOBBIS.
WM. MORRIS
1560

Broadway,

New York

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
148 Charing Cross

Director!

Road

LONDON
Mrs. John

Tiller.

—

Wednesday.

May

FOREIGN

1*28

0,

All ROGERS DEMANDS KING

COCHRAN'S NEW REVUE, LONDON,

Back on Same Boat
London, May 4.
Richard Ilardmun of Shapiro,

AND $3,750 FOR LONDON CABARET
jletropole's

VARIETY

Bernstein

&

Co.,

New

ENTITLED TO BE TERMED "SMASH"

York

music publishers, arriving hero
April 30 on the "Majestic," returned totlny on the same boat.

Management Says Can't Guarantee King

—English Cabaret LONDON CLOSING DOWN?

Can Come

to New York "As Is" with Low Comedian
Added—"Ringer," New, Hit Drama— "Doctor

land Will Give Humorist $1,250

Managers Meet to Talk Over High Salaries
London,

May

4.

^reaentatlves of Ave cabarets,
JK|n7th« Midnight Follies. Pic
(hotel), Cavour, Cafe de

'WORKING

INTEREST

IN FOREIGN FAKIRS

2m|y

holdand Prince's have been
I* meetings to avoid competition
as a
artists
cafe
Tfr American
bidding having inflated
JJJlt of

UP

,

the
concerning
item
Is the Paul Whlteman
not Justifying the Kit

Another

men

cabaret

Orchestra

supper

where

engagement

Cat

were raised but have subeotttnUy been returned to the
great
fe«*r scale. The band was a
meets* at Albert Hall and is a
Tlvthe
at
attraction
tremendous
of draw•Ut although a shortage
up in some
ing power cropped
provincial towns while the Kit Cat

prtoaa

condition is somewhat
(eaharet)
attributable to the size of the room
with the

band consequently sound-

ing noisy.

The Kit Cat has paid American
performers nearly $200,000 In the
put year and the Ministry of Labor recently told Sir Francis Towle.
managing director of the Motro-

Gordon

and

pofti

hotels.

was

It

the large
viewing with concern
rams leaving England In this manner because of the issuing of passport*.
This point was especially
emphasised through the few salaries earned by cabaret artists subject to this country's Income tax.
Aliens are not taxed here unless
months' residence has been

a* tlx

established.

Critio Reinstated

London,

May

4.

The order barring Griffith, critic
tor the

"Evening Standard," from
theatre, has been re
by Anthony Prlnseps.

Globe

the

ecinded

The "disciplining"

was

instituted

because of Griffith having written
a depreciating review on Margarot

Bannerman.
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libraries for 12

weeks amounting

to

Knock," Comedy, Won't Do

IN WRONG"

IN

Two

in

London

Pitted Against

Each Other— Censor Stops
Tahra Bey in Public
London,

May

4.

The competition of fakirs between
Archie Selwyn and A. E. Abrahums
permitted

of

developments

here

when the Lord Chamberlain barred
Abrahams' disciple, Tahra Bey,
from public performances after his
Meanwhile
demonstration.
initial
Selwyn's charge, Rahman Bey, had
flown across the Channel from Paris
for a special showing.
Selwyn had announced a private
show by Rahman Bey for Sunday

(May

2).

Abrahams
Tahra Bey

hastily requifor a special

sitioned
session at the Scala last Wednesday
This action brought
(April 28).
about Selwyn's command that Rahman fly here from Paris to stage
his magic for the press at the Savoy
Hotel one night ahead of his opposition, or Tuesday (April 27).
It was after Tahra's demonstration that the censor sapped in

LONDON

action.

indefinitely postponed.

The Adelphl. Winter Garden.
Shaftesbury, Apollo, His Majesty's
and St. Martin's are quite likely to
at once.
They are legit
close
theatres and if closing will act in
dependently of the managers' meet
whereupon Rahrnan's first official lng, although represented at it
showing took place before a disAnother angle to the strike is that
comprising
audience,
tinguished
It
has driven all the Americans
royalty, physicians and a large rep- here to the Continent. Hotels have
resentation from the London Coun- suddenly become depleted.
ty Council, took place at the Little
New York's Opinion
In New York shipping circles yesBoth fakirs work along the same terday (Tuesday) the opinion was
between advanced to a Variety reporter

theatre.

lines with little to choose

9

Marion Davks Film Boy
Resembles Prince of Wales

War

New

May

AMERICANS ABROAD
—

4.
In Paris Vladimir Shaviteh, con.
Elsie J.~iis enjoyed a most suc- ductor of Syracuse Sym phone conChamps
the
at
certs; Mr. and Mrs. Rollln A- Mccessful opening
Elysees (vaudeville) and will be Grady; Miss Marguerite Morgan,
opera
Hagara,
Evelyn
that theatre's feature attraction for pianist;
singer; Donald Adams (president.
two weeks.
are
Violette
Frank
and
Wood
Clubs);
Rotary
International
Francis
featured at the Apollo while Harry Alvah Parson j (N. T. Academy of
White and Manny are due to open Art); Laurette Taylor, Elsie J an la.
very soon.
Mrs. Irving Cobb, Arthur Train,
Schelling
Ernest
Woodward's Mule has Joined the Bud
Fisher,
(pianist), Mrs. Eva Gauthler (singrevue at the Palace.

Paris.

P up u.

******** s
Special**

new revue
enough

under a "smash" classi-

while "The Ringer," the
"meller"
at
Wyndham's,
was
wildly acclaimed. "Doctor Knock,"
the odd member of this threesome,
will
have Its troubles at the
Royalty.
Announced as Cochran's final revue the latest extravaganza of this
producer is responsible for the most
artistic spectnele ever shown here
in
which the dancing of the
versatile Spinelll, making her first
appearance in London, was sensational.
Others dancers to emphatically score, were Cortex and
fication,

Peggy

and

Bradford,

Hamilton

and

and

Americans.
For New York the revue would
only need a low comedian as conall

trast to the general tone of the
performance.
Outside of that it
could be exported "as is." Ronald
Jeans Is responsible for the book
with Con West and Laurie Wylle
having contributed additional scenes.
The major portion of the music is
credited to Pat Thayer and Slssle
and Blake with the settings and

man whom Lord

Northcllffe called
"the poet" would never go a* his

and Swaffer reiterated by
saying that he would never again
enter a Cochran theatre.
Drama Gets Over
Edgar Wallace, novelist, is the
author of "The Ringer," an absorbing melodrama.
Blessed with a
guest,

generally

London,

May

4.

"Sunday Times," was barred from
Wyndham's upon the premiere there

James Agate,

of

critic of the

"The Ringer."

brilliant

the

cast

first

performance was more than enthusiastically received.

Amusing But Slim
The doubtful plight of "Doctor
Knock" is attributable to this
French adaptation being of Insufstrength to fulfill the obligations of a full evening's entertainment albeit an amusing satire.
Granville Barker made the translation of this Jules Romaln comedy.
ficient

Dennis Eadle returns to the West
in the title role supported by
Minnie Rayner, Ivor Barnard, Cllve
Currie, Margaret Emden, Helena
Plckard, Barbara Gotl, Lawrence
Hauray and Annie Esmond.

End

SAILINGS
May

15 (New York to Boulogne),
I^ord Roberts (Vollendam).
May 12 (From Now York to London) Six English Tivoli Girls (Ber-

Little

engarla).

May

"Riki Tiki" Closed
London,

May

8

(New York

to

London),

Elsie Bartlett (Olympic).
4.

"Riki Tiki" closed suddenly at
the Gaiety Saturday (May 1) after
but a fortnight's stay.

May

5

(New York

and Mrs.
(Aquitanla).

Mr.

M. L.

London)
Malevlnsky

to

May t (New York to London),
Allen White (Acqultanla).
May 5 (New York to Cherbourg),
Hal Thompson, Harry J- Hark Ins,
Russian Ballet June 7
Jules AuflHenberg, Frederick AnderP. Loeds. David BL MulliA reported engagement of Tom Samuel
4.
May
London,
hoson (Aquitanla).
(leaders of the American
Douglas to Teddle Gerard, both gan
Tho Russian ballet comes into
delegates in Boxope); Gypsy
Americans, and here at present, tel
Hartley His Majesty's June 7 and the MoJ.
dancer;
Rhouma-Je,
does not appear to have impressed
zart play follows.
Manners.
the show folks.
Edward J. Holms* (Boston
Fine Arts museum); Thos. D. Green,

er).

Douglas-Gerard Engagement
London, May 4.

Tiller

(SSTUMES
^sw
ss>amsjej

Head Coming Over

PICTURES IN FRONT

London, May 4.
Mary Read, head of the New
York Tiller school, sailed from here
May 1 on the "BerenK-aria."

THE TILLER DANCING SCHOOLS
f

to be listed

Agate, Critic, Barred

Picture
this issus snd continuing hereafter the Moving
starting with
Section of Variety will be placed first in the paper,
2-3.
pages,
Foreign
the
Page 4 and following

With

"amber

Charles B. Cochran's

at the Pavilion looks good

costuming having been done by
London, May 4.
William Nicholson and Elisabeth
"Beverly of Graustark" has been
Drury, Doris Zinkcison, Paul and
approved by exhibitors after a trade Germar
Arnoux und Andre BolL
showing, with the characterization
The company of 80 also Includes
of Marion Davles declared to reHermione Baddcley, Annie Croft
semole the Prince of Wales.
(who replaced Elizabeth Hlnes)
It is likely that the picture will
Joan Clarkaon, Greta Fayne, Lance
follow "The Big Parade" into the Lister,
Douglas
Byng,
Ernest
Tivoli.
Theslger,
Basil
Howe, Masslne,
Vera Nemtchinova (Russian Ballet)
and Laurie Devine.
Allen Asks $2,000 for
A sidelight on this opening was
the attendance of Hannen Swaffer
'Tangerine^
Carleton's
after Cochran had declared that the

Rahman la probably the seeking Information concerning the
them.
quicker at mind reading. The main tourist trade abroad (with many
London, May 4.
triek of each Is a "buried alive" professionals
booked for going
Lester Allen, American comedian,
episode.
across for pleasure) that if the
Carleton $2,000
Carle
to
refused
asked
have
has
The local dailies
British strike is prolonged Great
become excited about either one of Britain may edict against non-resi- weekly to appear in Carleton's London production of "Tangerine." The
the Egyptians, but America will dents entering the country.
engagement has not been closed.
probably enthuse sufficiently to
It was also stated that sailing
Carleton says ho will put "Tanwarrant both succeeing on your reservations are being accepted in
on here in association with
side
New York, conditionally, for Eng- gerineThe New York
William Gaunt
lish boats.
also states that he has the
York dailies yesterday manager speaking rights to "The
The
New
British Press Is Skeptical touching upon the sailing question English
Spanish Nightingale," current in
Film during the strike and to its early Vienna.
Over America's
state, reported that while the EngLondon, May 4.
lish boats at present la the port of
The British press is waiting with New York would make the return Grossmith's
Corp.
keen Interest for the opening of trip, through contracted English
London. May 4.
"The Big Parade" at the Tlvoli, ex- crews for a round trip voyage, there
At the conclusion of his directorpecting American propaganda and was no certainly as to the action of
and Malone next
"we won the war" titles.
the crews when reaching their ship in Grossmlth
June, Goorg© Grossmlth will become
John Powers, here with the film, English destination.
of Casino Theadirector
nothing
managing
assures everybody there is
The same applied to the English
objectionable to England In the pic- flag flying passenger ships on the tres, Ltd., which will have a capital
ture, but the newspapermen are water bound for New York, they of $1,000,000.
The purpose is to erect a large
skeptical.
said.
theatre on the Meuz brewery site
which faces the Oxford.

Openings in Paris

4.

A new revue, comedy and melodrama are now in. Of the three
the comedy is the box office weakling.

London. May 4.
cal against loss at a cost of approxiThe booking arrangement wheremately $750 weekly, but as the time by Ted Lewis will appear at the Kit
for the strike approached the pre- Cat Club at the head of a Jack
mium was Increased. The show has Hylton band, Instead of his own,
been drawing $22,000 weekly.
has been confirmed by cable with
It is assumed that the libraries Hylton agreeing to furnish the band.
(ticket agencies) can be held by the It is now alleged that Hylton wrote
managers to a buy if already taken the authorities protesting against
and the big corporations temporar- Lewis and upon hearing of it the
ily
housing their employes In Kit Cat management severed all
office buildings because of lack of future business relations with Hyltransport facilities should make ton
Hylton has been reported booked
theatre patronage.
Another meeting of the managers for America on several occasions
but he has hesitated to cross beis to be held today when a decision
in general may be reached. If not, cause of the controversy with Paul
another meeting will be held to- Specht which occurred two years
night
The English band leader is
ago.
Picture house and cabaret man- now reported to be engaged for an
agements are remaining open for appearance in the States during
the present although they say that September, but it is doubtful if he
tonight's attendance will have a will sail..
large influence upon their immediate
"Intimate Enemies,* scheduled to
open tonight at the Savoy has been

May

London,

JACK HYLTON AGAIN

about $150,000.
Prior to opening
Lloyds offered to insure this musi-

Ttrts

of opinion
*jf*ir the consensus
aDftret men tnat So "
iJtog loc* 1 c
been the only
tH* Tucker has
JSiy paid performer to justify
fc? price here.
offered to play
Will Rogers has
ki Metropolo Follies at $3,750
that the
condition
«iekhr on the
Clifford
see him.
{lag come to
the MeiroWhitley, representing
management, replied that the
cabarets and
Klaf never frequents
the American hutlfered $1,250 for

(Continued from
I)
was the sense of cablegrams flying
back and forth yesterday. One new
American production which may
weather the strife la "Lady, Be
Good."
has a buy from the
It

OF AMERICA,

Inc.

226 West 72d Street

NEW YORK

rhoMi
Eodicott 8215-S

MART READ
Secretary

will be the same as
In general layout the Pictura Department
formerly.
dependent^ upon picpartially
theatres
Other than the vaudeville
by pictures there are very few strsight vaudeville (uninfluenced
tures) left in this country snd Canada.
.

.

PRODUCTIONS

PICTURES
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INDmDUALS
SCHNEIDER —
-ANDERSON
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ST.

YQftK

r

PICTURES

VARIETY

PAT POWERS OUT OF

A.

Wednesday, May

L ORGANIZATION

Wll H OSCAR PRICE REMAINING IN CONTROL
Concern Up to
First Difference Over Associated
$2,500,000
Exhibitors Studios on Coast No Future Policy
of Control Yet Settled Upon Outside Creditors
Paid A. E. Currently Has Income $50,000 to

Bankers Reported

Behind

JAMMED
Through a funny situation
and manntr, Norman Kerry got
his screen nume from Marshall

—

about
the financial interests behind Associated Exhibitors has resulted In
the resignation of the former as
chairman of the board of the distributing corporation at the request
of the latter. The bankers are said
to be behind A. E. to the extent jf

Los Angeles,

Lodge, mountain
upon a new method
of announcing his pictures.
Because of heavy snowstorms
film shipments were often delayed and patrons from distant
camps would often be disappointed when the cans would

BOSS CASE WAS
Remembered

To offset this, the exhibitor
rigged an electric light In a
giant pine tree which could be
seen for miles around In the
winter evenings. If the light
was on, the film had arrived
and the theatre was open. If
no light showed, the audience
could stay home telling bed-

picture

is

stated

'Confidential

"grind" picture house, the Portola
will hereafter show five acts of

Make

Appearances

Its

derson.

to

24 FILM ROAD SHOWS

box-office
all
time.

Laemmle

Lesser in Principal Pictures CorStudios Como Up
poration, and who was one of the
the bones of contention
between the capitalists and Towers four owners X){ the West Coast Thewas over the manner in which the atres, Junior Circuit, disposed of
his stock last week to Harry M.
A. E. studios in Los Angeles were
Sugarinan. son-in-law of Mike (tore,
being conducted. Towers obtained
president of West Coast, Inc.
about $75,000 from A. E. to take
It is said that Rosenberg, as long
over the studios, he Insisting that
as his partner was withdrawing
all contracts for releases tdiould be
from West Coast felt he should do
made subject to the productions be- so
also and not be associated with
ing made ait A. E. studios. In this
the parent company.
connection it
said that Powers
The sin k which Rosenberg held
also had stars and directors under
is said to amount to around $2.1,000.
(Continued on page 22)
of

.

'

U

Levee on

Buys "Strogoff"

In addition to purchasing tin? 22reel "Les Miserablos" in France.
Universal has bought "Michael Strogoff" from the French Societo des

The story

Cineromans.
Vorne.
Its

kine.

year

l»y

<\
the First National's
rectors, suei-eeding ,L
its

is

to start picture

<

e

in. in.!;;' r

the general exe -uof First National.

is

making.

London,

Mother and Son Arrived
Los Angeles, May

4.

After h wild ride to tin- hnspit.il.
to Mrs. Carey Wil-

A son was born

son, wife of the scenario writer,
minutes after she arrived at
Institution.
.

\

SAUL HARRISON DEAD

later in the

Saul

...

Li

two
the

of

the

IlarriM'ii.

London

22-Reel

German Film?
Los

AnjveJes,

May

May

assistant ni

1'

district

for

'<

1.

ui;v;'

Para-

mount, died Sunday, May 2, following an operation for an ulcerated
stomach.
lie is survived by his
widow and a daughter.
His brother Philip was until recently excha jo.:*- manager for Paramount at Manchester.

When

questioned

by

detectives

both related their romance and declared their Intention of marrying.
They wanted a minister sent for at
once but Inspector Clyde S. Edeburn said he would Investigate

portion.

THE

S.

WARNERS EXPECTANT
Los Angeles. May

Mrs.

Sam Warner,

4.

formerly Linn

P»aHquetto, is evicting
early in the fall.

the

The $65,000 was
sum just prior to

paid in a lump
the case coming
up In the New York courts and
was made over the objections of the
attorneys of the company upon diinstructions
from
Adolph
rect
Zukor, according to Variety's Informant.
As has been previously reported
following the denial of the settlement, Mr. Boss severed his connection with the local
film
supply

house by whom he was employed
and went to Florida with reports
coming through of his rather large
Investments in real estate there.
The then unverified report was further enhanced by the fact that the
local attorney handling the case for
Boss had stated he was no longer
representing the former exhibitor.
The settlement coming Just prior
to the New York court hearings

was also just previous to the final
arguments before the Federal Trade
Commission In connection with the
charges of attempted monopoly and
restraint of trade brought by the
commission.
The Bosh case has attracted con-

siderable

stork

attention
due to the
against F. P. and the

made

charges

now famed "wrecking crew" ihc.t
went throufh the south purchasing
theatres.
It

ing

was charged that after agreenot to come into McA!cster.

Okla.. in opposition to Boss.

F. P.

and the others named, when noting
the $1J,000 net annual business being done by the exhibitor, first
rented and opened a house as the
home of Paramount pictures at the
same time raising the price of the
service on Boss and later cutting
him off entirely with it.
Outstanding Instance

The Boss case has been one

With but one day

left

(Wednes-

day, May 5) iti which to file the
of exceptions as required of F.

p..

the commission's order to reopen (he case the picture compan\
has not yet flYd the material de-

manded.
An appointment was made by long
distance for K. J. Ludvigh of F. P.,
who, though chief counsel of the
picture company as well as occupying other official connections, has
never before entered the case, to
go into conference with counsel for
(he commission during the past

was

This arrangement, however,

later cancelled

due

to the fact

4.

to

establish

the

new

policy

on t

sound basis prior to the opening
^Mlllam Fox 3.600-scut house
in t'^e new National
Press Club

nf the

building.

that Martin Morrison, of the commission, could not be present.
Should the F. P. attorneys fail
to file their reply tomorrow such
action will automatically waive the
company's right to question the
long list of exceptipns to the rulings of the trial examiner upon
which Robert T. Swaine, counsel for
the film company, laid such par*
tlcular stress during the final arguments of the case.

The opinion has been expressed
here that following up the reversal
Mr. Swaine, who has
since urged the settlement of the
case as it now stands without con-|
s'.dcration of the exceptions, thar
the picture company may fail to
in attitude of

answer the requirements

of the

re-

opening order, thus forcirg a
cision upon
the case.

de-

the present status

Should the proceeding be
forward it is estimated it will

ol

carried

i«\

P.

an additional

cost

$7r»0,ono.

F O R¥ M
0th

WKKK

SAMl'KI, GOI.S»WVN
Present!*

list

in

week.

Washington, May

The Metro] oliian, the StanleyCrandall downtown picture house,
will go in for presentations on a
large scale next season. The house
is to be closed during August, when
;he stage will be remodeled.
This will permit the Metropolitan

of

the oul.standing individual Instance:
of oppression cited by the commission in Its case against F. P.

4.

Universal is planning a 2 -reel
of Victor Hugo's "Les Mise:ables." Tho picture may be released
on Lhe same prineipl.- lust planned
by
Metre - CnHwyr - Mayer
for
lived," in two sections, one-half
ir one house anil the other half in
another theatre, or, tho first half
one week, followed by tho second
film

Ivan Mosjnu-

come over

will

board of diM. Roothby,

comptroller.

Mr.

.Jules

Board

Benedict Canyon estate built by
the late Thomas H. Ince in Beverley
Hills for $750,000.
Mrs. Ince, the
widow, was stated to be iioIai,, H out
for $1,000,^0 for the place but later
is sa id to Itave reduced that price
to $800,000 while Laemmle first offered $700,000.
Dias Dorados cost $3,000 an acre
and there are 28 acres in the
estate.
It is not known how much
the producer spent on the homo and
other buildings that now fcrueo tho
land, but it is known that it cost
about $6,000 a month to operate the
esta blishrnent.

Los Angeles, May 4.
Levee has been elected to

M.

liv

man

lend in.!;

He

is

1st N.

for

Presentations Next Season

tially.

feature attractions for
There will be 14 companies of the
Karyl Norman, the Creole Fashion "Ben-Hur" picture out next season
has started them oflT Plate, following a contract with the
10 of "The Big Parade."
By
and
toward paying off tho prints and vaudeville people for a period of
that time the latter will have enadvertising.
five years, has walked out on them
tered into its second season of road$60,000 Weekly
and is now playing motion picture showing, one of the few pictures to
A. E. within the past few weeks house dates.
That he will not re- ever attain the distinction. "Benhas passed the $50,000 mark in col- turn to vaudeville seems to be defiHur" is figured to run for at least
lections weekly and last week al- nite, inasmuch as he has signed
three or four years as a special road
most reached $60,000.
with Abe Carlos for a series of fea- show. It will eventually be taken
The manner of operation in the ture pictures and will make perInto even the small towns of 5,000
A. E. between themselves and the sonal appearances in conjunction
for one day with all the trappings of
producer has been that when they with these productions when they
the big city engagements.
thought well enough of a producer are released.
At present there are four comto sign him he would receive a
Carlos has boon in conference panies of "Ben-Hur" in New York,
guarantee of 50 per cent, of nega- with Cillllnrd T. Boag, husbandPhiladelphia. Boston and Chicago,
tive cost on delivery and that the manager of Gilda Gray, who so sucwhile "The Big Farnde" has already
balance would be paid him over a cessfully handled that star in the
touched the major cities for extendperiod of 12 months.
During this motion picture theatres, and tho
ed runs.
In Boston, Philadelphia,
period A. E. would be on the sh >rt possibility is that Boag will handle
New York and Chicago it is side by
end of a 60-40 split on rentals the a flairs of Norman.
side with "Ben-Hur."
"When the producer was paid out
the arrangement would be that a
Buys Ince's
40 per cent distribution
charge Rosenberg Sells Stock
would first be deducted and the
Estate, Dias Dorados
balance of 60 per cent would be
In West Coast, Jr.
divided between the producer and
Los Angeles, May 4.
Los Angeles, May 4.
A. E. each receiving .TO per cent, in
Carl Laemmle is reported as havMike Rosenberg, partner of Sol ing
the nature of profit for both.
purchased Dlas Dorados, the

One

secured a Job as canvasser

hosiery.
He Is said to have
collected money with each order but
failed to deliver the goods. Several
victims appealed to the police and
his arrest followed.
silk

thoritative source that the picture
company settled with Joseph C. their records first. The inspector
A?kernv.p and Harris vaudeville,
says he will act an best man nfter
with a feature picture, at a 25-cent Boss during November last for
he learns the actress has been
top. The acts are to be booked out $65,000 under an agreement that the
granted a decree from her husband.
of Chicago.
There will be four former Oklahoma exhibitor, suing
complete shows dally, programs to for triple damages on the charge
be changed 'twice a week.
that F. P. had put him out of busiA new orchestra will be Installed ness, to the effect that the settle- Met, Wash., Patting on
under the direction of Charles An- ment should be treated confiden-

and

cerned

field

Agreement

Variety Bureau,
Washington, May 4.
Though repeatedly denied by the
attorneys of Famous Players-Lasky
San Francisco, May 4.
After several years as a 16-cent it has been learned from an au-

to

another of

9

The couple were "broke" here, ac
P.'s cording to the police, and Brown-

&

have brought

lost

here.

Authentic Story of F.

love song, "At

—

Films and Personal

The Keith organization seems

first sight and the runaway followed
with the intention of getting married

'Frisco House Adds 5 A.
H. Acts
4 Shows Daily on Split Week

VAUDE. FOR PICTURES

have

SETTLED

PORTOLA'S VAUDE. BILLS

KARYL NORMAN QUITS

Carlos to

honeymoon

Berlin's

Peace with the World."

time stories.

Signs With

"Mme. Pompa-

In

dour" and now prima donna in many
of the recent Mark Strand Frolics
and other stage presentations produced by Joseph Plunkett, has won
the distinction of being the first
woman in the world to sing Irving

not arrive.

Powers made "The Sky-Rocket"
with Peggy Hopkins- Joyce rs the
star and turned it over to A. E. for
in to the distributing
organization in actual cash up to
the end of last week $225,000. This
takes them out of the barrel as far
as the advance to Powers Is con-

slips

PAULINE MILLER

The other banking

firm Is said to have advanced over
$600,000 on negatives.

The

with the arrest Friday
Edith Hartley, 23. blonde,
ot
Hollywood, claiming to be a screen
actress, and Charles Brownlleld,
f
Los Angeles. The film actress
U
said to have admitted she fell
in
love with Brownfleld after converting with him over the phone. They
wanted to get married here after
eloping to this city.
Two years ago, the story goes, the
girl left her husband in Portland,
Ore., and went to Hollywood.
She
says she secured a divorce on the
ground of desertion but Hhe has not
convinced the detectives here of It.
A few weeks ago she happened to
get on the crossed wire of a telephone and heard the musical voice
of Brownfleld
who was in Los
Angeles. The conversation resulted
In their meeting.
It was love at
of

And Norman Kaiser became
Norman Kerry.

4.

Arrowhead

On

$200,000.

May

resort, hit

days previously.

along;.

wrote them on

4.

In
local police

During the past winter a picture exhibitor holding forth at

Powers arrived from the Coast a
few days ago, his resignation having preceded him by wire about 10
the inside there are a number
of stories told as to the reason for
between the financial powrow
the
ers and the chairman that was.
Originally P. A. Powers secured
$500,000 from a trust company on
his paper for the purchase of Associated Exhibitors from the rathe
Oscar Price is said
organization.
to have acted for the trust company
and Powers in the purchase of the
distributing organization. It being
stated that had Pathe believed or
known that Powers was to have had
a hand in the operating of A. E.,
they would not have disposed of it.
Later Powers is said to have
secured an additional $115,000 from
the trust company also oi. notes
for the purpose of carrying the

40,

May

romance said to have started
Hollywood was halted by m
e

of paper, put them into a derby
and the first one out bore the
name of Kerry*

Light as Tip-Off

approximately $2,600,000.

company

Pittsburgh,

A

pursued was to think of a lot
of Irish names. He thought of

Powers and

clash between P. A.

—

he

which Is Kaiser.
At the beginning of the war.
Neilan figured that was no
name for an actor. Being Irish,
would
he
decided
Neilan
change the name of hla protege
to Bound as Irish as possible.
The method In which Neilan

$60,000 Weekly

A

Francisco

San

time,

—
—

—

Ran Away With Chas. Brwnfield From L A.
Flirted Over
Phone, Then Romance

Kerry, prior to going
Neilan.
on the screen, was a salesman.
In

IN PIT]

came under the wing of Neilan,
using hie own name at the

Film

9

EDITH HARTLEY

WHAT'S A NAME?

While

192$

5,

th«*

HENRY KINO
Production

u(

"STELLA
DALLAS"
TED HENKF.I
ind Orchestra

^Wednesday,

May

5,
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* NATIONAL'S HUGE MERGER
New Fox Worked Out

STANLEYS* LEAD
IN

for pictures.
For $125,000

RowWilmer &

jttrk-Strancl, Fabian*,

&

land
Vincent,

'

^

c
:

Clark,

and Nixon-Nird-

Beside*

finger

in

Theatres

Chain Covera

Crandall

Combine—
Key Citiea

From Washington to Ohio
—New York and Philadelphia Bankera FinancOutcome of First
ing
UnNational Convention

'

—

—

dertaken for Protection

PUBLIX'S RIVAL
A

gigantic merger of picture the-

interests identified with AssoFirst National, and the dominion of the producing interests
at the
of that organization by those
head of the theatre combination is

a|i»

rted

under way.
The theatre

,..

merging seems
last

to

Fox

Of* the three plays so far,
selected "The Pelican" for
pictures, paying $40,000 for the
film rights to a stage flop. As
25 percent owner in the piece
he was entitled to his share of
the picture sale, but the picture proceeds had to be oivided

Fox

divide

less

Variety Bureau,
Washington, May 4.
Gaylord R. Hawkins, attorney for
the Federal Trade Commission in
the F;imous Players-I^asky proceedAuthor of "Craig's Wife," awarded ings brought by the commission
the Pulitizer prize honor among following a charge of attempted
The monopoly and restraint of trade on
)lays of the 25-26 season.
piece Is current at the Morosco the- the part of the picture company, has
atre, New York.
been taken off the case by an order

GEORGE KELLY

vaudeville, surrounded by vaudebrother,
principally
his
vlllians,
Walter C. Kelly, "The Virginia

$4,000

Woods' bank

presented each of Mr. Kelly's play

Miss Stewart has produced and

in

Jules

offices of the Stanley Company yes
Present at that meeting
terday.
were Jules Mastbaum, R. A. Row

MONTA BELL DIRECTING

LESSER THROWS

'AMERICAN TRAGEDY'

OFF

Signs Two-Year Contract with
F.

p.—Will

Also Do
Barnum Story

Moe Mark, John McGuirk,

Walter Hays, and several others.
The "nationalization plan'' as the
merger Is termed is the outgrowth
of numerous conferences held dur
lag the annual meeting of First Na
tlonal at Atlantic City two weeks
ago.
At the inception the chains
identified with the plan are that
controlled by the Stanley Co. which
including the Crandall houses will
number 62 theatres; Fabian houses

P. T.

group now.

Unification of Operation
is for a unification of
operation but that the houses and
chains will retain a unit capitaliza-

The plan

p

tion.

Under

thin

arrangement

it

is

tated that the Mark-Strand chain
comes into the merger with a valu
•Hon of $12,000,000 placed on it.

The financing, it is understood, Is
w be handled by Edward B. Smith
* Co. of Philadelphia and Hayden,
Stone & Co. of New York, with
Wchard Hoyt of the latter firm acttog on the First
National board.
As lined up at present the pool
Practically covers all the key city
centers from Washington
north and
jrom Ohio oast, comprising Washington, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Phil
*delphla,
York, Newark, Buf
a,0 Syracuse

New

»

*re also a

and Albany.

There

number of smaller cities
Kns,and where tho Mark-

•hL
JJtrand chain is represented and a
number of Pennsylvania cities
JJnere either the

Stanley Co. or the
«owland & Clark Interest are en
»en<-ned. I n addition
to their pres
't Molding in Pittsburgh
Rowland
Uark have a new 4,000-seat house
under way.

As For the Coast
11

Is understood
that the purpose
to further
expand the nationaliaaon p,an "nd
to eventually include
t
«• Nest c„. lst Theatres, Inc., num.

CCouUnued on page

13)

$312,000

ON

STOCK SALE

dated April

jection to D.

W.

Monta

Bell

will

Davies, as

Wm.

West Coast Mix-up—Fox
and Lesser with Ramish

is learned
conclude his

it

to the amount of $1,250,000
be distributed today amongst
the stockholders. Proceeds will be
employed for financing the organization's new activities, along with
operating expenses.
Many lawyers are about, involved
in the adjustment of stock sales of
West Coast holders. Principally the

Inc.,

may

Adolph Ramish to William
Fox and again the West Coast stock
sold by Sol Lesser to Hayden,
Stone and Company, the New York
sale by

bankers.

From accounts, although the lawyers are heavily entangled with the
discussions, Lesser may reduce his
sale price of West Coast to the
banking firm, $15 a share, making a
difference to him of $312,000 on
quoted at over $1,100,000.
Fox and Hayden Stone are also
talking of a lesser price from accounts for tho Ramish stock. Ramish from reports Is standing pat,
telling Fox and the hankers ho will
hang onto his stock, keeping Fox's
deposit as a forfeit unless the agreed
stock

Mayer release. Karl Dane, Owen
Moore, Tully Marshall and George
Siegrnan are in the cast.

Auditors aro

Up J-H

still

May

counsel,

Mr. Hawkins has handled the F.
P. proceedings for the government
20, 1921, and Is acknowledged to be the only legal representative of the Commission who
thoroughly knows the motion picture Industry In Its every angle.

manent.
Miss LaPlante arrived here May 3
to start work on "Butterllies In the
Rain" for Universal. James Kirkwood and June Marlow have been
engaged for the picture. Edward

Sloman

first

upon price
4.

The

work check
Jensen-Von Her

Is paid.
battle of attorneys

includes

Jake Samu'ls for West Coast, Sol
Rogers for Fox, Major Tuller for
Hayden Stone, Kddie Loeb for First
National and a Mr. Lawton for Los-

at

Ing over the local
berg theatres, Involved in the deal

That

order removing Mr.
Hawkins from the case will be
jubilantly received by those fighting the charge of the government
is openly expressed here.
Hawkins
has been characterized aa the
"stumbling block" that could not
be surmounted in the alleged attempts of the picture interests to
cloud the Issues of the case. It Is
also known that It was the recomthe

mendations of this government attorney that has repeatedly resulted
the commission refusing to accept stipulations offered by counsel
in

Fred Niblo Replaces
Stiller

ser.

Los Angeles,

May

4.

Metro-Goldwyn has turned one
more of Its foreign directors adrift,
having taken Maurice Stiller, the
eminent Swedish importation, off
the direction of "The Temptress,"
which is in production as a $2 special for certain cities and as a special release the country over. Stiller
Is rumored to be the fiance of Greta
Garbo, who Is starred In the picture,
and came over to Metro about the

same time she

did.

Fred Niblo has been assigned to
finish "Temptress."
The foreign director Is now without immediate assignment and It la
regarded as unlikely that he will
direct another film for M-G.

for F. P.

of

which

the

Is

Off Until December
Washington, May 4.

alleged

Following a suddenly called extop of a beetle
in connection with the Upshaw and Swope bills providing
for Federal censorship of pictures,
tho Committee on Kducatlnn of the
House deferred any action on either
of the two measures until next December.
The hearing was marked by
ecutive session on

1st

hearing

Warner Synchronized
Min.

The first of the proposed Warner
Bros, synchronized films has been
finished at the old Vltagraph studio
Brooklyn. Its entitled. "The
in

many sensational charges,- these
Including the direct charge of deBride Tamer," and has as leads. liberate lying against Canon Chase
Sydney Jarvls and Virginia Dare.
by Congressman La Guard la of
Herman Heller, musical director New York and the withdrawal of a
for Warner's theatre, New York, statement made by Congressman
handled the baton for music. The Cpshaw that all those opposed to
picture will run about 20 minutes on
his bill favored unclean picture*.
the screen.
Mrs. Kahn (California) demanded
"The Bride Tamer" la classified as the Georgia legislator-reformer to
a musical film operetta.
withdraw the remark, which, In so
If "The Bride Tamer" establishes
doing, he characterized as "Just a
popularity, Warner Bros, propose playful reference to opponents."
following with operettas and other
Upshaw also backed down on hit
subjects. Tikis one has Jarvls and previous position that hH bill was
Miss Dare playing roles similar to the perfect proposal. Inasmuch as
those taken by Mr and Mrs. Sydney ho offered to accept any amendDrew in their two-reeled comedies. ments proposed by the committee.
Congressman Clarence MacGregor
of New York bitterly attacked the
1 Co.
F. P.-L. Lot American Soci'ty of Composers,
on the floor
Authors and Publish
Los Angeles, May 4.
For the first time In years the of the House yesterday, charging
preying
society
on the
was
the
that
Famous Players- 1. a sky studio Is almost deserted. Only company now composers simply to make monfjr
for those conducting Its affairs.
there Is making "Love's Mnglc."
The Congressman also stilted that
Two companies ore on location.
the society was preying upon the
sympathies o f Congress for the
ultracomposer to create an
P. D.
LEGITS
monopoly that was destroying the
motion picture exhibitors
small
throughout the country.
Producers' Distributing

Only

on

C'S

Corpora-

some time

tion, after figuring for

rumors that
legitimate

In

Lon Chaney't Long Contract
Los Angeles, May 4.
Lon Chari"/ has signed a new

It

play

Irving
with
contract
long-term
Thalbcrg at M< ro Goldwyn Mayer.

U

-

f

COSTUMES
HIRE

FOR

pitoi>rn ionb
KXI't.i tlTAl lONS
I'KUMiN TAT IONS

1-

,

t

on 'Temptress

The removal of Hawkins recalls Federal Censorship All
much of the history of the case, one

would invade the
producing fleld. Is
now
definitely
:\n<A
up to have Its
count, clinching the deal, but no
own unit on Broadway next s< ason
further steps in the transfer have
Theatres
Locating for
Probabilities are that arrangeyet been taken.
Julius r.ernhelm of the Universal ments will be made with an indehome oince, Is en route through the pendent producer to put on. for a
s^uth on a theatre scouting trip for stated sum, tho properties which
Stahl with Fox?
U. He hiia looked over Philadelphia P. D. C. now holds and wants on the
4.
May
and is headed for Charleston, S. C, stage.
Angeles.
Los
linn, president of MetroJohn c
to look at prospective localities for
John M. Stahl. whoso contract expolitan Pictures, Inc
a P. I). C.
a Universal house in that city.
pires In December with Metro-Gold
looked
subsidiary,
is
producing
Carl
of
nephew
Bernheim is a
wyn-Mayer, is reported to have
Laemmle. Up to last year he was upon as the man who will bandit
signed with Fox.
lfgitiin.it'the
of
d'-tailn
production head of Universal City, the
St.-ihl will likely make one or two
venture.
Hollywood.
Belasco stories.

American Theatres Co.
Some money was paid on ac

to the

of the

will direct.

since Oct.

Film Ready

Los Angeles, May 4.
Treasury stock In West Coast,

GoodricJ

Seattle.

chief

—Runs 20

and Lawyers

Los Angeles, May 4.
Marlon Davies went into produc
tlon with "The Red Mill," with
Roscoe Arbuckle directing under
the name of William Goodrich.
The picture will be produced by
Cosmopolitan for Metro-Goldwyn-

Checking

1926, over the signa-

4.

William Setter, picture director at
I'niversal, asserts that In August
ho will lead to the altar Laura LaPlante, Universal picture actress.
The reason for the delay is due to
the fact that Selter, who recer tly
secured a divorce, from his wife, Is
compelled to wait until July 27,
when the decree will be made per-

(Continued on page 31)

Griffith filming his

"American Tragedy,"
that

5,

of the new
Bayard T. Hainer.

ture

highlight

Los Angeles, May 4.
Following Theodore Dreiser's ob-

contract with Metro-Goldwyn after
his next picture and is to Join
(Newark) numbered 11 and with Famous Players to handle the megaacquisition of five additional, total
phone for the making of the Dreiser
11; the 14 Rowland & Clark thea
story.
tres (Pittsburgh);
16 that are in
the Wilmer
Bell has signed a two-year conand Vincent (Pa.)
chain which, are aligned with the tract with Famous at a salary said
Stanley group; 13 houses controlled to bo $3,250 a week, and is to make
by the Mark- Strand Co. and the 11 a minimum of three plcturei? a year.
Nlxon-Nirdlinger houses also lined The second picture Bell will make
for F. P. is to be the one based on
up with Stanley.
This will make a> total of 138 the life of P. T. Barnum.
houses, although those who ore active in effecting the merger state
that there are over 186 theatres In
Arbuckle Directing Marion
eluded in the

Kelly rose to his present
as a playwright, from

Mr.

eminence

account and only "The Green
Hat" left to b<T heard from.

in

Re-

sponsible for Delay

Off Cast

Rosalie
producer,
His
Judge."
Stewart, is also from vaudeville,
where she presented Mr. Kelly in
his self-written "Show Off," a playintd full
let that was elaborated
length by its author and became another Broadway hit, narrowly escaping the Pulitzer prize for last
season.

still

Decree

Divorce

Los Angeles, May

commission,
leaving
$36,000
split going $18,000 tor the producer's share.* As Fox's 26
percent operated on the $18,000
he received $4,500 back as a
stage producer.
With Fox's
$125,000

—

Gaylord R. Hawkins, as
Comm.'s Counsel, Taken

between the author and producr, 50-50. This gave Woods
to

U's Director Mentions August

secured

from Al Woods 25 percent interest in Woods' productions of
"The Green Hat," "The Pellcan" and "Stolen Fruit."
"Stolen Fruit" went on and
came off In a jiffy. About
$20,000
lost.
"The Pelican"
suffered an attempt for a forced
run and that r an the red to
$80,000.
"The Green Hat" is
still on the map with its ultimate profit unknown.

$40,000

FYS HELP

F.

IN FED. TRADE?

have

week

stated

Maftbaum of the Stanley company
wnl be or has been elected presl
4jnt of the corporation. There was
faeeting of several of those interested in the project in the New York

land,

FOR

successes.

been completed late
It is
Philadelphia.

LAURA LA PLANTE WILL
WED, SAYS WM. SEITER

There's a headache in this if
given thought after reading.
It's about William Fox's first
experiment in buying In on
plays with the optional rights

MERGER OF

. 185 HOUSES
s

CLEARING ROAD

In First Play-Film

B&&00168
i

1437 B'way.

Tal.Mi0P«n.

.

PICTURES
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"Wreck" as Special

M VICKER'S, $22,000, WITH ASH OUT;

Los Angeles. May
selected

AT CHICAGO, $39,009, LIGHT

IRENE'

4-

Harrison Ford has been definitely
to play

the

title

role

make

1926

L A, AGAIN LOW AT $23^00

MET,

WEATHER OFF-TOURISTS LIGHT

for P. D. C. re-

lease.

The

5,

in

"The Nervous Wreck," which Al
Christie will

May

Wednesday,

picture will be sold as a spe-

cial.
9

"Stella Dallas "

Leaving

Chicago,

May

house

The

picture

has
is

Los Angeles, May 4,
(Drawing Population, 1,350,000)

TO BIG BIZ

HOME TOWN JUST RIGHT

With

UNTAMED LADY, $13,000

off

unsettled

—

was Loew's State, playing the
Marion Davlea picture, "Beverly of
Graustark," doing about $10,000
more on the week than its nearest
competitor, the elephant-sized Metro poll tan. The Hearst papers were
liberal, aa usual, with their apace
for the Davies vehicle, and five instead of four shows were given on
weekdays and six Saturday, result-

Over 'Sunday9 Latitude

big

Minneapolis. May 4.
Cool weather and strong screen

attractions brought back many of
Providence, May 4.
the film fans who had been weaned
(Drawing Population, 300,000)
away by the lure of the outdoors
Warm weather and spring's during the recent warm spell. As a
balmy breezes have reached Provi- result, leading first-run houses enwas dence, to the disgust of the local joyed a moderately good week?.

week

I

demonstration of its apparent box
oftlce ascendency over "Ben-Hur,"
its $2 running mate, by widening
the margin between the grosses.
Last week "Parade" held better than
while "Ben" dropped to
$13,000,

I

|

|

$8,000.

Peggy Hopkins Joyce In The
Skyrocket" attracted a lot of wo-

men

curious to see what the pale
faced vamp looks like. The Randolph' took $6,200, but did not hold
over the picture because of Universal^ desire to get Its own "Watch

Your Wife" a showing.
"Sandy" grossed $5,000 In
ond week at the Monroe

its secin the
face of the Castle, second run grind
house two blocks away, also running the picture.

Week

Chicago— "Irene"

(F. N.) (4,100;
Picture not rated high here
with excessive footage commented

GO-75).

$3S,000.

Garrick— "Big Parade" (M.-G.-M.;
18th week) (B0c-$2). One more week
for this box-office knockout. $13,500.

McVicker's—"Lucky Lady" (F.
Campaign to
(2,400; 60-75).
keep house from becoming dud

P.)

Elaborate plans include
orchestra, Ocorge
Paul Ash's assistant of
earlier months, and other features.
Last week around $22,000.
Monroe.— "Sandy" (Fox, 2d week).
is on.

Henry Gendron's
GIvot,

$4,900.

Orpheum—"Oh What A Nurse"

(Warner's, 3d and final week) (776;
50). Finished at $8,100.
"Hell Bent

Fer Heaven" next.
Randolph—"Skyrocket" (A. E.)
(«50; 60).
Marshall Neilan's conversion of famous front page wife
into movie actreBs drew well, par-

week. The on*
over the hurdle*

Week—

Baltimore, May 4.
The big Century is apparently
sold.
It has been apparently sold
before. A few weeks back. Fox was
announced as the purchaser, but
never took possession and eased out
of the deal without so much as a

second

weather

April condition of a scarcity oft
tourists
In
town, the
first-run
houses, with one exception, had air

Stage Act Sensation at Rivoli, But Cost Business During "His People/' $7,400 and
Held Over—"Greater Glory" almost panicky
Balto.
Loew's Whitehurst's
Exhibs Not Wild
house which got
Strong at $6,500
Century and Parkway

successive week.
Colleen Moore
version of "Irene" not considered
so warm.
With last weeks announced on both pictures, "The Big
Parade" has been giving forceful

Estimates For Last

rather

most of the week and the usual

In

failing to hit $-10,000 for the

(973; 50).

2d High of House

months.
getting great wordtaken

open tomorrow (May 6).
The Chicago also had an

again

$32,000,

FILMS AT MINNEAPOLIS;

KARYL NORMAN HITS

ol'-mouih plugging.
McVicker's gross last week sliced
down to $22,000, lowest in a year.
This is the effect of the continued
but not officially unnounced absence
of Paul Ash, who has been taking
several weeks to rest up, preparing
for his debut in his new Oriental
on Randolph street, scheduled to

on.

Winding Up Engagements Dropped Off
— "Beverly"
at Loew's State Reached

Pictures

Badly

IN PROVIDENCE
4.

"S'olla Dallas" has started like
a prairie lire at the Roosevelt, opening last week to a trade figured
at dose to $28,000, the best money

the

Two

Running Start at Roosevelt, $28, III
While— "Parade" and "Hur" Shortly

—Front-Page Wife, Peggy, Drew Curious SUNDAY SHOW

Best in Long

forfeit.
The whole thins;
shrouded in much mystery that
never lifted. Marcus Loew now
According to
steps up and signs.

exhibitors.

Another excuse for the average
Is the opening of Sunday
movies
in Providence, for the first
well -substantiated reports, the theatre is now his. Only the comple- ^time in Rhode Island's history. Lots
theatregoers
deferred
their
tion of the title search remains, and of
weekly visit to the movies until
that is scheduled for this week.
Sunday,
for
the
novelty
the
of
Just
Loew
It marks the re-entry of

amusement field,
that he abandoned when he

into the Baltimore

receipts

thing.

The Sunday shows May 2 did extraordinary business.
Practically
the houses stood them up In the
evening.
Managers are not optimistic about the immediate success
of the new regulations, however,
for they figure that with the sumand roof, the uptown Parkway and mer coming on it will be difficult
several parcels of real estate. The to fill the house on week-day nights,
Most
policy for the big Century under to say nothing of Sundays.
the regime is not definitely set. A of them give the Sunday movies
policy of Metro-Goldwyn features, about a month of life, until the next
augmented by presentations and a winter season sends the biz up
again.
big act, is the likely policy.
Last week • Klki" walked away
The transfer of these properties
leaves the Whltehursts with the with the palm. "The Self-Starter,"
with
Reed Howe, was a very adeNew and Garden theatres, which,
according to present plans, they quite second feature.
"Sandy," with the dazzling Madge
will continue to operate under the
Bellamy and taken from the muchpolicies now prevailing.
Last week was a generally good touted newspaper serial, did good
House
one for the local first-run houses. business at the Victory.
The Rivoli bettered its average Peters in "The Storm Breaker," seclarge draw, with Karyl Norman's ond feature on the Victory's bill,
stage act ("Creole Fashion Plate") was merely poor.
Estimates for Last Week
getting most of the credit, and de
Majestic— (2,600; 10-40). M Kikl"
serving it. The big Century got a
surprisingly good
week out of (1st N.) Norma Talmadge. A wow.
"Sandy," and the moderate-sized "The Self -Starter" (Ind.) agreeable
Now mopped up with "For Heaven's comedy. $9,000.
"Miss
15-40.)
Strand— (2.200;
Sake." Only the Embassy slipped.
The box-office here hit the skids the Brewster's Millions" <F. p.), despite
previous week with "The
New the magnetic Bebe Daniels, did not
"Whispering
excess.
to
Klondike," and "Count of Luxem- draw
bourg," rushed in at the eleventh Smith" (P. D. C.) little. $5,500.
Rialto— (1,448; 15-40.) "Why Girls
hour to replace "Let's Get Mar-

a Held
was succeeded by Keith-Aibee at
the Hippodrome a few years back.
The reputed price paid for the
Whltehurst enterprise is $1,800,000.
The property involved in the transfer consists of the Century theatre

all

<

ried," failed to help.

The DJx

film

now in, a week late, and may
prove the needed box-office stim-

is

Go Bark Home" (Warners) done
with the usual Warner excellence.

"Her Second Chance" (1st N.) ordinary.
BUI boasted little drawing
ulus.
among the gals. $6,200.
Ford's, with the legit season over, power. $4,700.
Roosevelt— "Stella Dallas" (U. A.)
Victory— (1,950; 16-40.) "Sandy"
(1,400; 50-75). Looks like beat run goes over to the films temporarily,
Roosevelt has had In many moons. and took on "The Naked Truth," (Fox), unhappy ending, attempted
to be true to life, almost hit muik.
beginning last night.
OfT to $23,000.
Madge Bellamy filled role easily.
Woods—" Ben-Hur" (M.-G.-M
Estimates for Last Week
"The Strom Breaker" hardly worth
12th week) '1.073; 50c-$2).
$8,000.
Rivoli— "Dancer of Paris" (2,300; time spent. Good week at $C,500.
Out this Saturday (May 8).
:15-G5).
Credit for theatre's outThis Week
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, fne.)
standing business goes to stage act.
Majestic, "The Blind Goddcs,"
Karyl Norman made his picture
"Hearts and Spangles"; Strand,
house debut in his home town and "Clothes Make the Pirate," "The
Gilda in Person and
proved sensation.
By Thursday, Dancer of Paris"; Rialto. "The
patrons were repeating at tho b. o Night Cry," "Oh, What
a Nurse";
Could
have
held
over
to a second Victory, "The Exquiuito
Film at Riako
15 Aook turn-away, but previous
Sinner,"
War- "Lazybones."
ing's Pennsylvanlans booking pre
(Copyright,
Variety,
by
1926,
Inc.)
luded this. Week was blj; through
Gilda Gray will come into the
Rialto, N. Y., for a special run of out.
Century— "Sandy" (3,000; 30-65).
six weeks in conjunction with the
B. WALLACE FREE-LANCING
showing there of her first motion Surprised by heavy draw, advancLos Angeles, May 4.
about $2,500 over previous
picture feature, "Aloma of the South ing
Richard "Wallace, former underweek.
Business
uniformly
good
Seas," beginning May 16. The initial
taker, directing Hal Roach come$14,000.
performance of the feature will be
Embassy
"Count of Luxem- dies for three years, has obtained
given at midnight. May 15.
bourg" (1,500; 35-76>. Baltimore's his release and will free lance. He
In order to play the New York high-top house foiled to recover may sign a
contract with Corinne
date and to prepare a special pre- from setback administered previ- Grimth Productions*" to direct Miss
sentation hi harmony with the pic
ous week when "The New Klon- Griffith in her next production, "Tin
ture. h\U's Gray was corn pel led to dike" started a nose dive.
"Count" Pan Alley," a screen adaptation of
cancel three weeks of dates in the rushed In at Inst moment, with lit- the play "Ashes."
tle
for
opportunity
advance
work,
middle wist where bhe was being
Result was
guaranteed $7,600 weekly with the and developed little.
a further sliding off. Week's gross
Lois Weber Not Marrying
option of taking 75 percent of the under
$5,000.
Lob Angeles, May
receipt*.
New—
"For Heaven's Sake" (1,800;
Lois
Weber denied reports that
Leonora Ulrich and a number of L\"-fiO). Best week house has had
she is to marry Captain Gttntz, an
the technical assistants of David sinci! "Merry Widow." About $13,
quoted in local dailies. "I'm far to
Belasco will stage tho presentation 000. Another week.
for "Aloma."
Warner- Metropolitan
"Hrlde orlbusy to think of getting married,"
Storm" (1.300; 25-50). Dolores Cos- Miss Weber said,
tello rapidly becoming established
MAEY STUART'S WEDDING DAY as
draw in this town. Nice week,
Los Angoles, May 4
with gross advancing over previous
Hearst press tie-up aided draw of
Culminating a Hollywood ro
six days to total of about $7,500
ma nee. It is announced Mary Stuart,
Hippodrome
"Fighting Heart" second run ot this feature. House
follows downtown New on Davids
and
vaudeville
R.
25-50).
Vaude
actress,
Garrett
Fort,
(3,300;
film
and
C.
..
Well over weekly average.
will be headllnor the tabloid "Old HomoI>eMill>> scenario writer,
$4,000.
stead."
I>id
well.
House
running
married in Riverside Christmas
This Week
on pretty steady hl^h these days.
Day.
New, "For Heavens Bake" (I'd
About $10,500.
Garden "righting Ruckaroo" and week) Rivoli." The Reckless Ladv";
vaudeville
Cl.000;
L'fl-.IO).
Buck Embassy, "Let's Goi Married";
SUBSCRIPTION Jones pop favorite, but house ap- Century, "Tho Tower of Lies';
parently affected slightly by warm- "Ford's "The Naked Truth"; Parkto
er weather last half, and failed to way,' The Storm P.reaker"; Warnerbetter previous week's figures. $10,- Metropolitan. "Oh. What a Nurse";
Months
Garden, "Tudor Western Skies";
000.
Parkway- — "Revrlv of Grnustnrk" Hippodrome, "The (iold Rush."
Send remittance with name
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
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In

the case of the principal F.

ing in

R. theatres, the pictures did the
pulling.
The supporting stage

the final total running to

around $32,000, the second highest
shows at the State and Garrick gross the house has played to in its
amounted to little from a box-office history.
Metropolitan, with a rattling good
standpoint.
picture. "Let s Get Married" (Richard Dlx), started off at its regular
poor gait, but picked up as the
week went along. Seems as though
the house made somewhat of a mistake
in trying to sell Verne Iiuck
Estimates for Last Week
over the picture, which happened to
State
"Untamed be the real drawing magnet.
(2,040;
60).
Had
Lady" (P. P.) and Nellie Sterling the selling method been reversed,
and Her Snow Shoe Revue. .Gloria this picture might have gotten aa
Swanson has big local following. extra $5,000 or $6,000, instead of
Business held up well. $13,000.
only around $23,500.
Garrick (1.829; 60).
"His PeoHarold Lloyd's "For Heaven's
ple" (M-G-M) and Hawaiian tenor. Sake" getaway
at the Million Dol"One of best pictures of year" com- lar was rather Inauspicious. With
ment. $7,400.
the house laying off on the exploitaStrand
"Greater tion angles for the past two weeks
(1,277;
60).
Glory" (F. N.). Strong sex appeal. and concentrating heavily on ChapSensational posters did share; $6,- lin's "Gold Rush,"
the final six days
600.
Held over.
of the four-week run were not aa
Lyric (1,200; 35)
"Miss Brew- productive as they usually are for
ster's Millions" (F. P.). Bebe Dan- a
Lloyd picture.
iels no local
draw, but picture
"The Big Parade," in ita next to
pleased; $3,400.
last week at Grauman's Egyptian,
Aster (896;
"Tony Runs picked up a bit over the preceding
25).
Wild" (Fox). Tom Mix lifted re- week.
ceipts above average; $3,000.
"Skyrocket" Mild
Hennepin-Orpheum (2,852; 50-99).
"The Skyrocket** did not flare aa
"The Pinch Hitter" (A. E.) and
expected
at the Forum. Instead of
vaudeville.
Ethel Barrymore in
pernon kept box office busy; over being held over for a aecond week,

Just the opposite held true at the

Hennepln-Orpheum. There Ethel
Barrymore was the magnet. Monday night, poorest of the week at
this house, had complete sell-out.

as originally intended, it waa moved
out at the end of the first. Seems
as though folks out this way are
not so keenly Interested in Peggy
Hopkins Joyce,
"Stella Dallas," In its fourth week
at the Forum, took a sudden "nose
dive," responsible for the picture
coming out at the end of its sixth
week. After the picture had drawn
the class trade from Beverly Hills

$7,600.

Pantages (1,554; 60). "The Night
Cry" and vaudeville. Usual business.

Seventh 8treet (1,480; 60). "The
Prairie
Pirate"
and vaudeville.
Satisfactory takings. About $5,400.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

GOOD BILLS BUT LIGHT
NEWMAN, $12,200
Kansas

City,

May

and Hollywood, Interest began to
subside, as the youngsters and flapper element did not thrill much
about seeing this type of picture.
The result was around a $4,000 drop
over the preceding week.
With rather a poor screen attraction, "The Exquisite Sinner," the
Criterion did not tumble as much
as anticipated from the week Defore, as a
stage sketch sort of
helped keep things going and enabled the house to show around
$600 profit on the week.

4.

Good film entertainment last
week. The Newman with "Brown
of Harvard," "Great Moments From
Grand Opera" and a fine musical
program by both the orchestra and
organist,

a

offered

big

money's

worth.
In

spite

of

the

business was off.
reasonable excuse

generous

bills

About the only
was the weather

Estimates For Last

Newman — " Brown

Estimates for Last

Week

Metropolitan— "Let's Get Married"

Week

(3,5'J5; 25-65). This picture*
had it been properly handled, would
have done remarkably well. How60c Saturday and Sunday) "Great
with wrong exploitation by
Moments From Grand Opera," stage ever,
house and through mouth-to-mouth
presentation
and well received. advertising
it picked up toward end
Business started fine and held up
o( week and finished with around
well over Sunday weakened in the
$23,500.
middle of the week but came back
Million
Dollar
"For Heaven's
strong for finish. $12,1200.
25-85).
(F.
P.-L.)
(2,300;
Royal
"Tho Song and Dance Sake"
Harold Lloyd got bad break on
Man" (F. P.) (920; 35-50) Louie This
did
final week.
days
In
last
six
Forbstein and Syncopators continue
"Gold
Chaplin's
$8,500.
as only attraction other than screen around
downRush"
had
and
second
run,
entertainment. Drew their share of
to
applause. The Royalltes liked this town showing started Thursday
one but regulars alone don't mean good business.
"The Bltf
Grauman's Egyptian
big business for this house. After
thee weeks' grind with "For Parade" (M.-G.-M.) (1.800; 50Heaven's Sake," result rather dis- $150). For 25th and next to last
week, this war epic begun to pick
appointing, only $4,000.
Liberty "The Combat " (V.- up bit in trade, finishing with
around
$18,000.
Jewel) (1,000; 35-50) Homer McgLoew's State "Beverly of Graugenberg
and
Ella
Zimmerman,
stark"
(M.-G.-M.) (2,300; 25-$D«
hilled as the Charleston Champions
of the United States, appeared as Capacity of houso taxed at almost
every
one
of five daily performthe added stage feature, together
with Charleston contest, with sev- ances. with gross skirting close to
$31\000.
eral contestants at each performCriterion— "Exquisite Sinner" (M.ance with the finals Friday night.
House lucky with contest, able to G.-M.) (1.S00; 25-35). Despite picsecure winners of numerous con- ture none too good, stage act helped.
tests held
during winter.
This Total of $3,S00.
Forum— "Stella Dallas" (U. AJ
attraction helped greatly. ^4,600.
Skidded early In
Mainstrect "Mile. Modiste" (1st (1.800; 25-75).
to
N.) (3,200; 25-50, with top 60c Sat- fourth week, with total declining
r
good margin
around
leaving
$10.
»00,
urday and Sunday).
Five acts,

(M.-G.-M.)

f1,890;

(F.P.-L.)

of Harvard"
40-50 regular;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

of profit for hour.o.

—

$13,600.

Figueroa
"Tho Skyrocket" (A.
The Pantages featured "Tumbleweeds" on Us Bcreen and "Rustling E.) (1.«'50; ^3-75). Peggy Hopkins
Joyce
has
no seductive theatre
For Cupid" was the Globe's screen
showing in connection with thr drawing power locally. Picture was
»t
after
fli\«t week, when
Loio Bridge musical stock which withdrawn
presented "Tho Partnership Baby." drew around ?7 0a.
^Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
(Copyriaht,
by Variety, Jn^)
1
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PICTURES
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5,

the runaway; weak picture,
sent r1v0u down to $20,882
Broadway Houses Generally Off Last

—"Other

Week

Women's Husbands" Made Good Showing at
Specials Dropping Off and Going Out
$16,671

—

the
along
week. The exthe Strand, with

generally

Business

last

was off
were
rtans

.fit

$36,500, and
JPftaven's Sake," at the Rlalto,
ahead
of what
about $100

Modiste," above

STREET BALLYHOO FOR

^UMSHMENT"

PICTURE

•Mch ran

Z Ad the previous week.

Capitol "Beverly of GrauIt
giving
$45,411.80,
did
weeks. At the
!!JfW2 for the two
pieces,
shot
to
was
pitMl business

H"the

Up

New

for Lloyd

the box office effect of a

•hosting

"Other

picture.

JEJ*

Prices

"The Runaway,"

tor

Stli20,882

Got $1,800 for 0. H/s
Film Policy in St. John

SoSands," at Warners,
S3' good showing with

Women's
made a

(Drawing

$16,671,

St. John,

N.

"The Midnight
Keen competition
performances drew $20,- week among the

B.,

May

marked

of the specials are

all

local

picture

over to pictures temporarily.
In

exploitation

was the work

in

The

of

tinuing at

The success of the run of Harold
"For Heaven's .Sake," at the

Iioyd's

seems to assure that house
adopting a run policy at popular
the future.
four weeks played to a

prices for

on the first

which
of $141,260,
figuring on the part

total

close

most
But

attention.
for an unfeeling weather man
the gent with the stripes and the

impediment might have been more
valuable. Tho cold forced him to
The picture wear an overcoat at times.
The

Rlalto,

who

Publlx executives,
$140,000 for the first

showed

of the
figured on
four weeks.

has the current week

The picture

and one more to follow, when Oilda
Gray in person and her picture
"Aleraa of the South Seas" come
into the house.

Estimates for Last Week
Apollo— "Stella Dallas" (GoldwynV. A.)
(24th
$1.10-$2.20)
(1,300;
week).
Final week.
Business for
Past six or eight weeks between
$5,000 and $7,500 weekly, not enough
to show profit.
Last week slightly
over $6,000.
Capital gets picture
May 1$.
Astor— "The Big Parade" (M.-G.M.) (l,120;e$1.10-$2.20) (24th week).
No let up. Last week $19,424. First
10 weeks profit utilized to pay off
advance expense of advertising, etc.
On balance of run profit of almost

ballyhoo stimulated business, many
wishing to sec If "Capital Punishment" were a preachment for or
against the gallows and the electric
chair.

Increases in price
plentiful last week.
•

scales

Estimates For Last

Imperial— (1,600;

were

Week

25-50)

Opening

(Ind.).

fied"

"Classi-

two days,

proved collection of closeups by
Supplementing
Corinne Griffith.
were films of local scenes produced
Maniby Canadian Government.
more draw than feature
fested
Wednesday. "For Heaven's Sake"
Top
balance of week.
p.)
(F.
boosted to even half plus tax.
Lloyd better draw here than Chaplin.

$6,000.

—

Unique (850; 25) "The Midnight
Express" (Col.) plus "Adventures of
Mazie" and Pathe Review, first half.
"Winds of Chance" (Ind.) and
"Scarlet Streak" final haif. Second
$130,000.
showing of "Winds of Chance" withCameo— "The Sea Beast" (War- in three months. $1,100.
ners) (549;
50-75).
After having
Queen Square— (900; 35) "Kiki"
nad long $2 top run
at Warners, first half, "My Own Pal" (Tom Mix)
two weeks at Strand
at popular latter half. Price back to 25c for
Pnccs, picture came to little Cameo
and played to
$5,460 first week. Held
ov«r.

Capitol— "Beverly of Graustark"
JCosmo-M.-G.-M.) (5,400; 50-$1.65).
haA^? weeks feature Just topped

Week|

lr8t

ond

4n

$46

* 56 551
'

sec_

;

4

on - Hur " <m.-g.-m.> a$1.10-$2.20) (19th week). BusiJ«M dropped off last week with
ur« touch
of spring; $12,362.
n
,,,niKht Sun " < U > O'•so- ii
IU
°-*2.20)
(2d week). Opened
JSi
nlght of week before last.
On iV
0,

,

i^

l! !rr

ii2

?r^

final

half.

$1,800.

"The Fool"
20)
Palace -~(550;
(Fox) for Monday-Tuesday; "Rugged Waters" (F. P.) for Wednesday-Thursday; "The Bad Lands'
(P. D. C), western, for final shift.
*550.

Gaiety— (500; 20) "Black Cyclone"
Monday-Tuesday; "The Fool" (Fox)
for Tuesday- Wednesday; "Rugged
Waters" (F. P.) for Friday -Saturday. $600.
M
Opera House— (1,200; 15-35) "Cap(Preferred) first
ital Punishment"
(U.)
Skies"
half; "Under Western
Unusual exclosing three days.

Performances drew $20,332.75.
'inisnes
week with revival of ploitation helped business substanye r " old "Outsldo the Law" tially for first half. For return to
8?ni" !
ounday
'

for grind at

pop

prices.

6nUnon-"Mare Nostrum"
60

WeekV

;

*110-$2.20)

(Uth

dropped

total

ti
?
UR,ne8s
shnWiJ: ?
""owing
$8,033.50.
\r

(M.-

off.

embassy—
, ""^7 "La
uoneme" (M.-G.Boheme"
(M.-G.(600; $1.10-$2.20) (Uth week)
6 alHO 17.108.60.
if.**
or
v

>

,

aioviV" ^'

< 1

comiJu

&
wii

iu»,

V'
oun<1

35-50-75-99)

™ ek
om

box

of Lloyd

niM

nrw

.

la

showing
week years.
week
run P°"cy at popu-

th,n *

,

,c< ' rs

A

set f«

ce

for

thlM bouse.

wnat

HOe

e,r * nd

ment «k

th<? y cftn

on lhls arrange-

in line.
Rilofe;h0 b f/valtlng
Hunaway" (F. P.)
(2 200
7- T
11

5°- u -<'»-99).
;

"hot
,Vi

"

Business

'

-

'

AaA

11

-

la(k
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;

^

Wrato"
080

lf

(Palr-

110 .$L'.20)
Final week. Last week

>
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.

|

*^n —r $13,000
"Mile. Modiste'

St rtnd

all

Wtck> showing effect of

4
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Lois Moran's Long Contract
Los Angeles, May 4.
Lois Moran has signed a contract
with Jesse L. Lasky. tying up her
several
services exclusively for

over

WhiS I

*oak

houso advertising
this
pictures
heavily than regular local
picture houses. $1,800.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

more

e a bove
* 140.000, last
.
to ^7.970,
lift

RohV

lar

Sake"

1Ie aven'«

^0;
StKl^,^Fourth

'

I

1

(1st N.)

Pulled corking
35-50-76).
(2,900;
week's business. $30.53*.
Times So.— "Volga Boatman" (De
Mille-P.

I>.

C.)

(1.03C;

$1.10-$2.20)

Also dropped off little,
picture drawing largely from Rus(4th week).

sians of lower east side, with special
advertising campaign directed at

them. Around $8.fi00.
Warner "Other Women's Husbands (Warners) (1.360; 50-75-99).
For single week. $16,671.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, rnc.)

—

horse,

his

internationally

Captain Orville I.
Clampltt, chaplain in the United
States Army, says he has signed
with a concern for the appearance of
his horse, "Redhead," said to be the
greatest jumping horse in the world.
Several weeks ago Clampltt was
acquitted of "ungentlemanly conduct" with Lucille Swallow, a Kansas girl. Last week he occupied the
front pages again following a raid
upon a Santa Cruz, Cal.. hotel by an
irate woman
who charged that
Clampltt was registered with another woman not his wife. Clampltt was in the hotel under the name
of Jones. His alleged companion, a
Mrs. Taber, was also in the hotel, in
a separate room, registered a* ..Mrs.
Helen Jones."
Army officials are investigating
this latest situation Involving the
army chaplain.

SUMMER PLUNGE

FOR PHILLY,

the bright spot
behalf of "Capital

Punishment," a Preferred production at the Opera House. A motor
truck was hired and what purported
to be a prison cell was built on top
of it. Bordering the "cell" were

done with the exception
Big Parade," which is conthe Astor, finishing its
23d week with $19,424 to its credit.
The picture has a balance on the painted signs reading "Capital Punprofit tide of the ledger on the Astor
ishment" (deformed spelling probTwo ably). Inside the cell was an old
ran alone of almost $130,000.
of the others, "Stella Dallas" and
fellow wearing a suit in which
"The Black Pirate," leave this week. heavy stripes in black on a white
Incipredominated.
"The Volga Boatman," at the background
Times Square, one of the later ar- dentally, he was burdened with a
An iron
flowing coffee strainer.
rivals, Is faring better than thT most
football and a chain were coupled
tt this time.
"Mare Nostrum," at the Criterion, to one of his ankles. The truck
and "La Boheme," at the Embassy, was driven through the streets for
teem to have shot their bolt and do several days and nights prior to
the opening of the film, and each
not look as though they could conday and night during the three
tinue more than a couple of weeks
At times the
days' engagement.
at the irtost at the business they are
"Ben-Hur," at the truck was parked about the city,
now doing.
attract the
would
exhibit
where the
Cohan, dropped under $13,000.
pretty well

with

famous

4.

Added to the regular
houses was the Opera* House, norA^Btrong hold on the box office on
legit.
Due to scarcity of legit
mally
was
Beast"
Sea
"The
of
the part
where bookings owing to unsatisfactory
shown at the little Cameo,
business, the house has been turned
two
run
and
its
after
$2
the picture,
Seemingly

Although he refused to consider a
appear in motion

$30,000 contract to

pictures

STANLEY,

RECORD HEAT KILLED' FRISCO;

4.

last

houses.

vetks at the Strand at pop prices,
little house.
got $5,460 in the

San Francisco, May

Pop., 80,000)

Ij2e at the Colony
gun* In 17

Wonder Horse and Women
Keep Army Man Busy

VARIETY

$23,000

GRANADA HIGH BUT LOW AT $17,
"Monte Carlo/ Couldn't Do Over
$15,000—"Stella Dallas" Opened to Bad Break
at Imperial, $10,000

MILWAUKEE; GOOD WEEK

ton,

—Stan-

$11; in
May

4.

$18,000-$15,000-HIGHS

box

offices that might ordinarily
The principal reason
the bad break at the beginning
of the week when a hot spell, anno jnced by the weather bureau to
be the most torrid experienced In
any April for 40 years, hit the town.
The heat wave broke Friday. Sat-

be expected.

was

Stage Orchestra Sends Wisconsin Into Lead
"Sea
Beast" Took 2-Week Record

—

Milwaukee, May 4.
For the first time in many months
Milwaukee is again becoming a
"second week" town.
Three pictures within the last month have
been held over for a second week
in the downtown sector.
The Merrill
started with "For Heaven's
Sake," then the Aihambra held over
"The Sea Beast" and now the Merrill repeats again with "Torrent."
Weather is warm and attendance
at theatres increasing.
Aihambra—"Sea Beast" (3.000;
50). Second week.
Close to $15,000.
Biggest attraction at this U. house
in years.
Shattered all records for

urday and Sunday immediately following were genuine scorchers.

Sunday

saw its peak and the
Waterloo of the picture house box
office

statements.
that

Wednesday
set

It

was not

normal

until

coolness

in.

The Granada, with "A Social
Celebrity," held the lead by a slight
margin, but it was nothing to brag
about. Its gross was below a normal average. The Warfield came
second with "Monte Carlo," an indifferent subject, mildly amusing. A
great stage show failed to offset
the competition of the heat.
A disappointment was the opening week of "Stella Dallas" at the

Imperial, where the first three daya
totaled hardly more than $6,000.
25-50) "Combat"
conservative estiEstimates for Last Week
mate.
This house has not done
California (2,400;
65-90), "The
much -since opening but held steady New
Commandment" (F, N.). Busipatrons weekly.
ness slipped back to normal averMerrill— "Torrent" (1,000; 25-50). age.
Heat hurt; $10,000.
Hearst advertising and publicity
Granada (2,734; 65-90), "A Social
made holdover. Around $8,500 good Celebrity"
(F. P.). Adolphe Menjou
for this smaller house of Saxe
stay.

Garden— (1,200;

at $16, III

"Parade" Leaving

San Francisco, May

Decidedly an off week among the
run picture houses last week.
Not one got near the play at the
first

two-week

Fox Best Off

9

Warfield, with

Around

$3,500,

always a draw here. Under ordiconditions feature probably
Hour" (1,- nary
have grossed a substantial
Appearance of Mara- would
200; 25-50).
total.
man breast" had local film people jah,
Gross little under average:
mystic. In addition to picture
beginning to figure on business con- program necessitated two morning $17,000.
Imperial
tinuing at a winter and early matinees for women only.
(1,300;
65-90), "Stella
Shot
spring pace, along came a slump gross around $10,000. One of best Dallas" (U. A.). Opening, expected
to be rather sensational, proved
which drew no distinctions and weeks of season.
played no favorites. One reason
Wisconsin "Dancer of Paris" (3,- failure In money. Critics raved, but
given was d yllgltf saving, another 500; 60-60). Coon-Sanders' Orch- public didn't respond. Heat wave
was some unusually warm days and estra did much in building up Wis- also kept them away.
Week
nights. But the reaction was bound consin business for week, putting hardly up to average; $10,000.
8t Francis (1,400 66-90), "Klkl"
to come, and last week happened to it at head of Milwauk:e drawing
(F. N.). Third and final week conbe the time.
list.
Over $18,000.
The Stanley felt the slump to (Copyright, 1926, by Variety, I no.) tinued to, slip. Failure of subject to
catch on
unexplained surprise:
the tune of $2,500 to $3,000, and
Philadelphia,

4.

Just when that old one about
"hope springing eternal in the hu-

chain.

Strand —"Unguarded

—

;

although "A Social Celebrity" got
good notices and its star, Menjou,
even better ones, the week's figure
was only about $23,000, considerably under the house average. This
week started equally as bad, the
first show Monday having a pitiful
attendance. The Aldine also skidded and so badly that It was finally
decided to take out "The Big Parade" this week, giving it 20 in all,
and the city's long run record for
a picture.
Last week It hardly
topped $10,500.
The Stanton did not fare as badly
as the Stanley and Aldine, but the
Lloyd picture, "For Heaven's Sake,"
did not do as well as Borne recent
Lloyd pictures. Just how much effect "Grass," also on the bill, has
would be hard to estimate. However, it is probable that four weeks
will be enough, possibly only three.
The Arcadia expected to keep
"That's My Baby," the Douglas
MacLean farce, in indefinitely, but

$10,000.

.

'KLONDIKE'

LOW AT
New

AT

$16,800

STATE, N. 0.
Orleans,

May

4.

The stand-out among local films
last week was "For Heaven's Sake,"
all night
performances. It Is being held over.
"The New Klondike," with Tom
Mcighan starred, and written by
Ring Lardner, failed to strike the
fancy of the Loew State patrons,

crowding the Strand for

deflecting the receipts

under

downward

to

$17,000.

"The Sea Beast" proved its worth
during a second week, doubling the
Liberty's usual gross. An added attraction during the engagement was
Don Philllpinl's augmented orchestra, the Don being a feature all

Warfield (2,840; 66-90), "Monte
Carlo" (M.-U.-M.). Ordinary picture of little interest, but fine stage
act in conjunction called "Russian
Ideas."
Combination failed to get
Warfield patrons to usual number

and

receipts slipped
place; $15,000.

into

second

(Copyright* 1926, by Variety, Ine.)

'BROWN' TOP AT $14, ill

COLLEGE FILM STRONG
Talmadge

and

Lloyd

Hold-

overs—'Sea Beast/ 3d Week

by his lonesome.
at Rialto
Estimates For Last Week
"New
Loew's State— (3,600; 60)
this, too, was hit badly, and despite
Washington, May 4.
Considered only fairly
bully notices was withdrawn at the Klondike."
(Estimated White Population,
end of the week. The Karlton was good here. $16,800.
"For
75).
(2.200;
St ra n
380,000)
equally bad with $2,000 for "BorHeaven's Sake." Appealing to all.
rowed Finery."
With two of the houses having
The Fox had as its picture fea- $9,300.
hold-overs U was a battle between
Liberty— (1,800; 75) "Sea Beast" Norma Talmadge in "Kiki" at the
ture "Yellow Fingers," but counted
heavily,
too,
on Cliff Edwards- Did better second week than any Metropolitan, with a soprano, as an
Bettered
years.
in
( Ukulele
Ike) and Raymond's Fa- otlier picture
added attraction, and "Brown of
gan's orchestra.
The combination $8,700.
Harvard" at the Palace with nothTudor (800; 40) "Johnstown ing
managed to wield some influence,
extra on the stage, and the colone
especially later In the week, and the Flood." Extra booming for this
lege play turned In top money.
to
$2,800.
receipts
sent
gross was around $16,000.
Sea Beast." at the Rlalto,
"The
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Ine.)
Includes
layout
This
week's
third week, did the normal, while
"Irene" at the Stanley, "The Crown
Harold L,loyd in a second week at
of Lies" at the Karlton, "The Dancer banking on the Sesqul and conven- the
Columbia showed sufficient
from Paris" at the Arcadia and tion crowds.
strength by Wednesday to hold
Estimates for Last Week
"Stella Marls" at the Fox. All four
over.
Stanley (4.000; 35-50-75)— "A Soare in for single weeks only. The
Weather broke beautifully, with
Stanley, in addition to the picture, cial Celebrity" (F.-P.). Fine notices, several large conventions aiding.
has a program of more than usual especially for star, could not hold
Estimates for Last Week
Josef Pasternlck returns this one up against existing condivariety.
Columbia Harold Lloyd In "For
as "guest conductor," and is heav- tions; result, $23,000; quite low for
Heaven's
Sake" (F. P.). (1.232; 36house.
a
Yorke
has
ily billed, while Helen
Topped any second week's)
Aldine (1.500; $2)— "The Big Pa- 60.)
vocal offering, and Albertlna Rasch
Com$11,500.
week).
season.
final
business
of
(M.-G.;
rade"
presents a dance novelty. The Fox
Norma Talmadge
Metropolitan
has "Ukulclo Ike," held over, and pletes Just three days short of 20
Doris Morwith
record;
slumped
(1st
N.),
film
"Kiki"
in
local
weeks,
Commanders
Aaronson's
Irving
(1,542; 35-50). (2d
row> soprano.
badly last week to about $10,500.
(band).
r
3:>-.
,0-75)
"For
week.)
$12,500.
(1.700;
8tanton
Next week the Aldine will offer
Palace "Brown of Harvard" (M"La Boheme," booked indefinitely, Heaven's Sake" (F.-P.; 2d week).
Exploited
35-50.)
(2,432;
but hardly likely to make any such Took a drop, but not as bad as G-M).
run as "The Big Parade" did. The some; around $11,000, probably un- from every possible angle. Response
piccollege
for
all;
demand
weeks
Indicates
four
in
stick
der;
should
scale of prices will be the same.
tures, If not overdone in number.
There have been rumors flying "Grass" also on bill.
Good.
$14,000.
HO)
"That's
My
(800;
Arcadia
around of the booking of "The Bln^k
Rialto --"Sea Beast" (Warners).
Baby" (F.-P). Kxpected to stick
PirHt«i" to follow for a try at sumSurprise at this
mer continuamo, but nothing offi- for run. but f illed uVspKe good no- (1.97X; 35-50.)
The Stanton Is to get tice*, und was withdrawn Saturday; house running anything for three
cial as yet.
weeks.
Near
$7,000.
$2,500.
"Stella Dallas." so the reportH have under
"Borrowed
Karlton (1,100; 50)
This Week
It. probably after the Harold Lloyd
picture, and "The Volga Boatman" Firv ry"; also bad, with about $2,000.
Columbia, "For lleavm'i Sake*
Fox n.000; 99) — 'Yellow Fingers" (3d w^ck); Metropolitan, "Other
Is another special supposed to come
(Vox). Pictures held up by Ukulele
In this spring.
Woman's HusrbandN"; Palace. "The
Latest reports have all the Stan- Ike .v«d Raymond Fa can's orches- Runaway"; Rialto, "Gilded Buttersuffer from nlump as
ley downtown houses, Including the tra; did not
fly."
Arcadia and Aldine, trying to keep much as others; around $16,000.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
open through July and August,
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SAM KATZ

SAID

"CAN GET?"
I

NICK SCHENCK SAID
"O. K."

SO HE
GOT
!

SGItBfiCK

¥%*5nnk SBCUBBO

KB ii«
O? 0T3?

BID.

TBWTBES

....

ON

.,„iw

ITS

PRESIDENT

WAY!

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER'S
PARADE OF HITS FOR 1926-27

-

May

Wednesday,

5,

PICTURES

1926

VARIETY
SHEA'S OUTSIDE PICTURE June Math is Recovered

GOD HELP US IF YOU DON'T BRING HOME

And

GOT BUFFALO $30,000
Jun->

THE BACON," SAID SPRING TO SALESMEN

—

"Hot" Advice
Tells
Chicago
to Get Better Prices for
Convention in
Salesman
One Who Can Sell Bad
"Good
Film—
Secretary's

National's

First

Pictures."

Spring Also

Chicago,

,(

first

May

4.

secretary- treasurer

Spring,

National Pictures, made a
ballroom of the Drake

ggtch in the

opening
Botd on the
vestion of its

day of the con-

salesmen here.

Mr.

Starting Picture
Los AngeU
May 4.
Mathis returns hev front

New York

Warners' "Sea Beast" Used
as Example for Local Control

screening, was substituted and sent
in cold to finish the week.

Estimates for Last

9

of Picture

House Operation

Week

this week alter a long
She will be the first
the Fust National executives to
produce a picture at The new studied
now under const ruelion at liurhank,
with her new unit with Sylvano
F'alJ.oni,
her
husband, directing.
illness.

ol

Work will start about June 15, makBuffalo. M iy
Mike Shea,
Buffalo's
m um an ing "Sinners in 1\ radise."
Those who will be in the cast inshowman, is right, as usual. J/ist
week he plugged another hole in the clude Anna Q. Nil son, Lewis Stone,
argument of his opponents against George Sidney and Charles Murray.
Said Talks 'Cold Turkey*
allowing him free rein in the opeThe second company which will
ration of his Buffalo houses. Shea s get away there is to
be Q B. P.
$1,700.
attitude
in
favor of nanus as Fiiieinan unit and will
make his
Orpheum (900; 30)— "Moana" did against presentations waa about
story
from
a
current
not
hit
spot,
with
Broadway
Topekans
liking clinched by the situation here last
But Spring talked cold turkey. He
success.
its predecessor, "Nanook."
Failed
week.
In
addition
it
begins
to
look
admitted Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer had
to
outbid fine summer weather. as though local option in the mateclipsed First National of late in
Last half, mix on Mix picture re- ter of theatre operation beats censpecials but claimed they were going sulted in
£. V. RICHARDS RACK
more of name. Business tralized control and the box office
to see it "didn't happen again.
is the thing that proves it.
He bare $1,0C0.
K. V. Richards returned to New
concentrated a lot of attention on
Cozy (400r 30)— "Oh! What a
The Buffalo last week featured York last week, leaving the next
the new series of action" pictures Nurse" proved oh what a flop. Dis- "The Sea Beast," the second non- day with his
folks for their New

—

—

Isis (700
40)
Sally ONeil suffered from too much Charley Murray, latter stealing the picture, but
Tnpoka fans like Murray. Result
little better than average, though
not as good as expected.
About
;

1.

i

!

—

"

saying, "the selling force asked

appointed

didn't enthuse the sales boys.
Mr. Spring conceded that successful salesmanship involved a large
degree of "murder'' but told the
salesmen not to be sorry for the

Monday when a

everyone,

even

the

box

Famous

Players

picture

the

at

for
Orleans home.
speech "steam
house pince its opening. Business
westerns and were giving them office. Total, $900.
gprtaf made a long
Whilo away, the Richards restarted with a rush and continued
15)—
Gem
(500;
"The
Air
Mall"
promising
rewards
boys,
what
they
ths
want; God help us all if
iaf up"
and Adolphe Me-njou" in second run strong all week with capacity ceived word of the death of Mrs.
you
don't
bring
home
the
and
hinting
bacon."
go-getters
Richards' mother.
Shortly before
for tbi real
of "Lost— A Wife." got about $S00. houses the rule. The house went at
leasi
$7,000
over the preceding leaving the other Hide, E. V. waa
for the non- producers
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
at the axe
Popular First National Actors
week's llgure. There is no question taken ill, and had lost 14
force.
He
stressed
sales
pounds by
the
UDonf
but what the draw was due solely the time
Speaking of First National conhe reached New York, fully
National
for First
totter prices
to the John Barrymore feature.
tracts with actors he referred to
recovered.
product
Last Week's Estimates
Charlie Murray as a featured player Ceiling Falls Down
"Make the exhibitor squeal, holler
Buffalo— (3,600; 30-45-60.) "Sea
they were going to plug. The salesBeast." Picture had town talking.
and yell, make him call for the pomen
applauded
loudly
for
Murray,
At Savoy, Wilkes-Barre Business pyramiding steadily to cadepartment but get
liot and the Are
The Only "New"
also for Jack Mulhall.
Eulogistic
pacity at end of week. The Barrybatter prices," Mr. Spring said, and
mention of Ben Lyon as the "sheik"
Thing in
more name and the excellence of
salesman
"the
good
Is
the
continued,

om who can

the poor pictures;
good ones."

sell

anyone can sell the

Numerous

speakers

including

Lelber of Indianapolis, presiFirst National.
Mostly the
speeches were the usual line of hokum dished out at "pep" meetings.

Robert

dent of

exhibitors as "if you gave them a
picture for nothing they would want
you to throw in a projection ma-

chine to run

it.'

GEORGE GIVOT
The

TOPEKA'S SOUR

Panting Singer"

WEEK-

LlSr TO THE SQUAWKS
Laying Off Syd Chaplin—Tom
Mix's

Mix-Up—$1,700

High at

Isis

(Drawing Population,

A

Wilkes- Barre, Ta., May 4.
dozen people were injured here

section of the plaster ceiling of the Savoy fell, a few
minutes after 1 p. m., during the
showing of the Thomas Meighan
film. "The Klondike."

The first afteanoon show had just
about got under way when, without warning, a ripping sound was
heard overhead and muscles of
plaster were seen showering down
from the dome of the house.

ment

later

A mo-

the entire strip ripped

loose.

The quick thinking

policeman
Michael Conway probably averted a
of

panic. The officer was outside when
the crash occurred.
He quickly
fought his way through the jam to
throw open the doors leading to the
spacious alley alongside of the theatre.

70,000)

Topeka, Kans., May 1.
First break into summer weather
brought almost summer business.
Syd Chaplin in "Oh! What a
Nurse," may have had the weather
to buck and then again he may have
only had the fact that the fans are
tired of seeing his almost vulgar
slapstick In women's clothes. While
Mike," over at the Isis, waa piling
up a little prolit, the Cozy went into
the red on what was supposed to
be one of Warner's specials.
A bad break in the booking was
given as the reason for a 40 per cent
falling off in business at the Orpheum. Tom Mix's "Yankee Senor"
was booked In for the last half and
advertised big with special stunts
and good newspaper space, free and

Of the 12 injured, eight were removed to hospitals. Four of these
were later sent home.
The r.ccident is believed to have
been caused by the vibrations set
electric motor housed
under the stage and used to operate the bellows on the symphony

up by a large

organ.

F. P.

May Take

Nellie's

film solely responsible for gross.
$30,000.
Hip
(2,400; 60.) "For Heaven's

Picture

—

Sake"

(2d week). Lloyd feature
hold up in second week.

tailed

fell off over $10,000 from
week. Gross for second week
stands $6,000 less than second

liist

week

THE

to

Taking

of

"The Freshman"

PAUL ASH

same

at

POLICY

house.

Last week's gross $14,000.
Loew's — (3,400;
35-50.)
"Tony
Runs Wild" and vaudeville. Tom
Mixes continues sure business-getter. Week's figure represents steady
business. $15,000.
Lafayette (3,400; 35-50.) "Gilded
Buttei Uy" and vaudeville. Card presented splendid vaudeville, but picture detracted.
Business dropped

a§ Presented at

McVickers, Chicago

—

under

preceding

week

House

Entertainment

By

about

to

$16,000.

(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

Sues Barber for $36,1 III
He Whirled Her 'Round
I

Los Angeles, May 4.
Mrs. Marion Talinadge entered
suit against "Doc" White, Hedondo
Beach barber, for $36,056, the
amount she thought due her after
she had been whirled around in a
barber chair while getting a hair
bob and shampoo. She complained
that she was thrown out of the
(hair and suffered a fracture of the

Paul Aih
Presentations

Produced by
Louis
'•CcDermott

leg.

'

Home Again
Whsre

I

Started

HcVICKER8\ CHICAGO
Opened May 3rd as
Master of Ceremonies

With New Trousers
"•AT IT WITH PANTS"

method of
shipment from the Fox exchange
paid, but a tangle in the

resulted in it not reaching the screen
In time for the opening matinee.
"His People," in the booth for

"Stripes and Scars

CROSLAND AND BARRYMORE
Los Angeles, May

Nellie Revell has written another
original story for pictures, called

"Stripes and Scars." Walter Wander for Famous Players has an opon the story, immediately
taken after he had gone over the

4.

Alan Crosland has been engaged
by United Artists to direct both the
pictures in which John Barrymore
will appear.

*

tion

script.

The

PAUL

Expiring Contract
Los Angeles, May 4»
Calhoun's contract with

Alice Calhoun's
first

title

was "Scars and

Stripes," but waa reversed through
the possible thought of a play upon
"Stars and Stripes."

Alice

Warner

May

6,

Brothers,
will not be

which

expires

renewed.

ANOTHER WONDERFUL WEEK JUST COMPLETED

RIVOLI, BALTIMORE,

MD.

STILL A GREAT MATINEE BUILDER
MAY 3rd, GRAND, STEUBENVIULE, OHIO
MAY 10th, GRAND, PITTSBURGH, PA.
BOOKED FOR RETURN ENGAGEMENT IN EVERY HOUSE THIS ACT HAS APPEARED
Direction ARTHUR SPIZZI AGENCY, Inc.

PICTURES

VARIETY

10

HOUSE MGR.
PLACED UNDER ARREST

J. T.

KHTH-ALBEE DICKERING WITH
P. D. C.

FOR PICTURE CONNECTION

SNEE,

Bridgeport,

John Thomas Snee,

82,

May

4.

manager

of a local theatre, arrested April 29,

Wednesday,
Portland, Ore,

"Tough

Portland, Ore, May 4.
State Board of Censors has

The
banned

"Sandy,"

Fox

film,

from

May

5,

1928

PEGGY JOYCE'S PICTURES

AND POWERS' CONTRACT

the local Blue Mouse. By the time
the censors got through with the
film It was well deleted.
This makes the second feature In

Los Angeles'. May
Peggy Joyce Is under contrac

make another

4
t

to

picture for Pat Pow-

prosecution on a aerious two months to be kept out, "That ers, but It is understood tho procharge of criminal assault. He has Koyle Girl." at the Majestic recent- ducer will release her from the obligation.
been placed under $2,000 bond and ly, being the other.
According to reports Miss Joyc*
his case turned over to tho Bureau
has
an ofTer from a French
brother
la
a
Investigation.
Snce
of
conOFF
F. B. 0. LOT
cern to go to France and make
of Andrew Snee, arrested recently
a
Angeles, May 4.
Los
picture
based on the life of Gaby
while attempting to rob a North
All producing units except F. B. Deslys. At the present time
End drugstore, and who confessed
another
O. productions have left the F. 13. O. picture with the same title is
to other burglaries.
being
Studio. Monty Banks took his com- mode over there.
pany to the Hal Roach lot, Harry
In case Miss Joyce doesn't want
WM. FOX LEA VINO COAST
Garsson Is slated to tako Lefty to go abroad and make a picture,
it
Los Angeles, May 4.
Flynn to the Nellan studio, while is said that Stanley Comstoek
William Fox and Saul E. Rogers, Douglas MacLcan and Larry Se- multi-millionaire and financier,
to
vice-president and general counsel mon are both hunting new studio whom Miss Joyce is
reported to be
for Fox Films, are leaving here locations.
engaged to marry, may finance a
this week for New York.
company for her.

faces

Vaudeville People Reported Adverse to Investing
Money P. D. C. Rumored to Figure Connection

—

Good One

—K-A Not

in

Kcith-Albee has been dickering
with the Producers' Distributing
Corporation for a direct connection
between the vaudeville and picture
K-A. from accounts, do
concerns.
not want to invest any money in
P. D. C, thereby hinging the neas
reported
variously
having been closed but understood
fire.
the
be
on
still
to
While the P. D. C. people look
upon the Keith-Albee association as
desirable, it Is said they do not intend to let in K-A gratis.
Another barrier to the consummation of the deal Is reported as
the division of opinion amongst the
K-A heads on the subject. One of
the leading officials of the K-A organization is for the proposition,
claiming it Is vital >to the future
Another and
of the K-A business.
just as important a head waves
aside any mention of importance
and does not appear over-anxious
golations,

to oven talk

it

Unison on Scheme
PEECY HEATH GUILD PEES.
Los Angeles, May 4.
Percy Heath was elected president of the Screen Writers' Guild
for the coming year, succeeding
Rupert Hughes.
Maud Fulton is
vice-president;
Ewart Adamson,
secretary, and Edward Montagne,
treasurer. Heath is head of the F.
B. O. scenario department.

Spencer,

!a^

Votes

for

Spencer.

Ia.,

Mm

James- Blackton Mfcrriage
Los Angeles, May 4.
Gardner James, screen Juvenile,
"Sunday" will marry Marlon Blackton, daugh-

May

4.

Sunday moving pictures carried

in

Spencer at a special election by a
majority of 150 votes.

.

ter of Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, Warner Brothers director. Miss

Blackton
Warners.

Is

a scenario writer

for

DOROTHY FABNUM SIONS
Los Angeles, May 4.
Dorothy Farnum, writer, has entered into a new one year's contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Miss I'arnum Is the wife of
Maurice Barber, general manager
of the Cinema Finance Corp.

Technicol- Educational
Los Angeles, May 4.
Eugene Roth, producer of TechnU
color films, has signed with Educa*
tlonal for the distribution of hi*
pictures.

Arthur Maude

is

directing.

any Gems*

twenty

over.

Picture men, as a rule, attach
considerable Importance to a K-A
connection, with the exception that
they agree K-A to be of value to a
picture alliance must go wholeheartedly into It, with their influ-

This latter Is
ence and money.
looked upon as unlikely, K-A in the
past having turned down all picture
propositions that involved an outlay
by them of money other than rentals, with their Ideas on rentals for
films not being liberal.
That the Kelth-Albee houses are
and have been badly pressed for

known

film service la well
trades.

1926-1927
"TIFFANY" IN MOTION
WHAT "TIFFANY* STANDS

PICTURES REPRESENTS
FOR IN PRECIOUS JEWELS,

Famous (Authors,fPUaf Wrights .Directors)
and Players

oAll tiffany Quality

the

In

FABIANS BUY NEWARK'S

BRATTER-POLLACK
1st

Expansion— Neigh-

Nat'l

borhood and Suburban Thea-

—Partnership Deal

tres

Newark, N.

J.,

May

4.

The Fabians have purchased

BO

That Model From Paris
Flaming Timber

per cent, interest In five theatre?
belonging to Bratter & Pollack and
their associates. The houses are all
new residential and suburban theatres and represent the Fabians' first
holdings of neighborhood theatres.
Tiny are tho Embassy. Orange
(2,.iC0), and the Hawthorne (1.000),
Newark,
on Hawthorne avenue,
Harrison,
both recently opened;
East Orange (2,000), Oritanl, Hackensack (2,100), and Roosevelt, Clinall
(2,'JOO),
ton avenue, Newark
under construction. Several have
stores and offices and are in most

Wives

The Song of Steel
The Enchanted Island
Husband Hunters
Snowbound
The Life of a Woman

Sin Cargo

Raging Seas

Squads Right

Top of the World
The Squared Ring

Fools of Fashion

The Tempest
One Hour of Love

desirablo locations.
Louis Cic'.ding if Interested In
several of the houses. lie ami the
other interests each sold one-half
of their holdings, so that the relation of the original owners to each
other remains the same. The Fabians assume all control and management of the theatres.
The Golding interests elsewhere
Nono of the
are not Involved.

Lightning

The Steeplechase
The Tiger

Tale of a Vanishing People

Franqfiised

and Distributed Nationally

Through Tiffany Exchanges Everywhere

Stern houses in which Golding and
others have a share Is concerned.
Fred Falkner had no connection
whatever with the deal. It is understood, however, that Falknor is
considering selling to tho Fabians
his houses in Montclair, Madison
and Caldwell. He was formerly
general manager for the Fabians,
and their relations are cordial.

While this deal, whi.-h 1« salt, to
have Involved $:1.000.00D, is announced a purely a Fabian affair,
First Nait is really part of the
<

F. X.
Urinal poliey of expansion.
has now not only dominance in the
];ir;;iT cities herea on ts, but also a
toe-hold in the residential districts
I

M

Newark.

Only

Joseph

Stern

the way of 'onip!< te control of the residential and suburban districts of Newark. A. M.
Fabian has recently been made a
member t»f the executive committee
of five of F. N., so that a Fabian
move of this sort is accepted as a
bit of First National strategy.

viands

in

1

tiffany productions, Inc.
b,H. HOFFMAN. VictTnstimt

1540

New

BROADWAY
\

york,n y.

PICTURES
DIRECTOR WANTS $101,

DISCOVERING" NEW TOWNS FOR

—

San Francisco, May

Two women and two men were

The plaintiff is Lionel Sterling, who
ur Spizzi's Circuit Extended to 10% Weeks- asks
$101,000 from the Murray A.
Bills
Kay Productions, Inc.
Summer
to
Locate
Any
in
Up
Errors
Lining
Sterling charges that last August
he was engaged by the defendant
$1,000 Weekly Bill in 1,000-S eater

half weeks
added to Arthur Spizzl'B
circuit, with the folhouse
picture
new
kjwlnf houses and towns as

pother two and a

wTa been

Forge, Va.;
-taads: Virginia. Clifton

*

Camden. Parkersburg, Va.; HIppo*4rca«. Marietta. O.; Creamic. East
Liverpool, O.; and the Opera house,

concern to cut. edit and put in
shape for exhibition 30,000 feet of
film taken on the trip of the old
whaler Narwhal on a pilgrimage
through the South Seas.

she did rot care to have any more
of his "cave man stun*," and is said
to have told him over the phone
that she was through for good and
going to Europe.
Schlldkraut has not lost his patience or given up hope. He will

In his

of particulars, Sterling

bill

says he was to receive $1,000 on
completion of his work and onethird of the gross receipts above
$50,000.
He charges he failed to

try again.

money

get any

at

FOR ADMITTING MINORS

4.

Another Los Angeles picture dihas a grievance against a
local motion picture concern and
has carried his troubles into court.
rector

the Court of Special Sessions on their pleas of guilty to
admitting minors to motion picture
fined in

same

Street theatre,

John

served several children being admitted to the theatre unaccompanied by adults. They were fined
$25 each.
Olga Civardi, cashier,
ferri

Attlllo,

at

P. Ooring.

first

runs

The

in I^os

first

Angeles.

run pictures to open at

the house will be "La Boheme," following a six-week stay of "Stella
Dallas," on May 13.

and Talia-

manager, of tho Ray
8th avenue, were

Goring

York

2o09

expected back from
week.

is

this

^s/aynesburg, Pa.

These are split week houses, augrenting an already aligned eight
veeks. All are to play the Spizzl

.

.

picture

V
'

This

house units.
another instance of the

is

picture field "discovering" plenty of

New

Issue

sew towns for the show business.
Almost every 900 or 1,000-seat house

'

can afford at least a $700 to $1,000 a
The Splzzi
bill of extra acts.
plan of rotating a unit in the lesser
bouses where big attractions and
"names" are economically prohibited Is interesting exhibitors who formerly played acta haphazardly.
Spizzl is going against the general
run of things in fooling around
with the unit idea in tho face of
warm weather. His idea is to knead
out any kink of organization during

$2,000,000

Motion Picture Capital Corporation
Five Year
To be dated

would

in policy

be costly.
Spizzl Is also arranging his bookings on the theory that competition
la small towns demands something
to

swing the balance one way or
Where a town theatrically

another.

"sewed up" by on« group or individual, the natives must accept
what is offered and so the theatre
would not be Interested.
Where
there are two to four rival theatres
; m a small city, one is usually de(alrous of playing the unit presentations for box -office purposes.
Is

<

April 1,

Him

Los Angeles, May

'

May
.

4.

Indications
are
Joseph
that
Schlldkraut,
screen
actor,
now
working for De Mille, and his wife,
Bloise Bartlett, will not get together, as Miss Bartlett is ready to
•all for Europe on
the Olympic,

About

8.

two

weeks

ago

Schlldkraut, who sort of likes pubtold his press agents his wife
was coming back to him. He said

llcity,

^

he had spent almost $700 in long-

New York

distance calls to
4tt£lng her to do so.

in

in-

^Something happened, for Schildraut told the story around that
"tile
thing
had fallen through.
/About 10 days apo he again said
*%ls wife was on her way. The next
day it was another story aprain.
^
*. Hla wife had finally decided that
;

WARNER

BR08. Present

WUh PAT8Y

JOHN HAKKON
CoatlAttdu* at Popalur

FrlcM

WARNERD
THEATRE
¥¥

•.

1X1

B'srayy

Near 02nd

81.

1931

Motion Picture Capital Corporation began business in September, 1923,
with $100,000 working capital. During its early history a few private
investors furnished the Corporation with additional capital from time to time as its operations demonAt the present time there is issued and outstrated its earning power and the soundness of its business.
standing 24,536 shares of preferred stock, $25 par value, and 175,464 shares of common stock without
par value. The common stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange. In 1925 the Corporation
acquired the Cinema Finance Corporation of Los Angeles. This Company has a cash capital of approximately $400,000 and its operation up to a recent date showed a surplus of $200,000. As of March 31,
1926, the combined Companies had a working capital and surplus of $2,842,334.30.
*

BUSINESS:

*

on

collateral.

Motion Picture Capital Corporation acts in a financial capacity within the motion picture
It does not produce nor distribute pictures, but loans to producers and others
industry.
Its activities touch various branches of the industry but are chiefly concerned with motion

picture production.

The earnings of the Company have increased continuously from organization, but owing to the rapid increase in the amount of capital
employed a statement of its annual earnings does not give full significance to the earning capacity of the
company. The combined monthly earnings on an accrual basis, which have been maintained since
October, 1925, are at an annual rate in excess of $500,000 after reserve for losses and taxes. Making
no allowance for increased earnings as a result of this financing, the combined current profits of the Company are four times the current interest charges of this issue and more than twice both interest and sinking
fund charges. The net current assets will be over twice the principal amount of these debentures.

EARNINGS AND ASSETS:

"

CONVERSION PRIVILEGlS:
—

^

These debentures will be convertible into

common

stock

at

any

time up to maturity or in the event of redemption at any time
up to ten days prior to the redemption date, as follows: Until April 1. 1927. into common stock
into common stock taken at a valuation
taken at a valuation of $27.50 per share; until April 1, 1928,
share;
of $30.00 per share; until April 1, 1929, into common stock taken at a valuation of $32.50 per
valuation of $35.00 per share; until April 1, 1931,
until April 1, 1930, into common stock taken at a
share.
into common stock taken at a valuation of $37.50 per
*

r

shall

MIFXFK and

RI'TII

April 1,

HISTORY AND GROWTH:

SINKING FUND:—

"Hell-Bent
Fer Heaven"

To mature

1926

Frank R. Wilson, Esq., President of Motion Picture Capital Corporation, has summarized as follows his Utter dated April 20, 1926.

Schfldkraut Still Trying;

Though Wife Is OflPn

Fund Debentures

A

Coupon debentures in denominations of $1,000. Interest payable April 1st and October 1st without deduction for the Normal Federal Income Tax up to 2 c/e. Redeemable as 4 whole at the option of the company on any interest payment date
upon thirty days' notice at 105. Principal and interest payable in United States gold coin at the office of the Seaboard
National Bank,* Trustee. The company agrees upon appropriate application to refund to holders resident in those states,
Pennsylvania. Connecticut and Massachusetts taxes not exceeding in each year $4. $4 and $3.60 per $1,000 debenture
respectively but more than one such state tax oa the same bond for the same year will not be assumed or refunded.

order to have everything functioning properly in the

when an error

Convertible Sinking
Series

the off season in
fall

6%

The

agreement securing the debentures will provide for

five

annual sinking fund

Monies
1, 1927.
-'
w v w commencing
- "
of $100,000
payments
pdjflUVUliI V*
I
O April
debentures at
be applied by the Trustee as soon as practicable to the purchase of
»«r m.

,

"

*r

in the sinking fund
prices not to exceed

102 in the first year of operation of the sinking fund, 101 ^ in the second year, 101 in the third year
above prices, sinking fund payand 1001-2 in the fourth year. If debentures cannot be obtained at the
ments will be held by the Trustee for use in a succeeding year or at maturity.
this issue is to fund at a fixed rate of interest a portion of
PURPOSE OF ISSUE-" The purpose of normal
borrowings. The proceeds will be used for the paythe Company's
working capital.
of a portion of the current bank -loans and for additional

ment

SHARK

f\

BROADWAY

tranD
,

AT

47TH

'THE GREATER GLORY"
CONWAY TEA RLE. ANNA
oi**
AT

Ber,l» , «

MAWArrMFNT.
MAlNAUtivir,n

Q. NILSSON
Honeymoon rove Song

PKACK WITH THK WORLD"

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCIIKSTHA

S

U

York.

60 CONGRESS

ST.

oj

Watson & White

H

& METROPOLITAN
«tb- St.

New

Marvin

Price 99 and accrued interest, to yield over 6.20%

CAPITOL GRAND ORCHESTRA
'

&

1ST ST.

With ALL-STAR CAST
Fam on h Capitol Program

W

Tht

The abore Debentures are offered when, as and if issued and
receiTed by us and subject to the approval of proceedings by counsel

BROWN OF HARVARD

LOE

organization

will be passed upon by Messrs. Cooke
Legal matters in connection with the issuance of these Debentures

BROADWAY AT

CAPITOL

^

Mr. Frank R. Wilson, President of the Corporation, has been

in charge of its
Directors are Delos A. Blodgett. 2d. J. A.
DeMille, Stephen J. Leonard, John B.
Brulatour Charles H. Christie, H. Lester Cuddihy. Cecil B.
Pratt. H. A. Richards, Theodore Schulze, Theodore
Miller, Bernard Pollak, Clarkson Potter, John T.
Walker.
S. Watson. Frank R. Wilson and W. R.
.

ST.

Brooklyn

IU0X BEACH'S

'THE BARRIER"
With a Oruat Binr Cast

VAUDEVILLE

Member*

New

York Stock Exchange

BROADWAY
NEW YORK

149

AH

has been obuifted from sources
informal*.* contained herein, while not fUSMBtesd.

BOSTON
wt brlwv*

4.

managing direc-

tor of the Forum, made a deal with
Mciro-viuldwyn-Mayer in New York,
wlu-rehy his house will play all of
tho bigger and special features that
that organization will release as

at 79th ytreei

and Second avenue, were arrvsu d
April 9 by agents of the Children's
Society after the latter had ob-

theatre

all.

Los Angeles. May

offense in the future.

Gertrude Orange, cashier, and
Frederick Wagner, doorman of the
7'Jth

Ties Up with
M.-G.-M/s Specials

Forum

houses.
The Justices warned the
defendants that they would he
given prison te:ms if convicted of
the

11

arrested by Policewoman Wjlhemlna Lawless of the 14th precinct on
April 15, after the latter had seen
the cashier sell a ticket to a minor
ond the manager pass the child into
the theatre.
Miss Civardi was
fined $1'5 while the manager wan
assessed $100.

FILM MANAGERS FINED

Lionel 8terling vs. Murray A. Fay
Prod. South Seas Trip Basis

PICTURE UNIT PRESENTATIONS

VARIETY

to be areorate

and

reliable.

New

PICTURES

VARIETY
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PAT POWERS' GRIEF

OVER YON STR0HE1M
"Wedding March" 3 Months
Delayed and Not Yet Started
—Cut Off $6,000 Weekly
l>os

Angoles,

Kmc von Klrohoim has

May

4.

Pui
row. r.s plenty of grief In the long
shirt
of "The Wedding Mf.nh,"
bv released through Famous
to
Players-Lasky.
pivt-n

Von Stroheim's original contract
with Powers specified that the picture start about three months ago.
Powers allowed Von Strohelm, it is
said, to engage a staff of people,
numbering 25, at sumptuous salaries.
These people were around
the

Associated

Studios

director-writer, to see that he completed the story.
At the same time Powers directed
that all of the sides unnecessary at
this time be striken from the payroll,
a Having of about $6,000 a
week. The studio was also ordered
closed.

Peggy Joyce's Suggestion
Powers has a four- picture conIt protract with Von Strohelm.
vides that the second picture which
will
make
the actor-director- writer
Tola Negri, for
is to be one with

here last week for a
month's visit to New York.

Powers

left

About two weeks ago Powers sent
Von Strohelm, who was working
©p the story with Harry Carr, the
latter borrowed from F. P.-L., at
La Jolla. Powers decided that the
director do his work at the former's
home in Hollywood. Von Strohelm
and Carr were taken into the house,
with Carr acting, it is said, as a
sort of guardian over the actor-

HKKK S YOI B BOX

Despondent Over Finding
Fiance Head of Family

Incorporated

Camera on Lot
May

Los Angeles.
Alvln Wyckoff,

Famous

90%

H9

09

65 >4

600

22%
20%
29%

63%
36%
22%

•4%
38%
22%

20

20%

2&

*o6%

00%

-2%

»1%
14%

»]%*

14%

4\
+

l/n(V.

Clowe.

Change.

Metro-Goldwyn
Motion Picture Cap. Corp

1,800

700

Circuit
preferred

I'nlversal Pictures preferred
Bros. Pictures

C. Fields starred.
The camera is strapped to the
photographer's chest, is electrically
operated, carries 400 feet of film and
is equipped with a footage recorder.

THE DIGGER PICTURE

LESTER, HOWSON and CLARK
A PIANO

TRIO

•Warner
*

No

70%

270
70

G.-lOO

24

'22%

2.800
1.4O0

«%
ai%

400

8CHALLMAN BROS.

•

.

270
70

close of the

She says she has an eightyear-old daughter and that she has

8%

8%

29%

30%

An
Hl*h.

Salos.
7.200

Players-Lasky
Do. preferred
Fox Films A
Loew's, Incorporated

100
900

I/OW,

Clo*e.

116%
118%

118%
118%

«4%
37%

63
37
23

23

100

21

1.200

00%
63%
14%

400
2,000
300

Change

T l%

64%
37%
23

20%
4S%
61%
14%

•• •

•

•

%

21

N»%

t
+1%
+2%

Low.

Clone.

4%

4%

Change.

- %

CURB
HlKh.

4%
22%

200
000
300
800

,

20

+ *

22%

22
20

8%

$5,000
Metro-Goldwyn has bought the
picture rights to Mrs. Thyra SampWlnslow's novel, "Show Business," as a vehicle for Norma

ter

ORIGINATOR OF THE ORGAN CLUB
Harding Theatre

Shearer.

The

ILL.

price paid

was around

VALYDA
Just Concluding
State,

Los Angeles

"SHOW BUSINESS" FOR

-THE MEETING WILL PLEASE COME TO ORDER"

ROSE
4 Weeks Loew's

20
8

8

Establithd Fact

For Any Picture House

lls%
118%

1,100

Shubert Theatres
Wfcrner Bros. Pictures

CHICAGO,

of east bay society
raised a fund for Mrs. Val-

been married twice.

market yesterday the standing was:

Famous

Assisted by
JIMMIE, Vice Ptasidsnt

A

—%

23

sales or quotations.

At the

destitute.
coterie

% womei.

Bros. Pictures

Film Inspection M
Fox Theatres A
Motion Picture Co. preferred.
Trans-Lux Screen

COMEDY— DANCING AND HARMONY SINGING

•

her.

liere.

HU'h.
270

10

Metro-Goldwyn
Motion Picture Cap. Corp
Pathe Exchange A

THEATREH

91%

68

CURB

Players-

W.

'52
«\

1.AOO
24,500
100
4.400

Lasky cameraman, is using a port- American Seating Co
Ralaban & Kats certificates
able gyroscopic camera imported •Film Inspection M
from France for the "Old Army Fox Theatres A
Trans-Lux Screen
Game," which Edward Sutherland is Universal Pictures
directing with

+
—
••

Pathe ExchanRe A
Shubert Theatres

Warner

4.

200

Stflfc

$5,000,

opening

WARFIELD THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO
For an Indefinite Ban

DIRECTION

FANCHON

& MARCO

according to report.

The SENSATION of CHICAGO!
THEY'RE BURNING UP THE

AND

HIS

TOWN

BOYS

America's Finest Symphonic

JAZZ ORCHESTRA
Presenting

A

Jazz Tour of the Globe

AROUND THE
A New

Idea in Stage Presentation, Using the Finest Talent in America

A NEW COUNTRY EVERY WEEK

Now

in the

Fourth

Week and Breaking

All Attendance Records at the Worlds
Beautiful Theatre

CA

NATIONAL THEATRES CORPORATION

I

Xo

Halsted at 79th Street

4.

Mrs. Inpa de Valliere, who says
she la a picture actress, writer and
artist, leaped from the deck of a
ferryboat here In an admitted suicide attempt.
She was sawl by
the prompt action of a passenger, a
sailor, who dived In and rescued

To the police Mrs. Valliere, a
widow, told a story of having come /
to San Francisco to marry.
She
said she met the man In Holly,
wood, accepted his proposal and ar5 rived here only to And he was al%
% ready married and the father of
She said she was
three children.

4.10O
12,600

National Pictures

•Do.

Portable

OFFIC E ATTRACTION FOR

Direction:

Widow Leaped From Ferry^.

its

Fox Film* A

Orpheum

1826

San FrancUco, May

Watson and White.
A new issue made

linew'i,

5,

BAY SUICIDE ATTEMPT

No startling developments in the market during the last week with
the exception that the Shubert Theatres shares showed a gain of three
points last week. This week on the first two days there was a showing
of advance on the part of practically all of the amusement shares with
the Shubert stock chalking up another gain of two points.
The Motion Picture Capital Corporation has placed a new Issue of
$2,000,000 five year 6 percent convertible sinking fund bonds through

First

work.

not active.
for

Strohelm

May

SAILOR SPOILS 'FRISCO

AMUSEMENT STOCK QUOTATIONS

appearance on the Curb as the Motion Picture
No information regarding the
Co. with a price quotation of 25 on it.
stock has been had.
"When Powers opened negotiawhat
the effect of the new trend in the Federal Trade ComJust
tions with Von istroheim for his
mission affairs will have on the Famous Players stocks will be a question
services, it was at the request of
for a day or so. Loew's Inc. on the showing that it is certain to make
Peggy Joyce, who wanted the di- in the Metro-Goldwyn division is certain to be due for a further advance.
Von Strorector for one pic ture.
The table for last week showed
heim has been under contract to
Cto.«e.
Change.
r«o w.
Salos.
Hluh.
Powers now for eight months, with
- %
110
109%
100%
tman Kodak
110
no
115
200
+ H
Do. preferred
no start made. It may be another
-3*
120
120%
123%
S7.10O
Players-l>asky
Famous
two months before he will begin
119
119%
400
nuvi
Do. preferred
F. P -I,., in which Von
will act as well as direct.

(formerly

SHig Studio), on Mission road, for
tho three months, drawing pay and

Wednesday,

Most

May

uteAiesday.

PICTURES

I,

Film Version of Prize Play
Scores Impressive Triumph

(Continued from p**e 5)
Flnkelstcln and
162 houses
Lin of 76 in the northwest
of the Baxe brothbring
•"Mrwisconsln. Thla would
represented In
of house*

^ .
****

tuL.

*•

<Wn to around 406.
that
^Twould undoubtedly ofmean
two gl*?|T* ^ a line-up
d
distributing an^
producing,

AT

Irst
^Unrinteroats with the Fin
versus the
Sinai theatre pool
what
for
Inc.,

WARNER'S THEATRE

Theatres.

a

be

to

appear

Tool?

desperate

the Publlx In 1U
Originally
had
Enterprises Corp.
Ji,Siern
houses added to this witlf?Sf
chain
Blank
the
as
last wort
?
Katz
,^wWlo the Balaban andainiiadto with Its mid-western
houses
153
represents about
of 350 houses for
SSuaiT a total
in

S

THE HEART OF BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

i

^

N. Y.

W A RNER

at present.

pu^U

19

NAT! WR€1

ffiST

5«hlbl

VARIBTY

Only Maana

\[

of
original franchise holders
figuring that this
nrft National arc
the only means
•uTon their part Is

—

-

M-t

'4

the conSSuccessfully combatting
their ran.cs.

from
Suit defections
have lost to Publlx
Thus far they
and Katz chain, the
Balaban

the

New England, the
Gorton houses In
while
gunk theatres in,, the west;
stepped in and seWilliam Fox has
West
the
interest in
cured a third
Theatres, Inc.. with a fairly
clflt

gotd

40

chance of forcing the continu-

stock holders to permit
losing those
objaln control,

ing

him

to

bouses

company; and the Janto the new
Herberg chain in the
tei and Von
N^rthweBt has gone over to the

WKm RUTH *ILLER

American Theatrea.
Dn the other hand it may also be
a protective measure.
figured aa
Should Famous Players through its
obtain a further
affiliations
publix
it might
bold on the First National
hold
through the stock holdings
the acof
end
down the production
such
to
organization
that
of
tivities
a extent that the First National
theatres
with
holder*
fitncnlM
would be forced Into the position of
bcpnf entirely at the mercy of the
producing and distributing control
own.
of! corporation outside of their
T4 avoid this it is believed that
those behind the Stanley interests
were willing to become the leaders
to a movement to bring together all
of the theatres represented in the
franchise division of First National
•o that all might be mutually pro-

North

<j

AND AJfe R. K AIL C AS.1i»

tected.

Maytbaum

Jules

is

quoted

:u>

say-

his whole desire Is to prothe Utile stockholders who are

ing that
tect

interested in the Stanley Company
and to do that he is willing to accept the added burden of heading

movement of the theatre owners.
With the allied combination of
theatre managements playing presentations or stage attractions in any
er all of the houses enrolled, the
matter of the booking connection

the

would

(acts)

A

picturization of the stage
play by Hatcher Hughes that
won the Pulitzer Prize as the
in
year's greatest drama*
picture form it is greater than

arise.

The Stanley

Company and Wilmer

Vincent of the group are at present attached in a booking way to
ft

Keith-Alhee

the

tgoncy.

It

is

I

—

claimed for the Stanley Company it
haa no written "franchise" or agree-

ever one of the year's oat*
producbox-office
standing

ment with K-A, with its booking
nbject to termination at any time.
4 V. have had a booking agreement for years with the Keith's

\

tions.

office.

K-A has
*>me

i\

i»rivent interest in

25

pup vaudeville theatres
by the Stanley Company,

the

of.

operated

what Intercut tho
acquired in the W.
Unknown.
The "Stanley
J»ot

happy

iation.
»t

K-A agency h:is
& V. property is

Company is reported
K-A booking affil-

in its

Tli.it
connection deprives
freedom in booking its pichoupo acts and attractions,

of a

ture

K -A demanding
time ho-.is.-s be

that

Its

own

big

'protected" through

having tho Keith'* big timers given
fll, 8t
call on all turns booked or requested by the sta nley people.
It
also operates
for the K-A ag-ncy
«> be In a position
to place the sal*ry limit on
any act
j^ay want, despite
leys

*

J.

the Stanleys

what the Stan-

may wish

or be willing to pay.
Through this condition and the
apparent absence of sufficient big
jjmc theatres under
K-A bookings,
«• Stanleys' opposition in Philadelphia in pictures
and presentations,

Stuart Blackton

Production

" 'Hell Bent ter Heaven'

ox a has been
very prosperous all
season, procuring all of the

movie stuff."
—New York American

is sure-fire

°* this

has required weekly.

It

SHEETDAN VICKERS' SON
A

Los Angeles,
8 0n

was born

to Mrs.

May

Sheridan

wife of the Hrltlsh critic
*ow herp surveying
studio condiVlrl

In

Los Angeles.
i.«
dramatic

rc;

"London Daily

critic of

Ex press.'

pictured with graphic

4-

takers,

Uon 9

flood

that follows are

realism.' -New

York Telegraph.

"The dynamited dam and the

th'

1

"Far
Sun.

better

than

the

average

picture.

-New

York

"Possesses a fine dramatic quality, capital acting, and
New York 'limes.
stirring suspense."

—

"Followed

it

ln»m

tln-Mii-h

siderahlo interc

t."-

1

\cw Yo'k

1

n n in::

t"

'

(

n(1

Daily New-.

W

'

,M

con "

I
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OLD PUBLIX

house and

(F. P.)

is

now connected

with

"Joanna" Suit Dismissed EMBASSY

the Keith home office In New York,
lie also resigned from Publix.

IT

MANAGERS LEAVING
Herschel Stuart Goes Over to

Mayflower Photoplay Corp
Has Assets of Value

Loew's Earl
Crabb
With Keith's

Roy A. Hovey, Massachusetts
Rink Commissioner, who is in pos-

—

Boston,

May

May

4.

A woman

bought a ticket at
the Randolph street box office
of the Randolph theatre and
emerged a few minutes later

4.

stating she had seen the picture before and would they re-

Company,

fund her money.
As the picture was a

defunct Boston Bank,
has brought a bill in equity in the
Supreme Court against Max Mitchell, former president and director

Within the ranks of the Tublix
a number of the older
managers who were with the old of the institution, to compel him to
Famous regime have left for other turn over to liim and to enjoin him
fields.
from disposing of, secreting or deThe latest defection Is Herschel stroying certain contracts and other
Stuart, who was sent into the midassets of the Mayflower Photoplay
west with headquarters in
dle
Corporation
its subsidiaries,
Memphis after having: been brought the Rainbow and
Film Company and
to New York from St. Louis where
the Massachusetts Photoplay Comhe put the Missouri theatre on the
pany, so the plaintiff can sell part
Stuart resigned and has
map.
of the assets of these corporations
aligned himself with Marcus Loew
for $35,000 cash.
as city manager in Baltimore for the
Commissioner
Hovey
charges
Whltehurst houses which that circuit has just taken over there. His that previous t^ his taking control
of
the
Trust
company
in
1920,
brother "Buddy" Stuart resigned
several months ago and id now r!th Mitchell caused these corporations
Associated Exhibitors as a special to be organized, and, although they
field
exploitation man, operating had little or no financial strength,
caused hundreds of thousands of
from the exhibitor's angle.
Earl Crabb, brought out of the dollars to be loaned to the bank in
southern field to manage the Metro- exchange for their notes, in violapolitan, Boston, Is no longer at that tion of his duty and of the law.

COULD HAPPEN
Chicago,

session of the Cosmopolitan Trust

personnel

Wednesday, May

run.

first

Manager Bach man asked

the patron as to where she had
seen It. She replied the day
before In a theatre on State
street
That meant the woman had
gone Into the same house on
successive days from different
entrances, not noticing either
the name of the house or picture.

PEGGY SHAW, "FIND"
Rated as a

Peggy Shaw

"find,"

will play the

second feminine lead
in support of Dorothy Mackalll in
"Subway Sadie," which shortly goes
Into production for First National.
It will be supervised by Al Rockett

The popular newspaper serial,
"Joanna," screened by First National Pictures is the subject of litigation by Edward Marshall who is
suing the Thompson Feature Service, Inc., and Harry L. Gates, charging conspiracy.
Marshall and Gates collaborated
on "Joanna," according to the complaint, the alleged conspiracy being
that Thompson Service paid only
$100 for all rights with the film
rights actually sold for over $20,000.
Marshall accordingly wants $25,000

TOO

5,

19*33

^

HIGH,

MANAGER LAROSE

QUITS

Wanted 75c Top Reduced
50c

to

to

Meet Competition—

Grosses

Away

Off

Baltimore,

Muy

Fell

4.

Joe LaRose left* the Embassy
yesterday as its managing director,
through tho owners refusing to cut

damages.

The Thompson newspaper syndiits end successfully contested the complaint, demanding a
dismissal because It does not set
forth allegations sufficient to constitute a cause for action. The Appellate Division has held for the
syndicate, with Marshall privileged
to amend his complaint.

cate for

down

the Embassy's 7&o. top to 3G60c, to meet the competition of the
Rivoll, across the street. The Hlvoli,
seating 1,700, has an Admission
j
3B-50c.
The Embassy seats 1,400.
Mr. LaRose came here from
Fox's, Philadelphia, and assumed
charge of the Embassy when that

house was in a slump. LaKosc gingered it up, sending the weekly
grosses ahead until they hit the sur^
prising total of $11,000 on ong jveek.
Later the Embassy ran into some
poor-drawing pictures, with the
grosses dropping, until last week it

"Delicatessen" Started
Los Angeles, May 4.
Colleen Moore started making
"Delicatessen'* under Alfred Green's
direction at the Fine Arts studio
yesterday. Anna Q. Nllsson and
Lewis Stone started on "Collusion"
at the tame time.
Both will be First National re-

struck $5,0u0.

LaRose

is

reported to

have

in-

sisted that the Embassy's scale be
lowered to meet the Rivoli top, and
upon the refusal bf the owners he

leases.

left.

This week the Embassy has "Let's
Get Married" and the "Pompadour
Pallet" at 76c. with the Rivoll
showing "The Restless Age" and
Waring's Pennsylvanlans, the crack

Triple Your Profits by
Playing this
FALL Picture NOW!

stage orchestra, at 60c.
Famous Players is said to have
to furnish the feature
pictures to the Embassy at a Hat
rental of $1,760 weekly, with a percentage split of 60-G0 on anything
over $8,600.

an agreement

Other P. D. C. Releases

Announced for 26-27

PARAMOUNT^

Big Exploitation Special, "FASCINATING YOUTH" is one of the 15th Birthday Group and
It will have a gala pre-release
set for August release.

showing at the Rivoli Theatre,
of

May

New

York, the

Los Angeles, May

ously announced will include: "The
Deluge," C. P». De Mille's spectacle;

"Nobody's Widow," by Avery Hopwood, with Leatrice Joy starred and
William C. De Mille directing; "The
Cruise of the Jasper 13." by Don
Marquis; "His Dog," by Albert Payson Terhune, and "Ladles Must
Love," by Aubrey Kennedy, with
Rod La Rocque starred and William
K. Howard directing; "The Little
Adventuress," adapted from "The
Dover Road," with Vera Reynolds
starred and Donald Crisp directing;
"Fighting Love," by Rosita Forbes,
with Rupert Hughes directing, and
"White Gold," by J. Palmer Parsons,

week

9th.

Following the Rivoli engagement, this gala showing will be repeated
in the following theatres
Metropolitan, Boston
June 20 ... Uptown, Chicago
May 16
Missouri, St. Louis
July 4
May 23 Shea s Buffalo, Buffalo
Newman, Kansas City
Capitol, Detroit
July 11
May 30
.

.

.

.

"

June 6
June 13

.

.

.

.

.

.

with Jetta Cloudal starring In both.
"For Wives Only," from the play,
"The Critical Year," by Rudolph
Lothar and Hans Racluvltz; "The
Night lirlde," by Frederick Chapln;

Chicago, Chicago

Palace, Dallas
July 18
Tivoli, Chicago
July 25 Loew's Palace, Memphis
Howard, Atlanta
Aug. 1

.

is the John Murray
Accompanying "FASCINATING YOUTH
featuring the stars of
"Alice
in
Movieland,"
presentation,
Anderson
will turn on a trecrew
A
special
advance
person.
in
picture
the
mendous publicity campaign in each city.
Three special trailers announcing the picture three weeks in advance
The syndicated novel, "FASCINATING
have been prepared.
YOUTH/ written by Byron Morgan, will run in the leading newsEaper of each city. Special advertisements in the newspapers and
eralds given away at the theatres will invite the public to make
application for Movie Screen Tests, the^ tests to be made on the
1

"Man

Bait," an original, and "Getting Gertie's Garter," by Willson
Collison and Avery Hopwnod, will
star Mario Prevost.
Priseilla Dean will be starred In
^'West of Broadway" and "Jewels of
Desire," by Agnes Parsons.
"The

'

Heart Thief" and "The Highwaywill feature Joseph Schlldkraut, while he will be eo- featured
with his father, Rudolph Schild-

man"

!

1

theatre stages during the run of the picture.
details of the

which

it

bound

to be the talk of every territory

plays.

Realizing that the 12 theatres named above should not be the sole
of this giant publicity campaign, PARAMOUNT

OFFERS "FASCINATING YOUTH" TO OTHER EXHIBITORS IN
THESE TERRITORIES FOR DAY AND DATE SHOWINGS WITH
THE HOUSES NAMED ABOVE.
is

your chance to play a big Fall Paramount Special in advance

of regular release

and

to

K-rt

\
j

j

Clift; "Turkish Del'ght," by Irvin
H. Cobb; "Silk." by Samuel Merwin,
and "The Country Doctor," by Mann
Page and Izola Forrester, will be
produced by Cecil B. Do Mil'e ai

"Pals in

is

beneficiaries

Here

"Young April." l>y* HilgerCaM!e
"Rubber Tires." by William Slains MeNuit and Frank Woods;
The Y.irik.e Clipper,"' by Denison

kraut, in

I

I

specials.

'"FASCINATING YOUTH"
in

These are only a few

campaign.

4.

Producers Distributing Corporation releases for 1926-27 not previ-

GUARANTEE YOURSELF A CLEAN-UP

That's Paramount Showmanship!

Paradise,"

by

Peter

B.

Kync; "The Rcjuvi-na f ion of Aunt,
Mary," by Anne Warner; "No Control," by Frank Condon; "Jim. the
Conqueror," by Peter B. Kync; "A
Harp in Hock." featuring Rudolph
Sehlldkraut and Junior Coghlan,
and "The Sea Wolf," a Ralph Ince
production, will be Metropolitan
specia

Is.

Worcester's "Mystery"
Worcester. Mass,

Mystery shroud.

1

til**

May

*•

Identity of
"

project o n
nounced for construction of a 3.S00
seat theatre, the niie of which has
been purchased by the City Cen-

the

backers

tral

Corporation of Boston.

of

the

The Boston Cm

poi at i<>n refill
to divulrre its clients' p:i!.'<>.

Poll now is erect inr ;t ::.;,i'fl-?^ a
j
then? re on a site oppoMi-- t" *' ,ri
i" be
B
of the "my^l.TV" Mm,i ".
Opened in the f;.H.
'

Ju.uiber of bn,\.<>n

l'i«

;ure I'roductrn

asd Distributors of America,

Inc.

Will H. H«y», President.

Wednesday,

May

5,
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t

The Glowing Achievement

of

UKULELE IKE
CLIFF

EDWARDS

"The One-Man Symphony
of Crooning Jazz
1

At the

FOX THEATRE
PHILADELPHIA

Booked for One Week
Held Over

Pertonal Direction

MAX HART

for Three

Weeks

"
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PRESENTATIONS—tONKEES
Yonkers, N.

T.,

May

CROOKEB-NOLAN'S PUBLICITY
Two former picture editors, Her-

4.

Two

straight picture houses here
"presentations."
announce
The

bert Crooker of
of

No

Pictorial" and Warren Nolan
the "Evening Telegram," are
publicity work for pic-

now doing

weekly.

tures.

The Cameo

will

add "presenta-

tions" to its straight picture policy

next month.

Fred

Warner
will
longer
Brothers call their productions "Classics of the Screen."
In the future, they will be
known as Warner Brothers

Mack

of the Alf Wilton
booking both houses.

Crooker is associated with C. C.
Purr In handling the Johnny Hlnes
features, while Nolan is working
under Victor Shapiro at the United

Winners.

Norma
well,

Mary

Shearer, William BakeMcCalllster, Sally O'Nell.

Conrad Nagel and George K. Arthur
are in the cast of "The Waning
Sex," which Robert Z. Leonard Is
directing for Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer.

COMING

Sally

Long has been signed by

Universal

EAST

for

which

Saddle,"

"The
Cliff

Man
Smith

In
is

the
di-

with Hoot Gibson, Lloyd
Whitlock, Emmet King, and Duke
recting,

Lee.

Edward
to

T.

Lowe has been added
M-G-M.

the scenario staff of

Charles Ray and Tom O'Brien
have been signed for "The Fire Brigade," which Hunt Stromberg will

EVA

AUDREY

produce and William Nigh
rect for

GIBSON SISTERS
"HAPPINESS IN EVERY STEP"
RIGHT

NOW

METROPOLITAN, LOS ANGELES
VERNE BUCK and His Gang
VERSATILE DANCING OFFERING
with

A

will di-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

M-G-M

5,

1926

An "understanding" that seems to exist between picture agent and
picture house managers, is something of a problem right now in that
The picture house agent, generally a fine type of commission operhas expressed himself or herself time and again as opposed to
contaminating a field as new as this with any semblance of "graft
Accordingly there Is little of it Just now excepting in ono flttfrrnnt
case, a man who is assistant to an executive really rather than an agent.
He works very crudely. Two offices have refused to do business with
him altogether although at one time almost everything was booked with
that outlet by one agency for a number of weeks. The agents Anally
tired of splitting the 10 per cent commission with this grafter.
He has
also become obnoxious in the smallness of his graft, calling up agents
with reminders he will buy himself a hat or ties or what not and send
them the bill.
What there Is of that sort of thing Is also blamed on the shop- fly
agents who approach bookers with these propositions of splitting coinT
lth this as a rather weak foundamissions if they are given a look-in.
tion, the agent then approaches acts with ^the come-on he has "connections" with such and such houses for a route. As a rule that too
is discouraged.
On the other hand, there are some bookers who actually prefer, hecause they enjoy doing business with one or two booking offices. They
even go so far as to suggest seeing that agent as a possible means for
being booked. This has created a suspicion by some there is an "understanding" which is not so in view of the high standing of the circuit
executives. It Is merely an efficiency facility, as certain offices would
know the proper methods of submitting photos, press matter, etc., in
addition to properly presenting the act for the film theatres.
The booking man referred to as being prone to "oiling" has created
comment as to the open manner in which he is risking his connection for
the sake of a comparatively paltry extra Income. Anonymous description is all necessary to identify him to the agents arm" a possible disclosure by them to his superior is regularly anticipated.

Meld.
ator,

WEST COAST STUDIOS

Artists office.

May

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

ft

the "Times Mid-

week

Park II1U la playing two acts,
changing
the
bill
four
times

office Is

"Warner*' Winner.

Wednesday,

has purchased Kathleen

Norrls' book of short stories, "The
Callahans and the Murphys," which
ran in the Cosmopolitan, with the
exception of one story, "The Kelly
Kid," held out.

W

Prank Wilson, -vaudeville actor
Out at the Universal lot on the coast Is a girl star who has shown
and writer, will write comedies for considerable ability. She has been working under one of the imported
Hal Roach.
directors, of the same nationality as the casting director who Is reengaged to wed her. The director and the casting director got
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Moreno ported
together for a 'conference.' Then the director went to Carl Laemmle
will leave soon for a trip abroad.
and told him that the girl was worth at least $4,000 a week and that
Tom Moore and Ford Sterling la what he would pay her. But the plan went flooey when Laemmle,
have been added to the cast of wise owl, said: "All right, my boy, if you think she is worth that much
"Good and Naughty," which is be- I'll sell you her contract with me and that will give you a chance to
( Continued on page 31)
make a bigger one." Whereupon the director took the air as he said:
"No, no!
I meant she was worth that in your picture Mr. Laemmle."

Much speculation In Washington concerning the how and wherefore of
the President's recent statement disapproving of federal censorship.

ONE OF FANCflON & MARCO'S YOUNGER "IDEAS"

The reformers are claiming Will Hays fixed it.
The facts are the International News Service (Hearst) put three
questions in writing before the "White House Spokesman" at the regular bi-weekly conference with the scribes.
The first was Is it not believed that Congressman Upshaw's proposal
for Federal censorship Is inconsistent with States rights and free speech.
Second: Attention was drawn to the statements from the various embassies to the effect that American films were cementing foreign relaThe President was asked if he sub*
tions as well tin promoting trade.
scribed to that theory.
Third: Did not the President believe the motion pictures have in a
general way produced beneficial results in the education and recreation
of the people of the United States.
When questioned as to the source behind It, Jack Connolly, of the
Washington office of the Hays organization, denied all knowledge. However, it is known that Mr. Connolly was a newspaperman for many years.

FILLING

THE BIG LEAGUE BOOTS OF

RUBE WOLF
AT LOEWS STATE, LOS ANGELES
WHILE RUBE IS BURNING THEM UP
FOR THE NEXT FOUR WEEKS AT
T.

&

D.

THEATRE, OAKLAND

IN

UNIQUE

Universal's purchase of 50 percent Interest in the Multnomah Theatre
Corporation in Portland, Ore. cost $750,000 for its share In 11 modern
suburban houses it Is claimed. The deal pending for some time, was
consummated when Bob White, president of the chain, left a few weeks
ago to interest Carl Laemmle. The latter at first refused to discuss
the matter but is said to have been influenced partly when the closing
of the Jensen and Von Herberg deal to the North American Theatres,
Inc., was announced.
Universal will have the last say as well as supervision over the
Multnomah chain, while White will remain as general manager. A new
corporation will be formed with Carl Laemmle president It Is not believed that an 'opposition* battle against the North American Interests
An expansion policy, will most likely be adopted, as the
will befall.
deal Included two sites but recently acquired. In addition to purchasing
the half Interest, U also acquired an option on the outright ownership
of the entire string.
The Multnomah circuit

It was previously
is about two years old.
up with First National for product. The present arrangement gives
Universal an edge over Its competitors.

tied

Cheers wound up the sales convention of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
hunch at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, last week. A huge crowd
of the M.-G.-M. salesmen were grouped in the ballroom with the officials
on the dias. Speakers dwelt upon the "big family" thing. This could
be observed from the wholehearted responses to the speakers. While
(Continued on page 34)

PASTURES NEW—ANP CLICKING PRETTY

CLEAN

HILARIOUS
ESPECIALLY PREPARED OFFERING FOR HIGH-GRADE MOTION PICTURE HOUSES

LOEWS

STATE, Los Angeles,
NO OPEN TIME IN SIGHT
Direction FANCHON & MARCO

NOW

May

Wednesday,

8.
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business section of the city, where

tional or "sexy" nature.

Bernarr Macfadden she spends about four hours each
Hhe observes this
is said to have issued an order to day in writing,
the effect that "sexy" stories in his rule zealously each day, even to
confession magazines be reduced to working half of that period an Satand a yearly amortization of $1,000,- a minimum, and that "heart throb" urdays.
Although the
tales predominate.
000.
Royal Daniel, Jr.. city editor of
The Hearst executive committee change was abrupt, the readers are
taking to the new fare with avidity. the "Mirror" and William Buzzell.
in charge of the economical plan has
city editor of the "World," are the
been chopping in wholesale, taking
Lloyd's, with the reputation of in- rival candidates for the presidency
74 men off of one paper, 2S from anhas of tho Newspaper Club. New York,
other and in other plays holding suring anything and everything,
down the overhead on the losers if evolved a now one. The insurance with the election to come, oft early
so in May.
deviled
scheme
house
has
a
and
A spirited campaign is in
not shifting them about for a totai
gain.
Other Hearst papers are also broached to English authors, by progress for votes.
will indemnify a writer
to feel the axe It is said as there are which it

LITERATI
Butler in

•EDUCATIONAL

Newark

The Newark "Evening News,"
moat conservative of Jersey papers
and one of the hardest in the r untry for theatrical publicity

Houses Operating
Under New Law

men

to

set a "break"

picture

up

lat^ y.

In. has bc^n popping
Regular space is ilevoted

to show business dally now instead
of intermittently during the week ...s
'.y the policy.
was ft
Walter J.
Flanlgan, dramatic critic of paper
and one of the oldest in the point
of service In the Metrop .itan dis-

Providence, May 4.
attended Lheir
picture shows
a-JT Sunday moving
opening of trict, now takes a by-li"> ? over hi.s
the
^Sunday with
under writing, heretofore using initial*
theatres
Providence's
most of
only.
vetoed the old
which
law"
-new
the
theatre law. Thetime antl- Sunday
Hearst Bond Issues
and towns
in all other cities
the exception
reason is found by some newsv«* also opened with
paper men for the unexpected repmwtucket.
Attendance at the theatres was trenchment schedule evidently folIt is not lowed by the Hearst organization in
but
satisfactory,
••sorted
movies will the two bond Issues outstanding
generally conceded that
{•popular during the summer, when against Hearst properties. These are
Inlanders

fthode

Accordingly,

other losers as yet untouched.
One story is that in a recent week
the New York "American" ran Into
"the red" for $40,000 but all kinds
of charges are plastered on that
dally.

I™

A marked

change has occurred

in

the "-onfession" type of magazines,

against

the

costs

47 JAP SUICIDES IN

FINAL REEL, JAP SPECIAL

r7

to follow the sea.

Cromwell returned

to

San Fran-

cisco after a fouY months' voyage as
baggage clerk on the Dollar liner
"President Lincoln." He Intends to
make a second voyage to the Orient.

Sam Blythc reached New York
following a six months' tour of the
world. He has gono to hia home at
Pebble Beach, Monterey, Cal.

r1

dispatch

Jfoihing can heat"
these-not even
the heah

America,

He explained that the picture was

that it la 20
produced
characters
reels long and that 47
commit hari-kari In the last reel.
insuicide
of
Hari-kari Is a form
dulged in by the Japanese when
they are angry at themselves or
^anyone else.
Lindstrom said that •'The Thief
of Bagdad" held all Japanese b. o.
records until the home-made movie
screened.

Japan,

in

Editor Quits Job for 8ea
Ralph Cromwell, former city editor of the S;ui I'it. n.-:sco "Chronicle," has quit the newspaper game

of

that Slegfred P.

leading houses of

defending a

dition of the Insurance is that nothing will be paid the author unless
the verdict is in his favor.

from Seattle states
Lindstrom, of the
Vikkatsu Film Corporation of Toand plans to book
there
kio, arrived
Japans' moat popular film into the

A

of

law suit against libel. The new insurance racket was brought into being because of the many libel suits
the
British
authors are finding
themselves in nowadays, said to be
an unprecedented number. A con-

whka can be laid to the banning
Writing, as a business, is nothing
"Liberty" from Canada some
time ago.
The Canadian authori- new, but is being done in a busities In barring the weekly from that ness-like manner, is something else
for $16,000,000 and $12,000,000. call- country, declared that they would again. Mary Roberts Kinehart, it is
ing for %% percent annual Interest prohibit any magazines of a sensa- said, hOM an office in the downtown

(Continued on page S4)

ir

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"Kiki"

COLLEEN MOORE
in "Irene"

CORINNE GRIFFITH
POLA STICKUT 'ROUND;

SO

IS

in "Mile.

Course Is best.

P. D. C.

CONVENTION
Los Angeles, May

4.

The Producers Distributing Corporation, first annual sales convention went into session at the

Am-

There
bassador
Monday.
hotel
Were about 126 persons. Including
Robert Monroe, president of the organisation; John C. Fllnn, viceCecil

De

B.

general manager,
Al and Charlie

and

president,

The program on Monday conan informal reception at

sisted of

the Christie

Tuesday the

studio.

made the rounds of the De
Metropolitan
Christie and

hlille,

studios.
Tuesday night a preview
•f Pictures that have been recently

Inished
sessions

will
will

Business
be shown.
be held Wednesday,

Thursday and Friday.
"vVednosday night a banquet and
a dance will be given the visitors
at the

in

"Ranson's Folly"

HARRY LANGDON

SUMMER.

in

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"

'THE GREATER GLORY'
a Special

"OLD LOVES

donr matte*
You'll make xaoney
just the same.

Ambassador

N. Y.

and

NEW"

adapted from "The Desert
Healer," by E. M. Hull,
author of "The Sheik"

MICHAEL ARLEN'S

DANCER of PARIS*
FRANK LLOYD'S

The

"THE WISE GUY"

"THE WILDERNESS

WOMAN"

Mllle,

Christie.

Visitors

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

VALENTINO

Lies Angeles, May 4.
Pole Negri has cancelled a flailing reservation for her European
tour this summer, and instead will
go te Arrowhead Lake, mountain
resort, for her yacatlon.
Rudolph Valentino returns from
a desert location In a few days,
and as he is not going to Europe
this summer. Pola thought it best
not to be far from Hollywood. As
she has seen a lot of Europe and
has not known Valentino so long,
It
Is
thought that her present

Modiste"

the year's biggest comedy

The SPORTING LOVER'
Drury Lane sensation

"SWEET DADDIES"
"HER SECOND
CHANCE"

hotel.

TO

and a hit a week from

L. A.

now

Constance Howard.
and Mrs. Rudolph

Mr.

Si h ild-

kraut.

Paul Ludwlg Stein.

Lewis Moomaw.
William M. VogeL

until

September.

Then the "Banner
Group" starts.

Paulino Starke.

L.

A. to N. Y.

3irM* national Picture*
or profits all year round I

Renee Adoree.
William Powell.

Norman TrevoT.
Kalph Forbes.
Pat Powers.
Carl Laemnile.

Roche Working on Coast
Los Angeles, May

4.

Arthur Homers Roche arrives here
1 to betjin work
on four orig-

"fcy
toal

stories

Production.

for

Warner

Riothers'

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY
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BROWN OF HARVARD

and the Cambridge alumni could role. It followed in the wake of
and probably will pick many flaws "The College Widow," was ahead of
in the technicalities of the life na "St.ongheart," and enjoyed a sucAt that time there
they know it at their alma mater, cessful run.
but to an outsider it smacks of be- was no reference to football in the
ing sufficiently genuine to waive all script, the athletic kick centering
minor doubts. In fact, all college around the annual crew races with
week May 2. Running time, 80 nilna.
give the picture, its di- Vale. Now it's a picture and in defJim L»oolittle
Jack
ickford men will
Mary Abhor
Mary Hrlnn rector and cast their due. The sin- erence to the modern trend, a gridHob Mc Andrews. .Francla X. Dushman. Jr. cerity with which it has been made iron victory over the traditional
Mrs. Urown
Mary Alden and tho striving for detail are *.oo New Haven rival is the big punch,
Mr. ltrown
David Torrance
Plenty of although the crew race is still reProf. Abbott
K.lwnrd dmnellv obvious to be ignored.
Hal Walters
tained.
CJulnn Williams credit all around for effort on thin
IleKKle Smythe
Ernest Glllen one.
That spells actlcn, and there's an
Tom Drown
WHMafn Haines
Adapted from the play of the abundanco of it. A fist fight, the
crew
race and tho football ;ame
Moro genuine college atmosphere same name, it may be recalled that
here than any other film of the it was booed oft' the stage in Itoston take care of this angle. Outside of
Brown
(Mr H; lnes) is cflaracthat
type has contain* d, and the younger by Harvard students when it was
element among the picture patrons done there a littiemore than 20 years teri/.'-d as tm extromoly fiv.ih fresh-

Metro-Hold w> n-Mityer picture dlreolt-J by
Hased on tho play of the
Ja< k Conway.
•ante nnine by HI la Johns >n Younsr. Features William Haini's with Jack IMckford
and Mary Brian un<lcrlint>d. Ira M origan,
photographer.
At the Capitol. New York,
l

t

should eat

it

up.

It's

entertainment

all the way. William Haines, in the
title role, playa it for full worth.

ago. Previous to that, the piece was
installed at the old Princess theatre,
below 29th street on Broadway,

The Harvard undergraduate body with Henry Woodruff

In

the

title

Red Hot
With

Profits

PICTURE

Starring

Supported by

PR1SCILLA DEAN

LON CHANEY
Production

A SMASHING SUCCESS EVERYWHERE!
"BROKE H0U8E RECORD FOR SATURDAY, EXCEEDING ALL
expectations."
Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles, Cat.

•TURNED AWAY OVER FIVE HUNDRED ADMI8SION8. PAtrons enthusiastic.

Look

for big week."

Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.

CAPACITY BU8INE8S BOTH

-ONE BIG BOX OFFICE BET.
Kings and Rivoli Theatre for

fuil

week."

William Goldman, 8L Louis, Mo.

"OPENED TO CAPACITY BU8INE8S SATURDAY AND 8UNday."

Broadway Strand Theatre,

OPENS

quit school, but returns at the fall
term on the suggestion of his dad
to fight it out.
The following sequence is in the
Harvard stadium with the boys in
moleskins at practice. Not able to
make a varsity back field berth,

Detroit, Mich.

MAY 9th

winning touchdown.
Both the crew and football stuff
have been well handled by Jack
Conway. It's evident that be had
an abundanco of aid in these chapters.
No doubt about the gridiron
battle being the best the screen has
yet held within a picture story, and
the sweeping of the oars in the shell
is authentic, too, even though Ira
Morgan, camera man, made the mistake of grinding too slowly, so that
the crews look to be pulling 100 to
the minute.
However, that's the
only glaring slip.
Jack Pickford is in a purely secondary role, Albeit the pathos of the
story centers around him. As the
undersized country boy. Ignored by
his classmates but rooming with
Brown and worshipping the latter,

B. S.

MOSS'

COLONY
Theatre, Broadway,

New York

CONTINUOUS— NOON TO MIDNIGHT
Matinees
35 and 50 cents

Evenings
00 and 75 cents

the censors can pass with their ey*
closed and which
upon the viewing.

will

"sell"

used

to

«*

SEND US YOUR DATES

itself

Bkig.

THE GREATER GLORY
First National release, produced by Jun«
Adapted by ner from IvVn'i
iVShauKhnesMy'B
novel.
"The Vlenne c
Medley." Directed by Curt Rchfeld. Conway Toarlo and Anna Q. NUt^on featured,
with
May Allison. Ian Keith, Josin
Hernholt and Lucy Beiturnont co-feat urer'.
To bo released as a npecl.il In 11 reel.1
At the Strand. New York, week of May 2

Legit Managers
Keep Your Houses Open

Mathls.

We

He

Just Closed

.

Running
Ccint

Fanny

time.

Ilartlg. . .Conway T«»arlc
Anna Q. N'llBKon

May

Corlnne
Paull nirbach

Allison

New

Ian Keith

Tante Ilrte
Oustav Schmidt
Dr.

TULANE

minutes.

lOtl

Maxim Von

Herman Von

Lucy Beaumont

NOW

Jean

Her#r.

.

.

MImI. his wife
Leopold F.l»erhardt.
Kaethe. hla wire

Hernholt
.Nlprol de Hrulle.Brldicetta Clark

John Salnpolln
Marcla Manon
Edward Knrle
Uosol .his wife
Virginia Southern
Anna. Fault's wife
Isabel Keith
Irma Von Berff, the stepmother
Kathleen Chambers
T>on Krum
Hi<le Hamilton
Mar!e
Cora Mncoy
Cnnntess Ton Hartiir
Carrie P:.uniery
Theodore von Hartlg
Thur Fairfax
The S^tswrs Grinder
.....Boris KaslofT
The Cross Bearer
Qeonje Pirlnz.
Helura
Be*s Flowers
Maid
Mircelle Corday

Prof.

.

.

.

11 P.

FORD'S,

BALTIMORE

"Percentage Dates Only"

1

1

When
nounced

this
it

K

film was first anto be a super-spe-

was

Its
showings.
title then was "The Viennese Medley." But a few woeks back orders
were given to cut 't from about 30
reels to few enough for regular
cial

for

NAKED

TUl

legitimate

A Motion Picture Sensation
Featuring Helen Chadwick and
Jack Mulhall
State Rights For Sale

Public Welfare Pictures
Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue, New York
806 8. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

not only looks collegiate

usual help.
Pickford convinces as
the underdog, and young Bushman.
makes a likeable "heavy," if he
can be termed that. It's a fact that
during the early stages of the footage the sympathy is all with Bushman, even during the fight he has
with Haines over the girl because
of the latter's presumptuousncss in
kissing her. And that's what should
"sell" the picture.
Brown is made
neither a collegiate idol nor an athletic
marvel.
He's ju^t seconistring material, flops once because
he's a foolish kM and cashes in after
making up his thlnd to make good
if the chance offers.

Jr.,

M. APRIL 24

MOTHER AND

Orleans

PLAYING

3ELASCO, WASHINGTON

Otto Strlner

is

Btrlctly

^

bu WHUON COUIJON

OTTO HAR8ACH

by E

MAJON HOPPW

(it'reciect

PRODUCERS DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

AT THE DONER MUSIC HALL, LOS ANGELES,

boy DOING GREAT— FATHER DOING FIVE

CALIF.

A DAY

FANCHON & MARCO "IDEA"
Playing WEST COAST THEATRES

Starring in

1

AFGQCW «VMUf

ax/

milk and

Permanent Address: 1627 /-. Hudson Avenue, Los Angeles,

f

AIM WOODS pla*

BEGS TO ANNOUNCE
THE ARRIVAL OF 8 POUNDS OF

ACT

Two Weeks

Capacity Crowds

to

TED DONER
EDWARD WINSTON DON
HIS

is

and like a halfback, but paces his
performance to a nicety. In which
glib subtitles are more than the

Miss Brian

SHEWED

family

boutid-together

he jumps from a sick bed and into
a rainstorm to chase Brown and
tell
him that he has not been houses. One cutter who had worked
dropped from the squad, as his on it said he didn't see how it could
roommate has read in the college be cut any more, but at the Strand
dally paper.
This leads Doolittlr this week it is Bhown in about ll
(Mr. Pickford) to the infirmary, reels, a swiftly projected film with
where he dies during the game, and an epic theme. It misses both as
to which Brown rushes Immediately a special and as a program release,
and the salvation is a cast filled
the final whistle has blown.
Brown weeps himself into Mary with "names" plus a production
Abbott's arms, but the finish light- which cost somebody a prodigal
ens to show him elected to an hon- sum.
Its claim to being an "epic" is
ory society and marching along
arm-in-arm with McAndrews.
Haines is corking in the name
part.

At

the exposition of a theory that the
World War caused many changes,
and that when those Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse (War, Famine. Pestilence and Death) mounted
their horses for a careening ride
through the heavens their influence was so great that normal
people did unheard-of things.
The medium of a single and well,

and Haines smacks too much of the exploit the theme. Thus, there is
genuine to be scoffed at. For young- the old aunt, Hde, and her brood of
relatives.
A musician, a professor,
sters from 10 to 15 it can't miss.
The football passages presumably a doctor, a military man. etc., and*
were shot last fall at Cambridge, her two nieces, Fanny and Curinne.
when Harvard eked out a stubborn The war wears them down to povmoral victory by holding Yale to a erty, takes Connne from the man
no-score tie with the Blue a heavy she really loved and sends Fanny
man who doesn't "arrive'' until the pre-game favorite. Hence the cele- to be the mistress of a gross war
bration on the field was probably profiteer. But in the end her arislast quarter of the Yale game durfrom the heart as far as Harvard tocratic lover won out, and the soring his sophomore year.
It's not
was
concerned. The "shots" of the did influence of War lost out when
one of tho;se college hero things. On
the contrary, Brown is Just an aver- stadium, campus and New London pitted against tho ennobling influence <5f love.
"location."
are
It is understood the
age student with a pretty good idea
Boiled down, that is the rudiof himself upon coming up from unlversltv co-operated with this M-.
mentary plot of a very complicated
G.-M.
unit
during
"shooting."
the
prep school, especially as concerns
The game carries its flashes from scenario, which is still planting a
tho girls.
This leads to his going
out for the Frosh ':rcw when learn- the actual contest, and Cor>way pre- story as the film nears its concluing that Bob
McAndrcws (Mr. sumably had his own cameramen sion. The great fault w.th the
Bushman), his rival for the pro- grinding, while the yachts at New sconario and it is there that the
is that the entire family
fessor's daughter (Miss Brian) is Ixjndon are all there to add to the fault lies
manipulated
throughout
realism.
Besides this, Conway has is
the
out for a place in the shell.
Thus, unimportant people
Becoming second string stroke, inserted a dance where the boys story.
and
unimportant
things take up
Brown gets happily drunk in New are in soft shirts and collars with
London the night before the race, tuxedos. They dance in the accept- much footage in an attempt to drive
ed collegiate manner.
is called upon when McAndrews deVerily, the home a point which the actions o£
principal
character,
velops a pair of sore hands and picture Is a treat as to the endeavor the
1'u.nny,
drive home alone.
Which means
strokes a loosing en
because be to be as true as possible.
collapses before reaching the finish
A "sweet" picture, an outstanding
(Continued on page 20)
line.
Generally snubbed for having performance by Haines and a mat
broken training, he determines to piece of work by the director that

Brown trails along as a scrub back
until the Yale game, when he is
sent in during the first half, but
gets a bump on the ankle, and has
to leave the field after his first play.
More mutterings of "quitter," but
Brown goes back in the Inal larter with tho score 3-0 for Yale, carries the ball almost tha length of
the field in a series of rushes and
then McAndrews goes over for the

A TOD BROWNING

1926

5,

—

Representation of the most amazing melodrama ever screened!

A UNIVERSAL

water as the girl, but Mary Alden
makes her mother role stand up, as
does David Torrence as the father.
work
Miss Alden's
Imldtntally,
while her son is supposed to be
playing will get under the skin of
many a mother.
For a college town "Brown of
Harvard" Is a cinch. The boys won't
get much chance to kid it, for it's
down to rock bottom on dramatics

May

—

Summer Wallop
Sizzling

Wednesday,

Calif.

Wednesday,

May

5,

VARIETY
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SAM KAUFFMAN
The

Painless

LYD1A HARRIS
A

Pianist

—

McVicker's, Chicago same at the
A riot
Capitol, Chicago, last week and this he can't
at

A

—

Great Blues Singer
sensation

positive

at

Alhambra,

the

Mil-

waukee.

miss.

LOOS BROTHERS

"BANJO" "DOUBLE-VOICE"

Comedy, Harmony Supreme

HINES and SMITH
The Happy Song Boys

Offering vocal calisthenics.

National favorites.

Just completed a successful tour of A. H. Blank

houses
for

—opened

May

1st,

Alhamhra, Milwaukee,

NAN BLACKSTONE

two weeks.

The Grand Baby and Her Baby Grand

ADAMS

BILLIE

The Beautiful Calendar

"Croonin' the Blue*99

Girl

—

Singing the popular ballads and how!
over last week at the Capitol, Jackson, Michigan.

This week,
Temple, Toledo, O.
Minn. Rooked to Alhambra,

closed

Just

Lyceum,

Held

Duluth,

Milwaukee, McVicker's, Chicago.

DAN RUSSO

and

TED

FIORITO'S

ORIOLETTES
8 Snappy Girl Exponents of the Well-Known
Jazz Age
Costumed by Lester
Playing leading Midwest theatres.

ATLANTIC FOUR
Singing, Playing Serenaders
Youth — Pep—

The

Collegiate

Now
A. II

.

playing

B.

&

K.

Midwest houses and

Blank Circuit.

GEORGE

BILLINGS

Star of the Photoplay, "Abraham Lincoln"
Presenting his unique conception, "Memories of
Lincoln"— a marvelous presentation— a box office
Blank
tonic.
Just completed tour of entire A. H.
Now touring B. & K. Great States and
Circuit.

Midwest

chains.

JACK CATES

RUTH BETZNER

The Buster Keaton

The Personality Contralto

Now
Girls,"

touring with
for

Gus Edwards' "Garden

A

of

comedy

Publix.

LEONARD

Sure-fire, all

galore.

Chicago.

and

BARNETT

STEVE SAVAGE

Oh, What a Harmony Team!

Incomparable Character Dancer

A pair of hot tamales—one redhead—one blonde,
Now playing Balaban & Katz Midwest theatres.

An

institution

McVicker's,

CHILTON and THOMAS

at

Chicago.

the

Capitol,

Now

popular

at

Michigan

playing

theatres.

Paul A*h's "High-Brown" Boy and Girl

BABY DOROTHY JOHNSON

Dance Sensation*

Five-Year-Old Saxophone Marvel

A knockout at Temple,
'em cold.
Last week, Palace, Ft. Wayne. ReToledo.
demand,
turned this week to Toledo by popular
then to the New Oriental with Paul.
They

of Varieties

around single— dancing, singing,
Going big at Ascher's Terminal,

stop

PHONE

A

panic at the Capitol, Chicago.

A

featured

return this week.

—

WIRE

—

WRITE

PREMIER ATTRACTIONS
CHICAGO

, INC.

AUDITORIU

Millard

h.

cutter

BUILDING,
HAZEL BROWN

MILTON OVERMAN

FILM REVIEWS
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Wednesday,

May

5,

1934

(MISS AMERICA)

NOW ON TOUR OF PUBLIX THEATRES

IS

She

Is

ROBERT ALTON

Dancing With

WIRE FOR OPEN NIGHT IN YOUR TOWN !

WEEK MAY

10th

MISSOURI THEATRE, ST. LOUIS,
WRITE

DRIFTING THRU

THE GREATER GLORY
(Continued from page 18)
that many hammers arc working to
drive one nail and that the drivers
are not BkiUful so botchwork re-

Pa the

Exchange

release

of

a

or

WIRE

muter who

Chartoa

U offers Production starring: Harry Carey.
At the Tivoli, New York, one day.
Running time, 45 minutes.

—

Harry Carey is the likable sort of
hobo in this Western. He stumbles
production
expensive. into all sorts of trouble
Is
and then
There are large sets utilized to set stumbles out.
tho Viennese atmosphere and thouStarting out like a comedy, Carey
uands of extras are in the scenes is shown hoppln' freights, but dramarking mobilization in Vienna at matic incidents quickly follow when
the outbreak of the Wor'd War. It
he breaks the bank in a gambling
is all costume stuff, too.
To prop- joint.

sults.

MO

tries for a raise which
denied, but deceives his wife into
the belief that he was successful in
obtaining the advance, and through
this she demands that he get a
dress suit and step out with hei.
The husband and wife are a social
is

success and although the hubby
Anally loses his Job his social connections make it possible for him
to win a contract that the firm
thought they had lost and finally
they offer him a Junior partnership.
The story is told with an eye to
-

laugh situation and William

Seitei

directed made the most of th<
opportunities that the story offered

who

Denny as
handle the

manages

Skinner

The

show ofT the coming of the
The owner of
place Is killed
Horsemen there are tinted by his faithless the
wife.
Danny is
With each stroke of blamed by the woman. Losing all
a tragedy is a colored insert of the his winnings in
the scramble to enHorsemen riding their endless race. capo the sheriff and his posse, he
Another excellent thing Is the ad- keeps on drifting by hopping
from
vent of tho D'Annunzio air Heel a horse back to a freight
and then
over Vienna, spreading pamphlets to a passenger
train.
of amity and explanation instead of
Back to where the crime was

erly

Four

"PERFECT

SHOULD WEAR WITH ANY AUDIENCE"

FIT.

—N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

color scenes.

bombs.
Kxcept for tho work of
son as one of the young
I,uey

May
girls

Beaumont as

Alli-

and

the elderly aunt,
acting in the
to
interest anyone. But it Is interesting to see May Allison once more
and observe the miracle which has
kept hd
,«.uty of. the earlier picture clays as fresh as if it w«*re the
beauty of an hour ago.
It's the
first
really big part Miss Allison
has had after a period of some inactivity, and she tills the bill com

there

Mm

little

is

pletely.

Miss lieaumont's role is strictly
sympathetic, but she plays it with
a nice distinction between what is
sentimentality and banal saccharine
bunk.

The director, Curt Kehfeld, Jh a
newcomer to the ranks of the important megaphone wielders.
Although his work here is adequate,
cannot be said that he has shown
an inspired moment in the whole

committed, he learns the woman
who did the shooting and the foreman of the ranch are trying to
swindle the girl from the city who
has Inherited the place.
The girl
happens to be the same cne who
had sa. ed him from the sheriff's
noose by
Idlng Dan In her stateroom when the passenger train was
beln? searched.
The woman, following a runaway
accident, confesses her crime on
her deathbed, and Dan,
having
saved his benefactress from a swindle, wins her for n mate.
Usual "western." with the only
Inconsistency that Carey knocks
half a dozen
huskies cold with
straight lefts while supposedly suffering from a bullet wound in the
arm.

Skinner's Dress Suit

it

lilm.

A
I

.:i

1.

"The Cireater

(ilory,"

then,

must

I'M

i

I'niwml
Jnv.fl
prfsciit»*iJ
»>y
n
,
m irrlnp KrtonaM Drruiy
!

mji.i

Irv.i.u
S>i

wn

'

|..(

ri.m!"

I>o Ik<v

at

il-..-

Kt.mi

t!ic

I) M-rtr.l

by

Kivoli.

New

Curl

ami

s'orv by Henry
William SHt?r.
York, wook M;iy
minutes.

be listed among the other costly 2. lyjtl HunnlnK time
Itegir.ald Denny
but ineffective productions of the Sklnnnl,iui;i I<uplante
screen. JSM1I its ambitious aims re- Money
I'frklnHen H*>n1rieks. Jr.
main commendable even though Mi-I.nuKhlln
K
RadcilfTe
tho accomplishment reveals little T'.mmy
Arthur l*ikc
Colby
IP'. Ida Hopper
deserving praise.
The extremely Mr*.
F;trks<>n
.l.ionH Piahm
long running time is also against \1;*h
Smith
Hetty Morriss^y
it, and the chances aro that if ih«>
sub-titles wore displayed for a sufUniversal has remade "Skinner's
ficient period the film would be live
Press Suit" with Reginald Penny
minutes longer.
When reviewed, in the principal role and I -aura
La
many sub-tlth^ were flashed on and I'lantc co-starred with him on the
off so quickly that they could not
film leader.
The picture is
7.">

.7.

be read.

Sisfc

Huster
hourie,

Keaton,

technical

witii

Fred (J;ihas re-

director,

turned to Hollywood from the south,
whei'i- they were inspecting locations for Iveaton's next picture, "The
General."

Just
about is full of laughs as the original w.is and .the mere fait thai
I'nlversal was able to break into
a I'liMix bouse on I'.roadway for a
pre-re'eise showing of the picture
sh'OiM be sutflcbMit recommendation for the production.
It is a yarn of the suburban com-

CARL LAEMMLE

presents

Read These

REGINALD

DENNY
IN

Skinner's
Dress Suit
A WILLIAM
With

SEITER Production

LAURA LA PLANTE

t(

nicely and when he
start givins
Charleston Instructions to their soro'.e

Laura LaPlante

and

Reviews
"SCORED A HIT. WILL GIVE
you an entertaining hour and n
half."

Evening Graphic

FUNNY PICTURE,

"A

Keeps

b'gosh!

Denny

Is

one

laughing.

funny."
Daily

News

"AMUSING FARCICAL MATter... .keep most people in pleasant state of titters/'
N. Y. Evening Pott

"GREETED

BY

MANY

A
|

Rood, hearty round of applause."
N. Y. Time:

"BRIGHT AND BONNY.

Di-

verted audience."
N. Y. Telegram

"EXTREMELY AMU8ING."
N. Y. Herald Tribune

"A

MERRY COMEDY GUAR

anteed to stimulate laughs."
N. Y. American

A UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PICTURE

"

May

Wednesday,

any number

friends there are

some

equal to

FILM REVIEWS

19M

5,

is

rum runners camp on

high

pasture, kidnap Kicardo
point him cook on their

nifty step-

the

^Sd

Miss LaPlante
«core.
in this picture than

to

SSThetter

being misleading, unless the parrot

and an old horse,
counted in.

"The Midnight Sun." and
more
work show* that she is
in heavy
flfbome in comedy than
that this one !s pern^tTa pipewarm
weather urograms
for the

d

^dld

in

Mussolini,

The stage portion conies

In

are

21

Tiffany's for Next Season

hand.

rum row

J.jTaS
yacht — by force.
He floats the
ship's parrot
life preserver
I^Laa* Hopper in the lupporting and It tips the ondrya fleet
off.
They
well.
very
look
Jinany manages to the blustering rescue lticardo: he returns to fight
as
Brahm
fEEk
the
heavy
and
win
hack
love,
his
also
who Is a bit of a flirt
^tlm
the only one, by the way. the title
Jt<

his fine Italian banks) is the speed -mad son of a
wealthy indulgent father who. tired
and exploitation all on the oT pa>ing his lines, sends the boy
Beban personal appearance angle away with $5 and a $j,f>00 car.
and on the fact that stage and After ruining a milk delivery flivver.
screen are synchronized in th« at- Mil! volunteers to pay for the d imtraction.
age by d» li\ering milk in his racer.
A large Italian draw can be ob- While thus eng-iged he meets the
tained, since tlu picture is a fairly girl, Hd.th Roberts, and the \ illain.
accurate portrayal of life in Ameri- Lloyd Whitlo'k, who threatens to
can colonies of ihat nationality.
foreclose the mortgage on her lather's home unless she marr ies him.

opus with

entire

and ap-

VARIETY

Hilling

I

SPEED

dur-

MAD

Production.

Tiffany

nounces
for

i>i

od iii

lioiis

an-

Inc.,
si !n

d

;;!< d,

"That M-.dul
'Flaming Tom? or."
Fas!::..!!." "The Tempest,"
>

,

release

From
'

20

J'1-'L 7,

Paris."

Fools of

"One Hour

of

1

>>w\' "Wives." "Sin

'The
Ilight."
To save her from a distasteful Cargo,"
"S. Iliads
wedding of Annetta, his
ward, and Steve Itandall, the heavy.
Perfection Pictures presentation at the marriage ho enters the amateur 3<>oSteeplechase,
l'ho Tiger," "LightThe film fades into the same set on Ari.r,a New York, one 'lay (April ;J0>. Wil- niile auto race and is. of course, opDie
ning.
rhe Song of Steel,
Fairbanks K<lith Huberts. U.>yd Whlt- posed for honors on the track by the
stage and the marriago celebration lum
!>K-k and Jnhr.ny Kux featured.
Distributed
idot
Mnchanted Island," 'Husband
takes place, with Italian and jazz l>y Columella i'lcturrs Corp. Running tirao. would-be mortgage foree'oser. Tlu
^ the bluffer house*.
old familiar frame-up foTows. but
Fred.
Hunters. " ".Snowbound." "The Life
dance.-*,
some comedy *nd heavy
Bill's bull dog saves him from an
emoting by Beban as the lover who
of a Woman," "Kagmg Seas," "Top
abduction and a handiiy p'aeed of the World.
is afraid to declare himself.
Hie S^w^red King"
Litt e me rli to this on6i evidently
motorcycle and ri n .icrop!: n n bring
Heaven
The
perpetrated
production
for
the
ciaily
change
is
unusual
only
Hell Bent fer
him to the track just in time to and "Tale of a Vanishing People.
in that the stage and screen ure grind houses.
It has little or no
announcing
the release proIn
presented
win the race and the girl for a flock
v atnart Blackton production
From the stage play by both represented. Beban draws ap- plot and all of it is the old stereo- of hurrays.
gram. M. II. Hoffman, of the TifJ' Warner Bros. adapted
by Marlon Con- plause with his dramatic moments. typed stuff that flashed across the
tttSiV Hughes,
said that $.">00,000
Featuring Patsy Ruth There are a few good laughs and screens of neighborhood houses a
Black ton.
The story is an open and shut fany company,
the Warner,
has been apportioned for exploitasome
SJSSS and John Harron. At
mediocre
talent
In the stage thousand times.
affair
anyone
to
who
Is even a mild
time.
Running
gJ^Tork. week May 1.
tion purposes.
specialties.
Beban dominates the
Bill
Fair- movie fan.
Sandford
(William
ing

the

.

;

1

|

P»tay Ruth Miller
rr ° n
John
*» m w
Oayn« Whitman
.Gardner Jumra

fi£%iSrt«
Sd Hunt

•

*

•

Sfty Lowrl.
Bale
_

'

Cre Hunt

d

The Big Money

James Marcus
Wilfred
" u, V ou North

Matt Hunt

Evelyn Selbie

Hunt

"Hell Bent fer Heaven" was the
Pulltxer pri*e play of several seaAs a picture it isn't
fon's ago.

Man From

coin* to win any prizes anywhere,
imply bbcause the theme of re-

j!

fanaticism has been somewhat subdued In the picture, which
has been handled along the lines of
the average old-fashioned screen
meller with the usual floods that
bo longer have a novelty on the

•J

screen.

ligious

i

I'

What the Warners should have
^ done with this picture is to have
j'
announced a new star in Gardner
James and sat back and heard the
critics rave about a performance
ft
that would just about have been
heads and by the
n over their
tame token given the film fans
1'
something to talk about, for they
dope out
would have tried to
whether some one was trying to
play a Joke on them or if the little
(«
mountaineer who "got camp meetln'
religion" was really the hero of the
j

I

picture.

James certainly runs away with
picture and dominates every
scene that he Is in. Next to him is
Evelyn Selbie in a character role
of the mountaineer mother that she
remarkable shape,
in
puts over
the

ii

WILLIAM FOX

gainst these two the mere screen
actors have no chance whatever.
It is a tale of the hills where feuds

Presents

have raged in the past. The Hunts
and the Lowrles have been two
contending factions, but Andy Lowtie and Sid Hunt have been pals
and Sid Is to marry Andy's sister
Jude. But Sid went off to war, and
the screen play opens on the day of
Bis return.

Sid's

knocks out Rufe's

return

expectations as far as Jude is concerned.
He plans to set Andy
against Sid and cause a renewal
of the feud. The final line is "Well.

Rufe taught

us that

there

is

sense In havln* feuds."
Outside of the two players

men

tloned, James
ing performance

Mm reus gave

a corkas the elder Hunt,
granddaddy of them all. while Wilfred North sufficed as the father of
the hero.
But both the featured
players were last under the wire
for

honors

histrionic

in

pic-

this

ture,

Stuart

J.
.

Blnckton's

Won't win

any medals

Picture In
contest of

t

direction
either If this

be the entry

to

nt hind.

nnv

in

Frrd.

LOVES OF RICARDO
L.os Angelefl,
e

r*J?r*
Aim
J*
goenarlo.

*wan.

May

1.

own

production
Mi\pe scene
fllreetlon
and dlnlo* hv Mr
Presented
Mn"nus
by
Raul
Af Metronolltnn,
I^i Aneel*»s.

^** ,,:in

ami

"tnrred In

avnrnronlzed

J^w
F»eK ofi Aj-rll ".(),
minute*
r ,]a V
mjniiten.
Heven

Uunnlne time. pit-two
minute; total. 1oT»

w

orner reels

23

reels,

on.irted

Rlcsrrto Vyelll
2" ne,, ;»

Two

fl.HOO
foot.
ntntre.

on the

Oeorre ftehan
T.nl'tn

T.ee

U
Monte C llins Jr
MrtrflnHll
Alhnno V.ilorlo
jnora Mnrtinolll
Mnreokovn
l **r Vlllnno
Slur-or Kron.ll
ai«o aptoirinjf o n the Ft.\ce.
27 rr-pmhern
ins prr^n m«t nnd fJcorpe liehnn's
IUlUn S'r!nr Orchestra.

V.
aroo

HARD
BOILED
TLidinq with IjAuth in the.

Wide Open Spaces

HELEN OtAimiCK-Cfimls CONKUNPHYLUS HAVER

Rr,rv1;,

The Lovop of Rlcardo," the

JJj

m

no

TONY, the wonder hofse
Story by SHANNON FIFE
J.

0.

BLYSTONE ?rod action

latest

George Bohm's series of picture

J^y*'
mlngs

.-mother

Is

one

of

those

In which Beban proves that
Pe screens well as an Italian and
J-nen comes out on the stage at n
critical moment
to plav his act with

nUt tand ln »»PPort.
?r
The star la a grocer and fruit
merchant this time in a film with
nrt, °n than there are Schmidts
JJJ°rj.
7* lwa ''!<™. To enumerate some
Jlf
or the tried
but true stuff used
re ftn
Phts. the Charleston
f«S
'

-

fl

,

iaKe lnnd deal,
blackmail, bootlegkct"s, U.
H. Navy (api)lause), rum
runnm^. n rP> nuto po
nK OV er cliff
jna thrilling rescue
of ladv In auto
»"er it H „ vor
Thp old j 1()ko w;iM
i

i

orouglu nil the
through with a
new twist hereway
and there and a
touch of humor.
The story tell M of Rlcardo. play- d
I" h:in. who
has adopted a beauJ>y
,ri "
girl,
well phot(»graphed by
J
11 1 1^«-.
He is in love with her
;
JJJL ;A
bout to propose when she nn_
"ounct..,
1(>r
npMBOrnlint to a b K
,

i

(

pooirof.rn Tlliln
all-.ws the

i

frnm

j> oVv i|

nB

('.reen.

rue chalker to walk
th<> kW\ and buvs n piece
irrigation -when
K*' u
Vtulu}" Uli4t
''"'iifs in." "While the" wa\er

* :xv with

«L

.

Fox Film Corporation,

the West!

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

VARIETY

22

JACK NORWORTH and DORO- JACK DELANEY end CO
THY ADELPHI
Trailing and Sparring
Sketch and tongs
20 Mins.; Full and on*
Palace

15

Mine.}

MRS. PARK BENJAMIN end CO. CHARLES KING and CO.

(0)

(St.

Jack De'aney

Is

Sengs and Violin Se!e

Vaude)

13 Mins.;

One

Hippodrome (St Vaude.).
Mrs. Park Benjamin Is THE
Mrs. Park Benjamin.
Mrs. Park aspires vocally. Hav-

the foremost con-

tender of the light heavyweight
held by Paul Berlenbach. Jack
has knocked out three champions
but is not a champion himself, having previously attempted the coning had the misfortune of landing
cert field with reported success she
on the buttons of the champions
is now taking a whang at vaudebefore they won or after they had
Mrs. Park Is beautiful. But
ville.
lost their titles.
Paul Berlenbach,
she has not an extraordinary nor
Fields.
Mike McTlgue, the former holder of even
very good voice.
a
Opening In full stage a four post- Paul's crown, and Tiger Flowers,
Mrs. Benjamin Ls not for vaudeer bed is revealed, with the hus- the present middleweight champ,
But her name may be.
ville.
The are among his victims.
band and wife quarreling.
Mrs. Benjamin c&n go far, no
woman's idea is that hubby is out
Delaney is a sweet ring drawing
on her name but not far
doubt,
monkeying around on the aide card. About the sweetest in New
a compewhile the hubby's main Idea Is to York, with the natural exception of enough to be considered
atom the flow of talk and snatch a Jack Deinpsey. He Is then sure to tent artiste.
a violincarries
Benjamin
Mrs.
little sleep.
But the wifie Isn't to be draw many of his followers to the
lat, Maximilian Rose, concert artist
silenced. It's one of those Intimate Hippodrome this week.
He is. said tj have been a popular
third degrees with a Jealous woman
But these followers will be disapHe,
holding the whip hand. The wind- pointed in Jack as an actor. He violinist in society's parlors.
up has tiiem chasing under the bed. will fall to knock them dead aa he too, seemed to miss. Vincent de
Sola accompanies throughout at the
Plenty of gags and laughs. Both has his opponents in the ring.
He demonstrates a muscle exer- piano.
are in sleeping garments. Norworth
Mrs. Benjamin sings three claswears pajamas and the wife one of cise, skips the rope, punches the
sics and one popular air. She does
those fancy lingerie businesses. In- bag and spars for about three minnot change from her white spangled
jected into the general comedy Is a utes with Andy "Kid" Palmer, not
gown. Rose plays one solo on .he
phone call bit, ostensibly a call from so long ago of championship timber
first
Outside of the regular violin after Mrs. Benjamin's
the janitor, Elmer, downstairs. In himself.
accompanies in the final.
routine Jack displays no showman- three and
it Norworth finishes every sentence
A -name" act with plenty physwith "yes, Elmer" and after about ship.
Mondav night. Ed Sullivan, sports ical attraction but nil as entertainfive minutes of that, hangs up to tell
ment.
the wife that Elmer was calling. editor of the New York "Graphic,"
Several presumably society
was brought on the stage to referee
Stopped the act.
friends applauded vigorously but
Norworth went well with the the "bout*' between Delaney and were not helped enough by the
the
•ketch and then came out in "one," Palmer. Fd had little to do as
accord- balance of the audience to cause an
singing a medley of the old songs match was done strictly in
No encore was given.
at
re- encore.
down
laid
with
rules
ance
to the accompaniment of some 1905

Jack Nor worth and Dorothy AdelGus Weinburg's aketch,
"The Naggers/* the same thing W.
C. Fields and Julie Ring used to
panic the Equity show audience a
few Sundays back. On the Palace
program the staging is credited to

phi open In

title

KITTY DONER

(•)

May

5,

1926

(2)

Male Impersonations

Sengs and dances

(3)

Full Stage

Hippodrome

Wednesday,

25 Mine.; in "two" (Special)
2S Mins.- Pull stage (Speeial)
Palace
Palace, New York
of
group
Charles King with a
It has been a year or more since
young folks around him, giving Kitty Doner played the Palace, havballast to his songs and chatter ing spent the time between out
In
and providing him with the oppor- California in "Lady, Be Good, *
tunity for that informal talk which playing the first part she did
la
he handles so well. The setting is skirts. Now she's back for a vaudea eye, handsome, yellow and well ville trip, doing an act In "one" with
His company Includes Just an accompanist. Jack Carroll,
trimmed.
the O'Brien Sisters, two nice look- and a maid who does a bit or so.
ing girls who dance, harmonize
The exterior setting of a houne is
with the ukulele and talk baby
halfway rnasked In by black drapes,
talk without looking at their rouged
one side of the house holding (inSidney Franklin Is the
knees.
side the window) Carroll and his
pianist and Violet McKee, formerly
piano, while the other side (French
a prima donna in burlesque (and
window) opened to let the audience
a good one, Incidentally), help the
watch a transformation from skirts
others keep things moving until
to
pants, the transformation beginGeorge Moeser, the youthful
Charleston specialist comes on to nlng with a strip down to the bare
save the cleaners all that nulsar.ee essentials and then building up
until Kitty emerged as a Scotchof mopping up.
King sings several pop numbers man, with kilts, the little trousers
well, the O'Briens are given two under them (a mystery heretofore)
good spots which they adequately and the little dofunny In front.
1

Her first number on opening was
fill, while Miss McKee is given both
singing and dancing opportunities done in evening dress, the second
and proves herself worthy of big done in the costume of a French
time vaudeville, either as a single dandy of the Gaston type, a song
woman in an early spot with songs accompanying each.
Then she
or as a combination singer and made an appearance in skirts for
dancer with a revue turn such as some pood high kicking, after which
this.
She didn't get a reception on a tough gal bit was done, followed
entering, which proves the mob by (he stripping and the change to
didn't know her, but she got plenty Scotch.
of that applause business when
Miss Doner did her tap dancing la
through, so at least she gave her- the first number and mighty well—*
self a swell introduction. Franklin's scoring on that alone. But more Impiano work stood out because of Its portant than either her dancing or
smoothness and the turn as a her male impersonations was the
illustrated song slides. The laughs hearsals.
Two men and a kangaroo were LEDOVA
whole, which hinged on King's fact that she worked minus anyhere were gained because the slides
" and CO. (8)
bit. p^^T "
Jack's
after
box
brought
on
to
songs and personality, scored gen- one's aid, did the entire act (except
were foreign to the song matter and
with
bia
entertained
kangaroo
The
uinely in the trey.
the whole thing ended in a jumble
Min|>{ Fu|| {%n%Qlml)
the piano stuff) all alone and scored
For the picture houses It looks as well as she ever scored with the
with the couple going off to cordial leg antics.
81st St. (Vaude-Pcts)
his
fighting
with
rep,
Delaney,
like one of ,the nicest things yet, family around her in a big flash
applause.
This mistress of toe work now for this act has speed, songs,
should be a natural draw.
Good sketch and sure with Its
has her own act, having broken dances, good looking gals and some turn.
Monday night she appeared to
laughs. The song stuff also clicked,
away from George Choos to go In voices that'll fill the biggest of Mr.
fine advantage, combining the enthereby Insuring Norworth and his ALBRIGHT and HARTE
Retaining
Box."
"Music
the
Movieman's emporiums. And for thusiasm and infectious pleasure of
new routine a welcome in any of the Piano and Songs
the Scherban Gypsy Quintet from
vaudeville, too, it's okeh most any- working with the already good mabig timers. And when that bed busi- 12 Mins.; One
the former vaude turn as musical
Bisk.
where.
terial which
helps her attractive
ness gets into the three-a-day places American Roof (Vaude-Pcts)
accompaniment, Mile. Led ova now
it should be even more of a big
and unique talents. She rivals Ella
Man and woman with a more or has a male dahclng partner as well
BUk.
noise.
Shields in the male impersonations
less familiar routined offering of as a tenor for Individual assistance. PAUL JACOBSON
and that is no scant praise. What
piano and songs but better than
Prettily set In glittering gold Golf Shots
makes her an even more important
due to the talents of the drapes the act has appearance and 15 Mine.: Full (Special)
KERR and WESTCN AND CO. (3) average
figure is that marvelous dancing
pair.
finishes.
out
stronger
it
starts
than
State (Vaude-Pcts)
"Breaking Into Society" (Comedy)
stuff.
The man is a clean cut appearing This is due to the featured memPaul Jacobson is the Chicago golf
One and Full 8tsge (Special Drop) male who plays piano and sings ber's toe work.
Kitty Doner, then. Is not Just a
His turn comprises trick
Broadway (Vaude* Pets).
headliner she's a headlincr who
Long acknowledged to be among wizard.
and the girl a good looking op
shots and sphere driving. Bronson
New skit for Donald Kerr and poslte with an excellent voice, the best at this type of terpslchore, and Chain wisecrack and clown offers not only a well known name
Effle WeBton.
As Mr. Kerr stated which appears to best advantage* Miss Ledova is throwing her while Jacobson plants his shots. but some honest-to-John entertain^
8i*tc
on the stage he has been away from in singing semi-classical numbers. strength into the first two numbers. This helps in stringing the turn out ment.
The turn opens with the man at After that she is off her toes to for Its running time.
vaudeville In pictures—comedy pictures.
He's back again and prob- the piano for an introduction song. solo for an unimpressive Russian
Without the aid of the team
ably just "showing* this turn. It's She enters after an offstago num- interpretation and thence joined, as Jacqbson's routine could be done in
(St. Vaude)
ber, making an Immediate Impres- a- finish, by her partner for a Mexi- six minutes.
"in," needing but a little fixing in
Although a novelty
the parlor scene and toward the sion on appearance, dressed in can heel conception. Neither rates that would hardly suffice on its own
The Charleston Is neither dead nor
with the initial dances and a retmi-evening clothes.
climax of that.
for vaudeville.
Consequently the dying. A youngster barely out of
Singles and doubles follow with arrangement of routine might help. drafting of Bronson and Chain who his teens proved it at the Palace
For the finish of the parlor scene
Monday night— a youngster named
The
stringed
orchestra
solos
twice
occaslonbox
leaving
the
man*
are rotating on the same bills as Goorge Moeser, who came on late
Effle as a coat room girl posing as the
for both cause and effect while the
_
Donald's
wife In the
_
home of his ally to accompany her. A medley tenor steps out from faking a the golfer preceding him with their In Charley King's new act What
regulation two act and Joining him he did to that lowdown, swift sidewealthy but\aknown~uncler~says | ot Parodies, while old schooly was guitar
to warble briefly and then
The
in the closer for additional clown- kicking dunce is hardly an affair of
she's going to take air.
Donald well written and handled.
again as an adjunct to the finale.
necessary
when
comedy
gets
male
municipal importance, but certainly
shoots her aa Efflo starts to leave.
The act needs no correction in re- ing.
Jacobson comes on attired in It is of vaudeville moment when a
The butler exclaims "He shot her through an excellent delivery.
spect
to
appearance,
Miss
Ledova
kid so young can out-step Georgia
One error was for the girl to go
in the back."
Everyone echoes It
changing costume for each dance knickers and plants the golf balls Raft and make the early female
on prop puts on a raised platform, "champs" look like lame ducks. This
as Donald goes Into a dance. Funny through the entire act without and looking well in each.
but leaving an awkward exit for the making a change. She has a nice
An early snatch of Individualism cracking them and sending them kid stands in about the same spot
figure and can wear clothes. She
against a curtain In the rear. His most of the time, but his special
finish.
from
her partner was of sufficient
mannerisms
her
down
tone
should
Turn opens in "one," In the ves- for vaudeville, however, being ad- merit to hint that it could stand routine consisted of rotation shots trick Is the swing of his leg back
legitimately
and
whanging the instead of forward for the whirly
tibule of a night club. Donald calls
prolongation and the aforemendicted to the exaggerated carriage
cubes
from
Chain's
dome for manipulation. Just as a thunderdressed In balloon trousers and ectioned misplacing of strength should
and gesture.
comedy. As a trio combination it storm broke, it received a flock of
centric coat. Flirts with the coatbe corrected.
Otherwise, the act
opposition from the Palace audiact did nicely here and can
The
over
gets
well.
Edba.
room young woman (Miss Weston) duplicate in any of the interme- can stand as currently playing.
ence, who were trying to show
With
Thon into the plot.
the
young Mr. Moeser that they liked
elimination
of
the
final
Con.
diate houses.
him
plenty. Small wonder they liked
two numbers and the tenor It imIn the full set there Is much danc
him, for he turned out ono of the
presses as sureflro for the picture
Ing.
Some toe work Is by Dorothy
A.
quality Charlestons seen in
best
Sierra, who does it better on her LUCILLE BALLANTINE and CO. houses.
Bkig.
this neck of the woods since they
to os than when talking. Kerr and
(5)
slopped
talking about the League of
(Continued from page 4)
Weston's double acrobatic dancing Songs and Dancing
Nations.
GREEN and GALE
18 Mine.; One and Full (Special)
is sure-fire, while the dancing finHis
moment
was brief, but big.
contract which he would farm out
12 Mine.; One (Spec.)
ish after the climax is topped off Fifth Ave. (Pop Vaude)
As he was the newcomer of the
to the producers.
Lucille Ballantine isn't new to Talk and Song
evening.
<o
him
go"s the palm and
by Kerr's own twisting dance solo,
That Powers also has Marshall
bay. Otherwise, the show* was pepthat brought him back for the vaudeville nor is this present lay- Majestic, Chicago (Vaude -Pet)
Neilan and Eric Von Stroheim un- pered with reliable vaudevilllans,
out a change for her. She is again
speech.
Talk takes place in a railway sta- der contract and is participating in
people like the LcGrohs, Charles
In this in
Just •? sweet a Juvenile couple surrounded by boys.
tion, the special drop conveying the their Famous Players contracts was
King, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry,
as ever. The pictures didn't hurt stance there are four, mainly stop desired effect. The man, in black- another of the points on which Blossjm Seeloy, Charlotte Greenthem. Miss Weston handles dialog dancers, who work with and with- face, is dressed as "hired help.' there was a split, especially as Von wood, Kitty Doner and Jack Nordellclously in this skit.
Mr. Kerr out her. Nothing particularly novel Woman uses ta% make- up and Stroheim was making the produc- worth and Miss Adelphl. All in all,
standard show with a line-up that
comics his way through easily at any stage of the routine, but flashy clothes.
tion for Famous release on the A. a
clicked nine-tenths of the way, the
without the dancing or the clothes, Miss Ballantlne's appearance stands
She Is about, It is revealed, to E. lot.
pole
weok stuff being Martin
does
her
while
up
as
work,
the
men
but altogether they make him irJoin a show, and a" the train Is 46
In addition to this Powers was
the Greenfoil well enough.
minutes late, they settle down for also demanding a salary of $1,000 Broones' pianolog infamiliarity
resistible for laughs.
of
wood
turn, and the
The action opens in "one" with several minutes of very clever
'
A real vaudeville comedy act.
weekly
his
services
in di- the Barry?;' turn.
for
own
the
waiting
for
the
boys
feminine gagging.
An unfamiliar but very recting the destinies of the studios.
8ime.
Willie Mauss and his bicycle
soloist and the flvesome then going good song duet is used
the inas a closer.
As long ago as last January trick that of riding around
into a dance.
Into full stage for
Act is good enough for the better
terior circumference of a large and
Powers was of the mind that he swiftly revolving wheel, opened the
a draped set and about five more dates.
HARRY BARRIS
Hal.
wanted to step out of the A. K. show with a five-minute stretch
dances during which Miss BallanComedy
proposition and this would practi- pfukod with excitement. Then the
tine does adagio work as well as
12 Minutes
cally have loft the banking inter- LcGrohs, with their familiar consoloing. A fast toe dance brought DEIRO
Grand Central. St. Louis (Pets.)
beginning this
stuff,
ests holding the bag, but seemingly tortionists
healthy applause for the girt while Aecordian'st
last
This boy, billed as a Jazz pianist, a loap to a mld . alr split| 3U ortod 8 Mins.; One
tho hankers now not only have tho week In vaudeville after closing
pP
show that
but whose "nut" Hongs are the act, a t each foot by a male, also drew Hippodrome (St.
bag but have Powers In it and arc week with I«M Wynn's
Vaude)
same
troupe
that
in Harrisburg, ra-»
can take credit for stopping the attention. One change of costume
holding on to the strings.
recently got a request from some
Delro has been heard on phonoshow at the Grend Central. Work by the cast, and the men's dancing
Oscar Price at present seems 1<> male quartet for a flock of aisle
graph records, following his vaude- be on the Job with tho same A. K. seatf. on a Saturday night.
ing in front of Gene Rodemjch's or- is superior to their sing.
After them came Charles Klruj
chestra, featured in the week's stage
Miss Ballantine is one of those ville date?, lie is a clever artist. staff that has boon operating the
show, Barris had. the crowd tied in girls who looks better as the value Personality and talent.
organisation since It was taken over and Co. (New Acts), the "and Co.'
meaning
the O'Brien Sisters, Violet
At
the
big
Hip he went on In No from Pa the.
knots with his seneselcss songs. of
her
environment
Increases.
McKee and young Moeser, plus
After two encores, he hod to re- "Class" to this young woman if it 2 and scored. Three classics and a
It is reported the only outstandSidney
Franklin
at the piano. King
spond with a "thank you," and only Is set off to advantage and here medley vof popular numbers were ing indebtedness the organization was a set-up in third and had to
has Is what is owing the bankers beg off with a speech, whllo Mr.
then did the applause subside. He she gets nothing more than the played beautifully and well re
ceived. An encore equally so.
Mtid that all outside creditors have and Mrs. Jimmy Barry, in fourth,
is said to have worked with Paul average flash act "break."
A competent turn for vaudeville been practically paid or will bo did their veteran pklt, "Scandals of
However, those present seemingAsh in Chi. The maestro sever
Henrfoot Corners'."
ly fancied Miss Ballantine on both or pictures.
within a day or so.
misscsl
Blossom Seeley and Bonnie TVlds
Deiro's return to vaudeville nt
What lie future policy of control next
Young; peppy and goofy Is this looks and ability, tho results bring
nnd closing intermission, doing
creditable
and mainly throngh her this date srd his succour stomps wiM ?>o has not hern as yet deter- most of the art which they used on
younjr man Barris. And he enn help
him.
as
standard
layer.
Jbpubel,
efforts.
&kig.
ft
mined
a
oa.
any. show..
a. recont swing over: the orph«*»*-*«-
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1926

5,

Monday night
they jumped oft their wheels with
the score tied at two-all when the
usual winner failed to shoot his
basket.
He very seldom misses
Big
the
of
when he doesn't want to.
UHtAl of "My Dream
release which
Delro, accordionist (New Acts)
pop
new
a
Stride"
for the mob,
Hnbabiy isn't so muchstuff, patriot- formerly heard on records, followed,
sob
an(j got over< He phased all around.
Sit has so much
combinaEver-smiling Bobby McLean, the
Sn and the rest ofitsthat
that
verses
into
f orme r speed skating champion and
UHi pushed
handled it should be a always a good showman, did his fariihtly
miliar bit on the "ice." In the turn
•Tudevllle wonder.
Seeley and Fields are WIllie Frlck and Kathleen Pope,
For an encore,
girl champions
the
about
"one"—
in
themselves at figure
jia a skit
shoot herself but 8katlngr# Thcy are 8p iendld.
Sho was going to
man
kind
a
before
it
do
A
flash
turn
8uppoaed to be an .
•ho didn't
sympathize—and dia other Bport monopo iy turned, out to
JSne along to
got ats- be a i es itiinate dance hit. Johnny
he
when
himself
Si killing
G »>"i'>ii
Xi-»i„ >m„
„i. n
.
laugn.
Farreli,
Florida
state goir# champ,
nuted. A laugh.
orchestra nlt
fcw balla around and callud it
•intermission with the
the
of
those "Topics
a day
NothinR
•living, one of
Just to show the
LUUe Anthony, ,Francesco,
.„..v.v^u, Charles
^..»..v«
gag reels
b«b
Say"
f
Is**.
^,if fmnt where gooa
Brood
ton s t e pper, went big. Anthony was
-rofessionals out front
and then Into the act or bl i le d as a "Jockey." To prove his
Jagg go
s
einne
in Qua
rg
occupa tion, Tony wore a Jockey suit
J«ck Norworth
Naggers (New Ac «j. and entered on a horse. Anthony
ketch. "The
Greenwood, ine may nave ^en a Jockey, but he
Then Charlotte
first in songs wiin danced in a cabare t the past wfnter.
^ed headliner, at
the piano, woi A tW o-man dancing team, Leo Burns
Uirtin Broones
songs, as
the
with
"Jf* and Tom Foran. saved the turn,
ao forte
en selve
Following a formal routine dance,
weren't so forte }J l
"I**ddy
that
^9?* ****
they introduced their "Red Grange
tune like
music box
number she used initheall she sang Football Dance." "For the First
worth
Time on Any stage." It's a clever
JUvoe" being
the lier Jjorn- bu
Both wear football headgears,
before going into
sketch, a howl irom j>e- One, with football in hand, does a
to* Bp*V
so gooa inai slow march down the stage, weavfining to finish and
doesn t maKe u Ing
and QUt ftfl does the famoUR
JVen its repetition
enjoyable. Kitty Doner .. Red/ and all this to slow clop
gn, the less
N e * c "'« tlme Tne other is the tackier, and
two
in
<
next, working
the
Carroll a nd
with a pianist, Jack
But lg rhythmlcall evaded » Kvwy .
of «ettlngs.
(Roman Rcvel8
Bost utilitarian
arter a years thmg non . Romun but the costumes.
given a real welcome
absence.
Rhea
Mme.
and Santoro. adagio
„nslde
upsiae
her
Lottie Atherton, with
dancers and John Roblnson s elc .
sown dancing and the l *P worK- phants make up the turn. That the
the show
on the steps, closed
b i 00 d-thirsty Romans were ever en*""® v ®*""?
tag before a eye
u _" tertalned by elephants and slim
woman on e "Sm
eelf as the only
dancers
not of historical record,
mem in at Ru( the is
with long hair. She nem
Romang ftt the Hlp ate up
going rig
y> ncr the act
the Palace,
Santoro la a flnely
Mr
ami
chorea without stalling
bulu mftn amJ ftn oxocllent dancintr
ing to a good house.
partner.
Mr. Robinson's elephants
™" proved the legitimate hit of the
Business Monday
f.
downstairs, but off in ine oa'tony hm
Th ^ manimot u 8 are well
chairs

Bourne and Phil Ellin, at
QrJrZndB kept a constant rhythm
through the turn,
yjSody funningpulled
some tancy
a Miss Sceley
with a tense
dramatics
HAeviUe

the final whistle. But

Dorothy Francesca, next, contributed a song cycle of character

numbers

working in "one" and
carrying a feminine piano accompanist. Of tho five numbers of her
repertoire "The Tryout" number,
wherein Mist, Francesca gave im-
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and gallery. Some of the box
a*r"
too.
were vacant,
JJP"
.
was *
R
I
down.
J°"
i^J."

tralned

.

Mr. Delaney (New Acts) followed
and was followed In turn by Gaston
once only a J^Peler but
^.«.in*h?i?itwi^
a gooa snow, nQw r <Fronch Humorist." Palmer
up at 11:30, but It
nasn
too. lacking in the bunkum
fas( and EngIlsh with
French
ta]ka
cost mon y: D VM
acta, which may
French accent. His laughs are
ft
^ n r
.u«. c
nt r
give
e enieri»..
«
don't
don!^ ,?J^.
in
and mistakes In
misses
by
^ ^ l^L"™^r^
J^riJ^
U i^ v- created
y
revealing In a
12 minutes proved ample
l**l
some- lingo. His
*
oat of names that meart
setting for a
thing in their respective lines.
swimming act. which closed.
8lsk.
The Misses Aileen Riggin, Olympic diving champion; Helen Wainwright, all-round woman champion, and Gertrude Ederle. whose
chief claim to fame lies in her
(St. Vaude)
brave, but futile, attempt to swim
at
not
and
carnival"—
"sports
English Channel, despite her
t ne
But man y records, showed their aquatic
the. Madison Square Garden!
Garthe
at
been
well
It may have
kn0 wl e dge in a beautifully staged
The three girls
den, for that famous sport emproduction turn.
'
often
so
ever
mentioned
was
porium waS
are recently turned professionals
.
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the

far as the old turn

cerned

».he

was con- A Hal Roach comedy featuring
Kara was ahead of the
dif- Thcda

Roof never knew the

m

i

...

„

•

^ c—i ^: Sff^^K

throughout
8po rt world.
known in
Hiilllgan,
William
vaudeville and revues, acted as
.
n no
with little
iifttA
With
ceremonies.
master
His
But Tex's pet aim material he got few laughs
the Garden.
cam
auM
a
Jack
PP
card,
*
drawing
moat powerful
T
to
ntion
atte
Delaney, has turned pro-Hip for a audience s
^JJ"?
er8,
week and Is awkwardly strutting Foumier of tn f Bro °^y »1
who was In a bo* Jake bowed
his stuff at the big house on Sixth
The 16 Albcrtlna
•venue.
niiea in
Tex's pet. who receives 15 or 20 permanent at the theatre,
While betgrand" for an hour's work at the in the Production turns
Foster
Allan
the
Garden, is doing 12 minutes twice ter looking than
a day for a week for about $2,500. Girls, whom they replaced they are
,
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vaudeville portion as well
proverbial news events.

olio

only four advertising signs on it.
In thi» duys of Miner'sf 8th Avenue
and the Olympic, Harlem but why
go so far back? Mr. Moss has the
ripht Idea; l.e's on Broadway.
And now, if Mr. Moss or some of

—

his vaudeville advisors can find out
how to buy or rent first-run til ma
instead of taking them on what
must be the third run, like "Old and
New Loves" this week, maybe the

business will warrant a non -commercial new drop.
rain outside the
It looked like
Broadway Monday night and also
inside as the performance slopped
along, but it got going around 8.50
with a peach Jap perch act. Tan
Arakls, two men and a ewoman,
opening the show. The woman does
new perch stuff of several kinds

and she's a skillful acrobat Her
work Is more trying, since it must
be additionally timed for the pedal
balancing of the perch. Excellent
and to applause.
Furman. and Davis (or Evans) are
a conventional two-act from somewhere. The noticeable item of the
turn is the man's utter disregard
for the Kelth-Albee ruling against
anything touching on or appertainThe K-A rule
ing to prohibition.
probably still stands, and will until
the A-K bunch hears that Congress
has lost Its fear of the booze subject.
The man In the act sang a
song of liquor that had for Its catchline, "Three cheers for red wine and
brew."
Otherwise, wherever they
can grab any spot the turn should
take It; or, better still, have some
one coach them both on delivery of
the fair numbers, inclusive of the
good finale medley.
Followed the new Kerr-Weston
skit
(New Acts), that ran well
enough to pull a speech out of Donald Kerr for the getaway. Another
speech, and a comedy one, wound
up the Bevan and Flint mixed twoact, with two-acts plentiful on the
program, though a couple were camouflaged, one with a company and
the other with a band. Bevan and
Flint have the- sort of fun making
many J ike. and the woman doesn't
laugh right into the man's laughs,
as so many wornen do In familiar
turns of this description rube and
woman straight The man reveals
a rnther quick wit Some day. If he
concludes to do a single aa a comedy monologlst it might be worth a
try.
The woman has appearance,

nobodvi

.

fool

cut sa?arv

bT relished And to Slav second
Addle to Delanev who asoirls to
the light ^avyweliSt tiUe which
Jim once^eld~k3£ than that That
nay or mlv
iiiV^h™
?l!
8
7 «7?
to

S

,

^

I

«lety

entertained
set
Mr!
Acts)
of
Um2i*A to
tempted

'
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STATE

lr Phoney and
i^
•«T acrobatic

very funny comturn with, a lcgltla flnlshia™ blliod*as
*>*«,<; Novelty."
They scored
heavily.
Qlenn and Jenkins, in
vaudeville for a long spell, were,

*l*rS
2.3

according to the billing, "Working
a 80n Square Garden" during
tLi
ineir ?l
blackface antics.
This pair
•iways please. On the program they
ttc <J to follow Mrs. Benjamw? 8 P°
What a contrast?
llly2"?;
6 socie ty
matron and
lth cork ed faces!

A

two lowImpossl? Glenn
80
and Jenkins and
and
Wahl
were switched
TjJ
Just aa bad
Wlth thc
team
threatening
In every
ia»
cut €acn other up with a
rnSv
and tho lat ter kicking themasiv 8
and each oth «r around, thc
Inilf
Mr3, R *nJ a min was left by
no -2
We

iwi
riT*

-

7

"dories,
? ford
1i -*Tr,
w,th

the,r novcl
of basketball played on blcy
^s, opened
the vaudeville show
w.
U " u al,
nL« 1111 y a 10-to-l bet that th e
tho mustache will win by
at^?'
8 <*>r*
of three to two Just bofore
°'

same

.

,

LLfn
™^

Despite Mrs. Benjamin and two
tandard vaudeville acts, the show
«i not of
vaudeville, but of sports,
gverything la sports.
Dare and
watu, well known in variety, with

but

~

their eyes
eve* on
nn their
th*!r idols.
ldol«.
SoSo
mo
y of elephants, heremembers were, if no one else,
hv «mf «* thiiV nwn tofore a Hippodrome standby.
Clyde Cook film comPaV
rCi A two-reel
1
proved
vSSr
«t*' Udy opened the show and
rk B ° clet y a
r entertainment than the whole
better
!
T°,
,
entertain.
On fourth,
?®i^ jL" ,:"
.

•

|

(Vaude-Pcts)
Neither daylight saving nor

warm

weather displayed any physical
handicap on the attendance at this
ace Loew house Monday n ght.JThe
ground floor went before the show
got underway and with
good attendance upstairs, bix acts
and-"The;^rr,er;- <«», were the
magnets at 50 cents. The show was
a buy for the money, but could have
stood more comedy, not particularly
of the talking act quality, but pan
tomimlc comedy.
The Kikutos Japs, comprising six
men and two women, opened with

"

C

b

5»
Throne
iln
^ner
up
cT^hSld
Tat

S^S^ndTgVnir Vnat
b
i

U
JEht ?u rn
vaudeville
?n

cllrkelS

g

fast

picture houses,
Francis H("s ami Du Ross, mixed
frlf fnllnuvd and pleased with
or

-d Snstrumcntas^gin^rnVVheld
an essence of#

iging,
The
tlon.

comedy
cially
stuff

ln
in

r,

men

endeavors, espetravesty acrobatic

their

the

and also demonstrated good

neat
hoofing ability. Tho girl looked
and contributed a nifty jazz dnnce.

Le w Benjamin, an old fiddler. Ills clownish as a drunk surrounded by
the mirrors, his entire behavior and
shock of white hair got him into ine
money (cash prizes were announced, stage presence as a symphony diopes
rector was startlingly different
but the contents of the enve
Wolf had 40 pieces in the concert
were not divulged). It was a tossup between Grace Rossi and Johnny orchestra. About half of this numFrohman for first prize, which was ber were his own players, the othMiss Rossi was ers coming from the Philharmonic
split, off stage.
easily the best looking among the Symphony, and rated as first chair
They opened with a delicate
girls in the contest and she sang men.
pop stuff well. Lucille Wanstead, rendition of the "March of the
with
wun classic warbling, won an en- Toys," from Victor Herbert's
^Ycould not rSi. enough ap "Babes ln Toyland."
V"!
.u. ii„„.„„ ph.ni.
Edith Knox, pianist, was second,
gtauje
with Grieg's "A Minor Concerto,
This girl, with
of Charleston.. She First Movement."
of ine
her almost mannish technique and
pro
coming
vigorous style, brought much apIn d looks like a
Too
i"". »"«
plause from a crowded house, enSid
coring with several little numbers,
I bee.
one expresslonlstic and ultra-new
uums.
to the extreme.
Another light number by tho orchestra followed, some ballet music
from "Faust," by Gounod. The sec(Vaude- Picte)
ond soloist, Alexander Klsselburgh,
baritone, sang several English com
A better than usual eight-act hill
Ion"thVRoof the first halt topped off positions to hearty appreciation.
feature
The third symphonic arrangement
National
First
the
by
by
Uikl." which failed to pull capacity. was the familiar "(How Worm,"
rendered without particular
Llncke,
healthy
was
business
although
number,
closing
The bill was blessed with three brilliance. For a
comedy bull's eyes ln O'Neill and th-> heavy piece of tho performance,
was
Overturn"
Tell
Plunkett. blackface comlcj third; "William
This Rossini compV>nition
played.
Lou Brown and Muriel Rogers, sec
Wolf
by
ond after intermission, and Marian was conducted capably rehearsal
and Ann Clark, who did their old Considering that only one
the
"audienc e" act on the Roof and their was given and that just before
were
new turn. "The Immigrant," down- performance, the selections
finwork
They dldnt care to show the well plsy*»d and all solo
stairs.
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and

foils nicely.
A couple of other turns anu the
picture, probably some shorts, too.

as short Alms are growing cheaper.
There's an Idea a vaudeville bill
of all short Alms. Look at the saving, and the picture distributors will
make their own cuts. That's perfect

—

Bime.

FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

J

They looked
Los Angeles, April 21.
T he Davlea act la unchanged.
To nlay at white sport sweaters.
aquatic act, in yellow some of the novelty may have
This review was caught at the
b^ls is nSt Uood in thebathing
mono- wor n off. yet the act worked under first show at Loew's State last Sunsuits
one-piece
gramed with an "H." Very pretty, the wait handicap and one of the day at noon. The concert orchestra
a blonde who does a buck-and-wing motora went dead a. they started gives a symphony recital at 12:30
Sundays, with Reuben II. Wolf dithe finish circular chase,
especially so.
The final of the opportunity con- recting. The same conductor who
The funnv part is that the Hipto
are
which
-sized
of
good
winners
*
a
to
turned
the
test
is seen during the rest of the week
podrome has
refisil
queens appear ln a minstrel show at this as Rube Wolf. Since the latter Is
Sport fans are rtat th* onlv fol- monopoly on sport kings and
curia
out
of
brought
Garden
week
next
Square
house
about as undignified as a pair of
to^mJhn iJi^^^l^lZJ
t^ and the Madison
P
fea«t"thill »I
least
£ ? howc 5° late ^eeks turned to nn almost C us bunch of aspirants. First was bare elbows at a funeral and as
ta

,

—

^ ^ ^t

(LOS ANGELE3)
Hip on

(Vaude-Pcts)
Moss is picking up some exchange at the Broadway. The
drop belonging to tho house has

B. S.
tra

LOEWS STATE
Jim

the
Skig.

BROADWAY

U^H*

^

23

Roof, as they intermission, to be followed by the
special drop.
Barthelmess picture, ".lust Suppose."

|

,

HIPPODROME

program, in the announcements, as
the title of an act, and even on a
back drop.
Tex Rlckard is the main thing at

As

on

hang the

5TH AVE.

.

i

one

couldn't

ference. They yelled at the "audlonce" entrance, and took the "address"
of the straight member as
pressions of the various applicants
in the days of the Libfor a new "Follies" cast was the seriously as
Some of the gags
Loan
erty
best bet.
The ballad encore was are older drives.
than the act, but they
also well received, but didn't count
One of the hits
the
same.
went
Just
In comparison with the former.
The Jack Fowell Sextet was the of the bill.
blackface
Plunkett.
O'Neill and
wake 'em up contribution up to No.
with Powell in cork cutting comics with possibilities, treyed in
4
topped
crossfire
capers on the instruments and a good routine of
One switches to
pructically making a pair of drum- off by dancing.
turn,
the
sticks talk.
The c'owning inter- "dame" in the middle of
spersed a group of fivo selections returnlrg for crossfire and the
is
portion
featuring brass and blending into a dance. The talk in this
corking musical offering, sure fire far superior to the early brand. The
by
hampered
taller member seemed
for vaudeville and a bet for pic
lure houses. Provoked the heaviest a cold. If his tonsils were hitting
applause and could have encored, on all two, he wants to watch his
but gave way to Chain and Bronson enunciation. His semi-nance charin next to shut for some sure com- acter under cork is funny and well
edy that gradually warmed up to handled otherwise. They liked them
howls, especially the fake mind here.
reading bit which had Bronson
The Joe Carson and Kitty Kane
working in the auditorium and un- Revue closed the first half in bangmistakably cueing Chain for the up fashion.
Without making the
supposed guessing stunts. The boys usual fuss the three girls and two
worked this up for six minutes and men accounted as difficult and
kept the mob howling. Later they smooth a dance routine of versatile
Joined Paul Jacobson, Windy City stepping as any of the revues seen
golf wizard, who offered a routine in the higher circles. Brown turns
of trick shots while Chain and in
buck-and-wlng
a triple-time
Bronson clowned from the side lines that's a pip, and Miss Kane is there
with the combination getting over also. The assistants, Alma Brahan.
f or big results.
Edba.
Jack Barry and Rella Kramer round
out excellent support. The act is
prettily costumed and as fast as a
whippet.
Bright and Hart (New Acts)
/w j o- * \
( vaude- Hicts)
opened the second half, and after
House looked skimpy at 8:30 the Clarks, the Gains Bros., two
Monday evening, and it never did whirlwind ground tumblers, closed
really fill up
the vaudeville portion.
Florence and Arnold, opening, and
it was a peculiarly framed bill
at the night performance.
Three Joyce Sisters and Haley, next, were
„ ono „ and tnree
acts
full sUge
muffed by a tardy reviewer. Con.
two of the latter type windIn8r up
t he bill with the obvious result of
a considerable wait.
Hal Skelly
81st ST.
was No. 5, with the Tom Davles
motorcycling turn closing,
Trio
(Vaude and Pets.)
Though Skelly has a closing bit In
Fair vaudeville playing to half a
"one." the setting up of the bowl house that slipped with the No. 2
for the Davles act requires over 10 act and never seemed to recover.
stated
minutes.
Skelly, toplinlng.
Nothing especially wrong about the
the cyclists were abroad for some deuce holder except that 16 minutes
years, but his mission was to stall were Ave overboard.
It served to
the house for the wait. The curtain gum up what otherwise might have
was raised and the audience looked been smooth navigating.
on while the crew and motorcyclists
Johnny Murphy's chatter Is far
readied the apparatus.
from equal to the demands of a
All of tnat Beem ed unnecessary. quarter of an hour.
It started to
Had skolly been spotted fourth and pall five minutes before that. Mat
an act ln .. one placed after him ter of headwork and Murphy's
tne wait could have been ellml Judgment
Drastically sliced, he
nated> There was no reason to ex
should suffice ln the spot
tend the show's running time, since
Fleeson and Green way held the
tnere was an "opportunity contest"
next-to-shut assignment, working
i mme diately afterward,
easily and to definite responses
v
.
.
„,,„.„„
or
n(
am
nt
ft(1
Another curious arrangement had "Samples" still follows its previous
8chedsBB, although a few new num«" 1 h • f U 8t
bers have seemingly been incorpo10 w a rd.. ||tct.™e ^h"ch
rated.
A reserved duo who carry
without fuss and politely sell
on
Fresne. and the Evans Brothers themselves.
Just ahead Led ova
costumed
Tt
neatlv
Acts) danced her way to acSJ™*;.,.?
J*A got over Ji°th
ease. (New
with "T-e
turn and
dance
claijn.
true
Comed waa llght generally
Meehan's Canines opened and
^ waa dQubt .
working at a handicap with clicked on the strength of the JumpEunice Sauvain out of the act for ing hounds, while Johnny Murphy,
She appeared at single, followed.
the night show.
The Joe Boganny Troupe closed
mat | ne# and 8 u PPer performTnttl C uUe Peggy Hope
ancea
through with
the

(

™

new

VARIETY

«S

^^.tlr.

ished. Wolf stuck close to his muste
stand, following the score and In*
terpretlng It Intelligently.
The transformation came after a

and announcements were
The Fanchon and Marco
presentation, with half of the symphony players In the Jazz band and
Wolf In the same costume opened
with a different atmosphere en-

news
run

reel

off.

tirely.

Eileen Tlckner came through the
singing a special song,

curtains,

by Howard Johnson and
by Fanchon and Marco. Hhe
was dressed "swell" In a black evening gown with trailer. As the curtains parted, the chorus was se«»n,
music

lyrics

attired In one huge garment that
covered the entire stage. This went
up on wires to the files, revealing
the 12 girls ln snappy trunks cov-

ered with rhlnestones and the band
Victoria
ln their regular positions.
Regal, In center stage, did a peacock strut, consisting of back bends
and other acrobatic dancing.
drop came down on the pyramid
back stage, where the chorus had
been standing and Rube Wolf, billed
"Csar of Ryhthm," came out to lead
the band in a "Student Prince" orchestration. He (jave a cornet solo
of "Deep ln My Heart," which waa
Good brass effect*
well received.

A

|

AMERICAN ROOF

1

typified this

number.

Jerry Ryan, cornetlst and new
to the band, sang "Sweet Child"
from the bandstand, with Myrtle
Lyman, kid sister of Abe, taking
the second chorus from the first row
of the house. Both won their share
of applause.
A scrim curtain left the stage la
"one," with Owen Evans singing
another built-to-order song, "Little
Red Riding Hood Stomp." and the
girls In red hoods and skirts with
white bodices and hose. Dorothy
Gilbert, a good goofy dancer, hoofed
a nice eccentric, followed by twe
by members of the
specialties
chorus. Miss Evans served u neat

VARIETY

*4
tap dan co, to bo followed by the
finale of the number, with Wolf
clowning and- working In the line.
Walter Worms, with hla Beat cane
:\nd movie scenario, which he recited with the bund synchronizing
the musle, gathered in plenty of
laugh* and a nice handful of applause.

numbers "Bits from 1924 Hits," the first number to be written and
and the audience joined in heartily released by Berlin since his maron every one. "The Lucky Lady" riage to Ellen Mackay.
the feature.
Opening the show is a short

The

big

question

now

Will

is:

McVickers keep its seats warm
after Ash opens at the Oriental theatre?
His orchestra has done it
for the past two weeks.
Hal.

Arnold Grazer, in his military toe
brought a gasp by appearing
military coat, trunks and tights.
The patrons admitted that he had
perfectly shuped limbs, but thought

METROPOLITAN

in

(BOSTON)

it out of place for a man. However, this did not detract from the

kick 8.

Bill

should
please

Boston, May 1.
at this house current week
be variegated enough to
Some of it
all the patrons.

distinctly high brow and some
distinctly something else again. At
65c. top for adults for the night
is

The fans had grown to wait for
Rose Callda, and she proved popular enough to take a bow on her
entrance. In addition to doing some
fast and heavy clowning with Wolf,

a

Miss Valida, with her two-gear
voice, shifting from low bass to
high soprano without using clutch,
made them remember that it was
They
her fourth and final week.
called her back and made her do It
all over again.
A Charleston finale had everyone
doing the "Hey. hey," with the
chorus revealed on the step -up
pyramid, dancing in darkness with
light blue lights like lightning from
below their feet.
The presentation opened with an
operetta tempo, the first band selec
tion keeping it slow, but warmed up

when

shows, the house is still doing a
very nice business, although it is
not going along at the pace it hit
when the theatre was first opened,
it was a novelty.
Last night, shortly after 8, about
100 persons were waiting for seats.
But in the balcony there was plenty
of room, up stairs being about half
full.
When it Is figured that the
seating capacity of "the big Met" is
figured at 4,000, it can be seen this
Isn't at all a bad break, even for

a Friday night
Adolphe Menjou
lebrity," picture.

In "A Social CeThis F. P. Para-

seemed to satisfy.
Some may have found something

mount

picture

musical preludo to the news

wanting, but the others well pleased any means and failed to make much
of an impression.
with It.
Right into the feature, which
The high brow stuff figures in
the introduction -o the bill with went 106 minutes.
Business Sunday afternoon was
the overture the "Hunting Scene"
by Bucalossl by*the entire orches- apparently off all along Broadway,
as
the Strand didn't fin up all afterline
tra.
It is well done and in
with the ideas of Nathaniel Finston, noon. Flocks of vacant seats at
4:30
That can be blamed on
p. m.
Bosgeneral musical director, that
ton people like the higher class the coming of spring, however, and
neither
the
on
house nor the picmusically.
Alter
news
things
the
Bisk.
weekly comes "The Mitchell Band." ture.
(CHICAGO)
is
best
thing
The
these boys do
Chicago, May 1.
their rendition of an old time minBalaban and Kats had a delicate strel show to jazz tempo. It gives
L. A.
task before them. They had to in- them a chance for individual effort
Los Angeles, May 1.
form the ardent Paul Ash fans that with a trick violinist supplying no
"The Jazz Village" is the tiUe of
he no longer graces the theatre with little of the value.
Another high brow bit is the the Metropolitan stage show this
his presence and at the same time
Because George Beban on
prevent the Ash fans from inter- "Four Seasons," a nature scenic week.
preting the announcement as a sig- with the four seasons on the screen stage and screen was the feature
nal to follow their beloved redhead by different pictures of landscapes Jack Partington cut down on the
Verne Buck presentation and it
en masse into the new Balaban and at the periods of the year.
Arthur Martel, organist, slipped a lasted less than 20 minutes. The
Katz Oriental theatre and leave
bit
of
humor
into
his
work
a
chorus
with
was out for the week, and
McVickers flat.
What a mess they made of it. burlesque on the "Tamiami Trail" only three acts in addition to the
number,
band.
screen
accompanied
by
Two weeks ago they announced
The band men were attired in
that Paul Ash was to take a much- work, indicating that all is not sunneeded rest at Hot Springs; he shine and roses, at least from a real tuxedos for the first time since
would therefore be missing from estate point of view, down on the Buck came to this house. An effective silver and red back drop
the theatre for a while, with the "Tamiami Trail."
"A Bird Fantasy," which is was used. The musical gang opened
Impression drifting Ash would be
credited
feato
Frank
Cambria,
is
with a band selection, followed by
back for a last stand at his old
stamping grounds. And now this ture of presentation. It is high- Eva Gibson of the Gibson Sisters
class
in
stuff,
being
familiar
rather
in a tap dance.
She was dressed
week a trailer announces a "big
surprise" for the week of May S. form, but new in presentation. It in a minstrel costume of orange
singing,
gives
a
chance
for
some
and
white
went
over well.
and
It bills such attractions aa George
Ernst Morlson, singing "by popuGivot and Henri Gendron's orches- but mostly depend on dancing.
twoSeat,"
"From
a
a
Cabby's
lar
demand"
Prisoners'
Song,"
"The
tra, with no mention of the Paul
Ash bunch. However, the trailer reel comedy, finishes the Stow, be- brought a mild patter of applause
an
on
ing
slap
stick
comedy
built
rendition.
Alwith
tenor
a
good
announcing Ash is still in Hot
Springs was used despite a morn- Initiation in college, and rounds out though this is the first time the
ing paper carried a local interview the entertainment, which does not number was sung in a theatre here,
run much longe. than two hours.
the fans have heard it over the
with him.
Libbey.
radio many times. A hot Jazz band
To say that the McVickers cusnumber followed.
tomers were muddled is putting it
Aubrey Gibson followed in some
in refined English.
Constant Inneat and well -liked kicks, her high
quiries as to what it was all about
kick
over the opposite shoulder
were audible on all sides.
(8T. LOU 8)
taking the fancy of the audience.
A talk with McDermott, the
The Foursome, male quartet, sang.
St. Louis, May 1.
production manager, straightened
With a worthy representation of
The back drop came up to reveal
things out somewhat. It was disU. studes Saturday the Jazz Village, which consisted
closed that Henri Uendron, late of Washington
the Montmartre cafe, will fill in the night and a number of collegians of a town silhouette on wires,
Htage orchestra vacancy left by Paul from Mlzzou and Illinois known to which jerked back and forth to the
Ash and that practically the same have come down over the week- rhythm of the music. A military
policy as heretofore will be in ef- end to see this show, it appears statue, cut out on pasteboard and

McVICKERS

METROPOLITAN,

t.

•

STATE

'

1

fect.

It

was

also
last

disclosed

Ash that the State

stand at the the-

will

fare

well this

week.

The "College

two weekB ago.

Life*" overture (un-

Al Qvale took charge of the or- der Presentations) sent the show
chestra while Ash was on vacation. off rightly with a heavy register.
Qvale is a young blond man who Next is the news weekly and then
played the first chair saxophone demons and Marcy, who spend 11!
previous to his directorship.
His minutes in a demonstration of
pantomime seemed to take very "How to Charleston." Inasmuch as
well with the ladies.
His baton that dance never did click In this
maneuvers tire graceful enough and town and Is now practically never
he has some typical Paul Ash wig- seen on the floors, the lesson wasn't
gles, so he was okay for the two very valuable.
The team looks
weeks remaining after Ash's de- great, however, and works as well.
parture.
He dees no announcing, Their fast exhibition number was
but affects the pantomime character good.
of an
Following a short Technicolor
unsophisticated youngster
with an optimistic viewpoint on life film, "The Love Nest," comes the
in general between numbers.
Topics. For an accompaniment to
It fell to Melton Watson, local
the latter the orchestra plays a
tenor, to do the talking formerly medley of Dave Stamper's "Ziegfeld
done by Ash, and he did it in nice Follies" hits.

fastened to a girl dancer*, did a few
Charleston steps during this number, the finale.

.

Texas Gulnan-Paul Ash

Edna Leedom and Dave Stamper

style.

This week the production was occupy the next spot. Miss Leedom
billed at "Atta Boy! Paul Ash's Pet slings a red-hot monolog that has
Expression." The orchestra mem- the house laughing right ofT the bat,
bers were attired in white clown and then follows through with a
suits and worked before a set of couple of songs of which one is her
decorative but meaningless multi- "Tondeleyo" number.
Stamper Is
colored drops. There were four spe- her accompanist and doesn't have
cialties besides the orchestra num- to work very hard.
The 22-mlnute
bers.

1926

length of the act

is

correct,

and

it

UPTOWN
(CHICAGO)
Chicago, May 1.
Cookies and tea are out at the
They have decided free
eats a poor investment as a matinee
builder. No percentage feeding hungry North Siders to get them into

Uptown.

the house.
New racket is "radio matinees."
Every afternoon the theatre becomes a broadcasting station under
the remote control from the Edge-

water Beach Hotel with an announcer, a "mike" and all sorts of
studio atmosphere. The purpose is
to magnetize 'fyp radio fans.
It
seems a little fa'r-fctched, but that
sort of thing sometimes succeeds.
Putting over a theatre is a "trial
and error" procedure anyhow.
The Uptown's alleged flop was
hard to believe the night the Variety reviewer made an appearance
at 7:03 p. m.
Reports have been
persistent that the house was not

The Anderson boys, two colored was wise not to concede an encore making the grade. With
hoofers on a return engagement, on applause great enough to war- saving in force, meaning
took the house by storm. They pre- rant one ordinarily. The act ought 7:03 it was still light out
ceded their stepping with a song and to be sure-fire In any picture house.
mandolin number. Their popularity
"Brown of Harvard," the feature.
lies
their personalities rather Eureka!
in
The best college film yet
than in their abilities.
In which Our Hero does not carry
Johnny Special proved popular the ball for the winning touchwith some classy harmonica selec- down!
tions.
The kid has been on the
The heat In the State was oppresstage only three weeks, but looks sive and the cooling plant certainly
perfectly at home.
should hnvo bee non. Yet, a great
Alfred Kuth, announced as an- show withal.
Rutbtl.
other Paul Ash, kid discovery, was
outfitted in a newsboy costume for
his ballad number.
A good clear
voice and an appealing personality
New York, May 2.
chalked him up for an encore.
About 10 minutes of stage stuff
Milton Watson laid off the announcing long enough to sing one here this week, and the first presentation of an Irving Berlin song. "At
song. Popular, as usual.
Henri Keates, "the organist who Peace with the World." features the
makes them sing," put his com- "Mark Strand Frolic." The pubmunity stuff over again. He called licity on the song states that it is

—

STRAND

(Extra attraction* in picture theatre*, when not
be carried and de*cribed in this department for the general information of the trade.)
picture*, will

"COLLEGE LIFE"

and jazzing them

in the bluest of

blue style.
For "Brown of Harvard"
The climax came with the apFollowing, at a great disadvantage, Overture and Dance
pearance of Nell Kelly clowning a
was Kendall Capps, a clever dancer 8 Minutes
from "Greenwich Village Follies," 8tate, St. Louis
Spanish dance with the assistance
who is apparently doubling for the
These two make aa
of Roesner.
Don Albert, the Stato's musical amusing pair of comedy artists.
picture house engagement. Capps'
stuff is acrobatic.
Working alone, director, has put together a group Miss Kelly has all the
characterhe had to perspire like a bloodhound of college songs, which form a
to get over.
But he did, which is pleasing overture and a good prolog istics of the true comedienne and
singing
while
her
would
never win
more to his credit, a headspin to the feature, "Brown of Harher any medals it will win plenty
taking him off for heavy applause.
Then the Berlin song, which vard." The songs Albert has used of laughs.
Pauline Miller and John Quinlan are the "Alma Mater" of Missouri,
For a finish Renoff and Renova
handled before drapes In "two." A "How Can I Leave Thee" of Wash- returned for a dramatic dance numgajze curtain parted at the begin- ington U., the "Boola March" of ber that called for many difficult
ning of the chorus.
Later the Yale, "Sans-Soucl" of Columbia,
terpsichorean feats and built up
ballet, headed by Klemova and M.
"Old Nassau" of Princeton, and to a climax genuinely thrilling. They
Daks, came into view on a platform "Fair Harvard."
were assisted in this number by
erected behind the singers.
With
For a second part of the pre- the "Sunklst Beauties" approprithe lights up they danced to the
music of the song, the whole effect sentatlon, a brightly- colored, pen- ately costumed.
being nice, as the terp exponents nant-bedecked full stage is em"Russian Ideas" is the biggest and
were framed by an oval cut-out, ployed, with half a dozen girls and most worth while act of Its kind
always effective at the Strand. a boy going through a simple dance
any picture house, has offered here
Then back into the song again and
It was not so much
in months.
finish.
The song isn't strong by routine.

a nice fast finish. There was
enough entertainment on the 40
minute bill to satisfy anyone, and
most of it was about as good as
usually received around this district
of the Ford sales territory.

hud made his

5,

PRESENTATIONS

reel,

which was short and went right
into the "Frolic"—decidedly inexOpening was
pensive this week.
George Lyons, a harpist, on a small
two curtains,
platform between
with a baby spot from the foots
throwing a silhouette upon the
back curtain. Lyons clicked, and
for an encore did some pop stuff.

to

atre

May

his

•lance,

appreciation he heard. Miss Regal
Joined him in this second toe number, both doing some spectacular

Wednesday,

daylight
that at
of doors

the Variety reviewer figured on a
nice seat down front. But the house
was already jammed at that early
hour.
Installing Ben file Krueger and his
band as a perrrurhent stage attraction

seems

to

have bewi a wise

move for the Uptown. With Spltalny in the escalating pit upholding
the do luxe traditions with classical
overtures tho jelly beans from the
Wilson avenue

district,

who would

not be apt to go for the heavy stuff
are catered to and satisfied l.y the
jazzy outpourings of Hcnnir's synco-serenaders.
liennie, with good
judgment, studiously steers clear of
anything? that smacks a Paul Ash
imitation.
No 24-sheets for Hennie
and no pretentions. lie Is there to
provld* f>»s antithesis to the Spl-

The girls are nattily and uni- its bigness or spectacular features
formly dressed in sports suits of that stamped It as above the ordired coats and white skirts, and nary as it was the general excelcarry tennis rackets, while the boy's lence of the material and principals,
Rivt>r§,
collegian outfit is not exaggerated.
The Idea can be well used as an
accompaniment

to

any college

film.

Ruebel.

"DIXIE MEMORIES"
8 Mine.; One

Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.

Fanehon

A

"RUSSIAN

Marco's

rDEAS"
Revue With Orchestra
25 Min.; Full 8tage
Warfield, San Francisco

First presentation of the Rochester American Opera Company and
Eastman School of Music for outhigh-class singing
side booking.
act, designed for de luxe picture
house presentation, but could make
the grade in vaudeville, with addition of variety. Produced by Archie

A

Actually a miniature "Chauve
Sourls" Fanehon & Marco gave to
patrons of the Warfield last week Ruggles with
under the title of "Russian Ideas." three male)

As much Slav

flavor to

It

as

in n

a

quartet (one female;

from the Rochester
American Opera Company on the
bill at the Eastman
The opening reveals a

regular

glass of vodka.

Walt Roesner and

"SuperSoloists" set the atmosphere properly with a well ren-lercd, although
tenuous version* of "Marche Slav."
It was as effective as could be exthe circumstances
pected under
when one considers that this particular composition requires a musical ensemble of at least 60 nieces
Roesner was
to do it full justice.
compelled to do the best he could
The playing,
with less than 30.
notwithstanding, was intelligent and
appreciative of the character of the
music. Audience received it with
A popular
ungrudging applause.
selection of the day and hour suchis

theatre.
colorful

southern Interior with a cloud and
water effect through a tall French
The male trio starts off
window.
stage with Frances Babcock, soas the trio stops
entering
prano,
outside

number.
Babcock

window for the first
The trio enters and Miss

the
is

given an opportunity for

vocal display to her own accompaniment on the piano. Archie Ruggles, tenor, and Neel Enslen, basso,
step out for solos, and with Phillip
Reep, tenor, the quartet? off or several
old southern melodies.
The act registered well with a

It will
Thursday matinee crowd.
make good in better picture houses.
Next were Renoff and Renova In The addition of a little novelty of
a highly colorful and amusing dance some sort might make it a good
8and«r$on,
creation styled "The Halfwit." Re- vaudeville bet.
nova (girl) emulated a mechanical

ceeded.

doll performing her steps with the
Jerky, uncertain movements of a
Renoff In the
mechanical toy.

bright colored costume of a Russian
peasant, played for a comic effect
his steps.

in

They

finished to

a

hearty applause that had In it every
element of spontanlety.
Alexander Akimoff, Russian baritone, made his presence known with
his voice heard In the opening
strains of "The Volga Boatman" off
stage, gradually sounding nearer
until the singer stepped before the
footllght.
Akimoff has a rich and
appealing quality and a capable
mastery. In answer to the plaudits
he rendered a folk song, light In
character and distinctly catchy in

melcdy.
The Russian material

now being

well set a bit of divorslon, that
might be called incongruous withal
pleasing, was interpolated with the
appearance of Frank Stlrclnger,
playing a ukulele and singing "Show

the Way Home."
Ho demonstrated his ability to play a harmonica and a ukulele at the same
time, taking a few of the classics

Me

talny orchestra, the "other kind" of
music.
He sticks to that assign-

ment.

The Fay Lanphler presence,

too,

probably helped the gate this week.

The dames, not

mention the guys,
displayed curiosity to get a peep at
"Miss America." As for the presentation, it's as good as any of the
John Murray Anderson efforts to
date; not, however, a compliment.
Its box office value is Miss Lanphier. Its entertainment value centers in Olenn Ellyn and Bessie Calvin, two young women of remarkable proficiency at acrobatic and
to

other sensational

types of terpslchore.
Miss Lanphler performs
gracefully and with dignity what
little she is called upon to do. Robert Alton, in a salmon-colored tuxThe
edo, is her dancing partner.
support looks like part of the en-

semble from a horsey

New York

revue.

The International Newsreel con-

"LULLABIES"
Prolog to "8tella Dallas"
14 Mins.; Full 8tage
State, St. Louis

Well conceived and executed prehaving the same spirit
and motif of "Dallas," and blendsentation,

A tall
ing finely Into the film.
staircase set Is used, a man, book
In hand, seated beside a lamp at
one bide.
He is softly singing
"Songs

My

Mother Taught Me." A

tapestry scrim on the left side of
the stair lights, disclosing a woman
rocking her child as she hums

"Rock-a-bye, Baby."
turn follow three more
behind the other
tapestry and two portraits hanging above. F1rstA a Chinese, singing "A Chinese Lullaby"; second,

Then

lullaby

in

pictures,

a Jew, singing, "Ell, Eli," and third,
a Negress crooning "Mighty Lak a
Rose" to her pickaninny.

The man picks up the opening
number, and a concluding picture
of a young woman pushing her carriage along Is disclosed, all the
portraitures become slowly visible
Ruebel
for the finale.

tained a shot that caused laughter.
In showing a Norwegian blimp the
sub-title read: "The Crown Prince
is Shown in Derby Hat," and then
a long-shot was flashed of the Zeppelin with hundreds of men clinging
a
to the hangar ropes and not
chance in the world of anyone pickoi
ing the next King of Norway out
that bunch of moving specks.
Jesse Crawford at the orpan sub-

mitted a group of compositions a*
once classical and sweet to the ear.
Crawford has a knack of makinf
hoi
selections which appeal to the
polloi, yet taken from the orthodox
ana
library of standard concert
symphony music.
Other features of the entertainment included a Post 'VhiMren oi
Other Lands" series, a FHiv ihe Cat

comic and a mMly from M:<ssen
rendered by the regular hmi^ or

*

chestra.

j

Suppose" with
"Just
Barthelmess closed.

Km
l

tisr

u ° 9'

^Wednesday, M«ty
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VARIETY

OWN RADIO EXPLOITATION

;-A'S

FOR

ITS BIG KEITH'S,

BAND'S

Soph-Tex Turn
A

BOSTON

suggestion

that

Sophie

close of their respective night
clubs, may result in both of lie
"personalities" becoming picture
house single drawing

1-NIGHTERS

i

Kigid Kule Against Use of Ka<
Breaking
Tell of Cut Scale to 50c and $1—
to
t
Using Air
House Held This Week
at
First Contest

cards.

Cach

is

said to

have been

of-

Coon-Sanders' Flat $1,000
Salary or Percentages

a larger salary for the
theatres than they could
expect Jointly as a two-act.
fered

il!m

Boston.
justly turned to
bolster
to

Ipfl

May

on Guarantees

4.

has
Circuit
radio in an ef-

Kelth-Albee

••he

other houses
rht vaudeville bills at Keith's,

addition to playing 12 acts inof the usual eight and reprices to 60c. top matinees
house is on the
fl at night, the

through Station WEEI twice
at 12 noon and 6 p. m., tailing Bostonians about the new
at the former big time stand.
and KeithMetropolitan
former with pictures and
j, the

and the

latter picand vaudeville at pop prices
to have
said
is
daily,
fe«f times
Keith's so
cot into the business at
itatlons,

doubtful if the house
wul aver return to its former big
big time prices.
at
policy
tUM
Tb# turnabout of the K-A Circuit
hi regard to radio comes as a surThe circuit has taken a deprise.
etM stand against tleups, has foraiaea

is

it

bidden its artists to broadcast
ptaqring

K-A

houses, and

when

on one

otoavion refused outright to tie up
vflfc radio in a "National Quartet

which terminated at the
Bapodrome, New York.
The controversy between Vincent
Lepes and the K-A Circuit when
Lepes was alleged to have broadcast
while playing the Albee. Brooklyn,
was taken as final proof the circuit
weuld never countenance a radio
Qsmtest,"

"PEACHES" $1,500

of the 9th Assembly District,
New York, Sam McKee, at
present an alderman, will be
elected Republican leader of
the district, it is reported. Mr.

MR. JEAN BARRIOS

McKee was
ing

years, when
some claims

New York

is

Demo-

municipal appointment by

Mayor Jimmy Walker, rumored
which may be announced at
any time, is that of Harry
Cooper as supervisor of taxicabs (including drivers) in
Greater New York. There are
over 40,000 taxis. It will be a

Chicago, May 4.
Pat Casey has voiced a decision
as general manager, in good stand,
ing. of the V. M. P. A.
The decision applied to Harry

newly established bureau.
Mr. Cooper is in the insurance business. For years he

was in vaudeville with
Empire City Quartet, and

!£he Interpretation placed on the
broadcasting at Keith's, by local
straight
the
•bqwmen, is that

vaudeville houses are In such des
pjpate straits they are willing to

anything that shows any possibility of attracting new business
try

or holding the fast
lar patrons.

dwindling regu

For the first time the local big
time Keith's is holding a contest
thU week. It is a Charleston contest,

by Danny Duggan.

Last week Duggan held a similar
contest at Keith's Bushwick,
Brooklyn, N. T.
'

Fiwb Gray, After Divorce,
Doubling" in K.-A. House
Baltimore,

May

4.

Fawn Grey, dancer, on the CenRoof here during the season,
broke into print again when she
arrived to testify in her suit for
marriage annulment.
Miss Grey
(Mm. Theodore MacFarland) wants
to regain legally her early status as
Just plain
Gladys Marie Brown,
claiming her marriage to MacFar-

tury

the
aft-

GUS SUN KIDDED
INTO HIGH COST HOST

ister

offered Stoddard Peoria and Elgin at this salary- Stoddard accepted and received
The Orpheum and
the contracts.
Newspapers "Too
W. V. M. A. suddenly decided that
they didn't need Mr. Stoddard and
Good" to Him
his musicians, and when he reported, heard about it.
Chicago, May 4.
Stoddard had his play or pay
vaudeville
contracts,
and the Orpheum and
independent
Qua Sun,
king-pin, went to Hot Springs, Ark., W. V. M. A. were ignoring them
with his wife recently and in short while Stoddard and his boys were
order promptly became as famous out of work In Chicago.
This was a matter for Pat Casey,
there as he is in Springfield, O
Sun looked up everybody connected Casey of the V. M. P. A.
Mr. Casey reviewed the case and
with theatricals In or near the
famous resort and the eats were on ordered that Stoddard be played or
Stoddard is neither workHis hospitable spirit soon paid.
Que.
warmed the hearts of the natives, ing nor being paid.
the
and
who hailed him as brother
original Hot Springs booster.

—

man

bills.

Apt

was discharged from
Monday after
* consultation with Dr. John Erd-

W ho

o|>orated on him.

Though
"lay

for
arranged
to the Landscer

removal
in

245 West 61st street.
care of a nurse, Hose

receive visitors and
he is
anxious for friends
to call upon

him.

Rose's

home

is

mother

in

England.

His

will arrive here on the "Hereofaria" Saturday.

BANCEE IN

"G. V. F."
Leonard
Slliman.
17-year-old
nanrmg -find," who
roplarod Kred

^strure in "I-ndy
°ad,

Be Good" on the

has been placed with Jones &
<, n a
five-year contract gradfr " m
to $650 r week. He
w\i
w open in* 200
the new "Oreenwieh
reon

'

*"L'i«ce F„iii,. 8 "

in tne

fftll>

sue the

SANTRY FOR AUSTRALIA
Anns

Tucker

apartments,

to

to sell her tothe Independent vaude-

managers as a "buy" at the

'NAMES' FOR 'SCANDALS'
A

Publicity Limit.
Browning, the elderly husband,
is said to have a yen for publicity
Even the
that cannot be stilled.
deluge of it upon and following his
marriage to the little girl did not
appease his gluttony for "notice."

The other evening as Browning and
his wife were leaving a theatre,
with his notorious colored auto
waiting for him, the police cleared
a pathway for the couple. After
entering the car. Browning turned

on (he electric light
to
disappoint
stander.

Seymour,
Band Sailing in August
and

Harry

Also

San Francisco, May 4.
Henry Santry, his band and Anna
and Harry Seymour have boon
signed by J. C. Williamson. Ltd., for
They are to
an Australian tour.
sail from here in August to make
a complete tour of Williamon's Ticircuit.
will be 17
party. The act was
voll

There

peoplo

in

the

booked through
IT.
C Muller of Williamson's S.m
Francisco olllce.

Rich Hayes' Special Trip
Rich Hayes, comedy juggler, will
return to London to appear at a
royal command performance. May
the
24, followed by several weeks In
Knglish music halls.

in

default

ing fee for their services securing
the Commodore Orchestra for Grant

off of summer vaudeville bookings
for the Howards, who were playing

Held for Forgery

houses.

San Francisco, May

Benefit
The annual benefit of the Stage
Children's Fund will be held Sunday evening, May 9, at the Casino,

Sid Mercer's Close-Up
Evening
Mercer, the
s sports expert, slightly Jealous of Bugs Hoar's stage
plunge, made his debut In
vaudeville quite suddenly last
Sid

Journal

TWO-ACT-TWO SINGLES

Monday

— 10

of 'em.

Two more

vaudeville headliners
houses in the near
Alf Wilton office has
booked Juliet at Fox's, Philadelphia,
and Cantor Josef Rosenblatt at the
Metropolitan, Boston, with more

will play picture

The

future.

picture-house time to follow.

The

Juliet booking will mark the
time in years the mimic has
played for any circuit other than
the Kelth-Albee. Cantor Rosenblatt
was tentatively booked at the Eastman, Rochester, some weeks ago
while on the Kelth-Albee Circuit.
He did not play it.
first

Juliet opens at Fox's, Philadelphia, next week, her picture house

debut. Cantor Rosenblatt opens at
the Metropolitan, Boston, the week
of May 24. with eight weeks of
picture house bookings to follow.

GIRL TROUBLE
and Kappo Questioned by
Waterbury Polios
Waterbury, Conn.,

May

4.

Plaster and Kappo, playing Poll'*
Palace (vaudeville) last week, wen
suspected and questioned by police
following the disappearance of two
young girls, one 16 and the other 16,
from Hartford.
According to Hartford police, the
girls were brought by or came in

j

appearance
of
the
Following
Sh.olow inn] Mi: Neil at the Winter

J

Now

York, Kmiday ninht,
it was said that the tean? will dissolve Into two Hingle turns fur commei i;il benefit only.

f,:irden.

(

Al Werner-

Mary Ann's

former.

The girls
own accord,

left Hartford of the!
Plaster and Kappo said,
and followed them to this city. Th<
girls spent an afternoon here, th<

men
4.

Harry Katz, 23, actor, was ar
rested here last wet-k for the Los
Angeles authorities on a charge of
forgery.
He la accused of passing
several hundred dollars' worth of
paper.
spurious
Katz Is alleged to have visited an
uncle In Santa Maria, Cal., on his
way here, and while there to have
stolen his unHe's checkbook and to
have imitated his relative's signature on numerous checks.

York.

'

AT PHILADELPHIA

and Wing's act. Originally, Masloff and Herman received $600 a
week from Yates for the band, but the company of Plaster and Kappo
Under question 1t>y
later Yates agreed to pay off the to this city).
musician* and remit $100 weekly to local police, notified of the girls'
disappearance,
the
vaudevllliam
Masloff and Herman.
The latter are suing for $1,057.14 said that they had been introduced
to
the
girls
Hartford
in
by "Buddy'
due for 10 4-7 weeks, through
Goldsmith, Ooldblatt ft Hanower. Walker, another vaudeville per-

written the lyrics

at the Hippodrome. Ho
never opened his trap, being
rurhered Into refereeing thebout'' between Jack Ixl.tney
aiul Kid Palmer during the
former's act.
died
applauso
Afli-r
the
down, Sid snld he most enjoyed
a close up of the diving girls

JULIET

Band

judgment

and several of the comedy scenes. Herman P. Spellman, Yates' counRehearsals begin today (Wednes- sel, failed to defend, according to
day), which necessitated the calling court records.

New

ROSENBLATT AT BOSTON;

by-

has been
chalked up against Irving Yates by
Irving Masloff and Al Herman, who
were to receive $100 weekly book-

"Scandals."

K-A

The C-S tend has tie-ups with
Victor
records.
Society
Brand
Clothes and Kingly shirt dealer*,
as exploitation media in most cities
p'aved

order_jyjl

curious*

for

A

of vaudeville personalities
which include Willie and Eugene
Howard, Tom Patricola, Wells, Virginia and West, Fairbanks Twins,
McCarthy Sisters and Harry Richman, has been signed for George
White's forthcoming production of

the eastern

etc.

Weekly

list

Lew Brown has

any

centages ranging down from $700
to $375, with the percentage accordingly increasing.
Where $1,000 as
a flat priori is rot acceoted, the
band will take 65 per cent of the
gross with a $700 guarantee; 60 per
cent, against a $600 guarantee, or*
65 per cent, with $600 guaranteed

Plaster

Stage Children's

Jack Hose

Sophie

threatens

object of the trip was to secure
late songs which Mrs. Browning has since been rehearsing at her
home in Cold Spring. N. Y.
Horwitz's staff has been trying

newspapers.

the Roosevelt hospital

Rose's

list.

Hot Springs Strong for Show-

Now Gus

nian

dark

Sammy Tishman

ing the

Jack Rose in

him and getting him

off that sin-

4.

Coon-

unit,

for single engagements. A flat price
of $1,000 per night is asked, with a
preference for as low as $376 guarantee against an 80 per cent, take
on the gate.
Carlton A. Coon and Joe L. Sanders have worked a schedule of per-

some

ville

band

traveling

Sanders' Original Nighthawks, a
Music Corp. of America attraction
under Jules Stein's direction. Is one
of the few if not the only organization to maintain a scale of prices

Stoddard and Band. It seems that
above-mentioned figure, but finding
Stoddard was so inconsiderate as
none interested In "Peaches" at any
to play a picture house in Omaha
price.
and thus got himself on the blackIt is understood that Browning
list of the W. V. M. A. and Orhas consented to the vaudeville
pheum Junior circuits. That was dates, saying he did not wish to
several weeks ago. Later he was
interfere if his young wife wanted
informed by his Orpheum and W*.
This Is said
to take a stage flier.
V. M. A. agent that if he would acto have been verified by Horwitz
cept a cut salary of $1,300 there
before he agreed to handle the act.
was a possibility of "squaring"

erward as a single act. Cooper
is prominent In the membership of the Grand Street Boys,
one of New York's strongest

The newspapers took up Gus,
running a big half-page story about
him and gave him all sorts of pubThey were for Ous. He
licity.
was a great guy. They liked the
way he spent money and okayed
land, Philadelphia newspaper man,
dinner checks.
was performed while she was unSo when a bunch of show folks
der the
influence
of something blew into Hot Springs to take it
•tronger than one-half of one pereasy for a while the newspapers
cent
came out and said the whole bunch
The same Miss Grey will double
were guests of Gus. The show folks
tali week, performing
in both the were agreeable, so much so that
Circuit Court and
the Maryland when they left they charged everytheatre. She has been booked as an
thing to Gus, pointing to the newsMded attraction at the Keith-Albeo paper article to prove he was foothouse.

Offer

Will sail May 6 on the S. S.
(Peaches)
Browning,
Frances
"Manchuria" for his home in San
Francisco, whore he will spend a wife of the millionaire realty opEn route erator, is asking $1,500 weekly for
four months' vacation.
Mr. Barrios will visit Havana and vaudeville.
"Peaches" is all set
Central America.
with a piano act and wardrobe, but
Mr. P.arriqa believes the secret of no place to show it at that price.
success is steady work and has Just
Arthur J. Ilorwltz is handling
finished two seasons of Loew Circuit
"Peaches." He has not been stamand picture theatres.
peded with offers. The girl made a
tour of the music publishing offices
accompanied
by
her
Saturday,
What's This, Mr. Casey?
She failed
mother and manager.
to create a stir, since the party got
It's Your Decision! in and out without notice.
The

cratic (Tammany) at present,
the city and state hold much
federal patronage.

A

—

IMPERSONATOR

t

that daily held*
to being a news-

paper.
Latterly he has been
associated with an advertising
agepcy.

While

Has Piano Turn and Wardrobe
No Notice of Agent's

WELL-KNOWN FEMALE

with "The MornTelegraph" for several

May

Chicago,

A

ACT-NO CUSTOMERS

Tonight (Wednesday) at the
meeting of the Republican Club

organizations.

aDJance.

directed

Progression

on

by

f

Political

inroads
the

business

SCALE

OF PRICES FOR

Tucker and Texas Guinan bo
teamed as a picture house act
over the summer, following the

Own

IS

2- Act

The Werner Trio has dissolved
with Al Werner, forming a two-act
with Mary Ann.

said,

went

and

on

Nev

to

York.

The two girls, named Mary Tula
and Anna Crash, could not be located

In this
that the girls

city.

It

thought

Is

knew they were belm

end because of that left
Waterbury.
Haying that they are booked In
New York for the nott few w»:ek*
Planter and Kappo ct ef ked out ot

sought,

their hotel In thin elty

No charge was

Sunday

nl;jht.

lodged.

Alexander Gray
rialMhed with
44

Naughty Riquette it
lUkhMu-ftlng with

Hello,

London"

Exclusive MaridRoment

Ed Davidow
1846

&

Rufns LeMairc

Broadway.

Ni-vr

York

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY

26

VAUDEVILLE COMIC

FRAMING

IS

MAE WEST, 3-STAR

May

Wednesday,

1928

5,

A RESERVE FUND

N. V.

SPECIAL IN "SEX" PLAY

ACT FOR PICTURE HOUSES ONLY

"The Babe Ruth
'Prosties' "

Harry Fox's New Turn Designed for Film Theatres
and Will "Break in" in Them Adapting Turn
for "Sight" Fun with Songs, Dances and Talk

of the

—New Show

Realistic

—

FOLLOWING BENEFITS—DRIVE'

Stage

By JACK

$60,000 from Receipts in Five Houses Sunday Night
$100,000 from N. V. A. Program Advertisements and Sales Only Capacity at Hip

—

CONWAY

New

Yortc,

May

1.

—

Dear Chick:
three-star special Is Mae
West in "Sex." at Daly's 63d Street.
Get a load of it. If you don't agree
with me that Mae would heat up
Dawson City and Is the Babe Ruth
of the stage "prosties" I'll turn
square.
As an ex-gob, you'll love It, for
the play opens ln Montreal, where
Mae and her magimp are running a
Joint.
Mae is getting tired of the
town. She is about ready to slip
the mac plenty of air when he
brings a society moll into the dump,
gets her stiff and rolls her for her

My

A direct attempt to frame an act
that has only the picture theatres
In view is being: made by Harry Fox,
the
vaudeville
and
production

HISS BERNARD'S HUBBY
DISLIKED

comedian. To make it more emphatic Mr. Fox intends to "break
in" the

new

around

New

act in picture theatres
York.

Mr. Fox appears to be proceeding
along a line of reasoning that the
picture field next season will afford
him plenty of time for continuous
engagements if Le can provide a
suitable turn.

Fox

has

been

a

head liner

In

many years.
but lately turned to the picture
division as another market.
In the new Fox act will be the
"scrubwomen" Fox has been Identified with for comedy, also songs,
straight vaudeville for

He

dances and talk, giving the turn a
fun
besides
for
"sight"
value
comedy to be gained In other ways.

DELL CHAIN'S WIFE'S

ALIENATION ACTION
$100,000 Asked From Mrs.
Former VaudeLola Smith

—

villian

Started Divorce Suit

HER MUSIC

Spent Most of the
Married

Bed,

in

—

Wife

First

Year

Charged

Nice Judge

Cleveland, May 4.
**When you've got a husband who
won't work and who won't let his
wife work, what are you going to

do?"
Twenty-three-year-old Lillian A.
Bernard, violinist, who with her
sister, has an aot In vaudeville, put
Pleas
to Common
Judge Samuel Silbert and got a decree of divorce for the answer.
this

The

question

variety performer

was mar-

ried to Lew I. Bernard, of Detroit,
in Williampsort, Pa., March 11, 1925.
Lew quit work at orice, the complaining wife told Judge Silbert.
adding, "this wasn't the half of

It"

"Whenever my sister and myself
tried to practice on our violins, he
would protest," she said. "He would
threaten to kick me out jf we didn't
All the time, he would be in
quit.
I think w e spent half of his
bed.
married life In bed." she testified.
Feb. 26, last, the wife got out.
She came to Cleveland, established

He

Follows the Fleet

She follows the fleet to Trinidad,
meanwhile putting it on with the
Louie every time he gets shore
leave.
At Trinidad she meets a
young son of an American millionaire.
He falls heavy, not knowing
her racket. She Is traveling first
cabin and tells him she's a tourist.
He begs her to marry him. After
giving it some heavy thought, she
decides to take a chance, for the
kid has aroused her spiritual nature.

The

him

talis

to

PRISON

GUS McCUNE HELD UP

HOTEL ROOM

m. and
that "Mr. Stewart" was on his way
up to the room. The theatrical
men protested he did not know any

M. T. Wyatt Broke Parole;
Back in Sing Sing Prison

body pays any attention
corking

cast

Barry O'Neill
all

In

to

it.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1—3 Months
Send remittance with name
and sddreae

New York

support, led by
up the stage

bum

O'Neill is real heavy
It was eight to five and

the time.

City.

OSOAfi

SHAW'S TRY

Oscar Shaw will try Keith- AU»e<vaudevillo opening Monday at the
Cbllfttfum under Al Lewis' direction
In »ii act authored by Andy Rice.
Shww
has a production starring conlocal Earle (Stanley Company).
Julian Brylawskl Is managing, tract with Zlegfeld for next season.
Madeline Cameron (Mrs. Itiliy
with Chester Blackwell remaining
Qaxton) will be ln support of Shaw.
assistant manager.

Hand Leaves Earle, Wash.
Washington. May 4.
Fred E. Hand has terminated his
connection as house manager of the

$3,500,000.

The collections taken up at all of
the houses of the Vaudeville Managers Protective Association during
the recent N. V. A. week and
"drive," together with the receipts
from extra and midnight shows, is
said to have been $900,000.
The
N. V. A.'s reserve fund from previous and other activities for the
fund was estimated at $2,500,000.
These figures, added to the $00,000
gross for the five benefits and $100.000 gross and sales for the souvenir
program,

bring

the

fund

up

to

$3,500,000 or more.
The five benefit performances held

Sunday night at the Hippodrome,
Metropolitan opera house, Century,
Manhattan opera house and New

Amsterdam grossed approximately
$60,000.

The figures represent a good
showing, but not capacity at any of
the houses except the Hippodrome.
The poorest attendance was reGIVING
TIRES
ported at the Metropolitan, where
the house was scaled at $7.70 top.
The gross was also swollen at the
Nola, Osage Indian from Okla., Metropolitan by the sales of tickets
Has Wealth, but No Husband, to K-A agents. The agents were

SMOOT'S INDIAN WIFE

R.

UP

OF

-

handed

from

eight to 16 tickets
before the benefit. The

about a week
tickets were each $7.70.
The Century, donated by the ShuLos Angeles, May 4.
berts, made a fair showing considNola C. Smoot, wealthy Osage ering its location, but the most repIndian and wife of Roy Smoot. resentative vaudeville turnout
was
vaudeville singer and former college
reported at the Manhattan opera
for annulment of
in

Fact,

She Says

athlete, filed suit

her marriage, charging that the
actor only married her for her in-

house,

where a

$3.30 top prevailed.
scaled at $5 top,

The Hippodrome,

Century and New Amstercome from Oklahoma oil lands. She dam,
but there were plenty of $3.30
stated that he never consummated
seats sold at the latter. A flexible
the marriage and looked upon the
proposition scale was reported to have been Inaffair as a business
stalled
at the last moment in all of
whereby he was getting a lot of
the box offices except the Hippomoney without much trouble.
Smoot took two diamonds worth drome, to fill up empties.
The annual N. V. A. benefit pro*
$3,000 from her and never returned
(Continued on page 30)
them, she said. Also, he tried to induce her to throw $35,000. received
from the sale of Tulsa property into
a Joint account with him he had

—

$100
It

ln

the

an even

bank— thereby making

split

also the

FLO LEWIS SLANDERED;

between them, she

alleged.

Mrs. Smoot complained that her
husband persuaded her to have his
name put on the deed of a Los

WANTS

$50,000 FOR IT

Angeles house she paid for, saying Singer Sues Klein, Chicago
was required by law, thereby
it
Cabaret Man Played
letting him become a co-owner.
Airs. Smoot declares she gave Smoot
at Samovar
about $10,000 for his personal expenses and for the upkeep of his
Hollywood house and that he makes
Chicago, May 4.
$125 a week but does not contribute
Flo Lewis filed suit here last week
anything to her support.
for $r»0,000 damages against S. W.

—

The Indian bride wants s divorce
and all of her property back again.
The Indian Commissioner made a
ruling recently that no Indian girls
were to be allowed to marry white
mon who would spend all of their
royalties, after a number of
oil
flagrant cases.

owner of the Samovar cafe,
where Miss Lewis and her Red
Heads recently concluded an en-

Klein,

Klein is alleged to have
slandered Miss Lewis.

gagement.

Tho Venetian Room of the Hotel
Southmcor has been converted into
a cabaret,

Miss

with

Lewis

the

current attraction.

NAN HALPERIN GRANTED
DIVORCE IN CHICAGO

Young Condons Divorced

A

Ossining, N. Y.. May 4.
as a lover.
"Mr. Stewart."
with your own money back
A few minutes later someone Merrltt Trimble Wyatt. theatrical even
he'd cop her in tho long run.
knocked on the door. Getting out director of Slr.g Sing prison, has re- that
"Sex" is not what the story hooka
theatrical
his
scene
the
of
to
turned
of bed, attired only In pajamas,
say about the ladies of the key ring;
McCune opened the door slightly efforts. Wyatt, who, while serving it's realistic and realism all the way.
when one of the men began to force his sentence at Sing Sing, staged Mae's conception of Margie La
by Mont will sentenoe her to tho scarhis way inside, followed by two musical comedies given annually
the prisoners to the public, was let sisterhood artistically for life.
others.
"You've mado a mistake," Mc- brought back to prison af*.cr a lapse She's the type from n./*v on arvi
of 13 months for violation of his good enough to fool a traveling
Cune said.
salesman's convention.
What a
No attention was paid to his re- parole.
Wyatt wan released on parole break if the fleet were only in.
mark, which he repeated several
(Jrab
look, *ce and don't forget
a
serving
three
1925, after
times, and when the rpbbers pushed March 5,
to bring alon*. your sweat shirt.
years and throe months of a flve- You'll need U.
Con.
Inside one of them struck the showsentence
for grand larcen* Ln
year
man a blow on the head with a

(Continued on page SO)

picture house situation
next year Is looked forward to
as creating "a new show business." It has discovered more
towns for acts than even the
smallest vaudeville ever could.
It has Increased the field for
professional endeavor, many a
town playing picture house attractions with no vaudeville
opposition.
There are any number of
lesser cities that book $800 and
$1,000 shows of two or three
It has accordacts weekly.
ingly "put on the map" these
towns for the performer.

to shlll for her.
When the copper tips the town is
on fire, she decides to blow.

ML

a.

The

offers

Los Angeles, May 4.
quest for $100,000 for the
lost affections of hjer husband, John
Chain, Mrs. Chain has had paper*
served upon Mrs. Ldla Smith, alleging the latter copped her hubby.
Chain recently instituted a divorce
action against his wife, charging
cruelty. Mrs. Chain in a counterIN
than you've made a mother."
action asserts that Mrs. Smith has
Deciding to find out if the kid was
been financing her husband's legal
only interested In her Fleetwood,
"Doc" Pauline, vaudeville actor, she vamps him and he sneaks into
expedition for freedom; also that
recently convicted of felonious as- her room the first night she etays
he gambled away his Income.
Mrs. Chain Is professionally Oleta sault and sentenced to the Work- at his home.
In the morning she's still hitting
louae for an Indeterminate period
Chain
la
Otis on the screen. John
at present the assistant manager of which calls for almost three years a million with him. Complications
are
fast and furious when the Louie
a brokerage office in Hollywood. In la connection with the alleged turns
up. He's a friend of her milvaudeville before retiring he was throwing of a waiter from a hotel lionaire kid.
He almost gums up
known as Dell Chain of Chain and window, Is said to be In a serious the works when recognizing ma as
condition on Welfare Island. Pau- the cheating baby from Montreal,
Archer.
line Is said to be in the Island Hos- but Mae saves the day by giving
him a timely hit and run sign.
pital.
The mac finally wanders ln to
When the "hypnotist" was senput the shake on the old lady and
Friends
poor.
tenced his health was
near drops dead when confronted
predicted than that his conviction
by Mae. She pulls a rod on him
would aggravate the condition. when he turns nasty and calls up
IN HIS
Pauline before his conviction had police headquarters.
He's wanted
spent much time in West Side Jail for murder, arson and a few other
things and he looks set, for about a
and the Tombs Prison.
3 Bandits in Ansonia Brutally
From unconfirmed reports In the double grand when Mae relents and
theatrical district it is said that lets him laram.
Beat and Rob Theatrical
friends of Pauline are seeking to
Girl Can't Marry
have his "time" commuted so that
Manager
For the blow-off she realizes she
Saranac.
sent
to
he may be
can't marry the kid with her past
"Doc" Pauline was arrested with and gives him back to hla mother,
One of the most brazen robberies two others in connection with the at the same timo accepting the
that has been committed in a long alleged "tossing" of a waiter from Louie's offer of a ring and home in
time occurred In the Hotel Ansonia* the apartment where "Doc" was Australia.
Chick, Mae is hot In the second
73d street and Broadway, when stopping. Pauline was defended by act,
a cabaret scene
His defense she turns in "Sweet ln Trinidad,
three men forced their way into Leonard A- Snitkin.
Man," very
the room of Ous McCune, theatrical was that the waiter Jumped from Harlem, and with a Jazz da^nce right
manager, and after beating him on the window, which was on the 14th out of the eff-sharp department.
the head with blackjacks robbed floor of a hotel. The other two de- Some of her lines knock the peashim of Jewelry valued at $3,000.
fendants have not been tried thus ants Into the aisles.
£U»e sure saxes sex and how that
McCune said he was lying In bed far.
bltAide baby knows her stuff.
The
when tho phone operator called his
production is Just «o so, but noannounced

room at 8:15

for Vaudeville Acts

rocks.

America and
turns up at his slab ln Westchesa residence at 1122 Superior ave- ter to meet the dad and mamma.
nue and subsequently filed her suit. Mamma la the dame who was rolled
Lew didn't contest the action and ln Montreal. 8he near passes out
when she sees who her prospectlvo
everyone seems satisfied.
daughter-in-law is. She threatens
to expose Mae, but she tops that by
offering to ditto.
She also slips
PAULINE IS ILL;
the old girl a big league panning
about "giving it away" and "I would
HOSPITAL make a better wife for your son

On a

Pictures Increase Field

Mae has been out stepping with a
lime Juice Louie from the English
navy and the pair of them return to
find the broad out. They bring her
to Just aj a flattie enters. He figures
they did the roMlng and the dame,
to save herself, says yes. The copper is about to make a oinch when
the society Jane talks turkey.
The lime Juicer has previously
propositioned Mae to follow the
fleet.

A reserve fund of the National
Vaudeville Artists following the
holding of the benefits Sunday night
is estimated as now approximating

Chicago, May 4.
while appearing locally last week at the Palace went
before Judge Joseph Sabath, asked
for a divorce from William Fricdlandcr, theatrical producer and librettist, and pot it.
Desertion was the charge.

Nan

II ilperln

0'HARA'S
AhJrow

May

Y.,

L'jrlewlck,

Worl

1

4.

was struck

in the face by
during a brawl in a
Albany, N. Y., and fell
down a flight of stairs suffering a
concussion of the brain. He later
was carried into a doorway of a
house nearby and abandoned there

O'llara

to die.

She charged cruelty
They were married at the
tive ayes of 16 and 17.

In

Beat

War

C.allup.

Lodewick
speakeasy

4.

ager of the E-A-R theatre on the
south side, has been divorced by
his 18-year-old wife. Jane Condon.
respec-

MURDERER GUILTY 30 Days for Begley
Albany. N.

veteran, was convicted of manslaughter for the death of James I*.
O'llara, seventy, old time minstrel
of Hudson, Mass., and sentenced to
from 5 to 10 y» ;ir:; in Clinton prison
at Dannemora, N. Y., by Judge lOarl
II.

May

Chicago,

Arthur Condon, 19-year-old man-

Up

Gonvzc W. Begley,
of 451 L"nox avi»nue.

28.

w is

Sherrill
performer,
convicted

of :iKsauit in Special fc» ssions ana
.sens need to 30 days in L'<>o Work-

house.
on

IV^ley was arrests! March 25
the complaint of William SheriH.
theatrical manager, who charged'
n
IN'K'.ey with three other man f
^VoS
terc.l
his apai Lment ut
Sherrlii
182d street and beat him.
succeeded In escaping to '.he
and calling an ollicer.
Ili'glcy was caught but the
men escaped.

stree

other

.

.yfdoestfay^ jlay,

MADE IN

ft,

VAUDEVILLE
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COURT DECISION
AFFIRMING THE HART CASI

POINTS

Max Hart haH one

U. S.

'Telling Off" Agent

opportunity for legal appeal from the adverse
ieclsion by the Circuit Court of Appeals In his suit against the "hip
interests, and he will accept it.
time" vaudeville
Following the opinion by Justice Manton who on Monday sustained the
Courts ruling dismissing the Hart complaint for
District
federal
$6,260,000 triple damages under the Sherman anti-trust law, Eppstcin &
Axman, counsel for Hart, filed a notice of appeal. They will take the
matter to the highest tribunal, the U. S. Supreme Court and endeavor
once again to reverse the opinion, and order the case remanded to tho
Federal Court for a trial.
Up to now, the Keith-AIhee and Orpheum interests have had no need
defence. Hart's suit being dismissal by .Justiee Augustus
to interpose a
off the bench, following the presentation of the debarred big
Ji. Hand
testimony.
time agent's
Justice Manton's opinion is Illuminating as regards the legal opinion
on interstate commerce and vaudeville.

Artist Prima Element
held that: (1) the primary element that figures in
a booking contract is the artist's personal service and that which is
hired is the artistic efforts of the performer, above any paraphernalia
that may go with the act to embellish it.
(2) That this varies from the Binderup vs. Pathe Exchange case whe re
Blnderup, picture exhibitor, successfully sued Pathe on anti-trust law
charges. In that spools of films were the direct media of interstate commerce. The same parallel applied to the billposters' case.
(3) That the business of acting Is purely n state affair.
The mere
fact that the actors were obliged to cross state lines and have transportation paid, in some instances, does not change tho character of the
service nor of the business.
Hart is personally scored for his belligerent tactics, the court
(4)
ruling "the right of a person to do business with whomsoever he desires
is well established" to Justify Keith s barring of Hart from its place of
business (booking offlce) because of his "Indecent and profane language
and finally the defendants refused to do
in and about the offlce"
business with him when he attempted to take an act which had been
already played in one of defendants' theatres nnd claimed it as his own
(referring to an act at the Palace in which Hart attempted to interest
production managers).
Early Decision
Excerpts from the opinion are appended herewith.
The Circuit Court's decision in about a mwilh after the argument of
the appeal is In itself surprising in view of the voluminous testimony
and record on appeal which was figured would take the court two or
three months to wade through, with a decision not expected until summer
*nd possibly fall. But seemingly the appeal court merely weighed the
legal arguments of Justice Charles Evan Hughes, tho former secretary
of state and Chief Justice of the U. S. Supreme Court, who argued on
behalf of Keith-Albee-Orpheum, as against Martin W. Littleton's attempt to get around that baseball decision which was the "big time's"
legal ace-in-the-hole.
Justice Hughes was called in for the express
purpose of the appeal, his argument before Justice Manton, Hough and
Learned Hand (brother of A. N. Hand who dismissed the complaint
originally) apparently impressing the court with Its simplicity and
soundness.
The legal opinion concurs with the "big time" on that point in the
In

summary,

it

In an lndei>endent booking
agency.
Chief male booker and feminine assistant were having it
out hot and heavy with a
vaudevlllian regarding a 14
baggage haul between two
duwn east points covered by
the agenc> books.
1 Miring the high point of tho
verbal jambopiee, the "act"
walked out with a parting remark: "All you need is a
bench and a song lini.-th.''

nrrore

\

.

.

following:
"It is apparent that animal acts and flash acts are exceptions in the
kind of vaudeville acts which go to make up the vaudeville program.
The great majority and tho high priced artists seem to give merely
their personal services in the performance.
A concession at the trial
stated that in 1920-1921 the Keith Vaudeville Exchange booked 3,800
vaudeville acts and 11 per cent, carried paraphernalia in boxes and
crates.
This must be considered to be an incidental feature of the^ business rather than the dominant one.
"There are other estimates of the amounts carried which are not important here to relate.
(Mr. Littleton In his argument placed the percentage at 85). It is sufficient to Uken such property to that of the baseball players' masks, balls and bats used by them and which were considered incidental in the Federal Base Ball case . . .
observe that
the singers, sketch teams, comedians and the like, were required to carry
no scenery or property because the theatres possessed such, but they
did carry some clothing with them."
Interstate
A salient point on the question of interstate commerce is:
"The business of acting in a theatre is purely a state affair. The mere
fact that the actors were obliged to cross stato lines and have transportation paid, in some instances, does not change the character of the
service nor of the business.
As said in Hooper vs. California; *If the
power to regulate interstate commerce applied to all the incidents to
which said commerce might give rise and to all contracts which might
be made in the course of its transaction, that power would embrace the
entire sphere of mercantile, activity in any way connected with trade
between the States; and would exclude state control over many contracts purely domestic in their nature.'
The booking contract at bar
1« not an instrumentality of interstate commerce.
It is a mere incident
of commercial intercourse."

We

GEORGIE

WOOD

VAUDEVILLE'S PETER PAN
44, Inglis Road. Ealing
\V. 5, Eng.
Clara Howard, and that
goes for Dolly Harmer, too.

Address:

Common, London
Love

to

sketch, "An Even Break." at Newark, N. J., last week, the blind actress having fully recovered from

MARRIAGES
Alma

Real, Mexican soprano of
the Mission Play, San Gabriel, to
Victor Kingman (non-professional).
In

Hollywood,

Cal., April 28.

Floryanne Thompson, singer, to
James J. Vesper in Denver, in
March, disclosed In Los Angeles.

Pamela

Catherine

Robinson

of

Mass.. to Albert Ethier
Allston,
Moore at Allston April 24. The bride
formerly was a member of the Percival Vivian Players during a road

and the bridegroom was manThey have gone to Chicago
where Moore is leading man with

Hollywood,

Cal..

recovering

tour,

pital,

ager.

from an adenoid operation.

the Robert

Sherman Stock company

and with which the bride also

will

play.

Mr.
April

and

Mrs.
son.

li6,

Harry Seranton,
place of birth
father is on the

No

The

Anita Garvin, screen actress, to
Clement Beauchamp, assistant director,
Fox, at Ventura, Calif.,

Pantages Circuit.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Whltson Bel-

March

ford,

15.

Paulette Paquet, film actress, to
Kenneth Gibson, stage and film actor, at Los Angeles, May 3.

mentioned.

son at Kendallvllle,

Ind.,

April

Thanks From Prison

for stock or other purposes.

Fliashnick, Brooklyn.
Attorneys,
Fliashnick and Sustick, 1440 Broad-

Solroc Pictures, Manhattan; pictures; 100 shares common, no par.
Directors, Mollie Sallt, Bessie Brandel, Anne Eichel.
Attorney, Nathan

Burkan.

Western Rodeo Productions Co.,
Manhattan; theatrical; capital,
Directors, Ernest Anderson,
$5,000.
Frank Kelly. H. Schechter.
Barton Bros. Circus Corp., Mancapital, $60,000.

Directors,

Tim Burke, chairman

of the
Entertainment Committee of
Auburn
at
League
Welfare
the
(N. Y.) Prison, requests that
Variety extend the thanks of
the prisoners to the vaudeville

and burlesque people who have
volunteered entertainment at
the prison.
There are 1,400 prisoners at

Auburn.

ENGAGEMENTS

James Barton, Polly Walker, tor. Attorney, B. J. Hlgley,
Mary Jane, Clatre Luce, Alys Fitx- Broadway.
Phoenix Players, Manhattan
geraid, Doris Wilson, Paulette Goddard, Audray Dale, Naomi Johnson, atrical; 200 shares common, no
;

100

thepar.

Halley,
Beryl
Katherine Burke,
Helen Herendeen, Dorothy Wegman,
"FolZlcgfeld
Dorothy Dahm for
lies"
(all
from Ziegf eld's "Palm
Beach Nights" company).

Directors,
Benjamin L. Webster,
Charles Garslde, D. S. Crltz. Attorneys,
Choate,
Larocque and

Roberta, Bobby Storey,
Evelyn Grieg, Yvonne Grey, Anastacla Reilly. Noel Francis. Mildred
Lunnay, Lillian Kimarl, Flo Lane,
Suzanne Fleming for Ziegfeld "Fol-

hattan;

Beatrice

all' from
Beach Nights."

lies,"

Zlegfeld'a

Mitchell.

Pictures Corp., Manpictures; 150 shares comDirectors, Jacques
Kopfstein, Lon Young, L. P. Itundell.
Attorney, 1L M. Goldblatt,

Amusement

mon,

1

G GO

no par.

Broadway.

Omar Amusement

"Palm

lyn;
000.

C

Corp., Brook*

amusement park: capital. $10,Directors, Abraham Machson,

M. (Jrabson. Abraham Richmond.
Emanuel Urabson, 277

Attorney,

Broadway.
Capital Reduction
Attractions Corp., Manhattan; capital stock reduced from

Famous

SSOO.OOO to $5,000.

Dissolution
Certificate of voluntary dissolution was filed last week by K.
W.

&

Knterprlses, Manhattan.

Connecticut

Manhattan

Players, Inc., of
Brldegport, Conn.; authorized capital,
$25,000; to establish* theatiea
and produce plays; to begin business with $4,000; incorporators are:
Irene A. Bodnar, Alice Plstey and
Mae K. Hanbury, all of Bridgeport.

JUDGMENTS
Lew

Cantor;

Novelty

Studios; $1,076.
John Cort; S. Knickerbocke

to Hart's conduct:
"The plaintiff has testified to the reasons for the refusal of the defendants to do business with him in accepting booking contracts. He
Bays much, by his own admissions, to Justify the reason for refusing to
do business with him.
fist fight with another agent was started in

Boom,
I.

Scenic
r

Sales

Tel.

Co.;

Inc.; $202.97.

Jay Faggen;

N.

Y.

$41.22.

A

Am.

the office of the defendants and continued in the immediate vicinity
and led to the suspension of his business re.ations with the defendant.
There la no reason baaed on the common law or the Sherman Law which
requires the defendants to do business with plaintiff, if he is objectionable to them and that objection Is bnsed upon sufficient reason."
"Personal Service"
Touching on Hart's argument "that the defendants combined to control all 'machinery'
for booking attractions and dominated the 'purely
interstate element of their business', using their power to crush the

Wm.
ment

Operatic Art,
Pldus Printing Co.. Inc.;

Institute

Inc.; La
$3,007.65.

A. nold; N. Y.

NEW
Nadfl

sume Manor"

THREE HEADLINERS
AT FRENCH LICK SPRINGS
Introducing to the newcomers in the profession three of America's foreTo your left, ladles and gentlemen, you see ROCCO
VOCCO the serious dispenser of Feint songs In Chicago and Its surround-

most headline™.

The gentleman in the center of the group is PHIL KORNgeneral professional manager for Leo Foist, Inc.. discovered
the wil'ls of New Vork. He ha.s become one of the greatest hand-shak«-rs in the song game and possibly the worst golfer In the
You can meet hlra any time he isn t playing golf at Imh
profession.
headquarters 711 Seventh Avenue. To the left of Mr. Knrnhelser. we
ask your indulgence to look into the eyes and bulging por:l<«ts of GUS
KAHN, one ».f the world's greatest song writers find thr- hr-s-t golfer of
ihz iriu. ilia latest hit 1a entitled "Ltt'a Talk About My Sweetie."
ing territory.

HEISER,

of

Band Instru-

Co., Inc.; $I>6.71.

K. K.

Plaintiff in his

,

bookers. Also the house managers.
Both are passing the others aspirin

tan;
pictures;
1,500 shares preferred, $100 each; 1,500 common, ho
par. Directors, Earle House, Frederick W. Proctor, L. Sanford Proc-

City.

As

lor P' iboi.al
services."

the annual sumthe independent

hit

George E. Barton, Newark, N. J.;
Joseph M. Ryan, 408 Bast 15th
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Reed, daughter, street; Charles A. Yunchirt, HempHollyLawrence "Wheat, screen actor, to at the Sylvan Ix>dgc hospital,
stead, L. L
Attorney,' Henry H.
Mary Carlisle, stage and screen wood, Calif., April 2». The father Banks, 38 Park Row.
Covent 'I heat re Corp., Manhatis director of publicity at Universal
actress, In Los Angeles, May 1.

Hart's Conduct

"It makes little
difference whether they are high class artists or participants In small acts.
noticeable feature of the contracts made
w *th artists or actors IsAnother
that it refers to the service as 'personal'. Illness, p Xf t SOM
They are contracts
;in(1 dPath termlnat08 the agreement.

of

circuit.

actual or probable."

°r artists as entertainers.

si.uns

The parents are with the Six
American Belfords on Pantages hattan;
17.

imposed is such as merely regulates and permits competition, or whether
it is such that
The facts
it may suppress or even destroy competition.
Peculiar to tho particular business to which the restraint is applied must
be considered in each instance; the nature of the restraint and its

.

First

mer pani/ has

way.

BIRTHS

the question of monopoly, the following speaks for Itself:
of how the defendants could control or monopowho are free agents, able to contract from week
to week with whom they please.
Any other theatre owner can book or
engage the same acts that have been performed. This Is illustrated by
the testimony In this record of well-known managers of vaudeville circuits.
Every agreement concerning trades or regulation of trade to a
certain extent restrains.
The test of legality Is whether the restraint

.

Independent Vaude Mgrt.
Seize Upon Excuses

INCORPORATIONS

On

.

HOUSES CLOSE

Some bookers bolder than others
have Inveigled their houses to remain
open and plunge for "names"
her recent illness.
Early last week while crossing and acts that will draw. In some
the street In front of the N. V. A. instances they have been successful,
Club on West 46th street, to enter but in most their heavy selling talks
have been wasted.
her husband's (Dilly Rogers) car,
Mrs. Rogers (Grace Tremont) was
struck by a taxicab. She was carried
to her room In the clubhouse and
attended by Dr. H. Freeman. Miss
NEW YORK
Tremont was hurt internally and exFourteenth Street and Avenue A
Theatre Corp., Manhattan; capital,
ternally.
Sidney Olcott, director for Rich- $120,000. Directors, Samuel KrohnL.
B.
Appleton,
Bernard
ard Ilarthelmcss at Hollywood Hos- berg,

"It is hard to conceive
lize vaudeville actors

business and to restrain owners of vaudeville theatres,
producers, artists and others from negotiating with one another,"
Justice Manton thinks that "the real test suggested by the plaintiff, is
whether or nol the acts complained of directly and unduly restrained
interstate commerce
The testimony bristles with references to
the salary, services
and artists who are employed under the contracting
arrangements', and it may be fairly said that what is contracted for is
an entertainment for hire upon the stage of the theatre with the actors

20

ON;

IS

The first warm snap and daylight
ILL AND INJURED
saving time share honors as the
Evelyn Lasker, injured at Fox's
latest excuse for 20 houses evenly
Crotona, New York, several weeks
distributed between the "big Ave"
ago. improving slowly.
Richard Reddlck has fully recov- independent booker to call It a season
as far as vaudeville is conered from a severe illness.
Searle Allen remains very 111 In cerned.
Some of the houses may string
French hospital, New York.
Mvdlie Fuller and her company along with pictures for a time, but
most
are ready to close or sublet
reopened In the Blanche Merrill

Monopoly

affects,

PANIC
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ACTS

sending out "Loneagain with Jimmy

is

Haggerty.
"The Wreck," tabloid version of
"Shipwrecked," Is being recast for
a revival over the Pantages circuit.
Harry Howard has shrived his
production flash and will do a twoact with Ina Alcova.

tbf>

by Leo Feist
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FULL SALARIED WEEKS

COMMONWEALTH OPERA
FOR VAUDEVILLE HOUSE

IN VAUDEVILLE, PICTURES,

EXTRA

Something

New

Summer

in

Running— Employee's

More Consecutive Bookings Than Any Other
Next Season Going After "Names" and
tions
More Weeks in Metropolis

—

The Loew

Circuit

—

will

have

25

Circuit

Attrac-

VAUDE AGENCY CLAIMS
PERSONAL SERVICE TAX

weeks next season, according to present plans, which call
for a further expansion in the south
and other houses.
The Loew road shows will travel
Intact from Baltimore south and return to Providence where the shows
The metropolitan
will break up.
time will also be increased by sev-

full salaried

Suggestion
Syracuse, N. Y., May 4.
Business is off in local theatres.
Keith's, a gold mine this season
with the combination policy, is feeling the slump.
The Strand flopped heavily with
the 10-day run of "For Heaven's
Sake" (film).
The Temple, having lost about
$26,000 this season, according to

Rial to gossip, changed policy MonThe U. S. Board of Appeals sitting day, following the example of
Cahlllthe
Hereafter,
Keith's.
in Chicago will consider the application of the Simons Agency to operated theatre will have four acts
have its income tax cut from 12 to and a feature picture, running coneral additional weeks through deals
tinuously from 1 to 11 p. m. The
8 percent on the grounds that it is
now pending.
not a corporation but a personal matinee scale will be 15-20, with
position
will
In
be
a
The circuit
20-26 at night The new policy is
service bureau.
to offer acts more consecutive bookShould the Simons Agency claim being tried via the commonwealth
ing than any vaudeville circuit In
After all fixed
be allowed it is understood all other plan, It is said.
the country, without including the
agencies will automatic- charges aro met, the house staff
Loew picture houses, a separate vaudeville
ally benefit by the reduction in the shares In the proceeds, if there's a
booking altogether.
profit.
So far as is known, this is
rate of returnable taxes.
Plans call for the playing of
the first time that the common"names" and attractions and as a
wealth plan has been applied to
result the Loew bookers will be nevaudeville.
Silber
gotiating for the best in vaudeville.
The house staff assisted in the
The Pantages bookings of James billing for the new policy, and the
also
Barry
Bobby
Corbett
and
J.
town is covered like a circus adJim McWilllams were arranged by vance. The plan was proposed to
Arthur Silber and not by another William Cahill, operator of the
agent as first reported.
house, by the employes who did not
The Corbett and Barry contract take kindly to the announcement
calls for an opening date at $1,500 that the theatre would close sevRose's Midgets, who experienced weekly with 13 additional weeks eral weeks in advance of the cusSilber has been booking tomary summer dark period.
considerably difficulty in securing optional.
for
the Pan
features
bookings on independent time for principal
some years.
$ 2.1250 weekly, have realized over houses for
that figure by playing some of the
Botterfield Consolidation;
better class large seating capacity
ARTISTES
COLORED
vaudeville and picture houses on a
Shares at
percentage.
Lottie Gee, colored songstress,
The midget turn has been getting after playing In London" and Paris,
$3,500
to
$4,000 weekly, playing returned April 27.
Chicago, May 4.
Aurella
Maltland
and
these dates on a 60-40 basis where
A new corporation to take over
no guarantee obtains. With guar- Wheedlin, who have been abroad all the other companies making up
antees the turn plays a straight two years, are returning to the the Butterfield Circuit in Michigan
60-50 arrangement, with the guar- States in August.
is being organized.
It will be a
closed corporation under the title
antee money deducted from the
turn's share.
W. 8. Butterfield Theatres, Inc.,
The midget act carries 22 peowith 10,000 shares at a par of $100.
full
ple and trained animals.
In most
Col. Butterfield will have
Old V.
P. A.
towns parades are given, also recontrol under this new arrangeceptions for the Juvenile trade on
ment.
Old Staff
Dinner
the stage after the matinee performances. The act will continue
Monday night at the Hotel
Pantages' Application for
the independent dates Indefinitely
Plaza, New York, the Vaudeor as long as the good spots hold
ville
Managers'
Protective
AsDissolution of
Corps.
OU't.
sociation held its annual dinSeattle, May 4.
ner, the same old dinner atpetition has been tiled in Sutended by the same old crowd
Co.
perior court here seeking to disinwho listened to the same old
corporate three member companies
speeches, but without the ginIn
"Pirates"
of the Pantages Circuit chain. The
ger of former free lunches in
corporations which Alex Pantages
The Alf Wilton office has added
the same old place.
wants dissolved are the Pantages
to its staff H. S. Kraft, who will
Thought waves coming out
Memphis Amusement Co., Pantages
handlo
attractions
tor
picture
of the banquet hall sounded as
Minneapolis Amusement Co., ard
houses;
Harrington
and
John
though they were groaning
the Pantages, Salt Lake City.
Thomas E. Jackson. Harrington
over the grosses and wonderIt is planned to have the assets
will do field work in lining up
ing if the speech -makers knew
of these companies turned over to
houses for Wilton and Jackson will
how
to remedy that same old
the Pantages* Theatre Co.. a Califor
have charge of the production decomplaint.
nla corporation, which will operate
partment.
them.
The Wilton office is offering Dc
Wolf Hopper to ihe picture houses
In a number from "The Pirates of
Penzance," with five people.

Chicago,

May

4.

Did Booking

IKE ROSE'S BREAK;

MIDGETS GET MONEY

RETURN

PALACE'S ONE
SHIED

by the Palace, New York, formerly In a position to secure
"names" without trouble.
The shrinkage of big time to
its present proportions and the
inability of the bookers to play
high priced acts but a few
weeks has reacted on the Palace.

Recently a logit male star

when approached with an offer
of one week out of town and
the following week at the Palace at $2,600 refused to accept
less than eight weeks at that
When pressed for a
figure.
reason he explained It had
out to him that
pointed
been
the Palace waa the only house
he was certain of and after appearing there the circuit might
not be interested In playing

him further.
The turn down of $3,000
weekly for two weeks at the
Palace with no further time

M.

—Same

3

A

De Wolf Hopper and
Condensed

Pugilist at

$500

"Bushy" Graham, bantamweight
pugilist* made his vaude debut this
week at the State, Utica, N. Y.
Graham has been booked for several weeks of independent dates at

follow

Hoboes

Difficult for

Is

Women

Cleveland, May 4.
protest against the

A

wrathful
tyranny of steady work and the discomforts of any but a fly-by-nlght
existence is to be lodged in Cleve-

FANCHON-MARCO ACTS EAST

Ernest

Glendlnnlng

will

THE O'BRIEN SISTERS

enter

vaudeville May 17 In a sketch, "The
Publicity Hound," by Hoy Biiant.

Featured with
This

Week (May

3)

— B.

CHARLES KING
F. Keith's Palace,

New Y«rk

of

York Monday would not go

Nev

into the question. While the withdrawal of the Stanley houses may
not be Immediate in view of the
approaching end of the current season, it is anticipated by next seaIf not announced before that.
That K-A holds a minor Interest
In some of the Stanley theatres will

son

not interfere with the Stanley people reaching

any

decision,

it is

said.

GLENN BURT'S OWN
CIRCUIT OF 6 WEEKS
Chicago,

May

4.

Glenn C. Burt, for many years
booking manager of the KeithAlbee Western Circuit, and who
booked the better houses of that circuit in this territory, has branched

own

had

Burt

turned them

circuit of theatres.
flattering offers but
to open his own

down

He has had a vast experience in booking vaudeville theatres
offices.

and special attractions

in

moving

picture houses.
Burt made a personal tour through Michigan. Illinois,

Indiana

lined

up

six

and

Ohio and

has

better week*
giving his personal

of the

Now

Lawrence

Is

Arm.

"NAMES" AT NORFOLK
will play "names"
for several weeks1
The house opens
May 10 with Herman Timberg topping the vaudeville section. James

Loew's Norfolk

.

Corbett and Bobby Barry will be
the headllnors the following week.

J.

Both turns will continue on the
southern Loew tbur, according to
report.

SALT AND PEPPER WITH BAUD
Salt and Pepper, the banjo-songsters from ".Gay Paree" and th«
cabarets, and Willard Robinson'a
orchestra are a new picture house

combination, via Arthur Spizzi*
The Robinson band is a P»ul
Whlteman protege, brought east
by the maestro from St. Louis.

GENE KELLY AGENTTNO
Kelly, vaudeville actor, ha*
temporarily retired from the stag*
to enter the agency field.

Gene

September.

The Sensational Dancing Harmonists
Broadway's Cutest Duo

down la
Amer-

not

about ready to withdraw its
houses from the Keith -Albee booking agency.
This report got out following another of the merger of the Stanley
houses with other large picture interests, as reported in the plctura
department of this Ibsuc
A member of the Stanley firm in

the hobos' cause, is to deliver the
main addresses. Others on the program are Gen. Coxey, of Massillon
and Nicholas Klein of Cincinnati.

Glendinning's Sketch

will

Company

lea is

East 31st street.
William Montgomery Brown, deposed bishop of the Protestant Episcopal church, long a champion of

Johnny Perkins, who was sent
cast from the coast by Fanchon and
Marco, opens a picture house tour
May 10 at Reading, Pa. William
Morris is handling Perkins.
Noll Kelly, another Fanchon and
Marco turn, is slated for the en«t

runmor that

K-A-Keeney

riding a freight train."
Asked to define some of the more
common hobo terms, Roachm explained that a "minister's face" is
a cheap pie^e of meat off the pig's
head, a "gandy -dancer" a railroad
construction worker, a "get-lt" a
foreman, and a "spinner" a driver
of mules.
Most of the convention meetings
are to be held In the local quarters
of the International Brotherhood
Welfare Association, 1247 East 20th
street. But the principal gatherings
will take place afternoons and evenings In the Goodrich House, 1420

Unit.

A

that the Stanley

hat he <s now
land this week by an army of tat- attention to.
call
themselves
tered delegates who
the kpights and queens of the road,
but are better known to the average
According to a report, a deal it
housewife as the "gimme gang" or
pending whereby the Frank Keency
"handout hoboes."
They are coming here In box cars houses In Brooklyn may be taken
deluxe, by friendly automobile, and over by the Kelth-Alhee Circuit.
on foot. Local officials are making The houses are Keeney's and tha
preparations to accommodate over Bedford, Brooklyn, both playing in700 in lodging houses and on the dependent vaudeville and pictures.
The houses are now being booked
soft side of secluded benches in the
out of the Sun-Keeney Vaudeville
city's public parks.
It was
reported last
Dominick Roachm, blue-eyed, soft Exchange.
spoken "bo," known to the frater- week the houses were to be taken
nity as "Wabash Speck," is in over by the Loew Circuit.
charge of the arrangements and admits he's worried.
"Wasn't at all hard to hold these
with Lewis
•affairs in the old days," murmured
Warren F. Lawrence is associated
Dominick, with a far away gaze.
"Fact is, we didn't have any trouble with Al Lewis (Lewis & Gordon).
to speak of.
But now, with the Lawrence has an executive post In
Tou his new connection. He will have
'gals' coming In it's different.
Lewis of the
can't put 'em up any old place like supervision under
a regular *bo* and sometimes we vaudeville and legit production outhave to ask 'em to 'bum' a ticket at put of the firm.
Lawrence's new post will not conthe Y. W.
Leastwise that's what
flict with that of Ben Boyer, who
I'm thinkin' I'll have to do.
"But that ain't all, though heaven remains as general director of the
knows that's enough," he continued, vaudeville producing branch of the

gunnels'

Al Lewis will sponsor tabloid
versions of several of the cartoon
musicals held by Gus Hill, with
Hill being in on each production
for vaudeville. The tabloid versions
will also be musical, carrying six
principals nnd eight girls In each

Report Will Not Down,
Philly Concern Through

out with his

of

"The 'gals' don't pick
up our language like they ought to.
Can't seem to get through their
pretty heads that a 'willle poke out'
Is a free dinner, that ^blanket stiffs'
are walking hoboes and 'riding the

Cartoon Tab Musicals

DROP K-A SOON?

A

ace was tantamount to a route.
The experience of "The Ingenues" following a Palace
success this season reverses
that supposition. The girl act
had to accept picture house
bookings following, or lay off.

thoughtfully.

$500 a week. Utica was selected as
the starting point, since it is the
boxer's home town.
Graham's act consists of an athletic routine and an exhibition of
shadow boxing.

In

was

attributed to
Anatole Friedland recently for
the very same reason. Fried
land was wanted to bail the
Palace out on a "name," but
the salary is said to have
stopped the other houses from
playing him afterward.
few seasons ago a successful appearance at the Palto

Emma

Same

AT BY ACTS

STANLEY CO. TO

One of the difficulties of
modern booking is Illustrated

$100 Slang

10,000

WEEK

Simpson-Dean Dissolution
Simpson and Dean have dissolved

"Some Baby" Condensed
"Some Baby." by Zellah Coving-

as a vaudeville team.
Earl Dean
has formed a new act with Henrietta

ton
I

and

Max Simonson

condensed for vaudeville.

is

beinl

VAUDEVILLE
Houses Closing
st ha* been set to

VARIETY

Auditorium, in Chicago,

doss the

OR VAUDEVILLE

Topeka's only vaudeville
reopening Labor Day
ton*. When
Its present seatwill have double
Novelty,

it

Since the Induction of most of the jazz bands playing In vaudeville
cither as individual turns or with flash arts into the musicians' union,
The Crescent, Perth Amboy, N. bookers of non-union Independent vaudeville houses are finding it a
dispensed with its vaude for problem to book flashes into their bills. The union angle did not dawn
j., has
upon the bookers until lately when several acts were not permitted to
glimmer, and Is operating with picdo their stuff because of the stage musicians being union and the

of 700.
ing capacity

tures.

The agents remonstrated against the

making
held up

INSIDE STUFF

imposition,

their protest more emphatic than many of the
actors similarly
east and west have done.
The agents also had been held up
for $50 worth of N. V. A. tickets.
Upon their plaint they had no money to pay for the
program advertising (of no value at all to the agents
any more than it is to the
actors) the 'Association" informed the agents
it would advance any of
them $75 for the ad and take their notes for the
amounts
h F lll8lanc
': Thc
lrlt " »»y the managers.
Markle Ileiman
«,honM feel
f
l
°l his
should
proud of
Chicago organization when he sends that
Auditorium program next door. If he doesn't get
a kiss for It the least
should be a pat on the shoulder, that shoulder
pat that has cost actors
thousands upon thousands in salaries, after getting
it.

^

/

men non-union.
Negotiations were reported on the inside between Loew's
Representatives of the union have been watching houses In and near
and Frank
especially that are on the union s "unfair list" through re- Keeney for the Keeney Brooklyn theatres.
It
is also reported
that
the negotiations were dropped when Keeney bv
fusing
to
employ
union
"Flaming
will
be
men
in
their
his
orchestras
bill
r,nal
and
are pulling out any
selling price
The opening
union combination:; that attempt to show at tbese theatres. With the considered much too high by Loew's.
youth."
low figures these hand flashes have boon g"ttlns from the Independent*
A bugler sounding "taps" on the tho union scale Is prohibitive for the average producer. The controversy
Next Monday (May 10) Loew's new theatre opens
«t Norfolk Va
Crelghton-Orpheum, sets in however when a regulation flash is playing a break in and spotted
W
have °P™ eJ tl, ls Monday (May 3) and the house
it&ge of the
readv"
l»
ine 'l?
Ku Klux Klan had settled upon the week of May 3 for was
Omaha, brought to a close the final in the non-union houses.
a celebration and requested the management of the
performance In that theatre.
new theatre to postpone its
Charles G. Anderson, formerly a booker In the Keith headquarters. opening one week, although the theatre represents
Troy; Proctor's, Alnearly $1,000 000
Proctor's.
New York, Is now in charge of the social activities at the Y. M. C. A..
Marcus Loew consented to the change of date and Jake Wells
bany; Rlalto, Amsterdam; Clov#. East Side Branch. 153 East 86th street.
New York. Mr. Anderson re- his Norfolk theatre to the K. K s. to hold part of the celebration in.loaned
Mr.
Gloversvllle, N. Y., have closed for
tired from vaudeville following the reported sale by him of Keith stock Wells is a Catholic.
the summer. Avon, Watertown, and for $600,000 to Lee Shubert.
The
stock
A
minister
had
been
of
bequeathed
K.
to
K.
Mra.
K.
leanings
is
said
to have publicly drawn attenTemple, Syracuse, N. Y., close May Anderson by the late E. N. Robinson,
who had received it as a bequest tion In Norfolk to the fact that a Jew had postponed the opening of
10.
under the will of the late A. Paul Keith.
his theatre and a Catholic had loaned another
theatre to assist th«
Northampton,
Mass.,
Calvin,
Lee Shubert was reported recently as having placed a valuation of Ku Klux Klan.
eloses week May 24; Capitol. New $1,000,000 upon his Kci'h holdings.
Shubert purchased the stock before
Britain, Conn., closes May 24; Hiphe engaged upon the Shubert Vaudeville project that failed. It was
*uur members of the N. V. A. are said to have recently walked Into
podrome, Pottsville, Pa., closes for Lee's purpose in buying the Anderson holdings to secure direct informa- the office of the club's secretary and asked to be
shown how the money
May
Oarweek
of
3;
tion as to the earning powers of the vaudeville properties Included In of the N. V. A. Is being spent.
three weeks
The secretary displayed to the quartet
Wm. Penn, the stock held by him. Through financial statements received from the a mass of vouchers of payments
Norrlstown;
rick,
and disbursements in the cause of
Philadelphia and Edgemont, Ches- Keith corporations as a stockholder (the stock probably held in the charity, apparently convincing the investigators.
name of a 'dummy'), the Shuberts got the data desired.
ter, Pa., close week May 3.
It's quite commonly known the N. V. A. takes
care of a number of
It Is believed that the Shubert possession of this stock, In addition
Empire, Lawrence, Mass., and Bito people and spends some of its funds for charitable purposes. What the
controversies
committee
between
the
probably
week
Shuberts
I.,
closes
and Keith-Albee, contributed conwanted to inquire about was the disposition of the
jou, Woonsocket, R,
of May 3; Orphcum, Germantown, siderably toward the recently revived deep afTection between Lee Shubert surplus of the organization; where its millions are invested and how.
and E. F. Albee, after a period of years during which each had called As a matter of fact the N. V. A. officers will take much delight at any
closes week of May 10.
the other everything he could think of.
time over bringing out the old vouchers that no one disputes, but they
Lyceum, Canton, O., closed May
are not as frank on the subject of how much is in the surplus and
1; Victoria, Wheeling, W. Va., May
Tevis Huhn, champion athlete and society man. Is the same Tevis where the surplus is or who handles it. That appears to be
deep
IS; Capitol, New Castle, Pa., May
Huhn who was banjo soloist at the Mark-Strand, New York picture secret, known to but three men at the utmost and none of thosea three
Harris, Hippodrome, McKeea8;
house, as a presentation act, and later went into the Montmartre's an active N. V. A. member.
port Pa, May 31; Strand, GreensLondon Pierrots' revue at the night club. Huhn joined "The Bunk of
For all the information obtained by the committee that anyone Is
burg, Pa., May 31; Colonial, Blue1926" last week as a strengthened He is a grandson of the George A. concerned in they might as well have looked over the books In the club's
Va., May 3; Fairmont,
field,
Huhn
(&. Son) brokerage firm, and an alumnus of Princeton and Oxford, library.
Fairmont, W. Va^ May 31; Park,
England, as well as prominent clubman, including the Racquet Club.
Meadville, Pa., Ma: 3; Strand, East
Huhn is the son of Mr. and Mrs. William H. Tevis Huhn. He waa on
Show business still retains its hold on Harry Cranshaw, old colored
April 26;
O.,
Hippo- the
Liverpool,
Olympic team representing America in 1920. Huhn holds the high minstrel man. After 1$ years in the blackface seml-clrcle and with the
drome, Youngs town. May 10.
and low hurdles records at Oxford.
decline of xnistrelry, Cranshaw, known as J. W. Tldwell when he answered as Interlocutor, obtained a Job as doorman at the Morosco, local
Max Berman, "the singing tailor" who has figured in the dailies with stock house. That was over 10 years ago.
ill-fated
his
concert,
attempts
Today he Is still opening cab doors and bowing ladles out of their
forced
and
back
tailoring
to
means
a
as
Fattest Act In Vaudeville
In his faded uniform and cap, Cranshaw reminisces about
for support, opened as a try-out this week in vaudeville. The "singing limousines.
tailor" came to attention and tried Aeolian, finding himself out several the old days in the wait between first and last curtain.
He started out
with the original Georgia Minstrels in 1899. he says. Right after that,
hundred dollars through the concert flop.
he joined the Third Georgia Regiment for the Spanish American War,
and kla
That the agency business of the agents doing business with the as- returning to sign with the Rabbit Foot Minstrels, and later going with
V*w Headlining PuUcn Circuit
Following this, he claims the distinction of
sociation (Orpheum circuit), Chicago, is in bad shape at present Is best the Black Pattle troupe.
BAND
DANCERS
SINGKR8
told by the "hold up" of the association for the agents to take a page being the first negro clown appearing with the old Sells Brothers Circus.
Cranshaw says that he took second place in the buck and wing coneach at $75 in the N. V. A. program for the benefit to the club at the
Stock will supplant vaudovllle at
Proctor's, Troy. N. Y., next week.
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WEN TALBERT

THEY SAID

IT

COULDN'T BE DONE!

BUT THE WEST IS JUST AS GOOD AS THE EAST, NORTH AND SOUTH FOR THE MOST
EXTRAORDINARY ATTRACTION PLAYING VAUDEVILLE
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HARRY

M.

SNODGRASS—J.

WITTEN

M.

KEITH-ORPHEUM CIRCUITS
HERE'S THE PROOF FROM THE "SAN FRANCISCO EXAMINER"! IDWAL JONES, DRAMATIC EDITOR, SAID.
evoked, with excellent martellato and podalllng efT-cls. eurh
ae "Thrti*
RADIO PIANIST IS ORPHEUM HIT
Morning " and "Kitten on th» K«->h " H. pl.iys
o'clock In
with euave
feeling.
Ajid Whttt«n'e voice-— he'e billed ae
the prlz*- winning announcer"-eo
"Meet Profeaaor Snodgraea. and meet Mr. Whltten!"
clear that lota
"announreri''
.

rlfoi*
»'>n-»r..tjsi v.
;.i

the)

1

-.

'

T>on't you know
That'* tho
fin I greeting to tho ntidlence at the Orphcum.
who they areT Well, If you own on* of those ten-tube supt-r-M^tian-Tealn thlngumaglge that catch for you In your parlor what the Troglodytfa are einglng la
Jupiter, thon you know 'em well.
Ttvy are the pianist find announcer, respectively,
from Station WOS. Jefferson Citv. Mlzsoura.
(Qoeh, the radio ed. ought to hava
written thla.)
Well, they looked quite at horn*.
Their petting v;?n a repllra of their radio
den atop the Capitol dome back South.
Harry Fnodgraaa emote the piano and

la

of
who butch* r the muth«*r tongue via air rnuot weep
In envloue aniculeh.
f;e<.rgie Price, lato etar of 'The Passing Show" strutted hia wturT, did Imitations, snuggled down to the footlights ind yawne d I172 s< m;i in .1 rau xus rc< it.iT. *.
That he ha* a following win eyMent. for he wi\ < l-miNy n. r«-«
Theo Hekefl he a in a well-atagetj d.inc'rg r*vu#M<t>t.y <"..i-k ;\m\ I'aul M>
n'.lough—clever comedians who are the |<iy of tho Mil- nn> r,n for a
"nd w
Chabot and Tortonl; Roth and Dr.tke. who do thin*-* on h roj..
MM't and
Mack, who hoof and alng. ar.d the Orontoa, ba !n r.^.-rn. ar<- othi-rn in th<t hiikw.
J.
I
«

-

.

1

'
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<
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Wednesday,

secure because of the performer's false idea that unless they do as the
big-time agents tell them they won't get a look in on the bigger time.
They figure if the bigIt is this mainly against which they complain.
time agents worked legitimately they'd get a break on these demand acts
make their comwould
that
price
get
a
and
time
when having open
missions worth while.
West, in collaboration, wrote the story of "Sex," the humid play
been cutting
have
The squawkers have served notice on the agents who
starring in at the 63d street, New York. It was adapted from a
into their business that unless there is a readjustment they are going to
expose their dealings to the straight vaudeville heads.

He quit minstrel shows In 1915 and
test at the St. Louis World's Fair.
went to work for Henry Schroeder, manager of the Morosco soon after.
The old minstrel man claims the distinction of having opened the first
taxi door for "Abie's Irish Hose," which first played here.

Mao

he

is

book.

Playing a strong
Its

man

There

obstacles.

Is

placarding the outlying suburban towns with
attendance slump at this ace K.-A. house.
Towns throughout New Jersey and Long Island have been heavily
plastered with one and three sheet stands of stock variety and modestly
projecting the Palace as "The World s Famous House of Vaudeville."
Time was when there wasn't enough capacity in the Palace to take care

act in cheap houses on a $10 nightly salary has
one youngster, not yet 21, who is showing his

The

Palace,

heavy

billing,

New

York,

is

to offset the

act around the small time houses in Southern California. The boy, Inexperienced and not so long away from Bulgaria, got a nt*v manager.
The boss told him that he was to play tv»o performances a day on the
next stand. Coming to the theatre, the manager met his meal ticket
carrying the props. The boy went through his act smoothly and after of the transients.
the number brought the props, off stage. These consisted of steel bars
tied in knots, spikes driven into boards and other bent hardware.
HOUSES OPENING
"Now get out your iron for the
"That's fine," the manager said.
next show." The boy replied that he did not carry anything else.
picture theatre seating 2.000 is
A
"Me bend 'em right back into place," he said, and proceeded to re- to be erected at 173rd street and
verse his entire act. Now he is playing twice his regular number of Third avenue, by the Bronx Theatre
The
shows, two on stage, bending the bars and two in the dressing room, Circle Building Corporation.
flattening them back again.
cost of the structure will be $150,000.
Another incident came up when the act ran out of phone books. The
Reade's new

The Strand, Walter
at Long Branch,

man tears on© In half every performance. When the manager
made inquiries and found that old Los Angeles phone books cost 40 cents
apiece from the company, he figured the "nut" too high and now usually
drops into a drug store or telephone booth near the house he is playing
and gathers his props there, neglecting to mention the fact to the store
owner as he walks out with the directory under his vest.
strong

opened last week. It plays
on a split week booked
Markus.
The Gotham, Brooklyn,
go into stock burlesque as

will not

The

Ogden, Utah,
every Tuesday
and Wednesday, with shows booked
by the Ackerman- Harris circuit via

Paramount,

will play vaudeville

Edwin
tre,

A. Morris,
Salt Lake.

Orpheum

thea-

Joe
The Ames (la.) Theatre
Gerbracht manager, has obtained a
site on Main street between Kellogg
and Burnett avenues with plans approved for erection thereon of a
Policy determined
$76,000 theatre.
later, but likely pictures.
The new theatre planned for
North Main street, Rock ford, 111.,
will play pictures, a syndicate of
Co.,

BETTY SMITH
TRESKNT8 NIGHTLY

Her Revue "DE JEUNESSE"

WOODMANSTEN

J-,

Ave acts
by Fally

reported,
but will continue Its present policy
days
and a
of Italian stock on week
mixture of American and Italian
vaudeville Sundays.

Farming out of acts by straight vaudeville agents through one subterfuge or another is due for an open expose from independent agents
who brp.nd the practice ab unfair competition and claim they will go the
Having felt the Inroads made by the
limit to protect their business.
circuit agents in regular season it is more noticeable now since the
Independent field is over-agented and the "stand in" fellows are cutting
Into their possible revenue.
The independent agents claim that the other agents have the edge
and usually can undersell them with .better material than they can

at

N.

theatre,

INN

GALLAGHER
BETTIE
NEW
A

MUSICAL STAR

IN

A

LOS ANQELE8 "TIMES"

LOS ANQELES "EXPRESS*

By Edwin SchalUrt

My Worries Away," by Carter and Miss
was a tremendous hit in the first act,
but "When You Do the Hlnky Dee," by Lester Cole
(the hero), Carter, Miss Alice Cavnaugh (the
heroine) and Miss Gallagher was so much better
that the audience kept calling for more until the
dancers were nearly all out of breath.
"Dancing

may as

well be sent to George M.
Cohan to come West. For if he ever should see
the Coast production of his "song and dance show,"
"Little Nellie Kelly," he would probably be just
about as well satisfied as if he staged it himself.
Bob Carter and Bettie Gallagher stopped the performance early with their almost tireless efforts in
an athletic type of dance.

hurry

call

Gallagher,

TOOK ME TO

THIS

GUY

LOS ANQELES HERALD

PRICE, LOS

ANGELES "HERALD"

"Patsy's" in town.

"Patsy," the Los Angeles produced musical comedy, is now in its second week at the Mason.
Dancing, staged by David Bennett, is the outstanding feature of the production. Cute little Betty
Gallagher nearly steals the show with her personality. Gloria Foy and Lou Holtz play the leads.

She came In on a whirlwind of dancing staged
by one Mr. Bennett, who answers to the name
of Dave, and parked her worldly goods at the
Mason.
Yes, dancing

is

the outstanding feature of the

Thomas Wilkes has completed the cast for
"Nancy," the new musical comedy he has selected
Nancy Welford.

for the starring tour of
I

WILL BE READY FOR BROADWAY

Flo Walsh-Reynolds.

McCUNE HELD UP

IS

READY FOR ME

upstairs
key.
He
tied to tho bed

still

and the room covered with

blood.

On

the floor beside the bed was a
piece of adhesive tape which the
intruders had removed from McCuhe's mouth before they. left.

Expected to Be Killed

Vaughn telephoned Detectives
Gunson and Maloney, West 68th
station,

and

also

for

Dr.

the night before, and that
bankroll was the objective of three
forced their way into Mc-

game

men who

Cune's room.

(Continued from Page 26)
blackjack which stunned him and
knocked him to the floor. One of
the men kneeled over McCune and
struck him several more blows.

N. V. A.

RESERVE

(Continued from Page 26)
issued simultaneously with
the five performances and sold at
each house as souvenir programs at
$1 is reported to have grossed $100,000 from advertisements and sales.
Thi» figure is in excess of last year's
program receipts, although the 1926
One of the book is said to have included fewer
tied him to the bed.
men placed some adhesive tape artists' ads than ever before.
across the theatrical man's mouth
The increased revenue In the face
to prevent an outcry.
of this Is explained by the additional
They then went to McCune's commercial ads secured by K-A
trunk, pulled out various compartsolicitors, among whom were numments and searched them. They bered some artists who sold space
went to a dresser, where they found
cities,

gram

Taped Mouth

McCune feigned unconsciousness
and the men picked him up, carried
him to the bed, where they bound
his hands behind his back with
They then
neckties, and his legs.
produced some strong twine and

to

business

men

in

various

and four pairs of cuff
representing tho N. V. A. as a repMeanwhile McCune was
engaged

10 scarf pins-

breathing heavily. One of the holdup men walked over to the bedside
and placed his hand near McCune's
heart to see if he was still alive.
A three-stoned dlamong ring was
then torn from the hand of the
victim. One started to search another drawer and another went to
a wardrobe and extracted a wallet
from a coat containing $28. In his
haste a gold card case and a watch
and chain were overlooked.
A short time later a phone mes-

WHEN BROADWAY

found McCune

'

But, on the other hand, there is a little lady
Gallagher, & local lass, who is the
personification of pep.
As Mary McGuIre, the
ingenue, she captivates the patrons with her personality, good showmanship and clever stepping.

Bettie Gallagher, a native of this city, Is another
Important member of tho cast Miss Gallagher has
perhaps the most exacting of the supporting roles.

Vaughn rushed

tective

and entered with a pass

v

links.

THOSE TOOK ME TO THIS

vising them to rfo to Room 5io, as
a man was very sick. The manager
notified John Vaughn, house de-

Weinberger, hotel surgeon.
The"
spent
doctor
considerable
time
film men, headed by William N. Van
patching
McCune's
wounds and
Matre, Jr., sponsoring the project.
The Strand, Perth Amboy, N. J., then put him to bed. On the arrival of Gunson and Maloney they
is
Llnder,
Jack
formerly held by
now being booked out of the Fally obtained a fair description of two
Markus Agency. The switch was of the robbers, but McCune was
made when Jack Allen wont over to ague about the third. An elevator
said she had seen three
Fally Markus from Jack Llnder as operator
answering the description
general booking manager. It plays men
around the hall on the
prowling
four acts on a split week.
Three houses were added to the 14th floor the day before, but they
books of Fally Markus this week. left without finding the person they
The list Includes the Rialto, Ridge were looking for.
McCune, propped in bed, said he
field Park, N. J., four acta Saturdays; West End, Newark, N. J., thought they would kill him. He
three acts Fridays and Saturdays, said he offered no resistance and
and Main Street, Freehold, N. J., believes that baved his life. Mcoperating with similar schedule. Cune has been in the show business
The latter house had been booked for many years. Until a short time
ago he was manager of "The Poor
through Jack Llnder.
Dahlraan's Casino, North Beach, Nut." He is at present wdrklng on
a new revue. For seven years he
being
renovated
into
a
L. I„ is
l.lOO-seater and will open Decora- was manager of Proctor's Fifth
tion Day as a vaudeville and pic- Avenue theatre.
When recovered sufficiently McIt will play six acts
ture house.
and feature picture on a spilt week, Cune will be taken to police headquarters to look over the Rogue's
with books billed independently.
The Highway, Coney Island, N. Gallery In an effort to pick out his
Police believe the robassailants.
acts
Saturdays
five
playing
Y., is
bers thought McCune hod considbooked by Jack Llnder.
erable Jewelry and money and followed him home from a party he
FORUM
attended with friends the night beGreen sburg, Pa., April 28.
fore.
Editor Variety:
The slugging and robbery of McAn article In Variety relating the Cune is said to have been a mistake
attempted suicide of one Flo Walsh on the part of the thieves They
did not refer to me. Am with the were really after another />f similar
Reynolds Trio and at present using napie.
The latter Is reported to
the name Reynolds.
have cleaned up $30,000 In a dice

show.

named Betty

1926

5,

sage was received at the hotw ad-

street

THE MAKING

THESE

May

resentative artists' club
principally along charitable lines.

Fastest Act in Vaudeville

WEN TALBERT
and hla ClioeohUe Fiends
Headlining Pavtages Ctrce*

Mow

DANCFRS

BAND

MINCERS

HAVE Y&U SEEN

cKEE

ISS VIOLET
"THE HIGHEST KICKER ON BROADWAY'*

Now

Being Featured with CHAS. KING
"NOT A NEWCOMER IN SHOW BUSINESS"
BUT FORMERLY

BABY VIOLET,

the Child Star

THIS WEEK, KEITH'S PALACE, 'NEW
Tjkmnks to thm Numerous Producer* and Manager* far Thmir Kind Offer*.

1...

>.

±,

YORK
Thanh* and Be* WUhe*

to

MR. ROY TURK

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES

CONSTRUCTION

IN

Main

$1,000,000.

Atbury Park, N.

Owner. Readis Theatre
York City. Architect not

street.

have

"bee.i

Past," which Penjamln
adapting for M-G-M.
llrown will direct.

equally as insistent that
t>e fought
out to a

same would
finish.

With the charges brought under
Walter Reade, president, New
a Democratic majority on the comSected: policy not given.
Chamberaburg, Pa. (Also apartments) S. Main, near Washington mission and carried over into the
Owner. Chamt>ersburg Theatre Co., L. Luke. Pittstown, Pa. switch in control is evidence to
treet
Architect. M. It. Rhoads, Chambersburg. Value and policy not given.
those here who have closely

irnterprlses,

—
—

—

—
—

—

M-ariven.
»
*"

—

Fourth and Main

Washington, Ind. $100,000.
Switow & Sons, Louisville.

streets.

fol-

lowed the case that it was entirely
due to Hawkins knowledge of tindetails of the proceedings that was
responsible.
This

unexpected

move

of Martin Morrison, appointed trial
oMifi.vl of the commission on J.ia

and Adrian

C^rl

J.

Epping,

AND

!•'.

When questioned today by a
Variety reporter, Mr. Hawkins, beyond stating that he had been relieved from the case, would nodiscuss or express an opinion a<* t
cause for that removal.

>

Owners, A.

WEN TALBERT
:

id hi* (Thttrolnte Fl^nd*

1I

Now

llt-adlininjc

VM»

l»

rantMCM

\M

t'lrralt

MNGKRS

Kits

General Executive Offices,

LOEW BUILDING

AN N EX
46™ ST*
—NEW YORK CITY
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BKYAJMT
J.

LUBIN

H.

GENERAL MANAGER

MARVIN

H.

SCHENCK

BOOKING MANAGER
CHICAGO OFFICE

WEST COAST STUDIOS
(Continued from page 16)
by F.-P.-L. with Pol*

OF

Angeles

Vaudeville

BOOK1NGACENCY

picture company.

604

lng made
Negri.

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
OFFICES
Did*

in

Marcus Loew

TRADE

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
Lincoln"

her eve.

in

Ix>ulsville.

LOS ANGELBB- «lf CONSOLIDATED BLDG.

Iroa

infection

Fastest Act

Kisky Ltisincss."

in

ELLA HERBERT WESTON,

ir

eonti'acted an

Kenneth Thomson, stage Uadin.:
man. is sigiud by ('cell It. >e Million a long term contract. His first
r-.!-- will be oppo.s.te Wr.i KeynoM.-.

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

St*
4Tth

i

Lois Moran, Owen
li.
Walthall, KamlSojin and John (Irwrgo an
included in the cast of 'The Road
to Mandalay," whii-h Tod Drowning is directing for M-G-M.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

L

AND OUT

LeMaiiv and Phillips out of Hillstreet.
Los Angeles, this week.
George I.eMaire is suffering from
siwra! carbuncles on his neck.
e!u
h \» in replaced.
Dunny Povno and Hal Leonard
forced to cancel a Pantages tour
alter th< ir Los Angeles engagement
last week, during which Miss lio>iie

vama

Ringing in Hays
Variety last week under a WashPictures.
ington date line carried a stor;
mentioning Will Hays in connection
with the Federal Trade CommisMichigan Vaudeville
sion's action against Famous IMay
F. P.
FED'L
ers-Lasky.
That story referred
Managers' Association Ltd.
only to the opinion of the Democrat
(Continued
Manager
from
page
Gen.
MACK.
5)
in Washington if the Republican
CHARLIE
claim of those involved that the as represented on the Commissim.
233 John R 8L
PETBOIT. MICH.
proceedings would not go ahead should let loose of the F. P. in
at the time of the original com- vestigation.
Booking Acts Direct
The despatch above fails to mak
plaint with Hawkina reported to
any junctive between the relief of
Mr. Hawkins as counsel in the IV
P. action, arid Hays.
Klek Ludvig. general counsel for
Famous Players, is here today in conEXECUTIVE OFFICE8:
sultation with the Federal Trade
Commission regarding the filing a
bill of exceptions to the findings
8AN FRANCISCO the commission which is required of
MARKET, QRANT and O'FARRELL 8TREETS
to
reopen the case against the motion
Booking Manager
Architect,

91

1

Kusiek, who
has been assigned to the case whik
his previous activities have been in
handling the appellate work of the
business controling commission oi
the government.
last,

IN

is

Clarence

I. on
Chanev,
Moore, Henry

on

the
part of the chief counsel of the
commission leaves F. P. in an exceptionally strong position in view
of the re-openlng as the government's case ik w falls into the hands

1

(Jlaser

Reed Howes, screen actor, expects to remake a college ll!m that
he produced in 1922. It \va:i called
"Hi^h Speed Lee," and Harvard
men played the leads. Howes is a
Harvard graduate.

—

Chicago— (Also stores, apartments, offices) $1,250,000. S. E. Irving
Park boulevard and Central avenue. Owner withheld, care of architect,
Policy not given.
5. Erol Smith.
4923-37 Chicago aveChicago. (Also stores, apartments) $1,500,000.
Theatre Corp., R. Levlne, president, 822 W. 79th
Syndicate
nue. Owner,
P. Rupert, 822 W. 79th street. Policy not given.
Street. "'Architect, E.
S. E. corner Neva and
Chicago. (Also stores, apartments) $750,000.
Grand. Owner, Montclair Building Corp., care of architect, E. P. Rupert.
given.
Policy not
Location withheld.
]
Chicago. (Also stores, apartments) $2,500,000.
Architect, \Y\ 1*.
Owner, Syndicate Theatre- Corp., 1U Levlne, president
Whitney, 822 W. 79th street. Policy not given.
stores)
$150,000.
N.
Y.
corner
(Also
W. 105th street and
Cleveland.—
Jean avenue. Owner, W. 105th Street Investment Co., N. Pavlove. ArchiPolicy not given.
tect withheld.
Owner, Keith- Albee Theatrical Co., New York,
Detroit.— $1,500,000.
Architect and site not selected. Vaudeville.
•jid Temple Theatre, Detroit.
$750,000.
Owner, Rlalto Square Pudding
**
Joliet, III.— (Also stores)
Redding Co., 10 N. Clark street, Chicago. Architects,
*«Corp., care of J as. J.
Policy not given.
Chicago.
Janusch,
A
Hooper
».
Wia. (Majestic remodeled) 160 Main street. Owner, Saxe
r*- Oshkeah,
.-Amusement Enterprises, Milwaukee. Architect not selected.
Owner, Fischer's Paramount Theatre Corp.,
Portage, Wia. $150,000.
'
Fischer, president. Architect, Fred C. Foltz, Chicago. Exact site
v F. W.policy not given.
and
Powhatan, O. $60,000. Owners, Farrio & Diab, Moundsville, W. Va.
Architect, Albert F. Dayton, Wheeling, W. Va. Exact site and policy not
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WOODS THEATRE

B'LD'G

JOHNNY JONES
CHARGE
IN

imSJ^oTh.

Dallas

Bids.

Melba
Itld*.

John

Gilbert

and

will play the leads in

Great Garbc
"The Undying

EXTRACTS FROM THE LONDON PRESS
fine singer, Rooert Chisholm,
brings along a 'Le Reve Passe'
scena similar to that with which he
scored so successfully in the recent

(in
singing
Chilholm's
"Robert
French) of 'Lie Reve Passe.' in the
Folios Bergere revue at the Palladium Is a triumphant success, and
all London Is talking about it. Possessed of a beautiful voice and a

"That

young
this
presence,
tenor Is the finest singer that has
ever appeared at the Palladium.
His enunciation Is so clear and his
vocalization perfect; he is a great

STAGE."

handsome

artist

be

whom London

is

beginning to

of."— WESTMINSTER

proud

CHRONICLE."

Palladium

revue,

and

makes

a

strong impression with IL"— "THE

"

TENOR 8AVE8 A REVUE
"A young English tenor named Robert Chisholm created a genuine
ai this theatre (Palladium) last night with his singing of
•Le Reve Passe.' His superb voice
and dramatic delivery triumphed."

sensation

—BASIL MacOONALD HASTINGS

...

Mr. Robert Chilholm's
quite brilliant singing of 'Le Reve
Passe,' in which, as a soldier in the
army of Napoleon, he quite brought
house." BEVERLEY
the
down
NICHOLLS ("Weekly Dispatch").

—

("Daily Expreet").

.

success."

— "MORNING

Reve

— "THE

POST."

"Robert Chisholm, with a patrlotle
song In French, sung with fine dramatic sense and verve, roused the
house to enthusiasm as no one else
did."
A. E. M. ("Evening News").

REFEREE

"

"...

Mr. Robert Chisholm had
sung 'Le Reve Passe' more than
magnificently

DAILY

.

.

house."

EGRAPH."

— "TRUTH."

"It is nice to listen

"SUNDAY

ert
fine

EX-

Chlaholm
vocalist

is

to— when RobWhat a

singing.

and actor he

is."

"THE PEOPLE."

PRESS."

"Mr. Robert Chisholm, whose tenor
voice Is certainly a credit to his
conn try." "LADIES FIELD."

"Robert Chisholm, the tenor, was an
"THE
instantaneous
success."

—

—

NEWS OF THE WORLD."

All communications

AGATE.

most successful of
these Is a song-scena in which Mr.
Robert Chisholm brings down the

"Robert Chisholm made the hit of

—

."

—JAMES

the

"Mr. Robert Chisholm Is a real hit
in Le Reve Passe'."— "DAILY TEL-

evening."

8tar").

.

"Robert Chisholm brought down the
house with his impassioned renderReve Par .9 '- "THE
ing of 'L*

GRAPHIC."

the

(The

feet."— H. C. H.

half

to their

"GAZETTE."

evening was Robert

Passe'."

first

—

NEWS."

Chisholm, who received an amazing
reception after his fine singing in
'Le

with fine effect and with aa admirably trained voice. This num-

—

"THE WESTMIN8TER GAZETTE."
hit of the

sans;

"Robert Chisholm has definitely
taken his place In the front rank
with his stirring song, *Le Reve
Passe."
THE WE8TMIN8TER

"Robert Chlaholm's robustious singing in French of 'Le Reve Fasse'
rousing the Immense audience to an
orgy of delighted enthusiasm."

"The

the pres-

who

so well in a particularly elaborate
setting that for a few minutes one
might have been in an opera house.
He sang *Le Reve Passe' . . .

ber was the finale to the

a dramatic Intensity and a brilliancy of voice that were quite

— "REYNOLD8

wm

ence of Robert Chisholm,

and brought the audience
Chisholm sang 'Le Reve
and he
.
Passe' as a finale
certainly achieved a remarkable
"Robert

"The hit of the evening waa the
singing of 'Le Reve Passe,' as part
of a set of Napoleonic pictures, by
Robert Chisholm. He gave It with

French."

"A surprising feature

HENRY SHEREK,
SHEREK,

Hotel Biltmore,

17 Lisle Street,

NEW YORK, until May 22;

LONDON,

W.,

ENGLAND

then

HENRY

E
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Btdg.

TO R.ONTO
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The greatest *Sorry"

A

Balloid

Cleverly Written Fox Qjrot

(ohere's

Ever/

*

Song /

MORNING/*
moke good m

tt

good -night n

rom

so does

CHINKY NOVELTY - You'll Love To Sing/
Powerful Ballad —as -any siin^iin^ act Ml

rtHE
curiae

testify/

to Many Parties
and
Hearty Laugh Set

f
-

(bit? she's

the Year/

To

A

FoxHkot Melody/
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mamma <ro me)
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STUFF ON PICTURES

(Continued from page 17)
most of the residents of "Little
Hhody" peek the amusements at the
Sunday's crowds
shore resorts.
were attributed merely to the "novelty" of the situation, for most of
Khodo Island's blue laws date back

(Continued from page 10)
the convention meet tiers were not open to the trade press a Variety
reporter pot into the room aeridentally as the convention was about to

•

adjourn.

Marcus Loew made the final address and they cheered him to the
faretheewell.
Previously Louis Mayer had talked for two hours.
He
pot right to the boys and they admitted It. A long wire from William
R. Hearst was a bearcat as a boost for M.-O.-M. and Its people.
An unusual thing about the M.-U.-M.'s Is that one appears to blame
pood results upon another. The reporter listened In on a couple of
these blamer.s and asked an executive about it. He replied:
"That'* -the -Kroatest J.h*«K -about our organization— toam work.
No
onr Is looking for credit, no one tries to steal credit. We all work to['('lli'T am! that means result.
I remember one instance where the credit
was blamed upon five different fellows down the lino as I tried to pet
to the source of a particularly pood move.
Then I prow tired of asklnp
but I was tickled to death over that kind of a spirit."
M.-O.-M. has had a preat season: others in the trade also know it.
And they claim that it was not accidental; that M.-O.-M. will repeat.
"It's not luck," said one of the big men of the company, "it's organization backed by experience."

to the era when the colony
established.

It

time.
said the union is now on tho trail of other 9th street exhibitors
furnish music for their shows with mechanical pianos. Due to the

the

first

lace Reld production;

removal

many

of the theatre ban,
preachers were prominent on

The
the side for Sunday shows.
theatres ran continuous shows from
3 t o 11.

Sunday movies were a novelty *n
Providence alone.* Other cities and
towns of the state have run Sunday
shows, usually consisting of two
evening performances, and billed
under "concerts," for several months
Under the ban, "concerts"
past.
were permlssable. An example of
the Sunday concert, as run in the
Keith theatre in WoonsocHet recently consisted of five vaudeville
turns and two sex pictures.
Similar programs were billed in
nearly every other theatre of the
state with the exception of those in
Providence, where the law was
rigidly enforced.
As an example of
the manner in which the anti-Sun-

day

is

who

was

movie law

was enforced an

Arctic explorer was scheduled to
give a benefit lecture.
This was
deemed satisfactory as under the
heading "concert" or "educational."
But when it was announced that

labor involved in changing rolls they require a union man on the job.
The possibilities are the other "grind" houses will follow Lust's lead by
letting the films flicker without the usual musical accompaniment.

movies were

"Lazybones" with Madge Bel-

lamy and Buck Jones
Liberty:
"Hit and Run" with
Hoot Gibson.
Rialto:
"The Night Cry" with
Rin-Tin-TIn; "Oh, What a Nurse"
with Syd Chaplin.
Emery:
"The Earth Woman"
with Mary Alden, Prlscilla Bonner
and Johnnie Walker; a Mrs. Wal-

Under the existing rules providing
for Sunday movies, the legislators
have stipulated that the programs
shall be of an "educational" or "dignified" nature.
The new Sunday
movie bill has the approval of most
of the churches and in the fight for

Sidney I,ust. owner of four downtown "prind" houses in Washington,
D. C. has turned his Leader theatre on 9th street into a "smoke house,"
without music. Patrons can smoke. Lust made the switch due to an
altercation with the local musicians' union, which insisted that he use
two union piano players on threat of pullinp out his operator. Lust
retaliated by cutting out the music and claims his business has since
increased.
The Virplnia on 9th street is the first house to follow the Leader in
Lust, who owns the Leader, Hippodrome, Elite and
Its new policy.
Grand, all "prind" houses, says the use of two union piano players at
the regular scale would increase the overhead of his house, which has
300 seats and a 10c: admission, wiping out his profit. Ho contends that
if the union succeeds in its present drive it will force the majority of
small house owners out of business.
The present non-union rate for piano players is $20 per week. The
union players draw $47 per week more for this type of house for the

Bame

gel;

"SUNDAY" INR.L

be used to Illustrate
Some picture directors are more tempermental than stars. One di- the lecture, the police stepped in
rector is making a picture at a studio in Hollywood. He was recently
and forbade the fulfillment of the
on a stage where another company was working, insisted that the other program unless no admission was to
company do no labor while he was directing a scene. This director felt be charged.
that any noise, such as the playing of music, talking or hammering, inSunday Bills
terfered with his work. A plan was worked out whereby a signal would
Moving picture operators wel-*be given from his part of the stage by the ringing of a bell announcing
he was ready to "shoot." When the bell rang all work on the other comed the introduction of Sunday
set stopped with the tempermental director shooting his scene.
Com- movies, as most of them worked a
pleted, the bell rang twice, announcing the other company could go seven day week In any case, some
ahead and also that the carpenters could work. When the other com- 15 or 20 operators being kept busy
pany finished, they of course, showed the director the courtesy by on Sundays at the churches.
Providence picture programs
signaling with a bell.
The result naturally was perfect harmony on
that stage and no friction, only the extra cost of the temporary sus- shown Sunday advertised as "selected,
educational,
entertaining
pensions.
films" were:
Victory: "The Exquisite Sinner"
North American Theatres, Inc., of which Harry Arthur is general
manager on the coast, is not pleased with the business the new houses with Renee Adoree and Conrad Nathey control through their subsiduaries are doing in northern and
southern California.
In northern California, they have two houses, both new, Campus,
Berkeley, and Wilson, Fresno. It Is said business in both these houses
has been light since they opened and the company operating them has
been trying to figure out a way to protect itself. They have a similar
situation in Pasadena with the Bard theatre, operated through a difThe southern one is under
ferent corporation than the northern one.
the banner of Far West Theatre, Inc.
It is said that through the instructions of Frank C. Wilson of the
Motion Picture Capital Corporation, who is financing the North American
Theatres, Inc., that Arthur called on Abe Gere, of West Coast and made
various propositions whereby West Coast take over these houses on a
percentage basis and operate them. The matter was taken under advisement.
ii
Among those in the know, much surprise was expressed at this move
on the part of Arthur, who about a year ago left West Coast.

turns.

GLENN

Albeej

"Brown

turns.

of Harvard" and

"Strand: "The Dancer of Paris"*
"Clothes Make the Pirate" with

Leon Erroll and Dorothy Gish.
Majestic:
"The Blind Goddess"*
"Hearts and Spangles."

'

Fay's Theatre billed a benefit concert for the Irish Sisters of Mercy
with Ft. F. J. O Donohoe as singer
and Sean Nolan, pianist.

C.

BURT

Booking Manager for the Keith-AJbee Western Circuit

for the pa«t

thirteen years

WISHES TO ANNOUNCE
THAT HE IS NOW BOOKING HIS
OWN THEATRES
is in a position to give his PERSONAL
ATTENTION AND KNOWLEDGE TO THE
BOOKINGS OF A FEW MORE HIGH-CLASS
THEATRES PLAYING VAUDEVILLE HEADLINERS AND ATTRACTIONS

and

MANAGERS— WklTE OR WIRE ME
WILL CALL ON YOU PERSONALLY

to

STANDARD ACTS—WRITE OR WIRE
CAN GIVE YOU TEN WEEK
CONTRACT #
PHONE—STATE 7210
Suite 705,

Woods Theatre

CHICAGO,

Bldg.

ILL.

KITTY DONER
With

JACK CARROLL

20

MINUTES

Piano

at the

IN PARIS"

Lewis Hamilton, Juvenile, has left the legit for pictures. He will be
the screen as Lewis Hall, through so many Hamlltons now
getting picture type.

known on

Fattest Act in Vaudeville

WEN TALBERT
and

Now

BAND

him GhoooUto Fiend*
Headllnta* r»ntarrii Circuit

DANCERS

BINDERS

JTNEMAJTS 'FOREVER AFTER'
Los Angeles, May 4.

THIS

made arrange-

B. F. Keith's

First National has

ments

to

B.

Fineman production, at

F.

produce "Forever After," a

Metropolitan
there May 6.

studios,

WEEK

Direction

beginning

3)

PALACE, New York

the

Hnrman Weightman

(May

HARRY WEBER

will direet.

JUST RETURNED FROM AUSTRALIA, AFTER A FOUR MONTHS' SUCCESSFUL TOUR OF THE WILLIAMSON
ENTERPRISES.

THANKS TO MR. JACK MUSGROVE AND HAROLD BOWDEN.
HOPE TO RETURN AGAIN IN THE NEAR FUTURE FOR ANOTHER WONDERFUL

THIS
Eastern Rep.,

ROSE

&

WEEK (MAY

CURTIS

3),

GRAND

TIME.

RIVERIA, DETROIT, MICH.
Western Rep.,

JOHN BILLS BURY;

Associate,

LEW KANE

Wednesday,

May

5,

BURLESQUE

192*

CHURCH PEOPLE STRIKE
AT BURLESQUE STOCK

THE TEMPTERS

Fat Choristers

Comedian
CN)me.ll«n
J'riina

looks as though the Winter Garden's new production,
It

Krause's Called Vulgar

&

Fox

and Indecent— Mayor
Orders Investigation
Milwaukee,

May

4.

that the Gayety, Fox &
jCrause house, which went Into summtr burlesque "Stock last week, bo
dosed by recalling ths license for

Demand

was made %to Mayor DanHoan by a delegation of
|ei W.
church men and women who made
charges that the house was "detrithe house,

•

mental to the moral welfare of the
to the young
city and a detriment
people."

"Temptations," produced by
the Shuberts, will have a chorus of fat women, of the Billy
Watson type of years ago.
The fat chorus lady scheme
was recently revived by a nip,ht
club, which used four of the
hefty gals. From the avoirdupois around the
will be

a

Garden there

full lino In. the

new

show.

one staging bit the Shubets cannot claim they saw in
It Is

Paris.

Option—Sans Contract

Donna

.Scuihret

Straight
Juvenile

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Chuck Wilson and Bennie Moore,
comedians; Margie Pennetti and
Je38ie

the

MacDonald, soubrets. It was
of the stock shows at the

first

Gayety this season, and moved last
Sunday to Minneapolis, while the
Jack LaMont show came In to take

con III: >IA CIRCUIT
May

10

—

Flappers of 1925 Columbia, New
York.
Lucky Sambo— Empire, Brooklyn.
Rarin' to Go— Empire, Newark.

MUTUAL CIRCUIT
French Models—Garden, Buffalo.

Happy Hours— Star. Brooklyn.
Hey Ho— Gayety, Brooklyn.
Moonlight Maids— Olympic, New
8tolen Sweets— Empress, Cincinnati.

Whirl of Girls— Lyric, Newark.

Whix

Bang

Revue— Trocadero,

Philadelphia.

Ed.
Art

Jontnn

Stock at McKinlcy Sq.

Over-Burlesqued
Syracuse, N.

The Savoy

will

Y.,

May

4.

have Mutual wheel

productions next season, it Is understood here, although no definite an-

The M. and S. Amusement Corp.,
which controls a number of picture
houses throughout the city, ha* asquired the McKinley square theatre,
in the Bronx. It will Inaugurate- a

nouncement has come from Morris summer

burlesque

stock

policy

who operates the theatre. next week. The tenancy is tentaThe house for some weeks has been tively until Joseph Kessler again
Pitzer,

Playing a combination policy, using
musical comedy tabs, booked as
"burlesauf."
and
feature
films.
During the summer Fitzer is likely
to Install stock burlesque.

Syracuse may be burlesqued to
•>ath next season. With the Mutual listed for the Savoy, the Columbia is said to be a certainty

at the
third burlesque project
tentatively listed for the Alham-

w

bra,

A

now used as a

roller skating
LevinHky, Philadelphia promoter, has made an offer for tho
Alhambra, after failing to secure tho

«nk.

Crescent.

The Phlladelphian con-

templates
house,

it

an
i«

HITCTJAL'S

independent

J*.

Savoy becomes a new

Mutual link next season it will be
nonaged by its owner. Maurice
Fitzer.

The house currently
and picture*.

"''•»! tfibs

possession

September for Yiddish

Fred McCloy's Edge
Fred MrCloy. manager of the Columbia, New York, claims an edge
on nearly all of the old boys of

Times square.
Fred's daughter. Ruth, mad** him
a grandfather last week, with thj
arrival of a lusty boy.
The mother is Mrs. Ilenry Coldwater, wife of the printer.

TURNS FROM BURLESQUE

ANNUAL MEETING

Savoy, Syracuse, on Mutual
Syracuse,
Y., May 4.
the

of the house in
attractions,
but if the burlesque policy goes over
season.
It may be retained into next

takes

stock

reported.

The annual meeting of the Mutual
Burlesque Wheel will be held In
June. Drawing of show routes will
not occur until July.

When

IT
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(Continued from page 2^
want an easy meeting place. Most of the members, who are quit*
This Mutual opera projected by innocent, do not understand this.
Williams and Jordan is up to MuI have never been in tho club in
my life; but I do know that, when
tual standard from all angles.
It
the prost-iui ion was first announced, the wildest stories went round.
is fast, hokey entertainment
with There is no smoke without lire.
Ed. Jordan, doing eccentric hophead
of the Lew Kelly tchool, and Art
Wanted A Ltsding Msn
Mayfleld doing hobo, carrying the
When Batil Dean bought "Rain'' for Knglund he started rehearsals
comedy burden and working well
throughout. Burton Carr, straight without a leading lady. Then, at last, he found Olga Lindo, who was
with, better than average singing under contract to himself, but whom he had forgotten.
She did not
voiee, and Bud Brewer, likeable repeat the STiccrsB of Jeanne K^gl^4n tl*«-slatea.dancing Juvenile, rounds out the
Now Dea has started to rehearse "They Knew What They Wanted,**
male contingent.
only to Ih± faced with a doctor's certificate from Richard Bennett, sayStrange as it may seem in a
show that Is ostensibly framed for ing that he cannot come to act his New York part; so Dean tried to
the ferns as its big selling feature find George Gaul, who was in London, or on his way, but without any
the males not only carry the bur- address.
den of the opera, but easily outWhen Dean found him yesterday, Gaul could not take on the part,
distance the ferns from a register- being due to return for an American tour next month. So rehearsals
ing angle. The possible exception is are going on with poor Tallulah Bankhead not having a play again yet,
Peggy Gllligan, soubret, who works but making love speeches
to a leading man who doesn't exist.
hard in her numbers, both on the
The case of "Ruin," and this other play, gives you an Idea of how
rostrum and runway, yet lacks that
peppy sparkle that has been dis- short of stars we are.
played by contemporaries in other
Mutual outfits. At that, Peg is the
Edns May Still a Bells
best of the lot. Elsie Raynor is a
It was amazing when, In the Savoy hotel, this week, I came across
passable prima and Ruth Sheppard Edna May having supper with her mother, two sisters and brother-inis Just another one of those inlaw, to remember that over 28 years had passed since she first apgenues.
Were it not for the comics, espe- peared in London In "The Belle of New York." By a remarkable coincicially Jordan and his male assist- dence there were also feeding, In the same room, George McLellan, who
ants, the show would have had tough brought the play to London, his wife, Madge Leasing, and his sistergoing. The routine bits allotted the in-law. Mrs. C. M. S. McLellan, widow of the fine fellow who wrote
comics were the usual burlesque "The Belle."
familiars and nothing to brag about
At McLellan's table, was James Oleason and his wife, very proud
from a material standpoint, \ hich of his great success in "Is Zat So?" the continued popularity of which
made it even a tougher set- ..p for disproves the fact that there Is any anti-American feeling in England,
the comics, but they managed to
get most of it across for laughs. never mind what the Shuberts think.
Jordan's hophead was a gem and a
Gulliver-Shubort Nontens*
great build-up for "Cokel's Last
Rave," a melodramatic bit planted
You can dismiss, by the way, all that hull nonsense about Charles
well down in the first stanza that Gulliver going to New York to buy the Shuberts out, this although an
is sure fire for a burlesque audiofficial statement was issued from the Gulliver offices saying so, the day
Ingenue

—

—

after he sailed.

William Cooper, who represents the share holders In the GauntShubert enterprise, tells me that, if the Shuberts want to sell, they

must first offer their shares to Gaunt and himself.
Not many months ago the Palladium, which Gulliver controls, was
in the market.
The real man who buys theatres in England Is A. E.
Abrahams, who. starting life as a bill-poster In East London, 30 years
ago, has now added the New Oxford to his collection of valuable theatre
properties. He seldom appears himself In the public eye.
When Leo Shubert arrives in England, the first week In May, something may happen; but "Gulliver's Travels" is the name of a work of
fiction.

Another British Fiasco
There was a big row on the first night of "Riki Tiki," with music
from Central Europe, but with an English book and an English comA young
pany, except that the leading woman is an Australian.
Dutchman, who is said to be worth over a million dollars, found the
money.
Tho climax came when the last act consisted chiefly of an elaborate
sneer at Trade Unions which were called "frayed onions" In a song.
As the Rt. Hon. Tom Shaw, a member of the late Socialist Government,
sat In the stalls, and as nearly all the people in the pit and gallery
wiggled themselves for the rest of are members of trade unions, I do not wonder that
a play, for which a
the evening.
rich Dutchman's money was used to insult English working men was not
Despite these drawbacks "The
Tempters" averages up as good en- received with enthusiasm, except of the hostile kind.
They said that the row was organized. Certainly the play wasn't.
tertainment for its type of show.
When you went in the theatre, or the first night, they gave away
Edba.
a sort of Jade mascot for luck. It seems very cynical, looking at It
now.-* Mine reminds me of Ethel Levey.
Among bis many disI am sorry for Leslie Stiles, who produced it.
asters, since the war, was his being stranded on your side when "Sweet
Lavender" failed In Boston. The burning of his wife to death, in front
of his eyes, and his father's death, on the eve of the "Rlki-Tiki" produc(Continued from page 1)
tion, were other sad Incidents In a long fight to re-establish himself.
charge per week per hour of broadcasting each week as compared to
a $7,500 Investment for a page in
the "Satevepost" speaks for itself Colombia Wheel's Meeting
"Lucky
Is
Tor comparison.
Printer's Ink Vstue
Columbia's
Rod
To Ratify Altered Policy
Advertising agencies on the other
hand do not deprecate radio as an
Hurtig
Seamon's
"Lucky
St
ad medium or fear its inroads on
The regular monthly meeting of
claiming the Columbia Amusement Co. will Sambo" will get the summer run
circulation,
periodical
nothing can take the place of print- he held tomorrow (Thursday), at
at the Columbia, New York follower's ink for a vital message and a which time action will be taken on
ing the season's closing of the
vivid impression.
the dropping and revocation of the
This has precipitated a new con- franchises of 11 of last season's house. The house will remain dark
dition in turn for a chain like the producers.
five days, reopening Saturday night,
American Telephone & Telegraph's
Plans for the Installation of the May 22, with the summer show.
plans,
current
circuit with WEAF, New York, as new
Columbia policy of mlx^d
According
to
the key station. It looks as if by shows for next season will be per- "Sambo" is only booked at the
hooknational
time.
saint
nothing
but
the
bookthe
fected at
next fall
house for two weeks, but
Lew Talbot will operate three ing may be extended if business
up accounts will be accepted. Ra1
dio "time" Is pretty well book,- up. i»hows on the Columbia next sea- warrants.
Already an Instance of casing out son. In addition to "Wine, Woman
a gratis entry In favor of a paid and Song," his regular burlesque
With show, he will also have "White
account has been noticed.
TAN' DRIVE
tho inauguraation of an exclusive Cargo" and "The Gorilla." the two 'BLACK
will legit dramatic plays which will be
talent
national hook-up circuit,
perforce become considerably more experimented with.
(Continued from page 1)
The 11 vacancies will be filled by
in demand.
outside attractions, musical come- placo, but he was unable to produce
All Year 'Round
In
a lie. •nsp. to permit dancing.
An indication of the advertisers' <li»s and farces.
court WIKiarns told the justices he
desire to maintain all year round
lieenfj
a
for
application
EBONY FOLLIES" CONTINUE had made
radio representation may bo gathHe asserted the
prior.
ered from the following adverS. H. Dudley's "Ebony Follies." a few days
from
air
the
on
by Columbia Burlesque at place was not used as an ordinary
remaining
routed
tisers
despite
WEAF through the summer where practically the fag end of the sea- danee hall, but that guests,
formerly they signed off for the son, presages that Dudley may op- bis protests, insisted on dancing.
Herbert,
Moses
W.
Henry
ti.
o
Ju.
Cothe
hot spell. But radio, with Its port- erate the colored show over
Fefherson
able sets and its recommendations lumbia next season or routine a Ilerrman and William T.

COMMERCIAL RADIO

Sambo"

Summer

Its place.

Temple.

LONDON AS

(MUTUAL)

The demand followed an Investigation by the church committees
"Options" are much In burlesque
which brought front-page publicity. language these days. With the seaMembers of the committee paid vis- son winding up for both circuits,
its to the house on two occasions.
the
usual
question
Is
asked:
Tbey jotted down lines and notes "Where do you go next season?"
of actions of the people in the cast, and tho answer made by most of
banding all of their information to the principals is that "option" gag
the mayor together with a charge
There may be changes in the funthat a prominent Milwaukee offi- making forces of the Mutual next
cial was Interested financially or season,
but most of the comics reotherwise in the house. While the garded worthwhile were put under
official's name was not made public,
the "optlm" classification.
It was disclosed to the mayor.
Several ^nuri'ene aio under conAccording to the report to the tract for next 8«ason and a raft of
mayor the two leading women of them are not.
the stock company were vulgar. It
was charged that one of these women went into the audience, clad in
pink silk pajamas, and sat on men's Unique, Extraordinary,"
laps, petting them and also engaged
in Indecent actions with the men in
Plea Is Dismissed
the cast. It was charged that anence.
The inevitable union suit
other lead woman conducted hernumber was handled in this one
Minneapolis, May 4.
self indecently with the comedians,
as a posing stunt with the comics
Kenneth Kemper is not "special, provoking laughs through their fuwho were termed as filthy, vulvar,
His tilo efforts to fraternize with the
unique and extraordinary."
suggestive and Immoral.
In answer to the complaint, the lawyer proved it and the McCall- posing girls.
Most of the other skits In both
at
company
burlesque
mayor said that ho realized that Brldges stock
parts have seen service in burleHque
conditions in the burleHque houses the Palace lost in its efforts to keep outfits
of other vintage and are also
were bad, but that beyond tem- Kemper from leaving.
being used by either Columbia or
Kemper wan a member of a quar- Mutual shows this season. Among
porary* c loan- ups nothing had been
done in the past.
He demanded tet. Ho received a better offer and these veterans was the "Breaking
The Into Jail" bit handled by Mayfleld,
that the chief of police Investigate gave his two weeks' notice.
and report to him on what he found, Judge, after looking at Kemper and wherein the comic commits everyB. thing this side of murder to break
Glenn
suggesting a more stringent law if listening to his lawyer,
in the hoosegow without avail until
the present
laws are not stiff Stiles, decided that the actor he unconsciously expectorates and
wasn't so indispensable as McCall- is accommodated.
enough.
Bridgcs alleged.
Police Found Nothing
The 16 chorines are probably the
most variegated crew assembled,
As a result two police censors
holding a few passable lookers and
were placed in the theatre the night
others that must have been picked
of the complaint and reported that
in the dark.
Their runway prancnothing immoral was found in the
ing didn't evoke the usual enthusishow. This report was augmented,
asm, save In one number, after
however, by the moral committee
which they seemed to have outof the churches, who also attended
the performance and said that all of
the objectionable material had been
deleted following the announcement
of their visit to the mayor.
They
said that buck dances had replaced
the "cooch" and that the actors had
covered their nakedness with tights.
The show which drew the fire of
the church people was headed by

VARIETY

plavs

mu-

Joe Wilton and Rex Weber have

entered vaudeville in a two-act.
Harry Steppe, also from burlesque,
proIs with Owen Martin, L»otta Pearce as a time killer and comfort
vider, has prompted big advertisers
and Marty Ward.
Charles Allen Is handling both like these to stay on the air
throughout the summer: Cold Dust
turns.
Boy?,
Twins, Happiness Candy
Ipana Troubadours, Eveready Hour,
First Week Only Fair
GypA.
P.
&
Merrymakers,
Rhinola
Minneapolis, May 4.
Wade, story
Returns at the Gayety for the sies, Blanche Elizabeth
teller for the G. R. Kinney Shoe
first week of stock burlesque were
What gain was made Co., Goodrich Sllvertown Cord Oronly fair.
and
was on the night a wrestling match chestra, Clicquot Club Eskimos
the Whittall Anglo-PerMans.
was added.

AND

new one.
The pier*

started out as a straight
After some on*»road attraction.
night dates it swung over to the

prescribed

the

sentence,

Justice

Herbert saying:

new

"l'laces of this character should
be kept closed. We think that the
manager of such a place should be
sent to prison. In order to show
others who are interested In such
cannot expect
they
cafes
that
leniency when they come into this
We also recommend that
court.

"Seven- Klevw)"

the

Columbia.

Howard end Smith Doing "7-11"
Garland Howard and "Speedy"
will write the hook for the
edition of Horiig # Seamon's
lunibia) show
ne>: S: -a MO 11.

Smith

police keep close
places."

t>ic«ie

watch on

all

.
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FAB ROCKAWAY

PRESENTATIONS-BILLS

Id

hair

(6-t)

T

WEEK
NEXT WEEK
THIS

J Ryan
Deno RocheU Bd

(May 3)
(May 10)

Lloyd Nevada
Seed A Austin

.(Two

to

(111)

Pictures (Pc)

Independent (In)

Pantagss (P)

Interstate (It)

Orpheum (O)
Where no

used with

without regular booking

name

house

theatre, denotes

of

2d

(Three

CITY

affiliation.

1st half (10-12)

Three Woosters

Amorot A Jeanette
Tales

Tell

A Rorman

Cooper

Hippodrome (K)

Valentine Vox Co
Bobby Randall

(Two

to

Oxford

till)

2d half (13-1G)

Delro
LJobby

Rinchiirt & Good
Billy Elliott

Bison City

Hi

4

lat half (10-12)

Sis
Billy Hall Co
fill)

2d half (13-16)

McKennus
A Hayes
Smith A Hart Co
Cooper a Bermaa
Allyn Mann Co
t

Russe'.l

Jefferson (K)
half (6-t)

td

1st half (10-12)

(Others to nil)

&

Flanders &
Thornton A

M A

Ines
Butler
Squires

Llaroln Sq.

Girlie Revels

half (13-11)

Se}

Keenc 81s
Bence A Bewley
Mnson * Gwynne
Primrose S'mon Co
3

Irmanctte
Del Ortes

(One

(L)
1st half (10-12)

Picture Theatres

DOROTHY

THOft. EL

JACKSON and DAHL
Productions Dept.

LARRY

MACK and PUCK

Willie Mauss
The Lo Grohs
('has Kins; Co
Mr nnd Mrs J Barry
Blossom Secley

J.

LEDDY

15*0 B'way.

1st. 1920.

with

Thorton &
Ouarin ft Murg Rev
(One to nil)
Carleton

2d half (19-16)

Horn A

Tn»»a

Ross A Edwards
Olrlip Hovels
Truhun & Wallace
(One to till)

I

bee (K)

N. Y.
(3)

Foklno Ballet

A Marion

Clifford

01

I.

oo Hill
(10)

nil)

A Bent
& S.»lcs

Dooley

John Barton

A May

Gilbert

(One

to

Mil)

'

Fordham (K)
2d ha'f (6-9)
Clark Moroll
4

Aces

A Queen

Mahoney
Frank A Townea
(Two to All)
Will

Frasdclln (K)
2d half (6-9)

R

Ciasper Boys
Great Nicola
Eddie Nelson

Harmon
(Two

Kitty Potior
Charlotte Greenw'd

Mr A Mrs J Barry
Chevalier Bros

Jack N'orworth
Lottlo At horton

(ilrnn

ft

Sana

to All)

J

A H

I,a K rcmolina Bros
Horry !I'>]mea

\VIII!.imn * Keane
(Others to All)

2d

half

(6-9)

to

Tji.It-iy

()

<«)

Homer Romalne

1st half (10-12)

Joe Darcy
Larh ft Mercedes
General Pisa no

Belle

A

Baker

A

Clark

Healy A Granella
Primrose 4
Seminary Scandals

McGrath A Deeds
Magley Rev

Palaee (O)

(t)

Fltzue

Bayard
Irving

Chas Chase
Joan La Crosse
CiiBtleton ft
(Others to fill)

2d

half

(K)
(6-9)

P Inching Co
Cold Diggers
Alexander Girls R
Lander Bros
Northlanr A Ward
(One to All)
Pnlnce

1st half (10-11)

YnU'H

(I)

Lyneh
Co
M Livingston Co
Wordon Bros
Kellers ft
Fuller

Fulton

(L)
1st half (10-11)

Ambler Bros
Peggy Brooks
Al'man ft May
Matthews A Ayres
(One

to

fill)

<':irson

X-

Chuin A Dronsqu
Paul Jaeobgon

NEW YORK

(One to

2d half

All)

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

Woods

BAB

Frank Reckless Co
L Maaaart Boys
Ray A Ackera
Bison City
Paul Rahn

BRADFORD, PA.

Taylor A Lake
Jas C Morton

Mtshler (K)
Id half (6-9)

Browning
Higgle

Claire

ft

An*er

Cnp'tol (Pr) (8)
Melodies E'ernal

Aus Wultee

G

Robinson Gr'd (&)

Poitgy

2d

Hollla

ft

All)

plays
12-14.

Kandy Krooks

Codee

Bud 8nyder Co
Rlalto (L) (It)

McDonald

ASHTABULA.

TAB
Healy
Mascagno
Bd

Kara
Brcme

fill)

Senate (Pc) (3)
Play Ball
Delano Dell
Dexter Sis
Hoy Delthrlch
Art Kahn Orch

Untamed Lady**
Mate Lake (O) (t)
Powers

Elephants

Conlin A Glasa
Jean Boydell

Co

A Mott

Broadway Whirl
half

A

(6-9)

Cross

Harry Broen
Maxwell Fle.ds Co
(9)

Went on ft Kline
Bnnign A Moore
Billy House
I

(One

ft

to All)

ASHEV1LLE. N.
Flaw (K)

C.

Id half (6-9)
Lee Co

A

Hayzne Gehrue Co
J Morton Co
Mel Craig

Bill

Stuart 81a

Variety

Donovan ft
BL'MINGT'N, 1ND.
Harris Grand (KW)

2d half (6-9)
Will Morris

Bmplre Comedy

O

4

Alexander Co

Stacey ft Jamea
Nonette
lat half (19-12)
split)

(Montgomery

2d half (11-16)
Chrissle ft Daley
Hall ft O'Brien

2d half (11-16)

Pans

ft

(«•!)

Toxns Com 4
(One to fill)

Howard
Bughouse
••Tlfljl's

(One

Cabaret

My Baby"
(S)

Wood

Strand (L) (10)
2 Blanks
Jack Houfich Co

McCoy

Coscia ft Verdi
Paul Tocan
(Three to All)

CONEY ISLAND
TUyou (K)
2d

half
Zellia 81s

Rome

(6-t)

Gaut
Al Tucker Bd
ft

Slutz A Bingham
Miss Marcelle

to All)

BOSTON. MASS.
Boston (K)

Redmond A Wells
A Hoss
Manus Rev

Winchester

Willie's Reception

Mtns A Kabin
Gordon's Olympla

(K)

Jim

The Harringtons

Century (Pc) (3)
Earl Lindsay Rev
"Tower of Ll_."
Rasbaowy (Pe) (t)

Ernest Hlatt

Harvey

Rennle
Myrtle Leonard
Jean Moebaa
2d half (6-t)
Myrtle Leonard
Orvllle Rennle

Jean Moebua
Hamilton ft O Broa
Atlantic

4

Tlvoll (Pc)

Chinese

Plate

(t)

Raaoh Ballet

Get^M irled"
Oardea (Pe) (I)
Count Bernlvlcl Co
Kleo Lambert Co
"Lot's

Orren

ft

Drew

Jerome ft Gray
Smith ft Holden
" Western 8k lee"
Hl pps drs aas (K)
(3)

Ward

ft

Mo watt

Yonjr

Wong Co

CAMDEN.

N. J.
To were (K)
2d half (6-»)

A Fayne
3

PAL

Demons

Carney Earle
Keith's (K)

Krcm

ft

CII'KLOTTE,

(1012)

Gold A Edwards
Joe Deller
Angel Bros

(Two to Ail)
CH'RLI-N, W.YA.
Kearss (K)
half

(6-t)

Power a 2
Alabama Land

Rhode A Rochell
Rolley

ft

Dolaa

to All)

CHESTER. PA.
Edgemont (K)
(3)

Darrls

2d

B

Miles (P)

Eddy

hair
ft

(It)

Gomes A Gomes
H'dsw'th

A

Baker

Gray

ft

Denials

SchlchtVe Mar'ettes)
Rev de Luxe

Dlka
Telephone Tangle
Zermalne A F Co
(One to All)
Juliette

2d half (13-16)

Regent (P) (It)

Armand

ft Peres
Bert Chadwlck

Mercedca
Klrby ft Duval

Haney Rev
SUte (Pc)
Mack ft Long
Mary Jane

(3)

N. V.

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
10tt Broadway. New
Bat. 40th and 47th Sta.

This Week:
McLeUea aad Sarah i Warn Groh

WaAman

Deba
Van De Velde Tr
(One to All)
ft

State (L)
Vlsser 3

(6-t)

Burt

J

(It)

Pul'.mar.

Bd

Pontages (10)
Barbudine A Dog
19

Wwlre Kulins
Guy Voyer Co
Chas Althf>fT
A gee's Horses
3

IA.
Columbia (O)
2d half (6-9)
Palermo's Canines
Sylvester A Vance
Put Daley Co

Campos
lo

(6-9)

Gordon's Dors
Margaret Young

DeoKon

A.

A

Mack

Virginia

td half (11-16)

Gown Shop
Emily Darrell
3 Aces
Victoria Dupree
(One to All)

DENVER. COL.
Sully

Tabor

ft
ft

(O)
ft

Fmnklln Park (K)
2d hnlf <6-9)
Tarllla A Clurk

HarnfR Co
(Three to fill)
N. J<
Rita (K)
half (6-t)
Bob Hall
Lcavltt A Dorla

2d

A Dawn

Alma

Neilson Co

Majestic (K)
2d half (6-9)

The Wager
(Two to All)

Lockf'ds

Hcti'y Reyn'd« A S
Jack Tty.'in Co
Rnpn Wyse Co
(One to All)

F.LMIRA, N. T.

Canary Opera

Orpheam

D'CH'ST'R. MASS#
Codm.in Sq. (K)

LaFantnsy

Builct
1st half (10-12)

A

Waah'gton (Tc) (3)
Ford A Packard
Bush A Joy
Elriridge B A E
Burkhart A Rich
Ala Axiom

T.oon

We'.Is

A Rasch
Lyie

3

All)

ELIZABETH.

O.

Keith's

Cahlll

Kere.larto

Mlacahua
Wilson Aubroy

'3<-n«

fill)

half

Klalss

2d half (6-9)
Stobol A Merton

DAVENPORT.

la

ft

(10)

Powers' Elephants
Herbert Clifton

(One to

Roscoc Ails

(One

Arnold Co

Prcssler

(10)

Royal Sidneys
Boland A Hopkins
Fink*) A T/oyd

I*!

R

(10)

Lorraine A Mlnto
York A Lord
Authors & Com'sers
(One to All)

Mrlba (L)

(6-t)

Allen ft CanAeld
Adele Vorne

El C'lcve

Statnoom

3d ha'f
Melvlns

Hymsn

The Brlanta

DALLAS. TEX.

A

"Monte Carlo"
Temple (K)
3

Prank Whitman
Geo Billings Co
Tony Orey Co
Great Leon Co
Majestic

Rinaldo

(It)

DAYTOV,

2d

)

Tip Tops
(One to All)

(KW)

2d

(One

Janaleys

fll

6

1st half (10-12)

Strand (Pc) (3)
A Beglny
Sophia Kanmlr
Brault

(Asheville split)

<K) (3)
(Washington St.)
Nat C Haines Co
Audrey Jinks Rev
Eta
Rody Jordan
Garner Sis
Howard (K) (3)

to

2d half (13-16)

Marg Morrcll Co
The Westerners
Cleveland A O'rey

Servern

C'D'R RAPIDS. 1A.

1st hair

Goodwin Com 4
Ger don's Olympla

4
4

Marion Claire
Markel A Gray
Walton A Brant
Eaatmnn A Moore

C.
SATURDAY New BroadwayN.(K)

(Othera to

ft
ft Benson

Central 8«j. (K)
2d hair (6-9)

Mary Eaves
Sagor Midgley Co

FINISH

St.

CAMBR'GK. MASS.

Jimmy Carr Orch

ORDER
MONDAY:

Marlon Glbney

ton

J|

NEW YORK

Edd.e Miller

Ben Marks Co
Wills A Bobbins
Little

BALTIMORE MD.

NoVak

Majestic (K)
2d half (6-9)
N Nestor Co
(Others to All)

Bur'.py

(3)

(Scollay Sq.)
Mahon Scott Co
L>en Oelles

Jean Boydell

Oreille

(3)

(One

Read's Hipp

Alls

Edwards A Bcasley
Kay Hamlin A K

(Pe) (8)

908 Walnut

Jadalok

Girls

ft

BCTLKR, FA.

Address Cars VARIETY,

TAILOR

1st half (3-5)

Kinney

J^Mabollo

PLAYING
PHILADELPHI A

All)

t

B Cak*r Co
Art Impressions
Pauline Saxon

Final Rehearsal
Burt flwor

.

Sawdust"

TIT
HE

Olga Kane Co

Van De Velde Tr

Johnny Hyman
Margaret Young
3 Danubcs
(Two to All)

Art Landry

M « ud If!
ItlEWTON I WINS

Jack Norton
(One to All)

(KW)
let half (10-12)

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THB

"Sally of

Garden

Salle

Roberts ft DeMont
"Heart of Siren"

Ergot tl ft Herman
Courting Days
Sparling ft Ross

Cooper ft Kennedy
Iris Greene

to All)

La

Rovue Comlqoe
Monte A Lytfna

Wheeler

6

(One

Dora Early

LeRoy Tetania ft-B

State (L) (10)

Id half (6-9)
ft Oenevtere

Fortunelln A C
Mystic Garare

Co

Newell A Most
The Brianls '
Ethel Barrymore

(9)

<K)

Sulllv'n

Rath Bros
Lang A Haley

Minstrel Boys
"Beautiful City"

BLUIPIJ), W.VA.

Ed Janls Rev

Nitos
Belle Baker

(2)

Dancing Some

t^oloalal

Jack Kneeland

M

Rozellaa

2

2

A

(KW)

(10)

Snow Colomb A

Palace (K) (t)

Shea's Hipp (Pe)

Bert Gordon
4 Caatlng Stars

JACK L UPSHUTZ

hair

Jordan

(3)

The Westerners

"Let's Get M'rrled"

Maroell Sis
Finely Hill t

WHEN

Terminal (Pe)

ft 8chenck
Bird Fantasy

Lafayette Sq. (Pc)

1st half (10-12)
(Everett apllt)
Cliff

Frits

Albert Lea
Mel Craig
Stuart Sla

The Hassana

(t)

Van

(2)

Forsyth* <K)

(S)

B

(10)

B'L'GH'M, WASH.
(Americas (P)

ATLANTA, OA.

Bivlera (O)

Afterpiece
(Others to

Suburban Nights
Leo Beers
Pantheon
Romalne A Castle

O.

PaJaoe <K)
Id hair (6-9)
Kenny ft Tate
Murphy Broa

t

Bobby O'Neill Co
Frank D'Amore Co
Oualano ft Marg
Jerome Merrick Co

ft

N. T.

Buffalo (Pc)

"Siberia"

(16)

"Infatuation"

Th# Zleglem
Wallace ft Hay

Brltt

Hall

BUFFALO.

1632 B'way, at 60th St- N. Y. City

Zelda Santley
Rich ft Cherle

Biliou s

L Gcrad

Dandy ft Marie
C Mack Co

BEN ROCK 1

AUa Axiom

Wanzer A Palmer
(Two to All)

Gygl

(3)

BAB

Gr'd Riviera

Roy Cuinmings
Mlacahua

(6-9)

(Pc)

Burkhart A Rich
Eldredge
Bush A Joy
Ford ft Packard

O'Brien 6
3 Slvera

Rcddlngtons
Texas Chicka
\Va ter Fenner Co
3 Cheors
Cotter ft Bolden

ft

A

(10)
Reilly

Tom

BROCKT'N, MASS.

on Display

(10)

(K)

St.

Patrlca

(6-9)

2d half

O.

Jack George

9

8UIT8 and C

Fox WaAhTngtoa
)

CLEVELAND,

103th

Joyce

II

"The Skyrocket"

"Other Husbands"

S*»rvany 2

J

V de Valde Tr
Allen A Norman

Healy

in

TOP COATS Now

Snyder & McC
y

Co

Br* ken
Girls

Fantlno Tr
Chas Boyden
Woodland Rev
Burke ft Durkln

Hale A Bro
W
Gown Shop

Brocktoa (K)

Noweot 8pring Styles

Doc Baker Rev
Murray A Alan

Bll

ft

CT.

K Wernor Orch

Colonial (Pc) (3)
Listen to Me

Mclnotte 2
Busscy A Case
Joe Frned
Howard A Ross
(One to All)

(K)

half

(6-9)

3

Circle (P)

Wilton Sla
Fisher A Hurst
Poll

half

Ruby

Ben Smith
Mazettc Lewis Co

2d

A

DETROIT, MICH.

Fair

ft

Howe Co

Ella Brlce

(6-9)

Rhyme A Reason

Lyric (K) (10)
Masked Athlete

Tyler Maaon

2d half (13-16)
Ku.luck S!s

Mrltne

Sinclair

Located at

Bd
CL'KSB'GH, W.VA.

halt

Bijou (L) (10)

Kath

v

WEST 46TH STREET

166

J

Bradford (K)

C Schonck A Bon

B'RM'(iHAH, ALA.

4

ALTOONA. PA.
Jean

Lawrence
Wheeler

ft

nil)

MAX WEINSTEIN

Palaee (K)
2d half (6-9)
Stroud 2

A mac

(Three to

President

BRIDGEPORT.

Raymond Pike
D Bush Band

U Now

and

Sou Beast"

Rcgina 16-16)
Aussie A Czech
Melva Sis

(6-9)

(6-9)

Vogue Rev

(Just East of Broadway)

Pantagee (10- It)

Blnghomton (K)

half

Mas Bloom Co

Broadway Clothoa Shop Has Moved

(3)

BRANDON. CAN.

N. T.

2d

'

(O)

ANNOUNCING

All)

(One to

CITY

Durrell

A Rauh

(Same bill
Moosejaw

D'GH MTON,

Metropolitan (Pe)

2d

Flatbueh (K)

(L)

Rivera (K)

M

A

Ballet

Orphentn

Night Club Rev
Collins ft Peterson
(Three to All)

(19)
<t)

Drena Beach
Karl Carpenter
Paul Conlan
Melody 6
"For Heaven Sake"

Jeannle
Seabury

B A L

2d

(K) (S)
Rogers

Robinson

Bill

fill)

Rlalto (Po>
Del Castillo

ft

till)

Apollon Co
Hock A Blossom

Odlva

Kemper

(10)
Gllette

Troapecfi (K)

I)

Sylvia

Greeley Sq. (L)

Johnny Clark Co
Farrell ft Chadwlck
Stanley ft QoinetU
Great Maurice
Mardo ft Wynn
Carson ft Kane Rev

(Two

Behhwl.k

Zcmater A Devon

Riverside

i;<>nt

Solly

A Green

to

&

Sylvia Clark

Senator Murphy
Holland Barry Co

(Two

.Knklns

t<i

Merlin
Beers

Regent (K)
Benson

Marks

rip

Hf.'inoy

(10)

llayon .Marsh

Tojja
Clifton

Dancera
Harper

ft
ft

Shore ft Squlro
Berkes ft Terry

La Fantasy
Calm tt Cale

The Ivrmonds
Mary Haynes

Suite

St.,

A Charland
Kauffman A I,lllian

Fcnnor

P Kirkland Co

CKth St. (K)
2d half (C-9)

A Wilbur

Greeapolnt <K)
2d half (6-t)

Metropolitan (L)

Victoria <L)
1st half (10-12)

A

ROUTES (4)
WHO'S NEXT?

(Others to

Geo Olvot
H Gendron Orch
North Center (P)
The Ralstons

Ernest Ball
Roger Williams

T

F orence Stern
Stanley A Sawyer

(4)

Wost 47th

fill)

(S)

Aces
Henry Darrell Co
Murdock ft Mayo

Foley Fam
Ashley A Sharps

2d

Raffln

ft

Outran ft Marg Rev
(One to All)

Rt mo's Midgets

L0EW OrFICS

Harry Rose

Covaa

Anna

Klemova
Daks

V>\n

Kennedy Co

Briscoe

6

(Others to

()

Palace

Harv'd Wlnlf'd
(One to All)

Jason ft Harrington
Haaei Oreen

Lane

Phooe Bryaat 3017-3

BROOKLYN.

WALKS OUT
May

Paramount

(1)
ft

"Mile Modiste

Orpheum

2

(L) (10)

Sandy Shaw
Walter Fehl Co

'

(6-t)

X Whirlwinds

Vaudeville Dept.

M

fill)

ralace (K) (S)

Sharpies Co

T.

BAM
Ernie
East A Dumke

OH)

to

Hall
Mitzl

Linton Follies
(Others to All)

M

226

half

<re) (t)

Ahearn A Lawrence

6th Ave., (K)
half (C-9)

Saturday.

ft

JOHN

8.

KRAFT and BARRINGT0N

"Greater Glory"

Fam

Ambler Bros
Dor Francesco Co
Jack Conway Co
Uobby Randall
Kimball ft O Co

MARK

A

O'Maltey
ft Walters
Hickey Broa
Huling ft Seal

<One

Mile

Johnny Murphy

Lady"

F*LS. PA.
Regent (K)
2d half (6-9)

Singer's Midgets

K Hall Co
Kennedy A Nelson

Sylvester

Joe Boganny
Fleea'n A Gr'nw'y

Warlng's Penns

Olaas

ft

Smith

Karavioff Co

to All)

State (Pc)
Bridal Veil

B'AVEB

Carmen

7876

Al

Bramlnos
Mason ft Gwynne
Trahan & Wallace

Danceland

of the

H.

Keyo Namba
Shapiro
Stanley

td

Strand (Pe) (S)
Geo Lyons
Kendall Cappa
Pauline Mi ler
John Qutnlan

(!•)

2d half (13-10)

Meehan'a Dogs
Led ova

Sake"

Kerr ft Ensign
Hart Rev

MACK

WILLIAM

(One

(3)

N.

Bits

Dos Moinoe <P C )

ft Roland
Vogt

ft

(3)

Bernard ft Garry
"Old Loves A New**

Clifton

ft

Orpheum

<P«)

O.

Tuck A Clnna
Clifford ft Qray

Morton

Foraa
Edwin Oeorge
(One

MOINES. Li.

CINCINNATI.

Hurst

m

i

Hughes
Uhoaatl

fill)

Bordman

Viola Sylvia

Burns

(One to

H

Jeans Dolls

Rlvoll (Pc) (•)

"Itrckleaa

(10)

Frances ft Frank
Block ft Dunlop
Marie Dreaaler
Jack Norworth

St. James (K) (3)
Cam 11 A Rtmont

(Pc) (3)

•'For lleavon

Proctor's (K)
2d half (6-9)

(6-9)

Deba
Lincoln Hipp (WV)

Booking Department

Great Maurice
Matthews A Ayres

y

B.

half

Walman

HORN

E.

FRED

A Dean

to

Chas Wl son
Pattl Moon- Co
Frank Sinclair
Dixie Hamilton
Willie Hale A Bro
(One to nil)

Colonial (K)
half (6-9)

Frank Hamilton
Wallle Jackson
Ruth De Quincy
Ben Paley Orch
"Untamed Lady"
2d

PTON

T.

JACK

1st half (10-12)

A Chadwlck

New

Whlt'ker

ft

(On? to

Dartram A Baxton

2d

Wachta

Elsie

Mile

2d half (13-11)

F>orence Arnold
Jerry A Grands

(10)

Kedsle (WT)

Banda and Orchestras

Orpheass

Sheldon ft Daly
Final Rehearsal
Jean Rodlnl Co
Venlta Gould
Chae WilRon

Moore ft Freed
Arthur Corey

Juggling Nelsons

Woostera

Wil

2d half (13-16)

Braminoa
Kauffman A Lillian
Elsie White

Sparkles of '26

Johnson

Maria Sabbott Co
(One to All)

(K)

Winehlll

Brady R ft M'rray
America Pint
Kgan ft Red Heads
Harding (Pc) (t)
Sea

Pcscl

Clifton ft Kramer
Bell ft Naplea

81st St.

Conway Co
A Briscoe
Harmonia

.lack

INCORPORATED

Lee Mattlson Co
A Martini
ft Mclnt'h

ft Good
Matty Norman

Gaines Bros
Dor Francesco Co

(10)

ALF

to nil)

Senna

Rinehart

Farrell

State (L)

2d half (6-t)
Mitchell A Dar log
Nlblo Spencer Co

St.

1st half (10-12)

Lohso A Sterling
Gordon A Rlcca
Kerr A Weston Rev
Lubln A Lowrle
Let's Danco
(One to nil)

125th St. (K)

Wells Va ft West
(Others to fill)

Gate* (L)

to nil)

2d half (11-14)

2d half (6-9)
Dillon ft Parker

S

(Three

Dopford 3
Peggy Brooks
Stanley A Qulnette
Bell A Naplea
Marie Sabbott Co

Coliseum (K)

O.
Keith's (S)

Brown

Look He* Qm,
Buddy Walker
Btti

Keith's (t)

Just Type Co

PERSONNEL OF

White
Calvin A O'Connor
Bob Larry's Ent
(One to nil)

of Harv'd"

AKRON,

Hackett ft Delmar
Weaver Broa
Louise Wright
Walter Brower
The Duponta
Murdock ft Mayo

(6-9)

Montgomery Co

Elsie

Marjorie Harcum
Doris Nlles
Tralnor Bros

Demacey

M

National (L>

Capitol (Pe) (t)

(10)

'

1579 Broadway LACKAWANNA

Suit"

A Marlon

lat half (10-12)
JVi Arleys

•

The Teat

"Brown

Dotaon
Claudo

Sylvester Fara

R

Kerr A Weston
Sevan A Flint

half

Vox A Talbot
Mardo A Wynn

Broadway (K) (t)
Joe Marks
Funnan A Evans

ft

Caupollcan

Fountain of Gold
Let s Get Mar d"

Billy

H

ft

B'dwln 81a
Harr'gt'n ft Oreen
Naughton ft Oold

John

Whirl of Sync
Bobby McOood Co
Burns A Burchill
Uptown (Pc) (3)

(6-9)

Mack

ft

Hayes Marsh

Jimmy 8a vo

McKay A Ardlne

ALBANY.

The Lumars

Caatleton

(6-9)

Dobson A Girls

THE FAtLY MARKUS VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

(L)

Wm

Gaines Bros

half

2d

otoutenberg

Larry

DO YOU SUPPOSE THAT ANY VAUDEVILLE AGENCY COULD
MAINTAIN A REPUTATION AS ENVIABLE AS OURS, YEAR
AFTER YEAR, WERE IT NOT THE RESULT OF REAL MERIT?

(S)

Bell

D

1

half

Rrford's Olrla

Kenny

Glynn

TAJ

MUler ft Marlla
Chas Chase

(t)

Darling Rot
Dolly Duraplin

Robert Roberts
Vivkn Holt

1st half (10-13)

Depford I
Rosa A Edwards
Force A Williams
Eba
Shoe Box Rev
2d half M3-16)
Fenwlck Sis

A Clark

Margo A Beth Co

Maryland (K)

Knglrwood (O)
2d

Juvenile Follies

Ray Huling

(t)

Royal (K)

Boulevard (L)
liorn

LeVan A Doris

2d

Jim Thornton
Spencer A WTrai
Bozo Snyder Co

Van

Phillips
(10)

"Skinner's

Paul Kirk and
Bezasian A White
Robinson's Eleph'ts
Craig Campbell
Seed A Austin
(Othrrs to All)

Edmunds Co
to

A Santoro

Oordon A Day
Faber A Walea
Broken Toys

2d half (13-18)
Johnny Clark Co
Flanders A Butler
Thornton A Squires
Thornton A C'lcton

Senna A Dean
Joe Drowning
Charlotte Greenw'd
Leo Dell
MIgnon
(Two to mi)

(10)

Fenwlck
(One

Evelyn

Lillian

Dare A Wnhl
Jack Dclaney
(Jaston Palmer
A Rasch Girls

Ethel Marine Co

Lady Oden Pearse

Rlvoll (Pc)
Earl A Bell

Robinsons' Eleph'ts

(Two to fill)
Avenue B (L)

Wm

McLean

lialligan

|

lthea

Phillips

4

(3)
3

Benjamin & Rose
fiknn & Jenkins

Harmonla
Jerome A Ryan

Diverse? (O)
2d half (6-9)
Trlni ft Ensemble
Lytlia Harris

+

2d half (13-10)

Fcnner & Charland
4 Shakers
Arthur Ashley Co
Win Eba
Rl-Shavee
(One to nil)

American (L)

to nil)

Chicago (Pc) (»)
Kids in Kanuyland
"The Barrier"

is

LaRue

ft

Bobby McOood
McKay ft Ardlne
P Dobson Qirls

(•-•)

half

Morgan A Lake

Mark
I

Australian Boys
Danny Dugan Co
Nasimova
Bva Clark

Army Game

Old

Pictures include in classification picture policy with vaudeville or
presentation as adjunct.
Independent Includes those pop vaudeville
(vaudeville and pictures) theatres affiliated with no general booking office.

>EW YOKK

Dolly

(Two to mi)
America* (O)

Keith's Western (KW)
Loew's (L)
Keith's (K)
Association (WV)

Bert Levey (BL)
initials are

A

Mills

Bobby Heath Rev

A Dare
Henry Regal Co
Morley ft Angel

Tower* (O)

Whirl 8yncopatlon
Burns ft Burchill

CHICAGO. ILL.
Shows carrying numerals such as (10) or (11) indicate opening this
Academy (WV)
week, on Sunday or Monday, as date may be. For next week (17) or (18),
2d half (6-9)
with split weeks also Indicated by dates.
Mitchell A Nips
An asterisk (•) before name signifies act is new to city, do!ng>a new Balabanow 6
turn, reappearing after absence or appearing for first time.
Initials listed aftor bouses for booking affiliation are:

"Irene"

()

Colamhta

W«do»«day. If«y j,

(t)

T Orch

Houghton
Green

Yea ft TulTy
Those 7 Girls
Combe A Ncvlns
Harry Downing
Harry Garland

ERIE, PA.
Parry (R)
2d

half

(6 9)

The Pnrkers
Sully A Thomas
Patrlcola

MaHon A Keelcr

Hamlin A Mack

Aurora Troupe

O'Brien

6

n

M«y

Wednesday,

M

1
4

m£fi A 87>VA

14 half <«-»>
4a, Clifton Kane

Id half (13-18)
Lorraine A Crawfd

Kola Sylvia A Co

M A
Carl

„
Co

2d

2d half

Vogues

A Kemp

Terrell

Balls-

Ray O

Jimmy

N. Y.
(K)

II.

(6-9)

half

Hamilton 81s A 8
Alexander ft O'tler

half (10-12)
A Ruffln

Cevan

£ocal Act

Tower A

Darrai.

(One to

All)

HOCSTON, TEX.

Morton A Glass
(One to fill)

Majestic (It) (10)
Hall Irminc A B
Pat Henning Co

Id half (1S-16)

McKay A Ardlne
Final Rehearsal
to nil)

WORTH, TEX.
-

2d half

(6-9)

JL'NB F*L8, N. Y.

A

Jimmy Lyons
Tooth A Beauty

Tulip Time

(•-•)

Wilfred Clark Co

Silvers

Wanzer A Palmer

QRRENF'D, MASS.
Victoria (K)
(6-9)

A May

Arthur Whltelaw
Outh Carmen A G
Holl'd Dockrell Co

A Manning

GBKRNBIRG. PA.

Permaine A Shelley
Hollywood Revels'

ITHACA.

N. Y.
Strand (K)
Id half (6-9)
Jones Morgan A R
SchoeAeld A Girls

Paula
Adler A Dunbar

Edwards A

A Walton

(K)

half

Raymond

Gene Morgan Orch

WITH

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Phone Bryant 7351

Higher Ups
Anthony A Marc'le
(One

to

4

nARRISB'nC, PA.

Prinze
(lehan

(K)
(6-9)

Rev

Uelm.'ir

Capman Boys Co

Wong
A

(J'r'tson

JERS'Y Cm'.

N.J.

Wesley Barry
un Fong Lin Co
Co
Shelton Rent ley
Harry Jolson
(One to fill)

State (K)
2d half (6-9)
Joyner A Foster

Hartford,

Paul Decker Co
Eddie Dowllng
Jean Lacrosse

ct.

Capitol (K)
2d half (6-9)
J B Stanley Co
7

Arlene

Palaee (K)
>d

hslf

(«.»)

"•no A Creen

A'e» Woods Rev
2»rcintl A Miller

«wnes A Avery
"•len Morettl

HAYEBH'L, MASS.
Colonial (K)
*d half («. t )

"ellman A Hughes
tf9 A Cranston
Jovel

A

Versatile

Saltan
3

Royal Uascoynea

Uphnm Co

Moran A Wiser

JOHNSTWN,

Mlgnons

Sharps A Klrke
Stewart A Olive
Block A Dunlop

„

Jean

IT

PA.

Majestic (K)
2d half (6-9)
Kessler Co

Wilbur A Lyke
Nanette A Nina

(Two

to

fill)

I>acotyne

Fablano
Clark A Valllnl
Nerelda

(One

to

(L)

Stanley A ntmes
Nan Halperln

Tramp Tramp
Amelia Allen
Nervo A Knox
De Witt A Torr'nce
Wee George Wood

KAN. CITY. MO.
Pantagea

Chandon
Cou.tcr

(It)

2

A Rose

Ann Gold
Jimmy Lyons
Kafka Stanley
.(One to

fill)

State

2d half (11-16)

AM

NASHV'LE, TENN.

(10)

Keith's
hslf (6-9)

Claude DcCar Co

Sammy Duncan

2d

Cook A Shaw Sis
Pisano A Landauer
Mabel Walzcr Co

H Holman
Peplto
LaDcnt A

Co
Partner

Mel Klee

Mack A

MIAMI. FLA.

Rosslter
1st half (10-12)

Fairfax (K)

Bohemian Nights

(10-11)

(Samo bill plays
Went Palm Beach
Daytona

12-13,

14-16)

DuCalion

Mcehan A Snannon
Barr A LaMarr
(One

to All)

2d half (13-15)
Chapelle A Carlton

Mlcson Bros
Dalton A Craig
Flo Cast Girls

Cromwell A Knox

Ross Hlnes
Peggy Chamberlain

String

Parts"

(Two

to

fill)

(S)

A Smith

Hlnes

A

Kellys"

Miller (L) (10)
Beo Starr

(Indef)
Tlcauty a la Carte

Goetz

A

Ellda

Ballet

Crouch Sis
Frank Shannon
Manuel A Vlda
Jwyc* Roauty Rev
"The Skyrocket"

Young A Gray
Yip Yip Yap
Mason A Zudora

Forum

(Pc)
(Indef)

Ted

Henkel Orch

M

Hutler
"Stella Dallas"
Ina

Dill

(O)

St.

H»'k«-fl

>ro

Palace

Amat'r

The t).Mtropath
O Walters
I- &
Moss A Fryc
Metropolitan (Pc)

Tower (Pc)

&

IM'l

Lee
"Gold Rush"

lyouella

"N.-w

KlondikL-''

(t)

Stan Stanley

Trado Twins
A McClough

Clar'.i.

I^aeas

A

In ex

PaJitage*

(10)

Pantages Circus

SUte

(Pc)

MINNE\POIJ9
Palace

<<>)

(2)

Ted Lewis Dd
Maker A Hodford
Harry Burns
Cycling nineties
Joe

Me w
1

I

Chabot A Tortonla

(t)

Oh What a Nur*«'
Newark (P) (10)

Hall
Mltzl
Lan*»
3

A Martin
A Gamble

Potter
Ernest Polllck Co
Henry Regal Co
Proctor's (K)

(3)

Mme. Hermann
A A M Havel Rev
Harry Holmes Co
Frank Fay
Odiva A Seals
Alexander 81s Rev
A J Mandel
Edmnnd A Grant

W

Ergottk

A Herman

State (L) (10)
France A LaPel)

Mabel Drew
Hyams A Evans
Hall A Dexter
Keyhole Kameos

BR'NSW'K, NJ.

A Dancers

A Harper
Whirlwinds
(S)

A Blake

MOBILE. ALA.
Lyric (K)
2d half (6-9)

Bessie Rempel Co
Eugene Wllsoa
Sid Townes
Bobby Carbons Co
(One to flit)

N.

BRITAIN, CT.
Capitol (K)
2d half (6-9)

Rube Wolfe Bd
Fanchon A Marco

Meehan A Snannon
Bohemian Nltes

Tanner A Palmer
Clownland Dances

Mile Dolly GUI
Sunklst Beauties
Tramp Tramp Tr"

LeFavor A Pierce

Betts

A O'rn't
Cromwell A Knoa

'

I^aFranee

(10)

I.

Cuby A Smith
Maronc A LaCostia
Joy Bros, A Gloom
(Two io fill)
NIAG. F'LLH, N. Y.
Bellevlcw (K)
2d half (6-9)
The Westerners

A Cheslclgh

Leonarl A Jj'vor
(One to Ail)
Pantagea (10)
Phillips

Jlmmle Reynolds
Countess Sonla
Briscoe A Dclorto
Lavccn A Cross

VA.

Colonial (K)
2d half (C-9)

A Gray

Vlntrous Rev
Toodles A Todd
McLcI'.an A Sarah
Mehllnger A Wms

Loew's

(10)

Alvln A Kenny
Haze] Crosby Co
Milo

Master pieces
H« rman Tlnib'g Co

NORRIST'WN. PA.
Garrlek (K)

T A A Waldman
(Two

'0 All)

ADAMS, MASS.
Empire (K)
half (C-9)
A Allen

2d

Kent

Jules Black Co
Clark A O'Nell
J A E Farrell

(One

to

All)

NTH'PT'N. MASS.

A

Partner

Rodero A Maley
(One to All)

Calvin (K)
half (6-9)

Id

A Wood

(Three

Franks

Anita Sauls
Elktns Fay A B
fill)

2d half (6-9)

Kokln A Galettl
A Walters
Burns A West

Vivian

(Two

Howard

Pantagea

Sis

E Marr

(Edmonton

Florence Seelcy Co
O'Donnell A MeK
Russian Singers
Sidney Styne

Doree Operalogue
ST. LOUIS
G. Central (Pc) (1)

N.

J.

to All)

Allegheny (K)

Carl

(6-9)

half

2d

Brooks Phils'n A D
Al White Jr Rev
Gardner's Maniacs
Fields A Johnson
Locke A I^'wls

Broadway (K)
2d half (6-9)
Claire Vincent Co

John Alden Co
Alexander

Cecil

to

All)

Cross Keys (K)
2d half (6-9)

Barbara Slmms Co
Dancing Debs
Marie Mang Co
Fielder A Mann Co
Country Girls
Earle (K)
Rice
Clara

(8)

A Werner

K

Young

Dave Harris Co
Mules

Fink's

Walsh A Kills
K A 1) Dean
Reynolds A White

'7C

Hailtons A Fordyce
Puula Lortna Co
(One to All)

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pantages (10)

Seymour A Cunard
Rtepanoff Dancers

Berlo Diving Girls

PORTSMOUTH.

Mans"

O. n. <K)
half (6 9)

Grand
2d

,i

Kenny

Harry O Moor«
Fargo A Richards
Keith's

(S)

Weaver Bros
A Newton
GulHo A Jeanne
The Duponls
Jerry A Grands
Hack'
A Delmar
Wells Va A West
1

(10)

O.

2d

half

(6-9)

Waller Fi»lier Co
Old llu'Tl. «|e«d
Gnrm!»*y A Cf'rty
Mm" n'Nukl
(

(

; r.

«•

to

f*-*>

SEATTLE, WASH.
Orphenm (O) (t)
Joe Howard's Rev
Kelso A DeMonde
Whiting A Burt

(t)

ZeUya
A Adams
Mack A Brantly

Wilber

BILLY GLASON
Grout

Keith-Albee

A Lamal

A Bryco

Stanley Galinl Co

Lloyd
"Little
Y.

Avon (K)
Movie Masque

<"o)|PK':

Life

"Brown

of

Roosters

to

All)

FA.
Rajah (K)

2d half (6-9)

A

f)'Donne]|

Melnoltc

A

Blair

Re veil A Dorven
Frank X Silk
May A KUduff

RKD BANK,

Capitol (Pc) (S)
Sterling

Ondieum

M^Kennas
Th-lma White
Mullen A ( uib

(O)

i()no to

2d half (6-9)

Strand <K)

I

2d half (6 9)

(Two

nirl.e

Thr<e

Federal

Stafford

Ile!..n

Roy

Orphcuni

(K)

2d half (G-D)

half (6-9)

A.

A Joe
Grant A H« lf
Mary Haines
y A stewsrt

Jim

Perreos

Novelty

Higgens Co
Arthur

VauK'in '"onifort
(On»; to

''o

n

RICHMOND, IND.
Murray (KW)
2d half
K'-iicy
II
A J
l

Two

M3-U)

A Biown
f'rc.ghton
to

21
A.

I'TAII

VA.

(K)

S>s

half <f>-9)

3

r. .<

i

Kiltaros

Rueker A Perrin

SPOK\NK. WASH.

ANTONIO. TKX.

Majestic (It) (10)
Banc-'' * Hn-ldon
or.' .r:"'

CT.

Palace (Kk

Turner Bros

Hid Lewis
Taib' rl'M Rev

(•

Co

Romanrie Youth
l>ier lllgiflns Co

Aleko

Fleurette Jeffrie

S.

t

NORW ALK.

2d half <« 9)

Rlve N A A mold
I'rof

S.

(10)

fill)

HK HMOND,
Lyric

Puntuges
K!r»-y

Towserol lioid

flli>

LAKE.

J <an

Kwen

3

H'l.T

fill)

Princess (Pc) (3)
A Louise

to All)

SAI.KM. MASS.
2<l

to

SIOl X CITY, IA.

A Kelly
Flo Gas* A Girls
(

Melville

Knowles A Hurst

Placa (K)

2d h*1f (^-9)

O'B

Vende
A Htetson

Jo«»

P'T'HIl'RG. FI.A.
Im.

AH)

Sn'NANDOAH, PA.

Orch
HmUiiH
Art.
Vernon A Hart
Fleteher Dev A A

S.

ms

Regay Rev
Wnlsh His
Murrny A f'harlotte

Billy

Cha|>iTian'M

N. J.

Palace (K)
2d half <r,.'j)
Miller A Fears
Wllnon A Sanf >r<]

Capitol (K>
2d half (6-9)

O'Connor A Wlll

I

R HADING,
Norton

SnAMOKIN, PA.

Nelli-

R'-nard A W« ft
Bert Walton Co

Pantages (10)
Rarles A June
Lewis A Lavarre
Baseope
Nat Nazarro
Nellie Jsy Orch

Harv'd"

PAIL

ST.

A Fant
Gee Haw A liee Lee
PROVID'NC "F., H.
Emery <L) (10)
Reek A Re. ;or
Clark A Cronby

J.fMMlo-u

Ftilnx-

Dave Stamper
Clemons A Marcy

Lytell

»One

Girl"

Irish

State (Pc) (1)

N

P'GHK.'PSIF,.

A Ortnn

Nixon (K)

Louis (O)

B

Brown A Demont

Herb Williams
Mamaroff A Honia
Olga Myra Co
A Moore Bd

Jimbe A Mack
(One to All)

Molli* Fuller

fOtti< rs to All)

McLaughlin A

F

Tracey A Hay

Rice

Dolan A Gale

Wright A Dale

Tom Lane

Portia

Benet A
Tony A George
Fred Ardath
Pinto

2d half (6-9)
Carlisle

Rayrn'd A Nellson
Rose A Moon Rev
Alvln

A

l''eur

(K)

Poll

2d half (6-9)

Rocketts

6

Leroy (K)

Knights'

'Stella

SCRAN TON, PA.

Celebrity"

Doru .NTaughn
Billy Mouse Co

La

A Van

Frank Sablnl Co
(One to All)

Marcus A Booth

D Raphael Co

Fox (Pc) (S)
Cliff Kd wards
The Commanders

Cecil

(1)

I

2d half (6-9)
Geo Broad hurst Co

•.Sandy"

Missouri (Pc)

St.

Wanda A Heals
Evans A Perez

Fay's (P«) (S)
Dream Fantasies

Linton A Ray
Stanley A Qulnctte
2 Marlells

Proctor's (K)
2d half (6-9)
Dick Ryan
Rltz Serenade!*

Orplieuni (O) (S)
Dcvrrly Bayno

(10)

Haynes A Beck
A Moro

Cervo
Spirit

SCn'N'CT'DY. N. Y.

"Hearts A Fists"

"Social

Ruth Budd

A Whalen

Jans
(One

Grand O. H. (WV)

Rhapsody in Jazx
Ida M Chadwlck
Mary Raines
Mllded Cady

Arthur D*»voy Co
Fern A Marie
Musical Hunters

of

Suburban Nltes
Pantheon Singers
Maaked Athlete
Leo Beers
Romaine A Castle

Handy McPherson
Frank Stafford Co

A Emernon
McCuMough

to All)

Ill Jon (K)
2d half (6-t)

Modiste"
<2)

PORTLAND. ME.

«

SAVANNAH. OA.

B Batchelor Co
George Moore
Green A Duval
Masters A Grayce
Small A Mays

Jack Risno Co
Plalnfleld Boys Bd
Sawyer A Eddy
Maurlc A Wortder
Rule A Tenny

Lyle

(One

Rodemieh Bd

Ruth fitting
Harry Harris
N.J.

split)

(1012)

1st half

You've Gotta Dance

Oxford (K)

to All)

8A8K TOON. CAN.

Montana

Keith's (3)

(6 9)

Ryan A Leonard

to

N. Y.
Congress (K)

Pantages (10)
Cary

Id half (6-9)

PniLA., PA.

Broadway (K)
half

SARATOCA.

(t)

Webb's Entert'ners
Maxine A Bobby
Demarlst A Collette
Olsen A Johnston
Ruth Robinson
Harrington Sis
Surprise Party

Oen«»

PLAIN FIELD.

Roy A May

All)

NORWIin. CONN.

Dancing

Harry Lamour
A Coughlln
Enos Frar.ere
Nood'es Fagan
Shannon's Band
Merrltt

2d half (6-9)

2d half (6-9)
Willie Solar
Hal Skelly Co

Harrington

(One

PITTSF'LI). MASH.
Palace (K)

Snow White Dwarfs
The Worths

Sis

Colvin

Id

Orphenm

(S)

Statilsloff

Julia Relety
Lydell A Mason
Glrton Girls
2d half (13-16)

Duel de Kerekjarto

Rln-Tln-Tln
"Night Cry"

4

Harmon A Sans

to

Bd

(A)

Geo N Brown Co
Sayre A Mack
Dixie Hamilton
Wm Kennedy Co
Mr A Mrs J Harry
S'CR'MENTO, CAL.

MARY

Gerard A Griffith
Arnold j A Fox Rev
The Rodders

(One

Temple (K)

WaMy

Richard

Freeman A Lynn

2d half (6-9)
6 Beaucalr< s
Hunter A Ballsy

N.

J.

KLEMOVA

"New Klondike"

of all managers, this Measnn,
are a great clean neat to
closlna; act

Stein A Penn
Shuffle Along

3

Bayes A Speck

FOURTH YEAR

CARDIFF and WALES

1

BJvoll (K)
2d half (6-9)

A Wilbur

(Pc)

to All)

Rlckard

Santiago

Mark Strand, New York

Bardeli A McNally
(6-9)
Itena Arnold Co
MacKellar
Merkwlths A B'bby Cortell A' Atkins

we

.linos

Pantages
1st half (10-12)

Premiere Danseuse

half

that

X;

C»»

w ill
T'smlths

11<

fLI)

MLLE.

Allan A Marknam
Joe Daniels
Koma Bros

State (Pc)

Regent (K)

NORFOLK,

Wi.ls

li

n

RaUei Master

(2)

Mahoney A Taibert

iia

Marg'rlte

PATERSON.

The Gaudamlths
Freda A Palace
Florric La Vere
Gullfoyle A Lang
Meyakos

4

Tleman

ANATOL BOURMAN

Hi-len

Beard

Homer Llnd

F.
Colonial (K)
2d half (6-9)

Charles

Recent (Pc) (S)
Littman A G'ldsb'ro

-Mile

NEWPORT.

1*-1£1)

(

riul'lpa

11

Healy Reyn'lds A S
Bennett A Meyers

HARRY

Florence

(It)

'.\ <.<!)

(Others to

TAD Ward
Nolan Leary Co

PASSAIC, N. J.
Montaok (K)

Is

Welsh A Mealy
Krafts A LaMont

Orphenm

Jutta Valley

Nancy Fair

1st half (10-12)
(Mobile split)

Billy

1'

Jimmy H iifiscy Co

fill)

KOCH 'ST KB, NY.

Bobby

A

to

:d half
\

Novel«tte Rev

to All)

The opinion

Bob Fisher

Buckley Calv'i A 8

N.

The RallHtons

Slssle

Salle

(1)

(10)

Glrfnvllle

State

Radiology

Bob La

(3)

Pantages (10)

2

(1)

Cantor Rosenblatt
12 Jackson Girls

Mayor Dun Ho,m

1

Marshall

Orphrnm

4

B;irr

Chlco

"Klkl''

L

Mosque (Pc)
Lopez Bd

(3)

WiseonNln (Po)

Goff A
Farnell

Orplieuni (2)

Marion A Ford

Sheridan 8q. (K)
2d half (6-5)

Boyd A Wallln

Janet of France
Chap'le A Ch'r't'n

V

(2)

National Male

Rom* A Dunn

Sherry

Braaford (Vc)
J A K Lee
Rythmic Toes

Glrard'n Ensemble

Fourflome 4
Gibson Sis
Krnost Morrlflon
Metropolitan Girls

Million Dollar (Pc)
(29)

N. J.*

Larimen A Hudaon

Verne Duck

George Hoban Co
"Loves of Rlcardo"

NEWARK,

"Mile Modiste"

London

McDonald & Oakes
Dancing Pirates
Smith A Sawyer
lehlkawa Japs

2d

l.a:i-

Harris (K) (t)
Cats, la no Rev

H

2d half (13-16)
Lieut Thetion

Keith's
2d half (6-9)

O'Donnell

Martin

Ruth

(30)

(O)
in

Nazarro Co
Saxton A Farrell
Howard A Llnd
Allyn Tyrell Co
Cliff

Hilton

Ethel P»arrymore
Kling A Petty
Lydu Harris
Harrison A Dakln

(2)

George Mare A P

Duffy

Harrison
Melleclair Bros

A

l'r i-e

Derickson A Br'wne
MiruK do l'aris

A Gray
n A Sarin

"MUe Modiste"

A

(One

M.

Dixie Singers

V Winters
Love Nest

Dillon

r^'ie

KM; worth
Alexander A Santor

Tod

\-

ir.l

(One

Grand (Pc)

Curl

All)

Haven A McQ Co

(»)

Hughlc

4

"Cohens

World (P)
1st half (10-12)

Casting Campbt
Foley A LaTour

i

HAG

1

(Others to AH)

Loew's (10)

N. ORLEANS. LA.
Crescent (L) (10)
The Plckfords

(One

fill)

Knickerbocker (Pc)

of

Siamese,

K'NS'S CITY, K'N.
Orphennb (3)

A Brown

Monte A Lyons
Kay Hamlin A K

Alhamhra (Pc)

ThiMxl

Cliftcn*

MUNCIE, IND.
Wyaor Grand (KW)

MILW'LKEE. WIS.

All)

N.Y.
Opera House (K)
2d half (6-9)
Tlroken Mirror

Walter Brower
(One to fill)

Geno Morgan Orch
Fanchnn A Marco

Roman

JAMEHT'WN,

Proctor's (K)

2d half (6-9)
Hartley A Peterson
Seym'r A Jeanette
Dlehl 81s A McD

to

-

(S)

ond.'tia

I

Lloyd
Rocketts

6

PAL. PARK. N.

Hoffman Rev
La Dore A Louise
Gordon A Pierce

(S)

Geo Desmondo Co

Pcronne A Oliver
Jerome A E vel n

Capitol (K)
2d half (6-9)
Charlotte Worth

rtuis

A A F Steadman

(S)

Frank Richardson

CT.

Gi

(10 12)
n S a 1 in

>

hrec

1

Alice

,

LONDON,

N.

(One

Janet of France
Morin Sis
(One to fill)

"Dancer

Flgneroa (Pc)

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
1M0

Holland A Oden
J»n Ruhinl
Kdls inn

A

Rlblo

ANCLES, CAL.
1st half (2-4)

Booking Exclusively

The Takewas

Pantages (10)

"Irene"

INC.

Pantages (10)

fill)

2d half (6-8)

ARTHUR SILBER

Hamilton, can.

Wylle

Vod-nits

(6-9)

MEMPHIS. TENN.

2d half (6-9)
Her Boy Friends
The Digltanos

Boulevard (Pr)

Kono San

June Hovic Co
Mowatt A Mullen
'One to fill)

BRANCn. N J.

Broadway (K)

L.

Palace

(10)

Hoyne A Leonard
Hodeo Rev
L'G

All)

1st half (10-11)
Transfleld Sis

4

Capitol (Pc)

2d

CHA8. YATES

Lester Lamonte
Gibson's Navigators

Marie White

J'KS'NVLE, FLA.

Strand (K)

State (P)

(One to

(8)

GALE

and

BEACH, CAL.

JACKSON, MICH.

2d half (6-9)
Jackie A Dlllie

half

Co

C T Green

Lillian

(One to

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

(6-9)

Burns A Wilson
(Two to AH)

A WJlma

Medlnl

Dlka

A Gorman

Frank Hunter Co
Bobby Henderson
Morgan A Sheldon

Kelley

2d half (18-16)
Juliette

Around the Olobe
Clevel'd A D'wrey

State

half

Cunn'gham A B'n't
Thomas A F Sis

Dance Revels
Frank Hughes Co
Coogan A Cas^y

'I'ooilles

Mandel

J

t

Golden Gate (O)
Harry <\»n'ey

Unli.iiil \ mtour

'

(10)

Keith's (8)
Harris Claire Co

Frorlnl

Carroll

TOURING LOEW CIRCUIT

L'G

Transfleld 8 la

Anderson A Yvell
Brooks A Ross

to fill)

N. J.
Lyon's Park (K)
2d half (6-9)

Hampton

2d

2d half (13-11)
Sallna Circus
Alf Grant
666 Sycamore

A Page Co

Lockctt

(6-9)

Toto

A Ox

Park (K)

W

1st half (10-12)

Noel Lester Co

Co

Billy Taylor

(One

2d half

MORHISTN.

(6-9)

MKADVILLE, PA.

Direction

f¥D aVP*DS. MICH.
Rameaa Park (K)

2d

half

(K)

Dwyer A Orma

fill)

Heras A Wallace
Palace (KW)

Jane Dillon

Oafney

2d
Earl

CALM

Mack A Stanton

Laurie
(One to AH)

Bell

Hippodrome

(Strand (Pc)
Abbey Sis

A

n

1

FNCISCO. CAL.

S.

ltrv>s

>i'inpsu'y

I

W

(

Joe Pr ;wr:ny
Richard Keaif
Newell & Moat
Carleton A Mallow
Nayon's Birds
Parlstenne Art

Codetta
Jazzomanla Rev

Jarvls

Ht half

Jt in tua

"The Barrier

W

2d half (13-16)

OTTAWA. CAN.
A Crane

Vale
Polly

McKKESPORT, PA.

N. Y.

Loew's

Jack DeSylvia

RJalto (K)
half (•-!>

2d

Boy Lewis
Maok A Lee
M DnBarry Co

half

to All)

IND'N'POLIS, IND.
Lyrle (P) (10)
Dashlpgton'j Dogs

2d

(Two

(6-9)

Billy Purl

Bryant 2995

(6-9)

Bender A Knupp
Healy Reyn'ds A S
Wilson

1st half (10-12)

Ketch

Denway A Flourney

Lynch

half

2d

New York

Suite 906

A A L

Walsh Daly A

3

(One to All)

I

1560 Broadway,

LONDON, CAN.

Samucis Co
Whiteside Co

Antrim A Vale
Vera Post

Tereat's Roosters

2d half

MAIDEN, MASS.

Tulsa Sis

P

Douglaa

Marjon Dancers
(One to nil)

Edna Bennett
McCoy A Walton
to

HUlman

for five-year contract with Jones
Green; booked Khodes A Watson for
five-year contract with Sliuberts. opening
in
"Night In PariH"; Leni Stengel for
"Gay Paree" (new edition).

Allen Taylor

(One

J

A

Corner Store
Violet A Partner

Ralassl

L Re at

A

Mystic (K)

Palace (K)
half

(6-9)

A Belle
Ward Co

John Regay Co
Golden Violin

M

Pantages (10)
Hawaiian 4

LOCKPORT,

half

Bristol

KGH, PA.

Davis (K)

Rial to (Pc) (S)

This week we booked Fredric Frodkln
on picture house tour, opening May 8.
Loew's State. St. Louis; placed I^eonard

A Dorkin

Tnttl M»ioro

to All)

OMAHA, NEB.

—

MASS.

Fred

Five MaxelJos

Roanoke (K)
2d half (6-9)

Joe Pel.ler Co
Ange| Bros
Cold \
wards
Itoby Norton
(One to tlli)

McDermott

Mit.li.l

Pantages (10)
Grace Doro
In China
Trovato

ROANOKE, VA.

(6-9)

Aldine (IV) (2)

Aunt

Pako A Class
Bennett A Clark

Booking Everywhere
Picture Houses Productions

nil)

Johnston Bros
Will

2d half (13-16)

CT.

Palace (K)

Incorporated

Rragdon A M
Nell McKlhley

A H
H'NT'GTN, W.VA.
Orpheom (K)

Majettle (It) (10)
Xelto Bros Rev
Footsteps
(Three to fill)

2d

Dixon Riggs 3
Harry A Moore
Oretta Ardlne
Klein Bros
Arnaut Bros

(One

(K)

of

Rogers

Villa A Stretfga
Frolics of '20

HERMINE SHONE

Australian Boys
to

(It)

Clayton A Lennle
Fcnton A Fields
(One to All)

Ruth Budd

nil)

Majestic (It)

2d

Dunham

Billy

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

Frances Armn
(Three to All)

Melody
Cannon A Lee

CITY. OK.

A.

Orphenm

half

Mon'chs

Isomer Girls
Here

Al's

Burners A Hunt
Beattle Rev

1st half (10-12)
(Norfolk split)
Stuts A Bingham

Hack Yard

In

PITTSltl

1st half (10-12)

fill)

N»W HAVEN,

I

Grace Ay^rs
Bend«*r A Armstr'g

&

(Three to

Loew's (10)

Olympla (K)

1st half (10-12)

Pulace (K)

Paramount

2d

Be fords

OKI

PA.

2d half <6-!i)
E.Kile Powell Uev

Seima Braatz Co*

Ernest Hiatt
Mellie

LYNN,

Mart Padula
Winston Holland
Lulu McCnnnell
Hanson A B Sis
Masters A Grayee

NEWCASTLE,

Lawrence A H
Rose A Tborne

(3)

Brown A Whlttakr

Russell Co

(One to

Imperial (K)
Nick Hufford

2

Wn. Penn

>

Six

(10)

(One

LITTLE B*K. ARK.

Larry Couter

IT. WAYNE, IND.
Palace (KW)

Lltes

2d half (13-16)
Jane Dillon

MONTREAL, CAN.

llanlon Bros
Brown A IjuWlle

(S)

Hallen

OGDKN. UTAH

I

Hamilton's A F
Cervo A Morro

Cook A Rosvere

BTOBNELL.
Shattuck O.
2d

(KW)

1st half (10-12)

Blaney A Wood
Permalne A Shelley
B A J Crcighton

John
Cook A Out man

half (6-9)
cic Ktf
Claffery

MeRae a

Parislenncs
Gibson A Price

'76

of

Morin Sis
Barr A LaMarr
DuCall >n
Hart A Helene

Evelyn rhllllps
Marion A Ford
Monroe A Grant
Mack A Velmar

Rekoma A Loretta
Jones A Rae
Jean Granese

Orphenm (P) (10)
Summers 2
Sang A Chunp
Borneo A Do'ls
miliar A Turner

Olympla (K)
2d

Griffin

Harry Snodgrans
Reed A La Vere
Billy

House (K)

Ot>era

2d half (6 9)
Miss Pumbell

A Dade

Malind;*

UEHF'D, MASS.

N.

2

A A F Stcdman

Keith's

(6-9)

Faurot O. H.

2

Batman A Grace
Canon A Willard
If Miles Broadway

T^iraJa

to All)

LOWELL. MASS.

LIMA, O.

BAR Dalo
Neapolitan

Wllaon

A

(Two

Virginia

Walsh A Clarke
Hayn«'s & Heck
Paula Lorma Co

rwif'- 1 Trust BlAg., Philadelphia. Pa.
Phone: Spruce 1096-1286

•taaslll

A

I<y<e

Spirit

week)
Baltimore, Md., and Arcade,
b»ry. Md. (Split week)

Patty

Tho Wutfer
Canary Opera

Raird

(Two to nil)
LEWIST'N. MASS.

Burns A Kane
Douglas Wright Co
Rose M A Marjory
(One to fill)

FRANK WOLF, Jr.

FT.

2d half (13-16)

Avon

(Split

(Two

(6-9)

Mnslc Hall (K)

to All)

ytankford, PhUa. and

1st

A

Iiensce

time in this
tIm
A0,B having open
fill in
VICING can Bridget
on, N. J.
I

half
GrcKt

E

Victory (K)
Id half (6-9)
Betty Marie A J

LAC, WIS.
<L) U©>

A

Dove
Ines

Empire (K)
C

2d

OAKLAND, CAL.
Orphean* (t)
Bobby Folsom
Robert A Velle

Idyll

Sansone A Dellla
Walter Walters Co
Walsh A Taye

Keith's
half (6-9)

Wyoming

Ares
Barber A Jackson
Victoria Dupree
(One to till)

3

HOLY ORE. MASS.

S

JaDa

J

A

(Two

B Washington
fwlit * Twirls
Mason * Gwynna

Francis

to fill)

Rev

lyric (K)
half (• »)

jMlaw

(One

Gypsy

4

nil)

M'TGOMERY, ALA.

1st half (10-12)
Patrlci A Sullivan

O'Brien Co

Nell

HA88.

j£a Ityn»P»»»

*p DU

J.

LAWB'NCE, MASS.

Marry Irwen
Knickers
Oat of

a Taylor

Rome A Wood

(One to

A Gordon

Nevins

Nonette

Empire Comedy

N.Y.

rr©ctor*s (K)
2d half (6-9)

Morris

Oco Alexander

Cansinn A J'nlta Co
The Harlequins
Jack Clifford
Hal Nelinan
Lyle A Virginia

Morley A Leeder
ghsppard A King
Frank Sheppard
Danceland
(One to fill)

sjtgate *

jfgCBB'Q.

N.

Will

37

NEWBCRGH.

1st half (19-12)
Orl'ns split)

(New

Keith's
half (6-9)
Maryland Singers

2d

Colonial (K)
2d half (6-9)
Ray A Harrison
Ben Light Co

Lnw'i
1st nnlf (10-12)

•

B

6

LANCASTER. PA.

fill)

HOBOKBN,

MAM.

B1VEB.

gaspIre (K>

LOUISVILLE, ET.

A

Packer

Miller

Avaloa

Chocolate Dandles

(One to

Barker Co

l*w?e»

Local Act

Howard Nichols
Hodge * Low.U

Stg Laurie

J

M half <f-t)
Bloaaoma

<* »>

a

VARIETY

1W*

0.

BLAXKLTON. PA.
FWer*« (K)

<K)

it

half

n

'1

Puntuges
(10-12)
He nnton

Itn'f
II

on

tv

1

r.>:v

51)

f

AKIKTT

for 170,000.

homo

NEWS FROM THE DAILIES

competent residence
State of Rhode Island.

lished

build a

the

In

Betty Pierce and Benjamin F.
Berlin (wealthy), of Chicago, wed
Chaplin, Talmadge and other U. A.
Greenwich, Conn.
productions to have precedence in at
Phoebus operated theatres. Phoehas
The "American Mercury
about
theatres
bus* has
1,200
throughout Germany. Phoebus is a filed suit to enjoin Postmaster Gen
New and Postmaster Kiely
eral
rival of Ufa in that counry.
distribution
from Interfering
- with
m A
malls of the magazine.
Betty Blythe's London damage through the
created by
furore
following the
suit against G. B. Samuelson, Brit- This
the April edition of tne
ish film producer, ha3 been settled barring of
alleged
an
of
because
out of court.
Miss Blythe com- publlcatlon
plained that Samuelson broke a immoral story.
contract he made with her in conThe Greenwich Village Theatre
nection with "She."
announces five new plays for proIncorporation papers for a new ductlon noxt season. They are:
New York Sunday evening paper "Viva Mexico," by Michael Gold;
.

.

May

5,

1928

new

INSIDE STUFF
ON SPORTS

avi-

while piloting the
Brea Humming Bird, one of the
smallest airplanes in the world, at
Loftus Air Field, near Brea. Calif.,
during an -*.r meet and carnival.
Red Orange's Candy Royalty
Col. William D. Mitchell was schedOf the several articles labeled with Red Grange'f name the royalty
uled to fly the craft, but could not
so far earned through a five-cent candy bar seems incredible.
When
appear.
n New York some weeks ago the football star received a check for
Fixing of sentence for "Kid" Mc- $15,000. He and his manager C. C. Pyle have now split $59,000 in royoN
Coy, who is in San Quentln for lej from the candy alone. The royalty Is K cent for each bar. A
•cllling Mrs. Teresa Mors, was postChicago firm manufactures the confection, retailed principally in the
poned 90 days at the ex- fighter's Middle West. Grange's soft money gotten through using his name
request.
'or a sweater is also considerable.

This department contains rewritten theatrieal new* items at pub-

NEW YORK

may

Cart hay Center.

In

Ray Freeman, Long Beach
ator,

lished during the week in the daily papers off New York, Chicago
and the Pacific Coast. Variety takes no ersdit for these news items
each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

United Artists has agreed with
the Phoebus Film Company of Germany for Pickford, Fairbanks,

She

Wednesday,

was

Julian

killed

Harrison,

Hollywood art

director, had his nose and mouth
remodeled by Dr. Joseph Ginsburg.

I

Howard N. Jackson, claiming to
be an artist of Culver City, was
when he attempted to disHe conrobe ln a 8treet car h ere

,

I

arreste d

.

tinued hla actions despite the at-

tempts of the crew and male passengers to stop him until a policeman arrested him on peaco disturbPolice say he was
ing charges.
drunk,

|

I

|

Mike Rodden

Mike

in

Hockey

Rodden, sporting writer for the Toronto "Globe." has been
appointed coach of the St Patrick's team In the National Hockey League
and will also continue his newspaper work. The first thing done by
Rodden to rebuild the Irish for next year was to sign Dr. Bill Carson
to a St Pat contract at a salary said to be the highest of any player
n the league. Carson, who was captain of the University of Toronto
squad during two of their years as Intercollegiate champions, was one
of the most sought of amateurs ln the game. Last season with Stratford
he was the leading goal scorer ln the Ontario Hockey Association, although his team was out of the running. Rodden has also arranged for
the transfer of contract of his brother Eddie, now playing on the Pad no
coast
J.

The 232 Club, Masonic film orby Lynn ganlzation, la working on plans for
_
The paper "Sumpin* Like Wings,
Cartoonist Now felling Tips
Room at the Top." by J. the Pageant of Liberty, which will
Rlggs; "Room
Evening Inquirer," and published by P. McEvoy; "Love of Three Or- be staged July 6 at the Coliseum by
"Ike Abestos" Is selling tips on the races, $25 weekly, with four
William Griffin, former vice-presi- anges," adapted by Gilbert Seldcs patriotic organizations.
'specials" promised. Bills are being given out at the Jamaica track to
dent of the American Press Asso- from an old comedy by Gozzl, and
is the cartoonist formerly on the New York "Evening
Three actresses and two motion that effect. "Ike"
ciation.
This will be New York's •When ln Rome," by Laurence
a picture leading men were allowed World" and later on "The Journal" who tipped winners in his daily
either
addition
In
second Sabbath sheet, the "Sunday Stalllngs.
cartoons,
without
charge.
They attracted no little attention for a while.
Leader" having made its appear- Shakespearean or a Eugene O'Neill to leave the Marcel Cafe here when
no liquor was found on their tables
revival will be done.
ance three weeks ago.
DallyTn On Racket'
during a raid. Federal dry agents,
"Hatrack,"
Asbury's
Herbert
Clara Clemens, who made her le- however, arrested C. Marcel, proA racing daily that is getting most of its Income from tipsters' adshort story in the April Issue of gltlmate debut here last week ln prietor, and seized a collection of vertisements seems set to open up in opposition to the tipsters it
ad*
"American Mercury," which caused Joan of Arc," by Mark Twain, her imported wines.
vertises. The paper is announcing a pamphlet for $6 each that contains
the magazine to be barred from father, announced that she has recharge
each
day
and
for
pay
information
tipsters
the
the
same
the
heading
Buthe
"Jack
the mails and much noise and com- ceived an
Under
from the
invitation
Nazimova paper to advertise it.
Mile.
Takes
ment besides, may be seen on the French Government, through So- chanan
stage in musical form. Harold At- clete des Femmes de Frances, to Home," a local daily announced
teridge has obtained the dramatic give a performance of the play in that the English actor has leased
Bookies Paying $6 Weekly
rights.
Russian actress's Hollywood
It the
Paris on Bastille Day, July 14.
With the start of the metropolitan racing season at Jamaica last
Boulevard house during the run of week the bookmakers in front of the grandstand «.galn pay but $6 weekly
Is believed Miss Clemens will ac
Thais La Pe, dancer, received cept.
"Chariot's Revue" at El Capitan.
for the privilege. That amount Is to cover incidentals and is not paid
considerable publicity and pictures
new Hollywood legit house.
The daily charge of former days for bookmakers
to the track, direct.
in the tabloids upon filing suit for
Ethel Barrymore may appear next
1500.000 against the Hotel Commo- season ln the dramatization of John
Arthur Clayton, stage and screen at the New York tracks has been done away with. It's likely the
dore.
Thais alleges that she was Erskine's "Private Life of Helen of actor, applied for first papers before members of the racing association did not wish to chance being that

were
will

filed in Albany.
be known as the

I

_

"New York

|

I

I

I

I

ejected,

the ejection

being rough,

from the hotel

Thais' legs, bruised
In the scuffle, according to the com^plaint, were amply exhibited in tabloid pictures.

Marjorle

Rambeau

Miss Barrymore

Is

now

vaudeville.

in

f>

I

CHICAGO

,

defendant
In a suit filed in Supreme Court
by Minnie E. Webster, former peris

sonal representative and manager
for the actress. Miss Webster alleges that she was engaged by Miss
Rambeau at a salary of $100 a week
and 10 per cent of the actress' earnings. She worked for 27 weeks, she
says, and received only $500 of the
$3,700

the U. S. naturalization clerk. He closely connected with "oral" betting.
avo bis age as 38 and birthplace
as Bleethlngly, England.
Betting Commissioner Barred
Among the early Incidents of the Jamaica meet was the betting comFrank Sebastian Fenole, cafe missioner of a well known and high betting turfite being "requested"
owner, divorced by Marie Rose Fe
Harry C. Molr, Jr.. owner of the no i 6 i ast month, was faced with not to attend the meeting. His principal was not at that track on the
Morris hotel, is back from a three another divorce suit, brought by day the "request" was made. No publicity was given the incident and
months' vacation at his winter home May Belle Sebastian Fenole, another the track direction wanted no publicity on It The same turfite when
He was a passenger on w i fe# wno claimed that he was al- debarred ln the South during the winter applied for an injunction
ln Miami.
the wrecked northbound limited, but ready married at the time of their against discrimination being exercised against himself.
escaped uninjured.
wedding in 1924.
Small Attendance At Start
Guyon's new Paradise ballroom is
James Townsend, production man
Small attendance marked the early days of the Jamaica meet last
to broadcast from station WGES, a ger for the Rudolph Valentino unit,
daily crowd did not
Coyne electrical school station. working in the sand hills near week. After the opening and until Saturday the
In the clubLouis Panico and his Paradise ball- Yuma, Ariz., was struck on the head exceed 5.000 people. Friday the grand stand looked bare.
room orchestra will be the dance tt nd injured when a desert typhoon house a couple of the largest books did not go on. Most of the atmusic feature.
and cloudburst struck the camp. tendance was the wise mob or snapshooting class with few of the
Valentino and about 125 others public pfesent In betting it became the matter of dog eat dog, making
In an effort to raise money for the playing in "Son of the Sheik" had it all the harder both ways.
$100,000 exenslon fund of the Chi- ] e f t the previous day for Los An
One observer said either the betting public had gone broke or had
cago Junior school, stage stars pre- geles.
up, with not
left so many markers with the books none dared show
sented a benefit performance Satreplace them.
urday night at McVlcker's.
Jack Dempsey will be declared a enough new ones to

Troy."

due her.

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

Joe Woods, agent, and Harriet
Towne, dancer, may wed.
Reporters of the drama were
given ample material to pun on at
the meeting Friday of chorus girls
to decide something or other. Only

about 20 of the ensemble ladles
showed. The punning reporters con
veyed the fact that the meeting
was called for the purpose of finding a new name for the ladies other
than "chorus girl."
Plainclothes men and Prohibition
Agents Cohen and Simonson, in a

"determined drive" against West
Side speakeasies, raided six of
them. Gold Club, 215 West 47th
street, raided second time within
week, and Enrico Ricco, waiter, arrested for the second time, also on
charge of alleged possession and
sale of liquor.
The speakeasy at

West

I

,

I

|

|

fugitive

and

60th

Lester

street

he

if

fails to

I

a case for her at the hearing of her
charges of assault and battery
against Richard Bold, singer in the
company. According to May, Bold
spanked Miss Seely with his cane
and then "socked her ln the eye."
Winesses for the accused stated that
he only pushed her aside. Judge
the
Joseph Schulman dismissed
charges, much to the apparent dlsgust of Miss Seely, wh« threatened
to take the case to a higher court.
The Rlalto wiseacres say that all
affair
the
concerning
publicity
should be followed by the familiar

Floyd Fltzsimmons, promoter,
appeared in Madera and pledged
that the champion would be there
Q n the date set.
26.

I

I
I

|

Green

»

FIGHTERS IN PICTURES
Los Angeles, May 4.
More pugs an ex-pugs are being

BOXING FRANCHISES FOR
TWIN CITIES ASKED

.

a

search Is being made for Albert
Thaheld, inventor of the Humming
Mrd, the plane which crashed with
Kay Freeman at Brea, Cal. It was
feared that Thaheld, whose car was
found in Santa Ana canyon, had
become insane when his friend was
killed by the falling plane and com
mitted suicide,

\

I

I
I

was raided,
arrested;
409 sign (advt).
West 45th street raided and relieved
of 120 gallons of alleged wine, and
Edward Peple's farce, "A Pair of
George Cairo arrested; 229 West Sixes," was presented as the annual
4»th
street
raided,
and James play of the- Socand Buskin Club of
Lelu-rer arrested;
432 West G2d Loyola University in the Goodman
street raided and Benjamin Brad
theatre May 4.
ley arrested; 302 West 5 2d street
raided and Lawrence Balen ar
Geraldlne Markham, dancer, who
rested.
filed suit for $100,000 against Wolcott Blair as a result of injuries she
Jack Osterman was hit over the snys she received while riding in his
head with a ginger ale bottle ilung automobile, is just seeking pubby Kathryn Bay in Texas Gul- llcity, according to Mrs. Watson
nan's night club. Jack entered the Blair, Wolcott's mother.
"We did
club, according to the story, and everything for the girl that money
saw Kathryn sitting at a table with could accomplish after the accident,"
William Boyd. According to a tab- Mrs. Blair said. "When she signed
loid, almost everytne knows that that release
she had recovered com
Jack and Kathryn are in low, or plctely."
were. When Jack exhibited his temper, Kate threw. It was around 6 in
Contracts have been let for the
the morning. Someone tipped "The enlargement of the Coliseum to acMirror" to the story.
commodate the thousands expected
to attend the International EucharPending her suit for divorce from istlc Congress to be held in Chicago
Samuel R. Fadden, music publisher. during June.
Mrs. Thejma Fadden of 269 West
72d street, was awarded $75 woekHerman Doyle, carpenter, arrestc 'ly temporary
alimony.
Mrs. Fad- ed on the complaint of Minnie Reed,
den charges her husband with mis- whom he offered a career and $100
conduct with a woman. The Fatl- a week as a dancer in his act ln
dens were married in 1918 in Indi- vaudeville, was fined $100 by Judge
141

from Justice

Sonny May, witness for Muriel appear in person to answer specdSeely of "Gay Paree," failed to make ing charges at Madera, Cal., May

I

|

|

,

"Woman

Power," the Harold
MacGrath story, Interpreted for the
screen by Harry Beaumont at the
Fox lot, than one can see in the
ring at fistic encounters.
Among these working are Gene
Delmont, Bob Ryan, "Texas Kid,"
Frank Brondatta. Charlie Sullivan,

used in

Johnny TramblJean St. Cyr, wealthy clubman of Frankie Adams,
San Mateo, will sell his Burlingame tlas and Jimmy Dime.
The story is that of a wealthy
estate with the possibility of corni n g to
Hollywood to enter pictures, young fellow who after dissipating
decides to reform and goes to a
Dorothy Devore has left for a fighter to train, squaring himself by
four-week vacation in Honolulu, ringside encounters. Ralph Graves
where she has theatrical Interests.
playing the male lead with KathBoth Harry Langdon and his wife, erlne Perry opposite. Also in the
Rose Frances Langdon from whom picture are William Walling and
he is separated, denied that either Ralph Sipperly.
Intended to bring immediate divorce
William Counselman Is supply;

j

proceedings.
Mrs.
Langdon is ing the comedy for the picture.
the /home of the pair,
while the comelftan is residing ln
a bungalow on the United Studio
lot
Pari-Mutuel Upheld in Mont.

hiving at

|

|

I

|

|

Ora Carew, screen

actress,

was

arrested in Santa Monica for falling
to stop at a boulevard Intersection
while driving her car. She gave
bail for her appearance ln court and
her age as 33
J.

Van Den Akker,

Seattle,

May

jeweler, obtained Judgment for $1,500 against Constance Bennett for
three bracelets he made for her

the state

The

fair.

|

I

I

LOS ANGELES

which were returned,

court's decision

May

4.

Andrews, sports writer and
promoter of Milwaukee, was in
Fox &
with
conferring
town
Krause, burlesque impresario?, and
Harry Hlrsch, manager of the Gayety, with regard to obtaining the
boxing franchises for Minneapolis
and St. Paul, now owned by a group
of business men, headed by Captain
Billy Fawcett, publisher of WhizBang and other magazines. It Is
understood that the.. essential features of the transfer of the franchises to the Andrews group have
been worked out to ir"tual satisfaction with the Boxing Commission's okay assured.
Two fight clubs, one In each of
the Twin Cities, will pass to the
new syndicate. Harry Hlrsch will
handle the Minneapolis club, while
another theatre manager, William
Pickens, of the St. Paul theatre, will
handle the St. Paul club. Andrews
will act ns match maker.

4.

Pari-mutuel betting on horse
won out la the Supremo
Court of Montana. Suit had been
brought to recover a "bet" lost at
Hollywood the parl-mutuel ln Helena during
racing

said the $2
put up by reputed owners of horses
as an entrance fee !s not gambling,
James Cullen Land Is, screen ac ln conflict with the Montana state
ana.
Frank M. Padden in the Town Hall tor, was ordered to pay Mignon Le penal code, and is permissible.
court Doyle claims he has a black- Brun Landis $350 back alimony ln
John Barrymore has signed a free act and was serious ln his four days or go t: Jail. Lend la re
one-year contract with United Art- promises.
cently paid off part of the debt he mony from Harry K. Gibson wnon
ists.
His first picture will be "The
owed his ex -wife, but failed to come she testified that she had disloVagabond Lover."
through with the total amount
cated her hip and wus unable to
work. Judge Gates ordered Mrs.
Nina Wilcox Putnam, charging
The divorce action brought by Dr Gibson to the General Hospital for
desertion, was awarded a divorce
Jack Coogan, Sr., was named sec
Harry W. Martin against his wife, inspection to verify her story.
from R. J. Sanderson ln West Palm retary of the "Pageant of Liberty" Sylvia Breamer Martin, screen ac«
Beach, Fla. Miss Putnam said her committee
which
will
stage
& tress, was dismissed when a reconRonald Korstnngen, known as
husband left her ln 1923. A pre- tableaux at the Coliseum here on dilation was effected.
"Knockout Kelly" In boxing circles,
was held to answer murder charges
vious decree of divorce, granted ln July 6.
Mrs. Lois Dana Gibson, mother growing out of the death of Christie
January, 1924. at Providence, R. L,
Jaquellne Logan has sold her of Muriel Frances Dana, screen Hlackmore In 192r.. J :!at kmr.ro die d
was vacated when It was shown
Asher
Beverly
Hills
home
Eph
to
of a fractured skull resulting from
child, was awarded $15 a week allthat Miss Putnam had not estabI

Minneapolis,

Tom

Ml

Booking" Conviction

Convicted of bookmaking in the
Court of Special Sessions William
Harrison, clork, of 538 West 181 st
In
street, was sentenced to 30 days
the workhouse, but the justices
suspended the sentence upon Harrison's promise to refrain from making book ln the future.
Harrison was arrested Jan. 28 by
Policeman Joseph McCormack of
to
the Third Division who testified
having observed the defendant accept numerous bets on races from
visited Harrison's store.
the detective arretted the
clork several "pay off" slips were
found In his pocket.

men who

When

|

'

being attacked on a street corner
after a tiafilc accident.

Wtdnesday,

May

5,

TIMES SQUARE

1926

VARIETY

Walter Reade Started

NASTY DETAILS
BEFORE DAVIS
ACQUITTAL
Shot B. -Man
Self-Defente

Davit in
Edith

—

To "Wreck

'Common Gamblers' Charge

'ROUND THE SQUARE

the Place*

Walter Reade. of 826 Weit End
avenue, who classifies himself as
manager," said to be connected
Carroll Quiz Continuing
with Reade'a Theatrical Enterprises,
Earl Carroll continues to be a subject of investigation by the office of
112 West 34th street, was discharged the federal district attorney (Buekner) in New York.
Carroll la under
on his own recognizance by the Indictment for perjury through the Carroll Theatre bathtub party, with
Justices of Special Sessions.
the district attorney apparently continuing in an attempt to procure
Reade had appeared in court ready all of the evidence possible In connection with the affair. Times Square
for trial on a charge of wilfully de- citizens are continually being selected for a visit to the D. A. olHce in
stroying property on the complaint the quest for information.
of Charles and Benjamin Cohen,
Lay -Off on "Burlesque Beach"
ticket brokers of 1531 Broadway.
They call the northwest corner of 7th avenue and 47th street "BurAt the request of the complainants
and -nr tha^ consent of 4h*--Di*4r4et- lfssqun -BeAClk" __Wjlh ^returning burlesquers fast increasing, the daily
Attorney the case was dismissed gathering of players at the Columbia apex has resulted in the "TJerveti"
without a hearing.
It
watt said becoming exceedingly popular.
...

Parker Davis Testified

Reade had made a monetary settlement of the damage he is said to

Tobacco Cutting Price Battle
The chain smoke shops are waging one of their perennial price cuthave caused the Cohens.
ting wars. One Arm is selling the more popular brands of butts at two
According
to
the
complaint,
for a quarter while the other continues to maintain tho standard price
Reade, who lives

Edith Parker Davis, the former
•Vanities" show girl and ex-model,
was acqoittod by a Jury in General
Sessions 'Thursday of a charge of
felonious assault in having shot B.
Alan Davis, her erstwhile lover, In

39

Barry-Hendricks Held
Jack Parry and

who

Thomas Hend-

they were retired
farmers, were held in $1,000 ball
each for the Grand Jury when arraigned before Magistrate Flood In
West Side court on charger, of being common gamblers.
ricks,

said

Barry and

Hendricks

were ar-

rested by Detective Beake, Chief In-

spector Lahey's staff, in an apartment at 54th street and 7th avenue
where the detective said he found
a roulette wheel in operattcrrr and
three women players. Tho women,
after giving their names and addresses, were permitted to leave.
Tho detectives received a "tip"

that women were going to this
apartment and gambling. Inspector
at 326 West End
but Is issuing double coupons.
Lahey assigned Beake and other
avenue, called at the Cohen Agency
detectives to the case. The sleuths
on the afternoon of March 2. There
Evidence of Unpopularity
went to the 5th floor by way of
he was greeted by Benjamin Cohen
What
construed as concrete evidence of unpopularity occurred the servants' entrance and knocked
the apartment of Henry Wagstaff
An argument started over some un- the otherwas
morning in a night club where a snow balling number is on the door. When admitted they
Sribble the playwright, last July.
According to the •usually a riot of laughter or anger. A woman well known to Broadway
two known cause.
file Jury was out less than
Immediately went to a bedroom and
story told by the Cohens at the and elsewhere with
an escort dropped into the club Just as the snow found the women circled about the
Jours when It announced Its vertime Reade started to "wreck the balling thing happened.
It aeemed as though everyone In the place
Alct to Judge Joseph F. Mulqueen.
roulette table with chips in front
was
subdued
until
Place."
He
not
They pelted her unanimously, whereas
selected her for the target
Following the verdict. Miss Davis
Part of a counter had been destroyed usually the patrons throw at one another. In the midst of the fulisade of them.
became hysterical and had to be
Beake said one of the women told
also more than a dozen picture
courtroom.
departed, marking the Incident all the him
the
and
got
up
woman
young
the
from
carried
she was $375 loser, while anframes and other ornaments.
more.
Later she had this to say:
Barry
other claimed $."»00 winner.
Reade was Anally arrested after
The "snow balls" are of small white soft felt, about the size of a golf and Hendricks were then arrested
"I hope Davis and his friends who
They sting if hitting a sensitive spot. When thrown by some of and the roulette wheel confiscated.
testified against me are satisfied Ben Cohen got a couple of police- ball.
he former ball players at 3 a. m., after they have forgotten everything The detectives said that they reThey knjw throughout the men.
now.
shot
As there was no testimony taken but the moment, the balls can create some havoc.
trial that I was innocent, and I
ceived information large sums of
hearing
in court Friday the details of the
Davis In self-defense after
money were lost and won regularly
Red
Gallagher
Advertising
me.
Takes
attack
Up
to
quarrel between Reade and the Cothe* three plot
and that some of the players were
Basil (Red) Gallagher, reporter, formerly with the "Evening World" society women.
henR did not become public.
"I feel very sorry for the new
has Joined the advertising forces of the "Evening Telegram." "Rod," as
Mrs. Davis and hope she wll'. not
Barry nor Hendricks did not take
he is reverentially called by his friends, for years "covered" the Times the witness stand in their own deI
live the life I did with Davis.
an
The
"sorel
topped"
youth
made
the
"World."
Square
section
for
sup
to
have
not
will
GAMBLING
CHARGE
FALLS
she
fense or offer an explanation. Both
also hope
enviable reputation as a news gatherer. His knowledge of the doings said they never had been convicted
port him, as I did for nearly two
Peter Manas, a waiter, of 238
clubs" was quickly realized and "Red" had many offers before and for that reason Magisyears. If she sticks with him long West 3Sth street was freed in the of the "supper
newspapers to become a Broadway columnist.
trate Flood fixed a minimum bail.
enough she will have to keep him.
Court of Special Sessions Friday from
Gallagher's duties now are to gather theatrical advertising. He was
after a trial on the charge of mainGoing Away
welcomed by many in the theatre business when they learned of his new
the
gambling
on
taining
for
room
a
Miss Davis denied she had re
"racket" Neil Klngsley, veteran advertising expert on the "Evening
second floor of 649 fcth avenue.
Girls and Dance
eeived offers from musical comedy
Sun" was chairman of a dinner given to "Red." More than 200 friends Chorus
managers, stating that she was go- Policeman Fred Muus, of the Second gathered.
with Filipinos
Hostesses
had
placed
Division,
testified
he
ing away for a long rest. She said
Manas under arrest April 8 after
"Get out of my court as fast -mm
Women Shopping On Parking Fee
she would return to the "White
waiter had admitted conducting
Lights stronger than ever, as I ^an the
Parking automobiles In the downtown sections of Los Angeles Is you can and never return before
the 8th avenue address.
never be away from them for long." a room at
rather a complicated proposition, especially for women shoppers. They me." shouted Magistrate John V.
Flood to five young girls, arrested
The officer testified he found sev- must pay 35c. and 60c. to leave their cars in a parking station.
Miss Davis was indicted for hav
eral men shooting crap. Manas deA furniture concern opened a new 12-story building about three blocks on the charge of disorderly conduct
tag shot her actor commcn-law hus
automobile
with
an
deal
made
the
evia
Gribble's
story.
As
in an apartment where Ave Filipinos
officer's
It
center.
nied
the
shopping
fight
In
present
a
during
the
from
band
apartment July 7 last. One of the dence was insufficient the Justices parking garage to have men at the curbing In front of the store to were also arrested. The Filipinos
shopped,
they
while
establishment,
were arrested on the same charge.
freed the waiter.
handle machines for the patrons of the
three shots flred struck Davis be
Two of the latter were charged with
free of charge.
neath the left ear. He was in the
Some of the rather astute and clever women of Los Angeles quickly additional complaints, one of violatPolyclinic Hospital for many weeks
downtown
their
do
could
ing the Volstead law and the other
Gribble and Melvln Anderson, the tant to testify against the defend- caught on to the gag and decided that they
shopping and theatre going without paying any parking fee. Now the with bribery.
former's stage manager, were In ant.
Three of the girls told newspaper
take their automobiles to this store, give it to the liveried
Both
the apartment at tho time.
Davis said Miss Davis had called young women
for it, enter the establishment, go out men that they were rehearsing with
testified against Miss Davis at the at the Gribble apartment and de- young man. getting a ticket
walk
establishment,
the
to
return
theatre,
the
road show of "Artists and Modthe
door to
trial
manded that he, Davis, return J.o through another
have their automobile delivered to els." The other two stated that they
Testimony of "wild" and "queer" the Princeton with her. He told out again and hand their ticket and
were Instructors at "Happyland
parties was given at the trial. Miss her he could not slight his friends the door without any charge.
about ISO dance hall," Mrd street and ColumWhen this store first started parking cars, they handled
Davis on the stand in her own de- by leaving them so abruptly. He
to the Idea, the carriage bus avenue.
on
gotten
have
women
The girls gave their
thrifty
tho
Since
fense told the jurors of the strange advised her to go home and he a day.
1,200 to 1,800 cars names as "Bobby" Denison (correct,
at the establishment asserts they hav* from
actions of the three men when Jhe would follow later.
She refused, man
Rose Dlneslo), 19, actress, 71 Edison
called at the apartment on the day and he took her , nto R bedroom to every day.
street, Bloomfleld, N. J.; her sister,
of the shooting.
he
so,
do
to
Roofs
Unable
pacify her.
8ight Seeing Buses With Glass
Anna, 23. actress, same address, and
The young woman told a graphic turned to leave her when he heard
Square these days have Grace Tyson, 19, actress, same adSeveral sight seeing buses leaving from the
story of her life with Davis, declarThe last ono struck glass roofs, the foresightcd promoters evidently figuring to avert law- dress; Blanche Anton. 18, Instructor,
three shots.
ing he frequently beat her and kept him in the head and he lost con
504 11th avenue, and Elizabeth Consuits for dislocated necks.
all the money she earned. She de
sciousness.
way, 18, Instructor, 504 11th avenue.
dared that 1 «.st spring Davis had
Through Traffic
Go
Runners
The five girls and five Filipinos
Davis Dsnies
administered morphine tablets to
Square wa^made by the
the strangest sights around Times »#
of
were taken out of an apartment at
One
. v.
conThe
her and that as a result sho was
_„
race,
Marathon
Davis denied he and his friends
modified
the
competing Saturday in
101 West 83rd street about 4 a. m.
under the care of a physician for were undressed or Intoxicated when runners
but with the increasing
one similar to it has been a yearly fixture
They were arrested by Patrolmen
[est
several weeks.
Miss Davis first entered the party
race through the busiest intervehicle traffic the routing of the
Wandllng and Daniel TanGeorge
motor
The defendant testified that on and vigorously denied he and his
seemed incongruous. The runners
building comaction of thoroughfare, in tho world
saved many sey. Tenants In the
Cops
the day before the shooting she friends had threatened her or plota-xd autos.
trolleys
dodging
chances
themselves took
plained of the jazz music and the
had had a quarrel with Davis in ted to do her barm.
injury
from
They were
girls.
the
them
screams
of
of
their suite In the Trinccton Hotel
Both Gribble and Anderson on the
loaded into a patrol bus and locked
He took $100 from her, all the stand for the prosecution corrobo
up in Went SOth street police stamoney she had, and then locked her rated Davis' story of the actual
SCHENCK'S CAR
tion for the night.
in the apartment.
The next day shooting as far as they could. Each Girl Didn't Scream;
she said Davis called her up and
denied he was intoxicated at the
Chiropodist Discharged 5,000 Auto 8tolenAgoNearly Two
told her to call at Gribble's apart
CIRCUS SPEC.
Months
lime and refuted the assertion by
ment, 63 West 49th street, where
*Any time that I go to a chiropothe defenso that they were only
he was having dinner.
Arriving partially dressed or attired
in
manicured I
Joseph SchencU of Van and Geo. Harris Charged Policewoman
dist to have my toes
there, she found tte Miree men, she
$2 For 76 Cent Ticket
women's clothing.
along," Schenck at the Panvdy Club re
will always take my mother
testified, dressed lr "ladies" vests,
Miss
glad tidings last night from
Judge Wahle, counsel for
21, maid, celved
Tolstinson,
Carrin
small boudoir caps on their heads
George Harris, ticket broker, 666
have read into started
detectives James Fltzpatrlck and
and pink kimonas. She told them Davis, sought to
End avenue, Henry McCaddln of the West 47th West 140th street, was excoriated
perfume^ letter employed at 605 West
she would return later when they the record a long
Attorney
District
Ride
Assistant
West
in
by
informed
case
street station when they
on blue paper, admittedly Written when she lost her
were dressed.
Magce In West Bide Court
to Davis and signed Court against Joseph Maimone, 26. him that his car, valued at $6,000, James
Returning to the a.); rtmcnt about by Anderson
vioThe contents of the let barber and chiropodist, with his was located in a garage at Tucka when aralgned on a charge of
15 minutes later she found the men "Hulda."
Business law,
hoe, N. Y. The car was stolon from lating the General
for publication. This
unfit
were
ter
in decent attire. She then demanded
parlor at 247t Broadway. 62nd and Broadway.
which pertains to overcharging for
clear when Judge beauty
that Davis return to her the $100 fact was made
permit it to Maimone, according to the police, is
The car was in charge of his amusement tickets. After the hearhe had taken. He led her into a Mulqueen refused to
ing Harris was held In $600 ball for
saying: "We a partner.
chauffeur, Herman Turk. The lat
bedroom and left hor there. She be read to the Jury,
filth Injected into
ter stepped into a store for a few trial in Special Sessions.
any
have
not
scrlwill
a
on
arretted
was
Maimone
says «he then hc*;rr the three plan
Harris was arrested on complaint
seconds on the night of March
this case, unless it has to do di
to injure her.
cus charge filed by the maid who
She
When he returned the auto was of Policewoman McLaughlin.
rectly with tho assault."
alleged she went to the beauty parthat she went to Harris's
testified
After Publicity
Fitzpatriek and McCaddln
gone.
Lihe
for.
cared
feet
her
lor to have
Madison
Judge's Charge
opposite
establishment
"Becoming frightened, I attempt
sent out an alarm.
sat in the chair in place and MaiSquare CJarden and purchased a 75
*d to leave the place, but Duvi* held
In his charge to t*o jury, Judgt
Tho garage owner furnished
"fresh." she charged.
became
mouo
whfeh
for
circus
woman
the
for
ticket
me in the bedroom, He then ob Mulqueen suld that if the
description to the police of tho man cent
Fhc feared to summon tho police,
she was charged $2. She then sumtained a revolver and suggested was telling the truth regarding the
day. who brought the car In. They are
next
the
madame
her
told
but
monod another detective and caused
that I fire three shots through the threat to harm her, sho was justicomplain. She seeking him.
but She was advised to
the arrest of Harris.
Window, this would attract atHn
fied in killing not only Davis,
notified detectives Tom Dlnrcn and
to
on
need
if
tion and result in valuable publicity tho other two nun,
West
J 00th
the
of
ARRESTS
Donnelly
TYPEWRITER
James
for him. He said he would fake up protect hnself.
up on the alleged theft of a porluhlo
street station.
a story for the newspapers to the
Miss Davis has ln?d a hectic caHelm: h-y Winfleld, 20, playing in typewriter valued at $C0. The dea
The ntt<r arrested Maimone in
to
She was married at 13
«*«>ct that I had attempted to kill
reer.
tective made the arrest /m the com24
at
residing
1JHW',"
and
He denied the "Iyiiln
parlor.
him during a jealous raj?<\
boyhood sweetheart in her home his beauty
Wolf stre.t. Yonkers, N. Y., and plaint of Walter K. Kl^hards, pubDistrict. Attorney
When I refused he attempted to town, Little Rock, Ark.; divorced at chars**. AsKistant
59th street.
conduced the proy- Ke*linor.d Magce, 19, dr.-iurrht^man. lit: lecturer, 108 West
strike mo. In the struggle the shots 14; married again at 17, deserted James Magee
Itieliards charged that his typefor the de- 102 Allison nvmije, VonketM. N. V..
attorney
The
New
cution.
to
came
wprp flred. Seeing Davis fall. I left six months later;
why Miss Tol- wen; fr»" d in West Side Court on writer was stolen last December.
the apartment in a daze and was York and became a model. In 15»23 fense queried us to
alarm In
scream for aid. Il« r the charge, of HU.~.i-i'i'<n of grand Tho detect he placed an
stopped by a police officer a few she met Davis and they lived to- stinson failed to
second hand typewriter stores and
larceny.
Mai"feared"
she
that
was
answer
minutes later."
gether for over two yea a.
Doth were arrested by Detective- finally located It. As a result, WinLack of corroboration and
be- mone.
Tho trial began Tuesday. Davis
Davis, since the shooting, has
West 47th field and Mageo were arrested. Both
evidence prompted Magistrate Flood Charles Stapleton of the
Was the first witness for the prose- come the husband of "Peggy" SI
street station who locked the pair denied the rharge.
to discharged Maimone.
cution.
He apparently was relue- non, show girl.
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LADIES OF

THE DRESSY SIDE
By SALLIE
Thrills Tn -Hell Bent"
In "Hell Bent Fer Heaven" at Warner's, a scheming, designing chore boy
whose love for the girl (Patsy Ruth Miller) makes his greed and selfishness to possess her, Is ruthless in his attempt to stop at nothing to gain
his end. He commits murder, dynamites a dam (the big thriller of the
picture) and meets his Waterloo by drowning, but mild punishment for
him. This picture has many tense, exciting scenes nnd moments
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THE ENSEMBLE

RIGHT OFF THE DESK

By R08E ADAIRE

By NELLIE REVELL

June Sparks gave a party in Phil
The amateurs aren't the only ones who
adelphla to the girls in "Queen
have a Little Theatre «
High."
Not a better place known fessionals enjoy playing with plays too. To lndutel thi i *; Pro '
11 6
Episcopal Actors Guild has been puUing on
the
to have a party says Junle.
one new
at Itsjittle theatre in the Guild r'oom.'at
tlSTlilS
"

"Seton^"

Dorothy Roy is moving but not
out of Brooklyn, only to a different
house.

CnTrlZ7o\Z°Z

Q

The latest one was given Monday afternoon
It wa- ^,.ki
ment for me to attend It. first because I
Joy am » membtr of the
The mother role is most human and pl^ytd admirably hy Mlas -Selbie
tn
and secondly because this month's sketch
Gul1 *
wVwrit^
Her dressing is that of a faraway farm-house, but she holds her family
hv
,
written
by
my
Ada Patterson, the newspaper woman
frlend#
with love and understanding rather than clothes, and It is a beautiful
Blanche O'Brien and Lucille GodIts title was "How to Manage
a Man
ctmi* <»
character.
dard are going Into vaudeville with secret It did
that
.how
how
to en^rfaln an au^nce
nZ
Miss Miller goes through \ siege of torn heart-strings, always smiling. Koger Gray's act.
about It to u. who know Mis. Pattern
and
Even when rescued from the flood, she looked lovely In her simple
k
„ow
al.o
thaf
Bhe
fugitive from matrimony. Where
ls
did ahe
Tall th«
k?.
white country frock. It had sash and lace frills edging the short sleeves.
Florence Qulnn
("Artists
and scattered through
ai " m
the dialog and the aetYont
The wrecking of the dam is tremendous in Its photography and a Models") has announced her com- soclatlng with
£, mu?t
^7j
b<* n aa some
very
*
aophl.tlcated
women friend.
great screen thriller. "Hell Eent Fer Heaven," aside from its few short- ing
marriage to Frank Trado,
After watching that sterling actreea.
comings, should be due for a long stay.
vaudevilllan.
widow who thought ah. knew all about Minnie DunrZ. «... .v wi *»
men
w. founTih? ST "J" ,
that men can't be managed. We
muat noraUyWTem-j'ueT^i- v *
'Cello Recital
Why the rush? Thelma Holllday
m
'cello
years,
gave
a
five
abroad
for
studying
Wilmer Willerson, 15,
is always In a hurry.

^

...

»

J

.

Miss Willerson is easily in
recital to a crowded house at Aeolian Hall.
a class of great musicians. She looked very nice in a simple rose taffeta
flowers at shoulder. Her
small
and
ruching
of
same
frock trimmed with
twin sister who is also an unusual violinist la now playing in Mengel-

berg's Syn.. hony Orchestra in Vienna.
The talent of both these girls is inherited, their mother having been
a professional 'cellist and their father a pianist.

At the Hip
Mrs. Park Benjamin in her dash from society to the stage is at the
Hip, singing in a lyric soprano key. Her voice, if not great, is good.
She has an attractive stage presence, fair, and looked well in a stylish
evening gown of white made quite short and decollette. With this she
carried a blue feathered fan which gave the needed color touch.
Singers like musicians come and go and only the poor ones seem to
live forever but the dancer appearing with the Roman Sport Act,
Madame Rhea, Is apt. She is most graceful and looked lovely in an
odd black velvet affair. The back has an apron full effect, ruffled and
embroidered in brilliants and her bodice Is held in place by jewelled
straps. She wore a pretty bandeau for headdress and pink fleshings.
The Albertlna Rasch Girls looked striking, In their white slashed skirts
with tight fitting bodices and Roman scarlet chiffon capes. They carried
hemlets of gold and gold swords.
The three star divers, Helen Wainwrlght, Alloen Riggen and Gertrude
Ederle (the latter near success in swimming the English Channel making
her world known), appeared in flowered satin bathing capes under which
The set is the waters of Lake
Is worn high colored bathing suits.
Worth.
Cathleen Pope gilded over the
as did the Kitsch Girls in white.

1
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CHORUS GIRLS SERIOUS

ON CLUBHOUSE IDEA

skating act dressed in pink,

a spirited

act.

Adorable O'Brien Sisters
In King Act at Palace
Charles King was well greeted in
new act at the Palace theatre
on Monday afternoon.
With Mr.
his

Meeting

Liberty King are the adorable O'Brien SisAnother ters. Violet McKee, Sidney Franklin
Lightly Attended
at the piano and George Moeser,
to Be Called for Tett
who does a lightning Charleston
and how! Tho O'Brien Sisters, one
A press stunt for "Tip Toes" a blonde and the other a brunet,
at

—

turned into a serious Idea when 30
chorus girls met Friday afternoon

at the Liberty, to discuss a possible
chorus giris' clubhouse.

_

r

first

appear

tnmes.

in cute

pink ruffled cos.

They indulge

In

some

soft-

shoe dancing with Mr. King, and
change to white rhlnestone-studded
Several of the musicals had re
costumes with an enormous maline
hearsals Friday afternoon which bow in the back as the only trimmay have accounted for the light ming, to do an excellent buck rouattendance. Another meeting is to tine.
Miss MeKeo sings well, has a
be held within two weeks when

I a

larger

number

is

anticipated,

pleasing personality and could kick

her way Into the heart of any audiShould that develop and the en- ence. She first wears a flame color
thusiasm of the girls of Uie first gown with
a sunburst of rhinestones
meeting continue, the club house on the bodice.
The entire skirt is
plan will be proceeded with.
made of feathers. A white fluffy
A benefit for chorus girls in dress Is worn in the finale that
furtherance of the club house Is now gracefully whirls around when she
It will be an inon the tapis.
kicks.
novation in theatricals.
Charlotte Greenwood makes her
It
Is promised that the chorus
entrance In a white evening coat
girls will be notified in plenty of
trimmed with white fox that contime for the next meeting.
The ceal a white gown
lavishly decoratclub house plan by organized chorus
ed with feathers.
girls does not interfere with Equity
Kitty Doner, after discarding her
and Doraffty Bryant, of Chorus
male attire, appears in an all-white
Equity, has signified her approval.
costume
with red feather trimming.
Teddy Doner acted as temporary
Blospom Scelcy wears a peach
chairman (or president) at the Friday meeting. Winnie Beck was ap- eolor ensemble with white fox. She
pointed vice-president and Phyllis has several new songs. A Spanish
MJrfron, secretary, both temporary costume is very effective with a
skirt of black taffeta, a pink bodice
also.
and a blue bandanna. Carrying n
Newspaper Men There
It was five before fhe meeting large feather fan and wearing a
fluffy
white dress, Miss Seeley conformally opened. It had been called

for

three.

were

Among
some

the girls

pres-

from "Song of
Flame," "Nanette" and "Tip Toes"
"Tip
(with
Toes" placing at the
Liberty).
A few girls unengaged
at present were also there, along
with some newspaper men.
The
latter "kidded" the meeting a bit
Id their stories the next day.
A club house Is wanted by the
girls for their convenience when
playing or rehearsing In New York,
as a home where they may live Inent

I^Fronmln
is

leaving "Vanities"

^Ame^me^

atUljow^fherl
Lillian

Thomas, Vivian Carmody,

«•«

£ 22?^Z£rX £\ ma^ralon

May Page and some

other "Vanities" chorines planned a day's outing

—and

went

^

to the circus.

Noel Francis and Doris Dickinson are in the new Clro floor revue.
Olivette Florentine has left "Van-

have more name, than the he?r
*°

ne?at BUlV

"

hapPen

a Br .U.h^ukld'om
to

m«

tast

*

7

^

^

'°

»"« "nished din-

ities."

Anita Banton, recovered from her
illness. Is going to Atlantic City before returning to "Vanities."

Sybil Bursk

and Winnie Seale are

opening with the new Shubert
sical. "Temptations."

mu-

S 8 ter8 alWayB have done the original thing.
Usually
thl minute
min^tT
,
Grace George, specialty girl, has the
a professional
retires from the stage she has a craving
to get
handed In her notice to Greenwich right back to the footlights and the applause, But
Rose and Nefne
Beaumont
Village
are different
"Follies."
Grace Elhew,
They were down last week from th^ir New
with the same show, has been reh0
r
U R ° 8e 8 80n Carles Gray, treasurer of
?
heTomedv th!fl ° * Bot 7InsiBted
placed by Gretchen Reinhardt.
would be * lad to get back
*
5
th«
hit/
to the high open spaces of
the Green Mountain state. They still like
the
stage
but
there
isn't any money that would tempt them
Margy Bailey has decided It's a
back to it
lot of trouble bringing up a dog.
h
bil
ened t of tne Benedict Engraving Company thinks
Ambitious to make money as all
of Italy
:
^nT Italians
i^^ ^is a ibig
other chorines are, Margy has an and
compliment to America. In other words if they
idea she will soon publish her first stopped all the steamship lines between New York and Mussolini's hang,
out. Phil figures the United States would
edition of how to raise pups.
be ahead. A letter from Phil
C t,0n n
abl ad 8ays that the Itallan notel are
™n by ths
«
f,
I f
?
Fascist
National
Association
of Jesse James, that the railroads indues
Lillian Thomas is out of the "Vanities" for a few weeks.
Just vaca- visitors to ride so they can be fined for putting their feet on the seat
cushions in the trains and that there ls only one country
tioning.
in the world—
America! All right, Phil, hurry home.
Doris Wilson is breaking Into the
The news about Molly Fuller this week is good. She has entirely
movies.
recovered from her spell of Illness and this week resumes her
tour at
Cyrllla Casey Is going to be in the the Flatbush theatre with Philadelphia to follow. And everyone's hope
ls that the blind actress will find enough
good luck during the rest of
new Silver Slipper Revue.
the season to compensate for the bad fortune— that's
a mild name for
Eleanor Brooks has had her nose pneumonia— that cost her bookings the first full weeks on her route
1

.

'

ice

"Skinner's" a Laugh
Reginald Denny is wearing his own "Skinner's Dress Suit" at the
Rivoli this week. It's an irresistible laugh, especially his teaching Laura
La Plante the "Savannah Shuffle." She is best suited to these roles.
Miss La Plante's twinkling toes as well as dimples are delicious. She
can Charleston too, wearing simple frocks in tune with the present
dancing style, very short, sleeveless, neckless, in fluffy materials. One
standing out is a pink with full flare skirt, tiny basque, worn with silver
slippers and flesh hose. "Skinner's Dress Suit" it very refreshing.

Friday's

Marion Dale

for the Silver Slipper floor revue.

cludes the
melodies.

act

with

some poppy

^

£

'

<

^

operated on. Don't
It turned out.

know

yet

how

after

much

split-week time.

Mabel Fenton (Ross and Fenton), was
set last week.

Marilyn Felix, Infant daughter of
Seymour Felix, made her annual
public appearance at the private
performance
of
the
Newburger
Dancing School held at the Forrest
theatre Sunday night.
This mere
tot followed up her la.*
season's
success by again proving a show
stopper after intermission when
she went into a "strip" number to
be capped by a "hot" Charleston.
Miss Felix has now reached the
majestic age of five.

visiting her at the Hotel

Somer-

Charlotte Greenwood

is getting ready to sail for foreign shores
for
She finishes her vaudeville route next week and has no
definite plans so far for next season but is considering
a musical comedy.

a vacation.

Dave Altman called, sent by Willard Coxey, to get a photograph of
to use In the Theatrical Representatives' benefit program.
He wanted
one taken in company with other women press agents and we looked
through every picture I had. I showed him my photos with Jack Dempsey,
Irvln S. Cobb, Will Rogers, George 11. Cohan, Milton Sills,
Tern Ityan.
former Secretary of War Weeks, all the cartoonists of New York, all
the male press agents and even one taken with His Eminence, Cardinal
Hayes. But there wasn't one of me taken with other women. I guess
I've Just never had one taken with them.
They evidently don't stand
still
long enough for pictures to be snapped. It can't be that they're
Maxine Henry has a new plaid
spring coat. Looks like the Scotch afraid of exposure.
is coming out.
Wherever you find a benefit you'll find a press agent and next Sunday
night wherever you find a press agent In New York you'll find
Edith Martin seems to be tour
a beneing the country over week-en* 1 s fit. That's the night when the potentates of propaganda give their annual benefit at f'ecca Temple. According to the plans outlined at the
Syracuse last week.
last meeting of the Theatrical Press Representatives
It will be a show
Ann Woods. "Song of Flame," is by which future benefit promoters can date their calendars. That "Bugs"
Baer ls to be one of the announcers Is enough to assure tho show l>eing
doing toe work now.
what ths press agents themselves term "a laughing success."
Mae Sullivan Is
h "No, No.
Incidentally people who want to know how to give benefits ought to
Nanette."
apply to the Treasurers' Club of America for Information on what to
Clair Stone is at the Gulnan do nnd how to do it. According to the figures supplied by Harry Nelins,

me

.

.

7/'

Club.

.

president of the

Betty
Waxton
and
Mildred treasurers'
Biower are most conspicuous be- house was
cause of their silence and quiet

club, at the T. P. R. r-.eetlng the other night, the
benefit program carried $16,000 worth of advertising and the
sold out a week in advance.

Attendance at the meeting of the New York Newspaper Women's
Club Friday night enlightened me on t./o subjects. One was the mean"Tip Toes." was ing of the word "yogi" wh! li is what oar guest of honor, Swami Uganda,
thrilled because hor kid brother saw was nothing else but.
The other is that the New York "American" is
going to have a Mrs. instead of a Miss Prudence Penny to run the
the show.
woman's page. Mable Burbrldge, who is "Prudonco Penny" during
Winnie Beck has a new dress ex- working hours, is going to bo married to Leon C. Gray, manufacturer
of radios. If this habit of fretting married spreads much further among
actly the color of her hair.
the members, the club will be forced to re-open the "only their husElsie Neals, "Tip Toes," has her bands club" made famous by the late lamented Rennold Wolf.
car out for the summer, home of
Next Sunday is Mother's Day, which ought to be observed by every
the girls go her way and EIhIc
son and daughter more faithfully than any other holiday. But when
doesn't mind giving lifts.
you do observe it don't forget that if you haven't been kind and thouchtBetty Wright and Tony Otto have ful of Mother on the other 364 days of the year It doesn't mean a thine
been out of "Tip Toes," iil. Peggy to wear a carnation or send a wire on the three hundred and sixty- fifth.
Gillespie, understudy, has a hard
time filling two places.
O. K. if you don't miss numbers.
Dorothy Brown rode a horse for the
ways.

Grace

Jones,

expensively.
This same idea often
In recent years has been broached
in private by producers or others
but no definite step was ever taken
as a follow up, until the girls got
together last Friday.
There is no
Ethel Maye has started a fad in
doubt but the plan would have the dressing room at the Liberty
managerial support, if the girls theatre.
Children must play so
place it Into active ^'clptonoe.
Ethoi bought some ball and Jacks.

—

first

Mabel
Carol

Grete,

Dorothy

Lyn. Gertrude

Huh and Dottle Gray
Friend," spent a day

Brown.

Cole, Evelyn
of "The Girl
at Palisades.

time.

sellers.

Dottle Gray

(All she need?*. In

won
an

salt

pjvirt-

in^nt to go with them).
They had
pictures taken that were almost tin
types.
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common Impression that vaudeamnion cause is mentioned as pu-

Likewis * th *
° 18 meant what is known as the two-a-day vaude.»
n
lie otherwise
straight vaudevillc-the kind that plays without
a feature
picture on its program.
"
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Vaudey.lle had been growing and advancing
for 35 vears!
Evervone
that.
It has been press-agented hack
and forth throughout the
country so many times that it is now bounding
back, with the slipping
rumors, with more force than it gathered on its
first lap.
Pictures have been shooting ahead for five years!
Not really five
It's hardly three years and nearer two
seasons that pictures in
general commenced to find that an extra stage attraction
delivered more
gross into the box office.

YEARS AGO

Where are the showmen who will admit
Cohan and Harris, in association 33 years they would permit an opposition
tance them?
planning
were
Frazee,
H.
with H.
for their
to build a Chicago house
What reason? The «ft repeated reasons
The site of the proattractions.
old
Orpheum
the
of those there are only two which carry a
was
posed house
theatre property adjoining the Chicago Opera House.

Appearing on an "Old Timers" bill
Ave., Mrs. Annie Yeamans, 72, was cheered for a minute
upon her entrance. Every turn on
the bill, with the exception of
Rooney and Bent, was made up of
at the 5th

the past generation of performers.
in blackface
out by Bertie Herron and

Joe Smith in vaudeville.

A report was about that the Shuberts would star Al Jolson the following season, the preliminaries
having been closed by the brothers.
Doc Breed, managing the Brighton
Music Hall for the summer, was
startling the Broadway natives by
his high prices for hot weather
He paid $3,000 weekly for
acts.
Eva Tanguay for two weeks, Lulu
Glaser $2,500 for one week, Louiso
Dresser $1,600 for a week, and
Henry E. Dixey $1,000 for the same
length of time.
Lillian Russell had been engaged
by Percy O. Williams to play two
weeks for him during the summer
at the Colonial and Orpheum on a
percentage basis with a guarantee
of $2,500 weekly.

Valeska' Surratt, in "Red Rose,"
Was preparing to follow "Madam

.

a creature of

are between the top and bottom.

In no other profession does this situation obtain.
A week s work anywhere else earns a week's pay. Then- Is stability. But in theatricals,
especially in straight vaudeville, there Ls about the
same reliable
potentiality that exists in betting on one man's horse in
another mans

this is Mr. Albee's fault, or his error, or his don't-care,

If

he should
it.
Ue might better address speeches to hia
luncheon guests.
The Cheese Club and Mayor
Walker can do nothing towards the goal he says he seeks. He can,
himself.
In his paternal grief about the social status of actors, why
doesn't he?

remedy

it,

booking

that with a running start of
within two years to outdis-

everyone has heard T

Of

not

deplete

men than

to

But he, who resents that artists are not understood or appreciated,
and that they arc viewed as 'wandering vagabonds.' prefers to toss it
toward lay- newspapermen in the club he designed to house these 'mis-

all

tinge of soundness.

understood, unappreciated wanderers.'

A year Is 365 days long. To be spotted 33 of those years in the showmanship game and lose must say something is loose somewhere.

It was under the roof of that structure that Mr.
Albee did his deploring and he certainly picked a great spot for It.

When

Raquel Meller can do over $25,000 in four performances at $10
top and keep it up by the week, don't dare to mention that the lower
price of pictures Is the reason for vaudeville's slump. The Meller instance stamps forever that on the stage the people will pay for what
they think is worth the money, no matter what the money may be.
And Senorlta Meller will draw as well for $5 top out of town as she
has done at $10 on Broadway.

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT

Therefore with vaudeville the conclusion must be that there was not
value on the stage for the scale at the box office. Why thero was not
Phil Payne, managing editor of the New York
"Daily Mirror"
value as judged by the paying patrons may be a matter of opinion.
rated
among the most alert newspapermen, has always had a friendlyand
bunt for
One opinion would be that vaudeville became but a repetition, either Broadway. Recently
he took to dabbling in the backing of independently
of act or types of acts: that one followed another until the paying
produced shows. He has put his own money In three attractions,
two
patrons thought they were seeing the same bin each week.
of which failed and the third, current, having little
chance. It Is "Bunk
of 1926" at the Broadhurst The others were "Open
House." produced by
Or in other words and much shorter, vaudeville has been giving on Samuel R. Goldlng and "90 Horse Power." put on by the Marwaldean
Proits stages everything but vaudeville.
ductions. In the latter two actors. Ramsey Wallace
and Frank Martins'
were principally concerned. Wallace has been concerned In all
thro©
"Copy acts" were endured if not encouraged because they were being a featured player In the latter two. He and Martins with Payne's
cheaper, drapes and phoney dancers, bands and phoney singers, or just assistance took over "Bunk," originally produced by the Talbott Players,
phoney dancers or just phoney drapes or phoney revues everything Tne. It Is understood Payne's Investment Is coupled with that of a Mr
with everything but talent, and at a high scale— for vaudeville. "Cut Hatch.
salaries." regulatory orders back stage, catering to those who were not
At the free performance Raquel Meller gave for Equity members fast
frequent paying patrons of vaudeville instead of a play to those who
visited vaudeville weekly an effort to curb laughter in the audience, Sunday night In the Empire tickets were obtained by lot at the Equity
offices.
Noticeable above all else at the Sunday night show was the
an effort to "build up" vaudeville by other means than with vaudeville,
and all of these go to say that the paying patron got In vaudeville absence of the major stars, the rank and file of Equity constituting the
everything but vaudeville that vaudeville the patron had paid for to largest part of the audience. About 100 people stood, the legal limit
of the Empire's standing room.
Before the Intermission, Pedro de
be amused by.
Cordoba made a gracious speech of thanks to her In giving the free
performance.
A vaudeville that has tried to make Its money back stage first, driving It waa Meller herself, Incidentally, who is credited
with the idea after
away its actors, producers and acts.
hearing of some newspaper comment to the effect that the average
actor would bo unable to pay the price of the tickets.
Wherefore if the vaudeville showmen have failed, does that point to
continuous failure? If the field of vaudeville has been developed for
An erroneous Impression that A. I* Erlanger owned a share of Henry
It seems Im- Miller's theatre is corrected by Gilbert Miller, son of
35 years, can it be thus pushed off the map overnight?
the actor who reShowmen!
call
revived?
vaudeville
for
to
Then
what
must
be
possible.
cently died, to the effect that Mr. Erlanger and his father constituted
a corporation which leased the Henry Miller from Mr. Miller and other
As old as the owners. This corporation had a five-year lease on the house. It still
"Give the people what they want and they will pay.'
has three years to go. In It Mr. Erlanger and Gilbert Miller retain 100
hills in showdomville, if not In vaudeville.
shares and It will be booked Jointly, with G. M., as an active producer,
probably having first call. Under the leasing arrangement, the house
There's the field of vaudeville, all ready for anyone who believes he's
showman enough to reap the harvest of 35 years. Pictures, at 75c. or was guaranteed a profit of $30,000 annually.
legit at $3.60, vaudeville lies in between and can be sold over the counter
A former well known producer sadly In need of a lift "flopped" himself
of the box office at Its proper scale. But It must bo vaudeville.
out of a lucrative proposition recently because of a false Idea of versatility.
A theatre for him had already been promoted and the money
To think of a business with an edge all of that length of time permlt- up. To celebrate, a banquet was given by the investors with the manager
belief.
Incredible,
beyond
It
seems
it
out.
shove
newcomers
to
Ing
as guest of honor. The rostrum held former associates who went the

—

—

—

Sherry" into the Colonial, Chicago,
for a summer run. . . . Bill Macart,
in Seattle, discovered a
daughter lost 16 years before, working as a trained nurse in a hospital
there. . . . Julian Eltinge had closed
a 10 weeks' engagement in Chicago
to gross receipts of over $106,000.
.
. Variety's Ideal
Vaudeville Bill
Contest had been decided by William Morris, as judge, and first prise
went to J. M. McLean, 721 Prior St.,
Vancouver. He selected the following turns in the order named:
Pedersen Brothers, Alice Lloyd,
Three vaudeville oppositions have arisen within the past 15 years and
Harry Lauder, Mclntyre and Heath,
Frank Keenan and Co., Intermis- all were crushed. There were reasons for the crushing. Two of the opsion, Norworth and Bayes, Julian position movements were conceived and planned for speculative purEltinge, Nat M. Wills and Annette poses. The other was a sincere effort, meeting with misfortune through
the sudden death of its financial sponsor Just as it about saw success
Kellerman.
ahead.
playing

is

Theatres aro solidly built Into the ground. Rut the men and women
who p'ay in them are straws of the irresponsible winds that blow this
way and that. Few can make themselves essential: the others are only
stray individuals, sought for when badly wanted, shown
the. door when
unnecessary, tossed about at the pleasure of the magnates when
they

An Apache dance
tried

still

book.

(From "Clipper" and Variety)

was

The actor

knows

years.

15

business is still precarious.
hazards, chances.

" hOW bufl,nosa ,a th <*

em-

•
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the aetor will enjoy the same privileges that others
do, of being
ployed and paid consistently on a one-price contract.

CAN VAUDEVILLE BE REVIVE™

*AKIETY

VARIETY

limit In extolling his fine qualities and his ability.
Everything registered until the manager In a moment of exhilaration
went into a dance and "flopped" two ways by taking a fall on a bell
kick which also flopped him out of the theatre enterprise which
called off the following day.

Jose Castillo, Spanish dancer with the "Mission Play," Los Angelea,
has given up benefits. The last three personal appearances he made
Leon Victor, the agent now out
proved
disastrous.
At the first of these, an unappreclatlve member of
had
state.
It
healthy
most
waa
In
its
ahead of a "Big Parade" unit, had
And than regular vaudeville
the audience stole his watch out of his vest. The next night he sang
just returned from a tour of 33,000 power, especially with the actor. And now look at it!
and
danced
guest
out
a
went Into the dressing room and took the vest
miles ahead of "The Blue Mouse."
home for a souvenir.
Hal Forde, who recently played
•
Vaudeville can be revived. People want It but they want what they
The crowning loss came at a special performance In Hollywood when
vaudeville and legit here, was en- want, not what booking offices think they want
someone went so far as to take his dress pants away while he appeared
gaged
.

.

for the Australian company
of "The Spring Maid.' . .
L. Law.
rence Weber, having formed an alliance with Joe Weber In the legitimate, retired from burlesque.

in his

Where's the Vaudeville Moses?

ALBEE PICKED HIS SPOT
LITTLE THEATRES
The

Theatre movement

Little

ome

in

sections of the south continues
to Prosper and
expand, an increasing
interest on the part of the general
Public being noted. The Little Theatre Guild at Johnson
City, Tenn.,
has completed its second successful

season and

tious

is

Rising at the luncheon of the Cheese Club. In his club building. E. F.
Albee last week saluted the Mayor of New York City and the guests,

Frank Fay has been personally holding the bag for his legit venture,
"The Smart Alec" which closed after a tryout season of two weeks but
which Fay announces will reopen when the script Is revised. He had
been financing with the remnants of $100,000 which he garnered on wheat
stocks
Tho tryout period set him back $20,000 but this has
last year.
Mr. Albee was right In a measure. Theatrical people aren't underThey aren't appreciated. But they axe not still regarded as not shaken his faith In the play which Is the collaborative effort of Fay
stood.
and William A. drew, with Kay slurred.
planning a preten- wandering vagabonds at all.
and

said:

"Theatrical people are not understood or appreciated by the world at
They are still regarded as wandering vagabonds"—etc.
large.

—

program for next season. Car-

roll E.

King, the

local guild, Is

i®
w "/Kh

Llttle
'

director of the
business manager.
Theatre Guild at Brlsfirst

now

made

lts

bow

tho Presentation of

week
"Kempy"

laat

*»w got away to a flying start. A
membership of more than a score of
charter members
increased.

Is

being rapidly

d0r the nr °fesMonal direction
Burman, the Jewish

Howard A.
yAneatre,
of the

Young Men's Hebrew
Association of Baltimore will stage
"« annual public production at the
<»«"d Theatre en May 10. Three
*™rt plays from the Yiddish will
°omprise the bill.

Chester DeVonde. who authored "Kongo" with Kilbourn Gordon, the
producer, collaborating, is known to have lived in the Belgian Congo but
DeVonde was
is not generally known that the play is based on fact.
a resident of a territory dominated by a personality like the "Deadlegs"
Mint of the play. He had an elaborate, electrical laboratory on the
premises for general effects to impress bis supernatural power on the
voodo-ridden na t Ives.

Theatrical people are not understood because they are different from
the mob; they will never be understood by the peoplo at large. They
are not appreciated because this is a business world, and theatrical
people are not business people. They aro ruled by temperament. pride,
ambition and sentiment. They arc gluttons for punishment. That Is
why they arc not understood or appreciated by a mundane, acquisitive
world.

it

Oh
seems scarcely true that they arc still regarded as vags. Too
many performers have demonstrated their substantial citizenship for
Only in Mr. Albee's fancy perhaps, are they still "wandering
that.
vagabonds." They wander because the full-pay wf<-ks aro po few and
far apart; they arc "vagabonds," some of them, for the same reason.
But

tT

stage clothes.

refute the statements of the New York "Mirror" that the Raquel
Meller engagement at the Empire, New York, was a flop, E. Ray Goeta
sent to all the publications of importance a statement from the auditing
firm of Price, Waterhouse & Co.. verifying the receipts of the first seven
performances, as reported in Variety exclusive of the opening night.
The Meller engagement has now been made "Indefinite." Goetz haa
exercised his option for an additional two weeks at the Empire and will
probably run for two weeks beyond that.

To

Mr. Albee really wants to have the artNt understood, rorogui/ed
and relieved of the odium of his, impression that the aetor in * hotv.
so to syvak, let Mr. Albee till in the gaps with uncut salaries, so that

ir

les

cii<
j

in

Olden,
ii

another S*-n
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who w.n
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Wounded
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Morris dest
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If

colored

him. jh well known in New York colored
Ie.<;.
He apl>'"<" d ir,
r.umnrr of T. O. IJ. A. revut-s, was a principal
'"Salome" and lias i»e»-n working with Andrew Hishop's Lafayette

burgh wh«

it

:

have gotten more publicity out of his early llfo
ban .iny other nan in the ey«r of the public.
As
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Wednesday,

ENGLISH PLAYERS ASIC

SHOP TALK

Shows

FULL PAY FOR LAYOFF

Ruth and

C.

J.

NUGENT

'Chariot's Revue' Very Nearly

(AND WHERE)

were talking over a certain young juvenile actor the other
night. We watched his performance with much Interest. He had looks,
intelligence and technique.
But he was In that "almost" c'.ass. Good,
but not quite good enough to score positively and unerringly. Seemed
miss
on
his
climaxes, it you know what I mean.
to just
It wasn't lack of talent or lack of experience or lack of good direction.
He has had them all. And he looks like a million dollars.
I ventured several theories us to why he didn't click as one of Broadway's best.
"No," said Ruth, In her own little wise thoughtful way, as she parked
a chocolate, "I think It Is simply that he pays too much attention to

Hollywood

May

4.

"Chariot's Revue" came close to
not opening before a $15 flrat night
.audience at the El Capltan, Holly-

wood, last nlghL The cause was
an argument over salaries for a
week's lay-off from Kansaa City to
what others think of him. What he needs is a pronouriced hit to give Los Angeles.
Taking into consideration the
him poise. Then he will use his own judgment."
Which may be It. Poise, as shown In repose and confidence, is what Equity allowance to lay off a show
the young actor learns last and should learn first. The trouble is that for one week In traveling to the
you cannot put an old head on young shoulders unless it's a remarkable coast, the representative of Arch
head. Youth's attempts at poise are usually grounded in conceit The Selwyn refused to consider the payment of salary claims. The Engconceit of ignorance. Ignorance of life.
Either instinctively, as In the case of genius, or through years of lish members of the cast claimed
actor
to be working under a contract
living, one gets a sense of proportion. Until he gets it, the young
takes too literally and too seriously every haphazard suggestion and which gave them full pay for the
random criticism. Hence a lack of confidence, a half formulated method, lay-off period.
Inasmuch as some members of
which is reflected in an indefinite touch.
Keep On Thinking
the company were without funds,
To get over this, the thinking young actor should keep on thinking. the Selwyn manager advanced half
(Continued on page 46)
a week's pay pending a decision
from Equity on the case. Then the
show opened half an hour late before a capacity house of screen

CLARA MOORES' STOCK
LEAD LOST-QUITS
Lead of "LomMilwaukee
at
bard!"
Mildred McLeod Favored

Not Cast

in

—

Milwaukee, May 4.
Because she was not cast as lead
in "Lombardl, Ltd.," the current attraction at the Davidson, which began Its third week as a summer
stock house Sunday, Clara Moores,
leading lady, has quit the cast.
This Is the first upheaval since

A couple of records or near
records were created with the
closing of "The Show-Off In
New London. Conn., Saturday.

her In the lead in all productions at the Davidson for the summer. She was in the lead of the

Macdougal

street, last
Thursday
night Two policemen and one policewoman, composing a raiding

Kirkwood) Triangle.
"Hullo London" (Albert De

party, entered the theatre during
the second act handing summonses

Courvllle) Knickerbocker.

"Mamma's Tramps" (Herman

to three officials and one employe
of the place. The summonses were

Ganvoort) Hopkins.
"Treat 'Em Rough" (Richard
Herndon) Belmont.

returnable in the Tombs Court
Gluck's ancient opera was going

along smocthly
tives

3 SHOWS OUT
A heavy departure list was expected this week because of the
slump business last week on Broadway, but there are only three certain closings.
"Artists and Models'' will

end at

In years.
It bettered
weekly for several months.
After Washington's Birthday grosses
dropped off 60 percent. Al Jolson
was added as a feature and jumped
trade to $35,000. He will not tour
with the show.

Mack.

ARTI8T8 AND MODEL8
is

now

in rehearsal. in

New

produced by Michael KalInc., with an out-of-town
opening set for May 17.
York,

lesser.

Playhouse

Mortgages

Butler Davenport, so-called "millionaire actor- manager** at his lit-

Playhouse, 138 East 27th street.
New York, which has been consid-

"The Squall"
Listed as L. Lawrence Weber's
next. Set for spring tryout in June.
Casting begins' in two weeks.

"The Great Gatsby," produced at
Ambassador by W. A. Brady,

the

Webb

Saturday,

close

in

14th

its

The book drama averaged

week.

weekly for about

fied

tle

"Nervous Wreck" and "Family Up-

June by George two months, easing off thereafter to
$11,000 and dropping to $8,000 last
ered a rich showman's toy, is seem- MacFarlane and George Ashby. It
have continued
It might
will play two weeks and be put week,
ingly not so affluent as one suplonger
but for James Rennle being
away until September.

stairs,"

but

when Leo

Carrilo

came

In as first visiting star to appear
in "Lombardl, Ltd.." Mildred Mc-

Leod was given the lead and Miss
Moores was cast as third woman.
Equity was called in and the matter was straightened out when the
management agreed to cast Miss
Moores as principal in "Lombardl,
Ltd.," and then to revoke her conMiss McLeod the leading role agreement.
Miss Moores
leaves the city Saturday, when the
Carlllo engagement ends.

tract, giving

The People's Playhouse,
has borrowed $20,000 from the
Title Guarantee & Trust Co. and
another $4,000 from Lurle & Felnberg on first and second mortgages,
to pay off Adrian H. Jackson, present holder of a first mortgage, who
threatened foreclosure.
To preserve the property, the officers of the People's Playhouse,
Inc., petitioned the Supreme Court
for permission to take out new
the
pledged
having
mortgages,

Farce by C.
spring tryout

S.

will be given

in

posed.
Inc.,

called abroad.

"The Donovan Affair"
Melodrama by Owen Davis will be
individual production by Al.
Lewis since dissolution of Lewis &

Gordon.
Will be given a spring
hearing latter part of the month.

"We Americans"

Top

the

is

first

house in Holly

legit

CLAY M. GREENE TESTIMONIAL

speech.

San Francisco, May

wood.

4.

M. Greene, playwright and
who has been a member of
before a distinguished
audience Emerson-Loos Suit vs.
the Bohemian Club longer than any
after Pauline Frederick delivered
Chi Stock Over 'Blondes' living man, was honored by his
the dedicatory address. The build
fellow
club members last week with
lng, which cost $850,000, was conChicago, May 4.
•
a banquet celebrating Greene's 60th
structed by C. E. Toberman for
Anita Loos and John Emerson,
C'»\y

The performance got under way

Smith and

will

house a department

store on one side of the front. The
other portion is taken up by a
large lobby and three ticket office*.
The house seats 1,551.

"DESIRE" IN FRISCO
San Francisco, May

4.

The uncensored version of "DeUnder the Elms" opened here
at the Wilkes Sunday with Frank
McGlyr.n featured.
House was
packed and notices favorable.
Play was well received and there
seems little likelihood of police interference.

TITLE CHANGED

m

William Anthony Maguire's, "A
Great Little Guy," has been changed
to "If I Wai Rich," under which
title It opened In Detroit Sunday.
Joe Laurie, Jr., is starred.
The author-manager now controls
the show on his own, having bought
out

the

severaJ

originally*

others
,

,

Interested

"Nancy," Tom
New Musical

Wilkes*

Los Angeles, May

Alexander Oumansky, who returned from Kuropo where he Installed the
IS German

American prolog Idea

In

theatres, has signed to

in "Nancy."
Tom
producing the show with
Nancy Welford starred.

stage the dances

Wilkes

Is

play by Norma Mitchell
and Russel Medcraft who wrote
"Cradle Snatchers," called "I Can't
Hear It," Is now in rehearsal It

opens

May

20

at

New

London,

Conn., for a spring tryout
Bertram Harrison, the stage
rector, Is

was staged

at

the

Opened March

16.

Alan Dale

was the solitary
stringer to catch this one
and was "kind" to the show.
The other dailies did not praise
it to any degree, several commenting on the poor quality of
the book.
Variety |8kiy> called it "»
lightweight musical not revealing the staying qualities
for this time of the year."

tury).

("American")

George H. Malnes, recently with
"Dearest Enemy" is now working
the Shubert Publicity Department, handling "A Night in Paris"
and the Parlslana cafe under the
Century.
Richard Silvester, publicity on
"Beau Gallant" (Ritz).
Clara Weiss, publicity on "Bride
of the Lamb" (Greenwich Village).
Joseph Tlerney, until recently
grosses went from $7,000 to $10,000 manager of the Sam H. Harris theand back to the first figure last atre, is company manager for "Love
week. It Is doubtful If the show in a Mist" at the Gaiety.
James G. Peede is doing the pubhad one winning week.
licity for "Iolanthe" at the Plymfirst

last

of

five

companies

of

in

Norfolk;

Va,,

last

In

outh.

"Tht
Frank
Perley,
handling
Sport of Kings."
George Atkinson, advance, "Out
of the Night," to play Chicago in-

summer engagement
Frank Gunn, back in New York,

definite

after

Arthur

Dan Curry ahead

of "Kid Boots*

HERNDON'S "DAY LADY"
"The Day Lady," by Samuel Shipman, will finally reach production
next season via Richard G. Herndon.

& Dill at Mason
Los Angeles, May

Kolb and

doing special publicity for
Miami
Voegtlin
show,

Shores.

The

Kolb
into the

dl-'

producing and directing.

it

"Kongo" (Blltmore).
Henry Myers of the Shubert office, publicity on "Pinafore" (Cen-

A new

4.

.

RAINBOW ROSE

son closed
week.

Can't Bear It" Try Out

their

Moss' Tllyou, Coney Island. Groh,
to the Tllyou to
handle the opening,' has returned
to his former post as manager of
the Coliseum, New York.
Nat Dorfman, publicity on

Rose,"

"Blossom Time" sent out this sea"I

In

who was brought

The

terms.

SUfling

director.

produced by
George MacFarlane, stopped at the
Forrest
Saturday, after playing
seven weeks to light trade. The

"Rainbow

0UMANSKY

ia^eav y.

o ffice trade

Light,

William Wacchtel baa succeeded
Emll Groh aa manager of B. S.

a

moderate run.

anniversary as^a Bohemian. Fredthrough Attorney Phillip
Davis, erick
S. Myrtle was "Sire" of the
have filed suit for $60,000 against
occasion and arranged a program
the A. H. Woods Theatre Co. and
of entertainment
the Adelphi theatre, charging that
Greene recei.tly recovered from
"No More Blondes," staged by the an accident that almost proved
Adelphi stock company, carries their
fatal.
He fell down the stairs of
names as authors and is a trespass his home last January and fracEastern company of "The Student
on their work, "Gentlemen Prefer tured two
ribs as well as breaking Prince"
closed in Scran ton, Pa,,
Blondes," at the Selwyn.
his collarbone.
Because of his ex- Saturday night
The suit also objects to advertis- treme age, 7C years, physicians
"The
Dove"
closed in Boston and
ing matter sent out by the Adelphi, who
attended him thought his goes out again in September, havwhich depicts a man saying, "I'm no chances of recovery slight.
He
gentleman." The suit is returnable came through, however, without ing much unplayed territory over
which to rotate.
in June.
any apparent ill effects.
"Aloma of the South Seas" called
Greene is one of the founders of It a season last week and disbanded.
the New York Lambs Club and This one also goes out again next
BACK
served
as
"Shepherd" different season.

R

First,

AHEAD AND BACK

SHOWS CLOSED

sire

Box

critic,

detec-

Metropolitan in 1910.

predicted

(Ibee)

the

stuff."

trate George W. Simpson in their
own custody. About three years
ago a similar case against the same
house was dismissed by Judge
Simpson.
This is the first time "Orpheus"
has been given as an opera in New

Opened Feb. 2. But one dissenting notice on this show,
Dale ("American") not liking
Anderson ("Pott") called
it
it "good intelligent entertainment."
_ Variety

when

their

search they went down front, displaying pre ninently their badges.
The next morning, Friday, the
four alleged violators appeared at
the Tombs Court. Their attorney,
Arthur Garfield Hayes, failed to
show and the defendants requested
an adjournment.
On the consent of Assistant District Attorney Sol Streit the hearing was postponed until May 7, the
defendants being paroled by Magis-

York since

THE GREAT GAT8BY

first

Comedy by Milton Herbert Cropper and Max Slegel gets under way
in Atlantic City May 17 with Sam
Cast InH. Harris sponsoring.
property as collateral for the loans.
cludes Lee Kohlmar, Luther Adler,
Davenport is president of the Sam Mann, Anna Lo wen worth,
theatre; George Mlnassian, viceHollywood's First Legit
Roslyn Bernard, Lillian Wllk and
and Edith Sim©, 34 others. Sam Forrest is staging.
president,
The
Gramercy Park, secretary.
to $15
business addresses of the first two
Los Angeles, May 4.
"Daisy Won't Tell"
Opening to a $15 top, the largest are at the theatre.
New musical by Daniel Kussell
Davenport's theatre is noted for
sum ever aaked for a theatre ticket
which the latter will produce next
a
on the coast, Kl Capltan, Edward Its "no admission" policy with
season.
D. Smith's theatre, grossed $16,000 plate being passed during intermisthe first night with "Chariot's Re- sion for voluntary contributions,
vue" as the attraction. El Capltan following the actor- manager's

House Opens

$14,000 to $15,000

"pulled

according to Pauline Turkel. business manager, Policewoman Mary
O'Neill appeared at the box office
and purchased a ticket. A few
minutes later Policemen George
Eller and William J. Ford applied
at the box office for a pair of seats.
The three then turned the admissions over to the doorman, Harold
Van Cleve, who accepted them.
Everything would have been o.k.
but that the Provincetown Playhouse Is conducted under the "subscription plan" and according to
the police was not provlleged to
cater to tho ordinary theatre patron.
In other words under the
"subscription plan" the Playhouse
had no license to sell tickets.
Inside the theatre the officers
sought the officials, Including M.
Eleanor Fitzgerald, manaper, and

James

24, 1025. Great
reviews all around, Hammond
("Herald-Tribune") called it
"pleasing," while the "Post"
called it "best of its kind."
Variety (Sime) said it was
the best show ever turned out
at the Winter Garden.

Opened June

-will

"Fool the Doctor"

Summonses^

Zealousness of the police almost
ruined the opening performance of
"Orpheus" given by the Provincetown Players at the Playhouse, 13s

"The Horns Towniri"
(George M. Cohan) Hudson.
*
"Pay Dirt" (Oliver Morosco)
Bryant Hall.
"The Milk Kings" (Catherine

$40,000

drama,

Its

Harris) Music Box.
"Garrick Gaieties" (Theatre
Guild) Garrick.
"Slim Foot Jim" (Jed Harris)
Harris.

attractions

"One Man's Woman
"One Man's Woman," comedy

Served

"Subscription Plan" Does
Not Permit B. 0. Sale

Garden Friday, to open
in Chicago Sunday. The Shubert
revue has been playing 45 weeks
and rated one of the best Garden

"Mother's Tramps"
Listed as Herman Ganvoort's
next. Cast now assembling and due
for rehearsals this week.
Among
those already signed are Joseph
Green, Helene Ambrose and Arthur

ances.

And

Police

the Winter

FUTURE OPENINGS

Louis John Bartells. who
played the title role, and C. W.
Goodrich, the "Pa Fisher,"
were with the show when it
opened at the Playhouse, New
York. They did not miss one
performance during the 267
weeks of the run. Helen Lowell was out of four perform-

Sherman Brown and Frank McCoy Davenport's

began their stock policy. It brought
Equity representatives here to fight
for Miss Moo res' rights.
According to the facts as given
out by Miss Moores, she was engaged on a contract which speci-

notables.

CONTINUOUS PLAYING

Belasco)

"We American." (Sam H.

I

Los Angeles,

(David'

1926

PR0VWCET0WN GROUP

Belasco.

Open Monday

Did Not
in

"Fanny"

5,

TICKET SALE CHARGE ON

in Rehearsal

White's "Scandals" (George
White) Times Square.

By

May

Dill will follow

Mason May

"Nancy," which

will

16,

4.

"Patsy"

Instead of

po to Wilkes',

San Francisco, week of May

23.

tended

pleco had originally been inas a starring vehicle for

Helen MacKellar and was to havs
been done by the R!sklns, who sponsored Miss MacKellar In "The Mud
Turtle." Miss MacKellar may have
the role when
Herndon flnall*
launches the piece*

Wednesday,

Ma y

LEGITIMATE

1926

5,

"FLAVIA" WITH $30,000

SUNNY" PASSES TOTAL OF $1,400,

B WEEK ON BROADWAY

IN

VARIETY
aWar

BIGGEST IN BALTIMORE

matic Stock at Audi-

Reached $670,000 in 34 Weeks—
"Mrs. Cheyney" Did Half Million in 25 Weeks—
"Shanghai" and "Lulu Belle" Still Wallops
only musical to

"Sunny** wa« the
last
ntintaln Its stride

week, getThat attraction has

jng $43,250.
In total gross.
1t9tA $1,400,000

IpJJ
Of
gelle"

in the 13rd

week.

"Lulu
non - musicals
the
got its usual $21,500, while

The Shanghai Gesture," topping all
and comedies, went past
inUDas

l

Hold

Beck

Theatre

Under
Rental Woods' Agreement
for Shubert Houses

—

fil.000.

-Cradle Snatchers" has grossed
£70,000 in 34 weeks, and "The Last

Cheyney" passed $500,000

Mrs.

«f

which ended
Saturday,
Both shows have
week.
£0,000 weekly.

its

26th

averaged

"The Cocoanuta," "The Vagabond
And "Song of the Flame," all
among the musical leaders, dropped

ling"

"Tip Toes" about $20,-

$26,000;

co

MO, but still

"A Night

profitable;

Puis" and "Vanities" were rated
ander that mark; "Nanette" about
"Iolanthe" $17,000; "Stu111,000;
$12,000 and nearly
dent Prince"
"By the Way" $14,000;
through;
Dearest Enemy" $12,000, shortly
due to close; "The Girl Friend" and
"Sweetheart Time" about $10,000,
much longer
continuance
with
to

Flavia." Ford's
a season a week earlier.
With the 1925-26 season in moth
balls the local theatre line-up for
next fall is still uncertain. The big
Academy of Music was counted out
some weeks back when the Shu(Contlnued on page 64)

May

ONE SUNDAY NIGHT

LEGITS FOR DRIVE

to

national quota is $15,000,000.
The
theatrical division in New York,

'SOLID IVORY" STRANDS;

BOND BRINGS

BACK

CO.

Beam's," the Theatre
new show, started well
Solid's
enough at over $14,000, but not exconsidering the subceptionally
"Bride of the Lamb" is
scriptions.
tiovlng up from
the Village to
Henry Miller's about doubled its
gross, at a claimed $12,000 figure,

"Solid Ivory," after reopening one
week, stranded in Detroit Saturday.
The attraction was under the direction of Lester Bryant, who intended to bring it into Chicago.
Bonds for $4,000 were on deposit at
Equity's headquarters, and money
for hotel bills and return transporftot capacity.
tation was forwarded to the comM 8ex" Raw, but
a Draw
pany Monday by Equity.
The surprise among the new
When the show closed, the deputy
Aows is "Sex" at Daly's 63rd Street. with the company telephoned Equity
.and was advised enough funds for
(Continued on page 54)
The
their return would be sent.

which Joe Leblang Is chairman,
pledged to raise $760,000.
Of that amount more than $400,•00 has already been subscribed.
* William Fox subscribed $250,000,
Joe Leblang $60,000, and A. H.
in
is

Woods $20,000.
The proposed

legitimate performances are expected to easily raise

$150,000 in the single evening.

Actors, musicians and stagehands
are expected to contribute their services after satisfactory arrangements have been made with the
unions.
In the New York City campaign,
Felix Warburg led the list with a
contribution of $400,000.

not move unless $2,200, the amount
FASTER
of the salary list, plus $600 transDulsell
portation, was sent them.
explained the bond would have to
RUN;
be collected, and that could not be
done on the Instant, but If the company Insisted on taking that posiFive-Hour
Reduction
from tion, the players might Just as wen
prepare to remain In Detroit all
A. to Chicago— Extra
summer. The deputy telegraphed
Monday that $1,680 would take care
Rate
of the hotels and fares, that money
being sent.
Los Angeles. May 4.
The bond is $670 short of payA flve-hour reduction in running: ing the fares and two weeks' saltime between this city and Chicago aries, which fact the players were
will go into effect In
October, ac- aware of when the show left New
cording to the announcement of York for Detroit.
Union Pacific. Santa Fe and South-

COAST-TO-COAST

ONE DAY SAVING

L

Pacific

officials.

This

camo

SPENCE

FINANCING
a long and vigorous light on
the part of motion
picture and theatrical executives who
complained One -Third "In" on Morrissey Show
of the slow haul
for $10,000
across the continent west of the Mississippi.
It will prove
Los Angeles, May 4.
especially beneficial
to members
Is
playwright,
Spcnce,
Ralph
of the Hollywood screen
colony in
Morrissey Music
Will
financing
Journeying back and
forth from Los
Angeles to Now Hall Revue to the extent of $10,000
*ork.
An additional day will be for a one- third Interest in It. Arthe
saved on each end
of the round thur Freed and Morrissey have
them.
*™P.
since
the
transcontinental other two-thirds between
will then leave at five p. m. Spence, who was under contract to
instead of nt noon.
Leaving Chi- First National, had to leave for
cago, the trains
bewill depart at the New York suddenly a few days
«am e time as now,
exeight p. m., but fore the opening, which he had
arrive at nine a. m. Instead of pected to attend.
J""°
tw
P. m.
The show has an Equity cast with
An additional fare of
obligations
$10 will be signed waivers for all
lr
It Is not
0n the California Limited, with their organization.
,hi
T
ine Los
Anceles Limited, and the a member of the Managers' Assogolden State
Limited, the crack ciation and did not post a bond.
ra lns on
each line which will make

™ns

tne faster
time.

Dora Dean on Screen

Albert E. Moore, Stock,

Wants Wife Divorced
Chicago, May 4.
thler Mo °re. stock actor,
h*7 .4
SU,t here for divorce
from n,;
Crawford Moore, stock
act?o,? I
DeSert,on « charged,
Mo
S enffaged to
°P«« shortly
.
with
Al ,

r
^

T

«

by Robert
L. Sherman.

„

EEVIVING KNOCKOUT
K

h
brler

vived «
'hor nf
la

l

£
,

by Ernoat Cortis. aup,ecp
rhe production
t0
° pen " cold " at a
-

.

Wku

*
New
e" \

0ckout " whIch had a
lMt 8prln *' 18 10 be rc "

?

r„

J

house in.Juse.

Los An poles, May 4.
Dora Dean, who was on tour with
"No. No .Nanette" In the East, has
forsaken the speaking stage for the
screen.

Her

engsgement

first

with

is

COLORED TABS CLOSE

The picture
release.
rected by Oscar Apfel.

Is

to

"QUEEN HIGH" IN SUMMER
Philadelphia.

May

4.

"Queen High." the new Laurence
Schwab musical in Philadelphia, apparently will try for a summer run
there, depending upon a shift in theatres to carry through when it
loaves the Chestnut Street Opera
ilouse,

where

it

Is

now

Houses

Unwilling to Gamble
Percentage

en

Several musical tabs, unable to
obtain any immediate time in the
colored houses willing to gamble on
percentage, have bean forced to
close.

One of them wound up In Baltimore, and when the end of the week
came the sponsors Informed the
players that they would have to accept half salary and depend upon
the following week to square up
things.
One of the players took a
punch «t one of the owners, with
the story beating the show back to
New York.
Another was due at the Lafayette
last week, but disbanded before returning, with several of the principals accepting Jobs with other
shows.

"Palm Beach Nights"
Vice "Follies" This Season
Flo Zlegfeld may retain the name
"Palm Beach Nights," which he presented at Palm Beach during the
winter and which will form the
nucleus of what may be the new
"Follies."
Because the revue will
be staged at the Globe Instead of
the

New

Amsterdam,

where

"Sunny" will continue through the
summer, the manager proposed to
drop the "Follies"
season's show.

label

for

playing.

Equity

Demands

Knowledge

—

of Sponsorship
cial

tax" was the reply.
"Good Heavens, young man,
you know the war is

over?" the

woman

retorted.

"June Dreams" Called Off;

No Bond Posted
"June Dreams," the musical sponsored by the Franklin Productions,
Inc., was disbanded this week because of the promoter's inability to
post bond with Equity.
It had started co-operative and
would have been able to continue
without bond on that basis. Two

Finan-

Anemia

The change in title is not definitely decided on, the decision being up to A. L. Erlanger, who controls a half Interest in the "Follies"

Financial anemia came within an
ace of preventing the reopening of
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" at the Bronx
opera house last week.
Matters
were finally adjusted when Sam H.
Harris guaranteed salaries of the
company for the Bronx date and Lee
Shubert effected a similar agreement for the current week's run at
Teller's, Brooklyn. N. Y.
The mix-up which threatened the
(Continued on page 46)

DRAMATIC SCHOOL PLAY
FOR UP-STATE STOCK

weeks ago some money had been
brought in, or rather posted in escrow, which prompted a different
Watertown, N. Y., May 4.
arrangement calling for a minimum
The Avon will Install stock May
salary and a percentage.
10, with Harry Horne at the helm
When the later arrangement was for Nate Bobbins. As a publicity
made, it became necessary for post- stunt, a school of dramatic acting
ing of bond. The original backer, will be operated In connection
with
•when propositioned to post the bond, the stock. The theatre has made
walked out on the show.
a tie-up with the
Watertown
Those who had been rehearsing "Standard" for a voting contest.
were given personal notes by Harry The weekly winners (one man, one
Franklin, who claimed he would woman) will be eligible to enroll
liquidate them to the extent of a In the school and after a week's
week's salary later, though not ob- coaching, will be "engaged" to apligated to Equity.
pear in the following week's producThe dismissed people were in tion. The salary for the amateurs
sympathy with the producer and ac- Is fixed at $26 a week.
cepted his notes. Many of the cast
The stock opens with "The Best
had previously been employed In Pea pie." The leads will be Ward
several flash acts which Franklin McAllister and Frederlca Going.
sponsored in vaude before attempt- Others in the company include Carl
ing the flier as a legit producer.
Blythe, Anne Davis, John Lyons,
Sue
Hlggins,
William
Janney,
Nancy
Raker,
Bert
Sabourlne.
Ralph Hayes will be stage manager.

TOP DOWN, MORE SHOWS
FOR RAQUEL MELLER
Eight

Shows Weekly—$7 Top

B1LLIE BURKE'S
Blllle

Burke

will

PLAY

return

to

the

spoken drama next year, starring:
Run Is
early In the season at the Empire
In "Paidon My Glove." a comedy
Extended
by Zoe Aklns, which Charles Frohman, Inc., will present. The supporting cast will Include Louis CalStarting Monday, Raquel Meller
hera, Louis Wolhelm, Rosamund
went on an eight-performance basis
Plnchot, Fred TIden and Ilka Chase.
at the Empire.
The Spanish star
The piece will be tried out in
appeared four times weekly the first
stock at Rochester this summer, the
three weeks, going on for one matFrohman cast Journeying to that
inee and three evenings.
She Is city. Miss Burke's last local apnow in the fourth week, but Instead pearance In a spoken
play was
of ending the engagement Saturday,
"Rose Briar" at the Empire five
an additional three weeks for a years ago. She
appeared early last
total of seven have been arranged
season in a musical comedy under
for by E. Ray Goetz, who is prethe management of her husband*

$10—

senting the senorita.
The change in the Meller sched-

appearances
panied by a change

ule

of

was

Flo Zlegfeld.

accom-

in the ticket
scale, the top price now being $7.70
as against $11. The first 10 rows

"RAINBOW ROSE" BACK
Geo.

MacFsrlsne

Again

Owner—*

are so priced, the balance of the
Show Closed
lower floor being $5.60. It Is expected the ticket agencies will hanGleason
Boothe,
St Truex walked
dle virtually all the front locations.
out on the managerial end of "Rain*
By doubling the number of weekly bow Rose," turning the responsU
performances and reducing the
billty back to George MacFarlane,
scale, the weekly capacity was inproducer and original operator.
creased about $10,000. It being posThe walkout Is said to have been
sible
to gross about $38,000 as
precipitated because of a deficit of
against $28,000 In four perform$300 on the show's earnings the
ances at the high scale. The in- previous
week. MacFarlane paid
creased operating expense is not
salaries.
great, the profit possibilities being
therefore materially enhanced. Up
to Friday last, the advance sale for
Performances

Exthis week was about $10,000.
changes and refunds of suc*ti tickets
have been mads, the sale from Fri(Continued on page 54)

this

GALLO'S REVUE

2,500

Los Angeles,

May

4.

Twenty-five hundred
perform*
ances of the Mission Play at San
Gabriel near here have been played,
hanging up a record for legit plays
only exceeded by the PasHion Play
at Oberainmergau, which Is played
every 10 years. A celebration was

productions.

Fortune Gallo, impresario of the held commemorating the .jvent. The
San Carlo Opera Co., Is taking a play deals with early life In Calimusical comedy flier this summer fornia and was written by John

Aarons & Freedley Book
Broadhurst Next Year

featuring Wliile
Florence Moore and Eddie
Dowling.
The show will be staged and coauthored by Dowling.

with a

Alex A. Aarons and Vinton Freed
have taken a year's lease on the
be di- Broadhurst, control to pass to them
Sept. 1. The young producers have
been desirous of securing a house
of their own, to safeguard the hous-

Rerger productions, making "Code
of the Klondike," for independent

FORCED TO CLOSE

woman,

don't

Instead of

deputy declared the players would

after

IN

continue InPlans are under way for the
definitely at the option of A. IL opening of the legit houses of New
Woods, the hit's producer. While York for a single benefit performthe attraction is playing the Beck ance of the regular show some Sununder terms more than usually day night in the near future, the
advantageous to Woods, the ar- proceeds to go to the United Jewrangement for the Shubert is ish Campaign, which Is attempting
claimed to be more so.
to raise $6,000,000 for the starving
The switch agreement followed Jews in Eastern Europe. That sum
is the New York quota, while the
(Continued on page 64)
31,

problematic.
"At Mrs.

ern

it

"The Shanghai Gesture" will be
moved from the Martin Beck to the
Shubert

the

MAY BE

"War
Baltimore, May 4.
The regular legitimate season in
this town ended last Saturday night
when the Anditorium turned them
called

TO SHUBERT

IN JUNE

It

"80c?" asked
"For what?"

torium

away with "Princess

"SHANGHAI" MOVING

K. K."

A

woman at the box office
of a Shubert theatre on Broadway with a pass was asked for
80c. by the treasurer as he
handed out the two coupons.

Season Closed Officially— Dra-

-Cradle Snatchers"

X

Orer"

Is

43

i^y

ing of their

own

attractions.

The producers have heretofore
booked through the Erlantfer olllce,
their current production, Tip Toes,"

new revue

Under the
Aaron and Fre*»d-

Broadhurst lease,
loy attractions plnylng thnt house
nni -( hook through the Shuberts out
of town.

"GOD BROWN" ON COAST
San Francisco, May 4.

Irving Pichel, producer at the
Playhouse, Berkeley, Cal., has ob«
taincd "The Great God Brown" for
Rachel
Crothers'
comedy, "33 presentation In this College City theEast." is being adapted for musical atre for May 10. Ho will also stage
comedy. It will reach production it at the local Curran theatre for a
summer under managerial special matinee. May 14.
this
sponsorship of Miss Crothers. in
ass
association with the ^huberts.

"39 EAST,"

MUSICAL

'

playing at the Liberty.

Steven McGroarty.

Collier,

MUSICAL "FOUB-FLUSHER"
A musical version of "The Four
FlUMher" will be produced by

Sam

Harris.
Ballard Macdonald will
write the book and lyrics.

II.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1

—3

Months

Send remittance with name
and sddress

—

SHOWS

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

44

IN N. Y.

AND COMMENT

Figures estimate^ and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in tl.e difference in
house capacities* with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.

MERRY MERRY/ $14,000
OKAY AT PLYMOUTH

Wednesday,
L. A. Grosses
•

Los Angeles, May 4.
The fourth week of "Rose-Marie"
further proof of how it Is burning up the town. $26,000 the tally
for last week. "Patsy" at the Mason drew $12,000, seventh week, and
departs shortly for San Francisco.
is

New

Musical to Boston Opened
Under Two Handicaps
The first week of "She Walked In
Her Sleep" at the Morosco drew
'Dove' Closed Saturday

while Marjorle Rambeau in
second week of "The Night
Boston, May 4.
Duel" got $5,700.
Will Morrissey's revue at the
In its first week here "Merry,
Merry," the Marie Saxon show, at Orange Grove got $4,300 in four perIndicative of a good
the Plymouth, did $14,000. This Is formances
pace.
considered locally to be pretty good
(Copyright,
1926, by Variety, Inc.)
business when it is taken into consideration the show opened here
with the first week of daylight savfor "Desire"
ing and at a house that seldom has
Cleveland. May 4.
a musical. In fact, It Is so- seldom
a musical show comes into the
Despite the tall-end of the season,
Plymouth the public must be edu- "Desire Under the Elms" has found
cated to the fact.
profitable shelter in the Ohio theThe show got away to a good atre. It drew around $31,500 during
start and gathered favorable notices
from all the reviewers, including its first two weeks.
Besides the box office it also got
those who really review a show on
its merits and not from the paper's nothing but the kindest treatment

ANITA
PLAY

May

1926

5,

LOOS'
CHI'S

BOMBSHELL

$5,900,

the

making
needed.
house
hands
Republic (207th
money; so is attraction.
week). Another two weeks will
week).
(KUh
Belasco
on
"Lulu
Belle,"
see "Abie" enter fifth year
Appears no difference in demand;
Broadway; how long it will reperformances
capacity
all
with
nin in. no one can tell, but it may
weekly gross $-1,500.
greet summer of next year: over
(34th
Globe
Nanette,"
"No,
No,
$8,000 last week.
Another six weeks at
week).
•Alias the Deacon," Hudson (24th
least;
came back aftor Kaster
While comedy does not
week).
and making neat profit weekly;
grab off big grosses, continues to
may possibly go through sumclick profit; averaging $10,000 to
Ziegfeld's
mer,
new
although
$11,000.
"Follies" is due at Globe.
de
Casino
"A Night in Paris,"
Paris (Century Roof) (18th week). "Not Herbert," Klaw (9th week).
Comedy crook play fooled some
Expected to extend into summer;
of wise boys by sticking; modattendance still strong enough for
erate
money getter but still
$20,000.
claimed to be making money at
•Artists and Models," Winter Gar*
moves
to 49th Street Mon$6,500;
week;
Final
den (-ifith week).
day.
production will be sent to ChiFamily,"
Eltinge (20th
"One
the
of
the
al
opening Sunday
cago,
week). Set until end of month,
Apollo; "Great Temptations" folengagement
having
been several
lows here.
times extended; weekly average
•At Mrs. Beam's," Guild (2d week).
moderate
also
now
around
$7,000;
of
seaGuild's
Final production
money show making something.
son drew notices good enough to
week).
"Pinafore,"
Century
(5th
longer
indicate chances to extend
Along with "Iolanthe," this G. and
than subscription period; first
most
pretentious
of
spring's
S.
over
week's
takings
quoted
revivals. Last week heavy drop
$14,000.
reported.
•Beau Strings," Mansfield (2d week).
(3d
Past," Longacre
Same author who wrote "At Mrs. "Pomeroy's
week). Well supported on lower
Beam'B" did this play, which,
floor but weak upstairs; agencies
however, was not received favortook moderate buy; second week's
ably; first week perhaps
••Abie's Irish Rose,"

,

$3,000;

unless business shows sharp im-

trade

between

$9,000

and

$10,-

000.
provement, will go off end of this
"Rainbow Rose," Forrest.
Closed
^reek or next
suddenly Saturday at conclusion
'Bride of the Lamb," Henry Miller
of eighth week; though fared well
(6th week). Because of capacity
on road never drew here; $10,000
and location, business first week
top with last week about $7,000.
uptown considerably better than "8ex,"
Daly's 63d Street (2d week).
at Greenwich Village; gross near
Attracting attention with raw
$12,000 regarded good for stern
lines
and
trade
"business";
drama.
mounted during first week, with
•By the Way," Central (19th week).
count nearly $8,000; plenty for
English show, with new numbers
attraction
that costs little to
recently injected, appears to have
operate and about as much to
injected new life Into business of
produce.
English revue.
Claims $14,000 "Song of the Flame," 44th Street
and more.
(18th week). One of Broadway's
"Cradle 8natchert," Music Box (35th
$5.50 top musicals and conceded
week).
Season's leading laugh
one of best operetta offerings in
show off last week, but well over
years; $26,000 last week and still
$15,000; approaching $700,000 total
profitable.
gross mark for average of $20,000 "Square Crooks," Maxlne Elliott's
weekly(10th week). Claimed to be turn*Ori8r»
Wife,"
Morosco
(30th
ing little profit since moving here
w^cfek).
Another seven or eightfrom Daly's; getting $6,000; comw.e^s expected; while edge is off
pany co-operative.
business, still making money; "Student
Prince," Jolson's
(74th
rated
drama;
$9,500;
week). Approximated $12,000 last
id
Pulitzer prize, which
week, lowest mark in run; looks
jump takings.
like end of month will terminate
"Bilrjk of 1926," Broadhurst
(3d
engagement.
Week). Extra advertising hardly "Sunny," New
Amsterdam (33d
expected to do much for this curiweek). Grossed over $1,400,000 to
ous
revue;
estimated
getting
date averaging well above $12,000
$7,000, with cut rates figuring.
weekly and no sign of letup;
"Dearest Enemy," Knickerbocker
should run through year.
(34th week).
May go through "Sweetheart Time," Imperial (15th
May, though down around stop
week). Still going along to modof $12,000; hardly profitable for
erate money; last week estimated
musical attraction, and due out
at $10,000; hardly profitable for
after two weeks more.
musical at that gait.
•Great God Brown," Garrlck (15th "The Cocoanuts," Lyric (22d week).
week).
Geared to operate at
Summer
contender;
although
moderate money and may ixu int«>
under figures of earlier weeks,
summer at Klaw, where it moves
still making money; musical that
next week; estimated at $G,000
figures to draw transients; dislast week.
tinct drop like most others last
•Greenwich Village Follies," Rhuweek; $26,000.
bert
(20th
week).
Will
go "The Girl Friend," Vande-rbilt (9th
through May and possibly longer,
week).
First impressions indibut, if bo,
in
another house;
cated Intimate musical show had
"Shanghai Gesture" moves to
good chance; not profitable to
Shubert from the Beck May 31;
date, probably because of hook"G. V. F." around $20,000.
"n; sio.non.
•Hush Money," 49th Street. Stopped "The Great Gatsby," Ambassador
last week and went on tour; en(14th week). Final week; liberal
gagement seven weeks, with pace
ticket allotments to cut rates;
$4,000 to $5,000; house dark, but
book play drew classy trade for
may get "Not Herbert," now at
time: ln«*t ^eek $8,000 or bit more
Klaw and also mentioned to move "The Half Caste," National (6th
to Rilz.
week).
Knpragoment
indefinite
•lolanthe," Ph mouth
(3d week).
and should go through month at
Drawing real business, with at
least: last week bit under $6,500
tendance at capacity after Wed
"The Jazz Singer," Cort (34th
nesd.iy; takings at about $17,000
week). Still making money, getlast .veek gi/es this Gilbert and
ting over $10,000 weekly;
cut
Sullivan revival exceptional ratrates strong factor; may keep
ing.
drama going into hot weather.
•Is Zat So?", Chanin's 46th Street "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," Fulton
(71st week).
Hope to carry on
(26th week).
Total gross passed
into summer, with low operating
$500,000 last week: still pullinir
nut giving it chance; using cut
important money, though dropped
rates,
with approximate gross
to something over $17,000 last
around $8,500 last week.
week; could go into summer, but
"Kongo," Biltmore (6th week). Cernot certain because of plans of
tainly talking about this tropical
star (Ina Claire).
thriller; even professionals con- "The Patay," Booth
(20th week).
cede it's good theatre; counting
Going along to good business for
on summer continuance; $10,000
show of kind; small cast and
last week quite satisfactory.
one set requires few stage hands;
''Kitty's
Kisses," Playhouse
last week went up
(1st
to around
week). W. A. Brady and Lee
supplying profits both
$10,000,
Shubert presenting new musical
ways.
comedy based on Marie Cn hill's "The Shanghai Gesture," Deck
~T
"Little Miss Brown"; opens Tliiirs(14th week).
A.
Woods has
d*»y night.
fortune in dramatic leader, going
"Laff That Off," Wallack's (28th
along at $26,000 weekly: honso
week). No telling how long enunder rental makes producer's
gagement will last; ch.imp cut
earnings greater; box trade off
rater; appears to be making little
last week, but gross over $J5,000,
money right along; average is
far in lend of non-musicals.
$6,000.
"The Sport of Kings," Lyceum (1st
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," Sam H.
week). Critics in Chicago favorHarri# (14th week). Looks about
ably disposed to this play, prothrough and another week will
duced by Carl Keed; opened here
probably see it off; last week
Tuesday.
under $6,500; "Bunk" may switch "The Vagabond King," Casino (33d
over from Broadhurst under a
week).
All musical leaders hit
guarantee.
by last week's spring weather;
•Love in a Mist," Gaiety (4th week).
no exception here; gross about
New comedy grooved at between
$28,600, regarded as satisfactory.
$8,500 and $9,000; with few stago "The Wisdom Tooth," Little (12th
.

'Gent' men Prefer Blondes*

—

1
a 'Smash

—'Rote-Marie'

$19,000 on 2 Weeks

Good Money

business office angle. It is figured
as a strong entry here, with the
chances of business building up unless the weather breaks badly. With
warm weather the show will suffer
because of the' lateness of the season making for a tendency for weekend trips and cutting into the
business of the last two nights of
the week.

The Ada

May

show,

"Captain

Jinks," seems to have shot its bolt
at the Shubert. There was a drop
last week of $8,000 in business compared with that of the week before.

An

extra performance helped out
week when the $25,000 figure
was reached, but even with that
discounted the attraction Is showing
weakness that will probably call for
a departure most any time now.
This is the seventh week and about
the best that even a musical can do
in six weeks of big business.
The
competition of "Merry, Merry" may
also have had something to do with
the drop, as up to last week "Captain Jinks" had the local musical
the

field alone.

The only other attraction in town
week which ran the week beis "A Kiss in a Taxi," at the
Wilbur. This show is hitting the

this

fore

toboggan with $10,600 credited for It
last week, as against $12,500 the

week before.
The run of "Abie's

SPECIAL

FILM

PHILLY'S BEST;
LAST WK„

$18,

Legit Shows Tumbl
Hat Under

—

less

months.
"Abie's Irish Rose," Castle Sq.
"No, No, Nanette" found the com(31st week).
Credited with about petition and the
daylight saving
$8,000.
Another week to go here.
pretty stiff, and fell to about $15,000,
"The Two Orphans," Boston O. H. probably under.
"Easy Virtue" did
(one week). Opened Monday with not
draw very well at the Broad,
all-star cast to $3.50 top. Expected
but matinee trade held business
to do big one-week business.
higher than It would otherwise have
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, I no.)
been.
"The Green Hat" continued
to fade at the Lyric.

tention.

Toes,* Liberty (19th week).
Eased off considerably;
with
gross of $20,000 last week neat
profit claimed^ If present pace
can be maintained, will go Into

There were two William McGulre
plays in town, the latest arrival having considerably the best of It.
This was "Twelve Miles Out," which
pulled around $9,000 at the Walnut.
"A Great Little Guy," generally
considered one of the best comedies
of this and any recent season, got
only about $5,000 at the AdelphI in
its fourth and last week.
^oxt Monday the Broad will have
"The Poor Nut," and the Lyric has
"The Two Orphans" for a single

Earl
Carroll
(44th
Preparations for new
"Vanities,"
due in July, announced, Indicating present revue

week).
will
last

"What

wind up in about month;
week estimated under $20,000.
Every
Woman Knows,"

Bijou (4th week). Doing all expected of revival of kind; business climbed wi£h gross well over
$10,000.

"Young Woodley," Belmont

(27th

week).
Felt spring slump, too,
but takings were over $8,000 last
week;
will
run as long as
profitable, which may take It into
.summer.
Outside Times Sq. Little Revivals
"The
Importance
of
Being
Earnest,"
comedy presented by
Actors' Thcatro; "The Servant in
the House" and "Cyrano," Hampden's; "Bad Habits of 1926," Greenwich Village; "Cherry Pie" revue,
Cherry Lane; "A Romantic Toung
Lady," Neighborhood, with "The
Dybbuk" again next week; "Juno
and
the
Paycock."
Mayfalr;
"Orpheus,'* Provlncetown; "Friend
Indeed," Central Park.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

—

—

dark.

The opening

•

theatre

(May

is

10),

of the new 4- Cohans
penciled for next Monday
with seats going on sale

early this week.

Estimates for Last Week
"The Sport of Kings" (Playhouse,
7th week). About $6,500 for racetrack comedy, which New York will
see this week.

—

"Betty Dear- (La Salle. 4th week).
to larger Garrlck next

— Switching
week;

last week figured
"Gay Paree" (Apollo,
—"Artists and Models"

$12,000.

12th week).
next; "Pa-

ree" has been money-maker, heavy
publicity counting; last week, $18,000.

"Duchess of Elba" (Harris, 4th
and last week). Went out at $10,000; no trade for Avery Hopwood
double entendre: "Hush Money"
Jumped In from New York for Friday opening; house dark four days.
"Castles in the Air" (Olympic, 24th
week). Galloping along at around
$25,000; end not yet in sight.
"Close Quarters" (Blackstone, 5th
week). Typographical error credited show $27,000 instead of $17,000;
leading dramatic field with all-star
cast reviving "Divorcons" May I
and extension into June likely;
last week, $16,500.
"The Dybbuk" (Great Northern,
1st week).
Drama of Jewish ghetto stirred up critics,
highly.
$10,000, good.

who

praised

"Louie, the 14th" (Illinois, 8th
week. Nothing is announced to fol- week). Reopened to half a week of
low either attraction.
capacity business; demand stronger
All eight houses will be open June if anything.

and at least five of
last considerably longer

them

1

Estimates for Last

summer.

"Vanities,"

•

local critics.,

before.

"Tip

4.

(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

"Queen High" also suffered

week).
May attempt summer
continuance, though last week
dropped to about $8,500 or little
over;
still
profitable
at
that
mark; attracted considerable at-

May

Chicago theatre before New York.
And "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" is
apt to be every bit as sweet at the
box office. It ought to run a year in
New York.
"Louie the 14th" reopened Thursday and held capacity for the balance of the week. The show lost a
week's receipts by Leon Errol's accident, but gained enough frontpage publicity to balance the account.
It picked up like a frisky
colt,
and impresses as good for
weeks to come.
There are more shows going out
and coming in within the period of
one week than Chicago has probably
ever had before. The exits include
"Gay Paree," "Pair o* Fools," "Sport
of Kings," Houdinl, "Naughty Cin9
derella/
"Pigs/ "Duchess of Elba'*
'Green
$8; iii and "RoseMarie." The Garrlck will
return
to
legit after four months as
Jane Cowl, $10; IIJ
host to "The Big Parade," "Betty
Dear," the musical at the La Salle,
will be moved over, with Joe Laurie,
Philadelphia, May 4.
Jr., In "If 1 Were Rich" (title changed
Daylight saving, hot weather and from "A Great Little Guy") going
general reaction combined to bring into the La Salle. With "Ben-Hur"
grosses down with a bang last week. in its last week at the Woods and
"Ben-Hur"
was an
exception, no future booking set. It looks as if
claiming better than $18,000, which the theatre would be dark for a
is considerable more than many figweek or longer.
"Rose-Marie*
ured as an opening pace. Consider- had a disastrous two weeks at the
ing the scale, $1.65 top, with only Auditorium, and its sudden witha few seats for $2, this Is a great drawal leaves the opera house (unfigure.
der summer lease to the Shuberts)

Jrom the

Irish Rose," at than some
of the rest by doing
the Castle Square, is not included $18,600 in its
third week.
This
In this, as that show is now on the spells
profit all ways and marks this
31st week, with another one yet to house as
a strong contender for
come, according to the present dope. summer continuance
honors.
The
The Tremont is dark this week, show has been strengthened
by a
The Dove" having gone out Satur- couple of new songs.
"Maritza" took
day after a rather disappointing a pronounced tumble at the
Shubert
Boston engagement.
the beginning of the week but
Last Week's Estimates
climbed rapidly later.
However,
"Merry, Merry," Plymouth (1st with a show as
expensive as this
week). $14,000.
a full summer's run, even with the
"A Kiss in a Taxi," Wilbur (3d Sesqul, is doubtful.
There are ruweek). $10,500 last week, off $2,000. mors that along
about the middle
"Captain Jinks," Shubert (7th of June it will
go
to the Garden
week). $17,000, drop of $8,000 from Pier, Atlantic
City, for the two hot
the week

Chorus Equity to Mset May 27
The Chorus Equity Association
will hold Its annual meeting at its
New York headquarters May 27.

Chicago,

Sunday night's opening at the
Selwyn
of
"Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes" was not only one of the
most brilliant premieres in months,
but looks like a cinch hit. There is
a parallel between this show and
The Green Hat." Both were adaptatlons
from best sellers, both
opened in Detroit and hit the same

will

than that.

Week

Easy Virtue"— (Broad, 3d week.)

Coward play not very big

here; only

Jane Cowl's personal following, rep-

resented especially at matinees, to
hold it up; under $10,000.
Countess Maritxa"— (Shubert, 3d
week). Considerably off at beginning of last week. Dropped to $27,000, but still looks big enough to
linger for month or six weeks.
B
Hur,,~" (Forre8t' 3(1 week).
T>." J?"
Big film ono attraction not dented
by conditions; in fact with one

more performance than opening
week got about $18,000.
"No, No, Nanette"— (Garrlck, 5th
week). Return engagement not as
good as hoped; show beig held in
regardless until June 1 to see what
Sfcsqul and conventions will do*
about

$16,000.

"Queen

High"— (dhestnut,

4th

week).
Hurt a little, but looks
strong enough to try for summer;
$18,600 last week.
"Twelve Miles Out"— (Walnut, 2d
week). McGulre melodrama came
in at tough time; built steadily at
evening performances ; about $9,000.
"Green Hat"— (Lyric, 6th week).

A

flop here;

under $8,000

and goes out Saturday.

last

"Naughty

Cinderella"

big opening.

"Pigs" (Cort, 24th week). Winding up this week with "Out of the
Night," a mystery piece, following;
picked up some last week with announcement of departure; $10,000.

"Too Many Blondes" (Adelphi, 2d
week). Harry Minturn, leading man
of stock company, out several dayi
due to illness; down to $6,400. "The
Masked Woman" this week.
"The Last Warning" (Central, 4th
week). Everyone satisfied at
"Pair o» Foola" (Studebaker, 7th
week). Did $13,600; Walker Whiteside following next week.
.
(Auditorium, * a
"Rose- Marie"
and final week). Bad Hop on return engagement; $7,000.
Houdinl (Princess, 9th and flnai
week). Finished at $8,000.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)
-

.

phans" for single week to follow.
(Adelphi. 1«
"Puppy Love"
Week's only opening aj»«
not a strong one; "Great Lltw

—

wefek).

Guy" very well liked, but
week business; about $5,000 in

"Two Or-

(Selwyn,

4th week).
Got $12,000 on final
week; house finally getting break
with "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes";

didn't P""
final wees,

(Copyright, 192o, by Variety,

Inc.)
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LEGITIMATE

1W*

PLAYS ON BROADWAY

VARIETY

upon and kicked about; hla name
was only the cue for a dirty Joke
nd an unmentionable Jibe.
Hut he had written TI
Importance of being Earnest" while he
still laughed
at the world upon
which he reigned to glance down,
when he mill held us a secret the

Job In putting on "The First Fifty
Years," Henry Myers' play, in which
Claro FJames and Tom Powers were
the aole actors. His newest effort,
which "they" say was promoted on
a shoe string or less, at least shows
him to be a fellow with nerve if
things were really that tough. And
weird psychopathic twists of his although his little revue is tiresome
being.
He wrote it, therefore, not at many times, it also has much
as the sufferer who rang the deep- good stuff.
Included among the
est notes of philosophical ratiocina- things with a commercial value is
tion in M De Profundts" later, or one
song,
"Would-Ja."
which
who was to leave an ocean of tears sounded like it had a real dance
for the future generation who would swing and would stand being played
read his humiliating heart-breaks by a real orchestra— for, unfortunately, the musical accompaniment
in his "Ballad of Reading GaoL"
And if ever there lived the apoth- ia almost zero minus.
The trouble with nearly all these
eosis of smart, sneering, effete clevlittlo revues is that the casts can t
erness, it was the Oscar Wilde of do anything
except the most ele1S05.
mental dancing.
Singing always
Today his epigrams come forth deplorable; diction in unison chorus
like faeets of a steel-blue diamond
numbers \vor?e than that and the
a cold, hard diamond, but still a ability to project a punch lacking.
diamond.
Thus, much good material goes utLatter-day
wits,
paragraphcrs terly to waste.
(and, were the art not obsoiete, one
Especially off arc the men in
might make the recommendation to "Bad Habits," mostly youngsters
cpigrammers) will do well to sit who probably don't havo to work
through "The Importance of Being for a living and who are, thereEarnest." Then» they will go forth fore, lending their talents for small
and buy themselves pearl-handled compensation to the cause of artisrevolvers; and if they have any tlc-revue making. The girls are
consciences will turn them inwaru shapely, pretty and given to a display of their figures.
and use them.
Brassieres
A hard-boiled little farce, this, having been omitted, they manage
strung on the thinnest lines of to project quite a leeandjakish
structure, for Wildes contempt foi flavor into some of the chorus numeverything was so comprehensive bers. When the nasty sketches are
that he had no more reverence for recalled, one wonders if it isn't just
accepted rules of writing than he a Shubert revue in miniature.
Particularly good Is a satire <ui a
had for accepted codes of morals.
Characters caricatures, of course, combination of "young Woodley"
and
"The Vortex," wnerein Noel
but devilishly shrewd caricatures
walk about upon the stage. Anu Coward is burlesqued until he looks
even
sillier than in "The
hey speak. They speak in unreA "Babes In Hollywood" Vortex."
sketch,
served iy sparkling repartee. Wilde
with
the infant prodigy aa the
was not afraid of being thought a
father of his secretary's child, also
smart-Alec. He wasn't even afraid
a laugh or so while a skit on
i>e wouldn't.
He knew he was. And gets
the ridiculous amount of applause
he was.
given all-star casta also seems to be
What a diatribe against society, of that material
which might click
love, matrimony, sex, money; whai
on Broadway.
a satire on the romantic plots so
Lots of the numbers are strictly
popular in those musty days; what
a laughing stock It makes of youthful Innocence and mature decency,
it isn't openly immoral.
But it is
inherently unmoral. It is the throaty
chuckle of the unbeliever, who
doesn't care whether or not less
jophisticated ones believe, but who
openly derides them if they do if
ihey believe In the sanctity, the
iruth, the sincerity of anything.
The British Van Bibbers whom he
chisels wiih his ruthless hammer
Newark, N. J., May 1.
and keen, line, Damascus-cut edged
Musical comedy In two rv.Ih and hcv«ti
tool become the animated l-'ygmu- scenes.
Hook by l'hlllp Ilorthoioinae and
I,yrlcn
ataged
by Ous
Uons and Gala teas of his caustic Otto JIarbach.
Kalin.
MuMc by Con Conrad. Dances by
method of stoning thought.
Bobby Connolly. 1'resented by William A.
But with what amusing, irresist- Brady at the Shubert, Newark, N. J., week
ibly penetrating passages he endows April 26.
Jane Conor*..
them.
These are not muttering, Mm. liurke
Mr. Burke
Frank lintel'.
mumbling dissatisfied folks; these A
Country Girl
Georiruia Tllden
are grotesque mummers making a Lulu
Allecn Mcehan
lampoon of what the credulous call KlUy Brown
Dorothy Dllley
Robert Mason
John BoIoh
holy.
Day Clerk
William Wayne
He makes a virgin fall in love 'ihe
The Ten-phone <llrl
Kuth Warren
with a man because of his first The Bel. boy
Charles Wllllanu
Elizabeth Murruy
name; her mother finds a nameless Tho Maid
Niuht Clerk
Larry Mark
girl
charming because she has The
Klrhar.l Dcnnison
Mark Smith
money; the love-sick males eat Mm. Dennlwm
Frances Burke
n.uliins and scramble for the salad l'hlllp Dennison
Churl™ Flnan
Mildred K^ats
while the affairs of their hearts are Miss Wendel
in the balance; the superannuated
Although not so programed, this
governess is a husband-hunter; the
noblewoman is a society-fiend; the is a musie.'il version of "Little Miss
sub-deb girls of gentle breeding are IJrown," the Richard Barlholomae
farce. "Kitty's Kisses," allowin;; for
cats and cheats and liars.
And yet it Is a pretty picture- a very ragged first nl^ht, may make
because it is reprehensible to be a good .summer show, but nothing
It is said, however, that some
s irdonic, but it is proper to be good more.
:

UTTLE THEATRE TOURNAMENT
Tne fourth annual National Little Carney as Bull were particularly
Theatre Tournament, conducted by impressive.
Thalian Players
Walter Hartwlg aa general manager
ay
njrn th,> Hron * Y. M. H. A. in
and under the auaplcea of tho Man- *'E
Hie f£,.'
Chl.dten,
playlet by liufua Learel,
Club,
Inc., got
Theatre
Little
hattan
•tused by William W. Schorr.
wider way Monday night at the ff*
Samuel Rolan.l
local
groups
three
with
Emanuel HerllncBayea.
if,
starting on the first lap toward the Wally Langtord
Charles Bollinger
as
the
goal.
trophy
Belasco
David
Because of its theme, the Bronx
So longer an experiment, the Lit- Y. M. H. A. group's offering is
tourney seems to be rather local.
tle Theatre
The disregard for
crowing In Interest. E. H. Sothern. their dead male parent by his eswho waa an extra attraction as tranged three children is tho burspeaker for the first night said den of the sketch. It is rather longthe Increase of the little theatre's winded and tritely written.
A novel twist would have been
popularity la creating considerable
forest in the ranks of professional in having Langford. the Gentile theactors. Just why this should be so, atrical manager who is the whyMr. Sothern, who was thorough on fore of Clara turning from her peoalthough a bit ple, entered in the guise of the rabbi
discussion,
the
lengthy, professed not to know, ex- character and pre ach on honoring
tenting that authorities have It that the dead, instead of the other (unLittle
Theatre programmed) ecclesiastical charac1,000
IBore than
groups are In existence In the United ter who spieled his stuff very much
to the Thomasheisky.
today.
States
The setting was a black boxed
"Variety," aa has been announced,
draped affair, striking, with the
Si the official theatrical journal for
twin
candclebra and the other light
and
criticism,
its
Judgconstructive
effects imparting the desired efment will be accepted, for profes- fect.
above
the
judges.
purposes,
sional
The players actually did more
The latter, in turn, seemed to have than
passingly well, considering the
taken the attitude that if a trade talky
"sides" alloted each.
to serve In such capacity,
rper Isthem
The Vagabond Players
which
is
so.
out,
not
lets
Martin Flavin *
> let.
aU^ed by WilFor purposes of prize awards, as liam A. Rotljtj h.l.l. set in an unnharte
compared to little theatre stand- Island In the South Soaa.
Robert Lance
ards, the board of judges is most MacGregor
Gnmp
John BreKtlckcr
Boceatary and far better qualified Capt. Prince
Wm. a. Roths< hil.i
than "Variety." This paper merely Coolie
Frederick UomlH
>»athan Gulp
will endeavor In this and next week's Coolie
Rather a colorful production, set
composite reviews of the remainder
of the week's entries to touch on on a South Sea Island with a treasThe bragtopics as compared to professional ure hunt as the motif.
standards and if possible contribute ging Scot MacGregor and Grlmp,
his lieutenant, are out to foil Capt.
a mite of constructive suggestion.
Prince, whom they
Of Monday night's trio of offer- hunt la successful suspect. Their
and the hidden
burs, all hailing from Manhattan,
treasure of Spanish doubloons dethe first took the evening's honors. cides
them
to remain behind and
tho
The Cellar Players, in view of
await an expected vessel in three
limited field for comparison with
weeks, rather than risk a return on
some 16 other groups yet to come, Prince's vessel.
MacGregor, bragcannot be predicted as possibilities ging about
his "brains" (the title)
fOr final honors, aithough a rlcrht. has
everything cued nicely untii
tight dramatic offering was prediscovering that the keg of water
sented by them.
they took off with them is of the
ocean's salt and not aqua pura.
The Cellar Players
The moral seemingly being that
The Hudron Guild, Manhattan, group,
presenting Edward C. Smith's "Rele-isc." what glory being a Midas on a barproduced by Alena Rr'anver And A>lo ren island with a fatal end awaitOatman Nathan.
Sett Ins
dealKtied
by ing tomorrow.
Henry Dreyfuaa and executed by A. A.
Here, too, a post-climax might
Gain.
Lefty
James O'Brien havo been appended in having Capt.
Prince
who u id n't act like the dasRabbit
John Hayde
The Kid
Andrew McCarron tardly character he was painted, reBvll O'Mallcy...
Franft Carney turn with succor to prove himself.
Tarpey
Regard leas of plot content, the
William Cowrie
Thid. like the rest of tho bill, is playing here was distinctive.
Robdramatic. "Release" being of the ert Lance as the dialect Scot and
tneller type.
The first four charac- John Bresticker in a "limey" role
ters are gangsters, the) county Jail naturally had the opportunities with
scene being their present abode William A. Rothschild, who also
pending the district attorney's pros- staged, as the naval olflccr holding
ecution.
Tarpey is the turnkey. up his end.
Abel.
Played by William Gowrle it Has a
weak characterization, but sufficed
to do "straight" for the gangsters The Importance of Being Earnest
In conjuring
up visions of "the
revival of
Actors' Theatre presents
a
chair" that awaited the murderers. Oncar Wilde
led by Dudley
This smacked too obviously of anti- Digices; at the Comedy May 8.
I,ane
(J raid H.nnet
capital punishment propaganda, but Algernon MoiuileiT
K«»l.iald uwen
was neatly sandwiched into the John WorihlnK
\ ernon Kteo.e
Luei.e Wat hod
Ludy liracknell
action.
Mins Falriax
llaroldlno Humphreys
Lefty, the actual murderer, Is Cecily Cardcw
latrl lu Collinge
Catherine- Proctor
yellow." and although played n Miss Priam
WalliB Kohertu
Just hand by fate in a coln-dinping Mi-rriman
Dudley Digues
match to find one who would "go Uev. Chusuble
the route" to free tho other three,
Oscar Wilde wrote this scintillant
he welches. Bull finally gives him
farce in
lie was then the moat
another chance, and again Lefty
lionized literary man in the world,
loses, but Insists on dragging his
on
the crest of his fore-doomed
accomplices with him. Bull thereupon strangles the jelly-backed one career. He was the most conspicand is willing to die. for now he uous snob, fop and aesthete in London.
To him nothing was sacred.
has a Just cause.
He was a brilliant und merciless
It's a very effective offering, purecynic.
For a phrase he made a
ly theatrical but for
its propaganda, nobleman a clown; for a paragraph
which is neither here nor there. The he crucified a reputation; for a
jetting was distinctive, as was to brochure he booberi-rd his country,
be expected from Henry Dreyfuss, his flag, his college, his soul.
*ho is otherwise production manA year later he was writing "The
ager at the Mark- Strand. New York. Callad of Reading Gaol
a shaven,
James OUrlen us Lefty and Frank broken, humiliated convict, spat
.
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EDNA
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La Salle. Chicago
Management LYLB ANDREWS

With Leon Errol

in

"LOUIE THE 14TH"

LEON ERROL

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO

in

"LOUIE

THE 14TH"

BERNARD GRANVILLE

CHICAGC

"CASTIK* IN TIIK AIR" CO.

ILLINOIS,

COMEDIAN

Olympic. Chicago
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MAX
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Follies"

NEW YORK

KITTY'S KISSES

at

it.

What New York

will do

about

this

may go
should muke

new

prineipals

and

this

JOHN QUINLAN
Add™*: 14S W«t Wk
it

Hew Y«*

«'<•>«•**

WITH

MARIE SAXON
St..

This Week, Plymouth, Boston

In

good Ideas

nil wet.
people, Kathryn

Of the

and Hartwo nifty lookers of

Hamill,

riet

show

girl

build,

looked nicest, al-

though Florence Selwyn, with awfully amateurish material, created
a distinct Impression.
She speaks

Kngllsh without over-stressing the
accent, like Aline MnrMahon and a
few others who might be mentioned
as would-lK' practitioners of the Gertrude Lawrence art.
Ann Schmidt
did ono nice dance in a pair of
short and revealing tights, while
Hume Deer, blonde, also played
some sketch parts well.

Thus "Bad Habits" Is pretty
much a 60-50 show. With a real
»t and a carload of
restaglng, It
might make the grade. Inasmuch

ca

is it opened after several
postponements and still isn't routined prop-

erly this review may be a little
too
harsh.
It seems but right to say
that a week from now it should

bo
running in much better shape.
Commercially, the "Would-Ja" aong
ought to help a lot, depending, of
course, on the play it can
get on
the orchestras around town.
But
Bad Habits" probably Isn't anything better than Just a
Village
show.
With rent cheap and the
cast costing little, 1. may be
able
to go for a while.
But the uptown gait would be too
last, and it does not
rate with
"Grand Street Follies" or "Garrlck
Gaieties,"
obviously
the
revue*
which inspired its production.
Bilk.

a

—

.

.
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mwh

BAD HABITS OF

1926
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heard,

TOP

/iound

above

the

average

hoa.mg, does not seem up

to Conads usual standard. It is pleasing
and appropriate, but not at
all .trlking.
Kittys Kisses," which
is
Plugged, should become
popular
WhoIe the Bnaw
to
in^" f
Ia 8 nnd yet ai,
y on « »hould
oK? to
r \hi
be ab!« g„od tl-ne watchln &
Austin.
'
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SUCH A "BUSINESS
-Angeles,

-.u
ld

TonV

May

1.

*»« Pl«>«ra at the
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Hollywood
"2 by Abraham Oold-

Uo,dtn

Mary Dawn

-

,dV,;;

f?rVw:ti r

Irving Jny Silver
Mr*. H.lver

.

.

Minna

....

Jeiinrn

Murloa King
.James Worn ley

.

.

Kerry
.Wi:iar4

Mnry Joyce
HfVfs.
A'l.'ims ....
Hcriifitein

Rodman
Madman

Victor
•

Hchmldt

tonight,
world of

revival is quite in doubt.
It was difference.
The familiar story 1h that Kitty
originally done here by Frohman
some dozen years back, and was Brown, on the way to meet h« r
taken up by the high -brows, the mother, is deprived of admittance
ong-hairs and the -surviving Wilde- to hotels in u strange eity wheo
ites.
The low tragedy (or high com- she has lout her money and baggage.
edy surely it would have been Accordingly she gives the name of
comedy to Wilde had it happened the wife of n man expected at a
to any one else) of the fallen star hotel, and consequently finds herself
unexpectedly the breakfast cueist of
w;t.s rather fresh then.
It is a semimyth now, more symbolic than ac- a man with whom she hut* Innocently spent the night.
tual.
Much that Is amuHing In the plot,
A new if small school of Wildedevotees baa gradually developed but at times, particularly in the
second
art, the book drags inexplicince then. But tho "sensation" has
ably and more than once it In not
died out.
apparent
all
that the story known
at
What the reflex will show is conwhere it is going - if anywhere. In
nect ural.
the
all
light
of
that ha.s been done
At any time and under any conditions,
this sacriligious, profane with bedrooms since thJs farce first
aroused
the
blushes
of the timid
(without a single sacrilegious or
proCano word, ns we know them early lUOO's it would seem thnt much
long liroadway) farce is far too more might smartly come nut of the
brilliant to ever become a broad second act situation. Of course, the
The simpletons book might be more or less
general success.
cannot understand it; those who scrapped, but as it Ih made very
can, enjoy it, but they leave with a prominent it should Justify Itself.
No outstanding personality and
dreadful pain in the Inferiority complex.
For Wilde makes one feel ho none can .sing, if John Holes is excepted.
Dorothy Dlilcy as Kitty is
li< ap, so stripped of all use or reaWinsome and well-suited. She can
son In the world.
That is not a box-office reaction. dance with Hi'- !>est. Another lively
Smartly acted and directed in con- stepper is Mildred Keats, who is
As
gruous spirit, this revival will still also not hurtful to the eyes.
not attain a healthy run.
Five or the male lead Mr. iiolcs outlooks as
;ix
weks will prove ample, no well as nuttings the others, and has
doubt, to bring forth all of the an encaging manner. Kuth Warren
7.000,000 New Yorkers who crave and W illiam Wayne furnishes
this thrill In the theatre.
On may eomeu'y by their lively patter, ard
their ero»ey<| iio iImiu
lt
|* as laugh"ilme.
I. nil.
able as (ii.c ha.s any right to expect.
Murk Smith as Kitty's cjj-roomer is
amu.-lng.
Klizabeth Murray as the
maid hardly sccrned s< t In th< part.
pro'lurM
hy
IivntK
revue
Intimate
ThA \% attractive mediums (only
St on -»o at
the fJr*"*nwi'h Village: th*\'»T«'
one blonde, rlevplt' gentlemen) are
:;<».
MtiPio by Manning Hherwin. an<)
A
Number* agile and appear with elpht male
by Arthur H«rzotr. Jr.
l.srl'H
by Iial[>h H»-;o]f>r nnd dlalo* by comrades in two ensembles that are
stnK^'l
and setting* by superb.
Continue
Ivln*.
P« rry
Otherwise the dancing reCast rumpm^d of 17 ]>rn!«>s*l»h Mullen.
veals no originality not their fault.
In 28 «cen««
rhorui and prlnchnH.
j«l«\
The "College Four" Is down for speTh« Irving Strouse who produced cialHcF. but the littlu chance given
this is the same young nan who for singing gets them nowhere.
The lyrics, so far as they can be
several years ago did a • editable
f

"MERRY MERRY"

—

—

i

-CAPT. JINK8"— Shubert, Boston

blatto, aa they're handled now. One
or two are good, particularly tho
advice to commuters, which opens
the last half and in which the outof-towners are told what follows,
so that if they feel like leaving now
they can catch the train and still
feel they haven't missed anything.
But a lecture on bicycling Is no
good as now done, and several
sketches particularly
the
ones
labeled "Type-casting" and "Lady
Godlva Go Bob Your Hair," Just

PLAYS OUT OF

i

FLORENCE MOORE
"Greenwich Village

Jr.

—
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.Wlllard

.

Kitch

Jennan

Such a Business," which received

first hearing before filled
scats
Hollywood Tent Theatre last
Sunday. Is not as had as might be
expected. With visions of another
attempt to duplicate "Abie," this
its

at the

comedy turned out mors
Montague f;iaHs rhapsody.

like

a

"Love

In tho cigar business" tells
story in a nutshell. It opens

the
with Max Golden making his own
cigars in a little iNew York shop,
satisfied and contented. His daughter, however, has a yen for
an artistic career
and when an offer
comes to sell 1,000,000 of his stogies
a month, she hops the old man up
to cxpund.
A Mrs. Silver, with her
son, Irvin g, horn In f„r a partnerwhip so that the expansion can be

made.

The second act, a year later,
shows the big factory running with
lot of business trouble coming for

a

Golden and

Silver.
Strikes, detectives seeking booze and young Silver's love for Miss Go!den all lend
up to the climax with the old clgarmnkcr ordering the lovers out of
ills ofuVe f nr ^ood.
Iv. erythl.-ig

third act

),

.j, P( |
s
ljp j n tJ)e
the girl stenographer,
i

y

f (

who has worked under a contract
wh.-rehy she was not to speak and
who turns out to be a prohibition
ofllc r with the

a ferret partner
clirar
eoat.M.

boxes

W' Ham

goods on the heavy,
who has been using

for

gin

bottle

ovrr-

Strauss, one of the
played the featured part

authors,

and

If

.

pla.M-d it weil.
There Is nothing "hokov" about tile niay with theexception of some over or under
acting Ijy Minna Kedman as tho
elderly Jewish lady and some poetry
on love fiuoted by thr? clerk.
StrausH gave a decent, logical interpretation of a small-time cl^ar
roller without dialect or monkeybusiness
The other parts wero
nnugh, with Victor Hodstraight
man deserving praise for Jumping
Into the Irving Silver port In a
day.
•

"
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SHOP TALK
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(Continued from page 43)
reopening was occasioned by Equity
stepping In to know who was who
behind the revival and insisting
upon the usual two weeks' bond,
but the Harris and Shubert guarantees abrogated the necessity of posting bond, and the show opened.
Before it got under way, however,
another entanglement cropped up
when the management attempted to
replace Fred Santley, holding runof-play contract for the piece, by

Sam

Crltcheson. The latter had rehearsed two weeks, but was not permitted to play, since Equity ruled
that Santley would have to be kept
In.
It was also ruled that the man.
agement were liable for two weeks'
salary for Crltcheson.

Equity Council pointed out in Its
decision in favor of the above playera that the show had not laid off
the required eight weeks before reopening, and therefore previous
It also
contracts were in force.
ruled that Chona Paula, who had
followed Molly Doherty In the piece
and had not been recalled for the
reopening, was entitled to a week's
salary in lieu of notice.

These recent entanglements are
but another episode of the turbulent
career of the musical since Its opening last summer at the Times
Square, New York. After the road
engagements the company reopened
at Daly's, New York, and closed
owing several weeks' salaries.
Jules Leventhal was later interested, but bowed out after a week in
Brooklyn, claiming the piece to be
too greatly financially Involved to
him.
Interest
After Leventhal's
withdrawal George M. Gatts held
the bag for it, with Leon De Costa,
-author, jointly Interested, and with
Gatts reported bowing out on its recent reopening, although understood
to hold the road rights for two companies next season through the
original agreement with De Costa.

(Continued from page 42)

The

first thing to digest is that criticisms and suggestions should only
be regarded when they
rlpht to you.
The fact that tht-y may apply generally, or apply to other people does
not mean that In your particular case they should be regarded as proofs
of holy writ.
Unless a girl or boy has some innate good quality distinctively liis own, he has no great call to the stage.
Only such sugKestlons as help to develop this quality are of use. But in the anxiety
to please a director, an agent, a manager or a critic, the Innate instinct
is often violated.
"But that is diplomacy," said one of them to me. "You can't Insist on
your own way and hold a job."

wm

Defining Hypocrisy
That is going to the other extnnie. Hypocrisy is not diplomacy. The
two are usually confused. Hypocrisy is the lowest human quality. It
Js pretending to agree with what you do not believe for the sake of a
momentary approval or advantage. It Is cowardly and weakening.
Smashing your way through blatantly and defiantly is the savage's
method. It has no place in civilization. It is as the senseless rock
which rolls down hill smashing everything in Its way and destroying

with painstaking drudgery.
Genius never gave anyone technical
knowledge. A monkey comedian may get by with a great farce percase,
formance by accident in one
but he will learn his business tech*
nlcally before he can repeat it in a variety of the great comedy rolls.
But, the technique once mastered, the hit will come, if there is also
talent.
And when it comes, Is is not an accident.
Studying Actor's Business
Incidentally, it Is well for the young actor who wishes to advance
practically, not only to diligently study his own business, but to avoid
too much prominence in other business. It is hard enough to convince
managers that you can act. It is doubly hard to convince them that
Unnecessary activity in professional
you can excel In two things.
agitations are usually mistrusted and taken as an alibi for bad acting.
Better leave all that to the regularly constituted authorities of your organization as long as they have your respect and confidence. That is
what they are there for. Besides, as the art of acting declines, the
technical business problems of acting seem to multiply. In attempting
to regulate them single handed one must be either an expert or a bungler.
For instance, it is the law that the management shall pay for all
costumes and "wraps" essential to the performance. But he also owns
them exclusively. The actor has no right to make private use of them.
In the case of a play running so long that the juvenile men must have
their faces lifted to prevent their becoming character men, the management must pay for the * urgery. But he thereby owns the faces. And
the technical point raised by the actors taking these uplifted faces out
of the theatre to eat steak with, requires an acumen of judgment beyond
the capacity of the individual actor who still wishes to remember his

without accomplishing.
Between these courses lies diplomacy, the very highest civilized human
Diplomacy prevents wars, and ends wars. It oils the complex
machinery of life. It brings opposite minds together on the right course.
In the matter of taking direction, it combines in the actor the ability
to promote discipline by taking direction understanding^, and using only
that which appeals to his actor's intelligence when it comes to the performance. It presupposes sufficient common sense in the actor to talk
over disputed points with the director, at times and places which will
not delay or upset rehearsals. Few directors, deliberately work against
the best results Just to "show off,", although many resent the arguing
and trouble making actor even when he is right. Just a little sense, and
all goes well.
But the black doubts and despondencies of the conscientious young
artist who has not as yet made good surely do disappear when he finds
himself in that first sweet hit. From then on his feet are on the ground.
If he takes his triumph with the humility and thankfulness of a real
artist instead of with the arrogance of the ahallow-pated, he never again
suffers the cold nervous horror of earlier trials. Failures he may have
and will have, for the success means also new and higher demands, but
at least he has landed once and knows it can be done again.
With this success comes the knowledge that those signs and symbols
of accidental authority that have affrighted him so long are not as
awful as they once seemed. Gradually those whom he thought possessed
quality.

of some magic power or secret knowledge become fallible to his opened
eyes. He realizes that they were only guessing too. That no one knows
exactly and for certain Just what will register with the physocology of a
succession of audiences, regardless of the reaction of some one particular

cues.

audience. And gradually he develops a method, and a technique and
a touch of his own.

NEW YORK THEATRES

Methods

/

Gradually he learns that one can get a laugh or a round of applause
by a mastery of the falling Inflection by finality at the ends of
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Dir.

Hew Amsterdam
Mat*. Wed.

BEE JACI</ON
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5,

speeches. But he 'learns also that some artists get the same results
b*
exactly the opposite method.
Then, but later, he finds that the greater artists regard nothing
f
this kind so much as the sense of the speech or action, and,
as th
musician who has learned his scales and forgotten them, so he
learn*
to let inflections find themselves and live only the sense of
the to xl*
from the heart outward.
"Why can't he disregard all these methods rnd
technique and feel tmw*
x
m
the heart in the first place?"
Ah! That is the fallacy of the brilliant youth who says, "You don't
act any more. That Is old fashioned. You Just talk and act natural
If that were true the iceman could play Hamlet.
You will learn the technique and the rules and the mechanics first,
son, and learn them so thoroughly that you use them unconsciously
before you can "Just talk and act naturally."
It is quite true that
genius can break every rule, but you can be quite sure the rules must
be thoroughly learned before they can be intelligently broken.
And even then they are not really broken. They Just seem to be
broken.
The reality and life of a great actor's performance are so
vivid that technique is not apparent. But none the less it underlies the
effective performance. And it must be learned. And it must be learned
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The Exquisite Musical Success

George Jessel in
"The Jazz Singer'1
It is
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tapering heel

Its lines

This

are French-its smartness

one of the vivid little
slippers that puts the "kick"
into Miss Bee Jackson's
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Sparkling. Clever. Scintillating

Comedy
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of course, like all the
smart slippers she wears for
all occasions-it's by I. Miller!
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CHRYSTAL HERNE

.

RAY GOETZ

Expresses his appreciation to the American public

and

the critics of

New

welcome

York for the

enthusiastic

to the Spanish star

RAQUEL MELLER
Vow

playing a limited engagement at the Empire,

New

York

In response to numerous requests

Senorita
Has Consented

MELLER

to continue at the

Empire another

four weeks
of
Because of that her contemplated appearances out
town have been deferred until October

h

.
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RADIO
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RADIO RAMBLINGS

Two volume* on "Saturday
Evening Post" serializations
The team played at
WNJ,« Newark, threat ens
Wenrich is also
crease its power. It should, other- the night club.
to

in-

wise it stands no chance In the metand the
ropolitan district wltli
other big local stations. Hert StripRobert
the
from
Orchestra
er's
Treat hotel proved interesting when

came

Casa Lopez.

picked up around midnight.
Olsen's Hits

ul:tr

.

D

»

hon#

with Jam#8 q.

7

,

8 S nn ybrook

at Cindere || a Ballroom,

Orcheatrn,
York.

"standard" numbers. "The Road

Mandalay"

Modern Dance Orchestra."

$14,000 Through Delay

Nsw

^

moet
National Attractions of New York.
Dlbert u Qne of
dance orchestra musicians Inc., the orchestra booking exAmerica. He plays a score of in- change, has filed a bill of particulars
struments with equal facility and in its $14,000 damage suit against
expertness. although concentrating
Western Union Telegraph Co.
on the -hot" saxophone exclusively, the
hich is charged with negligence in
torrid mainstay «*
*»,
Pimm lck-3unny b rook's reed ctlosu delivering a wire two days late
which cost National Attractions a
spoke brilliantly on news gathering contract with the Clearwater Beach
Inc., Tampa.
Casino,
States
"United
an<| pluwd hta new
Ace Brlgode's Virginians at $2,000
WRC .Washington, T>.
Dally14 weeks was ofrelayed wltn WJZt New York. Law- a week for 10 to
the contract
rence , a the Jewish correspondent fered. Plus expenses,
worth $20,000 to
whom IIenry Fo rd In his Dearborn would have been
which National At"independent" propaganda, termed $28,000, half of

Mf

i

™

—

—

^

C

LEADING 01[CHESTRAS
1

COMMANDERS
Fox's, Philadelphia
Irvine Aaronaon's CruHfiders now In
their 2d sen no n at Jansncn'H Famous Midtown, Hof brau. New York.

DON BESTOR
And

His Orchestra
Victor Records

Management: Music Corp.

of

Amer-

Chicago, HI.

ica,

JEAN GOLDKETTE
Rialto,

EARL

New York, 6th Week
J. CARPENTER'S

MELODY SEXTET
Also doubling Club Deauville, N. Y.
Personal Representative "TAPS,"
1607 Broadway,

SAM

1

New York

SMOLTN'S"

RADIO ORCHESTRA

and HIS

Upturn K.ujntffrmcnt

MOONLIGHT BALLROOM,
CANTON,

BltittKST

booking Billy Hamilton and a
concert band of 25 at $2,600 a week
for fairs at Trenton, N. J., and Richmond, Va. Of the $5,000 total earnings, 10 percent Is claimed.
Lopez's defense is that Jack Horn,
now with Alf. T. Wilton and formerly a vice-president of National
Attractions, booked the Hamilton
unit (Hamilton is of Lopez's band,

One of the ultra radio offerings of
the "commercial" broadcasters) are
the Grand Prise Eureka*, whose
hour embraces everything Including
and his
an exceptionally fine rocal quartet,
ANTILLIA
ORCHESTRA
HOTEL
which Is suspected of being The
Coral Gables, Fla.
Revelers of Victor record fame.
contributions
Instrumental
Their
are fine, the program on the whole
being Intelligently framed for va- and also financially Interested) and
riety and above par.
that Horn did not expeet any reand His 14 Virginians
muneration in view of Horn being
8trong for One Publisher
also in Lopez's employ. This refers
Hotel Congress, Chicago
baryGerman
Baumgart,
Gerhart
to Horn's business managership of
Pergonal Management: Joe Friedman
tone, imported for the Metropolitan Lopez which was later abrogated
opera according to Brnie Golden's when Horn started the National AtWMCA, Is tractions Corp.
announcement
from
la the South, Ifs^
breaking his jump at the McAlpln
Baumgarfs vocal
hotel grillroom.
contribution with "Mattenata" and
Euclid
and II1S ORC1IRHTRA
"For You Alone" was Impressive.
Columbia Hecorda Nashville, Tennessee
Cleveland, May 4.
The Radio Franks (Bessinger and
What once was Euclid Gardens,
White)
following
close
thereon
first
of
the
Fifth
City's modern
clicked as usual. The boys are 'laying on" one publisher's songs too Euclid avenue dance palaces, is in
much, possibly through an under- operation again, after intermittent
and his
standing, but their rendition of "shutdowns" and one or two other

JO ASTORIA

ACE BRIGODE

Versatile Entertaining

Gardens Reopen

Band

NOW PLAYING
ARCADIA BALLROOM
FIFTH SEASON ON BROADWAY

VINCENT LOPEZ
Casa Lopez Orchestra

CASA LOPEZ
54th

St.,

TOWN

NAT MARTIN

AL SCHEMBECK
and His

SOCIETY NOVELTY

AND

I

ENTERTAINER8
"Versatility Plus"
HIS

PICCADILLY, PHILADELPHIA

CLUB MIRADOR, NEW YORK

THE SEVEN ACES

Spanish and American

JOE THOMAS

"All Ten of 'Em"
Columbia Recording Artists
30th Week at

And His

HOTEL PEABODY

SAX-O-TETTE
with

Now

ARCHIE NICHOLSON

on Tour with the

6I8TERS

in

DUNCAN

Kit-Cat Club

London
Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS

Rate* for Card*
tf

6S

tli

IS

t« tint
0t ttm

CHARLEY STRAIGHT
AND UlS
Rendezvous Orchestra
endesvons Cnfe, Chicago, MAlao Jack Johnston* and lit* fUmoTtr
~>rcho*tra.
<A Charley 8tral*ht Unit)
tTalac Conn Instruments Exclusively

MR. AL TUCKER

nAvr inch
IS

The fruit 'a Flnewt
MKMPIIIH, TKNN.

"TOPSY AND EVA"

PAUL WHITEMAN

and

SOCIETY ORCHESTRA

ONE INCH
100
17ft

Kcith-Orpheuna Circuit*
Direction

»

hi*

Bernard Barks

is

brothers' new Ambassador, when
that house opens in the early fall.
Until recentl} Silverman had been
director at the West End Lyric for
Stuart Barrle, now or10 years.
ganist at the Grand Central, will
transfer to the Ambassador, too.

Lew Colwelrs Return

Lew

Colwell is with Will Von
THzer's Broadway Music Corp. He
has been out of the music business

The spacious

Chicago, May 4.
"Paul Ash— Rajah of J ax a," Is
featured prominently In the new Oriental theatre sign. Ihe Rajah title
has been copyrighted.

hall

first

San Francisco, May

4.

Art Hickman, who, since his re
c«>nt return from Florida, has been
visiting his mother here, left this
week for Los Angeles to look over
real estate properties Lhere.
He expects to remain several weeks.

Hickman, who is representing
Fio Ziegfeld out here, says he has
not decided whether he will open
In the New York "Follies" In June.

A

Memorial Program
program as a memorial

Herbert

special

to Victor Herbert will be presented
at
the Hotel
Kitz-Caxlton.
York, May 26 under the auspices of

New

the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers.
will broadcast.

WEAF

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1

—3

Arrangements

Artist

For Dance Orchestra
Something new in really
"Hot" arrangements
.

include hot choruses
for S saxophones, S trumpet*, trombone, S clarinet*, S soprano saxophone*, eie.

Arrangements

Try mjr

arransoment of

latest

My

"Le^s Talk About
Sweetie"
and yom

will agroo that It

one with

la

a

the trimmings

all

PBICB

flO.OO

KACH

Other arrangements made to order
Try thsm once and you will plar
them all the time

SEND FOB ONE NOW

ELWOOD M. WILSON
1661

PARK ROAD.

N.

WASHINGTON, D

W.

C.

opened

and opened

this

BEN BERNIE
Director of Ills Hotel Rooeevelt OrBrunswick
chestra, and prominent
recording artlnt, Is one of the maar
"name" hand leaders who are staunch

supports of RobblnH-KnBPl'a Publications.
Mr. ncrnlo r»»Kiilarly broadcasts

new management

"WHO'S

his orchestra are
place popular.

making the

Month*

8end remittance with name
and address
r

Robert
nouncer
has been
Chicago

and features

WALK"

"JIG

Published by

Robbins-Engel,

Inc.

199 Seventh Ave., Ne*v York

L

i

'

i

1

^

SILVER BELL

Transferring Peabody
San Francisco, May 4.
Eddie Peabody closes at tho
Granada (pictures) as orchestra
leader May 7, and is to be transferred to Los Angeles to replnoo
Verne Buck In the Metropolitan
(pictures), according to report.

BANJOS

—

yen Catalog Just Ou'
THL BACON BANJO CO
GROTON, CONN

EDDIE CHESTER
N'EVERYTHING
SONGS, DANCES,

LUIGI'S
DETROIT'S EXCLUSIVE RENDEZVOUS

5th BIG

CHy

4.

D. Bonlel, director and anof radio station WEDH,
re-elected president of the
Broadcasters' Association.

in

out

WHO ARE YOUf

"CAMILLE"
"FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE"

Johnnie Gowen

and

WEAK

from

Big Four:

week under the

B0NTEL RE-ELECTED
Chicago, May

HICKMA& UNDECIDED

Victor

months.

for several

things.

okay.

For a long
L. Heller St Sons, manufacturers some two years ago.
of pearls and other stones, have a time thereafter it went along with
unique manner of plugging their almost no opposition.
Last winter some troubles were
wares from WEAF. "Old Man Donwith the result it
aldson" la a radio character who encountered
closed.
short rime later It recrosstalks
with
his
inquisitive
"niece" relative to the charms of opened, not as a dance hall but as
a roller skating rink.
This idea
stone*, rubies, pearls, eta.
didn't get over at all and another
closing followed.
.Recently, it changed ownership,
Paul

Appearing? indefinitely at

ORCHESTRA

radio*

post of musical director at Skouraa

Ash Promoted

N. V.

O.

HIT IN

everything

A

And His

WnI

a

Dave Silverman With 8kouras
SL Louis, May 4.
Dave Silverman is slated for the

MAL HALLETT

Orchestras
VICTOK KKt'ORDS

to

i^k

through suspension from the

in

FRANCIS CRAIG

DETROIT

"Mighty

in

n^thp^ce of Wilson" Law- tractions. Inc., alleges would have
their fee by understanding, or
rence having gained th* then chief been
$14,000. This answers one question
executive's confidence to an unusual
Mike Wat "Dead"
on the hill relative to the manner
David
Lawrence, the famous degree.
Dolly Connolly and Percy Wen- •Washington, D. C, political corin which the agents estimate their
M. D. Sydney Peterson is
rich made their radio debut during respondent, and now president of
WOR'i Bret ton Hall string quar- damages. of
the plaintiff corporatreasurer
Vincent Lopez's period from the the Consolidated Press Association,
tet from the Hotel Bretton Hall,
tion.
New York, plays classic and stand
Another
suit by National Attracard music with as much facility as
tions due to come up soon Is for $600
r>ops and jazz.
against Vincent Lopez for services

IRVING AAR0NS0N
AND HIS

and

Rose," will probably restrict these
numbers from radio broadcasting.
At the copyright hearings In Washington the Intention to so limit the
songs was declared.
The sales of both numbers have
dropped off to almost nothing be*
cause of radio's Inroads. Originally
It spurted the sales, but the promiscuous broadcasting of late has
almost "killed" the songs, hence the
plan to rehabilitate their chances

versatl | e

i

1

Restrict

Hope

in

The John Church Co.. owners of
the copyrights on two of the biggest

Western Union Asked for

SAM DIBERT

I
1

.

.

Them

Another new volume, published by Lang. Inc., Is Arthur Lange's "Arranging for

WMCA

,

Church Co. Will

—

the

"KILLS'

on

are
Inc.,
Frank- Maurice.
publishers of Charles K. HarAfter
ris* "40 Yearn of Melody
the Ball," which ran in its entirety in the weekly

Home

"Cidnsr

book

ifn

ff,

STANDARDS

2

press this week.

Whiteman's

"Jazz," published by Sears A
Co. is a largely elaborated
work on his "Sateveposf
three -part treatise on syncopation.

'Castles in the Air" musical, a

Chicago hit. Apropos of Lopez, the
Poly-Otis debate recently ran overtime and the band man's time was
cut into without Lopez knowing it.
One lhen heard the familiar announcement, "t?v» title -f tiie num-

ber just played, etc." with Ix>pez
was
unconscious
h»»
seemingly
Blues," his trade-mark ehoo-choo broadcasting through a "0. ad" mic
traderadio
also
a
now
efTeet, is
rophone.
Just like Lopez's "On the
mark.
Radio" is a farewell anthem, the
Golden'* Misconstruction
"Going Home Pines" is Olsen'a
Ernie Golden misconstrued Va
signing off token. Olsen is also to be
credited for "making" the novelty riety's Radio Rambling comment as
"Horses" the hit it is. It's a frequent an adverse criticism, with Golden ad
request and along with "Who," a libbing something about "Variety
panned me" when the criticism was.
nightly offering.
The songwritlng Rev. Tierre Con- intended in kindest of spir t *or
nors also gets a corking break from whatever corrective purposes it may
the Olsenites with "What's the Good accomplish. The Golden orchestra is
hlgh^ght. The
of Moonlight." which should click. as ever the
"Broadway
midnight
Connors Thursday
Rev.
(Parenthetically.
McAlpln
Hotel
the
Night"
from
Claims authorship of "Love Sends a
Little Gin of Roses." which found grill with "Is Zat So?" and "Son*
people present was a
its way to London and became a hit of the Flame"
affair. The Moscow Art Five
from that source). Olsen's own "You lively
'
...
..
their
music.
pleased
with
also
a
Need Someone to Love" is
potential hit, and a genuine public
o
u
^
,..
Boys #from
favorite without being ovor-plugged.
The Sachs Quality
WMCA. plugging the Sachs furnlA new radio entry is Lew Rader- ture company,
a so-so combinaman's band from the F'elham Heath tion. Their planolog stuff is okay.
Inn, New York, via WEAF. Rader- but the comedy overly familiar and
man has a phonograph recording fiat. George and Harry are remlnlsrep, and his ether impression is as cent of The Happiness Boys and
favorable as anticipated.
not standing up by comparison.
Olson's

George

off the

Paul

composer of the sensationally pop-

WOK

M*f

WtdnttdsTjr,

MONTH

and STILL GOING

t

*

May

Wednesday,

CLUB

HIlJiK

5,

CABARETS

1926

9

CHECK
FOR UFTING $20
Cashed Check
$920—Merchant Prefers Charge

Alfred Grill

for

restaurant owner,
Alfred Grill, 26.
who said he
«*n West 45th street,
owner of the Mllllk Club.

J.

Wt

Magistrate
Side, Court on a

before

JJLT^arraigned

Jlood in West
*<>rgery and was held In
«h*r*«
Grand Jury.
11500 ball for the
According to the story told by
at 55
manufacturer,
John Mongon,
visited the Mllllk
Barclay street, he
friends. After there
Club with some
his
short time, he discovered
He said he called
funds were low.

him to make out a
Grill and asked
he would sign
check for $20 which
did and gave it
and which he later
to Grill in

A

short

time

He

court,

waived

held for the

W

e:

KMTR

Complaints from time to
time anent the exorbitant commissions exacted by some cabaret booking agents say they
range from 15 to 20 per cent.,
dependent on the act's lack of
gumption and the agent's possession of too much thereof.
Three or four of the agents are
the targets of complaint from
reformers..
Cases have been known of a
flat $10 and $15 booking fee
on small acts getting but $50
or $75 a week. The agVnt's
alibi is
that the effort expended to place the small act
demands as much energy as in
selling a bigger attraction.
But the fact remains an

agent is liable to complaint to
the Commissioner of Licenses.

from tho bank and
check had been
Mongon charged

IN

in

MOTORS-PERCENTAGE

notified

8 Cars

for

Nighters
at

animation and was

18 People— One-

— Opens

May 9

San Diego

NEW YORK
Amboooador Grill
D« Vega A D'Alva
Larry Siry Bd

Los Angeles,

MARRIES SOCIETY GIRL
Milwaukee, May 4.
McCutcheon,
19,
Mary
Alice
daughter of a Milwaukee oil mag"Red"
Hawkins,
Raymond
nate, and
pianist and leader of the Badger

Art Studio Club
Glorious Rev
The Gloria*
Den Glaser Dd

May

4.

Cinderella May 8, to inaugurate an
annual tour of one-nighters extending from San Diego to Vancouver,
again under tho auspices of the
Drunswiok-Collander Recording Co.
and the Buescher Band Instrument
Co.

Dance

halls will be played in
practically every city visited, with

Tony Shayno
Jack Harvey

understood that the girl's
parents have given their blessings
Is

to the elopers.

WHITE'S BAND ABROAD
Allen White and his Collegians,
until recently in vaudeville, will appear
In
Europe this summer.
White's tour is under the direction
•f the William Morris office.
White leaves for Europe on the

Aquitanta tods* (Wednesday).

centage, with Wiedoeft dragging
down 80 percent in most Instances.
Dana Hayes Is handling the advance.
The route as laid out Includes
after San Diego: San Bernardino,
Bakerefleld,

Porterville,

Visalla,

Fresno, Hanford, Modesto, Stockton and Sacramento.
Fred Ellzalde and his band go
the Cinderella to succeed
into
Wiedoeft.

Tho

band will follow.

COLORED BANDS ABROAD

HARLEM PLACE CLOSED

Within the past few weeks there
has been considerable shifting of
band placements among the American colored outfits that have been
appearing abroad this year.
which has been forced to close be
Claude Hopkins, who went over
oause of the unprecedented popu- with the Dudley Kevuc, and whose
larity of the new Savoy.
band became a fixed feature at the
"Folies Bergere," has returned to
New York. He expects his band to
play an eastern engagement this
summer, and he may return abroad
Flo's Restaurant, colored restau

r*nt on 7th avenue between 139th
140th streets (Harlem), is another
of the uptown eateries where dancing was considered a drawing card

TAVERN
A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

WEST 48TH STREET

B

Brad Mitchell
Jordan's Orch
Rverglados

R Lindsay Rev

Mary Shaw

Now
labor conditions in France.
and then colored members shifted
to "ofay" organizations, and In this
way were permitted to prolong their
working permits.
"Little George," drummer with
Sam Wooding, is back In the
States.

reported that "Hutch" Hutchformer piano player at the
Nest, New York, now with a band
in Europe, was being congratulated
upon the birth of a daughter in
Constantinople.
It's

inson,

45TH 8T„ NEW YORK
RBNOWN KD FOR ITS FRENCH CITI8INE AND PAfcTRY
PlROLLP/a SPECIAL TAltLR D'HOTE DINNKR €1 If)
SUNDAY FROM 11 M. TO I F. M.
_LUNOHEONS
POPULAR PRICKS
DAILY SPECIAL DISHES

Is

Froham

Plantation
Twin Oak*
Florence Mills Rev
Bnhby Connollv
Will Vodery Bd

Burke

May

Dolly Connolly

Percy Wenrlch
Johnny Dale
3 Sunshine Boys
Sharkey Roth *

Florida

Blgelow

Bd

Florida

Frivolity

A

Hal Hlxon
Beth Challl*
Eddie Lambert
C A V D'Ath

Bd
Lee

Chalons ShoaJey
Will Oakland
Chateau Band

McKe*

Violet

Kitty White

Jack Denny Band

Carols

•B -Hot Ctub
Arthur Swanstrom

Cunningham

Cecil

A H

Adler Wet!

R

Gladys Sloan*
Beth Pitt
Sleepy Hall

Colored

Minnie Mae Moor*
Noel Francis
Doris Dickinson
Lauretlc Adams
Dorothea Stanley
Marl* Salisbury
Marguerite Hellwlg
Crandall Sis
Hilda Allison

L A F Wallace
Dorothy Dale
Peggy Dolson
Almee Rose
Margie Lowry
Jackie Heller

Chauncey Grey Bd

Hofbroa

Ruth Cameron
LeRoy Smith Bd

Adams
Marguerite Howard

Billy

Banter Maccola
Estell* Penning

Clab AJaboxu

Johnny Hudgtno
Fowler's Orcb

Paul Haakon
Don Cafa

Al Moore

Crusader's

Kotlnkn
Johnny Vlgal
Ruth Walker
Russian Revue
Freddie Wash'gton Balalaika Bd
Kit Kat Korner

Blida Webb
Ethel Moses
Vivian Harris
Madeline Odium

Fields

Pally

Art

Franklin

HAM

Oladys Bryaon
Kento Harris

Hyacinth Sears

Knight Club
Bernard

Club Anatol
Grace Fisher

Lester

Brown

Fsltxi

Mir odor

Schembeck Bd
Morn A Fontana
Eton Boys
J Johnson Bd

Al

Helen Henderson

Ruby Steevens
Jerry Dryden
Dorothy Shepperd
Dorothy Charles
Claire Davis

McAlpin Hotel
Radio Franks

Clark
Reser Bd

Ernie Ootden Bd

Monte Carlo
Jeanette Gllmore
|Ed Hutchinson Rev
.
*
T
Wit * 1 _ ,._
Borrah Mlnnevltch Lionel (Mike) Ames
Masked Countess
•Bubbles"
Jeanette Gllmore
Drusilla
Hhlrloy Dahl
Kendall Capp*
Beanie Klrwan
Edith Shflton
Carl Byal
Clab DoaavOl*
81r Tahar's Arab'nn
Buffalonlann Orch
Melody Ma
Earl Lindsay Rev
Montusartro
Poor Acea
Clab BarmeyHale Byers Bd
Elinor

Kcarn
..
.

i

Chick Under
Billy

Mann

George Walsh

Tommy

Purcell

Davis- Akat Orch
C*aai*'* la*
Colored Revue
Connie'* Band

i

'

'

1

l

Hulbert's Perlota
Flora La Breton
Trevls Huhn

M Goodman

Bd

Moulin Rouge
Rlrhy Craig Jr
Wilson Sis
Ethel Sweet
J*aur<-tte

Adams

Paul Sperht Orch

Silver SJIppor
Morris' Orcb

B A L

BROOKLYN,

Tim Crane
Tarrarla

Show

A

Imperial

N. Y.

Arthur Bennett

Murphy Orch

Jungl* Cafo
Loughery A Caul

CoU*t

CLEVELAND,
Club Madrid
Adel* Gould

O.

Johnny Ryan
Emerson GUIs Oren

I

I

Harry Bloom

CULVER

CITY, CAL.
May

Jack Klein

Schapell

Laura Martin
Roy Ingram Orcb

Woodbury Sister*
Isabel) Lowes

Bob Murphy

Rockwell Terrace
Chas Cornell Rev
Dancing Humphries Buck A Thcrln
Luclle Leslie
Ethel Wolfe
Betty Carmen
Artie Williamson
Jean Carpentler
Mae Russell
Bey Sisters
Harry Laaau Bd

Charley Calvert
Frankle Meadows

CHICAGO
Frolics

Crlllen

Tomson Twin*

Julia Oerlty

DETROIT, MICH.
Addlaoo
Lee Mors*

I

I

ddle Cox

I

L SUIraon
Lellta Westman
Miller Orcb

Ray

LOS ANGELES
Greenwich Villa g*
Club Alaboa*
Carolynn* Snowden
Sam Rubin
Sunburn Jim
Jack Goldstein
Ivy Anderson
Bergatrom Orcb

Jo* Lewis
Revue
Marahall A Pert I*
Eddie Cos
Lido Oreh <B R'e'l)
Oaf* iAfoyetU Lawrence Ford
Loretta McDermott
Sidney Reeve
Jan* Green
Mirth Mack
Town Clab
Susie Hoy
H Owen* Oreh
Bubbles Shelby
P Howard Orcb
Eddie Morsn
Maroee A Marq'tte B Dawn Martin
Cotton Clab
sou Jacob* Lodftf
11 Owls Orch
Dorothy Lang
Mel Callsh
flam Kahn's Orcb Frisco Nick
Alamo
George Lloyd
S Mitchell
Helen Burke
Carson A Carson
Martha Richie
Larry Vincent
Anita Gray
Mildred Washlngt'n I re no McKlnney
Rick A Snyder
I Oeorgla Peaches Clair* Leslie
Aurlole Craven
Cfaos Plono
Dave Shell Oreh
Blkins Orcb
Irene Faerj
Martha Mortell
Adele Walker
Shirley Buford
Al Handler Oreh
Carolyu La Rue*
Tina Tweedle
Friar* Inn
It on*
1 Janet
South Sea S'r'n'd'rs
Wells A Brady
Marl* Vilanl
Dixie Fields

MIAMI

Alice

Brady

La

Plfl

Patrice Grldlor

Hoffman Orcb

Bell*

Jack Marlow

Towey

MILWAUKEE

Sisters

A

Reed

Merrltt

Bud Murray Rer

Duthers

Bumle Or

Bfoato Cooto

Yanlty Pair
CoHogo Ism
Virgin* Cooper
Helen Doyl*
Ruth Bttfug
Maurle Sherman Or Mltil Richard*

BILL

PARENT

Badger Byncop't'r*
Joaa

Billy William*

Phil K**tla
Lucille William*

Hammond

Tun* Tinker*

MONTREAL, CAN.
Venetian Garden*

Booking
Hopper Club* and Cafo*
Wood* Theatre Bldg.. Chicago

High

(Mensles

Willi* Jackson

litU* Club

Kenwood Village The Jennings
H Osborne Orcb
Anl»n Gay
Babe Sherman
Club Avaloo
Marv Co'bnrn
Reynolds

Al

De Quarto Orch
Jeffery

Tavern

Fred Farnhnm
|i<->|ores

B A

J

Geo McQulna

Nina Smiley

Ed Lovry

Hoy Evan*

T>1ttle

S'ster*
Or<-en
Arr-u

ILizel

Uttle

Hub

Jimmy Ray
Murray A Wagner

Rubin

E Brown

Synro's

li«w Jenkins

Mason
DAGMurphy

Kid
Slim Oreenleh
Flossie

Hturgis

Pop Hunter

Wade's Orcb

.Tim

Deouvin*

OTonner
Shirley

Martha

Sis

Buford
Martell

H»-leri

Rendeavou*

Jay

Mills

C Atraigut's Oren
Flo Lewis
Olive O'Nell

Wayne

Al'< n

Mary Muth«rt
Eva Be'mont
Harry Maifleld
Alma Hookey
Gene Woodward

Montwiartr*
F'dna I^indsey
Ht-rnlce Petker

Hose

Wynn

A Gladys
Cladyn Blair

Alfredo

Downs

Orchestra
Shay's
I

Dick Forscutt

Bd

SEATTLE
Batler
Earl Gray Orch
Madjre Rush

Club Udo
Grace Hamilton

Doyle

David Qulinno
Bobble Mnrsellu*
Mnrqun A Marq'tte
Gladys Mlntc
Clint Wright's Orch Chas Kerr Orch

Eddie Clifford
Williams GIs
Margaret White
Bernard A Henri
Le Mae A JoHine

Louvr*
Pat Caaev
Bobble Green

Sylvia De Vera
'<n be Kan*

Parody Cafe

Lib*
So Serenader*

.

SALT LAKE

Caruso Quart

Orch

Willie Jackson
Southern Kyncop'r*

Pierce

Bobble McQulan
Harold Fletcher

Ion

Buddy McDermott
Yvette Qulnn
Flokest

Ringside
Billy

McCunn

Roulette's

fletory

Hatel Verge*
Al Piper
Scranton'e Slrsns

Moulin Rouge

Seranaders

Goll

Bert Gilbert
Leonette Ball

Allen

Rather Whltlngion

Wanda

Guy McCormleh

Glayds Kremer
• Avnlon Peaches
Sol Wagnrrs Orrh

Gordon

Collegians

NEW ORLEANS

Claas

Dora Maughn

May

O

Plantation

Bd

Roscoe Simmons

T

Orcb

O'Rourke

Orcb

Kclley's

Polka Dot Belv'd'r*

OeUury Roof
Tambourine Toot si ea

Barron Wllkoa't

8wor

Cliff

Jean Starr
Don Anteno A Mse
Abble Mitchell
Frank Cornwell
Clarence Robinson Oua Ouderian

H

Sterling

# Norma

Constance Carp'ntet

Royal

Caatllllaa

Dolly
Trene
Carlo

Clab

Johnny Clare
Edith Babsoa
Arthur Oordoni
Pete Dale
Ednor Frilling
Jerry Friedman Bd Maryland Jarbo*
Helen Sheperd
Caen Lope*
Dorothy Deeder
V Lopoi Orch
Richard Bennett
Fowler A Tamara Rrown A Sedano
Betty

Dan Healy

•

Ch'lotte

Celestial

C

Clab

W

Emit Coleman Bd
Waldorf-Astoria
Starbuok
II Leonard Bd

A

Dorothy Kadmar

Davie Orch

Veaiee

Till*

Bllver Slipper

Peterson

Robt Berne Orch
Bobble Cliff
Mlgnon Laird
Mabel Olsen

Walker Rev

Allen

Taasle Martin
Schaplro A'Kirkw'd

Bd
Tli* Summit
Silver Slipper Bd

J Scherr

R

Burton Bd
Vanity Clab

B Coleman Orcb

Ben Selvln Bd
Geo Olsen Bd
Thco Illescu Oypslea

Albert

Tent

Em booty

Billy

Pcnrl Eaton

LeVelle

BALTIMORE
Jr

O'Rourke
Pelham Heath Inn Hope Minor
Lou Raderman Bd Viola Cunn'ngham
Billy Blake

Lcnl Stengel

At*.

Lewis
A Gladys
B Pollack s Orch

Fin

Alflede

Diana Hunt

Tvette Rugel

Torraeo Cardans
Sara Ann McCab*
Honrl Therrien
Anita Gay

Southmoor

Cliff

O'nrlen Sis

5th

Atkln
Ernest Evans Co
Madeline McKensle Gerald Levy Orcb

Carl Lorraine Orch

Kitty Rellly
Al Roth

Doolcy Sis
Peterson A ChaHott
Ritchie Craig.
8 S Leviathan Bd

"Jimmle" Lloyd
Joo Condulo Bd
Maxlne Henderson
Frank Victor Bd
Mth Rt. Clab
Cafe do Paris

Comb A

Tezaa Guiana'*
T Oulnan Rev
Rubye KceUr
Mary Lucas
Williams Sis

Rlrhman Clab
Jeanette OHmor*
Harry Rlchman

Palmer Boa**

Boaale Moore

Owl Orch

Al Shenk
Cedilla Romeo

Al B White
Olive MrClur*

Jane Carpenter

Kstello

Bd

Selvln

Lucyenne Boyer

Hcllwla
Doris Dickinson

Roslta A Ramon
Muriel DeForrest
Norma Gallo

PIROLLE'S
WE8T

Michel Pal ma toff

Elbe. Crn'r

Bert Lewi* Clab
Bert Lewis
Pcggyann Burt

Hub Udo

146

Nina Gordnnl

Mnriyjirrt

all kinds of work in
Paris for his band.
It appears that both the Wooding

is

and Hopkins bands underwent quite
a change In personnel, due to the

Broadway

Clayton

Ryun SWcrs
Mme. Flfl

Berk
Helen Lavonne
VIHan Glenn
Gwendolyn Graham Irv Bloom Bd

Wooding's band

now having

East of

Lew

not with
"Chocolate Kiddies," as generally
understood here in colored circles.
Incidental;/, Wooding was fo-ced
by the French government to leave
Paris and play another French
point where he had boon previously
contracted for; Wooding, however,

Sam

Carlos Conte

Llliian Powel.

later.

156-8

Eddie Jackson

Backstage Club
Johnny Marvin
Will Hollander
Teddy Kins
Andy Hamilton

Bert

Nltta'jo

Mile.

Dover flab

Virginia Rhodes
Phyllis Fair

society colony when the couple
were skarrled in the Illinois city.

Europe

for

arrange for
Florence Mills' forthcoming tour.
The colored artist has been booked
at the Ambassador, Paris, among
other engagements.
to

1)

Cunningham De Costa A Tjoulsa
Parody Cal*
•Beauty G'tfcn* Chor O'C onn e r Sisters
Murphy
H Hosford'* Orcb Phil
OUvette
Stewart Allen
Dolores Farrls
Margie Ryan
Bobble Marcellu*
«. Tucker's Ployg'd Frank Llbuse
Nena De Sylvia
Vera Amazar
Sophie Tucker
Virginia Sheftell
J
Chapman
Orch
Ed Etklns Bd
Tex Arlington
Gladys Mints
Pershing Palace
The Owl
Clint Wright Orch
Gene Carter
Colored Show

Maria Kleva
*
Leo Bill

Jimmy Durante

a week ago to Waukegan
they were secretly married.

elite

sailed

IVIolet

Parody Clab
Pauline McDonald
Minnie McDonald
Joe Frisco
Jonah Dlcklns'n Bd Gypsy Byrne
Henrietta Cross
County Fair
Dorothy Ralney
Athlone
Eddie Worth Bd
Marearet Davtes
Entertainers

Flo Sherman
Joe Carroll

room orchestra, local cabaret, eloped

the exception that legit and picture
whore theatres are being booked for the
Sunday night stands.
The elopement bared the jilting
The tour opens May 9 in San
of a prominent Milwaukee county Diego.
It will be made entirely by
Mcman,
to
whom
Miss
estate
real
motor caravan, eight closed cars
The being necessary to transport the 11
Cutcheon had been engaged.
jilting took place several weeks ago
members of the orchestra, three exwhen the romance with Hawkins tra men and four girls, who will
began. Plans were under way for make up the company.
Each ena pompous church wedding In the gagement will be on a straight per-

Salvln

Cabarets and Cities as Below Listed

in

Yvonne George
Loulou Hegoburu

Ijorrlen Harris

Avalon Clab
Harry Delson
Myrtle Gordon
Frankle Meadows
Morley A Leeder

Cnravon Clab
Jane Orey
Pees? O'Neill

It

Cotton Clab
Brooks Rev
Eddie Rector
Ralph Cooper
Evelyn Shepard
Millie Cook
Hasel Coles
Annie Bates

W

Kddie Thomas

Herb Wiedoeft and his band close
their extended engagement at the

in vaudevtle.
Helen Morgan, of same show.
at Circo's night club.

Parisians

R

HAWKINS, PIANIST,

SAM SALYIN SAILED
Sam

Saturday (May

James Revue

Current Programs

r.arry Nadell

Grand Jury.

Girls From Show Placed
Beverly Perry and Lillian Dyer,
with White's "Scandals." which recently closed, have Joined Walter

49

CABARET BILLS

Inter-State I

front of

Detectives
They
Walsh, Cordes and Daly.
Grill
him.
arrested
found Grill and
to
brought
when
denial
a
entered
•^O."

the

Greedy Cabaret Agents

WIEDOEFT BAND'S TOUR

had added a "9"

Grill

Florence Hart Allen, dramatic
reader and comedienne, has been
signed by radio broadcasting station
to give a weekly talk
designated as a Shopping News
Hour.

of the check.
later Mongon re

payment

ceived the check
the
discovered
cashed for $820.

SHOPPING NEWS ON COAST

MAN HELD

VARIETY

Ramond*
Naomi De Musie

charlotte

Jack Med ford
Jack Htern
\]

W

of

Serenader*

WASHINGTON
Better *Olo
Bernateln Orch

Mayflower Garden
Tupman Orch

8

Dorothy Day*
Joe

Bombast

Spanish

VUlaae

O'Donnell Orch
Clab Chant ecler
Alice Tupman
Meyer Davis Orch- FrHn < |^ j U r|
Paul Fldeiman
i

Swaaeo
Chateau 1* ParadU
Bronae M«lba
Davis Oreh Meyer Davis Orcb
Bob O* Link's Orrh Meyer!<<>vi*
lie
Hi*
of MumIc
Ent
Max
.|iivep||«« R*V
Hollywood Barn
1m Java
Nitq
Vaude
Florence Schubert La Java Orrh
Myrtle I.an.ilng
Wardoao* Park
L* Farad I*
Marion Ksne
M«yrr Davis Oreh Moe Baer Oreh
Reed Slaters
Doily Day* Otrl*
Nliv in Nursery
Johnny Ryan
Al

OUTDOORS

VARIETY

50

track, with men and women as
mounts. Flashy and peppy dancing
numbers.
Iron jaw acts In end rings presented under direction of Theresa (For current week (May 3) when
hlgh.
Baron.
Mme. Lorette and Pearl
not otherwise indioated)
Three elephants in each end ring Weber in center rings.
Alabama Amus. Co., Oneida, Tex.;
and four elephants in center ring,
Picturesque fox hunt and races.
Danville, Ky., 10.
worked by three girls.
A generous sprinkling of comedy
Anderson -Srader, Red Cloud, Neb.;
Davenport family, riding act, in by the clown alley contingent ap- Grand Island. 10.
center ring.
pears throughout Slivers Johnson
Anthracite Amus. Co.,
likes
Thirteen dancing horses, ridden and Abe Goldstein head the Joeys, Barre, Pa.
by girls.
others of whom are George Harmon,
Barlow's Big City Shows: StreaFlying
Ward- Kimball Troupe, Joe and German Simmons, Danny tor. 111.
eight men and women, on return Sullivan. Joe Wyle. Walter WellingBeasley- Boucher, Long view, Tex.
trapeze.
ton,
George Voyce, Vic Moran,
Bernard! Expo., Las Cruces, N. M.
Kng'ish fox hunt.
Charles Fenton, Jack O'Brien and
S. W. Brundage, Kirksville, Mo.
Jumping
Introducing John Gilbert.
horses,
Buck's Empire Shows, Union City,
Clyde Beatty. working 14 lions
The Wild West division^ which N. J.
and three tigers.
this season includes 13 Sioux InCampbell Shows, Grand Rapids,
Clown band, direvied by Arthur dians, is under the leadership of Mich.
lioi clla.
Carliss Carrian. An added feature
CapitoP Amus. Co., Dassel, Minn.
Marcel Repert. balancing on a Is Recce, the strong man, who perChecker Expo., Johnstown, Pa.
bicycle on a small platform, 20 feet mits an automobile to be driven
Coleman Bros., Mlddletown, Conn.
and as many black liberty horses in over him.
Conklln-Garrett, Victoria, Canopposite ring worked by Ilertha
ada.
KT'^ska.
Cooper Bros., Chaska, la., 6;
Robert McPherson. In nrena, with
Norwood. 6; Hector, 7; Renville,
Clowns on hippodrome
14 tigers.
101
la., 8.
track.
Corey Greater, Johnstown, Pa.
Kansas City. April 28.
Eugene Brothers, comedy bar acts,
J. L. Cronin, Georgetown, Ky.
"Moscow" is the alluring title for
above end rings. Four men in each
Dehnert Expo., Covington, Ky.;
the grand pageant opening Miller
a^t.
Newport,. 17.
Twelve girls on swinging ladders. Bros.' 101 Ranch Real Wild West
De Kreko Bros., Pekin, 111.
Twelve sorrel liberty horses In and Great Far East, which launched
Delmar Shows, Haslam, Tex.
ring one. worked by Ernest Kloska, its 1926 season here April 26 on a
Dyk man -Joyce, Camden, N. J.
The display was
trian acts, in end rings and clown three-day stay.
Eastern States Expo., Danbury.
produced
Newton
HarCaptain
by
numbers.
Conn.
Clyde Beatty, in arena, working din, and introduces the show's bigEnterprise Shows, Terra Haute,
three leopards, two pumas, two gest feature, .the Cossack troupe,
Ind. (3 weeks).
lions, four bears and three hyenas. brought from Europe by Colonel
Noble
Fairly, Columbus, O.
Miller,
which
includes
the
Imperial
Constance Webber, programed as
Harry P. Fisher, Grand Rapids,
"America's champion lady rider." Russian Band, Leopold Rathansky.
Mich.
director.
The
Russians
are headed
Liberty horse race, jockey race and
Robert Gloth. Hinton, W. Va.
by General Savitsky and Prince
Roman standing race.
Gold Medal Shows, Bartlesville,
The animal acts of Bernnrdi and Adronikoff, of the Russian army, Okla.
McPherson drew close attention and and they are the real thing.
Great Sutton, Carbondale, 111.
It was exactly 8:16 when "Tex"
much applause when reviewed.
Hansher Bros., Milwaukee.
As fast, daring and funny as ever Cooper, official announcer, blew his
Heller's Acme Shows, Paterson,
whistle
and four trumpeters from
is the work of the Davenports on
the resin backs. Heavy applause on the Russian band signalized the N. J.
Hill Greater, Alexandria, Va.. 6.
opening.
The "Moscow" spectacle
each presentation.
A. W. Howell, Elkhart. Ind.;
The Kloskas work the liberty consisted of parading in front of the
Goshen,
10.
horses in amazing fashion and were grand stands by the two show
Isler Greater Shows, Manhattan,
bands, the Introduction of the "Ruswarmly received.
Kans.
sian band, followed by the CosRefreshing Clowns
Johnny J. Jones, Washington,
sacks, Arabs, dancing girls, eleRefreshing. Indeed, is the work of phants and camels, with riders in D. V.; Pittsburgh, week 10th-17th.
and
new
the clowns, with not a few
Joyland Expo., Marietta, Okla.
costumes. A special announcement
In this con- called
nifty walkarounds.
K. F. Ketchum, Carteret, N. J.
attention to the combined
tingent, besides Coyle and Borella, bands.
Abner K. Kline. Chico, Cal.; MedA Russian ballet
four
are Earl Shipley, Three Hardigg women and two men was ©y
ford,
Ore., 10; Roseberg, 17.
given to
Brothers, Mickle McDonnell, Joe music by the
Latllp's
Capitol
Shows, South
Russian
band,
which
Short, Fred DeMarr and wife, Alva played fo. all of
the Russian num- Charleston, W. Va.
Harris,
Jack
Evans. Jack Bennett,
M. J. Lapp, Concord, N. H.
bers on the bill.
Next
came
an
Curlev Phillips, Charlie Weber, exhibition of fancy drilling
Leavltt-Brown-Huggins, Bellingand wall
Charlie Clein and M. Catlett.
scaling by
Zouaves, with a ham. Wash.
Wild Bill Penny has charge of the flag-wavingSwift's
C. R. Leggett, Miami, Okla.
finish which
started
of
members
concert,
Wild West
Lippa Amus. Co.. Fenton, Mich.
applause.
The next event was a
which are Charlie and Georgie thrilling exhibition
George J. Loos, Amarlllo, Tex.
of horsemanship
KaffEstella
and
Sweet, William
Harry Lottridge, Hamilton, Ont.
by
the
Cossacks.
A
little
too
long.
ner. Bessie Hirser, Edith Cooper,
Ben Hamid's Whirlwind Arabs (Canada).
George and Mrs. Bennett, Ray came
Mantley's Tuxedo Shows, Harrinext
with
the
usual
tumbling
Wells, Lefty Christian, Hank Lin- and
acrobatics. There are nine men son, O.
ton and 13 Sioux Indians, headed by in
Maple Leaf Shows, Windsor, Ont.
this act and all hard workers.
Chief Big Bear.
(Canada).
6 was Miller's elephants
The veteran Doc Waddell is en- Event
Mason
Amus. Co., Bellaire, O.
five
clean,
fast
workers,
put
trusted with the cares of press
Max's Expo Shows, Dowaglac,
through their routine by Selma
agent back with the show. His ef- Zimmerman,
Mich.
who
works
over,
under
forts here evidence that space grabMay-Dempsey Shows, Aurora,
and on top of the bulls, fearless
bers of a younger day will have to
P. S. McLaughlin, Binghamton,
and snappy. This event was well
step fast to keep up with him.
liked, owing to the willingness of N. Y. (2 weeks).
J.
F. McLellan Shows, Kansas
the animals to work and the speed
City, Mo. (until May 17).
they put into it.
McMahon
Shows,
Marysville,
Next came the wild west section,
with the introduction of the Indian Kans.
Michaels Bros. Expo., Louisville,
chiefs and Colonel Zack Miller.
Probably the most impressive per- 15.
Miller Bros., Baltimore (until May
dition to the performance.
sonage in the great group was GenThe roster includes Sam Dill, eral Savitsky, a commissioned 17).
Milllcan's United Shows, Pell City,
manager; R, E. Thornton, eques- officer in the old Russian army.
trian director; William R. Hayes, Booted and bearded, his brilliant Ala.
business manager, assisted by A. uniform covered with service stripes
Outdoor Amus. Co., Coalport, Pa.

HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS
May

Cincinnati.

1.

Lovers of a trained wild animal
clrcua will consider themselves fortunate if they view the exhibition
offered this season by the Hagenbeck- Wallace show.
The outstanding feature is Clyde

A lulxi-d group is
ro.led into one.
his dish, and the bigKer the better
has his charges
He
likes
it.
he
apparently In a hostile mood before
he enters the arena. The frenzied
pitch is heightened until he climaxes
a picture of a dettsrmiueU

with

the

i

R»chniond. Ind. Thurs-

fc«-'-C'.'C«e

:r-?re -a .ii
!o: xZ Itih

j.

tw.>

:>.reo-mile

move

to

and Central ave»ues.
show was almost

and the

a^r:r-.\>a
v-rs iMe.

r

Atter.slAr.ee at the Ave performances was good, turnaways being

registered Thursday and lust nights.
An S. O. S. to winter quarters
brought Rill Curtlss to Cincinnati
to resume his old duties as superintendent.

No Parade
No parades are offered. The show
has cut down from 30 to 24 cars.
The band, under direction of Edward Woeckcner, has been reduced
to 16 pieces.

Dan Odom

general manager;
Wells, equestrian director;

W.

E.
Bert Cole,

is

announcer and banner

R. Kellogg and Elmer
business department; Joe
P.
J.
producing clown;
Coyle,
Staunton, side show manager. There
are ten elephants, with Cheerful
Gardner in charge.

W.

man:

Lingo,

Program's Order

The big show program, which
moves speedily, is in the following
order

Grand

CARNIVALS

RANCH SHOW

for
schtviu'.^d
matinee
The
Wednesday os :he Cuisrainst il'e lot
the case the
was *-m:cu\i. as

day
day

[

W

Bcatty. In his early 20's. of manly
Uoatty displays
face,
build and
equal amounts of fearlessness and
Bogar. Dudack.
is
a
He
polish.
fcwyer, lielliott. Ta>lor and other
him in gainpreceded
who
trainers
ing fame under the Ilagenbeck title

youth's glorious conquest.
The balance of the performance Is
in keeping with the standard set by
Half of
this show In recent years.
the opening per^xl was put in here
All of the equipment
this week.
and paraphernalia has the air of
newness, and the scock also appears
A shortage of
In perfect co:uh:»>jn.
working hrlp w»j indicated by the
lateness oi arr.val Lr: Cincinnati and
the slowv.ess in s:tt:rtg up and tearing down.

Wednesday,

entry.

Football horses in rings one and
three and clowns working on track.
Liberty ponies in end rings and
even polar bears, by Capt. Bernard!, In arena.
Grin and Orrie Davenport, eques-

C

—

JOHN ROBINSON CIRCUS
May

Cincinnati,

1.

For the 103rd season of the use
of the John Robinson Circus title,
the American Circus Corporation
presents a 24 -car organization with
each department vested in seasoned
hands.
The show hit the trail April 24,
and April 29 played Covington, Ky.,
It moved to
opposite Cincinnati.
the small telephone company lot In
Matinee atNorwood, April 30.
tendance at Covington was almost
full, and at night an extra performance to half a house was necessary to accommodate the overflow.
The presence of the Hagenbeck-

Wallace Circus, also an American
Circus Corporation unit, in Cincinnati, hurt business for the Nordate, the afternoon performance drawing light while the seats

wood

were comfortably

B.

Bennett; Egypt Thompson, su- and decorations,

perintendent;

Eddie Darling, chief

of ticket staff,
charge of the

and Duke Mills

in

tinues as musical director.
Following the spec, staged in the
arena and around the hippodrome
track, appear the Aerial K el leys on
double trapeze, and Cella on single
trapeze over the end rings. Charles
B. DeMent, who has the King role
in the spectacle, assists as chief

announcer.

Running Order

The balance of the program is In
The big show program Is much the order given herewith:
the same as last year, with the
Hippopotamus walkaround.
gorgeous and tuneful "Peter Pan
Theodore Schrocder in a snappy
In Animal Land" spectacle rating polar bear act in the arena, and
The pony drills In end rings by Robert
as the outstanding feature.
Ben Hassan Troupe is a worthy ad- and Ova Thornton.
Football horses In end rings.
Hanson Troups, in comedy acrobatics, in rings.

Silk

Opera Hose and
Stockings

Are Our Specialties

QUALITY
PRICES

the
the

BEST and

LOWEST

3old and Sliver Brocades, Theatrical
lewelrv. dpangles. eta Gold and 811*
ver Trimming*. Wlga, Dearda and all
looda Theatrical. 8amplea upon re-

ia«*L

J. J.

WYLE &

BROS.,

(Successors to Slegmao
tS-ti Rent tltb Street

A

Inc.
Weil)

New Tars

SCENERY
and DRAPERIES
0GHE1X SCENIC 8TCDIO.

Columbva, O.

—

Bob
side show.
Hlckey has the advance press, and horsemen from the .Far East comB. James is publicity man back with pleted the ensemble.
Roping and
Wade Zumwaii con- riding wild steers proved
the show.
interest-

filled.

TightS

the general sat
his white charger like a statue
picture of the past. Indians, Mexicans, cowboys, girl riders and the

Iona Carle
tiger.

in

arena with wrestling

C. E. Pearson,

Nat

Relss, Portsmouth, O.
Rice Bros., Benham, Ky.; Lynch,

Ky., 10.

5,

1926

TIGER TOO VICIOUS

ONETRICK OUT
Chicago.

When

May

4.

Sells-Floto took to the
road

after its 16-day

Coliseum,

engagement at
John Helliott was

the

n
charge of the lions, although
not
opening with the show as in former
i

years.
Chris Schroeder. who
put
the beasts through their paces
la

Helllott's absence, returns to
hui
troupe of trained polar boars. UoU
regarded as one of the best
lion trainers living, having
marvelous control.
Before the show had departed
Aage Chrlstensen, Danish trainer la
charge of the Siberian tigers, was
compelled to discontinue one trick
liott is

where a

made a

tiger

>pcrch-to-

s

perch leap, using the trainer's bark
as a stepping stone. The cat made
numerous attempts to "get" Christonsen, with the circus finally ordering the trick out as too dangerous.

(Variety's reviewer in covering
the opening of Sells-Floto com-

mented on the vlclousness

of this

particular tiger.)

LOST $10,000 ON

CALIF.

MAID EXPOSITION
Los Angeles, May 4.
T. R. Gardner and George Maearthy, promoters of the California
Maid Exposition, are said to have
dropped $10,000 on the affair, when
a number of exhibitors welt-hod on
their share of the bargain. The big
feature of the exhibition, held for
a week in Shrine Auditorium, was
the awarding of $15,000

in

prizes

given by the booth renters to the
girl winning the most votes in a
popularity contest.
When Teddy
Winslow garnered over 23,000 votes,
a number of the California manufacturers, who were to kick in with
cabin sites, real estate, manufacturers' products and other prizes,
refused to come through with the

awards
Left holding the sack, Gardner
to have
promised to settle with Miss Winslow by giving her a $7,600 check,
Because some of the exhibitors had
not paid their stall rents and because gates were composed of more
complimentary passes, issued by
merchants and manufacturers, than
cash tickets, the promoters dropped
another $2,500 on their attempt to
run a high-class exposition by carnival methods.

and Macarthy are reported

OUTDOOR 0PP0SISH
Cincinnati.

111.

111.

May

4.

"Wait! For the world's first and
only 6-rlng circus. Ringling Bros,
and Barnum & Bailey Combined.
It costs no more to see the world's
So
ten times biggest and best."
read the 65-llne advertisements
which the management of the "big
one" used in local dallies last week
during the appearances here of the
Hagenbeck-Wallace and John Robinson circuses.
R.-B. plays Cincinnati May 29.
101 Ranch Wild
West is here May 17 and 18.
This week the Rubin & Cherry
Shows, carnival, is playing the
Cumminsville lot and the Greater
Sheesley Shows are several miles
away, at Hartwell. May 10-22 the
Sheesley carnival exhibits on the
old
hospital lot in Cincinnati*

Shore's Greater Shows, SomerAn Indian buffalo hunt followed ville, Mass.
by a series of Indian dances, with
Otis L. Smith, West Wyoming, Pa.
an exhibition of fancy riding in
Sam Spencer. New Kensington,
special ring by the Albert Hodgini Pa.
Co. As Hodgini worked the Indians
Southern Tier, Elmira, N. T.
were grouped in the center. Trick
T.'J. Tidwell, Pampa, Tex.
and fancy riding by the cowboys
H. B. Webb Shows, ML Vernon,
and girls drew applause.
Ind.
Pistol and rifle shooting by the
Ben Williams, Pelham, N. T.
crack shots of the 101 Ranch was
S. B. Williams Shows, Crescent,
next, and then the High School Okla.
horses.
E. G. Wilson, Wyandotte. Mich.
The 15 riders aro headed
by Mrs. Art Eldridge.
Wise Shows, Hickory, N. C.
The fancy rope spinning brought
Wolf Amus. Co., Oelwein, la., 8.
downtown section.
out more experts headed by Hank
World at Home, Pottsvllle, Pa.
Durncll. He makes a rope perform
World's Playground, Pampa, Tex.
all kinds of tricks, but the
Zara's Manhattan Midway, Linwork of
Burma;
the Texas kids^Madle Blatherwick den. N. J.
and her brother Raymond, who
Zeidnian-Pollie, Ashland. Ky.
Left
Elephants
12,000
worked in front of the grand stands,
C. F. Zelger, Mankato, Minn.
ing.

Mammoths From

was amazing

for youngsters.

Chicago,

The

Riding dogs and monks on ponies old familiar attack and hold-up
of
presented by Bob Thornton a stage coach, with the
rescue of
and Dewey Butler.
the passengers by a band of
cowGirls on swinging ladders about boys, Is retained by
the show. Bulltrack.
dogging steers and riding bucking
Nellie Roth, working eight tigers broncos was
somewhat draggy
In arena, and Bob Thornton and
ne r Da >' 8 " was the finale,
?
r "fw?
Dewey Butler presenting jumping in
this the covered wagon, with its
horse and camel acts In rings.
teams of oxen, proved a sight that
Margaret Thompson, with tiger many, even in this
western town,
riding elephant In arena, and ponies had never
seen, and is * real
and dogs (bridge number) in rings novelty.
by Mr. and Mrs. Thornton.
On the opening performance the
Liberty horses, 12 in each end show ran
over two hours, but the
ring, by Rudy RudynofT and Bob running
time was reduced the next
Thornton.
day to an hour and fifty-five minHigh-diving dogs and monks.
utes, which will be cut
still more
Iona Carle, working eight lions as
soon as possible.
The Milter
In arena.
Bros, have a big show, a clean
show
Quartet of elephants in each of
and one that all red-blooded people
the three rings, by Bert Noyes, bull
will like and appreciate.
Everytrainer, presented by Mme. Lorthing around the lot Is spick
rette, Iona Carle and Pearl Weber.
and
Comedy riding acts in end rings span the attendants courteous and
the
stock in the best, of condition.
by Rudlnoff and Reno Macree

CIRCUSES
Ringling — B-B

in rings,

troupes.

Panama,

Poole -Schneck, Antlers, Okla.
Prairie State Amus. Co., Onargo,

May

ler
a band
£*
™°?
.*
\V alter
E. Mason directs
"

*

director.
the aide

Philadelphia, May 3-8; WashingD. C, May 10-11; Baltimore,
12-13; Wilmington, May 14;
Lancaster, May 15; Newark, N. J.,
May 17-18; Allentown, Pa., May 19;

ton,

May

Reading,

May

21;

burgh,
26;

May 20; Williamsport,
Clearfield, May 22; Pitta-

May

May
May 27; Dayton,
Cincinnati, May 29.
24-25; Canton, O.,

Columbus,

May

28;

May

5

O.,

John Robinson
Fairmont, W. Va.; 6, MorW. Va.; 7, Vnlontown,
Charlerol, Pa.; 10, Canton,
Mansfield; 12, Akron; 13,

gantown,
Pa.; 8,
O.; 11,

YoungHtown, O.; 14, New Castle,
Pn.; 15, Ambridge, Pa.; 17, Urichsvllle,

O.

Wire acts: Phil Eddy In center
The concessions are
and Tetu Hnrrlmnn and Pledad show musicians. J. H. Oyler has form show*
under the. man^gemfJit of Mel
the khl shov, Fred Wilson
Morales fh end rings.
the pit ThirtLs. The show plays Pt. Louis
Mennge act around hippodrome •how, aril Red ScbUlU the platMay 5 to &.
Hughe*,

May

4.

Nine elephants are on tho PaclflO
ocean consigned to the American
Circus Corporation which will distribute them between Sells-Flote,
Hagenbeck-Wallace and the John
Robinson circuses.
The elephants come from the
State of Burma where it is saW
there are 12,000 trained elephant*
used for heavy labor. The Britis*
government which wishes to discourage exportation of the big animals places an export tax of 331-»
per cent on them.

N0UVEAU

CIRaiJE CLOSED
Paris, April

22.

Nouveau Cirque, Rue St
mow
Honore, which has been the
The

t

fashionable equestrian resort for
cappast 40 years In the French
for
ital, was closed last week
summer season and will not reop
A largo garaee will probably

^

built

on the

site.
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PEEP SHOWS ON

HARRY ROE,

"Clipper" Files, Route

Suicides

of

of

Tia Juana Atrocity
Lob Angeles, May 4.
The Broadway Palace, formerly
opened with
which
Orpheum.
W.V.M A. vaudeville, has a direct
competitor in a store show, which
opened the following day next door.
The exhibit contains about 15

"

bo«es with peep holes connectwall.
They
ed by a chain to the
show pictures of the Peetet family

little

who committed suicide in San Diego
everal months ago, after atrocities

The ex-

committed in Tia Juana.
so

hibit Is

masked that the voice

of

the spieler can be heard but he cannot be seen until the serpentine pas-

Mge has been traversed and a big
announcer and the
oil painting, the
money box come into view. The
painting shows 10 different types of
tinners and the announcer dwells
upon them in a moral lecture. The
pictures in the bores are no different than the ones printed in the
papers at the time of the deaths.
M. C. Hutton, owner of the exhibit, moved the show over from
Main street whdn ho heard the Association was to go into the Broad-

t

way Palace. With his rent at $40 a
day and the cost of "shills" he has
to drag a lot of trade away from the
Broadway Palace to meet expenses.

CEDAR RAPIDS RODEO
A
for

Cedar Rapids, la., May 4.
rodeo and roundup are all set
August 3-7.
Frontier Park

AND OLD SHOWMAN

60,

C. (!. Sturtevant, of
the State College, New Mexico,

compiling a history of the
circus in America.
For assistance, the Major,
who l» an enthusiast on tent
shows, requests that anyone
having circus data in the way
of old llthos, programs, route
books or flies of the "New
York Clipper" to forward them
to him. Major St urtevant guarantees the return of any material, If a return is desired.
For complete yearly flies of

"The Clipper" the Major will
pay $5 for the year's papers

To prevent

(62).

anyone

intending
"Clipper" nle to

should

him

the Major
communicate with

first

State

at

duplication,
to send a

College,

New

Mexico.

Major Sturtevant is retired
from the U. S. Army and at
present is a professor of Military Science and Tactics at
the College of Agriculture and
Mechanics Arts at State College.

In writing Variety, Major
Sturtevant took occasion to
mention that he considered the
circuses drawn by
3ohn M. Kelly, attorney for the
Rlnglings, as the finest expobrief

uti

sition of its nature he had ever
read. The Kelly brief will be
largely drawn upon for tho

con tern plated

Major's

circus

IOWA CITY WON'T
LICENSE ROBBINS CIRCUS

Body Found Hanging in Hotel
Room— Circus and Car-

Man

nival

No parade was given, nor will
there be any this season, according
to present plans.
The show has
vas.

been condensed somewhat and will
travel on

The

The remains

Harry Roe, known
promoter, publicity

of

as a carnival
agent, county

cars.

2ft

first

but will soon whip into shape.
Three trained animal acts are fea-

Ncw York

thers; 16 tigers, handled by Robert

morgue.

week.
opened

flying otart last

Luna

Park

this

week.

Others also starting were Geauga
Lake Park, Geneva-on-the-Lake,

Chippewa

Lake

Park, Cleveland
Beach, Chesterland Cave and Vermilion.

May

Albany,

4.

Mid-City, Park, just outside city

May

The dance
hall started Sunday night.
The
newest addition Is a silver sand
opened

limits,

mayor's attitude.

which the advance
man terms an Iowa institution,
having its winter quarters at Yanktown, 17 miles north of Des Moines,
opened at Perry. Governor John
Hammlll attended and christened a
baby hippopotamus "Miss Iowa."

The

circus,

101 Parade

beach.

Kansas

The

Salt Lake, May 4.
Jack Davis and Paul Whiteman
Saltalr

A
May

May

will

be offered.

Marengo,
Bells

Island,

la.,

beach,

amusement park, opens

May

29.

celebration will be held
as a preliminary to the
opening and a special pro-

26

official

gram

park opening

big

May

4.

Marengo
its

season

Bridgeport. May 4.
Pleasure Beach started Its new
season here May 1. One of the
new features is the new Macdi

May

4.

Brothers' 101
Ranch show a lawsuit and attachment. The suit was brought by A.
P. Smith, who seeks $3,000 damages,
claiming he was drr.gged from a
fence while watching the parade
here by a playful cowboy, who
roped him. He says he was pulled
from tho fence and dragged about
three feet and received severe and
the

permanent

Miller

Injuries to his neck

and

spine.
in the suit were served
owners of the show last
deposited a ea#h
they
and
week,
bond for appearance for trial.

The papers

on

27.

City.

parade of the season

first

brought

orchestral uni'.s will be featured at

Prank

the.

Labor Unions

Gras.

MacPherson.

No

letters explaining his act were
He had been living at the
on and off for 15 years.
His only living relative known is
sister, Agnes Roe, said to reside

found.

Emmet

a
around Phlllipeburg, Pa.

Roe was

last seen alive Sunday
to his room
maid went to the
room Monday at noon to make it up.
She rapped on the door, got no response and tried her pass key but

when ho went

night

about 11

p.

m.

A

could not push open the door more
than a few Inches. She called the
manager and the two Anally forced
the door open sufficiently 'to pass in.
Roe was found strangled to death
and suspended from a rope which
had been secured to the transom.
He had evidently then fastened the
other end about his neck while
standing on a chair.
A trunk, the only property he had,
beside the clothes he wore, contained many scrap books of his ex-

troupe appear In the one big casting act.
C. D. Odom Is general manager;
W. E. Wells, equestrian director;
Bert
Cole,
announcer;
Edward
Woeckener, musical director; W. R.
Kellog,
legal
adjuster, and
Ed
Lingo, police.
The show started south via Richmond, Ind.; Cincinnati, with Virginia dates to follow.

Lift Carnival

Ban

Middletown, C, May 4.
The labor unions of Middletown
season May IS, with Roy Mack pro- have failed in their effort to have
ducing "Palm Bench Follies" in the
the ban lifted on street carnivals.
amphitheatre.
D. Arthur Haley's
The Trades Council, representing
orchestra will bo the dance pavilion
city
16 unions, appealed to tho
feature.
commission to rescind the action
prohibiting tho street shows but it
Akron, O., May 4.
was Ignored. The city ruled two
Geauga Lake Park, three miles years ago to bar such affairs.
•«*t of Solon, opened May 1. W. J.
Kuhhiian, manager, has engaged
9
I*R. Circillio to direct the park
Jones Ballyhoo Break

Kansas City, May 4.
Fairyland Park starts its fourth

etc.

Some

of the clippings identified
old time Barnum &
In Tody Hamilton's

As Park's Extra Draw
Syracuse, N. Y.,

Theatrical Press RepresentaFailure to obtain steady
press employment are cited as one
of the causes of his suicide.
the

"Circus Twilight Service"

For Dead in Cincinnati
Cincinnati,

May

4.

by performers and managers of the

opening

Park,

management

of

Hagenbeck-Wallace and John RobThe tombs of
circuses.
John" Robinson and his
family were visited. They then in
turn visited the graves of John
Low low, famous clown; Edward
Cullen,
former circus manager;
Johnny Wilson, noted four-horse
rider; tho famed Stlckney family;
George B. Cox, friend of the circus
theatrical
John Hawlin,
world;
man, and Dan Dale, beloved circus
man.
An oral tribute was given by
"Doc" Waddell, circus "chaplain,"
for Fred Collier, chief cowboy of

Takes

Part In 8alvation
Cornerstone Laying

elephant, loaded

down

in

May

4.

ner-draped

Ontario"
sTf eel "He"ffaV
quarters, like the annual circus, is

Miller,

will

Danville, 111., May 4.
Sells-Floto show- opened its
road season here with two great
crowds 'and celebrated the day by
participation in the cornerstone laying ceremonies for the new SalvaVictor Bobbins
tion Army citadel.
and his band played, and a tribe of
Sioux Indians, Cossacks and Wild
West show people of the aggregation assisted In the program.
Jake D. Newman, general agent,

The

May

you really can't do better anywhere.
There's no way of telling, or even
estimating, the size of audiences this
convention would draw were it possible to substitute a theatre stage
for the dingy attic where the Chinese assemblage grouped on stools
and long wooden benches around a
banquet table forever ready for use,
transacts its business.
The imported Oriental Jazz orchestra, for Instance Its harmony,
or lack of harmony, alone would be
worth the price of admission.
One of the convention's business
sessions Is equally Interesting.
It
starts some time In the afternoon,
after all the boys have had their
customary morning nap. It never
adjourns until something definite
has been determined.
Each decision arrived at is followed by a banquet a sort of celebration of the agreement.
The convention opened here the
first of the week.
Safety Director
Edwin D. Harry, who onee Jailed
most all of Cleveland's Orientals
because several Celestials killed another Celestial with a hatchet, is
well pleased with the way the delegates have been behaving themtion,

—

selves.

He

Tramples on
Girl Trainer Leg Hurt

—

Chicago,

May

4.

(Miss) Jacque Hart, who works
the elephants with the HagenbeckWallace Circus, wns trampled on by
one Friday while the show was in
Cincinnati. The accident occurred
during the matinee. It resulted in
one of Miss Hart's legs being badly
injured.

jury

quantity on the slightest provoca-

said as

"hoped

the

much, adding that he
good behavior con-

tinues."

BAK HELPS STATE FAIB
Des Moines, la., May 4.
The State Fair has a big booster
in Des Moines.
The City Council
has passed a law barring all circuses, shows and parades from this
city during the fair, Aug. 16-Sept. «.
In fact, all performances other
than the usual vaudeville and film
shows will be barred during that
period.

Is likely.

ITALIAN 9-DAY FIESTA

TRADE EXPO IN

San Francisco, May

L1

In

Los Angeles, May 4.
Industrial and Trade Exposition,
sponsored by tho Chamber of Commerce, will be staged at the Shrine
Auditorium Aug. 16-22.
F. L. S. Harm an and Seward C.

Simons of
managers.

the

which

order

to
to build

4.

a fund with
a new clubhouse the
raise

L'nlono Sportlva, local Italian athletic association, staged a nine-day
fiesta and Indoor circus under canvas in the North Beach district.

They hnvo a professional circus
chamber are co- and are giving nightly parades and
performances.

INSIDE STUFF
ON THE OUTSIDE
Only Track-Worker Left

Army

4.

Chicago will have 164 conventions
during this summer from the pres-

with Republican leaders, was "shot"
a public statement by all the news reels, while the ent count.
It is reported that nearly every
as long as he was Mayor he donkey was caught with one lone
y<uhl not prant a single medicine member of the minority astride it? hotel in town is reserved continu»li ow
ously throughout the warm spell.
permit.
bsck.

T he Mayor

Rf »'d

under the

15

A.

J.

the Sells-Floto Circus, who died recently at Janesville, Wis.

Chieago,

tives.

The Jones

May

inson's

Summer

During tlio past
Schwartz has

4.

Charleston teams, representing 12
or 14 eities and amusement parks,
will meet at Long Branch later in
the summer to compete for the state
title and
Weekly
a gold purse.
elimination matches will be held at
the Branch to determine the local

"Uncle

and George Steele, veteran legal
Washington. May 4.
advisor, were speakers.
Johnny J. Jones h. )W got a
The
Sandusky, O., May 4.
Saturday when
Cedar Point opens June 13 and Mg publicity break
an elephant and a donkey from the
*'U run to Labor Day.
show were utilized by the Republi- 164 Conventions Listed
as
can and Democratic Congressmen
during
SANS MEDICINE SHOW
their respective "emblems"
For Chicago This
memCanton, O., May 4.
the annual ball game of the
T he ban is on in Canton against bers of the House of Representafortnight Mayor S. M.
refused two permits.

May

The new Long Branch Recreation

tives.

orchestra.

^calcine shows.

Cleveland.

The national convention of the On
Leong tong, in session with 600
delegates in the organization's ban-

—

State Charleston Contest

SELLS-FL0T0 OPENS

Fail to

Cleveland

60,

Dr. F. J. Ellet, the regulai medico
The "Circus Twilight Service of
Remembrance for Their Dead" was who travels with the show, attendheld at Spring Grove Cemetery here ed her. He says no permanent in-

Brings $3,000 Suit

2.

in

and 19 lions and tigers
was found dead in in another group by
Clyde Beatty. the "greatest show on earih."
liis room In the Hotel Emmet, 3Sth
For comedy it can't be beaten.
Dorothy Johnson and Babe Gardner
street shortly after noon Monday handled nine elephants, three in For mystery, baffling and amusing,
master
a
of the dark art couldn't do
(May 3). He had hung himself from each ring. The Davenport family,
more. As a first-class eating house,
led by Orrin, do the principal ridthe transom.
ing.
The flying Ward-Kimball where tasty foods are Berved in
Roe, about

Iowa City, Ta., May 4.
time years ago.
Having been refused a license by
At the hotel It was said that durMayor J. J. Carroll, J. U. Hervey, ing the last month he had hardly
advance contracting agent for Rob- missed a night In his visits to the
ment Association.
bins Brothers* circus, may take his New Madison Square Garden while team.
Irwin promoted last year's rodeo case to citizens of Iowa City to
the circus was there as a guest of
and got a lot of publicity through sound out the sentiment. Ho will
Hamilton's successor, Dexter Felhis work astride a horse.
also' confer with Fred Buchanan, lows.
Elephant
wealthy Iowan and owner of the
Roe had claimed membership in
circus, before it is decided If the
circus will come here despite the

Leong Tongs

bit,

also a circus in*oas agent, are in the-

and

exploiter

Banquest Follows Each Decision—Jazz Band Aside— On

performance dragged a

tured in the one stee". arena; Clyde
Beatty's mixed group of leopards,
pumas, -lions, tigem- and black pan-

fair

him with the
liailey show

SOO-pound rodeo promoter In captivity, was here last week and fixed
things with the committee representing the Cedar Rapids Amuse-

Cleveland, May 4.
Euclid Beuch Park got away to a

TALKS AND EATS

4,

have a State Charleston Championship as one of the season's features.
It will be offered In connection with
a Long Branch Charleston series,
ploitations and publicity work which sponsored by Trubin Amusements,
identified him with many carnivals, who will operate the dance pavilion.

history.

Charlie Irwin, considered the only

PARE OPENINGS

May

Peru,

Hagenbeck-Wallace circus opened
the season here April L'O under can-

Major

is

Pictures

Hagenbeck-Wallace
CHINESE CONVENTION
Open; No Parade
I

and Programs Wanted

PEETET FAMILY

SUICIDE,

Freddie Biggs with Sells-Floto Is the only track worker now employed
Jny a first class circus, all the others having spoiled their rarket by overdoing it. Biggs is an artist at his line. Dressed as a somewhat goofey
dame of doubtful age he accosts male patrons before the nhow uh they
come in at the main entrance. It is surprising how ofien h« gets some
unsuspecting male patron to tie his shoe lace while the people In the
sents roar with laughter.
Biggs' value consists in not hoklng It up too much. He makes even
the victims of hi* hoaxes apparently enjoy the laugh.
The surprised
look on many a wife's or sweetheart's face when the psucdo-damc ap-

proaches her "man"

is

exceedingly funny.

Billick's Gold Medal Shows Ruled Out
After paper was up and license procured Harry Billick's Cold Medal
Shows were not allowed to play in Hot Springs, Ark., due to an un-

savory reput-ition, local officers stated. This .show during 191M arid 1925
ruined plenty of territory.
The Hot Springs cancellation compel?. -d
them to lay off a week.
Sells

most

Wondered

keep big simians alive in captivity, e*p»-« a !ly
Several seasons ago the Kingwill) circuses eontinuouhly on the move.
ling show made much of the gorilla "John Daniel," feature of the *ide
show.
A second gorilla with the same nime was secured and also
failed to thrive. Circuit people say the big ape died because tho Knglish
woman who brought it up did not come overseas to take care of It.
The SclH-Floto outfit at one time owned a highly valued chimpanzee
of extraordinary size. 'Tnele Lew" Sells was a careful man about expenditure and there were no extras carded for the chimp, which started
Executives went to Sells and told him of the delicacies necto fade.
essary tc keep the monk alive. He i»nve hi* consent to such purchaser
but quered: "How did a monk brought up in a tree in South Africa
f»i- ut such thing.' ?"
ipi'*-*
It

If

difficult to

i

VARIETY

Wednesday Ifaj

I,

1926

YOUNG

103 YEARS

AND HAS KEPT FAITH FOR EVERY YEAR OF ITS

LIFE

PRESENTING A CIRCUS BEAUTIFUL, THE OLDEST IN THE WORLD

MOST GORGEOUS, UNIQUE, DAZZUNG
SAM

DILL, General Manager

A. R.

KAROLINE

PHILIP

HOPPER,

General Agent

NELL
BEN HASSEN

ROTH

THE EDDYS

TROUPE

Greatest Versatile
Lady Animal 7Y
of the

with

TUMBLING SONS OF THE DESERT

Now

with

JOHN ROBINSONS

EVA

THE ARIEL

VY
ALL CONCESSIONS
With

KELLYS
FAST FEATS ON THE

(HOB

JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS

ION

CARL
WILD ANIMAL TRAINER
FEATURING

The Only

Wrestling Tiger
in the World

DOUBLE TRAPEZE
With

Exhibiting 10 Royal

Bengal Tigers
With

JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS

EMMETT

Age

AL80

8 Black

Mane African Lions

8

With

JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS
JOHN ROBINSON'S CIRCUS

VARIETY

THE WORLD'S ONLY-

RECOGNIZED AND INDORSED AS THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC OF THE CIRCUS WORLD
C. D.

ODOM,

General Manager

J. C.

DONAHUE,

General Agent

WILD ANIMAL TRAINER
—BLACK MANE AFRICAN LIONS—
8— BLACK MANE AFRICAN LIONESSES—8
3—ROYAL BENGAL TIGERS—
8

2ND SEASON WITH HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS
8

PEOPLE

8

BOB

PEOPLE

TROU

AMERICA'S ONLY AERIAL COMEDY BARS

ENNY

4TH SEASON WITH HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS

Presents

TIONS,

BLOODED SIOUX INDIANS from PINE RIDGE RESERVASOUTH DAKOTA. Also a CONGRESS OF 20 WILD WEST COW BOYS AND
a Troupe of 14 FULL

COW

GIRLS

DAVIS
GEORGE
CONCESSIONS

JACKIE BENNETT
Formerly With

ALL

GERALD SNELLENS,

ON THE TRACK"
NOW WITH HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS
"The FLAPPER FLIRT

Concession Buyer

BTH SEASON WITH HAGENBECK-WALLACE CIRCUS

F\

JT.

STAUNTON,

World's Greatest Side

Show

"THAT DIFFERENT REVUE"

Manager

with Hagenbeck-W allace Circus

TICKET SELLERS
WALTER (BUSHY) MILLER
WILLIAM TANK

ALVIN HEINEMAN

LEON BUSHMAN
Prof.

LEE TELLER,

Lecturer

—

|

VARIETY

54

were "Big Romance" and
Wanderer in a Foreign Land

OBITUARY

Wednesday,
"The

HEZT WXEK

BILLS

(Continued from page IT)
Dave Vine
UNION CITY, N. 9.
Fechheimer, lyrist, died Society Scandal*
Capital (K)
Hibbert A Hartinaa
Mr. Fecnnelmer, with Little Elljr
April 23.
2d half («-•)
Herb
Faye Co
17. 8. array ambulance corps during
3d hart (18-1«)
Oenaro Girls
the war, wrote the book and lyrics Lndora A Beck man Hart Roberts A O
(Two to All)
for "Let's Go" in Paris, 1919. which Melroy Sis
Darrett A Cunren
was presented overseas by the sol- Broadway Flashes
UTICA, N. Y.
diers; also wrote book and lyrics for (One to fill)
GaJoty (K)
the Elsie Janis "Gang Show."
2d half («-•)
SFB'UF'LD, MASS.
Faber A Margie
Broadway <Fe> (3) Herb Sonderson Co
Daniel R. Ford, stock actor, died Francis
Wheeler A Wheeler
a Walton
in Mndison. Wis., last week after a "Brown of Harv'd"
Gosler A Losbjr
Mack A Earl
six week' illness. He had appeared
Palace (K)
Lloyd A Russell
with the Dorothy LaVern and Ma2d half (€-•)
VANCOUVER, B.€.
jestic flayers in Madison.
Arcadians
Toy Town Iter
Orphean (O) (S)
Marlon Harris
The sister of Greta Oarbo, screen Claymo
Prank Bush
Hronson
A Evans
actress, died in Sweden, April 24.
Ron A Hay as

Richard

JEFFREYS LEWIS

York

Jeffreys Lewis, 69, who resided at
West 60th street. Now York, died
April 29 in a New York hospital.

City, April 28, with interment
the family plot at Weehawken

in

Lewis was a well-known
actress and only a few months ago
was playing in support of Crane
Wilbur in "Easy Terms" at the Na-

New

York,

the

same day.

Miss

tional theatre,

New

West

Cemetery,

24

CHARLES KLAISS
Charles

Klaiss,

(Klaiss

S7

and

suddenly April 30 In
Elkhart general hospital. Elkhart,
Ind., following a heart ^t Lack at the
Brilliant), died

York.

'

TU« veaerable.act.CCS8 was born in
London, Eng., her father being a Lerncr theatre.
Klaiss and Brilliant went to Elk
prominent artist at that time. Miss
Lewis displayed unmistakable art hart via Chicago W. V. M. A. book
Klaiss had finished his act
talent herself but preferred a stage lng.
He was rushed to
profession when stricken.
the
entering
career,
the hospital, his wife being at his
The father of Virginia Fox, screen
side when he died.
actress, died in Florida. April 27.

id half (•-»)
best
musician,
Jerry Dean
accordion playing
known
Barnett Grossman, 74, father of Better Selves
He had worked vaudeville for years, Al Grossman, vaudeville agent,, died Jean Miller Co
Anthony A Rogers
having been asoclated with a num- April 26 in Rochester.
(One to all)
ber of well known artists, including
Ben Bernie and Harry Wayman.
STEtTB'NV'LLF,
O.
The mother, 62 of Leon KimberThe remains were brought to ley (Kimberlcy and Page), died May
Capitol (K)
Brooklyn for burial.
2d half («-»>
2 at her home in Syracuse, N. T.

for

PASSED ON
8aturday, April 24

Beloved Wife

RUBY EARL
A

(Curley)

his

Ross A lffayno
Jack Strauss

HORATIO SEYMOUR

Real Pal and Loving Helpmate

ARMAJTD

CT.
Strand (K>

WEIGHT

when 16. She made her debut at
Edinburgh,
Royal,
Theatre
the
Scotland, scoring an instantaneous
success that resulted in a permanent engagement. After a year In
Edinburgh she returned to London.
She was in her teens when she
came to America, appearing first as
Esmeralda in "Notre Dame" at the
old Lyceum theatre. In quick succession she appeared in many old
English comedies and her rise was
such that she became leading lady
at Wallack's Theatre and played
Lester Wallack, then
"opposite"
heading his own company.
Then followed her notable engagement with the famous Daly Co.
aad made famous her characters of
the French adventuress type. She
went on tour with the Daly troupe
and repeated her New York success
on the Pacific Const.
Her stage work in such plays as

"Forget-Me-Not" and "Diplomacy"
are regarded as stage classics and
Miss Lewis starred in them in both
the United States and Australia.
Miss Lewis at times had appeared
in support of such stars as William
Faversham, John Drew, Arnold
Daly and others.. Among some of
the most prominent of the plays in
which she appeared wore "Amer-

Ideal

Maud BJarl
Horatio Seymour, 66, died April
Schwartl A Clifford
30 in St. Luke's hospital. New York.
(Continued from page 43)
8TRACUSK, N. Y.
Mr. Seymour, formerly an actor,
Keith's
was In recent years on the Metro- day on being on the $7.70 and $5.50
Id half (0-1)
Goldwyn
publicity
staff.
His basis.
Denby A Dawn
widow, Edith Edison Baldwin, surBecause of the extended time, Alleen Stanley
vives. The funeral was held May 4, Senorita Meller will appear out of J Stanley
auspices Actors' Fund with inter- town this season, as planned, to fol- Mellie Dunham Co
ment in the Fund plot, Kenslco low the New York engagement. She (One to nil)
Temple
cemetery.
will appear, in the principal stands
2d half <«-•>
next October.
Francis A Hume
JACK PERTY
The gross for the third week bet- Willie Bros
4 of Us
Jack Perty, veteran blackface tered $21,000.
Spoor A Parsons
comedian, died Dec 1 of acute In(One to nil)
digestion In Chambersberg, Pa.
TACOMA, WASH.
Perty had left the stage to bePaulas;** (10)
come a traveling salesman. He ap(Continued from page 43)
Murand A Leo
Tocy
A Toy
negotiations between Lee Shubert
June Couilhope
and Woods in regards a booking Al Bernlvlcl
IN MEMO MAM
contract between
them.
WoodH Mahon A Cholet
To mjr dear pal and partuer
agreed to book with the Shuberts Cyclone Kcvue
for a certain period, Woods to have
TAMPA, FLA.

TOP DOWN, MORE SHOWS

"SHANGHAI" MOVING

CHARLES KLASS
Who

departed this

life

April 30, l»2C

The sweet thoughts of our Ions association and comradeship will always
live In

my memory.
I miss jam, Charley'

the pick of any five Shifjfrrt theatres.
The producer chose the Shubert

Keith's

MO-18)

1st half

peared In vaudeville with the team
Diney and Perty, and later worked
with his wife as Jack and Kitty

The widow and son. Jack,
residing in Harrlsburg, Pa., sur-

Pertie.
vive.

under a low summer rental. Lee (St. Petersb's split)
Shubert okayed the contract but in- Anthony A Marcelle
serted a clause allowing him to spot Higher Ups
Kenny A Nobody
another show there in the fall. That Romas Troupe
caused a hitch, with Woods re- (One to All)
fusing to recede from his conT*RK HTTE, IND.
tractual

rights. Just prior to sailIndiana (KW)
Shubert consented to the book1st half (10-12)
ing without restriction.
Sankus A Slivers
When "The Shanghai Gesture" Ann Gold
was produced, there was none of 5 Harmanlacs
the five Shubert houses in the Edwards A Beanley
Hollywood Revels
agreement available. That was an
2d half (13-16)
out for Woods to place the dramatic Judy A Lorcnx 2
smash In the Beck, rated with the Al K Hall Co
Erlanger group of theatres.
The (Three to All)
house rented outright for 18 weeks,
TOLKDO, O.
the house being satisfied to have a
Keith's
tenant guaranteed for the balance
2d half (fi-9)

RUBY EARL WRIGHT

of the season..
Canary Opera
died April
"Gesture"
is
the
non-musical The Wager
Deader
24 at a private hospital in Holly- money leader having
averaged over Christy AA Balfour
Nelson
wood, Cal., following a ten -week $26,000 weekly, never falling below Owen
McOlveny
A Good Old Time Performer
illness.
Enlargement of the spleen that mark. The Shubert has about Thornton Sis
Of 45 Years Standing
was given as the cause of her death. the same capacity at the scale, $3.85
1st half (1012)
God Rest His Soul
She was a member of the vaudeville top. A gallery permitting tickets at Gardner's toga
Scribner
team of Wright and Earl and was a lower rate than the rear of the A Rasch Co
Anger A Fair
with the Zelgfeld "Follies" for two Beck balcony Is considered a further T A V Pats
years. She is survived by her hus- advantage.
(One to Oil)
lrans In France," "As You Like It," band, Armand ("Curley") Wright,
2d half (12-16)
The "Greenwich Village Follies"
RoRcr Williams
"Oh. I Say!," "The Promises." comedy scenario writer at Universal now at the Shubert
was expectant 3 MoIWns
"The Klansman" nnd "La Belle City; four sisters and one brother.
of remaining through June but will Premier
A Klaiss
Rousse."
be moved if continuing bej'ond May. (Two to nil)

In

Memory

of

Ruby Earl Wright,

JOHN LOVELY

J

Sam

CHARLE8 L. GAGE
Miss Lewis married Harry MarCharles L. Gage, 75, well known in
actor, whose death occurred
San Francisco musical circles, died
In Los Angeles, Nov. 7. 1902.

A

sod,

Harry Mainhall,

actor,

and

two sisters, Catherine Lewis Robertson and Constance CoTllnson, who
reside in England, survive.
Interment was under auspices
Actors' Fund of America.

IN

of

RItoII (P) (10)

J.

26.

and Busby Brothers' Circus. Rites
were held at the Inglewood Park
Cemetery chapel by the Masonic
lodge, of which he was a member.

DU—FOR

at the Gayety, Washington,
prior io that at th» Columbia
houses la Buffalo and Baltimore.
He la survived by a ulster, niece
and nephew. A funeral mass was
held at St. Malachi's Church, New

He Was

formerly manager of Eusby Brothers' Minstrels

Hpw we

map

two

J. M. BUSBY
M. Busby, 62, in Los Angeles,

April

OUR DARLING BROTH RR

and

1926

youth.

employ of the Columbia Amusement Company as a doorman. For
the past two years he was the door-

and DENIS

10,

of heart disease, in that city. Gage
was born in Providence, R. I., and
went to San Francisco when a

years, dating
back to the wagon shows and later
in
variety and vaudeville as a
member of the teams of Lynch and
Lovely and later Lord and Lovely,
standard acts of their day.
Of late years he has been in the

HABBY

May

j

TORONTO,

4.000-seat picture house projected by the Mastbnums for the Academy site has
struck a snag. This turn of afruira
leaves the Stanley company with
legit

houses on

its

hands

PanUseM

P & P Hanson
F & T Hay.l.-n Rov

day

it
was a turn-away.
count-up showed $30,000 in.

Co

Sister to Sister

A

Eileen

in

(Ford's and Academy).
What use, if any, will be made of
the spacious Academy next season
is anybody's guess.
"Princess Flavia" was a box
office riot at tho Auditorium.
It
started with S. R. O. Mondav night
and increased nightly. By Satur-

Marjorie

Shea's (K)

(2)

The Sherwondn
The Merediths
Dr Oeo lOrkwell

Ann Huter
Sybil

Vane Co

Stephens A H
Pasqual Bros

The Yonge

Rt.

(L)

(10)

Rainbow Girls
Debff & Woldnn

intimate uptown Guild is
running, on a curtailed schedule of
performances, the spring edition of
the
Charles Street Follies."
This
revue failed to get the favorable
notices of the winter edition, but is
carrying on with no announcement
so far of a closing date.
The Auditorium began a spring
and summer season of dramatic

Butler A Parker
A Ahbott
I'.ojai PiLln Tr
I

'

TRENTON,

N. J.

Cupltol (K)
2d half ((-))

Pell, f 1,

composer and

mmg

writer, died in Stockton, Calif., April
26.

His best

Harry Lee

featured.

Tht show

t

Is in for

remembered uongs What They Wanted" underlined.

K Young
Lee Morse
Morley A Anger
Clara

A

Bentelle

Go>ild

Bergor Co
Flying Berlins
Keith's (3)

Ruth Chatterton Co
Bert Errol Co
Roye A Maye Co

A

Mullen

Francis

Robey A Gould
Bezazlan A White
Chevalier Bros

A Ward

Shattuck

(»)

Franklin

Irene

A W
Naughton & Gold
Zj
Stoutenberj Co
T A A Waldman
(One

to nil)

Metropolitan (Pc)
(2)

Gene Austin

"Women's Husb'us"
(»>

Bernard de Pace

A

W

Bialto (Pc) (S)
Fritasl Scheff
Scott McKee
"Gilded Butterfly"

WASHINftT'N, PA.
Mate (K)
2d half (6-t)

Amoroa Co

Jos'lne

Oliver A Olsen
Oriental Fantasies

WATERBURY,

CT.

Palace (K)
2d half (6-9)

A Thurston

Brut-h

Lew Koss
Mae Francis

Rev

Gilbert Avery

Evans Wilson A

Y.

Bob Bob A B

(Others

to flu)

"SUNNY" PASSES TOTAL
(Continued from page 43)
Admittedly one of the rawest shows
In years. It started Jumping
after

the opening* and grossed nearly
$8,000 the first week. Starting with
capacity this week, takings may

reach $12,000.
Either figure
for a show of the kind, as
shoe-stringed.

In
It

big

wag

••Beau Strings." by the same au.
thor as "At Mrs. Beam's," failed to
land at the Mansfield, getting about
$3,000 the first week.
"Bunk of
192«" got $7,000, not profitable for
a revue* and out rates were liberally supplied.

$9,000 at the Longacre, principally a lower floor show as Is
"Love In a Mist" at $8,500; "The

Wisdom Tooth"

eased off to about
with "Young Woodley" at
but both making money;
"Not Herbert" got $6,600, and may
have made a profit, but "Love 'Em
and Leave 'Em" a bit under that
mark, lost and Is due to stop next
week; "The Jazz Singer" holds to
paying business at over $10,000,
with cut rates a big factor; "What
Every Woman Knows" is a revival
success, again beating $10 000 in a
small house.
"Artists and Models" leaves the
Garden this week. "Temptations"
due in shortly; "The Great Gatsby *
closing, too, will leave the Ambassador
dark;
"Rainbow
Rose"
stopped at the Forrest last Saturday, house also dark.
The second annual production of
the "Garrick Gaieties" at the Garrick is the only premiere carded
for next week, with "Fast Life"
mentioned as a possibility.
"The

E

weeks;

"The Great God

Brown"

move from

the Garrick to the
Klaw, "Not Herbert" moving from
the latter house to the 491 h Street
"Naughty Klquettei" clossed at the
Majestic, Brooklyn, last week, out
all
season, but not playing on
Broadway; it topped the subway
circuit with a gross of about $14,000;
"What Price Glory" also
stopped, winding up at the Riviera
for a gross of over $10,000; "The
Poor Nut" tot $11,000 at Werbai
and holds over this week; "Butter
will

and Egg Man" about

$0,000 at the

WATERLOO, IA.
Strand (Pe) (3)
Sophia Kamslr
Brault A Bcglcy

Broad, Newark; "Kitty's Kisses," a
new musical comedy at the Shubert
there,
got around $7,000;
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" got $3,500 at
the "Bronx opera house and made

WAT'RTWN,

money.

N. Y.

Buys at Unlucky 13
The list of buys running in the
premium agencies are marked at

Regent (K)
2d half (6-9)
Selblnl A Grevinl
Ray Ropers Co
Will Ward
Dallas Walker I

Lyle A Leplne
WHKRL'G, W. VA.
2d half (6-9)

Janton

Sis

Earl

Kial

".-

Rev

Jack DnnK^r

Lady

Alice's Pets

Lyons A Wakefield

WINDSOR. CAN.
Capitol (KW)

Gesture"
(Beck);
Snatchers" (Music Box);

hai

Kane Co
Harry Colfm:»n Co
Co van A fluftin

Olffa

Operatic Tld

Bits

WINNIPEG, CAN.
Cnpltol

(Pc)

(3)

King

Sis

(2)
4

Paul Gordon

A O Ahearn

WDHAVEN,

L.

WUlard (L)
1st half (10-12)

Elsie Clark Co
Carle A Ines
Bison City 4

Margo Beth Co
(On*

to

fill)

2d hair (12-16)

Arloys

Altman

M A A

derbilt).

In

A May
Clark

Harry Fm Co
(One to nil)

I.

the cut

rates

there

were

25

shows listed at bargain prices. They
were "The Great Gatsby" (Ambas-

"Koncro" (Biltmore): "T" e
of 19L'6" (Broaiihuist); "Van(Carroll);
"By the Way,

sador);
ities"

RondcUen

"Cradle

"Sunny

(Amsterdam); "Iolanthe" (Ply* *
outh) and "The Girl Friend'' (Van-

Bunk

B B

II

the unlucky 13«figure this week. In
addition to the number listed there
are two additional attractions that
virtually nro buys, but they are so
small that the brokers do not count
them In the list. These are "Young
Woodley" at the Belmont and "A
Night in Paris" at the Casino de
Paris atop of the Century.
The regulation list includes "Lulu
Belle" (Belasco); "H. M. S. Pinafore" (Century); "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney" (Fulton); "No. No, Nanette" (Globe); "T!p-toes" (Liberty);
(Little);
"The Wisdom
Tooth"
"Pomeroy's Past" (Longacre); "The
Shang"The
Cocoanuts" (Lyric);

1st half HO-12)
Morrell Co
Revue Comlque
• Tip Tops
(Two to fill)

Marg

Jfc

His

N.

Proctor's (K)

<|. f)

Gorilla" will return to the Selwyn
right off the subway circuit for four

"Mile Modiste"

W

fllsnley

.

2d half

1

Long Tack Sam Co

BAB

Wlsecrsckor
Wllllnmn A Toung
I

YORK. P A
Opera Hous«
(gj

$8,000,
$8,000,

(*)

Orpheum (O)
Avon Comedy
Carr A Lynn

I
two Wlljiat
Van A. Tyson

weeks, with "Aloma of tho South
Seas," "Rain" and "They Knew

A Mack

Barto

Once Upon a Time
Ooode A Lelghton
Danceland

Hunlford
Dave Gardner

C

YONKKRS,

»d half
Three Vagrants
Morris A Shaw
Pulton A Parker
Night In ChlnT

000

2d half MS 14)
Pltkards* Seals

7

The

(K)

lfe*

5.

"Last of Mrs. Cheyney" got $17.
to
$18,000
last
week, with
2d half (I t)
"Cradle Snatchers" a bit over $15.
At H WllnoD
"Kongo"
climbed to the $10..
Orth A Coleman Co 000;
000 mark; the same figure Is cred(Three to Oil)
ited to "Alias the Deacon," with
WASH'OTON. D. C.
"Craig's Wife" and "The Patsy"
Karle (K) (2)
slightly less. "Pomeroy's Past" betEric Philip Co
tered

(>

Waldorf

Victoria (K)

Dick Wick Hall, 48. humorist and
The Earls
author of the "Salome Sun" series in
Ralph C Withers Co
the 'Saturday Evening Post," died repertoire Monday night
Murphy
Oorman
and
Howard
Rumsey
of
the
at Angeies Hospital, Lea Angeles,
American Play Co. are sponsoring
TULSA, OK LA.
April 28, from poisoning resulting
the venture,
and
Frederick
0*9**mm (It)
from Infection of the teeth. He had Schanbergsr, Jr.,
is
managing.
been a newspaperman and founder Murphy, well known locally from . let half (10-12)
Page A Glass
of Salome, Aris., which, he Immor- the George Marshall-Lyceum the- Bennett A Clark
talized In humor. Is survived by his atre days. Is also staging the pro- Clayton A Lcnnle
The opening attraction Fenton A Fields
widow, father, brother and two chil- ductions.
(Oos to AH)
Is "Ladles of the Evening," with
dren.
td half (12.11)
Lillian Foster and Rafph Morgan

Henry

Frank Peggy A J
WALTIIAM. MASS.

AN.

C

(10)

ClovHlys

4

(10)

Chappelle A S
Harry Grlbben
Camille S

Hiersdorfl Sis

The

Baltimore

atricals for about 45

BABS,

dall interests.

MACK HANLEY

John Lovely, 65, veteran vaudeville and variety artist, died April
L'6
in New York following a heart
attack.
Lovely was active in the-

Farood »wny May 3. 1919
miHH your li'l amlle
An' every
thin* rov dhl
You alwuyfl were a -uprisln/r us.
That's why you went away an' hid!

beloved wife

Itroa

Warren A Corbett
Maaon A Colo
Exposition Four

(Continued from page 43)
for a consideration, turned
the title over to the Stanley-Cran-

MEMORY

Paseed away

Paul

"FLAVIA" WITH $30,000
berts,

FWTZIE

JOHN LOVELY

"COO"

mj

FsntasM

Dancing Dorans
Jlmmle Glldea Co

29,

shall,

Sis

Mchllngcr

ing,

SAUL BRILLIANT

Jr.,

Dare

Don Valerio
Johnny HInes

a

was

Klaiss

My

I>anny Dare

STAMFORD,

Pall

2d half (6-9)

Holdea A Grahasa
Bs- Wives
Sargent A Lewis
Four Camerons
Bernard A Marcelle

May

Singer
Jazz
(Central);
"The
(Cort); "Carmrncita and the Sol"Sj*
dier"
(Cosmopolitan);
(Daly's); "Square CrooKs" (KlltotU.
"One of the Family" (Kltintfe): "
Zat So?" (4Rth St.); "The GrewGod Brown" (Garrick); "Bad Han;
(Greenwich Village),
its of 1926"
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em" (Ha*

J.
"Alias the Deacon" (Htidso"
(Imperial
"Sweetheart
Time"
n
Prince"
"Ths Student
(J»S° i;;
"Not Herbert" <Klaw)?
» ea "
Enemy*' (Knickerbocker);
d
StrtngsN (Mansfield); -Juno •}"«

rls);

.

"^^T

ths Paycock" (Mayfalr): ,,ThevHv, v
Caste" (National); "Greenwich in
lage Follies'* (Shubert); "La"
d

(Wallnck'H), and "Artists
Models" (Winter Garden).

Off"

Wednesday,

May

5,

JUST AS

192*

05

WE PREDICTED

AN INSTANTANEOUS HIT
The

PERFECT

Ballad

MY OLD

WISH I
LBACK

n

A MASTERPIECE OF THE SONG WRITING ART
JACK YELLEN, MILTON AGER

By

LEW POLLACK

and

TWO GREAT RECITATIONS

A

GREATER SONG THAN

GREATEST OF ALL NOVELTY SONGS

IT'S

(COULD

SALLY"

A RIOT

I?)

CERTAINLY COULD

"I

I

By JACK YELLEN and MILTON

ff

AGER
LOADS OF SPECIAL VERSIONS

PLENTY OF EXTRA CATCH-LINES

A GREAT FOX-TROT BALLAD
JUST A HOT SONG ABOUT A COLD GAL

"I'D

"HARD-TO-GET GERTIE
By

JACK YELLEN

and

MILTON AGER

FOX TROT NOVELTY

tt
!

By

JACK YELLEN

and

"IT'S
^v

ARE AT YOUR SERVICE

IN

YOU"

MILTON CHARLES

\CK YELLEN. LEW POLLACK, HARRY HOC!

CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES—Bobby

~

NOVELTY FOX-TROT

THE NEW MOTHER CLASSIC

MILTON AGER

Loop End

(JUST THINKING OF YOU)
Bv JACK YELLEN and MILTON AGER

\7T|\f\¥f» IJC

Y1

"IN YOUR GREEN HAT"

RATHER BE ALONE"

OUR CHICAGO OFFICE

ART K ASS EL

CHICAGO

Building, 177 North Slate Street, Next to Chicago Theatre

Grots, 953

West 7th

Street

CLEVELAND—Jack

Diamond, 1880 East 81st Street
PHILADELPHIA—Tom Huston, 2713 North 25th Street

DETROIT—Morry Brennan, TuIIer Hotel
KANSAS CITY— Rudy Baie, Raddison Hotel, 911
PITTSBURGH— Fred Meyer, 24 Allen Avenue

AGER, YELLEN & BORNSTEIN,
BILLY CHANDLER,

745

and

SEVENTH AVE.

(Cor. 49th St.)

Prof.

Holmes

St.

Inc.

Mgr.

NEW YORK CITY

I

—

VARIETY

56

CHICAGO

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE
HAL H ALP ERIN in Charge
tate-Lake Theatre BUg., Suite 520
Phones: Ceutral 0644-4401

Papa and tha family probably those to appear In the Alexandria
went out autoing In the country and Olsen rowdyism.
Fitzslmmons and Flory took well
Sunday. Those few who did prefer
The character
Visit
to steam in the Majestic theatre in the sixth spot
by the "aged" man is dazzled
work
walked out looking; like they had
now and then by the girl's construcslept in their clothe*.
Too bad that It was »ui h idea.1 tion and appearance in general, but
EDGAR SELWYN presents
outdoor weather, as there was more £t Is outstanding at the close. Took
fun in the house than there has been a well-deserved pneore.
The Lillian Faulkner marionettes
for some time.
houses
Two acts managed to pull through were an ideal opener. Picture
not calling'
this handicap. Alexandria and Ols«n are overlooking a bet in
In
game,
baseball
for
this
one.
The
were one and that human skit
A dramatisation by Anita Loos and
known as "Al's Here" was the particular, gives the act a real elesome
easThere
are
class.
ment
of
John Emerson of Anita Loos' best seller other.
Alexandria and Olsen, as
usual, employed one or two charac- ily recognized stage and screen star
L. Erlanger A Harry
ILLINOIS
ters from the other acts to help replicas. Including the Pickforda,
J. Powers. Mara.
them along; with their riot of laughs. Frisco, Charlie Chaplin, Ollda Gray,
the Sheik himself and even Gump
Production House managers must welcome this and
Jiggs.
act, as it helps the audiences to forCartoon comedy and Pathe News
get the weaker numbers.
in
Hal.
"Al's Here" has a certain appeal closed.
the 14th"
to it that very few other skits have.
that
barroom
typical
setting,
Its
a
Produced
An
Ever
old-fashioned
small
time
Comedy
Greatest Musical
the oldtimers have not by any, vaudeville bill was unfolded last
Only Matlneo Saturday at 1:11
means forgotten, is sufficient to set Thursday night at the American;
the uct Is right at the start. From an old-fashioned quartet, an ancient
CORT
time the curtain ffjoea up until sketch, a single man who Imitated
JOHN QOLDRN'8 Sure-Fir* Laugh Hit the
that gripping moment when the (seriously) Teddy Rooaeyelt, and
four slightly soused men and the a Chinese "flash." The opening act,
bartender burst into "Sweet Ade- Gertrude and Boys, was modern to

When

Chicago
These Hits
in

SELWYN

v

"GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES"
ZD3GFELD

LEON ERROL

"LOUIE

PIGS"

CORRESPONDENCE

FRANK CRAVEN

Staged by

Direct from ail season (41 weeks)
on Broadway with true W T. Cast

Ksitsa I Chape

KOLB
In

and DILL

the Olrly Whlrly Musical

ATLANTIC CITY
BALTIMORE

Comedy

BUFFALO
CHICAGO

"PAIR CV FOOLS"

CINCINNATI

With CALIFORNIA'S
"Swoet Sixtaan Dancing Girls"

NEW SHUBERT
M rD vO
01L V
T IVI

Seats

I

I

CASTLES

wltb

VIVIEN* E
8EQAL
J.

DETROIT

KAN8A3 CITY
L03 ANGELES
MILWAUKEE

Weeks Ahem!

Week

AIR

THAIS
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The show opened
Roger

5,

ProfaMfonala hava tha fro* un of Vanatys
Chioago OfRoa for information.
Mail may
ba addrataad eara Variaty. Stata-Laka i*haatra Bldg., Chicago. It will ba hold subject
to call, forwarded or advortsod in Variety's

R. Ball, with a girl In support,
also on the bill.

Williams,

in

waa

"one" wltb

imitations

of

a

wide variety of vehicles, birds, musical instruments and mechanical
Roger is a clever enterdevices.
tainer, "belongs," and got over in
great shape.

Bud Snyder and

Co.,

SPRING

dangers of
fire.
dust
are lurkwait for your
lovely fan.
moths,

and

Repairing and

Remodeling

or

just their act to backstage convenience gives them added desirability
for the booking gentlemen. A nice

theft

Ins; In

a threesome

them proving to be a woman,
deuced. Johnny Berkes and Sheila
Terry followed, going from "one" to
full and back.
This ability to ad-
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IS

Store Your Furs in Safety

of a bike rider and two clowns, one

During

mer

the

sum-

months your
can also be
remodeled Into new
and charming- defurs

signs.

man and woman team embracing Blumenfield's Fur Shop
song, dance and clowning.

204 State- Lake Bldg.,

Comedy honors were about equal
between Shone and Squires and Ann
Codee and Frank Orth. Both acts
are standard and familiar.
The
Juggling Nelsons closed in ninth
position.

Chicago
Phono

way

—

Onr Wef«MB >

value to "Just gags."
story and provision for

burlesque comedy skits, and It must
materially hamper the style of any

among
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they get together.

woman team must

A
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put
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numbers

will
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FRED J. BEAMAN

is striv-

This week, however, any songand-talk acts that were not appreciated didn't deserve it. Caryl and
Gilbert were one of the weak numbers.
Their voices aren't bad indi-

A sys as

Bookers bay oomedy acts that have
Individuality.
There Is no real market

looks to us. and let the yon
rest of the audience deposit Itself
in some near-by lagoon."
The leather- necked booker may
be right, but still there la room to ftlf
wonder when you visit the Academy theatre, for instance, Thia house
gets an audience of foreigners of all
assortments. It la vain to hope that
these people will welcome any act
heartily other than pantomime and

ing to be listed

izft*

A "SURE-FIRE"

BE

It

song-and-talk affair which

DEARBORN

WORK CALLED FOR

Loop.

"Those days are past," said the
W. V. M. A. booker with the leather
neck, "when acts were Judged partially by the reception they get in
the showing houses. In these hectic times we Judge an act solely by
the

All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refere to currant weak unlees
otherwise indicated.
Tha citiaa under Correepondenee in thia iaaua of Variety are aa
followa and an oagee:
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ZUSMAN'S RESTAURANT

when

111 No. Dearborn Street

If this man and
sing, they should
to solos entirely.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Special Eight Course Dinner, $1.00.
a degree.
It
brought together a confine themselves
could be desired. Its sudden change number of acrobats uressed in wide Songs were up to date and person- Special Business Men's Luncheon,
alities okay, but the team will be In
A Trial Will Convince Ton
at that point to a song act, however, trousers and collegiate sweaters.
A. H. WOODS' I
Harry Fiddler was the up-to-date the overnight stands as long as it
transforms a masterpiece into just
WRITE FOR" NEW CATALOG
1
a very good bit of entertainment. A single with the T. R. Imitation. He blends voices.
Adams and Edler looked better.
ASCHER PLAYERS
revision of the post-climax would did a Chinaman for a finale, getting
team,
man-and-woman
N>Uua Asrhar. Pres. Ralph Kettering. Mag. Dir. greatly help an act that Is already i.iugns by paroling the Kngusn lan- Another
opening
with a sax duet. A song
Professional Trunk*
guage. Facial contortions are the
way above average.
Rarriek were In the basis of Mr. Fiddler s career as an solo by the girl and a violin number
Guy
(Union Made)
Jane
and
Lowell Sherman A nelen Mnrkellar's Hit
by the man are both very well done.
deuce with their comedy and did entertainer.
With Elisabeth Itlndon, Hurry Mlnturn
Took surprisingly well for the
Mr.
position.
in
that
enough
Jim
Fulton
will
and
Company
smacks
and Finest Resident Company Ever
Exclusive Agents
Rarriek seemed much more at home somewhat of the type of sketch put Academy.
In Chicago
Pcro and Wilson, openers, pre110 No-th Dearborn St.. Chicago. III.
A NEW New York lilt— NEW to
in Alexandria and Olson's act later out by Harry Holman, but is not as
sented
miscellany
of Juggling and
a
Chicago EVERY TWO WEEKS
clever. There are none of the Holon, though.
Natalie and Darnelle and girls man nifties. And the lines are read balancing feats in a special oriental
setting.
Feats are done almost en.suffered somewhat because of the at a fast gallop, some of them beE N
There is no ing swallowed in the actors' throats, tirely by the man, outfitted aa a
indifferent audience.
Very good for the small
tourist.
Mr. Fulton Is
Brightest Theatre In Chicago. VaaBurea question about the act's quality. others in the ether.
at Michigan Avenue
AS dance flashes go it Is well in the the mayor of the town whose son houses.
Rydell company, sixThe
Casetta
running. Us Kgyptlan number, ex- lias had a college boy affair with a
Room 600, Loop End Building
ecuted by the entire cast of the four college widow who triea the shake- person dance flash, deserves better
booking.
Routine
is featured by a
Is
girls
;no
aad the featured team.
uo*n.
eiement of genuine
177 North State Street
ultra-classy. Recommended for pic
sketch -writing has entered into the whirling toe dance executed by a
CHICAGO, ILL.
assembling of the dialogue.
ture houses which use cooling sys
The boy and three girls, adagio by Cachap who plays tha son looks to be setta and Rydell. a Russian specialterns.
mixed
The "Bluebird Song Revue"
about 16 or 17, which Is pretty ty, and an ensemble apache number. International
Costumes have iota of class.
quartet stands out as an act brave young even for a college boy.
Friedlander Bros., real old-timers,
enough to employ opera for a close
Then the Four Volunteers. Jack
Office, Inc.
substituted for a missing act.
—and get by with it in fine style. Potsdam used to produce these kind were
These
gentlemen still have the fadress,
Ninth Floor
The quartet was In formal
of quartets for the Loew Circuit
with one of the girls doubling at six years ago, only the Potsdati miliar act one of them In cork atid Woods Theatre Bldg., Chicago
outfitted
with
all
sorts
of
mechaniits
has
the piano now and then. It
acts were a lot better.
The four cal contraptions, with the other actEvcrjtluBf tqrsjs^bs^asjj necessary Jazz moments, but goes
GEO. H.
members possess real pipes, but are ing as minstrel Interloper.
They
into serious vocal work majorlcally so Intent upon making the
BOOKING MANAGER
greatest play all sorts of musical InstruBl stock. Short vampand nov» with surprising success. Very good.
possible volume of aound that it
PHONE CENTRAL 1407 -8-9 _
Green and Gale (New Acta) have is almost Impossible to recognize ments, including a miniature calat*.**.
what can best be described aa a the merit of their voices. This is liope and a set of bells. This act
wlU refresh your memory as to the Special Professional Rates
blackface gag act. Talk is clever- the sort of act that
frequently, as old days of vaudeville. Was a wow
Room for one— $10.00. $11.00, $14 00,
aim
ost too clever at times for the at the American,
WRITS FOR
wows
a
small time at the Academy.
f 2 00
$1(.00, $18.00 and $11.00 par week,
pulled
Majestic Morpheuses but It
CATALOG $
audience, but never gets any rea
The "prize" candy hawker fur- additional for two persons. Room for
Green also was one of tnonev and seldom any
through.
IT N. State St.. Chi
consistent nishes hot competition for the feat- two. twin beds. $11 60 week.
bookings. These efforts at comedy ure picture. He sells his wares in
are of the vintage of 1909, utterly the dark and gu ran tecs anything
London
Pern
Dearborn St.. North of Division. Chicago
banal If not downright annoying.
from silver serving
to large
Ah San and Jo, Chinese girl cameras. Most of plates
the customers
dancer and boy violinist, closed, re- drew collar buttons.
jfoL
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vealing

was shining

The

ULTRA

in

outside.

understood when
I

borne in mind
that there are 3,000,000 people in
Chicago and the' Palace iH the only

LAVE YOU SEEN

JULIA GERITY

at The
AND

BRADY and WELLS

Frolic's

Cafe

Ideas and Plates Submitted
Mils.

miliar to the general public.

Suite 701-702 Delaware Bldg., Chicago, ILL
Sis.

Vaude

patrons cannot fail to appreciate
her, but it is questionable if she can
pull at the box office.
Miss Fltziu

Lenora

Corner Dearborn and Randolph

It is

two-a-day theatre.
Anna Fltziu, prima donna of the
Chicago Civic and
Metropolitan
opera companies, headlines the current week.
Miss Fltziu has class
and dignity, but not a "name" fa

at the Friar's Inn?

possesses,

besides

an

exquisite

WHEN
416
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IS Bast ttd Street (opposite L" station). Chiracs, rJL
The Rearieivoa* of the Theatrical Stars

CIVIC

AND POLITICAL CELEBRITIES

RALPH GA1XBT. Manager
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
Phoas CALUMET

1199

St..

Chicago

_

accompaniment.
Harry Carroll opened

for the Orcircuit in spite of his supposed presence on the blacklist of
the Kelth-Albee office In the east.
Harry has a large troupe with him,
but its not tha act the original
"Everything Will Re All Right" act
was.
Another songwriter, Ernest

CHICAGO VISIT THE

Avenue

So.

For Reservations:

The Place To Dine

Sk

Write In Your Open Time
Phone Harrison 8880

— At Any Old Time

&•

THE GREEN (101

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES. STEAKS, CHOPS nnd SALADS

OPEN FRQff 7 A. M. TO It P.
CATERERS TO THE PROFESSION
CAFE OF DI STINCTION

skilled

pheum

IN

Uklng flood Acts

A

THE

W. Van Boron

"CHICAGO'S PLAYGROUND OF BEAUTY"
Always

monocle, Mr. Paul Yartin, provided

ODBJD)
BroECOBATKD
Ff{
"AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
CAFE"
M

«tl5

MOULIN ROUGE
CAFE
Wabash

voice, a world of charm.
Very
wisely, too, her songs are popular
and familiar.
gentleman with a

Phone Dearborn 7989

DTE SCENERY. VELOCR CURTAINS
R. WE8TCOTT KING STUDIOS

Lubllner & Trinz Theatres, Inc..
have signed to run Harry Rogers'

And

yet the
Orpheum circuit expects to be able
to fill their new 3,000-seat house
when they can't sell all the .seats In
the 1.200-scat Palace.
The si^nlfi
cance of this observation is beat

FASHIONS

SCENERY

Loop.

little.

Half a hou*e7#unday matinee at
the Palace.
Juax because the sun

OTTO

B.

SINOER'I

VANITY FAIR

M.

RALPH

H.

JANSEWf

BROADWAY AT GRACE STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
Offering Brilliant, Spectacular and Delectable Presenta_

.

tions
Absolutely

by Artists of

First

Magnitude

No Cover Charge During the Entire Evening
A~rlvln«; lie/or*. 0:00 P. M.
3854,
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for

Dinner

WELLINGTON

Gu*-st«
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Wedn««ky. May

CHICAGO

1929
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VARIETY

Two Whole

Floors Exclusively Reserved
for Theatrical Guests
In the Forty-Six Story Tower of the

MORRISON HOTEL
CHICAGO
—

The

Tallest Hotel in the

r

Wor Id and the Most Economical

to the top of the gigantic Morrison
CLOSE
floors are set apart entirely

Hi-

Tower, the 40th and 41st
i

for professional patrons. Out of earshot of
street noises you can sleep undisturbed until a late hour of the morning. You
can also entertain your friends in perfect seclusion, secure against interruption.

1,944 Outside Room*-Each With Bath
Nearest Hotel to Downtown Theatres

to

Though the most central hotel in Chicago, the Morrison charges $3 to $5 for rooms that
would cost $5 to $8 in any other premier hotel. Revenues from subleased stores pay all the
ground rent, and the entire saving is passed on to the guests. Many of the special
features are particularly appreciated by professional guests. For example, the Servidor,
with which every room is equipped, completely prevents contact between patrons and
hotel employees when laundry, shoes, etc., are sent out or returned. Also, with the
"grille" feature, you can see callers before admitting them.

11

rr

— are two of America's most famous restaurants, both located in the Morrison Hotel.
is

renowned

for perfect sea-food,

and the

STt

11

11

The Boston Oyster House and Terrace Garden
The former

I

A

n

iv

5iiii 1111

w

sparkling enter-

latter for its

tainment, dainty menus, and brilliant dance music.

Fixed- Price Meals
Luncheon 80c
Dinner $1.00
a la carte service at reasonable prices

Breakfast 35c to $1.00

There

is

also

The New Morrison, when completed, will be the largest
end tallest hotel in the world, containing 3,490 rooms

BROADCASTING DAILY FROM STATION WSWS

musical comedy tabs an the stage

how

in their Harding:
theatres.

and Senate

The Convict
Ship
"Success,"
which was docked at State street
bridge all last' summer, is now tied
up at Madison street bridge for a
repeat engagement.

Ford and Glenn, radio
an accounting of their
earnings, based on an alleged contract to run five years signed between the act and himself in 1924.
Mence claims he signed them up

suit against
singers, for

under his management and Is entitled to commission on all their
Income. Recently the act has been
Independent
booked
various
In
vaudeville, picture and other thea-

George Givot has returned from
Boyle. They broadcast
appearing in presentations on the tres by P. J.
week over
«oa«t and will be featured at Mc- regularly one night a
WLS.
Vickers again.

Sam

Park, vaudeville author,
baa put out a tent show under the
auspices of the stage hands' locals
in this territory.
It will be out 14
^eeks starting at LaSalle, 111. A.
Raymond Gallo is handling pubJ.

licity.

Isham Jones and his orchestra
"will open a summer
tour of the Or-

Pheum

Circuit

Mny

ported to have been put chased by
William M. Collins, president of
Henrici's, for $3,500,000. The land
Is owned by the estate of Eugene
S. Pike and is leased to the hotel

Resinning May t the National
Players will move to their new
quarters in the Shubert theatre, the
Cox probably remaining dark for
the summer.

Frank Van Der Stucken, director
May Festival, has
decorated for the third time.
been
Charles F. Rassett, an instructor
has conferred
Belgium
King
of
The
of
in geology at the University
was expelled on him the title of "Officer of the
Illinois at Urbana,
Crown."
church
from the First Presbyterian
choir because he defended Sunday
for 99 years.

The John Robinson Circus will
•now in Detroit Decoration Day.
George Christos and Van Norai*a« have purchased the Rainbow
"» e atre, 1,000-seat
movie house at
stead

and 120th

street,

Dorsehleg

tToi;^
18,000.

from the
for

Estate,

Harry Munna, Equity lawyer, susPenaed business for the day and

ruined

homeward in n frenzy of exm< nt when hls wlf« Phoned him
th?# r
jnat

Jessie
fcint, n *<l

Munna, their year-old
swallowed a button
The child is none the worse

nook

ior the experience.

Jr^a°i^
a

e

Menre

''^man

ARE
INVITED

in

Sunday

a letter
movies

to

the Zoo.

CINCINNATI

associate of

Everybody VlftKing

<

Frits Reiner, director of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, will
go to Dudapest to direct a season
He will then go
of opera there.
to Turin, Ttaly, to direct two performances at the English Festival.

By MELVIN J. WAHL
"
Shubert— "What Price Glory

Grrnd— "Candida."

Cox— "Irene."

Keith's—Vaudeville.

Olympic park is open now for
dancing Saturdays, but will not
open its season officially until

May

29.

Boulevard— "Holmgemacht ."

—

„

Mike
Capitol
Photoplays
WalLyric, "The Greater Glory
-Let s
Strand,
nut. "Sea Horses";
Look
Get Married"; Family. "Stop,
;

and Listen."

Stuart

Walker,
Stock,

director

the

of

announced

thM

in unC.eoree Fomr.rs will r.-main
Instead of
innati as his assistant.
Tndinanapol'*
\Va!ker'«

managing

hicttgo Go«i to

Rothschild and Leiderman's

NEWARK,

Best Food

Entertainment

TO
VISIT

RENDEZ VOUS CAFE

By

niVEK.SY

PARKWAY AT HROAOW \Y

C. R.

— San Carlo Opera.
Chair."
Proctor's— Vaudeville and

Detroit— "Out of the NiKht."
8hubert- Detroit "A Great Little

—

"Tho

—
State "Fine Clothes" and

— "Prince of Pilsen" and
—
Mosque "Oh, What a Nurse" and

vaudeville.

Man''

(William

Kavprshiim,

guest

stock).
Temple - Vaudeville.

star;

Cadillac— "The Speed

fiirls"

vaudeville

Brandford—

'

Mile.

and

ModlHte."

vaudeville.

Terminal— (1) "The

Fox'

Adams— "For

Heaven'H Sake (2d

—

the

Pucka roo" and "Secret Order*." ('))
"Y«-llnw Finger**" and "Lure of th"
Wild."

—

Rialto "Th«
"Tin; Si-Undid

Lucky

.

—

IJITM.

Miner's
Lyric

<< '<>lu

Empire
ml

>i.

i

(2d

change; double

Triple,

— Powder

Puff

)

— Hollywood

Orpheum— Colored

Fe-nndals

By
Davidson

HERB ISRAEL

—"Lombardl,

Lid.

(Ijss

Carrillo).

Pabst—-Herman stock.
Palace—Vaudeville.
Majestic

—Vaudeville.

Miller—Vaudeville.
Gayety Tack La Mont's

—
Oaiatf
(burlesque).
Empress— "Jazaland Revue" (burlesque).
Alhambra—"Cohens and Kelleys.*
Garden— "Outside

the Law."

Merrill—Ibanez's

"Torrent"

(3d

week ).
Strand— "The Harrier."
Wisconsin— "Kiki."

man

and hotel will bo >>ullt here, the the*
atro to be a legit houne.

Jacob Adler's only motion picture,
"Tn Klght for Freedom." was shown
one day (Sunday) at the Oar rick,
direction of Paul Horwitz.

Another

and
Milwau-

theatre

$2,000,000

building project

oilleo

in

southern residential district
planned by a South Bend (Ind.)

kee's
is

Irrn.

Morris Zeldln, former treasurer
and manager for Fox at KrauM, Is
In a loeal hospital reeovering from

David Nederlnnder (Shuhert-Drannounce* there will be no appendieitis.

tn>j!
.stock

»

in

his

theatre this summer.

Detroit "The Studont Prlaee
returns for a brn f engagement th;s
month, before Hosing for the sum1

'

"Abies Irish
at thf C.nrlrk
visit

the

Hose" repeata here

May

7.

Nichols show

On

its

stayed

last

IS

weeks.

and

Lady"

Road"
Goodwin— 'The Sr>a Peast"

we* k ).
Capitol

MILWAUKEE

Dallas."

Pi'KKy Hopkins Joyce 1h making »t
personal appearance nt Kunwky'B
Capitol thiH week.

The

T-i^htinc

Ann Harding announces she will
do "The Taming of the Shrew"
during the summer at the Qarrlek.

(Mu-

tual).

Newark

vaudeville.

mer.
This show has played V
dates this season at the Lafayette),
totalling 15 weeks.

Cuy" (Joe Laurie, Jr.).
Garrick— "TarniNh" (Htock).
Sherman Prown (Davidson) anLafayette— "The Arabian" (Walk- nounces that in partnership, with
er Whiteside).
Htatler hotel and Daniel Frohthe
Bonstelle Playhouse - "The Squaw
interests a $4,000,000 theatre

Madison— "Stella

fMu-

hi;.n.

Orchestra

New

State- "Monte Carlo."

Unnamed Woman."

Re viie

Incomparable

GEORGE WINTER

Broad— "Creaking

fe.i

Charley Straight's

By

Outside
Broadway -8trand
Law."
Capitol— "The Skyrocknt."

N. J.
AUSTIN

Shubert

Loew's

Edward Relisted t has be«-n enPlayers to
caired by the National
National
direct the music of the
players* production of "Irene.

DETROIT, MICH.

week").

p a taee—Vaudeville and "Million
Dollar Handicap" (film).
Empress- "Hand Box Revue.

Walker

the
t
Agency, has start ed
>

Forrest Lamont and Joan Ruth
a local dally.
were defeated have been signed by the Zoo Opera
for the coming season at
Company
there recently by nearly 500 votes.

movies

24.

George Junkin, former field secretary of the Drama League, has resigned and Is now connected as anl
Bouncer with a broadcasting station
in St Louis.

11

re-

is

view somewhat later. Besides many
animals it includes an alligator
pond and a monkey island.

of the Cincinnati

The Garrlck at Fond du Lac, Wis.,
baa been remodeled and will open
May 11 with a picture-vaudeville
policy.
It will be booked by the
International agency, Chicago.

«a

The Great Northern Hotel

—

"Mlsmates"
company. Alexander Dean will be
(Orange)
Palace
In charge of the Indianapolis forces.
(stock )
George Pat Wood will be scenic
artist, with Michael Fitzglbbon as
The Oiitani in Hackensack opens
technical director.
Paul Hillman Friday. The new house, which la
will be business auuutger of the now under control of the Fabians,
company here.
"Lady Windermere's
seats 2,200.
Fan" is the initial bill.
Freda Banker's Orchestra has
been -booked to play this season at
Dreamland park opens today unChester park. Helveys Players will de** the new manager, C. E. Klrod.
play in the Palm Gardens of the Among the new features at the park
same amusement resort.
is a menagerie, which will be on

vaudeville.

CITY HALL SQUARE HOTEL
87 West Randolph Street, Chicago

Phone Randolph 6900

Newly Carpeted, Furnished and Re- Decorated
The Home of Some of the Biggest Stars in the Profession
All

NO ADVANCE
QLEN WILMAS,

IN RATES

General Manager

VARIETY

Wednesday, May

1926

5,

:C9:

VARIETY'S LOS ANGELES OFFICE

ARTHUR UNGAR

in

LOS ANGELES

Charge

Chapman
756 So.

Bldg. v Suite 61J
Broadway; Phone 6000 Van Dyk

Orpheum here is a $3,000,000
monurpent erected for the Orpheum
Circuit by a number of local cap
When this edifice was In
Italia ts.
the embryo it was planned to have
It

the best of

kind for enter-

its

tainment purposes, both from the
structural and interior standpoint
as well as the stage. There is nu
doubt that the promoters of the

house have done their bit and well,
but looks as though the circuit is
not living up to its bargain of coming through with entertainment
that merits a $1.65

tc.>.

The show last week smacked very
much of being a dedicatory to the
inception of the Association (Chic
shows in the old Orpheum.
>
Probthe Broadway Palace.
ably the bookers wanted to raise
the standard of this small time
house by proving that its acis were
one a par with the bigger house and
that the customers were getting big
value for 40 cents.
If that was the purpose they succeeded, as several acts on the bill
last week at the Orpheum smacked
very much of having graduated or
been loaned from the Association's
ranks. Possibly the Orpheum bookers figured that the Hilton Sisters,
..

now

"Siamese Twins," were enough to
In and satisfy. The audience did not calculate from the
even thou?r!i the:same dir.ctk
were not disappointed in seeing this
The cash buyers
freak novelty.

draw them

.

were

Just

sore,

and

If

this

stun'

i.eeps up they will probably hie
themselves to the old Orpheum and
lake the potions handed out there

'

quartet of players. The Rubin act
is a comedy wow, with Rubin well
liked here, possibly more so than
his vehicle, which is on the second
Eddy Brown, concert violinist,
lap.
certainly handles his bow in masterful fashion interpreting the clasBut Brown la not a salesman
for vaudeville and does not get over

sics.

his

artistic
be.
pianist,

male
announcing

HARRY HOLMAN says—
Dear Jim Madison: --Am sending

and "Ten Big Features'
(seven acts and three screen num'Death Trail" Association
gum-shoed
vaudeville
(Chicago)
last week Into tenancy of the old
Orpheum, retltled Broadway Pal
ace. following Will King's musical
gain."

bers)

for much less and call it a day
ihen, again, there are other houses
giving entertainment at one-thir*,
the price, and they probably wih
"tab."
et trade, too, with the Orpheum
Orpheum Circuit seemingly felt
working it.self Into the •groove"
where it will have to compete with secure in turning over their former
It
home to the unrelated King policy,
the three-a-day show houses.
that is the cose it will not be the never doubting but what the old
lault of the Orpheums builders, gag, Don't bite the hand that feeds
Events
who have constructed the bouse for you" would hold good.
picture purposes to make sure, but proved, the "don't bite" stuff to be
of the people back in the Palace Greek as far as King was conbuilding. New York.
cerned. Not only did he "bite" into
Bill started with the Gabberts,
the Orpheum's State Lake policy
man and woman gymnasts, who baby, the Hill Street, to the tune
submitted a ragged routine. Then of a third of their regular gross,
came the Trado Twins, male, with but took a considerable nip at the
an eccentric dance routine that can cheaper section of Orpheum's new
click anywhere. However, the boys "gilt and tinsel" big time temple.
seem to take their work too seMoral: Exit. Will King and his
riously and perform It in a fashion girl show!
Enter, the Orpheum cirthat reminds one of a locomotive cuit step-child, "Association" class
getting up steam.
times
four
dally vaudeville and picJtenny Rubin for the second week tures, with fair, crowd of curious
explained
"How It Happened," on hand to see this first bill to
aided by May Usher and a mixed come over the long, long trail.

should

Professionals have tho free use of Variety's
Lot Angeles Office for Information
Mail
may bo addressed tare Variety, Chapman
Bide., Los Angeles.
U will be held subject
to call or forwarded, or advertised in
rioty's cotter List.

endeavors

as

they

these Intermediate houses are con
cerned.
Judicious program rearwith something other
than a pop song finish and the dis-

of service with tho Corlnne Griffith

Productions.

rangement

carding of such obvious "a.sklng for
It" as his mother bit encore will set
him for both route and spot.
Boyne and Leonard, with a cutout ship deck scene drop '.n "one"
for the licensing of a flimsy comedyplot, clicked wholeheartedly, with
Sunny Boyne's cute stuff still a
standout among the cute ones.
Leonard does a neat straight and
has made of this new combination
a nicer blend of teamwork than
Miss Boyne's previous tie-up.
Gibson Navigators lived up to the

program

copy.

Versatility,"

"Utah

with

the

Co-eds
eight

of
Salt

Ray

Coftln will leave the

Samuel

Goldwyn fold also, after a little
more than a year of labor, u> hook
up with Hal Roach outfit.

Dewey Leonard Johnson,
the

"African

Caruso,"

billed as

has

been

added to the "Blackbird Revue" al
Lyman's Alabain' cafe in town hert*

The

colored

tenor

sings

gran*

opera.

Due to the illness of Walter Henry
Ruthwell, Sylvain Noack, concert*
meister and assistant conducted,
directed the Saturday and Sunday
programs of the Philharmonic Orchestra last week.

Lake Misses out-jazzing many a
male "hot" mob. Nicely arranged
Mrs. Abble Morton Jamison was
program of the pop variety and a elected president of the California
keen sense of solo ability makes Federation of Music Clubs at their
this winsome aggregation a sure- convention at Santa Monica.
fire
show stopper for vaudeville,
with picture house possibilities a
The Lyric, Monrovia, was purcinch with any sort of exploitation. chased by a syndicate of San FranPaul Howard, a locally- booked cisco capitalists who leased it to
next-to-shut, has been trouping the the National Theatres Company.
Mann Bros, were the first to greet local small houses. With a likable $360,000 was involved in the deal.
the noonday curious, pleasing with personality and an ability to con- It plays pictures.
their tight rope and ground acro- tort the human body out of all
semblance to the real along with
batics.
Agnes Christine Johnson (Mrs.
Draper and Hendrie, black and laughs grabbed while clowning his Frank Dazy), Metro-Goldwyntan mixed gender, grabbed the first unnatural extraordinary postures, Mayer scenario writer, Is
expecting
this
youngster
is
a single novelty, the stork in July.
laughs in "one" with an ordinary
She has two
pre-nuptlal comedy argument, go- only needing connections to play the children.
ing Into "two" for a minstrel
part sequence, during which

first

the

He has a competent woman flashed a scoring cornet
who has the task of solo, which gave way to an offthe numbers to be

played. Brown should study etage
deportment and selling mannerisms,
and he will find himself sure fire in

W

bugle call "to arms" that
a nice dramatic "Old Black
march off for the man. It

stage
built

Joe"

registered

best.

Gus

Hornbrook's Rodeo Revue
with a big compact display
and wcoley" rodeo. Real
bronco riders, the comedy of western corral enlivening specialties
and a varied assortment of western roping, from a double lariat
dance to a three-high pyramid
build-up atop three horses for a
giant swing rope closing, brought
down the asbeatos to well-earned
slapping.
Walt.
cloflbd

of "wild

several bows.
today for MADISON'S BUDGET
straight
vaudeville
picture
or
Catherine Redfield and Co., threeNo. 19. I still maintain you sell
houses.
three
aggregation,
with nice blend
more bright humor for one dolClosing the first part were Flo of voices, staged
a half dozen short
lar than any man In the world.
Irwin and Co. In the George Ado operatic scenes,
with the Madame
The special material you wrote
farce of a decade ago, "Mrs. PecKButterfly aria "One Fine Day" the
me for $500 I wouldn't sell for a
ham's Carouse." It deals with the highlight, as sung
by the lyric sothousand.
temperance question of a decade prano, and the finish
"Nancy," the new Tom Wilkes
number the
ago in farcical form, with the womAddress communications to
musical, will
an tlrader falling into a trap which sextet medley ol opera airs clicking Long Beach, open at the Mission,
May 16. A week later
for a near tie-up which forced an
involves her and throws a most
It Is expected at the
encore.
Mason, Los
544 Market St., San Francisco
satirical light on the prohibition
Angeles.
The
Irene Bordonl show
Charles
with
Seamon
followed,
F.
Telephone Franklin 422
problem long before folks thought
novelty musical props register- was booked in for the MasoSi, but
it would
become a reality. There his
ing the bill's novelty hit
The plans have been shifted so that It
are a trio of male and one feminine
goes into the Blltmore.
kilts and breakaway musket
in support.
The woman was the Scotch
which
give
bagpipes,
landed
way
to
only aid Miss Irwin had in the
forte.
His standby of years, the
Florence Roberts will play in
skit when It scored heavily at the
For All Artists to Eat at
"Charm," John Kirkpatrick's comWriters' Club recently.
The other folding clothes hanger, proved a edy,
which opens at the Egan May
players added for the vaudeville riot as a whistling finish.
Blanche and Elliott, full stage 10. Diane Esmonde, Harvey Stephtour are rather of mediocre acting
dance
team, were the let-down ens, Beulah Maldel Turner, James
ability.
Miss
plays
well
Irwin
very
724 8. Hill 8t., Los Angeles
flashing an amateurish attempt at Bradbury, Jr., Marvel Quivey, Oscar
Between Pantages and Hill St Theatre* and gets the high spots over. Her the tango, a man's single eccentric, Brlggs,
Raymond Whlttaker, Leslie
support could be strengthened to
Ran by Carl and Lillian Muller
toe dance, and a double Gage, Gordon White, Wendell Wilgirl's
if she contemplates proOLD-TIME HOOP ROLLERS advantage
son and Gladys Heaney are in the
ceedings in the big houses, as other- idagio, all passing quietly.
10 percent discount to the profesrlon
Walmsley and Keating were a cost.
wise the small time spots will have
to be the place where the perform- bill saver, with this sure-fire comic
Construction has begun on the
ances must be given. Folks here turning on the snickers on his enPlayhouse
liked the skit and others elsewhere trance and building from snicker to Hollywood
on
Vine
Apts. will do likewise if it is brought a good-sized panic of laughs as street, near Hollywood boulevard.
they flashed their two little black The house will play legit attracCLOSE TO ALL THEATRES
into the 100 percent acting class.
Ed. Rowland, formerly of
Hilton Sisters opened the second books for the gagglr.g song comedy tions.
Single Apts.. Slt.50, accom. 2 people
Single Apts., $14.50, accom. 3 people
part after the audience was com- finish. They versed themselves In- Rowland and Clifford, Chicago, will
Double Apts.. 917.50, and up
pelled to sit through Topics of the to several minutes of wows and a be managing director. The theatre
is being backed by 100 business men
Telephone Service and Hot Water at All Day that were run to flickering pro- tearaway finish.
Hoars
"Making Movies on the Stage" of the film city.
jection.
Might be a good idea for
Cinema Text Book, Inc., filed ar821 South Hope, Los Angeles
the management to correct this, es- closed, with the director, straight,
UflAYCE R. BATTLER, Mgr.
plants ticles of incorporation with the secaudience
three
pecially if they are preparing to run guiding
feature pictures one of these days. through a rehearsal and shooting of retary of state in Sacramento to
The Hiltons having been heavily an eternal triangle scene. It scored use pictures as educational meadvertised in advance delivered. on its broad "hoke." For a finish, diums. Val C. Lane, Los Angeles,
The audience liked these two little an announced making of a movie of and E. J. Zerr and Frank Zerr of
of the Profeerional personalities, appreciated their tal- the audience is used as a possible Glendale are directors.
in Lot Angeles"
Jg EKUs ents whether singing, talking or comeback draw of those anxious
and really considered them to see themselves on the sheet later
Charles Grapewin, author, ob$10
SINGLE. $1.50 DAILY dancing,
legit so far as entertainment was in the week.
tained judgment in Superior Court
$12.50
D0U3LE
concerned.
The Trado Twins, who
This first "Death Trail" Orpheum from Tom Wilkes for $300, 25
Convenient to All Theatres
appeared earlier on the bill, did a step-child show, gives evidence of shares of Wilkes Amusement stock
Fourth and Flgneroa streets,
little dancing with the girls that
proving an ungrateful offspring, due and the return of the manuscript
LO». ANGEl.KA, CAL.
went over well.
to bargain B. O. icale and close
of "All For You," musical produced
Next to closing came Miiler and proximity to the Hill Street, with by Wilkes, which was authored by
Guernni a Co Mack, with their comedy talk, songs
its higher B. O. scale and sickening Grapewin and the late George V.
rh» Ltatfina as*
and hoofing. Just a push over for policy of repeat of big time acts.
Hobart.
Larteit
these boys In the right spot with
ACCOROIOn
Grapewin
Waif.
said
he
advanced
FACTORY
their old sure-fire offering.
ClosWilkes money and was to have a
is Ms Unlit* Ststo
ing were Roth and Drake, man and
share
Pantagcs'
In
last
week's
lay-out
was
the
profits
of "White
Tbe ool> Pa<-tor>
woman,
on
the
Roman
and
rings
Utat mike* any erf
such as to more than appease for Cargo," which tho producer staged
of ...^d* — a«6> b*
aerlp.l apparatus.
The man very the slipping of a notch with the on the coast. He claimed
have
lis
much resembles Max Gordon, Or- previous week's fare. It held a loaned Wilkes $: 0.000 and to
177- 171 CelssiSa*
pheum chief booker, but that "Jim Dandy" blen.dk of variety turns, receive the stock as bonus. was to
Avasus
Sss Fmnrlar* Cat
cannot be held against him, as with several clicking as show-stophe is a corking good gymnast pers with the hard-boiled opening
Bernard Potter, Los Angeles atand sells his rttulT in a daring and show Jury.
torney, was elected president of the
thrilling manner which is bound to
Medlni Trio, unsupported ladder B. & H. Circuit, the corporation
hold an audience until the last trick novelty, In the getaway spot, are which owns the Forum,
succeeding
is accomplished, rather a hard task
another leaf in a well-deserved Dr. Breckendel.
1046 8. Grand Avenue
for one
of those "so so" shows laurel headpiece of Tantages' forLOS ANCIELE8
Sppclnl Rates to Prof«»s*lon
when the mob are ready to walk at eign booking connection. The cream
Two of the big comedy companies
SERVICE, COURTESY
anything.
Ung.
of European novelty acts has pa- are getting new press agents this
Rates $11 up (Double or Single)
week.
raded
this
John LeRoy Johnston will
big-small
tour this seaPhone, Maid Service Modern
With a throw-away handbill an- son. This two man and woman replace Mary Hunt with the Mack
RUTH H. ANTHONY, Prop.
nouncing "World's Greatest Bar- trio, perched a full dozen feet atop Sennett Co., after concluding a year
of unsupported ladders, offer a program of string music with a tone
for

The Gamut Club theatre
been sold and will
an

to

MILLER'S COFFEE SHOP

THE

to

building.

office

At present.

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE
Makes Walking or
Dancing a Delight

Women

•
"

who taller from pain
fnl, tender or achinu feet, are
missing many of the joys of
If your feet hart you can't
life.
enjoy dancing or walking end

JAMES MADISON

CALL! CALL!

building
be torn
give way

has

down within a year

you lack the potso of
groomed woman.

the wellAllen's

faat.Eaae the Antiseptic,
Healing Powder for the
Yeet* fB™s instant relief to
swollen,
smarting,
perspiring feet, corns
'bunions and calluses.
It takes the friction from
the shoe and gives Instant
^relief to foot fatigue. Trial
Package and a FooUEase Walking Doll sent
rraTAddress, ABea's Feet-Ease, le ley. N.T.

LEARN DANCING
Bryant

Frsis

A KNOWN DANCER

M42

Rshsartal
Mall

^-^ffifN^

.^£\P>KAt/S^

'Aerobstlet'
'Ballet" a»f
'Tap'

The Kn'ckerkcker

CISM
LflSMM
Cat Dollar

Act*
•taisi

hssUsm

Set

*

FOR MODERN
8ENSATIONAL
8TAGE
DANCING

HOTEL LA TOSCA
"Home

WEEK

Stretching- and
Umbering- Exercises

14 J- 145

West 43d

NEW YORK

WEEK

Phone Bryant

Ttachtr
ef

Ferssisst
i

Its

Daeelsg
la

AnsrTfca

b roadway

Nam

—

and

STRiCTLY UNION

MADE

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Hartmann, Oihkosh

&

Mendel Trnnki

ALL MODELS—ALL SIZES ON HAND
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

ALSO

1,000

IfS

USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

DO REPAIRING.

WRITE FOR CATALOG.

SAMUEL NATHANS,
Seventh Avenue, between 40th and 41et 8tr*ets,

SOLE AGENTS FOR
Ph**e*j

THUNKS IN
HAM
L«n«arre fll»?-031t

Inc.
New York

THE EAST

Citv

selection

which

belied

finish.

The deuce
quartet,

a local colored
consuming enough time
held

dying a horrible death to allow for
set of a following full stager.
Lestes La Monte, female Impersonator,
programed "A Novelty
Surprise," made a transcontinental
New York-to-coast leap to show his
paper dress fashion parade. A layout of special numbers, nice appearance, fair falsetto, a master
piano accompanist and a flash colorful dlHijlay of paper wardrobe moke
of this youngster an "In" as far as

BARNEY'S
America's Leading
Theatrical 8hoe House
Everything
Is
street
Special attsstlos gives

•llsnrt.
ssrf
stage
ta laehrMesI ersera.

BEND FOB CATA T OO
West 42nd 8t. New York

233

WANTED

their

precarious position, the backbend
bridge of the woman top-mounter
from the shoulders of men riding
the tops of ladders had every pair
of hands doing double duty at their

Yarfc

Tsl.:
Cel. 2384

11(1

WADE APTS.

St.

8915

t

WANTED

EXPERIENCED STOCK BURLESQUE PEOPLE
Can Also Use 12 Good Looking-, Experienced Chorus Girls
4 BLONDES—4 RED
4 BRUNETTES
Salary $30.00 per week to chorus girls who can put over numbers or specialty
danoc*. Hmlroad fares paid from New York and return
I weeks engagement starting; May 23rd at the Savoy
Hiea4re. Syracuse. X. f.

HEAPS—

REIIEARHAL8 EAHY—ONE DILL EACIT

A PPly Immediately

to

723 Seventh Ave.

JACK SINGER,

WEEK

Mutual Burlesque Ass'n
N. Y. City

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
teamshlp accommodations arranged on
.»

all Line* at Main Office Trices,
floats are going very full; arrange early
foreign Money boaght nn«1 nold. Liberty Bonds bought ami wold.
a.

»

Tarsia tr 9tnrr to-eiyi -nnr sr.r

Tone

.

Wednesday,

May

5,

1926

the Pot- Ackerman and Harris have taken
house is being used by as a rc- over the theatre and saved it from
Art Theatre and
produc- darkness. Ackerman & Harris asvarious
for
hall
Humed control last week, and are
offering a straight picture policy at
tios*Marguerite de la 15c. top. The bills are to be changed
t*ck Hoxle.
four times a week.
been
have
Boyd
William
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*°J2ed for "The Lost Frontier."
An eight year old child drawn by
Pictures will
355 Metropolitan
curiosity approat hed too near the
wb
an* George B. Seitz direct.
cago of a huge bear used by Punin- tages here as a ballyhoo for the
When Sam Katz was hero
Publix big "Indoor Circus," which made up
-J^lne the two local Million
the bill last week, and as a conseand
252? Metropolitan
expenses quence the child was badly mauled
KiHar'he had an idea that
cut.
and
She was taken to the
After a sur?hou*d be curtailed.
Central Emergency Hospital and
there were two surtlv be decided
stitches
several
tak^n In her neck
and a few clerks
?ui press agentsdepartment of the where the beast's claws ripped the
K the publicity extra offlce boy a flesh. The victim was Adelc Aigner,
Louse also An
They were all,t 8, 368 Clipper street, this city.
fffllillion- Dollar.
tice.
given thdr no

ADVERTISEMENTS

T

Tn the future John
•nhliclty director of

K

S thf

Jindled by

Me

l

Empire

Washburn.

Edward Davis was toastmaster.
Ground breaking ceremonies for
held the
the 1 100-seat house were

The
dinner.
house will be controlled by Hollybusiness
and
people
wood screen
It will play drama exclumen.
The site where construcsively.

morning

the

after

tion began is
of Hollywood

on Vine street, north
It will be

boulevard.
completed before Nov. 1.

Citizens of Culver City are circua petition asking for the reof Trustee Milton Gardner,
general manager of Fred Thomson Productions. Gardner was the
only member of the old city board
re-elected after the police shake-up
is charged with
here recently.
voting for unfit men for police

Princess— "That's

—

Burlesque

Empire

and for the removal of Reve
Houck, former police commissioner
and now mayor of Culver City.
Houck Is assistant production man-

the

stock

this

No extra charge for position in the departments when the
advertisements are placed according to the run of the paper in the
respective sections. For any particular page or position requested
an additional charge of 20% to the regular advertising rate will

Baby."

Sinner," Paul

opened

at

the

week with "Snappy

Principals are Charles
"Slim" Timblin, Lee Fraser, Walter
Deering, Tom Meredith, Billy Highley, Lew Howard, Olive DeClaire,
Val Russell, Patsy Gilson, Angelus
Lee, Kay Barclay. Harry M. Strou.se
producing.
Follies."

be made.

Commercial and music advertising will be considered general
business, placed as heretofore under and in Correspondence unless
request is made for another placement, when the preferred position
charge will again apply.

Maurice
starring
"Ylskor,"
Schwartz, was given a single showing in the Auditorium theatre Sun-

day night.

Variety's advertising rate card for special pages or positions in

Waverly, producing home
talent revue for Business and Professional Woman's Club in Auditorium here May 5-6.

reading matter or Bills Next

Jack

KANSAS CITY
perin).

—
—
Newman — "A

—

Vaudeville

added value

Advertisements placed by vaudevillians who may wish their
announcements be placed in the Picture Section will be so located
advertisements placed by picture
if request to that effect is made, or
people wanted in the Vaudeville Department will be accordingly

.Social

and "Garden Festival."
Royal— "The Barrier."
Liberty—"Without the Law."
Mainstreet

remains unchanged.

by the announcement.

— pictures.
— pictures.
Celebrity"

Pantages Vaudeville
Globe Musical stock

Much Money"

Week

is given advertising in departmental sections.
is brought immediately before the
advertiser
By this means the
attention of the readers that may be mostly desired or attracted

An

By WILL R. HUGHE8
Orpheum — Vaudeville (Nan Hel-

call

posts

My

Temple "Exquisite
Ash presentation.

lating

He

of

Pantheon— "Mile. Modiste."
Palace— "Volga Boatman."

Ridd le.

Bryant

and

Through the realignment of the various departments in
Variety, advertisements will be placed in the departments the subAdvertisements intended for the Picture
ject matter cans for.
Section will be in that section ; Vaudeville advertising in the Vaudeville Department; Legitimate announcements in the Legitimate
Section, etc.

(bur-

Follies"

—"Lure

lesque stock).
Loew's Valentino
Wild."

Following a testimonial dinner
»wen Ed. Rowland, managing diPlayhouse,
Ector of the Hollywood
all Hollywood orby president* of
nirisaUons, a number of screen
in the
Sore subscribed to stock
those who
new legit house. Among
theatre
the
in
shareholders
wjime
Koy Stew^ere William V. Mong.
Joe Rock. Herbert
art. Monte Blue,
Bawlinson, George Pawcett, Russell

Simpson

— "Summer

DEPARTMENTS

OF "VARIETY" IN REALIGNMENT

TOLEDO

Loughborough,

the house, will
Metropolitan
the work for the
work
JJrhislvely and supervise the
MllHon Dollar, which will be

IN

— "Too

located without extra charge.

(film).

Metro-Gold wyn-M^yer
of
Studios in the same town.

ager

The Palmer House (Chicago)
Victorian Orchestra opened a seaJames Bush, local juvenile, who son's engagement at the Kansas
The
Started with the Pasadena Com- City Athletic Club May 1.
munity Players, has been added to club's roof garden will formally
open for the summer May IS.
the Morosco stock.
cently.

New

theatres

being

are

Oklahoma

The
The Sixty Club will hold their last
Heink
tance of the season on May 29.

Griffith Bros.,
City, at Stillwater. Okla.,

Eddie Hitchcock, staging the oneset plays at the Criterion (pictures),
has signed Frederick Warde and
Ruth Helen Davis for a week in
"Restored to the Fold. »»

C.
R. A. Morrow, district P. D.
manager. Is now assistant general
Newat
C.
sales manager for P. L>.

generosity of Schumannwell known, but this
is
month will add new credits to her
name. May 9 she donates her services in concert here, benefit Schumann-Hclnk chapter of the Disabled American Veterans of the
World War. The following Sunday
she sings again for the benelit of a
fund to create a new auditorium
for the Lindsburg, Kansas, chorus,

"The Music Master" will follow
•She Walked in Her Sleep" at the
Morosco.
Otto Lederer will play whose

performances
"Messiah"
have become world kno*.i.

the Warfield role.

opened by

and Pand-

handle, Parapa and Barger, Tex.

York

City.

theatres will be opened by
Guy Clark and Phil Isley at McAlester, Okla., soon.

New

Lorin
Is the Bluebird, management
Farr, and will operate at 10-26 cents
will
feature
musical
admission." The
be the Adolph Brox outfit

PORTLAND, ORE.
By 8AM H. COHEN
Columbia—"Skinner's Dress

—

Suit."

Liberty "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp."
Rivoli— "Beverly of Oraustark."
Majestio— "That Royle Girl."
Blue Mouse— "The Sea Beast."

Psntsgee—Vaudeville.

A new film bus line has been
established between Oklahoma City
and Muskogee, making a round trip
Frank Clark, veteran stage and
towns:
dally and through following
screen actor, Is appearing In picBy ARCHIE J. BALEY
Prague,
Paden,
Shawnee/
McLoud,
houses in this territory.
ture
Closing of the Orpheum here was
Boley, Okemah. Henryetta, Morriunder way immediately.
A new accompanied by special ceremony,
Boynton.
and
son
to
administration building with 40 pri- for the house Is to be torn down
George White's "Scandals" (road)
It
vate offices and other rooms will be make way for a new house.
Hcilig
lour days at the
The Dome theatre, Cyril, OkW, plays 6-8.
started at once. The old offices will stood for 30 years, a legit before
Okla.,
May
Cheyenne,
Liberty,
be turned into dressing quarters for the Orpheum Circuit took it over in and the
have closed.
actors.
1898.
Harry C. Arthur (North American
The following Oklahoma theatres Theatres, Inc.) has gone to CaliAh reported, "La Boheme" will
Presentation of "Tramp, Tramp.
ownership:
changed
but will return to install
fornia
recently
have
follow
"Stella
Dallas" into the Tramp," Harry I^anpdon's first fea- The Gem, Frederic!;. C. D. G reaver, policies
newly-acquired
In
the
Forum.
Negotiations have been ture picture, here, is being boosted sold to Edward J. Kadane; the Bell, houses.
completed by John Goring, manag- by big publicity on the fact that he
GilJ. E. Bell sold to F.
Davidson.
ing direetor.
was born in Council Bluffs, Iowa, lum: Wollam theatre, Walters, J. A.
Another new picture house for

OMAHA

worth of
Improvements on the Fine Arts
studio, space-leasing lot, have been
perfected and construction will go
Plans for about $76,000

ST.

JOHN,

By W.
The

N. B.
MoNULTY
Moncton, N.

Empress,

B.,

picture house, destroyed by fire together with he Capitol, an adjoining picture house. Is being rebuilt
by Torrle ft Winter, proprietors.
They will also rebuild the Capitol
this

summer.

Clarke Sisters' Revue, musical
tab, touring the eastern provinces,
has the three Clarke sisters and
Dick Hulne (comic) as principals.

At the Strand. Sydney, N. S.. the
Anal of a competition to determine
the champion old-time fiddler of
South Cape Breton was held. Previously preliminary contests were
held in picture houses in other
centers of Cape Breton Island, including New Waterford, Glace Bay,
Dominion. The prize was a trip to
Boston and return.

(

Just across the river.

Patterson;

Wallum sold to A. It.
Majestic, Allen. Tom iMley sold to
Lyric, Lybbock, Tex.,
J. Jackson;
McElroy to 11. T. Hodge; Fox theOskar
atre. Higgins, Tex.. Judd to
Korn; Uialto, Claude, Tex., Tate to

SAN FRANCISCO

-Klkl," Norma Talmadge's latent,
The George B. Barrie company, ran at the Strand here for two
which has been presenting "Out- weeks.
ward Bound" on tour through the
mailer towns of California with
The Rlalto (pictures) paid $1,200 John Wise.
moderate success, presented th? to a „0-plece high rchool band from
Piece at the Playhouse in Berkeley Council Bluffs for a week s engageThree Okmulnee, Okla., theatres
recent
by
(Cai.) i as t wee fc an<j drew a surai fee ted
ment as a presentation a\:t.
have been
prisingly large house.
changes in ownership, A. C. Stalcup
The players gave a mediocre
now operates the Orpheum, and
performance,
triving for laughs and neglecting
Barclay Morgan, the Hippodrome.

OKLAHOMA

its

spiritual

contemplated
to

by

report-

were better than average.

Bros,

GLEN PERRINS

Princess

The

here

recently

changed hands and opened as the

Theatre, with G. L. Cloward,
for
formerly district
Metro-Goldwyn Films, this city,

Forum

manager

SYMPATHY

for young
actors (playing rich
society parts on small sal-

manager.

Ralph Clonlngcr
Jory,
aono to California on a
to play the lead
leave
weeks'
two
there ol
in the annual presentation
Victor

$1
LESTER 8HEEHAN

aries)

ALL STYLE8

ROUTINES ARRANGED

GO WHEN YOU PLEASE
-ACTS STAGED

For Rent—Light, Airy Rehearsal Hall
Broadway,

cor. 51tt 8treet,

New York

8U,TEJ?3
"

$1
^

our specialty.

Come and

see the very
clothes we

good-looking

The Odeon (dance hall) closed
week after a successful season
with Don Klrkham's band, it will
be closed all summer.

have in this comfortable
our
enjoy
and
store

basso.
Herbert Gould,
here
"William T. Mitchell, tenor, are
the
by
presentation
for the "Faust"
Lucy Gates Grand Opora A.«>s"mm-

humane

tion, Salt

Luke Theatre. May

6-7

-H.

Mrrifv Sehurnann-IIelnk sinpn her<
June 5 for Qi" henellt of thr Linable'] Anv-rican veterans.

P;ip

Lnl^-'s

novest

dance

hall

scale

Suits,

Chicago

Grace, Poise, Stretching, Acrobatic and Limbering Exercises

COME WHEN YOU LIKE

is

"Kamona."
last

MAYFAIROF DANCING

1658

to

Nova Sco-

SALT LAKE
By

stock, has

$1

semi-professional organization,

ta^e musical revues In
tia, chiefly in Halifax.

;

The

quality.

havo appointed Truly B
Wildman, local branch manager
Now that Henry Duffy has waved The Rltz, Foss, Okla., has been purgood-bye to the Casino and moved chased bv I* K. Scholthauer. Five
musical comedy aggregation in reels of films were destroyed in prof?JJ
Honey Girl"; over to his Alcazar, jection room of the Capitol here re-

** Henry,

Is

A

The Dominoes, has been formed

CITY

By GEORGE NOBLE
outstanding Individual performance
The new Folly theatre, Hollis,
was that Oakley Hubbard as Mrs. Okla.. opens soon.
The Rainbow
Widget. Barton Yarborough as Tom theatre, Sulphur, Okla., has been
1 nor, and
Francis Josef Hlckson, purchased by Mel Brooks. Warner
utterly

Portland

Grauman. according

Sid

Ainsleioh
21w.4C>
NEW YORK
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prices.
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OTHER NEW SONGS
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ANEW SONQ HIT

MElODy FOXTROT
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SOUTHERN BREEZE
WHY I SWEET
By GUSKAHNnnJ TEDFfORlTO

By MORI D/XON-ftA*'HENDERSON

A MOST BEAUTIFUL BALLAD

AN APPEAL/NG BALLAD

HY HEART Will TELLMESO
MSKAHNctnj WALTER BLAUFUSS WROTE THIS TO FOIL OW UP:
"3/OUREYES HAVE TOLD VE SO"

(BUT

I

LOVE YOU)

By COM COARAD, LEW BROWN- SIDNEY CI ARE.

MICK &

NEW YORK, N.Y.
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VARIETY
The Argonne

616

(1629 Columbia Road)

Tlvoll, the current

four wccl.s, making 18
weeks in all that this orchestra has
Crandall picture
rotated
in
the
houses.

Belasco

— Dark.

National— "White Collurs";
"Thank U" (stock).
PoliV Park.
President

next,

— Dark.

Wardman Park— "Weak

Sisters"

(stork, id week).

Keith's —Straight vaudeville (Kutl.
Ch.'ttterton).

—

Earl* Pop vaudeville, pictures
(Danceland).
Strand Loew vaudeville, pictures.
Dark.
Gayety Dark (Columbia).
Mutual— Ruddling Kuties (Mu-

—
—

next, pictures.

tual);

Columbia

Picture*
— "For
Heaven's

(3d week);
dess."

Metropolitan

— "Other

Women's

Husbands" and Gene Austin;

next,

Corinne Oritllth in "Mile. Modiste"'
i'.crnariio de l'are.
next.
Palace "The Runaway";
Richard Dix in "Let's Get Married.'
"The
Rialto- -Fritzl SchefY and
Gilded Butterfly" (planned for two
weeks).

and

—

The Circus Fans of America, an
organization of those liking tho cirare to meet here on May 10,
coming fcom all parts of the counFollowing a banquet at Sam
try.
Steinberger's Arlington Hotel, the
whole crowd will take In the Ringand Bailey Circus,
ling- Barnum
playing here on that date.
cus,

Meyer Davis has put J. W. Wood
charge, of Chevy Chase Lake.
The two dancing pavilions will have
In

tho Peck-Mills orchestra holding
forth In one while a Meyer Davis
unit with Ben Levlne and Ray Kendrick, featured, will preside in the
other.

Pennsylvania^

Waring's
pleted

stay

their

com-

Charles

St.

—

8AM U EL
Sauco"

"Apple

—
—
—
—

Crescent "The Marcus Show."
Strand "For Heaven's Sake."
Loew'a State "Danco Madness."
Liberty "The Song and Dance

—"Made

M:»n."

Tudor

for L*>ve."

—

—

SYRACUSE,
—
—

—

Merville feat i red.
The
band is smaller and there are two
new cigarette sign.8, but otherwise
the act is the same.
The locals
sounded taps for it.
B.

week

"Peacock Feathers."

Crescent

—

—

(film).
After 40 years in the newspaper
they actually lose patrons for he
Opera House
Vaude.. house. Last week's feature, for In- field as editor and publisher of the
"Hearts and Fists" (film).
stance, was "The Sap," with Ken- Brockport "Democrat," P. J. Wilson
Qarrick
"Stolen Sweets" (Mu- neth Harlan. That title is terrible, haa purchased the State theatre,
tual).
Mr. Levy.
And Kenneth Harlan, Owego. He will operate the theatre
Liberty Burlesque stock.
Mr. Levy, might as well be Kenneth personally.
Shubert Rialto— "The Big Pa- Jones or Kenneth Smith as far as

Irish Girl"

Made
la f

In France
Colon: Bed, Yellow. Oreea,
Orange, Gold

TBt IT OUT—FOB ALL USES
Sample

#
"BAD UNA"

Vial, your choice of I
mailed >ou on receipt of.

colors,

The Onry Oeamlae
Ufed

by

exclusively

the

Folltea

Mergers, Casino de Parle, etc., and In
tho U. S. by Zlegfetd Folllee, Music

Box Revue and now
acts,

ville

many vaude-

In

etc

GREAT FOB ADVERTISING SIGNS
WniTB FOR BULK PRICES

—
—
rade."
Missouri — "A
Loew'a

Social Celebrity.*
of Har-

State— "Brown

vard."

Kings and Rivoli— "Red Dice."
Grand Central, West End Lyric
and Capitol— "Mile. Modiste."

Ranch show opens a five-day
stand Wednesday.
Frank Braden,
in advance, has done some heavy
101

paper plastering.

The Dcvereaux Players

THE "RAD1ANA" CORPORATION.
Unite Severe, Wert. Ns* York. N .V.
(Money Order) (Check) for
$3. SO for which pleaie irnd me postpaid, your
41

KhrioMd Hnd

will pay
annual visit Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at the Artists* Guild In

their

a repertory of Ibsen's plays.

Ottr" Trial Sastsls Outfit feu of
"Radians" L««lsout Paints In (Ire different
Including: 3 vials water
thinner, one small mixing cup, one camel *•
ismplrt and Illuminated
hair quill brush,
lMukKT«und. with Instructions, all eomptets.
rvaily for u*e.

Name
Street

The American
season

aft*?r

this

will close for the

week, re -opening

September with "Ben-Hur." "The
Big Parade," current at the Shubert, Is in for an Indefinite run.

In

number

City

State.

V-5-3-28

Dorothea Antel's

|

rAorless
%cspiratioti

ASSORTED FOB

(IS

for

filfts

everybody

tl.M>
popular

at

prices.

Come and make your selections or
write for a booklet.
If you read the "Variety" or other
magazines let me have your subscription.

8mlllngly,

DOROTHEA ANTEL
West
316

ltd

St..

New York

Human

contacts are frequent In
business and eocial life.
Perspiration la constant.
See that
It
I* odorless,
a sprinkling of
Amolln. delightful, antiseptic de-

odorant
powder,
changes the
heavy, disagreeable acid secretions of the pores Into harmless,
odorless salts.
Hastens evaporation.
Uuy Amolln In shaker-top
cans, 80c and 60c. everywhere.'
Mail 4c for Hooklet and Sample
to

31st

.St.,

The Amolla
N'.

Co., 358

West

Y. C.

City

Ritzy
Td

yonr smoko tnste to mtlafy
for "lemtthlsg differtst"—
IMrOHTED
CICAKKTTKS
femoui
uran.'a from all k-uiiM;.*
1( .t<tl
for Hue

Amolin
makes perspiration odorless

clclljrht

yrur

(r.ivirg

-

MADGE KIRBY

i

Importing Co.
Ideal
• 9 O BrocHu'au **r 48SL
S

few >orh^

Widow

of Mnurlre Drown Klrby, publicity
man. kindly roriununlcate with
Mr. I.pvln.Mon. 22 Kn*l 3«th street. New
York, who has something Important and
for your ;ul\ u»;m»>.
Information
from anyone
knowing
Madge Klrhy will be greatly appreciated.
,i

Eyebrows Darkened
Permanently
E-.tl-rowi

end lashea perfected and darkened
affected

not
roloura;
ercami.
pri^plraUitfi,
mill
1*

hUIv.-It

linrrnleiM.

etc.

UMa

;

Kvpprtt

washing.

t>y

at

I

for

wee la.

win

rh»p».

IKI with Irutrurtions. $1.10

Tr,Mtmftit

50c.

Spire's! 26

W. 39th

St.

4

34

W. 48tn

St..

N.V.

showmanship

playing

several

in

What bows!

Those bends
would have done credit to John

Can

FOR RENT

By

—
— "Whiz

Ban*
*

Revue."

Rumors are current that Shea's
Court Street (K-A), closed for the
season Sunday, is to be taken over
as a legitimate house by the Shuberts.

It

is

also stated the Teck.

which previously housed the Shu-

bert attractions, will go into the
presentation of big picture features
Bad business this season for the
latter house, which Is situated well
uptown, and also the flop of bigtime vaudeville this season at the
Court Street, would seem to .nake
credible the report
The Court
Street Is In close proximity with
the new Statler theatre which is
being built for Erlanger.
No confirmation of the report
could be had, despite the fact ihat
the Buffalo "Times" ran the story
as a certainty. The Shea represen.
tatives here stated that no confirmation of the report was in order.
The Shea people are known to be
auxlous to dispose of the Court
street real estate.

The Gayety (Columbia burlesque)
closes Saturday.
House has been
a consistent money getter all season, with Manager Perry's theatre
reporting to be one of the best along
the Columbia circuit.
Variety's exclusive story on the
Shea-Publix controversy on names
versus presentations was widely reprinted in the Buffalo newspapers.

Complete Protection

UR
F

We

Call Far
aad Deliver

Value

STORAGE

Over
$600

1%
* /v

Charge on Furs

$000.\Z%

valued under

Cold Dry Air Vault* poeUlvelr protect against moths; char fee Include
Insurance agamst THEFT and FIRB

FULL VALUE. Your Fare slated
and steamed free of coarse.
Special Prefeaelonal Bates em
at

BeaeodeUlnar and ltopalria*;

DAVE TREPP

President—"My Son" (stock).
Strand "Sea Horses."
Columbia— "Outside the Law."
Liberty— "Mike."
Coloseum "The Song and Dance
Man."
Blue Mouse "The Cave Man."
and Lafell were something of a
"snag."
At first It was "thumbs
The annual Apple Blossom festidown" for the duo, but as the man
submitted neat clowning at the val at Wenatchee, always a statepiano,
the few
that were
in wide attraction, opened April 29.
"warmed" perceptibly. Clayton and
Definite announcement had been
Lennie stood out cameo- like, in a
real vaudeville act, with the locale made that the new Orpheum thea soda shop In Piccadilly. One of atre will be built forthwith. There
the boys does an Englishman, re- has been some delay in adjusting
markable in concept and the nice- title to the ground where the buildties of delineating 3rltlsh humor, ing will be erected, near Times
while the other aids and abets in Square. This is several blocks from
splendid fashion.
The best two- the main theatre center, and likeman act around in a year, and they wise several blocks from the new
were the hit of the show without DeMUle house now being built, as
well as the recently announced Parquestion of doubt.
Harry Kahane is doing something amount theatre.
with the idea he borrowed from
Kajiyama. He has "plushed" it up
for regal scenic effect and is dis-

way.

Bedside Shoppe
Mall your order now for Christmas
cards selected by the "Sunshine Olri M

SEATTLE

the residents of this city are concerned.
That may have been the
reason, Mr. Levy, there were whole
rows of empty seats at the Orpheum
Monday evening of last wek. The
vaudeville could not be blamed.
Fred and Daisy Rial opened, running to the usual In athletic fare.
They bowed off graciously. Green

(Mutual)

—

—

—

Phone Bryant
j

**JJ

EDELMAW
FUR
CO., Inc.Il

135

W.

45th St, N. Y.

C

•

"8»«rl*l
color?

Garden

—

Grand

Cone*

Pillard.

Empire— "That's My Baby," week.
Harvard— "Mike."
Regent— "Memory Lane."
Swan — "Cowboy
and Countess."
—

The Orpheum's pictures have
ST. LOUIS
Helen Dupont, colorologlst, known
come to be a laugh along the Rialto.
By LOU RUEBEL
They are booked in Chicago by In the lecture field, has been booked
American "Naughty Cinderella." Asher Levy, who has absolutely no for 16 weeks over the Pan time as
Empress — "The Unseen Way" idea of what Orleanlans like or dis- "The Mystic Vibra." She recently
(stock).
like.
The theatre has not had a tried out the act here at the CresOrpheum Vaudeville.
film of drawing qualities in months, cent, picture house.
8t. Louis—Vaude..
"The Little and most are so poor in content

SH1NK8 ALL MIGHT

BURTON

—

'

Reg.

1926

—
—

1

several of the leading singers
from these various companies being
booked along with the ensembles to
take care of the solo work.

5,

Majestic
"Scandal,"
McGarrr
7
Negotiations are under way be- Players: "13th Chair" next.
Teck
"Daughter
tween George Crouchor, of the
of
r
sU
316
Crescent, Newark, N. Y., and offi- O'Grady."
Buffalo "Infatuation" (nim)
cials of the Schine Theatrical CorHip— "Beautiful City" (fllm).'
poration, operating the Capitol theLoew'a
"Beverly of Graustark*
atre, by which the Crescent may be
(fllm).
leased to the Capitol.
Lafayette
"Heart
of
Siren*
Sparks Brothers' Circus is billed (film).
Gayety
(Columbia)
Stone and
into Hornell May 28; John Robina

ATLANTIC CITY

of

By SIDNEY

lected.

(Si-enger Players).

May

BUFFALO

eludes Ernest Cossart, Ilka Chase,
Cecil Yapp and others to be se-

Rather drab entertainment at
Loew'a State last week, with the
returns not so large as during the son's at Seneca Falls, June 12; 101
cancy there.
The vaude- Ranch at Oswego, July 21.
preceding fortnight.
ville end contained little color, and
"Weak Sisters'* is being held over the
feature, "The New Klondike,"
Another year will And Rochester
for a second week at Wardman
was not a "rave" by any manner of the center for high-class singing
Park.
means. The act section was paracts for picture houses and vaudeticularly remiss.
"The Two Orphans," scheduled
Francis and Wilson meant very ville, according to Arthur T. Kelly,
ior Poll's the week of the 10th, has
The couple publicity director of the Eastman
little
at the start.
been canceled.
whiled away much time unneces- School of Music and the Eastman
sarily, and when at last realizing theatre. "Dixie Melodies" (reviewed
their fol de rol was gaining little under Presentations) is the first to
response, tried to recoup, but their be sent out with the sanction of
By VINCE
Ja Da the Eastman organization. Because
late efforts were In vain.
A p o o— "Great Temptations"; Trio failed to pick them up. The of the necessity of keeping the pernext, "Judge's Husband."
boys certainly looked vigorous, and sonnel in Rochester it has been conStanley— A Social Celebrity."
the sluggish tempo of their turn sidered inadvisable to send out acts
was in direct contras" to their ap- this year, but this will be taken care
Strand— "Borrowed Finery."
militated of before the year is out, according
fact
which
pearance,
Virginia— "The Road to Glory."
against them. Again, the stufT pro- to Mr. Kelly. Fifteen picture house
Colonial— "Rainbow Riley."
the owners from surrounding towns
ultra-conventional,
was
jected
Capitol— "The Sea Roast."
City Square— "The Golden Strain." composite impression being only of looked over 14 singing acta from
three' boys in naval uniforms, which the Eastman at the Regent, ThursSam II. Harris opens his new pro- hardly makes an act. Beeman and day morning. These acts ar«* not
duction, "We Americans," at the Grace ran along as did the others. available for booking outside of the
Apollo theatre week May 17. Fol- In "one," during the opening min- vicinity, most .of them filling in over
lowed by George Arliss in "Old Eng- utes, they lost considerable. Get- the week ends only. The Eastman
ting into full stage for the skating
lish."
studios are equipped to turn out
found the people in front almost
complete acts, with their own props
frigid.
Negotiations are now under way beCarson and Willard. started well, and directors. William J. Callahan
tween the Stanley Company and the but lost them midway. The old- is handling the booking end.
Shuberts for the booking of several timers emitted many wise cracks at
of their ensemble numbers from their the
beginning, when they were
N. Y.
last season's successes into the pic- really in high, but eventually were
ture houses for presentations. The unable to locate the applause acBy CHESTER B. BAHN
booking would include the big en- celerator. Truly, vaudeville has a
Wieting Frank Wilcox stock in
semble chorus from "The Student psychology all its own.
"Fifty "The Fall Guy."
Savoy "Song Box Revue" and
Prince" and "Princess Fiavia," with Miles from Boston" closed. It's an
a mixed ensemble from "Blossom old act that has been called a lot "Shadow of the Law/
Eckel— "Girl from Montmartre."
Time," and a possibility of the male of things. For quite a few years
ensemble from "Pinafore" after its it was known as "Rubeville," then, week.
8trand
"Vanishing
American."
and
closing. There is also a possibility as now. with Harry B. Wata«

Crandall

the

in

merly assistant manager at the
Metropolitan, was placed in charge
Nelson Smith, forof the Savoy.
merly floor captain of the Metropolitan, was promoted to the va-

1

Sake"

"Tho Blind God-

next,

of LeRoy
to the new
Ahendechoin, for-

Ashley

Colony,

HARDIE MEAKIN

By

By O. M.

run

ing

With the switching
Sherman from the Savoy

Telephone Columbia 4630

NEW ORLEANS

Saturday nij;ht at the
c-npaprment hav-

on

houses

VARIETY BUREAU
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Wednesday,

I1KALTIFUL
nnd
KI.AItORA CE

STAGE SETTINGS
AMELIA GRAIN
PHILADELPHIA

FOR 8ELECT OCCASIONS
KMul.;i lu.l 1830

Absolutely Sellable Service

Barrymore.
Kenton and

much was
wayside
position.

They
Fields,

from

a Good

STEINS

sort.

ABSOLUTE.!.*

ROCHESTER.

N. Y.
SANDER80N

By H. D.
Lyceum— "Big Parade."
Corinthian "Smilea and Kisses"
(Mutual).
Gayety— Dark (Columbia).
Mont-

stock burlesque.

A "pre-Broadway showing" of
Zoo Atkins's newest, "Pardon My
Glove," with Louis Walhelm in tho
lead, will „open the summer ntook
Lyceum week May

17.

Chl'-f

feminino role will go to Rosamond
TMnchot. who alternated with Lady
Diana Manners as tho madonna in
"The Miracle." Philip Mori vale and
Ann Andrews will have the othor

The

supporting

ZS K. Randolph BC

CHICAGO

GUARANTEED

cast

ln-

Holds the Centre of the
Stage

M
Est.

INERS
MAKE UP

Henry C. Miner,

the Hudson Adjoining

Home

of Billie Burke
contingency places ttal*
fine home on market for quick saleLarge house with tower, In center of
other estates on an eminence commanding superb view of Hudson and
hills.
Directly off Broadway. 19 rnllee
from Grand Central; six acres of
finely kept grounds, trees and Bhruobery; winding roadway; outbuilding*,
greenhouse; ample parking space;
two main, floors, large reception, dining and living rooms, four rn*" 1 */
chambers, three baths, vapor n«?au
Tpilm *;
Completely
redecorated.
R. J. KELLKY, second floor. 18 E*»*
Murray
41st Street. New York City.

Unusual

—'Wanderer."

Mutual burlesque closes here with
current week.
No announcement
regarding possibility of summer

leads.

On

MAKEUP,

—

at the

TAYLOR'S
7*7 7th Ave.

NEW YORK

SMALL ESTATE

John Barry clowned his way
Into the affections of the crowd at
the end with foolery of a different
them.

Piccadilly— "Girl
front
martre."
Regent— "New Klondike."
Temple— (K-A), dark.

$50.00
Liberal allowance oa your old traak
Write for New Catalogue

the

In
the
next-to-closing
TheJLt.flop seemed to stun

Eastman

Wardrobe Trunk

whom
by

fell

of

Full Sixe

Professional

Complexion

Harry.

liked

expected,

The Guardian

Taylor's Special

3378.

If III

The
Little johns
New Creation*
For

02
Lit tie-

Rhine-

John

Inc.

I

Remember
Fnmous

ran be
bought only at

titones

THE UTTLEJOHNS
NEW VORK
West 46th 8t.
ANY! HI NO IN KlILNl-^ r '>M»3

254

)

May

Wednesday,

VARIETY

1926

5,

63

HOTELS FOR SHOW PEOPLE
ROOM WITH BATH,

SINGLE

HOTEL HUDSON
t 8 and Up 8ingl«
$12 and Up DeubU
Hor and Cold Water and
Talepbooa to Bacb Room.

DMT A NT

rhoact

LEONARD

HOTEL FULTON
Nt« »ork)
UMrt

mt

Up Sinflle
and Up Double

8 and
t14

WE8T

46th

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

Newly renovated and decorated

M

MBA. L LEVEY

1

THE DUPLEX
HoaMkeeP tn * Furnished Apartmenta
tit Wee* 4Srd Street, New York
Longacra 7112
Three and four rooms with bath, com-

Tlmee Square.

Botel service.

New

1

TO TUB
ritOFKSMON

8PKCIAI. RATKS
The Most Mo'lern

PA.

NORMANDIE HOTEL
38th

for Mall to

fit.

New York

and Broadway,

(N.

$1.50
92.50

In

Our Expense

at

BE ADVERTISED
ONE ISSUE ONLY

HOTEL DEAUVILLE
66 West 46th Street

Addams Jack

LaPan Frank

Araand Peter

Manton Kevltt

Baker Bert
Baker Evelyn
Beard Billy
Bell Jack C

Marconi Brothers
Marlines Gloria
Mason Sidney
Uattlson Lee
McGoldrlck Gladys
McGlnty Joseph J
Mealy Big

Marie
Boers Henry
Bowman Harold
Breanan Harry
Barman Harry
Billlnrt

Irma

Nolln Charley

Crafts

A Shean
Barbara B'ke

Island Wells Casino Co.,
Beach, has purchased the
and Red Lion Inn
Playhouse
Bayes

The

Samuels Maurice
Savoy Paul
Rcollsh Frank
Slgman Robert
Simpson Fanny
Smith Charlea H
Smith Daisy A P
Smith Samuel D

Mary

James
Johnny

Therman Constance
Hslsey Beth

C

Harkinson John

Tishman I
Thorno Edna

Janet Miss

Ward

As a special feature at the Strand
week the Herlihy Festival previous
the

this

Dancers

Allen

Wellington Frank
A P
CHICAGO OFFICE

Violet

Geo

Bornoff

"Blue Danube"
Your Hurry."

J s'phlne

11

Chabo Nona
Cook Howurd

Mohammed H B

Djera Llliane
Davis Q#»o K

Newman

J>uval

Original Nifty t

Mellns Frank

a Simons

Delgarlno
Delflno

Baba

A L

Ossmans The

Grace

A Burke
Pymm F A P

PetrofI

douards

Emlla;

Pooley Harry
Pasquall Bros
Pierce A Potter

lorlta Ted
Slfford

W

W

v

Rothchlld Irving

Bart U.ie

c
Ha«lnga Ed

Rash Eddie
Russell A Burke

Hammond

Bbepard Sidney
Sanger Harry

Hoy Etai Look
Al

«oran A Stanley
"nllbert Gene

Suizettc Mile

««rti Lillian

Stclnbarh Bruno

Sherman Dan
Stanley Chas

Jackaon Evelyn
Jones

Billy

Lorraine

W

Savoy Paul

^anre Howard
Lawrence Alice
**<ler Mario

MONTREAL

Lyman Abe

Wynne Ray

Am

— "What

Palace

Happened

to

CLEVELAND,

Montreal's newest amateur dra
matic society, the St. James PlayTucs
ers, made its first production
day night with "Rosalind."
contest
An international
will be held at Ottawa, Ontario,
amato
open
the last week of May
teur fiddlers from Canada and the
contestants
All
States.
United
must be at least 60 years old. Ihe
Auditorium, seating 7,000, has been
leased by Louis H. Tasse, Ottawa, for the contest.
fiddlers'

A quartet of singers from the
Metropolitan Opera, including Florence Easton, Jeanne Gordon, Kdward Johnson and Kdmund Burke,
appear at the Rotary Club's concert at the Forum,
Pelletler, conductor

1!;

and

pianist.

BALTIMORE
By

BRAWBROOK
will stai-'o a
Hobart
to

Gustav Klemm, conductor

:

Cl0ddeS8
tim— "Cohens B]lnd
and Kellys."

Wilfrid

May

concert
Smock at the Lyric on May L'O.
Smock has been prominent In the
music field here for many years.
At one time he was on the stoge in
"The Prince of Pilsen."

HAL CRAM

»

of Ra-

Twi-

dio Station WBAL's Sunday
with
light Orchestra, has arranged
Witmnrk for the publication of his
Time."
spiritual, "I Feel That My
by
spiritual
This is the third

Klemm

taken by that house.

J«nerion--"Some Baby" (stock).
Portland— "Red Kimono,"

Identity of "LefflngweTl Pratt"
mvsterloiis dramatic critic of the

Work has

gumshoers

The

"Observe
atarted

to the general let-out on
that paper, was previously regarded
Soon after
us a Pratt possibility.
the retirement of Miss Rawls from
and
married
the Hearst paper, she
The following Saturleft the city.
missing
was
day the Pratt column
from the weekly 'Observer." Miss
Rawls that was is still honeymooning and the Prntt column Is
Last Saturday the "Obstill out.
server" referred to the "Illness" of
"Lclnngwell Pratt."

Jones."

testimonial

Strand
"Let's
Married"
Get
JHerlihy
(1st
Festival
Dancers)
naif; -That's
My Baby*' (2d half).
"Hogan's
Vaudcvl,le
~~
"

Alley
Ernpj Pe_.. The

—

Baltimore musicians

White Anita
Wallace Frank
WcKt RcsaHe
Walton J A J

PORTLAND, ME.
By

Full,

the Dumbell.
"Memory
Vaudeville,
Imperial
Lane."
Herat Vaudev ille.
Francais— Vaudeville, pictures.

Wright Geo M
Whito Tl Plerro

L»nch Frank
Loe Jane & Katb
l« Roy Dot

—

Princess— The Gorilla."
His Majesty's— Three Bags

Walters Ralph

r eB(r y

"What's

Strand— 'The Dixie Merchant.

Morette Sis
Miller

Ballet, also

Capitol— "Kiki."

Locke Dick

A

presenting

are

(12)

—

Vlrgle

Waters Thomas

Lamb

132 West 47th

Edna Rawls, music and
last week.
movie critic. Hearst's "American,"

Sully Grace

Oalllvan

PER WEEK
WITH BATH $14

at Kennebunkport.

Smyth L
Qilroy

HOTEL
PORTLAND

$11

Wells

Dawson Marlck
Drew Marlon
DatAle Agnes

transforming

r," is still

undetermined, but

uncovered

new

clues

We

St., N. Y.

Single by day

CITT

By

O.

Ohio— "Desire Under

Elms''

the

(3d week).

Palace— Vaudeville.
Hanna— "The llig Parade."

Keith's E. 105th St.— Vaudeville;

Kit*

Robinson's
and Lulu.

Serenaders

—

,

Olga Petrova, in
Loew'a Allen
presentation, and "Old Loves for

New

"

3 (\

w cok

Loew's Park and Mall— "Partners
Again."
Loew's Cameo
Sake" (5th week).
Circle
Girls Co

— "For

— Pan tapes

Heaven

s

'Why

vaudc;

Rack Home."

"For Heaven's Sake" (Harold
Lloyd) Is having longest run of any
movie here this year. At Lo«*w's

Cameo

the film

is

in

its fifth

week.

The second annual show of the
was
Club
Magicians'
Cleveland
given here this week.

The

Auditorium.

Masorii'.'

in

M

•>'
•

The

Mike Speclale and recording muwho came here hujft March

sicians,
to the

nnmhoo Gardens,

New York June
Emerson

Gill

1

for the

return to

summer

and orchestra replace

the prof*»t*lo»

and op per week
Phone Col. 4847

IUU«a

912. .10

<

permanently with the company. The
to Petrol* and then into
nn indefinite- stay at
the Chi< ago for
In the Hiiiina terminate. 1 with
Studehnker.
The the
Thurston.
performance of
playhouse, inaugurating Its summer policy, ha* "The Pit? Parade"
Thurston's final performat $2.
ance in the Hanna likewise was his
By JACK A. SIMONS
final one for thu season.
Student
Alvin — "The
Shubert
for road shov.

show went

>

PITTSBURGH

Prince" (3d week).
'The Pig Parade"
Shubert- Pitt
(8t'n week).
Davis —Vaudeville.
Academy -"Her C-an«" (Mutual).
Harris - Vaudeville.

MINNEAPOLIS
— "Rain"
— "Applesauce"

Metropolitan
Eagel.s).

Shubert

—

bridge Players).
Palace "A Pair of
Call-Prldge Players).

Gayety

—

"Spring

Mont Co.).
Henncpin-Orpheum

(Jeanne
(Baln-

Sheridan Square — Vaud'-ville.
Loew's Aldine— "The Uanier."

(Mc-

Sixes"

8trte

Saturday

|

The Untamed

he greater part of the summer season for amateur productions.
•

Pr

he;,

*

•-•

;'o<

.Vllpp'O

gi ve

to

it

•

i

tin-

idre

i

t

<r<

<>u

l

a- Cry."

R. TV«krr hafl been enh'j-ineys rvn.'.ger for Chahis grnnd opera company,
- t^-coast
Ahif-h wll' make a. co
rour in '"J he P.arber of Seville."

cageft

'j

i

-

(

i

r

y

»

i

n

m

and

•

e,ut

ser;t

pic'ure, "Tiie

Charlea

>\

Iie

thousand.-, of l-attrs
a'!d-ev M va-iour-arid had lecturer
sp'-ak ov« r the
org:; rn/st lorn find

afls.

i?e;t

!

a big a lvei»iyen
"Th' Wild
as a
I'.l.-ir.
o" V-irk
Willi
ran 1-irge di^fiav
ll>
star.

In!.:

i;

-l

i

t.

i:aii)pa i;-n

rue«L

rs

fanous
Warners'
Kin Tin-Tin.
appearing this
aefi.r,
dog s. r<
week at tae .^a.e Tr.-atr^ In cone< h.,n
with ti;e sn. wimr of his

"lli'nz"

P.alnbrMgo in its editorial cdumns
for putting on an Ibsen ye., son. and
f

the Nixon parking:
p'-rfjrm-

for every

anuo of the San Carlo Grand Opera
Co. The Nixon h is bc< n leased for

l>ady."

The "Trilu.ne" commended

ni>;ht,

"olldly

In

ti.eni

Lyric- "Mi^s P.rcwster's Mllllonp."
Astorl-"Tony Huns Wild."

iire-e<l

Modiste."

The Runaway."

Poth the N'lxon and Gayety theatres closed t!:eir regular seasons last

Garrick- "His People."
Strand "The Greater Clorv."

proper

.Night Cry."

.Mile.

-- Vaudrvillo-

tures.

'

"The

Olympic

Pantages Vaudev ille -pictures.
Seventh Street- - Vaudeville- picState —

-

Grand—

(Jack

Follies"

pict urrs.

band of Al Koran Ing
Cleveland appears In con-

concert, direction of R. 1>
Gilllland. occurs just before departure for the Shrino convention
in Philadelphia.
30.

N|HM*lal rafew to

Pantnges) InauguCircle
rates a n*»w policy thin week, here
after starting the now show Sun
days instead of Saturdays.

The

62-plece

Shrine of
cert

Broadway at 62d SL,
New York City
Apartment!, full liot«-l
day and nlglit

Cor.

Boom

1-2

Speclalc returns In

I.a

Loew'a Stillman— "Stella Dallas'

(

W.

.

Reade's Hippodrome— Vaudeville;

lies,"

Capitol Apartments
N.

"Red Dice."

-Red Dice."
Loew'a 8tate— Vaudeville; "The
Dancer of Pi-ris."
Empire— Frank Cummlngs' "Pol-

8top at the

8pecial Spring and Summer
Rates to the Profession

The winter season

GREGG

C. S.

Special Weekly Rate*
AN ADDRES8 YOU CAN BE
PROUD OF

Single RoomM from $1.50
Doable from $2.50

Spec la le here.
September.

from $3*00

Double by day from $3.50

N. Y.

St.,

CITY

Your headliner friends atop
here; you should, too.
cater to the profession
and would be pleased to accommodate you.
First class in every particular,
but it costs little to atop here:

RoomM from $1.50
Double from $2.50

Modern Improvements

All

at 44th Street

NEW YORK

Single

Convenient to All Transportation

Ranch Eddie
Riley Joe
Robosnn Erba
Rose Dottle

Porman Edgar

Col. 1000

(Jnst East of B'way)

NEW YORK

old Gaiety theatre (Congress
street) into a picture house.

Dal too J B
Darling Mrs A
Davis Melodee

Porreat

St.

th©

Rlnaldo Joe

Bmmett Katie

— Phone

Broadway

HOTEL ELK

Now

Slrd

Ray Dave

129 West 46th

1

Baninier Ratea la Effect

Morrison 9
Mortensen Mort

Under new mangament

and t room Furnlahed
Apartmenta

Claaa

Clarfoge

REMINGTON

—

SI 4 to 9*5 weekly

Phono Bryant 5153-4-5
Higfc

—

—

HOTEL

<Formerly Relsenwebers)
087 Eighth Avenue, N. V. City
Just One Block From Central Park
Newly renovated all rooms with prl
rate baths full hotel service one and

—
suites.

K.

NEW YORK
—

8:>30

Hotel

65th Street
Cor. B'wny)

center of transportation newl>
decorutcd all modern convenience*
the

HOTEL ALPINE
two room

Just East of Sixth Avenue

Mooney J A

Cogley Nick
Cowles Marie

Carry

New York

YOIIH

Rates: $12.00 and up per week

VARIETY, address Mall Clerk.
ADVERTISING or
POSTCARDS,
CBtCCLAR LETTERS WILL NOT

LETTERS ADVERTISED IN

CII1CRER1NU

Msr.)

W.

59

DOUBLE BOOMS
Wire Reservations

NEW

St..

(HRN

SINGLE ROOMS

Eighth Ave. <49th St)

2-3 Rooms, Bath and Kitchenette
Accommodate 3-5 Persona
Complete Hotel Service
Professional Rates

'

SIDNEY
HOTEL
DWOUETT.

HOTEL ANTHRACITE

Full Hotel Service

800

Grencort Hotel
7th Ave. and 60th

CARBONDALE,

Tu-<> |(<>om

>

CP

Rooms, $10 weekly
Double Rooms, $12 weekly

nrd

On*j

Apartments with Private Hatb
and All Nlgl»t Service

CLEAN AND AIBY

815.00

RUANO APARTMENTS

—CleanlincHn— Comfort

Court**}'

CITY
NEW YORKrontcsiescc
oi

SPECIAL RATES TO
'PROFESSION!

LETTERS

CHARLES TENENBAUM

Hildona Court. 341 West 45th 8t.. New York
Apartments can be teen evenings
Office tn each building

I' p.

APARTMENTS

Single

York.

communications u

BCONEIDElt Prep

P.

the profession.

rooms and bath.
West 424 St..

all

Principal office

FURNISHED

STEAM BEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

223-232

When Sending

Address

Private Math. 3-4 Moaaia. Catena* to the comfort and

MURRAY APARTMENTS
at

GEO.

323-325 West 43rd Street

CP WEEKLY

MONTHLY

Phones: Chlckerlnc 3100-3161

10144 0800

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING

Modern In every particuaccommodate four or more

—

WEEK

$18.00 UP
LY $70.00 UP
The largest maintainor of housekeeping furnished apartmenta
directly under the supervision of the owner
Located in the center of
the theatrical district
All fireproof buildinga.

Oav Block Went af Broadway

THE BERTHA

alcte kitchen.

$12.00

LONGACBB

Phone I

3660 Longacre.

Each apartment with private bath,

1-2-3-4-room apartments.
phone, kitchen, kitchenette

Msr.

Fa ml ah ed Apartments, $S

West 48th Street
3S3o Longacre

812

341-347 West 46th Street.

MBS. RAMSE1

NOW DNDEB NEW MANAGEMENT
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

Prop.

Strictly ProfeNiiloBal.

Will
** ,,U

HICKS, Managing Director

HILDONA COURT

private shower
$16.00 and up weekly.

Bat ween 46th and «7tb 8tr*«t»
Oae, Two. Three. Pomr and Five- Boom

lar

$28

HENRI COURT

Street
$CiO Circle
SI st

and

3

THE ADELAIDE

.

West

S66

4 room burnished apartments;
1. 2,
baths; with and without kitchenette, also maid service

8TREET

CITY

il
fhaa*: Laakawaana
Opposite N. V. a.

350
1RVINGTON HALL

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

fbowtr Bath*. Hot and Cold
Water and Telaptatme.
Electric fan la ••eh room.
284.268

at

*

1tX»-t«

241-247 West 43d Street
<1b th#

Twin Beds

Chicago

WE8T 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

102

PER DAY

$3.00

LORRAINE and GRANT HOTELS
HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
YANDIS COURT

NEWLY DECORATED

ALL

AND

$2.00, $2.50

Double rooms for 2 persons, $21.00 per week

-

follows "The Wild
Witii "He.ida Cnb'.er."
ra'Mo

II.

Shea.

T>orett-i

l«»cai

university

,,

'

,

'

nd

'

wlien Miss Jc-nninirs look

ill,

F

Pohrti-. !•.< al '-om poser.
I'M.i.idelphi.i last
at

lionored

we< k In the final session of the
three-day convention of the PennMusical
of
Fedrratlon
svlvania

girl.

'<^'\ r-.-r f-n h' r rr.T-h. "Por.n-ylvanis." was selected tm the ottlcial
remains song of the organization.

P.'iline .Irnnlntrs wiri
T'ne .\rabian"
W'.ilker \\hiies:fle in

wh-> r<i

Mrs. F.
wa^»

l)\i<

;

j<
1

VARIETY

Wednesday, If aj

5, lftgft

randolph
/one

st&fe igog

CTION

9f

ICA)

Chicago.
"Producers of the worlds greatest orchestras ^entertainment!'!
IJL

r

TIMES SQUARE

AMUSEMENTS

Wwkly at 114 West 46th St., New York. N. T., by Variety. Inc. Annual ubecrlptlon }7. Sin K le copies 10 oenta.
Entered ai econd clan matter December II, im. at tke Put Office at New York. N. Y., under the act of March J, 1179.
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THEATRES

PICTURES

ROSE" STH YEAR;

"ABIE'S IRISH

E

.5.

EVERY RUN RECORD TAKEN
4th

CHINESE RESTAURANT ON B WAY

DOING

—

3%

——

Include !

Remaining

1

*.

Legit, Straight Vaudeville

week Anne Nichols'
world's champion comedy enters a
fifth year on Broadway at the Ilc-

FALL

day of next

"Abie"

pnbltc.

technically in the

is

DOWN

and Burlesque

Gratis Entertainers Expecting

Glory Get Little of

(Continued on page 38)

It-

TWIN OAKS FLOP

Houses in
Country Charging Above
Lit85c. Top Admission

—
Building Nowadays
Anything but Films—All

to

tle

Receivership—48
"Founders" Lost $3,500

aret

in

With "too many bosses," a comfrom the performers and musicians at
the Twin
Oaks restaurant, in the basement
tt 1610 Broadway, New York, cornering 48th street, the place has
tun into business difficulties and is
la receivership.
It suspended sudfjon complaint

Breach Action

NON-EQUITY CAST FOR

in

The room was founded by 48
from

Ports,

including

II.

Jacob Ruppert, one of
^a<in»r people,

Zelcer

the

and others.

who runs

Inre-

H. Frazee. Col.

Broadcasting officials
Insistent calls for burlesque theatres.
by this turn.
In the estimate of 20.000 theatres
public response to the acts, to "let
Included 17,000 houses admitthem know how they pleased" Is are
for pictures, 2,500 playing a
propaganda to stimulate and main- tedly
combination entertainment policy in
tain interest from the free talent,
(Continued on page 14)
that has but tho glory as a reward.

the

Ward
A.

DeWolf Hopper's Debut;
Radio Paying Him

P:tris,

May

convention

the increase in
to
stallation of cooling
regular film houses

in-

building,

the
plants
and the pass-

7.

primed
of

is beorganized in Paris, Kept. 273, by the
International Institute of Intellectual
Co-operation,
under the auspices of the League of

Jn*

Oct

then be the world's longest
will
hoard w." Ik.
There has been a decided increase
for walk space, with the majority
running to something in the eats or
soft drink line.

Marion Davies* "Miracle
Los Angeles, May

A
for

few are

warm

getting
weather, hut
still

proximity to the bigger houses
with the "cooler than the street"
slogans and tied -up 111m services
are exported to eventually eliminate
them.

N'un.

Elephants by Express

national

°°n

as published.
of pictures in education
w »l be an Important
item to be
tua.ed by the Congress. l,wt all snbj^ts pertaining to the industry will
SCUS SO(1 by various committers
10 u
be formed later.

Tne

'

Monmouth,

111..

May

11.

western Illinois itinerary.
The animals are reputed to have

on

Its

$G.O0O: e X ;ne.ss
cost
$000 and $1,000.

bill

bctv.

.

-

n

ranks

around the box
H*>

was

afternoon,

office.

inside

when

the
a

other

woman

walked up, saying, "I want
two. How much ?"
'With the bootlegger answering

:

••$."»5

a

oas*?."

"The French Model" running for
a single performance at the Cort,
New York, last season is to be revived and spotted at the Frolic, New
York, after a preliminary week at
the Metropolis, Bronx, May 17. The
cast will be 100 per cent non-Equity,
making the first non-Equity musical
coming into Broadway sines th«
actor-managers strike six years ago.
Alc*na.ndra Baccarl, author-sponsor of the piece has rounded up a
(Continued on page 51)

IN $1,000 CONTRACTED

SALARY UP TO
Miss Sutherland of
Washington,
It Is

Bucky

W.

Vsu

May

11.

well authenticated here that

(Stanley)

Harris,

manager

of the champion Washington basehall team, is to wed the daughw r
of former U. H. Senator Sutherland
of West Virginia.

Musical "3

bootlegger hacking one of

Uroadway shows Is pickmost of his knowledge
show business hanging

ing Off

$5,1

Bucky Harris Marrying

Absent-Minded 'Legger
ing up
of the

45 People—PayWeekly with Certified Checks

Revival with

the radio.

Senator Sutherland in the prosent
Alien I'roperty Custodian.

the-

RobNns IIi-os. circus oIlleiulH wore
out several pencils In the American
Express company nihYe here trying
couple
to figure transportation f<>r a
shipped
elephants,
untrained
of
from New Orleans to Join the show

Joins the

commercial radio advertisers as a paid artist via WEAF
with the Kveready Carbon Co.'s
weekly program, starting May 18.
This marks Hopper's debut on
the

of

11.

goes into production she will play
the role created on the stage by
I^ady Diana Manners, that of the

A

•Nations.

Fred CorneliHsen, Institut Interde Co-operation Intellocjuollede la Socicte des
Nations, 2
** u « de
Montpensier, Taris, is the
Organising secretary, who will on
application mail printed details as

ft

Marlon JJavies wants it known
Not many summers ago one could
Mirfind an outdoor picture show on al- that she ha* purchased "The
most every coiner in the residential acle" for pictures and that when It
districts.

moving picture industry

Is

In

of many "airdomes" through
other interests acquiring the sites.

PICTURE CONGRESS
International

The outdoor picture places in
and around New ^ork will not be
numerous this summer. It's due

ing

LEAGUE OF NATIONS

An

Several Good Reasons

Air.

DeWolf Hopper

under
way to extend the board walk to
Manhattan Beach. Coney claims it

Coney Island work

At

White Horse

Tavern on 45th street, opposite the
Piccadilly- Rendezvous
where the
White Horse people were formerly
•JBMated, was also chief executivo
(Continued on page 62)

the

Longest Boardwalk

Airdomes About Through;

TRENCH MODE' SHOW

THEATRES

denly last week.
vestors with $2,500 each,

charge.

Vaguely, the American cabaret
and restaurant men, particularly in
York, have been decrying the
(Continued on page 29)

Are

Dubious About Future
Raging Picture Craze

radio

Chinese restaurant on Broadway doing $100,000 gross business
monthly, with 5Gc. lunch, $1.50 dinner and cabaret, without couvert

for Comedian Served in Bed at New
Home in $150,000 Contract

20,000

B'way's Elaborate Cellar Cab-

LYING ON HIS CHEST

W. C. Fields, the comedian, now
entertainers
making pictures for Famous Playhas dropped off 76 per cent these
balmy days, with the result the
ers-Lasky Corp., woke up the other
gratia performer is somewhat dls
morning at his Bayslda, L. I., home
appointed.
and found a summons in a $1(0.000
Some looked upon It as a serious
Of tha estimated 20,000 theatres suit pinned on his chest like a Illy,
indication of their fall from public
in this country 97 per cent are degrace as popular entertainers, but
as a final and, this time, successful
voted
to pictures to a greater or
when the general apathy toward
O'Brien, Malevlnsky *
remaining
3 per effort by
The
extent.
minor
writing the entertainers became
divorced from the Driscoll, Charles Walton's lawyers,
known it was dismissed as natural cent, are wholly
lethe
comprise
latter
The
films.
(Continued on page 58)
spring laziness.
and
are phased gitimate, straight vaudeville
Fan mail

Di

FOUND SUMMONS

100 FIELDS
This

Theatrical Managers

Spring Laziness

OVER $160,000 SUNK

—Not

Picture

75°,

—
—

on Chinese Operation Many Failed American-Managed Restaurants in New York Turned
Into Winners by Chinamen Low Food Cost

Insight

F

—

RADIO FAN LETTERS

WEEKLY TRADE

$25,000

n

Year Ends May 22 No Prediction Possible at
End of Unprecedented Consecutive Engagement
9
on Broadway "Abie's Children' as Sequel

"Abto'ft Irish Rose," with every
record for non -musical plays
te bar cap, establishes a new mark
IS theatrical history when Satur-

PAGES

64

Weeks"

Elinor Glyn's "Three

Weeks"

will

be converted Into an operetta with
ncore by Rudolf Frlml and produced
The
In San Francisco in August.
librettl.it and lyricist have not been
decided upon.
Tho production will be financed
by a f'nllfornia wyndicatn with lt"'cs
M »Mey in charge. The company
will

he a-

taken to

-'

fiihled

Crilif'.rnla

New Y<.rk and
for rehear -a'.y.

in

Los Angeles, May 11.
four-year agreement was mada
between Jean Hersholt and Universal, after ths character actor
threatened to break his contract
HerMholt complained he had to battle to get the right stories and recognition and that he wan getting
$1,000 a week from Universal who
were farming him out for as high

A

as $3,500.
By tho terms of the new agree$3,000
get
will
UerHholt
ment,
weekly for the first year, $3.5u0
sliding;
on
a
and
during the next
hc.iIo up to $5,000 for »even days.

I
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VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE C
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8 St Martin's Place, Trafalgar Squar*

CABLE ADDRESS, VARIETY, LONDON

1

2096-3199 Regan*

By
14.

All managements reported great
business during the Easter season,
which lasted about two weeks. The
city Is now gett'ng back to normal
since the departure of country folk,
who, owing to a splendid harvest,

•"White Cargo" is still doing business at the Royal. The show has
Leon
broken box-office records.

Gordon

Is the star.

Bramley and company,
Nellie
playinr; a musical version of ''Uncle
Tom's Cabin at the Grand O. H.,
'

are doing nicely.
TYirth's Circus is here and doing
very good business. The show is
about the same as last year.

"The Iron Horse" is still at the
Prince Kdward.
Special morning
matinees had to be given.

theatre.

of the Opera" is
featured at the Crystal Palace

first.

city.

The "Holy, Holy" Dope

of $26,000 was deposited
In Leslie's name at the express of-

Really, you would believe It was as holy as Morris Gest and
The.
Miracle." You know. Lady Diana and all that sort of thing.
"Dr. Tahra Bey Is a delegate of the Chavk of the East Psychic Union •
said Abrahams. "The seance is being given In the Interests of science
and is not a profit-making enterprise."
"No money Is being or can be made out of this demonstration," said
Archie "Selwyn. "It Is purely an experiment in which Mr. Selwyn is
Interested, and In which Rahman Bey Is glad to conduct because he has
been sent to Europe by an Egyptian Psychic Society to propagate their
amazing philosophy religion one might almost say—of the power of
the will, or the soul working in concert with certain psychic forces, completely to subjugate the body and the accepted laws of nature."
The truth is, of course, that money or not, soul or not, it is about as
commercial as Houdlnl. Archie does not believe in all this soul stuff.

A sum

That money covers transporthe company's
$6,000 and two

fice.

tation both ways,
faros being about

weeks' salaries.
The Paris booking of Miss Mills
and the colored revue was made by
William Morris. The engagement Is
for four weeks, with an extension
optional.
It will

Miss Mills' debut In
France.
She appeared in London
two years ago and the "Blackbirds"
may play there following the Paris
engagement.
be

Deaths Abroad

"No, No, Nanette" is playing to
absolute' capacity at the St. James

singer (Sarah

Mms

Darmaine, French vaudeville

Paul Moncousin, French playwright.
Eugene Bourtfeau, 7$, organist
very good bill at the Tivoll
Is doing capacity.
Bob Albright is and professor at Paris conservatoire
ploying a return season and got of music, died at Levallols-Perret.
across;
Niobe, making first apFlorence Este, 6$, American landpearance, created great Interest
scape painter, died suddenly in
with her feats under water; Gautler's
Bricklayers, dog act, very Paris, April 26.
good; June Mills and Will Innes
passed;
Reeder and Armstrong,
PARIS POPULATION
piano act, hit; Fluvio, balancing,
Paris, May 2.
nice.
Great Interest was created in
The population of this city, acthe first appearance on the stage
of the champion woodchoppers of cording to the latest census; Is
2,838.416, a decrease of over 25.000
Australia. Act Is a novelty.
compared with the census of 1921.
This is accounted for by the
Good business is being done at
Fuller's with the Jim Gerald n vue number of people settling in the
and Veterans of Variety, a company suburbs,
the
foregoing
figures
•f old time English stars.
counting only those within the walls
of the city.
The most Important opening" of
the month was "Polly With A Past,"
Renee Kelly featured. Scored hit
Bell, Four Karteys, Dollle and Blldue to personality of the star. lle,
Franksy, Bruce Green, Katrlna
Splendid compay in support Includand
Joan.
ing Tony Holies, George Barruad,
Paul Plunkett and Dorothy Fane.
Playing the Bijou are Irvlngs
Willlamson-Talt have given piece Midgets, Grace
and Keats, Romano
a new mounting.
Brothers, Four Kcllys, Murfaync,

Huntings and Barclay.

"Mercenary Mary" has opened at
the Princefls (Fuller- Ward management). Although not in the same
class as "Nanette," the critics spoke
well of it. Cast Includes Mai Bacon,
Jock Morrison, Flo Hunter, Tony
O'Brien, Eddie Jaye, Phil Phillips,
and Kdith and Dick Barstow. Produced by Eddie Jaye and Harry
Ball.

lass,

Fakirs Fake, Rivalry

Direction

EDWARD

Selwyn offered Abrahams the first £1,000 of the gate, and when Abrahams would not accept, the two fakirs faked in rivalry.
The R. S. P. C. A., hearing that rabbits were going to be done things
KELLER. to, stepped in, and that part of it was soon stopped, Then Lord Chamberlain acted. That was the end of the bunk.

was bom

3.

in

I

—Lawsuit

Cancellation

don't think it could go In New York.
religious societies should send a couple of negroes to Europe to

Why

through their cheeks

stick hatpins

— well,

ask Archie Selwyn.

London, May 11.
Whiteman Sighs for the Prince
"Whispering* Smith may have
invited lawsuits through failing to
Paul Whiteman is not so happy in London, this time. He misses the
open Monday at the Coliseum Prince of Wales, who is in Biarritz. Besides, the Kit- Cat Club has not
JncU Henschel, the provided enough stage room for his band. In the Grafton Galleries, last
(vaudeville).
agent, who booked Smith, may sue; trip, he ^as "King Paul." Now, after carting a band of 30 around the
ai*o the Stoll office**, operating the meagre hotel accomodation of the English provinces, Paul does not like
theatre.
the arrangements at the Tlvoli, where he shows twice a day, or the
Henschel has an agreement from arrangements at the Kit- Cat, where he plays from 11 p. m. "until unhave
to
who
claims
one Kemp,
conscious."
booked Smith in America, authorizBesides, the prospect of appearing on the same bill as "The Big
ing Henschel to play him hwra.
Parade," which will probably be attacked because It really shows how
Smith repudiates the agreement, America did win the war, after all, In spite of what the Czecho - Slovak*
saying he holds an exclusive play- inns say, does not look pleasing.
ing contract with Prince's restauToul is the nicest fat man I know, and the fattest nice man I know.
rant.
But the craze for Jazz is dying in England; not even Paul's) unusual
Smith admits be is due to appear gifts, personal popularity, charm of manner and blgboylehness have reat the Victoria Palace week of peated the sensation of his last trip.
May 24.
The Prince of Wales, who recently rescued another huntsman in
Biarritz, when the other fellow fell off a horse, for a change, la said
Ordinary to be hurrying home, to hold Paul's hand.
'Bigamist'
"I shall never bring a band back to England," Paul tells me.
Paris, May 11.
You wait till the Prince comes home. He will change his tune, then.
•Le Bigame" ("The Bigamist")
had a poor debut at. the Potlnlere
I
Kiss Both the 8huberts
after havlr.fr been intended for the
I do want to remove from your minds any suggestion that I have
Maison de l'Oeuvre, Jean Blanchon
Shuberts. I state this deliberately, because R.
Is the author, presented by Jean any feeling against the
The latter is reported H. Gillespie, and other Englishmen who have returned, say that Lea
Chariot.

New;

Notes
quitting the Potlnlere next month does not like me any more.
Another reason is that I have received a letter from an American,
Fuller, son of Sir Ben for a more siaeable edifice.
has married one of Sydney's
A slender plot concerns a bachelor whom I do not know, saying that. If I went to New York, I should be
society girls. The couple have gone
having 'two mistresses and alter- billed as "the biggest headllner ever known at the Palace" "The Man
to Europe for their honeymoon.
nately preferring the absent woman. Who Beat Jake Shubert," Is his idea of my bill-matter.
I merely told, with the utmost
I have tried to do nothing of the kind.
Although the script Is an IndifHarry Green, American comedian,
has made a very decided success ferent writing it la well played by restraint, about certain mistakes they mado at His Majesty's theatre.
Mme. Corciade and I did not tell them all, refraining from hurting the Shuberts more than
with "Give and Take," now play- Bebucourt,
ing the Palace.
was necessary.
Willlamson-Talt Jeannlne Merrey.
figure to use Green In other proWho on earth would hurt poor little Jake Shubert? He looks such a
ductions.
nice kind little fellow.

Toung Ben

Fuller,

—

Americans Abroad

Tote dal Monte will begin her
Australian concert tour May 8, In
Melbourne, under Willlamson-Tait

Chauncey Olcott, Doris
Keane, Miss Glenn a Collett, golf
champion; Grace Laughlln, Jane
Provins (Chicago "Daily News"),
Christine Ferry ("Modern Priscllla"
editor); Miss J. La Vlolette (picture
actress), Mme. Isadora Duncan, Mrs.
flnlfthing a great run at the Royal Willlamson-Tait.
J. Curtis (Fontalnebleau School of
with Harriet Bennett and Claude
Flemming. Show will be followed
Harry Muller. Sr.n Francisco rep Arts); Stewart Smith (polo player),
Lee
Slmonson, J. George Frederick
by Guy Bates Post in "The Bad resentatlve of Williamson-Talt, has
Man."
Both attractions under been sending some splendid acts (New York lecturer).
Williamson- Tait management.
across the Pacific lately. All American acts have more than made good
Variety's representative will
be glad to be of service to acts during their stay in this country.
here.

"Nanette" Is very big at the St.
This new theatre is abso-

Tames.

lutely the best

production

is

in

Australia.

drawing the

The

elite

of

this city.

on-Tait management.

All

records were broken

at

the

'ost Royal Fair in Melbourne dur"The Sport of Kings" Is at the ing Easter week.
The carnival
Athenaeum and "The Wanderer" •vorkers and side-show people did a
(picture) showing at the Capitol. tremendous bur-ine^s.

Wsnted

In Paris:

"The Nervous Wreck" opened at
the PuIhco under Frank Neil man- management.
agement In conjunction with FullerWard.
Rlgoletto Brothers and the Swanson Sisters have been engaged for
"Lilac Time" (Blossom Time) is a tour over the Tivoll circuit by

"Quality Street" is being pre
•en ted by Dion Boucicault at the
Kings. Will be followed by "The
Admirable Crichton." Players are
Angela Braddloy, Mary Jerrold,
Violet Sterne, Betty Schuster, Brian
Aherne, Rupert Ilarben, Sara Dart
rey,
Mary MaciJregor. Norman
Wacowan, Joan Radford, Ronald
Ward, Stephen Thomas. Wllliam-

—

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Dunham el).

A

finishing her remarkable season at His Majesty's under
Willlamson-Talt direction.

his

This fellow FRANK VAN HOVEN
takes all slaps and likes them because each one makes him bigger.
that give in.
It's only the weak
FRANK VAN HOVEN has been
given credit for giving In lots of
times but such a thing coming from
an offspring of the Barry family Is
too silly for words. And his father

Amsterdam, Holland.

under Fuller-Ward maagement.

Melbourne

was

Union Hill, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Off now for
the Davis, Pittsburgh, where they
will laff and la IT and laff.

married the IRI8H

Adolphe Loyer, 73 French journalist.

Is

FRANK VAN HOVEN

usual comedy sensation at Keith's
Capitol,

THEODORE VAN HOVEN, who

vnder Union TheatreB direction.

Pavlowa

HANNEN SWAFFER

"Revolting," saJd the dist'ngulshed doctor, sent by the "Dally Exr.-ea***
to see Rahman's show
I did not see It, but I found Tahra' a exhibition the dullest I have ever
seen.

with the American

Parts,

Express in that

•The Phantom
stfll

LIKE

^

management

Pavlowa opens her season here
Her Majesty's under the
"Wllliameon-Tait management.

1926

London, April 10.
London's Fakir Rsce
Ws have just bad a fakir raca to London. Archie Selwyn was brln*>
Ing Rahman Bey to show, Sunday night, before a lot of doctors, so A
Abrahams, who had arranged to bring Tahra Bey, his great' rival, to
London, next July, rushed Tahra over to show, last Wednesday night
in front of Rahman.
But Rahman flew over, and gave a private view

MII1S CO. PROTECTION

to the city "rarin' to go."

April 17 at

12,

$25,000 DEPOSITED FOR

Lew Leslie has completed final
arrangements for the Paris appearTwo shows will leave town this ance of Florence Mills and the
Week for a tour of other states. "Blackbirds" company. The comremarkable pany will sail for France Saturday.
have
enjoyed
Both
runs. Thov are "Kaija" and "Give Guarantees were posted by
the
and Take."
of the Ambassador
came

May

WHAT LONDON LOOKS

AUSTRALIA
Sydney, Aprtl

Wednesday,

Dollys for Picture-Making
Paris, May 11.

—A

Comedian

Do

please send us another nice comedian. W. H. Berry has gone on
the halls; so I do not know what we shall do. He has never made me
laugh once in his life. But then he Is a comedian. I have often sat In
the stalls and wondered how he earned $1,500 a week.
I cannot remember one epoch-making success he has been in, for some years; but
that Is equally true of several of our leading comedians.
Are yours any funnier than ours? Frank Tlnney made me laugh; but
that wao off the stage. Tom Mix made me laugh when In London he
referred to "our great English novelist, Charles Dickenson," but that

was by mistake.

The Pr ince of Wales' Accent
John Ervlnc started telling us, the oth*»r week, of the terrible effect
The Dolly Sisters are currently of the Oxford accent on the stage. Then, the other day, he and Nigel
negotiating to do pictures in Ameri- Playfalr, the Hammersmith highbrow, debated about it in public, so that
the wireless could listen in.
I have not seen Ervlne's opening words
ca next season./,,
If the overtures are successful reported In any newspaper.
"When I spoke on this subject on the wireloh.s some time ago," he said,
they will sail but otherwise the
understanding Is that the girls will "a lady wrote me from Lincoln saying I talked with a vulgar Irish
and that good English was only spoken by the best people in the
brogue,
remain here.
South of England, 'especially tho dear King and Queen.' Now, the King
and Queen roll their 'rV. The Prince of Wal-s doesn't; he speaks with
English Co. Back in Paris
a Cockney accent. As for one of his brothers. I hoard him, on the wireParis, May 1.
The company

of

Edward

St.

(Contlntud on page 21;

Etlrling

again appear at the Theatre
Lee White and Clay Smith have Albert I, commencing with "White
E. J. Carroll will do "The Rest
Cargo"
In English. Frank Reynolds
returned to Sydney for the henrlng
People" at the Athenaeum May 8.
SATIRICAL ODEON REVUE
of their bankruptcy appeal. Their will be In charge.
Paris, May 1.
Don Cossack's choir of male sinpr- time of grace Is nearly up, as they
interest Is felt In the revue
Much
•rs will commence their season at must appear before the registrar
Jean
Hast a and Andro Lang,
by
the Auditorium, April 17, under E. In connection with the claim of WilJune B (New York to Pome) which P. Abram and F. Gemicr are
fred Cotton.
J. Carrol management
producing at tho classical Odeon.
The Americans will at the same Parney Gallant (Conte Rosso).
It will be the lirst show of its kind
Acts playing Tivoll Include Billy time appear at the Palace lu "Keep
May 22 (New York to Paris)
ever presented in this state theJudge and "J ark let," Valentine and Smiling," a revue.
Louise' Groody (Leviathan).
May 22 (New York to London) atre, and will be more satirical than
will

SAILINGS

Nora

PICCADILLY

HOTE

and

THE KIT-CAT CLUB

FIRST-CLASS FLOOR ACTS WANTED
American Booking A sent
AepreMBtatlve
WM. MORRIS
K JJJCIARKE
1500 Broadway
Bldg.
goto

0tTMd Itotrs
IMS Broadway. N.

SSI

T.

New York

Rayes,

Lou

I

(Levia-

Alter

npectacular.

IB

(New York

to

London).

May

15

(New York

to

Paris)

Morris Gest (Majentic).

May

19

(New York

to

FRENCH REVUE IN ITALY
Home, May

Ashton Stevens (Majestic).

London),

Daisy Leon (Roosevelt).
May 8 (London to New York)
Carle Carleton (Mauretania).

1891

WILLIAM

AOr.NCY.

WM.

MORIllfc

1560

Inc.

WM. MORRIf. J*

Broadway, New York

.

than).

May

m MORRIS

Est.

1.

A French troupe Is listed at th«*
Tcatro Adrlnno in revuea from the
Moulin Rouge and Cigale, the names
comprising Pearl White, Camllle
Bos, Ernest RIcoux, Janine Merrey,
Barson and Jean Bchrai.

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
Leicester House,
10-11 Great Newport
LONDON, W. C. 2

Director, Mrs.

John

St..

Tiller

May

Wednesday,

FOREIGN

19M

13,

VARIETY

ENGLISH STRIKE'S TURMOIL
QUITTING

TAXIS

WORST BLOW TO

turning In a consistent
profit;
"Wlldllower," descending financially
at the time, and "Kid Boots," which
had a library deal for another
month but had not been a big success. The fifth Gaunt piece to quit
was "The Great Lover," which was
also forced to close during the last
coal strike in 1921.

Arguments Over Closing
the first day of the strike the
West End managers held two meet-

On

THEATRES
'

by

Hurt

Houses

Picture

—

CabLight Conservation
arets and Hotels Desolate

and de Bear in
Wordy Battle Over ClosOnly
ing All Theatres
Butt

—

End

West

Legit

17

—

Houses Open All Provincial Road Shows Closing
May IS—Film Service in

Bad Way.

WEEK

FIRST

STRIKE'S

London,

.

May

11.

Only 17 legitimate theatres open,
$40 grosses
cabarets playing to
Igbtly, Aim houses bucking lighting
the big
and
orders,
conservation
hotels serving diners who number
anywhere from four to 14 at a sitting, sums up the local amusement
situation, after one
land's

general

week

of

Eng-

strike.

Outstanding sidelights include the
theatres' terrific crash when the taxi
drivers walked out on the third day,
James Bernard Fagan'a Intention of
producing "Plough and the Stars"
tomorrow (Wednesday) night, the
bitter correspondence exchanged between Sir Alfred Butt and Archie
de Bear and general provincial
notice of all road shows closing

May

15.

Dramatio Incident
The first dramatic incident
labor laid
closing of

down

its

tools

was

as
the

ings.
During these gatherings Sir
Alfred Butt said that as a Conservative member of Parliament he felt
it his duty to ask the Home Secretary to close all theatres. Basil
Dean stated that the closing of the
theatres would be a gesture to the
world.
Gillespie and other managers supported this view. John
Gatti declared he would carry on
and if his theatres were forced to
shut down by a majority ruling he
would resign from the association.
Frederick Harrison announced he
would continue as long as possible,
and C. B. Cochran, although not a
member, but in attendance, supported the faction favoring closing.
He had a very small advance sale
for that night's performance of his
current revue, but the twist came
when Cochran, later in th* evening,
discovered that his show was playing to a $2,000 house.
After the second meeting de Bear
offered to forego his royalties and
managerial salary in the "R.S.V.P."
revue at the Vaudeville, suggesting
that the cast would consent to half
salaries.
Gatti, presentor of this
attraction, replied: "No, we carry
on as usual and don't pay half
salaries here." The result was that
"R.S.V.P.,"
including the library
deal, did $6,260 on the week.

Questioned Billing

The Butt-de Bear crossfire on
paper was the sensational Inside
episode of the week. This was instigated through outside billing at
both the Palace and Hippodrome
carrying tho names of eight theatres which were open, a similar
announcement also appearing In. the
Hip's program. The houses so displayed were those controlled by
Butt, Gillespie, Clayton and Waller

and Cochran.

Alleging such billing implied that
other theatres were closed, the
sixth already dark. Horace Fry, gen- various managements protested.
To thle end de Bear's letter, aderal manager for Gaunt, explained
that Gaunt
had 115,000 factory dressed to Gillespie and Butt, was
It intimated
hands idle in the north of England very bitter in tone.
and believed it best to shut down that some managers had taken adconditions.
tragic
of
the
vantage
on all of his business.
This action closed "The Student Butt replied in rude terms calling
Prince" where business was improv- de Bear's letter impudent and ining.
Other plays of this firm to solent. The reply from de Bear on
cease operation were "Is Zat So?," this was equally frank, and so it
went.
Some shows are continuing at re"Loose
notably
salaries,
duced
Ends'* and "The Unseemly AdvenThe former piece, which
ture."
Miscellaneous
1
pave much promise of success, got
Foreign
2-3
$390 one night early In the week,
4-18
Pictures
but suffered further, as did the
Picture Reviews
13-16
others, when the taxicabs ceased to
Picture Presentations
21
Following this dent In
operate.
Film House Reviews
20-21
transportation, receipts foil to $105
Vaudeville
22-28
for this show.
Vaudeville Reviews
19-20

West End

the five Gaunt- Shuborl
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"Cat's
whose
Limpus,
Cradle" was a hit, hurried home
from Monte Carlo to carry on at all
costs and found his first week's
gross $5,125. Limpus was accorded
remarkably good will on the part of
tho musicians who offered to take
pay for seven performances instead

Alban

of the eight played.

been more rioting than In any other
adjacent district).
Meanwhile five future productions
are continuing
with rehearsals.
"Downhill." "Aloma." "They Knew
What They Wanted," •"Yvonne" and
"Secret Service."

BERLIN
By

slumped

to

practfeally

nothing.

"Doctor Knock," at the Royalty,
Ferdinand Mcysel Is taking over
has announced Its temporary sus- the Wallner theatre In the fall and
pension, "Scotch Mist" was with- will present Berlin farces at popdrawn four days before its time but ular prices.
Ringer,"
which looked a
•smash" tt Wyndham'a held to
three capacity audiences last week

The number
today

his
opening
(vaudeville).

at

the

Coliseum

I

mal run at the Lyceum doing $6,000
on the week while Miles Malleson's
"The Fanatics" has postponed its
premiere at the Ambassador's.
Leon Lion is putting in "Riverfrom
transferred
Nights."
side
Hammersmith (where there has

Number

of

Pupils

caildrea m Special
tf

OF AMERICA,

226 West 72d Street

NEW YORK

rhoor:
Pud IcoU 8215-4

MART READ
Secretary

Ivan Mosjoukln, who has been
engaged by Carl Laemmle for Uni-

of theatres In Berlin

was

are financing the picture together.

than In

1911, It

and finished to a total of $7,500. stated by Julius Hlrsch, secretary
"Rose-Marie" did about half of its of the Managers' Association. This
In answer to the charge by the
capacity and "No, No, Nanette" was was
tax officials that there were too
fair.
many theatres In Berlin and that
Behind J. B. Fagan'a intention of therefore they have beer, unable to
opening Sean O'Casey'a new play, pay their taxes.
"Plough and the Stars," tomorrow
In 1896 there were SO theatre*; In
night on a commonwealth plan, is 1911. 46; today, 41. The seating capacity
has also decreased In the
said to be a disagreement with the
Meanwhile the
Victor
Sheridan
management. same proportion.
continually Increased
Fagan Is under contract to termi- population has to
3,760.000 to 4.010.000
from 2,000.000
nate his tenancy after the produc- today. In other words, the proportion of his next play. Despite every- tion of first class theatres has gone
thing he is producing this piece in back 15 percent.
the midst of the turmolL
Picture houses have Increased
He «ls
within his rights to call off the tremendously in number. Within a
block's walk around the Kals*r
play at his discretion.
Wllhelm Church In Chnrlottenburr,
Cabarets Hardest Hit
The cabarets have really been only eight theatros have a capacity
more affected by the strike than the of 21,000.
theatres.
On the eve of the walkThe UFA Film Corporation has
out there were only four people In
again been adding to Its holdings
the
"Midnight
Follies"
at
the by opening new theatres in StuttMetropole hotel and this room gart and Budapest by the taking
closed Immediately.
The Cavour over of the Theater am Nollendorfdragged along for Ave nights, but platz In Berlin.
The house In Budapest was sucthe Kit Cat, where business was
bad. continued with evening dress cessfully opened with "Charley's
and variety. It looks like a
Aunt"
optional and Paul Whiteman perThe same may
proposition.
sonally performing free although good
be said of the Stuttgart house, seathis band is being paid.
with "Walts
opened
ing 1,300, which
The Piccadilly's cabaret re Dream." The Nollendorf theatre Is
celpts for Saturday night totaled a very dubious proposition.
Prince's remained open but
$40.
postponed the advent of "Whispering" Smith and the Dodge Sisters
announced for last night (Monday). "Variety's" Bulletin
Smith, incidentally, has also put off

definite affirmative. The congress
will last only three days, but will

be preceded by important conferThe chief subject of the debates and decisions will be the
giving of mutual Information and
ences.

the discussing of the social and arproblems of the modern theThe congress Is looked forward to with great Interest here
and elaborate plans are being made
to entertain ihe delegates.
tistic

atre.

A sign of German optimism about
the coming season Is the title which
Rudolf Nelson has given to his fall
revue, namely, "Es Geht Schon
Besser" (Things Are Getting Better).
In opposition to this the wellknown dramatist Arnold Bronnen
calling his next play "Reparations"; it is to be a tragedy.

Is

ACTS IN "ROYAL" Bill

Of Theatrical News

Service Crippled
London, May 11.
Film service is badly crippled and
During the strike Variety's Loncinema business is generally bad
out a mimeogetting
except In a few local neighbor- don office Is
hoods where the houses can get de- graphed 4,0d0-word bulletin of in-

Plaza was crowded side theatrical strike news.
being distributed, gratis,
is
It
Sunday but business was ghastly
during the week.
The Capitol is throughout England.
"way off" and the Tlvoll has postponed its showing of "The Big
IN
Parade" until after the strike.
Among other things the film houses
must overcome the conservation of
Paris, May 11.
light orders issued by local auUpon his arrival here Marcus

livery-

The

thorities.

making

deserted.

are

switching

their

The

27,

Is

Tivoli.

gram.

Most of the American nhow people
on the outgoing "Leviathan'/ landed
at Cherbourg, going on to Paris.
Marcus Loew was on the boat.
Wireless messages were sent from
this side, suggesting that Paris be
made the destination In view of the

.are

over

Fund at the Alhambra, May
in abeyance.

wireless of
"The Big
of
the postponement
premiere
at the
London
Parade's"

Americans

Hotels

coming

destination to the Continent. Last
Thursday nlpht the Rltz had four
diners, the Savoy grille six, and
Prince's restaurant 14.
This is typical of the times.

official

of the Variety Artistes' Benevolent

Loew was informed by

The strike Is the reason, with the
early influx of Americans to Paris
also being attributed to this cause.

bile.

11.

program for the
Royal Variety Performance in aid

PARIS

their Jumps by automoAll theatre managements have
given their staffs provincial notice
of closing May. .15.

nies

May

London,

The

includos 11 names, the
only one considered an "American
act" being Rich Hayes, the comic
juggler.
Others named are Billy
Bennett, Lillian Burgles, Carr and
Parr,
Dick Henderson, Houston
Sisters, Jack Hylton's Band, Kenna
Brothers,
Tiller
Dancing Olrls,
Bnxnsby Williams and Kobb Wilton.
In the selection of this Royal
Performance list none of the artists
has taken part In a similar pro-

LANDED

Provincial theatres (road shows)
are in a very bad way with no
scenery available and the compa-

has been definitely announced

It

by President Rlckelt of the German
Actors! Union that John Emerson
will attend the International Actors'
Congress to be held In Berlin July
23rd. Also the president of the
French association, Harlbaur, has
promised to attend. The ScandiRoumanians,
navians,
Russians,
are
Bulgarians and
the Poles
coming; only the Italians and the
Spaniards have not yet sent In a

Film

William Berry's Reception

list

The "Performance"
a strictly all-British

is

regarded as

bill.

Rich Hayes has appeared so long
on the American vaudeville stage
that he has been looked upon an
an "American act."

3 LUCKIEST

SHOWS

Better

Than Sketch

London,

PALLADIUM MATS OFF
May

London,

For the duration of the strike the
its
called
off
has

WILL R0GEES

They are "Lady Be Good." "The
Ringer" and "Mrs. Cheney."

May

lingers,

who

is

going to the Geneva

Cafe Revue Transferred
London, May 11.
Chez Kysi-her has transferred its
floor r«:vue to the Cafe De Paris.

(SSTUMES

August.

PRODUCTIONS'

Chevalier Back in Revue

11.

Will Rogers, here, says* he is not
to appear professionally.
It is his intention to obtain strike
material for magazine stories, says

May Be Dark
Paris, May 11.

It Is probable that the Krnpire
theatre will be dark from June to

WONT FLAT

London,

11.

least.

matinees.

Empire, Pan*,

May

Three current shows are the most
fortunate in feeling the strike the

11.

Palladium

London, May 11.
William Berry, musical comedy
star, made his vaudeville debut at
(he Coliseum yesterday (Monday).
He was accorded a good reception
in a poor "dream" skelch entitled
"Where's Miss Jackson?"

Paris.

May

PICTURES

11.

Maurice Chevalier, absent from
the Casino de Paris for a \M-»k .1;;'
to illness, has resumed his place in
the current ret

conference.
. umltfd

less

Salzburg festival this summer. The
"Great World Theatre," by the same
author, has been one of Rclnhardt's
most successful productions there.

British strike.

THE TILLER DANCING SCHOOLS
for

Is

Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Relnhardt's chief dramatic helper, has
written a pageant play called "The
Magician and the Virgin," and the
director will bring it out at the

versal, will not leave for America
for some time. He will complete at
least one film In Europe before
starting.
His contract is with the
Deullg Film, of Berlin, and the
Clne-AUlance Film, of Paris, who

"The

Kolnpr

Open

HOOPER TRASK

Sir Barry Jackson has closed his
The terribly bad condition of the
miracle play at the Kings way but vaudeville pcr.'ormers here Is shown
their
union
by
the fact that
continues
with
"The
Farmer's
Wife" at the Court where Lord is arranging a series of performThese
benefit.
ances
their
for
Lathom, the owner, offered to cut
will take place In beer halls and the
the house rental in half.
profits will be divided among the
Profitable Plays
performers.
The vaudeville man"Lady, Be Good," "The Best Peo- agers thought first of objecting to
ple" and "Mercenary Mary** are this but the condition of the perplaying to good business but "The formers Is so bad that they hare alGhost Train" is on half salaries and lowed it to pass.

Libraries' Request

AInloy's "Prince Fazll" had
a fortnight's further deal with the
libraries at $2,250 weekly but the
ticket agencies asked the management to cancel this arrangement.
The theatre's reply was "that if you
pay us back the $1,755 we have already paid you on this play we will
cancel altogether."
"Saint Joan" has closed its por-

Henry

Inc.

C.

GOWNS

u<..

INDIVIDUALS

Danger Going Into Cabaret
Paris.

Dufor

Danger has been

three weeks at
c?b'ip t corn mcn' irio'

for

May

the

M

ty

11.

booke.l
I'vrquet
21.

i

1
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RACEAROUND TAKING
SWEEPING FORMATIONS WITH BANKERS BEHIND

PICTURES' WHIRLING
IN

May

Wednesday,

12, iggg

"BEN-HUR" LEAVING

COHAN FOR EMBASSY
Moves May

23—Stop

Clause

Reached—Will Have Done
$325,000 on Cohan Run

Combination of Theatres May Reach
to Pacific Coast, Taking in Other Circuits En
Route Keith-Albee and P. D. C. with Many Side
Possibilities
Saenger Company Yet Unheard
From North American Theatres Has Indirect
Connection

First National

FLEW UP SALARY

—
—
—

past week
in the picture producing and exhibiting field have had the industry
veritably on its ear. The combination of the First National franchise
holder operated houses with the

Developments

In

An ace among

found
picture concern
himself with greatly Increased
di

ar?d

a.

some
run and no sympathy

planeing.
He went up
a few times and then said it
with him
craze
had become a
he had to live in the clouds.
That sent a panic over the
.When calm
main works.

aerial

—

EXCEPTIONS

once again

reigned

the film

comedian held a new contract
for $2,E00 a week and a slid-

TO TRIAL

ing scale upwards, provided
ho didn't go up himself again.

Commission Will Pass

Upon Them

—No Time

TOO MUCH PUBLICITT-

Limit Set

TAKE COMPETITORS'

Variety Bureau,

Washington, May 11.
upon all exceptions
noted in the record and submitting
same to the Federal Trade Commission for "consideration and final decision by the Commission" counsel
for Famous
Players- La/rky, and

(Continued on page 21)

N.

the others

named

in the complaint,

have

filed a "Bill of Exceptions" totaling 292 pages with the individual
exceptions running Into the thou-

sands.
It was upon these exceptions that
Robert T. Swaine, counsel for F. P.,
devoted his entire argument during
the final hearing on the F. P. inves
tigatlon wherein the government is
attempting to sustain the charge

W. M.

P. T. 0. A.

Makes

—Wire

Will

to

Hays on Contract

Northwest
Theatre Owners'

May

"For the convenience of the

to Last;

pictures, exaggerated publicity
for screen stars, and "fake competitors who compel exhibitors to
buy them out."
telegram was dispatched to

A

W.

A. Steffes was re-elected president of the organization.

Whatever Internal differences exa week ago in the Associated
have been week $11,110.
to
Exhibitors seem
The move to the Embassy a o no
ironed out during the last few days.
That is indicated in a statement that the Loew people were desirous
will place the picIssued by Oscar Price, president of of making aa it
ture in a house that they solely conthe A. E. corporation.
and
where
it can run along to
trol
It is possible that the financial
isted

l

Interests

behind

the organization

to wield the whip hand in
such a fashion to bring those jumping over the traces into line.
It is said that P. A. Powers is to
return to the coast shortly and will

managed

supervise the studio operations and
likewise keep an eye on the making
of the Von Strohelm production and
the Neilan picture to be released
through Famous Players and in

business of $10,000 weekly for an
Indefinite period and show a profit
for both theatre and picture. The
Embassy has but 600 seats as
against the 1,000 at the Cohan.

Next season there will he 10 companies of "Ben-Hur" on tour. As a
play it earned its greatest money in
the smaller cities and towns and it
Is believed the picture will duplicate.

Is Interested.

The price statement issued yesterday said:
"Oscar A. Price, president of Associated Exhibitors, made formal
announcement today that there had

May McAvoy

Opposite Ray
Los Angeles. May 11.

May McAvoy

has been chosen by

Metro- Gold wyn

to

opposite Charles
Brigade."

Ray

DE MILE SAYS P. D.

play
in

the

lead

"The Fire

CREATING

C.

STARS-NOT BIDDING FOR THEM

—
—

K-A and Orpheum
Convention at Lot Angeles
'Motion
Affiliation Mentioned by Frank Munroe
9
De Mille
Pictures Will Never Die
Los Angeles, May

11.

mission, respondents herewith preThe keynote of the Producers'
sent most of their exceptions made
Distributing Corporation Internaupon
the taking of the evidence
Convention held here last
tional
Bruce Mitchell
herein wh^re'n the trial examiner
week was sounded by Cecil B. Dc
excluded evidence offered by the re
Mille, who stated his organisation
Los Angeles, May 11.
spondents, struck out evidence in
waa striving to create its own
Bruce Mitchell, former head of the troduced by them, or overruled their
stars instead of Invading the ranks
Bruce Mitchell Productions, who motion to strike out evidence intro
of other producers and starting a
was asked for an accounting recent- duced by counsel for the Commis
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will make competetive warfare.
ly by disgruntled stockholders, was sion, said exceptions being classi
He said the purpose of the organof "Kongo''
sued for divorce by his wife, Mrs. fled under general headings with an issue of the banning
ization was to sell Itself 100 percent
Carolyn Mitchell on charges that rcsjiect to the subject matter of the for pictures, as that firm desired through the bringing out of new
it
aa a special vehicle for Lon
he drank.
testimony involved."
Chaney. It is reported greatly dis- stars with novelty and variety In
"He would get a good Job, then a
The evidence which F. P. is now appointed at the Hays barring edict. pictures.
good Jag, then he wouldn't be any asking be considered touches first
De Mille utilized a greater part of
The Hays position is that if the
good," Mrs. Mitchell testified.
(Continued on page 15)
bars are let down for "Kongo," it one of the three days set aside for
She got the divorce.
business
sessions in the Ambasawould mean that other firms which
have fought for "White Cargo," dor Hotel. He- declared during his
"The Green Hat," and "Rain," wo.ilJ talk. "Movies are dead; motion picRestored as
So. Amer. Presentations
renew their efforts to have them tures will never die," He stated
something that the public were not fools nor
released
pictures,
for
Counsel
in
F.
P.
Case
Washington, May 11.
which Hays has steadfastly refused morons, and that the sloppy, obvihouses
South American picture
ous movie entertainment has passed
to consent to.
Wash ingion, May 11.
are going in for presentations on
out because the public de-e* ard
Following Variety's exclusive
an extensive scale with the newly
will continue to demand that they
story
last
R.
week
that
Gaylord
opened theatre, Nove Odoon, In Rio
JessePs Services Claimed; be given consistent logical and unHawkins had been relieved as counde Janeiro.
usual drama.
for Order
The house seals approximately sel In the Famous Players investiFrank C. Munroe, president of the
gation
by
the
Federal
Trode
Com1.000 and Is scaled at $2.85, top.
George Jessel/, and the Warner organization, spoke of the distribumission, Mr. Hawkins was restore-.!
Brothers, Inc., have been served tion tie-up made with the Keithto his capacity as the commission'.s
with summonses, but no complaints Albee and Orpheum interests, which
JACQUELINE LOGAN S
counsel in that case.
would allow distribution of the
yet, in an Injunction and damas
Los AnKeles, May 11.
The restoration was confirmed to- age suit by Harry Sherman, who product In centers they have not
Jacqueline Logan has left for day.
claims a written agreement for been able to reach before. He inNew York and Paris with Robert
Another peculiar phase of the enfilm
services
for
five formed those present that ho and
Gillespie, her husband, for a six tire matter Is that some of the Jessel's
General Sales Manager W. J. MorBefore leaving Democratic commissioners on the pictures.
weeks' vacation.
Jessel waa to ha e done "The gan were going to remain here and
Miss Logan declared she was un- Federal Commission did not know
get Dc Mille's views # on the new
decided whether she would return of Mr. Hawkins' transference out Cherry Tree" for Associated Extie-up that had been made by John
hibitors' release as the first picto picture or not.
of the F. P. action until reading It
ture under Sherman's management, C. Flinn in New York, and then
After the trouble Miss Logan had in Variety.
It
Is
said to have
they would go to that place to take
on the Fox lot, when she was started a commotion in the com- until signing with the Warners for
up the matter of handling product
her release after having mission's offices here that only "Private Izzy Murphy," a forthgiven
by their new affiliation.
in
started
a picture, producers ended when Mr. Hawkins was anain coming screen production which
Munroe explained also that on achave not been very forward in of- given charge of the proceedings. will mark "The Jazz Singer" star's
count of the K-A and Orpheum tiefilm «riebut.
fering contracts to her.
It is not denied that Mr. H.-vwkins,
up that the regional meetings which
Sherman
Is represented by Benlong with the commission. Is more
had been scheduled to follow the
conversant with the show business jamin Barondess.
JAP STAR VISITING
convention here were cancelled, so
and
especially the picture branch
Los Angeles, May 11.
far as home office executives would
P0LA NOT GOING
Yaeko Mldzutani, Japanese stage than any executive official assoparticipate in them, and stated they
Los Angeles, May 11.
and screen star, has arrived here ciated with the forces of tho Govwould be held by the respective disThe European trip planned by trict managers in their territory.
for a month's study of the film ernment.
Tola Negri, between pictures, was
industry. 8he was accompanied by
All of the supervisors from the
called off definitely because of the De Mille and
Goulding Directing Comedies
Chlkushi Mldzutani, her brother-inMetropolitan studios
illness of Mrs. Eleanora Chalupez, attended one of the sessions and
Los Angeles, May 11.
law, who is In the Japanese MinThey are stopAlf Goulding has been added to mother of the actress, who is too 111 explained the stories that they Inistry of Education.
ping with Sojin, Japanese character the Mack Sennett staff, to direct to travel, is is said. She Is resting tended to interpret for the screen
short subject comedies.
at a mountain resort near here.
ac torduring next .season.
Those who

Now Ex

FIGHT FOR

'KONGO'

fell

—

run rights have

been purchased.

MAY

pro-

below $14,000 in gross receipts for
two consecutive weeks, notice to
Vacate could be given. Week before
last the take was $12.3G2 and last

11.

In

first

The contract at the Cohan
that when the picture

Motion

Picture
Association, in
convention here, attacked monopoly

showing after

Com

$325,000.

vided

(Continued on page 16)
Minneapolis,

The

Will Hays protesting against pro
posed changes in the standard film
contract.
The organization went
on
record refusing to buy pictures
against the picture company of at
tempted monopoly and restraint of on other than the agreed standard
contract and refusing to submit to
trade.
arbitration on any other contract.
Mr. Swaine claimed these excepCharges were made that small
tions support his contention that F.
communities were being deprived
P. did not have a fair trial. Followof popular pictures by distributors'
ing a preamble wherein the case Is
efforts to reserve big hits for road
reviewed,
picture
attorneys
the
state:

of approximately 20 and
half
Is works to a gross business of almost
tt

Statement Everything
Serene Around A. E.

which he

Other Protests

Insisting

"Ben-Hur" la to end Its engage,
ment at the Cohan theatre Saturday
night of next week (May 22) and
move to the Embassy theatre for a

continuation of the run. At that
time tbp picture will have had a run

with

contract

time -to
expressed by the employer.

FILES ITS

P.

F.

BY PRICE

0.

$500

Knowing further verbal persuasion would be useless, the
star made It known that he
had developed a fondness for

.

Too "Good"

power

awing

weekly

New

deal between the Keith-Albee-Orpbeum circuits and the Producers'
Distributing Corp. was also comIt was reported that the
pleted.
joined
organization
Keith-Albee
with P. D. C. without any considerable cash consideration. This, howThe affiliaever, has been denied.
tion will give P. D. C. a first run
outlet for its product and it will
Keith-Albee-Orpheum
assure the
houses of a supply of picture
product.
There were rumors during the
past week that the Palace, New
York, would have its policy changed
next season to tnree-a-day and
play a picture in conjunction with
its vaudeville and thus enter the
opposition
to
active
ranks as
Loew's State, which is but two
blocks away, or retain a $1.50 top
scale and bill "six big acts."
With the affiliation of the KelthAlbee-Orpheum interests there will
be an outlet for P. D. C. production
in about 400 houses over the counThis affiliation, it was stated
try.
by one of the executives of the P.
D. c. organisation, is the first step

the stars of

one

the

holding: of its initial booking: meetYork Is replete with
ing in
significance. The combination represents in the merger some $80,000,000. It is understood that the theatres coming into the combination
will bring their owners 60 per cent,
in cash and 40 per cent, in stock
of the corporation that is to bo
formed to handle the circuit.
As against this development the

PAT POWERS IS

ON SCREEN

Hawkins

Sherman Asking

were C. Gardiner Sullivan,
Bertram Millhauser, Elmer Harris,
Beulah Marie Dix and Jeannie MacPherson from the De Mille plant,
and Jack Cunningham, F. McGrew
Willis and Will Rltchey from MetroWilliam Sistrom, general
politan.
spoke

manager of both studios, also spoke.
Sales Manager Morgan announced
that it was the policy of the organization

within

to
its

make promotions from
ranks and that of 17 new

branch managers the company
15 were former salesmen.
Mochrie's Salesmanship

had,

The C. B. De Mille perpetual trophy, which is a placque and given
for the best sales record, went to
Robert Mochrie, former manager of
St. Louis, who is now in charge of
the Pittsburgh exchange. The prize
for the salesman with the best record of 1926 was in the form of a
wrist watch and went to Clarence
Phillips of the Chicago office. Harry
Lorch of the Chicago office got the
manager's prize for best record In
inducing accounts to properly advertise, while H. Walker of OklaCity got the prize for his unon page 36)
( Continued
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ANGELES

LILLIAN GISH
and

JOHN GILBERT
in

KINO VlDOR'S
Production

la
A

Bobeme"

Metro- fioldwyn- •»>''

Henkcri Orchestra

;
1

'

r

—
Wednesday,

May

12,
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VARIETY

EXHIBIT
MOVIE SCHOOLS DOOMED

HELPLESS

NO DISTRIBUTOR

Anita Loos on Story
Selling for Films

BY DRIVE OF CAL OFFICIAL
PROTECTING

IS
Being Fleeced, Claims Labor Commissioner
Improper Advances Toward Women Mentioned

SINGLE HOUSES

in State Investigation

Not Over 6,000 Purely Independent Theatres Left
in Country
Others in

Los Angeles, May 1L
Declaring that the 76 schools of

Hollywood
are a menace. Deputy Labor Commissioner Charles E. Lowery has
toorie acting located

in

declared that he will
and close them.

that

He claims
Schools
that in
"taken"

make

pupils

New

of

the

lars.

another Instance statutory
In
•barges will be preferred against
the head of a particular school on
the ground that a girl of 16 was
ails treated by several men.
Women detectives employed by
Lowery to investigate the cases
have been approached for "booze
parties," as well as having
improper advances made to them.
Lowery, who is set on quick ac-

For 4 American Tragedy9

taken into custody for violation of
the labor and other laws.

Merger

Pittsburgh, May 11.
James B. Clark, president of the
Rowland &. Clark theatres, has
denied
that
the
Stanley- MarkFabian theatrical merger involving
his company's chain
of theatres
here had been

consummated.

"Aa far as we are concerned the
.whole matter is purely conversational,"
Mr. Clark said.
"We
have discussed the proposals from
time to time, but so far no definite
action has been taken."
He admitted that such a merger
"tay be made and that negotiations
have been in progress.
The Rowland & Clark chain includes the Liberty, Regent.
Manor.
Beimar, Strand, Blaekstone. Capital,
Arsenal
and
Colonial
theatres.
Construction of two new theatres,
one in the downtown district
and
the other in Wilklnsburg,
a residential suburb, by the
Rowland &

company has been

J-'ark

«r

Clark

uieatres

said

that

merger goes through.

Rock

started.

iffe

new

these

would be included

if

the

Fellowes Hurt

In Mysterious Crash
Los Angeles, May 11.

Mystery

surrounds the possibly
5" n n nt f <^al disfigurement of
ffe Fe,lowe
actor, severely
«.
i
Ut the head when hI
* auto»
k?,
mobile crashed Into a parked car
in
*»ntn Monica,
*;',

|

;

.

Fellowes is at Martin's
Hospital
*na claims that he
was not driving
as a?,0 °P beside the driver
at
*u 4Y
jne time of the
crash Sunday morndeclined to s-iy who was

vi.?',
driving.

•Will

Hutchlns. secretary to Fel-

jowes and who lives
in Von ire, said
"ie actor 1, ft his
homo la«t Saturday with 1.100
in his pocket, but
wnen taken to the hospital, 91
cents
*as all th.rt could be found.

Miss Short's Short Contract
Los Angek-i, May 11.
T
^Tho ontraet recently signed
between Gertrude Fhort an F. H. O.
tudlos was dissolved by mutual
•onsor.t.
Miss Short express* d heras dissatisfied with the story
:«£leetf«d for her
first picture under
the nf.y eon tract.

Salvation

s «nd remittance with

and address

—Later

else

my

sell
first

"I

somewhere
and then let them
stuff

buy it," she explained.
With her husband, John
Emerson, Miss Loos came to
Chicago to see how her "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" was
coming along at the Selwyn.

They returned

New York

to

Saturday.

CHAIN

Emmett Mack and Dorothy
Miss Mackaill

is

a First Na-

UNNE GRIFFITH WILL
GO TO 1ST NATIONAL

COMBINES

Present Contract Bought Up
New Sliding Salary Scale

present conditions.
It is the opinion of disinterested
film men that unless steps are
taken for their salvation, that the
one-two house exhibitors must suocumb, either to the ever increasing
opposition or pass out of the picture business.
Salvation for the little exhibitor
can only be accomplished through
a guarantee of picture service. It
must be a service that neither the
opposition nor chain circuit oan
steal away, either through pressure
upon the distributor or paying a
higher rental for single or bulk
bookings.

STANLEY'S AND ROXY'S

Hitch

Reported

—

tion

—

to

Lone picture exhibitors, opera tine
one or two theatres throughout the
United States, axe helpless under

tional featured artist.

Over OperaOtherwise Each Side

$12,000 Weekly

Los Angeles. May 11.
B. M. Asher, Edward Small and
Charles Rogers are to receive a
large sum from First National for
turning over to that organization
the contract they have with Corinne Griffith.
Negotiations, It is
said, will close for the transfer this
week in
York with Asher and
Miss Griffith present
Miss Griffith has a contract with

New

Asher, Small and Rogers whereby
she has two more pictures to make
before December.
Clauses in this
contract also provide that for the
A late Broadway rumor this week
next
five
years the trio has the
was that the new Roxy's theatre
right to meet any offers that other
might find its berth In the lately
organized
There is no American distributor producers are willing to make Miss
Stanley-Mark-Fabian
at present systematically protecting Griffith for her services. Her prestheatre combine.
A hitch is 3ald to have arisen the smaller exhibitor who most ent contract calls for $5,500 a
It is saJd that First Nathrough the Stanley combination needs that protection, while at the week.
expecting to operate the now build- same time the distributor, in view tional is prepared to give her
a
$7,500
week for the first year coning Roxy should it align wnlle S. F. of current conditions, will Just as
Rothafel, promoter of the house badly need the detached film houses. tract and then raise this amount
Of the 17,000 or 18.000 picture $1,500 a week each year until it
named after him and who holds a
long term contract as its director houses in the country, not over 6,000 reaches $12,000 a week.
When Richard Rowland, general
at a rcputod annual Balary of are under the control of really inthose who manager of First National, was
$125,000, is insistent that he alone dependent exhibitors,
here
last month he had several conhave one or two theatres at the
shall pilot the new project
Should the Roxy be added to the most. This takes in all of the big ferences with Miss Griffith and her
producers.
It is
said that Miss
the
tanics.
Of
sticks
and
cities,
newest theatre chain, it would give
Griffith
was endeavoring to get
the combine an ultra-Important 6,000 there can not be figured over
away
from
her
producers, as she
Broadway theatre (6,000 capacity) 4,500 individual exhibitors.
With the other 11.000 or 12.000 was having trouble from time to
at the same time clearing the mattime with one or two of them.
ter of picture service for the Roxy. picture theatres there may be 1,000
Rowland suggested that First
Through the Moe Mark associa- exhibitors operating over two theNational take over the contract.
tion, if the Roxy passes to the Stan- atres, with some of the chains TunMiss Griffith favored that idea.
ley circuit under agreeable terms, ing into the hundreds.
The Griffith pictures were not
Mark no doubt would pass along
Maybe Not Over 2,500
among
the biggest money makers
his First National service franchise,
At the present rate of absorption for First
National, but were profexclusive for New York city, to the of single holdings the current gross
itable.
It is figured by First NaRoxy. Such a move would permit number of small exhibitors, 5,500,
tional that the amount paid A. S. R.
the Mark people to rebuild on the may be reduced within a comparawill be easily made up for with
Mark- Strand Broadway site or place tively .short time to not over 2,500.
the
distribution
of
her
future
that theatre of around 2,800 caIt is said that there is not a day
pictures.
\w Ity on another policy.
that Famous Players has less than
Up to yesterday none of the In- 100 deals on for theatres. These
terested p-irties would comment. are deals In the main outsiders
Each admitted the lined-up deal never hear of, nor are there statisALICE
had its advantages, with the pivotal tics on how many or what percentBoxy the Gibraltar center.
al of those deals go through.
Los Angeles, May 11.
Within the past week there has
Alice Bjue, screen actress who
been feverish activity in the vicinity
married
Charles
Laughlln eight
of New York as far as the indeyears ago in Tennessee, has brought
(Continued on page 18)
suit in tho Superior Court here for

Reported Favorable

;

BLUE SEES RED

"TAKE A CHANCE WEEK"

AT

RIVOLI,

ON B'WAY

divorce, alleging desertion.
Mrs. Lnughlin said that her hus-

Chadwick's Inde. Deal

Two additional Frank Cambria
units are slated for Publlx Theatres routes bofore July. They are
to be known as "Take a Chance
Week," opening at the Rlvoll May
.10,

and "Circus Days," June

Each of tho attractions
routed for 15 weeks.

11.

whereby I. K. Chadwj!1 distribute, annually the
of
iiukin n 1< nt productions
deal per.ds

wirk

be

Sam

Sax,
berg.

"Pacific" Thriller
1,08 Angeles, May

et al.

Los Angeles, May

A

13.

will

band had a sweetheart in Tulsa.
and that she found letters and
telegram.! from "the other woman"
among his effects.
They have been separated for
three years.
Okla.,

With Sax, Kahn,

.\'<

11.

Prothers will produce
''•oorge K. Planey's Spanish American War story. "Across the P.iriile,"
with Monto Blue starred.
The picture will be a thriller. It
wlM not bf> pli ot otrr.'i phrd as a cos-!
tun e picture but will be a modern
version of the story.

Kahn and Henry GinsCh idwi: k is now en route to

(;<'iirt?«

w York

for k conference with the

.Messrs. Sax. Kahn and Ginsberg. If
the drril should go through, it will
piac e Chadwkk In the position of
hen-ling the minor independents.
About 40 features a year, a large
number of remedies and short subjects including westerns that Joe
!b.(k is under contract to turn out
f
<>r Kahn are Included In the negotiations.

Drop of Nearly

8,

1:1:1x1

1:1

Feet in Month
Washington,

May

11.

Following the recent report from
the Department of Commerce that
the "Invisible Exchange" in pictures disclosed exports of $300,000,000 in the last fiscal year of the

Government, comes another

from

that department disclosing a decided drop during March. 1926, as
compared with that month last year.
Film exports for March, 1926, totaled but approximately 18,800.000
feet compared with 24.500,000 feet
in March of last year. This Includes

May Be

Mackaill.

1

name

can

Too Late

Warner

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1—3 Month*

ting the scenario business.

tunity at Present to Find

and Roberta Alden,
the leading parts, are Charles

f

!

— Small

OFF IN MARCH

11.

psychology
of
the
is that if a thing has
been written before. In a book
or play, it has been done better
than a scenario writer
could do it."
Speaking to a group of newspaper writers. Anita Loos gave
that as her reason for quit-

Towns No More Secure
Than Big Cities—Oppor-

LATEST B'WAY RUMOR

Clark Deny
in

Picture Business

May

"The
movies

Griffiths

has declared that a week will
see everyone of these "institutions
of learning" closed and the owners

They Are

Two

A new treatment, radically
altering the story, but considered okeh for passing by the
Hays organization, has been
prepared for the filming of
Dreiser's "An American Tragedy," which Mai St. Clair has
been assigned to handle for
P. P.
It is understood that the selections for the roles of Clyde

tion,

&

of More Than
Theatres—Eventually Will Be Forced Into
Opposition or Out of
Circuits

arrests

were fleeced invariably and
some instances, they were
for several thousand dol-

Rowland

—

Treatment Passed

Chicago,

EXPORTS FELL

$1 to Hit

Manager

Don Moines, May
Ludy Poston. employe of a

11.
fllrn

distributing corporation here, paid
a fine of SI and costs in Mun.-'vul
court for assaulting Mannie Gottlieb, manager of tho Universal Film
'•i''h;i

nge

negatives and positives.
In face of this drop in the exposed films, however, the raw stock
discloses an Increase of approximately 100,000 feet March, 1926,
totalled 1.966.0C0 feet cf the unexposed film compared with 1,892.06*

March,

feet In

1925.

Australia again led In the footage of negatives and positives secured from this country during
March of this year, the total exports in that country exceeding
2,590,000 feet This also was a drop
from March of last year, when the
footage reached 1.091,000 feet
Canada was second during the
current March with 1,922,000 feet
Argentina next with 1,672,000 feet
while Mexico with 1,020,000 feet and
Brazil with 1.108,000 feet were next
in the order named.
All were decided drops from March of last
year.

Skouras' Prefer "Names"

And Acts

to Presentations
Chicago,

May

11.

said that since Mike Shea
insisted that something he done to
fill
those holes in his house that
presentations don't seem able to
It

Is

the

fill,

same

demand

Is

being

voiced by Skouras Brothers of flt
Louis, who also have been playing;
only the Publlx theatres presentations as the stage attraction.
Last week the Skouras tried to
strengthen the show by putting la
Ruth Etting. but this action created
so much hard feollng that they
were forced to withdraw her.

NO PATHE-K-A DEAL
A

report

Albee

Is

this

week that Keith with Pa the

In negotiation

for the purchase of the latter was
denied In quarters believed to hare

proper information.

The
price,

story said

with

K-A

Fathe had set a
countering at one

amount asked.
Pathe is a maker and distributor
of what are known in picture circles
half of the

as "shorts:" films of two reels or
less.

Ulmer Breaks Contract
Los Angelas, May

Edgar

11.

Ulmer,

assistant art director for Universal, has broken his
contract.
He is said to have become dissatisfied with the agreement he signed when brought over
from fJermnny as a protege of Carl
Laemmle.
The instrument stated
that Charles Hall, nrt director, was
to be mentioned on all credit lines
for Ulmcr's creations. Another sore
point was that Ulmer was farmed
out, doing that work in addition to
his own deigning without receiving
anything additional.
Ulmer may go with Metro-floldwyn- Mayer or Cecil P». De Mllle.

COST U"M E S

F^OR

HIRE

PRODUCTIONS

alleged that (Juttlb b bad
slandered him and offered that as
tho provocation which :iu: f<l birn to
strike the first blow. '!'/:<• cn irl rbclnred both w<,e to b\ipi" f »r the
fight, und made the hue nominal.
lioston

'

-

KXIT.OITATIONS

PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS
1437 B'way. Tel. 8680 Pen.

PICTURES

VARIETY

British war film
$29,000,
CUAHfC HI TIMAHI

m FEATURE
m mm* mm ^mmmm IN L
mmw A.
liiuiwvii 1ST
am
LANOXIN'S
m.m*r

""

GETS $31,500-TAKES 2 RECORDS

St.

—

John's Imperial

While

Langdon

Charlie

Rush," which had

them
"The Gold

knocked

Chaplin's

Its first

popular-

price showing after a $1.50 run at
the Grauman Egyptian, took what
was considered a flop. Seems as
though the Grauman prolog was the
Rolling point of this picture at the
high top, as at the Million Dollar
at the picture house scale and with,
out a prolog the gross fell at least
$10,000 on the week below the average first week draw of any run picture In this house.
George Beban's The Loves of
Ricardo," presented In conjunction
with the personal appearance of the
star himself, did fairly well at the
Metropolitan. It got off to a fairly

good Saturday and Sunday showing,
but, due to the probable fact that
the house did very little exploiting
on It, did not draw so well toward
the end of the week. Though the
attraction drew around the $26,000
mark, the house did not show any
profit, as Beban is said to have received a guarantee of $7,500 for the
picture and the services of himself

and company.
Criterion cut loose again last week
with a reissue Universal picture,
"Outside the Law." This is one that
was made featuring Priscllla Dean.

With Lon Chaney

this picture,
all of the exploitation was on his
In

Result was that the house
broke a record under Its low admission scale by playing to around $6,000 on the week.
Grauman's Egyptian saw the flncl
week of "The Big Parade," which
had been in the house for half a
year.
As Grauman concentrated
heavily on its departure and save
three
business
shows
Sunday.

name.

office.

was little
The major

effect on the
effect of the

2D SUNDAY IN PROV.

saving time will develop
about two weeks, when the

weather becomes warmer. Amateur
twilight baseball on city dumps and
will become the chief op-

SAVED BY LATE RAIN

motoring
position.

High spots

in local bills last

week Majestic High Last

were "Yprcs," historical film produced In England of Canadian soldiers in action during the war.
Estimates for Last Week

Week—

over,

—

daylight

0UT0F W-$11,0(K

Imperial

(1.600;

35-50),

"Ypres."

Produced under supervision of BritWar Council in England, and
Minneapolis* May 1L
based on defense of Ypres. BelElements conspired to deal ft glum, by Canadian Expeditionary
knockout blow to business at the Joree. Opening and closing Thurs.
.
_.
day, and reverting to $5c. top.
,
movie houses tlast week. Sissle and « SkInner 8 Dresa suit" (U.), one of
Blake, tip-top local favorites, helped the few single day showings at this
Friday
Saturday,
and
the State to survive mid -summer I house.
h«&t
his musical iI "That's My Baby"; $4,000.
heat.
Ted Lewie and ma
Uniqu# (850
26)f -Heart of a
clowns pulled no Inconsiderable slren" (1st N.), first half. Second
number into the Hennepin -Orpheum film starring Barbara La Marr here
in the face of 86' temperatures; but|» lnco her death. Final half "Range
$1,100.
the other theatres looked at eve- Buzsards" (Lariat), western;
"
*** < 90 °: 25 >» To ° Mucn
ning, as well as matinee performMoney
(1st
N.),
for
Monday
and
ances as though a boycott had been
Tuesday, despite acting of Lewis
instituted against them.
Stone
uninteresting
film
WednesIf the State hadn't had Sissle and
Bloke, it Likely would have been in day and Thursday, "Paris at MidFinal shift,
the "red" for the first time in many, night" (P. D. C).
many months. These two colored "Fighting Buckaroos" (Fox), Buck
Jones
western,
plus
comedy
and
artists, however, drew In enough
trade to keep the house in the win- news weekly, all-Fox bill; $1,000.
Palace
"'My
Son"
(1st
(650;
20),
ning column.
N.), Monday and Tuesday. "Three
Estimates for Last Week
Faces
East"
(P.
D.
Wednesday
C),
8tate (2,040;
60)— "First Year"
(Fox) and Sissle and Blake. Pic- and Thursday. "All* Around Frying
ture well liked, but "Shuffle Along" Pan" (F. B. O.), Fred Thomson
stars responsible for most of draw; western, for week's finale, together
with "The Love Bug," Pathe com$11,000.
Garrick (1,829; SO) "Desert Heal- edy; $600.
Gaiety (600; 20). "The Bad Lands"
er" (F. N.) and a tenor.
Did not
(P. D. C.K Monday and Tuesday,
cause even a ripple; $4,209.
plus
"Sneezing Beezers," comedy.
8trand (1,277;
"Greater
80)
Glory"
(F.
N.).
Second week. My Son" (1st N.). Wednesday and"
T£
u da
After profitable" W^wVekT picture'
-"T^E?
£\ and
J* ce * Honey„ East
C.)
"Bankrupt
tnnu
w.o»w
n.rti v I
took tori-iHi*
terrible A™
flop.
Weather partly
Friday
moon**
short
comedy,
(Fox),
to blame* Under $4,000.
1
* 500
Lyric (1.200; 36)-*THemory Lane"
g
J?! H
n
200
25-36).
*****
C?rs** "(P.)! opening
ifBOO.
Night
Nit
Cry"
week.
"The
Aster (896; 26)— "Golden Prin- half
short
cess" (Fox),
Suffered along with (Warn.) and Larry Semon
announces
comedy last half. House
rest; $2,200.
Hennepin- Orpheum (2,882; 60-88) an old-time fiddling competition, the
centers
—"Free to Love" (A. B.) and raude- first here, although small
"*™ u *" eastern Canada have
all through
vllle.
Ted Lewis, big drawing card ~*
.

I

.

.

I

.

I

I

I
I

I

—

—

™

1

'

M

~ H^ure"^

^

here, boosted trade. PicTure^unted for little; $17,000.
Pantages (1,664; 60)
"Other

—

Women's Husbands" (Warners') and

Picture well liked and
advertised
In
more sensational
fashion than any film atractlon of
recent memory, but unsuccessful In
combatting the heat; $4,800.
climbed up considerably on the week.
Seventh St. (1,480; 60)— "Lover's
Estimates for Last Week
Tsland" and vaudeville.
Adversely
Metropolitan "Loves of Ricardo" affer-ted Tnv
wenther; $5,100.
(Reban) (3,595; 25-65). With star
(Coprrftfit, 1020, by Variety, la*.)
appearing In sketch In person, did
far better than average attraction
Fairly good at around $26,000.
vaudeville.

—

I

'

.

Week With

$8,500, But Rialto's $6, • II
Better Showing

ish

.

9

Owing
exhibitor.
weather, particularly at

to chilly
night, there

In

Dallas/

the

for

trouble

box

CHICAGO LAST WEEK,

2d Week, Fell to $17,000, from
$28,000 1st Week—McVicker's, $22,000, Only
Healthy One Last Week New Oriental Open

"Stella

St John, N. B., May 11.
Daylight saving time became efhere last week, another

ACT

12, 192*

LOOP'S LOWEST FOR MONTHS

fective

Los Angeles. May 11.
HELD STATE
STAGE
(Drawing Pop. 1,350,000)
Harry Langdon proved a recordbreaker at Loew's State with his
first
feature
picture,
"Tramp,
Tramp, Tramp," by breaking the
Sunday high with $7,012.25 on the
It Is about $860 over what
day.
was corraled by "Never the Twain," Other Minneapolis Film House
which had the record up to that time
'Greater
Way Off Last
through Hearst publicity.
The Langdon picture started oft*
Glory' Fell to $4,000
like a cyclone on its first three days,
doing around $17,000, overcapacity

May

A

Has Canadian Forces
—$4,000 Last Week at

Time at Pop Prices, Does
Flop—LPs Re-Issue with Lon Chancy MoneyMaker for Criterion 'Parade' Finished to $20, .•mi.

the house, with five performances daily.
Had not the house
record b?9n made with two holidays
week
in
one
the Langdon opus
would easily have made the tap by
balance
of the week
its start.
The
was a turnaway for the picture at
were
matihees
a bit light,
night, but
saying this new star is more of a
favorite.
female
male than

B CAN

•Ypres'

Chaplin's "Gold Rush," 1st

for

Wednesday,

Providence,

May

11.

(Drawing Population, 300,000)
Despite ideal spring weather, local
houses grossed satisfactory figures
last week.
The Impetus given the
show business here by the inno-

Sunday movies May

vation

of

seemed

to last

2

throughout the week.
the "Sundays"
will remain profitable Is being measured by the managers in terms of
hot weather.
Perfect weather last Sunday sent
most of the city folks out Into the
porks and on the roads, but a spring
shower set in about 3 o'clock and
brought them all home again. The
movie houses, in consequence, stood
them up without exception during
the late afternoon and evening. It
was even a bigger Sunday than the
first one a week before.
Final checkup at the end of the
week showed the Strand way up in

How much

longer

.

the lead. With "Clothes Make the
Pirate" and Mike Arlen's "Dancer
of Paris," Manager Reed banked
as considerable a sum as the box
office has taken In for some time.
differed
about
Local
opinions
"Clothes Make the Pirate," some
contending that it was simply silly,
but the majority asserting that it

was a wow.
The Majestic and the Rlalto ran
neck and neck. Comparing the size
the theatres, the Rlalto, with
"Oh, What a Nurse!" and "The
Night Cry" drew far more heavily
than the Majestic, which showed
"The Blind Goddess" and "Hearts
and Spangles."
Eat mates for Last Week
of

i

Strand— (2,200;

Chicago, May li.
Loop topsy-turvy last week. Its
bottom fell out and grosses dropped

the lowest in 10 months, with
the Chicago down to $29,000. "Stella
Dallas," after a big first week at
the Roosevelt, tobogganed to $17,000..
Orpheum, the Randolph and
the Monroe, first-run houses, all
toppled, while "Ben-Hur" and "The
Big Parade" went out at the lowest figure of their runs.
McVicker's was the sole except
tion.
The house registered $22,000*
the same tally as the week previous,
and It looks as If the new policy will
find favor.
It seems a matter of
Paul Ash, and It is the Oriental, not
McVicker's, that will be the hard
house to put over, according to
early dope following the Friday
night Invitation opening of the new
house. The Oriental will need all of
tho prestige of Paul Ash to put it
across, and Paul Ash in the Oriental
will hurt the Chicago, around the
corner, more than it will hurt McVicker's, from the present perspective on the situation.
The weather, very warm and
out-of-doorish, was partly responsible for last week's bad business,
but commonplace film attractions
helped.
The Chicago had "The
Barrier"; not liked by the fans because of its trick photography,
which occasioned unfavorable comto

ment.
Estimates for Last Week
- Chicago
"The Barrier" (M G.60-75).
$29,000,
M.)
(4,100;
against $35,000 week before.
Garrick— "Big Parade" (M.-G.-M.;
10th and final week). Strongest $a
film to play Chicago In years. Went
out at $12,000. completing great picture run. House gets "Betty Dear,"
musical comedy.
McVicker's— "High Steppers (F4
P.) (2,400; 60). Intelligent handling
of house since Paul Ash left may
set definite clientele that will offset
loss of maestro. Henri Gendron and
Jesting Jazzers liked, but continuance problematic, due to trouble
with musicians' union. Last week
again $?2,000; very good. In view
of general slump, and equaling gross
of previous week.
Monroe— "Hell's 400" (Fox) (973;
This Fox program feature
50).
couldn't draw against depression;

—

16-40). "Clothes
the Pirate" (1st N). Leon Er"The Dancer of
rol liked on whole.
Paris (1st N) with Dorothy Mack.arranging these- contests since aill variously received, but success
last fall; $1,200.
with majority. Extra big at $8,500.
tOvsyifcfcft, It**, by Variety,
)
10-40). "The
Majestic
2.500;
Blind Ooddess" (F. P.) not so good n.noo.
Oriental "Tramp, Tramp. Tramp**
as deserved. "Hearts and Spangles"
(Columbia) adequate second -fea- (F. N.) (2,900; 60-76). B. & K.
FILM,
opened
house with job stil unfinture.
$6,000.
Rialto— (,448; 16-40). "Oh. What ished, as at Uptown last summer.
young
fortune Saturday grind*
Made
(Warner)
by
Nurse!"
liked
a
$22,
alL
"Night Cry" (Warner) with ing from 8:30 a. m. Until midnight.
opening
night before. Harry
Private
Rin-Tln-Tln; good, according to
Langdon's first full-length comedy
whether you like animals. $6,000.

Make

W

—

—

ACT AND
hi
PRESENTATION,

BUFFALO,

Buffalo,

Taxings

May

11.

Victory— (1,960; 16-40).

The

Ex-

again last quisite Sinner" (M. G.) far-fetched,
appealing.
"Lazybones" (Fox)
receiving about an even break at the poorer half of bill. $5,500.
Million Dollar— "The Gold Rush" $20,000 in Milwaukee, Big; hands of the public.
This Week
The Buffalo, which looked for
(U. A.) (2,200; 25-85). Much disapStrand. "Mile. Modiste,"
of
to $15,000 heavy business by virtue of the Van Donald Norton"; Majestic, "Test
pointment In first week at local pop Wisconsin
"Social
prices for this Chaplin. No prolop
and Schenck special engagement, Celebrity," "Out of the Storm"; RlMilwaukee, May 11.
and Interest very slim. Poor at apWith a sudden change In tem- which failed to hold up to the pre alto, "The Bat," "Racing Romance";
proximately $17,000.
peratures from mid-winter blasts to ceding week's figure. Some part of Victory, "The Barrier," "Early to
"The Rig mid -summer sultriness Milwaukee
Grauman's Egyptian
this fall-off was due to the fact that Wed."
Parade" (M-G-M) (1,800; 60-$1.50). held Its own during the past week, the feature act did not receive the
(Copyright, IMS, by Variety, Ine.)
[Final week brought rush.
About caused probably by the "names'* at proper publicity, the picture befwg
$20,000.
billed above the singing attraction
the theatres.
"Tramp. Tramp,
Loew's State
Dnvidson, playing legit stock, In all of the publicity.
"HUR" LEAVING
Tramp" (F. N.) (2,300; 25-$l). marked up a record when
Last Week's estimates
"LomHarry Langdon best of comics so bardl, Ltd.," with Leo Carrlllo
Buffalo (3,600; 30-40-60)— "Infatas
Hanging
Around $10,000
"Parade
far as draw is concerned to play guest-star hit around
"Bride's
$20,000.
A uation." Van and Schenck, Busiiioss
Will Linger, $13,000
this house.
Initial feature appear- style show in addition
helped bocst Fantasy" (presentation).
ance broke two of dally house rec- this gross. Two burlesque houses, dropped over preceding week. Van
Boston, May 11.
ords, Friday and Sunday, with final bucking each other
on stock policy, and Schenck took precedence over
(Drawing Population, 850,000)
gross $31,500.
Matinee
wero both knocked down hard, everything In the show.
"Ben-Hur"
Is due
to leave the
Criterion— "Outside the "Law" (IT) neither of the two going over
business
light,
which
probably ac
$3,600
25-35).
Reissue a darb. on the week.
(1,600;
counts for drop. Would seem that Colonial the end of this week. It
has
announced,
not
been
however,
Drew more people to this house than
with
heavy-salaried
feature act such
Duo to tho opening of the new
if another picture will go into the
any other since low admission scale neighborhood house, the Tower,
the as Van and Schenck coupled with a house for the balance of the sumresorted to. Close to $6-000. Plenty Saxe people neglected their
weak
picture
vaudeville
feature
downof profit for house.
Lon Chaney town houses a bit In advertising, should have received more attention mer.
"Hur" picture has not been holdheavily starred.
and as a result the Saxe downtown in the publicity. Not over $22,000.
Forum— "Stella Dallas" (U. A.) playhouses, with the Wisconsin
Loew's (3,400; 35-50)— "Beverly of ing up; the past few weeks it has
Last
25-75).
Hopped ahead of lead up, fell off a bit
(1,800;
Graustark" and vaudeville. Picture been dropping off steadily.
fourth week and finished the fifth
gonerally pronounced one of best week the gross wafl reported at $10,Estimates for Last Week
close to $8,600. Lenves Wednesday
seen at the house in weeks, failed 000, without any indication that
Alhambra
"Cohens and Kellys" to excite much In way of additional business would increase.
(May 12). "La Roheme," at $1.05
(3,000; 00). With high house mark takings; $14,000.
"The Big Parade." which came in
top. opening Thursday (May 13).
to
shoot at, set by "Sea Beast" In its
Figueroa "Fifth Avenue" (P. D.
Hip (2.400; 50)— "Beautiful Citv." a little In advance of "Ben -Hur," is
being
kept at the Majestic, with
C.) (1.650; 25-75).
Good picture first week, this Universal house flrst
half;
"Bluebeards
Seven
without names to draw them to this came within $150 of It, doing about Wives," second half.
I<irst
split nothing as yet to indicato that It
neighborhood house.
Trade very $20,000, leading the street. Stand- week house has played in several will be withdrawn. I/ast week the
out business nearly every night.
light, onlv about $5,000.
months, with majority of business business was reported at $13,000.
(Copyright, m«, by Variety, Im.)
Wisconsin—"Kiki" (3,600; 60-60). going to first-half feature; $11,000.
The Fairbanks picture, "The
Despite Norma Talmadge drawing
Lafayette (3,400; 35-50)— "Heart Black Pirate," opened at the Trecard here, Wisconsin was hit by of Siren" and vaudeville. Bill Just mont last night, with the house
Sea-Battle
Tower publicity and dropped under another show. Little to upset usual sr.aled at $1.50 top and with two
$15,000.
Nicely profitable, but lower order of business; $16,000.
performances daily. It is scheduled
Los Angeles, May 11.
to stay four weeks.
(Copyright, 1»2«, by Variety, Im.)
Sixteen actors working In a battle than usual.
(Copyright. 1020, by Variety. Ine.)
Strand
"The
Barrier"
(1,200;
scene In "Old Ironsides" were res26-50.
With Llchter's band also
Mildred Harris on Small Time
cued from the ocean when a ship puller, got $8,000.
Did a
participating in the fight (filming
Los Angeles, May 11.
Merrill— Ibanez's "Torrent" (1,000;
Mildred Harris took to tho smal
the battle of Tripoli) crashed on a 25-50)
Los Angeles, May 11.
Hearst advertising in two
reef and sank Immediately. Rescues papers helped this picture in second time vaudeville route last week
Bebe Daniels' next picture, M Thc
were made by the crew of the D. M. week, but flop generally at around when she played the Broadway College Flirt," won't go into produc$4,000.
Palace,
local
Ass'n.
her
tion
house
in
until May $1, Instead of May 16.
RJston.
Garden— "Outside the Law" (1,000; ketch, "If Husband's Only Knew.'
The delay Is caused by the reThirty-eight wooden ships were
25-50). Lon Chnney's name helped;
Harry Von Meter and Harold cent accident In which Miss Daniels
used in this battle, and 3,000 extras $4.soo.
Waters were In support.
fell from her horse.
were employed.
(OpyrlfM, 19t«, by Variety, Ine.)

week,

all

fell off slightly

of the

downtown houses but

Down

—

—

BOSTON

—

1

—

—

Mishap

—

Bebe

Wales

flrst

—

feature.

Orpheum "Hell-Bent fer Heaven" (Warner's) (776; 60). Toothless version of Pulitzer prize play
seen here last season; $7,400; weak*

Randolph

— "Watch

Your Wife"

(U.) (650; 60). $4,600.
Roosevelt— "Stella Dallas" (U. A.;
Terrible
2d week) (1,400; 60-76).
drop on this one; $17,000. Fell from
$28,000 first week.
"Bon - Hur" (M.-CJ.-M.;
Woods
13th and final week). $8,000; house

—

diirU th's we"i.\ :\nd miybe lonirer.
(CopyriirM. 10*6. by Variety, Ine.)

Peggy Joyce with Film
Asking $5,000 Weekly
Buffalo,

May

It.

Hopkins Joyce appearing;
person with "The Skyrocket" at
the Lafayette Square here this week
is reported as receiving $3,500 for
the week in addition to $700 for the
Peffgy

in

picture rental.

Added to this the house Kuarantees to spend $2,000 in extra publicity

during the week.

Local ex-

figure that the theatre will
have to do at least $800 per n&t
extra In order to take care of the

perts

additional overhead.
This is the second week of Mi»"
Joyce's personal appearances, her
first week in Detroit reported a»

having

opened heavy

but

falling:

before the end of the engagement.
V

away

The atVactlon Is known to have
been offered to other Buffalo houses
at a figure around $5,000 for both
picture nnd the star.
John Waters* 6-Year Contract
Los Angeles, May 11.
John Waters, who recently directed "Born to the We.<f tor

Famous Players, has »>^n p.lac-od
under a five-year contract with tliat
organization.

May

Wednesday,

12,

PICTURES

1926

DEM' FALLS UNDER $14000;

"GOLD RUSH" CUT SHORT

VARIETY

PAPER THEATRES EXCITE BALTO;

Los Angeles, May 11.
The unexpected flop of "The Gold
Rush" has cut Its stay in the Mil-

LEAVING COHAN FOR EMBASSY

EVEN K -A PICKING UP HABIT

lion Dollar to three

weeks. "Kikl"
scheduled to open May 20.
The Chaplin picture was to have
been held in for six weeks.

is

Week a Dropper

lilt

—

for All

—"Parade"

Broadway

—

Fine weather of last

week with

picture palaces

S00.

Everything else In town was off.
Bven "The Big Parade", dropped

•bout $500 from what it did the
week before and registered the lowest receipts the picture has had
since

opening on Broadway.

It

is

in Its 25th week at the Astor
and the current week should And
it nearly hitting the $500,000 mark
In receipts at that theatre for the
run thus fur.
other
regular
picture
the
In
bouses the Rlvoli with "Skinner's
Dress Suit" got $23,300 while at the
Rialto Harold Lloyd's "For Heaven's
Bake" finished with $21,800 to its
credit at the end of the fifth week.

now

The Colony with "The Midnight
Bun" in its second week at legitimate house prices did $13,527 and
the picture was withdrawn Saturday, followed by a revival of the
eight-year old "Outside the Law"
Sunday, with the house reverting
to a grind policy and popular prices.
At Warner's where "Hell Bent Fer
Heaven" held forth the box office
lowest the
showed $12,225,
the
house has had since "The Sea
Beast" left and it returned to a
grind. "The Sea Beast" at the little
Cameo in Its second week got $4,449.

Two
after

PORTLAND TO $8,500

BIG GAINS

of the specials left Saturday
runs.
"The Black

extended

Pirate" finished at the Selwyn with
business down to around $10,000,
and "Stella Dallas" slipped out of
the Apollo after 24 weeks with the

week under $5,000. "The Volga
Boatman" in its fifth week at the

final

Times square finishes Sunday (May
16).

One of the big wallops of the
is
that
"Ben-Hur" has
dropped two weeks running under
the stop limit of $14,000 set for the
Cohan theatre and leaves the end
of next week, going to 600-seat
Embassy where the same $1.10 and
$2.20 scale of prices will be maintained.
Last week the gross at the
street

Warm Weather Too

Early

Last

Grosses Generally

tionally

this

satisfactory.
Around $5,200. Held
over.
"Beverly
Rivoli (1,210; 35-50).
of Graustark" (M. G.) Drew well at
$7,400.

People's (936; 30-45). "Kikl" (1st
N.)
This 900-seater evidently becoming second-run for circuit's local theatres.
Pictures going big at
Liberty rushed In here following
week. Do better than under ordinary run. Gross jumped to $4,000.
"That
35-50).
Majestic (1.000;
Picture cut
Royle Girl" (1st N.)
by censors, with public discouraged,
with* girls' band brought fair rating

In receipts at this
Palace— "The Runaway" (F. P.)
Last
house.
Pleasing picture.
week business went to $18,902, low- (2,432; 35-50).
est thus far on run.
Near $7,500.
Cameo— "Sea Beast" (Warners)
Rialto— "Gilded Butterfly" (1,978;
Scheff on stage;
(549; 50-75).
Fritzi
Second week did $4.- .15-50).

$8,500.

This Wssk
Columbia. "Blind Goddess"; Metropolitan, "Mile. Modiste"; Palace,
"Let's Get Married"; "Itialto, "Still

Alarm."

— "Ben-Hur"

(Copyright,

1»2«,

by Variety,

Ine.)

(M.-G.-M.)
$1.10-$2.20)
(20th week).
Wearing the end of run at this
house. Stop limit at Cohan $14,000. with special midnight performance

Dropped below for two successive

house May
Colony

—

move

to

Embassy

opening at smaller
23.
Last week $11,110.
"Midnight Sun" (U.)

'

Dress

Rivoli— "Skinner's

Suit"

(2.200; 35-50-75-99). Reginald
in this remade comedy drew
$23,300 last week, below average

(U.)

I\nny

Special failed for house, although about $3,000
up here for more than two better than week previously.
"Black Pirate" (Fairweeks. Revival of 8-year-old "OutSelwyn
side the Law" at pop. prices and banks. U. A.) (1.080; $l.l0-$2.20).
grind policy reinaugurated Sunday, Last week final one, dropping to al^ast week, $13,527.
most $10,000.
O.980;

summer continuance by

all

houses

with the possible exception of the
Arcadia.

The Stanton has "The Bat"
low "For Heaven's

Sake,**

to fol-

which

means

that "Stella Dallas" has been
Many believe that
this indicates that "Dallas" will
eventually come into the Aldlne,
seemingly the best house for it

again held up.

—

—

Criterion
"Mare Nostrum" (M.G.-M.)
(C08;
(12th
$1.10-$2.20)
Week).
Dropped about $300 last
week, returns showing $7,723.75.
Embassy— "La Bohemo" (M.-G.(600; $1.10-$2.20) (12th week).
5J-)
£ext
week final for picture here.
$6,727.

Rialto— "For
F.

Heaven's

Sake"

p.-r,.) (1,960; 35-50-73and final week for Lloyd

3J ). Sixth
cornody
Last

week about

*nls gave picture)

total

$21,800.

of $163,060

on flve weeks. GIHl
a Gray In pera °n and
on screen in "Aloma" opens

Strand— "Greater Glory"

(2,900; 35-50-75).
proper notices bad

(F.

Although

dM

N.)
daily

$33,200.

Times Square— "Volga Boatman"

(DeMillc, P. D. C.) (1.036: $1.10It will give
Final week.
$2.20).
total of five weeks on Broadway.

Around $7,300 last week.
Warner's— HH1 Brnt Fer Heaven

'

'

(Warners)

(1,360;

Pulitzer

50-75).

prize plav In screen form made by
Stuart BInrkton turned In worst
grosn this house has had slnrc^ returning to grind policy. $ 1M'-.'.
1

(Copyright,

1»S6.

»»y

Variety.

Ine.)

Good—
Week

Is

this as a summer cut only.
was what La Rose had a*ked for.

nounce
It

When

refused, he qu't
Estimates for Last

Century— "Tower

Week

30-65).

of Lies" (3.000;
Critics lavish in praise of

Chaney

in,

new type

Norma

role.

Shearer popular here, but combination of stars failed to develop
expected. Around $11,000.

draw

Rivoli— "Reckless Lady" C2,300:
18 months.
35-65).
Pleased, but not plctnre
Following persistent rumors and a that got house practically capacity
local press story to the effect that throughout.
Warlng's Pennsylvathe projected Stanley- Crandall the- nlans on stage and deserve credit
atre on the Academy site was in- for draw. Started capacity and hit
definitely delayed, a Washington nightly.
official of that organization anWarner- Met— "Oh, What a Nurse"
nounced that work of clearing the (1,300; 25-50).
Syd Chaplin got
site would begin within the next Warner Brothers' local box office
several weeks. A local representa- largest week's gross cash business
tive of the Mastbaums declared he since first week of "Sea Beast."
had not been advised of any change Excellent. About $10,500.
of plans and that the reports of
New— "For Heaven's Sake" (2d
insecure foundation on the Academy week. (1,800; 26-50).
This Harold
site were groundless. An earlier re- Lloyd not up to "Freshman" standport had declared that the Stanley- ard and failed to touch hold-over
C rand all engineers reported only week's figures of earlier comedy.
five feet of foundation, whereas the Heavily exploited and adroitly hanprojected theatre calls for 12 feet.
dled; with second week $8,000
Meanwhile Frederick C. SchanEmbassy—"Let's Get Married"
berger, head of the Kernan The- (1,500; 35-65).
Richard DIx film
atrical Enterprises, announces the previously announced for previous
Keith -Albee people will erect a large week, but changed at last moment
picture theatre in Baltimore. The for "Count of Luxembourg"
Arreport followed closely on the heels rived week late, but failed to deof the K-A announcement of a buy- velop outstanding b. o. potentialities.
No announcement House not yet out of rut into which
In on P. D. C.
of a site was made.
it plunged with "New Klondike sevAnother up-town site now looms eral weeks back. Business still deas a possible picture house location. cidedly off.
The big lot on North and MaryHippodrome— "Gold Rush" (2d
land, bought from the State of run). (3,300; 26-50). Following disMaryland for a Hotel Shelton proj- astrous second week in crack Rivoli
ect, has been taken over by a new when playing first run little exPlans for im- pected of Chaplin film in big combiholding company.
provement are still indefinite, but a nation house and little realized. Off
persistent rumor points to a combi- week with picture handed most of
nation hotel and theatre with Wil- blame. About $8,A00.
liam Fox taking the theatre end
Psrkway
"Storm
Breaker"
of it.
Business eased off
(1,400; 26-60).
8potty Last Week
after good showing previous week
Last week was spotty in the box with second run "Beverly.** House)
The majority were off, only averages fair business, and got Just
offices.
the Rivoli and the Warner- Metro- about that with this one. Say $2,600.
politan reporting outstanding weeks.
Garden "Under Western Skies"
At the Rivoli the picture had little (3,000; 25-60).
Big combination
Warlng's Pennsyl- house missed leading cowboy heroes)
to do with it
vanians were on the program, and and business lightened sympathetic-

—

—

did

their

usual

capacity business.

Syd
found
Warner-Metropolitan
Chaplin in "Oh, What a Nurse" fine

Week

ally.

$9,000.

far

About

from bad.

—

Ford's
"Naked Truth .•
(60c).
b. o. material, and the week was Legit season over and m> x sensaThe Century eased off some- tional booked in to pick up change
big.
what with "Tower of Lies" and from shock absorbers. Found pickCharlie Chaplin failed to ring the ings anything but good.
Returns
box office bell at the big Hipp.
light.
The Embassy has not yet reThis Wssk
covered from the box office nose
Century, "Brown of Harvard";
Fol- Embassy, "The Wanderer"; Oardive of several weeks back.
minstrels as the big feature, also lowing a difference with Berman den, "The Phantom Bullet"; HipFox has over policy. La Rose retired from nod ro me. "Wild Oats Lane"; WarHelena March, soloist.
Aunt Jemima, Aaronson's Comman- the management of the Embassy .ier-Met, "Why Girls Go Back
ders (held over) and Hazel Bond, and is succeeded by Cherry.
The Home"; New. "Desert Gold"; Parksoloist.
house dropped to 65 -cent top scale. way, "For Heaven's Sake"; Rivoli,
across-thethe
with
conforms
This
Estimates for Last Week
"High Steppers."
(Copyright, lttS, by Variety, Ine.)
8tanley (4,000; 35-50-75)— "Irene" street RlvolL The management an(1st N ). Colleen Moore big followpanned
picture
ing here. Although
FRISCO
Is
by some critics, business good, with
about $26,500; nice gain.
%
No
Alibis
on Coast—$21,000 at
K.
C.
For Maistreet,
"For
Stanton (1,700; 35-50-76)
Warfield
Heaven's Sake" (F. H., 3d week).
(Drawing Population, 600,000)
This week last for Lloyd comedy.
City, May 11.
Kansas.
San
Francisco, May 11.
tremennot
well
but
It has done
Normal weather conditions and
Lewis Stone, Adolphe Mcnjou,
Last week about $10,000,
dously.
Chaney,
Lionel Barrymoro and other things being equal, business
Lon
maybe bit under.
Rod La Rocque last week. But box generally was satisfactory at the
Aldine (1,500; $2)— "La Boheme"
The box offices of the pleture houses last
office reports just middling.
(M.-G.-M.). Opened this week, but
alibi
was weather and roads too week. The Warfield agnln stepped
not figured for longer than a month
into the lead.
Harry Langdon'a
good, with gasoline cheap.
at outside.
The Newman Is spending a bunch "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp" was the
Bio Parade" Made gain and got of money for publicity for the Pub- medium that brought an unusually
stay.
long
of
week
last
$12,000 in
lix entertainment trade-mark, etc., big opening and a steady patronage.
Fox (3.0C0; 99)— "Stella Marls" and
using elaborate display Even the matinees held up better
is
(Fox). Picture not very well liked,
than ordinarily.
notices in the daily press.
but stage bin, Including Ukulele
Second position fell to the GraIn addition to Its "Isle of RetribuCommanders,
Aaronson's
Ike and
of- nada with "Sea Horses." The title
Pantages
screen
the
tion,"
on
held up business to fine gain; about
fered one of the best vaudeville bills was against the feature, and only
$19,000.
of the season, with Charles Athoff average business resulted. The fact
Arcadia (800; 50)— "The Dancer drawing the greater part of the ap- that it was Eddie Peabody's final
of Paris" (P. N.). Unexpectedly good
week as a musical attraction did
plause.
business, with $3,500.
The Liberty's feature, "Outside much to help receipts.
Karlton (1,100; 60)— "Crown of
"Stella Dalian," at the Imperial,
reissue, did as much as a
Law."
the
Lies." Just so-so, with about $2;000
newer picture in the off week. It more or less of a disappointment
reported.
something
unthe
opening week showed an Intaken
have
would
(Copyright, lMf, by Variety, Ine.)
crease.
usual to get 'em In.
Estimates for Lsst Week
Estimates for Lsst Week
Newman—"A Social Celebrity" California— (2,400; 65-90.) "Reck1

Very Low

HELD UP

—

—

S. A.

DISTRIBUTION

$1.10-$1.65).

to hold

(Lloyd,

pectedly held over.
Business was surprisingly satisFilm
factory without being big.
people are again 'encouraged for

Held over.
This Week
"Sea
Blue Mouse (850;
25).
This week's lineup of pictures
John BarryBeast" (Warners).
more great draw. Film at Heilig for holds out a fair amount of promise.
Ihree days at advanced scale earlier Stanley has "The Blackbird," Karlin season.
At thin house at 25c. ton "The Lucky Lady/* Fox "Sidrew in hordes; $5,100 exceptional. beria." This, together with "Boheme" and the two holdovers, "For
Held over.
(Oopyrlrht, IMS, by Variety, Inc.)
Heaven's Sake" and "The Dancer of
Paris," completes the 'lineup.
In the matter of presentation, the
HEAT IN WASH.
Stanley has Tom Brown and his
at $5,500.

—

weeks and will
after n^xt week,

house has staged recently.
did so well with "The
it was unex-

The Arcadia

Washington, May 11.
(White Population, 380,000)
Everything did a terrific tumble
U. A.) (1,300; $1.10-$2.20).
Closed
Sunday after completing 24-week here last week. Got away to a fair
run.
First eight weeks had fairly start before the heat hit.
Estimates for Last Week
good box office return, but balance
Columbia— Harold Lloyd In "For
was about an even break or worse.
Final week found receipts under Heaven's Sake" (F. P.) (1,232; 35$5,000.
Picture
the 50). Third week. About $6,500.
goes
into
"Other Women's
Metropolitan
Capitol next week.
Astor— "RJg Parade" (M.-G.-M.) Husbands (F. N.) (1,542; 35-50).
excited over
particularly
No
one
(1.120;
week).
$1.10-$2.20)
(25th
Current week will undoubtedly find tllm. Had some appeal with women.
this picture hitting almost $500,000 Gene Austin on stage. About $7,000.

Cohan
O.H2;

Though

Dancer of Paris" that

Estimates For Last Week
Apollo— "Stella Dallas" (Qoldwyn-

346.45.

—Not Sensa-

Week

Portland, Ore., May 11.
Local houses did not fare so well
Philadelphia, May 11.
this week, for the warm weather
Nothing notable In the film busidrove them to the parks and
ness downtown last week.
As a
beaches. The week's money leader whole the week wasn't quite as nowas Harry Langdon'a "Tramp, ticeably bad as the previous one
Tramp, Tramp" at .he Liberty. It had been.
The Stanley staged a comeback,
got near $8,500, in spite of the heat.
"That Royle Girl' at the Majestic, though not a great one, with Colleen
which created muci publicity, ow- Moore in "Irene," which did about
ing to the Censorship Hoard's deci- $26,500,
The Stanton held Its own with the
sion in canceling it, could not click
big, as expected. Got $h,000 for the third week of "For Heaven's Sake."
About $10,000. This Lloyd picture,
week, though, and held over.
however, has not been as notable as
Estimates for Last Week
some of his others. Its run is listed
Liberty (2,200; 35-50). "Tramp. to end this week.
The Fox had a great surrounding
Tramp, Tramp" (1st N.). Harry
Langdon looks like money for this bill and also gained, both Ukulele
town,
having draw from local Ike and Aaronson's Commanders
pulling more strongly than the picvaudeville fans. Around $8,500.
Columbia (822; 36-50). "Skin- ture, "Stella Marls," which was
ner's Dress Suit" (U). Did not pull panned by most of the critics. The
did
about $19,000
as big as previous Denny's features. combination
This house is using an act, usually great for this time of year and a
operatic type, and proving highly further tribute to the fine comeback

got $7,724.75.

Capitol— "Brown of Harvard" (M.O.-M.) (5,450; 50-$l.G5).
Well received but with general depression
on street failed to touch mark entitling hold
Showed $49,over.

Up

Philly Houses Picked

Much Opposition—Light

Cohan was down to $11,110.
"La Boheme," which leaves the
Embassy next week, will have completed 13 weeks at the house. Last
week's receipts showed $6,727, while With Film Grosses Tumbling Last
Wsek
at the Criterion "Mare Nostrum"

469.

>
Stan, Not So
"Nars," Best Showing Last

Baltimore, May 11.
in the midst of the
greatest picture theatre construction boom known here since the
passing of the 6-cent picture parlors.
Most of the activity is still
In the blue print stage, but allowing for the usual discount, the city
stands a good chance of acquiring
6,000 or 7,000 more seats within the

This town

IN

tW

$10,500

Thud on 2d Run, $8,000—

Lies," with

AND FOX, $19,000

LANGD0N SHOT AHEAD

around Times

Quare. Only two houses maintained anything like their near average
Capitol, which, with
for business:
"Brown of Harvard," pulled $49,146.45. and the Strand, with "The
greater Glory," a picture panned
by the press, with the receipts $33,-

"Tower of

STANLEY, $%500,

i

and baseball as counter
racing
afternoon attractions resulted In a
fensral falling off In the Broad-

ly

Chaplin's "Gold Rush'*"

Out—Capitol Got

Also Felt It Other Specials
$49,000 Strand, $33, in

Frank Cam(V. P.) (1,890; 35*60).
bria's "Garden Festival" on stage.

One

less

Lady"

featured

(F.

Belle

P.).

Management

Bennett

heavily.

most colorful offerings here Gross better than normal; $12,000.
New Orleans,
Met
65-90.)
"Sea
since Publix units started.
Granada
(2,734;
The Saenger Theatres and Robert with more favor than Its prede- Horses" (P. P.). Title hurt. Only
"Moments from Grand average business; $18,000.
Wilcox, distributor of pictures In cessor,
Imperial— (1,300; 65-90). "Stella
Panama, have formed a corporation Opera," by same producer. BusiDallas'' (U. A ). Second week and
to be known as the Wllcox-Saenger ness off, but hit $11,800.
Royal— "The Barrier" (M.-G.-M.) material pickup; $11,000.
Wilcox is presiCompany, Inc.
CfT-OO).
"La
Takings, $4,200.
(920; 35-50).
St. Francis— (1.400;
dent; E. V. Richards, vice-presiPulled from
"Too Much Money" Boheme" (M-G-M).
Mainstreet
and
dent; Frank Scott, secretary,
arts. start.
live
Opening two days very big.
I5-5 0).
Also
(3.200;
L. M. Ash, treasurer.
Looks in for profitable run; $14,000.
Business not good; only $11,000.
Warfield— (2.840; 65-90). "Trump.
Liberty— "Outside the Law" (U.)
The new corporation will hanr
Reissue; $7,100.
Tramp, Tramp" (F. N.). First full
dle theatres and the distribution of <27,- o0).
of
"The.
IhIo
comedy of Harry I^angdon's
screened
length
Pantages
and
Indies
films in Panama, West
Retribution"
and gavo excellent got away to splendid opening. PicCentral and South Americas.
business
picture. ture
Matinee
Globe's
clicked.
bill.
variety
Wilcox books and operates 36 "Hraveheart," In connection with through we« k bigger tbr\n ordlnnrHe is a plo- musical stock.
theatre's in Panama.
$21,000.
v
l.«-d v»r.-«'t in receipts.
«up> H*ht, 1926, by Variety, Ine.)
(Copyright, 1936, by Xmtlrtf, The,)
r.eer distributor there.

May

11.
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—
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Wednesday, May

Marceline Day's Plea

BOOKING OFFICE FOR NAMES' AND ACTS

FOR TRAIN

Cornerstone for

—
—

maining There for Present No Other Stanley
Houses to Be Booked by K-A Complete Organization for Stanley Booking Office with John
McKeon in Charge; Profiting by Publix's
"Presentation" Experiment

Paramount Laid May 19
The corner-stone of the
Paramount -Broadway building

—

will

be laid at noon,

The newly amalgamated picture
house interest* comprising the theholdings

atre

lj-aanchlse
tional

of

holders

had their

first

the
In

associated
First

Na-

booking meet-

ing yesterday in the offices of the
Stanley Company in New York. At
this meeting it waa agreed that for
the present each of the theatre
chain would do its booking Individually, but through the Stanley
office, which will be operated on a 5
per cent, commission basis. Nv effort will be n.ade for the present to
route any attraction for more than
the individual booker wants to
offer in the way of time.
The general trend of thought Is
that
"names" are the essential
thing as far as attractions are concerned.
To this end, yesterday

(Tuesday)
Eddie
Dowllng was
booked for about six weeks of the
Stanley time and Louis Mann was
lined up for both Philadelphia and
Atlantic City
In speaking of the future of the
Stanley-contr- Jed houses, as far as
their connection with the KelthAlbee office is concerned, Jules
Mastbaum, president of the new
atniiatlon, stated that the Stanley
houses in the Keith office would
remain there for the present at
least, but that none of the future
houses or any of the houses in the
affiliation would be lined up with
the Keith-Albee organization under
any circumstances.

pulling power.
In this respect the policy of the

office

from

houses

the

the

that

J.

Eastman, presi-

Western district manager, were the
Lasky, vice-president in heroes of the adventure.
charge of production for FamousArriving in Kansas City on the
Players, has decided to make his second section of the California
permanent home in Los Angeles. It Limited, they were told that they
is estimated that he will be on the would have an hour and
la minute
Coast 10 months of the year and stopover.
This, they figured, waa
in the east the rest of the time.
enough to hop uptown and visit
Co-incldentally with the Lasky the K. C. exchange. They returned
decision to become a Coast defender, to the station in what they figured
Carl Laemmle, ^president of Uni- was just time to return to the
versal, has determined to make his smoking room and found that the
home there for the greater part of train had left half an hour before.
the year to be In closer contact The Limited had only stopped for
with his producing plant.
46 minutes.
Last year it was announced that
After raising the roof of the
Winfield R. Sheehan, general man- Santa Fe station, the despatcher
ager of the Fox Film Corporation rustled around and got them an
would live on the Coast to keep an airplane which transported them to
eye on the ambitious Fox program, Emporia, Kan., 128 miles west.
while Louis B. Mayer, chief of the While they were flying, the deMetro producing staff, has been on spatcher wired on ahead and held
the Coast for over two years with the
California
Limited for
30
his headquarters right on the lot. minutes until the two film men
Some predict that Richard W. climbed aboard.
Rowland will shortly move to the
Harris and Diamond were in
Coast to superintend the First charge of the Southern California
principally
National output, which Is
sales convention for Pathe, held
made in California, although several May 7-8.
of the stars work at the old Blograph studio in the Bronx.

Ironsides," the F.-P. special for
next season, will also be included.
.After the corner-stone cere-

Publix Theatres inaugurated and is
now following. The Publix believed presentations without names
as long as they were flashy enough

monies, which will last about*
30 minutes, guests will attend
a luncheon at the Hotel Astor.

would attract business. The experience to date has practically
proven the fault In their deductions
in this regard.

The Stanley people are out to
by the Publix experience, and
are shooting for names right from
the start.

GEO.

May Go

Shows

Portland, Ore,

May

Hoxie, Free-Lancing,

LEWIS STARRING

WARNERS' "PARIS"
Los Angeles, May 11.
with P. D. C.
Los Angeles, May 11.
George Lewis, the young actor
Brothers are going to reWarner
who made a good showing in "His
Los Angeles, May 11.
People" has been placed under a lease a picture entitled "So This Is
Jack Hoxle Is no longer a UniIt was made by Ernst Lufive year starring contract by Uni- Paris."
versal star.
His contract expired
of
Reveillon,"
His first picture will be bitsch under the title
versal.
recently.
"Rig Guns," directed by Harry Pol- from an original story by Mellhac
At present Hoxle Is playing BufHalvey. Rob Wagner is doing the falo Bill in "The Last Frontier."
lard.
titling.
which George B. Beit* is making
Corfor Producers' Distributing
"Paradise" Leads
poration.
John McCormlck Resting
Los Angeles, May 11.
Metropolitan
is
understood
It
Los Angeles, May 11.
George Sidney and Charlie MurJohn McCormick, general manager Picture Is negotiating with Hoxie
ray have been engaged for the leads
for a long time contract, as P. D. C.
in "Paradise," which will be the first of First National on the Coast, has
directed
by
suffered
a nervous breakdown and is understood to want to make
June Mathls production

profit

Better Stage

of the statistical department, coming to the coast for the first time
in several years and Frank Harris,

Jesse

duced into America by Adolph
Zukor, while shots from "Old

differ

will

policy

PRODUCERS STICK
ON STUDIO LOTS

dailies, pieces of picture film,
coins minted In 1926, copper
Adolph
Zukor,
etchings
of
Jesse Lasky and Sidney R.
Kent, while a plate containing
the riamea of all the officers and
directors of the company will
also be included.
The film to be placed under
the stone will be sealed in a
small copper can and will consist of shots from the most important news events in 1926, a
piece of "Queen Elizabeth," the
first feature length film intro-

headed by a "name" that has a box

totally

19,

dent of the Broadway Association, will be master of ceremonies.
A copper box will be placed
beneath the stone. It will contain copies of the New York

vanced to a stage where an attraction will be able to secure a route
of at least 25 weeks. For the present there are about 12 weeks on the
books of the office.
John McKeon will remain at the
head of the Stanley booking office
and will organize a staff to surround himself. At present the difficulty lies in getting men who are
so equipped as to understand the
requlreme its of the average picture house.
The formation of several "flash"
acts is under consideration, and in
this
instance each one will be

Stanley-booked

May

Mayor James J. Walker.
Ho and Will Hays will spoak
by

while Lee

2 PATHE MEN'S DASH

Los Angeles, May 11.
Marceline Day, picture actress,
VIA PI A
asked for an injunction in Superior
court prohibiting Metro -Gold wynMayer from interfering with her
Miss Day, whose Diamond and Harris Flew
screen career.
128
real name Is Newlln, stated that
Miles to Catch Limited
to the procontract
under
she was
Took Chance in K. C.
ducers until April 26, when she
came of age and repudiated her
made
contract which had been
Los Angeles, M.iy n,
while she was a minor.
Two Pathe officials staged an
Despite this, she alleges, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer have continued to episode from one of their serinls
la
claim exclusive rights to her serv- getting out of Kansas
City on their
ices.
way f/om the New York convention
to Los Angeles
L. S. Diamond, lu-ad

FOR NEW STANLEY THEATRE COMBINATION
Present Stanley Houses in Keith-Albee Agency Re-

12, 1926

11.

Liborius Hauptmann, musical director at the Rivoli, and formerly
with Universal's Columbia, in Seattle, has been given a free hand in
the way of presenting concerts and
stage features, at the picture house.
Last week he augmented his concrt orchestra and offered a "jazz
concert" that was J.he talk of the

Booking Organization
During the next month the organization of a complete booking
organization to handle the houses in
the atfiliated circuit will go forward. It is figured that by the
middle of June it will have ad- town.

Sylvano Balboni, her husband,
the new First National studios.

will be

in

away

a two weeks'

at

Palm Springs

for

rest.

Westerns, producing at least
seven features a year.

six or

"THEY CLAP HANDS WHEN THEY SEE CHARLIE!"
Triumphal Debut

CHARLIE MEL SON
AND

HIS GREATER BAND
FILLING FOR A SHORT TIME THE BIG LEAGUE BOOTS OF "RUBE" WOLF
Who
in

Is

Knocking 'Em Cold

FANCHON
A

in

& MARCOS

Oakland

Latest

"IDEA"

West Coast Divertissement

LOEWS STATE, LOS ANGELES
Thanks

to

Mr. A. M.

BOWLES,

Gen. Mar., West Coast Theatres, Inc.

LOOMIS

PUNCH

SPEED-WONDER DANCER
Feature

PAUL OSCARD'8 PUBLIX

Presentation

"SOUTHERN MEMORIES"
This

Week (May

10),

FAMOUS PLAYERS' CIRCUIT
METROPOLITAN, BOSTON
Last Week (May
Direction:

LESTRA LaMONTE—The
Creator, Designer

and Star

t>f

LOEW'S STATE, LOS ANGELES,

3),

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

BENJAMIN DAVID

Paper Fashion Plate

FANCHON & MARCO'S PAPER IDEA

NOW—Entire

West Coast

Circuit to Follow

MOaT NOVEL PRESENTATION EVER OFFERED ON ANY 8TAGE. ENTIRELY OF PAPER COSTUMES AND PROPERTIES DESIGNED BY LESTRA LaMONTE.

!

Wdncsday^May

PICTURES

it , 198«

Pommir

GRANT

[E

IS

in L.

A.

Los Angeles. May 11.
Erie Pommer, head of UFA, ar-

gBALANCEI^—LOCATED

rives here Wednesday to supervise
the next two Pola Negri produc-

tions for

Famous

Players,

understood that because of
Pommer's familiarity with Miss
Negri's ability, F-P will allow him
It

full

is

nations—Two Auto Accidents
11.

down.

Alhambra

suffering

county

health

spectors

who

and

housing

In-

B A

visited the establishDonna Bell

Mrs.
ment operated by
Home
a Maternity

u

and

WEEK
S S Y

NEW YORK

Sani-

a county permit
Grant there under
itey found Miss
name and reported that
an assumed
mental condition was far from
tarium,

her
normal.

T

don't advertise

MARE
NOSTRUM
(OUR SKA)
By 1BANEZ
ALICE TERRY

ANTONIO MORENO

th

nervous and physical breakThe dlHcovery was made by

VARIETY

REX INGRAM'S

LA BOHEME

1

at

general stage manager

KING VIDOR'S

has arisen bore
Huch commotion
Katherinc
the discovery of
ture * rtross employed at
GrtJrt. P c
a private
Hal Roach studio, ln
jroni

Is

in

May

P ince

murium

Picture
for A. H. Woods.
"Man Bait"
He has written
"Man Bait." an original by Nor- a number of plays, several of which
man Houston, has been bought for have been used tn stock.
~*
pictures by Cecil De Mille.
If you don't advertise in

LILLIAN GISH
JOHN GILBERT

ln

th #

VARIETY

Houston

rein.

Actress Found
Roach Studios'
sanitarium— Has Halluci-

L,os Angeles,

!

th

MONTH

CRITERION

without

the discovery of the acthe place It was reported

ior to

re's

;

,t

had mysteriously disappeared
an automobile accident last
that there were
December, and
mysterious elements about the alnecessitated
which
leged accident
seclusion.
her being placed ln
A statement given Variety by
Parkin is
State Alienist Dr. Victor
winter found
that Miss Grant last
he was becoming too stout and
decided to go on a self-planned diet.
is
Thie diet was rather rigid and
physicalsaid to have weakened her
the young woman
8,
Dec.
ly.
stopped at a drug store to get someWhen she came out to rething.
turn to her car, a Ford which w.
passing by struck her in a vital spokept goirvr.
of her anatomy and
MIbs Grant got into her car and
etaited for home, when she became
faint and stopped the car in front

she

after

:

of a

garage.

The garage

man who came

out

what was wanted found on
from Miss Grant she was 111 and at
her request called the Roach studio
4

to see

They directed that Dr. Louis Felder
of the Ambassador Hotel be summoned. Dr. Felder took her to the
Hollywood hospital where X-ray
examinations were made.
Miss Grant is said to have remained at the hospital for several
days and was taken home. Shortly
afterward with her mother she went
to a mountain resort.
There she is
reported to have had fancied injuries which preyed on her mind
Her condition as alleged was ininto by several specialists
who reported nothing wrong.
Mind Affected
Dr. Parkin was called in and advised that Miss Grant be taken to
,the Alhambra Sanitarium.
There
she was closely guarded and given
treatment by Parkin and other
quired

doctors. It is said that at times her
mind was greatly affected and that
she endeavored to do away with
herself by trying to Jump out of a

second story window.
Within the
weeks her condition is said

pnpt few

have improved and hopes were

to

he'd out that she would be able to
return to the Roach studio within

* few

months and resume her work.
The Roach studio have been payand sanitarium bills
her mother funds

ing her doctor
besides giving

Men week.

Miss

Grant.

21.

h.;s

been under contract, to the Roach
organization since 1922 when she
* fn a beauty contest making her
"Miss I.os Angeles."
ef

The day following the discovery
Miss Grant at the Alhambra

plnce she was taken from it by her
toother to another establishment.

IT takes more than

JUST

good intentions

TO produce road-show-size attractions
OTHER companies tell you
ABOUT their road-shows
PLANNED for next season — very well, but -

REMEMBER this fact

M ETRO

- Goldwyn- Mayer

IS the only company

THAT showing four $2 top
ATTRACTIONS on Broadwayrighrnow
YOU can't laugh that offis

AND remember this: Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer
THE company that made those Big Shows
HAS positively got Bigger Shows
IN

the line-up your public will

demand

THE PARADE OF HITS FOR 1926-27

THE SENSATION OF CHICAGO
The Organist You Love

to Sing With

AT BALABAN & KATZ'

NEW ORIENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO

PICTURE'S

VARIETY

to

BOSTON AGAIN AFTER

NORTH END FILM HOUSE
20-Yr. Effort Resumed
trict of

—

Los Angeles, May

Dis-

The Breakfast

75,000 Without

May

ciers,

Club, of finan-

magnates

picture

The market hns remained rather sluggish during the past week with
gain or loss recorded.' During last week there was little to choqpe
from in the amusement stock field. During the week a new issue Rosy
little

11.

The
its appearance without very much action.
being offered by brokers in unlisted securities at 33 within
the last week or so, they advertising it in their house bulletins.
Last week's dealing disclosed the following:

11.

Mayor Nichols has taken under
advisement the petition of Julia E.

first

for permission to build
$250,000 motion picture house in
the Nonh End district of the city.
It Is planned to build the house
next door to the Hanover street police station.
This is one of several petitions

Famous Players-Laaky
Do.,

11.

general manager
expected here next

is Italian.

week with his brother, Joseph M.
Schenck.
Paid for Full Week
m
Nick will remain at the MetroChicago, May 11.
Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver
The opening of the Oriental was City for about three weeks, discussdelayed five days last week. Bal- ing production plans with Irving
aban and Katz paid off the actors Thalberg, Harry Rapf and Hunt
for the entire week.
Stromberg.

*

No

•

IN VAUDEVILLE
And So Hailed by the Critics

•

2.800

HI«h.
•

•

41ft
ft

40

-ift

•

•

300

83

—

revue.

resistance on

—LOS

ANGELES

"Worth the price of admission alone. They play
music • • • Best dancing seen on any vaudeville
stage for months."—LOS ANGELES ILLUSreal

TRATED NEWS.

BAND — DANCERS — SINGERS

NOW

Headlining

PANTAGES

And Rightly So
Circuit

•

;r
/.

.

•

4ft
22ft

4 %
- ft

33

42ft

7%

7*
82

ch

ft

sales or quotation*.

n

Hollywood

was here, and it wan decided*
that Turnbull take a vacation in the
east for a month.
Before going
Turnbull sort of let it be known
around that his vacation would consist of hard work in the east, with
the indications being that he would
probably do his producing at the
F. P.'s Long Island studios, and
that Schulberg would take over the
units which Turnbull had, supervising and handling them himself with
the aid of his general assistant, Sam
latter

Jan*e,

who

is

a

relative

of

GEORGE GIVOT
44

The Panting Singer"

Yesterday's trading showed:
Hl&n.

Sales.

Rutman Kodak
Famou s Players-Laaky
Fox Films A
Incorporated
Motion Picture Cap Corp
Orpheum Circuit preferred...
Shubert Theatres
Warner Bros. Pictures A....
Ix>ew'a,

100

100%

121

122*

C,4

63 Mi

*'~V?
"'^

37%
21%

86*
21%
65%

*%

14ft

14

14

CURB

HIph.
310

Sales.

100
eoo
800

37%
21%

uS%

200

Low.

Close.

:no

310

%

21

OUT OF TOWN

7%

8

+ %
+ Vi
-%
%

G4

-

+ 1%
%

104

104

104

Cliangv.

Close.

100%
123ft

.

100
100
4. noo

,

IX)W.

300
000
400

11

1

Chance.

+10

- %
- %

22%

7%

HlKh.

so

I/OW.

Balaban

A

Stanley

Co.

so

Kats.

890

F. P. School Graduate in
2-Reel F. B. O. Series
Loa Angeles, May 11.

Change.

Clo«w».

lovi

10

10%

er%

•7%

67%

86

06%

B6%

Miss Mack's 1st Story

Los Angeles, May 11.
Florence Mack, assistant to Isadore Bernstein at Universal, has
Film Booking office is starting to
make a new two-reel series of 12 written her first original story enGrimm's titled "Thoroughbreds," comedy"Bill
called
pictures,
Home Again
Progress,", directed by Ralph Ce- drama, purchased by Carl Laemmle,
Where I 8tarted
dar.
prior to his departure for New
In the leading roles are Margaret
McVICKERS', CHICAGO
Morris and Arthur Luden, bor- York. It probably will be a Laura
Opened May 3rd as
LaPlante production.
rowed from Famous Players.
Master of Ceremonies
Luden is one of the graduates of
Bernstein and Miss Mack axe
With New Trousers
the Famous Players-Lasky school. writing the continuity.
Other members of the cast Include
"8AY IT W1TI1 PANTS"
Gertrude Short, Al Cook, Kit Guard
and Grant Withers.
The Celebrated Emotional Actress and Co-Star of "HIS PEOPLE**

HOFFMAN CHANGES STUDIOS

ROSA ROSANOVA

Los Angeles, May 11.
Renauld Hoffman, making lnde
for Tiffany re
lease, is moving his company from
the Metropolitan Studios to Unl
versal City.

pendent

pictures

in

A

THE
Om

SHOCK"

Act Playlet

WKEK OF MAT

15

CRITERION
Lot Ang-clM

MURT
A LITTLE

BIT DIFFERENT

THREE AND A HALF YEARS WITH SID GRAUMAN, LOS ANGELES, CAL.
TWO YEARS LAFAYETTE, BUFFALO, N. Y.

NOW

FEATURED ORGANIST
RIVOU,

NEW YORK

the

producer.

HENRY

"JUST

In

Chicago corporation.

Sk1*»s.

REVUE
excellent

•

•

4 %

275

22

8%

•

Close,

4%
23

41%

• •

16

Low*
•

•

300
2.000
1,800

Chicago

Chocolate Fiend*

An
EXAMINER.

60)4
•

•

•

254

273

180

2P%
20%

14

Sates.

CURB

•

•

•

•

15

•

-1%
4 %

ITO*

48%
60%

•3%
• •

43 ft
—1

23

•

•

01

2.300
34,900
*.

Loew's

WEN TALBERT'S
bill.

'83%
37

1?3

Philadelphia

the

\k

Los Angeles; Mny
Reports are current

especially around the Famous Play
ers-Lasky
studio,
that
Hector
Turnbull, associate producer
with
Ben P. Schulberg, who went to Ne
w
York last week with JeRse Lasky
for a month's vacation, will not
return to the Hollywood lot.
It is said that outwardly Schulberg and Turnbull got along very
well and even lunched together
Turnbull had several conferences
with Jesse Lasky, who, Incidentally,
is
his brother-in-law, while the

Boston

THE FASTEST ACT

"A\welcorae natural." VARIETY.
Talbert's Revue it the piece de

-

Practically everything In the amusement line showed a slight gain
yesterday but in the main the market continued its skigglsh condition
At the meeting of tho Board of Famous Players-Lasky mie regular quarterly dividend of $2 a share was voted on the common payable on July
Watson and White who handled tho now
1 to holders of record June 15.
$2,000,000 bond issuo of the Motion Picture Capital Corp. announced
that the Issue had been totally sold at 99.
There has been little activity in the east on Balaban and Katz but It is
understood that Famous have practically cornered the stock of the

American Seating: Co.
Fo* Theatres A ....
Trans-Lux Screen...

"Wen

Ch'itc.

•

•

AS

38
23

•

Pictures
Bros. Pictures

128

118)4
•

American Seating Co
•Ralahan tt Katz Ctfs
Film Inspection M
Fox Theatres A
Trans-Lux Screen

•Warner

128

3.<W0

•Universal Pictures. Pfd
Warner Bros. Pictures A

Universal

Close.
109

41%

2.*00
*.9«»
1,400
8.900
1.300

Circuit
pfd

•Do.,

Nick Schenck,
is

low

pfd

Orpheum

KICK SCHENCK OH COAST
Loew's,

Low.

10»fc

Meiro-Qoldwyn
Motion Picture Cap. Corp

Him

of

HlKh.

700

•Klmt National PicU
Fox Fllmi A
Lmv'i, Incorporated

have been made the Mayor Park Agnew's Storage
over a
all have
Wife
Pockets Cost
always
been
tailed.
There has
Des Moines, May 11.
much opposition from the clergyStrange handkerchiefs with monomen In the district and also oppo- grams not her own, hairpins, phone
sition from those connected with numbers
of other women and more
social welfare and educational infound In the pockets of her husterests in the neighborhood.
band after "nights out'' secured a
The petition for the picture house divorce for Mrs. Susie Agnew, wife
was signed by 186 business men of Park Agnew, assistant manager
and property owners In the district, of the local branch of a film corporepresenting ownership of $3,000,000 ration.

Los Angeles, May

Sal en.
39. WO

Pathe Exchange A
Shubert Theatres

permission
for
similar
etretch of 20 years and

most part

Is

pfd

•Do.,

that

for the

issue

Eautman Kodak

The club defrayed all expenses of the luncheon.
Norman Manning, former
picture press agent was master
of ceremonies for the event.

Sonnabend

a

common made

Theatre

and

actors,
who like horseback
riding before breakfast, tendered their first annual breakfast-luncheon at the Biltmore
Hotel and played host to about
1,000 guests.

taxed property. It 1s figured that
there are at least 76,000 persons in
the neighborhood and at present
there is not a single picture house.
The population Is cosmopolitan, but

Sdnlberg Supreme West?

PERFECT HOST

Picture Theatre
Boston,

Turnbull Remains East

AMUSEMENT STOCK QUOTATIONS

BREAKFAST CLUB;

-

4

Wtdpdday» May

PLEADING MINORITY,

IARCELINE DAY REBELS
H.-G.-M. Sales Girl

Must

—Mother

Contract

On

THE EVIDENCE

Fulfill

in

PARAMOUNT

It

Los Angeles,

May

was

Announcements

jryn-Mayer, about six months atfo.
H endeavoring; to break her contract, while the organ tz.'it ion is infulfill
it.
The
that she
tlitlnf
actress claims that at the time the

You have

completed

when

her

srtlary

No

at liberty to work in
any other studio.
taltC Marceline
Following this
was given a pa,rt in "Hell's Four

them

all,

M.-G.-M. remembered

it

all

the other producers have

FOLLOWED.

LARGE and SMALL.

other company's product can hold a candle to

75 golden box-office
r

The
Hundred," a Fox production.
girl got several Jobs. Mrs. D:»y says,
and began .making good. With the
publicity given Marceline. Mrs. Day

f

*

PARAMOUNT^ 15TH

hits.
f

No other company offers you stars like HAROLD LLOYD, GLORIA SWANTHOMAS MEIGHAN, POLA NEGRI, RICHARD DIX, BEBE DANIELS,
RAYMOND GRIFFITH, ADOLPHE MENJOU, DOUGLAS MacLEAN, BEERY
AND HATTON, W. C. FIELDS, GILDA GRAY, EDDIE CANTOR, ESTHER
RALSTON. FLORENCE VIDOR and a stock company of 70.

SON,

had

a contract and sent for her, casting
her in "Toto." "The Roy Fri. >mr
and other pictures at a salary
mailer than that received for her

work in "The Barrier."
About a month ago Mrs. Dixy protested against the salary her daughter

studied

BIRTHDAY GROUP of

daughter was

says,

PRODUCT.

was

was not given a
Day says she wont
and was informed her

Mrs.

to the studio

of 1926-7

NOW, MORE THAN EVER, BY EVERY TEST OF SHOWMANSHIP YOU
KNOW THIS IS TRUE:

ftbppcd and she
role.

announcement

its

of practically

was signed she was a mi-

nor and that she now has reached
lier majority.
The girl was originally engaged
With the mother, Mrs. Irene Day,
signing the contract and cast for
the feminine lead in "The Harrier."
According to the mother's story, the
In that picture and
jirl worked

new

with

first

11.

Marceline Day. placed under a
Ave -year contract by Metro -Gold

contract

IS IN!

t

was getting. The studio offiseemed to pay little attention

t

t

f

cials

and she says

she

No other company commands a galaxy of directors like CRUZE, GRIFFITH,
VON STROHEIM, ST. CLAIR, NEILAN, FRANK LLOYD, SUTHERLAND,
DWAN, BRENON and a score of other fresh, progressive showmen.

the

studio
very much hurt.
She told her
daughter, who refused to return to
the studip until an apology was
made her mother. None was made.
A few days after that visit of
Mr9. limy, Marceline became of age
and called the studio, asserting that
regardless ot its contention she was
till under contract she was of age
and would refuse to abide by any
contract made In her minority.
Irving Thai berg, who is the executive In charge of the M.-G.-M.
plant, asserts the controversy between Miss Day and the studio is
imply a difference of opinion as
to whether she is still under contract to M.-G.-M.
He said his organization would hold her to her
contract and would protect themleft

No other company offers such smashing big 1926-7 attractions— all completed
or in the making— as Cruze's "OLD IRONSIDES", Griffith's "SORROWS
OF SATAN", Brenon's "BEAU GESTE", Ziegfeld-Sutherland's "GLORIFYING THE AMERICAN GIRL", Fleming's "THE ROUGH RIDERS", Von
f

selves with legal me. ins to prevent
Miss Day working for anybody else.

and a procession of others coming.
t

*

f

No

other company has met thousands of exhibitors face to face, presented
frankly the merits of its 1926-7 product fas Paramount did in 40 coast-to-coast
meetings) and received unanimous and enthusiastic endorsement of its pictures
and its square deal policy.

Ainsworth's Uncontrolled

Fountain Pen and $15
Los Angeles, May

"THE WEDDING MARCH"

Stroheim's

11.

Phil

Alnsworth, second husband
Barbara La Marr, had
a fountain pen and a blank check.
He's in Jail again, arrested on bad
of the late

check charges.
This time Alnsworth is accused
of signing his mother's name to a
bouncer. When apprehended Ainsworth's parole from San Quentin.
where he had served a term for
forgery,
would have expired in
seven days.
According to parole
regulations, he will be returned to
the state prison In addition to being
tried on the new charge.

A

Gentlemen,

IN

all

the evidence

1926-7,

is in.

The

verdict

is

this:

EVEN MORE THAN EVER BEFORE

PARAMOUNT OUTCLASSES THE

FIELD!

GENE AUSTIN
Sngle

Who Books

Single

NOW

IN

Weeks and Then Plays Twice as Much

Just Because the Public Won't

Take "No"!

THE SECOND AND BIGGER OF TWO GREAT WEEKS AT

WASHINGTON,

Thanks

to

D. C.
DIRECTION STANLEY CO. OF AMERICA
HERE IS WHAT THEY SAID:
HARRY M. CRANDALL, JOHN J. PAYETTE, the Preaa am* You

People!

WASHINGTON DAILY NEWS

WASHINGTON TIMES
An additional feature of the musical program is the group
of popular songs by Austin, who enters on his eecond week
here. "How'd You Like to Meet Me in the Moonlight/' one
of his own compositione which Is "tried out" on the Washington audience, ie most enthusiastically applauded.

Booked by

VICTOR

RECORDS
ARTHUR

CORINNE AND GENE 8TARRING AT MET
Victor Herbert and Gene Austin are saving the day at the
Metropolitan thie week.
Gene Austin is making a stampede out of the riot he
etarted last week with hie generoua program of popular
ditties, eung in the soothing collegiate tenor that has made
him a Victor Record favorite.

SPIZZI AGENCY,

Inc.

1

VARIETY

12

ENTIRE SHOW BUSINESS GETS

trio of

BEHIND UNITED JEWISH DRIVE
Willi
all

a characteristic mobilizing
resources, the leaders of tho

MAYER AS

LOUIS

amusi mint Industry In New York,
have line<l up In the vanguard of
the rescue tank undertaken by the
United Jewish Campaign, whose

|

SALES TALKER

Rosensweig, Leo Shubcrt, Douglas
N. Taussig. Harry Warner, Jacob
Wllk, Al H. Woods and Adolph
Zukor, all the forces of the amuseient industry of Greater New York
will swing into action Immediately
after the general city- wide canvass is over and will do their bit
In topping off the big Jewish fund.
Plans are underway for a mammoth Joint Sunday night benefit enlisting every theatre, every vaudeville and picture house in all of the
five boroughs of Greater New York
"headline"

Dolores Costello's

Francis). At each of the hotels will
be fllm conventions of one character
Qr another> In addition the M.-Q.-M.
talker may be lnser ted into conven|onB Rt Bo8ton Washington and
Pnlladelphlat for exhibitors only,
Accompany lng the high speed
we8tW ard will be publicity
.. G ..
organiof the
zation, Howard Diet* (east) and
Pete Smith (west).

M

M

|

praised.

—New

The Girl of Your Dreams

DOLORES

I

COSTELLO

1

I

any

in

of these events, to the big

life-saving fund which Is to put
thousands of families in the stricken
communities abroad back on the
road to self-support and normal
human existence once more.
The plan was initiated at a recent

conference at the Hotel BUtmorc
headquarters of the $6,000,000 New
York drive, at which a notable

"The Little Irish Girl"

Fox

in St. Louis
St Louis, May 11.
While nothing more than the pre-

made by Fox
1

I

From

To

Brady's Appeal
Mr. Brady made a stirring perappeal to the gathering to
(Continued on page 68)
City Official

Is

8tudio Mgr.

Los Angeles,

May

11.

Arthur Shador, formerly city engineer of Universal City, has been
appointed studio manager for Universal.

To

—New York Evening
youngster on the screen
—N. Y. Daily Mirror.

is

the loveliest

Directed

Warner
Now

Ridgway.

L. A*

is

L. A.

John P. Goring.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Roach.
Frltxl

cast

Post.

"Dolores
today."

Kay Hammond.

sonal

and a strong supporting

"Just watch Miss Costello. That privilege alone
worth the price of admission."

|

White.

JOHN HARRON

in

group of theatrical leaders who attended offered their services as a
unit to vice-chairman P.ressler and
national chairman David A. Brown,
who heads the nation-wide $15,000,000 campaign. Those who attended start in the fall,
this conference were Al Woods,
Joseph Leblang, William A. Brady,
Louis Bernstein, Barney Klawans,
N. Y.
Julius Tannen, Louis Mann, Gus
Pauline Garon.
Edwards,
Douglas
Taussip,
N.
Gaston Glass.
Loney Haskell, John Zanft, Leo
June Mathis.
Brecher, Harry Hersh field, Beulah
Sylvana BaYbonl.
Livingstone,
Herman
Bernie,
Billie Dove.
Martha WllohliiHkl, Alex Kcmpner,
Fred W. Beetson.
Paul Born, Eva Puck, and Sam
I

with

announcement

has been
regard to the contemplated picture house at Grand
and Washington boulevards, the
building plan will be gone through
with. This, in substance, was stated
by Abram Frumberg, attorney for
Fox.
Excavation work Is expected to

llminary

I

York American.

.

Beaudine Farmed Out

features

name

on a billboard always
sends me into a theatre
with eager anticipation.
Three times she has appeared on Broadway in
leading roles.
Three
times
she has been

which are being projected for the
Los Angeles, May 11.
occasion is a great boxing carnival
William Beaudine. director under
with Benny Leonard as the stellar con tract to Warner Brothers, workperformer, and a group of big out- j n g for other concerns under the
door performances on the same day, farming-out process. Is scheduled to
including exhibition baseball games go to New yot\l after completing
In the three big ball parks of the nlfl next Douglas McliCan picture
cit yfor Famous Players -Lasky to direct
Concerts at the Metropolitan and one wltn Richard Dlx as the star
Manhattan opera houses ars also at the F p
i H i an d studios,
included fn this city-wide array of
Tne laat flve pictures Beaudine
which
are ha8 ma de have been away from the
popular
attractions,
aimed to give every man. woman, War ner lot. It is said the Warners
and child in the city an opportunity are ma king a handsome weekly
to contribute, through participation proflt In leas ing him out.
In

1926

tlvcs as

I

the

12,

Fox foreign representa-

Louis B. Mayer (Metro-Goldwyn$6,000,000 drive, now fairly In sight
Mayer) talked himself into a speech
of the poal after two weeks of untrip when impressing the
making
paralleled concentration of effort, is
A pivotal factor in the realization M.-G.-M. salesmen's convention at
New York,
of the national project for a $15,- the Hotel Pennsylvania,
that time
000,000 overseas chest for succor of a couple of weeks ago. At
men,
women, and Mr. Mayer spoke continuously for
of
millions
children going down to final desti- over two hours, sending the assemtution and despair in the economic bled M.-Q.-M. selling cohorts Into
high waves of enthusiasm, besides
debacle of Eastern Europe.
Under the leadership of a com- promoting a most powerful spirit of
practically co-operation, according to the llatrepresenting
mittee
every branch of the amusement in- eners-in.
Through that and unexpectedly
dustry and composed of E, F.
Albee, Ben Bernie, Jjeo Brecher, Wil- Mr. Mayer found himself In quick
SydCantor,
Eddie
Brady,
liam A.
demand for a conversational tour
ney S. Cohen. A. L. Erlan^er, Mor- back to his Hollywood home. Conris Goodman, Sam 11. Harris, Al renting Mr. Mayer found a route
Joseph Maid ©ut for him that takes In BufLaemmlo,
Carl
Jolson.
Leblantf, Jack G. Leo, Marcus Loew, fa j
(May 10 at the Hotel Statler);
William Morris, B. S. Moss, Harry Chicago, May 13 (Hotel Drake), and
Charles
Nelmcs, Charles O'Reilly,
San Francisco, May 18 (Hotel St.

Among

May

he was the first to adopt terms of a contract made with Dr.
American methods of exploitation W. E. Shallenberger, of Arrow Pic-'
that be was han- tures.
product
tives sailed for Europe last week. for the
the
They were Julius Aussenberg. Fox dling. All three were guests at
convention.
The Grange contract, being a perrepresentative for Central Europe, Fox west coast sales
sonal affair with Shallenberger, was
who has his headquarters In Berlin;
affected by the
not
Louis Gruen, the Holland represenGrange Picture Starting bankruptcy petitions. recent Arrow
tative, and Frederick Anderson of
11.
Los Angeles, May
Stockholm. Sweden.
Tom Forman and Stanley Taylor
Red Grange is expected to arrive
Aussenberg has the reputation of
friends this week to will appear In "Kosher Kitty Kelly,"
five
with
here
being one of the livest wires among
work on his picture under the produced by F. B. O.
the European exchange representa- beKln

FOX MEN SAILING

of

Wednesday,

'.4
i

From N. Y.

fcp

ROY DEL RUTH

Bros- Production

Playing at the

WARNER THEATRE

Mr. and Mrs. John Patrick.

(THE

Samuel Blythe.

HEART OF BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

N.

Y.)

Jacqueline Logan.
Eatelle Taylor
George Nichols

'The best harmony

trio to

BETTY

ever play

Omaha."— "OMAHA BEE"

— EVE — AURELIA

ABBEY SISTERS
In

Now

"MUSICAL MOMENTS"

Playing a 12-Week Engagement

FOR THE A.

H.

BLANK CIRCUIT

WIRE YOUR AVAILABLE DATES

PHIL TYRRELL ATTRACTIONS
WOODS' THEATRE BLDC, CHICAGO,

ILL.

FILM*

REVIEWS

Woman

other punch. Tammany Young as a lot of kick into the story, but they
Wilderness
a trick radio bartender in this scene failed to come through with it.
First
by
rale*a«d
is "oak."
Claire Windsor is a wishy-washy
- >-r* Kan* product!**.
110
Krom lory br Arthur 8trl nicer.
"The Wilderness Woman" will get sort of a heroine, and Owen Moore
laughs,
but it won't send the audi- *s trying to do a female imp* isolaPJr****?^^' 1- Lowell Sherman and Chrsthe Strand. New ence away talking or thinking about tion in tho picture.
Ilia tussle in
^OBkMn- Shear*
Wf*^ at Buaalnc lima, (M) the picture.
Fred.
trying to don a pair of corsets is
Yora.
very
antique
both
ways,
but the
AJlewi Printfe
''Hi?' Madman
#*^"
funniest thing in the picture.
Lowell Sherman
7k*Vt
Ai»" ^If^i^a.
Cheater Conklln
Someone with a good memory
Henry Vlbart
JS^Ooluoel"
!*•
Just lifted the furniture movers'
Robert Cam
Metro-Goldwyn Mtyer
production,
rfl
Bl* ;*f"
Burr Mcintosh reeled by Archie Mayo. .Story by Rupert
idea from vaudeville, the one origiB •••
a
*
rf*
Ths
Harriet Sterling HiiKhaa; adapted by Frederic and Fanny nally done by Bozo.
That's in the
•qua*
Hatton.
At the Capitol. New York, week picture In toto, which is a tip-off to
J
May ». Running time. 66 minutea.
every
one
to
themselves
protect
In
taken
Phoebe
8 tar In*
Clulre Windsor
Considerable liberty was
Btarllnff
which Ar- »Rm
Owen U»<ri> tho clinches against having their
with the original story
Oscar Water.
rjort
Roach
material
lifted
without
permission.
which ap- Luclue Kenton
hur Stringer wrote andPost"
Ned aparka
Frc<L
under J. Bradford Perkins
the "Sat Eve.

He

i

^'^Si

MONEY TALKS
I

i

225ed In
JhT title of 'The Wilderness Worn- £"•
Mile

comedy
i„ with the result that a
out.
Hr ihe screen ha* been turned
in the
laughs
of
lot
a
There are
present in the
aereen version not
IrSnal. The picture proves to be
but
affair,
a highly entertaining
Lams to lack In love Interest. One
Irthe principal faults is the total
^casting of Lowell Sherman in the
»

Phlllii-a

ttiatterton

Sniallcy

Dot Farle«
Kathleen Key
Ueorge Jtu wa

Locette
Ato Fo°

titling.

is

-son" incidentally makes a play for
the daughter, figuring; to marry in
on the old man's b. r. At the crucial moment the tenderfoot steps In

and saves both father and daughter.
Afleen Pringle is the gold miner's
daughter, and makes it look a million dollars, especially after she Is
Chester Conklln as her
dolled up.
father runs away with the picture.
The "old boy," with his walrus
mustache and glasses, trying to
"make" the newsstand girl at the
Biltmore, Is a wow of a laugh scene.
Sherman, however, does not ring
It isn't his fault;

true as the hero.

he was miscast.
been better in the

He would have
young con man's

role.

Howard Higgin, who
made a fairly good Job of
Is

directed,
it.

a laugh scene early, with

There
Miss

Pringle removing Sherman's boots,
and a couple of others later for the
girl In

her business with the young

black bear in the hotel lobby, but
the majority of laughs are garnered

In his sequence with
men in a hotel room
his handling of the "boose" Is an-

by Conklln.

the three con

a good wtage program, might slide
by as the feature in a ue luxe
house.
8utk.

LES MISERABLES

make a mistake, for the box office
at the Capitol Sunday surely must
have told a sad story as compared
to, other Sundays this season.
It is safe to predict that the Capitol the current week is going to
have one of the weakest box office
showings that It has had in months
with this production.
The only
saving grace, as far as the picture
la concerned, are the titles and the
stage show that surrounds the film.
The story is one of a "go-getter"
advertising man who has had a hard
time battling to keep two leaps
ahead of the sheriff.
He Anally
gets a Job to press agent a pleasure
island that has been a flop, and he
turns it into a health resort, getting a job at $50,000 a year, and
thus wins his wife back.
The biggest part is devoted to
the adventures of the prospective
patients on their trip to the island.
The skipper of the boat took the
charter to cover his rum running
activities.
On the sea the boat Is
hijacked, and then there is a final
rescue by the revenue men.
There was a chance hers to get

13

National Opera Company in Its en*
tlrety accompanied the picture under the baton of the composer of
the music, Fernand Heruteur.
The film Itself (It took four hours
and a half to run at the Hippodrome) is a very artistic and sincere
following of Hugo's novel. The production
work and huge crowd
scenes are aliko brilliant and the
acting is very far abovo the average.
This feature* to be put out to the
cinemas in two pnrtn, will be follower by "Michael Strogoff" and Kugene Sue's "Tho Wandering Jew."
both of which will, in all probability,
be handled here by European (Tnlveraal).

Stop,
Jrthh

(EUROPEAN)

Warner Brother* production made from
sister feature picture for C. D. Lancaster's atory "Ihe tir.tura."
Metro-Coldwyn. Far and away be- and adapted by Daryl Francis Zanurk.
low its standard of more than a Directed by Roy del Ruth with lJulorrn
olio and Johnny Harron featured.
At
year.
From the looks of the pic- Cost
Warner's, New York, May 8 week. Run
ture
considerable
change
was nlng time, 67 minutes.
wrought in the story by cutting and Dorothy
Dolores Costello

that of an Alaskan
miner who makes a gold strike, gets
Amnion from a New York syndicate
tenderfrom its representative, a
north to locate
foot, who Journeys
York
New
to
comes
who
him and
with his daughter. They are typical
the
rely
on
and
people
backwoods
young tenderfoot to steer them

The yarn

Little Irish Girl

the footage. Miss Costello Is
the trumps in the world in her
part and if justice stays blindfolded
then it is only a matter of time before this real actress displaces some
of the phoney stars who are fading
from view Ju«?t ns surely as the
moon from the sky when daytime
arrives.
The others are good, Johnny Harron showing up as a particularly
capable juvenile. Direction is also
Kood and the whole thing has been
well produced. Okch for the regular run of houses and backed by

out

all

Weak

The titles, by Joe Parnham, are about the only things that
save the picture from utter condemnation.
For the small daily change houses
this one Is about strong enough to
be the better of two on a double
feature bill, but as an attraction
for a week's run in a de luxe house,
impossible. Why It plays the Capitol is hard to understand, unless
right.
the fact is that M.-G.-M. is runOn the train east they run into a ning short on product and want to
couple of sharpers, who pose as hold back on their pictures of 1926They propose to 27 until after the summer is over.
father and son.
the subway. The If they do this they are going
se'l the old man
to
heroic role.

The

VARIETY

Look and Listen

Adium

production. ot»trU>ute*l byh«\ from Ifit, r.iUK'.i-r.l rom^y by H.nrry
R. Smith. Larry Ser:vn 9tr»rr«»»l a.id credited with direction.
One-half double lull at

Put

London, April

20.

New York. One day (May 1). RunThe premiere of the Film de Tlvoll.
ning time, BS minutea.
France super "Lee Mlserables,"
which has been secured by Euro"Stop, Look and Listen" as a muJohnny
Johnny Harron pean (Universal), occurred at the sical stage play was a success. As
Jerry Crawford
Matthew Hetz Hippodrome.
This
Trade
Show
picture
a
It means nothing.
The Chariton Kid
Lee Moran
For its star It has Larry Semon.
Gratulrna Weaver
Gertrude Claire marks a distinct upward movement
Frisco Heal EBtate Man.... Henry Barrows on the way these things are done That should be considerable, but is
here. Europe in the last few months not. Mr. Semon is a capable comerepeatedly won recognition out- dian. His facial expressions create
A crook picture with the old has
side the film world for its presenta- immediate laughter. His acrobatics
twist of a reformed crook trimming
tions, notably in the case of "The are of the best
But he has been
the real villains, and the curse is
Midnight Sun." "The Flaming Fron- seen in better pictures.
taken off by the sweet motive which tier"
and
"The
Cohens
and
feature
comedy
is nothing,
the
This
prompted the old crook's action. Kellys."
other than one of the type of twoThat's the plot of "A kittle Irish
The
premiere was attended by
(Continued on page 16)
Girl," chiefly a good film.
officials from the French, American.
Dolores Costello is cast as the Italian
and Swiss Embassies and
come-on gal for a flock of grifters, Legations,
while the French Amher particular racket being to pick bassador,
MASK
BROADWAY
proprietor of "Le Matin."
AT
out the suckers, drop a pocketbook the producer
of the picture and the
4TTH ST.
witrt her card inside and then sit leading
people were guests at a banhome answering the doorbell as they quet held
at the Metropole hotel the
drop in. one by one.- Once Inside, same evening.
The Wilderness
her boy friends did a painless dry
The "presentation" of the picture
and Ills
cleaning gag and the shorn lambs by Clayton Hutton, a member of
U's
Oklahomaaa
were shown the exits.
European staff, was in Itself noteSTRAND
SYafrjIONT ORCHESTRA
But she fell for one of the worthy. The rise of the "tabs" dischumps.
When her gang had to closed ^Victor Hugo, who, lrt a brief
blow town, they went to a country soliloquy, spoke of the work he had
BROADWAY AT
hotel run by the younp chump's done for humanity, while a small CAPITOL
6 1ST ST.
grandmother. Planning to take the boy listened attentively. The weary
old lady over for a few grand, they poet slept and the boy tiptoed across
framed with an impressive looking the stage and stealthily opened a
"real estate dealer" from Frisco to huge volume of "Lee Mlserables/*
with CLAIRB WINDSOR.
come In and play straight But the
Immediately the leading characOWBN MOO KB, BKKT ROACH

TR A nD

Woman

BROOKE JOHNS

MONEY TALKS

old woman was once a quick thinker
herself and in the end she trims
the crooks and recognizing that the
girl pines for an opportunity to go
straight, she takes enough money
from the smart guys to start the
young fledglings on their own path
of righteousness this touch pre-

—

serving the high moral tone requisite to modern picture productions.
Not so much of a story but at that

with enough situation to
stand up and enough laughs
to sprinkle them liberally throughit Is filled

make

It

ter,
Valjean. burst through the
pages before the terrified kid. crossing the stage. This was followed by
the other leading characters, Javert,
Thenardier, Fantine, Cosette, Eponine.
Each character crossed the

stage and exited, to reappear in a
tableau on a miniature stage erected
behind the sleeping poet. The presentation was greeted with bursts of
genuine applause as the players, the
original French artists of the film,
burst through the leaves of the hugs
book. The orchestra of the British

Formerly Premier Danseur Imperial Russian Ballet and

Faraovfl Capitol

CAPITOL

CI

BAND

Proamtm
ORC'HKSTJaA

LOIW'S

STATE St METROPOLITAN
By A

41th SL

Brooklyn

NORMA
SHEARER
"THB DBTO/S
CIBCCS"

la

VAUDB VILLI
At HUt*— Donald Karr EffU Waatoa
At MatrwpoUUtt—Qvr A

Diaghileff's Ballet

Russe

ANATOL BOURMAN
NOW

BALLET MASTER
FOURTH CONSECUTIVE AND SUCCESSFUL YEAR AT
BROADWAY'S FAVORITE MOTION PICTURE HOUSE

MARK STRAND, NEW YORK
AND

KLEMOVA
IMPERIAL RUSSIAN BALLET

GREATEST RUSSIAN TOE AND CHARACTER DANCER IN THIS COUNTRY
PRIMA BALLERINA OF THE STRAND THEATRE
Extend Their Best Wishes and Congratulations

MR.

MOE MARK

Founder and President

And AH

the Executives of the

to

MR. JOSEPH PLUNKETT
Managing Director

Mark Strand Theatre Corporation Upon Their Amalgamation
Stanley Company of America

with

a*

STRAND THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY

Botm
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NEW "WESTERN" STAR

97%

Brewster Loses Editors;

FORMER INDIAN AGENT
Los Angeles, May 11.
Wetro-Ooldwyn-MHyer is going
to make Westerns with a new star
in Colonel T. J. McCoy, former government Indian agent.
McCoy is ubout 35, an all-around
athlete and horseman, and is said
to possess an unusual personality.
M.-G.-M. may cust him In "The
Flaming Forest," a James Oliver

Two of the editors of the Erewster
publications resigned this week because of "orders" issued by the
owner of the publications from the
west coast.
They are Frederick
James Smith, editor of the "Classic,"
and Agnes Smith, who edited "Motion Pictures."

Immediately after their resignawere accepted they formed a
affiliation with "Photoplay" and
are now on tho James R. Quirk
staff.
Smith is managing editor of
that publication and Miss Smith

tions

associate editor.

Both

received

originally

training in fan maguzine
the Quirk paper.

The

FANCHON &

play"
Quirk,

their

work with

New York for "Photocomprises James R.
James Smith,
Frederick

staff in

now

Agnes Smith and Ruth Waterbury.

MARCO'S

On

the coast, Ivan St. John, Herbert

Howe, Adela St. John Rogers And
Dorothy Spensley.

Greatest Protege

K-A's Lloyd Comedy
The Keith houses

in

New York

City will get the Harold Lloyd comedy, "For Heaven's Sake," following
the close of its run at the Rial to

RUBE

Saturday.
For a time
the

Loew

it

appeared as though

circuit

felt

certain

it

would have the attraction, figuring
because of the volume of business
the Loew houses gave Famous Players, the latter could not afford to
hold out on the Lloyd comedy.
Nick Shenck reckoned without the
power of John C. Raglan, who represents the Lloyd interests on all
contract matters.
The Loew contracts offered were twice rejected
by Raglan. Finally, when Loew's
did not meet the terms, the Keith
offices were given a chance and
topped the Schenck offer.

WOLF
"CZAR OF RHYTHM"
!§

the

Man

of the

At West Coast

T.

Hour

&

Theatre, Oakland

D.

CHAPLIN'S 'CIRCUS' IN AUGUST
Los Angeles, May 11.
Charles Chaplin will not finish the
"Circus" until about August.
He contemplates Immediately
after beginning either "The Dandy"
or "The Suicide Club."

»

12,
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Chadwick Dept. Moves West
Los Angeles, May n.
Chadwick Pictures has moved its
advertising and publicity departnow ments from New York to their ofl

OF ALL THEATRES PICTURES

Didn't Like "Orders"

new
by

(\irwood story, to be directed
Kei;inald Barker. After this picture
AlcCoy will be placed in one or two
other outdoor stories and then given
a starring part.

'i

Wednesday, May

are no authentic statistics right
(Continued from page 1)
flees in Hollywood.
which pictures figure in some way, on the actual number of houses
E. Lanning Masters will be
and the remaining 600 are away open, in construction, proposed or
in
charge.
In contemplation.
from pictures In any form.
An unknown but noteworthy fact
No estimates are available at this
time of how many of the 17,000 in the picture branch is that not
picture theatres employ some stage over 100 theatres of the 17,000 have
entertainment In addition to the an admission scale exceeding 85c.
This is outside of the legit
screen fare. It ia conceded the top.
number is large at present and theatres ofttimes playing picture
steadily Increasing, with th: expec- r"~4 shows at $2. more or less. A
tation that before next season fairly majority of admission tops in pictures runs from 50 to 60c.
is underway the combination policy
houses using pictures as the leading
During the past some theatres
attraction with supplementary stage charged as high as 99c. but not in
cards, will be doubled.
sufficient quantity to exceed the
BALABAN & KATZ
An expectation goes farther to 100 mark, while most of the houses
state that In due and not an ex- formerly charging 85c. are down to
tended period the theatres playing 75c. with the relief of the admisOriental Theatre
straight pictures only will be in a sion tax up to that amount. Theminute minority.
atres playing pictures and looked
upon as picture houses with an adNot 500
There is no known count that can mission higher than 76c, such as
the
Embassy and Criterion, Broaderect a total of 500 theatres in the
U. 8. today playing to a regular, way, are rare, even in large cities.
announcements of theatre
In
gate without a picture attachment.
In the legit are not over 140 the- building operations for months past
atres (inclusive of €3 on Broad- it is but now and then that a new

PAUL ASH
NOW AT

New

CHICAGO

way) that may be looked to by the theatre is announced for a policy
showman as permanent week other than pictures. Picture houses
planned for modern use have a regstands.
One- nigh ters have passed away ulation stage and are adaptable to
any
stage entertainment permitted
as exclusive stands for legit shows
by the seating capacity (size).
only.
|
In straight vaudeville 30 theatros
Films' Onward March
are a liberal count for those reAn undercurrent of dubious feelmaining in that division, from ing of the future may be gleaned
coast to coast, Canada to the Gulf. from private talks with straightBurlesque may be lumped in its away theatrical managers.
Some
two wheejs at 80 theatres, taking legit producers appear to be in
in split weeks.
doubt if the onward march of the
road

of 250 houses away
from pictures at present leaves a
margin on 600 of an equal number
that might take in anything else
in the speaking theatre or concert

This total

in time envelop the
now standing, as the
picture producers may bring out a
quantity of super-feature pictures,
they say, in quantity, at one period.
hall division.
They point to the eight special -features on Broadway now in houses
Pop Vaudeville
Within the 2,600 mentioned as charging $1.65 or more as the top
playing a combination policy is the at the box office With film road
theatre known as the pop vaude- shows spreading forth, that would
ville house, originally built for a be another factor.
Another set of
vaudeville
policy
with pictures theatrical showmen laugh this off,
saying nothing can displace the
later added.
Among the 17,000 picture houses legit.
is
Meanwhile all showmen have not
every style of picture policy,
from
the
big
cities
to
the failed to observe that pictures have
veriest tanks. New picture theatres been and are beating down other
are going up everywhere.
There branches of amifsements.

Paul As*
Presentations

Produced by
Louis

films will not
legit theatres

McDermott

PAUL

And His Orchestra
DIRECT FROM

RICHMAN CLUB-MOST EXCLUSIVE CLUB

IN

NEW YORK

6 MONTHS AT MONTMARTRE CAFE
CHICAGO, ILL
OPENED TO A TREMENDOUS SENSATION AT McVICKER'S, CHICAGO
FOLLOWING PAUL ASH
EXCLUSIVE COLUMBIA RECORD ARTISTS

Wednesday,
F.

May

12,
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controversy

between Mr. Powers
and any bank or bankers, notwithstanding any statement or rumors

P/S EXCEPTIONS

to

the contrary.
are hopeful that Mr. Powers
find It convenient to continue

will

(Continued from page 4)
upon the number and kinds of pictures released by competitors from
1912 to 1925, the rejected material
attempting to show that other companies were producing Alms of equal
standard an well as In number; the
development of block booking and
that it was a general trade practice
with It shown that all testimony
evidencing this wan ruled out Ly tin-

15

as chairman
of
our Board of time and
/Torts, bo tl: at we
directors in view of his other In- have the benefit of hn mature
terest* which have call upon his experienced Judgment."
<

examiner.
22 Exceptions

Twenty-two exceptions aro

listed

test|niony stricken out disclosed thnt exhibitors preferred to
book.
block
The question of other companies
operating in the three phases of
the industry, producing, distribution and exhibition. Is next touched
upon, after 45 pages have been devoted to sustain the policy of block

-triterciJi

booking.
In outlining competition within
the industry P. P. takes exception
striking out of testimony
to the
wherein it was stated there were 123
studios in operation in I^os Angeles
in 1924.

This

Is

followed by an ex-

haustive listing of excluded

testiin

mony showing the competition
•very phase.

The

•

brief

continuing

takes

in

•very angle of the case with not
•nly the page number in the record
listed, but a detailed statement in
support of the claim that same had
been Incorrectly ruled out.
Work on Stipulation

pass
The commissioners will
vpon this list of exceptions, while at
fee same time attorneys for the
government will work upon the F. P.
stipulation purported to set forth
the theatres acquired since the closing of the case.
As to how much time will be required to pass on the exceptions no
•no at the commission would exNor was it indipress an opinion.
cated as to whether or not the stipmlation on theatre acquirements as

•ubmltted would be accepted.
If
Jhe latter should be rejected testimony covering the period will be
taken.

PRICE

OKAYS POWERS

(Continued from page 4)

no change made In the personnel of Associated Exhibitors,
Inc., that Mr. P. A. Powers is still
chairman of the Board of Directors
and has not severed his connections
with the company; neither has there
been any change of officers or directors.

"An important announcement will
made in the near future, which

be

be of interest to the trade.
"Since the advent of the present
administration, the weekly receipts
of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., have
Increased approximately 100 percent.
It has established studios in Los
Angeles in which all productions
Intended for Associated release will
be made under our own supervision.
The studios are now in the hands
of a capable management and of
will

men who have been

in

charge of

production activities for many years.
This supervision will assure our exhibitor friends of a program of
Pictures
conceived and produced
from a box ofP.ce angle.
"The activities of the company
during the last six months have
placed It In a very enviable position.
Completely controlling, as
It

does.

Its

organizations,

production

and

sales

the company is also
extending its business Into foreign
countries and within a short time
we hope to cover the entire globe.
"In view of the rumors which
nave appeared, I am informed that
there has been no disagreement or

First National Is hold-

ing over nothing for
next season. The Banner Group Is too rich In
hits already to need
hold-overs.

By boosting your
Summer profits, you
stack up a record year.
Do It with First National.

A heat-proof hit week
after week.

Though

it's

hotternhell, sun can't
stop 'em I

Balabam & Katz Cor poratiow
Ciiioao.

HAZEL GREEN

la.
•/» NtTUktrt

Warn

Scored a Tremendous Sensation at
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And
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generation. Whoever held the bag the endless chain of dealing vrlth
missed badly.
the family feuds In Tennessee (or
It's the story of the dissatisfied Kentucky). Same old story.
wife
of
the
chief
of
American
revereelers Semon made and became
Running a little less than 19 minnue service on the Canadian bor- utes, It is one of the shortest seen
iil'-ntiMed with In former days.
Not liking the woods, wife around in a long time. That is its
The musical played about 10 der.
years ago. Only the grown-ups re- wishes away to the city and almost only virtue.
member it as a show. To the kids goes there with the man who later
Mary Carr stands out in a mother
She kills role. Others In the cast are Charles
tii<*
title is only familiar through Is exposed as a smuggler.
the
smuggler
and
is
forgiven
by
being
connected
with
warning
Delaney, Muriel Reynolds, RayKids are the only ones who husband.
siirns.
mond Rousenville, Ethel Schram,
The
acting
at
times
appears
amawill enjoy it.
For adults It will be
Charles W. Mack, Gloria Grey,
Stuart Jack Richardson and Fred Caldwell.
found amusing at times, but too teurish and uninspired.
repetitious with stale gags and Holmes, as always a villain, fails
tricks.
Semon's physical exertions to do his best and Alice Lake, as
the discontented wife, does her apare admirable.
Dorothy Dwan, about the best parent worst. She Is at a handicap
William To* production frewi the etory
ami sweetest leading lady Semon in wearing but one costume, an unby Elenore Menerta.
Adapted by
has ever had, Is in It. Mary Carr, becoming riding habit. Jack Rich- aerial
Eva Unaell and directed by Harry Beauagain a mother, played well, as ardson is unimpressive as either mont. Mad*e Bellamy •tarred. At Loew'a
husband or border chief
Nerr York May », one day. Araahiff time,
usual.
The trouble lies secondarily with 64 minute*.
\b the shorter half of a program
McNeil
Mads* Bellamy
But he Sandy
at the Tivoll on Eighth avenue, Fred Caldwell's direction.
Her Slater
Joaa Btaadla*
"Stop, Look and Listen" entertained may have been without material, Donald Keith
Leslie Fentea
Ramon Worth
financial and materially.
snly at intervals.
No acting, no development of Judith
story, no background of material,
no heart or other interest and no
well -sex ed flapper story which
Truart Production, directed by Fred picture.
had such a nice sale as syndicated
Paldwell. With Alice Lake. Stuart Holmes
articles for those evening papers
and Jack Rlchardaoa featured. At Arena.
which feel that some of the inside
New York, one day. May 6. Running time,
52 rains.
pages should be well spiced for cirTruart picture, directed by Fred Cald- culation's sake.
According to sevMary Carr
No author credited.
An exceptional picture exception- well.
eral
editors, Irish and Scandinavian,
featured.
At the Stanley, New York,
ally poor.
being interviewed to get all the
The relation of the title May 7. Running- time. SV minute*.
to the picture is not seen.
angles,
serial
stories
such
as
In its embryonic state it may have
Why this was made Is not known. "Sandy," "Joanna" and others like
had the possibility of turning into Probably because It cost little.
"Unbound Passion," "The Frantic
a fighting "thriller" for the younger
It is a link, and a weak one, in Virgin," etc., have put as much as

Stop,

Look and Listen

(Continued from page 13)

SANDY

HURRICANE

—

A

THE NIGHT WATCH

Wednesday,

10,000 circulation on during their
running period. Hence they must
be read, and their following Is

great.

May

12,
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FATE OF A FLIRT
Columbia production under the Wi'd^
Slory by Junet Cr other, and dir*.*
tlon by Frnnk R. Btrayer. Dorothy R*vi«p
and Forrest Slanley featured. At Loew*I
New York. May 9, one day. Running time
me
*
brand.

In "Sandy." things got pretty well
Involved and the gal with the "It"
W minutes.
business goes through her paces Mary Hurgesa.
Dorothy R* V |*.*
with the men folk, but turns white Hlr Gilbert
Forrest Stan J J
Clarissa Helwvnni
In the end and saves the youth she Aunt Mary
r/~/ nn «
Uncle
John
.1 nomas Kicketta
loves from the gibbet, only to turn
him over to another gal. The young
well
A
made
and
carefully hanflapper, being pretty tough, got a
bullet around her heart, but kept dled independent production. The
story Itself Is a light comedy with
on living.
a wealth of funny stuff Included be"Sandy" Is all right for the less tween beginning and end,
while its
toney first runs, and strictly on top cast Is unusually good.
of Money Mount for the regular
The plot Is the one about the
places or where the story as a serial all-American
girl,
has been printed. In fact, "Sandy" marry a bricklayer who'd rather
than a titled
has been played pretty thoroughly EnglhihmHB.
So
the boy who adin the first runs. It showed in New
mired her, being a titled EnglishYork for the first time last week, man,
had to bet his uncle that he
very late.
could win her without revealing his
Madge Bellamy acts mlghtly well identity.
The stumbling bio ok
la this, better than she's, ever done proved to be the girl's
aunt and
Looks more like a human uncle. It was up to the young
before.
man
being and less like a China doll. to frame them for his side.
fellow,
heavy
Harrison Ford, as the
He did that by palming his valet
was also sufficient unto his role. The off as a famous
nobleman and the
others played parts.
butler immediately coaxed the aunt
Harry Beaumont's direction, pro- to a road ho use for the evening.
fessional and neat, was so smooth Auntie looked forward to a
real
that a good scenario was upheld and thrill to vary the monotony of her
the full box office value of "Sandy" middle aged existence, while her
brought out And that box offlco husband, on the same night, atpower is probably pretty consider- tended the reunion of his class of
Sisk.
able, all angles considered.
'77.
A bunch of gay old hounds
they were, with their manicure patooties on their laps, eating bread
and milk while the gals drank
»

.

WHISPERING SMITH

A

P. D. C. release starring H. B. WarFrom the etory "by Frank H. Spearadapted by Kllott Clawaon and Will
M. Richie.
Directs by George Melford.
Shewn at Loew'a, New York, N. T., doable
feature bill May 7, 1926.
Running time
ner.
ing,

Crowds
On Broadway!

Thrilling the

mlnotea.

champagne.

On

the

same night auntie was out

True Love, and
Uncle was just monkeying around,
the girl and the boy (who had hired
In the Interests of

out as chauffeur to the household),
happened to catch both the auntie
and the uncle in their capers, so
McCloud
Ma/ion Sinclair
Lllyan Taahman It was an easy matter to make them
Murray Sinclair
Will Walling consent to a wedding.
Bill
Eugene Pallette
Forrest Stanley makes a good
Lance Dunning
Richard Nelll
DuSang
James Mason leading man, good enough to be up
Seugrue
Nelson McDowell In the major leagues, while Dorothy
Bucks
Robert Bdeson Revler is adequate
^.
as the girl in
the case. Thomas Rlcketts, as the
This is a combination western old guy with adolescent ideas, got
and railroad melodrama and as such off most Of the comedy, one of the
stands above the average of the gags employed showing him being
regular program picture that is pushed out of a taxi by a girl when
turned out for consumption in the he refused her advances. Old but
usual daily change of program funny.
houses, A* a matter of fuct this
"Fate of a Flirt" can be depended
picture seems almost strong enough upon to give entertainment satisto stand up for a three day run in faction.
Bisk.
the combination
vaudeville
and
picture houses.
It has action and
suspense and is capably enacted by
a cast that stands up under inspecA. W. Kay Johnson production released
8taning Reed Howe*.
tion.
H. B. Warner, who has the through Rayart.
title role, manages to hold the au- Shown *>t Loew'a. New York, N. T., en
double feature bill May 7. 192S.
Ronnlnc
dience every minute that ho Is on time 71 minutes.
the screen and the supporting cast
Is most adequate.
This is one of the usual types of
One good idea about the story is racing stories the only difference
the combination of both the west- being that Instead of the usual runern and the railroad angle.
That ning horses trotters are used in this
takes it out of the class of either production. From a picture standtype. The story is laid in the west- point this one will stand up alone*
ern territory at a time when the in the average two-bit or less adoutlaw element was prone to hold- mission houses, but where anything
up transcontinental trains and loot more is charged It will have to be
the passengers as well as the ex- played on a doublo feature bill as
press cars. McCloud (John Bowers) It was at the New York.
has been appointed division super
The story has all the regulation
at a point where the usuai stunt has racing bits.
The scene is in the
been the derailing and wrecking of bluegrass country. There is the old
freight trains and the looting of the mansion and the stock farm that is
cars. The new super discovers that about to fall into the hands of the
the head of his own track gang is heavy who wants to marry the
the leader in this and fires him. young girl who is cne owner and
Then a battle starts between the it looks as though he is going to
two.
"Whispering Smith" <H. B. win out, for he has a trainer for
Warner), who is head of the rail- his trotters who is willing to do
road's secret serv»ce, Is dispatched anything to assist his employer in
to the scene of action and he man- achieving his desires.
The heavy
ages to clean up the gangsters.
holds the mortgage and has liens
Entwined with this action there against most of the live stock. It
are two love themes, and needless looks rosie for him until the hero—
to say both heroes manage to win the boyhood sweetheart of the girl
the girls that they are after.
who went away returns. He unGeorge Melford has directed the dertakes the training of the pride
picture with an eye to thrills and of the farm and develops the horse
he manages to slip them to the au- ro that It can win and he drives it
dience. The suspense is maintained to victory, thus saving the farm and
perfectly. Lillian Rich Is a charm- the horses
and Incidentally winning
ing enough inpenue heroine while the girl
for himself.
Lily an Tashman takes car© of tlTe
There Is some fairly good comsecondary love interest. Will Wall
edy supplied by a trio of colored
lng as the heavy gives one of his
folk in the picture, but other than
best screen performances to date.
that it Is Just the usual melodrama

0!>

"Whispering Smith"
Dlckale

H. B. Warner,
Lillian Rich
John Bowers

Dunning

t

. .

Jam your way

into the Colony and see why the whole country
going wild over the greatest melodramatic thriller ever made!

Just

^

"Now

filling

of

full
still.

thrills

Hear the

At once

Rave!

Critics

the Colony.
as ever.

Bringing the crowds.

—a good

was good then
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is

As

picture
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RACING ROMANCE

V. American
better

We

went to
crook picture than most produced since.
scoff, we remained to praise.*'
TV. V. Herald-Tribune

—

"Worth a

—and

picture

that

the

is

I

was watching a moving

extraordinary.

Fine performance.'*

acterizations.
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OUTSIDE i LAW
Starring

PRISCILLA

Supported by

D E AN

LON

—

CH ANEY

Directed by

TOD BROWNING

A Universal Jewel

Fred.

hoi,-".

ECLAT

THE ARISTOCRA TS
Four Young Gentlemen

Who

FEATURED WITH

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON-FAMOUS PLAYERS' PRESENTATION
"ALICE IN MOVIELAND"
In

conjunction with

"FASCINATING YOUTH"
EDWIN LEWIS,

The Personnel!

FRED WEBER,

Ste«I Guitar

BERT BENNETT,

TOM

Ukelele

Piano

MILLER, Gu?Ur

PLUS VOICES
This

Week (May

10),

RIVOLI. New York

Direction

BENJAMIN DAVID

Fred.

:
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from the paper's editor. Brisbane,
that he (Holtzman) would remain
permanently while showing results.
Holtzman secured a release from
a Zlegfeld contract and rejected a

are said to have settled the 146 libel
Park Benjamin's "Inaida Story"
park Benjamin, whoae wife la In actions brought on behalf of one
la
who
the
disinherand
Alyce McCormick for $18,000. The
vaudevtlle
ited eon of an established io?lety newspapers served by the Universal
family, le offering- to the lurid syn- printed a U story stating that la a
dicates an "Inside" story of social divorce
action
the corespondent
deeda and misdeeds at & price not named was an Alyce McCormick.
excessive in view of his "name.** He formerly with Zlegfeld "Follies."
trss dropped from the Social Regis- There had been an Alyce McCorter two years ago, when, sued by his mick with Zlegfeld "Follies."
She
first wife for divorce and alimony, was not the girl
described so ach#4lid a tew days In Ludlow street curately.
The many suits were
tn lieu of payments. He Is a brother commenced upon her Sehalf
against
of the former Mrs. Caruso, now Mrs. that number of dailies
in as many
Ingram, and traces his ancestry towns.
Some
of the smaller pubback to the Revolution.
lications went into a panic over the

couple of other publicity offers to
accept the Hearst position.
Last week without notice Holtzman was informed he was through,
by order of W. R. Hearst, and that
Jack Smith had been given his posi-

Libelous

Every dally In New York, excepting "The Times'* and "American,"
was sued for libel damages last
week upon the publication of an ar-

which the names of
were mado positive.
papers in their
excepted
two
The
in
the prisoners
rest story

storles said, "giving the

names

of,"

stc thereby escaping the libelous
The names of the prisallegation.
oners were also those of other people.

tion.

When Holtzman joined the "Journal" its theatrical advertising was
He

tottering.

quickly built It up
and gained untold thousands in
theatrical business for the paper.
Increasing it so far this year to
over $50.0 n of what he had done
last year.
While the Shuberts* own
attractions are still out of the
"Journal" that can not be blamed
$5,000 or $10,000 action.
upon Holtzman, for Brisbane himUniversal Service underwrites a self personally
soliciting
damage action brought through any bert could not procure theirLee Shurestoraof its stories.
U assumed full re- tion, nor any of Lee's Intimate
sponsibility, also liability for the friends whom
Brisbane asked to
story and the actions. It's the only intercede.
news service so handling Its busiMonday of this week the "Journess end.
nal" had lost 10 or 12 of its standing
Just why Miss McCormick settled theatres.
over half a million In dollars of
damage suits for $18,000. If she had
John Farrar Marrying
a good case, has not been told. Why
John Farrar, editor of "The BookUniversal settled from reports Is
man," is to marry Margaret Petherthat it preferred to pay rather than

The New York "Evening Sun"
bridge, of the
to have its many clients (newsMay 28.
was hard hit in a similar cause of
papers) annoyed by the matter.
years
ago.
Reporting
some
action
an arrest in Newark. N. J., "The
story did not qualify its
Newspaper men are not apt to
statement that an arrest was made
Doe" of Brooklyn. The place much dependence upon a
"Jane
of
"Jane Doe " of Brooklyn, sued and verbal agreement from anyone conrecovered, proving she had not been nected with the Hearst organization
In Newark at the time of the ar- after hearing of the treatment accorded Benny Holtzman, in charge
rest
"Giving the names of* or "said of the New York "Evening Jourdramatic
department for
they were" Is the accepted form of nal's"
business. Holtzman has been with
sldesstepplng a direct reference.
"The Journal" for two years, going
140 Suits 8ettled
on without a written contract, told
Universal News (Service), New to do so by the paper's publisher,
York "Mirror" and one other paper Dayton, after receiving assurances

Dillon,

SOMEWHEREueIN NEW YORK

thera la a Theatrical Firm who can
a mia with a general Theatrical experience 4b aa executive position.
He has been associated with the Production of
PI are and Mnalcal Revue*, also in the Production, Preparation and Light Ins of
Presentation*. He waa associated with the Buying. Selling. Leaalng and Man*
agemest ef Theatre Property. Know* Theatre and Motion Picture Advertising.
Publicity and Exploitation.
Experienced la Scenic and Lighting Effects and
General Stage Direction. A. valuable mas for aa aotlve organisation.

VARIETY,

NEW YORK

Weeks

in

Chicago for

BalaUn 6 Eati

Broadway.
Zoephone Pictures, Auburn; pic-

tures;

capital.

$15,000.

Directors:

BROS.

Dwight B. Kid red. Earl I. Sponable,
Sherman Parker. Attorneys, Faber

&

Parker, Auburn.

Rezlet Realty Corp., Manhattan;
theatres; capital, $10,000. Directors:
S. 8. Tripp, R. A. McCourt. J. A.

Famous Banjo

Harkens.
Attorneys. Hallinan dt
Oroh, 35 Nassau street.
Monarch Exposition Shows, Manhattan; carnivals; 100 shares common, no par. Directors: Mike Zelg-

Opened

to a

Attorney,

ner.

West 42d street

Harry Lewis,

Director**:

E.

llerxog,

Tremendous

220

WITH

Brooks. P. D.
Attorneys.
IT East 42d

RAJAH PAUL ASH

L Johnson.

&

Artists

Ovation

William Keesler, Grant Hoer-

ler,

street.

pic-

Directors:

Hello London Co., Manhattan;
theatrical; 200 shares common, no
par.
Directors: J. Welnstein, S.

Posner,

J.

At Balabas

Hahn.

C. Kerr.
Attorneys,
Delaney, 501 Fifth ave-

& Katz

NEW ORIENTAL
THEATRE, CHICAGO

rectors:
Mortimer M.
Menken, porators. John W. Quillan. Atlanta;
Joseph Mayer, Albert D'Allessandro. W. W. Walthall and D. O.
JohnAttorneys,
Menken
Bros.,
206 son, both of Oklahoma City.
Broadway.
Ponca Theatre Co, Ponca City;
United Cinems Co., Manhattan; capital stock, $20 000. Incorporators,
pictures: 260 shares preferred, $100 George II. Brett, Dr. J. A. Dougeach; 250 common, no par.
Di- lass and Eugene WetzelL all of
rectors: William C. Fleming, Frank Ponca City.

Compton

75,

Manhattan;

ConieeutiYt

HICKS

Jeannctte Gordon, Joseph Behrman.
Oklahoms
Ten- Poll Building Corp, ManhatEnterprise Film Corp., Oklahoma
tan; theatres; capital, $50,000. Di- City, capital stock,
$10,000.
Incor-

J.

WRITE BOX

Davidoff, 41 Park Row.
Riverside Operators, Manhattan;
devices;
1,000
shares
par.
Directors: A. C.
Cole. Dorothy FrankeJ, Betty Kraus.
Arties Pictures Corn. Manhattan
capital. $1,000.
DldPbrs: A. A.
and W. J. Lee. Wlinhm S. Barrett.
Attorneys, Gohlle st Gunn, 1540

Carigg, C.

$10,000.

7

amusement
common, no

Kendall

New York
capital.

Broadway.
Kims, Manhattan; theatrical; 200

shares common, no par. Directors:
O. D. Murphy, R. C, Richter, K. A.
Maguire. Attorney. A. H. T. Banzhaf. 130 West 4 2d street
Tivols Film Exchange, Manhattan; picture exchange; capital, $10,000.
Directors: 1 and M. D. Shapiro, B. Dolnansky.
Attorney, Max

par.

Pitt-Townley,
tures;

stock and 600 class B, both no par
Directors: Archie Weltman. Jay M.
El sen berg, Beatrice Zelenko.
Attorney,
Leopold Friedman,
1540

Breller
"World" pictures; Reslty Corp, Manhattan;
100 shares common, no

INCORPORATIONS

Hearst's Verbal Contract

Sun's**

New York

VARIETY

MRS. A. K, BKNDIX
r..

New

Teri

K.

A

lLEBK'S

nue.

Westbury Theatre Corp., North
Hempstead; 1,250 shares, $100 each;
100 common, no par.
Directors:
John R. Hill. Westbury; Ormond
Q. Smith, Jericho; Kalvatore Calderone, Hempstead.
Attorney, W. Y.
Hallock, MIneola,
Sutter Amusement Corp., Manhattan; pictures; 500 shares class A

YOLK BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION FOB TBI

IIIGGEB

VICTIM

THEATRICS

LESTER, H0WS0N and CLARK

WEEK OF MAY 24TH

A PIANO TRIO

COMEDY— DANCING AND HARMONY RINGING
DlreeUeeu

BCUALIMAN BROS.

IS

"TAKE A CHANCE*'
WEEK AT

THE

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

WITH

LOWRY

MASTER OF CEREMONIES

BALABAN
B. F.

When They Picked ED
KEITH VAUDE. EXCH. "TOOK

& KATZ

'TAKE

LOWRY to Head
A CHANCE"

A CHANCE

1

This Unit for 12 Weeks?
THROUGH A DISAPPOINTMENT THEY PLACED
ED. LOWRY AT PALACE, NEW YORK, FOR 1 SHOW
HELD OVER FOR

"RESULT"

WEEKS—SIGNED FOR

2

2 YRS.

PLACED ED. LOWRY NEXT TO CLOSING ALL
OVER TOUR FOLLOWING ALL STAR BILLS

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT "TOOK A CHANCE"
"RESULT

TREMENDOU8 SUCCE8S ON COA8T—OFFERS FOR
PRODUCTION ON COA8T— MOVING PICTURES-

9

AUSTRALIA, ETC.

8IQNED ED. LOWRY — AS
MONIES—FOR 4 WEEKS.

MOULIN RGUGE CAFE, CHICAGO, "TOOK A CHANCE"
WM.

R.

ROTH STEIN,

Prop.

"RESULT

MA8TER OF CERE-

RETAINED LOWRY FOR 12 AND RELEA8ED HIM
IN FAVOR OF BALABAN A KATZ TO HEAD THI8

9

UNIT.

MR. GULLIVER-PALLADIUM, LONDON, "TOOK

IRENE PRINCE "TOOK
p.

A CHANCE"
"RESULT

9

"RESULT

9

ED.

PALLADIUM.

TO MAKE HIS ENGLI8H DEBUT AT

IN8TANTANEOU8 8UC~E88, CONTINUAL OFFERS
TO RETURN.

A CHANCE"

AND BECAME MRS.

S.—VARIETY "TOOK A CHANCE" ACCEPTING THIS
Booked bv

ALLOWED

HELD OVER FOR

13

8TR0NG.

AD—RESULT—

HALPERIN-SHAPIRO AGENCY

I.

ED.

O. V.

LOWRY.

YEARS AND 8TILL GOING

PICTURES

VARIETY

18
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LONE EXHIBITOR HELPLESS
(Continued from page 5)
pen don t exhibitors are concerned.
All sorts of offers have been made
them for their properties. Lou Blumenthal, one of the early exhibitors, who moved along with the

A

great

amount

maintained aa to

who

of
la

ecrecy is
making the

offers.

David Selznlck, operating through

Henry Seigal, with the reported
backing of the Philllps-Jonea people
of
Van Heueen collar fame, axe in
re-

trend toward larger theatres, Is
ported to have received an offer of the field and getting a number of
houses.
They are reported having
$3,750,000 for his present holdings
They include several theatres In purchased the Yost chain in New
New Jersey and a number of lease- York and a number of houses in
holds in New York City which he the surrounding Metropolitan terrl
tory.
has rented out to other exhibitors.
Chain combines have been the
sesame of daHger to the small ex
hlbitor and by the very same token,
Should
to the distributor aa well.
the chains uprise and expand as the
Stanley-Mark-Fabian recent amal
Legit
gamation has done and will do, not
Houses
only will the little exhibitor be
swamped, but the distributors may
And themselves at the mercy of
We Just Closed Two Weeks
chain buying combinations, ope rat
ing along the defiant lines inaugu
to Capacity Crowds
rated by the Michigan exhibitors'

SEND US YOUR DATES

Managers
Keep Your
Open

organization.

TULANE
New

NOW

Orleans

PLAYING

BELASCO, WASHINGTON
FORD'S,

BALTIMORE

"Percentage Dates Only"

JH NAUf» TRUTH
A Motion Picture 8ensation
Featuring Helen Chadwick and
Jack Mulhall
State Right* For Sale

Public Welfare Pictures
Corp.
723 Seventh Avenue,

SM

S.

No
now

Assistance
there is no general
point or person in all of the U. 8.
to whom the oppressed individual

Right

New York

Wabaah Avenue, Chicago

exhibitor may go with his complaints no place where he may seek
surcease from alleged Injustice of
either exhibitor-chain combines or
That suah a point
distributors.
or person must be furnished to hold
the little theatre In business la conceded.
Circuit owners and chain combines in th? picture business can
outbid and Influence the little felwhether the
low, regardless of
single theatre la in direct opposition
or within the range of the circuit
but Isolated, and also an objective
of attack by the circuit to drive the
single house out of the show business.
Aa far aa known the first distributor to give this matter any notice

—

haa been United Artists. Through
Hiram Abrams and Joa. If. Schenck
It was resolved between th^m that
when an Independent exhibitor in
protected
be
opposition
could
through U. A. service that ahould
be done.
U. A. Held Out
It is said that in selling the U. A.
product, aa an example, to Flnkel-

steln
Ruben (Minnesota territory) that U. A. held out nine towns
R. list holding opposion the F.
tion houses, with Messrs. Schenck
and Abrams first offering the oppo
sitlon the U. A. pictures for those

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

A

towns.
Flnkelstein A Ruben were made
aware of U. A.'s assumed position
in the matter.
United Artists is only a producer
and distributor. It la not a theatre
buyer, builder, owner or operator.
Nor in the matter of northwest exhibitors' protection did U. A. act in
concert with any other distributor.
With the formation of the Stanley
chain, along with others that have
formed or may form, the general
distributor haa no assurance that a
national exhibitor chain may ensue,
That
in due time, sooner or later.
some of these chains or their potent
parts may be held at least partially
by a distributor could be presumed
to work for the benefit of that distributor In time, and against the interests of competing distributors, or
producers, as well as against the
smaller exhibitors the larger ones
will crush or swallow up if the
small exhibitors are not looked after
while they are here.
It's

Pictures' Wild Rush
something that in the wild

rush of the swirling film trade that
only sees what sounds "big" in
theatres, appears to have
been wholly overlooked by those
who profess that to safeguard the
pictures' future and their own business is their ever- first thought.

money or

Over-seating,

the

money group

(so increasingly Important) And the
vital producing end may be borne in
mind with the expectation they will
be taken care of when the hour ar-

the only
salvation moment for the small exhibitor. Waiting to succor him may
be too late it's not any too early
rives,

but the present

is

—

now!

Exhibitor for Senator
Kansas City, May 11.
Joseph Mogler, of St. Louis, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association, will be a candidate for the Republican nomination
for state senator, to succeed Peter
Anderson.

The 00 first run franchise theatres of First National have been granted
a modification of the original franchise terms. In the future Instead
of being compelled to pay for all pictures released on a franchise
basis
whether playing them or not. they will have the right of rejection
on
all pictures released on this basis numbering over 35.
These terms were agreed to at the Atlantic City annual meeting of
For the 192(1-27 output there are 62 pictures
the Franchise Holders.
other than specials listed. The possibilities are that there will be io
less than these actually released and this will give the houses the right
to reject at least seven of the year's program.
Heretofore the Strand, New York, as an Illustration would havo to
take all pictures that were franchise released and In the event that It
did not play them and could not secure another first run on Broadway
at one of the other houses In the Times square section would have to
shoulder the entire loss. That is the manner in which the Capitol and
Warners managed from time to time to get First National releases to
fill

out their schedules.

the re -take value of a picture stock company is known of
course to the trade, outside of pictures It la all new. That the stock
has been a huge aid In bettering pictures while in the making is conceded by picture men. A stock company at a picture studio is the
group of contracted players who are engaged by the year. Actors engaged for one picture may go to another producer for the next or if
west go east, or east, go west. Either way along with special one picture expense makes It somewhat difficult often to gather the one time
players for re- takes.
As the picture is being made in the studio engaging the stock company errors of making or sections or scenes that can be bettered are
These are improved by the re-takes, although the re-takes
noted.
may require from one to three or four weeks. Also the many standing
a
large studios are another economy.
in
sets
The old saying of "the picture's made and that's that" Is now altered.
It's something similar to a stage show in rehearsal when improvement
Experts study the film before completed. With the stock
is made.
players at hand, it comes out of the cutting room as near perfect as It
may be gotten, regardless of whether it eventually develops into a bad,
fair good or big picture. At least the picture has had its every chance.

Though

Publix now has two presentation producers left on its staff, John
Murray Anderson and Frank Cambria. Gus Edwards, who was the
third, completed his quota of Publix presentations and has not been
retained.

Just now Mr. Cambria appears to be PuUix's star producer. Whereas
Messrs. Anderson and Edwards ^cre new to picture presentation. Cambria knew It far back. He has been producing for Balaban A KaU in
Chicago for a long while. Also Mr. Cambria builds for result and
economy. Anderson Is looked upon as an expensive producer and so Is
Edwards by the Tubllx people. Their presentations have cost more in
production and weekly operation.

Having charged off rent at the rate of 40 weeks to the year and keep*
ing its theatres open the year 'round, Locw's Inc., expects to duplicate
its excellent showing for six months from Sept. 1, last, as brought out
in its financial statement for that period, lately issued. While the state*
ment covers right over the centre of this theatrical season. It la claimed
(Continued on page S6)

When in doubt-play aFOXwestern
BUCK JONES
Jcc ofthe QfmtOuMoofs
There is no question as to the
popularity of

Mix— or how

much money he can draw at
the "gate". So-play a Mixthen go out^and have a good

time—go see'your Fox manager about. his next one!

J0% Film Corporation-

•'Handsome Buck" has been coming along like a cyclone this season.

The way
Did you

that

boy stcps-and

How

^ "The Cowboy and

J

the

Countess" or the "The Fighting
Buckaroo".' If you didn't you missea something—so did your patrons!

Wednesday,

May

ALBERTINA RASCH and
(20)

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1926

12,

CLIFF

Ballet

Gershwin's

EDWARDS

Full (SpMiaO
10 Mins.;
Hippodrome <8t. Vaude)

Fox, Philadelphia

framed exA novelty undoubtedly
house but packclusively for this

novelty and flash that could
It's
necessary.
take It further if
set to the GershA diverting ballet
the balwin Rhapsody, projecting
Vitak, solo dancer,
lerino. Albertina
which
are
ballet
de
and the corps
at the
already permanent features
HIPP*
An attractive silken full stage eye
forms the attractive setting with
ptmltrl Tlomkln and George Daviddouble piano.
son off' -latins at a
costuming and headdress are
ing

Cliff Edwards, better known as
Ukelele Ike, has stopped the show
at the Fox theatre several times In
the past two weeks.
Literally
stopped it, for on several occasions,
the following film feature had to be
withdrawn from the screen so great
was the demand for more of his
crooning Jazz.
Nonchalantly strolling before the
drop with his "uko" under his arm,
"Ike" carried his audience from his

opening number, "Know How to
Love "Em," sung in a crooning blues
style.

Mixing In some steppy patter, he
The
Introduced several other songs.
a symphony In blue.
No setting, no orchestra, just a
Miss Rasch carries the burden as one-man performance that seemed
of Jaaa, counter-soloed
attractive
Vltak,

the Spirit

by Albertina
young woman

accomplished

and

to strike the popular fancy of the

picture patrons.

Water*,

dancer as the Spirit of Terpsichore.
JOHN BARTON Co.
The ensemble work is equally not- Semi 'Sketch
able with the combined efforts and
20 Mins.; Full
Gershwin's muslo making for deAlso prob- 58th St. (V-P)
lightful entertainment.
in

John Barton

(3)

28

Mins.;
(Special)

One

and

Full

Stage

Broadway (V.-P.)

A

dream is the ac
Miss Livingston doing a "Hebe'

"Cinderella"

tion,

in

script.

Comedy Skit

glass slipper exponent for laughs.
Accompanying are a sister team,
two other women and Billy Hutch-

Not a "gag" laugh in the act.
Barton has even copied his brother's facial make-up and there is a
However,
resemblance.
striking
Jim's coaching, if he did supervise,
has yet to be perfected by John.
A woman and a male "straight"
assist, the latter doing an exaggerated Englishman, monocle and all.
The act looks as if Barton had
slapped It together himself and then
Inserted everything plus ennounced
credit he had picked up from Jim

the latter receiving billing.
short film reel is included to display the transformation from the
kitchen to the ballroom.
The act has its draggy moments
It
for his personal contribution.
during the early portion but the
won't do, even for the minor houses,
value of making its run in the
and they were far from enthusiastic
stretch with the final push Miss
here. John's dancing may stand up
Livingston's solo dance of kicks.

inson,

A

KERNS

Songs

Acrobats

7 Mins.;

Grand Central, St. Louis
With the closing of the fourth
edition of the "Music Box." in which
they were featured, these yoang
Brox girls have stepped Into the
picture house field.
Their success
is assured.
In the present engagement they
are working in front of the house
Jazz band, but they could do Just as
well on their own. Their to ices are
harmonically blended and
their
four pop numbers were put across

Grand O. H. (V.-P.)
American Roof (V.-P.)
Anna May is robust ami blond.
young mixed double in interesting
She may have come from a night aerobatics and ground tumbling.
club or cabaret.
She- sings pub- They are drowsed in
kiddie'* attire
lished numbers and knows how.
and have recourse to a large book
The routine Is made up of the labeled Our Dally l>ozen."
newer songs.
Other
vaudeville
Tho book is used as the Introwarblers would do well to follow duction to a standard routine of
Miss May swings her body, ground tumbling h^ both, some
suit.
injecting pep Into her style. Above somersaults off a two-high table and
all she clearly enunciates and that chair by the boy, and one flashy
what gets lyrics across. She looking body bridge by the girl
Is
seems to get better as she goes whi'e .supported on the tops of four

perfectly.

along.

<S)

One

'

Ibee.
(4)

—

and GRAY
Domestic 8 ketch
18 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
Grand O. H. (V.-P.)

VAUDEVILLE HOUSE REVIEWS

.

.

—

—

—

-

Mth 8L (V-P)

Two chappies, collegiate in appearance, possessing likeable personalities and enough of the "stuff"
presage advancement If conto
tented with the sticks for a while.
Right now they are not ready for
regular time.

Bkiff.

3.

(Special

Proverbial mixed team spaced by
» piano and adhering to a well worn
routine of standards such as "Man-

R08E ALLEN and Sitter
Piano and Songs
14 Mint.;

One

Grand O. H. (V.-P.)
Rose Allen is songstress of the
"Frivolous Sal." etc.
The
had some
m »n la at the keyboard, the woman team, a stereotyped "heavy" sou- Apparently they have
joing most of the verbalizing with a bret
The sister handles the box experience, but not much. They
mansame
end two numbers in the
basso voice.
without other contributions.
slowly towards the
Six numbers, Including an encore,
Miss Allen opens with a comedy ner, creeping
This should be changed.
de- wings.
for which the
It a conventional
Initial Ave are minu3 song, giving
and a "bluos" What they need principally is the
ft change
of pace.
Hence no light livery. A pop next
well,
and shade. Voices are more notable followed. A few gags were worked fed. One plays a ukulele very
Trovatore"
in "introducing' getting off a bit of 11
jor strength than
quality, although in conversationally
to good advantage for a uke. The
tne semi- ballad
layout appeared to sister.
blue blowing on
a«*aw applause from
The high light was a closing pa- othor lad does
dalay,"

half

the

at-

triotic ballad

tendance.

with a kind applause

trick things.

The act has no present strength,
The woman makes one costume patter version that will be sure
moons in the pop lacks finish and finesse, but the
rnange, and if the
routine were Are for several
boys with hard work, diligence and
lightened so as to cover more terri- houses.
might get somewhere if
tory the team
Miss Allen qualifies as a safe patience
shoul
be acceptable
bouses they want to be troupers that bad.
ln the
"single" for the intermediate
.

:

smaller houses in an early

•pot.

Skiff.

only

Con.

14 Mins.; One
Fifth Ave. (V.-P.)

MORGAN

—

No.

RYAN 8ISTER8
Songs

—

m

One

reversed table legs.
Good opening act for the smaller
bills.
Opened here.
Con.

Two prepossessing girls with niceRAYMOND and MARSON
ly blended voices with pop songs
Clowning and Table Tumble
doubled, except one solo comedy
8 Mins.; Full Stage
number ln which a sister wears ecRulofT la probably of the Ruloff- Midway, Chicago (Vaude.)
Elton Revue. The current act inThis act uses but one stunt the centric clothes for a tough numcludes one other male dancer, a girl Melrose table tumble and it comes ber.
Tho girls sing four doubles, one
dancer, and a girl violinist who con- ln as the climax-closer. Personnel
tributes one solo.
is a baggy-suited man with clown going In slightly for comedy with
Ruloff handles the girl dancer in makeup
and a pretty girl ln mugging and dancing.* Their voices
the opening "adagio" which includes "shorts." The girl acts as aid and aro pleasing and the songs well
all of the standard stunts.
Her toe meanwhile provides some welcome suited to them.
It's a classy little sister turn for
work and posing in this stand out "sex appeal."
as well as his deft handling.
Kids in the house went wild over the best of the vaudeville bills.
Con.
Following the violin solo another the act. Could play better dates.
male doubles with her in a tango,
llaU
both in Spanish costume. The man
laughs from expressions and gags.
follows with a solo caatinet dance TILLER 8I8TER8
Humor is of the "big gravel man
of mild appeal, while she changes Song and Talk
from Littlo Rock" type.. No serious
to return with Ruloff for a double 8 Mine.; One
attempt at singing, the songa being
Apache.
Midway, Chicago (Vaude.)
turned into laughing matters by
The act lacks class and novelty,
A rough little sister act, but far the blonde's imitations of her sisbut Ruloff and the girl are better from "blue." An attractive brunet ter's throaty sounds.
than average dancers of their type. in a green frock plays foil to a
Plenty of comedy material used
For the pop houses it qualifies as blonde in a not-much-of-it pink to advantage in rating this
as a
an artistic dancing turn.
Co**
tulle
dress.
The comic draws pretty good standard act.
EaL

PALACE

If Mins;

Two

'

Saturday night the girls took four
A couple of ballads were cleverly
bows, did an encore and took an- handled and for a getaway Miss
other bend.
May surprised with a Charleston.
The pictures can grab this one.
The gallery bunch whistled for
R%eb*L
her and she was a hit on second.

RULOFF DANCERS

and

10 Mint.;

Morgan and Gray have been
haven't seen Jim, but around in several sketches, but their
More energy than grace in this where they
entirely un- latest seems new.
are
talk
and
script
the
A special set,
Utter episode but the strenuous
The results should be mostly hangings, la the bedroom
worthy.
effort clicks.
Barthis
to
demonstrate
(St. Vaude)
and breakfast room of a suburban
Songs by the boy space the run- enough to
'Twas a hard-boiled bunch MonRewriting la the current need. home.
ning order and all participants ton.
The house wasn't full.
night.
Skig.
bed when day applause and laughter came
Hubby is asleep
make a costume change. The act
The
awakened by wifey, afraid he will like a mother-in-law's kisses few,
Is carrying plenty of weight in sets
miss the train. The usual near- thin and cold. The show wasn't as
although there's nothing particu- "BUNGALOW LOVE" (2)
quarrel,
crossfire, follows as be bad as it looked against the forelarly elaborate.
The running time Comedy Skit
dresses, loses collar button and is ground of frappe.
ef 28 minutes has a depreciating 12 Mins.: Three (Interior)
It rang up late, 8.S2. after an in(V.-P.)
Roof
handed burned flapjacks for breakeffect and slicing would be reason- American
terminable overture followed by a
Billed as authored by Willard fast.
able.
newsreel. Nine acts in all.
generous
two
The dialog sticks to the beaten
However, it shapes as interme- Mack. Just who played the
and plenty of
husband and wife, not trails and what appeal the act has a long intermission
diate entertainment, the comedy of characters,
The house didn't even
"topics."
tells of the early other than the acceptable playing
laugh at the silly booberles from the
Miss Livingston being sufficient to listed. The act
hustle and bustle ln the of the two, lies ln the familiar do- Mankato (Minn.) "Advocate- Blade"
hold it up providing there is not morn
hubby fol- mestic atmosphere. It's built strict- and from the Long Island (N. T.)
an attempt to bite off too much "bungalow" when the
lowing
a night out Is roused from ly for pop house consumption and "Local Guardian." So what chance
territory.
,8kig.
bed by wifey who keeps him on the as such contains the usual eallories. did performers have to raise a
cheer?
jump until he finally gets started
Com.
J. C. Nugent and his adorable
COOPER and BERMAN
to work.
Ruth, in "The Mealhound"
daughter
Songs and Talk
Usual fault-finding by hub over
(New Acts), went sweetly. Harry
14 Mins.) One
the pancakes and some old comedy HARMONATORS COLLEGIATE
Holmes, with all his hoke, teased a
American Roof (V-P)
byplay about " Where's my shirt? Music and Dances
few laughs and worked like a warhorse. The next to seek the giggles
Maury Cooper was formerly with Where's my collar buttons? Where's 11 Mins.; Full Stage
were Ines Williams and Dick Keene,
Irene Ricardo.
Henry Borman has my collar? Where's my hat?" etc. Vic, Chicago (V.-P.)
reason to feel
extwig
Is
the
The main comedy
Five adolescent* open playing and they, too, had the show was
been in cabaret and vaudeville, once
slighted, though, as
marriage. xylophones
about
dialog
of
change
cheap xylophones
working with his brother Bobby
this nifty team came through.
going,
as without tone and played too loud(Bums). What talk there is counts A very light affair and cast
Mary Haynes, ln a hard next- to
intended for the ly. They double one youth on the last spot, with the customers sitting
for a change of pace, the meat be- though it were
Mark.
time.
small
drums, another on cornet, an- on the backs of their necks, yanked
ing in the song numbers. Berman
other handling sax and clarinet, 'em forward a bit with an easy and
has been off the boards about six
another at the Ivories, while the Intimate delivery of snappy, sophismonths, laid up with a broken leg. CLIFTON and BRENT
ticated materials. Miss Haynes Is a
fifth
stays with the xylophone.
The men are using published Acrobatics and Dancing
high type of the disappearing maniTin pan muslo, much noise and lit- festation which once was the rocknumbers but have worked over the 12 Mins.; One
tle melody or harmony.
single
clever
verse lyrics, in that way fashioning 58th St. (V-P)
rlb
of vaudeville
Another version of th* comedyThe boys, around 17, are school- women comediennes. She pyramided
a story. For instance they warble
instance
crust
through
the
this
In
broke
only
boys out for a lark and will not be along and
about getting divorced, after which acrobatic Idea
time she bowed
they would be "Sitting on Top of the boys open with a song and fin- taken seriously by any bookers. of the crabs by the
The comedy hand- They might pick up some dates by off.
the World."
The same Idea was ish by hoofing.
Anatole Friedland and his Club
followed in telling the story of "too to-hKnd stuff is elementary, with working for apples.
Anatole gang, with some changes In
main forte, one of
the
dancing
A girl attempts to dance twice. the
the
many parties and too many pals."
personnel (New Acts), cloned the
A concluding number in which ino men getting results from his She Is neither trained nor graceful, first portion o. k. Anatole got a
her "back kicks" being absurd and warmish reception perconally, but
ballad cheruaes or parts of them slimness and shuffling.
Both border on clownish facial her simple dinky little routine be- the outfit In front looked as though
were woven together had the men
particular reason. ing too much for her at that. Kid most of them didn't know a night
alternating, with lyric idea carried make-up for no
club from a nightstick. If the usedLoop.
The introductory lyric Is easily dis- stuff.
out
to-be Palace spirit prevailed this
versatilCooper and Berman are baritones, missed, although a dab at
week the act would have been a
team
neat workers, and good vaudevil- ity. The dancing carries the
sensatloral adventure.
LEA
and
CHALUE
to what honors there may be, the
Maryon Vadle's new production,
lians
Instrumental
Ibee.
smaller man Inserting a couple of
with 10 lithe young dancing-school
8 Mint.; One
and a woman planiste
punch.
maidens
a
as
spins
head
Vic, Chicago (V.-P.)
GILBERT and MAY
(very brilliant, the accompanists,
Did fairly at this house spotted
8ong«

WALLETT

ANNA MAY

Songa

Violin and Dances
15 Mins.; Full Stage (Cye.)
Grand O. H. (V.-P.)

the middle of a
semi-sketch that has neither head
jazz tempo.
dialog and but
tail
r>gards
nor
as
The novelty hit clean here and
serves as a poor excuse for a coucould duplicate elsewhere, In vaudeple of songs and John dancing Jim
Edba.
ville or picture houses.
Barton's routines and not duplicated any too well.
Little or no pains taken with the
MILDRED LIVINGSTON and Co

attempted

ballet

first

ably the
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8 minutes

BROX SI8TERS

("Ukelele Ike")

Soloist
10 Mine.

"
,n B,ut

VARIETY

Loop.

tinction of stopping the show, deuc-

and deserved it. La Kremolina
and Darras% Bros. opened, and their
final head-stand swing on the flying
trapeze drew a warm outburst.
Mack and La Rue shut, and seem to
get a fair average, as tidbits were
Ing,

being distributed that evening.
The running order didn't help any.
Castleton and Mack followed a silent
act. The Nu gents were on too early
and could handily have been used
where badly needed down the bllL

Williams and Keene were dlsadvan.
tageously spotted, opening Intermission In "one," and if switched
with Harry Holmes both acts would
benefit.
Miss Vadle's delicate cob-

web

is on too late and
on too early.
Lalt.

offering

Friedland

is

HIPPODROME
(ST.

One

VAUDE)

the best Monday night
houses here for a long time this
week. Liberal papering In evidence
with slip holders nicked 10 per cent
for the N. V. A. Probably someone
Just heard about the racket that
has been going on for some time In
of

Hhubert houses where a similar fee
Is collected on passes with the tap
In that case supposed to go to the
Shubert TJenevolent Fund (which no
one to date has been able to unearth).
In good "flop" season the
Shuberta have been known to garner $300,000 or more through the
distribution
"paper."
of
K-A bunch figure the
10 per cent at the Hip better than
vacancies after hearing of the fihubert mop-up on the racket and are
trying It at the 3Iip for a starter
liberal

Probably the

with

possible

expansion

weak -sister stands.
From what could

to

other

be

gathered
anent the liberality of the white
slips, the distribution is at present bolng confined to relatives of
who
probably
employes
K-A
wouldn't buy anyhow.
As for the bill, Just a routine
show with a few highlights and the
usual Hippodrome mixture of circus
acts, concert features and with regand not programed), did 1G minutes ulation vaudeville again in the miin a black cyclorama with shifting nority.
Attempting Judgment from an auand shrewd lighting changes. Miss
Vadle did three solo ballet numbers, dience standpoint everything was
sprightly and fresh and cute. The great, the Annie Oakley contingent
girls executed various maneuvers of ponslbly figuring it a breach of
and semi-classical etiquette not to applaud loud and
classical
the
schools.
often since It cost but the taxation
One touch of something modern tariff. These clacques at least woke
would light up this pretty act better up the handcuffed mob even if they
than all the artistic spots and bor- 'couldn't make them applaud.
The Great Valencia opened with
ders It already has not necessarily
Jazzy, but one thing In full foots, an aerial thrllller that went over
expressing some element of today
for a bang providing a geunlne
This sugges- thrill closer in a mid-air loop from
this world, our life.
tion may be profane and pretty trapeze to tapes with catch being
Iiut It made by tinravel'lng limbs for toe
Maryon may pale at It.
would lift her vaudeville value, Just hold support whtah had them on
As it is, the act has edge and brought bl«? returns.
the Fame.

—

spirit and beauty, and will
decidedly do. It will probably soon
gravitate Into picture houses, with
the fast-vanishing big-time outlets,

merit,

Torcom
Krina

Iiezazlan,

White,

baritone,

and
a

trumpeter, formed

delightful If not sensational deuce
spotter with a combination of vocals

;ind inntrumentals. Miss White hanbe welcomed th'-re.
and Mark, eccentric dles the piano for the early part of
and legitimate and bur- her partner's vocwls, sandwiched in
lesque balancing, had the sole dis- a trumpet solo and also matched

and

will

Castleton

dancing
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vocalising
duet.

ability

In

the

concerns waa consummated.
Something like three-quarters of
an orchestra floor aat through this
three-hour show, including the pic-

which had Wilbur and Oarlie
opening the day's third performance
in a Juggling routine.
Those present refused to warm up. Irving Edture,

far spotted.
JIarland D&on,
honors with his

wards, following, failed to decipher

back again, got the frigid morale.
Edwards lindance routine, gered long enough to get rid of four
which remains unchanged.
songs, but spaced these by veteran
Lieut. Felix Ferdinando and Ha- "gags" that refused to bound.
A
vana Orchestra flanked by the Lor- later act also went back into the
raine Sisters made a corking musi- files for crossfire witticisms, which
cal-dance flash closer of the first magnified the show's dearth of comdivision.

Ferdinando'a

instrumen-

edy.

talists have greatly improved since
last around and the dancing girls

Miss Livingston (New Acts), assisted by Billy Hutchinson and Copried loose a moro or less number
of titters with her Hebrew dialect,
but really sailed across on the
strength of her finishing solo dance,
an energetic series of kicks.

are a delightful added feature. A
class flash for picture houses.
The Charleston contest eliminaNine contestants
tions tagged on.
strutted their stuff with a white
pants boy winning out. Winners at
each performance are selected for
the international championship contest to be held later.
Craig Campbell, tenor, with Allen
Stuart at the piano, offered his repertoire after intermission and with
his "Pagllacci" figuring for tho main
mop up. Then Paul Kirkland with
his ladder dancing and comedy juggling etuff that went over big and
also helped the comedy section ma-

Behind her came Claude and
Marion, the woman picking up
where her predecessor left off and
topping it. A freak voice of extreme ranges, permitting of both a
hard-boiled and baby talk delivery,

supplied

the contrast

upon which

she played heavily. Two choruses
of different numbers without the
orchestra, and done in a semi-comedy vein, added a touch of novelty,
although the turning on of the
terially.
power in tho lower register allowed
Albertina Ranch, assisted by Al
the woman to break away plus a
bertina Vitak and the permanent goll(1 out burst when finishing
Rasch ballet, provided a delightful
Blue and tne Britton, musical unit
feature in setting a Jazz ballet to of nlne pieces, including a feminine
George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in p j an R t, is a well tried combine not
Blue" (New Acts).
now to this house. In Blue's ecRome and Gaut mopped next to cen tric legmania his slow motion
Bhut with their eccentricities and and bating gyra*«ons remain parai

dancing with the physical extremities grabbing them at the outset and
with the boys giving them everything they had to hold and leave
ihem roaring as they waved good-

moun t and compose the applause
The band, formerly behind

reasonfli

to conform to
tnat rout i ne f Q r comedy, see-sawing
Blue
i
nJt
ttnd
that
bit8
to
ag
hye.
eased the act through beyond doubt
The Aquatic Carnival held oyer aftPr ua i nK U p 24 minutes,
from last week and introducing
"vVells Virginia and West topped
champion fancy tne out a lde billing display and that
Riggin,
Aileen
diver; Helen Wainwright and Oert- thIjJ boy could immediately follow
rude Ederle. closed the show with Blue and gtll|
ake them like it is
much the same routine of aquatics j Ufit anotner prof of his worth,
as obtained during the "All Sports The regll i ars recognized the name
Carnival" here last week. Edba.
oard nence there war a 11(?ht reception that swelled as the act proNext to closing and, as
gressed.

Ben Mero ff continues
t

mM

.

m

|

STATE

(Vaude-Pcts)
Dancing and a lot of

ever,

surefire.

The Ponals

bisters,

hand

work, closed.
it

to hand
Bkig.

deluged

the State bill Monday night. Some
comedy, songs, fancy bike stuff and
corking aerial work helped immeasurably to l:e~p the bill from toppling
over with its dancing topheavlness.
The overture was musically pretty
good, but the pictures that were
flashed on the sheet were the most
atrocious ever shown anywhere,
They were supposed to be heads of
girls worked into what was ascribed
"An Alphabet of Popular Girls."
Lohse and Sterling have Improved
their turn immensely, the speed
alone putting them in instant favor.
Grant and Feeley are back at the
State and doing a song turn much
In
after the one first presented.
addition to some of Grant's old
standbys are several new numbers.
The act did well.

1 HOUSE

picture was P. D. C.ls •'Bachelor Brides," probably the initial film
of this Arm to play the T£-A houses
since the deal between these two

closing

Robinson's Elephants, next, gave
a routine of seeming greater intelligence than the average elephant
act with four mammoths being put
through usual paces and provoking
comedy with a Charleston. Eeed
and Austin, supported by an unbilled girl, utilized mostly for dress
or undress, clicked heavy in follow up, the first real comedy thus

AMERICAN ROOF
(VAUDE-PICT8)
Business continues to hold up
materially better than other seasons
a t this time. No special explanatlon,
but little doubt that the
strength of the feature pictures has
counted. The film special the first
half was "The Barrier," a remake
which would hardly account for the

I

roof's
night.

the

good

attendance

ter than average.

J

Monday

There was a weak spot In
show which otherwise was bet-
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Bridal Veil," and the balance of th«
did not show anything startling
overture, something on which
the house depends a great deal w«?
a "Scotch Rhapsody," which then
swung into "Songs of Scotland"
with the work of the orchestra da
picted by pictures.
Bruno Steinback, billed as a Eu
ropean pianist was the sole ofTerinr
that could be figured as a vaudeville
attraction.
It is a question as
to

The

school assembly room en the last
day of school.
Because of trouble with the local
(NEW YORK)
union Gendron may be withdrawn
New York, May t.
within two weeks and Ralph WillThe show surrounding the fea- lams and his orchestra substituted. whether In a house this size It is
little difference good business to book in a piano
ture at the Capitol this week that This will make very
In order for the notes from
in the quality of the stage program soloist.
will have to hold up the box-office
the piano to reach the upper part
If it happens, as both men have exof the house, where one seems to be
receipts.
The feature Is a rather cellent orchestras.
weak affair that gets by mainly on
Gendron proved himself capable at least an eighth of a mile from
the strength of the gag titles that of directing a stage orchestra. Al- the stage, a pianist must go strong
Joe Faraham supplied. The com- though he didn't announce or talk, for the crescendo work. Arthur
plete show runs lesc than two hours- he had enough to worry about as It Martel, who, besides being the leadbusiness at the 4 p. m. performance was, and probably was told to re- ing house organist, is always rung
Sunday was decidedly off for this main quiet until accustomed to the in for a special during the i»m did
Gendron is of the dark a pop number as an offering
house.
crowd.
Three numbers from Richard "shelky" type of fellows who seem
"The Bridal Veil" Is an offering
"Wo- to get along well with the ladles.
Wagner's The Walkyrie"
that is more or less familiar in one
His orchestra blared right out form or another over a stretch of
tan's Farewell," "Magic Fire Music" and "The Ride of the Wal- like a bunch of experienced stage years.
It gives an opportunity for
furnished the overture. men at the first show. Orchestra- a display of wedding gowns, with
kyrles"
With the operatic melodies were a tion showed lots of quality and the styles running from 1450 to the
plenty of pep, but was somewhat present time.
fire effect and a cloud effect, which
heightened and enhanced the value unfamiliar to "Ash" ears. The boys
The Metropolitan Is one or the
David were seated in the customary ter- Publix chain. If there happens to
of the orchestra rendition.
Mendoza and his musicians were raced order, with all the little fences be any doubt of It in the minds of
heartily applauded when they con- and things that go with it
anybody in the house, it cannot reAnother orchestra is In the pit
cluded the rather heavy score.
main a doubt after the information
Doris Niles, in a "Ballnese War- Walter Davidson's Concert Players. is shot on the screen at cverv posrior Dance," supplied the second They took care of the pictures and sible opportunity.
JAbbey.
unit of the program.
This young played an overture. Sounded good
woman is getting better and better and .got a big hand on the overture.
as she goes along, and this week, The two orchestras probably put
n a very effective setting, scored about 24 men on the McVlckers'
(PHILADELPHIA)
nicely.
"Paradise Isle," colored musician payroll.
Mrs. Jesse Crawford Is back at
Philadelphia, May I.
travel picture, followed the dance,
For the opening week
the organ.
t ran about six minutes and fitted
Music was at the top of the
she had a series of special slides Stanley program lost week with the
admirably.
Another return engagement, mak- explaining why she had been away. film "Irene" affording William Klasa
ng the fourth, for the Dixie Jubilee A picture of a stork explained the and Irving Cahan at the organ conShe then played a sole the opportunity of putting some
Singers at this house found them whole thing.
>resenting a program of four num- number dedicated to the baby, with new variations into the melodies
>ers, working In about "two" before the slides carrying pictures of her- from the musical comedy of that
a set sunflower hedge. The num- self and the youngster. The ovation name.
bers were "Good News," "If You she received at the conclusion of her
Josof Pasternack, now conductor
Can't Come," -Ma Little Banjo" number proved that she has lost of the orchestra at the recording
and "Cold, Gold Ground." The har- none of her popularity.
plant of the Victor Talking Machine
George Givot, as host of the stage Co., who organized the orchestra at
monizing of the nine singers was
productive of a heavy applause re- show, must have felt good when he the Stanley theatre and raised It to
heard the noise which greeted his the high esteem in which it is now
urn.
There were but five subjects to appearance. He came out in a new held in Philadelphia, returned as
attraction
the Capitol Magazine, International pair of the blimp pants all deco- guest
an
conductor,
ind Fox providing two each and rated in red ribbon and flapped which boomed the box office because
atho one. The Hawaiian volcano around the stage Just like old times. of his popularity.
eruption scenes held the greatest He sang several of those exuberant
A second musical divertissement
nterest for the audience, although character songs which fit him so of a value appreciated was the
singing of the "Shadow Song" from
he International's other subject well and gagged a little.
Givot has a tremendous Job ahead Meyerbeer's "Dinorah" by Helen
was English strike views; in reality,
one of those things that seemed to of him and should watch himself Yorke, coloratura soprano.
A few blue gags like he A novelty dance number was
closely.
have been dug from the library.
For the ballet divertissement pulled at one performance the open- presented by Albertina Rasch, "The
week
will hurt him. Master of Village Theatre," a terpichorean reing
there was a very pretentious affair
much different than vue with a decided Russian flavor,
entitled "The Pirates' Cave," in ceremonies is
out and singing a few with a recoup of clever fcirl dancers
coming
Just
which 20 people were utilized.
afford to offend in attractive Slavio garb. The act
songs.
He
can't
Vlasta Maslova la principal balanyone. Allowance is made for the was topped by a whirlwind Cossack
erlna, assisted by Bayard Rauth
the
first week.
It is dance by Sam Krevoff.
excitement
of
This duo walked away with the expected that Givot will tone down
"Irene" held great appeal for the
honors of the show. Mile. Maslova his blues after he gets settled. Inexecuted a dance that had the audi- cidentally, his gags could be bet- feminine matinee audiences because
the elaborate fashion display in
of
ence on the edge of their chairs at tered.
the picture. This scene Is done in
tim.es. In one Instance she executes
splendid selection of special- technicolor, which heightened the
The
leap from a platform about 11 ties that put over the opening bill
novelty.
'eet high into the waiting arms of
Hazel
commendation.
deserves
A film novelty was "The PhanRauth that Is breath-taking. The Green, late of the varieties, was on
general idea of the ballet is the the bill, which unanimously stopped tom of Marlon Talley," a combinaof screen and phonographio
tion
Cave of Jewels, a la All-Baba and the show. The plump girl sang a
the
the Forty Thieves, and is good couple of those peppy "mama" songs art, an addition by the way, to
musical
trend of the bill for Miss
enough to be spotted In a revue. A and wound up with a bit of stepdance of the Jewels with six girls ping. Took like a million dollars Talley is heard in "Caro Nome" (via
Waters.
orthophonies
is pretty, and the final number by
and established herself as a nifty

I

I
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CAPITOL

The bill ran eight acts, of which
there were five in "one," but -play
lng the show on the apron Is no
handicap upstairs. Bobby Randall,
next to closing, won the highest the 12 pirates is also effective.
Feature for the week is "Money
score. He has been out of town for
Gordon and Rica have worked up a spell. Randall's gags tickled the Talks," with Claire Windsor, Owen
the comedy end along modern lines roof fans, particularly the chatter Moore and Bert Roach.
A Ko-Ko Song Cartoon on "Sweet
that should keep them in demand. about motor cars. A monolog minus
It
the picture houses cracks about the wife or father Adeline" completed the show.
it could play
and lend a bit of novelty through seems to be better welcomed. Ran- was humorous, but did not have the
the high-bike double routine at the dall closed with "The Big Parade" effect of arousing the audience to a
finish.
The pogo stick "bit," with number after mention of his own singing pitch, as some of the more
the phoney bologna hobby horse at- enlistment. He got away with the modern melodies have.
Fred.
turhment, was surefire.
dramatics quite well.
It was the
The Kerr and Weston revue was right dish for the west-siders
The
n«-xt. and a decided highlight'.
"Tell Tales" may have gotten by
crowd ate up everything, and the downstairs, but It missed on the
(CHICAGO)
dancing alone put the act over to top shelf.
The Idea of two ok
Chicago, May 8.
big applause returns.
Had Kerr dame gossips making scandal from
appeared later the other steppers incidents unseen, but heard is all
If cagey New Yorkers experienced
would have fared much better. And right, but it got nowhere. If there any unaccountable, earth tremors
of the lot Kerr knew best how to were any laughs they were stingy,
during this week they may attribute
sell
his dancing.
Credit is due
Cooper and Berman (New Acts) them to composite sighs of content
James Caselday for his old man opened intermission well. A strong ment issuing from the Bala ban &
characterization and the toe danc- score on second went to Anna May Katz managerial sanctum way out
ing of Dorothy Sierra,
(New Acts). Valentine Vox with here in the pioneer territory.
Lubln and Lowrie had a tough Florence Tablot is a repeat this
For the time being McVlckers is
spot, but made the best of it once season, but went over easily In the riding high and dry.
There were
thiy swung into their vocalizing sixth position.
The double voiced anxious days of uncertainty as to
with the uke accompaniment.
song bit was handled adroitly and it Just what would happen when Paul
In "Let's Dance" there are several counted best.
Ash would don his Incense- scented
features which stand out, one that
BernlcG Kimball, Ray German and costume and depart down the street
caught on like a house afire being Co. closed excellently. This dance to the new Oriental.
the eccentric dance by the tall chap team has been nut about a year,
It is done. ^Whoever did it cer
and the little dancer. They used but the costuming looked as fresh talnly deserves his biography in the
the "Wooden Soldi* ••" nrrompanl- as though the act had been lately "American
Magazine."
George
" 'outlne. formed.
ment and offered a
Gorman's Ted Lewis imi- Givot, who worked up as a comic
McGushIn Sisters
hard tation Is more authentic than he songster
under Paul Ash and
and did much of their teamwork in has been given credit for and he is achieved a tremendous drawing
"bare legs"
The Charleston was a good stepper. The graceful danc- power second only to the idolized
thrown in, notwithstanding that it ing of Miss Kimball, however, redhead himself, was engaged as
had been used in one of the preced- stands out.
She is sporting a reigning clown of the stage shows.
ing turns. The act could stand some rhlnestone sailor hat that is a nifty, Henri Gendron and his orchestra
readjustment so that it could hit in her specialty dance. The youth- were hired to supplant the chairs
other bills and not worry about a ful pianist attracted some attention left cool by the departure of the "rasimilar line of stepping like that and the act on the whole would land jah's boys.
Practically the same
which flashed In view ahead of them anywhere.
That may apply for policy as hitherto is now in effect,
at the State.
some picture house bookings.
except that leading-man honors
The Devil's Circus" the film
Amoros and Jeanette turned In a have Jumped from Mr. Ash to young
feature.
Mark.
good number three comedy score. Givot.
The concertina number and nonFinancially speaking, what could
sense really set the turn, which be sweeter?
closed humorously with a Scotch
The opening day crowd took to it
bit.
The Three Worcesters opened, strongly so strongly that the re(Vaude-Pcts)
the women topmounters In head to viewer was unhappily forced to figA struggle to get started and in- head balancing performed like real ure It all out. In doing that it was
The girls, by the way, found that Paul Ash has left an
clined to be overboard on dancing troupers.
indelible mark in this theatre; has
Ibee.
while shy of comedy about totals looked sunburned.
given to George Givot and Henri
the current vaudo assets in this emGendron an enthusiastic Ash-trained
porium.
audience which has been taught
Ben Blue, backed by the Brlttons'
If you don't advertise in
that it is very good form to beat
band. Immediately trailed by "Busyour hands together if you like
ter" West jammed up the dancing,
what you paid to see. So It seems
with Mildred Livingston, ahead of
that McVlckers will continue to
these male "singles," aire getting to
don't advertise
have the atmosphere of a grammar
the house through footwork. The
I

Wednesday, Uttj

attraction

(Presenta-

WARNER'S

Govan and Ruffln, two colored
hoofers who intersperse their dances
with

(NEW YORK)
New

song selections, stopped the

May

York,

9.

show the longest on their return enThey're keeping expenses down
gagement. Buck dancing augment- on their stage stuff up here, the
ed by acrobatic stepping feats was
current program holding two peowhat took the crowd. The boys are ple, one a dancer and the other a
fine for picture houses.

Maybe $250 would cover
The sister idea was supplied by singer.
salaries for both.
And that being
Jason and Hairlgan, who harmon- so,
it means that the tiny stage is
ized on some pop numbers and soso great a handicap that it is alloed also. A song with a "good little
most impossible to use it.
girl gone wrong" patter took excepOpening this week's show, the
tionally well.
of some
"Lll Esther," the five-year-old orchestra did a Jazz version
Russian
numbers, going Into the
colored Charlestoner, doesn't care if
news
reel from that this news reel
the Charleston is passe.
She can
greatcontinue to get her encores on her l>eing featured by one of the
camera,
size and her pickaninny appearance est things ever caught by a
Loa
M.iuna
the
volcanic eruption of
and the seriousness with which she
Ingoes through her routine. She was in Hawaii. The shots, made bygood
a
ternational, correspond in
used as closer.
the
by
made
many
respects
those
to
Henri Gendron's selections were
they
very good. The latest pop numbers, 11th Artillery in Hawaii, and
rolling
rocks
show
burning
the
with a few "introductions," were
of
played in a manner that set the across roads. The greatest shot
crowds right as to his excellent mu- all Is when tons of lava strike the
up
sical ability.
He played one violin ocean, immediately sending
solo, as did Walter Davidson In the sreat clouds of steam and forming
individual disturbance of its
pit, and both of them went over fine. an
own. A great shot, this; and if an
"The High Steppers" closed.
McVlckers* outlook appears very int. cameraman took it, nil crefl*
to him for getting a scene with
rosy.
Hal.
more thrills than most purposely

—

METROPOLITAN
(BOSTON)
Boston, May 10.
a box-offlco point, "The
Sea Beast" must have been a good
proposition. The house sents 4,000,
and on Friday night there were less
than 200 vacant seats in the theatre.
However, the picture was not
such a good proposition, according
to the way in which it was received
by the patrons. It was panned here
because It failed to follow to a reasonable conclusion the story of

From

"Moby

Dick,"
Herman Melville's
story.
Barrymore.
believed, could be depended
upon to use reasonable restraint,
hut his frothing at the mouth in

famous whaling

It

was

one scene was greeted with titters,
and tho passionate close-ups were
tho signal for giggles and almost
laughter loud enough to call for the

made

thrillers.

These

scenes,

It

mi^ht be mentioned, deserve prominent billing
outside.

of

their

own on

came the "Charleston

After

the
in

Six Lessons," which Is simply a
Mresome plug for a dancing school.
How a flrst-run Broadway house
was trapped Into using it, after
playing tanks for two or three

months,

Is

their

own

business; bat

isn't such good business, at that.
Following the film, Virginia Blair,
Mlled as a champ Charleston dancer,
crime on before the black drap^But Vlrgy wasn't fast enough to
start *ny riot on her own arcoum,
so the "champ" business was discounted and the audience let her oui
to light applause.
_ 1f
It

Hal Roach comedy, "The Gon
Rug," next, going for one reel ana

giving

some laughs.

Then

the sec

^

ond stage Item, Josef Turin.
nhenomenal tenor"— not "a phenomInterference of ushers.
enal tenor." but "THIS phenomenal
The so-called presentation, "The tenor." He sang "Macushla" in »

May

Wednesday,

REVIEWS

12, 1926

wa* and closed with
the American and National
T^unia standing remaining undisalao be mentioned
{urbed. It might
that "pbenomJJJl t whoever stuck
«nd

sort of

w>th

Im«r

onto

billing

him

killed

his

Such
before he started.
would hurt the chances of a

ehances
billing

feature, "The Little
which went 67 minutes

the

^Thcn

Irish Girl,"

pleasing

provided

entertain-
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PRESENTATIONS
(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
and described in this depart'
ment for the general information of the trade.)
pictures, will be carried

"ALICE IN MOVIELAND" (19)
"Business Sunday afternoon bad. Paramount Junior Stars Revue
Orchestra about one-quarter filled. 20 Minutes

and

Biak.

HARDING
(CHICAGO)
Chicago.

May

7

If Harry Ropers is good at read
tag the signs of the times he will
after the picture houses, hook,
There is a future
line and sinker.

m

for him in that direction—an imRogers has been
portant future.
the most successful of the vaudehis
ville producers in Chicago, but
earnings from the association (Orpheum Circuit) with its cuts and
other grief witl be a drop in the

backet

compared to his potential

can continue to deif he
shows like "Sparkles of 1926."
That's his first production for LubHe is said to have
liner A Trlnz.
a IS.100 selling price for each show
Rogers delivered flash scenic emsumptuous wardrobe
bellishment,

worth
liver

and talent (Moore and Freed featured); he delivered comedy, song
dance and novelty, and a finished
performance, smooth, sure and fast.
A few more as good and theyT And
a place way up for him.
When it is considered that Sid
Grauman in Hollywood. Fiank
Cambria in Chicago and Rothafel
and Riesenfeld In New York are
about the only outstanding names
picture presentation producing,
can be realized what a market
exists for a man with Rogers' years
of show experience who proves he
has the knack. "Sparkles" is under

In
ft

with his body glided.
In setting
and execution it is of much beauty.
Earlier he appears in team with
Elsie Wachita in sort of an Adam
Rivoli, N. Y.
John Murray Anderson In develop- and Eve adagio under an apple tree.
ing a method of Introduction for the Very well executed.
Paramount School junior stars
The scenes alternate between
making a personal appearance in "one" in front of the velvet drapes
conjunction with the showing of and full, the stage sets being
the production "Fascinating Touth" changed during the interludes] In
in which they all appear, evolved
one."
The presentation begins
one of the best presentations that when a young man in white satin
Publlx
Theatres
tux announces himself a magician
he has staged for
to date.
That the producer had who will forthwith there and then
quite a few weeks in which to whip produce a revue from his silk hat
the stage and screen amateurs Into He placed the hat Just Inside the
shape may account for the excel- drapes, says hocus-pocus, and the
lence of the finished presentation. drapes part revealing an enormous
In addition to the 12 school gradu- counterpart of the silk hat from Inates there are seven professionals side of which the chorus girls climb
in the act.
Two of these perform out Scenes in full stage Include a
specialties, four are members of beau and belle number, a telephone
special orchestra and the final one tangle episode, the Indian number,
as the camera man.
a kitchen scene and a parade of the
It is in two scenes.
In one is Wooden Soldiers done by eight
a poster curtain on which prac- young women on their toea.
the stars of Paramount
forth and before which
an Introductory number entitled
Movieland" is sung by Mary Dell
tically

are

all

set

who handles
At

Its

it very well.
conclusion the full stage

shown reproducing the Interior
of a picture studio.
Here Leo
Tover, the camerman of the Junior
Stars picture, assists Miss DeU with
the number in a character role. The
lyric Ruby Cowan has supplied introduces the youngsters as famous
screen personages. They parade on

set is

Presentations.
The other item of trade interest the stage In the following order:
Alice
Wilson, Clara Pow,
at the Harding this week is Ed Mel- Lois
Raymond Griffith, Bebe
kel's Organ Club, mentlcned three Joyce,
weeks ago at Its Inception. It's a Daniels, Adolpe Menjou, Oilda Gray,
food stunt, the Organ Club. Ea^h Harold Lloyd, Gloria Swanson, Lon
In the audience is created a member Cheney and Rudolph Valentino. At
with the purpose avowedly to get the conclusion
of introduction the
every one to sing through th*s medium of kidding screen tltlej. Mc- girl Impersonating Gilda Gray per
Vlckers has been using the sing- forms a South Sea dance In fairly
ing idea for some time, but Mcikel acceptable manner.
has gone one better. This s->rt of
This is followed by a patter num
thing, besides popular In itself, has ber In which all of the Juniors walk
another virtue; It thaws out the on with a line or two about their
audiences, gets away from the cold
desire to get into the movies, each
vastnesses of the big theatres. At
the organ stuff always mentioning their own name and the

McVlckers

came first and with the customers
warmed up, Paul Ash followed
Melkel consuromed an unusually
long time allotment for an organbut

ist,

it

was time well

invested

for the house with the Logan Square
cash fares singing with much evi-

dent

and

enjoyment

considerable

gusto.

Ben Paley's

pit orchestra played

for an overture. Gloria
Swanson in "The Untamed Lady"
Loop.
was the film.

"Cavalry"

STATE
LOU 18)

(3T.

St.

Louis,

May

8.

The Athletics beat the Browns to
day, 14 to 0.
That 1s about the
same score by which the Stage
licked the Screen at Loew's State
While it may not have been a com
plete shut-out, still what a massa
ere

it

A

was!

special Mother's Day presen
simple
tatlon opened the show.
thing, but one that got its idea
across.
Consists of an orchestral
prelude, "Just a Song at Twilight,"

A

two numbers sun* from the
The set is an artist's studio,
"Mother o'
artist
singing
Mine." as he works; he turns to a
large painting that looked to be a
copy of Whistler's mother, wherein
the figure comes to life behind a
scrim and sings "Boy of Mine."
Charles Peters and Gall Hedley are
the soloists, but neither they nor
Director Albert took a bow for the
offering, the new* reel flashing on
and

stage.

the

immediately at its close.
Spotted next was Frederic Frad
(New Acts), then the
Topics. During the showing of the

kin, violinist

latter
tone,

Henry

Klotz,

"that"

bari-

threw "Sweet Child" at the
And got nn encore!
Grace La Rue, doing the picture
houses after so many years a
vaudeville headllner, came on next.
The "International Star of Song"
did three numbers to a storm of applause, then took a trio of bows
and when the clapping continued
was forced to respond with another
number. Miss La Rue was in fine
voice, and while it was perhaps not
until
the second song that she
really registered, the act can be said
to have fully scored. Thirteen min
audience.

utes.

Following

the

Tours." came a

presentation of the
lad,

new

Berlin bal-

LONDON AS
ess,

not

long;

IT

LOOKS

(Continued from page 2)
ago, referring to the King s second son as 'The P. ok of

York'."

cannot understand why. if we cannot print these things, they should
say them on the wireless. But life would bo much duller if they didn't.
I

Actor Moves to the Suburbs
Arthur Bourchier, with a flamboyance worthy of Cochran, is justifying
his appearance at the outlying Kew theatre by Issuing
a typewritten
circular with these words in capitals:
This will be the first occasion on
which a leading West End manager has played at one of the little ex'

perimental theatres."

What nonsense it is to try and glorify this sort of thing! For business
reasons of his own. Mr. Bourchier is appearing at Kew. the distance of
which, from Fleet street, made my predecessor, Basil MacDonald Hast-

when he was asked to go there. "J am the dramatic critic for
London, not the whole of Europe." The office :>gn-ed w ih Mm.
ings, say,

5

Tallulah In High Society
Tour American actresses do mix in High Society. When I was talking to Tallulah Bankhead, at lunch the other day. who
should come in
to Join her but Lady Mountbatten, Blythe Daly,
daughter of Arnold and

Lady Gibbons?

"Doris." the last-named, is the wife of Sir Walter.
Her father, who
was a draper, made a fortune out of feather bona, some years ago. Sir
Walter was originally a klnematograph operator— almost the first In

He now controls the Capitol, where Cecil de Mille's picture,
"The Volga Boatmen," caused such a sensation, last week, that the
"Daily Mail" and its associate newspapers dropped the advertisements,
England.

I believe, that it was Bolshevik propaganda.
You never know where you are in England. Half an hour after all
the top hats of the Garrick Club went to bury Sir Squire Bancroft, the
The Wooden Soldier is exception last of the theatrical Diehards, last Friday, representatives of the Soviet
ally well done by each of the glrla. Government, taking part in the Shakespeare anniversary, hoisted the
Only one small boy objected; and he,
Solos are performed by each with Red Flag at Stratford-on-Avon!
the climax a fairly successful Imi- I believe, thought the Soviet representative was Ramsay MacDonald,
tation by one of the girls of the who, until a few months ago, was Prime Minister of Great Britain!
falling dance In "Louie the 14th" by
Tallulah is some guy. She mixes with semi-royalty as graciously as
Edna Covey.
Frank Hamilton sings a number "Ma" Hylan did. "Say. Swaff, you've said a mouthful." At the same
of comedy songs to good effect; time, all the stage hands worship her.
She knows the most extraordinary people; and yet she still wants to
Wallie Jackson appearing In an overbig suit adorned with a tremendous play the part of a nice good girl, with a small-town mammy, and roses
sunflower pinned to his lapel, dances 'round the door.

to

a hit

The production

la rich,

Impressive,

done in the grand manner and sureIta market will ax
fire anywhere*
cecd the time on the Lubllner A

arguing,

The Dutch Backer
The young Dutchman who backed "Rikl Tiki" was actually barred
week from the Gaiety theatre, although he was paying the rent.
It was announced that he put up $175,000, but I am assured that when

this

he had paid $55,000 he changed his plans, and there were all sorts of
rumors flying about that a rival producer had got him to Invest $250,000
for something else.
HAZEL GREEN
I 'don't believe it
I do know he is a nice young man.
8 Mine.; With Orchestra
The troubles over "Rikl Tiki" are as great as those which made "The
8ongs
Blue Kitten" scratch when it was in the same theatre two weeks ago.
McVickera, Chicago
If only people knew, the drama behind the scenes always beats the
Hazel Green somewhat hefty one you see upon the stage.
with a contagious smile. Is one ©<
I am glad I have not got any money to invent in the theatre.
I might
the few who get by with the "sweet have put it in "The Student Prince" In England I mean.
of
type
daddy**
mama" and "hot
song with finesse.
She has an up-to-date routine,
and the West Const (Ino.) houses
It is
city from which they hail.
with enough variety to keep them PICTURES
also Included.
effective.
Her
monotonous.
becoming
from
Where the Saenger Amusement
The studio orchestra comprising
for these lighter
Co. holdings will figure in the comFred Weber, Eddie Lewis, Tom voice la perfect
(Continued from page 4)
bination is not as yet set On the
Miller and Bert Bennett, combina- songs.
A surprising pep for such a stout in a comprehensive plan that Is go- return of B. V. Richards to New
tion of piano, two guitars and a
greatly la putting
York within the next weelc or so
uke, put over two numbers follow- woman helps
On her ing to be of greater import to the th'.re may be som* sort of a constuff over.
ing an explanation in patter to the Miss Green's
than would appear
encore at McVlckers eiie industry at large
ference with that in view.
effect that they are the ones that second
though
looked
as
something between a on the surface. It
One thing is set as far as the
furnish the music to which the burst forth in
dance for a the vaudeville people were Just try- houses In this combination are conbuck
a
and
Charleston
"Hello
are
numbers
The
stars act
ing to protect themselves for prodThey will not be affiliated
cerned.
Aloma" which they sing that they howling finish.
posuct at the first reports. It Is
Good picture house material.
with the Keith -Albee Interests, alplayed for Gil da Gray, and "Say
sible that a plan of further afthough
present there are some
at
The
Dix.
Again" for Richard
It
filiation will be worked out between
of the Stanley houses booked in the
latter is the title of the next Dix
the newly affiliated interests ani
(Drsmatle)
Keith office. These houses will reIt is a number that if "GANG
release.
the North American Theatres, conmain there for the time being, but
properly plugged should hit as it Special 8et
trolled by the same financial innone
of the new houses will be
has %jl the Indications of a popular Criterion, Los Angeles
terests that are behind P. D. C.
organisong success.
Edwin Hitchcock, who evolved North American recently absorbed lined up in that vaudeville
zation.
Six of the girls are on for the the idea of reviving the Criterion the Jensen and Von Herberg houees
next number showing their training from the sleepiest picture house In In the northwest.
8tanley Partial Stockholder
After a routine by .he
in dancing.
In connection with the FlrHt NaIn the statement Issued by the
town to a first run theatre, playing
six. there is a solo number and then
film, tional franchise holders' nttlliatlon,
his
to
addition
in
exhibitors
concerned in their varione-acter
a
a double rope dance, after which presented "Gang Law" as the skit there is to be a further'ng of the ous cities did not appear the name
is
the dancing instructress, characterIt
started.
-Outside
is
now
that
chain
of Wllmer & Vincent. Whllo this
along with the reissus of
offers a
ized by Jane Overton,
and expected that eventually It will em- cast some doubt as to the actual
the Law," with Lon Chaney
cleverly executed toe solo. For the
brace a coast-to-coast cha'n v* 1th status of the W. A, V. houses in
Prlscilla Dean, last week.
lnieredi*
finish there is a fairly hot Charles
the combine, It is said that since
The theory worked on when the the Ruben & Flnklestein
ton by the entire company that
the Stanley Company is a partial
policy went in was to get the
new
ap
sends the offering away to an
possible.
names
of the W. & V. stock In cerholder
picture
biggest
plause finish.
Law" did not have any sem- yellow -hearted, was played by Paul tain of the firm's houses, that the
The set used for the studio is "Gang of a "name" in it. There was Fix. A sniveling, half-crazed, re- Stanley people considered those
blance
very colorful and the entire com
chance for a draw on anything morseful killer, the part exacts the theatres us of Its own circuit.
pany is tastefully dressed. That the no
that Frank Elliot directed it greatest emotional skill of the quarAnother managerial angle Is with
program did not quite Jibe with the except
Fix was an able foil for the Jake Wells of Virginia, Wells Is
nickel from the billing angle, tet
performance itself indicates that Not a
kids got up and cool "Bull" and balanced well with nlso reported to have intertwined
unknown
four
yet
been
have
must
several numbers
put over a neat and splendidly Hopton. Lee Stuart, as the "Kid," business interests and with Wllmer
cut from the original routining o
played act. Word -of -mouth brought the youngster of the lot and a con- & Vincent in some houHes. That
Fred.
the turn.
them In after the first performance. sumptive; Tod Welsbart as "Bab- leaves It problematical whether
Nothing oretty in the playlet. It bitt" the fourth gangster, and Harry Wells will leap to the Stanley com|"8PARKLE3 OF 1926" (25)
took place in a prison tank with Vejar as the old Irish turnkey. bine or iook to P. I). C. ns a recogRevue
four young gangsters waiting to "Tarpey" were well cast.
link
In
that distributor's
nized
Special; 60 mina.
plead before the district attorney on
chain of Kelth-Albee and Orpheum
Harding* Chicago
of
one
by
committed
a murder
vaudevlllo bonnes. Wells of recent
Pretentious entertainment, this, them. There was chance for three
months has been negotiating in
THE LEVEE*
running a full hour. Yet not more to dodge the electric chair If one "ON
more than one picture, dlre-tlon,
Plazs Presentstion
expensive in all probability than said they agreed not to shoot and
tangible
result
without
any
Mine.
16
They
the shows put on by independen
off.
guy
the
bumped
that he
reached.
Plaza, London
Fate
film houses when for some specla
flip to see who will "burn."
London, April 24.
Harry Davis of Pittsburgh is anoccasion they wish to spread them
and Edward H. Smith, the author,
For the Lubllner & Trlnz force the real murderer to shoulder
"On the Levee," a southern plan- other vaudeville-picture ru in Ki"m.
selves.
and
lnglv
on the ferv e. In Pittsburgh*
houses it is ideal in hook-up.
on his oath tation scene with realistic effects, it*
A the blame. He welshes
Chirk, although denyRowland
as an investment In good will.
of the gang flips over staged at the Plaza this weok, beleader
the
and
what this
ing their connection are linked with
holding
presentation
him.
feature
with
the
special
prolog
to
sides
a
is
the Stanley group, and it mlrht preHarry Rogers effort possesses
Again the real culprit loses. fl'-n "A Modern Venus." "On the
certain to cause favorable comment Again he renlgs.
Bull the Levee" includes Vera Devna, a clude the Davis houses from joinThen
Moore and Freed (vaudeville) get man who risked his neck twice so Tiller Ballet, Williams and Taylor ing.
They contribute their
first billing.
that there would be no yell that the (colored) and the Four Harmony
regular turn somewhat abridged, murderer was not getting a fair Kings (colored).
This ranks as
Geo. Landy in Hospital
finale
the
hefc-e
Just
[appearing
and probably the best prolog the Plau«
the coward
takes
chance,
Los Angeles, May 11.
The boys are quick-click for the chokes him to death.
thus
far produced.
has
comedy
ri<M»rge Landy of the First Napicture houses with their
The act runs 16 minutes and holds
"Now." he says to the other two
stuff.
instrumental
llor.al
Studio Kvploltat Inn Henartboys, "We've got somethln* to die enough to run for an hour without
The dancing of Arthur Corey was for."
becoming tedious. The prodn- Irur 1h rn< nf, is now in the Hollywood lloscomes from a
uii h-j-^o a Mood transfusion,
pi'al
t-<
a high light. Corey
efth<:
Kaufman:
He
Trlnz books.

HaL

—

AND BANKERS

LAW

4

"At Peace With the World."
sung by the pair who were employed
in the Mother's Day unit, to an
organ accompaniment.
"Sandy" (Fox) is the picture.
The second Saturday night show
went on at 9:13, and was over
about 11:20.
Good business. The
running lights on the street canopy
ft re
credited to Albert
now a cool green-and- purple
Russell ITopton played "Bull."
eastern legit productions
h \<
J'ombin.-itlnn. The cooling machinery number of
fects to Francis Mnn.'Mn, and t.i.> lui
solo dominated the entire scene.
«ad the house comfortable, too.
oi.'l
and is ultra among male
n.ic
the
both did their work thoroughly.
and
murderer
the
'Lofty."
Indian number
an
docs
He
dancers.
RucbcL

ex:>e. ted

i

I

<

i

t

ion.

to aid his uiiae-

—

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
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SHEA'S BIG TIMER GOING TO SHUBERTS?

BUFFALO'S THEATRICAL
Shuberts

Want Music

Hall for $357,000—Playing
Three-a-Day Vaudeville at Shea's Hip

—
— 19,000

Seats in

Teck

$2 Reserved Seat Pictures

Legit

for

Downtown

Buffalo,
sale of

May

Wants

Hippodrome, also with pictures.
Shuberts will use the Music Hall
for their downtown road stand,
turn tag over the present legtt house.
Teck, somewhat away from the
city's center, to the newly proposed
reserved seat picture house
12
circuit.
It

Is

unlikely the transfer of the

Court street house will be closed
between Shea and the Shuberts before Lee Shubert returns from the
other side. Shuberts want immediate possession with Shea asking for
a two-year lease after sale, as he
intends building another theatre on
Main street, adjoining his new Buffalo,
and wants to operate the
Music Hall meantime.

company (Buffalo Realty
Company) is asking $357,000 for the
Music Hall. The property was ap-

is

IT

OUT

Know What's

the N.

Would Like to

Read Some News

ThU

Laff

Off

Snell's, local dancing academy, sprang a brand new one
this week when it announced

"Hey, you, I've been reading the
paper today and it's rotten," says
the Head of the House as she
slammed over some Ward's cake she
swore she had made herself.

vaudeville features la addition
usual dancing Friday

burn at her attitude, "old paper does

Syracuse,

May

11.

to the
night.

The hall has booked the Zepol orchestra of New York and
Katherine Donohue and Laura

Haywood, comedy

"It
"It

ROCHESTER

Three-a-Day at Temple
Next Season
Rochester, N. T.,

May

announcement

official

says,

commencing

to

then."

wasn't old paper," says she,

was

today's 'Variety.*

"Careful, dame," says I, " 'Variety'
is not a paper
it's a newspaper.**

"That's what you think," she says,
"and another sign of that night club
hootch getting to you."
"Not hootch, but cooch," I says.
"Well, It's something," says she,
"and you ought to take a flash at
yourself the way you look Campbell's will give you a rate."

—

"It

An

I

now and

—

turn.

BIG TIME STOPS
IN

"Well,"

get rotten

Shea's

praised at that amount, although
local realty operators say it is
worth $500,000. It represents $248,000
to
the Shea people.
The
Shuberts paid $230,000 for the Teck
and its present appraised valuation

to

A.—Also

11.

from

$420,000.

1926

Advertise Against Their Will

SHIFT

Buffalo Section

11.

M. Shea's Music

Hall (big time vaudeville) to the
Shuberts, big; time will pass from
Next season Shea will
this town.
play three-a-day vaudeville at his

To

MAKE

CAN'T

12,

Methods Tried to Force Actors

HEAD OF THE HOUSE

V.

With the

MAP

May

would be worth blowing by

that route," I says, and me getting
sore about this time, "if I could fix
it so you'd have to pay the bill."
"Rats," says she, "get the N. V. A.
to pay. What that N. V. A. fellow
must think of the paper, too."
"Careful, dame," says I, " 'newspaper,' and dodge the next time you
pull that blunder."
"Well," says she, "if it's a newspaper, why Isn't there some news

the Kelth-Albee Circuit says that
Into the downtown section Is the
forthcoming William Fdx theatre, a three-a-day vaudeville policy will In it?"
"Your trouble is that you read the
seating around 4,000.
With the inaugurate the new season at the
purchase of the firehouse site on circuit's current big time stand, advertisements," I says.
"I didn't read a thing in it today
Chippewa street. Fox will have two
but N. V. A.," says she. "Why can't
entrances to the new house, with Temple.
announcement
Is a you tell that stuff in a letter and
the
same
In
the other on Main street.
that K-A will erect a put some news In the paper?"
Tax's addition will give down- statement
"Listen," I says, "I told you to lay
town Buffalo (exclusive of the two-a-day vaudeville theatre here
that 'paper* It's a newspaper,
many neighborhood houses) nearly of large capacity. It is looked upon off
"bait** for local money to you dumbell."
here
as
a
20,000 theatre seats, with this town
"Don't you hang fancy names on
itself In that proposition,
of around
600.000,
full
drawing Interest
'I'm not one of
since nothing has been mentioned me," she says.
population.
those
babies you are staking to midhouse.
about
location
of
the
new
the
Distribution of downtown capacinight banquets and It's going to be
ties is as follows: Buffalo, 1,800; Another local view Is that K-A
'paper* until I read some news In It.**
Hippodrome, 1,800; Lafayette, 1,800; wants to let Itself down lightly In
"Have you joined the N. V. A.?**
Loew's, 2,800; Teck, 1,600; 8hea's, abandoning the two-a-day policy
tys L "and let's see your card.**
city.
this
years
in
held
for
many
to
1.700; Academy, 1,400; Pox, 4.C00.
A $3,000,000 building proposition of "1 don't know and I don't care
Total 19,900.
the Fennevessy interests now going what the N. V. A. Is," she says, "but
up less than two blocks from the I read those initials so much today
Temple, will be called the Hippo- I thougnt It was a radio station."
"That's not so bad for you," I
CHIEF
drome, of large capacity, probably
says, making a note of it.
playing pictures and vaudeville.
"So that's your idea of news, eh 7"
Burpee & West are reported going ahead with their announced she says.
"No, it's your Idea," I says,
plans for a picture -vaudeville thea"What are those reporters doing
tre here.
down there?" she says.
Spoke Out in Baltimor
"Reporting," says I.
Also Answered Letter from
"What?" she says.
"What," I says.
E. F. Albee
"See?" says she, "you're so far
gone you can't even answer me."
"What did you say?" I says.
Chief CaupoMcan, concert artist
"Where's the news?" says she.
and former Metropolitan Opera Co
The Mosconl Family, have been
"What news?" says I.
baritone, did not care for the blah
booked for a tour of the Loew pic
"In the paper, " she says.
about the N. V. A. benefit and pro
"Yes," oays I.
ture houses, opening at the State,
gram.
During his laM week's
Boston, this week (May 10).
"Yes, what?" she says.
vaudeville booking at Keith's Mary
"What," says I.
The William Morris office placed
land, Baltimore, the Indian chief"Sara," says she, calling in the
the turn. The dancers will be on
tain
took
the
opportunity
in
the opening bill under the Loew g. k. m., Lulu Belle, "run for the
speeches to "pan" the Keith or
banner of the Century, Baltimore, doctor. This guy has gone bugs."
ganisation's money getting schemes
"Lulu," I says, "Youse go back in
the former Whitehurst house, week
from actors.
Caupolican didn't
the kitchen, chile."
of May 24.
care, having an extensive concert
"Don't you dare to boss my help
The
Canslnos, Eliza and Eduouitinerary mapped out with a picture
around," says, she
house tour to start June 26 at the ardo have also been booked for a
"Then you lay ofTn me," I says.
Mark Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y„ tour of the Loew picture houses as
"I want to know about the N. V.
presentation
a
feature
opening
at
booked through Hermine Shone.
A.," she says, "and why you're plugFred Schnnbcrger, Jr., the Keith the State, St. Louis, week of June
ging It so much in 'Variety.' "
representative in Baltimore, offered 5 with the Allen, Cleveland; Al"That's better, dear," says I, "you
Caupolican a 35-week route for next dlne, Pittsburgh; Century, Baltiknow that 'paper' thing got me goseason in vaudeville at a $100 in- more, and State, Boston, to foling."
crease above hi* current $450-1500 low.
"What about the N. V. A.?" says
Sissle and Blake, the colored artsalary which, too, Irked the Indian
she.
baritone because of the many split ists, will open a tour of the Loew
"What about it?" I says.
picture
houses
at
the
Allen,
Cleveweeks and small houses played. In"Well, what?" she says.
They restead his picture house income is land, week of July 11.
"What,"
says I.
cently returned from Europe and
$750 a week.
"See, didn't I tell you?" says she.
Caupolican refused all proffers for are now playing picture houses in
"Oh, how I wish somebody was here
Keith bookings, objecting to the the Northwest.
to listen."
manner in which an attempt to
"To what?" I says.
••tap" him for an N. V. A. "ad" had
"To you," says she.
been made. Having refused, he re- Cantor-Jessel Leave on
"Why?" I says.
ceived a letter from
F. Albce,
"Because
you don't know what
Train for Pictures
which further "burneaS up" the
you're talking about," says she.

Any number of acts were harrassed unceasingly during the recent
attempt to force them to advertise in the N. V. A. benefit program
Actors rebelled for several reasons. They had expenses of
their
own to take care of, or their own ill to provide for, or a bad season
at cut salary on split weeks, or an independent spirit that
did not
freely permit coercion to have them contribute their hard
earned
money

for

someone

else's publicity

and self-gotten

glory.

The Independent spirit seemed to prevail. Actors asked each
other If they had to work to get their money and be told what tn
do with Jt?
Various methods wore attempted, the harrasslng being a favorite
system. It started with the act's agent, extended to the house
or
stage manager, then press agent, to be continued with wires from
agent, and then the "big blow-off," like the following wire:
I
am sorry to hear that you do not appreciate the work that
I
have been doing for the past ten years to care for the unfortunate of our profession. I am advised by your agent that
you have refused to eontribute an ad in the N. V. A. program. I cannot believe that you realize what this institution
is and has been doing for the sick and unfortunate artists.
Your co-operation will help this wonderful cause and a wire
authorising your ad either to your agent or myself will help.
I am constantly begging for every other charitable
institution,
/
I
can tee no reason why I should not beg for our own unfortunates. (Signed) E. F. Albee, 8:.10 a. m., April 22.
Many vaudevlllians holding wires of this character have informed
Variety about them. One of the biggest headline turns, male, intended to reproduce the letters and wires received in a page advertisement in Variety with his own comment but his bitterness
softened as he was persuaded against that course.
Tired of Agitation?
Through the agitation of this season against actors being literally
taken by the throat for N. V. A. advertisements it may be the nonmembers of the N. V. A. who have taken this means upon themselves to make the actors support an institution called an actors'
organization and from which managers only take credit and publicity, will waive the unfavorable movement hereafter.
Conditions in vaudeville will cut a large figure in this decision if
reached.
Proceeds of the N. V. A. program ads amounted to about $80,000
with the majority of the amount from commercial advertisers.
Minus the cost of publication of the program, and cost of solicitation,
the net amount derived from actors' advertising is quite minute
as compared to the intense dissatisfaction the "whiphand" tactics
employed have caused, more so this season than In the past.
.
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OF N.VA PROGRAM BLAH
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BOOKED FOR LOEW'S

a

chieftain,
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replied to it
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Los Angeles, May 11.
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel
will leave New York on the same
train June 1 for Hollywood to be-

gin their picture career.
Cantor will start at the

Players-Lasky

lot

June

Famous

14, In

Jessel, the some day, will
making "Private Izzy Mur-

Boots. "
start

"Kid

phy," at the

Warner camp.

A.

Association-Booked Houses on Coast Driven to Desperate Expedients Also Aping Picture House
"Lauder" Nephew of Sir Harry
Publicity

—

—

BOXING COMM'N STOPS

DELANEY BOXING AT HIP
Violation

Without

Pugilist Finished

License

Week Doing

Training Stunts Only

The New York Hippodrome came
under the jurisdiction of the New
York Boxing Commission last week
when the house allowed Jack Delaney light heavyweight contender
to box Kid Palmer an exhibition
bout, without having obtained a
license to hold such a contest.
Following a complaint by the
commission the boxing portion of
Delaney's act was deleted Wednesday afternoon. Several policemen
from the West 47th street station
were stationed in the house to see if
the law was being violated.
The State Boxing Law forbids the

Los Angeles, May 11.
Advertisements of the Glendale
(Calif.) theatre for this week are
aping the picture house publicity,
calling the bill "Official Preview
Vaudeville," with the feature turn
heavily billed as "Harry Lauder.**

the Lauder name in
"Namesake and
small
is
type
nephew, of famous Scotch comedian."
The Glendale is an Associationbooked vaudeville house. In the ad*
vertisement is stated that the "Official Preview Vaudeville" Is "staged
by Western Vaudeville Managers*
Association" (Chicago). The association is operated and controlled
by the Orpheum circuit.
To so brazenly trade upon the
name of Sir Harry Lauder is looked
upon here as new tactics, for the
Orpheum circuit if not new for its

Underneath

association.

This Harry Lauder
the original.

He

ha<?

is

a nephew

of

been in Aus-

some time. The only reis in the name.
called the handwriting on
the wall for managers playing As-

tralia for

semblance
This

is

appearance of a registered pugilist
sociation bills. That they must sell
in any place where an admission is
picture
charged and he engages in a con- their vaudeville through
house exploitation methods is taken
test, unless it is a licensed club.
their
Delancy as the feature of an "all as a token they might save
booking fees.
athletic" bill at the Hip was boxing
vaudeville
Whether
preview
twice daily in addition to skipping
means that the house is a cut or
rope, punching the bag and other
break-In cannot be conjured.
training stunts.
It Is presumed the Assoclatior.*.?
The Hippodrome was notified
off
Tuesday that Information before "death trail" rond shows stop
the secretary of the Boxing Commission was to the effect the law
was being violated at the Hippodrome during Delaney's perform-

at Glendale.

Rose Langdon, Too

Los Angeles, May 11.
Rose Langdon, wife of Harry
Langdon, is flow in pictures. She
has completed working In her first
A
complaint was filed with the Chel- picture, "The Road to Mandalay,"
"How do you know?" I says.
sea, a burlesque house on 8th ave- made by Tod Browning for Metro"You can't tell me what the N. V. nue, when "Tiger" Flowers recently Gold wyn- Mayer.
Is,"

"Yes,
"Tell

she says.
I

The boxer

finished the week without boxing, confining his stage work
to the training stunts.
similar

appeared there.

can,'' I says.

or get out," says she.
And the Head of the House will
never know what service the N. V.
A. at least proved to someone, says
I to mys 'lf, as I made the stairs two
at a time w it h my own hat. ?tmc.
It

ance.

KAHN AND PICTURES
HTTCHY AND "RED WIDOW"
Raymond

Hitchcock returns if
vaudeville shortly under direction of
Al Lewis.
His vehicle may be. a
tabloid version of

his orchesliiltmorc .Tune
15.
Young Kahn will essay the picture houses under Arthur Sr' 7 7 B

Roger Wolfe Kahn and

tra leave the Hotel

"The Red Widow." management.

'

'

Wednesday,

May

12,
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SUBERS' DIVORCE SUITS

ONLY 2 1 TWO-A-DAY HOUSES, EAST & WEST

ON TRIAL

NOW IN SIGHT FOR NEXT SEASON'S ROUTE

IN

NEW YORK

and Counter Suit—
Silber and Eva

Suit

thur

Theatres in East
12 Keith-Albee

—Four

or

North Before Jury

—9 Orpheum* West RITA ROSS TAKES $100,

More Currently Named K-A House* SETTLES KLENDON CASE

—
—

StillDoubtful New Clause in Orpheum's 2-a-Day
Contracts Calling for Three Performances Daily Agreement Before Trial <5irl
In Small Letters and Stamped on Loses Appeal on Montif Required
gomery Verdict Reversal
Contract

X

—

probable lineup of two-a-day
for the

itralght vaudeville houses
west, next
•ntire country, eaat and
of 12 weeks
season, shows a muster
(Kelth-Albee) and nine
in the east
weeks in the west (Orpheum).
is subject to still
which
The list,
further shrinkage. Includes In the
east* Palace, Riverside,

New

York;

Phila-

Keith's.
Albee, Brooklyn;
Baltimore;
delphia;
Keith's, Washington; Keith's, Bos-

Maryland,

The lont; contested breach of
promise action by Rita Rom against
Jack Klendon, former stage mu*
VAUDEVILLE'S PETER PAN
ager of "Irene," alleged to bo the
FLIRT
father of her child, waa settled yesAddress: 44, Inglis Road, Ealing
terday (Tuesday) for $100, two Common, London W. 5. Eng.
hours before it was slated to come
from me and Dolly and
Bern Bernard, in Piazza's up for trial. Miss Rosa (or Rose) myLove
mother for Ina Hayward and
her mother.
originally
damages,
asked
$50,000
Ass'n Office,
A., Annoyed
the settlement by O'Brien, MaleGirl— Locked Up by Police
vlnsky A Drlscoll on behalf of
Klendon, being a mo70 for time- GRACE MENCKEN'S DIVORCE

COAST BOOKER'S NEW

AUTO

GEORGIE

SYSTEM

.

—

Palace,
Pittsburgh;
Davis,
Cleveland; Keith/s, Detroit; Keith's,
Indianapolis and Keith's, Cincin-

saving.

Los Angclos, May 11.
Miss Ross was all prepared to do
Bernard Greenburg, former office a Lady Blackstone and argue her
boy, recently promoted as assistant own cause at yesterday's trial, but
nati.
The western or Crpheum section booker to Be.n Piazza of the asso- the settlement forestalled that.
At a prior occasion when Miss
Includes Palace, Chicago; Orpheum, ciation's offices here, is awaiting
St Louis; Orpheum, Minneapolis; trial for disturbing the peace and Ross personally argued her appeal
Orpheum.
Francisco;
having annoyed Dorothee Smith, before the Brooklyn (N. Y.) AppelOrpheum, San
Los Angeles; Orpheum, Denver, chorus girl, employed in the Grau- late Division, she waa not so sucOrpheum, Kansas City; Orpheum, man Egyptian theatre's prolog.
cessful, according to a decision last
Seattle and Orpheum, Oakland.
Greerburg is quite a Lothario week affirming the decision in James
Palace,
list
the
eastern
the
V.
office.
Not
Montgomery's favor.
Miss Ross
In
around the W.
M. A.
Cleveland, Keith's, Boston, Keith's, using Greenburg for professional sued Montgomery, the playwrightWashington, and Maryland, Balti- reasons or police records, he Is bet- producer of "Irene," for $50,000 damas possible ter known as Bern Bernard. This ages, alleging slander, on a cause
more, are reported
stands where the current policy name he assumed when appointed arising from the Klendon incident,
may be changed.
booker by Piazza, as he figured it with the court returning a verdict
big was much easier to remember than in Montgomery's favor.
The Bushwick, Brooklyn,
timer this season, will reopen as a his own.
On the appeal, it was affirmed.
three-a-day stand next season and
Greenburg, rather good looking, Now Miss Ross thinks she may
will
the Hippodrome, New York,
big and well built, was promenading carry it up still higher, to the Court
also change, possibly to a State - In
his automobile along Sunset of Appeals, but she must now make
Lake policy next season, according boulevard. At one 6f the Intersec- formal application to continue litito information.
tions, he saw a girl waiting for a gation since the Appellate Division
The Orpheum Circuit In dealing trolley. Greenburg, naturally a judge can limit that if of the opinion the
with acts that refuse to play a of feminine pulchrltrude, through chorister has no chance of successhouse where more than two shows his Piazza association, slowed up fully continuing the action.
daily Is the policy, can only offer his car and said,
At the time of Miss Ross' appeal
"Have a ride,
such an act nine weeks' work, un- girlie?" Miss Smith, unaccustomed argument, she injected a new slant
less the act Is played two jrceks In
to free transportation, paid no at- into theatrical litigation by topping
8an Francisco and Los Angeles.
tention and continued to wait for off her courtroom routine with a
Important Clause
Charleston 1c the outer courthouse
the street car.
In the face of that condition the
When the car arrived Miss Smith lobby.
new clause, stamped on Orpheum boarded it and noticed that GreenAt one time Miss Ross received a
important. burg's ardor had not been damp- verdict for $5,000 In the Montis
Circuit
contracts,
The clause reads: "The artist agrees ened, as he drove his automobile gomery case, the chorister then exto give three performances a day if
abreast of the street car and close pressing her Intention to donate the
place of performance is changed to
to the window at which Miss Smith award for an tl- vivisection work. On
a theatre regularly giving three
was sitting. Though he said noth- Montgomery's appeal, tho verdict
shows a day."
ing, his looks to the girl were not was reversed and a new trial orThe clause is stamped on all reg- considered brotherly.
dered which ultimately spelled deular two-a-day Orpheum contracts.
Miss Smith took the number of feat for the actress.
Unless eliminated before the artist
reported
the automobile license and
signs, It cancels the two-a-day proYoung Greenburg
it to the police.
vision entirely if called upon as
became a guest of the city of Los
stated. As it is stamped in very
Angeles for the night as a result.
small type it Is apt to be overlooked
At the station house he used the
unless the agent calls the artist's
BAIL
of Bernle Bernard, saying that
name
DRUGS;
attention to It.
he was a vaudeville actor. A VaKeith's, Boston, Included in the
difficulty
riety reporter had little
current list, which playing a policy
Charged with having a quantity
in identifying him as Greenburg,
of 10 and 12 vaudeville acts at rewas arraigned in the Municipal of cube morphine In a leather bag,
who
duced admission, has been cut In on
Hillman, 34, acrobat, and
Arthur
Upon the request
for trial.
by the Metropolitan and the new court
told reporters that he at one
of his counsel, the hearing has been who
Keith four-a-day house In Boston.
timo owned the Cosmopolitan Club,
postponed indefinitely.
It is considered doubtful that the
and the Blltmore In
Since his arrest, Greenburg has in this city,
house will return to the former
held for trial in the
been spending most of his time re- London, was
eight acts of straight vaudeville at
Special Sessions.
viewing shows at Pomona and out- Court of
the former scale.
arrested at his hotel
was
Hillman
lying points.
by Federal Narcotic Agent Russell.
The latter declared that he found
the morphine In the band of a cap
Mildred Chaplin, Deserted,
Obscene Show Raided
in the bag. Hillman stopped at the

ARTHUR HILLMAN HELD
NO

FOR

Takes to Vaudeville

At Ronkonkoma,

LL

Los Angeles, May 11.
Salvatore Rumoro, 22, was jailed
The reason for the entry of Mil
charge of
dred Harris Chaplin, former wife of at Riverhead, L. I., on the
performance,
Charlie Chaplin, into vaudeville ia promoting an obscene
motion
the desertion of herself and baby through exhibiting obscene
1141
son by her second husband, Terry pictures. Violation of section
formal
McGovern, the former promoter and of the Penal Code Is the

thia

week

in

"If

Only Husbands

Knew," a 'sketch by John Colton.
She "showed" at the Broad way Palace, a Western Vaudeville house.

Jim Barton Settles;
Pays $1,050 Alimony

complaint.

county officials raided the
Community House, Ronkonkoma,

When

L. I., Sunday night, Rumore was arHe is alleged to have adrested.
mitted owning Ave reels of a
which \va* seized.
film
"dirty"

Tnree women who were disrobing
actuin the dressing room but not
alally performing, were released
though likely to be summoned later.
the
was
House
The Community
scene of one alleged obscene performance last week, with a repeat
addate slated for Sunday at a $4
police
mission. This prompted the
appear early to forestall a
to
similar exhibition.

Jim Barton, the Zlegfeld comeJten,
dodged the Ludlow street
alimony club" by paying $1,050 in
rul1 Monday
to satisfy the alimony
drears due Mrs. Ottillia Barton.
Justice Tlerney. when apprised by
DeCarlos and Granada in M. P.
Julius Kendler
DeCarlos and Granada, another
(Kendler & Goldto
"tPin) that
Barton was under a $1.- vaudeville standard, are taking
weekly salary to Ziepfeld. curtly the picture houses. The dan-e team
^ture
oooked" the comedian for Ludlow opens May 17 at the T.o.-w

Colonial Hotel, 51 West 81st street.
He denied ownership of the bag or
He was reprisontcd by Atdrug.
torney Fred Sullivan of 61 Chambers street.
Sullivan refused to permit Hillman to t.ike the wlt:;eas stand. Hill-

man waived examination and was
hold for trial. Moe Levy, agent for
the Fidelity Insurance Company,
stated to the court that Hillman
had forfeited a $2,000 bond of the
company Levy represented.
Hillman's arrest followed the arrest of Frank Sabourln, 25, salesman. 51 West 81st street. Sabourin
was arrested at 182nd street, near

house, in Harris!. 'irg, Pa.

Long

Separated

From

Wilfred

Clarke, Starting Action

Grace Mencken has started an
action for divorce against her husband, Wilfred Clarke, the farceur, in
vaudeville for a long while.
Miss Mencken appeared with
Clarke is several of his sketches.
They have been separated for many
years.
It's
understood
that
Miss
Mencken, when receiving her free*

dom, may remarry, and to an English actor

now

over here.

Lindsay as Regular Producer
Howard Lindsay will try at legit
producing next season.
The first will be a farce from his
own pen, "Tommy Helps Himself."

Lynton, a Pathe Film Exchanga
salesman, who is said to be a mutual friend, and the wife in turn
names Mra Marguerite Douglas, a
divorcee and dancer, professionally
known as Monya Andree. The latter ia represented by A. E. Marks*
one of the rare occasions where a
corespondent takes the trouble ta
Mr. Marks la an
retain counsel.
associate of Marvin F. LeVine, 2S
West 43d street, who is Silber's attorney. The wife is represented by

He waived examination
and was held for trial in Special

session.

S<-^?i<«ns.

Hillman told reporters Sabourin
had owned the bag and "stuff." He
to
given shelter
he had
said
Sabourin.

Hillman

denied

he

ever

used

He said he
drug's or carried them.
Just returned from lyondon.
ball
held
without
was
Hillman
and taken

to the

Tomb*.

Herman Joseph

Judge

House,

of

Grossman & Vorhaus.
Miss
North through circumstantial evidence figured before and caused the
suits to be reopened. Friday afternoon was spent in the selection of
a jury, all of whom were asked to
appraise Miss Andree, the corespondent in Mlsa North's cross-action, for purposes of determining
their acquaintance with the dancer.
Miss Andree was quite willing to
stand up in court for inspection by
Allegations

"framing"

of

the panel of jurors.
A jury selection, the Irlal starting
yesterday (Tuesday) after some delay because of an intervening accident case.

The testimony may prolong the
hearings two or three days.

STRAIGHT VAUDEVILLE PAYING

TOP PRICES-ROOO-W CURRENT

—

Acts Returning Receive More Money New Acts
from Burlesque Gerard Withdraws Turn SixPeople Act Offered $87.50 for Last Half

—

Increased value of vaudeville acts
that break away for a time is evidenced by Pat Rooney and Co., who
returned to vaudeville recently at
$4,000 net and have been booked for
four more weeks to follow the curengagement at the Albee,
rent
Brooklyn; also Anatole Fiiedland
and Entertainers at Keith s Palace,
New York, this week at $3,000.
Friedland's last appearance on the
circuit as a producer of his own
flash turns was a4yi salary of $2,400.
He left vaudeville to open his own
night club, recently closed for the

summer.
Rooney also

left

—

PROFESSIONAL PARTING
4 YEARS AFTER DIVORCE
Newton Lately Remarried—Graham and Newton

Belle

Divorced

Chicago

In

Graham and Newton have separated after appearing together for
four years, following their marital
split resulting in a divorce In Chi-

vaudeville and

cago.

Johnny Graham will continue In
produced his own road show, "A
Daughter of Rosie O'Grady," after vaudeville possibly with another
a
over
bookers
partner while Belle Newton will
differing with the
salary considerably lower than his retire to private life, having reThe show closed cently married Arthur Whalen, New
current stipend.
last week, a return date, at Buffalo. York attorney.

Whalen and the actress met when
Mrs. Graham retained the attorney
to represent her In the divorce action.
Whalen had at the time been
practicing in Chicago but came to
New York two years ago.

The object lessons don't seem to
as Barney Gerard has
closed Bozo in the condensed ver-

register,

sion of "Follies of the Day," after
trying t.vo weeks for the KelthAlbee circuit at a break in salary
of $1,600 for 20 people. Gerard was
asking $3,000 for the set from the
vaudeville bookers, and had been
assured a salary would be set after
a week.
The act opened two weeks ago on
the Poll circuit, playing Hartford
Last week It
and Waterbury.
played the Franklin and Jefferson,

Albertina Ratch Engaged

ing the act as far as vaudeville 1m
is now dickering for
picture lious" l>ooklnKHAnother btirlenque oom«-«l»«»n still
st«agg*»rir.g around after an Introduction to independent vaudeville
KiriK
methods Is Manny King.
broke in a six-people art r.nd wi*
subsequently offered $S 7 .r>0 to play
King Is a
the hr> Kalh. Brooklyn.

Miss Hasch's ballet Is currently at
the Hippodrome, also the Russian
concert musician.
The wedding will be celebrated
this

Flnl-hod Holld

Now

(-wuic.

Rrlieiirnlntf

"Hello,
Ft( lunlve
j

Ed Davidow
1.-.00

Hmmoq with

and Models"

"Artists

I

burl' :iquc

summer.

Grace Hayes

concerned and

standard

Rasch, ballet producer

Albertina

and dancer, Is engaged to marry
Dlmltrl Tiomkin, concert planlnt.

St Nicholas avenue, by Detective two of the local Moss- K-A houses,
Hyde of the police narcotic division. at the "cut" Gerard wai Informed
Sabourln was charged with having that the act was wanted In Patera quantity of morphine "hypo" son, N. .1., the last half of next week
needks and a syringa In his posHe responded by c'.os
at the "cut."

i

street jail.

—

L

ton;

bond salesman.
Discovering that he had gone, she
called on Harry Singer of the Orpheum Circuit and told him Bhe had
to work, so they gave her a tryout

WOOD

What promises) to be one of the
sensational theatrical divorce lltlga*
tiqns of the season started trial
Friday before Justice Hatting**
part of the Supreme Court, New
York, in the suit and counter-suit
involving Eva North (Silber berg)
and Arthur Silver (Silberberg), respectively, vaudeville ac trees and
Pantagee vaudeville agent
Silber's suit Implicates Harry P.

&

with

London"
Management

Bnfui LeUaire

Itrnadwar.

N«wr

York
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Loe Angeles, May

and Presentation

Offices

—Extra Attractions in
—Both Offices Booking for

Unison
Routes
Loew's

booking

departments,

Its

bills

bo made in association with the
Magicians' Club of America.
Floyd Buckley will direct the series while several legit actors, including Henry "Whittemore, Martha
Madison and John Kane will be featured in the necessary roles.

carfare.

The Magicians' Club
fessional.

as a

is

is semi-pronot connected In

Baltimore,

Shut up."

CANTOR DELAYS BOSTON
DATE FOR PUBLIX

-Irand Ballroom at the Hotel Astor
vfonday afternoon, with the guest of
lonor His Eminence, Patrick Joseph

Cardinal Hayes, Archbishop of New
Vork.
The Cardinal, In his address to
he members and guests of the

unclean and salacious plays and asked the co-opera'lon of the Guild in sponsoring and
encouraging the writing and producing of clean plays.
New York needs more padlocks on
theatres in which immoral plays aro
^hown rather than on some of the
>lacc» where, padlocks have atached, said the Cardinal, speaking
n response to a message from May»r
Walker, delivered by assistant
Corporation Council Arthur J. Hilly,
criticized

Frederick

May

11.

York

City.

.The Cantor entered the vaudeville,
In the same way pictures have created new audiences for acts playing
picture and concert field after the
before them, pictures will create new acts, through demand. Vaudeville
failure of an Idealistic enterprise
acts that do not seek to establish themselves as available for picture
and following voluntary bankruptcy. h ruses may find at the time they conclude they have made an error
that
He has paid off $44,000 to creditors pictures supplied the spots they could have <Mled. Picture houses even
during the last year, although legal- now are making new acts, whether singer, musician, tab or producly absolved from the obligations.
vaudeville policy.
tion (presentation).
This theatre in Its prime was a He will continue to appear publicly
With the until all debts have been wiped out
veritable gold mine.
How new the picture audience is may be explained in the following:
booking of the big headline acts and he has obtained enough money One of the acknowledged best stage acts playing In pictures Is a popular
into the picture houses the edge it* to devote all his time to philan- singer, nothing less than a "wow" in any picture house he p. ays. This
gone from *he straight variety at- thropic work.
boy already has started return picture house dates. Yet when he tried
The Cantor's theatrical tour is vaudeville that same boy could not get over in the No. 2 position.
traction.
The house is too small for a pic- under the personal management of
ture policy and the line-up five his son, Leo Rosenblatt, 22 years of
Vaudeville driving away its steady patrons and not replacing the losses
months hence Is likely to find age, graduate from Columbia Uni- gradually brought down its regulars to the limit of thinness, where It
The Publix stands at present. Straight vaudeville cannot lose many more regulars.
versity, New York.
something else in it.
theatre booking in Boston was arThere are not enough. How many vaudeville* lost that were gained by the
ranged through the Alf Wilton picture theatres Is immaterial. The picture house horde Is too Krge to
office.
take notice.
C.

New Agency Firm

Franchisee! by Loew's
Al Davis, cabaret agent, and Irving Newhoff (Newhoff and Phelps)
have formed a producing and agency
partnership and have been given a
Loew franchise by Jake Lubln,
Loew booking chief.
The new firm will be located in
the Roseland Building.
Newhoff
and Phelps dissolved their vauderecently
after
partnership
ville
years of playing, alleging themselves disgusted with conditions.

Frisco Film Date Doubling
Joe Frisco, the $1,500 a week
"single" attraction at the Parody
Club, New York, will accept Pox's,
Philadelphia, at $1,750 a week when
occasion

permits.

He has been
New York

asked to double from the

night club to Philly.
Frisco accepted the cabaret when
vexed at the straight vaudeville
"stalling," after Frisco had made
good at the Palace, New York.

In this may be found the reason why the picture showman works
with a surer stroke, a more certain knowledge of his field and a vastly
greater liberality, in every way. That liberality was first denoted to
The vaudeville
the show business by the picture house advertising.

or legit management held its dally announcement down to 14 lines or
10 If that would be accepted, even 7, using that dally ad as "a directory."
While the picture theatre boldly told daily what it had to sell over
the counter of its box office and eventually got as far In front of the
other theatre as its advertising was in lront in space.

—

A picture theatre seating 3,000 and playing four shows daily figures
That's 8,000 people a day, 60,000 or more
full capacities at least.
weekly, as the daily average does not apply for Saturday and Sunday.
Or if a hit film is playing, the theatre may do two and a half full caBesides which the theatre might give
pacities on the day, or more.
five daily performances Saturday and Sunday, raising the total number
of callers to a much larger quantity.

on two

,

In the vaudeville theatres of from 1,400 to 1,800 capacity (.seldom
reaching the latter figure) with two performances dally, a gross weekly
attendance of 20,000 would have been the utmost. A difference of picture
twice
theatres In the thousands alongside of the never more than 100
daily vaudeville houses must be heeded.

full

Acts will have an easy time of It at present In the picture theatres.
That period may last for another season or two, then the picture fans
become hard boiled, too, on turns. Meanwhile the growing generawill turn toward the picture theatre, rather than the vaudeville

will
tion

houses, with the probable result that besides the opportunity straight
picture theatres will offer for the big time act, will be the other vaudeville houses, also playing three or more times dally, engaging what are
now the two-a-day turns.

'haplain of the Guild, Surrogate
John P. O'Brien, Arthur "Bugs"
Haer, "Wilton Lackaye, Irving Cobb
About 2,000 theatrical people attended.
<

Ju.st how long it will be before the last of the current two-a-day
vaudeville theatres pass out of existence cannot be predicted. There are
not over 25 in that class at this moment In the whole of the United
States and Canada.

YVETTE RUGEL'S CONCERT

Nora Bayes Going

Following in the footsteps of Sibyl
Vane, vaudevillan who took to
opera, Y^ette Rugel gave a private
performance Sunday night at the
">2nd Street theatre, of "Cavalerla
Rusticana" for Metropolitan opera
purposes.
Miss Rugel, who will be in the
new "Scandals" and Is from Louisville, but latterly out of a supper
•lub, the Club Rlchman, has oper-

To London

1st English Cancellation

for Gulliver

By Ted Lewis—Here

Unless the British strike situation forbids, Nora Rayes sails May
22 on the "Leviathan" for a Gulliver
vaudeville tour.
Charles Gulliver is on this side
and contracted with Miss Bayes for
the tour. He may alsoTcturn on the
same boat.

atic aspirations.

Coral Gables, May 11.
R. Dutton, the recreational director of the Coral Gables
realty corporation, is no longer connected with the company.
The Coral Gables development Is
estimated to have lost $500,000 the
pafrt year on Its entertainment, ut IIIzfd as a promotion investment.

There, In short, Is the secret of the picture house for extra stage attractions. And like all new audiences in the show business, the picture
house patrons right now are "soft" for the acts. The majority of a picture theatre audience may be hard boiled for the pictures, having seen
them for a long while, but a stage attraction is new to them. At least 85
per cent of any picture house audience may be depended upon to know
nothing of vaudevlllle.

Perhaps even a larger percentage, though vaudeville has endured for
over 30 years. And for this reason; that whereas pictures are expanding
its audience, vaudeville contracted its own.
And it was vaudeville's own.
Vaudeville of recent years has been unable to add to Its drawing scope.
The opening of Cantor Josef Ros- Not only could it not add, but it drove away regular' patrons
without
enblatt at the Metropolitan, Boston,
replacing them.
The record proves It. Drawing as It did only "the
scheduled for week of May 23, has regulars,"
who knew almost as much about vaudeville as the vaudeville
been postponed to June 6 at the
managers, the regular patrons of vaudeville grew tired of the bills the
Cantor's request to enable him to
similarity of and repetitious programs; the rebooking of a few features
fulflill a promise to appear at the
within a few weeks; always something too familar on the advertised bill.
benefit concert to be held at MadiThat very advertised bill often and again has cost a vaudeville theatre
son Square Garden for the new profitable patronage for the week, before any report on the show
appeared
$6,000,000 Jewish College of New
or was heard.

sympathy with the efforts of the
iuild to advance the cause of clean
and wholesome plays in New York
Otis Skinner welcomed the condemnation of the stage as good for
it
but said the church has always
extended kindliness and forgiveness
Will H. Hays delivered a eulogy
of Cardinal Hayes.
Other speakers
were the Rev. Martin E. Fahy,

Henry

Vaudeville never has had universal appeal. At its peak vaudeville
did
not establish a drawing population of over 10,000,000 people in this entire
country. Taking those round figures, that Is 10 per cent of the country's population. Pictures are showing at pr*»scnt to between 80 and
68
per cent off the entire population. Pictures sre a universal entertainment. As time and films advance they draw more generally and from a
wider range of patrons, until now It could be stated that while pictures
have a draw off 65 per cent, over that percentage off the country's population have been to a picture theatre.

Schanberger's announcement that Keith- Albee is
the local picture
Invade
going to
exhibition field with a 4,000 seat
house may presage the passing of
the Maryland from the straight

The annual dinner of the CathoActors' Guild was held in the

BUTTON OUT OF CORAL GABLES

A first flash thought of many upon hearing of this or that vaudevili
act booked into a picture theatre, is that it seems the picture houses
are
merely taking what have been previously played in vaudeville. That
i
so, but the two theatrical conditions must be analyzed for the
explana*
tion of why the act In pictures Is more successful than It may have
been
in vaudeville, or if not more so, at any rate securing a better salary
and
billing while at the picture house than given to it in vaudeville— and
thi
is entirely exclusive of the four-performances-dally picture requirement

—

BALTIMORE, TOO?

".c

in

It

of Magicians.

2,000 Show People There

Mayor was

Is

any way with the American Society

Cardinal Hayes' Dinner;

the

The other one, half leaning
out of the box, intent on the
turned and spoke, loud
enough to be heard throughout
the house:
"Aw, the big guy's askin' for

pictures

innumerable stunts of
announced by Red Seal
for the coming season, the films to

magic

ollls.

ieclaring

IS one-reel

about?"

exposing

vaudeville theatre.
Loew's presentation houses operate and run as picture theatres,
•naklng tire picture primary and the
dded stage attractions secondary,
without a set or regular program of
tage turns followed for weekly

•

singer warbled through

solo,

i

and running

The

intricate passages of his interuntil he hit the high
noie. He was holding it when
the kid asked his older broth"What's all that noise
er:

MAGIC EXPOSE FILMS
series of

1026

garten.

MAGICIANS' CLUB IN

i

iuild,

in

on Both
One Another

mezzo

vaudeville and
presentation, will
uutually operate for one another
or next season.
They will book
nd play for the other division with
he benefit from the outlook apt to
can toward the vaudeville (and
picture) end of the circuit.
In the presentation booking department are those Loew picture
theatres termed presentation houses,
laying extra stage attractions in
dditlon to the feature.
Added attractions engaged for the
presentation houses on the Loew
Mrcuit will also play the vaudeville
"ouses, when required or for convenience of routing. Likewise feaured turns on the vaudeville end
lay be transferred at any time to a
presentation house.
This
arrangement la believed
-ilmed also toward giving the Loew
vaudeville theatres a higher grade
standard of act-programs for next
reason, and at the same time afford
he presentation booking office of
'he same circuit a longer route for
uch attractions as It signs for
:tage playing in the Loew picture
houses.
Loew's vaudeville theatres play a
regular vaudeville bill with a feature picture added, the house operiting

Working

atic

Bills

12,

11.

A new explanation for operacts In raudevllle was
given at the Broadway Palace
by a little boy who took his
smaller brother to see his
first vode show. An operatic
act was on the bill with the
tenor singing In a foreign
language that the smaller kid
had not been taught in kinder-

SEASON MUTUALLY HELPFUL

May

NEW AUDIENCES-NEW ACTS

REASON FOB OPERATIC ACTS

LOEWS JOINT BOOKINGS NEXT

Vaudeville

Wednesday,

3

MARIS
Aro

REASONS WHY

CHANEY

and

Miss
!

I

FOX

"DANSEURS EXQUISITE"
HEADLINING Keith-Orpheum and Interstate

Circuits

YOUTH— CLASS— ABILITY.

Representative
Next Week, Scranton and Wilkes- Barre.

accompanist,

Lou don next month with a mixed An-

edward

Appearing In "DANCE VISIONS"
"One of the best Dancing Acts ever to show at the Majestic."
Houston, Texas, "CHRONICLE."
We wish to exprPA* our Hmnks to ROYE and MAYE

LEW GOLDER,

Bayes*

Alter, also sails with her.

1

The first of the anticipated flock
of linndon cancellations for English
bookings in Ted Lewis' decision to
off
call his Kit-Cat Club contract
because of the strike situation.
Lewis was to have opened in Londance orchestra «
and three American musicians who were to form
the nucleus of the international ja»

glo-American

$2,0C0 for himself

Ula Sharon Going Around
Sharon, at present appearing
In "Sons of the Flame," will leave
the cast May 31.
She has been
engaged for the London production

aggregation.
|t
Feeling that condition* pruliiD»i
proper attention to amusement*.

next

the

ITla

fall.

Lewis

will

remain on this side
houses as the

picture

endeawr

witn

rnoe

unies

Miss Sharon will make her dance
debut In Paris prior to that how-

one or two production proposition

ever.

materialize.

likely

field

of

Wednesday,
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How are the picture exhibitors to
learn of desirable attractions if
the attractions don't advertise ?
WHERE AND WHAT

IF

IS

A BETTER MEDIUM TO REACH ALL OF THE SHOW BUSINESS THAN

YOU DON'T ADVERTISE

IN "VARIETY," DON'T

salary in a picture theatre, for she is unknown to the picture people. Other attractions like her through publicity in
proper channels have nearly doubled their
former salary in the picture houses.

This is suggested by a conversation
within the week, held over a luncheon
Present were one of the principal
table.
picture house directors on Broadway and
also the representative of one of the best
singers, who is a
vaudeville headliner, as well. The representative asked the director why he had
not thought of playing his star. "Who is
she?" asked the director. Ke was informed. "Never heard of her," the director answered.
The representative sent some of his
star's disks to the director's office for additional information.
This particular phonograph singer is as
familiar to record and vaudeville men as
the days of the week, but picture men

known phonograph

have something

else to

And

line of business.

do
this

in their

NO SEASONS

the fast developing field for extra
attractions in picture theatres and with
"no seasons in pictures," attractions and
acts should advertise themselves, create
a demand, let the picture exhibitor and
agent know they are in the market for an
No one carries their names in
offer.
mind there are others with agents representing them and who advertise themselves to make the new picture business
believe it, besides helping their agents to
;

book them.

own

phonograph

has not advertised herself anywhere
since picture houses started looking for
She may have
extra stage attractions.
been advertised by the record firm engaging her exclusive disk service, or the
vaudeville circuit in the west where she
Jias been headlining, but picture exhibitors are not reading phonograph ads in the
doilies or out of town vaudeville programs.
The way the girl or her representative
could make herself known to all of the
trade is through a trade paper; such a
trade paper as "Variety," -which reaches
all fields of theatricals, including pictures; also the legitimate (musical comedy or revue). In either legit, musical
revue or pictures this girl could fill any
assignment yet she is unknown in all
of those three* divisions.
Whatever her salary may have been in
vaudeville, she can not today secure that

—

Thi

IS

FOR EVERY VAUDEVILLE THEATRE PLAYING ACTS OVER THE
SUMMER AND NEXT SEASON
THERE WILL BE 10 PICTURE THEATRES DOING THE SAME THING
AND PAYING MORE MONEY.
With all of vaudeville next season virbecoming a three-performance
tually
daily proposition with the two-a-days of
not sufficient number to mark a line between them, attractions and acts should
centre their activity in promotion with
the policy that will pay them the most,
whether for three or four-a-day.

IF AN ACT MUST PLAY "THREE*
FOR LITTLE MONEY IT HAD BETTER PLAY "FOUR" FOR REAL
MONEY.
Musical comedy and dramatic people
are also permitting an opportunity to pass
in not establishing themselves as picture

house prospect**.

THE BEST ADVANCE AGENT OF THE SHOW BUSINESS
PROMOTE AND EXPLOIT YOURSELF

the very ones
est stage salaries of those in pictures today are

"Variety"— and are

Make

IN PICTURES

With

girl

"VARIETY"

yourself

known

in

ADVERTISE

and

to

still

advertised themselves in

advertising in this paper

a new tield-the biggest the show business has ever developed

BE INDEPENDENT-PLAY FOR
ADVERTISE

WHOM

WILL

an d in

(If

who

you don't advertise

in

"Variety," don't advertUe)

PAY

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY
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Against Pictures and Loew
for Future Supply Orpheum Circuit Already
Reported Obliged to Pay More for Turns

New

coming

Up

—

from the
West anxious for eastern showings
are solving the problems of bookacts

In

on

AT

New

York's vaudeville "death
trail" (cut weeks) since they are
accepting: the showing dates practically for expense money from the
Independent bookers while the boy
scouts are stalling on setting salary.
Others preceedlng the present
crop returned west satisfied that
booking condition there are no
worse than in the East.
The ability of the straight vaudeville bookers to "Jockey'' the newcomers and at a price is keeping
many standard acts off the books
until the supply is exhausted. The
open time turns ere finding partial
independent dates
relief through
and picture hojse showings wlil^
many preferring the picture houses
to vaudeville if they can click there.
Booking conditions over summer
of

DUFFY LOST

the

strlght

vaudeville

circuits

be practically at a standstill.
Few routes will be set until August.
The Loew Circuit, however, will
figure a heavier competitor for
"names" and standard acts next
season. It is signing up acts now.
With the picture house booking
and Loew's campaign for "names"
next season, the straight vaudeville
circuit will find themselves sandwiched between two potent competitors and the performers should
get a break on the outcome. It Is
Mid the Orpheum Circuit on current
and next season's bookings is paying Increased salarl38 over last seawill

son's.

With "big time-

practically "shot"

not forgetting the "death trail," the
"opposition" or "blacklist" bugaboo
Is Just a gag for performers with
the goods.

Karno's Panto Here
Fred Karno, English producer, is
being offered to the picture houses
in "All Hands on Deck" by Alf
Wilton.
The newest Karno sketch like its
predecessors is a pantomimic com
edy. Karno is in this country.

$35,

I

Keith's River la, Brooklyn. N. T.,
always a weak sister in the K.-A.
chain, because of local competition
from the L«oew and independent
neighborhood bouses, has cut Its
top to tOo. for split week vaudeville and feature pictures.
The buses previously run Into

Brownsville, offering free transportation to and from tbe theatre
for cash customers, have been discontinued.

'FRISCO'S CASINO

Tried to Bring Back House of
Policies

—Moved

With Musical

to Alcazar

San Francisco, May

Now

that the red ink

is

In one of the most hotly contested elections In years. Theatrical

Protective Union No. 1, New York
last,
Sunday
local
stagehands,
elected Samuel Goldfarb president
jnroe.
over William E.
Goldfarb had not been connected
with any executive office. Munroe
has held the presidency on and oft
for over five years.

a name
Girl," with Walter Cat-

now

over in the Alcazar in its second and final week.
Business has been very light since

figure.

It is

reported that

when

the

of
matter
a compromise was
broached to him he readily accepted
the proposition, having no desire
to hold Duffy on a losing venture.

AGENTS PROTEST
Berlin

The Catlett show folds up May
15 and will be succeeded by a regular stock production.

Commish Men
Mie-Picturee

Allege

Them

Berlin,

May

1.

&

that the picture meant the Benin
agents, although the association deThe Hip is being built on Hast- nies any of its members is anything
ings street near the Pan tag es the- like the agent in the film.
It's not a serious matter, but anatre.
If the A-H deal is made it
will be the first time in 10 years noying to the sensitive German variete agent, who also has other
that circuit has connected here.
pictures,

It

is

Marcus Loew
BOOK1NGAGENCY
General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWEST
N X

46 ST>
BR\5\NT- 98SO-NEW YORK CITY
J.

ffl

H.

LUBIN

Kccney Claims Fox's
New House Encroaches
Legal entanglements are threatening against the proposed new
Fox house in course of construction
at Eastern parkway and Bedford
avenue. Frank Keeney, whose Bedford theatre Is nearby, contends
that Levy Brothers who are constructing the new house, which has
already been taken over by the Fox
Circuit, Is far within a stipulated
radius of his house and therefore
accuses the builders, who also built
and sold Keeney the Bedford with
having breached their selling agreement.
Keeney'e attorneys have notified
the builders of the alleged breach
and are awaiting a reply.
Construction of the new theatre continues with^H expected ready for
occupancy by Fox in September,
operating with a picture and vaudc
policy similar to that obtaining at
Keeney's Bedford.

whom he

from 100 Italians
engaged to wash the

Statue of Liberty, to

make sure they

would show up was used In Long
Beach by C. E. Orwig, according to
testimony filed with Deputy State
Labor Commissioner C. E. Lowry by

B'LD'G

Consolidated

JONES
JOHNNY
IN CHARGE

In

Hillstreet-Orpheum Junior house
here to believe it is giving the same
charged with operating kind of vaudeville
at the Broadway
the Golden State Lyceum Bureau, house as in the Hlllstreet.
So inbooking office which collected sums stead of paying
65c they are going
ranging from $16 up, from perform- to
the other house for 40c. Accorders as "bonds" to Unsure their ap- ing
to figures obtainable in the two
pearance for performances. He is weeks
that the Broadway Palace
said to have taken registration fees
has
been open, business at the Hillfrom performers when he promised street fell
25 per cent below the 35
to get them work and also stipuper cent drop It sustained during
lated that he was to cut in for 40
The the engagement «f the Will King
percent of their earnings.
method of operation was the rawest shows in the Palace.
seen around here, according to theatrical men.
Orwig promoted lecture tours, HIP,
disgruntled "talent."

Orwig

is

YOUNGSTOWN, OUT
OF K-A'S, FOR SUN'S
Youngstown,

OUTSIDE UNIT

Buffalo,

J

May

11.

"A Spanlsn Fantasy

"

Splzzi's
for booking into Shea's, Buffalo, a
SplzzI is
Publlx Theatres stand.
routing this act over his present
circuit film house time in the smaller
cities.

"A Spanish Fantasy" comprises
Andrelnl
Brothers,
Claire
and
Ramon Cortez and Joan Zafara. It
plays Shea's, Buffalo, In June.

Hotel Grant Continues
Chicago.

May

11.

11.

16)

Sun Agency.
That marks this
week as the final ono for the Hip
bills from Keith-Albee. It has been

SHOW

Mike Shea has accepted Arthur

May
(May

the local Hippodrome will play its
vaudeville programs from the Qua

BOOKED BY SHEA
unit,

O.,

Commencing Sunday

Commissioner Lowry ordered hearings set for the Long Beach office of
the State Labor Commission.

K-A

booked for several years.
Recently K-A opened the new
Keith's here.
After one week of
two-a-day, Keith's reverted to a
three-a-day policy in direct opposition to the long-booked Hippodrome.

The Millers, father and son,
managers of the Hip, permitted
Keith's to opposo them without
protest, legal or otherwise.

Hip is
now switching booking source for
such better bills as it may be able
to procure.

Golden Gate Cuts Out Act
San Francisco, May 11.
Since the Siamese Twins "stood
'em up" at the Golden Gate Theatre
here the regular bill in that house
has been cut from six to five acts
with the feature picture.
The reason for the cut is not

It Is definite that the Hotel Grant,
theatrical hostelry, will not be torn stated.
down as pendstently reported for
some time.
Rumors included the erection of a
Michigan
theatre on the site.
All such m-,

mors were exploded with the an*
nouncement that Leonard Hicks

Vaudeville

Mmgers'

Association Lti
CHARLIE MACK. Gen. Manager
233 John R 8t.
DETROIT, 241 CH.

will completely renovate the hotel
with the intention of ottering to the
theatrical trade for at least a couple
of years more.

Booking Acts Direct

AC HERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
and

O'FARRELL STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager

A

CHICAGO OFFICE

11.

man who

old story of the

Larry Semon

Look and

Listen," an independent film product, as the main
drawing feature, with the balance
of the billing reading "7 Acts of
Vaudeville."
The house started off with a 40o
top.
Butlness has been very poor
agd it Is reported costing the Orpheum Circuit about $3,000 a week
loss in operation.
The inauguration of this policy
at the Broadway Palace has led a
good many of the patrons of the

collected $1 apiece

1/yS

policy of musical tabs and pictures, two performances dally, at
the Willis, Bronx. Monday (May
17) replacing the present policy of
six acts and films, continuous. The

H. SCHENCK
BOO KING MAN AO KB

WOODS THEATRE

Los Angeles, May

The

MARKET. GRANT

MARVIN

"Stop,

sion—"Raw Work"

Tabs-Film at Willis

GENERAL MANAGES

604

Long Beach Agent Called Beweek announced
fore Calif.'s Labor Commis-

re-

annoyances.

ISO

AND WANTED 40%

plaints.

Prince and the Dancer" is
Bavarian Sudfllm-made. It charH. in Vancouver? acterizes a vaudeville agent most
A.
uncomplimentary.
Vancouver, May 11.
Whereupon the Variete Agents'
When the New Hippodrome here,
seating 2,300, ppens around Oct 1, Association of Berlin laid complaint
will
Ackerman-Harris against that bit, seeming to accept
it
play

and

Los Angeles, May 11.
Palace, a Btar house of
Association Vaudeville, found it necessary in the second week to submerge its acts in the billing and to
«ive the feature picture top selling
space.
The entire front of the house last

Broadway

concert circuits and other large
projects of theatrical nature which
never got farthur than his hall door,
Film according to literature and advertising material exhibited in the com-

••The

vaudeville
ported.

—

New York

chosen to serve one year comprises
Julius Dannenberg, James Bass and
James J. Brennan.
The following go to Clevolcnd
June 21 as delegates to the I. T. S.
the switch.
E. convention: Joseph F. Magnolia,
"Honey Girl" cost Duffy $35,000 Ed. P.
Gately, Samuel Goldfarb.
and probably would have cost him Henry
Greisman, J. C. McDowell,
more except that he was able to James Bass, William
E. Munroe,
compromise with Catlett on his
William McCarthy, James J. Brencontract Catlett was brought out
nan and Harry Dignan.
here for ten weeks at a substantial

"Honey

—

Goldfarb Elected Pres. of

show on his ledgers, Henry
Duff is more convinced than ever
William McCarthy was named
that he made his first real mistake vice-president defeating Thomas
Joseph F. Magnolia and
so far as San Francisco is concerned Boylan.
when he kidded himself that he Harry Sharon were named business
managers for the union. J. C. Mccould put over the ill-starred CaDowell was returned as secretary,
sino, house of many policies, by
and Ben Forman as, treasurer.
slamming in a big musical producThe new board of directors
to head the cast
lett starred, is

Broadway-Palace Reported Costing $3,000 Week for
Orpheum Circuit 7 Acts and Pictures 40c
Admission Taking Away From 60c Hi 11 street

M

11.

beginning

to

tion with

AT ORPHEUM'S HOUSE IN LA.

ORWIG CHARGED FEE

i

T. P. 0. No. 1,

Many

1920

FREE BUS STOPPED

SALARIES-3 BIDDERS IN FIELD
Straight Vaudeville

12,

VAUDEVILLE 2D TO PICTURES

K-A RIVERIA, 50c

COMPETITION FORCING UP ACTS'

Wednesday, May

ANOELaS-^U CONSOLIDATE D bldo.

_

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
OF

Amusement Corpora-

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES
OFFICES

owners of the house, will operate the new experiment by which it
Is hoped to keep the house open
during the summer.
tion,

"HE

ELLIOTT and DENN
OFFERS FOR MUSICAL COMEDY INVITED

jack

(FO

AT

CAPITOL, CHICAGO,

COMMENCING MAY

10th

-T

lillian

JOHKirr ELLIOTT AND GIRLS)

DIRECTION LOU WEST.

THANKS TO AL SHORT

Here's

What Can I

lour

Say

about,

MY SWEETIE
GOOD
« GOOD MORNING
(THERE'S MOKE GOOD INGOOD-NIGfffl

PRETTY
ITTLEBABY
She s A
CORN FED
NDIANA GIRL
Hear them at

,

our nearest office/
You can t

wron^

711

LEO FEIST INC. NEW
1% O
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£££t

SEVENTH AVE

417 Yteet fifth St
433
33 Loab Arcade
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TOR'

^

^

»

bn9« 3ts

_W.C
W.

138

1020 Randolph St.

276 Coltin*

6U

,D

VJVUPEYlLiLE

VARTETO

Wednesday, Hay

$18,000 CLAIM AGAINST

Hasqoe Carnrais as Dance

INSIDE STUFF

lode.

Hall Opposition to Vaede

ON VAUDEVILLE
Patrons Masque Carnivals are beutilised by neighborhood the-

acute from week to week due
to desertions of booking staff
men from one agency to another and in most cases taking some of their former employer's list of houses along to

principally in the outlying
Loew's will not install Its own policy in
and I'arkway, Baltimore, until next season. Possession passes next districts sad resort towns to offset
Monday. May 17. The prescit policies will be followed in each house, opposition of dance halls at nearby
taking up current contra cts and for over the summer. Price paid by resorts, recently opening for the
Loev.'s for the two theatres as reported last week in Variety, $1,800,000,
The carnivals are conducted three
Ed Schiller for Locw's closed the deal yesterday (Tuesday)
is correct.
nights a week. The first 100 prein Baltimore.
senting
themselves In costume at
On top of the Century a repular theatre will be built, giving Loew's
an additional house. Its plan of operation will be the same as Loew's the box office receive free admission and are also eligible with the
2\"ew York t?:«ut:e an.i roof.
Herschel S;e\vart will be Loew's Reneral director of the Baltimore others in costume to compete for
theatres.
Stewart has Just passed through an unusual experience. the awards.
Dancing Is held upon the stage
Acknowledged as the reason for Famous Players' Missouri, St. Louis,
from 19:10 to 12: SO at night with
go\i\£ over, Stewart was drafted to the head of the Publix's production
the combination of the show and
department in New York following the F. P.-B. & K. theatre merger.
Recently he was assigned a regional position as supervising manager dancing; soaking a 10-strOce with
the younger element.
for Publix, not being returned to St. Louis, and the next heard of he
While the theatres have held up
was with Loew's.
In business the feature has figured
as heavy competition to local dance
Through the deal made by Keith-Albee and tiie Orpheum Circuits with halls. It has precipitated a general
the Producers Distributing Corporation (P. D. C), it is said that all of pries slteln*; in attempt to comthe present K.-A. and Orpheum straight vaudeville (two performances pete with the theatres offering the
daily) houses probably will be playing a feature picture at least as a double feature at less tariff than adpart of the vaudeville program with the opening of next season. This mission fees to the dance halt

story does not except the Palace, New York City.
It has been reported that measurements have been taken at all
K.-A.
houses for organ installation. At the same time it was said that an
organ concern commissioned to furnish a couple of organs for as many
K.-A. theatres decided to go through with all of the other theatres for
measurements in the event of being called upon for estimates.

To clarify the former mixed vaudeville situation In describing the
various vaudeville divisions, Variety hereafter will allude to everything
in the way of vaudeville as Vaudeville, other than what may remain of
the two-a-day theatres. They will be termed Straight Vaudeville. That
removes the "Small Time" expression, as predicted for it three years ago.

ENGAGEMENTS

Revne

Robert

De Marche,

"The

Milk

Kings."

Ted Athey replaced Arthur Stuart
Sophie Tucker and Ted Lewis
have been engaged as co-stars for Hull in "The Jazz Singer."
Lloyd
Garrett,
James Miller,
the revue Rufus LeMaire is preparing for a Chicago summer run. "Scandals."
Donald Campbell replaced Thomas
Chalmers, and Frances Mark ham
JOE CONWAY DIES
rep'.aced Camilla Crume in "Love
'Em and Leave "Em."
Chicago, May* 11.
Alexander Gray, Dorothy WhitJoe Conway, brother of Jack
Conway (vaudeville) died here May more, "Hello London."
Frederick Burton, Camilla Crume,
6.
He was an ex-performer, ap- Helen
Ambrose, Billy Qulnn, John
pearing at various dimes with Hap (Jallaudet,
Helen
Spring,
Irene
Ward and Eddie Foy
Shirley, John Irwin, Edwin Paw
Jack Conway cancelled a week ley, William L. (Big Bill) Tilden.
Green
for
"Mother's
on the Keith-Albeo Circuit and Joseph
Tramps." Arthur Hurley is direct
bury him.
came on
'

>

ing.

ILL

AND INJUT ED

cent operation.

Paisy Iluth Miller, movie star, had
her tonsils removed Monday at the

Hollywood (Cal.) Hospital.
Burton R. Aubery (vaudeville) recovering from an operation at the
Osteopathic Hospital, I,os Angeles.
Al Wilke, press agent Douglas
Mar* Lean
Productions (West) in
Hollywood,
Hollywood
hospital,
Cal., recovering from minor operat ion.

Edward Lefebvre, dancer, had a
minor operation

last

week and

will

rest in the country for recovery.
Sam A. Maguire, poster printer
representative, is convalescent after
a l<>n^ Illness and has Joined the
siaff of the II.
Miner Lithograph
Co. Mr. Maguire was associated
with another concern for about 1~
years.

C

MARRIAGES
Alice Calhoun, screen actress, to
Mendel I*. Silberbcrg, attorney, in
Los Angeles, May 5.

Alma

Anderson,

former

Sioux

City K»rl and now a prima donna,
professionally Alma Adair,
took
her fourth husband at Sioux City,
la., when Rev. K. F. Rippey of the
First
Presbyterian
church
performed the ceremony making her
the wife of G. Raymond Sehiieft'er.
advertising manager of Marshall
Field's, Chicago.
Her former husbands were Del
Klammer, a Sioux City man, George
Levy, of Chicago, and J. A.
Jl.
Malby of Daytona, Fla.

LILLIAN

the

new

Fanchon
der

stand.

$18,210.25

Saturday

position to let the hired help

do the worrying which has not
panned out so well.
Several such instances have
occurred lately which has impaired the house average of at
least two independents.

ED LOWRIE IN UNIT
left vaudeville
the Keith Circuit
bookers refused to meet the same
salary the Orpheum had paid him,
has been signed by Publix to open
In a new unit at the Rlvoll, New
York, week of May 24.
Lowrle's salary for the tour of
the picture houses is exactly double
what he received for his last East
ern vaudeville appearances.

this season

The annual meeting of the Four
A's (Associated Actors and Artists
of America), the organization which
controls the basic actors' union
charter, win be held at Equity's
offices Friday afternoon. Routine
proceedings are programmed. There
will be no election, the present officers
holding over for another
year.
The treasurer's report will show
a surplus of about $5,000, representing revenue secured through
per capita tax from unions subsidiary to the Four A's, such as
Equity, German Actors' Association, Hebrew Actors' Union, and
the Vaudeville Branch. It is not
expected there will he another disbursement of the funds to the
various unions at this time. Earlier
in the season there was such a disbursement. In addition $1,000 was
donated to the coal miners in aid
of their strike fund. One week later the strike was settled.

when

San Francisco, May 11.
Benny Rubin will star in a series
two -reel comedies.
They will be of Jewish life, with-

out

hokum

or slapstick

Nat Devrich, owner of the Fine
studios, Frank Newman, of
Famous Players and Sam Brcckln,
of Banner Productions (pictures)
Arts

will make the pictures with the
stories written by Mr. Rubin.
Pathe will produce release with

pictures
Studios.

made

at

the

Fine

Mr. and Mrs. Harry A. Hyman,
son, in New York, May 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Emory Daugherty,
daughter,
In
Washington.
The
lather handles the Sangamo Band

Arts

In

the

Marlon,

straight

O.,

May

11.

The International Brotherhood of
vaudeville bookers' failure to pay
more than $1,300 for her act, Mme. Magicians will hold Its annual conLe Dova Is putting it on the shelf vention in Kenton June 9-10, It was
unless other time can be more prof- announced here by W. W. Durbin,
in charge of the arrangements. Not
in the capital.
itably booked.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Hervey, son,
The Le Dova act, in addition to only is Durbin a magician but he
at the Pasadena hospital, Pasadena, the principals, has a five- piece band. also is one of the foremost DemoCal., May 2.
The father is pub- Mme. Le Dova spent $4,000 in equip- cratic politicians in Ohio.
More than 200 professional and
licity man for the Orpheum, Los ping it with costumes and setting.
amateur magicians from every state
Angeles.
The act asked $2,000 weekly.
in the Union and in Canada are exMr. and Mrs. Sandy Morrison at
pected to attend.
the Alhambra Hospital, Los Angeles,
Len Vintus of Winnipeg is presiMay 8, son. Father is of the vaude- Ollie
Is
ville

team

of Morrison

and

Wood

Now

Miller,

while the mother Is Gladys Peakc,
formerly in White's "Scandals."

judgment filed against her
by Fanchon & Marco

(Wolff), who secured a verdict for
that amount in a Chicago action
against the comedienne based on a
prior contract. Fanchon and Marco,
through Thomas O. Chamberlain!
120 Broadway, are now trying to
collect the judgment in New York,
and are proceeding on similar
grounds against Vanessl, Miss Williams' former partner.
Both suits are based on contracts
with Fanchon it Marco, the actions
being precipitated by their walking
out on the Californian management
to align with the Shubcrts in a
Winter Garden revue. Fanchon and
Marco sued for the amounts tney
would have earned under their contracts, also averring an expense of
ove*r $5,000 for training fees, etc.

Miss Vanessl is with "A Night in
and Miss Williams since
switched from the Shuberts to the
Sam H. Harris management for
"The Coooanuts" show, which she
abandoned for a Florida engagement, signing with White upon her
Paris,"

return.

Miss Williams' managerial troubles
in pairs, according to another
suit just served on her by Felix
Young, her erstwhile manager, who
demands $7,500, based on an exclusive five years' managerial contract*
dating from November, 1925.
Young had agreed to guarantee
the actress $500 a week and to accept 15 per cent commlsison if her
salary ranged from $501 to $750 a
week, and 25 per cent If above $751.
Martin Sampter Is Miss Williams*
latest business manager.

Orpheum's Houses inN.O.
Booked by Other Circuits
New

$1,300 Salary Not
International Magicians'
Enough Act Shelved
Annual Convention
Disappointed

Mother of Twins
Wood

dent and Ernest K. Schieldge, of
Hartford, Conn., secretary of the
brotherhood.

(Mrs. Beny Balkema),
formerly of Belle and Wood, dancIN AND OUT
ers. Is the mother of twins.
The KADJA IN CHARACTER SONGS
Kadja, Russian prima, and charFrank Harrington (Frank Har- joint arrival took place April 30 in
rington and Co.) cancelled the first the Buttermouth Hospital, Grand acter singer will open in vaudeville
Rapids.
in a new act by Ida Lee Casten.
half at the Wilson, Brooklyn, MonBach baby, boy and girl, weighed
The singer is a dialectician
day, upon advice that his mother
speaking and singing English with
was in a critical condition in New six and three-quarter pounds.
an accent a la Balieff. She has
London, Conn.
Harrington made
appeared in comedy pictures.
the race in his high powered car
and cancelled further booking of
ACTS
his act until his mother has passed
Marion Sunshine and Max HoffBirdie Reeve, Pictures
the crisis.
Dean and Bell substi- man, Jr., are trying out as a twotuted at the night show Monday.
Boston, May 11.
act around Boston this week.
A
Birdie
Reeve,
the
exceptional
pianist will occompany.
typist, has deserted vaudeville, takHouses Closing
"Give and Take," farce, by the
ing to the picture houses.
late Aaron Hoff maty is being conMiss Reeve opens Sunday (May
The Orpheum, Kansas City, May densed for vaudeville
and will be
16) at the Shawmut, Boston.
14.
There were rumors the house sponsored by Al Lewis.
would remain open during the sum**A Reckless Eve," tabloid verin. t
with a feature picture and
sion of the former musical of the
'SUNDAYS' AT
vaudeville
policy,
this
belief
Sunday concerts at Shubert's
strengthened when an organ was In- same title, has been condensed for
vaudeville. It carries six principals Winter Garden will continue over
stalled last fall.
the summer, it is now decided.
The Honey Bunch stock has re- and eight choristers.
placed vaudeville at the Falace,
Continuance, of course, dependent
Len Saxon ("Stidio Frince")
Jacksonville, Fla,
upon business.
with pianist.
Ollle

NEW

SUMMER

BERNARD

and

— Another

come

Rabin's Film Comedies

of

Marco Claim Un-

Frances Williams, now signed
with White's "Scandals," had an

The situation is new and has
bookers another
given the
angle to worry about. It has
also prompted booking heads
to keep in closer touch with
what is going on about them
than has been customary, the
heads usually being of a dis-

Ed. Lowrie, who

4 A'S MEETING

&

Contract

$7,500 Breach Claimed

—

BERTHS

Dick Liebert, with the Sangamo
Band, Washington, out after a re-

FRANCES WILLIAMS

situation In independent
vaudeville Is becoming more

in**

in

Bookers Again

The

their now purchases, Century atres

Tucker-Lewis

12, 1926

GARDEN

Orleans,

May

il.

Although the local dallies have
used a story that the Orpheum
Circuit la endeavoring to secure
options on the property at the corner of Canal and Rampart streets,
opposite the new Loew
house, the trade here places little
belief In the report.
The story did not state what the
Orpheum people Intended to do with

directly

their practically new Orpheum and
perfectly good Palace.
It is recognized that the Orpheum
difficulty In keeping both its
houses out of the "red" and
the Orpheum is also cognizant of
the facts that its theatres here are
compelled to rely on two other cir-

has

local

cuits for their bills.

NORFOLK'S 2 OPENINGS
Wells Switches Vaude- Pictures Inte
Norve, Against New Loew's
Norfolk, Va.,

May

11.

Loew's, brand new, seating 2,600,
opened yesterday, playing the Loew
combination policy.
Against it was another opening,
Jake Wells', at the Norva, with
Wells shifting his vaude-picture
policy from the Colonial to the
Norva to oppose Loew's and make
it a double event for Monday. Norvs
seats around 2,000.

w-ny

Colonial

shows next

may

season

or

play

road

something

else.

INTERSTATE ALL SUMMER

Dallas, May HAll of the theatres on the Interstate Circuit will remain open over

the

summer, playing the same

policy

of vaudeville with a feature picture.

HENRIE

FLO

THE FEMALE VAN AND SCHENCK

CONSECUTIVE MONTHS AT RENDEZ-VOUS CAFE, CHICAGO
AT
RIALTO, CHICAGO, BY POPULAR REQUEST WEEK MAY 17TH
DOUBLING

HEADLINING

18

COMING EAST IN AUGUST

Direction

Thank*

to

SCHALLMAN BROS.

WILLIAM MORRIS

BURLESQUE
Chinese as Business

BURLESQUE PRINCIPALS FINED

EACH FOR INDECENT SHOW

$100

Men

(Continued from pa^e 1)
advent of the Chinese restaurant
and its effect on their business.

When

figures,

made known

for the

VARIETY

15

^

29

Hi

OPEN SPOTS ON COLOMBIA'S
ROUTE

LIST

FOR NEXT SEASON

time, are quoted with an American-Chinese place like the Palais
D'Or, New York, doing $100,000
monthly business, tho magnitude of
1 1 Producers and
tlnir gross begins to impress.
Off
"BurThere has not been a straightlesque"
Left
Only
in
Cities—
Stair
away American restaurant of a cabaret class that has ever beforo
Havlin Circuit," Says Scribner
grossed $26,000 a week, week in,
week out. us does the Palais D'Or,
on 48th street and Broadway, New
York, for one example.
The Columbia Burlesque Circuit,
Little wonder therefore that for a
Shows dropped from the clr55-cent lunch, or a $1.50 dinner, the at the meeting of the board of di- circuit with
their
piacos to InChinese restaurants can offer an rectors Thursday
taken
by outside producers and
dropped 11 proelaborate floor show and excellent
Columbia
producers
with
new
ducers from the circuit retained,
dance music as well, sans the pershows
were
Peck &
Jarboe's
the
word
burlesque,
and
booked
nicious
"Models
couvert
charges,
fancy
and
Thrills,"
Arthur
scales, etc.
the following .shows for next season: Harris'
"Monkey Shines," Rub*'
Wealthy Waiters
"Bathing
Beauties,"
"Powder Puff Revue," Fashion Pa- Bernstein's
The Chinese restaurant business
Manny Roenthal's "Stop On It/"
rade." Warren Iron's "New Show,"
is now run on a well organized,
Hurtig & Seamon's "7-11." Harry
Stone and Pillard, Sliding Billy
thoroughly efficient American plan
Strousc's "Talk of tho Town," Cain
Watson. "The Gorilla," "Rarin' To
as applied to a Far East enterprise.
Davenport's Harry Steppe Show.
Go," "Bringing Up Father," "Pcek- &
It develops a peculiar quirk of reHarry Hastings' "Silk Stocking ReA-Boo," "White Cargo." Billy Arsulting in an ordinary waiter makvue." Joe Wilton's "Girl Club," Lew
lington's 'Golden Crook," "Uncle
ing more per week than does the
"Wine. Women and Song,"
Tom and Kva in Burlesque," Talbot's
preHident of the restaurant corporaBob Travers' "Burlesque Carnival,"
"Lucky Sambo." Mollie Williams.
tion, who, like his other associates
"Chuckles." George W. Rlfe's "Look
"Lot's Go." Lena Daley. Barney
comprising the board of managers,
Us Over," "Flnppers of 1925." Wm.
draw an average of $200 a month, Gerard's "Follies of the Day," Abe Campbell's "Best Show In Town,"
Reynolds and Jimmy Cooper.
considered about top, with that figSim Williams' "Happy Moments,"
ured as negligible compared to the
Warren Iron s "Gay Old Time," Hurtig & Seamon's "Mutt & Jeff," Ed.
corporate dividends.
The waiter, otherwise low-scaled is not of the stilted academic kind, Sharer's "La Revue Parlsienne," and
as compared to the American coun- with Its king's English perfection. others.
terpart, nets more week for week On the contrary, It is as colloquial
Of the 20 shows booked for next
than his "boss." This is made pos- and slangy as his American cousin, season IS are burlesqus shows,
sible through a series of shifts with and their insight on American ideas threa are black and white,
one Is a
but one staff officiating throughout and manners has enabled them to straight drama, one comedy drama,
the day from lunch through sup- cope with the American patronage one dramatic travesty and one
a
and
properly meet their standards,
per.
This eliminates two or three
cartoon comedy, with If outside
different sets of help as the Ameri- at the same time giving them the attractions to be booked, probably
can restaurant employs, which to advantage of Celestial business all musicals with choruses.
methods.
him is quite a financial item.
In addition Jack Goldberg will get
Give Buckner No Trouble
Taking the Palais D'Or as an exa franchise, also Maurice Cain and
ample because that Is the most sucThe Chinese managers are unus- Fred Clark, all three to produce
cessful of the Broadway Chinese ually modest about success. Walk- new shows.
places, the secret of their affluence ing into the old Palais Royal and
The president of
is
mass production at minimum renaming it the Palais D'Or and Circuit, Sam Scribner,the Columbia
in a stateprofit, a rather trite business axiom scoring a quick success, is not conment, says the circuit will not bebut perfectly worked out in the sidered by this particular managecome a "Stair and Havelin pop
Chinese
restaurant management. ment an indication of success. It is priced circuit"
and also that the
Considering a $100,000 a year rental, not accepted by them as a credit- word "burlesque"
will be dropped
an electric light bill for the incan- able achievement, but merely as an only In certain cities.
descent displays and Interior illu- opportunist's good fortune.
To
Evasive Statement
mination for 120,000 bulbs burned them, the resurrection of a decaTho statement is evasive anent
daily, the cost of a crack orchestra dent place (such as the Times Gar(like the present B. A. Rolfe dance den, Inc., which is in receivership dropping the word burlesque and
band at the D'Or), a flashy revue, across the street from the Palais says in part:
the Intake must be heavy to pay for D'Or) spells business achievement.
"When the good people read their
everything.
Broadway has a few striking ex- morning papers at the breakfast
Chinese Good 8howmen
amples of American flopped restau- table and saw the headline, "BurThe Chinese are good showmen. rants taken over. The Palais D'Or lesque Troupe in Jail" or "Burlesque*
Monday noonday being the worst was the Palais Royal of memory Theatre Closed for Giving Indecent
business day for them, the Palais under the Salvln regime; the Moulin Performance," they didn't exempt
D'Or has countered It via full pro- Rouge of today is not the same Columbia shows from that kind of
duction of their revue, plus dance Moulin Rougo when it was also a burlesque and those arrests hurt
music, all for 55c. There is little Salvln night club, a Chinese policy our business. To the good people
profit In that.
The management having proven highly successful. all burlesque shows look alike, so
avers that actually the profit is nil Night clubs have come and gone local conditions will govern the sitfor both luncheon and dinner, with but places like Chin Lee. the Mah uation in this case."
their table d'hote dinners and club Jongg Inn, Yoeng/s and others speak
Lew Talbot producer of "Wine,
luncheons, but after-theatre, it spells for themselves. The latter was for- Women and Song." will operate
Still another infor- merly Churchill's.
"all velvet."
The new Chin's "The Gorilla" and "White Cargo" on
mant claims the average $1.60 Chi- in the Hotel Claridge couldn't click the Columbia Circuit and Sim Wilnese dinner stands the house 21 as Bouche's Bal Masque.
liams will produce the travesty,
cents In actual currency on an avWith Volstead and Buckner noth- "Uncle Tom and Eva In Burlesque."
erage considering the mass output. ing to be Joshed about, the enforce- In addition the circuit is dickering
If actually so, the American trimment angle figures in no small mat- for a burlesque version of "Kosher
mings of entertainment certainly eat ter. One will never catch a Chinese- Kitty Kelly" lo be operated by
into the margin.
American breaking the laws of Frank Gazzola (Chicago) with a
regulation chorus.
It is well known that Chinese American-made bone-drynoss.
Another portion of . Scrlbner's
labor is cheap.
The co-operative
.statement convoys that many musystem of waiters, chefs, captains,
sical
shows have never been seen by
pooling into the controlling
etc..
Houses Opening
burlesque patrons. Fifteen of these
syndicate is another answer to the
A
syndicate, headed by Willard
are to be revUed, according to burproblem.
N. Van Matre, Jr., president of the
lesque standards and played on the
Another Indication of the progreaSchumann Piano Company, will circuit under their original titles,
slvcness of this type of eatery and
start erection about June 1 of a
according to Columbia's head.
entertainment is that while many of
theatre, store and apartment buildScribner further stated that while
the Chinese restaurant men are aling on North Main street between the Columbia did not have a wonlied through interlocking Interests,
Peach
street
and
Park
avenue.
derful season last year, the good
each will vie with one another to the
utmost to take away any and all Rockford, 111. The theatre will have shows made money. In referring to
business possible for his own indivi- a seating capacity of 2,660, the the poor shows Scribner stated:
Right now, the largest in the city. No policy yet
"We are to blame more than anydual enterprise.
Palais D'Or Intends to corner the determined, but probably pictures. one else for permitting the poor
Chinese restaurant situation on The stage will be sufficiently large shows to remain on our Wheel all
Next year the bad shows
season.
Times Square through the installa- for road shows.
Vorse, Kraetsch A Kraetsch, Des will last Just 21 days. That Is they
radio wire for
tion of a
building-up purposes, plus enter- Moines architects, have plans for a will have 21 days to fix their shows
Capitol (picture) theatre at Ames, and in that time If their performtainment and other exploitation.
The controlling Chinese on Broad- la., and another to replace the one ance Isn't what it should be they
way are surprisingly Americanized. destroyed by fire a few months ago will be removed for good and for all
time."
Their education, taken for granted. at Iowa City.
first

Men and Women of Chelsea Stock on Eighth
Avenue Found Guilty in Special Sessions Fines
Paid Solly Fields Identified as Manager

Nine

—

—

Found guilty of giving an In- the show and had no part as an offiwomen ami Ave cer of the leasing corporation in the
the stock bur- direction of it. This was borne out
Wild Women," produced when each defendant was asked
lesque,
whom they were engaged by and
several weeks ago at the Chelsea
who paid their salaries. In each
theatre, 8th avenue and 28th street,
were fined $100 each or Jail for 30 case the reply was Solly Fields,
days in the Court of Special Ses- manager and director of the company. Fields was not one of the desions Monday.
Each was finger printed and re- fendants, he not being present when
the raid was made.
leased on the payment of the tine.
At the conclusion of the case.
Sigmund S. Solomon, secretary of
Justices Kernochan and Caldwell
the Franhlld Theatrical Corporavoted guilty, while Justice Nolan
tion, accused of allowing the perdecent show, four
men principals of

formance to be given in a theatre dissented.

company,
was
his
Lawyers for the defendants announced they would ap-

by
leased
acquitted.

from the conviction.
The nine found guilty were: Harry Beasley, Union Square hotel, who
"straight" in the show;
played
Morris Levine, who said he lived in
West 49th street: Harry Seymour,
109 West 101st street; Lew Rose, 330
West 50th street and Edward Miller,
Union Square Hotel, all comedians;
Emily Clark, 20, 271 West 90th
street; Frances Brown, 22, no address; Helen "Connie" St. Clair, 21,
114 West 14th street, and Flo Owens,

CITY APPEALS

peal

24. of

223

West

14th street.

During the matinee performance
March 11 a raid was made on the
stage by Detectives Terrence Marey and Joseph Toomey and Policewomen Mary Sullivan and Elizabeth
Michel, after they had witnessed the
first two scenes of the performance.
The entire company of 36 wore
loaded Into patrol wagons and taken

\

to the West 30th street station,
charged with giving an indecent
performance.
Later in Jefferson
Market Court, Magistrate Henry R.
r

Milwaukee

Up

Carries

Case

on

Lobby Posters
Milwaukee, May 11.
appeal from the decision of tho
court that Walter Scott,
former manager. Empress, and Joe
Krause, manager, Gayety, could not
be held in violation of the city theatre ordinance because they showed
alleged indecent pictures in their
lobbies, because the law Is obsolete,
has been taken by the city.

An

district

The

case,

which had

dormant

lain

for a year, was opened a few weeks
ago. Attorney Zaidins obtained the
dismissal of the managers when he
showed magazines and movie posters which he charged were as
greatly in disregard of the law as
the photos of Carrie FInnell and
Peaches, dancers, which the theatres

showed.
As a result of the case being appealed, the mayor has ordered members of the city council to halt the

Goodman discharged 26 chorus girls drafting of
a new city ordinance
on the recommendation of District
covering the defining of licentious
Attorney Banton, but the nine pr'nand Solomon were held for
Special Sessions.

felpals

'trial in

Reproduced

in

Court

In presenting his defense by placing each one of the defendants on
the stand, Attorney Abraham Greenberg re/iulred them to go through
their lines and
pantomime their
parts.
The scenes complained of
were re-enacted even to the singing
of "Papa Do Do" and the humming
of the "Anvil Chorus" in demonstrating how Seymour resuscitated

drowning maidens, one of the scenes
objected to by the raiders.
Considerable of the testimony of
the police
officers was not gone
over in cross-examination by order
of

Chief

Justice

productions until the municipal
court rules on the poster cases.

Kernochan,

"Rarin' to

grosses.

Jamboree June 6
The annual Jamboree

of the Burlesque will be held at the Columbia, New York, June 6.

who

case.

Seymour was apparently the chief
offender In tho other scene complained of.
This was described as
the "Identification of nationalities."
Seymour, with the aid of Beasley.
would Induce young women, of the
Bhow to become "Identified" by Seymour, supposed to be blindfolded.

The young

SUMMER BENT PLAN

feel

Washington,

The

May

11.

presenting
burlesque this season, is> going in for
pictures.
The house Is running on
a grind with first runs, opening
last Sunday with Fox's "Johnstown Flood," to be followed by

Mutual,

"TumMeweeds."
a

Neither of these features has had
shov. ing In the first run houses.

woman would

sit on the
and he would
tell where she
originated. According to the police,
Seymour's actions were much more

*ap

1st

Daley's "Rarin' to Go" one of
the black and whlto Columbia burlesque shows, Is reported to hive
led
the circuit this season, In

presided, the Justice deciding that
the more lurid testimony could be

dispensed with In the conduct of the

Go"

Ed

of the comedian
her face and then

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Pronounced.

(MAY

17)

Seymour in making denial of the
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
charge against him, injected into the
records that he was considered one
Flappers of 1925—Emplrev
of the best comedians on the circuit. ark.
8olly Fields, Manager
On the completion of the people's
case, the charge against Solomon
was dismissed on the motion of his
attorney, who contended that Solomon had no part In the conduct of

Lucky

Sambo— Columbia,

York.
Rarin' to

Oo

—Gayety,

New-

New

Boston.

mutual cntcurr

—Olympic, New

Stolen Sweets

York.

Shows Dropped

Some

Wheel

—

No

'

WEAF

AT LAST II

NEXT SEASON

WITH

ON THE

ED.

COLUMBIA

DALEY

CIRCUIT

&

n

40

i *

M

PRESENTATIONS—BILLS

half (IS-M)

An asterisk (•) before name signifies act Is new to city, doing; a
turn, reappearing after absence or appearing for first time.
Initials listed after bouses for booking affiliation are:
Pictures (Pc)

Independent (In)

Pantages (P)

(Fo) (10)
Virginia Blair

Orph. Um <0>

B.KUv.y(BL)

Where no

initials are

-Little Irlah Girl"

May

GERMANY
BKRLIN
llansa

On

•

:iy«

8

Rore Honey A M
Joseph Column
Kohy Rene A P

B A W
K A K

Petleys
2d half (20-23)
John I Fisher Co
Jack Goldle Rev
Thornton A Squires
6

CITY

Foraham (K)
2d half (13-16)
Betty Moore
Stroud 2
Aileen Stanley
Morris A Baldwin

Rily Taylor Co
Brill

Ketch A Wllma
Allman A May

Lamont

3

Danny Doogan

2d half (20-23)
Stanton A Dolores

Harry Dolden
Penny Boyd A R
Aliyn Mann Co

A Wynne

"\\\yeth

MutthcWB A Ayrcs
Becker A Bubyatte
(One to AH)

D

Avenue

(One

(Two

In: half (17-19)

1st half (17-19)
A Bis

Sis

Carlet'n

(Two

T<i*on City 4

1

•

x

i

& L

(IN)

Cap'.fol

(10)

Mien

l)<;i-iH

SiiiK«

<
i

1

r.s

•

Coliseum (K)

Kasch

half (13-16)

:.l

'

B'WAY,

1660

Evol

Coast
Regent (K)
2d half (13-16)

Sawyer A Eddy

Vcnot'n Masfi'rad'rn
(Others to fill)

Mel Klee

Colony (Pr) (10)
Kaiu Tal Troupe
"Outside the Law"

Jefferson (K)
2d half (13-16)
Thelma Arllne

Riverside (K) (10)
Naynon's Birds
Levan A Doris

3 Vagrants
MuCorni k A Wal'ce
Harry Slatko Co

Senna A Dean
Leo I'.lll
Charlptto Orecnw'd
Mlgnon
Herb't A Snndprson
Jon Browning
Le Roy A Rogers

(L)
hulf (17-19)

CAM

On in-

s HroR
Flanders A Butler
A Gale
HtunUy A Quinetlc
M A A C nrk
Sylvester Fain

Dunbar

Verna llaworth Co

Rome A

Cairn

CJaut

Lincoln Sq. (L)
1st

Bros

4

Rlvoll

Newest 8pring 8tylet

TOP COAT8 Now

8UIT8 and

in

A

Fine

Wilton Sin
Sayre A Mack
(Others to OH)

Billy Hall

Primrose

Sin

(Fe)

(10)

Power

Stella

on Display

B Murtagh

II

Alice 'in

Movioland

'Fascinating Youth'

BENROCKE
1632 B'way, at 50th
Hall A Dexter
Let's

Dance

(One

to

fill)

tlst 8*.

(K)

(10)

A Dumke
Mlliard A Marlin
Donley A Sales
Bill Robinson
Nicola
nib Ave., (K)
2d half (13-16)
Clark A Morrell

Hurnt A Vogt

A Peterson
(Others to fill)

foiling

St.

<M)

half (13-16)

Murray A Irwin
"Willie

l'u

J.i'ii

Rolar
Sei

»

Thuroton's Horses
Llyle Laplne*
Fulton A Parker
Sen Murphy

(Two

2d half (20-23)

Kast

Mth

Royal (K)
Sd half (13-16)

Kimball Gorman Co
Sherwln Kelly
Reed A Lucey

The Seebacks

1(1

N. Y. City

St.,

n;iders

Kaufman A

Lillian

Bobby Randall
6 Anderson Girls
National (L)

2d half (20-23)

Reck A Rector
S

Kenna

A Chadwlck
Kddlo Pardo Co
LeVan A Bolles
Bob lorry's Ent

Farrell

(One

Hex
(K)

125th Ht.
2d half n.Vlfi)
F.-innoiic

A

Dnli;a

nil)

(Pc)

Strut"!

Mile

(10>

Klemova

Strand 4
Brooke Johns
Wlldernoss Wom'n'

His

A Kane

to

Emily Day
Edward Albano

Victoria (L)
1st hnlf (17-1»>

Allmnn A' May
Trahan A Wallace
Carson

(17)

3<4

1st half (17-19)

Fenner A Charland
Dor Francesco Co
Arthur Ashley Co
Bert Walton
Allyn Mann Co

to All)

State (I.)
Arleys

Fi

A L

IIhII
T

Gilette

A Dexter

A K

Uo

Pi^on flfy
MJtlt

(0

A

li!)

Senate (Fr) (10)
Sparkles of 1926
Moore A Freed
Arthur Corey

A

Frank

to All)

BUTLER, PA.
Majestic (K)
2d half (13-16)

A

Tho\n<»

Fulton

Courtney
3

(L)

Boyd A Walhn
3 Kenna Sis

(16)

A

Stanley

V A E
Violet

Blrnes

Stanton
All)

Terminal (Pc)
2d half (20-23)

LaMont 3
Calm A Gale

nardlng- (Fc)

Groat Maurice

Palm Beach Nights

Orvllle Rennte

Eddie Clifford^

Uke Lou A Leara

PLAYING
PHILADELPHIA
Mason A Gwynne
Gates

Let's

Dance

2d half (20-11)
Oilette

Flanders

A

Butler
Gordon A Rlcca
M A A Clark
Sylvester Fans

Bobbie

A

Wallace

Galvla

Metropolitan

Bert Swor

Hong Kong Tr

A

l

am ia (WV)

2d half (11-16)

HeU'wlth

Boy

Jenks

A

M Inst real

(It*

a

Kandyland

In

Get

Mar'd"

(Fc)
Chinese Plate
"Irene"

(10)

Billot

Am

t

A LaTour

Kite In London
Gantler's Dogs
Willie Weet A

M

AKRON,
Keith's

(10)

3

s'Phnlah

Follies

(Tv

H

till)

"Blind Goddess"

Dixie Stepper*

Oendron Orch

O.

(10)

Morton Jewell

Garden (Pc)

Adams A Rub'ns Co
Dallas

Oxford

Ernlo Andrews Bd
Spencer A Wll'ms
Geo Hannefort Co

Ruth Granville
Darling 2

(17)

(L)

(17)

Kelly A Sherry
Friend A Watklns
Local Follies

James (K)

Oloncoe Sis
Gene Barnes Co

r

K
°av

Oormley A Cferty
Barbler Slmms Co

A

Marie

Florence

A

(10)

A CanAeld
Harmon A Sands

Allen

Raymond Pike
(Two

to All)

(Pc) (10)
Ivan B.inkoff

Patiieola

Warlng's Pennn
"High SVeppf-rH

RlTotl

(Pc)

I

ploys

Whirlwinds

BRIDGEPORT,

Id half (13-16)

C A I Gress
Mae Francis
4

Gellman Rev

•

2d half (13-16)

Mary Zoeller Co
Those Dere Girls
Mr.'\ in StcK- s Co

mour

Se>

A S<ynioui
DKS MOINRS, I A,

Hal Neiman

(Pc)

Capitol

to All)

CL'RKSB G, W.VA.
Robinson Gr'd (K)

(•)

National Male
Barr A Hall
"The Barrier"

*

Dee Moines

(Pe)

2d half (13-16)
Alice's Pets

Lady

<!>)

Lalng HroH
"Beverly Gr'st'rk"

ARTHUR

SILBER

INC.

Booking Exclusively

WITH

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
YORK CITY

1M0 BROADWAY.

NEW

CLEVELAND,
106th St. (K)
O'Brien 6
J. Allen Sh.iw

Tommy

O.
(10)

2d half (13-16)
Clinton Si.'

Hector
Herbert Clifton
Sheldon A Daley
'to

All)

Prtb.ce (K)

(10)

Newell * Most
ICrn'-f! X
Kv n~
.1

*'» i'

ial

lTity

Witflil"!* 0-

Fo»

(Pr) (10)
EcIum'H S<-ot:aml

A "

I.ent«T

ll'>\s J >

Fo x A

-Ml \ n

Kny A

;:i«lr'HlK«»
'"I;"*'

.

I'

Watklns I'inW
t

•UuF'llni,-

Zt-lMa Si*

Meehan A N«:\vhimi
The Itrianta

Fan'a^y n

Bir<l

"Soi

Edgar Bergen
Patti Moore Bd

AH)

C'npHol (IV) (!•>

A
fill)

to

DETROIT. MICH.

Rellly

(17)

(One

Plpifux

Little

(Thrrc

Silvers
to

A Adair

Rich

Wanner Palmer
(One

7551

Orpheum

Donovan A Lee
(Two to fill)

1

CT.

Palace (K)

Hlcksvllle

H A A
Santrey

Canary Opera
Harbor A Jackson

Phono Bryaat

F>ll (K)
(10)

.

Tulip Time

(Two

Flfl

Pe.gry

Orantos
Vernon

A O'Dean

Holland

A
A

Kerens
Foster

A LaMel

to All)

bill

COL.

3

Cheslolgh
Brcms Fltz A M B

Jack Rlano Co

New

DENVKK.

Carlcsto

A

Pantages (17-19)

20-23)

f

Orpheum (10)
Henry Sam try

2d half (13-16)

Moosejuw 20-21,
B rower
22-23)
A Delmar TheReglna
RallHtons
Hall A Wilbur
Weaver Bros
Mltzl A Dancers
Jerry A Grands
Lane A Harper
(17)

2d half

IA.

(Pc)

Ruth Griinv lle
Smith Lynch A 8
Moss A Manning S

A Muck
Kenny A Tato

Walter
Hackett

Rooney A Bent Co
Dare A Wahl
Lady Oden Pesrse

DeKalb

Snow A Slgworth
Maryland Singers
Welsh A Norton
Brewster A P'm'r'y

John Regay Co

(8a me

Lulu McConnell
Golden Vin'.ln
(Three to ill!)

Barton

BRANDON, CAN.

fill)

DEKALB,

Bradford (K)

Arnold

Murdock A Mayo
The Duponts

(K)

Tulsa Sis

Frank Bush
(One to All)

Hilton

to

2d half (20-23)

Johnny Howe

Lewis A Smith
Monroe A Grant
Marlon A Ford
Evelyn Phillips
(One to fill)

Kara
(10)

(Two
N.C.

(Ashevllle split)
1st half (17-19)

BRADFORD, FA.

(One

Maryland (K)

to All)

(17)

Bd

St.

°r

O'Brien 6
Jane Nov;ik

Ideal

(10)

Southern Memories
"Dancer of Paris"

17-10)

Klaiss

3

Palace (K) (10)

(Pc)

f

A

Pressl lt
Slivers

Vera Post

CHARLOTTE,
New Broadway

Jacks©!

1st half

G. nevle/e

The Volunteers

(Two

A

Barber
Aces

3

2d half (13-16)

A

O.

Gown Shop

Kearse (K)

The Harkqulna

Mayhcw

I

mo n

(10)

CH'RLT'X, W.VA.
Bill

to All)

DAYTON,

R'PIIIS, IA.

Striind (Pc)

Ruth Budd
Stella

(Two

CINCINNATI, O.

Carl Schenck

(10)

Beth Canson
"Desert Oold"

Orton*

CED'R

Selma Braatz Co
Vale A Crane

"Phantom Bullet"
Hippodrome (K)

8er

Keith's
2d half (11-16) »
Victoria A Dupree
Patrice A SuIMvaa
Emily Darrell

Orpheam

3

2d half (13-16)

Townsend Bold

2d half (13-16)

Olympla

Al Mitchell

(It)

Columbia (O)

N. J.
Tower's (K)

(£) (10)
(Washington St.)
Nora Jane A Carl
Olyn Landick

Metropolitan

•The Wanderer"

Julie

CAMDEN.

Burns A Allen
Kitty Doner

W

IA.
Capitol (Pe) (10)

Aerial Sml:hs
Zuhn A Drels
Woolford A Stevens

Burns A Foran
Block A Dunlop
Lillian Morton
Edwin George
Kola Sylvia
Clifford A Marlon
Jack Norworth
Jack Russell
Marie Dressier
Frances A Frank

(10)

Holland Barry A

A

DAVENPORT.

Nollle Sterling Co

Hashl A Osakl
Fargo Richards
Wesley Barry
Frank Silk
Paul Remos Co

'Brown of Harvard'

Tack A Clnns
Desgon A Mark
Patti Moexe
4

A Gorman

Embassy (Pc)

Collegians

Bordner A Boyer
Lane A Gulden
Hanlon Bros

Coll

Louise Wright

Towers (O)
Id half (13-16)
Oattlaon Jones Bd

Hartford

Ruth EtUng
Roy Deltiich

(Pc)

&

NEW YORK

Address Core VARIETY,

Bird

Tho Cansinos
Blossom Seeley Co
(One to All)

4

Fern
(10)

Uptown

Memorise

P A E Ross
FVnard A West
to

MD

Cento ry

Johnny Perkins

Roslta
(Fe)

Tlroll

MeTleaers (Fe)

(L)

Sterling

A CwFd.

Sailor

(17)
r^)hs<>

Adams A May

"Let's

A King
A Farr'r

I/oretta

Zermalne

T

Marr A Evans
(Two to All)

(WT)

KedsJe

I

Splnettes

Monroo A

Kids

td half (13-11)
Blcknell
Lila Campos

Green point (K)
2d half (11-16)
Dlehl Sis A McD

3

Johnny Special
Art Kahn Orch
"Let's aet Mar'd"

(L)

1st half (17-19)

B A L

BALTIMORE,

908 Walnut St 8ATU

•

Peggy English
Francis Allls

Kimball Gorman Co

Cooper A Rodello
Mabel Drew
Thornton A Squires
Trahan A Wallace

(10)

TAILOR

(10)
of Girls

Nlelson A Warden
Mllo
Masterpieces

JACK L. UPSHUTZ

WHEN

(Pc)

Burns A Klssen
Ted Leslie
O'Hana San

Manning

(Others to

Mack A Dagnova

nil)

2d half (20-21)

(9)

Bud Snyder Co
Perry A Wagner

Gordon A Groff
Herbert A Neelsy

McGrath A Deeds
(One to

A R

Golfers

Id half (13-16)

McRac A Mott

Lake (O)

House Co
Fred Hughes Co
Chabot A Tortonl
Weston A F.lalno
SneU A Vernon
Al Moore Bd
Harrison A Dakln

Murray A Alan
Knglewood (WV)

1st half \1T-It)

Howard

Avalon

I WX58

Keith's (10)
Louise A Mitchell

Flo Gant

State (WV)
2d half (13-16)
Senter A Rimneli

Billy

Mascagno Ballet

A Craig

Ma<-on

Mabollo
J[^Mabollo
J|

Howard (K) (10)
Rons Wyse Co
Cuby A Smith
Tom Senna Rev

A Dumgan
O Rourke A Kelly

Guy Voyer Co
A Hogue

O

M

Sq. (K)

Garden's

2d half (20-23)

(17)

& Rose

m
TmwM.ud
HE
IWEWTON
EWT0N I

Frankle Rice
Wallace A May
Blondes
Vaughn Comfort
Mesllla Teneyck Co

St.

PantugeM
Chandon 3
Coulter

Maud

A
A Hamm'nd

Carroll

LRDDT

Daltnn
Rudell

H

Rosemary A

(Scollay Sq.)

WEEK

47th

Hoffman A
Anderson A

Clark

B A E

Allyn Tyrell Co

Central Sq. (K)
2d half (13-16)

Gordon's Olympla
(K) (10)

split)

Strand (L) (17)
Alvln A Kenny
Hazel Crosby Co

Jean Joyson
Juggling Nelsons

Dlv.
T (O)
2d half (13-16)

*

Blossom Seeley
Santry A Norton

Frazer

1st half (17-19)

Garden
"Cohens A Kellys"

State

I

CAMBR'GE, MASS.

(10)

Ruth DeQulncy
Ben Paloy (^rch
"Let's Get War d"

Temp't A D'kinson
Klutlng's Ent

(Fc) (10)
Melodies Eternal
'Beverly of Gr'st'k'

Mack A Velmar
Sully

Wells

Kenney A Holllg
(Two to All)

Tareilla

Angel Bros
Joe DcLier
Travers A D'uglas
Ruby Norton
(One to All)

Cliff Nuzarro Co
Sazton A Purrei]
Howard A Liml

Woodland Rev
(Others to All)

Bowdoln

Parsy the (K)

DALLAS. TEX.
Melho (L) (17)
The Pick fords

Olga Kane Co

to All)

J.

Nelson

(KW)

Banquet Song D'ce
Carl McCullough
Al Tucker Bd

ATLANTA. OA.

(Pc) (ic)
Johnson's Cadets
Barry A Whltledge
"Girl W'dn't Work"

BLOOM'GT'N, IND.

(10)

O.

James

E

Tony Gray Co

Boston (K)

2d half (13-16)
Dolly Ward
Dolly Dumplia

A

Peaso

A Baltus
Kody A Brady
Jones Morgan A R

Tom A

COLUMBUS,

(17)

Great Leon Co

Loretta

Palaro (K)

2d half (20-23)

Harry Barls
La Pan A Bastede
Oscar Martin Co

Frank Whitman

BOSTON, MASS.

O.

Mluhon Bros

Harrintoji

Wallle Jacknon

Chicago

Dolly
A S

Wachta

Elsie

Frollckers

McCormlek A

W.

226

Whirl of Synco
Reed A Ray

Donahue A LaSallc
FUthnsh (K) (IS)
Paul Sydell

A
A

2d half (13-16)

Greenwich Bank Rnlldlnff

Contra] Fark (WV)
2d half (13-16)
Sylvester A Worth

Medley A Dupree
Toto
Arthur "West

Mitchell

(17)

Harry Bolden
Co

Ambler Pros
Dunlo A Gegna
Ket'h A Wllma

Little

Chas Chase
Long Tark Sam

half (17-19)

Johnny. Clark Co

half (20-23)

Sin

Paaqu.-tll

Baker

(One

Bd

CLINTON, IA.
Orpheum (Pe)

"Social Celebrity"

State (L)
Vlsser 3

2d half (20-23)
Noel Lester Co

Angel Bros
Gold A Edwards
Ruby Norton
Joe DeLler
Travers A D'glas

MARK

Direction

D

Snow White A
Cahlll

C.

Jaroma and Ryan
Adams and Thompson 8istor»

2d half (13-16)
Roberts 81s

Duval A

Billy

A W
A Morrlssey

Millie Creuger

"Sally of Sawdust"
(16)

Co

(17)

E'Clalrs

Casper

3

Art Landry

(17)

Flaaa (K)

(Two

Cadets

Rev

Jls

Art Landry

Jack Norton

ASHTABULA,

(L)

Paul Nolan Co
Howard A Bennett

Shea's Hipp (P«)

Pantheon Singers
Suburban Nights

Sylvoater Family (6)

American (WV)

To

Hayncy

THIS

M

Oddities of 1926

Coast

Ryan

Jim

Geo Billings

(17)

Romalne A Castle
Masked Athlete

BOOKED

Gordon A McCloud
Khoraosan 4
Morales Bros A D

Service

Vane

A Albert
Reyn'ds A D'neg'n

Bevan A Flint
Johnny Dooley

Booking

Knjr P.nckers
<one to mi)

:«I

Winifred A Mells
Bert Krroll

Theatricals

10

1st

La S Hassan A

Of

Sybil

St.

Selblnl

2d half (11-16)
Bally Hoo 2

Jimmy Savo

Deluncey

Jean Boydell
Toney A Norman

CHICAGO, ILL.
Aradesay (WV)

Je:i!il«

K« n,p A Bayard

Little

Bradnas

Ruth
Lime

Ardlne

to Al!)

State (Pc) (io)

Vanderbtrgere
A Rule
"The Skyrocket"

Lyric (K) (10)
Leo Beers

CITY

(Montgomery

FAR BOCKAWAT

All
Fields

Girls
(17)

A Robblns

Albert Lea
Stuart Sis

A81IEYILLE, N.

(10)

Crafts

A Sheehan
Mahon A Scott Rev

Representatives

A White

Splnetts

Rlverla (O)

Ben Mcroff Bd.

Funnan A Evans
Lewis A Ames

Sd half (13-16)

(K)

Wills

(One

(3)

Hadji All

Columbia <K)

Fortun'lo A Clr'llno
Alice Lloyd
Sydrll A Spottle

Ar.'iUls

S

2d half (11-11)
Flnke's Mules

NEW YORK

(17)

Young A Gray
Tip Yip Yap
Mason A Zudora
Bernard A Henry

Hal Skelly Co
Rasch Girls
(One to All)

Bryant tOtl-t

(L)

Goetz A Duffy
Ellda Ballet

Mary Haynes

Artists'

Allern HiKRln

Inn

Rlaito

Bee Starr

A MeD

Jimmy Savo

Cortrufh' I-Mcrle
Helen Wain w right

Vl.iKWi Maslova
M'M.' y Talks"

ft

Frank Stafford Co
Brack Co

(17)

WILTON

T.

12th Floor

Harian IHxon
Seed A Austin
Lorraine His
Perdlnando Dd
Craig ( umpbrll
Paul Klrklutid
lihui>«o<ly In Klue
Alhertlna Vllak
Pimitvi & Prvidoss

lid

Uoode A Lelghton
Paramount
(Two to OH)

McKay A

B Johnson A

R

a Dow'f
Anger A Fa.r

Melville

Bon Marks Co

Clifton

Brewster P m'r'y
Clevelnnd

Pcg-iry H Joyce
Joe Buganny Co
4

Co

2d half (20-23)

Lafayette Sq. (Pc)

Bijou (L) (11)
3 Blanks
Jack Housch Co

A Doreen

Revelle

Ann

Wm

Brighton (K)

Dlehl Sis

INC.

Valencia

A Marion
Kin
Sis

ALF

(10)
(10)

Vk A West
il

Bushwlek (K) (10)
Wilson A Keppel
Jean La Crosse

Dan Coleman
Char Chase
R Ramon Orch

Melody 6
"Heaven's Sake"

to All)

Robinson's E'eph'ts

Kf'.itt

New

In

Beza/.iun

Dund

(10>

2d half (13-1C)
Frankle Kelcy Co

CONEY ISLAND

fill)

Supreme

MiMr.cl Livingston

'>]»

(Fc)

A Vogt

Hurst

(Others to

Earl Carpenter
Paul Gordon

fill)

Prank Wilbur
:auile

Oil)

T A A Waldman
Homer Romalne

(WV)

Parthenon

TUyon (K)

Hippodrome

Ilannonla

Hen Blue

A Wms

Fred Ardath
Brooks A Ross
Ethel Davis
Nervo A Knox
Martlnetw A Crow

Hayes Marsh A H
Moran A Warner
Burns A Allen
Douglas Charles
(Two to fill)

Parislennes

Drena Beach

Davis A McCoy
Edith Craspcr

Healy A (lamella
Arthur Ashley Co

Mlshlor (K)
2d half (11-14)

ma NEW YORK

Raymond Httchock

RJvierm (K)
2d half (11-11)

Ballet

fill)

Haynes A Beck

(17)

Rlaito

Pompadour
(17)

A J Mandell

Mehllnger
(Others to

Reed A Boys
(Two to fill)

Joe Marks
Sylvia Clark

(One to

Dr Rockwell

Weston

Cecilia

2d half (20-23)

Johnny Clark Co

ALTOONA. FA.

THE FALLY MARKUS VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
1S79 Broadway Lackawanna
Mr A Mrs J Barry

Maryon Vadl Co
Mary Haynes
Mack A La Rue

2d half (13-16)
Worden Bros

R!-Shnvee

Fain

(17)

J M Anderson Rev
"Devil's Circus"

Co
BIRJf'GH'M, ALA.

Harris Gr*d

C A R Nugent
Harry Holmes

Hamilton (K)

Lillian

A

Earl Hall Co
Virginia Rucker

4

TO CONDUCT OUB BUSINESS SO AS TO SERVE THB BEST
INTERESTS OF BOTH PERFORMER AND MANAGER, CARRYING OUT OUR
BELIEF THAT WHATEVER DJ BEST FOR THEM IS BEST FOR OURSELVES

(10)

Anatol Freldland R
Williams A Keane

Peggy Brooks
McOrath A Deeds
Dance Shop
(One to Oil)

Peggy Brooks

NV.

(K)

J

2d half (20-23)

Boulevard (L)

<

Pusdy

Gallarlnl Sis

siiellej

TaAanoff Co

(10)

Mary Cook Coward

Runaway

Permaine *

Al'e Here
family Darrell

"Let s Get Marr'd"

A Hume

Francis

1st half (17-19)
Selblnl A Albert

Harry Carroll Rev

A Van

Cecil

'Co

WE TRY

to Oil)

Falaco

Kodak A 81s
Ray Conway A T

lHt half (17-19)

Broadway (K)

A Bent

A Gwynne

(One to

t

Kbony Entert'fs
(Two to fil.)

Thrnton A

Homer Romalno

Mann

Fielder

La Kremenllne
A Mack

Ambler Bros

7

A

Jenkins

Harmonla
Marton

Joe Fields Co

\k

<)

A Edwards

Ross

AH)

Id half (13-16)
Jacks A Queens

Austin

Snyder A McM
Jack Goldle Rev
Rlchy Craig jr

Kaufman A

to nil)

to

(10)

Norton A Melnotte
Amllla Amllna Co

Caselton

W

Greeley Sq. (L)

Ncra Jane A Carl

Kod

AH)

to

Franklin (K)
2d half (13-16)
R A II Stoddard
Moran A Wiser
Healy A Cross
Love Sargent Rev

(I.)

Toreill Circus
34 half (20-23)
Tardlff A Walea

(Two

Back Yard
Robertas A Deagon
Levan & Putnam
Racine A Ray

A Scofield
Healy A Garnella
Dunto A Gcgna

A Rlcca
A O'Connor

Fenner A Charland
Bert Walton
J A K Lee

Co

In

American (L)

Rooney

2d half (20-23)

Fred Sylvester
Fritachl

(Two

(Fe)

Oriental

Paul Ash
Milton Watson
P«««y Bernler
Hicks Bros
Hasel Kennedy
Beatrice Gardel
Manrlne Marseille*
"Tramp TrLmp Tr"
Palaee (O) (t)
Olga Myra

SIEGEL

to All)

Brad's Hipp (RW)

N. T.
Buffalo (Pc) (10)
Bridal Veil

2d half (13-16)

Cibolli

Walter Fehl Co

Reka

l«t half (17-19)

B

Calvin

Mme C

Plelot

ft

Eugene
Gordon

A

Glen

Mack A Stanton
Heras A Wallace

Raymond A Royoe

,

(Two

Goldle

BUFFALO,

N. V.

—

K'fman A Kaufm'n

A

Gold

and 47 th Sta.
This Week!
Victor Morley Clifford and Marlon

Dasnlngton Dogd

Brooks A Ron.
8f„„, nan
P«nclng Mci> n d *.
Belle Baker

A A F

Yong Wong Co
Walton A Brant
Jacy Ryan Co

Bos. 40th

Jack Dc Sylvia

(17)

Kerejarto

Sidney Taylor Co
Joy Boys A O

N.Y.

Danubis

Jack Hed'ey

2d half (11-16)

IMA Broadway. Now

Benway A Flourney

Marg Young

Lawton

Blnghamton (K)

JUUAN

DR.

(17)

1st half (17-11)

BROOKLYN

(L)

Bob Bob A Bobbls

fill)

Clark Dancetteo
Harry Taft
Jack Janls Co

Is

Pariulenne Art
Chevalier Bros

fill)

1st half (17-19)
Aerial Clarks

Enrico Plseiuttl
Iaaatach'nko

Bitter

EltzufT

R

Pharamona

Dora Kaaan

Charly Itlvel I
Htrinan Kllnk
Moiigador Tr

to

Orpheum

Martini Co
Nesster A May

Blessing

NEW YORK

(Two

to

Alhee (K) (10)

Tom Dugan

Seal*
Auntie Clark

Baldwin A Holey
Herbert Bolt I

B'GHAMTON,

1926

Ethel Barr ym „re

2

Brockton (K)

I

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THB

North Center (P)

of theatre, denotes house

Syncopated 7
Walsh A Taye

Mme Herman
(One

FOREIGN BILLS
of

td half (11-16)
Stuts Bros
Earl Oillahan
Step Children
I

Marlow
Ijane A T Rev
McCoy 'A Walters

Without regular broking affiliation.
Pictures include In classification picture policy with vaudeville or
presentation as adjunct
Independent Includes those pop vaudeville
(vaudeville and pictures) theatres affiliated with no general booking office.

Month

MA B

Winnie

Camllle

Colonial (K)
2d half (13-16)

MJdwes* (Pr)

2d half (11-11)
A Dolly

new

FA.

12,

Johnny Hyman

Frank Hughes Co

BROCKl-N, MASS.

Dancing Dorans
Frank Peggy Jones
Jimmle Oiidea Co
Chappelle A 8
Harry Qrlbben

Rlts Serenaders

ALLRNTOWN.

A Dove

Mitchell

1st half (17-19)
(Everett split)

Roy Lewis
Kokin A Oallsttl
Elklns Fay A B

A Towns

Morris

<K)

JE^Jitb? <WV>

name

used with

Joseph Turin

(KW)

Keith's Western
Loew's (L)

Interstate (It)

Davis
Irg Bennett Co
Alexander A Peggy
Shapiro A OMalley
Indoor Sports
Morrison A Chlan
4 Jolly Thespians

Wvmti

Shows carrying numerals such as (10) or (11) indicate opening this
week, on Sunday or Monday, as date may be. For next week (17) or
(18),
with split weeks also indicated by dates.

Proctor's
Id half (11-11)
Vivian Walters

A Z

A

B'lX'GH'M, WASH.
Amorloaa (F)

N. Y.

()

George Moore

Kennody

Marie Sabbott Co
(One to fill)

WEEK (May 10)
NEXT WEEK (May 17)

ALBANY,

(It)

Coanell Leona

A Wynn

Mardo

(WV)

le

Gaines Bros
Stanley I

THIS

May

Wednesday,

-5

fir'd

Rlveri.i
•':•>

l.nr.
I

1
:

"

'I..

I

(I iVT)

,{

"

.

»

>

FWednesday, May

Alexander

iff Sycamore
Kl Roller Co
J^rStlc Tld BIU
j*galle G«rd«"»

(One to

Oraoe Ayree
Loomla I

* Sn'ir
New Cw

Johnnie'*

(One to flU)
Id h»lf (30-M)
nihson ft Price

to flU)

Rlalto (K)
2d half (13-11)

Alexander

We

jUdloshlp

Q'tler

ft

Hewitt

A mac

Begent <P) («>
The Perrya
jlmmle Reynold*

(Two

to

fill)

GRAND RAPIDS
Ramon* Park (K)

Delorto

—

Jlmbe

Stale (Pe)

(10)

Anger

Temple (K)

De Kerekjart*
Berlin

Mlachua
If ASS.

ITHACA.

N. T.
Strand (K)

Dupree

Welsh & Norton
(Two to fill)
GBEENF*D, MASS.
Victoria (K)
2d hnlf (13-16)

So/(K)

Cedm

2d half (13-U)
Dover ft 8alfon
Dooglaa Wright Co
Lee A Cranston

Corllas

ft

(One to

Aces
ft

Metropolitan

New Car

lilts
B'dway
Oil)

Bits

Orplienm (10)
Harry Snodgraas

Leo Beers

Pantheon Singera

Ollbert

JACKSON. MICH.

Roberts
Clark A

M'TCiOMEBY. ALA.

Frank ft Townea
4 Camerona

Capitol (Pe)

H

(10)

G

ft

Johnsons ft J
Betty Washington

GREENSB RO,

Gold Medal

Cary

PA.

Kfman

Bobble

ft

& Mclnntte
Mann Ce

Norton
Fielder

Amelia Amelia Co

BUZ A BETH,

N. J.

Rita (K)
2d half (11-11)

Edwards Fro Ilea
Knight's Rooster*
Jans ft Whalen
Dotson

(One

to nil)

ELM IRA.

N. T.

Majestic (K)
2d half (13-11)

Monte Carlo
Sawyer ft Mack
Miller ft Fears

Ward

B

Pantagee (17)
Eileen

P

ft

Rubey 3
(Two to

fill)

FAIRM NT, W. VA.
Fairmont (K)
2(1 half (13-16)
Stanley Galllnl Co

Greene

Iris

Gaftnoy ft Walton
Lyle ft Virginia

Walsh

I

RIV'B, MASS.
(K)

.1:0 1 re

2:1

.

half (13-16)

Mckaf ^

("..

The Worihs

We
ful

Ellis

ft

Rtf

to

Blair

ft

CT.

Dancers Clownland
C Schenck ft Son
Joe Mcndl
Coogan & Casey
Mnrglt Hegcdua
Dance Revels
Palace (K)
2d half (13-16)
Ervel & Dell
ft

Marlon

irVRIIILL, MASS.

Lytel

ft

I.

(Two

fill)

PITCHB'G, MASS.
Ljrlc
(K)
2<1 hi if (13-16)
8trn»H«i

ft

Heriiihaw

w

Mortons
ft

Avey

Ward Co

II

James F Caftroy
McCarthy B ft M
Pranklln

Fk (K)

(One

Royal Sidneys

n "land & Hopkins
F »"ks ft Lloyd
Alls

ft

Pullman

Koscoe Alia

PT.

Bd

WAYNE,

Polar*

1NT».

Jo bey

(Two

to

fl

1 1

IIOLTOKK. MASS.
Victory (K)
2d half (13-16)

ro flU)

3

ft

to

iMival

ft

F»i R

Co

1111)

MaJ^tle

Myers
Co

ft

ITtti)

(It)

(17)

mne

Knickerbocker (Pe)

K.Hh

LOCK PORT.

N. T.
Tulare (K)
li.'i'f

lliirule

r.r"K'
N.i'p

ii

Mirror
I

:

LONDON. C\N.
I^ww'^
jpt

b:\Us

1»)
l.aif
l.<»»'«T To

West

•

n

K.ldie

mi

(i:
b

1

J

I'a

-t

.

-

2

,

:i

mi

.

I j .i

Newark (P)
play
B--

v oni4

Sri.-w

21-

A

An:''

i>j

ft

K. iii v /:
itiwuiB 'ir

:.

ft

Marc'ift

»b»dy
I

«T

Siswirth

ft

H

Fantages (17)

The Takawas
Turrano Sis
.fan Rublnl
Eddie Hill
(One to nil)

NORFOLK, VA.
Colonial (K)

2d half (13-16)

Walter Fishier Co
Chamberlain ft Earl

Pare ft Whal
Jean Bedlnl
Stutz

Bingham

ft

1st half (17-19)

2d half (13-16)

Wilfred DuBols
Pnscoll ft Perry
Karl Hampton (Ut

Joan Grane** f!o
12 Jackson Girls

B'hlwln

Maniacs

Proctor's (K) (10)
l>f»H Ol tOB
M;tndell
ft J

W

(lt)

Keith's

Sunds

M> li e Fuller
ItarrlnB'on A

O

(Three

The Earls

fl'l)

N.

ft

Barry

Hall lid

lioyo
Allen

(17)

Jack Norworth
Harry Holmes
Charlton Sla
I

»a

C

ve

Appolon

K Green

ft

\lvian

ft

I'wirla

H'PTON, MASS

CaJfln (K)
2d half (13-16)
Anita Sauls
Bell

ft

Manning

K

ft

Sari

(Two

to

Ellx

Orphenm
Olsen

A Rauh

Sweatman Ce
(K)

Conway

Thomas

ft

(Others to

* PuPree
Walton

ft

1st half (17-lt)

Mrrrilt

'

Sd half (13-lf)

Cir'a or

A Uiude

t'!ior;olate Pandlea
' lare
V in rent Co
ft Aekers
M ArMniftoa Ce

lt;«y

Opera noose (K)
2d halt MI-14)
Tl'in*

A

Uogers

l>eli
ft

Porkia

Reaaoa

ft

CT.
(K)

Straad

A
A

I'ollard

Carney

l'nt<-rsoa

Earl

J.

(K)

BILLY GLASON

2d half (13-16)
Scvi le ft Phillips

Kgln Worth Co
Howard Harris ft K
James Thorntoa
A ft O Corelll

IV

Circuit

Keitb-Albee

BltnMOND. IND.
Murrey (KW)

Knos Frazere Ce
Noodles Kflpan
Shannon's Bd

2d half (20-22)

2d half (20-23)
Wanda ft Seals

Candy Box Rer
(One to

fill)

MTKrilKSV'LB. O.
Capitol (K)
2d half (13-16)

Kurle A Rovela
Kdwardn ft B
Judy ft Lorenx I

Evans ft Peres
Seymour ft Cunard

Manikin Cabaret

(One

StepanofT Pnnetrs

I,*»i»nard

to nil)

Marcus

RICHMOND. VA.

S.

2d half (12-16)

The Test
Howard Nicholas

BOANOKE. VA.
Roanoke (K)

SARATOGA,

2d half (13 16)
Itieliurd

T'iodles

WalNh

Harab
Gray
A Tod
ft

ft

Sla

1st halt (17 It)
(

.

Winston Salem
spilt)

Berk
Groh

ft

Man
Adonis

Stuts

ft

Plnpham

(Two

ft

to

PT'sn'RC. FI.A.
1* Plnca (K)

Kono Han
Itert Konny Co
Anthony A M rcelle

Willie Solar

Ml)

N. Y.
Congrese (K)

2d half (13 16J
I'au a
l.loyd ft RuhmII
l>allaa Wa<ksr I
(Two to 011)

SASK ATOON, CAN.

1 -.t

A UfH

A

fThiee to

1

•

'•

'

Purkin

II<-nrl

ft

S>lva

SYBACI'SF.. N. Y.
Keith's
2d hair (13 16)
Arnlerson ft Yvel
Talb-rt ft P»-ll
ydKar IP «en
Jos B Stanley
i

(

•"

i

mi)

Two

to

Int

half

WHfon

i

It)

i /.

'

PatrUda
L>'..s»rto
to flit)

I'abio
•

Others

Temple (K)
V Iff
?-! M-.'l
(

^'

Mini
:

ontinuM on

.

,

Mi'..I

i

"jU

-

pap**

ii

W

(Thr'-e to
((

7

!

A nl'-ey |

ft

Polly ft
(oiiw r^ to nr
2d half CO-21)

<•,'

Nl^hobj
Oil)

ft

•••».»
\

<

2d half (2t-2t)
OU-ott A Maye
||<i<vnrd

Uurke

Piininir*
<FM:.

Culver

ft

Win A Kennedy Ce

>f>'h

Higher I'm
Itomas Troupe

A Mays

McLallen

B

2d hnlf (13-lf)

Harry Holinan
Olrott

ft

pl^inR Girls

B<«rlo

(K)

Lyrle

Kifbnrd Vlntear

Nixon (K)

Jtarrowa

ft

Rhyme

2d half (13-lf)
Bard<ll ft McNallf

Hurry I-imour
ft Coughlan

fill)

N.

I*w Ross Co
lion

STAMFORD.

Paatagee

Regay Ce

Blllle

2d half (13-lf)
Joe Rich Pals
Colter A iloidea

Webb's Untert'nera

2d half (13-16)

(K)

Palaee

ft

Boyle A Delia
Harrington 81s

BKADING. PA.

Sydney Styne
(One to fill)

"Torrent"

lt)

Johnson
Demarest ft C'U'tte
Hector ft Holbrook
Maxima ft Bobby
Surprise Party

3

Bajah

(

fill)

Id half (30-13)
Florence Seeley
O'Donnell ft MeK
Russian Singera

SPB-OrLD. MASftV
IVdway (Fe) (lt)
McDowan ft Cheaff

Bobby Folsom

(17)

Kennedy Ce

Briscoe

F"NCISCO, CAL.

Benny Rubin

Sandy Shaw

W

(One to

(11)

4 Valentines
Harris ft Hollar
Act Beautiful

(L)

DeVrles

ft Cuneea
Broadway Flasbea

Barrett

(It)

fill)

Emery

let bhlf (17-lt)

Ladora ft Beeki
Melroy Sisters

Geldea Gate (O)

PROVIDENCE, BJ.

Eddie Neleoa
Mildred Andre Oe

SPOKANE. WASH,

Pantagee Clroaa

Frank Hunter

Deyare
Atklae

ft

Roy Rogera Ce

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

S.

(at)

ft

Cortelll

Allen Taylor ft
Hall Irmlne ft

FaaUgee

Estes Rev
Swift Olbson

A.leen Stanley

Empire (K)

wlnti

Canfleld

ft

M«-'liey

Bobbie Carbons
Burt ft R-»s«"dale
Arthur Whltelaw
N.

A Mayo Key

ADAMS, MASS.

2d half (13-16)
The ttoeders

La Bay K)

Palaee

(IV)

(It)

McKlnley
Pat Hennlng
Bragdon ft M

Nell

2d half (11-lt)
Fantlno Tr

tm

NOABW'LX.

td half (13-16)

ANTONIO,

S.

O.

(Ue)

Sla

Zemater

4

Boyae ft Leonard
Rodeo Bey

I'lke
ft

Cantor Rosenblatt

to

Paatagea (IT)
Lester Lamonte
Olbeon's Navigatore

Jane Courthopa

ft

Abbey
S.

Medial

Claret

ft

Prtneeea (Fe)

SALT L'KE. UTAH

(IT)

Murdoch

B

ft

Versatile t

Murand ft Lea
Tock ft Toy

Palaee

Grand O. H. (K)

Raymond
Hnrmond

W

Cook ft Oatmaa
Lee Ryan

MelUe Dunham
Dancing Fraaela
(One to nil)

RED BAND,

(Klrhmond spilt)
Kva Tanguny
Oeo Dormond
State (L) (17)
France ft LaPell
Franrls Rons A D
Anj,'"l & Fu'ler

Harrard

I

Countesi Modlna

(J.rle
ft

2

Fos (Pc) (1ft)
Commanders
Aunt Jemima
Hazel Bond

I

ft

r;ioerH'>n

S.r.
or;.-

Men

(17)

Riymond

F.tnma

2J»

Knro

jievorly

Miller

Stephens
Horl Co

Rlvo Ore Co

Earle (K) (lt)
Gardner's Maniacs

Van Lane ft
Wood* A Lawrence
Cunningham ft B

Sid

Mu+uoe (Pc) («)
W-l^h ( n^ lr
G'atark"

Beaucairea

>anceland
IHM.y Glaaon
J Carr"s Orch

f'orhett

Blind Goddess"

noyal

(K)

'

ft

U

FI.A.

Fairf.ii

\V

Co

'

r

•

,s.i!i "

!g

>arl.ng

'•

Y.

Galllck

2d half (13-16)

Jim Jam Jama
Reynolds A White
Jack Kennedy Co
Jos Darcy

'

<13-16)

l.'-ip.'

I

^ ;rla

ft

MIAMI.

l'.oma Br. s
C.-Iian ft (Vi- ret son

ClulyM

ni; ft

N. J.
(Pc) (t)

Sid Hail Orch
Hits Owen

Marion

trow n

J

Brnnford

<':>iir

St

Wood

NEWARK.
(17)

,l;tc

till)

M0)

to nil)

Taylor A r.aVe

2d

Umpire Comedy 4
Alexander Co

(Jko

Brltt

fill)

Romont
I^relle

half

Frank Reckless
Brooks Phllson ft D
Ray ft Dot Dean
Hal Spring-ford Co
(One to fill)

6

Belle* lew (K)
2d half (13-16)

N(,n«-tte

Dounlns

(Two

>

Mealy

2d half (20-23)

It<«"Ht> rs

Slate (L)

(Three to

ft

Will Morris
Hiarry A Jamea

4

ft

i

i

Torcafs

ft

lio>ne
Billy Beard
Homer Llnd Rev
Krafts ft I.aMont
ir.-.rt

till)

Ilawa.ian
1'etty Real

A C

lut ha'-f (17-lt)

W.lnh

MEMPHIS. TENS.

ft

to

Chai>;»flle

ft

l-»

France

Cromwell & Knom

Mystic (K)
2d half (13-16)

I'aliire
Finn .e I. a \ r«
F.arly to H' d

V. tit

Morln

Wak-f.i-'d

ft

till)

of
Sis

Knapp

ft

RodTo A Maley

* Florence

ll

Jaru't

Kana/aua Japs
M.VLBEN. MASS.

Stan.

LITTLE R'K. ARK.
I

Faim

I.

V

Keith's
2d half (1S-16)

Kee.«ler

Harry
Lyons

Bender

Durre

NASHV'LF. TKNN.

(K)

I'antuBCH (17)

.liminv

Chf-ora

Arnolds

Bennett

to

B,

ft

P'OHK'PSIE, N. T.
Area (K)

M

Army Oame

Old

ft

Monarchs of

Broadway (K)

ft La Vera
Ada Brown Ce

Murray

Conroy

Brown

John Howe Ce
(One to ail)

2d

M

ft

Li.

Orpheaaa
Id half (11-16)

Carroll

Miss Dumbe'l
Murray ft Charlotte

Cross Keys (K)
2d half (13-lf)

Colonial (K)
2d half (13-16)

'

(Two

(17)

N1AO. F*LS. N.

till)

ft

(It)

NEWPORT,

2d half f20 22)

2d h^lf (13-16)

Bam Bann

to

Jn k G< orco

MrKKESP'BT, T\.
Hippodrome

Beasley

ft

I.orenx t

ft

Barlow

Klm'rc

r ft

K"val GifroiKnCB

(KW)

(l.-orge

((.Jno

Co

Kuth
B BroArif Co

half (17-19)

Alma

Judy
(One

Uifi:ar«lson

Frank

Frames

O.

II.

Kdwards

JansU->s

Alcr.and

V Tatts

ft

(

(Two

J C Mack 3
Hel»-n BiKRins

r>eyo

(.Gerard

ft

2d hulf

Norman

Arnam Bros

.1.

Boys
Kri'd SoHsman
Vordl ft CN'nn

Cantor

ft

C & L

l«.t

('has Rcllly
Cardiff ft Wales
Moore ft LchIIo
(One to H i)
20-23)
:<1 half

Bondovor
Ryan ft T^onora
Rena Arnold Ce

ft

Sop«r

.lark

Loew's

(KW)

l«t hnlf (17-19)
"ft J <"rr>|ghton

&

I)o:an

T

W

to nil)

i: un.;.i(-:i

Faarot O.

1st half (17-14)
T'iainon.l ft

•*n 1>C LAC", WIS.
Betlaw (L) (17)

ME

1st half (17-lt)
Noel Lester Co

2d half (13-16)
Archie Onrl

4

i:M6)

<

LIMA.

CaJluhnn A Mnnn
Ray ft Harrison
I. M.isnrt Boys
(On* to fill)
N.

Nf?t
ft Harrison

2d half

Somers ft Hunt
Al's Here
Hanson ft B Sla
Horner Olrls
(One to fill)

(K)

Olympic

Suburban Nlghte
Texas Comedy 4
Mayme Qehrue Co
Pauline Saxon
(One to flU)

SIOUX CITY,

Federal (K)
2d half (13-16)

O

ft

All)

(17)

Mack

Country Girls

1st half (17-lt)
(Mobile split)

(One to

All)

to

Majealle

Blrda

s

McLaughlin
4 Wordeno

Foley ft LaToar
Ernest Hlatt
t Australian Boya

FOBTSMOVTH,

2d halt (13-lf)

Ramsay

Lamont

ft

of All Nations

SAL1

Cyclone K«t

PHILADA., FA.
AUegbear (K)

Beerd
ft Mealy
Hart ft Helena
Homer Llnd Rev

ft

Chlsholm ft B
V ft B Btantoa

Al Bernlvlci
Mahon ft Cholet

Geo Bradhuret
Rublnl ft Roaa
(One to fill)

Billy

Orpheum

MXNCIE, IND.
Wysor Grand (KW)

2d half (13-lf)
Irene Rlcardo

Carrie Llllle

Cunnlngh'm

Ford

Band

(Two

(K)

Straad

Id half (13-16)

Kramer Broa

Id half (13-lf)

fill)

J.

Gordon Broa

Welsh

Proctor's (K)
2d half (13-lf)
Will Mahoney

Gir'.*

LYNN, MASS.

rentage* (17)
Carl V Winters
Saxophone 6

to nil)

Robbin's Baltoa
(Others to OH)

Musical Hunters

Tho Mil tor<lr;
Ka st man ft Moore

Feeloy'a (K)
2d half (13-16)
Kllon Horvel

IIOIIOKEN.

Murray

Smith ft.Htrons;
Hud Snyder Co
York ft King

Pie roe

ft

Shaw Sis
A Landauer

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Richard Kcane

MuhIc Hall (K)

IIAZKLTON. PA.

2d half (13-16)

Prank Gould
Rorty Hurdaa

Maugan

LEWISTON,

Ashley & Slmrpe
Marlon Gibncy

Wilson

to

(10)

Tom Ryan

Pcrmaaent Address:
W. 164th St., New York City

A

Clayton

Kokln
Frank Richardson

CARDIFF and WALES

(Two

Dunham

Frank Dobson

81s

ft

ft W'thm'n
Manny King Co

Gordon

ft

(K)

Maurice

Rovf

Australian

Beverly Bayne

Dare & Yate.i
S u'uer AliilK'l<-y Co
Mullen ft Francis
Sea Nymphs Rev

MARK

Ed Blum

Whltt ker

(17)
ft Ga'etl

Co'uniaU (K)
2d half (13-16)
Spoor & I'arsons

linve Just completed 40 successu«^ks on the Kellh-Alhec Circuit

HARRY

Orphrnm

fill)

2d half (13-lf)

Ruth Budd
Mellie

to

Lyon's Park

ErneHt Hlatt

Clayton

LANCASTER, PA

Fant

ft

Jasx

in

Devil's Circus"

Bellclair Bros

Sis

ft

3

'

(One

ft

MOBBI8T*WN. NJ. ^ rafts

Keith's (10)

Marie Rossclll

Rhapsody

Butler ft Parker
Al Abbott
Royal Pekln Tr

Mack

ft

N.

SHKNANIVH, FA,

Orphi

POBTLAND, OBE

Saua

ft

PATEBSON,

Keith's
2d half (13-16)

Debee

LOWELL, MASS.
Brown

Berk

Mabel Walter Co

Rainbow Glrla
ft Wei don

7

6

ft

D

the Coryner
Nlblo ft Spencer
Karter's Komedlans

Que Edwards Ce
(Two to All)

Bl

Bloele ft

Paula Lorma Oa

On

Sammy Duncan
Cook

PIsano

Loew's (IT)

I'rcssler ft Klales
(Two to flU)

KAN. CITY, MO.
Newman (Pe) (10)

Jnrvis

Leonard Knno
Market ft Gny
Arthur Po\oy Ce
I*i Vail

Barto

GALE

J.

ft

ft

Capital (K)
td half (13-lf)
Glntaro
Bernard ft Keller

Blrnea

ft

ST. PAUL, MINN.
Capital (Pe) (lt)

Olrla
Spirit of 7f
Hamilton Sla

to Gil)

Annette

Cervo

SHAMOKIN, PA,

(lt)

Shone A Squires
In Barravla

Murray

PASSAIC, N. #.
Monteak (K)

Claude DeCar Co

CHAS. YATES

Foley ft LaToor
Ann Suter

Silvvrs

3

J.

Loew's (17)
Depford I

Little Elly

Sharp Co

Billy

Beek
Moro

Haynes

PAL. PABK, N.
(Two

Stanley

A Hartmaa

Hlbbert

Hawthorne A Cook

Keith's (lt)

Begeat (K)

Tomple 4
(Two to fill)

Majestic (K)
2d half (13-16)
Violet ft Partner
Maud Earl

liovo

Colonial (K)
2d half (13-16)

I {

Balfour

JOIIN8TOWN. PA. O'Brien

N. ORLEANS. LA.
Creeceat (L) (17)

and

Direction

Sis

Besser

2d half CJO-21)

]>ora

Charles Rogers Co
Bernard ft Marc'le
Reckless Eve

CALM

Golden Violin

fill)

O

ft

ft

Society Sc andals

ft
ft

Loete (O)

84.

POBTLAND, MB.

Hare

ft

to

Terry

ft

Bart
Keeler
Lockforda ft T

Malta

Maeon

Harry Rappl

May Ernie
Mme Pompadour
Ed

TOURING LOEW CIRCUIT

Thornton
ft

Hare

Berkes

Jerome Mann
Hudeoa
I primer A

Oxford (K)

(Three

Paatagea (11)
Harry Scrantea Oa
Dave Vine

Nan Halperln

2d half (13-lf)
Bella ft Tobys

Keith's (lt)
Parlslennea
Bob Hall
Gibson ft Prloe

Bryant Ittt

Suite ttt

Kemp

ft

PLAINF*LD, N.

2d half (13-lf)

N

ft

CT.

Gerard A Griffin
Helen McKeUer Co

Guth Carmen
The Zieglere

Turner

ft

OTTAWA. CAN.

KY

Owen McGlvner

Dwyor ft Orma
Ned Nestor's D'rl'ga

Capitol (R)
2d half (13-16)

Wright

Christie

Ideals

fill)

HARTFORD,

Alabama Land
aTI.I.

(Three to

State (R)
2d half (13-16)
Joan ft Clare
Once Upon a Time

Imperial (K) (It)
Cerrlbe ft Oliver
R'kwell ft Mered'ha
Custino Campbells

Rose ft Thorn
Johnny Howe

Eva Clark

HARKISB'BG, FA,

MONTREAL, CAN.

E Marr

Montana

1st half (17-11)

BAB

H't'g

You've Gotta Dance
Nancy Fair
Dorec Operalogue

2d half (13-16)

Wheeler
Genera Glrla

Covelly -Glrla

Sis

ft

Baker

Billy

Canary Opera

State (K)
2d half (13-lf)

Ce

D'Armond
(17)

LONDON,

Terrell

Dolls

Belforda

6

Prodaetloaal

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

lift

Romantle Youth
Demareet ft Doll

Chong
ft

Dunbar

Avery

ft

—e—

H oases

Fietare

Clifton Olrls

Palace (K)
3d half (13-lf)
Dcwllfred ft B
Helen Morattl

2

ft

Romeo

INCORPORATED

BOOKING EVERYWHERE

Tanner ft Palmer
June Hovick Co
Schwarts ft Clifford

PITTS F'LD, MASS.

Oakea

ft

Klcanor Jackson

Capitol (K)
2d half (18-16)
Jean Carpentler

Saxon

I'auline

rantagee

Sang

N.

N.

4

Art Impressions

Keiths

Howland

ft

Texas

B

Derickson ft
Chas Irwin

LOUISVILLE,

,

Bob Ward

Fred T Hayden Co
Delay Harcourt

O'Brien Rev

Billy Purl

Walter

Marjorie

ft

P Hansen

Slater to Sister

ERIE, PA.

Kharum

Keith's

2d half (13-16)
Rosa Allen ft Sla
Jones ft Grannon
Ceror A Girlie

HAMILTON, CAN.

(Two

Colonial (K)
2d half (13-16)
Jewells Furest

JEBS'Y CITY. NJ.

Oliver ft Olson
Novelette Rev

O'l-onnoil

Raymond

ft

D

ft

Visions

2d half (13-16)
ft Loretta

Kaufm'n

ft

4

Sydney Grant

2d half (13-16)

Bob Bob

N.Y.

& Mack

Olive

Keith's
2d half (11-16)

Co
Jimmy Huaey Co

Opera House (K)

(K)

McC
Ellsworth

Jutta Valey

Stumbeck

Johnny

Veil©

ft

split)

(P)
1st half (17-lt)
Lt Thetloa

Summers

HAYBN, CT.
Palaee (K)
2d half (13-16)
Holden ft Graham
Sargent ft Lewie

Howard

Jack Danger
Nanette ft Nina

half (17-lt)

Orleans

(N.

2

World

2d half (20-11)

Tcney

ft

Masked Athlete
Romalne ft Castle
D'Armond ft H't'g

Frank Farron

Rekoma

Van B

HERNINE SHONE

Sheridan Sej. (K)
2d half (11-lt)
Janton Sis
Princeton A Watson
P Whiteside Co
Russell ft Marcoal
Roes ft Mayne

(It)

Dancing Plratea
Smith ft Sawyer
Ishikawa Japs

McMahon

(lt)

(It)

4

Pon Vulerie*
Danny Dare

(lt)

fill)

McDonald

(Indef.)

2d half (13-16)
Corradlni's Animals

KASTON. FA.

Berr

Y.

Proetor*a (K)

Helen

to

Cardini

LOLI8, MO.

Orphenm

Rice ft Elmer
Brent Hayes

OMAHA, NKB.

2d half (13-lf)
Rloe ft Werner
Shelton ft Tyler
Cooper ft Redell

4

81a

I

Klalto (Pe)

North Lights Bal't
"Gold Rush"

Dick Ryan
Jules Dlack Co

Able O. H. (K)

NKWBfT'G.H N.

Nonette
1st

(Two

2d hulf (13-16)

JAMESTOWN.

Strand

Empire Comedy
Geo Alexander

Bell

ft

Girtoa Girls
ST.

(lt)

Marlon Harris
Bronscu dc Kvaae
Pore Sla

A Maeoa

l.ydell

Karyl Norman
High Steppers

Wenston ft Holland
Mansfield Dancer*
Jonee ft Rea

Marie

ft

dtanlsloff
Julia Kelcty

All)

Grand (Pc)
.

2d half (30-22)

Burns ft Kane
Audrey Jinks Rev
Lazar Morse ft O
Fernandea
Gerner Girls

Stacey ft James
Will Morris

Million Dollar (Pe)

Olympic (K)

(Three to

Young

ft

Wilhat

Bristol

LyTlc (K)
2d half (13-lf)

N

ft

Van Tyson

2d half (13-lf)

MOBILE, ALA.

Novelty Rev
Krnest Morrison
Edith Griffith
"That's My Baby"

Stanley

(111)

Kd

Naughton ft Oold
Johnny Hymaa
3 Danubes
O'Dlva

(It)

1st half (17-lt)

BEDF*D, MASS.

Avon
Dandy

Pantagee (17)
Cassons ft Marie
Barton ft Young
Oxford 4
Mont rope ft Bverett
(One to All)

(7)

Eric Phillips Co
Ncapofltan 2
Kent ft Allen

Novelty Perrottea

ft

Aurora Tr

(Pe)

to

CITY

Wlsecracker

Wheeler ft Wheeler
Arthur Lloyd
Hndr'ks Arn'd ft O
4 of Ua
Hamll Sis ft Stross

fill)

Victoria

Herbert Cllfftoa

D'CH'8T*B,

Regan

2d half (20-23)
Patrice ft Sullivan
3

Palo

ft

2d half (20-23)

Final Rehearaal

Mlachua
(Two to

R

Drels
Conlln ft Glaee

St'te (Pe) (7)

Orpheum

Williams

Fltzla

Zuhn

Charlie Nelson Bd
Carle King;
Miles ft J Narchon
Lestra Lamont
Sunklst Beauties
"Greater Olory"

Van de Vclde Tr
Johnnie's

Morrell

ft

Hollla

ft

Brewster P'm'r'y

1st half (17-lt)

Haley

ft

Kenny

J Allen Shaw

Wilson Aubry S
Car let on ft Berlew
Power's Blephanta

Lui

1st half (17-10)

ft

Margot

Loew

Sankus ft Silvera
Olga Kane Co
Janet of France

Fair
Aerial Patte

(It)

(KW)

Palace

(Two

(It)

N.

Anna

Albsrtlna Raach

WASH

SEATTLE,
Orphenm

3

Bayes A Speck

Aloko

J

ft

Paatagee (17)
Santiago

(17>

Rer

U A K Gorman

Joan Jahn A B flej
Nell O'Brlin Co
Paul Rahn Ce

ifford

Rockets

Rlrey Sis
Rives ft Arnold

Murrey ft Irwla
Harry Rappl
Alfreda

Jack R C
Kara v left

(K)

roil

2d half (U let
Jackie ft BUlie

Wilbur ft Adams
Mack Brantley
Whiting ft Burt

PoOrrnonde

6

OKLAHOMA

Id half (13-lf)

R

ft

SCRAN TON, PA.

Id half (13-lf)
Joe Howard Rev
Krldo ft Demoade
Zelsya

A A F Steadmaa

(P) (17)

Kleurette Joeffrte

BlvoU (K)

Trlnl

Geo Price
Reed ft LeVcre
Malinda ft Dade
Alexander ft Santoa
H J Conley Co

Alice Lloyd

A Dawn

D*Miby

Nick Hufford
ft Dolour

Oaks

S'CB'M*'NTO, CAL.
Orphean*

DaTto (K) (lt)
.McDonalds

Bosrdman

(•)

•Torrent"

'Sandy"

Geo

S!d Lewis
Talbcrt's

BRXSW'K. NJ.

If.

My Baby*

Orpheum

IIIU Street (O) (10)

Exposition 4
(Three to nil)

Pa>.

A Rasch

Hope ft Byrne
Boaa Polarnariow
Rainbow i
-The Bat"

(17)

Circus

(!•)

Hawka

Tad Tieman Orea

N.l
Proctor s (K)
Id half (13-lf)
Redford ft Wallaoi
Kdwards A PllUaa

Kneale Ce

^eonard Stllmaa

OODKN, UTAH

Farrell

Cerlo'e

M'NN'P*LIB. MINN.

"Bride of Storm"

UlcrBdorff Sis

2d half (13-16)
Gordon's Dogs
Sheldon ft Daley
Joe Rolley

Fred Strltt

(Indef.)

Lyric (P)
Paul Bros

FRANK WOLF, Jr.

Chico
"That's

Gypsyland

Warren & Corbett

(ft)

I

PCH'N'CTDY,

Pund

Dorma Lee Co

Orpaeesn (It)
rage de Parle

Orphean

K-nmett O'Mear Ce
Faber ft Marjle

Trigg

ft

B

eVgea* (Fe)

(Pe)

Will ft Holmee
Miller ft Mack
Lucille Renstead

Id half (11-16)

ft Ckmona
May Chadwlek

Tody

Flgneroa (Pe)

INDIANAPOLIS

M

fftVr-i-J Trnst Bldg., Philadelphia,
Thone: Spruce 109S-1286

"Mike"

B

Denoing Franks
ft

AMtaa

Maxetta I^ewls Ot
(Oae to fill)

"Irene"

Marsh

leleaa

OAKLAND, CAL.

V. BRITAIN, CT.
Capital (K)

J

(lt)

Calif Night

Lubla ft Low rle
Cafe Madrid

Marry
Ida

Stanley (Pe)

Tom Browa Bd

Qifford ft Holmer
Betta ft Partner

Inea

ft

Moea Be*

ft

PITTSBURGH, FA.

WhlU

Carle

Charlotte
Al I.andry

(12-15)

Meow

Grlffln 2

(State (L) (17)
ft Prlee

(t)

Wisconsin (Pe)

(Pe)

Bead

Eleale

Olase

ft

CT.

Wood

ft

Boas

Id half (13-16)
MorreU'e Dogs
Fraley ft Putnaaa
Hunter ft Bailey

Ford

(10)

Strand (Pe)
Jack Perry
"Lucky Lady"

Gene Morgan Orch

Mack

ft

Conlln

ANCLES. CAL.

Cat's

Broadway

Ted Lewis Band
LaFleur ft Portia
Stilly A Houghtea
Tabor ft Greea

K

Rome

Broadway (K)

Frleee

ROCHESTER, N.Y.
Eaetmaa (Fc) (t)
Flue of Krlshaa
Alios Blue Oowa

Harry Downing

attest

ft

NOBW1CH,

(lf>

Wlllard

(O)

ftB

Boole vard

Rhode ft Droshelle
Nan Truvellne

.kfnrd. Fhtla. and Brldgetoa, N. J.
Krm~^
< Split week)
d., and Arcade, SalluiJ. Baltimore.
^ary. MO. (Split week)

Lessen ft Cn
(One to AID

Kavanaugh
(Two to ail)

2d half (13-16)
Al Llbby Co

OPEN TIME IN THIS
CAN FILL IN

arrM HAVING
ACTS

Locke ft Lewis
Kuter Conners ft
Marty White

H'NT'OTN, W.VA.
Orpheum (K)

Freak Far

Qraee

ft

ft

66 Miles

2d half (13-16)

IND.

(KW)

Odlva

Mildred Andrew*

to nil)

L'O BRANCH. NJ.
Broader*? (K)

L.

Hall

ft

(Two

2d half (20-21)
T ft V Patta
Kelly ft Brows
(Three to fill)

3

Beeuib
Carson

Maxelloa

I

Cleve

lTCNT'GT'N,
Huntington

GL'NS F*LS, N. T.

A Mad Wilson

Oraoe Dora
In China
Trovato

(17)

Agee's Horsea

larnardl

Brlacoe

Ed

(II)

Ted Lorraine Ce
(One to All)

Xjaoabertl

Moraa ft Wiser
J Donnelly Rev
Mr ft Mra J
Fraaeea A

BEACH. OAU

State (F) (If)

York ft Lord
Authors Compose re

Local Act

MUler (14 (IT)
Franda ft Wllaeei
Ja-Da I

Lusbf

ft

HOUSTON. TEX.

Whit* Kuhne
Chaa Althoff
(One

Daaotag Deaaaaa
(One to til)

L*0

S

XUea <P> («>

Clark

Bd

to Oil)

MaJeeUe

Pantagee (11)
Barbarlna ft Doc

$Ufred Clark Ce
Ward Broa
jlmmle Lyone
oo
jlHd* Duval

ft

(Twe
Oa

Steteea

ft

Ale

ftBxaaaWa (Fee 0)
Hlaea ft Smith
Ljrmette Oorrlgaa
"Hia Jaaa Brlae*

L Barlowe

ft

Qoaler

Frolic of It 34
Harrla Claire
Hlberla

gsvue Coml«i»*

Jw

Melville

A

MILW'KKB,

half (ie.U)
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bcpan with Jazz because my musical friend
told me the pood
brothers and Asters at Town Hull would, that
afternoon, discuss: "What
Are We Going to Do About Jazz?"
The first few speakers at that meeting had a grievance.
Some gay
swaggering Jazz-note had trifled once too often with
this crowd
Especially vituperous in her denouncements was
a straight-backed,
pompadoured woman r ho wore a green dress. She was n*t, to
put it
taotfully, a good loser.
"Jazz." said she in a fervid, disillusioned voice (an J you
could see she
had suffered), "Is a vice."
I

A

Presbyterian minister walked to the platform. He gave Jazz 10
years and costs. He really didn't look it, but you never can tell what
a preacher has done during his seminary days. The parson also said,
among other things, that "Jazz is a device of the devil."
"There will be no saxophones in Heaven," he told us with the air of
one of authority. "No Jazz, no horns, no drum*; only harps and trumpets and rest."
Maybe he doesn't know many a Jazz band has been
made with a trumpet.
I hadn't heard about the new celestial ruling.
I can't take my piano
to Heaven, according to this inside stuff. I suppose I'll have to break
In an organ and try slipping in with that.
The woman In front of us stood up. She was in a dark brown mood
and wore a bright red look In her hair. When she was recognized by
the chair she said: "The point seems to be if we want rest we go to
Heaven, but If we want company we go to Hell, and I don't mind admitting that I've been lonely long enough." She put on her hat and
walked out with everyone in Town Hall looking after her. My musical
friend and I snuck out, wondering where the lady had gone. She was
nowhere in sight But others were leaving the Town Hall for the discussion had ended in confusion.
Maybe some of the others got mixed up over the piano-organ thing.
Prices and Locations
Fifth. Avenue to see what I could do about
Mother** Day. I observed that the florists were becoming just too sweetly sentimental!
Thorley's was typical. This shop would reluctantly part
with a dozen tea roses for $18, and red carnations were but a paltry
dollar each. This same tender, quaint sentiment had penetrated to the
cross- town streets. From a floral stronghold, somewhere In the 50's, I
could order a Mother's Day basket (not large) for $97.50. In It were
two orchids, a few lilies of the valley, four or five pink rose buds, about
the same number of yellow ones, and splashes of maiden hair fern. A
pink satin ribbon bow adorned the basket's handle. The attitude of the
attendant plainly said: "You poor, benighted simp, what is mere money?"
*
little shop at 58th street and Lexington avenue had evidently never
heard of Mother's Day. Tea roses were priced at $3.60 a dozen and red
carnations at "ninety-eight cents for twelve, lady.'

Then

I

went over

to

A

Vacations Again
A rumor says vacations are doing a come-back. Vacations, though,
arc not the proof of summer's approach. Even though all the best seats
atop the Fifth avenue buses are taken; and the bright blues, the flirty
greens, and the unaccountable orange painted automobiles parade their
Juvenile finery; and even though Milan straws are shown in the Madison
avenue shop windows, there is still greater proof. It is found in the
•mart palaces of hair dressing. There, the summer annual rush for permanenta has begun. It will last until the middle of June, so I am told
by the permanent-eers.
Mysteries of New York
Among the odds and ends I expect to unravel are why the little bookstore in the Times Square subway station haa a greater demand for
mystery stories than any other type of reading matter. Also in connection with New York's 300th birthday soon to be celebrated, I discovered
why there was Buch a crowd of gazers In front of Kennedy's on 6th
avenue. In the window hung a print, made 1836, of "The Great Fire of
The
the City of New York," which had occurred the previous year.
fire was in the old Merchants' Exchange building and was spreading to
two adjacent buildings. On one side was shown the Fulton Fire Insurance Co. On the other wc.3 a building housing three publications,
•The New York American," "New York Farmer," and "Railroad Journal."

SO PITIFULLY THIN

ALMA LOOKED ROLE
"Siberia," Fox picture, Is a Russian revolution story at the time of
the Czar's abdication. No one better
than Alma Rubens could have been
found to play Sonla, who leaves
home to teach, later to be exiled to
Not that Miss Rubens'
Siberia.
acting meant much but she has acquired a sylph-like form that maybe called pitifully thin. She most
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At the Hip
decidedly mediocre, aside from the
AlbertJna
Rasch Act, divers, and Ferdlnando's orchestra. The large audience
is
.fflicted chiefly with dancing acts, mostly bad and tremendously
This week's Hip

monoton-

thos~ girls.
Not until quite
recently, though, did they know
that each also knew the professional
gentleman.

Since their limbs are stockingless they should bo whitened.
Albertina Vltak, of the Ballet, looks stunning, in a costume of
blue
feathers shading from the palest to the deepest. With this Is a headdress of snug fitting turban with a mass of feathers for back effect,
her
dancing Is in the unusual class as well as her looks. Two pianos are
draped in king blue. While the "Rhapsody In Blue" la just modern it
seems to appeal to the masses.
The Lorraine Sisters can dance and always are freshly and beautifully
dressed lit their act. A bodice of silver cloth, heavily encrusted in brilliants to waistline is attached to a black chiffon full skirt embroidered
in these stones and revealing silver cloth tights.
Silver slippers are
worn. Headdresses of broad bands of brilliants finished with rosettes
at ears and held in place by Jeweled bands under chin. Another is their
white georgette crystal frocks cut very full skirt, tight waist with high
round front neck and lower back, a narrow embroidered band is used
as headdress and again white satin pumps. These sisters always, with
no effort, inspire their audience and the echo of applause proves it, having Ferdlnando's band for a background of rhythm, satisfies.

That

came out while they were casspeaking after meeting
a beauty parlor.
The girls quickly learned
through mutual
confidences
that' their admirer had a "routine" in his romancing ways.
He was telling both the same
thing in the same language.
ually

in

Not so bad, the girls thought,
continued. So they concluded
that whenever either was invited out she would repeat to
her chum the line of talk received that evening. This has
if

girls'

undi-

luted gratification.
While the professional man
plies his routine the girls are
adding to his expense account
through theatres and restaurant checks, with the pro
wholly Innocent that he is be-

"Kitty's Kisses"

ing checked up daily.
Both of the young women
are almost certain they are going to receive a marriage proposal, for the routine has advanced to the point wheru
there isn't much else left in a
conversational way for the
professional man to approach.
It is not a question, though,
if
both girls will turn him
down it rather seems to be
the matter of which one he
will propose to first, for both
girls like him.

—
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THE ENSEMBLE
By Rote Ada ire

FOR WOMEN ONLY

Elsie Neale, "Tip Toes.* spent the
In Larch mo nt and Edith
Martin visited Boston,

week-end

A

Southern Gal

president, she is chiefly cont

r.

cd

Browne Faire and Ma- with freeing her father.
One of those high pressure Amerthilda Brundage are in "Racing
Miss Falre is one of ican chaps, who just must have reving her with a new home at Island Romance."
olutions
and a swim among tha
those Southern gals who owns her
Park.
hi happy
pa
own stable and is tremendously in "larks
Rojas. Mar
Burke Is Scnora RoAnn Ecklund and Flora Watson debt. Miss Brundage Is Grand- jas, who Is fooled by the honeyed
These haughty
closed at the Twin Oaks. Not be- mother Channing.
words of the wily villain. And glory
cause they wanted to but the show Southerners speak most derisively be, that villain's
name is Vega!
Yankee
slickers.
of
closed suddenly.
Betty

Wright

remembered her
Mother on Mother's Day by present-

in

girls

Lorna
Somervllle
minus the voices.
Is
leavlnpr
The chorines wear long dresses, "Sunny" to spend the summer in
nome green and some orange. The Canada, She expects to give up
clothes could stand a trip to the show business.

better impression

cleaner's, although the season Is
Marcia Bell went riding with the
running off. "O *toy. What a Girl"
She had to
has
six of the girls doing most of most stubborn horse.
exile.
the dancing.
Three do specialties call on a mounted policeman to get
both
back
to
the stable.
for an encore.
A cute blonde, a
In "Paris at Midnight"
trifle overweight, does a toe dance
E. Mason Hopper directed "Paris
Vera O'Brien was back in New
in a black ballet costume. Another
at Midnight." with the cast includYork but Just for a &iy after her
ing Jetta Goudal, Mary Brian 4hd exhibits poor kicks but excellent
The third displays tour with "The Grab Bag." She Is
Lionel Barry more. Miss Brian plays cartwheels.
now in Boston visiting her mother.
some
good
ballet
turns.
sweet girlish role most becoming
"I've Got to Be Good" is led by
to her type of beauty, while Miss
Alice Monroe is leaving "SweetFour girls do a
Goudal as the vampire wears some Tiney Hemley.
"What Looks heart Time."
extreme but becoming coiffures. Her good buck routine.

emphatically resembles a famished

in ideas or talent In the

"Brown of Harvard"
Harvard" is corking on the screen. The picture runs a bit
too long.
Mary Brian frolics about, falling in and out of love. Her
dressing Is nice, she can wear simple clothes to good advantage. The
Mary Alden is sufficient and her
little she has to do is splendidly done.
clothes not -startling but in good taste.
"Brown

Eileen Carmody. Dottle Gray and
Teddy Dauer, known as the three
Musketeers An last years "Vanities,"
(Columbia Burlesque) have plenty met for the first time on Broadway
the other day and talked for three
of pep in sight at all times. The open
hours. Yes, they dished some dirt
ing is a song that would leave a
Frolic"

An Encore

new musical comedy
"Kitty Kisses" at the Playhouse. Just an encore of many of the winter
ones in new dress, but lacking the punch.
Ruth Warren is easily the bright spot. Her comedy tends to burlesque
often but her repartee is snappy. She is dressed in a Bray outfit with
pleated skirt and overblouse embroidered in red and her gray pumps,
sport red heels. Her dancing frock, while well abbreviated, Is a symphony of green.
Dorothy Dllley as Kitty, is a little short on voice but cute In dancing.
A canary outfit is a very full skirt piped In red with no sleeves and low
neck; she again at the party wears a pretty pink made In the usual
dancing fashion of the season.
The girls of the chorus while good steppers, aside from the inevitable
Charleston, show no distinctive dancing and their dressing is far from
unusual. Mildred Keats' party dress of white done in crystals is pretty
and she is refreshing.
Nothing sparkling or new

of Dancing

The "Powder Puff

is

Miss Rasch visualizes George Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue"
with
Ballet, interpreting Its spirit in Jazs.' The act is a beautiful
illusion at
well as an eye feast. Girls of the Ballet are graceful, mostly
pretty
Their dressing in a symphony of blue chiffons, .slashed bottom, drapi
artistically about the shoulders and wearing blue wigs, is very
effective

the stage or screen.

been done to the

bill

ous.

But iney know each other,

Marguerite Suttles Is playing
the Providence stock.

6 "Powder Puff" Girls

By SALLIE

Not so far away from Times
Square is a reputable citizen,
not over middle age, of pleasant manners and appearance.
He's
a
professional
man,
though not of theatricals.
When at leisure he devotes
most of his attention somewhat equally between two
young women, neither affiliated

12, 1926

Virginia

Richard Harding
In the story is a horse with a Only the la'
smoke complex, and not far away Davis, who wrote the. novel, "White
a young man who can tame horses. Mice," would have thought of such
The main part of the story centers a name. The novel and the film get
around the pre-race troubles In the their title from that fable of the
paddock, and when paddocks start mouse which gnawed and gnawed
having troubles they have 'em! Miss and finally freed the captured lion.
Faire is reasonably attractive and
tries very hard to do what a South"Far Cry" Women
ern girl would do.
Blanche Sweet, Dorothy Rcvier,
This picture was shown on the Myrtle Stedman and Julia Swayne
same bill with "Whispering Smith" Gordon have the four important
and it was less interesting than its women roles in
"The Far Cry." Miss
fellow -feature.
Stedman is a wealthy American
woman who flits about Europe in
Lilyan Mistreated
search of excitement. The picture
Lilyan Tashman Is in an entirely would have been more appropriately
new type of role in "Whispering named: "What Happens to Dad's
Smith."
Here she wears none of Money In Paris." Miss Sweet as
those back-revealing gowns. Here the daughter spends two million
no smiles, no wiles, no vamping francs as a divorce settlement in
goes.
She is the dowdy, wounded freeing herself of a French Count.
and mistreated Marlon Sinclair in Miss Rovicr goes Into a glorious fit
a western town. Her husband is of anger at the end of the story
the bad man of the story who burns and sets the house afire, all bebridges and has for his friend "a cause "blondes are blondes." Miss
one-eyed man with a two-eyed Gordon
plays
meddlesome
the
record as a shooter."
mama with rl^ld accuracy.

Also is Lillian Rich, but her actgown Is of black Good to You" Is next, with the choBetty Wright Junior and Bobby ing is not tremendously important.
with a tight bodice, with rines In striped bathing suits. The
What's Wrong With Sally
Breslau
Sho
is pretty and no doubt adeof "Sweetheart Time" have
which she wears a trl cornered hat number is short. "Waiting for the
In the Buck Jones picture, "The
their
quate
as
vacations
the
western
all
girl
who
Sunrise,"
planned.
owns
sung
Lake
by Charles Wells, Is
partially concealing a white wig.
a ranch, and her faith in the young: Fighting Buckaroo," Sally Long is
a tableau with eight girls semi- Placid Is the place.
engineer named McCloud was very Betty Gregory, and her father is one
nude. Trunks and brassieres of colSylvia Carol and Mabel Olson are cleverly shown, but the real sym- of those judges who says: "I am
CARYL DIDN'T PAY
ored fringe make up the costumes
the law.'
pathy goes to the Tashman role.
for "Indian Jasz." Black and white at the Fifth Avenue Club,
The conflict is over an option on
Teddy Dauer, Dancer, 8taged "Top ruffled costumes are worn in "Oul,
the
Judge's ranch.
The option exHole" Numbers
Oul, Monsieur."
A brief but lively The "Tip Toes" chorines thorMiss Logan's Fitted
pirog at noon on a certain day. "The
dance is done. "Change Tour Step" oughly enjoyed the performance of
Although Jacqueline Logan is Fighting Buckaroo" holds that opWilliam Caryl, when putting on leads Into the finale, and for no "The Blackbirds" to which they
featured, in "White Mice," she and tion. Another man, who nlso knows
a' road company of "Top Hole" rereason the choristers bang on tam- were Invited.
the
few other v:r>r "i-ia the. picture of the recently discovered "gold on
cently, hired Teddy Dauer, a dancer bourines.
now In "Tip Tbes," to stage tne
Diana Hunt says so many debs are subordinated to the dozen men the old ranch," fights to keep the
The second act opens with the
hurrying
through the plot. It la a young buckaroo away until after the
dances.
Miss Dauer had been in girls in the bathing" suits that had are breaking into the show business,
man's story.
hour of expiration. The counterthe original
company in New been worn In the first act.
The she thinks she'll be a deb Just to be
Miss Lo^an is peculiarly fitted to conflict is the young man's fresh
York. Several letters to Caryl have number Is just a walk-around. They different. Diana Is mad because the
tho sort of role this story provides. methods of acquainting hlmpelf with
failed to bring a remittance for wear cute
overalls with patent spring presents her with superfluMiss Datier's services, which were leather pockets for "Hello Tucky." ous freckles. She and Ann Woods. There is something; about her eyes Betty and the minor theft of a fe*
and
the nervous movements of her "oy«ter bahlc* "
Miss Long does
rendered under a verbal contract. A fivaelous Charleston Is done by "Song of Flame," went to see the
The rrmtter has been taken up the girls In red and white strut at- flea circus. Ann says there is some slender hands which belongs to a much better after she g*t* started.
Cn»
j
a eenorita. As Inez She soerhed llf at ease In the earlier
with Equity.
tire
(Continued on page 36)
Rojas, daughter of the imprisoned
(Continued on page 35)
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40 YEARS FOR WALL0N
Gang Responsible

for Cohan
8tate Robberies

HOTEL MAN BEATEN AND

'ROUND TOE SQUARE

and

ROBBED OF $1,691

-English Harry" Wallon and two
Corner Ne wit and Will Remain
For years an elderly couple have been doing alternate duty at the
of his "Broadway Bandits" were
newsstand
on
46th
street Just off Broadway.
given long terms in state's prison
When It was learned the
by Judge Max S. Levine in General Childs restaurant had taken the lease on the corner recently vacated
Sessions. Wallon received 40 years by the Liggett- Myers drugstore there was a belief the news stand would
be ousted. But the stand is to stay.
and the others 15 years each.
The stand's owners are Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Olgarth. One of their
Before the sentences were passed
it
developed that Wallon's crowd sons is Major David Olgarth of the l T S. Army and one of the biggest
were responsible for the burglaries building engineers in the country. Major Olgarth recently went to Paris
committed within the past year on to superintend the construction of a hotel skyscraper.
The Olgarths are very popular with the show people who pass by and
the George M. Cohan and Loew's
State theatres, when cash receipts at times almost congregate on top of their little stand.
amounting to nearly $10,000 were
McBride's Back on 8quare
stolen.
McBride's theatre ticket agency will occupy the 43d street corner
Wallon, indicted along with the
four other members of the band for store and the three floors above it when the new Paramount building
robbery in the first degree as second Is completed. McBride's formerly had a location in the Putnam build
lng, razed for the new building.
offenders, elected to stand trial, and
was convicted in 10 minutes by a
Bob Cannefax in Ariz.
jury.
The other defendants immeA fund is being raised by a committee of Friars for Bob Cannefax,
diately decided to plead guilty to
world's three-cushion billiard champion, who is at Phoenix, Ariz., under
robbery in the second degree as
treatment for tuberculosis.
Both lungs are affected. Cannefax was
second offenders.
forced to leave vaudeville recently when afflicted, shortly after he was
The specific charge for which the married.
Max Hart, posted on the Friars' bulletin board,
In a letter

Lieutenant John Griffith

squad

men were

indicted was the stick-up
of a poker game in an apartment at
55 West 46th street on the early
morning of April 4 last, when 20
men were frisked of- everything they
owned In the way of money and
valuables.
Before the robbery the members
of the gang met in Wallon's room In
the Hotel Markwell, 229 West 49th

Law. The arrest came about after street. Apparently they had a line
dozens of complaints had been made on the poker party and had visions
by actresses, chorus girls, and of a huge haul. Their intended vicFrom the tim was a wealthy Chinese merchant
beauty parlor owners.
stories the victims told It would ap- who was kno\%n to participate in
pear that Goldberg was the head the game nightly and usually was a
of a band which had made tidy little heavy winner.
fortunes inducing women to purThe others sentenced were Adolph
chase "adulterated" perfumery at Abrahams,
known
as
"Dutch
prices usually set for the real goods. Adolph," also living at the Markwell, and James Heggioni of 159
6-10c. Junk
Prince street.
According to Probation Officer
Sentence of the remaining memJacob Lichter, Goldberg would purbers, John O'Brien and Nicholas
chase second hand bottles bearing
Chinsano,
was postponed
until
the trademarks of "D'jer Kiss,"
.

"Mary Garden." "Coty," etc. These
bottles would be filled with 5-1 Op.

June

A

Woman

Given Suspended

Sentence, Also

Reprimand

Mrs. Ethel Enbon, 38, 245 West.
75th street, who said she formerly
Was an actress, was given a sus-

pended

sentence

when

arraigned

before Magistrate Flood in West
Side court on a charge of disorderly conduct. She was accused of
refusing to pay a 60c. taxicab bill.

Following
ferred

her arrest she prea charge of grand larceny

against Samuel Flclsher, 32, taxicab chauffeur, 1095 Sutter avenue,
Brooklyn, N. T.
Mrs. Enbon accused the chauffeur of stealing $103
in cash and a wrist
watch from
ner.
This charge was dismissed.
Fleisher said the woman engaged
bis cab at 60ih street and Madlscn
avenue, announced she had been

robbed and asked to be driven to

west

68th

street

police

station.

Upon arriving he said the woman
him she had no money to pay
the fare and he demanded her arrest.
It was while in the station
bouse she accused him of robbing
told

ber.

Mrs.

Enbon admitted she had been

drinking.
Magistrate Flood, after
refusing to entertain her charge
•gainst Fleisher, severely reprimanded her for making the unwarranted charge against the chauffeur, then suspended
sentence when
it

was found she had no previous

record.

boat over-turning in Miami Harbor

and blocking the channel while those
anounced for Palm Beach never materialized due to lack of membership
stock subscribers.
Ferris
P.
Merritt heads
the
finance committee of the Buccaneers Club. The initiation fee Is
$200 with seasonal membership $50.
The Buccaneer, said to be the
largest flve-masted barkentlne In
the world, is expected to arrive in
the Hudson this week.
Plans for
reconstruction call for the floating club to be ready for the use of

members by June 1.
Thomas J. CarrJgan

of the

groomed
about

to

Summonses

three

of-

one employe of the
Irovincetown Playhouse charging
«em with operating a theatre without a license
were dismissed In the
Tombs Court by Magistrate Harry
A
'"idon, who. It developed w.i:

Chorus Ladies
Wholesome, with Looks

"Kitty's"

FOR WOMEN ONLY
(Continued from page 34)

Dances

scenes. Sally has pretty eyes, her
movements are graceful, and aU she

needs

a

is

little

It Is the second time Judge Gordon has dissented from the opinions
handed down by the higher courts;

for the chorines in "Kitty's

Kisses" at the Playhouse were
staged by Bobby Connolly. The girls

self-confidence?

The decision
the arrest of 70

are in attractive sport clothes for
the opening scene of railroad tracks
a and the rear of a train.
"Wandering
glrkln
highly emotional
"Walk in' the Tracks" is sung by
The word "highly'' suits
Fires."
Ailecn Meehan jwlth not much voice,
Miss Bennett in this picture. She
something or but plenty of personality. A cute
is up In the air about
other most of the time. The chief routine Is done on the tracks. The
cause of her worry is a past which girls stand around for "Choo Choo
everyone at the Tine Crest Country Love," the following number.
"I Love to Dance" is a brief but
Club seems to know and in which
The
routine with the boys.
she seems to glory. Effle Shannon, peppy
wear handsome rhinestone.
arbiter girls
as Mrs. Doremus, the social
and
gowns.
green
Some
studded
young
of Pine Crest, is the aunt of a
"Thinking of You"
others yellow.
man whom she calls a Puritan. He honors
for choristers with a special
Bennett the
fell in love with Miss
tnc screen dance but better dancers could have
first time he met her on
from tho group.
selected
been
two
theso
and that scene between
Painted pajamas in different colors
was right good work for a Puritan. are worn in "Mr. and Mrs." for a
In
Previously Constance had been
was sup- soft shoe routine. The boys have
love with a musician who
the stage for the finale of the first
the
during
killed
posed to have been
Hen- act.
war. The mother is played by
chiffons are

The dresses of printed
exceptionally pretty, worn

Bennett
Alyce Mills and Alma
roles
have the contrasting feminine
of Broadin the film, "The Prince

way

"

Any

other

women

in

the

at

opening of tht second act. An effective routine Is done in stop time.
"Bounce Me" is one of those JumpFour girls go Into
ing numbers.

Loafing Prizefighter

ballet at the finish
a comedy ballet

the

picture are so much atmosphere.
The story is about a prize fighter
who wouldn't train and lost his

of others." They also charged some
which leads Into of the dances were extremely lurid
by Wayne and and the songs and stories given
were unprintable.

Warren.
Another change of costume for
The, are
"Steppin' on the Blues"

Marie Wilson Is

Held on Drug Charge

comedy

Accused of possessing a quantity
of heroin
and two hypodermic
needles, a woman saying she was an
actress out of work and giving her
name as Marie Wilson, 28, 306 West
street, was arraigned before
Maglstrato Sllbermann in
West
Hide Court and held without ball

56th

for trial In Special Sessions.
Miss Wilson, who told Detective

William Hyde, narcotic squad, she
had played In n "sister" act In vaudeville
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known as

the Cleveland

Sis-

ters, and was in "Very Good Eddie'* v
and wiih nn Al Jolson show, was
observed by the detective at Columbus Circle. With her was her sister and a man.
Tho trio walked south on 8th
avenue.
When near 56th street
Miss Wih;on obtained a key from
her slater and w< nt to the house at
306.
Hyde followed. When she
entered a room he was right behind
and announced" his Identity* I* -e>
bureau drawer the detective said he
found a "deck" of heroin and
m-edles which the young woman ad-

O'ltourke. All of Hrhlg* t's rheumawnrrn "yinp'ithy %vlth
tism, her

atrocious.

l

case of

A

.

Crosman.

in the

men and Ave wom-

Park place Wednesday night
stag performance was being given.
After hiring the officers testify to
paying $10 each for tickets and describing the dancing and singing
which they witnessed, Magistrate
Gordon dismissed the men, but held
the principals in $100 ball each for
a hearing May 14.
Those held were Olgle Morgan.
27, of 112 Throop avenue, Brooklyn;
Lola T.oynton, 23. Penn Hotel, West
42d street; Helen Phillips, 30, 226
West C2d street; May Adams. 29,
139 West 44th street, and Roee
Woods, 22, 13 Third avenue. The
men were Joseph Morris, 1811
Franklin avenue. Bronx, owner of
the restaurant; Louis Galzio, manager, and Sam Lcnard, 28 Hast 107th
street, who managed the show.
The ofllcers In testifying described
the actions of the individual performances, declaring that two of
the women danced In the nude, frequently "kissing the heads of bald
spectators And sitting on tbe laps

When* "Highly" Emotional
Constance Bennett Is again

rietta

was

en in a raid on a restaurant at 26-23

j

you don't advertise

be

performance cannot be found guilty'
collectively unless the arresting officer can testify to the presence and
actions of each individual.

Men

If

to

In a decision handed down by
Young Attorney, Bank Director
Magistrate Harry A. Gordon In the
HanGoldblatt
A,
Goldsmith,
member
of
Junior
Hanower,
Leonard R.
Tombs Court the Jurist again conower, theatrical attorneys, has been made a director of the Longacre tended that a group of persons who
Bank, Eighth avenue and. 43d street.
witness an indecent exhibition or

|

against

and

appeared

floors.

Dodges' Misted Millions

j

ficials

and

26.

IlirsehfeM was passing room 203
Wiih the marriage of Mrs. Hc^ce Dodge to Hugh Dillman duly
chronicled the story will be repeated of the Dodge Brothers, John and near the executive office* of the
hotel.
As he passed the room an
Horace, both deceased, having received about $20,000,000 from Henry
Ford for their share in the Ford works. The settlement was looked upon arm reached out and seized him.'
He was dragged into the room and
It might have amounted to the hundreds of
as very satisfactory*
viciously assaulted.
millions had the Dodges waited.
and
The bandits were about to truss
Following the death of the brothers their auto business continued
was recently disposed of by the widows for $145,000,000. Mrs. Horace Hlrschfeld when he pleaded with
Dodge, reported to wed Dillman, received one-half of this amount. She them not to. They assented and
warned him to be quiet.
has two children, son and daughter, both married.
Dillman was formerly the husband of Marjorle Rambeau and acted in
a couple of her starring plays. They were divorced some years ago.
When marrying Miss Rambeau was said to have owned a home in the Won't Hold Group
50's which she placed in Dillman's name when they were wed, he conArrested at "Stag" Party
tinuing to hold the house in his name when divorced.

i

Provincetown Okayed

West

Hlrschfeld
had Just returned
from the bank, where he had withdrawn the money. The robbery
occurred outside of room 203 on
the second floor.
The room had
been engaged tho night before. The
occupant declined rooms on other

Lambs

chairman of the entertainment committee and Harry J.
("Doc") Kelton of the Friars Club
heads the sports committee.
is

and a

the

Hotel, 123 West 44th street.
The
bandits after tho assault cautioned
Hlrschfeld to be quiet until they
left.
An envelope, containing $1,591. r.O waa racked by tho bandits
from under the arm of Hlrschfeld.
The victim was only able to give
a meagre description of his assailants.
Both, ho said, were well

championship.
coral color silk net over satin. Some
Miss Mills as Nancy Lee. musical excellent kicking.
The girls are
star - ho had known the de- used as props at Mie conclusion of
bethroned champion in Virginia
acroexceptional
for
number
the
favorite, perfore he was a ring
She batic dancing by Nick Long, Jr. A
gracefully.
and
tenderly
forms
finale with lots of action
times to singing
smiles at Just the right
concludes the show.
prove that she can.
girls arc wholesome looking
The
A Mexican girl (Alma Bennett)
the majority good dancerr. The
at "Crap Table";
48
and suc- and
stirs up a lot of trouble
the
girl on the extreme left in
Dismissed in Court ceeds in making Nancy Lee thor- "Bounce Me" number stands out for
Jealous.
her sweetness and grace.
Acting on a phoned tip that a oughly
Miss Bennett is a very good Juanlarge crap game was in session at
interesting
lta, giving the role an
254 West 64th street, a few doors
of laziness and intrigue.
Dorothy Appleby has coner,
from Broadway, a squad of detec- blend
authored and Is co-starring in
tives from Chief Inspector Lahey's
Patsy's Darb Rote
"Square Crooks" at the Maxlne
staff visited the place about 2 a. m.
Patsy Ruth Miller, in "Oh. What a Elliott theatre. It Is a brave spirit
Gaining admittance they arrested 48
the colorless role of a that dares to make an entrance In
has
Nurse,"
disof
charges
on
place
the
men in
with
girl with plenty of money but
ghoulish curl-papers. Miss Appleby
orderly conduct.
in tho love-lorn is a frail girl who looks like the
Detective Wund. who appeared in Implicit confidence
Gazette." character she plays. The poor little
Morning
"The
of
column
Magistrate
before
West Side Court
can prevent Miss Mil- thing had lost her Job. Her husFlood, said that when he and other No Inane role
good to look at but it band had lost his. Her closest wompolice entered he found the men ler from being
possibilities for good an friend had had the same bad
standing around a "crap table." He can limit her
young woman she im- luck.
said they were unable to give a acting. The
d r eadful 4arb, and
H«*r eUMuuit iriciuL Lulu Mac Hubsatisfactory explanation for being personates Is a
for Miss Miller doesn't bard, is convincing and at times
pity
Is
a
this
there and were arrested.
inside the offices picturesque.
Scenes
darby.
Magislook
evidence.
other
Having no
"The Morning Gazette' wer«
of
Annie Mack B«-rl«-in plays Bridget
Flood dismissed the men.
tral

Club

of

und robbed Morris Hlrschfeld. 21,
manager of the Langwcll

the cue champion mentioned his disability, but In the comic itrain that
has dominated his personality.

FLOATING "NIGHT CLUB"

ON THE BUCCANEER

detectives

assistant

7.

store "Junk" or toilet water.
The
corks would be saturated with the
real stuff and they became easily
saleable to the gullible chorus girl,
attracted by the "bargain" prices of
from $5 to $10 a. bottle.
Goldberg, or one of his salesmen,
floating night club for New
would disappear before the victim York society Is a possibility this
became wise that she had pur- summer.
The Buccaneers Club,
chased "synthetic" perfume.
Mr. headed by Vincent Richards, New
Llchter's investigation revealed that Tork State tennis champion, is conGoldberg never called at the same ducting an active membership camplace twice within a period of sev- paign
among the Park avenue
*
eral months. In the evening he and crowd.
his gang made the rounds of stage
The plan calls for a five-masted
entrances and by day they visited barkentlne, "The
Buccaneer," to
the beauty shops.
Goldberg's in- cruise In New York and Long Island
come averaged between $50 and $60 Sound waters nine months of the
a day, Lichter said Goldberg's police year and In Florida waters during
record showed he had been con- the winter season. Dancing and envicted under various names and that tertainment aboard ship are stressed
he had served a term in El Past), in the prospectus.
Texas, for the same offense.
Similar floating clubs planned for
Miami and Palm Beach during the
past winter met with disaster, one

of

47th street bureau are seeking the
bandits
that
savagely assaulted

.

btrange to relate but ladies of the*
chorus get "gypped" occasionally.
Many of the principals In Broadway
ghows" fait for certain "g«b artista."
This was demonstrated in the Court
Monday when
of Special Sessions
Louis Goldberg, 26, who gave his
address as the Hermitage hotel, 7th
avenue and 42d street, was convicted of "bootlegging" perfume.
At the conclusion of the hearing
Goldberg was sentenced to an indeterminate sentence of from not
less than six months or more than
three years in the penitentiary.
During the greater part of this
period, the ladles of Broadway may
be reasonably certain they will get
perfume and
the real thing In
cosmetics for their moneyGordon was arrested at the
Hermitage, April 26 last, on the
complaint of Hugo Moch, attorney
for the Perfumers' Association. The
specific charge against him was that
he violated the State Trade Mark

35
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It la said, were recentasked to advance additional capital, but failed to do so.

stockholders,
ly

NEWS FROM THE DAILIES
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the daily papers off New York, Chicago
and the Pacific Coast. Variety takes no credit for these news items;

Arthur Hammersteln will erect a
theatre at Broadway and 53d street
as « memorial to his father, the late
Oscar Hammersteln, to be known us
Hammersteln's Temple of Music.

each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

NEW
YORK
Rasch,
dancer,

CHICAGO

Whitney, five-year-old son of Evan
Burrows Fontaine, cabaret dancer
an- The boy disappeared from the
wed dancer's home.

Albertlna
nounced her engagement to
Dimitrl Tlomkln, Russian pianist.
Police explained that the chaufThe wedding will probably be held feur of a neighbor had taken him
May 18.
for a ride. No arrest was made.

lodged
Complaints
by
police
against the Frovincetown theatre
and the Fifth Avenue Playhouse
were dismissed by Magistrate Harry
Police obtained sumA. Gordon.
monses against the theatres, charg
Ing public performances without
These cost $500.
licenses.
Arthur Garfield Hays, counsel for
the Provlncetown theatre, said that
the theatre operates strictly under
a club basis and, under the law. Is
not required to have a license.
Magistrates Corrlgan and Simpson
had previously dismissed two similar complaints against the theatre,
he said. According to the account.
Magistrate Gordon said that he is
a subscriber to the theatre and
"didn't want to stop its performance
if he could help it."
The complaint against the Fifth
Avenue Playhouse was dismissed
when Louis Lipsky, manager, said
that the performance on May 4,
named in the complaint, was given
under the auspices of the Zionist
Organization of America.
.

Douglas Fairbanks sent a teleto the Spanish Government,
saying that "The Black Pirate,"
barred in that country, was misunderstood by the Spanish people.

gram

Ignace Paderew*ki was forced to
cancel a concert in New Rochelle,
being confined to his rooms at the
Gotham with a severe cold.

of "Louie 14th" at the home.
The dinner tendered by De MIHe
giving a May fete May
to the visitors at the Ambassador
Park.
was arranged for by Barrett C.
Lubliner & Trim's new Grove Kelsling, who also acted as toasttheatre on the south side opens to- master.
Charles and A. Christie,
day (May 12). 2,600 seats. Sam Siestrom and De Mllle were the
Harris, former manager of the principal speakers. About 600 were
Michigan, will be In charge of the.
new house. Ferdinand Steindel la present.
Special functions were held durto direct the orchestra.
ing the week at the various studios.
Jointly Endorsing
Chicago received its first shipMostly heard following the anment of wax replicas of movie stars
for the display windows of a loop nouncement of the Juncture of the
department store.
Producers Distributing Corporation with Kcith-Albee and the OrTwo years ago Mrs. Pearl Grlek- pheum circuits is the query as to
sop, 23-year-old dancing instructor, whether Keith-Albee invested cash
was acquitted of the murder of her with P. D. C. and If so, how much?

Helen Virginia Mullen, film actress, entered suit for divorce from
Circuit Court, Chat- Wallace Francis Mullen on grounds
tanooga, Tenn., Evelyn Fariss Ben- that he cursed her on street cars
nett, formerly of the "Follies/* se- and before friends.
cured a license to marry James M.
Duke Kahanamoku, Hawaiian
Heath, 28, of New York. Heath's Identity was not revealed swimming champion, was credited
with saving the lives of Christ
in the account.
Dorfs and Max Koehler when the
Mrs. Edna May Marsh Stuart, 26, two men fell into the ocean when
actress,
applied
for a writ
of a mast of the "Constitution," on
habeas corpus to compel the ap- which they were perched, snapped
pearance of Robert Stuart, her 18- off during a heavy swelL The ship
year-old husband in court. Decision is being used in "Old Ironsides."
Half an hour after she was
awarded a divorce from Raymond
in

The Government issued a communique declaring that as the film was reserved

in Supreme Court and Kahanamoku plays in the picture,
had been banned, the incident is the case postponed until yesterday and is captain of the life-guards.
closed.
Also that other American (Tuesday).
Young Stuart is heir to $1,000,000.
pictures will not be banned, us had
Joan Crawford, M-G-M actress,
His wife, who has a seven-year- and Michael Cudahy, grandson of
been requested.
old daughter, charges thut Mrs. Lil- the millionaire Chicago meat packSupreme Court Justice Tlerney lian Stuart, his mother, spirited him er, have been connected in the latest
The two wore married on crop of rumors. According to opinthreatened James Barton with a jail away.
sentence for being $1,050 in arrears March 29. Two days later, the bride ion they have been married for
said,
Mrs.
Stuart asked her son to three years. Cudahy could not be
Barton
Mrs. Ottillia
in alimony.
His
had received a decree awarding her call on her. He did and did not reached for a statement.
return;
his
mother had him arrested mother said she thought it was a lot
The court was in$150 weekly.
censed at Barton, saying "This man on a charge of stealing family of* publicity.
ought to be in jail. It is admitted jewelry valued at $4,000 and sent to
he* recently signed a contract for he psychopathic ward at Bellevue.
Mayme E. Ferguson, known
The young Mrs. Ptuart alleges that n Mrs.
20 weeks at $1,7 SO a week."
screen circles as Jean Ferguson
his was done to keep her young
and aAo as Mile. De Desley, beauty
According to the "Times," follow- tusband from her. Resistance to specialist, obtained a divorce from
ing the announcements of the Pro- lis mother's plea for an annulment James Edward Ferguson on deseris alleged to have caused Stuart's

Distributing Corporation
Kefth-Albee and the Mark StrandStanley Company mergers, reports
were current that Famous Players
Balaban & Katz, the Mark StrandStanley Company and the P. D. C-

ducers'

tion charges.

arrest.

Stuart is said to have asserted
that he is the father of his wife's

John Howard* Richardson, film
husband of Florence
later admitted he was actor and
actress, was sued for $21,260
Stone,
He said, however, that he inCharlotte
alimony
by
back
court
tended
to
adopt
the
child.
Kelth-Albee Company would all
action to be fought out by Stuart's Louise Richardson, former actress
merge into one.
Mrs. Richardson
his ex-wife.
and
involves
mother
and
actress-wife
his
Sam Katz denied the reports, callthe share in the $1,000,000 trust obtained a divorce in 1920 with $75
ing them ridiculous.
fund he will come Into upon reach- a week alimony. According to her
affidavit, he paid her a total of $395.
The Little Theatre of Dallas, Tex., ing his 21st birthday.
gained permanent possession of the
child,
not.

but

Emma

A

Evangeline Marschalck, known
David Belasco cup upon winning the
Little Theatre tournament for the professionally as Vangie Valentine
Gilbert
Austin,
insurance
third time.
The Dallas Company and
won the tournament held last week broker, will wed, It is announced.
the "Follies."
with "El Crlsto," by Margaret Lar- Miss Marschalck is
kin. Three of the five judges voted
for the winner, the other two favor
Federal Judge Goddard heard ar
ing "The Cajun," presented by the gument and reserved decision on a
Shreveport Little Theatre of Louis- demurrer entered on behalf of Eurl
iana.
The judges were Forrest Carroll, indicted for perjury In his
Davis, J. K. Nicholson, Manvel testimony before the Federal Grand
Whittemore, Ernest K. Lindley and Jury during the investigation of the
Dorothy Stockbrldge.
well known "wine bath" party. Her
bert B. Smythe. attorney for CarMayor "Walker accepted Ben roll, objected to the four following
Bernie's offer to give a series of counts In the Indictment; that It Jid
parte concerts.
The first of the not clearly set forth a crime; that
series will be given by Bernie's or
It did not make clear what liquor
chestra today (Wednesday).
was alleged to have been served or
possessed by Carroll; that it was so
The Drama League of America involved as to be negative on many
closed its four-day convention in points, and that it was absurd to
New York after electing oltlcers and mention the bath tub Incident in
raising $4,000 In subscriptions to connection with the liquor charge,
cover a deficit caused by its organ, as "it must be obvious that any
"Drama."
Invitations for future liquid poured in a bath tub that
conventions were received from anyone bathed in, if such an inciMemphis, Kansas City and Ashe- dent occurred, could not have been
Intended for beverage purposes.**
vllle.
The following officers were reelected: Daniel L. Quirk, president;
"One Man's Woman,- by Michael
Mrs. A. Starr Best. Arthur H. Kahn Kallesscr, at Werba's Brooklyn this
and Lorn do Taft, vice-presidents, week, will open at the 48th Street
and J. W. Macy, treasurer.
Monday. .Clare Tree Major will appear In "Monsieur Bcaucalre," to be
The divorce action of Christine produced for special matineees at
Norman, former stage star, against the Princess.. A. H. Woods purEnos Booth, New York lawyer, was chased "God Incarnate." by Miliam
«

.

revealed when Justice Tompkins Begovic, for next season producsigned an order transferring the tion. ."Mother's Tramps," by Coursuit from Westchester County to tenay Savage and Herman GantNew York.
voort, is in rehearsal .. The Lenox
Miss Norman charges her hus- Hill Players' "The Cencl" will open
with
biifid
misconduct with a May 19.. The Playshop has accepted
woman referred to as "Ann Cockle." "The White Collie," by David Stur-

and

produce

August

4)

Illinois are
13 In Grunt

LOS ANGELES

Bennett

(Continued from page

usual activities In behalf of the concern as a poster clerk.
There were 103 In attendance at
the various business meetings, with
the general session breaking up Saturday, when most of the men left
for San Francisco, then Seattle and

Membere

Sally Bronis, show girl, seeks
$100,000 from Harry Greb, former
middleweight champion. This because of Sally's alleged broken
heart, which Harry is accused of
having broken. Following the announcement of this suit. Alfred Bronis, husband of the broken-hearted
husband. Last week she attempted
chorus girl, announced that he will to end her own life by poison. Her
Bronis will ask suicide attempt is pusxling police.
also sue Harry.
for $250,000 for aPeged alienation ofhis wife's affections.
Miss Bruius is at Ciro's, New
York night club.

Jesse L. Lasky purchased the
of O. R. Fuller, near the PaliThe house
sades, Santa Monica.
was sold furnished for $200,000.

While no amount has been reported, the K-A-Orpheum group is
said to have made a substantial
cash investment.
Report says that It has been
agreed
between
the
vaudeville
operators and the picture distributor that they shall become joint
endorsers upon such commercial
paper as may be required to make
productions or for the purposes of
the business of P. D. C. This is
growing to be a prevalent form of
picture producing of late, it is said,
In some quarters.
"Paper" is discounted with the banks for producing purposes and taken up as
the proceeds of the distribution of
the picture may be received.
Cecil DeMille has extensive bank,
ing connections, besides being the
vice-president of a large Los Angeles bank.
The' bankers for P. D. C. are the

Jeremiah Milbank group in New
York. The Milbank people are reported having backed up any move
the

distributor wfth
also said that the
New York bankers approved of the
P. D. C. plan to give K-A and Orphoum fO pei cent of the concern.
of

picture

money and

it

is

Bookings Guaranteed

Justice Tlerney granted Helen Lee
Worthing's request for an Injunction to restrain the Scherk Importing Company, perfumers, from using her photo for advertising purposes, pending her $50,000 damage
Miss Worthing charges the
suit
company with using her picture to
She
exploit without her consent
RHks $25,000 for whatever profits
the use of the photo brought and
$25,000 for exemplary damages.
Justice Tlerney, according to a
dally, said he had no doubt that the
p|ciure used was of Miss Worthing.

will

it

in

Justice Mahoney denied application of Muriel Spring, actress, for
$2,000 monthly alimony and counsel

Dundee and Levins, 8emi-Pinalitta.
Save Garden Boxing Card

By JACK PULASKI
The boys walked out of Madison
Garden in droves during ihe
star bout that featured resumption
of boxing Friday, following the deSquare

parture of the circus. Jack Renault
the decision over Jack De
Mave, but it didn't mean a thing
except to indicate that De Mave is
In the wrong racket.
Renault was
the favorite and it was expected he
got

would

o. the blond from Ho*
Despite his natural advan-

1c

boken.

tages—weight strength,
power Renault

—

hitting

and
a

skill

made

showing.
The only thing
against the Canadian
was youth and a desire to do something.
He made the fighting for a
time, leading but not connecting
with a jolld punch.
The fans got a couple of kicks
out of the other bouts. The semifinal affair brought together Joe
Dundee, one of the leading contend*
era for Mickey Walkej's welter*
weight crown, who won over George
Levlne, a youngster from Brooklyn,
who has beaten some good men.
sorry

De Mave had

It was reported around the Garden
that plenty of "smart" money was
dropped on short end betting in
the expectation that Levlne would

win on points.
Levine is a sweet boxer and he
went out in front for a time. A
right knocked out one of Dundee's
teeth about the fourth round.
In
the next session Joe went to work
and
severely
punished
Levine
around the body. That slowed up
the newcomer and he took plenty
of wallops to the short ribs without
flinching.

Standing head to head thereafter

away and in the
rounds Dundee seemed to
hav* enough of that kind of mixing.
Dundee maintained his win*
ning streak, but it was the tough*
est battle he has had since they
started matching him at the Garden
the boys socked

later

In return K-A and Orpheum are
said to have guaranteed, besides
their investment that their own

every few weeks.

branches.

It

Two Knockouts
Two knockouts preceded the
main
events.
The first of the 10houses and
those
booked
by
them with vaudeville a'aall play the rounders brought together Sergeant
Sammy
Baker
and Larry Estrldge.
P.
D. C. pictures, the> leading
houses in key cities receiving first Sammy beat the colored boy once
run service where that is avail- before. This time he knocked him
able.Kelth-Albee is booking a cold In the second round. Estrldge
number of "outside" vaudeville was reported having quit to the
soldier in the earlier match.
The
houses
playing
pictures
also,
through their "5th floor" booking colored boy was booed when introduced
and
also
when
he
left
the
department in New York, alsj from
the
K-A Boston and Chicago ring. It did look as though he took
quick.

A six-rounder brought together
George Courtney of Oklahoma and
Cy Shlndel, New Yorker. It was a
socking match while it lasted. Near
Paul F. Mahoney, Guilder of the
the first round bell a wallop to the
Pasadena grandstand which crashed
wind sent Courtney down to his
to the ground New Year's Day, killknees. He came back, however, and
ing 12 people, was sentenced to 10 and films.
in
the fourth round had Shindel out
falling
to
years in San Quentln for
P. D. C. is one of the younger of
build a proper structure.
the large Aim distributing corpora- on his feet At least Cy was hardly
defending himself and could not
tions with producing adjuncts.
In
back.
the
referee
So
Mrs. R. B. Wells, known as Miriam a statement given out on the coast strike
De Milo, "The Modern Venus," had P. D. C. stated It has offices in SI stopped It.
her husband, realty auctioneer,
American cities and also throup
Jailed for assault with a deadly
weapon following a disturbance at the Producers' International CorICE RELAY OFF
the Wells home in Venice. He was poration, established distribution
charged with hurling a flat iron at abroad.
Power
Bill
Unpaid—4,000 in AudiP.
D. C. continues with its same
her and removed to the county jail
with bail fixed at $6,000. Several officers, Frank C. Munroe, presience Disappointed
months ago Wells attempted to have dent and John C. Flinn, general
his wife put away on insanity manager. It was Mr. Flinn who reLoa Angeles, May 11.
charges, hut she convinced four mained behind
In New York to
A pool of water and not a cake of
alienists she was sane.
close the K-A deal, after his as- ice greeted about 4,000 people who
sociates had been obliged to leave came to see the start of a six-day
Bobble Healy, Hollywood model, for the ooast. where the P. D. C.
was named corespondent In the exchange men held a convention ice-skating relay race at the Glacier
Palace Ice Skating Rink in Hollysecond divorce case alleged caused
last week.
wood. IS. I. Llnesby, manager, ex*
by her. Mrs. William Taylor, of
It is understood that the P. D. C. plained that the Bureau of Power
Oxnard, charged that her husband
will
establish headquarters In the and Light shut off the Juice that ran
left town after getting a telegram
from Miss Healy In Georgia. He Is Bethlehem building at Broadway the refrigerating plant because of
and 46th street with Arthur Whyte a large power bill against the ice
now a fugitive from Justice.

home

Orpheum

"o u t s i d e"
bookings are through the Western
VaudevilU Managers' Association
or Chicago, with the middle western houses so booked likewise playing a combination program of acts
Circuit's

representing the K-A- Orpheum inand loft build- terests in the offices. Whyte has
constructed between been the picture advisor of KelthThird and Fourth street San Diego, Albee for some time.
by Edwards, Wlldey A Dixon, of
Los Angeles, for Kass & Rubin. Tho
building has been leased to West
Coast Theatres, Inc.

A

ing

theatre, store

will

be

LADIES OF ENSEMBLE

(Continued from page 14)
Anita C. Hess was granted a dl
vorce from Ernest Hess on charges hope left for training men after
that her husband wanted her to that
work while he hung around the film
fees from David L. Meyer, wealthy studios. She alleged that he never
Christine Coniff is In "Sunny."
rubber broker. In Supreme Court got as far as being an extra.
Alleging that sho is Meyer's comThe girls at the Liberty theatre
mon-law wife, Miss Spring sued
for separation. The court ruled abclaim they have more languages
sence of marriage nullified the Cliff Wilson Fatally Hurt spoken In room 9 than in any other
action.
Los Angeles, May 11.
dressing room In New York. Polish,
Cliff Wilson, automobile driver S.anlsh, Swedish, Italian, French
William F. Russel, lawyer, of 149 whose car
overturned on Death and not to forget Boston Ian for
Broadway, was appointed receiver
Curve at the Ascot Speedway Sun- which Marcia Bell takes honors.
of the Twin Oaks Club, 163 West
46th street Tho club opened about day, Is reported as dying from the
Ruth Laird who claims Texas as
Atlantic City police searched sev- four months ago with 48 stockhold- effects of a fractured skull. He Is
eral hours before finding Sonny ers and a capital of $100,000. The at General Hospital.
her home is In "Kitty's Kisses."
gls.

MAIN CONTEST B00E0

C CREATING STARS

P. D.

palace.

Llnesby is operating the place on
a lease taken about a month ago by
Edward F. Glvens, who, he said,

The McCompany, which

paid his power bills daily.

Clune

Theatre

leases the property, has given Glvens three days to vacate.
The Glacier Ice Palace was completed early in the year at a cost of
$200,000 and is said to have been
losing money steadily since the

opening in March.

Maines' School Boy League
Capt. George H. Maines, publicity
man, has organized the School Extension Baseball League and will
stag* the first world'r series with
boys teams this fall. *
The league will embrace 100
cities as presently planned.

u

.
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EDITORIAL
THE PITY OF THE

VARIETY

APOLOGIZING TO PAT CASEY

N. V. A.

necessary to apologize to you. Pat Casey; you're not a

It's

Tr»4« Mart lUBMttrvd
^ILhed W^hlT bf V ABIETT
8im« «l*«nntB. President
N.w Tort Cltl
„« WMt 46tb Btr-t
~

National Vaudeville Artists,

and active members some

t^orei so
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(From "Clipper" and Variety)
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iter C. Kelly and John Philip
in South
•tousa were* both playing
"Africa.

—
an Indian princess

Sita Devi,

the

playing

Waa

C
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«^.^. T.n^«
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g
I

ntto Harbach had Just written a
arama called "The District Attoriiy" which the serious minded A.
his early ProducH. Woods had on

I

»ch^ ul6 -: Jamea ,^7 w.00 °: {??
T.^eV&lm* Co sScceedlSg
a F V Taylor who had Just re-

tion

'

I

signed.

The
was the

standing

picture news of the week
first installment of that
Pic™™
headline story.

X^SL^^?

SfiatcS'how the MoSon^Picture Patents Co was atup a national string
line
to
tempting
of theatres for the

showing of

may

You're a chump, Tat, because you're teiiinK ptoplr? who care nothing
about you how to save their business. listen, Pat, they don't know
enough about their business to save it nfu r vou tell them how.

be in order to suggest to Mr. Stone

of the points to be talked over.

their

And why we're taking bark that damn fool thing, Pat, is because If
you know as much as you do about vaud« ville and enough to tell them
how to run it, you can bo the damn fool, Pat, can you?
t

Oh, yes, Pat, wo heard about the bawling you gave the bunch at the
That ll'O.OOO dinner!
vim h for tho X. V. A. For what you did
and what you said, Pat, they shouM make you Admiral of the N-vay. Yes,
That no charitable deed be advertised.
he could, Pat, that Captain of Industry could make you. Stop kidding,
That all funds disbursed shall be given under and from the banking we're telling you lie could — doeMi't he think he Ikls made the actors, Pat?
account of the N. V. A., signed by the proper officers, and such funds Stop arguing, you're only a chump.
shall not be permitted to be paid out by the individual check of a man
who is not even a member of the organization.
Pat, did you get that N-vay up above.
You don't know whether it
That 'Bohemian Nights' in the clubhouse be held only for the enter- meant Nva or Navy. Take your pick, it means either. Pat, dear, how
talnmcnt of members with not over one guest permitted a member. And would you like to run the N. V. A. for awhile? You're so nice, Pat,
that active members (performers) be given the preference in applying dear;
we could fall for you, too. Did anyone ever fall for you, Pat?
for tickets.
Honest, now, no cheating. Tell the truth, Patsy, because If the Captain
That no N v A member working in a theatre at the time be called is going to make you an Admiral, you must have a character, Pat.
«Pon to volunteer for 'Bohemian Nights'.
That n0 N> v A. member working in a theatre at the time be called
Sure
Listen, Pat, If you run the N. V. A. It will give you experience.
upon to play a benefit anywhere without pro rata pay, at least,
That's
That no N. V. A. member be 'obliged' to advertise for or on behalf of it will. No. you don't have to call the actors My Children
have to pull It
the N. V. A., its programs or buy tickets tot its affairs, and that any out, Pat. You know when you pull stuff like that you
when
BUch member BO oppressed may complain to a Grievance Committee without laughing. They mustn't laugh in the clubhouse, Pat,
around.
Captain
is
the
(to be formed) from N. V. A. active members (performers) elected by
the whole membership,
Were you ever a Captain of Industry, Pat? You were! When? BossThat no authority be passed to anyone outside of the N. V. A. organlration to work for or act in or upon behalf of the N. V. A., without the ing the canvasmen. Is that where you found out how to swear, Pat?
written consent of the N. V. A. Board of Governors.
That all members of the N. V. A. Board of Governors (to be formed)
Well, Patsy, if you're a Captain, then you make the other guy tho
mu8t bo ac tive members (performers).
Admiral. Certainly. Take right hold. Tell it to 'em, Pat.
adjust
T hat no one other than an officer of the N. V. A. be allowed to
or settle a death benefit claim of a member and that any check Issued
Do you believe in moods, Pat? Moods, not moons, you poor simp. Just
in settlement must be made payable directly to the beneficiary, drawn
a dumbbell. A mood, Pat, is a condition of the mind, sometimes called
upon the banking account of the N. V. A.
mental and at other times called a pose. Does the Captain get moody?
That all lay members currently must reapply for membership when Is that so? First we've heard of it. What does he do when he's moody,
their present term of membership expires; and that such application Pat? Really! Why, Pat, that's not moodiness, that's acting. Poor Pat,
must go before a Membership Committee, composed only of active mem- that you have iived to your age and can't tell acting off as well as on.
-

S°af
mat sne ««« more clothes

t>lg

it

damn fool-

chump.

Just a

stateof the

Before going into that, it should be said that Variety Is not attacking
the N. V. A's. charitable actions, but only what the N. V. A. neglects
to do in the charitable way, and because it is one-man governed, by a
Master who is not a member of it. Also that Its charitable deeds should
be passed upon, recommended and its funds disbursed by vaudevilllans,
since the N. V. A. is supposed to be an organization of vaudeville artists.
With that settled, lot's proceed to the suggestions:

BUBSOnil'TlON:

"

Anno*'

As this is about the time Fred Stone mentioned in bis recent
ment he would be in New York to call a meeting of the members

37

-

dinner.

1

1

-

.

product The plan was that a sep
irate company, formed with Patants Co. money, would run the bers (performers).
firm
parent
while the
houses,
That all officers of the N. V. A. shall be elected from vaudevilllans,
You should try a little acting yourself, Pat. That kind soft thing as
would concern itaelf only with the active or retired.
Oh yes, the bunk, of
picture making and distribution
trained as a diplomat.
That the care and attention of all professionals to be looked after or though you had been
the sole Jurisdiction of an course, but it gets over with stra ngers. It sure does, Patsy,
Braham's FleT~Circus had Juet investigated by the N. V. A. shall be within
only of active members
been booked with the "101 Ranch Emergency Committee (to be formed) composed
Suppose you tried the moody stuff, Pat. There are two moods, men-^
Wild West Show" and Mr. Braham, (performers).
election for of- tally happiness and morbidness, or with variations. See, Pat, now we're)
offered
general
fleas,
trained
a
termed
some
and
held
needing
That an election shall be
ft apiece for the little fellers. Jules floer8 t0 De voted for by secret ballot, in person or by mall, in a manner getting In deeper so the variation of morbidness becomes seriousness.
members Xnd never be 8er iou8, Pat, unless you're acting,
Ruby claimed to have knowledge of
orovided for and that a majority vote of all the active
r *^
*
a flea nest, but he was holding out
x
,

—

'

.

I

^UeS/an

Wto'fil
of

more than

8 cents

per

W6
*ed fh

(performers)

1

"after exr^iencing flop after
therein.. Tunis Dean, now on

ers,

the Belasco business staff,

was

shall

f

\oSme back*to Ua'own

flop
_>

Morbidly and you as the Admiral might be talking to the Captain, telling him where he got off as it might be, as you told the managers at the
So framing your mind for the temper and state, you
dinner, Pat.
could say:
"Cap, come here. I want to talk to you. What do you mean by
DUnk i n g these people; these people who come up here and tell mo
thelr woe Btor | e8; those you became guardian for and what happened
around
to them beBlded the stories of the floating spirits that hover
you callinK U8 a n names because you couldn't and didn't make good on

supervise such election, including the preparation,
distribution and mailing of the ballots.
can wait.
That's all coming to mind Just now. Other points

^ increase
flea.

Charles Frohman, after having
Blres' Bijou on his hands for 10

1

.

in

stone call the meeting he promised to and these matters
3 hou | d
be taken up, there are a couple of others that might be borne In mind
the
of those at the meeting who may be interested in the welfare of
Is that
N. V. A. as for the artists rather than for the managers. One
the
own
not
does
A.
V.
N.
the
contrary to the common assumption
the
clubhouse in New York It Is using. That Is on leased ground and
doubtclubnouse j 8 held In the name of an individual corporation. It's
premises. A separate
ful , f tne N v x actually has a lease upon the
over and
oratlon wa8 for med at the time the property was taken
clubhouse was
has since remained the holder. Also that the N. V. A.
falling
If
» f lu |>;
a hotel
converting
C i „ „b It
.. .Into of co,.v
intent oi
the imem
with me
built witn
the
Saalhit
so wai tne
""t, a
house. Anyone surveying the Interior may "rifr
roomof being raised several stories on a similar

I

New York, but getting homesick,
according to reports, for his old Job
as manager of the Academy of
Music. Baltimore.. Louise Gunning
had been signed for an
"Pinafore" revival. .Orvllle Harrold,
after singing in "Naughty Marietta,"
sailed to study in Franc*, while
Maurice Renaud, tho opera singer, building Is susceptible
was epgaged by Oscar Hammersteln ing plan above the ground floor.
as a member of his London co ipany.
Another and important matter to take under consideration when the
proprietary interest at Present in the N. V A. ^ considered
Jane Cowl was a stock actress, self-imposed
the N. V. A., and later when it was
but her reputation was beginning Is that upon the formation of
permanency, managers repreto mount and she had been re-en- decided to proceed with the club as a
gaged for "The Gamblers" next sea- sented in the Vaudeville
son.. Corse Pay ton was preparing to conclusion that if the N. V. A. club cost the V. M. p ^- •300,o°o year
J
present Clyde Fitch's "The City" at it would be worth it to "keep the actors in line''
<°\*
bta tln
the Grand Opera House. ."Monna explain
younger actors of vaudeville).
the
to
this
f
J
M.
Vanna" had been banned In LonV.
the
that understanding and with the vaudeville members of
don.. In Union town. Pa., the big with
tnumed
Is It any wonder that the Master
Barnum show suffered a blowdown P. A. agreeable to the scheme, the N V. A., with
h
of
. .Hammersteln' a.
New York, was the mastery and direction
he
publicity
whatever
running a vaudeville bill with 13 of the V. M. P. A. willing to let him pose for
regular acts Included, the show personally procured, If "the acto rs were kept In llne7
stopping at about 11:44 p. m.
v*«-»^ hi
m
himnightly.
the Master
nor .u
To back up that the V. M. P. A. of recent years In any way. shape or
V.
A.
N.
the
toward
dollar
a
donated
Joe Jackson was) making his first self has not
the
of
loss
the
when
that
appearance in the east after two form It may be recited in substantiation
the V. M. P. A. became burdensome.
seasons on the Orpheum circuit
official organ, then paid weekly by
P. A. to the
Wellington Cross and Lois Josephine that weekly loss (about $1,300) was shifted from the V.
were playing together and doing N. V. A., and since has_been paU weekly
the^e Is' tr
well, while the song hit of the day
collected for charitable purposes.
was "You'll Do the Same Thing funds
official organ without the N.
individual corporation also operating the
organ
Over Again."
official
Should the
It.
V A directly holding any rights In or to could
divide that among its
prom, its controlling corporation
George T^ederer had Just given a show a P
he
new definition oi an optimist— "a ^?ckhold e s without the N. V. A. ^rtlclpatinj
V. A.
^
A funds.
he paid by tho N. V. A. from the N.
the
continuing
out

«

i

your pos ng
i

»
squawk,
t 1)C murh of a ] ( ctU re, Pat, would It? Just a mild
prelude to telling the Captain he mustn't try to fool the world
P
be, Pat.
would
that
moral
of
thc world won t be foolcd< The
that they get you sooner or later and the softer the sooner.

That wou|dn

Much better, Pat, to take the other road, the happiness way, with
guy by tho
Joviality for this variation of happiness, grabbing the same
coat sleeve, Tat, and saying:
"Hey, kid, use your bean. Don't you see they're hep to you? Be on
over. We'll help
th level tell em it's a gag and you're going to start

:

•

Jovlal way mWlt ge t you flred, but don't forget,
advised you once before, that you'd better come over. Tho
getting awfully strong, Pat
* i„ e
,

It juflt

\

I

•

devllllan
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STOCKS

on the executive staff of
through the
headed by Fred Stone

non.vaud.vi.l. Oirectorate.

of t.»

Conn.,
Hartford,
Will open May 17 with "Easy Come,
Easy Go." Jay Holley and MaryAnn Dentler are the lends. Joseph
Moran, Ethel Temple, Edmund Abbey, "Walter Weeks,
Edna Earlc
Andrews and Jay Ray are in support
Bernard Steele will direct.
Frank Ambos is scenic director.

Players,

Robert McLaughlin's 16th sumin Cleveland was
Inaugurated this week with "The

mer stock Bennnn

Family Upstairs."
Goldstein Bros, open dramatic
•tock at the Colonial. riUsfield,
Mass., early next month.

William

Favorsham,
special engagement in

playing a
stock with

the Bonstelle Flayers, Detroit, nia>

bout

all

promised to

for the first meeting Mr. Stone

th^ect^

•

Mr.^tonc^
Mr. Stone's

it

su<™

shall

sucr*

fulness,

Pat?

away any of your own money to some one who
How doos It feel,
needed it? Thought you did. Heard about it often.
to any organization,
rat ' Your very own money. Not to be charged up
Pat? Isn't that lovely?
with or without sto, kh.,Mers. Does it f-.-l good,
he will unloosen on his
the rap. how it feels, Pat, will yr? Maybe
Tell

That's a «!aih. Pat,
Oh, hoy:

isn't

I>„

it

vou ihink we should go into that end

of It?

Well,

s

long as you -ay

Pat. dhl you ev«
he-

1;

ho- k

;

v.

i

;

i

v

r

ho,

but Pat.

have a hank

a'

<

it's

o

iiit

Can you

his The Sm -'v
be held over after
I/.ni
revive
Man" production to
and Lady Algy."
'

Mary Ann IVml T
'.Seaa

)

and

«

.'a>

\l,.nri

:

•( th

h

Poll Players,
Poli s Pa Lice.

May

opening

10,

,n

For

wl.a! ?

i-'or

youjr own sod throw the

fun.

That's

a- ting.

too.

roekholders g"t a dividend lately?"

in

Players
C:iy,

>>'.

the

at
J.,

v.

.

J

1

1

if

-]>V Sutnlay

with

s;ri-k«n

part In one rehearsal and gave fbo
performance Monday night.

night

was unablo to open M'md •>
The c.-i! and the Canary." VioParnr v. who bad played the role
«.!<"!•
two Years a;ro, was »uln-

and

Hartford, form.

Frances McGrath. bad with
r:.:on

of

Let's pray, Pat.

their tsy.

Hudson

Pat?

Pat, dear, has any of th«

^Y^iX^lVy

haws
The people who psy should

cry,

tough to hold out on that on*^-

'.'

not checked

belong to It-vaudevlhiansUG run by the people who
Let the N. V. A be
and are maintaining It now, yet are
who
those
Master
in > w-e bui Slaves of the
driven and used as tnoutn

South

"

My

Pat, did you ever give

•

what the
Is

i

fi

jn^

he

to

But

call.

by a little
voto of tho active membership, not
be elected by a general
called
hastily
members
group of
know
i^^o. «,v,iin Mr Stone can not commence to

If

^

cre m B ht not bo
Bome day
watch ovcr the artors-and prevent them from ^king
Won t it be terrible Pat.
be comlng to them?
of themselves? Just think, Pat. of tno
If the actors have to take care
Day Jo receive only a
Christmas
poor actor, away, sick and hungry on
wishing him heaitB
loving message of ble King from a nice kind manager,
those little acts of thoughtfor the coming year. Wont the actor miss

^

don<t you drcfld tQ tnlnk tnftt

rf

own.

as president.
Poll

i

.

to

losses are

^

y
Ad|nlral and talk to th e Cap'n., never
jf
Blbl- on you. He
n & the Industry part anrt don't let him ring In the
get soremight try that for the out, Pat. Of course, of course, don't
body Unowfl

m

.

M

,

^

fo

:

lemons handed him."

BU spect there was so much untold stuff about
goes to show that you can't get away with murder
breaking out. though a little belated eh, Pat?

™'

.

of

There's a good

Borne th!ng left."

0f courief Pat the

*™ ^

^ *£ ^^

man who makes lemonade

^
^
^^^
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mat
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LESTER BRYANTS TOUGH STREAK

Nellie Rcvell la
this week, keeping

M.

George

m

Cohan complained to his
friend,

whereupon Nellie

"Why don't you
own theatre and
ing

V

of his ability to promote
himself In and out of trouble, has
finally been ousted from his stronghold.
The Playhouse is one of the
cheapest theatres in Chicago In
point of rental, and operation and
is a dandy house for a show of the
Intimate type.
Bryant has never been able to
get himself firmly entrenched. Judgments, foreclosures and the sheriff
were always just in the offing. His
failure to open "Solid Ivory" last
week with the show stranding In
Detroit when money to bring it to

said:

HAMMERSTEIN

After $1,000 for Painting of

Late Husband

Emma

Mrs.

—

Alleges Ar-

Removed

thur

was

M. had Informed
day before he expected her to "keep that date."
It had failed Nellie's memory,
but she recalled It and said she
would, though It meant the
longest railroad Journey she
has undertaken since entering
George

Nellie the

Swift Hammersteln,

of Oscar Hammersteln, has
begun action in the Third District
Municipal Court in West 54th street
against Arthur Hammersteln for

widow

five years ago,
her initial appearance
within the Loop In 10 years.
To "keep the date" Miss
Revell had to ask release as a
guest at the dinner Monday to Cardinal Hayes at
the Hotel Astor. but Nellie
says she wasn't surprised that
George Cohan could take a
girl away from even a Cardi-

and

son Is withholding.
Mrs. Hammersteln at her home,

West 49th

street,

hospital

the

Her attorney filed a copy
of the summons and complaint.
action
is based on a $1,000 porThe
trait
of the famous impresario
which his widow charges her step$1,000.

71

last

the Hotel Drake.

It

a modest room-

ing house, bitterly assailed Arthur.
ecutors of the estate.
She claimed the picture was taken
Bryant has been characterized by from her and for some time hung
never
strength,
"comeback"
his
Recently,
in the defendant's office.
seemingly discouraged and always she said, she learned It had been
He removed to the tatter's palatial
able to find one more angel.
considerable financing home at Whltestone Landing, L. I.
had
has
trouble, but always has made good
Mrs. Hammersteln stated she has
eventually. Bryant had an Interest sought the recovery of the oil paintIn William Caryl's musical "Betty ing,
She
but without success.
Dear," which Just moved from the averred the painting was done by
«£jaSalle to the Oarrlck.
Count Poszthory, famous artist
She paid the latter, she declared.
The picture was placed In
$1,000.
a costly frame.
The painting, she stated, was the

NUGENT

Tes. I'm writing another play. What do you carer
This one is a serious effort at one of those thoughtful things
w«»k
and^stuff floating all around uh, and occult cusses
concur
ing themselves on every hand with the nowness of the
when and th
effect of unconscious mood on the subconscious libado, the
old bean mu
sidetrack mere indigenous Americanism and dally drabness.
and soar

it is

nal.

The "date" was kept Monday
night at the opening of George's
4 Cohans theatre, Chicago. It's
the rebuilt Grand opera house.

$2.50

A New Language
Time was, as we say when speaking glibly, when actors

do,

Thursday that
Miss Revell found In her room
at the Hotel Somerset transportation for Chicago on Friday's Century with a note stating a reservation had been
made for her by Mr. Cohan at

SUES STEP-SON, ARTHUR

C.

new thought

some day" answered

George M., "and when
Nellie, you are to be there
when I open It."
It

on account

Chicago was not forthcoming, was
probably the last straw for the ex-

0.

girl

build your
stop kick-

I

MRS.

J.

little.

"I will

Chicago, May 11.
understood that the Chapin
•state has served a vacate notice
on Lester Bryant and demanded the
keys to the Playhouse on Michigan
boulevard. This means that Bryant,
known locally us "the boy wonder,"

Bj

Chicngo

a date with
Cohan made 40

years ago.
When both were mere kids
and in a theatre the youngest

Chapin Estate Calls for Vacation of Playhouse by
'Boy Wonder —'Solid Ivory' Strand the Finisher
Bryant's Ups and Downs of Recent Times

is*

SHOP TALK

KEEPING AGED DATE

CLIMAXED WITH OUSTING

It Is

,W^o^4AJW May

and playwrights, in their ordinary conversations, were almosttalked sense
intein^
But a new language has sprung up. fostered by certain
dreamful .
profound reviewers and esthetic followers and readers of
same On tk
corners and around the clubs and elsewhere where members
of our , 5!
gather, the man of plain speech who knows what he
means andMJit In simple words Is now a mere fathead.
Once, at rehearsals, for instance, he could ask. "Where do I
enter
when do I sit down 7" And the directors said, "Center door. And nn*
your first speech— not during it— or as you finish it—but AFTER after
JT„
yott
finish it, you sit left."
^
The actor marked his part accordingly, each gave the other credit
for
some small glimmering of understanding as to what said entrance, speech
and sitting was meant to convey, and things moved along toward
just
as few failures as now. Fewer.
But now the actor says, "Pardon me, but I have an idea!" He has an
idea! "Now my idea, if I am not too presumptouB If I am. stop me is—
that as Egbert enters he should convey something.
Not blatently I
wouldn't have you think that but well ezotlcally.
That is— if you
think back Egbert's mother was a prude and
"Pardon ME," says the director, "you are attacking only one horn
of the dilemma. That la. I think, a fault of the superficial artist of our
theatah" (if he is a director who wears a cane he says, "thaw taw").
"Egbert's mother was not a prude through a ridiculous or provincial
notion of physical virtue, but through the Inhibitions of a cold climate.
Underneath, she effervesced she did not bubble, you understand —are
you listening, too. Miss Pliff? you must if you are to understudy Intelligently she effervesced: with a sort of sweet, odd. cruel beauty
flair
if. you will
staccato and pointed like like a spiritual or at least
faintly visualized picket fence.
Now please try and convey that upon
your entrance a lilting, but still somber—«r get to hell off my foot
property man."
"But," protests the actor, still anxious to do a dilletant without being
let out before the seven days are up, "isn't Egbert's mother capable of
-
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another conception?"
It is only fair to say he is sincere
with him if you saw Egbert

In this,

although you wouldn't agree

"By Just what process of reasoning.** says the very ultra leading lady,
who wants to get off at lunch hour to see Chamberlain Brown about
another job in case this one does not open, "should a woman from
a cold climate be exotic? Passion is of the immoral sun. Byron says

SHOWS ALL OUT;

CUT RATES MAKE $3

that"

SHUBERTS MUST PAY

She doesn't say whether she means Oliver Dowd, Arthur or Lord, but
8t °P 8 the argument until the comedian suggests that Egbert's mother
be a prune instead of a prude; that she merely, being from a
It was painted in 1923.
life size.
climate, pronounces It "prude" owing to a cold In the head. But
Icold
The impresario passed away in 1919.
muoivoio Prevalent
ivm £5 Musicals
various psychic shadings of mood and attitude and things must be adSince that time Mrs. Hammersteln
justed before Egbert can enter, let alone sit left, and meanwhile the
75 P6r C6nt« CUt RatC
had her lot of trouble, she said.
McLaughlin Gave but One has
three weeks of rehearsal are eaten up and there is u ragged opening, out
In an interview to reporters at her
of town Preceding a fine metropolitan flop.
Performance in "Student home Mrs. Hammersteln told of the
If the current box office prices
advertisements Arthur Inserts anMay As Well Write Up To It
KA snow
-Kil _ is
mean anytning, tnem sz.su
Prince"—"Discovered"
nually In memory of his father.
TMr atyJe of elaborate analysIs has followed us into the highways
the
At
New
York.
"through"
in
She added that the painting was
A jargon of psychology and metaphysics has replaced
an<| byways.
removed from her Atlantic High- present time there are three attrac- the plain shop talk of yesterday.
Robert McLaughlin, tenor, is vie- , andg nome ln 192 3. Her attorney Hons out of 66 charging $1.71. Others
Dozens of small magazines, determined to etheriallze the drama, and
tor in an Equity arbitration against lfl Maurlce Meyer.
in the non-musical tine are charg- hundreds of drama clubs and discussion clubB have wrapped themselves
the Shuberts wherein the litter
The defendant will be given Ave ing $3.30 nominally for the addition- up in these mists of words, so we who write plays may as well write
were ordered to pay two weeks sal- dayg to answer tne complaint. The |al benefit derived ln cut rates,
up to it.
ary and transportation expenses to latter a attorneys are House, Gross
In it the main
Five non-musicals on Broadway
So, my new one is called "The Freckled Soul."
and from Chicago.
Broadway.
office.
116
the
box
man and vorhaus,
Theosophlst projects his astral body from Benaires, India, to What Cheer,
are charging 93.86 at
The McLaughlin case had been
"Lulu Belle," "The Shanghai Ges- Iowa. The astral body, as you know, is the alter ego, the other self,
hanging fire for two months. McSome are heels. Howture," "Cradle Snatchers" and "The Each person has two souls one on each foot.
Laughlin, tenor in a Brooklyn
Last of Mrs. Cheyney** are the four, ever, this one, in passing through Texas, becomes spotted by the sun
"ABIE'S"
church choir, was "discovered" by a
with "Juno and Pay cock" Included, and the other guy* upon its arrival, does not recognize it. So he falls
Bhubert scout as a likely candidate
but hardly to be accepted as a se- in love with a plain white leopard. But ln atonement the Soul removes
(Continued from page 1)
for the Chicago "Student Prince.'
rlous contender Inasmuch as the his spots, with much pain, and gives them, in the finish, to the leopard,
208th week now but the date of
McLaughlin gave an audition be
high scale prevails because of the Of course it is symbolism in a way, but I think, after "Kongo" and "Lulu
May
York
was
23,
was
New
and
opening
in
executives
Shubert
fore
smaller house.
Bell." we are ready for a reaction toward the bizarre.
Upon arrival 1922.
sent on to Chicago.
Five dollar musicals are plentiful.
Nugents Important Even to the "Drama"
If the Los Angeles opening were
the tenor claims to have found that
Cocoa"The
Now
are
"Sunny,"
they
While writing the highlights of this, I am playing a vaudeville week
the stage manager of the troupe had Included "Abie's" actual running nuts," "The Vagabond King." "The
blended the role into baritone. He time would be four and one- half Student
Prince,"
and with Ruth. Then she goes on tour playing "Babble" in the "Little
"Artists
precedplayed one performance. Dismissal years.
Models." "Greenwich Village Fol- Minister," and I "stock star" for a few weeks in "The Trouper"
the
followed.
Last May "Abbie" eclipsed
ing lts °P enln K In Chicngo in the fall, ln case it does. Elliott proceeds
lies" and "Song
w. of Flame
"Llghtnln',"
of
The Shuberts maintained the ten- three-year run
Philadelphia
still plays in the
t0
with
"The
Nut,"
"Kempy"
Poor
and
All "other musicals, with but one
or should only bo reimbursed pro thought to have set a record that
hold these
or two exceptions, are running reg- midlands and outlands and occasionally in other lands. I
rata for tho single performance.
would never be eclipsed. Right now ularly at the $3.85* scale. "Pinafore" var oua ^ u 6 ent activities to be Important even to students of the higher
the Nichols play has remained a at the Century charges $3.10. but dramft lf onl y for contrast.
,
trt
solid year longer.
Meanwhile, having proved my industry and love of art. I want to
has large enough capacity to stand
Whether "Abie" will complete a such a comparatively small scale.
"Ginger Snaps" in June
sa * a word ln favor of recreation. Even of night clubs. Why all th «»
fifth year in New York is a matter
and his viiaiuy
A year or more ago the Shuberts sol * citu<Jo * or the poor player who wastes his substance
"Ginger Snaps of 1928," musical
of conjecture. The play has accom
visited a few of these modern play places
revue by Neville Fleeson and Albert pllshed so many unprecedented put $3.30 aa the minimum in their ln midnight orgies? I have
s.tting
tl - or
I have seen consisted cf a few mournful people
Von Tllzer went into rehearsal this things on Broadway and off that houses with the cut-ratea directly and
throwing pellets of bread at eaca
week under direction of Jack any prediction of how long the run ln mind, and almost convincing arounoT tables drinking ginger ale and
cornriot
a
is
apartment
man's
A ^me party ln an automobile
proof that the nominally lifted scale othCT
Haskell. L. M. Simmons Is sponsorany
will go holds little basis. The man
have encountered.
wildest night club night
is caused by the bargain sales as P ar <* *<> the
ing with the revuv. to open early agement
r.nre
anticipates
continuance
six a.,
given in "Laff That OIL" which Is now whose business is it? A grocer shuts jp shop at
in June.
through the summer.
which does at n Sometimes.
The cast includes Inez Courtney,
Showmen long ago ceased trying scaled at $3.30 top. but
Those Reformers
Its
business
James Donnelly. Cynthia White and to figure out "Abie" and would not three-quarters of
^
pickle or *
If the reformers demanded that he should let go of a
through the cut rate office. It was
others.
wou
be surprised to see it continue into
"panned" seven months ago when It potato at six and Jump Into bed and start to snore at 6: 15 he
ne
next winter.
came to New York, hut haa sub- revolt and put rat poison ln the sugar. The actor who quits the J S
Regardless of "Abie's" Broadway
entmea
tensioned work known to modern existence at 11 o'clock is
sisted all of thie time at a profit.
8,x *
run there will be six companies next
Skit for Peggy
If he gets up at
his two or three hours of relaxation as well.
Several have been called
season.
up all day, his voice is tired and san y
OABRICK SOLD FOE 4 WEEKS kiB8 the milkman and stays time.
in for the summer.
It is said by
and his pep gone by curtain
Phil Payne, reported
in *
wilnin*
the management that they could
The Garrick'a, Now York, system
Qur houn| are Afferent and our work is different, and if we arc Just[ w
financial sponsor for "Bunk of
have been kept going but there will of subscribers has limited the to
beans
| 4 £or a anoe tongue sandwich and four denatured
1926" is reported having had a
work, wny
be a rearrangement of the casts and agency "buy" on the house for the chat
cnat wlth a f r en d and duck the gloom for a while after
skit in mind for Peggy Hoproutes. The road companies will be new
"Gar rick
Gaieties.'*
which should the daytime ginhounds crab the party
kins Joyce in the show.
sent out again early in September. opened Monday, half of the house
It did* not go through as Miss
Miss Nichols has completed two (300 seats) going to the agencies,
Joyce is said to have had going
YIDDISH ART'S CORNERSTONE "Miracle" Will Open
of
"Abie."

mate

TENOR FOR TWO WEEKS

to

one of herself.
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plans.

Payne's skit was along the
lines of having Peggy acting
AS an abused wife about to sue
her husband's mistress for alienation of affections.
Otherwise Mr. Payne is the
fY jsnanafctae; editor of the New
fork "Mirror" (tab). He is
said' not to be spending his
own money angeling failing at,

tractions.

a sequel to
acts
It is
tentatively called "Abie's Children,"
but the presentation will not be
definite until the completion of the
run of "Abie's Irish Rose" in New
York.

but not en bloc because of

first call

for subscribers.
The latter are having some of
their seats held back for that reason, with the theatre sold out for

the first four weeks as a result.
the scale was dropped to
It .was $2.75 with $3.85
"Nt'er Do Weir Called Off
Saturday night. The reduced prices
With Oscar Shaw signing for a
have applied similarly for the sum- new Arthur Hammersteln musical,
mer months in the past three years, the proposed A. L. Erlanger musicalthe box office slash being In lieu of ized production of Rex Beach's "The
cut rates, the management making Ne'er Do Well" la off for the time
no allotments to the Latter.
being.

Monday

12.20

top.

The new Yiddish Art

theatre on

Its Season at PhiWf
Second avenuo and 12th street,
Philadelphia, May Hwhich la to house the Maurice
»•
Through the invitation of
eivio
Schwartz players next season, will
Mayor, Common Council and
have its cornerstone formally laid societies. Morris Gcst will com-

May

16.

Louis N. Jaffe, lawyer, realty
operator and plcturo producer, who
Hponsored Schwnrtz and LUa Lee
In a film prodwtion, if tho prime
figure behind the new Yiddish Art
playhouse.

"T
tho new season of
Miracle" at the local Metropolitan

mence

Opera House,

Oct. 4 next.

nr«
Gest will play the Mot for
t»
weeks, leading up to tho time
flpcc'taculnr production Is due

Kansas

City.

-

LEGITIMATE

VAfctfETY
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RIVAL 'BLACK CROOK' REVIVALS
9

NEW THEATRES

IN PROSPECT

IN OPPOSITION

NEXT SEASON

Newark Called Road Stand
—"Hello, Lola" Had Rehearsed Enough
Extravaganza from '50 Period Apt to Be Feature of
Attor and Goelet in on New York House Others
Philly's Centennial This Summer
Jos. C. Smith
Out of Town Mastbaum and Statler Concerned The Shubert* were recipients to
Has
Original
Prompt
Book
two adverse decisions In the "Hello,
Four Musical Productions

—

—

—

,

Lola"

[the

Legal entanglements involving the lessee of a

playhouse

musical. The actual
16 shows, four
number of productions Is not defi-

„
Bergman,

nite.

management
traction

general
Leonard E.
manager for Erlanger, has been acwill
and
material
securing
tive in

taking over the
to Chicago, Erlanger
Palace, there, shortly in addition to
Powers'.
replace
to
house
new
t>
two
In Philadelphia there will be

Delicate

some weeks

al

the

Judgment.

With the show doing but a

ago.

The

fair business, the father of the

the other evening
quested the courtesy of

star

re-

the

house to see his son.

The diplomatic manager Informed him he would have to
buy a ticket to get In.
The father bought his way In.

arbitration

Newark was an out- of
town Jump and the chorus were re
ruled that

the lightning strikes.

[lmbursed IS extra lor the Newark
date.

The other matter Involved was a

LEGIT PRODUCERS TALK

deduction of one-eighth of a week's
salary when the piece opened at the
Eltlnge, New York, on a Tuesday
Instead of Monday, with the Shuberts claiming Monday night had
been necessary for stage rehearsals.
or In this matter it was ruled that the
production had rehearsed through
out the stipulated period and played
seven weeks before coming Into
New York, which gave no claim for

FRED STONE PRESENTS

OF OWN ASSOCIATION

theatres added, one presumably
replacing the Forrest, due to be

|

Not

be
razed. Other new theatres will
erected In Buffalo, Atlanta, San
and
Ala.,
Birmingham,
Francisco,

to

Include

Erlanger

— 10

Shubert
Signify

Assent So Far

York.

E. M. Statler is Interested In the
Buffalo project and several other
theatres to be built elsewhere In
combination with hotels. Jules Mastbaum will be concerned In the Philadelphia theatre projects. The New
Tork house, on West 44th street,

additional rehearsals.

Another managerial association
in process of formatioln.

is

quite
apart from the Managers' Protective
Association which combines the
showmen affiliated with the ShuIt Is

DRAMA

Opposition revivals of "The Black
Crook" loom up for next season.

On

In a current Broadway show
rlth its star one of the younger
group of actors is a company
manager of seemingly delicate

the

road scale for the chorus of "Lola,
which was $6 more than for metropolitan appearances and which
had been withheld when the musi
eal played the Shubert, Newark,

The show has been In for
some weeks and is operating
on a week to week basis until

Judgment

es-

circuit," was considered a
road stand in the decision at Equity
The latter claim Involved the

of its current atcollect Its
per-

new

New

by

'subway

er" applications begin.

in at least
be interested financially
one of the musical attractions.
will also
associates
Erlanger and

be

to

Broadway

prompted the

centage nightly rather than
weekly to avoid their money
being tied up when the "plast-

,

building
enter an extensive theatre
Before the end of next
program.
will
be in
season nine new houses
course of construction. There will
two theatres added to his string

has

adjudicuted

Arbitration Society

at Equity.
In one instance the findings
tablished a precedent as to
status of Newark, N. J., which,
though classified as a spoke of

NIGHTLY PERCENTAGE

has outlined the
A. L. Erlanger
since
most active production season
Klaw and Erthe
of
the heyday
has signed
langer partnership. He

controversy

New York

ANOTHER DAUGHTI R

top of the announcement that
the Greenwich Village *roup comprising Robert Edmund Jones. Kenneth MacGowan and Eugene O'Neill
are planning to resurrect the ax*
travaganza next season, comes another report that James Buery,
Philadelphia theatre
owner and
producer, nay beat the New York
group to the revival and plant "The
Black Crook" at the Walnut, Philadelphia, during tho Quasi-Centennial Exposition.
Buery has been negotiating with
Joseph C. Smith, son of tho late

George W. Smith, who staged tho
original production of "The Blaok
Crook" at Nlblo's Garden, New
York, In 1850. The younger Smith
has his father's prompt book with
ensembles and ballets outlined In
minutest

detail.

Also tho original

costume sketches of tho sartorial
adornment are listed In full detail.
In "Criss Cross" on Labor It la Buery's plan to use the Smith
prompt book In his forthcoming reDay- Paula Stone Is
vival with Joseph Smith to stags
3d Daughter, Carol, 11
the show. The Village group have
also been negotiating with Smith
to handle their revival, but set
When Fred Stone opens at the nothing definitely with the director
Globe, New York, Labor Day, In his who may swing to Buery if the tatnew "Criss Cross" show he may ter's production precedes that of

f—

14—

bring out another of his daughters,
Paula, 14, in the very same way
Dorothy was given her first stage
opportunity.
Dorothy appeared under an assumed name before her parents decided to use her Stone name.
The third daughter of the Stone
family Is Carol, 11, who may in time
That
also Join the stage family.
this Is expected Is deduced through
Stone signing a 10-year contract
with C. B. Dllingham.
Stone Is summering at bis newlyacquired 2,200 acre ranch near New
London, Conn., which he Is stock
ing with live stock and buffaloes.

the

downtown group.

In the "proposed revival the productlon will be done with period
costumes of the 1850 era and a replica of the pink tights and other

A
nor has it any connection
attractions will be atproposed new organization dramatic
as
an experiment by
tempted
mentioned recently when the manCharles Frohman, Inc., next year,
trappings which made the extravaagers got together to adjust the
according
to Gilbert Miller, man
ganza the most daring In Its day.
dramatists' contract.
of the Arm, which
director
aging
The general idea upon which the
York.
New
also operates the Empire,
latest managerial group will be
Miller stated that he believed
CLOSES
based, is that it is to be an assohad
business
show
legitimate
ciation of producers, not to include
reached tho stage where the pro
because
Erlanger
the Shuberta and
ducer spending any appreciable
of their large theatre holdings. It is
amount on * production stood
to be an independent body, formuThe Hudson, Union City, N. J,
either to lose heavily and quickly
lated to work out constructive ideas
wind up Its stock season
will
or to reap a great profit. Al Woods'
for the betterment of the legit theaprematurely next week because of
production of! "The Shanghai Ges
tre, and the reconstruction of it.
entanglements.
union
ture," Miller said, proved this point.
floors In the New Amsterdam theIt is understood there are 10 proJules Leventhal. house owner and
as a basis many of the
atre building with the space being ducers in the movement at this Taking
stock operator, had a misunderother plays In town which are Guild's Senior Class
considered too valuable for the pur- time.
standing with the back stage crew.
hanging on without a profit, he
pose.
in
July
Playing
He gave the crew two weeks' notice
the
with
stated that In comparison
since tried to recall
average run of plays In New York,
As the final Item In their year of which he has according
to Levencrew,
^Absolved
Panline
he thought a well cast and com- Instruction, the Senior Class of the but the
RUN;
the Increased scale
demanded
thal,
petently produced show, if striking Theatre Guild School of Acting,
September claim'rg
Alienation
popular fancy, could easily get $5. numbering 21. will form a stock effective next
notice
closing
the official
He points to the exorbitant prices company during July at the Beech that
regular season and
the
up
wound
the speculators are getting for the wood theatre, Scarborough, N. Y..
that reopening would constitute a
Pauline Lord was vindicated when smash hits as an illustration.
and present four plays. Winifred new season, requiring the new
Raquel Meller's plans have been
O'Connell, official' referee
Frank
the director.
If the plan doesn't work with the Lenihan
is
changed once more.
She leaves John J. testimony in Ruth Harris*
is Vanderllp has donated the theatre scale.
first two Frohman attractions It
New York at the end of the week to who took
With the closing of the stock
$50,000 alienation of affections' suit likely that Miller will modify the and two houses in which the complay four performances at the TreLeventhal will extend the reason as
against her, returned a verdict in scale.
pany will live.
mont, Bostin, next week at a $7 top.
try out stand for several legit proa
of the actress.
The Empire placed a $3.30 top
The plays will be selected from
A date beyond that has not been favor
Miss Harris, herself a* former legit with tho second week of Ina Claire "Llliom," "Alice Sit by the Fire," ductions preliminary to New York
definitely booked. It was previously
Listed are "Pay Dirt"
snowing.
first sued Mitchell Harris
"The Girl
in "Grounds for Divorce," two years "Fanny's First Play."
announced that she would continue actress,
Morosco is sponsorof "The Poor Nut" for divorce, ago. Its opening nights since have With Green Eyes," "The Country which Oliver
New
Indefinitely at the Empire,
ing for week of May 24 and "Benaming Miss Lord corespondent, not been tilted.
Cousin." "Playboy of the Western yond Evil," written and produced
Tork, but a slump in business
but subsequently abandoned that
World," Trelawney of the Wells," by David Thome Is booked In the
brought about the Boston booking.
action voluntarily.
Charm following week.
"Tho
and
"Seventeen"
Although it Lb almost definite
At tho trial Miss Lord's counsel "Big Bill" Tilden in
School."
Heller will make one picture on the
Tho legit arrangement wl 1 have
proved that the naming of the
A subscription audience Is being the producers pay for house crew.
coast during the summer, for whom
Another Legit Play gathered
Christie" star was uncalled
"Annie
around
dwellers
the
from
has not been settled.
Four proShe was absolved, after it
for.
"Big Bill" Tilden's second venture the town. Special buses will meet
ducers have entered bids, with the
was shown that the Harris' matri- Into the Broadway drama will occur the trains from New York to carry
chances mostly in the favor of Cecil
GUILD'S REP. CO.
monial action had been dropped be- early In June, when he opens as a city visitors to the theatre.
DeMille. Fox has made a flat offer
of the cast in
cause of the insufficient evidence.
member
featured
Of $75,000 for one film,
Miss Lord had denied any mere- "Mama's Tramps," which Herman
The Theatre Guild, which will
Senorlta Meller is holding out for
Courtney
FAVERSHAM NABS ROBBER turn itself into a repertoire theatricious relations with Mr. Harris. Oantvoort Is producing.
•100,000 for herself, with the exDetroit, May 11.
tre next season with a permanent
Savage wrote the play from a story
penses of her entourage to be borne
That William Faversham carries company maintaining a schedule of
by the late E. J. Rath.
by the film company.
Rabinoff 8 Print Bill
Bill"
off-stage
"Little
useful
is
which
play
wallop
will
a
plays in alternation, has completed
With Tilden
Max Rabinoff s operatic ventures Quinn, who was with Tilden in his as well as on, he demonstrated the its enrollment In the company.
Opeof
Institute
the
with the American
As it now stands, the members
previous di-.natie pr; luctlon of the other night _wh#V walking from
American
DIRTY
Bonstelle Playhouse to his hotel working under contract are Alfred
ratic Art, Inc., and tho
year, "Don Q., Jr."
Helene
performance.
include
the
after
Lynn Fontanne, Clare Eames,
Operatic and Allied Arts Foundacast
Lunt,
the
in
Others
president,
He was held up by a gunman. In- Margalo Glllmore, Edward O. Robtion, Inc., of which ho is
Los Angeles. May 11.
Ambrose. Joseph Greene, Johnny
to
according
Faverwell,
complying
so
Fred
meekly
out
stead of
inson, Helen Westley, Henry TravSigurd N. Russell, head of the didn't pan
Galladet, Camilla Crume, and
Inc.,
The out-of-town sham promptly knocked the man ers, Earle Larlmore and Dudley
Potboilers here, has been sued for the La Pldus Printing Co.,
Burton.
erick
for
Dlgges (who has resigned his post
divorce by Madeline F. Russell in which is suing both companies
tour will begin at Mamaro- down and held him until police ar
printing fortnight
rived.
as director of the Actors' Theatre
Superior Court.
$2,900 as a balance on a
neck. May 27.
etc.
librettos,
for
to rejoin the Guild).
Mrs. Ruflnell recites that her hus- bill
band refused to put on clean shirts.
The printing debt totaled $4,212.56,
LONDON
FOR
CAT"
"HELL
Musical
paid.
for
Cut
That he told her she might as part of which was
Maley Very III "
"Tho Hell Cat," by Guy Bragdon,
Well be dancing in the nude for all
will
A 2f per cent cut in "SweetSelwyn,
Arch
for
director
stage
Denman Maley, seriously ill, left
the clothes she had on and finally,
heart Time" went into effect with be produced in London next sum- "The Butter and Egg Man" last
Eleanor Painter's Play
cut
the
that he bellowed at her like the
taking
Kelly
Harry
all but
mer by Sir Alfred Butt. Bragdon week. He has developed consumpBull of Bashan.
Los Angeles, May 11.
and withdrawing from the cast.
stago the piece. tion. Although tho Illness wss so
Holwho sails in August tocomprise
Jos. La Penner, producer,
English diagnosed, Maley continued with the
The Queen theatre, the New
The cast will
Wilkes
Rufus
Tom
from
over
by
built
musical
house
the
took
lywood
with the exception of Lil- nhow for some time afterwards.
"G. V. F." at
open Sept. Le Maire, figures the show can be players
brother. Is scheduled to
Bragdon
succeeded
lian Fo«ter, who sails with
Stubbn has
Harry
''Greenwich Village Follies" will
Painter starring In kept going at its present pace with
1 with Kleanor
to appear in tho central role.
Maley.
•upplant "Ben-Hur" at the Cohan,
Em- the reductions In operating cost.
operetta, as yet untitled, by
an
New York. May 31. relinquishing
Kalman.
Chi't First Woman House Mgr.
the Shubert to "Shanghai Gesture," merich
arrived
Miss Painter has already
Chicago, May 11.
LOUISE GROODY SAILING
the latter shifting over from the
York.
New
from
Dowling. formerly press rep
May
No.
"No,
Martin Beck.
Louis Groody is leaving
rcsentativc and a production manto
The "Greenwich Village Follies"
Nannetto" Saturday (May 15) and
Score
now manGershwin In on "Follies'"
"Leviathan" the fol- ager for the Shuberts, is
•hlft will Inaugurate the tenancy of
Months
been com- sailing on the
thentre.
has
Northern
Great
Gershwin
the
aging
George
^ones & Green, producers of the
Saturday for Paris.
remittance with name
the major por- lowing
lt« first womChicago
provide
Send
elves
Thin
to
time
In
missioned
return
•how, of the Cohan which they have
Miss Groody will
and address
the new edition
an legit theatre rnannj*-r.
taken over on lease for a term of tion of the score for
for * new fall production.
"Follies."

have Vincent Astor and Robert
concerned with Erlanger.
Astor and Goelet were said to have
advanced more than $1,000,000 to
the Wallace Estate for the Erlanger
group in securing the film rights to
"Ben-Hur" and they are reported
also interested In the manager's out
of town building program.
The New York house will be called
the Erlanger and the Palace, Chicago, similarly renamed. When the
New York theatre is completed the
Erlanger offices will be moved there
At present they occupy about five

will

berts,

Goelet

with

I

|

If

HELLER CUTS

GOING TO BOSTON

$1 top for at least two of their

h

1

THROUGH
STAGEHANDS' DEMANDS

STOCK

*

|

|

|

SHIRT DIVORCE

25%

Denman

Cohan

_

SUMMER SOKCI^ON
"VARIETY
$1—3

years.

Of Ziegfeld's
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INSIDE STUFF

Shows

Thome)

When the news that Sinclair Lewis had refused the $1,000 Pultlzer
Prize awarded him for his novel "Arrowsmith," the various New York
dailies called up previous Pulitzer Prize winners to get their opinion on
the matter, which most people construed as a publicity move on the
part of Sinclair, whose previous exploit was to call upon God to strike
him dead fn a Kansas City pulpit.
Edna Ferber, in telling a reporter her opinion, said "I wish I'd thought
Of It when I got the prize for "So Big."

When

the Actors' Theatre (formerly Equity Players) refused to feature her in its revival of "The Impt rtance of Being Earnest/' Ruth Gordon left the cast, a few days before opening. Patricia Collinge was
rushed into Miss Gordon's role of Cecily and the play opened on
schedule.
Miss Gordon was engaged regularly for the cast, which included
Lucille Watson, Reginald Owen, and Dudley Digges.
."Abie's Irish Rose" was the title of an article eulogizing Anne Nichols'
eotrrage and foresight In putting over her comedy bonanza, running; currently in "Liberty." It was showmanly presented in Miss Nicnola' quo-

plugging "Abie" as a national enterprise and putting it before
It was stressed that while
the hinterland In a most attractive light.
one figured only cosmopolfan New York or Cnlcago would accept It,
the bi ok wood , has likewise acclaimed It in the -smallest towns.

tations,

"The Green Hat" in Philadelphia started with smash business, grossing $20,000 the first week and $19,000 the second. Trade dropped sharply
thereafter, the third week's takings being about $12,000 and the last
two weeks about $9,500 each. It opened in Boston Monday and wil!
end the season In four weeks. As the "Hat" opened In Chicago, the
present date will complete the major cities.

at

Police Commissioner McLaughlin
Daly's 413rd Street before him

a taming dov/n the show's

lines

called the management of "Sex"
and talked with them concerning
and business. This came instead
connected with the show wished for

of a police oirafe, which one official
on the night it opened, for the benefit of the resultant publicity.
were allotted the cut rates the latter part of the week.

Lonpacre.
"Ginger Snap* of 1926" (L.
M. Simmons) Hudson.
Belasco)
(David
"Fanny"
Belasco.

"Taming Tony" (Richard O.
Herndon) Belmont.
"We Americans" (Sam H.
Harris) Music Box.
"I Can't Bear If (Bertram
Harrison) Playhouse.
"The Milk Kings" (Kathleen
Klrkwood) Triangle.

"Mama's Tramps" (Herman
Oanvoort) Mansfield.
"House of Ussher"
Brennan) Mayfalr.

Another trio of productions will
disappear this week from Broadway. One went down last Saturday. It was "Friend Indeed," which
played the Central Park, a little
theatre, for two weeks. All three
shows are flops.
called
(first
"Beau
Strings"
"Storm"), produced Independently
at the Mansfield, stops at the end
of the third week. Having the same
authorship as "At Mrs. Beam's," it
attracted some attention prior to
the premiere, but little thereafter.
Weekly takings were under $3,000.

As press agent for a night club, and also p. a. for the Catholic Actors'
Guild and a downtown Catholic sisterhood, Nell Klngsley probably runs
the extreme in his duties. In between Klngsley Is also p. a. for Carl
Reed's "Creaking Chair."
As occasion arises. Klngsley utilizes the
cabaret talent for benefits for the religious organizations.

The "pinch" of Beryl Halley, dancer, who joined "The Bunk of 1926"
Monday night, while Governor Smith and his family wer* In the audience, may have been an engineered publicity stunt by Capt. George H
Maines, called in the same day to handle the special exploitation. Miss
Halley was arrested for indecent exposure and the resultant publicity

was

plentiful.

life of the Frank Fay musical, "Smart Aleck." it
played a week at Rochester, N. v to a total gross of $970. One of the
matinees drew $8.

During the short

.,

Jeanne Greene, now of "The Bunk of 1926" marks her debut in musica
comedy, being a dramatic actress and formerly with Dustiq Farnum
In "The Buccaneer,'' with Leo Carrlllo, et al.

AHEAD AND BACK
Charles Washburn, publicity for
"Not Herbert."
Herman Phillips, house manager,
the Kitss, now dark, is in charge of
the Shubert. The latter berth was

Opened April 26. Second of
the Munro plays not nicely received by the critics. Wool cott ("World") considered it
"good play," but others, Qabriel
("Sun") and ("Post") decried
it, yet liked much of its writing.

handled by

Leonard Gallagher

in

addition to other Shubert office duGallagher resigned.
ties.
publicity
Malnes,
George
"Bunk of 1926" (Broadh»rst).

in Russia
Chicago, May 11.
Ashton Stevens, dramatic critic
for the Chicago "Herald and Examiner," will leave for a tour of
Soviet Russia, May IS.

Ashton Stevens

LeMaire.

JUNO AND THE PAYCOCK
Opened March

MucfTdiecussed play was well liked by
the local critics, but they
panned its casting. Atkinson
("Times") called It "uneven
16.

"Mise Magnolia"
Colored musical with book by
Alex Rogers and Eddie Hunter,
lyrics by Alex Rogers and music
by Lucky Roberts scheduled for
summer production by Walter
Campbell.
It opens "cold" at a
Broadway house early In June.

notice that he is still thinking of
his first picture production under
the Schenck payroll. That will
star Norma Talmadge, and peculiarly as it may sound, it will be
"The Girl of the Golden West," to

at

Barry Townley's non-appearance
rehearsals of "Betsy Nobody"

temporarily discouraged the people
who had figured the producer had
"walked out" on his obligations
after they had rehearsed -fceveral
days.
Then a message came explaining the producer' 8 absence was
occasioned because of a rendezvous

matrimony,

with

Angeles, picture house.
It is the same playlet done
under the title, "Release," by
tho Cellar Players of the Hudson Guild, New York, as an
entry In the Little Theatre

squared

Townley had slipped down to the
Municipal building and married
Beatrice Rendelman,
non- profesStage fright prevented the
formal appearance at the re-

sional.
bride's

hearsal hall after the ceremony but
felicitations were exchanged over
the phone.
Also the cast acquiesced to waive
rehearsals for a week to permit the
couple to enjoy a honeymoon In
Atlantic City after which Townley
will return to resume rhearsals.
This Is Townley's second matrimonial venture, the author-producer
having been divorced from his)
previous
wife,
Lenora Cosnova,
actress, last July in Chicago.

"PATSY" IN 'FRISCO
San Francisco, May 11.
Walter Catlett closes with

"Honey Girl" at the Alcazar May
15 he will move his trunks over to
the Curran to be a featured player
In "Patsy," which comes up from
Los Angeles to open in that house
May 17 for four weeks. Catlett will
not go into the production until the
end of the second week.
of this Pacific Coast
officials
Inc.,

Coast Theatres,

of the West
who stepped

when

the show Idoked like a flop
Los Angeles, and had it whipped
into shape and supplied necessary
in
in

funds to put

over right.

It

Orville Rennie Engages

With Picture Theatre
Chicago,

May

11.

Orvllle Rennie, formerly with the
Chicago "Student Prince" company
where he frequently substituted for
Roy Cropper in the title role, has

work

presentation

Into

entered

YEARS"

atre.

9

"Pay Dirt

'

Rehearsing

"Thru the Years," a road attrac"Pay Dirt." by Ben Southard,
tion framed in St. Louis by Will H. sponsored by Oliver Morosco, went
Branch, Texas showman, closed at Into rehearsal this week under diRock, Ark., Saturday, after
playing small stands for a few
weeks.
Elliott Dexter and Sara
Sothern were featured in what was
claimed to be a spring try-out, with
a New York presentation promised
in the fall.
After organizing. Branch interested Charles K. Gordon In the venture, the latter assuming managerial
Little

Branch had encoun-

responsibility.

some

tered

difficulty

with

Equity

because

John Bohn.
Monday, Dexter called at Equity's
Chicago office claiming Gordon was

him for $1,300. Part of
that sum was to defray expenses of
several playera Dexter had brought
with him from tho coast.
Equity
stated Gordon's guarantee did not
cover Dexter's claim. Tho engagement of Dexter was arranged by
indebted to

newspaperman, Is reviewed, as
performed at the Criterion, Los

which

everything.

through signing a year's contract
with Ascher's new Terminal the-

several members of the
company were not members. Gordon partially covered the matter by
placing a guarantee of $1,100 in
Equity's New York office.
That
money protected salaries of Miss
in Sothern, Mary Louise Walker and

"Captain Jinks" wound up
Boston last wee%.
"The Cat and the Canary" closed
in Port Jervls, N. Y.

Calls Off

away without having someone

to go

QUITS IN ARK.

FUTURE OPENINGS

Hugh Cameron has withdrawn
from "Song of the Flame." Although
having a run of the play contract
It
Is said he became dissatisfied
over the meagre comedy oppor
Moore has replaced him.

pic-

the same reason.
Mr. Gest will be the first American manager to see Moscow since
the war started in 1914.
While that is not so important,
believes Gest, still he doesn't want

THRU THE

difficulties,

SHOWS CLOSING

visit

Producer,

Rehearsals for Week

month
The backers
Moscow for production are

leave next

will

salt water.

but the
drama was continued because of
its success abroad (three months in
Dublin also a London run). Takings approximated $2,000 weekly.
financial

M. Schenck, Mr. Gest's
boss,

be made in Hollywood, about 4,000
miles from Moscow, but also near

and scattered."
Variety (La it) said, "will
meet with considerable success
and may rise te be a reverberating triumph of the time."
of

Townley,

Married— Company

See Moscow Art Players
Do "Girl of Golden
West" on Stage

Will

Jos.

There was a change of management shortly after opening, because

York.
"Release" was one of the
four playlets selected as contestant for final honors, although finishing fourth in the
competition.

Nell

FIRST AM. MGR. THERE

ture

"Juno and the Paycock," also of
Independent production, will shut
at the Mayfalr, a little theatre, after trying for nine weeks.

DISSATISFIED

tunltles.

in

GEST GOING TO MOSCOW;

and probably also

down

tournament which concluded
Saturday at the Bayes, New

HUGH CAMERON

$1,000

city.

Gabriel, however, called, it "an
astute bore."
Variety
(La It)
said
K
wouldn't last six weeks.

1'nder Presentations, a dramatic sketch, "Gang Law," by
Edward II. Smith, a New York

on

Invested

Sailing Saturday on the "MajesMorris Gest's direct mission
abroad Is to see the Moscow Art
Players do Belasco's "Girl of the
Golden West" on their stage in that

Three players, not British, have
been added to the cast of "Hello
London," Albert De
Courville's
English revue' to be presented here
with the Shuberts.

presented.
have originally

the production.

tic,"

I

PLAYLET IN TOURNAMENT;
ALSO FILM HOUSE SKETCH

They are Grace Hayes and Alexander Gray, Americans, and Eml
Borea of Moscow.
All were booked through Rufus

lapse.
That he
according to the facts
Derwent claimed to

Barry

When

OTHERS IN ENGLISH SHOW

in association

would

interest

failed to do,

ALLOW FOR HONEYMOON

"BEAU -STRINGS"

Stanley Sharpe hustled to Chicago when Leon Errol fell off the railroad
gate in the first act of "Louie the 14th" two weeks ago and he hung
around the hospital with Errol. One afternoon Errol expressed the
But the
desire for a cocktail and having the stuff, it was mixed.
potion was so strong that Stan got woozy In a minute, told Errol to
move over and climbed in bed.

that Willard Mack wrote dialog that would fit Senator Murphy and
Mac Donald's function is to fuse the lingo Into Miss Brice's kind of stage
dialect— Yiddish.

(Geo.

3 SHOWS OUT

Seats

Billiard MacDonald has a hew kind of Job. David Belasco pays him to
It in at rehearsals of "Fanny." which willl star Fannie Brice. It seems

Fulton.

"Psy Dirt* (Oliver Morosco)

l

Winthrop Ames' current revival of "Iolantho" Is upsetting all the
Gilbert and Sullivan dope, a.s^he piece Is playing to capacity constantly
and is turning in grosses of over $18,000 weekly. Experienced operetta
producers claim that this la the first time "Iolanthe" ever made a dime
In revival and that the Ames' production is making much more than did
the first production here.
The piece Itself is rated, commercially, as
seventh in popularity on the G. and S. list
Ames will probably continue with other Gilbert and Sullivan revivals,
his tentative plans being to put on "Yeomen of the Guard," "The Gondoliers," "Pirates of Penzance" and "Ruddigore."
The Shuberts dig out of storage "The Mikado" for the Century, using
last season's large production.
It will replace their current "Pinafore"
revival, a flop in so far as business Is concerned.

Controversy has arisen over the
production rights to "The IIouso of
Ussher," English play, which reopens
Monday ai the Mayfalr, little theatre in Times square. The play was
originally presented at the tiny Fifth
Avenue, but suddenly closed because of a Are.
When the show resumes it will be
under the direction of Clarence Derwent, an actor who has been concerned with the managerial end of
several productions. George H. Brennan was criminally Interested, but
seemingly is now out.
L'rennan appealed to Equity, seeking to establish his rights. Derwent
furnished Equity with evidence of
his interest in the play. It appears
that Derwent has been in negotiations with Mrs. H. V. Esmonde,
widow of the author, from whom he
obtained the right to produce the
play here.
Communications showed that unless Brennan made certain payments to the widow by May 6, his

White's "Scandals" (George
White) Apollo.
"Beyond Evil" (David

Through the award of the Pulitzer prize to "Craig's Wife," George
Kelly win* an honor thru It was generally believed should have been
his wo yearn ago for his "The Show-Off." At the time It was pushed
aside In favor of "Hell Bent fer Heaven," not rated a success. It was
written l»y Hatcher Hughes.
It hnM not been unusu il for the Pulitzer prize to be given plays which
"Icebound" is an instance.
are not financial successes.
During the
winter the awards committee was reported seriously considering "A
Man's Man," which flopped. "Craig's Wife" Is a success, and so was
"They Knew What They Wanted," last year's winner.
M. I.. Malevinsky. whose book. "The Science of Play Writing,* explains his play formulae, analyzed "Craig's Wife." stating the play was
perfectly written, according to his formula.
Kelly had the entire play in his mind before putting it to paper. He
recited it with almost complete dialog aboard ship about a year ago.

12. 1926

Derwent Taken Over
"BETSY NOBODY'S" CAST
"House of Utther"

in Rehearsal

(AND WHERE)

05 LEGIa

Wednesday. May

Branch, with Gordon

now

holding

the bag.

Judels Leaves,

Too

Although it was somewhat quiet
around the Shubert offices over the

week

end,

known

to

Charles

Judels

was

have resigned, making the

executive to leave the firm
within a week.
Judels, formerly an actor, has
been acting as scout for material
and players for Shubert musical
productions. He also Inserted bits
in the revues.
Judels will open a dancing school
and Is said to also plan becoming
third

Interested in

a

abaret,

rection of Seth Arnold. It will get
under way at the Rlalto, Hobokcn,

N.

J.,

May

The cast
co,

17.

Includes Beatrice Moros-

Pat Rafferty, Catherine

Collins,

Warren Ashe, Seth Arnold, Bennett
Southard,

Nan

Bell

and

others.

"MILK KINGS" AT TRIANGLE
"The Milk Kings," by Claude
Habberstaad, went Into rehearsal
of
direction
this
week
under
Kathleen Klrkwood.
It will open
at the Triangle, New York, May 20.
The cast includes Burr Caruth,

Roma

Brosher,

John

Quiuley,

Josephine Fomeroy. Franklin Waite
and Vincent Strain.

For Mrs. Whiffcn
Boston, May 1 1.
The congenial spirit pervading the all-star cast touring in

"The Two Orphans"

Is

empha-

sized
through the attention
paid Mrs. Thomas Whiffcn, 86,
by the other members of the

company.
According to one report, it
has become the custom that
after every performance Robert
Warwick undertakes a little
shaking

In

his

own

dressing

room with the objective a

visit

to Mrs. Whiffcn, the cargo, be-

sides the
glasses.

shaker,

being

two

Mrs. Whiffcn is an active
card player. During the Boston engagement it was not unusual for the audience to rise
to its feet in paying tribute to
the veteran actress.

Wednesday,

May

12,

LEGITIMATE
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Stock 'Taper" Censored
For

Ar»t time In the history

the)

have come Into the
stock places against
In billing
some of the posters used
certain productions.
The particular case was at the
Auditorium, Lynn, Mass., where the

af etock kicks

New York

Loves Papa"
saper used for "Mama
VaV ordered destroyed by the
mayor.
^
The house management obeyed,
way posters
but from word up that
far
more
considered
that were
"spicy"
stay up-

ha*

been

permitted

To

Jail in

SELENA ROYLE

As he

ing to $3S0.

Stock Notes
(Continued on page 37)
in the Worcester theWorcester, Mass., May 10.

mer stock
atre,

Howard Rumsey and Ralph Murphy

installed stock at the Auditorium,
Baltimore.
Frederick
C.

is

suffering

from

heart disease, Justice Lacrolx sentenced him to five months on eight
charges.
On the ninth charge he
was sentenced to two months in
Bordeaux, terms running concurrently.

Blay, found gu...y In connection
with one of the concerts, was sen-

tenced to two months. Judge Lacrolx remarked he had evidently
managing
the been Influenced
Theatre
by Pepin.
prize play and former
company and Murphy is directing.
Pepin and Blay had sold tickets
as
bloomer
Guild success, proved a
"Ladies of the Evening" Is the open- and
collected
money
Hoboken,
from patrons
In
attraction
a stock
ing attraction with Lillian Foster for concerts
which never came off.
the Rlalto
N. j., when tried by
and. Ralph Morgan heading comPlayers at the Rlalto. Even the sex pany which also includes Lucia Soover the
stuff In it seemed far
kalaska,
Huber,
Kathleen
Paul
Indian Opera in Bowl
heads of the natives.
Niday, Dudley Clements, JohrrCarAccording to check-up, it drew mody and Tom Cowan.
Los Angeles, May 11.
season and
Shanewls,"
the lowest gross of the
Charles
Wakefield
much under Holy Week, when "The
Charles E. Blaney has opened a Cadman's Indian open, will be preboy
old
an
Chance,"
a
Without
Girl
summer stock in the Worcester, sented at the Hollywood Bowl, June
recapUoned "The White Slave Traf- Worcester, Mass. The company is 24-28. Princess Tsianlna and Oskeboards.
headed by Cecil Spooner and Donald nonton, Indian singers, and Rafael
fic," held the

"They

Knew What They Wanted,"

Schanberger,

Jr.,

Is

ATLANTA'S SEASON
Charles Howard Candler, Georgia
aon of Asa Candler, the
-Coca Cola" king, was in New York
recently making arrangement for
the operatic season that opens in
Atlanta, June SI. For the first time
Atlanta launched her opera season
the company this summer will appear In the Atlanta Theatre Instead
capitalist,

of the Municipal Auditorium.
Lou Morton will be stage director
and Charles Burton, musical director. Of last year's organisation only
two principals are retained, Louisa

Hunter and William McCleod.
Others

Anne Tago.

are

signed

Kirke.

John Duffy, tenor; Louis
Templeman, baritone; Francis Tyler,
eontralto;

bass; Leslie McCleod. Juvenile; the
Misses Patterson and Reece, southern song birds who are expected to
also help box office returns through
their popularity In the Atlanta section.
Billy McCleod will be principal comic.

Syracuse, May 11.
Three changes in the personnel of
the Frank Wilcox stock at the

Wietlng became effective this week.
Henry Crosby, character man, Virginia Chauvenet, character woman,
and Jack Bnnis, general business,
have left. Hal Brown, character

man for tha last two seasons, returned, replacing Crosby.
Either Josephine Fox, character
woman last year, or her sister,
Grace Fox, will replace Miss Chau
Eric Claverlng of last sea
venet.
son's company will fill in for Ennls.

Up

Stone Players Break

Blnghamton, N. Y., May 11.
The Stone Players, at the Stone,
The majority of
have closed.

company

the

will

move

to

Youngs town, O., to open at Idora
Park there May 17. J. Dallas Hammond will operate the company. He
has Lillian Desmond as leading
woman, Herbert Ash ton, Jr., leading man, Lois
Hammond, Cecil
Holm and Frank Roberts. Margaret Pitt goes to New York to Join
the cast of "Betsy Nobody," which
her brother may produce at Daly's
•3rd Street May 17.
Claud Miller, director, joins the
Harder-Hall Co. In Passaic. Will11am Townsend goes to New York.
Richard Poulette, juvenile, goes to
Bangor and Ardlenne Earle, ingenue,
goes to Worcester, all for stock.

,

Italian G. O. Slock
The Gotham, Brooklyn. N.

Metropolitan,
tenor,
have
been engaged for the production.
Dramatic stock opens at Poll's I* E. Behymer will manage the
Palace, Hartford, Conn., May 17, re- opera.
Bernard
placing pop vaudeville.
Steele is to direct and Frank Ambrose will be the scenic artist.

T. P. R'S

Troy, May 4.
Proctor Players opened a summer
season here this week. The comMcNeil
Marc
pany
comprises
Launcelot and Marian Grant, leads;
Olga Hanson, Joseph Crehan, LawParker,
Russell
O'Brien,
rence
Frances Morris, Charles Dingle,
Wiima Terry and Richie Russell.

The Harder- Hall interests have
taken over the Playhouse, Passaic,
N.

17.

the stage director for the Ascher stock company
at the Chateau, Chicago. His first
production is "Six Cylinder Love"

Eugene McGillan

is

McGillan
opened Monday.
formerly was stage director at the
Bush Temple.

which

LITTLE THEATRES
arrives In Los Angeles late in%Iay to supervise the
Potboiler Art Theatre production of
his play, "Wild Birds."

Dan Tothcroh

Providence, May 11.
The Albee stock opened with
"Grounds for Divorce."
The Modern musical stock opened
.

The

time.

Another musical stock opened
yesterday at the Empire, the Columbia Circuit house.
.

Stock at Empress
Decatur, 111., May 11.
Stock has supplanted vaudeville
At the Empress here, the Glfford
Players having taken possession this
week.

The

stock and

May

Y.,

SUMMER STOCKS

company

includes Dudley
Miller, Irene Galvin, Virginia Stuart, Wally Gresse, Margaret Selkirk, Jack Milton,
Mary McCormack, Leslie O'Brien and Nat Burns,
the latter directing the bills.
•

COLORED LITTLE THEATRE

Johns

Homewood
Hopkins'

Play-shop,

University

The personnel of the organization Is to be made up of representatives
colored
of
62
the
chools of Washington.
The works of colored writers are
to he used exclusively In an endeavor to acquaint the colored
Population with its own authors.
Washington's colored population

approximately 120,000, more than
ono-flfth of the city's total popula-

1»

tion.

The

T.

New

of
has been appointed supervisor
dramatics at the California Institute

-A. Jones, Jr.,

Marrying
May

Chicago,

11.

youngest son
of the famous Chicago showman,
will become a groom June 16 in
Marlon, O., when he marries Charlotte Johnston, daughter of Mrs.
Katherine Johnston of that city.
Aaron, Jr., has been handling the
Woods theatre here the past season
and will in all probability handle
the Palace theatre when turned over

Aaron

Jones,

J.

Jr.,

Aaron,

Jr., is

manager

name

Tenor Opens L. A- Cafe
Los Angeles, May 4.
Frederick Huttmann, former tenor

town and has made a

in

LE MAIRE ADJUSTS
anent

Time"

his differences with Equity
obligations on "Sweetheart
which he originally spon-

last

December.

A

Southern

basso:

Itobert Pitkin

and William McCarthy, comedians;
Roland Woodruff, Juvenile, and

Maude Gray, soubret.
The 12- week season

will open
31
with
Victor
Herbert's
"Eileen.'"
In order will follow "The
Red Mill." "The Chocolate Soldier."

May

"The

Maid," "Tho Pink
"SweetTrovatore."

Spring

Lady."

"11

th"

Hit*',

Sat..

'CIINAIV'

a«r Star

OUnn I

FI II TON THEA.,
rULIVll
Mats.

1:10

embourg." "Woodland," "Fra Dlavolo,"
and "Babes in Toy land."
For "II Trovatore," the only grand
opera on the list, a special cast has
been engaged.
The 1926 season will be the eighth
of Municipal Opera In St. Louis.

Engaged

Opera

for L. A.

Los Angeles, May
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The Metropolitan Opera on
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spring tour will appear at the East*
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6-7.

Atlanta and Cleveland are
only other cities to be visited.
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Richard Bonelli. baritone; Edouard Cotreult basso, and Desire Defrere, baritone, all of the Chicago
Opera, will appear with the Los
Angeles Grand Opera here start-

Aristocrat
of Mualcal
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N'-w York, for the

now manager

ShuSertv,
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Phillips.

Lux-

hearts," "Iolanthe," "Count of
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local specifies that all billing for
tho loop must be done starting at
midnight Wednesday, with the bluer* for each show starting at the
same time, so that all will have an
equal choneo. This applies to the

the

Rsthbono in Arlen Play
signed
Basil Rathbono has been
of Michael
by A H Woods as star
»va br of the Street*/ to
Arlen n

Miss Maynard and Miss
Is:
Thomas Conkey, bariEdward Moll tore, tenor; Det-

tion

Dunne,

CHARLES

Mate.
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Chicago, May

complete.
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The controversy was

Technology. Pasadena, and will
at
havo charge of play production
summer s-ossi'-n of the Univerof

A

Mats. Wed.

sored.

precipitated
through the cast filing claims for
salary
week's
of
a
five-eights
against La Maire when the latter
overstayed a granted three weeks
closing concession for cast changes

now
The
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Rufus Le Maire has amicably adJusted
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NEW YORK THEATRES

the youngest theatre

for himself.

is

ing Oct.

to Erlanger.

of

sity

the

*

libretto.

(Theatrical

The organization's idea is to have
either the individual managers or
a managerial association sign the
agreement. It will provide that if
the agent gives notice, he must pay
his own fares into New York and
If the manager insists that of his
successor to the point of business,
whereas if the manager gives notice
he must pay the agent's
fare in.
This is the outstanding feature
of the contract, which will be approved by the organization at a
meeting Friday. S. L Connor is
chairman of the committee drawing up the document.

the

"The Pleasure of Honesty," by
Luigi Pirandello, will open June 25
before the Friday Morning Club,
presented by the Potboiler Art Theatre and continue June 25, 26, July
Art The1 and 2 at the Potboiler
atre. Los Angeles.

doing

Is

music for It and Gordon Johnson
the lyrics. The original play, with
minor changes, will constitute the

Contract

R. O. A.

P.

Janssen

Press Representatives of America), of the Berlin Opera Company, has
which has enrolled most of the legi- opened the Vienna Cafe at Univertimate press agents of New York sal City, across the street from the
and the road, is preparing a con- Universal Studios.
tract to be used between advance
agents and managers by which the
two weeks' clause of dismissal will
apply to the press representatives.

little

theatre on the college campus, Is
staging for the final production of
Clyde Fitch's
its current season
The cast includes
"The Truth."
Edith M. Perry, Katherlno Raht,
Kathcrine
Mathews,
Clarinda
Brauns, J. Barry Mahool, William
HadPoudcr.
II.
G.
II. Pitcher, and
ley King designed the sets and G.
H. Poudcr directed.

Washington, May 11.
A comprehensive Little Theatre
Gilmor Brown, director of the
movement Is being launched here
amongst the colored citizens of the Pasadena Community Pliyhouso
Capitol.

Werner

May

St. Louis.

With the eleventh-hour selection
of Dorothy Maynard as prima donna and Irene Dunne as second soprano, the east for the coming season of Municipal Opera In St. Louis

ropolltan for next season.

enth Heaven."

6pera stock.

same

summer

for

a company

will

J. Frank Carroll has started upon
his fifth stock season at the Bijou,
Bangor, Me., with Forrest H. CumPeggy Coudray
mlngs, directing.
and Jimmy Burtes are the leads. In
Frances Pitt,
Melvln,
support: Mae
Edna Bern. Goldie Cleveland, William Tennyson, Lloyd Sabine, Chas.
William Buzzell. Frank
Nelson,
Hodge, A. G. Schmutter Is the
scenic artist. "Goose Hangs High"
was the opener, followed by "Sev-

has opened with an Italian grand

the

J.,

install

"Sun Up" a* Opera
Lulu Vollmer's "Sun Up" is being
mado into a grand opera and
Is under consideration by the Met*

Diaz,

OPERA CAST

ST. LOUIS

.

Wilcox Stock Changes

41

OPERA AND

Montreal

Montreal, May 11.
The concert-promoting career of
AS "LEAD" Henri Pepin, alias Paul Drodeur,
and Georges Blay, earn* to an end
Playwright's
Daughter
Replaces when both were sentenced to prison
Dale Winter
terms by Judge Lacrolx for their
part in a series of swindles in conSan Francisco, May 11.
nection with entertainments that
Selena Royle, daughter of E. M. they had organized in Montreal dur*oyle. playwright, has joined Henry ing the last three months.
Duffy's President theatre stock as
Pepin was found guilty on two
eadlng woman. Miss Winter Is to charges.
When appearing in the
ake a vacation prior to returning Sessions Court he pleaded guilty to
to the Alcazar.
•even more Involving sums amount-

to
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SUMMER RUNS COLD FOR
SOME PfflLLY SHOWS

SESQIMENTENN1AL SHOULD
GIVE B'WAY
Crowds

in Philadelphia Will

Business Off Again Last

SUMMER HELP
Have Stop-Over

Week—"Mrs.

—Legit

t
Philadelphia's SesqulCentennial during the summer because of the reduction of railroad
/ares from the west and central
western points. It will be the first
cut in transportation rates since the
war.
Phllly's celebration brought about
the cut, but New York is expected
of sumthere will
the
in
privileges
be
stopover
metropolis which is therefore in-

draw an unusual number

to

mer

visitors

also, since

cluded in the reduced fares.
Since the National Democratic

"Clowning"

in

Play

Because of clowning and the
Indiscriminate insertion of new
lines into "The Duchess of
Elba," Gilbert Miller, managing director of Charles Frohman, Inc., made a hurried trip
to Chicago following the publication of an article by Ash ton
Stevens, a critic of that city. In
which he "called" the play's
cast for the allegedly lackadaisical manner of their playing.
The piece closed at the
Harris. Chicago, after three
weeks of good business. The
show Is now being rewritten

Convention New York showmen
viewed any general influx
apathetically. The centennial crowds
and its metropolitan entry is
may not supply any more patronage
likely.
than did the political hosts, but at
least they will not be sitting in convention and many such visitors ex- Avenue, will succeed "Juno and the
pected will come here to see the Paycock" at the May fair; "Beau
big city.
Strings" will stop at the Mansfield,
Business last week again dropped, which goes dark; a repeat of the
with the exception of eight attrac- Moscow Art Musical Studio will end
tions out of a total of 48 regular at the Cosmopolitan, with nothing
productions, which excludes little listed to follow eltHer; Rahma Bey,
theatre offerings.
Two were mu- an Egyptian fakir, was listed as an
Of the added Broadway entry next week.
sical and six non-musical.
former "Iolanthe" went up $1,000, "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em" will
going to $18,000. "Sunny" did not move from the Harris to the Apollo,
slip a dollar, grossing $43,250, hold- "Bunk of 1926" switching from the
ing leadership of the list by .a wide Broadhurst to the Harris.
margin.
8ubway
"The Royal Vagaband" claimed
"The Gorilla" from the subway
* over $25,000, as did "Song of the
circuit,
started a Broadway enFlame," while "The Cocoanuts" got gagement at the Selwyn Monday;
$24,000; al! three are aimed for sum- last week at the Bronx Opera House
mer holdover, along with "Sunny," It got $7,000; "The Enemy" got apand probably "Tip Toes," now paced proximately the same at the Maaround $20,000; "Vanities" has about jestic, with "The Poor Nut" grossanother month to go, with last ing $6,500 its second week at
week's gross about $18,000; "Nan- Werba's, Brooklyn; "The Creaking
ette" is reported under that mark Chair" about $5,000 at the Broad,
and too is expected to leave during Newark; "The Butter and Egg
June; "Greenwich Village Follies" Man" was top in a week of low
la due out after another two weeks, business in the outlying houses, gettakings being down to $16,000; ting about $10,000 at the Riveria.
"Pinafore" is said to have dropped
More Buys and Cut Rates
off materially and may soon be folAn increase in attractions boastlowed by another revival at the ing of "buys" from the premium
Century; "Dearest Enemy** will go agencies as well as the number of
out after another week, down to attractions that are in the cut rates.
about $11,500; "By the Way" is still Ia the former class there were 17
attractions listed this week, while
making money, last Trcck's figure the latter class grew to an even 30.
being $13,000; "Bunk" is the lowest
Three shows received buys of
of the musicals, estimated at $5,000 about 150 seats a night for four
last week, yet aimed for continu- weeks.
They are "The Sport of
Kings" at the Lyceum, "Bride of the
ance.
Lamb" at Miller's and "The Garrlck
Good for "CraioV
The award of the Pulitzer prize Gaieties," which opened at the Garthis week. There was an effort
was a windfall for "Craig's Wife," rick
made to swing a buy for "Kitty's
business improving about $2,500, Kisses" at the Playhouse, but the
with a gross of $12,000; "Shanghai brokers passed this one up.
Gesture" at $25,000, and "Lulu
The completed list held "Lulu
Belle" at $21,000 plus, continue to Belle" (Belasco), "H. M. S. Pinalead the non -musicals, both still at fore" (Century), "Song of the Flame"
capacity; "Cradle Snatchers" beat (44th St.), "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney" (Fulton), "Garrlck Gaieties"
$16,000, with "Last of Mrs. Chey(Garrlck),
Nanette,"
"No,
No,
ney" between $15,000 and $16,000; (Globe), "Tip Toes" (Liberty), "The
"Sex," a raw drama, approximated Wisdom Tooth" (Little), "Pomeroy's
$10,000 Its second week, the manage- Past" (Longacre), "Sport of Kings"
ment filling the house by making (Lyceum), "The Cocoanuts" (Lyric),
cut rate allotments the figure is "The Shanghai Gesture" (Beck),
good for a show of the kind; "Bride of the Lamb" (Miller's),
"Kongo" got $9,500 and La satisfied; "Cradle Snatchers" (Music Box),
"Sunny"
"Abie" a bit less; "Alias the Dea- (Plymouth)(Amsterdam), "Iolanthe"
and "The Girl Friend"
con," $8,600; "What Every Woman (Vanderbllt).
Knows" over $10,000; Tomeroy's
Bargains
Past," $9,000; "Love in a Mist," $8,Included in the bargain-counter
list
of
30
were
"Kongo" (Biltmore),
600; "Jazz Singer," $10,000; "The
Patsy," $9,000; "Wisdom Tooth," "The Patsy" (Booth), "The Bunk of
1926"
(Broadhurst),
"Vanities"
"Young Woodley," $8,000; (Carroll), "By the
$8,500;
Way" (Central),
"Square Crooks," $6,000; "Not Her- "II. M. S. Pinafore" (Century), "The
bert," $3,000.
Jazz Singer" (Cort), "Carmenclta
"Mrs. Beams'*" Best
and the Soldier" (Cosmopolitan),
At Mrs. Beams's" is easily the "Sex" (Daly's), "Square Crooks"
best of the newcomers, getting $14,- (Elliott). "One of the Family" (El600 for the second week; "The Sport tinge), "Is Zat So?" (46th St.), "Not
Herbert" (49th St.), "Love in a
of Kings" failed to click; in the
Mist" (Gaiety), "Garrlck Gaieties"
first seven performances the takings
(Garrlck), "Bad Habits of 1926"
were reported not over $3,000 at the (Greenwich Village), "Love 'Em and
Lyceum; "Kitty's Kisses," a new Leave 'Em" (Harris), "Alias the
musical, started well at the Play- Deacon"
(Hudson),
"Sweetheart
(Imperial),
"The Student
house, with some agency demand Time"
Prince" (Jolson), "The Great God
^indicated this week.
Raquel Meller is in her final week Brown" (Klaw), "Dearest Enemy"
(Knickerbocker), "Pomeroy's Past"
at the Empire. The scale was re- (Longacre),
"The Sport of Kings"
duced to $7.70 top last week, with (Lyceum), "Beau Strings" (Mansthe gross a bit over $21,000. It had field), "Juno and the Paycock"
been expected to extend the Span- (Mayfair), "The Half-Caste" (Na"The Gorilla" (Selwyn),
ish star's engagement another three tional),
weeks, but she goes to the road next "Greenwich Village Follies" (Shubert) and "Laff That Off' (Walweek.
Iack's).
Only one new production is
(Copyright, lfttt, by Variety, In*)
carded for next week, "The Great
Temptation," r A the Winter Garden;
"The Climax," first slated for spe- "GOOD FELLOW" IS C0MEDY-D
cial matinees, will be revived at the
"The Good Fellow," a comedy48th Street, but the following week drama by H. J. Mankiewicz, will be
"One Man's Woman" is reported produced by Crosby Galge.
George Kaufman will direct the
for the house. "The House of
Usher," first offered at the Fifth show, due for try-out June 21.
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$28,000

Week on

NEW TORNADO;

Los Angeles, May 11.
The El Capltan in Hollywood has

in

11.

hot weather arrived la force last
week. Two houses announced early
closing dates with a third expected
Two shows figured as
to follow.
possible
hot weather contenders
have decided to throw up the sponge

its

(21,000

1ST WK.

getting $23,000
at the Biltmore,

its fast gait,

fifth

week

while "Patsy.'! in its seventh and
last week at the Mason, got $14,100

—good for the show.

Tanning
—
'Louie

In the stock houses, "They Knew
got $8,900 for
the Majestic in its second week,
while Will Morrissey's revue at the
Orange Grove grossed $8,700 in its

"She Walked

Sleep," at the Morosco,

Editorials Help

Back to $30,000
Laurie Opens Big

What They Wanted"

second week.

9

9

in

drew

week.
The picture, "William Tell,"

shortly.

12, 1926

BLONDES' CHI'S

Coast

opened with a bang, "Chariot's Revue" grossing $28,900 in its first
week.
In town here "Rose-Marie" con-

High hopes and optimistic claims
again went a glimmering when the

via

1st

tinues at
Philadelphia,

Broadway may get a favorable

'Chariot's Revue,'

for

expected Flops

Beam's"

Did $14,500

break

"Queen High" Seems Best
Centennial Days— Un-

Wednesday, May

in its first

Chicago,

Her

May

ii

The $21,000 gross for the opening
week about tells the story for "Gen
tlemen Prefer Blondes." The show
drew is the talk of the town, with two

$5,600

North Broad Street
of
and Adelphl, were the $4,000 In its first week at the Phil- the dallies referring to it editorially
with "pans" based on moral grounds,
two to decide on mothballs. The harmonic Auditorium.
and the "pans" helping the show at
(Ooprrlfht, lttt. by Variety, Ine.)
Lyric has nothing to follow "The
the box office. The demand at
the
agencies is tremendous.
Two Orphans" this week only, and
Another show which is creatine
much
get
failing
to
the Adelphl,
$15,000; much comment, but of a different
business with "Puppy Love" has cut
sort, is "The Dybbuk" at the
Great
the run of that Anne Nichols comNorthern. It took $12,300 last week,
IN
big money for a dramatic piece
edy to two weeks which will also

The

two

houses, Lyric

'MERRY MERRY'

GROSS UP

mean

that

this

week

unforeseen

Barring

is

developments

closing is official at these
houses.
"Nanette," sliding badly but which
has been hoping to weather the
slump until June when the Sesqui's
opening and the arrival of the many
big conventions was figured to give
It life, has decided to call it a run
this

here,

and

is

now

in

its

BOSTON

the last

last

two

weeks.
Ona Munson will go into
the New York show for a brief period before .that troupe, too, closes.

9

Andrews Musical, with Marie
Saxon, Developing Strength

—'Green HatV Good Start

and because of his big local
and an auspicious preconceded a chance to stay up
Boston, May 11.
to 12 weeks here.
"The Green Hat," lone newcomer
"Artists and Models," also a Sunof the week, got an auspicious start day opening, is sure for the summer.
It is bound to get a heavy
at the Wilbur Monday night.
At
present gait should be good for trade from the numerous conventions during the warm months.
$20,000 weekly judging present adWalker Whiteside in "The Arabian"
vance and Interest.
"Rose- Marie" at the Studebaker will be helped by
opened a repeat engagement at the the house itself, as well as his own
Shubert and also grabbed Its share local prestige. The Studebaker has
of patronage.
The all-star "Two a big band of show shoppers who
Orphans" departed after a week at swear by anything that comes into
the Boston Opera House where It the house.
"Hush Money" came into the Harplayed
Salle,

mier

—

•

—

some flcurlng
"Ben-Hur" looks

it for six weeks.
set, but if it flops
hot weather comes "Rain" and Eagfels
to
a musical show may be put In.
Estimates for Last Week
at
$20,000
Minneapolis
"The Poor Nut" (Broad. 1st week)
Promising opening, with much
Minneapolis, May 11.
local interest, and may keep house
With exceptionally strong attracopen longer than generally is.
tions.
Metropolitan and Shubert
"Easy Virtue"
About $8,000 in profiled last week.
last week.
While the weather cut in a bit
"Countess Mantra 1* (Shubert, 4th on Jeanne Eagels in "Rain" at the
week) Big operetta very well liked. Metropolitan, the Colton play had
Too expensive for gross, $21,000. a mighty profitable period at the
Will have to rally to »»uiy in. Two stiff $3.30 scale. Got nearly $20-

can.

when the

be seen in "Divorcons" (revival).
Joe Laurie, Jr., in "If I Were
Rich," opened Sunday at the La

following

"Countess Maritza" was another
which toppled badly last week. It
figured to go out in two or posThis big opersibly three weeks.
etta at the Shubert is so expensive a show that it cannot afford to
take a beating.
"Queen High" was more or less
to disappointing business.
of an exception to the rule last
Last week "Merry Merry" picked
week. This musical comedy at the
up
about
$1,000 In business bringChestnut, although sliding a bit,
leld
"Twelve ing the gross for the week up to
to
about $10,000.
Miles Out," despite great notices $16,000. Tne Lyle Andrews musical,
and evident popularity with audi- with Marie Saxon, featured, is deences, failed to get over $5,000 in its veloping much strength here in a
second and last week at the Walnut. house (Plymouth) unsulted for a
'Puppy Love" grossed only about musical show.
$7,500 at the Adelphl in Its first
"Captain Jinks" finished at the
week.
Shubert last Saturday. It started
"The Green Hat" was again bad, well, at one time hitting a gross of
getting about $7,000 probably un$25,000, but later dropped to $15,000.
der. In its fifth week at the Lyric.
Rumors and counter rumors have "A Kiss in a Taxi" finished strong
been flying about thickly during the at the Wilbur last Saturday night,
ast few days.
First it was re- bettering previous week's takings
ported that "Queen High," through and getting $13,000 on its getaway
i special arrangement between Shuweek.
>erts, Schwab and Mandell and the
Last Week's Estimates
Erlanger people, would move to the
"Merry, Merry" Plymouth (2nd
Garrlck when "Nanette" leaves, and week).—
Did $15,000, up $1,000 from
:hat "Gay Paree" would move into
the Chestnut.
Now that's appar- business of the week before. Figently out, and "Gay Paree" will ured as strong attraction.
"The Green Hat," Wilbur (1st
nrobably come Into the Shubert to
follow
"Queen week). In final week at the house
"Maritza,"
with
High" staying where it is and "A Kiss in a Taxi" did $13,000.
something as yet unannounced to Opening week of "The Green Hat"
follow "Nannette."
a sell out.
The Walnut has "Kosher Kitty
"Rose Marie" Shubert (1st week).
Kelly" beginning this week, but It Is
Here for three weeks at $2.50 top.
understood that another show is
In
final week "Captain Jinks did
booked for June 1 and that, will, in
turn, be followed by a summer show $15,000.
later.
"Abie's Irish Rose," Castle Square
Of this week's other two new- (final week).— Credi tad with about
comers "The Two Orphans" Is in $8,000 last week.
for only a week and "The Poor Nut"
(Copyrictift, 1020, by Varlet?, Ine.)
at the Broad Is to stay as long as It
is

spotted in this house. "Close Quarters" figured $13,000 with its
all
star cast at the Blackstone. After
this week the Tyler company will

real

—

—

—

is

ris last Friday, no* rating as a show
that will ever make the important
money class. "Out of the Night"
succeeded "Pigs" at the Cort and
is an unknown factor as yet. "Betty
Dear" moved to the Garrlck, where,
if house and show are satisfied at
between $12,000 and $14,000, it can
probably stay around four weeks.
"Louie, the 14th" is set here for the
rest of the season if Leon Errol
can stand the grind. Receipts have
been consistently big, last week being $30,000, and leading everything
in the city.
Estimates for Last Week
"Betty Deer" (La Salle, 5th week).
About $10,000 last week, with move
to Garrlck looked to help on account
of better location. "If I Were Rich"
here this* week.
"Gay Psree" (Apollo, 13th and

final

week).

$17,000.

"The Masked Woman"

(Adelphl.

week).

Ascher stock company;
around $6,000; net must be very
1st

small at that figure.
••Pigs" (Cort, 25th and final week).
Quoted $12,000; Minneapolis, St
Paul and a couple of weeks in
"sticks" before moth balls for summer; Boston penciled for fall; made
great run at nice money.

"Castles

in

25th week).

the

Down

Air"

(Olympic,

to $21,000.

"Louie the 14th" (Illinois, 9th
week).
Resumed run; boys handling show put over reopening like
a first night; great clip at $30,000.
^Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" (Selwyn, 1st week). Comedy tornado
tearing up the town; $21,000.
"Close Quarters" (Blackstone, 6th
week). Elsie Ferguson leaving company at end of this week, when
Tyler all-stars will revive "Divorcons"; $13,000.
"The Last Warninfl" (Central, 5th

One more week to go, with
Green Beetle" succeeding;
slipped to $3,000.
"Pair o' Fools" (Studebaker, 8th
and final week). Around $15,000 on
its farewell week; Chi engagement
for coast favorites probably profitweek).

"The

able; Frank Gazzolo removed heavy
weeks more probabw all. Atlantic 000.
Citv mentioned next.
The heat made no difference at stop clause of house for their benefit.
La Gallienne (Princess, 1st week).
"Ben-Hur" (Forrest, 4th week)— the Shubert, where Blanche Yurka
'

Big picture still going strongly. Just was guest star with the stock in
under $17,000 last week. Locks Ibsen's "The Wild Duck." At 10
good until July, at any rate, not performances to about $9,000.
longer.
A musical comedy version of
"No, No, Nanette," (Garrlck, 6th "Twin Beds" was the stock offering
week)
Flopping badly. Last two at the Palace. It did around $4,000.
weeks, according to decision Just
The second week of stock burmade.
About $11,000 last week, lesque at the Gayety, with a new
probably under.
company, netted in the neighbor"Queen
Won" (Chestnut, 5th hood of $4,400, wrestling
week) This musical suffered less helping. The Milwaukee and added,
Minnethan most everything else In town apolis companies will
to
and got little over $16,000. Good alternate throughout continue
the spring
figure. Should make decided bid for season.
little

—

—

summer

stay.

"Kosher Kitty Kelly* (Walnut,

week)— In

(Copyright,
1st

!•*«,

by Variety,

Ine.)

for several weeks.

"Twelve Miles Out"—About $6,000
Shuberts Lease in Wilmington
last week.
"Two Orphans" (Lyric, one week
Wilmington, May 11.
only) Advance sale not big.
The Shuberts have taken over the
"Green Hat"— Down to $7,000 and Playhouse on a year's lease from
under last week. House dark after the du Pont interests,
assuming tenthis week.
ancy July 1.
"Puppy Love" (Adelphl, 2d week)
The
Playhouse
has been having
Disappointment. Razzed by some
of the critics, while others raved. more or less a rocky time of it in
Last week, with house also going securing attractions and until the
recent lease was made there had
dark. $7,500.
(Copyright, 1926, bj Variety, Ins.)
been rumors it would be scrapped.

—

—

Ibsen repertoire troupe headed by

Eva La Gallienne drawing highbrows and drama leaguers; at $7,500, pretty

good.

"Hush Money" (Harris). Opened
Friday of last week; moderate run
indicated.

2d

"The Dybbuk" (Great Northern,
• week).
Making conversation
better classes and getting

among

good play;
week.
(Cepyrlfht,

bettered
1*2«,

$12,000

by Variety,

last

Ine.)

CATLETT VICE H0LTZ
Los Angeles, May

4.

When

"Patsy" concludes its engag^i.ient at the Curran. San Francisco, Lou Holts will step out of
the cast, as his contract expire!
and will not be renewed.
In the
place will be Walter
Catlett from "The Honey Girl, at
the Casino, San Francisco.
The management will take the
show east, opening in Chi' o the
latter part of June.

Wednesday,

May

12,

LEGITIMATE
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moderate

SHOWS IN N, Y,

AND COMMENT

principally

steady

play

* ulte P rof
£,ble and record breaker will bo
attraction
the
through summer;
declining.
ilit Is steadily
(25th
Hudson
oalias the Deacon,"
Making a good run of It
week)
the
enter
to
on
end also counted
off
warm weather period} trade
$8,600
but
at
week,
like others last

SwAiately

coming

rates,

Indicated;

week).

Estimated getting $6,000
last week which means heavy
loss; but sponsors appear wlllinK
to continue and have arranged to
switch to the Sin H. Harris; contact with Shuberts may prevent

Ram H.
Harris (15th week).
Will move
to Apollo Monday for balance of
the month under liberal sharing
terms; recently dived to $6,500
or under; Harris may got "Bunk,"
now at Broadhurst.
"Love in a Mist," Gaiety (5th week).
With little box office trade for
balcony that section allotted cut
rates last week;
gross around
$8,000 or little more; both house
and show claim profit at figure.
"Lulu Belle," Belasco (14th week).
Getting
all
house will
hold;
Lr^onoro Ulrlc, starred, has decided to continue through summer; show sure to hold over into
next season; over $21,000 weekly.
"No, No, Nanette," Globe (35th
week). Another month and perhapH longer, although new "Follies" is dated for June 21
in
Globe; business last week approximated $18,000; stop limit Is
$14,000; some cut rates now.

removal.
"Dearest
Enemy," Knickerbocker
(35th week).
Another week to
go; operetta dipped under $12,000,
the stop limit; going out, opening
in Boston May 24.
"Garrick Gayetiee," Garrlck (1st
profitable.
week). Only premiere this week;
still
is
revue cast from so-called junior
•A Night In Paris," Casino de Pwla
week).
(19th
Roof)
players
in Theatre Guild and Is
(Century
"Not Herbert," 49th Street (10th
co-operative; is second show of
After worrying the Shuberts sevweek).
Moved here from Klaw
was
house
roof
the
its
kind.
seasons,
eral
Monday; show originally opened
revived; revue has fared well; "Great God Brown," Klaw (16th
at 52d Street; business eased off
$18,000.
at
lately
week).
Moved
here
from
estimated
the Garagain to $6,000, but may get by
rlck Monday; originally played
•At Mrs. Beam's," Guild (Srd week).
through east arrangement.
the Greenwich Village; did well,
With the list shrinking this com"One
of the Family," Eltlnge (21st
particularly at
matinees after
edy has a chance to remain longer
week). May continue into Juno,
(six
period
subscription
coming
upiown, but off lately;
than the
dependent
on business showing
under $6,000.
weeks); trade after then will desome sort of profit; moderate
cide; last week again over $14,- "Greenwich Village Follies," Shumoney
show, with recent trade
bert (21st week).
Another two
500.
$6,000 to $7,000.
(3rd
Mansfield
weeks to go; doubtful of moving "Pinafore,"
"Beau Strings,"
Century (6th week).
Final week; attraction
to another house ("The Shanghai
week).
Revival reported diving after first
weeks;
three
house
Gesture" moves in from Beck);
guaranteed
four
weeks,
with estimated busibusiness $15,000 to $16,000, last
rated under $3,000, meaning heavy
ness last week nnder $18,000;
week not an even break.
loss; house may go dark.
"Mikado"
may
be readied to folM lolanths,"
Plymouth (4th week).
"Bride of the Lamb," Henry Miller
low In a few weeks.
Last week's gross
While business all along the line "Pomeroy's Past," Longacre (4th
(7th week).
approximated $9,500, somewhat
continued to fall last week, atweek).
Under expectations of
tendance here improved and gross
under pace of the first uptown
first week; business approximated
went up about $1,000 for a total
week; limited audiences Indi$9,000 last week aided by an
of $18,000; corking trade for Gircated for drab drama, but busiagency bay of moderate proporbert and Sullivan revival.
ness satisfactory both ways at
tions.
this time.
"Is Zat So?" Chanin's 46th Street "Sex," Daly's 6$d Street (3d week).
(72d week). Grosses down around
"By the Way," Central (20th week).
Getting plenty of money for show
English revue expectant of con$8,000 and doubtful if much profit
of the kind; raw stuff drawing;
tinuing into June; last week the
either way; maagement, however,
$10,000 claimed last week, with
gross approximated $13,000 which
figuring on going into summer.
cut rates not far from capacity.
should be profitable both ways.
"Kongo," Biltmore (7th week). Hot "Song of the "lame," 44th Street
•Cradle 8natehers," Music Box (36th
weather continuance expected for
(19th week).
Summer continuweek). Not worrying about this
tropical thriller; business holds
ance not sure as yet; operating
one; laugh leader around $15,000,
to $9,500 and over; figure satisexpense somewhat pruned and a
which, though under winter pace.
factory both ways.
profit turned last week at apIs regarded as big money right "Kitty's
Kisses,"
Playhouse (2d
proximately $25,000.
now.
week). W. A. Brady brought in "Square Crooks," Maxlne Elliott's
••Craig's Wife," Morosco (31st week)
intimate musical comedy Thurs(11th week).
Around $5,500 last
Award of the Pulitzer prize last
day night last week; notices fairly
week; takings principally from
week Jumped trade $2,500 or more,
good on whole; some agency accut rates; just about breaks even,
which placed the gross around
tivity reported.
though a small profit probable.
$12,000; ought to go through June "La ft That Off," Wallack'a (29th "Student
Prince,^ Jolson's (76tb
easily.
week).
week). Another show that does
Down around $12,000
•Bunk of 1ttt," Broadhurst (4th
lately, indicating holdover opernot fear the hot weather; grosses

*

'Never has a new-born star shone more
brightly than Miss Saxon."

—Boston

etta will hardly try for 'another

summer's continuance.

but

maybe "Sunny,"

"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em,"

ume

Republic (208th

along,

from cut

$6,000.

omm « nt point to lomi attractions boing
Figures •f* imata(' and «
gross accredited to other* might suggest
wec«Mf„l, while tho
Tho variance is explained in tt.e difference in
liediocrity or loos.
with tho varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
hotiso capacities,
difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
with consequent
nocossary for musical attraction as against dramatic
in business
considered.
table's Irish Rose,"
"Abie" will actually enter
Ilk)
Broadway next
JJTflfth year on
at apliiek- business continues
-

right

profit

VARIETY
New

Amsterdam

(34th

week). Far ahead of anything on
Uioadway, weekly grosses now
running $17,000 more than nearest
contender; last week again better
than $43,000, and not expected to
deviate muc h through summer.
"Sweetheart Time," Imperial (16th
week). Maybe two weeks more,
though the middle of June aimed
as finish; business around $10,000
Is

hardly profitable fur show.

"The Cocoanuts," Lyric (23d week).
Has eased oft, but looks Uko a
summer holdover; last week about
$24,000.
"The Girl Friend," Vanderbilt (10th
woek). Has drawn fair business,
but not able to climb; average
betwee.i $10,000 and $11,000.

better at

43

$8,000;

last

two weeks

about $8,500, or a bit more.
"Tip Toes," Liberty (20th week).
I^ist week quoted the same as
previous week, when takings were
approximately $20,000; low mark
for this musical comedy success,
but still making money.
"Vanities," Earl Carroll (45th week).
Another three or four weeks indicated, with June completion possible; pace now estimated at $1S,000; new "Vanities" due in July.
"What Every Woman Knows," Bijou
6th week).
Regarded among tho
best

of

the

spring's

revivals;

business

again better than $10,which exceeds expectations;
figure good for moderate capacity

000,

house.

"Young

Woodley,"

Belmont

(28th

week). A siioi ess spotted in small
Half Caste," National (7th
house; with takings over $S.000,
week).
Engagement indefinite;
however, it can continue indefiroad tour next season probable;
nitely.
last week gross was around $6,Outside Times 6q.— Little— Revivals
500, about an even break.
Ac to 1*8* Theatre revival of "The
"The Gorilla," Selwyn (1st week)
(repeat engagement).
Returned Importance of Being Earnest" well
to Broadway directly from sub- regarded at Comedy; "Cyrano" and
way circuit; repeat date for a "Servant In the House," Hampminimum of four weeks; will den's; "Juno and the Pay cock**
probably get best support from closing at the Mayfair, to be followed by "The House of Usher";
cut rates.
"The Jazz Singer," Cort (36th week). Bad Habits" (revue), Greenwich
(revue).
"Cherry
Pie"
Going along steadily at $10,000 or Village;
more weekly; cut-rate outlet for Cherry Lane; "The Dybbuk" and
A Romantic Young Lady." split*
this drama appears unlimited and
ting week at Neighborhood; "Orshow may last into hot weather.
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," Ful- pheus," Provincetown; "Friend Inton (27th week).
Will probably deed," closed last Saturday, Central
run until late in June, with a Park.
summer continuance doubtful, be(OopTrtrM. it!«. »y variety, tee.)
cause It is understood show cannot operate under $15,000 weekly;

"The

last week
$16,000.

between

$16,000

New

and

"Vanities"

"The Patsy," Booth (21st week). A
Earl Carroll Is lining up the cast
comedy show that has been at- for bis new "Vanities" which sup*
tracting paying business from the plants the current edition at the
start; not among the leaders, hut
Carroll, New York, In July.
Audirated with the * successes; over
tions are being held twice a week at
$9,000 lately.
Carroll.
Dave
will
stags
Bennett
the
"The Shanghai Gesture," Beck (15th
week). Broadway's dramatic lead- the new edition.
despite rising temperature,
business continues at amazing
figure; bettering $25,000 weekly.
"The 8port of Kings," Lyceum (2d
week).
Metropolitan critics did
not take kindly to English play
about horse racing; first week
(seven performances) estimated
er;

under $3,000.
"The Vagabond King," Casino (84th

Some of the season's muhits are sure to hold over
weather; this one has

week).
sical

Carroll will not send the current
edition on tour but has leased the
road rights to Joseph De Milt, who
will recast and send It out as a road
attraction.

Robt.

Newman's

1st

Play

Robert Newman, formerly associated with Patterson McNutt as

general manager for the latter**
productions, has withdrawn to proa good chance; not equaling win- duce on his own.
ter pace, but very good at $21,600.
His Initial production will be "A
"The Wisdom Tooth," Little (18th
week). Spring hit housed In small Very Rich Young Man," by Zos
theatre, but able to break even or kins, to be launched next season.
Into

warm

"Marie Saxon

Broadway

lives

critics

up

have

to the nice things
said of her/*

—Philadelphia "Bulletin"

"Globe"

PHILADE1PHIA AND

MARIE SAXON
With

"MERRY MERRY"

at the Plymouth, Boston, thanks all of the dramatic reviewers

who have commented upon
Also

her work;

MR. LYLE ANDREWS and "MERRY MERRY" company

VACATIONING AFTER JUNE
"Miss Saxon has a charming personality, a
at
pleasing voice, and an amazing ability
dancing."

.

—Philadelphia

Ledger

„

for a pleasant season.

1st

the successful Boston stellar debut of
she took the audience
.
.
.
storm."
Boston "Telegram"

'*.
.

.

Marie Saxon

by

—

-
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THEATRE TOURNAMENT

LITTLE

from
the
professional with the Huddersfleld Thespians of
the Little Theatre alone Is Huddcrsfleld (England), selected to
not "ruining" the road. The Llttlo represent the British Drama League,
That's
Theatre, as authorities have it. is as the official emissaries.
a community necessity and is given inside stuff on the little theatre sit
Their advent into
support, not only because of com- uation abroad.
munity pride, but jtist as much be- the American tourney is itself wor
cause of an objection to the infer- thy of comment.
A courteous Invitation to the Brit
ior road material proffered by touriah little theatres was extended, with
ing attractions.
Put the Little Theatre figures lm seven groups abroad accepting and
portantly.
Louisville, a fair sized then deciding to compete through
city, is mentioned as one example the medium of the winner of their
The Huddersof what the Little Theatre has done own little tourney.
to stimulate public interest in the flcld Thespians were the otFlclul
theatro because of fine dramatic choice, but the Gloucester group
treatment. Louisville formerly could decided to come along, anyway.
Their "Brass Doorknob" is naive
not support a stock company, but
now holds three Little Theatres and stuff, but somewhat of a miniature
five other groups of amateur play- thriller and possibly already done in
vaudeville.
If not, it can be docers.
That was the whyfore of the tored up for the varieties by switchtournament in New York last week. ing the war formula gag to someAs another step to propagate gen- thing about a secret patent for u
amateur dye, or something more modern.
interest
In
these
eral
Mrs. Bradbury la the wife of the
groups, the fourth annual tournaHawker forces an enment at the Bayes was held with inventor.
Walter Hartwig in charge. Variety, trance. He secures possession of
plans.
The wife attempts to
as announced, had been selected as the
the official authoritative source for foil him by pretending the doorknob
leading
out
is electrically charged
professional
observation
on the
amateurs' productions. Each night as a precaution by the shrewd inventor
against
such emergency. The
Is accordingly dealt with at length
herein, with the final winners ap- crook forces the wife to attempt
opening
the
door.
She complies and
pended In a box. Variety's opinThe crook,
ion, if at variance, will also be ap- feigns death by shock.
finding
himself
trapped
until her
pended following the public announcement of the) winners, not to husband's return, carelessly, for pur.
poses
of
plot,
puts
his gun
the
down
hand as this is written.
A committee of Judges headed by and turns his back in chagrin. The
wife,
York
although
facing
opposite
New
the
Forrest Davis of the
"Herald -Tribune," and comprising direction, hops up and grasps the
Dorothy Stockbridge, who formerly gun, covering her would-be burglar,
headed the Stockbridge Stocks, and thus turning the tables. All quite
Is now with "Alnslee's Magazine"; obvious, but likely to please comJ. Kenyon Nicholson of Columbia mercial vaudeville, particularly in
University;
Manvel Whittemore, view of the ordinary parlor set and
and Ernest K. Llndley of the New the two people. Both Mr. HannamYork "World," selected the Dallas Clark and Miss Anton sustained
group (Friday night), Shreveport. their roles well, and although not
La., Players (Thursday night), Hud- qualifylug for the final honors. It,

Maybe,

Thespians (of England) too, is an honorable mention,
(Wednesday), ana the Cellar Play- opinion.
ers of the Hudson Guild (the open-

dersfleld

ing playlet Monday night) as the
quartet of contestants for final
honors. Those decisions were popular and coincide with this paper's,

with qualifications as mentioned In
the course of the reviews.
Dallas Group

The Little Theatre of Dallas, one
most advanced organizations,
which has for the past two years
won the Belasco trophy and will
of the

it entirely if they take the
were the last of the tour-

leg,
pit.

Margaret

Larking

"El

their play, was awarded
jrize of $200
by Samuel
1, inc., the play publishers, as
the best unpublished playlet.
Tbe theme Is one of religious
fanaticism as still exists today in
provincial Mexico where the once
godly rite of religious flaggelatlon

In

our

6)

at times.

Produced by Harold Hallas, this
playlet of the fifth century, set on
top of a column outside Antioch,
permits of a number of Simeon's
has degenerated into a monstrosity pithy observations which evidence a
whereby the penitent El Crlsto, by modern parallel at times. As played
means of whip and cross, is conse- by H. C. Calvert, Simeon was an
crated as an alleged Image of the excellent elocutionist, all of his
Christ for frankly material reasons wisdom being properly stressed in
of power.
Thus, Jose Valdez (ex- its oral presentation and, albeit
ceedingly
well played
by True talky, doing much to sustain the inThompson), whose idealism is sin- terest. The elocutionary talents of
cere, resents the ultimate purpose the well-balanced cast, with possiof using his religious power to sway bly Hilda Chilton standing up and
popular vote for his father, a out a trifle above her associates,
would-be sheriff. Jose refuses to go was the most Important feature ot
through with the ritual and his re- the offering.
jection is misconstrued by his father
St. Simeon is tempted by a piland sweetheart a* physical coward- grim, a king, the devil and a woman
ice.
The swaggering young bully to forsake his lofty perch atop the
steps in, Instead, and agrees to en- column and come down to the earth
dure the physical pain of the replica below; and while he admits he ha."
of the cruclfixitlon upon condition been most tempted oy the female's
he is made the next sheriff.
wiles and charms, he is resigned to
This most original theme, consis- remain aloft merely through force
tently well cast, and produced by of habit, and thus defining himself
Oliver lllnsdell, with scenery by a confirmed bachelor.
Alexander Iiogue and modeling by
The setting was striking and the
Allle Tennant, was popularly ac
histrionics, considering the mateclaimed as the prize winner of the rial, particularly noteworthy.
The
evening.
cast follows:
The players:
Simoon
H. C. Calvert
Jose Vnlde*
.True- Thompson I'Hcrlm
H. P. Roblnnon
Manuel Valdez
Kmcsl K.ilmnon Km»T
IlaroM Italian
lt r
HI* Fnther
Mi Kimlllanihnr
George Henumont
Ills Mother
Julln 1Ihk:ih KuI<kI;i
Hilda Chilton
Jlosnlin
Gerry ttw risky 1'i'ofla
Mary Toylor
Rkardo
Royal Cm wan The iH'vil
Donald Avlpon
"

i

Ills

Friday
(MAY

7)

Friday night's bill opened with
the Smith College Dramatic Association of Northampton, Mass.. offering "A Puppet-Play" by Eleanor Golden, '26, Smith
College
nenlor. Directed by Katherlne Phelan with scenery by Eleanor Deland
and Elcancr Tulin, '27, and masks,
costumes and properties by Irma
Burkhardt.
It proved an ingenious marionette
conception, but overly long and petering out before
King's Dwarf

The King
The Prince
Above Him
The Princes*
Above Her

The

Squire

Above Him
The Queen
Above Her
The Dragon
Above Him

its final

curtain.

Ha rah Tavlor.

Marian

"2S

Keilev.

'2<;

MnrUn.

"27

Mary Ilelchcr.
Anna Dlemer,

'2:»

Lillian

Eleanor Poland.
Eleanor Kratz,
Kva Tltman.

"27

"27
*2s

Elisabeth Patterson, '2tl
Katherlne Phelnn. '2«

Irma llurkhar.lt. '27
Samuel A. Eliot, Jr.
The second was by the Gloucester
Vale. Group from Gloucester (England), with Matthew Boulton's "The
Brass Doorknob," staged by T.
Hannam- Clark, also of the cast of
the two players, with Phyllis Anton
as the) .second menbepr-of the group
The* Gloucester vale Group is the
second English little theatre organisation as well, not being satisfied

Friend

Hltdred Taylor

The first group Thursday evening,
the Studio Theatre, Inc.. of Man
Italian, offering Djuna names' "The
Dove," makes one wonder

ewn

if

they knew what they were ranting
about.
The audience didn't. Miss

Karnes is Identified with "The I itReview" and Is given to psychocreations, but this hocuspocus about "advanced virgins,"
tie

pathic

with
ho

Its

much

lesbian suggestions,
blah.
Samuel A.

is

Just

Elliot,

directed the following cast:
Amelia Rurrson
Margaret S. Wall
Vera, her slater
Olga Eary
The Dove
AletU Frelle
Huddersfleld Thespians were second and Kittredgo Players, another
Manhattan group, offering Sir James
Harries "Half an Hour." closed the
evening's bill. The cast:
T<i li.in
Dorothy Tjiwrence Rone
Mr. Carson
John C. Whltromb
Hugh
Edward Marchante
tfusie
Gene Magnus
Dr. Rrodle
Hamilton S Phillips
Tr..

1

Hutler
Mr. Kcddlng
Mrs. Redding

By a close vote of 3-2, the
Dallas group was given the
verdict over
judges)'
official
Little
the Shreveport, La.,
Theatre, making It the third
straight win for the Dallas
Players, and giving them the
third and last leg on the
Belasco Trophy which now
becomes the Dallas Little
permanent
propTheatre's
erty.

The

Hudderrffleld Thespians,
presenting F. Sladen-Smlth's
"St.

Simeon

Stylites,"

and the

Cellar Players of the Hudson
Guild, Manhattan, were the
runners-up, these four groups
competing for final honors on
the Saturday matinee and

evening performances.
Variety's Opinion
The theme and the general
performance of the 8hreveport, La., Little Theatre, offering Ada Jack Carver's "The
Cajun," rstes the lead over
the Dallas group.
Otherwise, the general opinion coincides with the official
judges.
Individual Performances
The following players, with
parenthetically
their groups
denoted, stood out Individually
hlstrionlo
for
performances,
some of which are also commented on in the detailed reviews appended herein, with
remarks anent professional
possibilities:

Frank Carney (Cellar Players).

keepsle

The visiting British group, the
Huddersfleld Thespians of H udders
field, representing the British Drama
Leaguo, took the honors Thursday
night
with
their
Simeon
"St
Stylites," by P. Sladen-Smith, although not so program-credited. It
is the first of the two visiting English
little
theatre
organizations
competing In the tourney, and evidenced Shavian wisdom in its dramatic construction, even unto being
a bit verbose, as is O. B. S.'a wont

i

'Variety's' Opinions

William L. Hildeburn (Playhoube Association* Summit,
N. J.).
Agnes Biesemeler (Pough-

Thursday Night
(MAY

And

Winners

J. Fabian Joyce
Fred C. Batchcllor

Anna M. Hteln
Obviously, the Bu'rrle script was
superior to the presentation, al-

Community Theatre).

Walter

J.

town, N.

J. t

Reeves

(Highs-

Players).

Dorr is V. Hands and Mary
Jewell
Kimbell
(Shreveport
Little Theatre).

H. C. Calvert of the

Hud-

Thespians

(who

dersfleld
rates as

the best Individual
performance),
with Hilda
Chilton of the same English
group qualifying for mention
as well.

Lawrence
Ross
Manhat-

Dorothy
(Kittredge

Players,

tan).

True Thompson of the Dallas
Players, the prize-winners, who ran a close second
to Mr. Cilvert for single histrionic honors.

Honorable Mentions

Along with the four final
contestants, the Playhouse AsPoughkeepsie Community Theatre, Winston HI

sociation,

Players
(because
of
their
youth, being high school undergraduates), the Kittredge
Players and the Gloucester
Vale Group from Gloucester,
England (the second British
entry) deserve favorable mention

for

their

offerings

and

performances.

Anent Margaret Larkin
Margaret Larkin, a Dallas
woman, who authored the
prize winner's playlet Is currently a New York resident,

handling Passaic mills* publicity.

Her

effort

which won

the first Samuel French, Inc.,
aware' as the beat unpublished
playlet, bespeaks of considerable talent as a stage writer.
It
requires as much effort to author a good one-acter
as it doos to turn out a fifthrate full-length play, hence the
average short play is more or
less a labor of love with Its
author, particularly when the
little
theatre standards are
kept in mind, with no thought
of commercial vaudeville as

an

outlet.

Vaudeville would not accept
of the playlets produced,
with the exception of the
Gloucester Vale Group's naive

any

mellerette (as commented on
the reviews), not because
they are not good enough for
vaudeville but rather the reverse, since the varieties care
naught for fine acting as much
as superfine action and a form
of
dramatics derived from
props and business as much
as crackling lines.
Abel
in

though Dorothy Lawrence Hose is room dramatics. Something about
worthy of professional attention for the demands of drawing-room deher ease behind the footlights. The portment is enough of an obstacle
support was rather woak, but the to negative otherwise capable tal~nst had the usual handicap of ?m ons.
average group essaying drawingThe playlet, too, was more or less

igoj

,

the nature of three short acts,
rather than the accepted one-scene,
one-curtain little theatre playlet.
This does not look like a contender
for final honors. The English group
will probably reach the semi -finals,
as far as may be judged up to
Thursday night. These notices arc
written dally and Judgment applies
up to that evening.
in

Official Prize
angle,

Wednesday May

Wednesday
(MAY

Shreveport, La., figures most flatteringly for first honors, with their
presentation of "The Cajun," by Ada
Jack Carver. The playlet is eligible
for
one of the Samuel French
awards as a meritorious unpublished
play, and should take honors.
Intelligently written and excellently portrayed, this is a study of
one family of the so-called "lost
peoples" that fled in 1755 as refugees to Louisiana. From them has
developed a race of present-day illiterate French -Americans,
to
be
found in southern Louisiana. "The
Cajun" as a term is Itself a corruption of Acadian.
And so here is a family of this
type preparing for the marriage of
first cousins, ignorant of the state
law against such unions. The eugenic objection to kin as close as
that entering into wedlock is illustrated by a half-wit son in the
family.
Yet Julie and Pierre, her
lover, have not thought of the danger of magnifying the physical

A

Greenwich, Conn., offering
Branch Cabell's "Simon-.©? jl.i*
jgSi
Produced by Mary Hill-Brown
in a chamber of an ancentrii k ^1
hon

in their blood.

^
*;

time of King G eorge I
An unusually fetching

set h—.
tlfully mounted and strik^y^!:
tinctive, was negatived by

formance generally. The poor
idea tST
was rather naive and obvious
tS5
A0*
players:
Lord Rockesle

6)

Up through Wednesday night, the
Shreveport
Little
Theatre
of

weaknesses

The first costume play so f—
Ths Studio Workshop pi a J^fL^*2

Fr»«w 8
o
1 ft
«
}]«»?. r
LUblt »
Oliffri a

Simon Orta
Puncheon
Uuljr

»

V

Allonby

Tuesday
(MAY
Tuesday

4)

evening's

routine

switched with the Aquinal
Union of the Bronx. N. Y.DraWuS
off ba
cause of a motor accident Involvhw

two of the principals. The FireslX
Players, one of Walter
HartwiSI
past groups, stepped in to

fill

tha

breach, although announcing
them,
selves not competing in this
year",
tourney, being added starters
for
accommodation purposes.
if 1>0m m
sible, the Aquinal group will
also

be given an opportunity to do
stuff In

Judgment for

their
final honors.

The Playhouse

Association
Summit. N. J., group, offering "The Val.
by Holworthy Hall and Robert Mid!

lant."

d.emaaa.

Directed by

out.

Norman Lee

a den ,I lt
w'
.K
r,
?
Father
Daly

w

Swartl

Geor*«
I*no
Gordon Bunk**

Jamea Dyke

Wm.

Josephine Parla

Hildeburn
n C. Burrtj

I,.

RU

Da,n

t

W

Theodore

Attendant

8111

Wharton area*

cruel fix figures as a talisman,

mother withholding the cross
Holworthy Hall's story, dramauntil after her daughter's marriage tized by Robert Middlcmass of
"The
and when an offspring is anticipat- Butter and Egg Man" cast, proved
ed.
For the curtain, as the padre a gripping dramatic theme. While
the

explains the state's objections to not possessed of the full-length
sanction the alliance, the frantic stage possibilities which Mr. Mldbride-to-be falls at her mother's dlemass is known to believe It has.
knee, demanding the crucifix as a It is a thoroughly worth while short
holy guardian, for she, too, expects play offering.
an offspring.
The Shakesperean epigram, "The
A" thoroughly gripping play, it valiant never taste of death but
was excellently produced by Harry once," is the foundation of the playA. Huguenot and done by a local let, which is set in a warden's of«
cast which apparently knew its flee outside of a prison's death
stuff.
It was all salt-of- the- earth chamber with James Dyke, selfto them, and not as foreign as confessed murderer, still maintainwould be, perhaps, any attempt to ing utmost secrecy anent his true
produce a drawing-room opus. Fur- identity, contending his name is no
thermore, authentic properties from alias. His sister, Journeying all the
the
Melrose plantation,
Natchi- way from Ohio to the Wethersfleld,
oches Parish, La., are included In Conn., state's prison, certain that
the corking set.
the "James Dyke" is her brother.
The
well-balanced
cast
was Is fooled by the condemned man's
equally divided as to talent, with stole and apparently sincere inpossibly Dorrls V. Hands and Mary sistence they are not related. InJewell Kimbell, as the mother and stead he professes to have known
daughter, standing out.
They are her brother (actually himself)*
professional possibilities.
spinning a story about his honor*
Certainly the best of Wednesday able death on the field of battle,
evening, "The Cajun," will probably as a farewell token to his doubting
be a prize winner.
(Subsequently mother in the backwoods, who will
discovered to have been chosen as be pleased to know of her son's
one of the four semi-final con- heroism. For the tag, Dyke, alias
testants, our opinion, without any Josephine Paris' brother, walks to
knowledge of the official judges' the death chamber chanting his
verdicts, places this above every- favorite Shakosperean theorem
thing In the tourney. The Shreve- anent "the valiant."
port group rated second in the
It is a gripping playlet, exceed*
Samuel French awards, earning ingly well done by the Playhouse
1200 as a prize for the second best Association, and meriting an honunpublished play. Apropos of this, orable mention compared to the
Variety's selections of winners, with subsequent offerings, as has dehonorable mentions, are appended veloped, but not finishing "in the
herewith, under the official Judges' money," so to speak, and justifiably

summaries.)

The

so.

cost of

"The Cajun" follows:

Armlde

Dorrls V. Honda
MBry Jewell Kimbell
Charles I.. Surrniln

Julio

Paplte
Anatole
Plern*

Owen frump
George W. Hardy. Jr.
c. R Minor

Father Martel

Poughkeepsie

Community

Theatre

N. Y.. group, presenting
Flowera* "May Night." Setting
designed and executed hy Frank Stout; directed by Ruth Marie Rogera.
(Jretohen H. Stelner
Mrs. Kennedy
Lucy Ferguson
Mary Francea Llhon
Dr. Parka
Loula P. Qrauer. Jr.
William K. Moehrkt
Bob West
Apnea Blesemal*
Lucy Weat
Florence D. To bey
Nurse
Pouaiikeepale,

Prlscllla

The Winston HI Players, representing the Reynolds High School
of Winston-Salem, N. C M a newcomer to this year's tourney, closed
Wednesday night's bill with an InAn idea of community sentiment
teresting play, particularly note- and local pride may be gathered
worthy considering its authorship from the program notation that the
by Loretto Carroll, a 17-yoar-old setting was "financed by the Poughsenior at the high school. Present- keepsie Chamber of Commerce,
ed by an all-undergraduate cast, the which explains why some traveling
authoress stood out in an old lady attractions cannot vie with this inpart
tense local support for the comThe scene Is set In a kitchen of munity little theatre, a topic that
a boarding-house in the Winston- Is worthy of serious discussion and
Salem mill district a.id. like "The will be dealt with at length elseCajun," is local color stuff. Leonard where
V. FTuggins did the staging. Outside
"May Night" is a charming conof the authoress-actress, the sup- fection,
romantic in theme anfl
port was weak, the theme paralleling nicely dono with one or two cast
the Shreveport playlet in a certain weaknesses, all on the male end.
respect.
The stricken young bride who facet
The youngsters, who look far total blindness was exceedingly weU
from immature, performed surpris- done by Miss Biesemeler, a Pre * t'
ingly well.
The kitchen set was girl and a sincere performer who,
authentic and the rain and lightning too, suggests possibilities as one oi
effects had their reaction with the the many bound to emerge from the
drabness of the theme. Because of little theatre ranks.
.
the author's youth it is a remarkThe Flrcsldo Players, the aadea
able p!ay and Miss Carroll should starters who substituted for tne
be encouraged to write.
Aquinal Dramatic Union of tne
The Winston Hi Players are:
Bronx, N. T., closed their bill. Ae
group
Aunt Klzsy
L*>rretto Carroll. *2fl later developed the Aquinal
Martha Kossuth
Frlti Flrey, '2fl never had the opportunity to comDavid Komuth

Jeraja

Peter Kosauth (baby)

Karl Striker, '28
....Fred O'Drlen. '26
BUlle Hurchettc

AUl

pete*

COMEDIAH

"BUNK" WANTS
of HighsRaymond Hitchcock or Jack Wilopened with W. B. Maxwell's "The Last Man Inn," directed son Is being negotiated for "TJJ
by J. Walter Reeves. The set is the Bunk of 192G" which moves fro"
parlor of a humble provincial tav- the Broadhurst to the Sam H. Harern. Mr. Reeves, who directed, did ris next week where the intlmaW
excellently
as
the
conscience- revue will be "forced" If possible.
stricken murderer who recounts His
crime In a psychoanalytic dream.
CAST WALKS OUT
Well done but of little consequence by this cast:
Kansas City. May HnoMr«. Judd
Marian W. Barclay
D. L. James of this city
The Hlghstown Players

town, N.

J.,

Mr. Judd
Mr. nillett

A Customer
Anollior

The

I.iMt

,

Man

The Doctor

In

(lonrfre B. Coon a
Leonard II. Norcrosa
Myron 8. Wrla-ht
Charles Todd
J. Wiilter Reovoa
Chester C. Cook

placed his three-act pla?
Charles Hopkins, Now York

The

title

is

with heredity.

"The

Seed.''

It

WIW

dw lf

Wt&»etd*y,

May

It,

LEGITIMATE

192d

VARIETY
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semble.
There are * couple of more than on the first
night. Right strutting.
Miss Jackson showed
vaudevilllana who landed in that after
it
Wayne and Warren did everything she had
they loved
respect, also in a comedy way,
and their stuff again, this 'time a bur- it to the extent of and
three encores,
there Is also some exceptional spelesque ballet number that convulsed after which the 20 little
steppers
cialty work.
The novelty of the the house.
strutted to the curtain.
ensembles, however, it distinctive,
Dorothy Dllley was Kitty. She
The second part started off
credit for which goes to Bobby
Con- was demure, as called for, and an draggy. There were
nolly
a number of
it |sj Connolly^ first show
excellent dancer. It Is probably the famlliur «kiu* uaed.
Cowan's Indian
direction.
first
lead
assignment
for
MIhs
number,
"Wanda,''
»»rl*s.
pnasnUd
tb*
that
of
used up a
Nick
edition
C
Long, Jr., copped first night Dllley, a
flMond
nt *
a »»ocl«m©n W | th
graceful girl, who, if en
* CHve. £?*5
greater part of the cast to Interpret,
E. EJ.
•-TnwT Tb**tr* Guild and produced by the r
Ihla farce, which was aurcedu- honors when, late In
the show, he dowed with more facial charm, while
iLitrt Guild Studio. Music by Rlohard ful In Encland. O. P. H*arl* I* featured high-Jumped his
Eddy
and
Dolores
did
another
way to whirlwind would rate with the best of In adagio, was
iT^i— jyrloe by Lorsns Hart, produc- T*«**>k is by Major Iid Hay Beiui also
a "lift" of Indian Love
Slender Mr. Long Is both genues.
fi^dlrscted by PhlHp Loob. musical credited with the atatf n*. Livingston Piatt results.
Mildred
Keats,
Call,"
a
shapely
as
Fields.
to
Herbert
Betmelody.
by
Miss
Miller
athlete
aesis/ned
the American production. Op*n«d
KbarssUsed
and dancer extraordinary.
zEmmmnd coitumes by Carolyn Hancork.
Lyceum Ulwltr* Tuesday, May 4. He performs some "steps" that arc lass, also figured in the dancing topped It with a smattering of tho
by Mr. Rodcers. Prtnsections.
She
essayed
Swtra directed
song
Totem
a
or
Pole
number.
Being
that
eye-openers, a back buck, for in- two,
SSSslIclodo PhUlp Loeb. EdKh Melser.
but vocalizing is not her Dove
Bennett
"lifted"
Mab« l Cochrane stance. Not only fast and agile racket.
it
more
Fleming Jack Ed- ffl^o *".
SKlay Brent, Blanche
Airy Bprls/re
brazenly
Eleanor
A
Bhaler.
an
for
Mortis.
Mowbray
"Patsy."
no
harm
Ruth
was
his
££*ria7
work is far away from the
K«Kffy ToothlU
John
4
Terence Nell
as a young lawyer done.
zT^IIbc Hollo way. Bobby Perkins and Newsboy
He leaps over standing girls who fell Boles
..Lester Nellson usual.
Chorus of 20.
In love with Kitty on the
A
number
of
other
Dulcle..^.
skits
and
enas
though flung from wire springs. train Is a
Relty Li n ey
well-appearing chap, sembles followed and slowed the
Mary Forbes As a college athlete he might have counting
a 27'
» „
In some of the song numPurJie
proceedings
o. P. Hegyle been
bit
a
until
Eddie
LamThs theme song of the Introduc- Amos
a champion high jumper. As bers, particularly the theme song, bert's
k
Walter K!r>er*for«l
*« "V.
travesty Apache to
the second is- JV*
"My
J * Pur d,e
he will clean up "Kitty's Kisses," with Miss DiHey. Mfin."
tion and the final* to
Howard ull an acrobatic dancer
>
*
Lambert called it "My GenKatie Purdie
Alison Hrudshaw in any show.
ms* of "Gaxrick Gaieties" has a line
An all-male number, "I'm In Love." tleman Friend." In his garbled
lB,le
way,
Ruth Vivian
The
as
cast
be
as
good
can't
has
"We
y
two
life-savers
was led by him, with the assistance he told the story of abuse by the
that runs
Elena Aldcroft from
ian ?
vaudeville Ruth Warren and of a quartet (Mortimer Chadbourne.
Katherlne Stewart
the first year—for last year was Y?°*\;
man and finished
with a bit with
Albert.....
(Billy)
Clifford Warner William
Wayne.
They Kenneth Shutte, Leonard Scott and Duke Martin. It up
great." That sums up the show.
laiiama
was a wow and
Peto
Barry Whltcomb haven't been around the legitimate Arthur
Lang).
Nor does the second "Gaieties" Sergeant
It
seemed
the
weakstarted
tho show going again. Morj ack Murtugb very much and they
especially
first,
the
were
to
prono
to est number in the score and could rissey stepped
measure up
into the gap then
smile too often, but they certainly go out
where Rodger* and Hart arc conA smart producer like Carl Reed, added
and got off a song, and then a few
comedy. Miss Warren played
"Kitty's Kisses" is geared with more, after which the hit ensemble
cerned. With no reflections on their who Is in the racket on a business
proven ability they have turned out basis and should nurse no expen- a fresh phone operator, Wayne a numbers most of which are of fast and song number of the show was
very new hotel clerk, also house de- tempo
[although
there
auite a few mediocre numbers, both sive illusions about artistic sucwas no flashed. It was called "Shasta
tective.
Particu- cesses, imported
Charleston in the show].
musically and lyrically.
will Daisies," and was a corking good
It
trade-marks or
With "Thinking of You." one of probably note rate a real hit.
tune
"Sleepy
Yet tune and had pleasing lyrics. Tho
larly banal was a
presentations for the excitement of the score's
best, the vaudevilllons there is enough entertainment to
Bead" in which Sterling: Holloway the thing, shouldn't have been fooled Just
ensemble then came forth and acabout made the first act an keep it going for a time to fairly
dog and overstayed his by anything like this one.
centuated Its value by doing somo
. caressed a
"
The house was tickled foolish good money.
of the Tiller routine, which they
time by seven minutes on the stage
A red-nosed, wheelbarrow farce act.
over their nut dance antics. Some
No production splurge, but the executed in magnificent style. Plenty
ta-just as he did in several other with
an incredible story and a of it Is about
the same as used by costumes are high-class in design of credit
In another plug tune grumpy central character
numbers.
goes to Mlas Miller for this
of unsym- thorn in vaudeville, but there is also and
color schemes.
An attraction number alone.
called "Mountain Greenery." Hol- pathetic
attributes,
it
hasn't a new material. Miss Warren led the of this kind
is of the Intimate muThe finale had the orchestra
loway also clowns all over the stage, Chinaman's chance here, least of all lively
choristers In "Needles" in the sical comedy type, not calling for leader stop
displaying need of a haircut and within the dignified and austere
playing and announce
second act.
It is a comedy lyric exceptional operating cost, and that that
The tune itself it) atmosphere of the staid Lyceum.
union regulations prevented
stage direction.
from
which
she probably will get gives it a good* chance.
J bee.
them going any further. So everyfair but not possessed of much comIt Is easy to see how it might
one came on stage, the chorus girls
mercial possibility.
have been a howling, roaring knockmarched down, a few of tho actors
There was a little tune called out in England, especially in the
stepped off the stage and shook
"Keys to Heaven" that sounded provinces, or in Australia. There
hands with the audience and asked
nicely; another called "What's the was one here several times, called
them to come up and dance on the
Use of Talking*' well handled mu- "The Rotters." of the same ilk. and
stage.
That waa all, and around
sically whllo a bright patter song one manager after another got mad
midnight, too.
called "Tennis Champs" is the near- and wouldn't believe that this perMorrissey is well liked here, has
est approach to last year's show, ennlnl over there had to be a tomato
done a good Job In turning out enunless one includes the corking in- over here.
troductory number, which shows a
allowed license nowadays, no harm tertainment with a short bankroll,
"The Sport of Kings" is so British
and when he gets things straightmortician kidding the Guild's "fix —and low-British, at that— that it
seemed
to have been done.
Ralph Spence presents revue In two acta
Lester Cole, a rather good-looking ened out, cuts down a few of the
flop shows of this season.
creaks with the salt-water rust of and 90 ncenea. Sketches by Spence and
unnecessarles In the list of prlnclThe people are in the main, good. transplantation.
It's all
about a Howard E. Rogers; songs by Lynn Cowan, ballad singer with a nice pair of na»a,
as well as shapes up the weak
Holloway, a good clown at times, musty J. P. (justice of the peace), Whiting and Kgan. Staged by Will Mor- pipes, has an overconfident manner.
rissey, Spence and Arthur Freed.
Dances
links In the entertainment, will And
simply
welcome
his
by
He
just
out
wanted
wears
folks to know that
who has a Scotch disposition to the staged by Mldgle Miller. Presented at
getting too freah on the stage
longest stretch of a comedy writer's Orange Grove, Los Angeles. April 30. In at one time he worked for George that he will have a show that they
M. Cohan. That made no impres- take a liking to In this neck of
the cast are Will lforrtssey. Mldgls Miller.
waving goodbye to. early deportees. extra vaprant imagination.
Lynn Cowan, Hal Van Rensselaer. Cronby sion, as they did not enthuse the world. The hookup Is not heavy''
Bobby Perkins, who does the prlm;»
The old skinflint gets hooked In and
Rlnker, Lester Cole. Eddie Bordon, over his
place
of
June
Cochran
personality. Several other for this small house, with house nnd
work In
on the races when a couple of live Eddie Lambert, Lorn* Dunn, FsteUe Davis.
(now in "The Girl Friend), is cute ones come to board at his house be- Arthur Van, Duke Martin, Fay re Bisters, sketches during the first period all show operating expenses around
$1,500 a week.
Bee
Jackson,
Les
Kent.
Jack
Eddy,
Dosmacked
Ung.
of double entendre and
and able to sing, which makes her cause some steeds are going to do
lores, Craig Herbert and chorus of 20.
most of them could trace their
okeh, *»hile Edith Melser, Romney their stuff in that locality.
Thereantecedents
elsewhere.
Brent and Philip Loeb, 'three re after every sort of impossible knockliable, talented and excellent play
down -and-drag-around
"Cinderella Dreams" was put over
Los Angeles, May 4.
complicaera, carry off the really high honors tions follow, too thick and implausChicago, May 11.
Will Morrlssey has a faculty of nicely by Lorna Dunn, the prima,
by their work in various pieces. If ible to be worth re-relating.
and Van Rensselaer. The accomMelodruma by Oor.lon Kean. slurring
Broadway talents come from this
There Is a poverty-stricken at- staging shows when he wants and panying chorus showed how they Walker Whiteside.
Fr^dwed and proshow, this trio will furnish them, tempt at a love story two of them, as he wants. Finances are a very could use their toes In ballet style rented by the star at the Ptndebokor
0.
and although they may not get the in truth, and one of them a pro- small consideration. All that Mor- and sold the number nicely. Eddie May
Walter
A
Duv.-.l
first crack at the bught lights, peoLambert then trotted forth with a Colonel Oonlon
posal by a supposedly honorable rissey needs Is a lot of actors, a the
lUroM Vochiinrh
ple o< their ability can't stay burled gentleman to a girl about fourteen, atre and an armful of drapes and pair of shoes for a travesty, done in Captain Fenway
Dnurln* Pen mi m
Cromwell
Mr<lr..th
long.
whom he tells he'll come back and eyes. That Is enough to give him the usual Lambert dialect and sold Mnjor
Diane
Sydney HhU'M*
Then there was Eleanor Shalcr make love to when she's old enough a show.
easily.
And Kl Hey
Walker WhH"-l<ln
with another of her corking phoney to understand. She seems old enough
"What Price Glory" was bur- Hamffenen
J. Irvine; While
Morrissey started promoting and
Kn«Hk
John
J. B'»rn«. .»r.
ballet dances
and she scored twice, to understand more about it than he rehearsing this one about six weeks lesqued by Cowan, Borden, Van and Ta llrt
Mnrehsl D« Sllva
while Ruth Morris (daughter of does then.
Crosby. Bordon did the tough Ser- T *zl'l
ago. He found plenty of local tal
Mlchftel
Rile
William Morris, the manager, does
Genevieve Ilertobf
The flapper, played by a very cute ent and coast guards loose who geant role and, of course, used tife Jarrl'Vi
Alma r?hf«i»-r
words which are so dear to the Anirah
mighty well in several skit num
girl named Alison Bradshaw, is like were ready to come in with him and
r<7ILah ................ ...... ...1 <on
Don.-iMu
bers. Loeb and Brent, working scv
nothing ever seen before anywhere. struggle along for the cause of art. fighting marine. A number called Bscca
Cnrl \'<»se
era! difficult character parts, where If she's a flapper, then "The Sport After a few weeks of rehearsal he "Fine Feathers" perm, it ted the girls
Arabs. Soldiers, Servant*. Ktr.
a creation of illusion was neces- of Kings" Is a good piece, which Is ran Into Ralph Spence, author of to show the latest In fur garments,
sary, always smacked the audience the last gasp in Improbability. The "The Gorilla."
Spence, having a then their undies and finally a few
Walker Whiteside's latest durkfor a goal.
Miss Meiser. doing a rest of the acting, wHh the excep- liking for Bill said. "Go ahead; I unadorned breasts.
sklnned characterization, "The AraLambert and Van Ransselaer's bian," was first tried out in Wichita.
solo about "Queen Elizabeth" and tion of Walter Klngsford's broad but havo a little loose change."
Then
pulling In the dirt about that Vir- effective farcing. Is of the same along came Arthur Freed, who is burlesque on Carl Laemmle and Kans., last March after having been
gin Queen, also had her moment 8 tarn p.
Even Heggle, who always lessee of the playhouse where the Conway Tearle got over In great rehearsed In Mr. Whiteuide's priand seized it.
He agreed to shape. It was a scene with Lam- vate ear while the company was
plays himself in any role, here over- show is produced.
One sketch was fine called "Dc plays himself, and makes the J. P. supply that, and it was decided on bert trying to hire Tearle for a pic- one-nighting in the open spaces
Bock," combination satire on "Goat something fierce.
a three-way split, wltb a premiere ture, describing Just what the actor with another piece.
Song" and "The Dybbuk."
It's
melodrama
The production Is pretty, costly set for April 29. However, the cos- would do, wear and have in it.
wiih
modern
Ben
Kaye is credited and to those who and artistic. And that's about all tumer failed to come along in time Tearlo asks for a guarantee and trimmings. The central figure is
saw or heard of either piece it is u this reviewer can honestly record with the ornamental garbs for the fabulous salary, with the tag for Abd-101-Kcy, an Arab who rlden the
howl, and to those who didn't, its with even faint praise about the ladles of the ensemble, and so at the scene being Lambert's exclama- desert In an aeroplane, u famous
also good. A skit by Newman Levy pad episode at the dearly beloved seven that night it was decided to tion, "That's a rotten buttonhole!" bandit on the Hide, big flnuncler In
The Bee Ballet was executed in Cairo, poeMzer, rjomantic. swash(and maybe he's not a fancy sa- Lyceum.
call off the show and rehearse a bit
tirist) deals with burglary problem
About two weeks will probably more. On the following night Mr. artistic fashion by Eddy and Do- buckling idealist, dryly humorous,
among our best families. It clicks suffice to make a deuce out of "The Morrlssey allowed his audience to lores, adagio dancers, and a bal'et. suave, cunning, powerful and about
like a turnstile early in the show. Sport of Kings" for Broadway.
come Into the house at $5.60 a copy Dolores is a cute stepper and pro- anything else for this popular type
One by Marian Page Johnson,
Lait.
and see a dress rehearsal. As dress ficient. A burlesque on it was exe- of hokum.
Mr. Whiteside revels in the sv^eet
called "Home, Sweet Home" takes
rehearsals go, this was a fairly good cuted by Miss Miller, and Bordon
Juiciness of a great gravy role.
lf*»
a gleeful whack at tho sombre Carone and clicked with the cash buy- proved exceedingly funny.
The
first-act
Is
finale
was
the
ono of the few remaining stars
in
idea
of
endifferent
oJina folk plays.
was
a
It
ers.
Miss Morris has
Musical roniodv In two acts pr*»«ented at tertainment than they have been Interior of a night club. Leo Kent, who regularly hits the sticks, mak» neat part hero and Hlldegarde
local radio performer, crooned a ing New York and Chicago every
t>y
William A accustomed to.
Halliday makes the most of a big »ie .riavbonn« Miv
rnfly; book by I-hillp Harth.nlomaa a,n<J
Morrlssey had borrowed the Earl number of tunes, strumming a uke. now and then.
opportunity.
otto
Harbsrh: K^-ore by Con Oonra<1
Whiteside is a great one-night
and
had the folks liking her stuff.
of
rows
few
a
using
of
Idea
Carroll
The best thing Is the first act IvHrs by Ons Kahn: dances staa;e<l by
tables In the front and having danc- This red -head is not a bad bet at star and "The Arabian" is a great
finale, which kids musical comedy Hobby Connolly: book by John Cromwell.
attraction.
one-night
It's continuany
time,
and
might
have
stepped
intermisduring
Corronn
stage
the
Jane
books In general.
ing on
Herbert Fields Mr*. TVirhe
Frank Fflfh sion and after the show.
He was forth sgaln in this revue to good ance In Chicago is subject to tho
wrote It Credit must be given him Mr. Hurfce
Oeorsrlna Tild^n
A Country Girl
dimensions
Whiteside
followof
the
returns.
Then
there
of
was
lot
a
buycash
the
tell
to
enough
frank
here for delivering a neat idea.
Mleen M^ehnn
T,nlti
ing, the weather and the stop clause.
And Hart and Rodgers. for their Klttv P'nwn
Poro'hv nniev ers that the place was a night club, the Charleston stuff, with Bee Jack(Continued on psge 58)
son
having
things
set
for
hot
her
no
Hole*
be
should
John
there
naturally
Robert
Ma-«on
and
jnare j n
nave <j e f t i y _and wlt hout rtrakemnn
M.»rllro*r Chadtmurne restraint or chM'tness between perJ*"Ing a soul brought In the ru- rv»ni1iio1or
Kenneth flhutt*
There was
mors of quarrels between Charles Pullman Condurtor
Leonard Srotf formers and audience.
Arthur T.ansr not, as Bill knew half of the folks
i*urcell and Helen Ford in "Doar- r Mnln«r Car Steward
Wayne
William
strutted
up and
Clerk
The
Dav
and
In,
came
who
•st Enemy," for which Hart and
Ruth WArren
The Telephone Clrl
the aisles greeting them.
godgers did the music and lyrics. The
Walter Prnrthury down
TW1 Doy
way
under
got
show
the
The stories on the leading man and The Mild
Ellmbeth Dunn When
William T,*»»h Lynn Cowan stepped to the front
Prima were that they didn't pet Tho Virht C1<Tk
Smith and, after a bit of gagging with
Mark
Pennlson
Wlrhnrd
*'ong, even on the stage.
Brought Mm. Dennlsnn
Fan Mourke
accentuated the fact that
t LTLB ANDBKWS
Nl'k Txmir. Jr. Morrlssey,
TVnni.H.n
15
a, flnalG number, called "Rose rhllln
or Arizona,"
Mildred Ke»fH the place was a night club by
it even goes so far as Mlas Wendol
off lyrics to that effect.
warbling
8ett,n *s in imitation of those
With Leon Errol in
i«
Then trotted out the chorus of
rest Enemy" sets.
W. A. Brady used "Little Miss
-.7
nv.
good-looking lot of young filit
This
version of "Gaieties" cost Brown," a farce that served quite 20, a
scenes
Several
hoof.
can
who
lies
Jjer |8,000 to put on. It is well cos- some vears ago as the basis for the
ILLINOIS, CHICAGO
med well staged by young Fields book of "Kitty's Kisses." The story in "one" followed, with Morrlssey
in
doing his stuff in front of the sL'Jg*tted w,th n,ce scenery.
as grown a benrd. and It slowed
*L
as though Will was sort of
rne opening night could have
own the pnee of what Is otherwise .Seems
most
off
of
it
kept
he
as
stage-shy,
fast dancing musical comedy. In
r*5n * wll-out many times over
•nd a $16,000 advance sale is al- Newark for the try-out the pro- of the time. It really would have
ILLINOIS, CHICAGO
been a good Idea If he had stepped
and his authors were in a on
recorded.
ucer
"Gresnwich Village Follies"
will
That the show
JJJdy
the rostrum once In a while to
At the
set over is almost
uandnry over changes.
certain, for with
together.
ends
loose
the
thread
SHUBERT.
YORK
u,ld Ascription "at and the r remiere Thursday It was apparent
A travesty on "Desire T'nder the
n»r^r of
the show (and it has merit thrv had not completed the Job.
Kims" wss a good Idea. Eddie BorKisses
"Kitty's
even though It
of
strength
The
COMEDIAN
doesn't touch Its
There are s"V- den crime down the aisle and asPredecessor) It
"CABTLKH IN THK AIR" CO.
the is3 In its numbers.
though serted he was from the district atB «*t spell with can run into
Olympic, f'hlr*s;o
ral melodious tunes, and
ease.
Sisk.
torn* y's offlre and had orders to
Indicated.
not
was
smash song
stop the sketch. Morrissey told him
WITH
It^ is
(Ton Conrad has done well.
dus Im- would have It played. It was
for
production
second
the
you don't advertise in
lone in rather tame and nmoiiK ahn. whosp lyrles counted, too, fl.nged
Then, when the
manner.
14ft West ?«h 84.
it Adair***!
ere and there.
okay was given, of course, the smut
Hut the real kick to the numbers
This Wick, Plymouth, Boston
New York
As revues are
presented.
was
enangle
and
individually
don't advertise
the dancing,
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RADIO RAMBUNGS
They're

selling

by

estate

real

Treasureland Homes
Corp. Is plugging Its Long Island
property via ether, transmitting the
usual blah about 25 minutes from
New York, free bus transportation
All comes unfor Inspection, etc.
der the head of WHN's ether enter-

The

radio.

tainment.

It's

listeners,

for

a question
whatever

if it

holds
be

Olcott

Vail
his photograph adorns

will send to anybody
Otherinterested, for the asking.
wise Mr. Vail'o string ensemble

from

via
McAlpin,
Hotel
the
is a standard radio offering
consistently pleasing.

Up,

salesmanship by a plugger on
a previous occasion, who used

May

Chicago,

Tat Barnes, announcer for

a night club version for ether
precipitated the ban
on a succeeding songster.
It is not an uncommon complaint.
For sheet publication

11.

WHT,

recently

when a number

sales purposes many a
is clean as could be desired, and differing from the
"special versions" most often
utilized for exploitation purposes In theatres or cafes.

after Barnes

radio fans to be sure

had been

song

of promi-

nent legit actors failed to

and

show up

telling all the

and

listen In

Most generally the night club

on that particular night.
"A broken promise is a debt unpaid," said Pat as he took advantage of the "mike" in front of him
to tell just how he felt inside. Show
people who were listening In at the
time got quite a chuckle over a
radio station talking about "debts

special lyrics are considerably
more hotsy-totsy, so that the
commercial lyrics are not as
delectable comparatively.

Professional singers know
that different versions for different types of performers are
gotten out by the professional
staffs of the music publishers.

unpaid."

It seems Pat didn't know that
press agents are not always to be
taken too literally, and when the
p. a.'s assured him that all tho big
would be on hand to
June Lee may be a song plugger- stars in town
talk or entertain gratis on the ocess, judging by only two songs
anniversary party
WHT's
casion
of
heard via WHN, but she has a
magnetic radio soprano and may he plugged them strenuously.

every type of composition at their

command, their
more pleasing.

effect

is

all

the

become a card with increased bookings.

"Jewish Poker Game" on Air

from
soprano
Reich,
WNYC, gave out "Indian Love Call"
and other numbers in tip-top fashIon. Simultaneously WJZ's regular
transmission of the Hotel Commodore concert orchestra clicked.
Hilda

Milt

Gross,

Harry

Hershfleld,
Fleischer
joint attraction

Jimmy Hussey and Max
are

from

slated

as

a

WQBS May

20.

They will present a "Jewish
Poker Game" via the ether.

BALLROOM REVIEWS
A
SOLOMON'S,
L.

Los Angeles, April
Solomon's

is

30.

the oldest dance-hall

Los Angeles, having occupied the
same building, farther away from
the center of the town than any
other floor, for about 14 years. It
la operated by Fred Solomon, who
acquired a big local "rep" as a
showman by staging special events,
using a lot of newspaper space and
giving free feeds to the newsboys.
It is gagged locally as "The Foreign Club" and caters to the fleet
and the gobs' girls to a large exThe crowd that polishes the
tent.
hardwood of this dance -hall is not
the young flapper and sheik set of
the town, but a 80 -year average,
with most of the girls having been
able to vote for Wilson the first
In

time.

from this place, although when he
first opened he starved for a long
time.
With the younger set running around the beach and outlying
ballrooms, and the growth of neighborhood dance- halls, he will have

to use all his ballyhoo and specall
stunts to hold the crowd at this
place, which is neither beautiful or
dazzling, like the newer balls.
In
fact, the floor shakes when a hot
dance Is running.

ROSE ROOM,

A

L.
Los Angeles, May

Al Gable and his orchestra, known
Wisconsin and adjoining states,
have come under the wing of the
Music Corporation of America. They
will open their engagement with a
one week stand at Lexington, Ky.
In

What
to one

The Radio Exhibition Corp., of
which George A. Scoville (Stromberg-Carlson Co.) la chairman of
the board, and Joseph D. R. Freed
(Freed -Else man Radio Corp.) is
president, has been organized to
eliminate a connection of radio expositions as has occurred in New
York In the past; also elsewhere.
New York for the past two years
has had two rival radio expositions
running simultaneously, with a resultant disadvantageous division of

often.

Dance Palace. Bridgeport.

Conn.

Washington, Msy 11
The "White Bill as Amended"*!*

reality the Dill radio Mil f
theVr
ate has been favorably
acted
by the committee. Legislators u£*
pronounce it the worst piece of
ie*V
latlon yet devised and so full
f ho£
as to almost make it laughable
However, the same legislators
ar»
not overlooking the real
purposed
the measure, and to the above,
com.
ment add the statement that the
bill
Is but another demonstration
of
power of radio, or as referred to the
recently In Variety, "the lobby
of th.
•

wl

Jack Miller and Starlight Entertainers are at Shore Haven Inn.,
air."
Westport, Conn.

The

Dill bill, It is stated, Is
not

h.
Arthur Lange denies E. B. Marks ing more than a makeshift to get a
is
the exclusive sales agent for measure through the Senate that
Lange'a new $5 volume, "Arranging will make it possible for the Houss
for the Modern Dance Orchestra." and Senate conferees to get together
The Marks firm states It is selling this session and bring out some sort
agent along with others for the of a proposed law for the signature
of the President or his veto.
book, but Lange. Inc., the arrangThe Senate Committee added an
er's corporation, is handling the bulk
amendment
which is so admittedly
of the business.
a makeshift, according to those who
have
studied
the proviso, that It le
Blossom Seeley, back in the Columbia fold, has recorded some new not taken seriously.
This amendment reads:
numbers with dual piano accom"If any licensee (station holding
paniment
a
license from the full time commia-

—

Jack

Fagen

Is

now

Chicago
Woods Theatre Bldg.
Mills*

in

charge of

office

In

the

The Rose-Taylor Orchestra opens
Blossom Heath Inn, Detroit,
May 12. Bill Kurth is manager of
this favorite road house on Lake

at the

St. Clair.

Earl Hoffman and his orchestra,

under the management of the MuCorporation of America, enter
their third year at the Club Chez

sic

Pierre, Chicago,

May

1.

slon proposed) shall permit a broadcasting Btatlon to be used as afore*
said, or by a candidate for any public office, or for the discussion
of
any question affecting the public,
he shall make no discrimination as
to the use of such broadcasting station, and with respect to said mat*
ters the licensee shall be deemed a
common carrier In interstate commerce: Provided that such licensee
shall have no power to censor the
material broadcast except so as te
prevent false, fraudulent, obscene,
Indecent, profane, libelous or slanderous statements.
"It shall be the duty of the commission to adopt and promulgate
rules and regulations that will carry
the above provisions Into effect"
Controlling Rates
One other attempt to control rates
is on the reverse end and affects the
listeners. Section 7 sub-division (k)
provides that In the event of the
development of any method wherein
a charge is made to the listeners the
commission shall "prohibit all unjust and unreasonable charges te

Louis Katzmun will have a band
public interest
In Irene Franklin's new revue which
The Radio Exhibition Corp. will the comedienne Is authoring and
operate a radio show in the Grand producing on her own, with herself
Central Palace Sept 10-17. It will 8 tarred therein.
control the unit formerly owned and
operated by the American Radio
Stanley Williams, drummer in the
Exposition Co., headed by Harold
Orpheum theatre orchestra, Joliet
Bolster, who will continue to act as
111., has been compelled to quit his
managing director of the R. E. C.
job due
illness.
The Musicians
The directors of the Radio Ex- union le to
giving a benefit for him.
hibition Corp. include representatives of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., BurEddie Chester, now at Lulgl's, listeners."
gess Battery Co., Amplion Corp. of
That the Senate Committee if
American. Freed -Elseman, Strom- Detroit will accompany Ted Lewis
his orchestra to the Kit-Cat either aiming to iron out all differ*
and
berg- Carlson and other standard
encea In conference, as already re*
Club, London, this summer.
radio staples.
counted, or are passing the respon-

PLACING RADIO ON

COMMERCIAL BASIS
In order to differentiate its radio

America

has been incorporated.
This new concern takes over all the
general radio business of the A. T.

&

T.,

WEAF

and

Its

hook-up of

stations, although virtually a

Joe Termini ha« .•ken up the
house time cancelled by
Rudy Wledoeft the saxophone soloist Termini opens May 10 at the
Stanley, Atlantic City, with the
Aldine, Pittsburgh, and the Metropolitan, Washington, D. C, to fol-

picture

5.

this place needs Is to stick
policy for at least a year.

William Malone and orchestra at
the Rits

Billy

CONFLICTION-RADIO

The decorations, carrying out the interests from the ordinary sound
name idea, are old rose, with the transmission business engaged in
sidewall painting and other fixtures by the American Telephone & Teleloud and garish. The place sports graph Co., the
Broadcasting Co. of

number very

trifles.

Solomon has boon making money.

NO EXPOSITION

The Rose Room, located at 8th
and Spring, is one block off Broadway and one flight up. It Is in an
old building, formerly an armory.

The place has not the best
reputation in the world, because of "instructors," or "taxies," in addithe crowd it sports, yet there seems tion to "social" dancing.
The place is conducted decently
to be enough patrons of this type
to give Solomon a gate of around and quietly, with anyone pulling
$3,000 weekly at a 35-cent top on rough stuff getting a ride down the
week nights and a 60-cent limit on steps.
William and Joseph
Lederer.
Saturdays. Matinee dances dally
and a two-cent charge for each brothers, and Herbert Mayes, own
couple per dance raises the take to and manage the place. They pull
several contests a week and try any
about $6,000.
Solomon has had three bands new stunt once.
This hall caters to a young clienplaying regularly for about two
tele, requiring the management to
years, changing his featured attrac
bo
careful on Juvenile regulations
tlon quite often.
At present, the
Texas Cowboy band is headlined The crowd consists mainly of clerks,
omce
people and others of the
with Guterson's Band of All Nayounger working class. There Is a
tions and Mosby's Blue Blowers
sprinkling of older men who come to
relegated to the farther corners
with the instructors.
The cowboy band is heralded as di- dunce
This is the highest class dance
rect from the wide-open spaces and
hall sporting "taxies," the girls getthe members wear regulation horse
ting an
opera costumes, grinding out music agement even spilt with the manon a dime ticket for a 2Hfar Inferior to the two standbys
mlnute whirl (cut down to 3 minThree reeds, two brass, tuba, banjo, utes on Saturday
and rush nights).
piano and drums comprise this
Business at present is mild, $2,000
outfit
a week being top.
Too many
Mosby's Blue Blowers have been changes
of policy and price have
playing here for some time, being a scared
customers.
The music has
hot colored aggregation of two been uniformly
good, bands coming
brass, reed, banjo, piano and drums. here
from cabs and eastern roofs.
Despite Jthe absence of a heavy At present
Hugh
Bryan and his Joy
tone, this tune-grinding bunch pro- Boys, Chicago,
hold the spot. Bryan
duces the hottest music In the has an all-around band,
by the
place.
The way the floor is filled dancers. Harold Zwclfl liked
and Wally
when Mosby's band tunes up for a Wilson perform on
reeds; Clinton
one-step or fox-trot proves this.
Banbury manipulates the sousaWaldemar Gut^rson with his mu- phone: Francis
Wade at the piano
sicians billed as coming from all does "hot" stuff;
Kenneth Cochran
parts of the world, knocks out the has the banjo; Charles
Caldwell
dreamy waltzes, orchestrations and plays drums, while Ellis Llerow
on
arrangements of classic pieces. He brass and Bryan with hie trombone
has two reeds, three brass pieces, complete the combinationpiano, banjo And drams, in addition
All New Stylet
to. himself, conducting and playing
With a young gang, all new styles
the violin.
of dancing come In for a play. At
The floor management la not aD present the St. Louis Hop and a
that K should or oould be, and the tango are the floor Innovations. The
conduct Is a#t up to tho level of Charleston Is about played out here.
other places catering to tho same Fast dances appeal. The floor, nice
oUenttie. This eonleV ho easily rem- and smooth, can hold about 1.600
comfortably but does not see that
to inconsequential

Variety Bureau,

for

grew quite sarcastic over the radio

WMCA,

Another radio favorite from WJZ
Is the Irwin Abrams' dance orchestra, under Harold Pickering's dithe Knickerbocker
rection, from
The band in months past
grilL
contended with the hardship of
playing "Independent" song music,
the
I.e. numbers not controlled by
American Society, but now through
with
arrangement,
license
a special

Show

HERE AND THERE

delivery,

who

knows that
a folder he

WJZ

and Pat Barnes
"Pans" 'Em

may

care

P.

Legit Stars Fail to

radio's shortcomings it haa the virtue of ready tuning out.

doesn't

Song censorship by class stahas come to
tions like
pass.
This one station ' restricted a song from radiocastlng because of objections to
alleged "blue" delivery.
The number happens to be a
"cute" novelty, but its snappy

A/s LITERALLY

12, lftg

WHITE RADIO BILL AS AMENDED
CALLED "BAD LEGISLATION"

SONG CENSORSHIP

RADIO ANNOUNCERS

TOOK

Wednesday, May

sub-

low.

The S. S. Leviathan orchestra
under Nelson Maple's direction is to
start
recording
for
the Victor
again. The band, when under the

Paul Whlteman banner, was a Vicbut its extended

tor organization

sidiary of the

&

American Telephone picture house touring has kept
Telegraph Co^
them away from a recording labThis move is the first step In a oratory.
Their current
Parody

the veto to Senator Dill
of the Democratic minority is an-

sibility of

other opinion expressed here.
Congress has been actually forced
to give the radio situation attention!
not only from the regulatory angle,
but also from that of music, which
the broadcasters themselves admit
Is 90 percent, of their program.
Radio has but one trump card
left
the conferees of the Senate
and House on the regulation phase
while on that of music, after first
trying to get same for nothing and
toslng » there through a Suprems
Court decision; they are now practically out of the running on this
end, as the mechanical reproducing
companies have agreed with ths

—

gigantic plan to put radio on a Club, New York, contract
will per- House Committee that the principle
genuine paying basis for artists and mit for "canning" while
In town. of rate fixing Is wrong.
broadcasters, through "commercial
Upon that provision In the presadvertising" which has been an apPhil Romano and his Victor fec- ent law the broadcasters have been
parent "coming" thing in broadord orchestra opened their third an- making their latest attack on tbs
casting circles. Commercial radio,
as has been prophesied In Variety nual return at Roscland ballroom, copyright owners' rights.
before. Is the only salvation, for New York, May 9, a week sooner
the present, for the professional en- than planned. Romano will be the
feature band during the summer,
tertainer on the radio.
Fletcher
Henderson's
orchestra
The
and allied stations,
with next season, will broadcast leaving Roscland in two weeks for a Band Leader Now Is Managing
practically every advertising ac- coast-to-coast tour.
Amusement Park
count nationally through a land
wire
linking
with
Los Anseles, May 11.
14
Bernard Adler Is now In charge of
other
stations from, WEAF. as the key- Edward B. Marka'
Glen Oswald, who formerly had
Chicago terristone broadcast central.
the Oswald Serenadors at Cindetory.
If successful, renovation or redecrella Roof here, Is now managing
oratlon would then prove profitable
Ray Miller opens today (May the Rendezvous Beach, an amuseand timely. Harry Shipp, who has
ment park at Mesa, Arizona. The
worked as a comedian In independ- 12) at Granada Park, Detroit, for
place is operated by RIckard, Nace
ent film comedies. Is floor manager the summer.
& Mennhenet.
and, as he has been a popular paOswald, besides operating the
tron and prize winner before enJohnny Hamp has his Kentucky park, has an eight- piece band, regaged, hits it off well with the
Serenadors
back
at
the
crowd.
Westches- cruited from Los Angeles. During
The girls. 40 of them, on the In- tcr-Biltmore, New York, for the the summer period the park is open
structor side, range from 21, mini- summer. Hamp has been in Miami every night. There is a Sunday la*
age limit up. Most are not the past season but with his New in Mesa
which prohibits American
hard to glance at, and all must be- York advent will resume
his Victor
to dance. However, the sam«
have themselves to stick.
8ome recordings. Another Hamp band people
law
Spanish people to
permits
double by teaching dancing In the
inlXJ th& lintel
dance. So every Sunday night the
daytime school the Rose Room conAtlantic
City, as last year.
ducts.
dance floor is turned over td""tno
Spanish colony, who make merry,
Lou Alter, Nora Bayes' accom- while the Americans stand on tM
panist, has been signed to record outside gazing on„ with the po"<*
see
exclusively for the Duo-Art piano of the town being present to
VT
to
that they do not violate the law
rolls.
going Inside of the pavilllon.
$1
3
navs
Besides the dance floor, they
Jack Golden, pianist of the Le
Send remittance with name
an amuKement concession and swim
and address
(Continued on page 53)
mlng pool at the park.

OSWALD'S PARK

WEAF

.
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Trotsky- Vid Vod A Vodka Kick!

Fair

*^eV

I
Ben Russell has written a very funny lyric to
Harry Tobias Corking Melody/

A

Sure Winner For

A

And

Laugh -getting Song

Co?

y

[artist's copyI

KATINKA

CHORUS

FOX-TROT SONQ
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TTT

fry

BEN RUSSELL
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DISKS

ORCHESTRA BOOKING CO.
IN NON-MUSICAL BLDG.
Jules

Stein

C.

Had

to

"Mecbaflicals" Bright

Sell

timistic

trend

in

Over

Million

More

roll sales.

While some of the skeptics
Chicago,

May

still

11.

of the

uildinic at
;

32

new Masonic Temple
W. Randolph street,

Music Corporation of America
moving from its former headartera In the Capitol building has

ie
>

•

i-ome purely executive In

its

mony and
are

The minor makes,

the corporaIon occupy half of the 18th floor of
he Temple building; three years
go the company occupied but one
Mr. Stein had been
small office.
playing and operating a few orchesras as far back as 1912, but the real

particularly the

have become

pparent only within the last few

company

The

by

be;?an

renting orchestras in Chicago and
gradually expanded until its activtook in the entire United
ities
It is the originator of orstates.
hestra circuits and transcontinental

Band

Sousa's

K. C. Hotel Booking Big

American bandmaster has been
ouring and several times prepared
say "farewell."
The director is anxious to take a
>and of 100 pieces on tour, this idea
laving long been in his mind. He
\'ime close to It this year when he
ook out 85 musicians, the most
r>ver

Attractions for

Summer

Chicago,

of 100

Philip Sousa's tour next
cuson Is a certainty but depending
For over 30 years the
>n his health.

of the disks left this country, valued at $211,465, as compared with
359.883 exported in March last year,
valued at $111,123.

first,

.

John

Har-

phonic, among other technical
reproduction improvements, are
delivery, precipitated the ban
on a succeeding songster.

•rchestra tours.

New York offices of the Music
Corporation will be opened shortly,
he company will also enter the
tists representative field.

like

Perfect. 35c. disks
surprisingly well,

which is
a Columbia product and comhigh reThe
new.
paratively
cording standard maintained
on the Harmony, attributed to
Frank Walker's technical skill,
is the whyfore of that record
going so big In the short time
It has been on the market.
The Brunswick's new Panatrope and the Victor's Ortho-

offices of

results of his efforts

selling

The Muelbach

hotel,

May

Kansas

11.

City,

spreading itself this summer.
It has booked Charley Straight's orchestra, the Williams sisters, and
Zez Confrey as joint attractions for
the hot months.
Charley Straight and his orchestra and the Williams sisters are
from the Rcndez-vous cafe in
Chicago and have achieved national
prominence through Brunswick re-

assembled on a Sousa tour.

Mo.,

12, 19aj

On

Music

•on a Plugging and Radio
Song pluggers aro now keeping their eyes on the

radios. This pertalna
so far have not been paying for talent Now and then a
song
plugging
outfit to step is tar
few of the low-length ere permit a
a
few numbers but their main work is now trying to reach the regular
talent that uses topical songs. A certain music publisher has framed ud
a little musical outfit, combining Instrumental and vocal, to hook an
with any station open for free talent The station, however, Is not wise
that an all-house program Is bfalng used.
to those

who

Bad for Cheap Record Shops
has been a tough season on the cheap record shop In New York. At
least six of those operating less than a year ago on and close to Broad,
ing their exports, according to the
way have closed up shop. One of the reasons advanced Is the radio.
records of the Department of Com- Another the high rental. Among those that quit cold was the
Ukelsle
merce.
Ike record shop near 47th street on Broadway, Another was In the
For March, 1926, a total of MM'S basement of the Brokaw building.

chanically.

ild.

'vears.

only holding their foreign business
!n the face of the opposition from
radio broadcasting but at* increas-

standard of the business me-

new

The piano which used to
ration.
cllne in Jules C. Stein's office was
The new

Washington, lla>7 11.
Makers of phonographs are not

Victor hit sold 160,000
or 200.000 as compared to 75,00 of today, the Improvement
is great alongside of the 30,000
statements on some of last
year's hits from this one particular company, which is the

Since no musical Instrument* of
ny kind may be played in the
>fflces

decry the yesteryear days,

when a

May

INSIDE STUFF

Records

Shipped Abroad in 9 Months
—800 More Instruments

and

record

AND PHONOGRAPH

INCREASE IN EXPORTS

The "mechanical" royalty
statements the past week were
above par compared to recent
predecessors, indicating an op-

Piano to Comply With
Masonic Temple Rules

Wednesday,

is

cordings.

It

The Pride of the Navy Yard*
song written by Clarence Gaskell and purchased by Sophie Tucker
of the Navy Yard." Miss Tucker is singing it at
For the nine months' period of the her night club, Sophie Tucker's Playground. It's unlikely Soph will
Government's fiscal year. Jury 1. sing it elsewhere.
1925, through March 31, 1923, an increase of close to a million of the
Jerry Vogol's Judgment
The 1923-23
records Is disclosed.
Jerry Vogel head of the sheet music department of the Plata Mutlo
period had 3,508,400 exported, Val- Co., one of the big Jobbing firms In the country, is the hero of "My Pal
ued at $1,720,848. as against the like Jerry" by Fred Ross, a Ted Browne Music Co. song publication. Vogel's
period of 1924-25 of 2,758,554, valued photo adorns the title-page, this being the second tribute of this nature.
at $1,230,023.
Feist's song hit. "Jerry" of a few years back was also embellished by
Phonographs also show increases. Jerry's photo.
March, 1926, totaled 5,909 of the
Vogel is a pet of tin pan alley. His shrewd judgment on picking songs
instruments, valued at $182,830, have proved of great value. One instance is the "Marcheta" case where
against March, 1925. with 5,184, val- Vogel actually "made" the song for the Franklin Music Co. He received
ued at $164,693.
$10,090 for his services and is now suing Frank Sherwood for over $40,000
The nine months' period of 1926-26 alleged due on a percentage arrangement Another instance was Denton
discloses an increase of more than & Haskins publication of a song seven years old, written by Leo Wood
10.000 of the instruments exported, and put across for Vogel.
the number totaling 65.313, valued
at $1,725,112, as compared with 54,224. valued at $1,894,858, in the nine
months of 1924-2C.
Though a substantial increase in
number, the declared value of the
current year is lowered. However,
a recent report of the department
published in Variety clearly indicates that "declared values'* aro
considerably smaller than actual
salos value.
In other musical instruments exports such as band and string Instruments a corresponding increase
is also recorded.

A

Is

named "The Pride

Society's Income from Radio
of Composers, Authors and Publishers received
in royalties from radio stations alone during 1925 over $130,000, and will
most likely reach $200,000 this year. But while these figures are important it is pointed out that nine stations in Germany paid the German
authors and composers a total of $160,000 that -year, while it took 19$
stations to make up the $133,000 in America.
The broadcasters' license renewals are coming through anew at this
time of the year.

The American Society

"Horses," Surprise Hit

"Horses" which
The surprise novelty song hit of the season is Feist's
are solely credited for
George Olsen and his Hotel Pennsylvania Music
other plugs ng
Olsen's
novelty,
"makine" While an acknowledged
"Horses" as "Who" and hi. ^otaf
thereof identified him as much with
It has
Home Blues," the railroad effect, are now Olsen trade marks.

^sen

Foreign Composers Unite;

BACK ON BROADWAY

at he
telegrams received by
gotten to be so that the stream of
the same requests for "HoTses't which
hotel from his radio fans all carry
disks.
Olsen also records for the Victor

2 Nations Excepted
Paris,

May

1.

Own

Orchestra
In B'way Restaurant

Rolfe's

The French Society of Authors
and Composers has signed a treaty

MARKS

who
What is said to be the first of a
B. A. Rolfe, the same Rolfe
Tlce- president of Metro Pic- series of contemplated copyright
on
back
infringement suits by Edward B,
However, the German society has tures Corp. of yesteryear, Is
declined to permit the collection Broadway, conducting his Rolfon- Marks against Irving Berlin, Inc,
of its royalties by the French group lans, a dance orchestra, at the has been started in the U. S. DisThis action involves
in Holland and Switzerland, as In Palais D'Or, the American-Chinese trict Court.
Rolfe Marks' copyright, "Lalawana Lulbut insisted on the restaurant in New York.
past,
the
recognition of national societies in since Joining Vincent Lopes, has laby" and complains of Berlin's
those two countries.
taken to dance music as a serious current publication, "Lullaby Blues."

of reciprocity with the representatives of the German musicians.

PHIL

ROMANO

And HIS ORCHESTRA

As already explained the Belgians career, having organized an orches- authored by Arthur Johnston, Irving
are agitating for the creation of a tra and toured with it in the picture Berlin's personal musical secretary
national authors* society In Belgium, theatres until his Broadway return and Dave Dreyer.
The Marks Co. Is said to have
theatrical royalties at present being at the restaurant.
the
controlled by the two well organRolfe is recording for Edison and several other complaints against
ized French societies (dramatic and other disks. Signing for the Palais Berlin, Inc., firm In abeyance on
musical).
D'Or for four weeks, his contract similar allegations.
was indefinitely extended after the

Exclusive Victor Artists

ROSELAND BALLROOM, NEW YORK
1

|

This marks Phil Romano's fourth return to the beautiful Roseland Ball-

room,

Nsw

York, where Mr. Louis

Brecker, the Managing Director,

J.

has always made everything most agreeable for the

Romano

orchestra.

I

,

Appreciation of his kindness

is

hereby acknowledged*

McCormick Plugged Song
"Just a Cottage Smalt"

first

Into Hit
in addi-

week.

Geo. Goding Dies

GORMAN'S FILM HOUSE TOUB

I

A BANJO PLAYER WHO CAN

George

SING!

MUST HAVE YOUTH AND PERSONALITY AND EXPERIENCE, SINGING WITH LARGE ORCHESTRAS

PERMANENT POSITION STARTING JUNE
Male* application by

letter,

12th

giving full details, stating wiser* you hare worked, your ability, etc

STATE SALARY DESIRED
Address
•

in Sleep

orchestra
37,
Goding,
Ross Gorman and his Columbia leader at the Majestic, died in his
made by Waring'o Pennsylvanlans. recording orchestra open on a pic- sleep May 6 from heart disease. He
What started this song off was its ture house tour under Hermlne was buried at the Bohemian Narendition by John McCormack.
The band just tional Cemetery with Masonic rites,
Shone** direction.
McCormack selected "Just a Cot- closed at the Monte Carlo restau- ne is survived by his wife who retage Small** for his concert pro- rant New York, where The Buffa- sides at 1118 South Elmwood avenue. Oak Park, Illinois.
gram.
lodlans succeeded them.

tion to its popularity in vaudeville
and on the radio, is now a record

WILLIAM M. DEWEY,

Manager, Edgewater Beach Hotel,

o, 111.

We&Ktday. May

12.
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FORMAL OPENING THURSDAY NIGHT (MAY

The

13)

Palais

BROADWAY'S MOST SUCCESSFUL RESTAURANT
Presenti

and His Orchestra
THE MOST ENCHANTING DANCE MUSIC

NEW YORK

IN

Twelve men led by the greatest trumpet virtuoso of all time, who has organized more
successful dance orchestras than any other man in the music world

FEATURING:
Trumpet solos and duets of brilliant
beauty featuring Rolfe's complete facility

in

a

super-register

on an

octave

above high "C."

EDISON RECORDS
The Rolfophone named

—a

tor

for its inven-

rhythm amplifier of extraordi-

Solo and ensemble singing by voices
of real merit.

Dance specialties by musicians who
dance as well as they play their instruments.

nary value.

This orchestra has played big time Vaudeville and Super-Picture Houses successfully for twelve weeks. It appeared at five Winter Garden, Broadway, Sunday Night Concerts this Season and stopped the show each time.

The

CATCH THIS BAND AT

FORMERLY PALAIS ROYAL
200 West 48th Street, at

SPECIAL REVUE

TWICE NIGHTLY
LUNCHEON, 55c
Perfect

d'Or

Broadway

AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT

NO COVER CHARGE
Service

— Chinese

and American

Cuisine — Also

MONDAYS AT

1

DINNER,
a la Carte

P.

M.

$1.50

—
VARIETY
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Wednesday, May

HARRY RICHMAN OUT;

Couvert "Crashern
A new gate- crashing gag

INCOME WAS $3,000 WK.

the cabarets was pulled by a
the chap representing
himself in the name of a New

who "Made** EnLeaving Him
Had

member.
In one place, the cafe manager
the
newspaperman
perknew

tertainer,

and Race Horse

sonally but did "straight" for
the Imposter whose routine
was a general survey on the
cabarets' reaction anent the 3
a. m. curfew as expressed by

Auto, Yacht

York "Times"

—

When

the Club Richman closes for
summer tonipht (May 14) It will
mark the cessation of business relations between Harry Hlchman who

the

'made"

by
the
Schwartz
brothers — Dave, Arkle and Lou and
the latter will continue their string
of night clubs Including the one
bearing Richman's name, without

was

staff

Mayor Walker.
The cafe man

after listening
the spiel kindly eased out

to

—

charge

woula-be couvert

the

crasher.

11.

When Karry Richman was
old

Wigwam,

at the

Mur-

later the Rodeo,

Show

tion house.

history.

Philadelphia this summer. The Influx of tourists and the general local

rets.

Day

Deauvllle,

plugging opportunities* also giving

The

Dells,

Mont-

martre and Crlllon.

WEEKS

Francis Renault had to cancel two
in Omaha and Denver picture houses to open at Martin's cafe,
Atlantic City, on time.

weeks

The impersonator's second season

May

18.

that should
worth while.

Labor

REVUE AT CSARDI
The old Csardi, New York, now a
William J. Gallagher enterprise, is
to be reopened next week with a

of song revue. The principals will include
prove financially June Aster, Dorothy Ramey and

Ann Hardman.

Town Up-Stage

DISK REVIEWS
WHERE

GROW—

RUNNING AFTER YOU —Ssme—
A

Indisna
Original
mony No. 134.

Five— Har-

ultra "hot" dance
tunes, by two different jazz bands.
The first sextet listens like a disk

brace

of

nome-de-rccorder, but the Indiana
Fi^e are actual, currently at the
Cinderella ball room, New York.
They. too. know their "blues" In
getting a torrid fox-trot across.
HOT COFFEE (Fox Trot—J so k
Glsssner and His Colonist Inn
Orchestra.
I

LOVE MY BABY — Ssme—Okeh
No. 40669.

Still another dance band newcomer to the disks. They, too. produce likely jazz. The Olassner aggregation have been assigned a pair
of good dance tunes and their treatment thereof does them justice.

A CHOP HOUSE
OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

—— WEST
156-8

>

—

48TH STREE1

East of Brosdway

The Red Lion Inn on

the Boston
Larchmont, N. Y.,
opened May 8 under a new man
agement, Steve Christie having
taken over the place.
Bernard
(Barney) Daly, Irish actor and

Post

tenor,

Road,

the

Is

attraction.

Eddy

Meyers and his orchestra will sup
ply concert and dance music.

PIROLLE'S

45TH ST., NEW YORK
FRENCH Ct'lSINF. AM) PASTRY
d»1 f fy.
SI NDAY FROM It M. TO » P. M.
Yj
POPULAR PlXU'F.9
I,C.\' lf|.;i)N3
DAILY RI'fcflAL DISHES
145

WEST

RENOWNKH FOR

thai Crals

Rubya Keeler
Mary Lucas

Allen

Will lame 81a
Kitty RetUy
Al Both

Emll Coleman Bd
Waldorf-AsUrt*
B dt L Starbuck
H Leonard Bd
Barron Wllkea'e

De Vega

ITS

PIROLLK'N HPKCIAL TAHI.K D'llOTK D1NNKK

GrlD
D*Alve

A

Larry Sir? Bd
Art Stadia Ctafr
Olorloua Rev
Tha Oloriaa
Helaa If or cam

AUce Rlduor
Baa Olaaar Bd
Harry Deleon
Myrtle Gordon
Frank la Meadows
Morley a- leader
Flo Sherman
Joe Carroll

Tony Shayne
Jack Harvey
Inter-8tate f

Bart Lewis Ota*
Bert Lawla
Pessyann Bart

Mary Shaw
Jana Carpenter
Bert Froham
Hasel Lee

Dlna Roberta
Colette Lyon
Buff-Harmonlate
Cafe ale

Margaret Hell wis
Dbrle Dieklnaon

Brad Mitchell
Jordan'a Orch
.

New

York.

COPYRIGHT TRIAL
Trial in the Head Music Publish*
ing Co. case against Jerome
H.
Remick A Co. was started Monday
before Judge Bondy in the Federal
District Court, and continued.
Remlck's "Yes, Yes in Your Eyes*
song Is alleged to be a copyright
infringement by the Head Co.

Rltohia Crals.

Al B White
OIito McClara
O'Brien Bla

Joe CandulQ

Arthur Brown
Joyce
Frank Fray

d

AUoa Bolton
Oao dean Bd

Imperial

Bey

Harry Laaau Bd

fltaft

dnor

Frellee

Julia Oerlty
Joe Lewis
Bddle Cox
Loretta McDermott
4
Mirth Mack
Bubblea Shelby
Marq'tte
Marqee A

Frilling

Maryland Jarbee
Helen Baeperd

Adlar Well
Florida Bd

11
|

I

McKee

Violet

O'Brien Sla
CastUllaa
Gladya Sloaae
..

leepy Hall
Chateau
Will Oakland

Chateau

Jack Denny Band
Arthur Swaaat
F Wallaoa
Dorothy Dale

La

Peggy Do
Almee
Margie Lowry
Jackie Heller

Chaunoay Orey

Adams

dwarda A Dana

Cunningham

Minnie Mae Moore
Noel Francla
Doris Dickinson
Lauretta Adams
Dorothea Stanley
Marie Salisbury
Marguerite Hellwlg

Crane
Marion Wllklss

Clifton

Artie Eller

Blue Blowers
Frank Cornwall
Crusaders Bd

Rusee Revue
Balalaika Bd
Knight Club
Lester Bernard

Brown

Frltal

Bd

Moaa A Fontana
J Johnson Bd
Abbie Mitchell
Freddie Wash'gton
MeAlpIn Hotel
Al Moore
Radio Franks
Johnny Vlgal
Ernie Golden Bd
Clarence Robinson
Monte Carle
Elide Webb
Jeanette Glim ore
Alma Smith
Bd Hutchinson Rev
L Caldwell Bd
Lionel (Mike) Ames
Club Baraey
Masked Countess
Hale Brers Bd
Jeanette Gllmoro
Elinor Keara
Shirley Dahl
Borrah Mlnnevltch Bessie Klrwaa
Jean 8tarr

"Bubbles"

Carl Byal

Drusllla

Sir Tartar's Arab'ns

Kendall Cappe
Edith Sheltoa
Club DisAuvllle

Buffalodlans Orch

Melody Six

Jlra

Aces
Club Lid*
Chick Endor

Mann

Billy

Ooorge Walsh

Tommy

Purcell

Davls-Akst Orch
Connie's Ins

Moulin Rouge

Vaude Acts
Morgan Bd
Parody Club

Joe Frisco

Oypsy Byrne
"Mickey" Ruth

JAB
CAM
Verona
Louise

Adele Walker
Al Handler Orch
Friars Inn
Wells A Brady

Brady
La Bella
Jack Marlow
Towey Slaters
Alloa

Reed

A

Merrltt

Duthera

Bvale Or

nth Bttlng

B Brown

8ynco'o

Dorl Maugha
Lew Jenkins

Miller

Ross

Kane

Ed Lowry
McCune Sla
Jlmmle Ray
Murray A Wagner
Sylvia De Vera
Babe Kane
Mltzl Richards

Mildred Manley

Jim Wade Orch
Parody Cafe

Mason
DAG
Kid Murphy

Slim Grccnleh
Flossie

Sturgls

Pop Hunter

Williams Sis
Margaret White
Hcrnard A Henri
Le Mae A Joslne
C Straight's Orch
Flo Lewis
Olive O'Nell
Wayne Allen

Athlone
Mary Mulhert
Margaret Davles
Margaret Sims
Strand Roof
Wheaton A Walker S S Leviathan Bd V Godfrey Ilev
Pelham Heath Inn B« rt Scott
A(da Ward
Lou Raderman lid KHttlle Penning
Alto Gates
B Mitchell
Blehman Club
Dorothy Morrison
Connie Bd
Jeanette Oil more
N'ed NJrWorth
Harry Rlohmao
Cotton Club
Gladys Sloano
Tvatte Rugel
Wally Davis
Lew Paton
Bill Fowler Bd
Coleman Orch
John Larklna

Maude

Russell

Eva Belmont
Mai y. Rtaff«"d
Stiver Slipper
"Boncy" Chadwlck Peterson A Ch'lotte FTarry Maxfleld
Alma Hookey
Gene Woodward

Eddie Furke
Dan Healy
Mildred Hudgtna
Dolly Sterling
All>ort1ne Pickens Irene Swor
J-.i/.z Sy ncopa tors
Carlo A Norma
County Fair
Cliff; O'Rourke
Eddie Worth Bd
Violet Osnnlngham
Entertainers
'neaJuty Q'den' Chos
Olivette
Dorer Clnb
Dolores Farrls
Jimmy Durante
Eddie Jackeon
8. Tucker's Plnyg'd
Lew Clayton
Sophie Turker

Ryan

Slaters
'

'

1

Ed Elklns Bd

Betty Glllea

Bert

Schaffer

"Doc" Butler
Helen Grey

Martln'a Cafe
Francla Renault
Peplno A Dllworth

Camilla
J Ketcham Oreh

BALTIMORE
Tent
J Schorr Bd

Anita Gray

Chaa
Martha Mortell
Shirley Buford

Mart I a
A Klrkw'd
Dorothy Kadmar

Taasla

Schaplro

The Summit
Bd

Celestial

C

Silver Slipper

askew

Dixie Fields

B Hoffman Oreh
Samovar
Bud Murray Rev

W

Vanity Fate
Aurlole Craven

H Osborne Orch
Cms Avals*
Bert Gilbert
Leonetto Ball
Gladys Kremer
• Avalon Peachaa

Loughery A Caal

Col 1st

CLEVELAND,
Club Madrid
Adelo Oould

O.

Johnny Ryan
Emereoa GUIs Ores

1

I
I

CULVER

CITY. CAL.
Mar

Jack Klein

Bchapell

Laura Martin
Boy Ingram Oreh

WoodbuiT Sisters
Isabel Lowes
I

DETROIT, MICH.

Wagnere Orcb

Bol

Stiver Slipper
Morris' Oreh

Jungle Cat*

A

Frank 8hermau
Harry Bloom
The Jennings
Mary Isobel Colb'rt
Vanity Serenade™
Virginia Cooper

O

Tim Crane
Tarrarla

Oreh

Kelley'a

Polka Dot Belv'eVre
Murphy Oreh
T

Crab

Davla Oroh

Carolyn La Ruea
Tina Tweedie
Ceatury Road
South Baa S'r'n'd'ra Tambourine Tootsies

(L BUlman
Lellta Westman
Ray MUlsr Oreh

Loo Morse
Bddle Cos

LOS ANGELES

wtch
G
Sam Rubin

Club
Carol ynne Snowdoa
8unbura Jim
Ivy Anderson

Village

Jack Ooldstofa
Bergstrom Oroh

Marshall A Portia
Lawrence Ford
Sidney Reeve

Cafe Laiayeit*
Jana Green
H Owens Oreh
Club
Frisco Nick
S Mitchell

Hoy
P Howard Oreh

Susie

Jacob*
Mel Calish
George Lloyd
Carson A Carson

.

Marque A Marq'tte Martha Richie
Chaa Kerr Orch
Mildred Washlngt'n Irene McKlnney
Montmartr*
I Georgia Peaches Claire Leslie
Elklns Orch
Dave Shell Orch
Edna Llndsey
Bernlce Petker

Rose

Wynn

A Gladya
Gladys Blair

MIAMI

Alfredo

Downs

Al

Orch
Hollywood Barn

Bob

Fleetwood Roof Janet Stone
Gene Fosdlck Orch Mario Vllanl
I

I

Bronze Melba
O* Link's

Florence Schubert
Myrtle Lansing

Isabel Allen

I

Pat rice Grldler

MILWAUKEE

Mont* Carl*
Badger Syncop't'rs
Billy Williams
8>r Rooas
Phil Kestln
Jean Hammond
Johnny Ryan
Lucille Williams
De Costa A Louisa Tune Tinkers
Marlon Kane
Reed Sisters

O'Conner Sisters
Hobble Marsellua
II Hosford's Orch
Gladys Mints
Clint Wright's Orch Rainbow Gardens
Frank Llbuse
Rendezvous
Vera Amnzar

Jay Mills
Eddls Clifford

Jack White
Golden Inn Orch
Fairmont Inn
Peggy Heavens
Trena Myers

Babe Nazworthy

Moulin stouffe
Mauri* Bherman Or
SUsjwasi Villas* Ed Lowry
Little Caruso Quart
Anita Oay
Sisters
McCune
Bab* Bherman
Hasel Green
Mary Col burn
Rubin Areu
Al Reynolds
Jimmy Ray
Do Quarto Oreh
Murray A Wagner
Sylvia De Vera
Fred Farnham
Babe Kana
Dolores Allen
Jim Wade's Oroh
B A J Gordon
DoauvlUe
Nina Smiley
O'Connor 81b
Roy Evans
Shirley Buford
Whltlngton
Esther
Martha Martell
Roulette's Orch
Helen Doyle
Little Club
David Qulzano

Moulin Rouge

Mlrader
Al Schembeck

Snyder

Fll

Kitty White

Billy

A

Aurlole Craven
Irene Faerj

May

Emll BoreO
Arthur Ball
Gala A Record

A.~
Larry Vincent
Rick

Arthur Gordon*
Hal Hlzon
Pete Dale
Batk ChaUia
Jerry Friedman Bd Eddla Lambert
Vincent Lopes

Owla Orch

Veoletta

Jlussell

CHICAGO

Misses Laird
Mabel Ol eon
Albert Barke
Johnny Clare
Edith Baboon

Eatelle LeVelle
Virginia Rhodes
Phyllis Fair

4

Slaters

Golden Ism
Douglas Sia

Pasadena Orch

Artie Williamson

Mae

Cliff

Jana Gray
PasaT O'Neill

Ruth Cameron
La Roy 8mlth Bd
Clnb Alahnm
Oeo McClellan

Carmen

Virginian's Oreh

Charles Mardel
Elisabeth Mack

FoUlea
Evelyn Nesbit
Dorothy Braun

Tai

Jean Carpentler

Thelma Carlton
Lonlaa Mack

Dorothy Mack
Babette
B McKnlght'a Orcb Grace Bark

N. Y.

Rockwell

Ann Norris
La Bella

A Andrae

IrmaneUe

Show

Boat Berne Ores
Bobble

Raach

Arthur Bennett

Bob Murphy
Charley Calvert
Frankla Meadowa
Betty

Conatanoa Carp'ntei

Crandall Sla
Hilda Allison

Venice

Orch

BROOKLYN,

Dempsey

Jane Palmer

Hilda Ferguson

Chaa Cornell Rev
Dancing Humphries Buck A Therla
Ludle Leallo
Ethel Wolfe

Dorothy Deader
Ben Beirut Bd
Thao Illaacn Oypetea Rlohard Bennett
Brown dt Sedano

Cecil

Colored

O'Rourka
Hope Minor

MCH St. Chan
Leal Stengel
Pearl Baton

At*,

Jr

Silver Slipper

Walker Rev

VHla>

Cliff

Bd

ATLANTIC CITY
Agnes

Blake
Vanity Clnb

Billy

Dooley Sla

Lindsay Bar

Cunningham

Viola

Diana Hunt

Beth Pitt
Slgelow A

Chicago, May 11.
Herrln. 111., the labor-crazed city
THE HUCKLEBERRIES
of 15,000 is also jazs crazy and
Esrl Ricksrd.
epicurean in Its jazz musical tastes, SWEET CHILD—Same—Okeh No.
according to its contract with the
40666.
Music Corp. of America, which is
Earl Rlckard, from vaudeville and
booking only "name" recording or- the cabarets, possesses a resonant
baritone that takes well. He knows
chestras into the town.
Victor artists like Coon -Sanders how to wham over a pop song, this
Original Nlghth. wks, Zez Confrsy. couplet evidencing proficiency and
of schooling In that direcDon Bestor and Charles Dornberger, plenty
Rlckard should be assigned
tion.
and Charley Straight's Brunswick more numbers.
recorders are among the attractions
slated for a cycle of repeat dates.
DUSTIN' THE DONKEY (Fox
Trot)— University Six.

TAVERN

Te
T Oalnan Bar

Betty

him an "in" on a number
hits

NEW YORK

Rena Ancelle

"ON TIME" C0ST8 2

at Martin's starts

Bernstein,

Current Programs in Cabarets and Cities as Below Listed

stimulus is counted on to boom
everything from theatres to caba-

Inn,

Rupp and Cochran recently pro.
duced "Can You Imagine That?*
which was accepted by Shapiro,

CABARET BILLS

business is expected to look
the Sesqul-Centennlal in

Van and Schenck on the strength
Kit-Cat Korner, etc.,
he was taken in hand by Arkle, Dave of this have taken over the Piccaand Lou Schwartz and given 60 per- dilly under their own management,
cent of the now Club Richman. The with a Meyer Davis dance orchestra
performer's subsequent Rolls-Royce, completing the cabaret entertaina $20,000 yacht (which he sold for ment. They open tonight (May 12).
$8,000 eventually), a race-horse, etc.,
among other luxurious trimmings,
resulted in a peculiar reaction on
Orchestras' Moving
Richman's part. It was commented
Chicago, May 11.
Richattraction,
on. As a cabaret
May 1 seemed to be moving day
man, however, remained big, the not only for apartment-dwellers
feminine appeal figuring imporbut for orchestras.
tantly, with the draw a peculiar
A great unrest pervades the lomixture of "wise" Broadway and cal cabarets. New sets of jazzers
quasi -society, with no genuine class
will be seen within the next week
from among the latter actually figor two in the following: Moulin
The women angle has Imuring.
Rouge, Edgewater Beach Hotel,
plicated Richmaji in a $250,000 alienRendez-Vous, Drake Hotel, Friar's
Three -Year Contract Cancelled
Although the Schwartzes have
Richman under a three-year contract with one more to go, the severance of relations by the Schwartz
brothers will be effected.
Richman 1s generally reputed to
have prospered unusually as a night
Club attraction through his "bit" In
several of the Schwartzes' holdings
like the Richman, Clro's and one or
two others with which the management does not care to be Identified.
As a cafe attraction, Richman's
weekly income was estimated at
$2,000 to $3,000. with his radio and

^

writing.

EXPECTED

BIZ

phy's Cellar,

ation of affections suit.

S0HQWK1TUV0 TEA*

Cleveland. May il
ui Rupp, local song writer
and
orch estra conductor, and Hal Coehhis wife, Julia, failed to ran, newspaper columnist
and poet
to prosecute him, Robert hams joined hands in popular son*

31, 169$ Broadway, song
matio organization- of the Univer- writer for Berlin, Inc.,- was dissity of Minnesota here, has been
charged when brought before Magstripped of all Its privileges and for- istrate Flood in West Side Court
bidden to engage in any mors theon a disorderly conduct charge.
atrical activities for a year by the
Mrs. O'Brien summoned Patrolfaculty because It had "spiked
man Coffey, West 47th street stapunch" at a party given by it at the tion, and demanded the arrest of
Hotel Radisson on the night of the her spouse whom she said had used
abusive language and struck her
university's junior ball.
This Is ono of the most drastic with his fist. O'Brien protested he
disciplinary moves in Minnesota had not, but was taken to the sta-

Richman

up with

When

membership of the appear
Garrlck Club, the leading male dra- O'Brien,
entire

campus

SUMMER

May

Minneapolis,

The

the hatter's affiliation.

has lofty plans with
George White, in whose "Scandals"
the singer opens* at $760 a week, to
found a new cafe with Richman,
White and Frances Williams As a
triumvirate. Miss Williams is also
with the new "Scandals."

HEW

Arrested,

Bat Wife Failed to Apf
in

couple,

Schwartzes,

Root O'Brien

BOOZE AT BALL

12, 1926

J

Chapman Orch
Houthmoor Hotel

Room)

(Ventlan
Flo Lewis

Wayne Allen
Alfredo A Gladys
Hen Pollack Orch
Pershing Palare
Gene Carter
Bessie

Moore

Comb A

Atkln
Madeline McKenzle
Carl Lorraine Orch
Soutlimoor
Flo Lewis
Alflode A Gladys

B Pollack

s

Orch

Parody Cafe
Phil

Murphy

Stewart Allen

Ma rifle Ryan
Bobbin Marcellus

Nena He Sylvia
Virginia

Sheftoll

MONTREAL, CAN.
Venetian Gardens |Menzles

Colleglaas

SALT LAKE
Louvre
Pat Casev
Bobble Green

Orchestra
Shay's

Dick Foiscutt Bd

SEATTLE
Butler
Earl Gray Orch

Charlotte Ramonde
Naomi De Musis

Madge Rush

Jack Medford
Jack Stern

Club Lido
Grace Hamilton

U

of

W

Serenaders

WASHINGTON
Mayflower Garden

Better 'Ole
Bernstein Orch

S Turin an Orch
Mme Mlahtowt

Dorothy Days
Joe Bombeat

Spanish Village
CDonnell Orch
Club Chant eel er
Alice Tupnian
Meyer DavU Orchi :'c v.10
I

Hwnne*
Chateau Le TaranV
Tox Arlington
Tomaon Twins
Meyer Davis Orch Meyer Davis Orcn
Gln<!y* Mints
Battle of Music
Revue
Clint VVr y.Ux Orch Max Lowe Ent
Peck Mills Orch
Lido Oroh (B R's'D
Pnlmer Hons*
La Javn
Vaude Rev
Town Club
Ernest Evans Co
I>a Java Orch
Curnlval Nlte
FiMte Moran
Gerald Levy Orch I'.cvue
B Dawn Martin
Wardnmn I'nrb
Terrace Gardens
La Paradls
Dorothy Lang
Mod B.w r On h
Snra Ann McCabe
Sam Rnhn'i Orrh H<>nrl Thcrrlen
Meyer Davis Orch Dolly Dave Girls
Klwood Wl « n
Helen Hurke
\ nit n
Guy
Circus Nile
Crlllon

—
nix.

,Si

i

klfi

'
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Wednesday, May

%

12,

CABARE'TS

x

1926

In this way
they probably started at nine and
went through to two, doing four

on each appearance*.

CABARET REVIEWS
PARODY CLUB

.

(NEW YORK)
New York, May

5.

noviJoe Frinco; by no means a
as «• supper club entertainer,
a
at
week
$1,500
fourth
his
week at the Parody Club, topping
The
by
$500.
salary
vaudeville
his
Kelth-Albee salary "stalling" preSoltated the night club contract,
the Frisco
the famous originator of
its equally welliaz* dance, with
known "heater" and derby props,

'

tlate
im in

more than satisfactorily
Jim Redmond's 48th street cab-

delivering
at

aret.

The show is nicely gaited, with
Frisco acting as conferencier, while
the cute Gypsy Byrnes, doing an
Ella Shields, is the mistress of cere
monies. She is a comely miss and
does not have to resort to a male
Impersonation as far as personality
dress suit and
Is concerned, but the
the top hat serve but to enhance
her charm.

Louise Myrtle Ellen Kane Is a
wholesome Charleston "lookor" of
nicely prpporlloned physique who
was forced to an encore just as an
The cutie could and
eye -filler.
should be developed.
Athlone, cabaret standard, is now
a blonde. Her expressive optics are
as ever effective in her pop song
A corking song gave her
delivery.
ample opportunities for expression.
Verona, a talk solo dancer, strutted
a graceful minuet, making for a
fetching interlude following the Jazz.
Juanita and Blllle Miller look like
They are of parlor entersinters.
tainer caliber and lacking for a

.

turns.

Three single girls are the entertaining complement. Helen Leslie
dancing around these parts, is does the best, although Margie
Ross's first dress may have counted
worth the "12 bits" alone.
Miss Cunningham is a glad- for most between these two girl
hander par excellence. She rotates singers. However, Miss Ross's secaround the room, makes everybody ond green dresa looked as though It
feel at home, walks right up and had been, made in the dark and it
introduces herself as though she had ruined her score.
known the patron the longest time,
The other performer was Jean
chats amiably with the various Carpenter, a plain and common
parties, and in between keeps rigid cooch dancer, very plain and very
guard over her brood. When one girl common as such. They are giving
comes over and advises that Mr. cooch dancers in bunches nowadays
Butter-and-Egger on the opposite on New York cabaret floors.
side wants her to sit with him Miss
Al and Jack have their other
Cunningham tells the girl "No." to road house on the Pelham grass,
stick to her assigned post of enter- also named Caoti'.llan.
Up there
taining her specific sector, and then they must battle for business with
goes over to the customer to slip
'elham Heath Inn Just across the
him the salve about discipline and way, but the two road house
organization.
crowds are friendly. That will help,
In between the girls do specialf the business goes up that way
Originally there were 34, but and stops off.
ties.
That's a
latterly cut down to 26.
On the Merrick Road the boys
great system in itself. When one will probably mop, for two or three
performs, with the other 25 of her reasons all good.
Sitnc.
sisters applauding, she can't flop.

—

There are Minnie Mae Moore, Noel
Sally
Dickinson,
Doris
Francis,
Bronis, Marie Salisbury, Marguerite
Ruth
Sisters,
Crandall
Hellwlg,

Cameron, Lauretta Adams,
Allison, and a rumber of

The entertainment is
snappy
hotsy-totsy
scorching Charlestons.

—

all

RAINBO GARDENS
(CHICAGO)
Chicago,

Hilda
others.
to the

rags

May

5.

White City, the dazzllngly lighted
amusement part on the democratic

and south

side,

bears the nearest ex-

resemblance to ltainbo GarThe atmosphere is carefree and dens on the baggy-panted north
side.
The
money spent on outside
And
contagious.
the camaraderie
lights at both places would perif the gals don't do the trick, that
and feed every one
manently
clothe
than
band,
sizzling LeRoy Smith
which there is no whicher as to of the children of any father of his
terior

VARIETY

51

Merle Smith, Gladys Andes, companlment, doing their assign*
Marie Pollitt, Edward Prlnz, Jimmic ment painstakingly and with appreWhalen, Frank Lischeron, Mary ciation from Albert Gloria for
Moore and Gloria Randolph. They (•laser's care in the musical co-

are

ably All their leading positions
without attempting to steal the
show from the chorus.
A preliminary to the indoor golf
tournament was staged on the night
of the review.
About 60 patrons
tried their luck with the rubber golf
balls, the tin holes, and the cloth
fairways. The contest took place
on the floor and consumed about
40 minutes.
Plenty of rooting for
favorites was heard from the tables.
Five prizes for the men and five for
the women were awarded this night.
The winner of the finals will be
presented with a Peerless roadster,
exhibited in the lobby. Good entertainment value.

•
The show's framing does not permit for some of the always pleasing
operation.

vocal interludes which the band Indulges in.
Another instrumental
ime- filler is an Hawaiian male
trio that should go in for forte steel
guitar work to fill the room, the
dull strings as presently essayed
neaning liule and counting for less.
The singing might also be forgotten.

The second half was distinguished
>y a "Madama Butterfly" aria by
Miss Howard, with a charming
miniature setting on the practical
stage. A Spanish ensemble was another flash.
Aliie Gerard showed
Ralph Williams and his Rainbo :iime flashy toe work, and two of
Gardens
orchestra
provido
the the choristers did a double nighmusic. Fine to dance to and even vlcking specialty on their own. Anbetter

to

listen

to.

The

crowd

>ther

chorister,

Margaret

Miller,

seemed to hold Williams in high m pressed with her personality. A
esteem. Nobody can complain of Charleston finale was a corking
retaway.
this orchestra's lack of pep; It plays
It's excellent after-theatre diverthe hottest of hot music that is
hard to resist and is Just as good Isscment of the better class for the
on tho sweet stuff. An ideal or- nicer supper clubs. It should perk
up trade at the Beaux Arts Studio
chestra for the Gardens.
The floor show is composed of Mub. which has always managed to
eight pageants. A Japunese num- maintain a following under the John
Abel.
ber and a luminous costume number and Emll regime.
called "Pretty Little Baby" were
outstanding in their beauty
"Paris
by Night" proved to be a cleverly
(NEW YORK)
arranged and expertly executed
double Apache number, while "The
New York, May 7.
Mannsville Opera Company" affair
To celebrate the lifting of Mr.
with the characters In rube cos- luckner's five months' padlock (the
tumes provided good comedy.
Meyerowltz place saved a month
Included in the list of articles somehow), the room atop the Strand
said to be used in the production theatre building has been reopened
was a certain brand of chewing. with an Increased capacity, now at
Probably used in the Apache num00.
An elaborate Vaughn Godfrey

STRAND ROOF

"hot" music, is certain to inspire a country.
That's the most lasting impresnatural exhilaration.
As a $1.50 couvert place, Ciro's sion of Ralnbo Qardens a gorgeous ber.
floor revue, headed by Ned NorHal.
It is a class heaven for the young and those who
is in a class by itself.
worth as the special attraction, and
room, comfortable and spacious, would be young.
the crack Billie Fowler dance band
harmonizing
Besides
floor show.
There is that bewildering light
and even if the gals do come in for
Arts Studio Club are the features.
pops, one violin solos to the others a little extra gravy on the tipping, inside, too. During the dances the
The roof should once more re(NEW YORK)
pis no accompaniment.
couples stand out as though tney
sume its hold on the suburban
it's worth it all round.
Marguerite Davies, heralded as a
trade, which has always been a
Ciro's 1j said to be $40,000 in the were dancing in broad daylight,
New
York,
May
6.
perfect form winner in a competi- box since the Schwartzes and Harry while at the tables stiff-kneed men
restaurant
The new show at the Beaux Arts, strong adherent of this
Her acro- Richman took it over. This new gaze covertly at those few inches
tion, is a shapely girl.
popularly aphe Glorias Revue, 4s probably the The entertainment is
batic dance registered. Miss Byrnes idea looks like a quick success. of bareness which become visible
pealing, holding a number of seafollowed on her own and clicked Ciro's former colored show was a when the modern girl dances and best floor entertainment this rdom soned cafe people. Gladys Sloane,
held, and one of the best
with Joe Frisco doir.sr his specialty quick flop.
Abeh
buxom mamas wish fervently that has ever
the prlmo who opened recently for
club revues in town as reClaude and
to corking returns.
dim lights would give them an op- night
Al and Jack at their Castillian Gargards
co-ordinated
and carefully dens, is similarly installed at the
Marion Roos, a whirlwind dance
portunity to step unnoticed.
team, topped it off In great style.
Strand. Kstelle Penning, who made
Entering the Gardens you are designed cafe production.
It has The Glorias, standard dance
Nelson Maple and his S.S. "Leviaher stay at the Hofbrau this season
confronted with a sign which beteam, Just returned from Coral Ga- almost a stock engagement, is anthan" orchestra are the new dance
night
the
familiar
as
comes
very
(MERRICK ROAD)
bles after a winter's season at the
The
feature, and very good, too.
other highlight in this show. Mlsa
It proclaims that the
wears on.
Club down there, heading Penning as ever Is a pleasing inNew York, May 8.
band (New Acts) is a picture house
management is aiding officials in Country
the show.
new
Albert and Adelaide genue.
the
week,
a
Opened less than
standard, coming into the New York
enforcing the prohibition law. These
cafe from a Philadelphia night club. Castillian, formerly Hoffman Arms, signs are posted numerously but it Gloria are well known in picture
Wally Davis is the Juvenile with
Dorothy
They have a fine sense of the style looked to be "in" by Saturday night. seems that Chicago is infested with houses and cafes.
10 choristers at his back.
The production Itself, having the Morrison's song and dance specialty
of dance music favored by the Met- It's one of the earliest of the road quite a few people who can't read.
advantage of thorough drilling dur- clicked, as did Norworth's own tomropolitan night owls and deliver house openings around New York
The
dance floor in the Gardens is ing its Coral
Gables run, is a cork foolery with songs and tidbits.
handily.
and the only place of the newer as large aa those in straight ball
ing and smoothly presented one. Norworth is from vaudeville, but
The Parody is doing a fair busl- crop with floor entertainment.
rooms. The cabaret spirit comes
ness considering the season and has
Al and Jack have the newly In at the tables where food is served Alice Rldnor, a charming blonde latterly out of a production.
ingenue, and Sidney Boyd, the Juvc
(Continued on page 68)
been a money-maker consistently. named roadhouse near Lynbrook and ginger ale is ordered whole
nlje, and possessed of a fetching
The couvert has been reduced to $2 It's between Pavilion Royale and aaledly.
Despite its massiveneas tenor,
are
the
first
specialists
fol
have
will
Both
for the spring session, which should Blossom Heath Inn.
and brilliance this place manages lowing the cute "real estate" open
heln also.
to watch themselves to even up to have some of the intimacy found
ing, which has the girls' costumes
Frisco is a "name" and Bhould against the competitor. Last sum
in smaller and more cozy cabarets decorated
in realty legends like "for
draw. The show is being switched mcr the three boys had the Cas
Cafe
Largest
saleJ' and "sold" Judiciously spotted
Lynbrook,
Gardens below
around for hotsy-totsy purposes.
tilllan
Without a doubt this is the over certain portions.
mAbtl.
cleaning up around $200,000 when
Marguerite Howard, the prima, is
in the
selling the plot to tho local Elks. largest cafe in Chicago if not
With that money or some other country. It has a seating capacity possessed of an excellent voice
Her
"Pale Moon" specialty backed
1,000
accommodate
can
and
of
3.000
of
Interior
they have remodeled the
how up a tableau with a semi-nude girl
the former Hoffman Arms, raising people on the dance floor. And
on
a
prop half-moon. The exposure
there.
flock
crowds
the
redecorating
(NEW YORK)
the sunken dance floor,
The most pretentious floor show. Is a bit naughty for the nice Beaux
tastily as well as prettily, besides
New York, May 6.
Arts
Studio Club atop the Beaux
All
here.
presented
is
Chicago
In
included
other changes that
The hostess arrangement which making
large Arts building, but seemed to strike
an increase of capacity; the place numbers originate from a which tho fancy of the $2 couvert charges
Cecil Cunningham and her 26 femithe
floor,
of
side
one
stage
at
withroom now seating around 400
"Tamiami Trail" is a highlight
nine lieutenants- have Installed at
of
sets
out crowding. With the alterations employs eight different
production flash, with the chorus of
Ciro's is panning out well as far as
comfortable scenery. Fifteen chorus girls, gor
A
it is more Intimate.
eight,
in Indian costuming, backing
the house is concerned.
The idea atmosphere pervades and first im- geously costumed, provide an exof having each hostess officiate over
ceedingly attractive background for up Miss Rldnor and Boyd, going
pression on entering is splendid.
through
a formation routine of una sector of three tables and enterdisHoffman built a very nice road the nine principals. The girls
usual character. The Glorias clown
tain the patrons, sit around, talk
he erected this place, play some Intricate step routines the first section with
when
house
a corking
and dance with them as occasion
surprisingly
but that's about all that Hoffman and go through them
specialty, following Miss Rldnor's
demands is giving both the house did
Ho couldn't run It into well.
do.
and the gals a break.
The girl- money.
Frank LIbuse is featured. He Is "Bundle of Love." Tho latter ap
Hoffmon dropped dead
hostesses over which Miss Cunningmost able local cafe pears in abbreviated shorts through
shortly after Hoffman Arms was known as the
ham officiates as maitr^-dc-nlRht raided
tho rep- out, steps neatly and shows her
on a liquor hunt last sea- clown and his work merits
club also take the customers' orders
many floi>s stuff off well to full advantage.
When
so
utation.
son.
The corking Ben Glaser dance
and present the checks, with the
it is refreshing
Al and Jack are popular boys in abound on all sides
which is a fixture at the
actual service performed by the
They arc to see a man who can really put his band,
business.
Pfejnou* VMdevllto AHUt, Cms
restaurant
the
Beaux
Arts, and deservingly s<»
male waiters, who deputize as bus
good mixers and take care of their stuff over.
SILVER BELL BANJOS
plugged
the wait with some more
boys for the occasion.
heli
be
may
bits
main
of
his
One
friends, something a lot of other
THE BATON BANJO CO., !«.
The
ultra
of
their
syncopation.
Of course, the check presentation
Dressed as a waiter
in and around In question.
near-restaurateurs
Groton,
act is the big thing. What chump
LibuKc wanders around among the boys can also play for a show's ac
might learn or follow.
can maintain mathematical con- New York
upon the new
The two boys reopened the Cas- tables and preys
enter
sciousness to the exact percentage
woman
and
man
If
a
it
comers.
Thursday, May 6, giving
calculation of only 10 or 15 per cent, tillian
the man
outside by heavy lighting I.ibu.sc wll! step in front of
of the check for a tip?
That's brilliancy
and completely block him for sevis attractive.
that
hardly cricket with a comely miss
Opening Saturday Night,
while the
night, mild but not with eral maddening seconds
Saturday
presenting the check, and so the
to a
(hardly 30 people on the woman unknowingly walks
out
many
rake-off on the tips alone Is nothing
is so
Long Beach), the Cas- table alone. Llbusc's makeup
to be sneezed at by the girls.
In boardwalk at
usually
almost capacity at 10. perfect that the man will
addition, thoy are guaranteed. The tillian had
as a clumsy employee
him
regard
usual
us
locals,
majority
waiter who actually performs the with the
That bespoke a and proceed to give him dirty looks.
labor of service gets his via a K> on Long Island.
other two road This calls for a howl from the other
per cent, deduction off the hostess' running start as the
AND HI8
tables at the expense of the cushouses nearby were also open.
tip.
tomer. A man and girl were standis a plan
there
Castillian
At the
It's a novelty acheme
and well
minute*.
several
for
talking
ing
night club above the
presented.
Everything is strictly afoot to open a
them intently In hiN
It's an idea for JJbuse watched
Formerly featured with
"nice," the idea having so much of downstairs room.
house dumb way for quite a while and
a handicap to overcome because of summer and no other road
chair behind the girl.
a
placed
then
its possible suspicion that the Miss has tried it.
exthe
at
laughter
of
roar
Another
The best of the attractions at the pense of the girl, who turned a fl* ry
Cunningham and Schwartz brothers
the Les
is
Dance Attractions at
management has gone to the oppo- Castillian Just now seven
pieces, red.
site extreme of maintaining strict Stevens orchestra of
quesmay
who
many
are
There
with
combination,
COUNTY'S
a good dance
propriety.
as tion the legitimacy of laughs drawn
The couvert charge for the sum- probably Mr. Stevens actingofalso
an entertainer embarrassing
cere- by
City hland, N. Y.
nier is nominal
$1.50
and already the announcer or master
guests.
paving
evidencing itself as a draw.
The monies. The boys play plenty of
Hanking next is Vera Amnwir, an
Management GUS SPERL
LeHoy Smith band, with its usual dance music, with the three floor
wella
with
personality
appealing
dance syncopation, which rates as performers Saturday night per- trained voice. Also worthy of praise
the most likely for straightaway mitted but one song or dance only

—

Beaux

CASTILLIAN

.

CIRO'S

MONTANA

May 15

.

NAT MARTIN
RECORDING ORCHESTRA
"I'LL

SAY SHE

IS"

*

WESTCHESTER

—

NEWEST* ROADHOUSE

THE KURSAAL,

—

MARGARET WHITE
SUCCESSFUL MISTRESS OF CEREMONIES

AT RENDEZ-VOUS CAFE, CHICAGO. COMPLETING

IS

CONSECUTIVE WEEKS

'

V Alt I R T Y
COMMANDBBS, HI
eon). Variety, N T. C.

52

Anthony,

Condelovl.

Week (May

—

—

COPYRIGHT, 1SSC

AABONSON. IBVINO,

Breltnor.
c

JOE THOMAS
Now

W„

O.

Spruce

It

Katinaaa).

(L.

Brockton.

Pa

GBKAOnt, WTLLTK.

C
Meiooy

Ato., N. T,

Crescent

WsJteleek

Brow.

Dance

Sara,

Broad

Box,

Five. Albermarta Pal-

Brown agio. Ted. 023
b* rg. Pa

And

His Orchestra
Victor Record*
Chicago,

ica,

Ninth SC.

S.

Harm

Rrunntes Merrett. Friars Inn. Van Buren

A Wabaah.

Chicago.

Bryant Will II.. 1326 8. tth SL. Terr*
Haute
Bove. M
Sun De Lu*> C Philadelphia
Buck, Verne. Granada T., San Fran-

Amer-

III.

cisco.

A rare, Joe. New
|la>i;^n, Chicago

Bamboo

Inn.

Burns. Chaa. Dreamland B. R., Marsh and Van Buren St a.. Chicago.
CLariee. 814 Brvant Building

field

8223 V*

Burreaa

Amldon, Arthur, tit

tth

St..

K«"sae ntjr

Flint.

•

Anderson.

Hippodrome

Hilda,

geles.

H..

D.

Buckeye Wonders (Fred Prtnkley). 64t Bo
Main St.. Akron O.
Burk. Mllo. Bmcxton. Mass.

Sea t le.
Aiueraon, Warren.

De Honey a. Seattle.
Lehman a. Baltimnrr.

osrar.

All*.,

Andrewi, Eddie. Avalon

Ajpentieun
Ph< <iileiuh a.

vva.tei

Boat on.
U.raro eve.

Ma a s
Twin Oak a, W.

46 th St.,

Butler. Billy. Neat Club, 161

W. lltd

Burton, Billy.
N. Y. C.

ABCHBB. HARRY, Yendorbllf
Y. C.
A.moruater. Joaeph L.. Buffalo A.
Buffalo
Arcadlana. Oreyatone B. Dayton. O.

T.,

N. Y. C,
Bet let. Joe,

St..

19.

C.

C. 694 Main

Oakley

No.

aresue.

SAM SMOLIN'S

Buffalo.

St.,

T C.

2S28

Chicago.

Arcadia Syncopatora (Clifford Bdgerton), 2004 Addlaon St., Phlla.. Pa.
A.xhamDau.l • urcn.. lint Grore Inn
Ma. borough.
Armant rout's Blue Hooeiers, Mandavln
Arnnld.
SOCKET

Ameaborv

Burke. Ch'ek.

B.,

172s

Loa An-

Earl. Dlltmore H..

Burtnett.

Mlcti.

Mam

N

141

ASH. PAUL, MeTlcker*a

St..

Woon-

CbJeege,

T.,

RADIO ORCHESTRA

and HIS

EAST MARKET GARDEN8
AKRON, O.
BIGGEST HIT IN TOWN

Atella. Ki ancle, 740 Be. Sth St.. Philadelphia.
Astoria, Joe. Antllla H., Coral Oablee.
ria.
Atklna
A. P.. S614 Stata Ave~.

800 " 7

Beac^'Me

Crawford. Thorn a» L.

Wichita.

Ran

Crawford's Orcha. 41 Amer. NtL

C

^JHelman. Baas

toeur.

Gardlaer, Sol. Yoeng'a. Til Seventh
Ne Y. C«
Gaeperre, Richard, Lorraine B.. 41th St.
« ftth ava . N. Y. C.
Oerdner. Charles C. 1247 N. 24th BL. ZJa>

Neb

ooln

Garner. Mark. Oarden. Flint.
Oant Oeorge. tilt Madison Ave..

and hie

Band
NOW PLAYING
ARCADIA BALLROOM
FIFTH SEA80N ON BROADWAY

Baltft-

Barooa T.. San Oiego.
Jlmmla Checker Inn. Boatop

Oaderer, Bob,

Oaodette's

Oay

Hellywooi

Serenadera,

B

Iasu

I.

I.

D'Artrl's Orch., ft

Ma jostle

Theatre

BU

14th

Norwich.

Bids..

.

Herllby. Joe. Muaio Box B.. Boaton.
Heraberg, Harry. 2042 Chestnut St. Phlla*

deiphla.

HhitL Hal. Merry Gardena, 8134

JO ASTORIA
and his
Coral Gables, Fla.

gelee.

At

New

117 B.

Jersey Ave.. At-

Chicago.

St.,

Keith-Orpheum

C

H

IRWIN ABRAMS

Am an usual

C

I

cross-oonntry picture-house tour.

Its

Only a crack band

like Irwin Abrema*
Orcheatra could follow Lepea.
Mr.
like the famous Lopes, la exploiting Robblna-Engel'a Publications
on the records and radio. Are youT

Abrame,

"WHO'S WHO ARE YOU?"
MIG WALK"
"CAMILLE"
"FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE"
Published by

New York

PAUL WHITEMAN

Y. C.

Long Beech

Cal
Joe. 69 No.
Frltt. 918 B

Bailie.

Hasten
Chicago

14 St... Newark.
63d. Cocoanut Grove.

Battle Rox Mt Royal H , Montreal.
Bsuer. Fred J , «7 Ormond Bt
Rochester
Bajtn. Babe. 22A Roae St.. Reading
Hcatty, II.. Buckingham H., St. Loula.
Bearcat Orchestra
Clarence Christian
.

Tu

ta.

Okla

w

XKl
trg

Be

Nicholas Ave.. N. Y. C.
Mike. 140 Pine St.. Williams-

Century Sersnadere
Chicago

(Austin

K.

Coronado,

London

Mack),

Cerny. John, Belmont H.. Chicago.
r»rvonne Isey 41S Mixth Av Pittsbursil
Chapman. Jack, care of Benson, Chi-

Charleston Syncopatora. Charleaton C,
Chicago.
Chief White Cloud. Indian Heed Tavern.
Saratoga. N Y
Cinderella Orch.. Cinderella B R. Chicago
Clancy.
Eleyn. 147 Livingston Ave.
Lyndhurst. N. J
Cos. Freddie. 282 W. Douglas St.. Reading.

Pa.

H

.

N. Y. O.

AL SCHEMBECK

Roosevelt

II..

Bddle, Sophie Tucker's Pmyground, 6tnd 8L, N. Y. C.
Elmwood Jazt Band (Harry Hansmana).
102 South Street Jersey City.
Emerson. Wayne. Fort Steuben H.. Bteabenvllla. Ohio
Endor. Chick. Club Lido. N. Y.
Engle.
Mass.

B*rnstein JacM Soy *'ong BufTaio
Part. Alvin. 1006 Vlckroy 8t.. Pittsburgh.
I<ethlehrm fltee* Compariy Band <C M
Berhl^hpm. Pa
BKflTOK. DON, care of Music Corp. of

B.iufTfrt

America, Chicago.
Bingham. Thomas W., 28

8.

Ryan BL

Blick.

T287

Art

E.

Jefferson

Ave^ De

H!a iifuss,

Walter.

Tip

Top

Inn.

72

E.

Adamp, Chicago
Blumcnth.i "s

Orch.,

Sovereign

H..

6200

Krnmnrp,

rhlc«e;o.
Carl. Hoi
»ol>hitt Furrcat,
T^>rt. '>

Hoard

Boonistoln,

748. Nlaxara Falls.
Orchard Ilolghta, Van

Irving,

Ward man

Washington, D. C.
non Ton Horenarters (Arthur Rarr).
Colonial H.. Nashua. N II.
Booker, Chaa, Cherkerboard C, W. 4th
SL, N. Y. C.

Angelaa
Green. Jacques, Roaelaad B. B,, 6 let
St. and B'way. N. Y. C.
Greenwich V. Serenadera, Mart la

a

Hill T..

Oloucastsr.

N

Cafeteria.

Haass,

Midway Oardena.

Sam,

M

Foldkame,

Walter.

Fenway

Cuiien
Boston

Bert

O.,

Hall.

1746 Catoa Ave., B'klyn,

V.

St.

414

a,

Oth

St..

I.ouls.

47th

Band,

N
South

Pawturket

Collins,

Can.

It

1.

Harry. See!br\rh

Coleman.
Bay. N.

Rhodes-on-tbe.Paw-

Charles.

Enill,

Tho

r.nulsvUia
Blarrttz, Plpaaant
Fl..

St., N.

FeyU

,

e/e A. Paglla, III

Y. C.

William.

J.

W.

87f River

SL.

Troy.

T

Edgewater

Ted,

FlorJfo,
C»ilt

Currle.

vi lie.

II..

Blue
Smith), Spartanburg, 8 C

fucltet

N.

13 each

H.,

ago.

Kink

A.. Luchow'e, N. Y. C.
Finley. I.ioyd C. Rice H.. Houston.
Fischer. Carl. Majestic D. II.. DetrolL
Fischer. Chas. L., 9lt Ho. W*-<»t Sf..
E.

Kalamazoo. Mich.

J.

Isaae

D..

Bigwln

Inn..

Hunta-

Hal,

Fl.<«h.>r.

Beach. Cal.

1

->G0

Haeker. Harry. 11 B'way. N. T. O.
Hall, Allen. Junior Orph.. Los Angeles,
Hell, George, Arcadia B., N. T.

a

ACE BRIGODE
and

HU

ella B.. N. T. C,
lula. Robert P.. Southern H.. Baltimore.
lole, F^ R'voll T.. Baltimore.

Jackson. Harry. 74 West 00th SL. N. Y. O,
Jackson. Johnnie. Ratmww Gardena Ml*
ami. Fla.
Jackson's Jasaopatora. IB Chestnut St.

N

Y.

Albert

Janover,
N. Y C.

JedeL Henry

L..

1285

Ave^

Grant

470 Hawthorne Ave.. Now*

ark. N. J
Jehle. John. 78 Drlggs Ave.. Brooklyn.
Jockera M, M.. eOS Weet iu2d St.. Los

Angeles

Johnson, Johnny, Club Mlrador, 166S
B'way. N. Y. C.
Johnston. Melville 90 Marlborough Ave.
Ottawa. Can
Johnstone. Jack. Samavolr R., Chlcage,

JONES. 1SHAM, e/o Variety, Chl.
Jordon, Art. 42141 Norwo*d St.. PhlU Pa,
Joy, Jlmmle, Baker Hotel, Dulles, Tex,
.

RAHN, BOG KB VVOLfJE,

N

16S7 BSra/(

Y. C
KAttif,

ART. Hard las TN Chicago.
Kahn. Herman. Tlvoit T., Newark. N. f,
Kaha. Sammy, Deauville C. Chicago.

Kaiser, Blmer, Rlvervlew Park B.
Chicago.

VINCENT LOPEZ
And His

Com

Lopez Orcheatra

CASA LOPEZ
West 54th SL, N. Y.

St.

Kaplan, F. J., New Bamboo
W. Madison SL, Chicago, 111.

Karm-Andrewe.

long

Ian.. Silt

C,

Rendezvous

Pitts-

burgh.

Kaiy.
Conn.

Harry.

Bal

Hartford,

Taberla.

KATZMAN, LOUIS, ears of Variety.
N. Y. O.
Kay. Arthar. Bute T.. Loa Angeles.
Kay data. Bingham. A ah ev vile. N. C.
Kelly. BerL Kelly a S tables. 481 Rusb 9U
Chicago.
Kelly's

14 Vu-giniatit

Syncopatore,

Jee Fried saa

2L»

Tolnclanna

Palm Beach.

Kendle. James. Triangle

B

Jamaica,

.

.

I.

Ksnln, Herman (George Olsen). PortlaaS
Portland. Ore.
.
Kenton. Will. De Honey B.. Portland,
Ore.
„
B.
1831
Christie).
Kentucky Acee (H. J.
Ormeby Ave.. Louisville.
...
Kerr, Charles, Globe T.. Phlludelpbia,
Kerry. Harry. Shanghai. China.
King. Al. S7 Ainsle St., Bklyn. N. T.
King, Karl L., Fort Dod... le.
Kings of Melody (Toren Dlmmoek). ee
Mueller 8t
Blnghamton. N T
Klrkpatrh t. J-nnte. 18 Washington S»«i
H..

,

,

HALLETT. MAL, cere of Chaa. Sehrlb~
262 Keaex
Baleen, Mass
St.,

Henry,

Halstead,
Franrlsfo.

SL

Franela

H..

Baa.

Hammond.

Jean, Sky Room, Milwaukee.
Rita C N. Y. C.
Hand Art. 1674 Bway., N. Y. C.
Hamilton. Spike. Milliard's C. Chicago.
Hamm, Fred. Crillon C, Chicago.
Handler, Art, Alamo C. Chicago.

Hamilton,

Hill.

.

Haunon. Mark. I'alne Mem.

Hall, Bos-

ton.

Hamp,

.Tt.hnnr.
W..Mtrhi»st«>r. N. Y.

Wcslcliester-Blltmore,

Harknoas. Eddie. Olympic

Harman.

Orana:'*

Chl-

oaKo.

Hotel Congress, Chicago

Isnd

Ferdinando, Lt

Conley-SM verman, Thane
Crawford a Illue HUJcre

(Wm.

Loa

Bu,
Dele*

H.,

Amerlcau House. Boston.
Indiana Five (Tom Morton), Cinder*

L.

Fandel. Burt, Strand B., Boston.
Fay. Bernard. Faye T.. Providence.
Feeney. Jesaa
220 B. 11th SL. Oak.

Fenn. F.

Bros

Boos

Lakelawn

Wla
Ingriselll. I.. Alba R.. N. Y. C.
Phoue BJchmoad HIU S47S Sterling Sttd
Imperial Marimba
(Henry Monteeseroh

U

J.

Cleveland.

PhU

Britain.

Lincoln

van.

Ournlck. Bd.
Reynolds Ave.. Preeldence
Oettereon*e Band, Solomon'e D. IL,
Lee Angelea.

t

ORCHESTRA

CLUB MIRADOR, NEW YORK
Conn.
Angeles

Now

C

Bubank. Philip Lee. Ilarttngen, Tea.

Spanish and Asaerleaa Daaee Meate

Serenadera,

Illinois

Atlaatle City.
Oreer's Orch.. Davenport. la.
Gresh. Barl, Gangplank, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Grey. Max. Arras Inn. N Y. O.
Greystoae Orch.. Oreyetoae H.. Daytea.
^Oroseo, Btmer, Oreenwloh Village Iaa,

80CIETY NOVELTY

Culverwell,

Park,

Union

Violet.

lantic City,

JJulTalo.
b-olt.

H

Erdody's Players (Wee Mortimer). BL
Vancouver Vancouver
Bppel. Walter. C788 N. Seventh St.. Pblla-

and His

N. Y. C.

T.,

140

hL.

Elklna.

arch. N. J

BERN IE, BEN,

H.

llltngworth,

framing ham. Mam.

City

Goldman. Meyer. L'Alglon. Waehlngfn.
OonaaJea, Soioman N.. S10
«tb St..
ianta Ana. Oaf.
Oorman. Rosa. 1676 B'way. N. Y. C.
Green. A. J.. 240 Wear OSd SL. Los

dephls.
Erdody's Serenadera (J. E easier). Canary
Cottage Inn. Madlswn N J.
Bstlow. Bert. Knickerbocker Orill. At-

St.

Be-gman. AL 41 Harvard Place. Buffa/o
Je liner.
Joe.
See
Breeze H..
Long

WILLIAM MORRIS

Direction i

Frolic.

0449 Pens Ave.. PltU

J..

Herbert,

Kit-Cat Club

Oardea;

St.

Caaale,
port. Pa.

Cohen. Richard. Vanderbllt

William

ger.

Berger,
Louis.

B

Madison Sq.

James.

cago.

Bfaton. Oeorge. Oiena Falls. N. Y.
Bickley. T.. 102 B Eighth St.. Wilmington
BtlHted A Irvln 8020 Euclid Ave.. CloOlnnatl
Binnett, Arthur. Little Rita Club. B'klyn
Bennett. Tberon. Dutch Milt Long Beach
C»l
Barge. William B.. 6T Grand Ave.. Engie-

b

Caruso,
and 1326

Lyceum

Ben,

•

Jonee, Clarence M.. Owl T.. Chicago.
Cleveland,
Orpheum Danes
Jones,
Academy. B'way dc 46th St.. N. Y C
Jones.
C. 12th Armory. Brooklyn,

Robbins-Engele Inc.
199 Seventh Ave^

Irvln

Conn.

OwversTUIe.

dlstbaetleai

Abraaaa la being eeleeted by Vlaeeas
Lopes to replace the original Lopes
Orcheatra at the Caea Lopes. New
York, with the Lopes band starting

C

Y. C.

Cart P»rcy Whitehead's. Spokane.
Carr, Jimmy, care Bernla Foyer, 1474

Ben.

Hlrabak. Alvle, 1128 Ooettman St..
N. S.. Plttaburgh.
Hunt'a Imperlala, Lake Cliff Pavilion*
Dallas. Texas.
Hum, Bddle. Valley Dale. Columbua. O
Hyde. Alex, care of Wm. Morris, 166t
B'way, N. Y.

SOCim^RCHESTRA

JEAN GOLDKETTE

D., Boston.
Strand D. BL. Wllmlna.

Hooven's Orch., Sunbury Pk., Sunbury*

Qendron, Herri, Montmartre C, B'way

DETROIT

^

Fanlmore Ave*.

TT

G..

Pa.

and Lawrence

State.

Gardeaa,

Hollywood Hawks (A. Natoll). Greea
Toledo, O.
Holmes. Wright. Martinique H.. N. T G.
Holton, Peck, Hollywood Roof, Loa An*

Mill.

Ollllgan's Orch.. Andrew. Grand Daneant. Cincinnati.
Glaser, Ben, Palais des Beaux Arte,
40th St. & 6th Ave.. N. Y. C.
Giants, Nathan. 146 W. 46th St.. N.Y.C.
Glee. Charlie. 43 Warren St.. Concord.
N. H.
Circuits
Goetse. Billy. Moberly, Mo.
DlrecUoa
Gold, Lou. Woodmanstea Inn. N. Y. C.
Gold Dragons (Johnny Johnson), St.
Petersburg. Fla.
Ooldberg. George. 2210 Callow Ave.. BaltiDavis Mack. 104 West «0th St N T C
more.
Davla Meyer, C. Le Paradla, Waahlrurton.
Golden. Ernie. McAIpin
N. Y.
.
Davie. Meyer. Belle vme-Stratford BL. PhUGOLDKETTE, JEAN, 11 Brady BL.
edelphla.
Detroit.
Davison. Walter. Rainbow Gardena,
Ooldman. AL Veadcme H., Leas Branch.
Louisville. Ky.
J.
De La Fen-errs, Imperial H.. Baa Fran- N.Ooldman.
BtheL Chalet Rase Long Inland
eisco.
City. N. Y.
Denny. Jack, Frivolity. B'way and lid
SL. N. Y. C.
DeQnarto, Peter. Coloelmo'e R,. Chlrago.
Dexter. Fred, Wleoeaala Roof Oereen.
ic

Rnseland

art, Chea Pierre C. Chi-

Lest er

Hollowell.
ton.

HOTEL ANTILLIA ORCHE8TRA

Oeldt.

Dlmmlck, Jaa O., Sunny brook Oroh^
Idora Park, Young* town. O.

W..

Hogan, Jackie, Strand

lantic City.

a

Carter. Fred Majestic D. H..

Frank

NY.

Buffalo.

Indianapolla.

Chicago

Sheffield,

Chicago.

Omaha.
Hoffmaa.

J. Walter. Sheridan T., N. Y. O.
Davie-Akat. Club Lido. N. T. C.
Charlie. S3 North Sherman Drive

Milwaukee
Dlehle. Osmond. Bat Shoe. Lake

Hartford

Hefet. John, 1S08 Elisabeth Place. Cincin-

Da via.

MR. AL TUCKER

H

Henry. Bdw. B.. • Murray Hill Park. Mai.
Mess.
Henry. Franks. American House, Boston,
Henshell. Jlmmle, State-Lake T CWcage.
H erbeveaux, Jules, Paradise B.. chU

C

N

M

nati

Davidson.

.

Broadway. N.

Bond
HarokL

den.

Hedek.

tit

Ire.

Lee Angeles.

Oantslg. B. J.. 843 Putnam Ave.. B'klyn
d'Alfonso. Ed. Casino Narraganset Pfar.

l

Orchestras

Bmll.

cago

Beak

Dixie 8erenadere. Linger Longer LodgeMoines.
Raleigh N C.
Do In. Max. California T.. Ban Francisco.
Butler. Mel. Davenport BL, Spokane.
Dorolnodlans. Domino D. H.. Troy. N. Y
Byers. Hale. Club Barney, W. Id St..
Domino Orch. (Irving Gordon). 21 4th
Bachman. Harold. Le Kington Trots, Lex- N. Y. C.
Street, Troy. N. Y.
ington. fcLy.
Donnelly
W. H.. 260 Glen wood Are..
Bjilsy. Richard. 520 So. Broadway. Loo
Bant Orange. N J
Annates
Cady. R. B Allegan. Mich.
Donnelly. Harry, Club Dover. W. 64th
Bilsden. Harry. Miramax H.. Santa MoniCaldwell, Ernie, Gingham Inn. Chicago. 8t.. N. Y.
oa. Cai.
California Entertalnera, Palais ItoyaL
Dornberger, Chee* cere of hL
A.,
Baldwin. Percy. Chateau Prontenac. Que- Hartford.
Chicago.
t\ fan
California Blue Boya (Chaa. Hamp and
Duiuthiane OTraalr B. Malnalla). Armory
alirbary. Joaka, Congreaa H., Chicago.
Earl Reynolda). Hollywood Raff. Loa An- Doiuth.
Barclay, Coy. Palace B.. Ocean Park. gelea.
Dumont. Geo.. Ttvoll T„ Chicago.
Cal.
CALIFORNIA BAMBLRB8, CeJlforaka
Dyer. B . Wardman Park R.. Washington
Barnard, Barney. ttO W. Morrell St.. Bamblere Inn, Pelhasa P'kwar, Pelluun.
Dytch, Havey. 406 9 First St., Daytona,
Jackson. Mich.
Y.
Fla.
Barrett.
Hug hie, Commodore
H..
California Royal Orch.. Whittle Springs
N. Y. C.
Pavilion. Knoivlile. Tenn.
Bben. Lambert. 71m* Armory. N. Y.
Campus Tramps. College Side Inn, B)
Eisenbourg, Dok, State B., Boaton.
gene. Ore.
Edwards, Qua, Terrace Gardens. ChiCanajotiarie Band CanaJoUarle. N Y
Candulo, Joe, Bvergladea Cafe, W. 41th cago.
Eldiidge. Al. Statler H„ St. Loula
St.. N. Y. C.
El gar, Charles, Harmon's Arcadia B.,
Ca person. Fred. 401 Broadway. Camden
Chicago.
I. C.
Carrnei. Jack. Aagoio a. N
Carpenter, Raul IMelody 6), Rialto T
M. Y. C; Club Deauville. B. »»th St

TICTOB BECORD8

Radleaoa BL. Mlaae*

Versatile Entertauiuno;

Hoffman.

R.

Bia^

Orchard

MAL HALLETTJ;

cago.

Conn.

^ °M

B

-

^ Henderson. Fletcher, Roeeland, B. R.,
^He'nkel. Ted. Virginia BL. Long Beach.

Plana T., Worcester.

I.,

GABBKB, JAN. em

Blllasrove.

Bldg.. Aaharllle. N.

,

8t.,

JJector. Chocolate, BL James Th.

H el berger

d\v*0.«

OellSaTher

CrawfunL Sam, Hiawatha Gardena. Manltoa CoL

L-.well.

Philadelphia.

Hayn. Peter. 1706 Gatea Ave
BroouiS;
Harry. Calvla T.. Northa^plot

^ Heald,

Jeek-

aX..

H., Albany.

tnore.

919

B'klyn. N. Y.

ace.

BBIOODK. ACK, Swiss Gardexu,
HUl. CiaclamaU.
llraadway Melody Boys. John Hornbaeh.
Roes Tea Gardena Wilmington
Brobat. Olen. Majeatlo B
Detroit.
Ilroderlck'a Entertslnera. Lakeview B..

e/e

DON BESTOR
of

Cortland

Pun da. Frank, Ten Hyck

.

Management: Music Corp.

.

Fsgmann. Tad. IIS
son. Mich.

Oalvln. J.

Temple.

Pythian

.

Also doubling Club Deauville, N. Y.
Personal Representative 'TAPS,"
1607 Broadway, New York

Variety, N. Y. C.

-

St.

BVxL Le Claire H.. Rock IsUad.

Puller.

C

Harold. Oicott Beach H., Ol-

AMUASSADOBS

T^

Louis

St.

Fremont. Mich.

J..

III.

Cornwall. Frank, Hofbrau-Haus, 62d St.
and B'way. N. Y. C.
Cotton Club Sarenadors, Cot ten Club,
644 I.enox Ave., N. Y.
Covato. Stale. Nisoa OrilU Pittsburgh.
Cos. Harry. Robert Treat H
Newark.
Coyle. Louis BL. lit 8. 10th St.. Bastoa.

MELODY SEXTET

N. Y.

eott.

F„

L.

Coon. Del. Arcadia B.. Western Ato.,

Los Angelea.
Co pp. Cbet.
Maaa

Cal.

A man trout.

—
Hauemaa. Belaay. silver Slipper.
PaterN J
He verback. Max. 10S Clark St.. Hartford

eon.

Heltsmaa.

Mla-

St..

Chetta.

eeoga.

Rochester.

apolla

192*

Hart, BeaaJe, 99
Bt., Londoa,
Can.
Hatch. George L-. JanasrUla. Wla

C

Fry.

DUNCAN
TOPSY AND EVA"

1*

*t-j»

C

Plilladelphla.

ARCHIE NICHOLSON
in

Foote, Balph, Brown's Clsb. French
Lick* Ind.
Footwanners' OrcbaeUe (Neleea Horet).
Richmond. Ky.
Fenuna-Bchmldt Oreh.. Karp'a. Ametardam. N. Y.
Fowler, Billy. Strand Root. 44th Sc.
and B'way, N. Y.
Frsnclacl. Ivan. Cleveland H., Clsvsband.
Freund. A.. 12tb Armory. N. T.
Friary. Oeorge. Rockland. Maaa.
Fried berg. Theodora. Majestic H.. N. Y. C.
Friedman. Abe, Louisiana C. 1142 Be.
Michigan. Chicago
Fries* JuMne F.. Strand T.. Sumfori.
Fry, Charles bL. 141V B. Cbiuratoa Ave..

on Tour with the

SISTERS

land. Me.

Ix>ula.

SAX-O-TETTE
with

Salt

C

Friedman,

And His

New York, 7th Week
EARL J. CARPENTER'S

Culver City.

Mill.

I.

Chicago.

ica,

Rialto,

MS Liberty St.. Ne-/uurgh

J..

1)

Don. Green

L.

Black Cat D.

Phil,

Clly.

Flshar. Max, Corel Oablea. Fie.
Kings ot Synoopattea. CaJessje
Five
Beech H.. Chicago.
Foresters (Charlie Foster1. Fsrest HIU
Country Club. Durham. N
Fogg. Arthur M.. 174 Beacon St. Port-

'itgton

llenphie
adurf.

—

mento. CaL
Brauaadorr Ores., nil 22d St.. Oaive**"*
Breen, Johnnie. Carlton Court. Buffalo.
Breeakin. DanleL Metropolitan T„ Wash-

suae. N. Y.
4 1 ham bra Orcbu Alhambra D. H.. Byreeu> a
A il-Star Entertainers. Merry Garden Heji

4 Win.

Cool. Harold. Morton's P.. Preeport.

Cooler Frits. Maple View HaiL Pitted eld.
Mesa
Coon -Sanders Oreh., 40IS S. Benton
Ave.. Kanaaa City; Mueto Corp. of Amer-

Boutell* B rot here. Concord. If
BL
Boyle, Blliy. Copley-Pla&a H.. Boston.
Boyd. David. Wlllard H.. Washington.
Bradfleld, B. Max. Senator T., Sacra-

NYC

Ato..

Ane-elee.

ATX RIGHTS BBSKBVKD.

Variety, N. T.
Aba*. Nathan, Pennsylvania If..
Abrams, Irwin, Case Lopes, W. (4th
St., N. Y. C.
Aorameon, Irving. TH Majeetle Th. Bids..
I oa Angelee.
2Smpreai
Oardena
Ackerman'e
Bead.
tin* ha
A da ma. Roecoe C. tl Ten Eyek Ave..
S Ibsny
Adney. Glenn. New Orchard Beach Pa.VI on. Maasenna, N. Y.
J Ibin Jack, Boaaert H., Brooklyn
Albert. Don. Loew*a State T., St. Louie.
A Id rich. Bub, Onondaga Boot, Syre.

A

—

ess central

BL.

Connor, Joa. e/e W. R. Oldfleld, XI
Hanovat St., Nantleoke. Pa.
Conway. Patrick, Bit W. 46 tk BL.
N. Y CCook's Caottvatora. Faribault. Minn.
Cook, Charlie. Wigwam B. Mediae*
and Crawford, Chicago.
Cook. George- L» A. Athletic Club, Lea

17)

R—

Harold

Connelly
Bridge pott

Permanent addresses of bands or orchestras not engaged will be
published without charge.
No charge is made for listing In this department, except when
name it displayed.
For reference guidance the initials in the Band and Orchestra
routes represent the following:
H hotel; T theatre; P park;
cafe; D. H«—dance hall; B- ballroom;
restaurant.
As far as possible the street addresses in the larger cities are also
included to insure definite location.

C—

Fisher,

Lake

Aldelphla

Phlla.. Pa-

BANDS AND ORCHESTRAS
Routes for Next

W«dnMKUr»

Harrison,

Beach, Cai.

If., Seattle.
Davrt. U'llll;iin»port, Pa.
11. (
Mlntit'haiia U. H.. Lone

_ m

.

Shelby, O.
Klein. Juice, Statler H., Detroit.
Kline. Morrla. R4S6 Sprues St.. PhlladeV
f nl *
_ -

Kneoht, Joe. Waldorf-Astoria H N. Y. l<o*
Knlrkerbocker Syncopatora. Btate T..
,

An^rlt-a

Kraus. Arthur. 1482 Broadway.
Krnle Krlrkelta. 66 Sl»th Av<«
N-

T r
N«*» r,^-*

N
,

J.

Kronsh.jw. Jack. Lolgliton's
B'way, Los Angelea.

n..

.

6 43

*
a.

w
May

Wednesday,

VARIETY

ititini nr

C " f

Mi

1926

12,

"
BKNNIB,

i oi ii

Metropolitan Flayers <T*rk**>. 14SS Broad-

Tit

way N. Y

Middle
SSiTbboU; bJoV... 548

RathmoQ, Walter. Phtlharmonlo Auditorium Bymnhony, Los Angeles,
Reed. John H.. let! First St.. Rensselaer
<

ver. Colo.

Merrlmac

Orch..

MVirginian*

C
.?1

M"'A°
n%T

Vs-

Vs.
Miller. E., Retfondo Roach Danes Pavilion,
Red on do Beech. Csl
Miller. George
Palais Royal. Hartford.
Miller. I,»st?r. Jolly Irlars Club. N.Y.C.
Millar. Nat. 121 Williams St
Chelsea.

Hall.

Charlton

F™ ncl> H (O0D
a
W, nOM Beach. Bay

I™**.

Me.^

I

N

Hill.

BAY, Crania Park.

Chicago.
Teppas.

A

J.

Thlom Henry. Silver

Thomas
entour.
Tterney

Brock-

Pytklsn Temple.

r

*"T imbert Bros..

Weet End H.. Aabury

Oak

Richardson.
Casino.

D.. Boston.
B.. 0101
**••

Cottage

CHARLEY STRAIGHT

Albee T.. Providence.

AND HIS
Rendezvous Orchestra

i" ouuu
uen, Trianon
Lempe.
tiwl. iSll.
,

*LV M<S.ca"ceaare.

At#" B * ,yn
M1
Mlks, Blossom Heath Inn.
9,,ttv

^Lsndstt.

Landaa.
Merrick Rd., L. I.
I^ndry. Art. Shea's

Hippodrome

Hsnry.

Miner-Doyle

I

£tnk*. Rosa. Ill Fifth St.. WlUlamsport.

Fa

I

tentt, AL, Variety, N. Y.
C.
Leoaberg. Julius. Hippodrome T., H. Y.
Leonard. Harold, Waldorf -Astoria H.,

I

Flint. Mick.
, f|

c^,.

p Q BoB

p#€k
Md.

Lowell.
Mitchell,

1023

City.
Lehman Bob. Steel Pier. Atlantic
Lehmas. Al, White City B.. Chicago.

Orch..

Denaaat,

Aasoclate

Roseland

Al.

Taunton,

B..

,

HIS ENTERTAINERS

Mosher. Victor. 1117 40th Ave. Soot a.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Mulvsnlty, Paul. Nashua. N. H.
Mann, N. Scott. Eatsn Kaplds. Mick.

BOSK. VINCENT. Ja«klo Taylor Bd.,
Marigold Gardens, Detroit, Mich.
Rossn, Psui, Bamboo Inn. Clark A Ran-

Nachstadtsr.
I

1

m«

I

^"psoy." Mauri*.

Warfleld

CbJ-

Waltham. Mass.

Brooklyn.

Sands.
Brooklyn.
Sanon,
Chestnut,
Banso's

8acco.

Newman.
T. C.

New

la the South,

Franklin

BenJ.

H..

_

,

At*..

.

Stanley B.. llth and
Philadelphia.
Band, Shellpot Pk., Wllmlag

Chaa,

ton, Del.
Saxsr. Jan.

Rialto T.. Los Angslss.
Seven Ace* (Tom Brannon). Peabody
Memphis, Tenn.
BCHKMBECK, AL, Ctab Mlrmdor,
N. T. O.

of

it

and Immedi-

ately Insisted that he get out of
small cafes, if he intended pursuWALKKk'N BADIOLIAN8. oaro «f ing the career of a musician.
Pearl. 1007 U way.
Elizalde then came to Los Angeles
Welsh. Walter. 112 B Tremont Ave.
N. Y C.
and had a ten-piece band organ'Walton, Earl. Palais ds Dance, Deized for him by Wcidoft. which will
troit.
Warlng'e Pennsylvsnlsns, Tyrone. Pa.
remain at the Cinderella Roof durWarnera Seven Aces, Peabody H.,
ing the summer.
Memphis. Tenn.
Wasscrmsn's Entertainers, Waltsr, 431
Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.
.

RWebster.

Tbearle

20

Claude,

8kwi

Bid*;..

_

Diego.

_

HERE AND THERE

Peoria.

Webstsr. Art, Al Fresco Pk..

(Continued from page 46)

Huntington, W. Va.
Wsslsy. Joseph. 847 Twelfth Av*.. Milwaukee.
Weeley. Joseph. Alhambra Gardens. Winnipeg. Can.
West. Ray, Alexandria H.. Lo* An-

Paradls, Washington, D. C, band,
is to direct the Meyer Davis combination during the summer months
on the roof of the restaurant
proper. Golden will succeed Harry
Albert while the latter is vacation-

geles.

ing.

City.

Orch.,

Box

O.

P.

004.

Whlddsn. Ed. 128 Dlkeman St., B'klyn
Lee. Canton Tea Gardens. Van

Whits.

A Wabash.

Buren

Chicago.

Whitehead, Chuck. Peoples

Port-

T.,

Glover Compton, colored pianist,
has sailed for Paris to appear In

_
„
"Dricktop" Smith's cafe, 82 Rue
WHITKMAN, PAUL, 1680 B'way .N.Y.C.
Wiedoeft, Herb. Cinderella Roof, Loe Plgale.
Compton has been at the)

land. Ore.

Angelea

*ovak. Frank

Nussbaum,

C
H

Oeicsvyo

Lyman Harmony Boys (Eddie

147

Jallus.

B

At*..

Flint

St.,

N

O'Hara. Husk. Cocoanut Grove. Chicago
Oliver. Joe. Plantation C, Chicago.
OL8EN. GEORGE, ••Sunny," New Amsterrtam T. t N. Y. C; Pennsylvanln H..
N. Y. C.
O'Nell. Jack Golden Pheasant. Clark A
Madison, Chicago.
Original Acss (D. A. Johnston). Brock-

St.. Dallaa.

M

wayvllls. Pa.
Original Crescsnt Orch.

T.,

Y. C.
Severl, Glno, 8enator T.. Sacramento.
Shapiro, Al, Club Barney, N. Y. C.

Sheffers, H. C. Wliburs-on-tbe-Taunton
Taunton. Mas*.
Sheridan Orch., Odd Fellows B., 818
Tremont St.. Boston.
Sheridan Club Orch. (W. Mella), 81
Edwin Bt.. Rldgefleld Pk. N. J.
Sherman. Maurice, College Inn. H.
Sherman, Chicago.
n 80th Bt
Shllkret. Jack, Montmarte
an<s B'way. N. Y. C
Bhort, Albert. Capitol T.. Chicago.
(Vlne*nt
Rambler*
Alabama
Six
Btraphlno), 801 W. I»th St., N. Y. C.
Simon. Eddie. Canton Tea Gardens.

Ontario.

Cal.

,

Tuller),

.

Bellinger. Henry. Drake H.. Chicago.
Selvin. Ben, Cafe de Paris, Century

Windsor At*..

O'Hara. Allan. 724 East "D"

Redondo Beach D. H.. Redondo Beach,
200S Wichita

IS) S.

_

Ssldsl. Emll. Apolls T.. Indlanepolla

»- tV

nartford.

1

Little Club. New Orleans.
College Inn, Sherman

J..

M

Brooklyn

a „ mtnn
Lows. Bnrt. Allston, Boston.
Lubert. Al. China Inn. N. Y.
Lucke, Dick. Orpheum Clr.

Schmitt, Fred. Rialto T.. Denver.
J., 810 Court St.. Fremont. Ohio
888 Dllbert Ave.
Scott, Lloyd W..
Sprlngflsld. O.
_
Seattle Harmony King*, Clndsrslla B..

Sunset Cafe, Chicago.

C

The Canary Cottage Players win
be at the Silver Slipper, Atlantlo

LMWOOD JAZZ BAND

Schwann, Urber

Chicago.

^"-^ B

I

1MB B

•fcu.sv.ll. Five (Chrlstls lUlato).

It's

and HIS ORCHESTRA
OolambU Beeorda Tfnshvllle. T

••torramo. Carl. Pershing Palace. Cbl-

Sammy.

At-

Pier.

FRANCIS CRAIG

Hall Ave,. Mont-

Oty

Jlmmle,

Cleve-

R.,

LOPEZ. VINCENT, Cna» Lop*«, t*5 W.
•4th St., N. Y. C.
„ _ .
Lopes, Vincent (unit). Statler H., Buf

Lyman, Abe,

Steeple Class

lantic city.

Blvd..

Philadelphia.

Wm.,

New

Orleans Orlols, H. Roosevelt,

Orleans.
Nicholas. Nlek.

Rldgewood

818

Phil,

relatives heard

C

Chleago.
Wagner. Mat. Cinderella
Sol, Avnlon C. Ohlcago.

Wae-n*r.

_

Thomas. Cluba Chicago.
Davs. Windsor H.. Montreal

Sangamo Band, Dick Llebert, Powhatan H. Roof, Washington. D. C.

N

Helen. Golden Pheasant R.,

In several Jazz bands, finorganizing a band known a*
Fleu des Italian San Francisco. His

worked
ally

.

Wade, James. Moulin Rougs C. Chicago.

Weldemeyer

,

8
Salter.

St.

H NYC

Ted, 1210 Stock Exchange
Bldg., Philadelphia; Steel Pier, Atlantlo

_
_
St.. Wal

Brighton

Ryan. Bob.. 3101
brook, Baltimore.

Louts.
Vs*c*y, Annand. Rlts-Carlton

A
has

a concert career was planned for
him. However, Elizalde, liked the
American type of musical entertainment, more bo than the concert
type, so he came to America and

Weems,

Nuttlngs-on -Charles.

Jlmmle,

^ftuaso,

Wsshlngton.
Varsity Club Orch.. Jefferson H.,

11.

of

who

H.,

^llJnn. S. D.. TTT

Cal
Lynn.

H..

Salle

Natiy, Hasay. Ulltmore H.. N. Y. C.
Naylor, Oliver, Hox 28, Harrlsburg, Pa.
Nelson, ^sona. Shine*, N. Y. C.
Neff. Art. 6223 8pruce St.. Philadelphia
Neerlln, Norm <Husa 0*Hars).
Wlnfw
°* rd ' B R ««* ur« nt
A Monroe. Cblc' >
ewinail>
E ddls. 1134 Bsrgsn St..

San

T.,

Humboldt

^ornbardo, Guy. Music Box

Lustlg.

La

George,

Varlsn. Art. Sebastian C, Venice. Cal
Albany.
Versatll* Five. Powell's Iao.
Y.
Beya ArUngton B.
Vsrsatllo Mslody

son

vest holdings in the Phlllipinea and
Fiji Islands, estates where nupar
and rope are the major product*,
has become an orchestra leader,
opening at the Cinderella Ro>">f here
suoooedinp Herb Wcidoft and his
orchestra, who we»ft on tour.
Elizalde was a student at Calbridge, England, and is said to be of
Royal Castillinn blood. He had an
ear for music and at the university

ni.

.

Rusoo. Dan. Bdgswater Beach H., Chi

N

|

.

Penn.

.

1731

C
R
O'Neill).

N. S2d St Philadelphia.
Rupoll. Carl. Rlvervlew B., Chleago.
Russell. Barney. Crlllon C. Chicago.
Russell. Jack, 111 N. 10th St.. Renovo,

N

N Y

St.

KU8

Beach. Mass.

lifcks. Bon Ton. Ocsan Park, Cal.
Linden. Cassor. La Salle H.. Chicago.
Linton, Ceaaor, La Salle H., Chicago.
Ave..
Bathgate
Michael. 1»88
Link.

Long.

Rosenthal. Harry, Friars Club, N. Y.
Y.
Rosenthal. Tsd. 148 W. 48th St..

Music Weavers (Herbert Ball). MarC, Atlantic City, N. J.
Mylos, Bert. Nautical Oar dene, Rsvsrs

'"lsw^s. Joe. Solomon's D. H., Los An-

ival

dolph. Chicago

Royal Novelty Six (Joseph E.

Levin. Al. 41B Whalley Ave.. New Haven
'
Cinderella B„ Long
Jack,
Levlne,
Beach. Cal.
^ „
Bam, Marshall Flsld's Tea
Levlneon,
Boom. Chics ro
Commodore H., N. Y.w.
Levltow, Bernerd,
t " ~.
»i
Awm Rcha-

George.

~ _

City. N. J.

Muncer, Alfred, Gotham H.. N. Y. C.
Murphy's Oreb.. Boar s Head. Haverhill.

PICCADILLY, PHILADELPHIA

Y C

H. Lake
_
B.. Atlantic

Moshy*s Blue Blowsrs. Solomon's D. B..
Loo Angelea

Appealing Indefinitely at

Llpachuts,

and

Portland.

H..

Chicago.

W

_

ROMANO. PHIL,
St.

,

R

Joe, Club Deauvllle. N. Y.
Roseland B. B., Slat
B'way, N. Y. C.

Roman,

B

V

.

Toronto.

Hoegg D.

Orch..

Turk. Al, Princess

_
Hot*!

Rosalyn Girls, Traymors
wood, N. J.
Rose. Sydney. Oarden Pier

tin's

Turcotts

Ms

B'way and

King Edward

Lulgl.

Roooanslll.

An

Moras. Kenneth. Friars Inn. Los

Los Anpeles. May
Fred Ellzaldc, L'O,
millionaire.
Spanish

Moines
Turker. Al. tajtliVjXe tour.
Tuck( r Ulll. Merry Careen P.. Ch!eair<v
Tupman. W. 8.. New Mayflower H..
WarhlnRton.
Turcotte. George. 80 Orange Bt.. Mancbeo-

Robinson's Valentino*. Valentino Inn,
Chicago.
Rodemlch. Gene. Statler H., St. Louis.
Rogers, Saul. Jannsen'e R. 31st St.
and B way, N. Y. C.
Rogers, Will. 81 Abbott St. Lowell.
Masa.
Rondo, Karl. Crescent Garden*. Rcver*.
Rolfe, B. A., Palais D*Or,
41th St., N. Y. C.

Mass.

nJcudy

Philadel-

.

(dir. Jess Smith). Rarattl
A Bis R Worcester. Masa
Robinson's Orpheums. Orand C. Phoenls

Mas*

"Versatility Plus"

'

Palacs

phia
Robin Heeds

Mitchell. Bddle. Valley Dale, Colombo*.
Moore, Al, Orpheum Tour.
Moors. Dlnty. Hunter Island Ian. Pelham.
^Moors, Pryor, Boos' Bros.. Cafeteria.
fjOB Angelea

NAT MARTIN

„

H

Vlncsnt Bylvanla

Vocation

.

Cj. Palace II.. San Francleeo.
Troy. Pale. Sun Juan. Orlando. Fie.
Tniehort Harry. Green Mill Garden. Dee

Hungary.

Little

C.

Rtsso,

geles.

AND

Y

Band.

Maes.

H. Y. C.

Mth

Durant H..

Mllla. Bill.

land.

iki

M

'

Gypsy

H

•lee
Tr«>bbe.

C.

Aria.

UUON, BAM. car* of Variety, N. Y. C.
La Rocca, Pan). Peoria. 111.
Inn. Phlla.. Pa.
\mT Bobby, Clnderell%Mono
St.. Freeno.
SM..

N.

(A Charley Straight Unit).
Using Conn Instrnments Kscl naively

^Klngeier Bro*. RWervlew Park, Mil•aukee.
„
. _
Paria
QrefTuhle
Lenin. James, • Rtw

isgierT J

Rlgo

Orchestra.

Rw**ir.

Lake.

Indian

Rove

Moulin

Eddls,

"Topwy k Eva,"

Rlttenhouse

Rarlne. Wis
Topi Iff. Celvln.. Erls Csfe. Clark A Erie
Chicago.
Treat. F. 8.. 1280 Fuller Ave.. Lee An-

H., N. T. C.
Park
Centre!
Florence.

Chlrsgo.
Rldgeley's Serenaders. Capitol
Club, lis Lenox Ave., N. Y. C.

Rendezvous Cafe, Chleago. I1L
Also Jack Johnstone and Hie 8amovar

T..

N Y C

Richmond,

Slipper, Petrolt.

Bax-O-Telte.
Five.

Son

Millionaire's

Taking to Jazz as

BR

Nick Orlando. 18 W. 48th

St..

^m^Hairy.

.

rhlladelphla.
Tlpsldl. Andy. Jsrden de Dsn re. Montreal
Tlvoll R.ilnbow Orchestra. Tlvoll

NYC
BICH, FRED. Astoe

Rlccl. Aldo. c/o

Spanish

Chicago.

.

Van Buren Mn

£aat

Chicago.

R..

Mess

ton.

04

P..

Ava

Glsnwood

8SB

J..

Tommy. Drake H

Thatcher.
Thaven,

(office).

Rica Mi's Orch..

Detroit.

jsepb

.

luffa lo

Sheffield B. R., Sheffield A Helmont.
Rialto Ramblers, Gsorge Grooby. Cathay.
Philadelphia.
Rialto Orch.. 885 Palisade Ave., Union

C

^'«
^Wtlrl

Merry Gardens B.

Rhythmasters,

BANDMAN; ON COAST

Tavern Orch.. 1301 Wash. Av*. No.,
Minneapolis.
Teller. M.. Beach View Inn. S04 Wllscn.

Rsttlg,

W.

ANOTHER MILLIONAIRE

Pa

Syuoopstsd Seven. Irwin. Carbondala,

T

Chester.

F..

Jerome, Loew's Stat* T., Los

Bpolldoro.

Angeles.

H.

N.

Berlin.

Relsman. Leo, Brunewlck H., Boston.
Roser, Harry. 160 W. 41th St., N. Y. C.
"Hlckey." Clifford Lodge Richfield. N. J.
Rett man, L. M.. Eastwood Inn. Halfway
Mich.
Reynolds, Ross, Elltch Gardens. Den-

Meyers. Albert, 0200 Glrard Ave.. Phila-

D. H.. I** A«-

Jack,

Meyers. Louis. Horn's D. H.. Los Angeles.
Miami Synconatora. Miami H.. Dayton.
Midway Oarden Orch.. Midway Garden.
Chicago.
Millsr.
De Marr. Rock Spring* Park.

delphia.

j^n. Anton. Wilson'*

Y.
Reld,

Meyer, Sic. White City B.. Chicago.

jsdford.

^

Phila-

St..

delphia.

New

St..

C.

Meyer. Oscar. 4828 N. Csmae

H.. Mlhr»rt»t.
H.. Boston.

SS^rt*wf;coB.lii
* n?!f
Ms* Westminster

53

Now

for

o;<*r.

City, this

8ummir £ng«0«m*nt*

Communicate with

HANSMANN
HARRY
South

Street, Jersey City. N. J.

lOt

Monmouth

Arthur.
Wilds.
Lake. N. J

Sprlas

H..

_ ^
m „
Wilds. P. R.. Htgblsnd P.. Grand Hsven
Mich
_
_ Ml
Bradley
R-.
Caalno
Al.
William*.
Beach. N. J.
WUllame. Arthur. Powell Inn, Watervllet

„

N. Y.
Wllilama. Bsrt E., Strand Th..

Hartford.

°W?illam*. David O.. 360 W. 87th

St..

H

Y. C.

Williams, Fess. Savoy B. R., 141st

and I/enox Ave.. N.

summer.

Henry Halstead and his orchestra
from San Francisco begin a summer engagement at Harry M.
Lafayette,
Miller's
Cafe
Los
Angeles, replacing Harry M. Owens.
Herbert

W.

Clock

Is

the

new ad-

manager for the Columbia
Mr. Clock
Phonograph Co., Inc.
was formerly head of the merchandizing department of I'Yank
Seaman, Inc., and for the last six
years copy chief and account execu-

vertising

tive of Stanley B.

Gunnison, Inc.

Bt.

Coon-Sanders orchestra Is booked
(J. W.
Mash*. Billy. Waycroa*. OA.
Wllllsms, Ralph. Rslnbo Osrdena Clark
» *
Georgia Technical
play
the
to
04th and
Mack. Auatln. .Cinderella
Lawrence, Chicago.
y
D . ne .,snd. Ja- ^sfmon*. Seymoar. 8444 Soeond Blvd.. 4* Williams.
Lono college prom on June 4, S, and 7.
H..
Atlantic
Cottage Grove. Chicago.
Willis.
malca. L. L
Detroit.
_
_
« « _
Branch. N. J
Mack'* Orch.. Frolic'* C. Chicago.
Indiana 8, Cinderella B.,
Original
fllmionlans, Stats B., Boston.
Wlllwerth, Leo. Fenway B., Boston.
c.
Madden. O.. Eden D. H., New Castle. N. Y. C.
Blry, Larry, Ambassador II.. N. Y.
Charles Bornberger and his Victor
Wlleon. Billy. Du Pont H.. Wilmington
Original Plana Quintette (Al. Lawson).
Slsemore. Arthur. Madrid B.. WauWilson. Charlee. Cast Is Inn. N. Y. C.
recording orchestra will open at a
Mainella, Frank E., Piper Btodlos. Da- Corona. N. Y.
11
k
_
Frank. Mar cell Country Club
Wilson.
hath.
Booemont
MEMPHIS
8.
ORIGINAL
8keela, Lloyd, Mission T.. Long Beach. Pasadena.
Chattanooga
cafe June 7. Benson
_
_ C.
„ Y.
Major. F. J., 8007 Third St., Ocsan Park, B. B.. B'klyn, N. Y.
Cal
St..

C

|

Cal

Swimming

Makla. Al.

.

,.

M

ra

C

Oell, 18 B. S8th St.. N. Y.

8l,n0n •

n

k. N••J.
Ma'rburger.

ATCad,m

D

m

840

Knight

I

Marks. Al, Archambault R N Y.
Marks. Gerald. Fuller II.. Uctioit.
.

C.

Martin. Nat. Variety, N. Y.
Mason. Dllly, Rlverton P., FortlanJ. Me
May, Hugh. Taroms P Covington. Ky.
May, Morris, Jung By R., N. Y. C.
Matt. Lawrence. 23d Armory. Brooklyn

Danes

R«mey'a

C.

McCourt. Harold. Tulare. Cal.
McDonald,
Cinderella,
Harold.

Long

Jamea Chautesu
J.,

871

Laurler,

McComb

Olenda'e. N. Y.
McVea, L 8.. 1331 B- 88d St..
teles
Melnle. Emlll*. Solomon's D. H..
teles

Messenger.

Al,

Meltser,
•t

NYC.Bern.
MEMPHIS

Ot-

Plaos.

Los An-

Los An-

Roseland, Taunton. Mass

Club

Raymo,

Thompson

.

FIVE (Frank Slgnorelll).
R.. B'klyn, N. Y.
Man Jong Inn. Bway aad
N. Y. C.

"osemont R.
Menln,
••th

St.,

•tVrtll.

MfMner
N.

Iyj U

.

Harry. Poknmoke City. Md
Bros. 48 tJrovs St.. HMgen>ld

J.

Akron, O.

C.

'

N Y

RosevtTle. O.

Bhjp Cafe. Venice. Cai.

R. I.
Peerleee Dance Orch. (Al Wlebe). Sth and

Chicago
Bparon, E.. Dover. N. J
^. w
Bpecht. Paul. Strand T. Bldg N Y.
Special*, Mike, Danibo Oardenn, Cleve-

Newport, Ky.

Welter. Bennettsvllls. S C.
104 a Fourth St., HarrisPa.
Pcrluas. Abe. Rose Room Los Angeles
Psrshlng's Bsnd (W J Btsnnard). Washington Barracks. Washington
Peterson. Ho*rard. Tlvoll T.. Michigan
City. Ind
„ ^
Peterson. Oscar. 318 Marsb Court, Rorkford
Peyton, Dave. Pemhlng Palace C. Chicago.
Palmetto Ave..
1348
Orch..
Pfelffer'a
Plorino. Antonio.

PlKe.

Bill.

B'way, N.

Y. C.

Plpp's

Orch.,

C

R.,

03<1

Sullivan's.

„
Mi
Reed—
St. and

Edmonton.

.

Polla,
I\>pe.

W. C.

003

EVlgsi.

W. 111th

B

fit..

1308

Spikes Brothers,

ven Uuren

JACK

Chi-

oaro

Variety. N. Y C.
Poynter, Vic. Madrid C, Phlla.. Pa,
Prado. Fred. American ilouee, Boiton
1388 Bsllers Bt
E..
Pullen Riytn nd
Prsnkford. Phlla.

Radlollann

(Ray Walker),

1007 B'way, N. Y. C.

Ramblers,

Rainbow

e/o

Central

Wakefleld

WakeMeM, Mass

Rsltano. Alfred. 8el7 Nsw Utrecht Ave
n'klyn
_
Rsndsll. Art. Prandels Stors. Omaha
Rnpapor!. Mitchell. Ft. Pitt H.. Pitt-

R\PP. HARNFY. Rrown
n««m'

iifien.

til ILuffs,

Fred. 143

Iowa.

If.. T>oolsvllle.

Orsham

Ave..

Coun

I/oew'a

State.

Los An-

Wylle. Austin, Golden Pheasant
Cleveland, O.
Wright. Ted., Newburyport. Mi

_

R..

Ealeb. Sol. Rose Tree C, Philadelphia.
Sahler. Lee. 8408 Frenklln Ave.. Holly
wood. Cal
,
Otto. 8848 California Ave.. St
Seller.
Lonls. Mo.

revel le. Sol. 883 Central
Y.

C.
BMta.

I'au',

Park West.

187 Hsasllten St..

Arthur.

Zln»m.

N

Alhaay

en routf.

Hartford, Conn.
Starek. Mat. 118
Stsrk. Ferdinand.
^fltsufflger.

Wm.

W

8d

St..

Cur ran

O..

188

T..

*Btern. Will.

Dodge

Ocean Ave. H.

Muscstlns
Ban FrsoSt..

Buf

Lone Brsnch

(Continued from paK^
cast of 45

now

The

Egyptian

Serenaders hare
Lansing.

Into Palmer Park,
Mich., for the summer.

gone

The Music Corporation of America
has arranged with the William
Morris agency to handle single engagements for Vincent Lopez and
his

orchestra while the orchestra
Its transcontinental picture

on
house

Is

tour.

George Lipschuitz, former orches-

NON-EQUITY CAST

.

bcrger.

180)7

Lee

Cleveland
Morris. Stlllmsn T
Bpltalny. l'hlllp, Loew's State T.. BosMass.
_A
St
B lyn
Livlngeton
134
Leon.
Sprlngsr
Melsto)
Bt. Louie Rhythm Klnss (Louis
I8MS E VSth St. Brooklyn.
Btsfford. Howsrd. 011 Sumner Bt.. Lincoln
Stanir, Nnt. 747 Karmlngton Ave,
Bpltslny,

D

tra leader for West Coast Theatres,
is going to Kurope for a vacation
and upon his return, may assume a
post as musical director for one of
the Far West theatres in Seattle.

rohmrs.il and be-

in

sln«*c
Art Kozllk and his or'-hrstra, from
opening
at
the
with the actors' Columbus,
are
a
post
Hcach danre hall. C!"\ lan l.
than
Mpntor
Kather
organization.
Walt Kaston's orchestra Is playing
bond Haccarl has beon operatlnK in
previous tryouts by presenting his at the Japanese Gardens, arioiher
cast with certified cheeks for r dance hall at Mentor I>ach.
week's salary on the opening nltfht
Tom Donahue and orchestra have
gambling that the actors would
appear for the remainder of the hern holding forth at. Osier's boll-

yond
none

Kquity'H

is

jurisdiction

identilied

•

room, Cleveland, for 52 consecutive
week.
local
Prior to plunging in regular legit weeks, thereby establishing a
^levSeon.
Raccarl is said to have cleaned up record for continuous service so far
Monies. Csl
concerned.
„
ballrooms
are
as
shows
girl
Chicago,
risque
neatly in spotting
Btewart. Bern. Sunset
f^tewartson. Hay, State B.. Boston.
in for'ign languane theatres wltn
Btod.lard. Harry. Friars' Club. N Y. C
Frnic Golden, the II-.:.! McAlpIn
the Rtrlp features drawing deHpite
fltovoy Fabian. Club Peauvlll*", Ml^n.l
ChiC.
orchestra director and WMf'A raRendezvous
Charlie.
Straight.
Inahllity to follow the American
C
star, was operated on May 10
In spots where patronage dio
*Bt°rlrkland. Tharles F.. Clovrr Hardens lingo.
be
Grand Central Palace. N. Y. C.
B. R
was entirely fon-lgn he hooked up for a nasal obstruction and will
I»«.lurt
PhHun
Morris,
Stuln.akrr.
A. S. O. L. until M »y ?,l wh«n the
th'- show to g» t »h«* "'xy stuff over
Y.
House. Leeds. N.
Golden will vahotel roof opens.
H.. Hnsdyto enhance his bo:,
flfeinberg.

.

Ave..

ton,

N

Pearl.

Rube,

Wolfe.

musical
formerly controlled
the
budget of the cafe. The Music Corporation of America booked Dom-

.

eaaro.

City.

81..

(KAHN),

geles.

BplndIer. Harry. 1090 B way. N. Y. C.
Bill. Alien T.. CUvelsnd.
BPITALNY. LEOPOLD. Tlvoll T.. ChJ-

N.Y.C.

(SEXTET),

ROGER

WOLFE.

B'wny. N. Y. C.

Bpltslny.

f

*POWELL.

W

OBth
N.
Wilson. Bam, 148
Winegar. Frank. Stanton B., llth and
Market, Philadelphia.
With. Art. Pearson H.. Chicago.
WITT STEIN, EDWARD. Olyaept* T..
New Haven, Conn.
„

An

l<

plummer. Ed. Roof Gsrden. Sloui

IO

C

N. Sth St..

fMUl

Arcadia B.

Y. C.

C.

Bokolov, Kenvln. Ilarollton. Washington
Bouders. Jackie. Butler H.. Seattle. WashSoutherland. Lt. T.. 7ib Armory. N T. C.
Southern Bli (Pbll Prosser). Japanese
Lantern, Youngstown, O
Boutea. Charles C. visits City Rsvue.

McOulre's B., Chicago.
Panlco, Louts, Ouyon's B., Chicago.
Parodlnns. <Muh Tadli. Philadelphia.
Partridge. F. L-. Mayflower II.. N.Y.C.
Peel. Billy. Colonial Hall. Pawtucket,

To led <

Bamville.

Clob

Elmer C,

St..

Y C
Garden.

Smith. Will. Crystal Palace.
Smolln, Bam. East Market

Pacelll. Bob,

St..

80th

N

Bnowdeni

Csl.

MrDougal, James, Resent T.. Detroit.
J.. 36 Sylvan Bt.. Bprlng-

^McEneuy, Edw.
Seld.

John

Mich.

Bneli.

.

^McNaliy,

Baltosrol,

Penn Aces.

MEMPUIH. TENN.

Mass.
Mclntyre,
tawa, tsn.

Flint.

Pele.

The Sooth's Finest

eerh.

T..

burg,

HOTEL PEABODY

Y.

P«l.c

Pacs. George

Monmouth

'Em"

Columbia Recording Artists
Slat Week at

Dunoon.

oSi

W.

°Bmlth. L* Roy. Ore's C.

NYC

St.,

THE SEVEN ACES

Mayers,
Sch .,»|, N.

1

Chateao

Wallle,

Osborns.

'SSC

Margraff. Irving. Blaokstons H.. Chicago.

All Ten of

d

apolls.

Reading, Pa.

44

J".

piorlto), Edgewater Beach H.» Chicago.
Orlando. Nicholas. Plssa H.. N. Y. C.
Oeborne. George. Nicollet H.. Mlnao-

I

Harvey,

Hat6 8t New Brunswick, N.
ORIOLE ORCH.. (Dan Basso A Ted

I

**

"*

Slater. Lester, Edinburgh C, Montreal.
Smith's Imperial Orch.. Lake Cnempiain
Pavilion. Pittsburgh. N Y.
Bmlth. Joseph C, Cafs de Paris. Lon-

(Larry Helman),

Venetian

Original

) C6

_
,

oston.
Mann.

**[^^™™-

.

Allsnhwst.

Pool.

J
Malonsy. Ralph B.. 808 Elinor St.. Knon•Ills. Tenn.
Manhattan Society Orch.. Healy •

Jt

Wegman).

Art

C

E..

Midway Oardene
8B8

17th

Bt.

B..

ants

C

.

Hwsnee 8ynropBtors, Nowell'i
"Me. Md
Sweet, Ai, C24 8 Michigan Ave.. Chicago,

in

oil.'

pantomime
e intake.

cat.on in

ih'

interim.

World Records for Attendance
Were Broken
When

the World's

Ten Times Biggest

Circus Entertained

MORE THAN 700,000 PEOPLE

The Same

Mammoth and

Amazing Program
Especially Prepared

That the Ringling Brothers and Barnum

on Earth Might

Fittingly Inaugurate Its First

& Bailey Greatest Show

Season in the Biggest Building

Ever Constructed for Circus Purposes

IS

NOW ON TOUR UNDER CANVAS

BRINGING TO YOU ABOARD ITS HUNDRED RAILROAD CARS, FORMING
TRAINS MORE THAN ONE AND ONE-THIRD MILES LONG, ALL THAT IS NEW,
NOVEL AND MAGNIFICENT IN ARENIC ACHIEVEMENT

-

OUTDOORS

r.
15= =

1926

Wednesday.

1RD

IN

j

CONEY ISLAND

Telopment. which runs 700 feet on
and is located in
fltlMwel' avenue
"Tower
island.
the center of the
hundred feet
*f Jewels," several
lights
by
illuminated
feign will be
candle-power,
*f over % million
throwing their beams on 2,600
brightly colored "Jewels" set in the
In addition there will be
towers.
large freak show, a fun house.

A

*
wax

ment.

Thompson

l»ark,

Rockaway) and

at

the end of the lot, near the Boardwalk, nearly 1,000 bath houses are
Under construction.
The entire cost of this new park
|g estimated
$1,500,000.

at

considerably

over

May

110 Cossacks on Tour

Schenectady. N.
Baker and Krugs,

.

several

Phlla., O.,

May

The dance pavilion at Tuscora
municipally owned amusement park, ia being enlarged. Forclop
mal opening of park and pavilion is James H inch
James Graham.
for Decoration Day.

Park,

set

having*

sold

to

Rochester, May 11.
ment park with Dan Leonard In
Sea Breeze Park and Natatorium charge. It will play three free acts
open May 29. Bert Wilson is gen- changed weekly booked through
May
Mrs. Henry (Char- John A. Drlscoll.
eral manager.
local opposition.
lotte Boyle) Clune, natatorium diMayor J. J. Carroll had refused rector, and Don Cragle, publicity.
Jersey Park
previous application for license, but
Cayuga Lake Park opens Decorahas since reconsidered.
Areola, N. J., May 11.
tion Day.
Carroll
previous
Justified
his
The new amusement park here is
•tand by claiming that he feared the
nearing completion and Is expected
Oswego, N. T., May 11.
Circus would take too much money
May 29. A
Ontario Lake Park, management, to be ready for opening
out of the town.
financHarry E. Mortbm, opens May 29. syndicate of local capital is
as
Installed
Katzman
with
Moe
ing
Fireworks is to be a new twice
general manager.
FIGHT
PARE LICENSE weekly feature.
60
rides.
16
have
will
park
The
Newark, May 11.
concessions and a dance pavilion.
Ft. Dodge, ia.., May 11.
under conOrest Devany ran into ^rouble in
Exposition Park will open May A swimming pool is also
struction but will not be ready until
his attempt to
develop a new 22.
openofficial
park's
the
after
weeks
amusement park in Maplewood. He
applied for a license of the MapleSunset Park, Peekskill, N. T., has ing.
wood Township Committee, but been thoroughly renovated and rePROTECTING FAIR DATES
found so much objection that he opens May 29, operated by BenDes Moines, la., May 11.
made application only for a dance jamin B. O'Dell. It will "have four
city council has passed an
The
hall.
and
park
the
between
steamboats
The committee turned even this New York City with the boat fare ordinance prohibiting appearance of
circuses or carnivals In this city
request down on the ground the covering park admission.
tetween dates Aug. 16 to Sept. 6.
class of people attracted would not
The ruling is a protective measure
be desirable.
Ia.,
Waterloo,
Park,
Electric
Louis Deacon, Paterson, is asso- opened last week for its 23d season. for the State Fair.
ciated with Devany in the project. New
include
provided
features
a boxine arena where four bouts
has
feature
This
nightly.
are held
will
Circus
15 despite previous

New

NEW

.

been getting the stags.

Columbia Park, North Bergen, N.
last

week.

reopens

May

Are Our Specialties

PRICES

the
the

Square's freak
show, has dropped Its gate fee from

LOWEST

Trimming* Wlga, Beards and
looda Theatrical.
Sample* upon

r«r

Cuts Prices

Hubert's, Times

-loM and fillvar Brocade*. Tbcatrlca*
Uwelry Spaoslaa, etc Gold and II-

25c

to

15c nightly

The opening of circus and carnithe
val season has grabbed most ot
"drrtw" freak j which may or may

meet.

WYLE &

J. J.
BROS., Inc.
(Succeeaora to ftiegman * Weil)

not be responsible.
Current feature at Hubert*
flea circus

li-te Eaet ttth fttr#*t

City,

Greater Sheesley Shows, Cincinnati.

Great Western, Osceola Mills, Pa,
Greenburg Amusement Co., Clifton, Arlx.

near
purchased

places

have

tate.

,

-

William Hoffner, Peoria, m.
A. W. Howell, Goshen, Ind.
Isler Greater, Concordia, Kansas;
17, Wymore, Neb.
Johnny J. Jones, Pittsburgh (two
weeks).
K. F. Ketch um's Shows, Rah way,
N. J.
Abncr K. Kline, Medford. Ore.;
17, Roseburg, Ore.
M. J. Lapp, Worcester, Mass.
Levltt-B row n-Hugglns, SedroWoolley, Wash.
Litts Amusement Co., Haytl, Mo.
Majestic Expo., Philadelphia.

May
P.

Dempsey, Kokomo, Ind.
McLaughlin, Bingham ton,

St

S.

N. Y.
J. T.

McLellan, Joplln, Mo.

Metro

Bros.,

Metropolitan,

New

London, Conn.

Tampa,

Fla.

Michael Bros., Louisville.
Miller Bros., Baltimore.

Midway, Menas, Ark.
Monarch Expo., White Plain*,

Miller's

New Lemon Trick
And Wills Sanity
Los Angeles, May 11.
Harry A. Wills, who says he
ia

e.

former Barnum

St

Bailey

was released
clown,
circus
from patton, local Insane asylum, by a lemon. Wills was
liquor
arrested recently on
Relatives had him
charges.
sayby
Patton
to
committed
ing that he was not sane, thus
saving him from Jail. Then
Wills petitioned for an examination, saying that he waa not
bughouse.
His testimony was that if he
could sell six plain lemons at
60 cents a piece to six doctors,
he was not as nutty as they
thought. He explained that he
cuddled the lemon In his hand
so that Just a bit of yellow
could be seen. Then through
motionless lips, he cheeped
like a very yjung chicKen.
"They thought it was a trick
lemon," Wills explained.
"Sane," said the Jury.

N. Y.

Nat

Relss, Steubenvllle, O.

Rice Bros., Poor Fork, Ky.; IT,
Lynch, Ky.
Rice St Dorm an, Poteau, Okla.
Rubin St Cherry, Dayton, O.
Walter Savidge, Wayne, Neb.
Sei brand Bros.; Aberdeen, 8. D.

Snapp

Bros., Lafayette, La.

Strayer

Amusement

Co, Hartford

City, Ind.

Wallace Midway Shows. Minerva,
Ohio.

H. B. Webb, Howell, Ind.
Wolf Amusement Co., Oelwein,
Iowa.
R. H. Works, Erlanger, Ky.

World-at-Home Shows,

Mt

Car-

mel, Pa.; 17, Norrlstown, Pa.
Zarra's Manhattan Midway, Little Ferry, N. J.
Zeldman -Pol He, Logan, W. Va.;
17,

Huntington, W. Va.

CONN. FERTILE
Merldcn, Conn., May
The date

11.

of Sells-Floto here baa

been changed from June I to 6. This
change is understood to have been

following the decision of BarnumBalley-Ringling Brothers to skip
Sells-Floto
this state this season.
will cover the state more thor-

oughly.

JONES EXPOSITION SHOWS

J.

NATIONS
STREET OFRUNALL
OF ABOUT TWO YEARS
Opening

May

and 10c after-

noons.

all
re-

Pa.

29.

Museum

BEST and

Pa.; 17, Clearfield. Pa,

Dehnhert Expo., Covington, Ky.;
Newport, Ky.
De Kreko Bros., Princeton, III.;

17,

WANTS
FOREIGN ACTS FOR
OF
KINDS
ALL

The park

spotted on the former site of
Schutzen Park. The swimming pool

Stockings
QUALITY

JOHNNY

is

Opera Hote and

Silk

reopened

J.,

ville.

May 11.
who operate

ones will be erected.
The park was founded 25 years
ago and was first named Luna Park.
Later It became the property of
Fred Dolly and the name was
changed to Dolly's Park. It changed
hands several times afterwards until
was finally named Rexford
It
Park. The land, which has not been
sold, ia owned by the Rexford Es-

Brothers

TightS

Hudson,

weeks).
Harry Copping, Arnold, Pa.
Conk. In St Garrett, Esq ul maul t,
Canada.
Corey Greater Shows, Curwens-

Y.,

9

In addition to outside amusements
the resort will also have an amuse-

BOBBINS GETS IOWA DATE
Iowa City. Ia., May 11.

Robblns
show here

Co.,

(2

Rexford Park, three miles outside
this city, and they will rebuild the
park at once at a cost of $160,000.
Virtually every building will be removed and new and more attractive

Midland Beach, May 11.
This resort has been thoroughly
rebuilt since last season's flre and
The property
will reopen May 10*
recently changed hands through

11.

amusement

New York

Midland Beach's Owner

Parks Opening
New

Amusement

Campbell Shows, Grand Rapids.
Coleman Bros., Hartford, Conn.

Changes Owners

Fight

11.

placed under contract among them
being Creators and the band directed by Thavieu, while the official
orchestra of the exposition will be
tfce Philadelphia Philharmonic under the direction of Leopold Stokowskl.

N. J.
Capital
Wis.

German

Following their 4-week engage- Season, Plunge Into
The council has barred all car- ment at Madison Square Garden,
Berlin. May 1.
nlvals from the city, adopting an
opening May 29, the 110 Cossacks
The tent-circus season is opening
ordinance forbidding their showimported by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and the competition is In full
ing within the limits. The council will tour on their way
There are lawsuits, into the pic- swing.
their action as
, members explained
ture producers' studios at Culver junctions, etc..
a response to the perennial com- City, Calif.
claims that the other has no
One
plaint of merchants.
The Cossacks are shortly to arrive right to bill his enterprise "The
in New York.
They will be bally- Biggest Circus in Europe" and asks
hooed from their entrance until an injunction.
Burnside Staging Pageant leaving for the road.
This light takes place especially
Each one of the Cossacks Is a per- between Circus Krone, a three -ring
For Philly's Centennial former
of some description. With tent and Circus Sarrasanl a big,
The Philadelphia Sesqui-Centen- nearly all expert and trick horse- but only one ring (of about 70 feet
diameter) circus claiming a seatBlal executives have started making men.
contracts for attractions for the exPete Smith and Howard Dietz, the ing capacity of 9,000.
position. R. H. Burnside is staging M-G-M publicity chiefs, will assume
The third big circus in the fight
a pageant to be given three times charge of the Russian group, with Is Circus Glelch.
Weekly.
Smith taking care of the road tour.
Four bands are said to have been
Jollet, m.,

Shows, Baltimore.
S. W. Brundage, Hannibal. Mo.
Buck's Empire, Perth Am boy,

sentiment in various towns. Collins under the glorified title of "Director
of Public Relations" bends his efforts to winning over hostile newspapers 17, Brookileld, 111.
Diamond Jubilee Shows, 14, Isleand clergymen and to stressing that whatever other carnivals may be ton, Cal.
the Nat Relss Show Is •'clean." Another Idea widely disseminated, that
George L. Dobyns, Vineland, N. J.
a carnival takes a lot of money out of a town, is combated.
Eastern States, Albany, N. Y.
Enterprise Shows, Terre Haute,
At the conclusion of an engagement, the show files with the local
Chamber of Commerce or other civic body, a statement of the money Ind.
Thus
shows.
the
with
connected
Caller's Expo., Portsmouth, O.
persons
350
spent in the town by the
General Amusement Co., Barberupon leaving Williamson. W. Va.. they had an itemized account of $6,000
ton,
Bridge
O.
<his:
like
published in the newspapers. This ranged something
Gerard's Greater Shows, Wateretc.
$118.63.
laundry.
$422.65;
hotels.
tolls, $11.18; retail groceries. I83.6G;
bury, Conn.
Gold Medal Shows, CoffeyvlUe,
Kansas.
Golden Rule Shows, Lock Haren,
Circuses Opening Rexford Park Up-State

can.

JOUET BARS CARNIVALS

(Barton

Hts.). 17.
Bruce CJreater

Fighting Back
Harry Melville, owner, and Carleton Collins, Judge, of the Nat Relss
shows, have worked out an intelligent plan of dealing with anti-carnival

In some cases they even took
over outsiders for small change
on the Idea of giving options
on the best located concessions
but these guys are no longer
headquarterslng at the automat. Fear of being deposited
In
durance vile from those
taken over have convinced
them their former stand is unhealthy territory until they
can square themselves If they

figure

Neb.

,

Jerry Muggivan Reducing
Jerry Muggivan, one of the three owners of the American Circus corporation, is in Hot Springs, Ark., for SO days. He is attempting to take
off some of the weight he acquired during his winter hibernating in
Peru, Indiana.
Friends of MugKivan are kidding him that the real reason for his
training is that he has 29 railroad cars which ho wants to sell to carnivals.
He knows what tough eggs to do business with most of these
carnival boys are, hence the conditioning.

a park promotion Invest-

In

Island

In

signing ef the Declaration of Independence.

promising selling talk even if
not being able to interest saps

show, merry-go-round,
bug house (similar to the one in

'

8«squi 8tands for Quarters

Several sharpies with headquarters at the Automat round
table got a line on several
such spots and managed to
separate the owners from a
few skekels at least with a

15).

Dan-

Co.,

Grand

Bernurdl Expo., Albuquerque, N.
show business, Interested in Philadelphia's SesqulM.: 17, Santa Fe.
Centennlal, want to know what the darned word means.
Hlue Ribbon Shows, Minneapolis.
Here's the answer. Sesqul means six quarters, or 150 years.
Boyd St Linderman, Richmond
The celebration itself is to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the (Churchill)
Va.; Richmond

Lots of people

their suitcase promoters
originally had the Idea that
they could Interest capital in
swamp land and other far out
spots which have kept their
holders property poor.

The L. A. Thompson Scenic Railway Company la building the de-

Alabama Amusement
Ky.
Anderson -Srader,

when

Store,

expected to be enSnrf avenues,
ZTt )y complete by June 1. A porholding a coaster railtion of It.
way the -Glass House" and a few
opens Saturday
Jtner attractions

not otherwise indicated)
ville,

has resulted In "flops" and am
no nearer materialization than

ST others being beSteeplechase
the Amusement
Em* Parks, will
at Stillwell and

For current week (May 10) wfcea

ON THE OUTSIDE

Several
park
promotions
highly touted In winter season

entertainTh6 third largo unit
Coney Island
ment enterprise In
and

(May
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I

Furnish Transportation and Berth

LONG PLEASANT SEASON-NO LOST TIME
JOHNNY J. JONES, Mgr.
May 10 to 22—Pittsburgh, Pa., North Side
Week May 31—Warren,
Week May 24-New Brighton, Pa.
Addrett

If
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YOUNG

Mrs. Rhia Johnson Young, 51, auplaywright, after a long
lllneaa, died May 8 at her home in
thor and

Southfleld

Point,

Stamford

near

Though she was critically 111
last December the nature of her illness was not made public although
rb© direct cuuse of her death was

Conn.

as well as having worked on the
screen in recent years. For about
four years he waa with the Hoyt
Light Opera Companies.
Among
the vaudeville partners he had was
Joe Rolley (Rolley and Gallagher)
and Harry Shutan.
Thomas was a widower and had
two children who are reported to
be living in Canada.

believed to be cancer.

BERT CAPMAN

Johnson was very well
Bert (Buddie) Capman, 11. child
known In the dramatic writing field vaudevilllan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and had turned out many plays. She Bert Capman (vaudeville), died sudwas born in Baltimore, Feb. 28, 1875, denly last week in Rock Island, 111.,
and was the daughter of William A. of cerebrospinal meningitis. Buddie
and Emma Stuart Johnson.
Her last stage work- was "Cock
To the Many Friends who so kindly
of the Roost" which vma produced
Mrs.

at the Liberty theatre,

New

assisted following the death of

My

York,

Among some

of her plays the best

Beloved Wife

and

to those
floral tributes

sent the beautiful
extend my heartfelt

LILLIAN
of

MEMORY

Our Dear

LAWRENCE

Lawrence, actress, and
mother of Ethel Grey Terry, died
May 7 at the home of her daughter
Lillian

Little

a

Sla
Flnlajr Hill t
I

Some

Dancing-

Bart Oordoa
4 Casting Star*

TUB HTK,

IND.

(KW>

Inalaaa

lat half (IT It)

Barlow* 4k Durra
Muling at Heal
Murray A Allen
Youth A Heautr
(On* to All)
5

Id half (20-11)
Senators

FUt

All Olrl

Unci* Hub

(Two

o.

Keith's
Id half (11-11)
Karl* A Rovlln

Roger William*
Sax* A La Plerr*
Bervanny S

A

Preaaler

Klata*

Melvlna

Victoria A Dupre*
The present mode of picture house presentation held to thus far by Patrice A Sullivan
Publlx Theatres (Famous Players) is the Initialing of Sam Kats into Welch A Norton
Canaino*
the merged theatre corporation. Mr. Kats la reported to have a con- JuanUa A Co
tract with Publlx calling for $100,000 yearly and 10 per cent of the net I Acca

profit

earned by Publlx (that would be net profit from theatre operation

(One

to

Balaban A Kats* statement for 1925 revealed a net profit of $1,603,690.
Gross business of the corporation ran about $400,000 over the previous
year but the concern's expansion policy and consequent added expenses
reduced the net profit against the similar period by nearly $100,000. It
was mentioned, in the statement that the expansion policy would be reflected in the profits of the years to come. B. A K., although operating
independently, is under the control of Famous Players, with its theatres
merged with those of F. P*s. In Publlx Theatres.

Kllen Cecil Co

(F) (11)
A Peres

Armand

Dert Chadwlek

Mercedes
Klrby A Duval
Franc la Haney Rev

TORONTO. CAN.

MEMORIAM

CHARLES KLASS

JOE TERMINI

spine.
Lowry was
hospital following

removed
a fall.

to the

the accident occurred. It was about
11 p. nu
Al Deno plunged head
of operations.
long into the opening. He was un
conscious when picked up and at
Leon La bond*, 58. one time pro
the hospital it was found his skul feasor of music in Paris, London,
was fractured and shoulder blade
broken.
IN MEMORY
The Denos' family name is Dell olio
Of Our Dear Pa;
and the boys' home is in Vlneland
N. J.
Besides the brothers, the parents
survive.
and
The deceased vaudevilllan had
appeared
with
the
Deno and
Rochelle act in its two seasons over
the Orpheum circuit.
and New York, died suddenly of
heart trouble, May 7, while seated in
E. O'MALLEY

FRANK CLARK
BILLY

DUNHAM

GRACE O'MALLEY

THOMAS

Thomas

E. O'Mallcy, 70, stage and
actor, died May 5 at his
home, 2572 15th street, Brooklyn,
N. Y., of a complication of diseases
and infirmities of old age.
Mr. O'Malley for 40 years had been
on the stage and Identified with a
score of city and road shows. His
known experience was in
best

his automobile in Oxnard, Cal.

screen

the Iaw" when it
originally presented.
He was a native of Boston.

"Within

was

Mrs. Louise Vallette,
of

Emma

May

2

in

70,

mother

Earle,

vaudeville, died
Providence, K. I., of

apoplexy.

The mother of

Julius (Blutch)
Pchleifsteln, treasurer, Liberty, died
at her home in New Yerk, May 8.

In
The father of Benny IToltzman
recent years Mr. O'Malley had
turned his acting to the screen and died May 8 in Now York, following
had appeared In many pictures. Two an operation for cancer.

Gaiety

contract.

Schleslnger, head of the South African Trust, sailed from Johannesburg, April II, for England. Before sailing, nothing had been arranged between he and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer with regard to a resumption of playing M.-G.-M. pictures in his African theatres. It is
understood the trouble is Metro wants the Trust to take all of their
pictures, but Schleslnger claims a large percentage are unsuitable for
his country and still others would be subject to severe censorship.
Schleslnger paid $15,000 for the South African rights to "The Gold Rush,"
The statement M.-G.-M. would start
considered a tremendous price.
distributing their pictures throughout South Africa Independently of the
Trust Is not regarded seriously there. It would be necessary for them
Schleslnger is unto build five or six large theatres in the big towns.
derstood to have intimated to Metro they could buy his circuit, which
comprised considerably more houses, for a total of two and a half
million dollars and they would then have no opposition at all.
M.-G.-M. has recalled the two men it sent .to South Africa. They
sailed Immediately for England upon receiving cabled Instructions. With
Arthur Loew and his father, Marcus Loew, here on the ground and
Schleslnger on bjs way to London, the S. A. tangle may be unraveled
when they all met.
I.

Mrs. Wilmina Cunningham, 49.
wife of Will Cunningham, theatre
owner and booker, died Saturday in
Chicago at her home aftir a series

( 1

Rudy Wledoeft
"Old I,ovea A New*
Rlalto (p t.) (»)
Guldo Clceolinl

W.

(K)

2d half (12-16)
Frabell

A A E

State
2d half

Demont Garcia
(Two to nil)

VANCOUVER,

(Two

Palaee

A O Aheam
O

Peter Hlggtna
Paul Gordon
Lynn Carr
Pantajres (17)
The Karlea

Lewis A Lavarre
Daacope
Nat Nazarro
Nellie Jay Orch

MASS.

Waldorf (K)
2d half (13-16)
Bfctuncourt A O
J

Hons

Roy & Arthur

Two at
Several failures are predicted in Wardour street, London.
least of the bankrupts have been through the same mill before. In one
case the firm has used up no less than $750,000 of capital acquired in
In
the Midland counties as well as large sums from the Continent.
another the head of affairs is a Colonial and in his case there may be
more serious trouble.
A certain producer of "shorts" alleging that although Mb films are
being run in over 159 houses weekly declares ho is unable to obtain
a penny, he declares the rentals are being converted for use elsewhere.

P.iul

A Darling

(One

to

fill)

WAKH'GTON

D. C.
Kurle (K) (9)
Clara K Young
I*»>e

Mor*«

Morley A

Ei-W.ves

Oriental on

Narrow Randolph
Chicago,

May

Randolph street are choking traffic
because of the large day crowds
St. and merchants are already protesting.
11.

The Oriental

is

of a business block.

in

the middle

A Johnston
Mounters

Fields

WATERLOO.
riaza (P<)

IA.
(19)

Rev

Collctta

Victoria (K)
2d half (13-16)

Powera

2

J Moor*»
R Powell Rev
Burns A Wll.on
Hacel OofT A n

W'LKKMB'RK, PA*
Poll (K)

2d half (13-16)

Ve A Tully
Chaa A Colllna
Texas Chirks
Tyler Mason
Friscoe

WINDSOR. CAN.
Capitol (KW)
2

1st half (17-19)
Rozellas

Jimmy Lyons
Wilfred Clark Co
Cleveland & D
The Weaterners
2d half (20-23)
Trananeld Sis

Permaine A Shelley
Al's Here
Emily Durrell Co

A Albert
WINNIPEG, CAN.

Selblnl

Capitol (Pc) (19)

King

Sla

Frank

Perle

B B B

Orpheum (19)
E R Ball Girls
Wee Oeo Wood
Amelia Allen Co
Bryaon A Jones
4 Karreys
Ann Codee

WINSTON-SALEM
Kelth'a
2d half (13-16)

Marlon A Ford
Evelyn Phillip*
Monroe A Grant
Smith A Langton
Walter Fenner

WRC'STR, MASS.
Poll (K)

2d half (13-16)

Marjon Dancers
Charlotte Worth
Thoa J Itynn Co

Antfi-r

WUlard

Reck A Rector
Mardo A Wynn
Matthews A Ayree
Dance Shop
(One

to

till)

2d half (20-23)

A

Plelot

Xeofleld

IM wards
Dor Krmiri'seo Co
Ross A

McRae A Molt
Walter Fehl Co

YONKKKS,

N. T«
Proctor's (K>

2d

h.-ilf

(13-16)

A Mercedes
Fred V Bowers
T»ahr

Bud A J l'earaon
Leon A I>:»wn
(One

to

fill)

YORK.

PA.
Opera House (K)
2d half (13-16)

Emm.

i

LiriK-y-

l

'°

Kddy A Hur:
Handy 'I rooks

K C'vpnf

Uayinoii'I

* Gould

Hen

Bergf.-r

Co

YOl NtiSTOWV,

Flying Berlins
(If.)

Lltfht

Kelth'a (9)

l

Hale A

10)

Hro

Dixie Hamilton
("has Wilson
Frank Sinclair

Hnl

Newman

Ellz Brlee
(17)

Harry Kalir^
When the house was opened Sat- Dlgltan'."s
Nelson s Katlr-r.d
urday the large line was turned T A A Waldman
Johnny Barry
M Montgomery
some towards State street. This
blocked Mehllngcr A W
Tom RelMy Co
Sophie Eggsrt, 66, former actress, snags that the management had not
(Two to AH)
the entrance of the Randolph the- Long Tack Bam
GUS THOMAS
died at the Central Hospital, Brook- figured on.
atre, Universal house, and the latOus Thomas, 61, an actor mem- lyn, April 21. In recent years Miss
The other B. A K. loop houses, ter house made strenuous objections.
ber of Jane Carthoupe, died In Eggert was weU known aa a ward- McVlckers, Chicago and Roosevelt, Also many mistook the Randolph for
If you don't advertise in
robe woman.
Everett, Wash May S.
can get by with lines outside the the Oriental and demanded a money
Thomas was a native of Toronto,
sidewalks,
houses because of wide
refund so that the Universal house
had been In the show business
The father of Saul Brlllant (Bril- concentrated night crowds, and the was forced to place a sign In front
about 40 years, appearing In the liant and Klass) died last week and absence of merchants adjoining the of the box. office reading, "This Is
legitimate, variety and vaudeville was burled Monday.
theatres. The narrow sidewalks on the Randolph theatre."
don't advertise

daughters survive.

The opening

Oriental

of the B.

theatre,

A

O.

Hippodrome (K)

Sla

Fern A Marie
Etah Look Hoi Co
Old Homestead
Billy Gloason
(One to All)

L

L.

(L)

1st half (17-19)

Bentell

Ed Blum A

New

CT.

(K)

2d half (13-16)
Shapiro A Kirke
Frozlnl

W DHAVKN.

Retanmurt A

M A

to nil)

WATKRB'RY.

B.C.

Orphan m (IS)
Avon Comedy 4

WALTHAM,

(K)

(13-m

A Lyke
Prince Wong
Haven McQ Co
Wilbur

Manetti A June
Lea Gellls

Corelll 81a

W

A Wimp

Alarm"

WASHINGTON. FA,

WII'LING. W. VA.

Mia Cahua
(Two to nil)

RWoM

(Fe>

"Mile Modiste"

Margaret Morel
J Allen Shaw
Jam pa Mahoney

1

April 80. 192C
With pleasant recollections of
our former associations.

MetropoJltikB

Gene Aunt In

2d half (20-21)

only).

A rumor in Hollywood hus been that Andrew Mellon, secretary of the
Pantmge* (IT)
Treasury, Is to finance John Barrymore's first production away from
in Beverly Hills, Cal.
Juggling McDanna
3. 1926
Tho Ood above has taken this lad
Miss Lawrence was leading lady Warner Brothers. Variety's Washington correspondent asked Secretary Burt A Lehmann
Ho will long bo remembered by the
Bohemian Flappera
at the Castle Square theatre, Bos- Mellon about the report. The Secretary said there is no truth in it.
friends he had
Whltey A Four
ton, years ago and of late had been
GRANDMOTHER. UNCLE HAsUKY
Lottie Mayer Co
and PEC3Y CAPMAN
In
explaining
the
fluctuating
dividends
Universal
oh
stock from quarter
appearing in pictures.
St. (L) (17)
Yonge
to quarter. Shields and Co.. downtown brokers, have Issued a circular
Wheeler S
explaining that under a new system of accountancy. Universal charges Ergot tl A Herman
"Lot 79," "Little Simplicity," "MayDOUGLA8 JOHNSON
off the entire cost of new films at the time of their making instead of Courting Daya
"The Front Seat," "The
tirae."
Douglas ("Chink") Johnson, 28, carrying the cost for many months and charging it off monthly. During Sparling A Roa*
Dream Girl" and "Little Old New
Kinney A Olrle
died May 7 at the Harlem hospital, the first quarter of this year, according to the circular, one third of the
York."
TRENTON N. J.
Mrs. Young married and divorced New York, following a three days' total production program was paid for while the common stock paid
Capitol (K)
Mr. Johnson was with $1.43 per share for that quarter. That was after allowances were made
the actor and motion picture dlrec- [ illness.
2d half (13-16)
"Shuffle Along"
tor, James Young, Jr., who later
and "Chocolate for the first and second preferred stocks. U's. gross Income for the Rose
A Williams
married Clara Kimball Young, and Dandles," both Negro revues. Up first quarter equalled $7,668,733.
Haunted House
Rule A O'Brien
to the time of his death he waa a
who, In turn, divorced him.
Universal allowed the $55,200 damage suit instituted by C. E. Holah Ed Connors Rev
member of the Charleston" Bear(One to nil)
cats, a dance band at the Savoy in Los Angeles to go by default after entering two demurrers to the
AL. DENO
TULSA. OKLA.
The action was so unusual Presiding
action in Superior court here.
Al Deno, 22, unmarried, who, with ballroom in Harlem.
Orp henna (It)
Judge Albert Lee Stephens called the defendant's attorneys into court
Jimmy Deno, comprised the Deno
lat half (17-19)
for an explanation. They said that Universal had a verbal agreement
Bros. In vaudeville and with the
Wenaton
Holland
until
after
the
default
William Breitwieser, 70, veteran with Holah whereby the latter would not enter
Manafleld Danoers
Deno and Rochelle act, died In a
stage carpenter, employed at the Unlversal's answer waa filed.
Jonea A Rea
Scranton, Pa„ hospital, May 2, folCasino and other New York theHolah sued the picture company when It terminated a contract with (Two to nil)
lowing a fall through a trap door
2d half (20-2S)
their "See America" tour, taking picon the stage of the Capitol theatre atres in recent years, died May 8 him whereby he was to manage
at home, 116 Horton street, Elm- tures of various cities under the auspices of various dallies. Emanuel Roblnaon A Pierce
the night before.
Martinet Crow
hurst, L. I., of a paralytic stroke. Goldstein, treasurer of Universal, is said to have cut the contract short Sherman Van A H
The Deno and Rochelle act (the
project and while Carl Ed Jonea
Deno of this turn being a brother Widow and three daughters survive. after six months work had been devoted to the
(One to fill)
Breitwieser was a member of Laemmle waa in Europe.
of Al's), had finished it* engageUNION HTLL N. J.
York
New
stagehands'
local
No.
1
ment and waa ready to leave when
Capital (K)
and of the Foresters of America.
Greta Nissen, having completed a one-picture contract with Universal,
2d half (lS-lf)
has lefC for New York. Reports are Miss Nissen will seek a stage enSherwln Kelly
gagement in the east.
Coacia A Verdi
John Lowry, young stage carpenIN
It Is understood she has a contract to make another picture for a Hartley A Paterson
ter, member of New York Theatrical producing organisation out here during the summer.
The display of Morrlaaey A M
To my former partner and pal
Protective Union No. 1 (stage- temperament that Miss Nissen let loose at the Famous Players-Lasky Seymour Jeanette
hands), died in Bellevue Hospital. plant and which she left In a huff, did not crop out during her Universal (One to fill)
New York, May 10. of a fractured engagement It is understood Universal may put her under a long term
FTICA N. T.
Who departed this life

BUDDY CABMAN
Who Passed Away Mar

Loulae Wright

Tha Seebacks
(Two to mi)

5

fill)

*

(16)

"Htlil

TOLF.DO.

I

8tout,. n b er _,

Clark

Weaver Hroa
Naalmova
Will Mshoney

Gilbert

nil)

t

lat half (17-11)

are
"Lord Byron,"
remembered
I
appreciation
"Brown of Harvard" (which apARMANI) (Cnrley) WEIGHT
peared in screen form only last week
at the Cap|tol, New York); "Boys
of Co. B," "Glorious Betsy," "The
Lottery Man." "Next." "Barrymore," Capman collapsed after a dancing
"Machushla," "Naughty Marietta," rehearsal and never rallied.
Buddie had appeared in his
of
"Isle
"The Yellow Streak,"
Dreams," "Look Who's Here!" ("The father's act and only last week was
Little featured in the feature presentation
"His
Petticoat"),
Red
Cary Duncan), at the Fort Armstrong (picture)
(with
Widows"
"Lady Luxury," "The Lancers," theatre, Rock Leland.
"Capt. Xidd, Jr.," "Her Soldier Boy,"

IN LOVING

period.

Marcel

Irene Franklin

Larry

Jordan

Cliff

that with the already charged pro rata.
rent. •to.. Loew's Inc. profits
should average up aa though not la the) off cummer time.
A net profit turned into the surplus for the six months of all of the
Loew Enterprises, including Metro - Ookl wy n - Mayer, Is figured down to
$8,651,753.
With the next six months to equal (from March 14, last),
the 1.060.780 outstanding common shares of Loew stock would
have
over $7,000,000 in earnings for the year, equivalent to a dividend of
$7
a share, whereas the stock Is regularly paying $2 annual In dividend.
The statement shows gross assets as $58,631,831. with no "good will"
Included aa an asset, in the Anal accounting to determine the profit
is an item of $1,084,7*0 for "depreciation of buildings
and equipment."
Total gross Income for the six months was ovei $38,000,006. Of that
amount theatre receipts, film rentals and rentals reached over $32,000,000.
In the expense column is the item of nearly $18,000,000 for the
expense
of theatres and office buildings.
One Item Is for $1,680,000 paid to picture producers as their share.
Of the assets $2,244,000 is cash on hand. Land owned by the corporation is valued at over $10,600,000, buildings and equipment at nearly
$19,000,000 and leaseholds at $2,185,000.
There Is a depreciation item
on this total of $4,600,000.
The recent Loew. Inc., note issue of $15,000,000 was not Included In
the statement, that Issue having been made subsequent to the six-

month
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HAL HALPERIN

Charge
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State-Lake Theatre Bldg., Suite 520
Phones: Central 0644-4401
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llcadlincrs at
that

any terms

Chicago
Thete tilt*

When

in

Visit

Orpheum

57

—

any price and on line songs which ahc talks rather changed
seems to be the than sings illustrating the lyrics Gardens
This week with much business and chatter,

Professional*

haw

:

Letter List.

name

the

to

SPRING

Rialto

an early reopening.

Circuit's idea.

have Raymond Hitchcock at
Palace and while Hitchy is a
likable chap with lots of friends
and quite a rep he is a hit enervating as a hcadliner without an act.

scored nicely on fourth her expert
Dick Faher, younger brother of
delivery backed by numbers of real Harry and Karl Faher. Is framing
entertaining qualities putting her on a single for the liert Levev cirvelvet. Nervo and Knox, the rough cuit.
and tumble boys from the revue
Rurke and Rosa, old time vaudeMe is programed as "Maater of held followed, their slow motion
viliians,
among tin- lirst to InCeremonies" and nets an assign- wrestling and other hoke click in
troduce Dutch wooden shoe dancing
ment on the hoards Ions enough as always.
Olga Myra, Betsy Rees and Mar- on the stage, operate the Burke
to sine: "All Dressed Up and No
Mostly he worked garet Litchfield were m-venth with House, an American plan hotel In
Place to Co."
Miss TcxHrkaT»a, Texas.
pretty three p?npl«* flash.
in the audience coming down to the

they

SELWYN
present*

"GENTLEMEN
A
Joh n

The

dramatization by Aiiita Ia>g« ana
nita I,oo-' boPt seller
Einernon of

moths,
ins;

l»ower».

j.

ZIEGFELD

Mgra.

Production

LEON ERROL
"LOUIE

in

the 14th"

Comody Ever Produced

Greatest Musical

Only Matinee Saturday at

1 IS

A DELPH
A. H.

WOODS' f
1

ASCHER PLAYERS
Krtterlng.
Balpta

juthan Ascbcr. Pres.

Mn*.

Dir.

WOMAN
MASKED
THE Rherman
A Helen Mackellar'a Hit
Lowell
with Elizabeth Rlsdon, Harry Mlnturn
and Klneat Realdent Company Ever
In

NEW New

A

Chicago

C

Chicago
York lilt— NEW to

EVEBY TWO WEEKS

1

c

E N T R A

Brightest Theatre In Chicago.
at Michigan Avenue

All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refers to eurrent week unless
otherwise indicated.
The cities under Correspondence in this issue of Variety are as
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61
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ST.

LOUIS

"White

for the season

threesome,
an "acrohigh light.
with each

BRAWN,

P.

INC., Preoeeite

A Mystery Comedy

NIGHT
OUT OF THE
Hl'TTIIINHON
HAROLD
and MARGERY WILLIAMS

By

with

.lames

8 pottswood,

Allyn

Kin*,

Associate Artists

IN

Royalty 8crlpts Only
Interested In Renting or Leasing
Tbeatre* In Cities Orer It.tOS
Population

Write Horace Bistre. Manager

SAM
Room

S£i

I

CHICAGO

^

Act.

Tor Reservations: Phone Harrison 8g«0

— At Any Old Time

Theatre
THE GREEN GRILL SALADS

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES, STEAKS. CHOPS and

OPEN FROM 1 A. M. TO IS P.
CATERERS TO THE PROFESSION

M.

THE FROLICS

REDECORATED

REMODELED
"AMERICA'S M08T BEAUTIFUL CAFE"
IS Ea\t 2td Street

^^•J'^iS^lfSSr'

CIVIC

AND POLITICAL
RALPH OALLKT.

Manager

pa I TTMET
PhoM CALUMET

000,

PARK

CHICAGO.

H

Chicago

(Union Made)

Exclusive
110 North Dearborn

Rates

St..

Chloago,

DL

SCENERY

$14 00,
112 00,
for onr— $10.00.
$16 00. $1* 00 and $21 00 per week. $2.00
Room for
additional for two persona.
two, twin beds. $22.60 wuek.

HOTEL CLARIDGE

ft 15

North of Division. Chicago

W. 7aa Baraa

St..

booking
not eve-n

novelty. Five acts and
a suggestion of comedy. It's true
the Vic has a Scandinavian audience hut it understands English and
has never displayed any aversion
to laughter, so it's hard to understand offhand how such a bill ever

Cbtoago

London

Paris

laid out.

the

of

were out-andChalue and Lea

acta

amateurs.

(New Acts), young fellows who crento music of a kind on those litth*
noise devices without which no college frat house is complete, deucexi.
While extremely spotty at present
the boys with work may develop
This does not go for the Collegiate
Harmonators (New Acts), who
treyed. The boys appear to he extremely young, around 17. and they
reveal nothing in their act to support a faith in a future. They play
too loudly, too mechanically and too
unsurely.
Next to closing Caryl and Gilbert,
troupers,
experienced
apparently
disappointed. Number two on the
small stuff Is their rightful level.
Straight singing without one entertaining f'-ature; ordinary voi'-es and
uninspired delivery.
Closing was the Avon Revuette,
which may be dismissed by s i?>"
it

M

and

Professional Tranks

SHOP
BARNES LUGGAGE
Agents

1497-8-9

Professional

Ht.,

ILL.

Special Right Coarse Dlaaer, fl.ti,
Special Baalnees Men's Laacheoa,
A Trial Will Convince You

WRITE FOB NEW CATALOO

GEO. H. WEBSTER
BOOKING MANAGER
Special

Place to Eat

RESTAURANT

Ninth Floor

Dearborn
distinct

Jaeksen.

A Ooed

111 No. Dearborn Street

Office, Inc.

PHONE CENTRAL

hare

BEAMANMen.

J.

Wreet

Oar Haggostlont

ILL.

Bldg.,

that

money.
Tears of Vaudeville Writing—

HI A First

Loop End Building

Woods Theatre

acta

In the

—la

International Booking

dance revue with

6,

had a

bill

w:is

worse

than

most

th'

of

1

Pa»n«-k
"flashes" that hit the Vic.
and Rita, opening h< t, have a very
neat tight wire rout no.

K\nK Joe
lilt
lift

J.

CHICAGO,

The

(R;in<]olF»h
last w^-k

Kaklio,

I.o,

Chin^'

atnot).
nnrl

Greek

was

went

r<

-vnir -.-Hit
rik

bouu'lil
rentaur.it- nr.

m

i

m

ULTRA
HAVE

in

TOI7

FA8HION8
HFKN

FLO

LILLIAN

BERNARD

and

HENRIE

RENDEZVOUS CAFE?

THE BRONZE MELBA
MONTMARTRE CAFE?

Ideas and Plate* Submitted
Mile. Lenore

Suite 701-702
Corner Dearborn

ARE
INVITED

'

Stare
The Rendeivou* of the TlieatHcal
CELEBRITIES

RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED

piano team;

This

out

Avenue

So.

The Place To Dine

you

rooms and baths

177 North State Street

violin.

Two

THE

"CHICAGO'S PLAYGROUND OF BEAUTY"
Always

1144

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR

Here's how they ran at tho Vic
the last half: 1, wire walkers; 2,
ukelele duo; 3, xylophone quintette;

was

VISIT

CAFE
MOULIN ROUGE
Wabash
416

Bookers buy comedy

There Is no real market
individuality.
A skit with a>
value to "Just hhks."
story and provision for numbers will put

Room

4,

10— PERFORMANCES— 10

FRANKLYN UNDERWOOD

WHEN

BE A "SURE-FIRE" ACT

FRED

—

Oar 40th Week Majeetle Theatre
Waukegan. IIL
One Bill a Week

John Daly Murphy and others
Staged by

tallest,

Ratoa

in

OL.EN W1LMEM. QenernI

CHICAGO
World's

Present

Matlni'f*

Wednesday and Saturday.

JOHN

No Advance

MORRISON
HOTEL

C
°

CORT

T
E
L

throughout.

THE HOME TOWNERS

And

In the
Heart

of

first

j

OSCAR O'SHEA

H

The Theatrical

LAWTON

Thrilling and Powerful
of the Century

Phone "Randolph

Of Chicago's
time within record Profession
street, Chicago's Rialto,
waa decorated with bunting and the For Over
Rialto.
accompanying trappings for the 14 Years
Balaban &
opening of a theatre.
Katz accomplished the stunt for
to
find a Hotel
pleased
You will bo
their new Oriental theatre.
that really makes you feel "At Home."
Our new lease for fifteen yearn has enabled us to re-carpet and re -decorate

AIR

Drama

West Randolph 8L, Chicago

87

The Chicago

For the
Randolph

COHANS THEATRE

The Moot

° SQUARE *

79 th street.

OLYMPIC

HUSH MONEY

Shew Best

la

Hiverview

week.

Home

'

CLARKE
HENRY
HORACE SISTARE

ltAS

are both opening

this

the new Highland, seating 3,500, at Ashland and

Walker Whiteside

H8AM

Our Reference*—A ay sac

The Asehers open

1

GRANVILLE

DEARBORN

WOIIK CALLED FOR

The Chicago Uert I^evey office has
added the Royal, Ashaland. Wis.,
and the Donaldson, Central City,
Neb., to its coast tour. The Lydla
here has chanKed ownership, hut
continues to be hooked by Alex

63

Myra, the star of the
used a violin solo with
batic obbllgato" as her
Well rounded dan«,e act

STUDEBAKER

MURRAY

and

City

Amusement Parks

The Last Warning

SEGAL

Chicago
Phono

at the Palace.

When ttfe show proper was all
over a number of the actors on the of the girls attractive and graceful.
Loop.
bill appeared captained by Hitchy.
They proceeded to try to instill life
into one of those impromptu things
Eight acts had a tryout at the
which the Orpheum Circuit calls a Midway last Friday.
The show
'comedy afterpiece.'' It was char- was billed as professional night."
m * ln acterized by much proplm* about,
Flr
The song and dance
Maybe so.
?hlTi
much uneasiness on the part of the revue, "Flaming Co- Eds," is suitALARM! ATTACK ADVENTURE:
unfortunate able for the little time after it gets
were
who
actors
enough to get drafted for the dirty more practice. A typical small flash
work and so far as realizing either with the customary routine worked
worthwhile laughs or creating the by four girls and a man.
In a Modern Comedy Romance
intimate feeling of extemporaneous
Fred and Villa Roycc's song and
"The Arabian"
These un- talk act is holding down two pleasfun
it was double zero.
Hindu"
By Gordon Kean. author of "Tho
prepared afterpieces are atrocious. ing personalities. They divide the
Assisted by MISS SYDNEY SHIELDS
The prepared ones are sufficiently house for applause, hold an oldand Company
trying as a rule.
fashioned versus popular song conNothing unusual about the bill. test and other stuff like that. The
NEW 8HUBERT
Fairly fast and fairly entertaining.
Helen
Weeks Ahi-ad Martinet, a comedy magician of real act needs modernization.
single, has a good voice
I {id well,
skill, opened and did very well. Foland a suitable selection of songs.
in the
lowing was Urooks and Ross, "two
Sonsick and Meek, featuring Meek
26th Week with
IIEUNARD
boys and a piano."
VIV1ENNE
character songs, including the
ii
Fred Ardath came third with his "Prisoner's Song" in costume, was
THAIS
band and eighth with his own pri- not a riot, hut good enough. SonJ. HAROLD
vate afterpiece called "Members of sick, a shy young fellow and a good
really two pianist, lacks stage presence. The
It's
the Same Club."
AND A GREAT CART OF 100
In the Beat Musical Play on Earth
acts booked in conjunction. Ardath Tiller Sisters had hard sledding In
responsi- the deuce spot with their rough,
double
is worthy of the
He is a well seasoned troup- tough, song and gag act. It's a
bility.
his
i
getting
er working easily and
good comedy act If you like "nut"
CLARK STREET OPP. CITY HALL laughs legitimately on line reudin^:. stuff (New Acts).
who
pianist
4937
Telephone Central
In the band he haR a
Thomas Potter Dunn (New Acts)
sings "The Prisoner's Song" with docs a wonderful single, but the
GEORGE M. COHAN'S
setting and feeling, also another bookers must be leery of him.
musician who contributes a nimble- There's no reason why he should
Newest American Farce Comedy
legged Charleston that wowed 'em play tiny dates when real good
Mr. Dunn
even at this late stage of the craze. singles are so scarce.
Ethel Davis, with a group of punch has a facile character face, similar
George
renowned
the
of
to that
Fawcett. Routine consists of imMATINEE8
H.
reciting
joke
some
and
personations
WED. AND8AT
A R R I
The Talk of the West
Raymond and Marson, closers, have
THEATRE
an act built around one stunt by
G.
(New
the man a table tumble
And
A comedy and an educaActs).
Hal.
tional on the picture side.

CASTLES

204 State- Lake Bldg.,

Sw idler.

of the aisles every now and
then to clown and pass out chocoates.

Shop

Blumenfield's Fur

the coast.

to

it

pirns.

Charles ThanhaiiRcr, long -treasurer at the Palace, has moved next
door to the new 4 -Cohans theatre.
Joe Eekhart will assist him.
Starr Krlel succeeded Thanhauser

62
63
63
63
62
63
62
62

JACKSONVILLE
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELE8
end

VanBuren

MINNEAPOLIS

nighting

dust

fire.

wait for your

In

Purine; the aumni«r
months
your
furs
ran bIho be
remodeltnl Into new
and '^harpilng o>-

Walter W. Holes, 16 years advance man for I^econte & Fletcher
and this past season ahead of
"China Doll," Is out for the Marffaret Anplln show, "Cnrollnc," one
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Erlangor & Harry

L.

A.

Safety

in

of

lovely furs.

A

m i IhiniC

danger*

and theft are lark-

k-

PREFER BLONDES"

HERE

IS

Your Fur*

Store

the

KUUAB BELWYN

of Variety's

atre Bldg., Chicago. It will bo held subject
to call, forwarded or advert sed in Variety's

the
for

un

the free

Chicago Office for information. Mail may
be addressed care Variety. 8tate-Lake fhe-

TO

1

|

who VISIT

Delaware Bldg., Chicago,
find

Randolph

Kterjhnriy VUllIng

HI*.

HI.

Phone Dearborn 1999

CWcago Co*m

to

Rothschild and Lciderman's

Best Food

Entertainment
Charley Straight's

RENDEZ VOUS CAFE
imtlCMY PARKWAY. AT IIHOADWAY

Incomparable
Orchestra

VARIETY
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PUSr FOR

"BIG

JEWISH DRIVE
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STRAND ROOF
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M
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Cream

ing-

I

akin a treat.

It'a

a queen among;

e r •

a

ra a

— truly

royal. For
coaxes makeup

,

It
off

pleasantly;
it
takes It rlajht out
of the pores; It
leaves
my skin
smooth, soft and

so

C

•

Suite 600,

7*o Artist*
Send $1.69 money

order,

Bnrut 4541

New

The urge

^Safe.

for black

and ton

—

of lha pores Into dilute, odorless

substances which quickly evaporate. Cools and refreshes a tender skin. Buy Amolln In shakertop cans, 30c and C0a everywhere.
Mall 4c for Booklet and Sam-

dl

hotsy-totsy entertainment is obtained the Club Alabam on 44th,
8treet « » food pace for contrast
as regards class colored shows.

Abel

m

—

In
crowded Bhops wherever
elbows are rubbed perspiration
odors annoy. Amolln, pure white,
antlaeptlo
deodorant
powder,
changes the oily, acid secretions

vertlssernent generally attracts 'em
north into Harlem and after a sampie of the 135th street brand of

™*

i

^pfrition

ple Can to The Amolln
West 81st St., N. Y. O.

Co.,

SM

Amolin
makes perspiration

L'AMI FRIC

odorless

Paris. April 30.

Briquet,

th^^^^ta,

the

former collaborator

bT^/an? JSE&t"^

and J?
William Morris have announced Moulin de la Chanson, which Is
silver
a
donate
each
Montmartre way.
will
that they
"L'Ami Frlc
trophy, and Harry H. Buxbaum an- contains scenes reminiscent of the
Ben Bernle was put In charge of nounced that he would contribute productions of Rip and Briquet, but
the
"super"
orchestras,
Joseph two dozen Silver King golf balls for is stuffed full of smart new dope,
th
event " of th « da y
Weber of pit orchestras and Ralph the same purpose.
\.
*k
i*."
J
M
Long of other trades affiliated with
Walter J. M^ore, chairman for the fc'in^a
p ^,c!aT scene otTe
the theatres, including stagehands printing committee of the theatrical gtate
carrIage (I
tne government
and housemen. Mr. Brady has also division, has obtained a contribu- being driven by a philosophical
taken It upon himself to enlist the tion from the Miner Lithographing coachman). Miles. Isldora, Myrienne
support of the Actors* Equity Asso- Company of all tbe printing for the and Tanlt-Zerga tell In flowing
elation, and Loney Haskell will com. benefits.
Ralph Trier is chairman verse the tendency of the theatre
plete arrangements for co-operation of a committee which Is to get out today towards an era of poetical
of the Jewish Theatrical Guild, of an elaborate souvenir program, and Prosperity while Carol gives us a
which >. u executive secretary, to secure advertisement.
«jj in
E. F. Albee is chairman of the com- programs, which will be sold
11
Lucy Vauthrin and Suzanne Feymltlee which is "booking" the sup- theatres where the benefits are held, rou, Germalne Derny and Rene P.
port of vaudeville.
Gus Edwards has been commis- Groffe sing nicely, discoursing with
Mr. Leblang has undertaken ne- sloned to recruit an army of stage real talent the ditties furnished by
I

I

I

I

Ritzy
To

del Iff bt

your smoke

Utfe—to nuafy

your rrsTlnp for "Maethlis tflffertat"—
IMrORTKs)
CIUARETTK8
famouj
brands from ill countrlei noted for Om

—

cigarette*.

I

A KNOWN DANCER

Ideal Importin

1SQO BroacJiDau ***

^

'AerekatlM*

^£\pJ&0e?Sw

Hall

president of th. Chee.. Cub. vo.unteered to rally the master 'spacegrabbers" of the theatrical field as
a special publicity corps.

for full
In giving

address, allow time for letter to
York and for cream to you.

Fresi

.

\

on Tour-

$1,500,000.

^rlety.

%

.

and was Instrumental in
negotiating the F. P. contract,
hence his claim for $150,000, based
on if 10 per cent computation of
a possible gross income by Fields
under his 5 -year agreement totaling
sibilities

J^^JEL

.

New York

pound can, sent prepaid.

LEARN DANCINQ

.

Walton alleges he was the first
to interest Fields in his picture pos-

^^^X ^^^?^

... ™

I

.

LUCILLE SAVOY

—

I

V

Qarden Pharmacy, or direct from

St..

i
|

I

'

Ton can get Lucille Savoy Cleansing
Cream at the following stores: Aator
Pharmacy. Bryant Pharmacy, Central Drug Store, Cumberland Pharmacy, If. Ducore, Gray s Drug Store,
La Fayette Theatre Pharmacy,
Make -Up Box, Vanltle Shop, Winter

W. 45th

|

*

cleansed.
Lucille Savoy's Cleansing; Cream la
the most refreshing 1 ever have used.

14*

,.

14.1

1

-

\'

•

|

|

wholeheartedness.
of
free
"*rvicea
their
&ive
Use me as an errand boy," he
pay for
importuned
National
Chairman charge. The union will also
of an orchestra at any
8ervlce
he
»
Brown.
"Anything, everything I ?
*
°
... „^
,
big concert among those to toe
00 „ .
f New
m
V
?>. after
Z nigh
f k! staged in the big benefit. The Ben
in
York
ciify night
wlll donate the
enterprls
and talk about this tragedy. 1 wil1
gervices of five orchestras and a
Join any committee, render service
lal orchestra of 40 men for the
and give money."
"Tl
m„„ Opera House
Wo„««
Metropolitan
proposed
Joseph Leblang. Charles P. DillDouglas Taussig of the
concert.
.
—
4
Ingham. Wlnthrop
Ames, Florenz Fqx Fi ,
has an
Corporfttion
Zlegfeld and Harry Frazee were apnounced that this organization will
pointed by Mr. Brady to serve as
provlde mo tion picture "trailers" to
members of Mr. Woods' committee be run ln aU the m0 vie houses in

.|

completely S
•

1

situation.

1

.

sire

my

fl

for $20,000 and ^volunteered to
head a committee to mobilize the
legitimate theatres for the contemplated all-theatre benefit.
Louis
Bernstein, music publisher, contrlbuted $5,000, and undertook personally to secure contributions from
other music publishing houses.
Louis Mann enlisted for service
"in
in me
the ranica
ranks" wun
with his
characternis cnaracteristic
thoroughgoing
"pep"
and

8AMUELS

^

For the re8t> tne
Jng 8tandlng out
tne same cor ki ng set of
gala
and Joe Leblang gave an- Creole "lookers," with Jean Starr,
other $1,000 In the name of Mrs. Abbie Mitchell, Freddie Washington,
Leblang. The Guild gave its full- Ellda Webb, Alma Smith (of the
est co-operation in talent, service chorus), Al Moore. Clarence Robin
George Jessel was son and Johnny Vigal scoring with
and money.
S
elected chairman of the Jewish The- SP
S^Mon has smartly produced and
atrical Committee of the United
mounted his revue.
Mr. Weldon,
Jewish campaign, and a
P eclal un uke the entertainers, Is a Caucommittee was also named to set a ca siun, and is coming into demand
quota for the effort of the organi- for revues, being said tb have signed
The
London production.
for a
zation.
The film industry and Its allied forthcoming "Great Temptations of
1926"
Weldon's
includes some of
trades have also organized a committee for the campaign, on the in- staJLln *;
ultra colored
For those preferring
l
vr„H„« Picture
*i .~ ~r
r>i„» (1 A Ownr\«r-i
*
of the Motion
Uiative
lght cluD> ln
t .. v «v». 1 ....v.i t ln a
entertalnmen
ers' Chamber of Commerce and the the^mrdtown section, this is the utFilm Club, led by Charles O'Reilly, most< i t Is a i so t he only type of
Mayor its kind now in the Times Square
president of the chamber.
The Plantation holds
Walker has accepted the honorary district.
11
chairmanship of this committee.
only
Ciro
retains the colored Le
8
The executive committee of the
Hoy Smith band and the Owl's
hft _ rrtLnt t>A nerl°
muslclan "
dusk
entertainment
departed with
y
v
t
orchestras
mission to all theatrical
unwelcome no
J

down

I apply LuSavoy Cleans-

.

After repeated failure* to serve
who dodged all process
Fields
emissaries around the F. P. Long
Island studios, a bonus was promised
the process server who essayed a
little
sleuthing
ln
discovering
Fields* address. At 5 a. m. as the
maid exited to take in the milk,
the bearer of the summons dodged
through tho portals and successfully presented his legal writ to the
comedian who waxed .unfunny at the

$1,000,

Tannen was first to ask to be
permitted to contribute $1,000 as
well as his services to the campaign
cause.
Al Woods wrote himself

When

^

\^^^ ^^^^^

:

Julius

cille

Francis Weldon has again clicked
wltn his e i a borate second edition
Alabam floor gnow> It 1b
of
.... a ...
...
holdover cast with the
virtually
*
principal exception of George Mc
Clellan, new dusky comic succeed
ing Johnny Hudglrta

.

We

Cream

AM

PI
IIR H**±*>*W
ALAR
tLUD

Theatrical Guild, addressed in|
the 'wee simV hours," the only time
which the theatrical worker can call 1
his own, by National Chairman
Brown. Because of the late hour
which marks the close of the workm
.
_.i Jnir
ing day for the actor, the meeting,
which was held at the Bijou theatre,
began at 1 a. m., with about 1,600
members present. At this meeting
William Morris, president ol the
Guild, and Sam Bernard, second
contributed
each
vice-president,
ish

—

Cleansing

12, 1026

ft

lupse It whs the amusement indiiHJoining with
try that saved it.
Mr. Hoover in a night letter to every
ocean in which they were being theatrical man in the United States,
had
called upon to help, holding up to we roused the profession.
them the scenes he had witnessed men out in the streets in every city
with his own eyes.
from coast to coast, from the lakes
"I saw the conditions which ^fr. to the gulf.
Every theatre threw
Brown has been describing to you wide open its doors, and we stirred
here and to the workers in every the entire American people to repart of the country," Mr. Brady said, spond to the Hoover appeal.
"and he hasn't told a tenth part of
"What we did then nationally we
the story. It's such a vast tragedy stand prepared to do now in this
that not even the combined talents city. Everything, every form of enof the many gifted men in our in- tertainment that caters to the peodustry could succeed in putting the ple of New York, every legitimate
the
houses,
it
in theatre,
opera
whole story across.
I saw
tho
Austria, in Czecho-Slovakia, in Ger- vaudeville theatres, the moving picmany, in Hungary. I saw it every- ture theatres, baseball, pugilism
where in Europe.
every person In th Industry, per"The world war has had varied formers, managers, producers, press
effects
on different people," he agents, musicians, stagehands all
pointed out. "The Irish have been will be drawn into this campaign,
lucky enough to set themselves right and we will rouse New York as it
with the world as a consequence of was never roused before. This is a
the war. Many other peoples have Just cause, this is a righteous cause.
profited from the war and what has It is a cause that must elicit a refollowed. The Jews of central and sponse from Jew, Catholic, Proteseastern Europe are the only people tant, from everybody, and we of the
in the world who have not profited, theatre industry for it to a man."
who have paid the price for the war
Complete Co-operation
and the conditions that it has
Mr. Brady's pledge of the combrought about.
plete co-operation of the theatrical
"The theatrical industry has been industry was met not only with
in many drives since 1914.
were cheers from the assembly, but with
in the great Hoover drive in 1922, an unexpected outpouring of numand when it seemed that this great bers of very substantial real tokens
campaign was on the verge of col- of actual and Immediate will to help,

Revel in Using This

May

hlmself ready to put on, rehearse low chairmen art) of the opinion rip-roaring melodramatic enteruin
ment.
and direct a great children's carni- that $200,000 la a conservative eaNot in any sense a big show f by
val for the benefit of the campaign, timate of what should be raised
metropolitan purposes, it is Wulk«l
the benefit.
Contributions
Whiteside stuff, giving that sif
The contributions which navel Up to the last rally of the cam soned and unctuous actor a chanrl
come from numbers of these men palgn workers this week the the to trot out all his histrionic equin
to the campaign fund In the last atrlcal division had raised $472,000, ment and will satisfy everyone who
two weeks of the drive have fully carrying them $50,00,0 "over the top" Is willing to take melodrama on it*
matched In generosity their pledges of their originally assumed quota of own.
Mr. Whiteside has the assistance
Lee Shubert $420,000.
of personal service.
Sydney Shields as his leadini
The honor roll of givers to the of
has" contributed $60,000 and Carl
lady, oLjo a very good cast of standLaemmle $10,000, to be repeated for theatrical division fund will be pub- ard performers.
William Klein, legal lished in another issue,
The show has certain picture
three years.
malting possibilities, although it has
advisor of. the Shubert enterprises,
been done before. There is action
sent a pledge for $6,000 to Mr.
throughout, with a chance of a fat.
Leblang Just before sailing for a
sheik role.
]j a ^
trip abroad. Jacob Wilk contributed
(Continued from page 51)
$1,000, Gus Kdwards. $500, and John
Zanft, $5,000, with an additional!
The Godfrey revue is titled "Vapledge of $1,000 made in honor of rleties of 192fi." It fulfills the title
FIELDS'
suggestion.
Plus the hot Fowler
$3,000,
gave
Al Jolson
his mother.
band, it's good value the show
and Eddie Cantor $1,500.
ull for dinner
presented ta
(Continued from page 1)
A unique episode of this activity bjlng
wel1 ** af ter theatre
to serve Fields ln the breach of con.
in the theatrical Held was a recent
Jew
the
of
meeting
tract
suit.
morning
early

(Continued from page 12)
visualize the wide-spread tragedy
Jewish suffering across the
of

I
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Acta
States

RestlsM S«t

Clau
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FOR MODERN
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gotlations with Actors' Fidelity, and flappers to sell programs, as well a.^ versatile and^ oft Ironical pen of
It
Is
an excellent
Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor, George as flowers, candy, and souvenirs on the author.
He has already se- Parisian cabaret show for local conJessel, David Belasco. Louis Mann, thls occasion.
sumption.
KendretOk
Jullus Tannen, J. J. Shubert, Lee cured Promises from several dozen
Stretching end
Shubert and William Morris are a stage bcautIes through the co-opLimbering Exercise*
speciai committee to invite the co- eratIon of Miss Helen Gllligan of the
"
Flavla" company,
14S-14S West 434 St operation of artists of the legitimate
NEW YORK
stage. Gus Edwards has announced
8unday f Oct. 17
(Continued from page 45)
Phone Bryant SV4A
Sunday, ok. 17, has now been set The Studebaker ordinarily
has a
as the tentative date for the huge '116,000 stop. That would be pretty
benefit evening;.
This was done stiff for "The Arabian/' but Frank
is
after lengthy deliberation by the Oazzolo
reasonable on these
committee, to avoid any possible points, and undoubtedly has lowered
the terms to give the show a break.
obstructing
effects
of
warm
weathship seeommodstlons arranged on all Lines at Mala Office Prlees.
The production is good and the
er or closing' of theatres, which
Bonis are going very fall; arrange early
plot, while obviously long in advance
would be a factor at the present
foreign Money bought and sold. Liberty Bonds boaght and sold.
of
the actual action, is adequate
.
.
,_.
r
season.
Mr. Leblang
andM his fel- enough in providing an evening of
PAUL TATJ8IG * SON, 104 East 14th St.. New York
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Never Knew How Wonderful You Were
Mosfc br
(Tm I L Qst you Wonderful One)
DOROTHY TERRISS
JOE BURKE
FOX- TROT BALLAD
_
I
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Chapman

the single woman member as an
understander for several two high
Quaxtor filled main floor which in- tricks and the head spin of one of the
small tumbler; were the outstandterrolttcrit showers forced to shelter
within tho Broadway Palace to ing applause grabbers among a rougreet the second "Association" unit tine of better than average acroto come over the "Death Trail" with batics,
Alfred LatelU next to shut, regabout a GO-50 bill of approval for
istered his canine impersonation,
the lay-out from th«* rain dodgers.
Venice of America Band, with 19 due to neat story tie-up of an Inrailroad fares involved, as a feature, genue doing a Mary Jane kid and
the time lost getting to this four-a- the talk and song lyrics carrying
day mukes one wonder if this isn't out its simple kid and dog playan example of the old gag. getting mate theme. La t ell's pipe smoking
paid off in scenery"? That seems sequence with the sick pup after
as good a guess as any in answer effects proved a gem of pantomimic
to the collective grouch spirit whicn comedy and animal impersonation.
The Klnogram News, short compervaded during the "tooting" of
this wind aggregation. Lulgl Cas- edy and the premiere of Larry Se"Stop, Look and Listen"
telluccl, directing, labored Mightily mon's
to instill something other than un- make up the balance of this smallWolf.
inspired windjamming from his 18 time State-Laker.
railroad fares, with only slight response from the tourists on the
The less said In defense of the
"tooting"' of a sweet arrangement of Orpheum bill last week, the better.
"Roses of Picardy" and the finish There were three acts with some
number, "Dance of the Wooden Sol- aughs, and with the exception of
diers."
The rain dodgers let them Clark and McCullough, the closer,
go with a single curtain.
topped them all. With bad business
Murphy and Bradley opened with Monday evening and the flrst-nlghtas poor an exhibition of terpsichore ers inclined to gather in the lobby
as one could imagine. Not a re- during the show and lament the dedeeming feature among several an- cline of vaudeville, things did not
nounced attempts at various styles seem so bright and cheerful, In
of pedal work.
spite of the gold leaf and turkey
Edmond Mulcahy, Irish baritone, red decorations. Some very choice
in the deuce spot, gave the show seats could have been obtained at
real momentum, clicking with four the box office up to the time it

The dampness

reflected

seemed

of outdoors

the deportment of the

in

numbers and a well-earned

voice

"pop" encore.
Billy

stage

Miller

and

in

Co.,

a

full

show

started the

closed.

The show opened with the Trado
Twins doing some nice dancing, but

failing to put it over because they
laughing way. A cut to did not project their personalities
meat divorce lawyer fixer farce re- across the red, white .and blues.
plete with "nifties" and a capable 3ood teamwork can be attributed to
man and woman support help him them.
register.
"Radiology," the dummy receiving
Lang and Volk followed the Mil- set, was In deuce spot. There was
ler laughs with a two-man "straight a touch of amateurishness to Arnand wop" hodge-podge, letting the old Bayley's dialog, although the
works sag with their sorry attempt act has been playing long enough
to collect giggles with an unfunny 'or him to repeat cues backward.
mess of talk. Just managing to Nelson Valjean, if he was the man
make a getaway on the fair har- n the radio set, gave a good voice
performance.
mony of a pop song finish.
Stan Stanley had seats in the
Six Lelands picked It up with an
agile display of fast tumbling head front row to talk from (because of
ani hanrl balancing. The work of the dearth of customers) and anoff

office

on

set,

its

-
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swered right back at M. Qraham who
laughs at Stanley's gags on the

Julia Keller, the girl, who
in the audience and on
the stage, was pleasing, having a
voice like the girl next door, as it
seemed familiar to a lot of people present.
Daisy and Violet Hilton, held over
the second week, did not go as well
as the week before. Their 15 minutes were devoted to the introductory talk by Edna Archer Craw-

stage.

works both

sax duet and a dance with
They sang one
number but were drowned out by
the orchestra and did not register
This ended
past the third row.

ford,

the Trado Twins.

A Real Sewing
Has been used

for years

Keep your wardrobe

in

repair while on the road.
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Company's Executive
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Three acres of studio buildlnrs
on
Sunset boulevard, includina
three stages, workshops and dress,
ing rooms, formerly belonging
to
small Independent companies, were
purchased by the California StudiosInc.
E. R. Hickson, formerly »
technical director, la general
ager.

man.

™«<*

.

"ESS

Dustin Farnum will go into vaude,
with "The Littlest Rebel." Wil.
11am Farnum, his brother, who ap*
Charles and Fred Mallard, vaude- pea red in the
The bill, as a whole, was far from
sketch at benefits
ville,
have been signed to appear locally, will remain
hitting the usual standard of OrIn town with
as stage entertainers in "The Flame Al
Ung.
pheum vaudeville.
Cunningham playing his role.
of the Yukon" for Metropolitan
plcture "
Jean Hersholt will play the title
Pantages last week only needed
rolo of Victor Hugo's "The
the raspy voiced "Barker" slapRosa Rosanova, character actress, Who Laughs" for Universal. Man
ping the side of the pay box, belTho
lowing a "come-on opening" to com has been booked by Edwin Hitch- picture will be made in France, with
plete "transforming the house front cock to play her one-act sketch Mary
Phllbin mentioned as tho
into a well conceived picture of al' 'The Shock," at the Criterion (pic- feminine lead.
circus main gate. With canvas tent tures) tho week of May 15.
side-walling and a cut-out entrance
It is understood Universal Is en.
deavorlng to buy the Criterion, one
masking the lobby, the transformed
Burglars broke into the box office of the West Coast chain of
foyer carried the title "Main Enhouses
trance to Pantages' Big Indoor Cir- of the Manchester, one of the West in downtown Los Angeles.
Tho
Coast Theatres, early Sunday morn- Criterion seats 1,600. It is
cub."
Jointly
took
in
receipts,
$800
Mechanical stuffed bears, animal
owned by West Coast, Inc., and
cages and the usual circus billing
Marcus Loew. West Coast
a
Sydney Reynolds has taken Betty 22-year lease "on the house, has
of the feature acts helped to estabwhich
a Gallagher's place in "Patsy," at the is now playing first run pictures
ish the big-top accoutrement
Mason.
Miss
Reynolds
came
here
first show mob which packed the
at 25-35.
house to Are law limit greeted this from New York when Miss Gal
novel change in local amusement lagher joined "Nancy/* the Tom
Walter C. Dana, former husband
'are and noisily voiced its approval VVllkea musical now in rehearsal,
of Mrs. Lois Dana Gibson, mother
of the Wlrth & Hamid lay-out of,
of Muriel Frances Dana, child film
sawdust entertainment Stage was I Spottlswoode Aitken, C. William actress; Harry K. Gibson, another
dressed in canopied canvas with Booth, Fred Sherman, Herbert Shel
ex-husband; Francis V. Hall. Mrs.
canvas circus borders masking ley. K. Louise Hathaway, Martha Dana's father^ and L. J. Ball, her
louse stuff, a saw-dust banked Gibbs, Monda Lee, Myrtle Selwyn, brother, were fined $50 apiece by
single ring occupied tho full stage Harry King, Harry Glazier, George Judge
Pope after they pleaded
and lay-out of mechanical trap- Chapman and James Malone were guilty of disturbing the peace.
pings were rigged in real circus in "The Ape" (Adam Hull Shirk),
The action was brought into court
order. The house staff missed the which opened Sunday at the Bur
on the complaint of Mrs. Gibson,
one bet of allowing tho old circus bank (Calif.) Tent Theatre.
C who said men broke into her homo
butcher to peddle the usual pink William Booth directed. The play and attempted to take the child
emonade and tho double- jointed was first tried out at the Holly from her.
umbo peanuts to make the indoors wood Tent Theatre and has been re
written.
big-top illusion perfect
Wlrth & Hamld have given the
ay-out about the personnel of al Florence Doblnson's "The Sin of
sayssmall single ring outfit with about David," with Mary Alpaugh, Noel
Dear Jim .Madison: Am sending
Leslie and Frank Dawson, opens
the same animal stock.
today
for
MADISON'S
BUDGET
May
17
at
entertainment
spethe
Gamut
The burden of
Club,
No. 19. I still maintain you sell
c laities Beems shouldered by the
more bright humor for one do!
The "Mission Play" at San CaMorrclll Troupe with four memlar than any man in tho world.
closes
the present season
bers. The middle of the show hold- brlel
The special material you wrote
ing the featured Milvani and her re- May 17.
me for $500 I wouldn't sell for a
markably schooled elephant and the
thousand.
hip-hip-hurrah finish intrusted tol The Marcal, new house seating
Hodglna 1,500, owned by the Hollywood The
troupe,
the
equestrian
Address communications to
Family, featuring the comedy rid- atres, Inc., opened May 14 on Hollywood boulevard near Gower street
ing Joe Hodglna.
644 Market St, San Francisco
The four Morrellls first showed
Telephone Franklin 422
The Sun, neighborhood picture
with a single trampolin number
with specialty clicking on the fea- house at Pico and Georgia, was sold
tured trick, 40 somersaults in 40 by the Pacific Coast Theatres to H.
seconds, which had a nice buildup E. Swan, a member of Swan and
of the ringmaster counting the rev- Fisher, who own the Palace and
olutions. The two girls of the troupe Adams, also neighborhood houses
ror AU Art lata to Bat at
followed with an aerial routine of
Arthur
Lubln,
Donald
Crisp,
iron Jaw work with the "Curzon
Sisters" butterfly giant swing reg- Maude Fulton, Fay Wright Lloyd
Belle
Mitchell,
istering for a good applause finish. Corrlgan,
Marie
724 8. Hill 8t, Los Angeles
The foursome's weakest number Walcamp and Walter Long will ap- Between Pantages and Hill St. Theatres
was a most ordinary tight wire se- pear in "Plots and Playwrights" at
Bub by Carl and Lillian Mailer
quence and topping their diversified the Writers' Club on May 21-22.
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MULLER'S COFFEE SHOP
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THE OLD-TIME HOOP ROLLERS
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The Carthay Circle, new picture
house between Beverly Hills and
Los Angeles, will open May 18 with
a two-a-day policy.
"The Volga
Boatman" will be the first picture,

Office

Sixth Floor

FOURTH AVENUE

19 percent discount to the profession

The Knickerbocker

Apts.
CLOSE TO ALL THEATRES

Alexander Oumansky, local balSingle Apta., 9 It. 60, accom. S people
master, will train an American
Single Apta., $14. BO, accom. I people
a Pacific coast tour, leav
Double Apta.. $17.50, and up
ing Los Angeles about Sept 1.
Telephone Serrlce and Hot Water at Afl

let

ballet for
|

Honrs

Carl Laemmle will build an office
[building instead of a theatre on his

I

821 8outh Hope, Los Angeles
GBAYCK B. BATTLES, Ms**

folks.

nicely schooled Arabian stal
several ordinary dogs, monkey
pony numbers and a football

kicking pony were sandwiched in
between the Morrelli specialties. The
comedy assignment seemed handled
by the work crew with crude slapstick methods, yet even those collected a fair quota of giggles. Outstanding '«s a laugh-getter was a
mechanical riding device with sev-

Joe Hodglna rang up a total of
laughs with his clown riding during
the Hoilgina closing number.
The
individual work of the four riders
collecting on each single specialty
and the quartet finish brought down
the asbestos to about as concerted
applause as this house has listened
to this season, also bringing to a
close a novel switch in amusement
that has all the marks of ringing
up a total at the box office which
will far surpass the season record.
Walt.

SYMPATHY

for young
actors (playing rich
society parts on small sal-

aries)

korpcr;
Bill
White,
comedian;
Charles
Thurston,
prompter;
Charles A. Stevenson, vice-president; Frank Norcross, stage man-

our specialty.

see the very
clothes we
have in this comfortable
our
enjoy
and
store
humane scale of prices.

good-looking

Troopers Club, an organization
of performers who have
been on the stage for 35 years or
longer, staged a ladies' night at tho
Writers' Club, Hollywood.
Officers
of the club nre Thomas Nawn, first
old man; Hugh Saxon, second old
man; Monte Collins, financial secrotary; Fred Gamble, stage doar-

is

Come and

composed

at tho

432

i

horse.

by theatrical people.

On

I

the patrons settled back Into their
Actual
construction
has been
seats and waited until the end. started on tho Lankershlm boule"Adaglo" was the title of the act, yard Playhouse, latest addition to
and a good one It was. The team is be operated by Hollywood Theatres,
older and bigger than the usual
It wI11 seat x 132
couple playing an adagio act. Their
U
NoeI
LcB ^ e **s been engaged to
f»
" The Sln <* Dft^W."
over a^amt play the lead
Int
TnA
h«
whlch
Florence
Dobinaon will priSSntrol £o?h?r
and tue elow
duce ner* So1 Con « n wUI compose
finfiJ
Mfflcrit moves evoked
Interpretation for
much ap^laus^" Luc^Tas

eral
"plants"
collecting
"belly"
laughs on their grotesque efforts to
stay aboard the broad-back ring

Machine

FOR SALE

Maw tha free use of Variety's
Office for Information.
Moll
addressed oaro Variety, Chapman
Bid*, Loo Angola*. It will bo hold subject
to oall or forwardod, or advortiood In Varioty'o Lottor List
may bo

Heiager; Edward H. Kimball, chap- Hollywood boulevard and
instead, came next to closing.
Vina
was not strong enough to hold the Iain; Palmer Morrison, call boy, and street property. Tho structure will
Al W. Freemont, heavy man.
bo three stories high and will com
spot.
around $500,000.
One glance at Lucas and Inoa and

Clark and McCullough played two
"The Senators" in one with
Olga Krolow and "The Bath Between" in full stage' with Miss Drolow, Bunny Moorehead, T. Perry
Higgins, Elwood Grey and Irving
Rose.
The comedy was fast and specialties was the stick-out thrill
original, as far as this part of the of the la^-out, a head slide on a
country was concerned. They scored tight wire stretched from the balthe hit of the evening, more so be
cony to stage by one of the boys. A
cause there was no competition on seemingly
specialty
hazardous
the bill.
which "wowed" the packed gatherBob La Salle, with a trick voice ing.
that did not sound any too good
The pachyderm feature, Mllvani's
on the high notes, was scheduled 6, 500-pound behemoth, flashed a fine
for the second spot on the bill, and routine, including dance steps. The
well held sit-down of this three and
a half ton animal and the laydown
on the body of its female trainer
bringing plenty of gasps from the

skits,

Portable

Price $12.50

1MM

|

first half.
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SAN FRANCISCO

her first visit to the States. She
to a sister of John Fuller, governing director. Fuller chain of theaBy WALTER A* RIVERS
Edward Lynch, leading man "The tres and the Hugh J. Ward theat-

Twelfth Street the- rical circuit.
atre Oakland (Cal.). waa married
Walter Chenoweth, who came to
Amjtt week to Vic la Weiss, non- proby Police the Casino from the President to
visional, Syracuse, N.
manage It for Henry Duffy, returns
fudge Tyrell in Oakland.
Oorllla," at the

Young and Joe Wast have

VARIETY BUREAU
WASHINGTON, D. C.
tit

'

The Argonne

(1629 Columbia Road)
Telephone Columbia 4630

left

Both burlesque houses, the Gayety
and Empress, will close for the
summer In two weeks. The Gayety
resumes Its summer picture policy
with daily changes at a 10c top.

to his old Job.

May 17 starts "Firemen's Relief
Samuel H. Levin added another
Fund Week" at the Davidson with
By HARDIE MEAKIN
neighborhood picture house to his
"Stronger
Eddie
Than Lore" and Nance
Peabody,
former
leader
of
Be esc o Dark.
chain In the "Harding,'* opening the Granada orchestra, has been
O'Neil us guest star.
National— "Thank U"; next, "The
Jiay 1. Ben Black is musical di- succeeded by Don Wilkins, banjoist.
Warning" (etock).
rector.
and former member of the orches- Last
Poll
-Dark.
N. Y.
tra.
Peabody has gone to Los AnPresident— Dark.
Clay M. Greene, 76, has just fin- geles to take charge of the MetroBy HENRY RETONDA
Werdman Park "Some Baby"
ished VThe Weaver," which is to politan orchestra.
Capitol
"Easy
14-15
In the reCome, Easy Go,'
(final stock week).
be staged May

—

I

ALBANY,
—

—

—
—
—

stock.
Keith's Straight vaudeville.
modeled theatre of the University of
Twice in the last two months Miss
Strand— "The Untamed Lady."
Earfe Pop vaudeville pictures.
^anta Clara (Cal.) as a feature
Reno'va (RcrtofT 'Wid Reifuvu) Iras
Ltlaeid— "ThjQ. Devil's Circus."
Strand— Second run ntcvnres.
of the 76th anniversary of the colsuffered
misfortune
while
dancing
Clinton
Square— "The Skyrocket.'
Gayety— Dark (Columbia).
lege.
at the Warneld theatre. Last week,
Albany "The Crown of Lies."
Mutual "The Johnstown Flood"
Procter'* Grand VauJc and pi?
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer exchange in Fanchon and Marco's "Russian (film).
tures.
officials from all points west of Chi- Ideas," Miss Ren on* fractured a bone
Pictures
Columbia "The Blind Goddess";
cago hold a convention here May in her foot and the act forced to
cancel.
The Rialto theatre at Schenecnext, "A Social Celebrity."
17 and 18.
Metropolitan "Mile. Modiste" and tady. N. Y., has changed hands and
Ethel Moar, only woman designer
Hal Reed, after two weeks as Gene Austin: next. "Old Loves and is now under the management of
A. Diets.
of costumes for Australian theatres, press agent, Pontages theatre, is New," and Rudy Wledocft.
Palace— "Let's
reached San Francisco last week on out.
Get
Married";
The Little Theatre Dramatic Asnext. "Wet Paint."
Rialto— 'The Still Alarm" and sociation has been organized at
"Patsy," at the Mason. Los AnCohoes,
N. Y., with Harry W.
geles, has been booked at the Cur- Guldo CIccolini, Gilbert and Wimp.
Beattis as president.
ran here May 17 for an indefinite
A Stein's Make-Up Product engagement.
The historic Hotel Shoreham.
Jack O'Brien, moving picture
closing May 16, has always been
Louis Bennison will star In popular with professionals, but re- star, Is in Albany to direct the
Times- Union" Motion Picture Op"Badges," a detective comedy by cently was forced into the receiver's
Max Marcin, which Henry Duffy hands. Sidney Seldenman, musi- portunity Contest. Ho Is seeking
has scheduled to follow his "Honey cal director at the hotel, goes to the local talent for a drama which he
Girl" at the Alcazar. Bennison will new Mayflower with Spencer Tup- is to film In Albany, N. Y.
play the same part he created in man's orchestra.
New $1,250,000 theatre being conNew York and the piece will run
The Strand, dark a week, follow- structed at Schenectady, N. Y., b>
indefinitely.
Duffy had first Inis made in nineteen shades and
F.
F. Proctor, will be ready Sept. 1,
tended to put on "The Poor Nut" ing the closing of the Loew vaudeIs sure to adhere to the skin
with himself featured after "Honey ville season, has reopened ^ ith sec- It was announced.
Girl" closed, but decided to delay ond run pictures.
this production because of a lack of
Half-pound tin 50 cents
The local contingent going to
type characters necessary, in his
By WILL R. HUGHES
judgment, to put it over right. His California for the M. P. T. O. A.
"Naughty
Shubert
Cinderella"
present plans .are to have "The Poor convention includes Mr. and Mrs. A.
Sold everywhere, or sent preJulian Brylawskl, Emanual Rtutz. (Irene Bordonl).
Nut" succeed* Badges."
Globe
Stock
William
(Loie
Bridges)
-picWilliam
"Doc"
Piatt and
paid upon receipt of price
tures.
Taeko Mizutani, Japanese film Herbst.
Mainstreet
Vaudeville-"Partners
She
star, is visiting Hollywood.
The formal opening of Crandall's Again."
comes as a delegate of an Osaka
Liberty— "Wages for Wives"newspaper. Miss Mizutani remains new Colony Saturday night last
STEIN
CO.
until June and is accompanied by brings this chain, which was re- "Among Us Again."
Stanley
Royal— "Sea Horses."
the
cently
merged
with
her brother, Chikush Mizutani. Japcompany, up to an even dozen ir.
430 Broome Street, Hew Tork
anese film producer.
The Shubert closes Its season with
Washington. The new theatre is
located at Georgia avenue and Far- 'Naughty Cinderella."
Billy Rusk is still business agent
ragut street, N. W.; seating capacof the San Francisco stagehands'
Loie Bridge and Company at
ity, 1,600.
fight
stiff
him
a
cost
union, but it
the Globe have the record for long
to maintain the job that has been
Gene
Austin, Victor artist, in for engagements. Her first stay, at the
recent
a
years.
At
his for many
a week at the Metropilitan, Is be- Empress, lasted 87 weeks. The n»'Xt
election an opposition -ticket was
ing held over. Austin went over big was the Garden run of 37 weekfi.
formed and Rusk only won out by here.
The Globe engagement has gone 46
Mall jrour order now for Christmas
the narrow margin of some six or
cards delected hy the "Sunshine Olrl"
weeks and still goings

—

—

—

—

—

STEIN'S

ATLANTIC CITY

the

cast.

By VINCE
Apollo—"Judge's Husband."

8avoy— "Tempters."

Stanley— Prince of Pilsen."
Strand—"Cave Man."
'

— "Beautiful

Virginia

ure."

Sells-Floto circus for two -day
stand May 16-16, at the Airport
grounds. Sunday performance will
he benefit for the Betty Bacharch
Home for Crippled Children.

Graham Harris, from the Capitol, New York, has been guest conductor at Thft Stanley Tor past two
weeks, and will remain for current
week. Following he will be at local
Colonial.

THE MYSTERIOUS LIGHTS OF

LUMINOUS

Vade

'

Face Powder

KANSAS CITY
—

Cheat."

Colonial— "Behind the Fron t."
Capitol— "Rose of World."
City Square— Palaro of Pleas-

ki

Franca

WILL I1ELP TOUR ACT BARN TuU

MORE MONEY
$100.00

Per

Week and Mora

Yov

Kanlly Arf4*d to
Present Contract by L'»las "Radio**" la Your Act
Ciattan: Bay Oafy tfca Gaauiaa "RAD UNA"
I'Kd rarltwlr«|y fey the tttlUa Beraara.
CAttino da Pari*. atr. aad la tba U. & ay
XlrgMd Knlilaa. Ifutfc Boi
and ay

many

imt

»a»ii»«-rille

acta,

"RAOIANA" a

lata feanda, etc.

lavfalMa ta *» Matt, sat
flaw* ta 5 aatar*—raa. yaUaa>.
r«c*. araan aaa" arid.
Taa affaat aa 0*
aitdleata H ttarjlaa aad aryatartaua.
WrtU
(u for particular* and If you don't k
about our paint Ml aut Um touxa bc'ow
la taa

fa/*

it

,,

—

—

COSMETIC

Dorothea Antel's

Taa "RAOIANA**

CORPORATION.

41 Ua»M Saaara, Wart, Nav Yarfc. N. T.
Em-loaul ftmt (Montr Order)
(Chart) for
S3. 30 for whlrn pleat* Mad ma post paid Tear
"Spatial Oflar" Trial Smata Owttt fcai af
"Ratfiaaa" Laailaaut Palata la S different
colora. mlir«t rady for uaa, tnrtndfna: 2 rtala
valar Tatnl»li thinner, one amall mixing cub.

tmrt'a han- aulfl
Illuminated barkfTowid,

•*»«

brash,
all

aarapta*

and

complete with In

etrurtiona.

Nam*
tftrtwt

numbar

VR

Aula

City

11

ft)

Bedside Shoppe
<14

OlfU

more

ASSORTED FOR

tl.Ot)
at
popular

everybody

for

prlcaa.

Come and make your Mlectloas

Monte Blue, Irene Rich, Syd
Chaplin, Dolores Costello. Patsy
Ruth Miller and Louise Dresser

or

write for a boa* let.
If you read the "Variety" or other
maraalnee let me have yosr subscrip-

been engaged by Warner
Brothers to play in "Broken Hearts
an original by
Hollywood,"
of
Gregory Rogers to be directed by

have

'

tion.

Smilingly.

DOROTHEA ANTEL
tl«

West ltd St, How Tork

votes.

Millard

Clfty

Webb.

DENVER
—
Auditorium — Colonel
Mitchell, May
Colorado—"Oh, What a
Danhim — "Smilin*

Falrmount and Fairylands parks
open May 16. At the former free
acts will be offered, and the Fairy-

By A. DE BERNARRDI, JR.
America "Watch Your Wife."

land

William

Roy Mack

Opportunity to Sub-Lease

One

of America's Most

Beautiful Theatres

"Follies"

will

own,

I

to

THE PLAYHOUSE,

my

the most

beautiful and most distinctive theatre in Los Angeles.

The

present lease has three years to run, with an option for a
five-year extension.

—
Orpheum —Vaudeville.

a>

flippers of

Denver's two amusement park«.
Lakeside and Elitch Gardens, are
open for the summer. Lakeside Is
running Saturdays and Sundays,
but operates daily after June 1.
Elitch Gardens opened Saturday for

Florence Eldrldge returns to the
Gardens theatre as leading
woman when the house opens, Jun"
Frederic
March will be leading
12.
man, and the remaining members
are Beulah Bond!. Edward Butler,
Moffat Johnson, L'Estrange Millman, Earle Larrimore, Cora Witherand
Dumbrille
Douglas
spoon,
Marion Swayne; Melvin Burke, director. "The Swan" will be opening
play.

{W

THE PLAYHOUSE

Venetian

is

in

architecture

and

a capacity of 1,230 and is in perfect
condition.
It was finished and opened May 6, 1924, with
Doris Keane in "Romance," and among the famous stars and
decorations, has

plays that have graced the boards of

Pauline Frederick

in

THE PLAYHOUSE

are

"Spring Cleaning" and "The Lady,"

Peggy Wood and Trlxle Friganea in "The Clinging Vine."
H
Jane. Cowl In "Romeo and Juliet, Lionel Barrymore In "The
Copperhead" and such plays as "What Price Glory" which
ran for several weeks with grosses as high as $19,000.00 at
a top price of

The mythical "keys

CUEK-CWEK
You' 11 "love

Broadway Musical Comedy Co
last week when the troupe returned
Empress theatre for a special
the
to
summer mason. The "homecoming"
was staged at the
celebration
Empress the final night of the ManCity
hattan Musical Comedy Co.
presented Marion with the
keys to the city after appropriate

officials

speeches.

all that is rineet

and best

anywhere and enjoys the distinction of
Los Angeles more distinguished plays and
the last two years than any other theatre in

In the theatre

having given
players in

ISRAEL
—HERB
"Spooks" (stock).

Pabst—German stock.
Palace—Vaudeville.
Majestic

—Vaudeville.
Irish

to

CHARLE8

R.

MACLOON,

York City (Phone Beekman

65 Frankfort

8000).

lesque).

— Jack

La

(bur-

LOUIS O.

Cal.

binations.

Every modish woman finds checks
attractive, whether she cashes
them or wears them in a satiny
Chek-Chek slipper! Typically
Springlike and typically I. Miller!
Miller asks your indulgence for any dis-

comfort you are caused during alterations.

"

Bride

"Johnstown Flood."
Merrill— "Sandy."
Strand "The Lucky Lady.
Wisconsin "That's My Hai.y."

Garden

—

.MILLER

'

—

A dfeiKion
Milwaukee's

MACLOON

The CIRCLETTE:
Chek-Chek of
various color com-

Gang

Mont

in Circuit

Court ruling

building
has halted
height limit as
construction of two proposed theatres until the case can he carried
into the Supremo Court. Th*- present building limit is 120 feet.
250-foot
illegal

The Playhouse, Los Angeles,

'erri"!

In

Z.

Rose."

Empress— "Kuttln* Ropers"

I

me or
Street. New

you won't "leave

Miller—Vaudeville.

Garrick— "Abie's

A ham bra—
— "His Jazz

either direct to

but-

'

(burlesque).

(1 For terms and conditions apply

to

MILWAUKEE

Gayety

the West.

went

Manhattaniten
The
Evanston, Ind.

By
stands for

W

his

$2.50.

THE PLAYHOUSE

city"

to the

were turned over to Joe Marion and

Davidson

(1

New York

Broadway

Through"

(Wildes Players).
Empress "Tangles Sweeties"

the full dally season.

begin construction on a theatre of

wish to sub-lease

THEATRICAL OUTFIiiiJlS

Nurse."

Elitch

l| Asl am about

be

1580

Rialto— "The Bat"
State— "The Golden Cocoon."
Victory— "A Social Celebrity."

An

s

featured.

11.

Charles

La Mont

Fritcher has
Co. »t the Uay

Join*
iy.

*1

tin

1554 B DOADWAY
When

in

Los Angeles,

visit the 1.

Miller shop.

City

VARIETY

62

MELVIN

Grand— "The

J.

la maintaining its reputation of being the most tax-ridden
province in Canada,

WAHL

Outsider.."

8hubert— "Seventh Heaven."

—

Palace
Waters."

Vaudeville

-

Residents of Amherst, N.
"Forbidden subscribed to a fund aimed

— "Stolen Sweets."
Photoplay* — Lyric, "Three

to

By

guar-

antee against loss to the local fulr
association in operating a provincial
fair at Amherst in Scptqjnbcr. This
fair is the first to be held in Am-

Empress

Faces
Capitol,
"Mile.
Modiste";
Walnut, "The Runaway"; Strand, herst.
"The Auction Block"; Family, "For
Heavens Sake"; Boulevard, "How
The Francis Compton Pluyers,
Can They Do It?"
dramatic rep, now in tbe eastern
provinces, is a mixture of English
Ray Miller and orchestra doubled professionals and Canadian Little
from the Swiss Gardens to the radio, Theatre players. Six of the organiplaying at station WKRC,
zation were drafted from St. John,
N. R, r-nd, jrcojderlcton. N. B. Little
Stuart Walker, director Stuart Theatres. English members of' the
Walker stock (Grand), will produce organization are: Francis Compton.
"The male lead; Peggy Dundas, feminine
the following: playe here:
••Swan," "Polly Preferred," "Kismet." lend (Mrs. Compton); Herbert LesMany
"Peter Ibbetson" and "Too
lie, comedian; G. Gibson Gunn, charHusbands."
acter man; Bruce Broden, Juvenile;
Marie Hutton, character woman.
Ernest Glendlnning Is the new
leading man with the National PlayMajestic, Halifax, N. S., for many
succeeding Emmett years known as the Academy of
(stock),
ers
Vogan, who, with Edythe Lawrence Music, has been playing pictures,
of the same company, reunite as a although normally a legit house. J
vaudeville team.
F. O'Conncll, directing this house
East";

The Cox theatre will be dark during the summer. The National Players have leased the Shubert and
may return to the Cox about Labor
Day.

JOHN,

ST,

By W.

N. B.
McNULTY

Efforts are being made to have
the. sales of amusement tax and admission tickets made with one
movement at all theatres in New
Brunswick province. In some of
the theatres booths have been used
In selling the tax. Double movement
Ja complicated and exerts a tendency

toward

during

confusion

busy

periods.

In

New

On

Brunswick.

the tax

3c

is

25c. tickets

Instead of 2c

New

—

ing

May

MINNEAPOLIS
—
—

—

——

I
I

—

NEWARK,
—

|

—

—

I

—

—
—

—
—

I

I

.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA«

I

—

I

—

is a Cold Cream Powder, which
means that it has in it a small bit
of Cold Cream. This gives it a

It

make-up,
and for camera and movie uses.
There are six good shades, ranging from white to a deep, warm
brunette called Armand Flame.
Each has good color quality.
Mixed with water, it makes an excellent liquid Powder. Price $i .co.
for

it

I

—
—

remarkable, velvety-smooth texture and unusual sticking quality.

recommend

I

pion";

(12)

To

advertise it among theatrical people, for whom it has a very
special value, we will send free
samples on request. Simply write

Auditorium

May

1

with a combination

George Llpschultz, musical
tor

West coast

|

LOUIS

—

•

$160,000 Cabaret

(Continued from page 1)
Twin Oaks from Indications.
He gave K too much absent treatment because of the West 54th

street place,

it

was

Kckman,

said.

Following the first tap for $2,500
the "founders" were braced for another $1,000 later and capitulated,
but are said to have rebelled at a
third attempt for another thou.
The place Is said to have cost
over $100,000 to model, decorate and
Starting slowly at first it
developed something of a dinner
table d'hote trade but could not
pick up enough profitable supper

equip.

business.
to

At one time the Oaks appeared
have permitted Its credit to
Ofttlmes the kitchen was

falter.

full accord with the menu
card, other than during the table
d'hote hours.
la carte service
got to be a "go as we please" matter of ordering.

not in

A

Harrison Ford haa finished hie
F-P-L and has signed
new one with Metropolitan. Hie
first production will be "The Nervous Wreck,"

contract with

a

Edward McGee has been

signed
technical assistant for "Oft
Ironsides," which Jamea Cruse It
making for F.-P.-JU

as

— "The Blind Goddess"
Vaudeville.
Rialto — "Grass" — "3 Weeks In
Paris."
Capitol —Triple
change;
double
features.
Goodwin— "Mile. Modiste."
Miner's Empire— "Rarin* to Go"

The
Littlejohns

New

Creations

For iete
Rent em oer
Fa moo* LltUeJoha B h I a etoara eaa be
boaaiit only at

>*4

THE UTTLEJ0HNS

—

NEW

YORK
254 West 46th St.
ANYTHING IN RHINESTONES

(stock).

Instead of the usual vaudeville
Sunday, night
at
the
Shubert,
Schlesinger held over the San Carlo
Opera Company for one performance of "La Gioconda."
This Is
the first time since the present
management took hold that the
Shubert has played anything but

Sunday

Failure

at the

Branford

vaudeville

direc-

houses, will wield

baton at the new Broadway
*
opening about July 15.

the

Wed"—Rac-

"Early to

ing Romance."

Warning

policy.

"No, No. Nanette" Is slated for a
return to the Hcillg the latter part
of June, making the ihird appearance hore.

|

I

W

23.

The remodeled Pantages opens

June

1

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer con- discussed details of the new Publix
ventlon of eastern representatives theatre to be built here. The house
at the Hotel Statler this week, has will carry first runs, and John Murabout 400 delegates in attendance, ray Anderson presentations. It will
Louis B. Mayer arrived Monday and cost about $1,500,000.
was met by Are and police chiefs
and the acting mayor. Other company officials here are Felix Feist,
ST.
general
sales
manager;
Peter
Smith, studio
publicity;
W. F.
By LOU RUEBEL
Hodgers, sales manager; W. R. FerEmpress "Kempy" (Stock).
guson, George Hickey, Paul Berger,
Orpheum—
Samuel

——

"The Big Parade" road shows Is
here 'for a week at the MuniclnaJ

Majestic— "The 13th Chair" (McGarry Players).
Buffalo "Let's
Married"Get
runs.
Harry Carroll Revue.
Hip— "Sally of the Sawdust"-Art
Patio Beach season was started
Landry.
Lafayette "The Skyrocket" (Peg- this week when Griffen'a dance hall
opened. A new pier will replace the (Columbia).
gy Joyce in person).
one swept away in a storm.
Loew's "Skinner's Dress Suit."
Lyric—"Whirl of Girls."
Garden
"French Models" (MuOrpheum— Mamie Smith's Revue
tual).
Mtfyor John T. Alsop, Jr., has (colored tab).
returned from New York, where he
Palace
(Orange)
"The Last

IDEAL
FOR STAGE USE

We

two-a-day movie house until June
1, the Imperial having switched to
three shows a week. The Republic
also plays three a day. The Rialto
and Casino pack them In at 10c,
daily change houses, using second

1

BURTON

Suit*

Pantages Pan vaudeville.
Blue Mouse "The Sea Beast."

31.

-

DtirrAi r\
DUrrALU

COHEN

H.

Columbia— "Skinner's Dress

(second week).
tals $112,000. This includes only the
Majestic—"The Royle Girl" vsec
*
season orders of 2,500 subscribers,
(see,
as the box office sale of single seats ond week).
Peoples— "Desert Gold."
has not yet started.
"Eileen" Is
Rivoli "Brown of Harvard"
the first production this year, open-

NEW ENGLAND

By 8IDNEY

SAM

By

Liberty—"Mike."

sale of season tickets for the Municipal Opera now to-

I

ARMAND COLD
CREAM POWDER

12, 1926

PORTLAND, ORE.

The advance

The hurried withdrawal of "The
The Chorus of States at the Phil- .Skyrocket"
at the Grand Central readelphia Centennial will And Mary- cently was alibied by
a trailer anland represented by Hilda Hopkins nouncing the
personal appearance
Burke, soprano; Eugenia Karp Arnof Peggy Hopkins Joyce there soon.
old, contralto; John Wilbouro tenor,
f
and William Q. Horn, baritone. Mrs.
With the M%tual elooed th* Gar
Burke recently won the municipal rick,
St. Louis, will depend upon
vocal contest and Mr. Wllbourn is
Oscar
Dane's Liberty for Its sumon the staff of Baltimore's supermer
burlesque
faie.
Carrie Finpower radio station, WBAL.
nell Is featured there.
The local picture theatres, comAlderman Sam Wlmer has prebination house and the big time
vaudeville theatre, the Maryland, sented a bill to the board to tax
motion
picture theatres according
have gone on a rampage of back
page jazz ads in the dallies. This to receipts Instead of by the present
method
of assessing each house
week saw the high water mark
reached with practically all the $150 a year, regardless of size.
Wlmer
says
the city will make about
houses shooting with this expenfor many years, is also managing
sive, but direct, Appeal for patron- $00,000 more yearly with the new
the Strand, another legit house in age. Baltimore dallies play up the plan.
Halifax. The Strand has been playback page, featuring local news,
ing musical tab and dramatic rep making the limited two columns of
For some years the ads carry the highest rate, with the
companies.
Strand was a vaudeville house.
Baltimore "Sunday Sun" getting $1
Nathan Goodman, Boston real
a line, with the combination rate estate
dealer, has leased property
for all papers running well over $3
in Taunton, Mass., which he will
a line. Rigid regulations call for
(Jeanne light face and skeleton type with pass to a group of Fall River capi"Rain
Metropolitan
Eagels.
cuts barred. Reader attention de- talists for a theatre project.
8hubert— "The Wild Duck" (Bain pends solely upon the type layout
The New England Mark Strand
bridge Players).
and composition.
"Twin Beds" (McCall
Palace
Harry Van Hoven, the White- Corporation has leased the Capitol,
under
construction
in
Everett
Bridge Players).
hurst advertising manager, started
Vaudeville- lit when hooking up with this firm's square, Everett, Mass., and will
Henn*pin-Orpheum
open
it early in September.
pictures.
His
theatres.
chain
picture
of
Pantages Vaudeville-pictures.
originality
and Jazz composition
The Repertory Co. at the Academy
Qayoty "Steppln* High" (stock caused comment in the editorial
burlesque).
rooms and among the advertising of Music, Northampton, Mass., has
closed
and the house now plays picState "The First Year" -S las le & agencies with the general opinion
Blake.
existing it was a flash and Van tures.
Garrick— "The Desert Healer."
Hoven could not keep the ad copy
Mrs. Alice Karolian, 22, singer In
8tr«nd— "The Greater Glory."
coming through with enough variety
Worcester, Mass., film theatres, is
Lyrio "Memory Lane."
to standardize this form of adver
missing. Her husband believes she
Aster— "The Golden Princess."
tising.
However, Van Hoven developed left home to seek a stage career.
The McCall-Brldge Players (mu- the idea along unique lines until the
sical comedy tab) close their Palace ads became a matter of general
engagement May 22 and move to comment. Ad solicitors talked the
N. J.
Duluth for a summer season at the advantage the Whitehursts were
By C. R. AU6TIN
gaining, with the result the other
Lyric.
After a 14 weeks' Illness Beulah houses started buying the space
Shubert— "Blossom Time."
Hayes, leading woman, returned to when they had special features to
Broad— "The Enemy."
get across. Agency ad writers were
the cast last week.
Proctor's
Vaudeville
"The
called upon to furnish thje copy Nutcracker."
Representing the Theatre Man- along the same light Jazz lines, but
Loew'r8tate
Vaudeville
agcrs' Association, George Guise, today the Van Hoven ads are still "Money Talks."
manager of Pantages, appeared be- distinctive,
Newark
Vaudeville "Bachelor
Brides.
fore the city council and asked it to
take action to prohibit taxicabs from
Mosque
Vaudeville "Beverely
^irft^^wrii ** r*w
of Graustark."
monopolizing parking space in the
Fox's Terminal— (8) "The Shamvicinity of show houses.
Jacksonville will be without a rock Handicap— "The New Cham-

—

Despite the attempts of labor
bodies and theatrical people to have
the amusement tax reduced, an Increase has 'been placed into effect

BRAWBROOK

As a result of the miscarriage of
the recent Fox-Whitehurst Century
theatre negotiations, the film producer is in possession of a downtown office structure In this city.
The property is near the Century
theatro and was contracted for by
Fox when the theatre deal seemed
certain of consummation.

have

S.,

"Twelfth Night," Moliere'e "Don
Juan** and "Everyman." The Oarden's .season starts June IS.

BALTIMORE

Brunswick

CINCINNATI
By

May

Wednesday,

M

night.

INERS
MAKE UP

-Vaudeville.

™

The City, Irvington, haa Intro- Est- Henry C. Miner, Inc.
Louis—Vaude.— "The Unwrit- duced
stock burl»sque.
Law."
Grand Opera House
Vaude.
Audiences at the Buffalo last week
Proctor's
new policy of continuous
BE1
Armand, Dept. BC, Des Moines,
got a laugh out of the Fox News "The Danger Signal."
at 50c. top worked out pretty well
Liberty—Burlesque stock.
showing the Buffalo police rounding
giving name and address.
for the first week. It is understood
Shubert Rialto "The Big Pa- to
up a gang of desperate payroll banhave perturbed Adams of the
SETTINGS
Armand also offers 7 shades of Roup
dits.
Buffalo has had no less than rade" (2d week).
Newark (Pantages somewhat. He
FOR 8ELECT OCCASIONS
Missouri— "Oh, What a Nurse!" has
a dozen successful jobs with no
and 5 shades in Lipsticks,
had a rather profitable season
Loew's
8tate—
"Sandy."
j)inches. and the screen sight of the
and was planning to lift his price to
Kings and Rivoli
"Skinner's COc.
city's finest rounding up the deswhen Proctor's announced the
peradoes brought rounds of guffaws. Dress Suit."
Eatabllshed 1S90
Grand Central, West End, Lyric lower scale and queered his plan.
Absolutely Reliable Service
Hagenbeck- Wallace show plays and CaP'toL— "The G reater Glory."
"Blossom Time" is making Its
Dbs Moines
_~~
two dnys here, May 30-June 1. The
Analog!™ between the Eliza - fifth appearance at the Shubert
Ringling-Barnum circus comes June
otna " »*age an#Mhat of the Gar6, but the opposition squad has not P
Ringllng Brothers and Barnum &
den theatre were discussed last Bailey
yet struck town.
hero May 17 and 18 show on
week, in a talk before the ShakesKrelinghuysen avenue down below
peare
Tercentenary Society,
by Dreamland
Park and near ElizaAmerica's Leading
Thomas Wood Stevens, director of beth.
Theatrical Shoe House
the Goodman Memorial theatro of
Evarytalai la sire* aad «tai«
the Chicago Art Institute and diVictor's Band,, with Gertrude Van
Sptelal attfatUa ilvea to Individual
rector for the coming season at the
Deinse,
have been engaged at
(On Merrick Rd., Amityville, L. I.)
SEND FOB CATALOG,
Garden theatre here. The works Drenmland
Park, while Chikene's
233 West 42nd St., New York
to be produced this year at the GarClover
Boys
are
the
dancing
feature.
Opportunities for
Offers
den
are
'Midsummer
Night's
Dream.* "Taming of the Shrew,"
Jr.,

and

Frank

St.

Roehrenback.

ten

—

FOR RENT

—

STAGE
AMELIA GRAIN
PHILADELPHIA

—

ARMAND

|

.

,

_

,

.

BARNEY'S

Fred Stone's Famous Estate
Unusual
Both Investor and Homebuilder

'Thin Chin" was tho ffom of
It

for

Ills

perHOnal

property

1*

homw

Frefl Stone's real ostntp holding. 1T<» HHocted
after Inspecting numerous niton.
Now this b*»r>uflful
sold at VHTOKS I.OWKR
Into lots And

PUhdlvhlod

being;

INTERESTING FACTS
li
5 blocks from
250 f«et from fine
beach, bonllrg and

Property
station
I* tiling

md

Halitof-

51 minutes tn Prnn Station.
61 electric trains dully.
All property on high, solid

THAN

AND LESS UK.^IRABLK
An Investment now nhnuld surely DOUBLE
IN VALUE IN ONE YEAR.

STRICTLY UNION

NOW

t)«:lnK graded: sld^wnlks
helnc laid; gas. wat»*r and electricity
being Installed; no assessments later for
thes* IinprovomentH.

Street* arc

NOW

Taylor's Special
Professional

Wardrobe Trunk

Liberal allowance on your old trunk

SUNRISE SUBDIVISION CORP.

727 7th Ave.

ft

^
———

—

Phono, Jamaica 1040

—

Hank

of

Manhattan

JAMAICA,

Ttldg.

L.

I.

LT

Full 8ize

Positively the most attractive real estate
development near New York.
f round.
If you are seeking- a safe, profit -fissured
Kree Tlllc Policy from Title
Investment or an attractive homeslte In Ideal
ftii.trnntre A Trust Co.
surroundings, where values are certain to inTKRM9: 20* down; badcrease rapidly, nee and investigate this proponce, y*f
month.
orty.
If you cannot come, write TOPAY
——™—
now this very minute — for full Informal Ion.
Grand opening Saturday A Sunday, May 15-16. A Few GOOD Salesmen Wanted.

———

MADE

AD.TOIX1NU

PROPERTY.

$50.00
Write for

New Catalog™

TAYLOR'S
NEW YORK

U

B. Randolph

CHICAGO

St.

I
H

Eartmann, 9fhy*ih

&

Mendel Trunks

ALL MODELS— ALL SIZES ON HAND
AT GKEATLT REDUCED PRICES

AL80 1,000 U8ED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
WE DO REPAIRING.
WRITE FOR CATALOG.

SAMUEL NATHANS, Inc.
New

668 Seventh Avenue, between 40th and 41st Streets,
SOLE AGENT* FOR
TRFNK* TN THE
Phone*: Lonrarre 6107-90A4

RIM

York Cit*

EAST

e

May

Wedne«l«7.

VARIETY

1M6

18,

63

HOTELS FOR SHOW PEOPLE
ROOM WITH

SINGLE

HOTEL HUDSON
ALL NEWLY DECORATED
Up Single
Up Double
Cold WtUr and

• 8 and
$12 and
Hot and

BRYANT

rbeaet

TttS-tt

HOTEL FULTON
lUN the Heart of New fork)
8 and Up Singla

WE8T 46th 8TREET
CITY

MRU.

Phase t Laeka wanna $S*0-1

THE DUPLEX

LOJ.GACRE

riioaet

Honsekseplnff Famished Apartment*
130 Wee* 43rd Street. New York
LoAgacre 7132
Throe and four. rooms with bath, comModern In every partlcaCte kitchen.
Will accommodate four or more
adatta
'

CP WEEKLY

HOTEL ELK
NEW YORK

Tom

O
L

Marshall Geo

wn BothwaB
3asby N

Moran May

Sarseth Phyllis

Mortan Inea
Myers Virginia

McLaughlin J

HOTEL ANTHRACITE
Wire Raserratlona at Oar Expense

Reno Eddie
Roth Mary
Royce Mary

R

Swartx Goo
Thompnon Maybelle
Thornton E M
Thurston

Yard Dolly

Frank

1

Abraham

A

James

Oalllvan

O

Gershwin

Wagner James A

Bob

wish

Walton Fred

Harmon a 8ands

Warner Trlxlo
Warren Bobby

Jthlkawa

W.irren Walter J
Writer Jewell

Wiley Dave
Wllllnffham Jc
Wohlman Al

E Frank

Lawlcr

Leroy Al

a
Bam

Bnrnuff

Bevo

Mellnn Frank

B

Murray A La Vere

Munk Otto
Mack Frank

Djera Lilians
Davis Oeo K
Duval A Simons
Dslrarlne Baba

W

Newman

theatre, Seneca Falls, has leased the
property from Fred C. Fisher. Ross
A. McVoy's lease expires July 2.

Blanor Alfred

The capital stock is
The stockholders Dwight
Eldred, Earl G. Sponable and
Sherman Parker, all of Auburn.
ing" pictures.
$25,000.

B.

A L

Pasquall Bros
rierc<» A rotter
Pooley Harry

PITTSBURGH

Ryan Wally

Ted

Carry Al

8avoy Paul
Seabury Ralph
Stanley Chns
Rtelnbach Bruno

Stocker

Academy— "Ginger

Norman

W

Hardee F E
Hunter Grorgle

Sherman Dan

Hertz Lillian

Siggle

Boy Etai Look
Bogan & Stanley

Vlncrnt Byd

Al
Harcourt Palsy

Walters Ralph

Hammond
Huilt,ert

Gone

Bastings

Ed

London David
Leroy Pot

By H.

D.

Big

(2d

week).

Fey's— Top. vaude.
Victoria

— Pop.

vaud".
Temple (K. \.)-- Dark.
Eattman- "Irene" (film).
Piccadilly

— "Dance

"The Hip

ParanV'

.Tones

Exposition

jch a big business right from its
Jpenlng hero that Its second week
Was nssured. The Lyceum Players
«°ve in May 17 for the summer.

CHICEJEAIRO

loth

BU NSW

[Story

Flraproof (Formerly Joyce)

71 »t ST.

YOl

Mar.)

W.

05th Street
R'way)

NEW YORK
—

K™[ $12-50
Doable rooms and

room

i

suites

f*'

129 West 46th
started last week. The total cost of
both buildings will be around $15,-

in which Mayor Charles H. Kline
and other officials of the city par-

Carroll,

a former Pitts-

burgher, acted as chairman of the
ceremonies. Moving pictures of the
celebration were taken and are being shown at the Aldine as an added
attraction this week.

St., N. Y.

132 West 47th
Single

St.,

Doable by day from $3.50
Special Weekly Rates
BALLROOM BOOKING FOR NEIT
SEASON NOW OPEN

N. Y.

Rooms from $1,50

Stop at the

Double from $2.50

Capitol Apartments

8peeial 8pring and 8ummer
Rates to the Profession

N.
1-t

tre at Chlckasha, Okla., shortly. The
Emprens, West Tulna, Okla., has
been piirchancd by W. T. Fleming.
Ottice Sellers haw leased the H. L.
Skinner theatre, L-ofkesbury, Ark.
Louis Strlebor will erect a. new $45,-

Rob-

ert Sparks has bovn appointed manager for the four Dont theatres at
New theatres will be
Tyler, Tex.
Marlon Talley appears here June built at Raymondvllle and at Kast16, auspices of Maine Musical FestiThe It. & It. Theatre
land, T^x.
val.
EnterpriHes has purrhaHed the Lilly
The New
theatre, Palestone, Tex.
The Jefferson Players close their Queen theatre, A. and L. Miller,
eight months' stay here Saturday owners, has o]>«nr<l at Alice, Tex.
The summer season for the Play- L. M. UrMout 1ms leu.sod the Itlalto.
ers opens about July 17.
Deniaon, Tex.

HAL CRAM

Arthur Burke and Kenneth Hasformer students of Cony High
have gone into
vaudeville with a comedy skit.

school, Augusta, Me.,

Zona, dancer,

is

down two struc
downtown district, a

la

m psi

•

i

re

OKLAHOMA

(Joseph K. "W

By

T

S.

itMi.n),

GEORGE NOBLE

Mitchell has purchased the

The Trl*
Crystal, Lone Wolf, Okla
theatre was badly damaged by fire
Max
nt Sapulpa, Okla., last week.
P.rock and J. A. Massey open the
Klalto, Lawton, Okla., with pictures

Broadway

New York

at 62d 8t»

City

Apartment*), fall hotel

lesque May 23, with Jack Singer
producing. The company plays six
to eight weeks, with the principals
changing every other week.
"Hello" Jake Kit Ids will he the
principal comic at the Hturt. Others
Pirne;*,
prima
Althea
signed:
donna; Jark Rcddy, Krin Jackson
and J. Albei t Hldgeway, and chorus
of 12.

fluy Harrington I'Iivith return to
the Stone Opera Hou-»i May 24,
giving Hinghamton Hh s- eond stock
Lillian
The
season.
the
of
De.-mond IMayers recently cl<».,ed.
The Harrington Co. Includes .Jarnes
A.

I'.osheli,

Marguerite
director;
won.:in;
Kankln

leading

KleMs,

.ViM.'!'ield

and "VVnnd*

Mryta

and

lieilalrc.

Eckel

for

".Mo-.-.ls

"The

M- m"

ning Chance"

f.;o<H

Into

stork

is

lne;,l

ro-

campaigning

f»ho\vs.

Huh-

HM
,2d

Harvard- "Sandy."
Crescent - "Arizona Swrepst;»kcs."
"
Tl,< H<-a VRegent
8wan- "The rnliMi-y Stampede."

The Savoy

CI I'zenn,

organization,

ag^ins*. Sti.alay

W oiw'h'h

rwls."

half);
half).

The rvderalrd

r-

f"rm

Knot^teliM."
k;!
Strand

Inff

Empire — "Other

CITY

Cor.

i

\>U

an

of tearing

1

SYRACUSE, N. Y.
By CHESTER B. BAHN
Wieting — "Daneing Moth* r«"
(Frririk Wilfix). Htnck.
EsUin V
Ke.il
Savoy — "Thf

W.

Room

day and nlg'it
Ppwlal rates !• the profasslea
Rates $12.00 aad ap prr week
Phone Col. 4847

George Burgess opens a new thea-

000 theatre at Yorktown, Tex.

kell,

by day from $3.00

Single

HOTEL
PORTLAND

ticipated, as well as civic organisations.
The old Anderson Hotel, in

the theatre district, that has housed
thousands of actors and actresses
in its day, is being razed to make
way for the new Loew theatre. The
removal of the first brick from the
old hotel was done by Mayor Kline
after he had made an address and
turned the key of the city over to
Walter S. Caldwell, manager Loew's
Aldine.
Members of Harry Carroll's revue,
which was playing at the Aldine last
week, participated in the celebra-

headliner friends stop
here; you should* too.
Wo cater to the profession
and would be pleased to accommodate you.
First class in every particular,
but it costs little to stop here:

Room* from $1 J>0
Double from $2.50

The Loew interests started their
building program with a celebration

CITY

Your

Single

000.000.

Harry

NEW YORK

REMINGTON

71st 8t* New York
Phone Susquehanna 10261

West

Clartbge
AN ADDRESS YOU CAN BE
PROUD OF
Broadway at 44th Street

HOTEL

weekly
and ap

£142

Transients $1.64 Per Day

31

—

the center of transportatloa newly
decorated all modern conventencee
Rates: $12.00 and up per week

APT. HOTEL

operated by Maine-New
Theatre Co., Inc.

"Ginger Girls."
added feature.

$$54)

2-3 Rooms. Bath and Kitchenette;
Accommodate 3-6 Parsons
Complete Hotel Sorvies
Professional Ratee

'

tures in the
block away from each other, in
Bellinger theatre, Batavla, preparation for the erection of two
closed for several years, will be re- lan?e picture theatres, one by Loow's
°Pened with pictures and occasional and the other by Rowland & Clark,

The

Tth Ave,

(BEN

Fire burned out the Interior of tinEvery legitimate theatre In Pitts
wock.
burgh is now cloned with the excep- Colonial, August. Me., last circuit
one of n
tion of the Shubert-Pltt, with "The Th« theatre v.- as

Work

800 Eighth Are. (49tb SL)

Grencort Hotel

la

The Academy (Mutual) opened
summer stock Monday nlpht with
did

RUANO APARTMENTS

(N. B. Cor.

By

Dip Parade."

Madness.

(Lyceum"

J.

New York

220 Waat 50th 8treeL

SIDNEY
HOTEL
DWORETT,

Phone Bryant 6163-4-5

PORTLAND, ME.

The Minerva, one of the first to
be built In the Fifth avenue picture
row, closed last week to make room
for a big office structure. It played
second runs at a 20c. admission.

N. Y.

Parade"

—

park.

8ANDERSON

Lyceum— "The

—

8heridan Square— Vaudeville.
Harris Vaudeville.
Aldine— "Sandy."
Grand— "High Stoppers."
Cameo— "The Still Alarm."
Olympic— "That's My Baby."

opened the carnival season in Pittsburgh last Monday for two weeks'
stay at the old North Side basebull

Yates Bob

ROCHESTER,

burlesque).
Davis Vaudeville.

The Johnny

West Rosalie
Wright Geo M
Whit« Tinrre U
Wynno Ray
White Anita

Jones Dtlly

(9th week).
Girls" (stock

Pitt— "The Big Parade"

Rothcblld Irving

C

New York

tion.

By JAOX A. 8IMON3

Fowler Dolly
Frazcr Evelyn

W

4.

Pymm F A P

Kdouarde Emlle

Glfford

hit

Bailey

headquarters there, will make, sell
and exhibit "movie" films and "talk-

Frayne Jane
Florlta

A

A certificate of incorporation of
the Zoephone Picture, Inc., has been
The concern, with
filed at Auburn.

J's'phlne

Miller

manager Fisher

E. Jenner,

Rochester July

Lynch Frank
Lorraine Peggy

Cook Howard

the State, Oswego, from
Jacob Troy, and will manage it. He
has been in legit and picture business 39 years and once managed the
Strand, Brockport.
of

Rlngling-Barnum

CHICAGO OFFICE
Allyn Jane

Porter Wilson, many years edBrockport (N. Y) "Democrat,"
has purchased half interest in the

Henry

DOUBLE. $1240 UP

66 West 46th Street
of Sixth Avenae

Joseph J. Burns, Rochester, has
sub -leased Cayuga Lake Park (52
acres) with the park pavilion from
Matthew J. Hamlll, Seneca Falls.

lease

IN TIMES SQUARE

$10.00

SPECIAL RATES TO THE
PROFESSION

HOTEL DEAUVILLE

—

itor

Edw

Steppln

Mak Francis

8INGLE,

Oearteey—ClwdlBona--Ooaafort
The If oat Modern One aad Two Room
Apartments with Private Rath
aad All Nlgbt Service

suites.

J.

M

S&mueln

8TCPS FROM BROADWAY

Phone 8170 Circle

vaudeville. Harry Krelger, Batavla,
is one of the new owners.

Ray Houston
Ray more Katharine

U Ronnie
Frank

rane

45

LOWEST RATES

59

Parley Florenca

Ike D
Fields Billy

MANSFIELD HALL

mail

Palmer Bee

Itanos

HOTEL ALPINE
—

Headquarters for the Summer at

Extra Largo Rooms Adjohala* Bath For S reree aa, $1$.0S
Elevator—Showers Rann lag Water and Phono
AD Rooaaa Newly Decorated and Sofaralshod

SINGLE ROOMS $1.50
DOUBLE BOOMS $*.50

Under new mangament— Phone CoL 1400

Nana Charles

Ot Vere May
Baxter Juanlta J
Deyo Alice

Modern Improvements

914 to ft* weekly

Bam

Osmly

Crane Delta
Crawley Herbert

Make Your

PA.

PER WEEK
WITH BATH $14

two room

Hildona Court, 341 West 45th St., New York
Office in each building

office.

SCHNEIDER.

APARTMENTS

CITY

(Formerly Releenwebera)
PST Eighth Avcnvo, N. V. C4ty
Just One Block From Central Park
Newly renovated all rooms with prlvate hatha full hotel service—one and

Lloyd Beast
hee A Hi
ooks Fred

to

Apartments can be teen evening*

CARBONDALaE,

$11

Ted die

Lealle

communications

all

Principal

Convenient to All Transportatloa

LETTERS

UP MONTHLY

CHARLES TENENBAUM

FURNISHED

ISrd St. (Jast East of B'way)
All

ISSUE ONLY

Address

MRS. BAMBATi
MgT

NEW YORK

MURRAY APARTMENTS

When Sendlag- for MaD te
TARIETY, addreaa Mall Clerk.
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING •»
OIBCIXAR LETTERS WILL NOT
BE ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN

r.

West 46th Street S&60 Longacre.
Each apartment with private bath,

WEEKLY—

OOMPIJETE FOR HO U8EKEEP1NG.
CLEAN AND AJB1
323-325 West 43rd Street
CITY
Private) Batfc, S-*S Boeau. Catertaa ce> the) comfort aai eemeeaieaoo a>i
the profeaeloa..
STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC UtiHT
tlXtf UP

at Times Square. I rooms and bath.
Hotel serTloa. S28-1SI West 4Sd St..
Mew York.

Almond

OEO.

West 48th Street
3830 Long-acre

$18.00 UP
$70.00
The largest malntalner of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner
Located In the center of
the theatrical district All fireproof building a.

ApawtsaaaU, $8 Up.
P hoses i Chlak twins Sies-Slil

10t44 «*$*

IIS

HILDONA COURT
141-847

Fmrnlsheel

D CD XI J A
TLIt7
1 rlL DHt\ 1 II A.

HENRI COURT

61st Street

1-2-3-4-room apartments.
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

One Bleak Woof af Broadway
so

Btrlrtly rrofeesloaud.

ONE

at $28

HICKS, Managing Oiraetw

61 40 Circle

NOW UNDER NRW MANAOEMOEMT
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

i,

Prop.

A,

Between 46th sad 47th Streets
Oae, Two, Three. Few sad five

$lt.00

West

THE ADELAIDE

Water and Telephone.

V.

NEW YORK

Strwrt

Newly renovated and decorated 1. 2, t and 4 room furnished apartments;
private ahower baths; with and without kitchenette, also maid service
116.00 and up weekly.

Electric fiaa In eaeb rtoa.

Oppoalta N.

350
1RV1NGTQN MALL

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

h4 and Up Doubla
sowar Bat ha Hot and Cold

NEW YORK

Twin Beds

LORRAINE and GRANT HOTELS
HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
YAN DIS COURT
241247 Wilt 43d

264-268

PER DAY

$3.00

LEONARD

Id

WEST
NEW YORK CITY

102

AND

$2.00, $2.50

Chicago

Each Room.
44th STREET

TeUpboDs

BATH,

2 persons, $21.00 par week

Double

bur-

I'lerce and V. J. Urodock,
tins city, wiil operate Lit tie York
I'. irk
this nerison. h ;i -ing tho

W. M.
»,f

Lake

re.r.rt
from
a( -tion.

the

Coril.mJ

County

Ti

J. S. Lurnham, former lensee o£
opera
Ogdcnsburg
the
burned
house, plans to erect a new theatre

there.

VARIETY

W«4n«d«y, Ma7

ax:
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Famous Players
Laskt) Production

.-Stafl*

iA*"™
&

OPENS FOR AN EXTENDED ENGAGE MEN

RIALTO TWEATRE
NEXT

These Wise Men of the Motion Pictures
Industry saw the Briaht Rays of this Star
in the/r Own 0ox Offices when she made
personal appearances for them and because
of her money drawing capacity signed her
for the Screen.
The Wise Men of the Exhibitors can find
their 6ox Office Salvation in following after
them and gather the shekles on the strength
of the drawing power of her name/
t

t

,

THE!

If,

ltm

—

!

;

—

AMUSEMENTS

TIMES SQUARE

PRICE

Weekly

I'ubllHtu'fl

at 164

West 46th

St.,

New

Entered aa aecond clasa matter December
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by Variety, Inc. Annual subscription $7. Single coploa 20 cents.
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FILM SCHOOL" SCOUNDRELS
STOCK COMPANIES ARE NOW

126

REPORTED PLAYING TO PROFIT

SERIOUS CHARGES
AGAINST

CUBES IRONSIDES' WITH
EXTRAS;

MEN

dramatic Companies Establishing New Records
Some Musicals "Family Upstairs" Used for 60
Stocks This Week— "High Brows" Better Liked

—

flock,

operative, against 90 a year ag
the United States and Canada,
also is evident in some sections
tt dramatic stock within the past
lonth has established new records,
ick of road shows the past season
accepted as the reason.
Some of the heretorore ascribed
dgh-brow" pieces considered sui-

by stock managers have been
light into use, and under "guest
tieup have turned unexpected

Overlooking
Fred Lennox, veteran character actor, when asked by a
friend where he was living, replied

:

"On

Riverside

looking

the
landlord."

drive

Hudson

overand the

On

Close to 60 stocks
Hy Upstairs."
are playing it this week.
Musical stocks, while in the minority, are doing fairly well, with
leveral stands far more profitable
than others. A complete list of stock
towns is: Albnny. N. Y. Capitol;
Altoona, Pa.. Orpheutn; Anderson,
[nd., Granada; Asbury Park, N. J..
Savoy; Aurora. 111., Fox; Halt itnore,
Auditorium; Hangor, Me. Pijuj;
Battle Creek. Mich.. Post; Bay City,
fcflch. Washington; Belvedere. Tent;
Birmingham, Jefferson B.-.isp. Idaho;
Boston, Copley; Boston. Repertory
Bridgeport, Conn.. Park; Brockton.
*ass., City; BufT.ilo, Majestic; Bur'i'ik,
Tent; Calgary, diand; Can-

"DOUBLES" WANT PAY
Green and Rose Did a "Romeo

and

Juliet"

on Rcpe

for

"Tavern Night"

f

;

C.rand O.

O.,

H

:

Ch^tor,

Pa.,

unburn; Cliicigo, Centi.tl; C h Chateau; Chicago, National;
h -ago. Adelphi; Ciri'innati, Cox;
'•veland, Ohio; Columbus, 11 irt-

'»

1

>

Dallas,

n;

Cirt-b*

;

Decaii'

111.,

apress; Denver. Dcnbam; Drnvrr.
DurImpress; Detroit, P. >n^t elle
ham, N. C, Kranvr Players; Kd monton, Can.; Fig in. 111., Crocker;
Erie, Pa., Colonial; Frie. Pa., Park;
Evansville, Ind., Victory; Florence,
Gadsden, (Jadsdcn;
Mich.,
Tent;
rand Rapids, Powers; Grand Rapids, Regent; Greenville, S. C, Ma*

;

:

Hamilton, Ont., Savoy;

lestic;

ilton, O.,

Jefferson

;

Ham-

Lynn, Mass., May 18.
Ralph S. Tinner, Lynn's "revolutionary" mayor, has decreed that
Do circus passes shall be given to
officials,

He

including

policemen.

this season.

also has
fee to

license

*ext year

it

Knight," filed complaints against
studio and Walter Mayo, production man on the pb-turo, alleging $150 is still due each of them.
They asserted tha the action in
the se<-ne they performed was to
the

f

show Parrymore and Miss Costello
coming down from a l.r»0-foot cli.T
on a vine (covering a strong rope).
For substituting, Green and Rose,
with the batter in a wig as the girl,
were to receive $100 apiece. The
first time the see-no was shot the
rope could be soon, thus spoiling the
To get it right the men say
effect.
they were offered an additional $100
The
apiece to do it over again
second time Mr. Rose's wig came
(Continued on page 20)

Sequel to 'Big Parade/
Tin Hats'—After the War

"Revolutionary!" Some!

Bring

Loh Angeles, May 18.
Green and Robert Rose,
doubles, employed May 6 by Warner
lirothers to take the places of John
Parrymore and Dolores Costello in
a thrill scene from "The Tavern

Duke

Hoboken, Rialto;

(Continued on page 13)

Bity

Delin-

ture Industry Evils

the top run of stock popularity

a piece regarded as a failure in
New York and Chicago— "The FanvIs

i.Mi.

Juvenile

—Labor Dept. and

Local Bodies Correct Pic-

BARRYMORE-COSTELLO

doubled
$3ii0,

the

circus

and says that

will be $r,00.

The mayor said he considered the
Attribution of free tickets to persons in the city's employ as "tfraft"

"CLEAN

-

UP"

DRIVE

Los Angeles, May IS.
Complaints have been filed by the
city prosecutor against five heads of

"make -up"
schools
here.
The
charges range from conducting an
employment bureau without a license to contributing to the delinquency of a juvenile. Harry Keaton, Robert Burton Wilcox, Dan
Schiller, Rae La Verne and Frederick F. Paul were named in the
complaints, all charged with Illegally conducting employment bureaus.
Keaton, proprietor of the Independent Studio, with offices downtown
and a studio on Glendale boulevard, was arrested on charges of
(Continued on page 18)

May

Until 6 P.

M.—Million-Dollar

a.

'look

m.,

Spectacle

18.

James Cruze is said to be over a
month behind shooting schedule In
the making of the million dollar film
spectacle and thriller, "Old Iron-

at Vaudeville!"

At the Astor yesterday at a
testimonial lunch to Louis B.
Mayer, at which Mayor James
J. Walker was present, the picture producer made the following statement regarding big
time vaudeville:
"Look at your first-class
going, going
vaudeville;
it's
ho fast that the people at the
head of it can't realize it.

Ccuze for nine weeks or so
has been at the Isthmus in Catalina

sides."

Island.

Cruze has

built

there a regular

accommodate 1,500 men. The
Isthmus is a hill site upon which
city to

a big fort has been erected, with II
old-time frigates and fighting boats
from the "Old Ironsides," the flag
ship of the fleet down to small
"The reason is it's sameness.
sloops are being used.
Tt opens with a dumb act and
Cruze has experienced considercloses with a dumb act.
It's
able trouble at the Isthmus.
The
been doing that for years.
first trouble he had was when extras
"There has been no developwere
ordered to get up at 4.80 a. m.
ment, and that is what is
There was practically mutiny with
causing that form of entertainof
40
the extras returned as a conment to die."
sequence.
Another annoyance was with the
auxilllary boat, which loaded and
unloaded the crews and working
material to the various ships in the
flc«t. It seems as though these auxiliary motor boats were in some
way or other creeping Into the picwhile scones were being taken*
Amendments to Club's Consti- ture,
with the frequent result where half
Annual
Election
tution at
a day had been spent to shoot several battle scenes, it was necessary
New Offices Created
after the rushes were seen to retake them, as the atmosphere was
At the annual election of officer* spoiled by the sight of the motor
of the Frinrs June 4 an amendment boats on the screen.
A portion of the time there was
to the club's constitution is ex-

FRIARS NAME COHAN AS

THE ABBOTT EMERITUS

*

BEN TURPIN MARRYING;

NEW

MRS.

UNKNOWN

choppy

to receive t he approval of
the membership, making George M.
Cohan the Abbott Fmeritus.
Mr. Cohan is the present Abbott,
an office he has held for some time.

pected

off

seas,

which

it Is

said

snapped

threo top masts with the rigging

(Continued on page 23)

1 mini
PLAYHOUSE
I /OS Angeles, May 18.
As Abbott Emeritus Mr. Cohan auAccording to reports ben Turpin, tomatically becomes a life member
Theatre
to
Be World'i
sermon comedian, whose wife diod of the Friars with the post permit- Genoa
Largest
contemplates another ting him to preside at any general
year,
last
marriage.
meeting, also becoming a member of
Home, May 18.
It is said that the future Mrs.
the Board of Governors.
A group of Italian capitalists is
Second amendment to be voted
Turpin to be is a stenographer of
upon at the same time creates an- arranging to construct at Genoa
(Continued on page 21)
other new oSlce, that of second vice- what is claimed will be the largest

Elephant Runs Away;
Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer will make
Usual Size, but Hiding
sequel to the "Rig Parade" in "Tin
Los Angeles,

Hillside at Isth-

Los Angeles, May

—

quency

Idal

•fits.

Complained Of by Women
and vGirls Alleged They
Took
Money
Fraudulently,
Insulted
Female
Applicants and Contribto

Town on

—Extras, Up at 4:30

Work

uted

OLD TIME FRIGATES

Regularly Organized Film
mus in Catalina island

T
Five Heads of "Make- Up
Schools" at Los Angeles

One hundred and twenty-six

15

1,500

18.

a
Hats," which Edward Sedgwick will
Los Angeles, May 18.
direct, beginning in July.
"Anna May," Luna Park elephant,
The story will have three men as took a walk while on location near
the central figures, similar to "The Santa Monl&a and has not been seen
Rig Parade." Thoy will start at the since. The animal was being used
finish of the war instead of dealing in a picture.
It just strayed to get
with the actual fray. The locale of a bit of air.
the story, it Is said, Is in Germany.
Soveral hundred men started an
Conrad Nagle, Kddie Gribbon and elephant hunt, headed by Clarence
Bert Roach are to play the male Koontz, "Anna May's" keeper, but
bar's.
Claire Windsor Li to be in were not able to locate the pachyderm.
principal feminine role.

1

The site
president, to l>e called The Prior. theatre in the world.
The vice-president of the Friars is chosen is the Place Tagliata, and
The Dean (Willie Collier). With the will face the sea.
This new playhouse at Genoa is
second- vice president chosen, the
Dean officially will be the first vice- to cost $8,000,000, or 40,000,000 lira
in native coin.

president.
In the amendment to Article II of
the constitution 1h a provision that
the majority ct the 11 members of
the Board of Governors who are not
otherwise officers of the club shall
be persons engaged in business.

George Cohan has been looked
upon as the mainstay of the Friers,
having lent U his iri'Vn' nee In v< ry
way whenever required.

SfHiie

GOWNS
or UNIFORMS
LEASM TO
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BROOKS'
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VARIETY'S LONDON OFFICE
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CABLE ADDRESS, VARIETY, LONDON
Wednesday, May
2096-3199 Regent

^

Raqud

DECADENT REVUE IN ENGLAND;
IS

London, May 18.
The understanding here Is that
Raquel Meller has not yet signed
to appear at the Kit Cat Club (local
cabaret), but has promised to appear In that room following her
American engagement.

Revue Vogue Simmered Down to Two Current
Vaudeville in Britain May Be Upheld by Foreign
Acts Not Enough "Time" Over There
May

u.c

vine and that variety would
die course.
There now seems to be a solid
foundation for su»"h statements. At
the present time there are only two
revues in the West End "Palladium
Pleasures" at the Palladium, which
on
return
\

in

This week Orphcui x'alace, Milwaukee, and as usual a big hit. Two
Chicago, one day Denver, two
days
So Rules Paris Court Surdays Frisco and Oakland, three days
7'
prising Decree May 'Inspire
Back to Chicago.
Los Angeles,

—

Some

Such Demonstrations
May

18.

Champs Elysees music

was recently given tho "razz,"
wherefore the management cancelled
his contract.
This led to a suit in

(Coohran's Revue of 1926), which he
announces as his final production of
this kind.

The most persistent of revue prodiii.TH the past 10 years has been
Chariot. At the present time

Andre

he has but one show on tour and
has su'oiot his Prince of Wales
theatre tor legitimate attractions
with som.? uncertainty xis to whether
he will make another revue production there.
Reports from the provinces are
to the effect that the better revues
ar not faring ver y well and the only
or es which seem to hang on are the
cheaper attractions of thit calibre
which are on a par with the second
(Continued on page 87)

the civil courts here, Malkowsky
claiming from Rolf de Mare and his
associate,
A.
Daven, the amount
stipulated as liquidated damages,
and contending the unfavorable reception given his act was prear-

ranged by rival interests.
The French court has non-suited
the dancer on the local legal status
a performer must be acceptable to
the audience, otherwise a manage-

ment

is

justified

in

cancelling tho

contract.
This decision has caused some
surprise, opening the door in this
country for all sorts of pretention
in dismissing acts not found suitable for certain resorts.

LONDON RESUMES
May

London,

BUTE AND SMITH SUE
COTTON FOR $17,500

18.

malcy. Theatres gone dark are
picture
attractions,
looking
for
houses are picking up and the provincial (road) situation has brightened.

Wrongful

Allege

Imprisonment

Had

—

and
Americans
Arrest

Bankruptcy Plea

Filed

Cabaret patronage, which fell off
as much, if not more, than in any
other line of amusement, is coming
back and the search for floor attractions has been resumed.

There
Sydney. April 22.
Lee White and Clay Smith, at
pi
tit appearing in a revue "Keep
fciiu.ing," &l the Palace, have Issued
a writ out of the Supremo Court
against Wilfred Cotton for $17,600
damages for alleged wrongful arrest
an imprisonment.
i

he writ arose out of a proceeding of last month when White and
fcrn.ih were arrested by the sheriff's
©l.
o on board a boat upon their
ari.val from Melbourne.
:

began when Cotton
White and ^.inith for money
o\\..:g on a verdict secured by him
The
In Melbourne some time back.
Am; rican stars filed a bankruptcy
pi a in answer (In re) to tho charge,
and were released oti Frank Albert,
a leading music warehouse man
Proceedings

si

1

here, acting as

bondsman

They weio allowed

to

for them.
proceed to

Pj! ;ane for a season of several
We. ks and then to return to Sydney
for their examination before the

Their bankruptcy

Hei/.i."trar.

is

to

torae up for hearing very shortly.
Wilfred Cotton was at one time
for Ada
Reeve and Is
aiming that he lent money to
and Smith for a theatrical
tour of tho east and other places.
He claims the Americans are ind hied to him to the extent of $17,6-0.
A Victorian court gave him
Judgment and it wus on this that
ho iirucecdcd against Smith and
W iilte fer non-payment.

manager
c

"W cite

The date of hearing of tho d;uiiCotton has not
e use ag.iinRt
tK
1 '

been set at

yet.

were

five

shows

In

re-

hearsal during tho Industrial tieup and these are, of course, contin-

CORRESPONDENT
E.

KENDREW

G.

66 BIS,

RUE ST.— DIDIER

;

R<prpft*ntntlT0

CLARKE.

A.

J,

15S.1

Ilrnadtvuy. N. Y.

KELLER

STRAIGHT COMEDIES IN
PARIS

NOW HAVE CALL

2 Good Out of 3 Newest Productions—"Gent's Turn"
Immediate Hit
Paris,

May

18.

Straight comedies are coming in
to lighten the

summer months.

•
.

"BIG PARADE" OPENING
liondon, May 18.
It ha.H b«on decided that "The Big
Parado" will come into the Tivoli
Friday night (May 1:1).

8<>lc

WANTED

Of

11
.J.

5

the most recent group of three, two
have been favorably received.
At the Varieties, Alfred Savior

W. K.

has put on Max Maurey's "Le Martyre de l'Obese" ("The Corpulent
Martyr") adapted from the novel
This piece was
of Henri Beraud.
warmly greeted. It tells of a girl
wed
a stout suitor
who refuses to
until he reduces, and then marries
another while the corpulent one is
undergoing treatment.
Pauley to well suited in the lead,
supported by Andre Lefaur, Louvlgny, Blanche Montel Jeanne Lou-

K. Zlegfeld, brother of
with the president owning a block
Flo, is opening a midnight cabaret
of stock valued at over $750,000. An*,
in the foyer of the Mogador theatre
other important power in the eon*,
with Letellier, owner of the Paris
trolling board is William Lowen*
newspaper, "Le Journal," presentwho heads the string of
stein,
ing the revues.
popular-priced St. Regis restaur*
Thomas Van Dycke, agent, will ants. Mr. Bernstein is also a res*
book for this undertaking.
taurateur, his Libby restaurants)

ry.

Ziegfeld's Cabaret th»i hotel's rates.
Only $200,000
Paris, May 18.
money figure? In
William

Earl Leslie

III

Hospital

May

Paris,

18,

was taken
week and rushed to the

last

Tves Mirande and Mouezy Eon American Hospital.
have done "An Premier de ces to recover rapidly.
Gent's
First
("The
Messieurs"
three act farce, at the
Palais RoyaL Instantaneously approved.
It has to do with a wife who be-

in

Earl Leslie (American)
ill

Turn"),

He

is

expected

SAILINGS
June SO (New York to Paris)
Irving Aaronson and band (Maure-

lieves her

Eight West TCnd cabarets are
amalgamating. They will open their
own booking office in New York.

tlmore, Geo. A,
RIckson, Clifton
Davis, Nelson Klncald, Calvin B
Jones, Chas. Benford, James Robin-

Johnny Hudgings, U.
S
Thompson,
Ada Ward, Charles
Henry Woody, Earl Ray, Lauburn
son,

U. ft. Songbird in 8pain
Madrid, May 8.
Madeleine Keltic, American opera
singer, la engaged
for leads at
Madrid and Barcelona state opera
houses this season.
Geraldlne Farrar was the last

American

star

to

ring

leads

in

WM. MORRIS

ARRIVALS

<

17

(from London)

Boy (Leviathan).

Rahman

Fortune,

Santita

Rivera, Flash A. Vincson (France).

May
Mr.

May

18
18

Mrs.

to London)
Lawrenco Meehan

(New York

to Berlin) the

(Columbus).

(New York

to

Berlin)

Kremolin and Darrls (Reliance).
May It (New York to London)
Alico Lloyd, Daisy Hyams (Aqui
tanla).

of the investors?
the $3,000,000 cost

featuring a personality in their public service even to the extent of e>
house organ to facilitate the per*
sonal contact. An idea of how tons*
this sort of propaganda has been
carried on may be gathered front
the "Libby's Hotel Register"
for the hotel opening which
the serial number of Vol. LL, NovU«

Community Movement

The

hotel's
to the baths,

and

basement is devoted
steam rooms, Turkish

Russian

treatments, electro*
therapeutical administration w4t||
every detail In connection that exceeds anything within the metropolis in that capacity.
Such luxurious
details as a shift of balalaika orchestral musicians, for harmonious)
accompaniment in the bath regies}
are Included.
The bathers' lounges are on the
'

(Continued on page 65)

O'Casey's "Plough" Play
Doubtful for Over Hera
London, May IE.
'i

.'

<

,

Sean O'Casey's "Plough and thf
Stars," produced at the Fortune an
the last night of the recent strike*
Impressed tho premier audience by
Its clever photographic
character
studies but the witnessers remained
unmoved by this Greek tragedy *•
the Dublin rebellion.
It is an unlikely prospect for

America.

When first given In Dublin, thin
play caused riots there. James Be*-1
nard Fagan is its sponsor here.

Whispering' 'Ruined 'Em'
London,

May

lt,\>

"Whispering'' Smith opened at
both the Ambassador's and Prince's
cabarets.
He "goaled" in each establishment.
Frank Masters, doubling from
"Mercenary Mary," also stopped the
show in the Prince's room.

e^aajf

Est.

<#fv^
AGENCY.

Ism.

WILLIAM MORRIS
MORBIS
1560

WM.

Broadway,

noma.

New York

(New York

15

and

(Majestic).

May
May

Moo

Horsey,

Rleffenachs

Spain.

American Booking Agent

S«'w York

-

'

LONDON CABARETS
AGENCY
WITH

FIRST-CLASS FLOOR ACTS
American

8.

r

Down

PICCADILLY HOTEL and THE KIT-CAT CLUB
Sole

Bernstein

tie street. New York, in the heart
of the Ghetto, is looked upon as an
epochal moment In the advancement of the East Side. This pretenParis, May 18.
The theatrical profession is com- tious edifice, bult by the Longncre
ing to the assistance of the move- Construction C6. and unde r w ritten
ment here to creato a separate by the American Bond and Ifdrt^
(which retains k 4
State fund by voluntary contribu- gage Company
first
mortgage* on the*
$1,500,000
tions to "save the franc."
The proceeds at premieres of new premises) is counted upon to boon!
East Side and glorify the ghetto
productions
are now invariably the
beauteous realty sector 'IsV'
given to this fund, while picture as a
r *
New York.
Greater
Arms, Inspired by Paramount, make
Built as a life-long dream of Maxf
a charge of 2 francs for trade
shows, the money being handed Bernstein, president of the holding
over to the government to help pay corporation, it marks a practical'
memorial to that executive's mother*
off some
of the treasury bonds
whose first name adorn's the hoteli
falling due.
The largest strictly kosher hotel i
At the Empire a monster midAmerica, it is almost .
night gala was organized, among of its type In
the ensuing appeal ( J
those giving their services "to a certainty that
made
to
every Jew, In and out
save the franc" being Elsie Janis, to be
of New York, to avail himself «*Dolly Sisters, Dora Duby, Nina
various forme Ot-'l
Payne, Josephine Baker and Joe the comforts of the
Alex,
Maurice Chevalier, Little scientific baths, virtually guarantee*,
success.
In addition, the 1,600 ln«*
Tich, Mme. Mistinguett and Earl
vest ors in the enterprise from thn
Leslie, Grock, Fratellinl Trio, J. W.
Jackson Girls and a host of local Immediate vicinity practically
tees that end, in view of a
an
talent
sonal Interest, further enhanced by
a 15 percent rebate to Investors OB>

husband killed in a rail- tania).
But
June 10 (New York to London)
road accident and remarries.
uing.
the husband only lost his memory. M. S. Schlessiner (Columbus).
May 29 (New York to London)
He is mistaken for another passenger on the train, becomes a bar- Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Grady
Everything for $5 and
ber and years later is recognized. (Dullio).
the Road A doctor restores his memory and
May 26 (New York to London),
30 Miles
settles the domestic complications. Harry H. Frazee, Hugo Reisenfeld
London, May 18.
husband
plays
the
(Aquitanla).
Boucher
Victor
The management of Prince's cabwife. Other
May 22 (New York to London),
aret will open the former Karsino and Blanca Bilbao the
members include Albert Bras- Mr. and Mrs. John MacMahon, Macast
(May
at Hampton Court Saturday
Duvalles,
rian Spltzer (Leviathan).
George Leclcrcq,
22) under the title of "Palm Beach." seur,
June 4 (New York to Berlin), Jake
The plans are to present all day Marguerite Templey and Alice Beylat.
Isaacs end nephew (Republic).
ontertalnment with a charge of $5
"The Magician" Doubtful
May 22 (New York to Paris) Anne
to include either dinner or supper,
The dubious prospect is "Le Mago Nichols, William De Lignemare
dancing, cabaret entertainment and
(Paris).
the
at
Magician
("The
motor transportation from Prince's du Carlton"
Reported through Paul Tausig &
Carlton"), presented by Bene Rorestaurant, London, and return.
The distance totals about 30 miles. cher at the Theatre Caumartin. Son, 104 East 14th street:
May 5 (New York to Berlin) Four
DolLeopold Marchand and George
Kirwings, Kismet Sisters (Westare the authors.
"BABON DE BATZ" REVIVED leyThe
action occurs at a fashionable phalia).
Pars, May 18.
May 12 (New York to London)
hotel in the south of Franco. It haR
Created at tho Douffes in 1911, to do with timid A'.aln who lovea Mr. and Mrs. Rich Hays (Berentho melodrama **Le Baron de Batx," a young widow but is afraid to pro- garia).
by J. J. Frappa (editor of the pose. He engages a mesmerist, perMay 13 (New York to Berlin) Mr.
"Mondo Illustre") wa<> resuscitated forming at the hotel, to prompt his and Mrs. Willy Mause (Albert
with favorable comments at the love declarations but the magician Ballin).
Aml lgu Comlque, under the direc- frequents the bar and betrays his
May 15 (New York to Paris)
tion
Maurice I^ehmann last employer. However, the widow ac- "Black Bird" company, all-colored
of
week.
cepts Alain, instead of his audacious headed by Florence Mills, manageThe leads are held by Morcclle rival.
ment Lew Leslie (white): Florence
Frappa, Henry Burguet, Ph. DcjnLe Gallo is cast as the fakir, Mills, Mr. and Mrs. Lew Leslie,
Chabert,
Gouget, Etchepare Is "Alain," Henry Bosc Walter Herxbrum, Walter Meyers,
Loizeau,
ores,
Mmes. Chapelas, Barsango.
does the rival and Gabrlelle Roane Three Eddies, Archie Jones, W. S.
Jones, George Washington, James
plays the charming widow.
L. Mitchell, Johnnie Nit, Gwendolyn
DAWSON MILWARD DIES
Graham,
May Fanning, Johnny
London, May 18.
Dunn, Leona Wilson, Edith Wilson,
Pawnon Milward, actor, aged 60,
Ruth Johnson, Lucia Moses, Ellen
died of benrt failure Saturday (May 8
Medows, Clarence Robinson, HyaIS).
N. Y.
cinth Scars, Bessie de Surarrle
He had been playing in "The Last
weeks
six
until
Arthur, Ralph Jones, Alonzo Wil
of Mrs. Cheyney"
Hams, Macco Jefferson, Jessie Hal
when suffering a nervous
ago,
London, May 18.
breakdown.

PARIS

EDWARD

hall,

With the strike over the West
End situation is returning to nor-

v,

Direction

The dancer, Malkowsky, engaged

and Archie do Hoar's "R.S.V.P."

C

travel.

FRANK VAN HOVEN

In reality caters to the suburbanites,

at

Built

"Save the Franc" Gala

at the

the Vaudeville (theatre).
'y the time this appears In print
les Cochran will have presented
new revue at the Pavilion
hi

and Novel
by Max

Big

—

Downtown

The formal dedication Monday'
There also has been some night of the new $8,000,000 11-story
Hotel & Baths, on Delanoey
talk that the Sonorlta may do a Libby's
street (Schlff Parkway) and Chryspicture on the Coast.

WARRANTS DISMISSAL

Paris.

Something

Ume.

to

AUDIENCE'S "RAZZ"

—

ilBB*

with her "road" dates indefinite as

7.

has appcan-d in the newspapers
ai tides to tho effect that revue wns

NEW KOSHER
HOTEL ft BATE

Raquel Meller leaves^ the Empire,
New"T6rk\ at" tHe end o'fthis week"

—

London,

W

GHETTO'S

In London's Class Cabaret

VARIETY COMING BACK?

"Ever since the vogue of revue in
Et ;;l unl and the consequent falling
off in the popularity of variety, there

Meller Expected

19,

J

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
OF DANCING
Leicester House,
10-11 Great Newport St.,
LONDON, W. C. 2
T«*legTH|ilile AdJremi:
TTPTOE8 vVK.STBANll k.ONDON

Director, Mrs,

John

Tiller

—
V

May

Wednesday,

19,

PARADE'S'

PICTURES

1926

$4,000,000

PROFIT SEEN;

PASSES $500,000 GROSS AT ASTOR
Taking All Money Records for Special Road Showing; Average Net of $10,DOO Weekly on B'way
36th Week and A4w*A$ of $6,000

—

*The

Big

HfO OM

in

t

Parade"
receipts

has
(or

passed

its

New

York engagement at the Astor The-

CORNERSTONE LAID
FOR NEW F. P. BLDG.

The picture opened Nov. 19
on a Thursday night The acmark was
half-mllllon-dollar
"*Jtal
Zukor's
sjsached at the Tuesday matinee last
^tr*.

Town Takes Over Theatre LOANS AND fiHTS, NOT
Mallard, la., May It.
Business men of this city have
purchased the picture theatre here
and will operate Is at a community
enterprise.
They expect to book
features twice a week.
A special 5 -cent show will be
given Saturday night as a business
advertising feature.

Y0DE THROUGH,

MAYER CLAIMS

„

matinee performance

Feature

First

Placed

week when the gross, less the war
flU totaled $600,860, the business for

in

Film

Copper

Box

having

Producer Alto Pans Dirt
on Legit Stage

$927.

Mayor James J. Walker today,
wielding the golden trowel, places
In Its rlche on the main entrance
of the Paramount Building, between
43rd and 44th streets, the cornerstone of the motion picture industry's greatest monument.
The ceremony starts promptly at
day night, receipts were $513,893.70. 12 noon, when Lee J. Eastman,
The current week started off with
president
of the Packard Motor Co.
an advance sale of an even $6,000,
Broadway
and the business figured on the four and vice-president of the
performances up to Monday night Association, takes up the gavel. In
ahowed the picture to be about $500 closing Mr. Eastman will introduce
ahead of last week. This is prob- Mr. Will H. Hays, president of the
due to the fact that beginning Motion Picture Producers and DisThis matineo performance made
the end of the 25th week,
faere having been five performances
Srom the opening on Nov. 10 night
as the
ft* Saturday n'ght counted
tpdlng of the week. On the 25 and
•jM-half weeks ending last Satur-

H exactly

•

ably

late last week the "Parade" ads
Started carrying special matinee
prices of $1 top. These prices had
not been carried In the ads previous to this and the result was that
business increased more than $100

of

tributors
will dwell

means

to

Hays

Mr.

America.

upon what the building
the motion picture in-

dustry and stands for to the great

Louis B. Mayer, of Metro -Gold-

wyn- Mayer, was tendered a

testi-

monial luncheon at the Hotel Astor
yesterday at which there were
about 300 exhibitors from the metropolitan district.
The guest of
honor stated that "high class vaudeville was going
going so fast that
even those at the head of it can't

—

The

legitimate theatre,
because of its suggestive and salacious plays, also came in for a pan-

realize

it."

ning from Mayer.
Present on the dais was Mayor
Walker, who spoke in praise of the
admirable qualities that Mayer had
displayed not only as a producer
of motion pictures but also as
a humanitarian, and especially

American public.
At the conclusion of Mr. Hays' stressed his battle in aid of the
Fire
Department,
remarks Mr. Eastman will take up Los Angeles
day
a matinee average from the
which made possible an increase in
that the prices for the afternoon a small copper box in which will be
the
salaries
of
the
fire
fighters.
placed three copper etchings of
performances were listed.
Samuel Eckman, Jr* as host,
Thus far the "Big Parade" is Messrs. Adolph Zukor, Jesse I*
Lasky
and Sidney R. Kent; a cop- made a brief address at the opening
in
the
records
all
house
ahead of

picture business for the tota 1 vof re- per plate containing the names of of the luncheon, stating that Mayer
ceipts played to for the length of the officers and directors of the had removed many rocks from his
"The Covered Wagon" at company, and three $5 gold pieces, path in the road of sales, and he
Its run.
the Criterion theatre on a year's run minted in 1912, the year that was tendering the luncheon as a
did about the same business that Famous Players-Lasky was organ- testimonial of thanks for this. Dr.
the "Big Parade" has done in less ized. Other objects to be enclosed Qialannl, of the Bank of Italy, prethan half that time. "The Covered will be a piece of the first feature
(Contlnued on page 11)
.Wagon" was «t the Criterion v/ith film introduce* into America by
Set capacity* and prices $1.65 top, Mr. Zukor, 'Queen Elizabeth,** toWhile the "Parade" at the Astor has gether witn a piece of "Old Irona capacity of 1,120 and a top of sides," now In production by James
"The Covered Wagon," on Cruze; two pieces of news film
$2.20.
IN
A.
Its engagement, averaged a little provided
by
International
and
better than $10,000 weekly, while the Pa the, taken from the reels of the
•'Parade'*
has
averaged
$20,033 most outstanding news events for
Los Angeles, May 18.
1926, and 20 feet of film taken of
The police campaign against au(Continued on page 11)
the building the day before the tomobile speeders has resulted in
stone was laid. In addition to the Judge Chambers being high scorer
above, the front pages of the morn- to date. The judge has compiled an
IN ing newspapers for the day, and average of "putting away" 100 daily.
the page of Variety containing this He's giving the boys two or three
story of the event, together with a days to think it over. Not at their
copy of the official publication of ease either, but while they toil.
the Broadway Association, are InA. T. Journier, musician, was
cluded.
given two days for doing SO per
Rubens Rialto, Seating 2,700,
The stone is engraved as follows: hour while Pat Harman, film actor,
also pleaded guilty to the same rate
BUILDING
24 50c.
Opens
but asked for a jury trial before
Erected for
To Play Extra Attractions Famous Players-Lasky Corporation another magistrate.
.
Ben Turpin told the court he had
Adolph Zukor, President
gone into a panio when receiving
1926.
Chicago, May 18.
The ceremony will be performed the summons, expecting a jail term.
Next Monday (May 24) Ruben's within 30 minutes. The guests will He was still nervous, said Ben. The
Bialto, 2,700-seater, will open as a then proceed to the Rose Room of court thought that had been inside
punishment enough, slipping the film
Great States picture spoke, with a the Hotel Astor.
comedian a fine for doing 35.
top of 60c. throughout and playing
extra stage attractions.

A DAY
SENT AWAY
L

100 SPEEDERS

&400 PRESENTATION
J0LIETS

NEW HOUSE

—

May

PARAMOUNT

Top—

To start will be a Balaban & Katz
stage presentation costing the new
theatre $2,400 for its week's salaryContinuing the Rialto will play extra
stage acts, probably two, costing the
bouse $1,000 or so weekly.
With the opening of the Rialto the
'Circuit's other local house, Orpheum,
will close for the summer. The Orphe\im Is playing three acts and a
feature film, with the acts booked
eut of the Association here.
Billy Elson has looked after the
Malto's opening.
He is with the
-Great States circuit as general ex1

ploiter.

DECATUR, OF 40, in
FINDS "NAMES" BEST
Chicago,

May

cis

the

Renault and George Billings,
Abraham Lincoln Impersona-

Receipts jumped so much that
ordinary presentations no longer
seem worth while to the management which will concentrate on the

tor.

big stuff.

XATHIS' 'MASKED WOMAN*
Los Angeles, May 18.

Premier attractions of Chicago
booking the house. It has schedJune Mathis has changed her uled such names as Huston Ray,
mind about her initial picture for Nick Lucas, Egbert Van Alstyne
First National.
She will do "The and the Hicks Brothers.

Masked Woman,- featuring Anna
Q. Nllsson. Instead of "Sinners in
Paradise," which was to have gone
into production

June

1.

_ Balboni Is to direct this oh© at
'»rst National's Burbank studio.

is

The Empress in the same town
formerly played Association vaudeville on a split week policy but has
discontinued It, adopting dramatic
stock to buck the opposition from
the picture house.

THE TILLER DANCING SCHOOLS
Number

""•m

OF AMERICA,
of Pupil*

• BpedaJty

Inc.

I.

Commissioner Disallows
Her Claims for Deductions
on Income Tax of 1921

Washington, May 18.
Commissioner of Internal
has tu rned ,_4°_wn ..A*!?-Revcnjie
claims made by Gloria Swanson in"
1921
money expended for
that
jewels, an automobile and hospital
.

Phone t

226 West 72d Street

KDdleott K15-*

NEW YORK

MART READ
Secretary
.

i

in

WITH M-G-M
Washington "Times" Reneges Aftef^eeeivTiig~Ifx
ttructions from N. Y.

T. Swanson, and M pictures.
W. R. Hearst is associated with
Matthew Bums. It
was claimed that these loans were Marcus Loew through Hearst's
uncollectable and that suit for their Cosmopolitan picture company rerecovery had not been made be- leasing through M-G-M, with Mecause of the knowledge that ary tro also making the Cosmopolitan
IS.SXH)

$2,400

to Jos.
to Mrs.

such suit would only result in an productions. Hearst gives slathers
uncollectable judgment. The com- |Of publicity in his own newspapers
missioner set those down as gifts. to all M-G-M- Cosmopolitan picAs for the jewels costing $3,975.25, tures. In towns where there are
and the automobile valued at $1,200, Hearst dallies the Cosmo pictures
Miss Swanson cites her contract as a rule make a showing at the
box offices.
with F. P., which read:
Mr. Ennls came here to exploit
must appear in public In
.
.
attractive and fashionable costumes, the Weiss Brothers picture, "Guess
and shall, at proper intervals, en- Who" with a newspaper tie-up, the
tertain in a lavish manner, consis- dally to use a cut-out photo of a
tent however with good taste and picture star, with the "Guess Who"
the social standing of the artist." caption for a prise.
"The Times," local Hearst sheet,
It was also provided that once each
year the star should visit New York snapped at it and had gone into
some
city at her own expense and i<ccure
details in type, when New
York interfered.
costumes and gowns.
There are two Loew picture theGifts
The commissioner ruled that these atres In this city.
expenditures wire the Rime as the

—gifts.

loans

The money spent

for

hospital

including an operation
and a special nurse, which it was
also claimed was necessary to fulfill
her contract with F. P. and the $150
spent to maintain her Los Angeles
home while in New York, were both
set down by the bureau as personal
services and not deductable,
In computing Miss Swanson's tax
after dissallowing these deductions
the commissioner set her net income for that year as $69,897.22 with
additional
tax
assessment
the

treatment,

amounting to $11,512.29 to which
interest was to be added making a
total of $14,010.21 that Uncle Sam
desires to collect
While carrying the appeal to the
board Miss Swanson has posted a
bond of $21,000 with the Collector of
the 6th District of California.

of Competing Film Theatre Buyers
happened

ONLY

treatment was necessary to fulfill
her contract of that year with
Famous Players. It was ruled that
Washington, May 18.
these expenses, deducted by the
Tie-ups between picture houses
picture star as allowances, were en- and Hearst papers can be made
tirely of a personal nature.
only with Loow Theatres, accordIn addition to this the commis- ing to the outcome of an attempt
sioner disallowed for the same year for a tie-up here with the "Times"
a deduction of close to $30,000 which and Rialto (Universal).
Miss Swanson claimed was uncolAfter the arrangement had been
lectable bad debts.
entered into locally, the "Times"
This came to light here when an notified Bert Ennls,
promoting the
appeal was made through O'Brien, publicity for
"Guess Wtio," that
Malevinsky & Driscoll, representing through
instructions received from
the screen player, to the Board of
the Hearst New York headquarters,
Tax Appeals.
no Hearst paper could effect a tieAccording to Miss Swanson, who
up in any city holding a Loew
filed her return for 1921 as Gloria
Swanson Somborm, but who is ap- theatre excepting with the Loew
house.
pealing her case as Gloria Swanson
As Loew Includes Metro-Golddo La Falaise, the sum of $22,wyn- Mayer the headquarters' order
356.92 was loaned to Herbert K.
Somborm, in that year, as well as Is accepted as also including M-G-

An Inside Glimpse at the Operation
It

TIE-UPS

R.

IS.

The Lincoln Square theatre in
Decatur, 111., of 40,000 population,
has decided
to
go out after
"names."
The house recently played Fran-

HEARST ORDERS

EXPENSES-SWANSON

The

J§ft»

.

VARIETY

a middle -western

city.

A

distributor had entered into a verbal deal with a local capitalist
for a large capacity theatre the localite intended building.
Rental and lease terms were settled upon and the easterner returned east Into the same town entered the representative of another distributor. He called upon the local capitalist, said he had
heard of the other deal, but was ready to submit a proposition that
should interest the theatre owner.
The local man said it wonld be of no interest to him; he had
given his word and as a business man would keep it
The competing representative asked if an offer of 25 per cent
more than had been agreed upon with the other distributor would
not interest the local man? The local man said it would not.

Offered 60 Per Cent More
Within two hours the representative called up the local capitalist,

saying he had another proposition. The capitalist told him it would
be as useless. But the representative pleaded for an interview and
got It
Then he said his principal would give 10 per cent more than
the other man had agreed to pay, and wanted to know as a business man if the capitalist could turn down a proposition like that?
As proof he was a business man, the capitalist In return wanted
to know how one man in a legitimate business could afford to
pay one-half again as much as another man, and still make money?
The representative countered on that by replying It should make
no difference to the theatre owner who paid the rent, as long as he
was assured It would be: paid.
"Well," said the localite, '1 can't see It your way. This picture
business must be some kind of a *blue sky' scheme. I don't want
you as a tenant.**
And the original bidder will open the theatre when It shall have
been completed.

"HALF BACK" FOB GRAHGK
Los Angeles,
Harold "Red" Grange's

May
first

Arrow productions

ture for

18.

pic-

will be

"The Half Back," written by Byron
Morgan.
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7,500 VISITORS IN

STUDIO ON LAND DEVELOPMENT

FOR PUBLIC ADMISSION AT

A.

25c

Made

Estimate

3

Anticipated Stimulator for Lot Sales and Interest
Good^Will Film Corp. Operating Coast Studio-

for Calif.

in Producing Plan

Los Angeles, May 18.
favor the development of

In

announced
has
ono picture that apas
surface
the
on
though it would "start some-

there
pears

Division

New

1926

EASILY BAMBOOZLED

wyn- Mayer

N. Y. Specials

Harry Schultx,

It,

In the output of product for
Metro-Qoldwhich
1926-27

Harry

by

May

GULLIBLE FUJI COLONY

Start Something

May

FOR EP.T.OA MEETING

Schultz

26 Pictures

L

Wednesday,

Born in San Francisco
Poses as Spanish Princess

Girl

is

The

thins."

production

— Newspapers

is

"The Waning Sex," by Fred v
eric and Fanny Hatton and in
which Norma Shearer is to be

York, on

with

Lew

Cody,

behalf of the California division of

starred

the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Association of America's annual
convention, at Los Angeiee, June

Renee Adoree and Sally O'Neil
featured.
It

is

announced as dealing
and

men"
"feminine
with
"masculine women."

Fell

Also

Los Angeles, May 18.
A Spanish girl named Beatrix de
Ortega, here recently from San
Francisco, thought she would try a
new wrinkle to break into the
movies.
She had gotten to the
Spanish Consulate here and stated
she was Princess Beatrix de Ortega
Bragnza
Alb am bra
of
Grande,
Spain, a member of four houses of
and
personage
royal blood
whom
a

.

estimates the meeting will draw
To
Platforms as Stages
7.500 visitors to the coast.
Montebello Park, J. D. Ransom ComNew York is displaying a greater
pany, Long Beach builders, will coninterest in the convention than an
cities, notably Chisome,
In
studio,
picture
four-acre
struct a
ticipated out west, said Mr. Schultz
it was an honor to know.
cago and Brooklyn, N. T., exopen to the public at all times at
after interviewing many of the picShe then went to the BllLmore
hibitors with picture theatres
25c. per head.
There
York.
ture people In New
Hotel, where the Consulate had
not having an adequate stage
The concern figures that having
leav
trains
special
three
to
be
are
sponsored
her, and took a suite.
for performers have been perthe studio within the limits of the
ing from the metropolis, according
When her baggage arrived It conmitted a platform on the apron
Joliet,
development, it will be an easy
111., May 18.
to the present arrangement.
sisted of a small trunk and a hand
as a substitute.
proposition to sell land, and that the
The opening of the Rialto, the bap:.
Of the 7,600 tourists, Mr. Schultz
buyers of this land will figure that
estimates the regular delegates at Great States Theatres company new
That puzzled the hotel people, who
having a studio to show their visaround 400, with 100 alternates, and house In this city, is to be made thought such a grand personage
iting friends at a nominal fee. Accommitthe remainder mainly composed of a civic booster week and
should have an entourage of servcording to the plan, Mark Goldine
exhibitors or associates taking the tees are now raising a $10,000 fund ants as well as a large number of
is to direct 26 pictures to be released
opportunity of the convention to to stage a Greater Jolict in con- trunks to hold her royal wardrobe.
through the Good Will Film Corpmake the trip to the source of nearly nection with the theatre opening
Only II and the graduate of a
oration. These pictures are to be of
the week of May 24.
all of the screen's material.
convent, Miss de Ortega figured difchairgeneral
Is
Smith
the comedy and animal type.
R,
Is
Ed.
Schultz,
with
Mrs.
Schultz,
Mr.
ferently.
She got into a circle of
Los Angeles, May IS.
For the 25c. admission It is
The entertainment program for on a country -wide auto trip. They man of the soliciting committee and art lovers, among whom she made a
planned to have up a few permanent the Motion Picture Theatre Own- 1 left Los Angeles March 1 and ex- J. J. Rubens, of the Great States number of friends, and was Introsets and shoot a few scenes on these ers' Association Convention, to be I poet to return Sept. 1 next. So far Theatres, is handling the details. duced to Antonio Moreno, wbo Im
Band concerts, window shopping rather proud of his Spanish anexteriors. There will also be stages. held here June 1-5 at the Ambas- they have been In the south, lnclud
The public will be permitted to sador Hotel on behalf of the As- 1 in* Havana.
Up to date their expeditions and other business and cestry.
features are to be
Just
•jet a limited view for the 25c,
Moreno decided to give a gorso elation of Motion Picture Pro- Buick sedan has traveled 8,000 miles, trade building
enough to keep them satisfied for ducers, has been considerably al- Mr. Schultz, who drives it, says the developed.
geous party In her honor. It was
pledged given at the Moreno home on Mohas
heatre
Rialto
The
the fee.
registered
have
will
speedometer
tered.
Practically everyreno Heights.
Followed a meeting between a 17,000 by the date of their arrival $600 to the fund.
body in the picture world of any
committee representing the produc- home,
British Film Exports
consequence was present to pay
era' association and Glen Harper,
t $405, Ill
Louise
homage to the beautiful princess.
Decreases secretary of the Southern California
branch of the Theatre Owners' As
Is Disallowed During the evening the princess
18.
Washington, May
told the picture people how grand
soclation, who has the evenirf; ar
Los Angeles, May 18.
British exports of positive pic- rangements in charge.
they were, how wonderful their oc$8.95
ture films during the first three
Louise Glaum's claim for $405,000 cupation was and how she would
Instead of having the visitors go
months of 1926 dropped a million feet to various studios on different
against the estate of Thomas H. really love to enter into the picture
below the footage exported In the nights to be entertained the new
Ince was thrown out of probate fold.
Manson, la., May 18.
first three months of 1925, accordNewspapers Fell
plan calls for every studio in the
People here are watching with court by Judge Willis on technical
ing to a report to the Department Los Angeles and Hollywood area to interest for the outcome of a con
grounds. Miss Glaum declared that
The Los Angeles newspapers fell
of Commerce.
set aside a special morning during troversy being carried on by the she loaned Ince and J. Parker Read, heavily. They had scores of camera
Positives exported in the first the week for the delegates.
Rev. J. G. Waterman, pastor of the Jr., his partner, $5,000, which they men and photographers following
three months of 1926 totaled 6.600,000
needed to finish "Greater Than the princess about, and even printed
It is pointed out that if dinners Methodist church, and R. L. Stew
feet as compared with 7.S00.000 feet were to be held at the studios the art, local motion picture theatre Love."
pictures of her and Ramon Novarro
and
in the same period in 1925
Miss Glaum also claimed that the as an ideal couple.
visitors would have little opportu- proprietor.
4,900,000 feet in 1924.
money she asked for was due her
Stewart ran his show house Sun
nity for an insight of the Inside of
For 10 days every one else also
This drop is also recorded in the Industry. For the evening en- day in violation of the city ordi
for services rendered the producer.
fell
for the titled Spanish lady;
negatives, the report setting exports tertainment two nights during the nance. As a result Mr. "Waterman Miss Glaum made no legal claim for picture stars and producers invited
of this class of film down as but week have been set aside. Wednes- went to Rockwell City and swore to the money during Ince's life time, her into
their homes.
100,600 feet in the same period in day a rodeo is going to be held at a c#m plaint against Stewart and but started the suit against Ingle
Then a smart hotel press agent
1926 as compared with 107,000 feet a place to be selected In which all Stewart was fined a total of $8.95. Carpenter, one of the executors of got curious and
decided he would
In 1925 and 134.000 feet in 1924.
of the famous Western stars and This is the second time Stewart the estate, after the death of Ince.
interrogate the lady regarding her
The biggest drop is registered in cowriders now appearing in pic- has operated on Sunday and paid
Spanish
ancestry
and titles, figurthe exports of British raw film, the tures will participate. Friday night a fine for doing so.
lit
ing the hotel could get plenty of
Finds "Find
drop from 1925 exceeding 10,000,000 an entertainment and ball will be
space on it.
The first three months of 1926 given at the Ambassador. All of
feet.
But the little Spanish girl sort of
In Wife's Sister
reached but 15,000,000 feet of raw the members of the association FILMING
EVAIf
lost her nerve and told the press
film, as against 25,800,000 feet in have pledged themselves to provide
Los Angeles, May 18.
agent
she was not a member of a
that period of 1926 and 8,300,000 tho finest type of entertainment Duncans to
Do Musical While
Samuel Goldwyn figures an in- royal family nor owned title, but
feet in 1924.
Playing Return Date
ever given in Hollywood, and they
genue find in Constance Howard, that. she really had royal blood in
also
pledge themselves to have
sister of his wife, formerly Frances her veins, as her mother had been
Los Angeles, May 18.
every one of their stars who will be
Howard, stage actress.
a Bragnza from the royal circle at
with Fine Arts
The Duncan Sisters will make
In the city at the time attend the
Constance has been in the show A ham bra; that she had been born
"Topsy and Eva" for the screen business for five years. Her last In San Francisco and educated In a
Los Angeles, May 18.
ball.
"Dancing Catholic convent. She said she had
Samuel W. B. Cohn, considered
It is figured by the Producers' here this summer, the film work to
was
In
appearance
one of the best free lance publicity Association, as well as the M. P. T b« done concurrently with a return Mothers."
only panted to break into the picagents on the West Coast has been O. A., by giving the delegates sev- engagement which their show will
Goldwyn, took several tests of ture business and thought that by
appointed director of publicity for eral nights to themselves it will be begin early In the summer.
Miss Howard last week. He con- putting on a front and having the
Milton Kohn, attorney, Is heading templates using her in forthcoming big guns of the industry at her
the Fine Arts Studios.
more appreciated than If scheduled
Cohn also has done the last minute for a different entertainment each a local Independent syndicate to film productions as well as farming beck and call it would be easy for
publicity for the Motion Picture night.
finance the project.
her out for experience.
her to get a big contract with a
Theatre Owners Association Conlarge salary, which would enable
vention, which will be hold here
her to buy the lovely clothes she
1-5,

GREATER JOUET WEEK'
FOR NEW THEATRE

NEW PROGRAM FOR

COAST CONVENTION

|

I

I

I

I

Show

Glaum*
Claim

PAYING WEEKLY FINE

FOR SUNDAY

OF

I

I

|

Goldwyn

"T0PSY AND

Cohn

1

June

Negri's Hotel Imperial
Los Angeles, May 18.

1-5.

New Cowboy

in Pictures

Eric

Roberts had several "wild west"
but decided the film riding

offers,

lucrative.

Al

UNION'S

LOS ANGELES
f

t

<

Week

LILLIAN G1SH

JOHN GILBERT
In

K1NC1 VIGOR'S
rroduotlon

Boheme

W MINERS'

EDDIE MILLER DUO

Eddie

Victor

The pro-eminent exponents
f(.iiu;(>

f..r

of

Harmony and

Syncopation.

Production. Vaudeville or High-Class Pic?"-

VOICE3 — BUT VOICES!!
Address 'Friar* Clnb-, New-Ymir

A

positive

May

stltuto a new policy of leasing
space and equipment on that lot to
other -prodnermj romprnrle*.

Studios to

Tho taking over

18

With the acquisition of several
acres of ground adjoining their
Vitngraph studio, Warner Brothers
hnve announced that they will in-

Famous

Players.
tho United
plant by F. P. has forced First National units out into the cold, cold
world until such time as their own
plant is completed and with First
National shopping around for space
the rental boys have put on their
high bats and boosted the prices all
out of reason.
I'nited

STUDIO'S LEASING
I*os Angeles,

MILLER and VALENTI
-THE MINUTE MEN OF MELODY"

Metro- Goldwyn -Mayer
Prodattion

Kenkel's Orchestra

MILWAUKEE DRIVE

I

and

la

Upon investigation, it was found
that Miss Otero was a $C0 a month
clerk in the San Francisco Western

Union office and had received a
Milwaukee, May 18.
leave of absence to have her tonsils
removed.
She is duo to return to
Concentrated efforts by the theatrical
federation of labor have work on June 1.
neighborhood
swung
six
more
movie houses into line.
Studio Space High
The houses signed up by the
Los Angeles, May 18.
unions are the Venus, Arcade, Ro
Studio space is at a premium here
gent, Columbia, Mozart and Greenfield.
The Comet, non-union, for just now and the operators of lots
12 years and recently closed down, where space is rented are boosting
will be reopened soon with an enThey are taking adthe prices.
tire union crew.
vantage of the condition that has
been created by the sale of the

HE BE AUTIPUL

Second

tries.

I

mediately.

O.RV M

"HH

When word got out to the picture
colony of the stunt they lauehel.
an<J a number who admired the
nerve of the youngster are now
making endeavors to place her in
the film industry, figuring that mite
ot royal blood which she has in her
veins from her mother's side would
be good news in exploiting her, especially In the Latin-speaking coun-

execu

brought over here by Famous
Players-Lasky, will not only supervise, but direct Pola Negri in her
next picture, "Hotel Imperial."
Eric Von Stroheim was scheduled
to megaphone the picture, but as he
has not started shooting on "The
Weddlng March," the post was given
to Pommer, who will start work im-

ductions.

F

UFA

tive,

Bob Roberts, one of the west's picwho went
"cowboys,"
turesque
abroad with tho Tex Austin outfit
for the Wembley Kxposltion, has
signed with the Art Accord pro-

was more attractive and

Pommer, former

had always wanted.

I

I

of

May

^fMneiday*

PICTURES
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IMS AND HAYS ARGUE

MRS. KARL DANE, K.

HUSBAND'S $500 WEEK

CONTRACTS ADDED CLAUSES

Wife of "Slim" Sues for Separate

One-Year-Old Claims and No Older Before ArbitraConservative Exhibitors Insisted on
tion Boards

in

Maintenance

—Works

Kathleen Clifford's

Home

—

Los Angeles, May 18.
Declaring that she is working for
a very small salary as a domestic
in the home of another picture
<yh* conflict between various fac-+
player while her husband is getting
I0g in the exhibitor field and mem$500 a week at Metro-GeldwynH. Hays or- F.
oC the Will
P.
Maycr studios, Mrs. Emms A Dane,
The Motion Picture
tlon.
wife of Karl Dane, who sprang into
ueers and Distributors of Amerprominence as "Slim" in "The Big
Inc concluded a two-day sesParade,"
has brought a suit for
la Hays 'office at noon yesterseparate maintenance.
at which the question of added
Chicago, May 18.
Mrs. Dane said after they were
to the standard form of
Famous players will take up the married in March, 1924, her husband
'subtract was thrashed out and defloption to purchase McVicker's for refused to talk to her. In September,
£sJttely settled.
1924, they separated.
There was a certain element in $3,000,000. It expires Aug. 1, next.
In her complaint she said that she
wanted to
ftfe* exhibitor ranks that
F. P. rented the house from
was
working as a maid at the home
the chance of settlement Jones, Linick & Schaefler for three
of Kathleen Clifford, film actress,
to the June convention of the years with an option and the price
while her husband was working
Sf. P. T. O. A. in Los Angeles so set.
Since then F. P. merged its regularly and had about $10,000 in
that there would be an opportunity theatres with Balaban & Katz.
bank as well as other property.
the
the
conto have some fireworks at
Upon the transfer of McVicker's it
This plan, however, was will probably
vention.
go into the merged
blocked by the more conservative Publlx group.
exhibitors at the conference, who
Insisted that the matter be settled
Anally at this meeting, which was
First National's world's tour film
attended by the representatives of Tryon in Comedies
will be Jules Verne's "Around the
all national and regional distribuDramatic
World In 80 Days." Most of the
tors of motion pictures and the Adscenes will be made abroad. Harry
Los Angeles, May 18.
visory Committee of Exhibitors apRtichenbach is sailing on the
Glenn
Tryon,
comedy
Club
player,
League
dls
pointed at the Union
meeting held in February of this solved his optional contract with "Paris" this week to arrange some
Charles L. Hal Roach, for whom he has made of the preliminaries.
consisting of
year,
O'Reilly, E. V. Richards, W. A. 24 two- reel ers, and will try dramatic acting.
eteffea and R. F. Woodhull.
OPTIONS
TORE.7
The subject was a consideration
a. May It.
Of the administrative methods of
Warner Brouu
d not renew
the various distributors for putting
Mrs. D. W.'« Tie-Up their option on Kenneth Harlan and
Into effect the Standard Exhibition
Mrs. David Wark Griffith and her as a result, the actor is free-lanc
Contract adopted in the industry
director-husband are in a lega ing. His wife, Marie Provost reby agreement between the distribsquabble
over separate maintenance, cently left the Warner organization
This
utors and the exhibitors.
through a separation agreement
and is now making pictures for one
Standard Contract being intended
Mrs. Griffith is now proceeding of the P. D. C. units.
as a vehicle for the agreement beFamous Players also will not re
tween distributor and exhibitor for against her husband and United
Artists to determine the extent of new their options on George Rigas,
the exhibition of motion pictures
his holdings for the purpose of tying Joseph Striker and Gilbert Roland
contemplated the insertion of speup those funds.
Their contracts expire July L.
Jal terms peculiar to the distribution method of each company.

_H- .ml. Final Settlement

WILL TAKE UP

OPTION ON McVlCKER'S

.

VERNE'S 'ROUND WORLD"

Becoming

No changes have been made

'•

In

the standard clauses of the Exhibition Contract.
Certain forms of language having
been suggested by the distributors
for the purpose of carrying out
their particular distribution methods* these clauses were discussed
With the advisory committee. Wher-

ONLY

13

OUT OF

151

NEW PLAYS

SOLD TO PICTURES THIS SEASON

(Continued on page 19)

Of 151 new plays produced so far this season

Dorothy Dalton Granted

New

on Hotel Loss

Trial

Albany, N.

May

Y.,

18.

Dorothy Dalton has been granted
trial by the Court of Appeals
In her action against the Hamilton
Hotel Operating Company, Inc., to
,

a new

yecover $6,000 damages for loss of
two trunks containing dresses and
Jewelry.
rln

,

August,

Dalton

Miss

1920,

leased an apartment

in

New

.

Miss

won a

Dalton

verdict of
$6,000, which the appellate division,
first department, reversed, dismiss

Ing the complaint.
.

The Court

of

Appeals restores

the complaint on which
may be tried again.

the

case

Universal

this

fall

May

is

18.

going

to

make "Romeo and Juliet"
It is
said
Raymond Keane, Juvenile,
brought to light In the Buchowetski
"The Midnight Sun," will

Picture.
Plsjr

Romeo

and

Juliet
A. E. Dupont,
direct

Mary
foreign

Phllbln
director,

Brian- Haines

Engagement Rumored
Los Angeles, May 18.
Acording to a report, Mary Brian

And William Haines, both
Players, are engaged.
,

screen

PH0N0F1LM ACTS
AND FILM HOUSES
At the

Rivoli,

New

Herewith are listed the plays sold, their stage producers
picture firm purchasing:
Play.

"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"
"Twelve Miles Out"
"Grand Duchess and Walter**

"Naughty Cinderella"
"The Show-Off"
"Cradle Snatchers"
"The Pelican"
"Is Zat So?"
"The Monkey Talks"

Boo the, Gleason

&

Arch Selwyn
W. A. Brady
Crosby Galge
Lewis & Gordon
John Golden

"The Great Gatsby"
"Butter and Egg Man"
"The Family Upstairs"
"The Holy Terror"

Fox has

Producer.
Jed Harris
W. A. McGuire
Charles Frohman
Charles Frohman
Rosalie Stewart
Sam H. Harris
A. H. Woods

Publix house, the Kadio Franks
are billed this week. But the
Radio Franka are not there except as reproduced on the
Phonotllm. The billing would
almost lead anyone to believe
that they were there in person
as their names are in lights
of one color and the wori
l'honofllm is in another.
It is an instance where aa
acc having established itself
in picture houses and getting a
great amount of work out of
the theatres where de luxe presentations are in order, loses
through the billing of their
names in connection with a
Phonofllm.
For some time the Radio
Franks have been looked upon
as a regular attraction at the
Strand, having appeared there
several times. Now the Rivoli,
opposition to the
in
direct
Strand, gets the advantage of
their names without the phys-

six of the 11, or almost

one

half,

Truex

U. A.

HAS

16

NEXT SEASON
Ten Units Will Make
gram

Pro-

Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson,
Charlie
Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks, Rudolph Valentino, John
Barrymore, Buster Kcaton, Joseph
M. Schenck, Samuel Goldwyn and
Morris Gest are the artists and
producers who will contribute the
16 pictures comprising the United
Artists Corporation's releases for
1926-1927
the
program.
Hiram
Abrams, president of tho corporation,

announces.

Of the new producing members,
Gloria Swanson will make two
Alms, John Barrymore two, Buster
Keaton two, Samuel Goldwyn three
and Morris Gest one, the first of his
Morris Gest spectacles.
In addition to films the newly acquire! prodding units of United
Artists will contribute, there will be
Mary Pickford in "Sparrows" and
another picture; Charllo Chaplin in
"The Circus"; Douglas Fairbanks in
"The Black Pirate"; and Rudolph
Valentino in "Son of tho Sheik,"
and another film that will have a
Spanish

Frank

locale.

Mayo's Alimony

L.

1

I

H

<

Lorimer

$44,836

Mayo,

M G-M Officers from Mentioning

made

in 1919 whereby Mayo must
pay at the rate of $150 a week.

The claim

F. P.-I*
1st Natl.

total

up

is

to $44,836.

Mayo went

Los Angeles, May

18.

Marceline Day obtained a temporary injunction in the Superior
Court against officials of Metro-

Gold wyn- Mayer
ing

prohibit-

studios,

from

thorn

talking

to

other

producers about the contract studio heads say is still in force be-

tween

the

actress

and

the

com-

pany.

The
the

restraining

order

is

one of

most uniquo ever issued by a
Because of the concourt.

Harold Lloyd's "Short"

Comedy Dept.

for

F-P

Los Anpeles, May

Tho F-P

arising

when Miss Day

ing companies by saying that she
still under contract to them.
A (1,000 bond was posted by the
girl with Presiding Judge Stephens.
The effect the injunction will have

was

now was thought to be negligible,
as everyone in Hollywood knows
of M-G-M's position in the contest

Bernstein Leaves U;

With Westerns for M-G-M
Los Angeles, May 18.
Isadore Bernstein, known as one
of the faithful lieutenants of Carl
Lacmmle, and who was the first
general manager ot Universal, left
that organization this week to become director-general of Western
features for Hal Roach, to be rethrough
Metro- Gold wynleased
Mayer.
Francis McDonald, a free lance
western feature player, is to be
starred.

Bernstein's activities will not be
confined especially to the McDonald
pictures.
As other subjects are
taken up and decided upon for production, they will come under his
directorship.
Florcnco Mack, assistant to Bernstein at the Universal Studios, for
the past six months, leaves with
him, Joining tho Afrach scenario department, dcvoUsjf most of her time
to tho handling ox the stojlcs which

are to be produced by the Bernstein
Miss Mack recently comunits.
pleted the scenario for "The Thoroughbreds," which Universal will
put into production in Juno,

Chanin's 4,000-Seater
At Broadway and 74th
The Chanln Construction Co. has
purchased the block on the east side
of Broadway, between 74th and 75th
streets.
It will start the Immediate erection of a 4,000 -seat neighborhood

picture theatre.

into voluntary bank-

ruptcy last September with debts
exceeding $8,000, but no mention of
any alimony.

desire to

make

comedies and short

reel

may

Her Contract

picture

has a $44,836 alimony obli-

for $37,700 with accrued interest of $7,136 bringing the

percentage would be further reduced were the plays
produced but not brought Into New York figured In the total. A
slight possible Increase in percentage might be gained tf current
Broadway plays are later taken over to the Alms.
.086

Frank

Is

gation outstanding in favor of Joyce
Eleanore Mayo, according to a suit
for that amount filed in the New
York Supreme Court. The monfy
is due under a separation agreement

ers purchased five; Metro-Gold wyn, one.
This season's list is remarkable In that almost all of the shows
brought a good sum, ranging from $25,000 as an average for the
majority to $90,000 ("Is Zat So?"). That sale included two Shubert properties which Lee Shubert bought from the World Film
Company, one of which "The City- by Clyde Fitch, Is on next season's Fox program.
Seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars would cover all the picture sales of the current season and that money represents the
amount paid Into the legitimate stage by the picture people. While
the public, for whom plays were written before the agitation on
picture rights began, contribute during the height of the season,
with conservative figuring, that same sum Is paid weekly Into the
legit box offices of New York,
Some of the dramas this season, particularly "The Green Hat"
"Lulu Belle" and "The Shanghai Gesture." have consistently paid
royalties of over $2,000 weekly to their authors, "The Green Hat"
going as high as $28,000 some weeks and necessitating a proportionate payment to the writer.
The stage pays on the basis of business done. With but an exception or two, no picture firm has ever bought a story on the
promise to pay the author a percentage of the gross business. Their
purchases are made outright

The

To Date
actor,

Fox
Fox
while Famous Play-

Marcel ine Day Restrains

became of ago and repudiated the
$200 a week contract made while
she was still a minor, she alleged
that M-G-M prevented her from
securing work with other produc-

M.-G.-M

Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox

ISSUED

troversy

F. P.-L.
F. P.-L*
F. P.-L*
F. P.-L*

INJUNCTION

local

ical act.

and the
Buyer.

"STOP TALKING"

York, a

Monkey Talks" and "The Pelican" were backed by William Fox.

—

U'S "ROMEO-JULIET'
Los Angeles,

cent have

the screen.
Of the plays sold this season for films, 13 in all, three were produced principally because of their picture value. The trio, without
exception, are singly rated as stage flops. They are "Grand Duchess
and the Waiter," "The Monkey Talks" and "The Pelican," the first
of which was produced by Charles Frohman. Inc., and was made
into a film before its New York presentation, while both "The

property.
.

.088 per

been sold for pictures.
This is slightly below the percentage of plays sold last season,
10 per cent which proves a contention made by many on the inside
of show business that authors who consider the film rights allimportant emphasize a very minor chance of a stage play reaching

York

City, but was not to occupy it until
the following October, although the
five
management accepted her
trunks for storage. On taking pos
Session of the apartment two of the
trunks were missing.
Contending it had no knowledge
Of the expensive nature of the con
eents of the trunks, the manage
ment claimed it was protected
against liability by Its posted no
tices, which stated the hotel was
undeclared
not
responsible
for

VARIETY

see fruition

their

18.

4 A.?

Los Angeles, May 18.
George K. Spoor of Chicago, president of Kssanay Film Co., arrived
here on a business trip.
Plans for the reorganization of
Hssanay are said to be now under
way.

own

subjects

when Harold Lloyd

completes "Tho Mountain Boy."
Lloyd will then tako a four months'
layoff and establish a short subject

comedy department which

Reorganizing S.

will re-

WERNER KRAUSS FOR
Paris,

V. S.

May

18.

Werner Krauss, much remarked
in
the
Zola's

picture

"Nana"

version of Emlle
recently here. Is

lease two-reolers, and possibly a few booked to play for tho Paramount
longer comedy featuros, through and will soon Join the German plo-

Famous Players.
Famous now makes no

ture colony In California,

short sub

Jects.

U'S

FILMS ON LINERS

Los Angeles, May 18.
Universal has contracted with Ununited States Line to provide pic -

COST
UMES
F O R HI RE
PRODUCTIONS
BXPLOITATIONS
PHB8KNTATIONS

tures for their oc»>an liners.
The
contract Includes features and short
subject*.

<

>

t437ff*s»vtefc

PICTURES

VARIETY
F. P.'S JR. STARS AND KOUTH' FILM

SENT

RIVOU BELOW

F. P.'S

$20,000

Lloyd Beat $180,000 in 6 Weeks at Rialto—"Law"
Revival (U) at Colony Did Big, $29,716, on
Grind—B'way Off Last Week for Big Money

Wednesday,

ORPHEUM FALLS OFF
H500 AT MINNEAPOLIS

MADfSTREET,

Parade" passed $500,000 on
it* run, and Harold Lloyd in his latest comedy, released by Famous Players, finished
his sixth and final week at the
Rialto, with a total of $180,860, giving an average business of $30,143

"The

K.

C,

IS

liig

the 25th week of

BEATEN BY FILM HOUSE
Newman Does $12,700

Other than this there was little to
brag about along Fllmway.
The Capitol had "Money Talks,"
rather indifferent comedy with the
box office return, down to $40,238.60.
The Strand with "The Wilderness
Woman" ranged second, showing
$31,400, while the Colony, with an
eight-year-old picture, "Outside the
Law," revived on a grind policy,
clicked wltn $29,716.50.
At the Rivoli the combination
showing of the Paramount Junior
stars in their film, "Fascinating
Youth," and in person in a John
presentation
Anderson

Murray

failed to

come up

dropped

below

to expectations.
Business for the first time in months

week

The final
showed

$20,000.

of Lloyd at the Rialto

to Or-

pheum Theatre's $1 1 ,000
"Sea Horses" Got $4,700

May

Minneapolis,

18.

two painfully bad weeks
managers have reached the

After
local

conclusion that business

is

on the

far as
the present season Is concerned. The
box office takings of the past fortnight have afforded convincing proof
that the usual summer slump has
made its appearance considerably
The unseasonearlier than usual.

warm weather was blamed

in

large part for the decline week beBut when cool breezes
fore last.
returned to the Job the past 10 days
and, as far as temperatures were
concerned, conditions were propitious for theatregolng, the public
continued to hold out on the box
office.

Kansas

City,

May

18.

Newman

splurged last week with
"Syncopation Week," Liberty, almost next door, had "Lafl! Week."
The bills seemed to be Just what
the customers wanted for all houses
were fairly well filled.
Estimates For Last Week
Newman—"Devil's Circus" (M. G.
Anderson's
40-50).
M.)
(1,890;
"Rhapsody In Jazz," stage, given
exactly as produced in New York.
Press gave stage performance best
of notices, not liking picture. $12,700.

Royal— "Sea Horses"

$17,800.

(F. P.) (920;

New
The

ably

weekly.

Tep

first

Orleans, May 18.
hot weather last week

Modi s t e,"

'iMHe.

IMS

PHILLY SLACK;
fox's

business since last fall.
Tox Mix, always sure-fire here,
suffered some in "The Everlasting
Whisper."
-Gft4y

19,

N. 0.

|14>200 at State—twaneon's
Bad Showing

Pantages Beats Out 7th St. knocked the picture business to
smithereens.
by $300— Lloyd's 'Heaven's'
At the Liberty, Gloria Swanson,
always a draw, did a complete noseStanley,
$2,000 Under 'Freshman'
dive, giving the house its worst

down grade permanently aa

Two big money marks on Broadway last week as the result of runs.

HEAT WALLOPED

May

mm m

$25,000

heme"

— "Bo*

Surprises at

$13,<.1:1:1.

At

with a crack prologue,
Aubrey Chadick, a
by

Strand,
staged

Philadelphia, May 18.
Business was not big in any of
the film houses last week. On the
other hand, there were no very low
grosses.
Just a case of normal
it should have gotten more.
early summer slack.
Estimates For Last Week
The Stanley's picture, "The BlackLoew's State— (3,600; 60) "Ever- bird," won good notices, but was)
lasting Whisper."
Receipts below not in itself a big draw. The preeence on the bill of Tom Brown
the standard set. Got $14,200.
8trand— (2,200; 76) "Mile. Mod- and his Minstrels helped a lot. The)
iste."
Rated best Corinne Griffith combine pulled about $25,000, a figpicture in some times,
Only did ure a little below normal.
Harold Lloyd's "For Heaven's
$4,800.
Liberty—(1,800
"Untamed Sake" got around $8,500 In its fourth
50)
Woman." Crowds unusually small. and last week at the Stanton, where)
it
proved a good draw, but not
In seven days, $3,700.
Tudor— (800; 40) "Girl From equal to some of the previous Lleyd
Montmartre." Posthumous presen- comedies. The Fox did well with
tation of last Barbara LaMorr film "Siberia," plus Aaron son's Comfailed to excite Interest.
Barely manders and Aunt Jemima. It was
the second week for the Commandreached $1,900.
ers, who have bunt up considerable
(Copyright, 10*6. by Variety, Ine.)
of a following here.
The house's
gross for the week was just under
$20,000, extremely good.

young man who

is creating talk
presentations,
showed
something in a box-office way. It
Smart picture;
waa off $2,000.

with

his

;

Trade

In

every line has been com-

Prices of farm products
are on the down and farmers are
pessimistic. When agricultural conditions tend toward low levels, this
municipality always finds itself in
the throes of depression. Right now
also there Is considerable unemployment.
"For Heaven's Sake" led the field
of regular movie houses from a
comparative standpoint, giving the
Strand a nice week. At that the
gross fell considerably under what
one expects these days from a Lloyd
plaining.

ST. JOHN'S 4-SPLIT

HOUSE GOT $3,800

was fully $2,000 lower
than the first week of "The Freshpicture.

It

The Arcadia was all right, with
"The Dancer of Paris" held over for
a second week, but the Karlton was
again off with "The Lucky Lady."
The first week of "La BohemV*
at the Aid ine was considerably bet-

ter than was generally figured.
It
Cameo went back to rep 35-50). Title didn't mean a thing man." Taking all conditions into Grosses in
Other Houses Last proved to be an excellent matinee
week and finished with but picture opened nicely and held consideration,
management,
the
draw,
the
women
raving
over
it.
well
as
expected. $4,700.
$4,541.70, while at Warner's "The up as
however, felt satisfied and is holdWeek: $800, $800, $400, The first week's gross was In the)
Mainstreet—"Partners Again" (3,- ing the picture over.
Little Irish Girl" got $13,606.
neighborhood of $13,000, and the
Of the specials in for a run "Th<* 200; 26-60). Reviewers liked this
"Mile. Modiste," at the State,
$375—0. H. Films
picture should stick for about four
picture.
Stage
ol
show
had
one
week
the
finishing
Big Parade" led,
and "The Dancer of Paris," Garrick,
weeks.
with $19,163.50, while "Ben-Hur," at those Orpheum unit things. Just attracted only moderate attention.
There are still rumors of "The
tthe Cohan, dropped further, to $10,- how it escaped the Shuberts' unit It resulted in pretty bad-looking
Black Pirate" for the Aldlne about
St. John, N. B.. May 18.
680, and moves at the end of this circuit a few years ago Is question. statements. The State had nothing
the first of June, and of "Stella
The
turned
Under
average
Opera
House,
old
legit
at
$11,000.
is
exIt
Embassy.
week to the
In the way of a stage attraction to
Liberty
" Wages
For Wives " pull, and the Garrick depended en- to pictures, fell by the wayside last Dallas" for either this house or the
pected to remain there all summer,
(Fox) (1,000; 35-60). Also resur- tirely upon Its film attraction for its week. Although this house mode Stanton, but there is nothing official
drawing visitor patronage.
a fairly good start with films, busi- on this subjest.
"La Boh em e," finishing at the rection of Lloyd's "Among Those draw.
Estimates for Last Week
Embassy this week, got $6,568.50 Present," given preference in billAbsence of any big box office at- ness fell 'down. It reopened this
last week, and "Mare Nostrum," at ing. Also "Laff Week" announce- tractions helped to give Impetus to week for legit.
"The
8tanley (4,000; 35-50-76)
ment.
The
high
"The
Got
good.
spot
last
week
was
the Criterion, attracted $8,669.65.
$6,100,
Blackbird" (M.-G.).
Only a fair
tobogannlng business at the Henne"The Fighting Edge," screen fea- pin-Orpheum, where there was a Sea Beast" to an increased top.
Last night at the Times Square
draw, although Lon Chaney won his
Producers' Distributing Corp. tried ture at Pantages, also five acts.
usual laudatory notices; presence on
Estimates For Last Week
drop of fully $4,500 from the
Orpheum Circuit has announced sharp
an Innovation in New York in prebill of Tom Brown and minstrels
previous week. Both Pantages and

The

little

the

for

—

—

senting a, double feature bill in a
legitimate house' attraction with
"Silence" and "The Prince of Pllsen," replacing "The Volga Boatman." The latter ran for five weeks
to a fair box office result, the final

week being under

the calling of the $325,000 outstanding first mortgage 1V% percent serial
gold bonds issued Aug. 1, 1921, and

secured by

its jffalnstreet, this city.
calling date is Aug. 1, 1926,
Premium, to be paid is one percent
each year of the unexpired life of

The

$6,000.

Estimates for Last
Parade"

each bond.

Week

Astor— "Big

(Copyright, lttc, ay Varlrt/, be.)

(M-G-M).

(1,120; $1.10-2.20.) (26th week.) Last
week, 25th, picture passed $600,000.

Week's business,

$19,163.50,

jump

BUFFALO "SHOT"

of

about $250 over previous week and
total went to $513,893.70, having Lafayette* Independent, Beet Showplayed to 401,424 paid admissions
ing Last Week
since opening Nov. 19.

—

Cameo
Repertoire Week (549;
60-76). This little house leaped back
to the rep idea again to $4,641.60.

Buffalo,

Capitol— "Money Talks" (M-Q
M). (5,460; 60-1.65.) Comedy with
none too great punch. Business re
fleeted this. $40,238.80.
$9,000 under
for "Brown 'of Harvard" week before.

—

Cohan

"Ben-Hur"

(M-G-M)

(1,112; $1.10-2.20.) (21st week.) Final
this house. Moves to Embassy
next week. Last week $10,880.

week

Last Week's Estimates

This
(2d week.)
eight- year-old feature returned here
for revival with grind n/»licy and
pop prices, to $29,716.60, better business than any of Universal's new
specials showed at house with legit
houHQ prices and two performances
day.
Criterion "Mare Nosturm" (MG-M). (608; $1.10-2.20.) (13th week.)
Rex Ingram feature seems to be
holding to fair pace with $8,596.65
60-75.)

Buffalo (3,600; 30-40-60)— "Let's
Get Married." Despite particularly
strong presentation little big busi-

M

Embarsy

— "La

Hennepin-Orpheum
—"Beautiful
vaudeville.

(2,852;

60-99)

Cheat"
and
(U.),
Picturo counted for lit-

$12,500.

tle.

ture;

(M-G- Very

all

Estimated

around

Langdon Five-Reeler

$11,000.

Los Angeles,

bad.

Pathe

$1.10-2.20.)

Loaves Saturday.

|

reel

May

18.

release a five
Harry Langdon

will shortly

feattfcpe

with

ganization.
Pathe figures to release
falls between his first
First National feature.
It

it

low.

Strand

—

"Wilderness

Woman"

86-50-75.)
(Kanc-F. N.). (2,900;
Picture, together with new frolic,
got $31,400 on week. Big.

— "Volga

Times Square
(1\

D. C).

(1.036;

Los Angeles, May 18.
Scott Sidney has begun production of "The Nervous Wreck," a

Those

I^ist

the

Christie

the east include Harrison Ford, Phyllis Haver. Paul Nicholson. Charles Gerard. Mark Swnln,
Chester Conklin, Hobart Bosworth
in

Boatman" and Vera Steadman.

$1.10-2.20.)

"All

Around

$375.

—

Opera House (1,200; 25-35). Pictures withdrawn last week. Daylight saving a contributing factor.
(Copyright, 1926, by Variety, Ine.)

and second

Los Angeles. May 18.
stage recruits will be seen in
Bebe Daniels' next production, "The
College Flirt.*' The first wiil be El
Brendel. the Swede comic, whose
success In "Love Magic," his first
for F-P, has resulted In his being
signed to a long term contract. His
role In "The College Flirt" will be
that of a Swedish Janitor.
Miss Daniels' leading man In this
picture will be James Hamilton,
from musical comedy, who this season worked both In "Merry Merry"

Two

Austria's Film Licenses

MAY R0BS0N TALIS"
Los Angeles,

May

18.

*

May Robson

has fallen for pic*
veteran actress has
signed a year's contract with Cecil
B. De Mille, who holds an option for
the extension of the contract. It is
likely she will play the lead in the
"Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary," one
of her stage successes.
Miss Robson is also scheduled fo*
a big part in "Turkish Delight," an

The

tures.

Cobb story which De Mille
will produce on next season's program.
Irvin S.

Apache Film Picked
For Next Valentino

so that

Stage Recruits

"Nervous Wreck" Starts

person in presentation did not seem Christie Special, at
to hit fancy of New York.
$19,095. Studios this week.

Very

20)

7

being "His First
Flame." This was made by Langdon before he left the Sennett or-

special

P.-L.). (2.200; 35-60-75-99.) Combination of picture showing Paramount Junior stars and players in

Gaiety— (500;

Frying Pan" (F. B. O.) Fred Thomson
western,
and "Love Bug"
(Pathe) 10-11; "Graustark," 12-13;

starred, the title

.

reserved seat perforin
anee and Sunday and Monday did
turnaway at all shows.
Rivoli— "Fascinating Youth" (F.
for

averagef $400.

—

show with corking picwent for nothing at box

all-round

(13th week.)
Lafayette (3,400; 35-50)— "SkyLast week down rocket" and Peggy Hopkins Joyce In
to $6,568.60.
person.
Nothing on this card outRialto— "For
Heaven's
Sake" side of personal ap: earance of star.
(Lloyd-F. P.-L.) (1.960; 35-50-75- Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Last week found Lloyd com- overflow, particularly at matinees,
99.)
edy finishing six-week run. First but wilted sharply in middle of
week showed $48,190, and final week week, with only slight comeback
at
$17,800, but on run picture played finish.
Miss Joyce did about two
to $180,800.
Gilda Gray, in person minutes and earned billing of flash
ami in Aloma of the South Seas act Between $18,000 and $19,000.
on sereon opened Saturday midnight
(Copyright. 1026. by Variety. Inc.)
(600;

).

—

;

—

office.

Boherao"

—

Pantages (1.564; 60)— "The Sap"
and vaudeville. Gojng tough. $4,600. 14-15, "The Man Who Found Him60)— "Dixie self" (F. P.) and comedy. Palace
8eventh
St.
(1,480;
ness.
Barely $24,000.
Merchant" and vaudeville.
Busi- and Gaiety, In different neighborHip (2,400; 60)
"Sally of the
hoods and under one direction, have
Sawdust" found divided favor. Held ness badly off. $4,500.
been rotating pictures each week
(Copyright, 1920, by Variety. Inc.)
all week for rather Indefinite takfor some time, first In the Palace
ings, $13,000.
and then at Gaiety. Industrial deLoew's (3,400; 35-50)
"Skinner's
pression In neighborhood interfered
Dress Suit" and vaudeville. Good, Pathe Will Release
with business at Gaiety May 11.

—

last week.

18.

tion.

Colony— "Outside the Law" (U).
(1,980;

May

Business did a healthy fall last
week. It marked the first sharp decline which accompanied the advent
of spring weather.
In one or two
places the bottom dropped completely, with
little or nothing left for
consolation.
This slump is somewhat pre-seasonal this year, being
at least a month ahead of the usual
schedule.
Local theatre men are
dubious as to this summer's situa-

Imperial— (1,670; 25-50) "Dancing

the Seventh Street held scant night Mothers" (F. P.) 10-11; 12-13. "Jo- helped business to $26,000.
Stanton (1,700; 35-50-76)
"For
audiences and seemed almost de- anna" (let N.), 35c. top; 13-14-15.
serted in the afternoons. The Lyric "Sea Beast" (Warners). 60c. No Heaven's Sake" (P.; fourth and last
week).
Lloyd
picture
good
draw*
a
" Sea
and Aster suffered correspondingly unusual exploitation
for
but not as exceptional as some of
along with the larger houses.
Beast," $3,800.
Lloyd comedies; about $$»Unique— (860; 25) "The Cave former
Estimates for Last Week
500 last week.
State (2.040; 50)— "Mile. Modiste" Man" (Warners), first half, with
Aldine (1,500; $2)— "La Boheme"
(F. N.), and "Dance of Spring." "Adventures of Mazle." Final shift (M.-G.). Did better than many exCorinne Griffith favorite here. Pic- "Red Rider" (B. S. U.) also "Scarlet pected in first week; got around
Marked improvement in $13,000.
ture was not strong enough to over- Streak."
interior and exterior of this, house.
come general slump. $9,500.
Fox (3,000; 99)— "Siberia" (Fox).
Maintaining
better order in balcony Picture fairly well treated in reGarrick (1.829; 60)— "Dancer from
Paris" (F. N.). Picture liked. Failed, among the boys would be another views and more popular than most
improvement. $800.
however on the draw. $4,000.
of house's recent offerings; AaronQueen 8q<— (900; 25) "People vs. son's Commanders and Aunt J ami*
8trand (1.277; 60)— "For Heaven's
Sake" (F. P.). Only hold-outs Satur- Nancy Preston" (P. D. C). Open- ma on surrounding bill helped trade
day and Sunday. "The Freshman," ing two day a Fair business. 12- a lot; just shy of $20,000.
Lloyd's last picture to be seen here, 13, "Reckless Lady" (1st N.) 14-15,
Arcadia (800; 60) "Dancer from
held them out every evening for two all Fox bill, "Rustling for Cupid," Parts" (F. P., 2d week). Fairly well
O. Henry story and Fox News. In holdover; $3,000 quoted.
weeks. Matinees light. $7,000.
Karlton (1,100; 60)— "The Lucky.
Lyric (1.200; 35)— "Desert Gold" $800.
Palace— (660; 20) "Graustark" 10- Lady."
Just a fair draw, with
(F. P.).
Westerns no magnet here
plus
comedy;
12-13,
Who
"Man
11,
house's
usual summer average; $2,*
as a rule. This one no exception.
Found Himself" (F. P.) and comedy. 000 quoted.
$2,000.
Aster (896; 25)— "Siberia" (Fox). Last half, "A Six Shootin' Romance"
(Copyright, lt26, by Vurtety, Ia«.)
(B. S. U.).
Business holding up to
Fell off with others.
$1,600.

Washington, May 18.
Los Angeles, May 18.
The Austrian film producers have
Rudolph Valentino will make an
succeeded in getting their governApache film next with George Fltzment to issue a decree establishing maurlce
as
his
again
named
an import contingent for foreign
films

to

become

direetor.

effective

Sept."

3

next to run for two years, according
to a cable from Commercial Attache
H. Lawrence Groves at Vienna to

Department of Commerce.
The decree provides that during

the

the period "import licenses will be
granted to film Importers to the extent of at least 20 for each suitable
domestic film produced or purchased." Short subjects are to be

exempt from the provisions of the
decree.

week, final of run, De Mllle feature,
A Film Central Committee comhaving remained five weeks. BusiWarner's— "The Little Irish Girl"
Because posed of representatives of the govness under $6,000 last week. P. D. (Warners^. (1.3H0; 50-75.) Business and "The Matinee Girl."
there
too
many
ernment
are
Hamiltons
in
the
and the Austrian film Innow
presenting
double feature dropped to level program producC.
bill of "Silence" and "The Prince or tions usually draw at this house. picture business, this young man's dustry will pass on the domestic
name
will
be
ehanged
films
to James
submitted as a basis for imIMlsen" at legit house prices, giving $13,fi(>5.
two performances daily.
Hall.
port privileges.
(Copyright, ltM. by Variety, Inc.)

reported that Fitzmaurice,
getting $75,000 for directing
"The Hon of a Sheik," the current
Valentino picture, will receive $80,000 for the next production.
Valentino is looking for suitable
story arid another leading lady, as
It

who

Is

is

Vilma Hanky

Is

scheduled to make'

three films with Ronald Colman.

STILLER

:

MAY MOVE

Los AngcU-s, May 18.
The contract between Maurits
Stiller and Metro-Go'dwyn-Mayer
may be broken by mutual consent.
The director is said to be negotiating with Cecil B.
berth.

De

Mille for

a

aOsMdar,

M»y

10.

PICTURES

IBM

HAN'S DOUBLE Bill OPENS;
LEAN'S 3ABY,' AT $24,000, LIGHT

PORTLAND

"Royal Girl" Beats 1st Week
Beast" Could Stay for
Month Weather Better

Los Angeles, May 18.
(Drawing Pop. 1,350,000)
jpg events of the picture house
ess last week were the lnauguof two long-run programs
Qrauman's Egyptian and the

fcld Grauman made a radical departure from his regular policy by
Trtjontlng for the first time two
pictures with two prologs on the
sasee screen as well as having the
stars of these pictures man and
^

—

MARYLAND, BALTIMORE,
REP0IRTED FOR FILMS

Portland, Ore.,

May

18.

Portland houses got a better
break last week, probably on account of an improvement in the
weather.
It
begins to look like
stage attractions of some BAturewlll have to be used at some of the
theatres to counteract tho opposition offered by the heat.
The Liberty, at present the ace
house here, is fortifying itself
against this condition, by booking

some

attractions.
Herb
will be a
feature, as well as the University of California Glee Club and
the U. of C. Five. "Mike," tho film
at this house last week, did not do

"name"

Weidoft and his orchestra

coming

Picture

Business

Last

Fair

Week—"Harvard"

Get

much.

Fair gross at $8,600.

The surprise was at the Majestic,
near $5,700 for second week with

$15,000, Good Gross

(PICKER'S BIG DROP TO

NEW ORIENTAL,

"That Royle

Established

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary
first time as a

—

Baltimore.

pickford for the
double attraction.

May

"Name" Draw Out

$21,000 FOR

"HARVARD"

HIGHEST IN 'FRISCO

Week"

at

—

—

—

;

—

TED

$25,000

WEEK

MILWAUKEE Agnes
Her

—

—

—

—

—

RAYMOND

—

—

day.

$2 900.

Forum— "Stella

Dallas" (U. A.)
25-75). Final five days of six
weeks' run brought $5,100. "La Boheme" (M.-O.-M.) opened Thursday
(1,800;

to one performance at $1.65

J»lght

top

On

15,000,

first

two days got around

considered excellent

Fioueroa— "Bride of Storm" (War-

ner)

(1,650;

25-75).

With

Costello

Majestic— (2,400; 26-60). Vaudeville and Larry Seamon In "Stop,
Look and Listen."
$18,000 reghouse at $6,200.
Philharmonio Auditorium "Will- ularly.
"Wild
Miller— (1,800; 11-60).
iam Tell" (Indep.) (2,900; 26-76).
Gives picture even
Though corking good picture, for- Oats Lane."
Around
eign one could not get them. $2,600 break with Loew acta.
$15,000.
on week.

name meaning something,
pulled

picture

through profitable week for

—

(Copyright, 1W6, by Variety, lae.)

(Copyright, 1©«6, by Variety. Int.)

—Dog

Film

May

Chicago,

18.

Trade chatter around town last
week focused on the new Oriental

—

—

—

of McVicker's—Chi-

theatre, with opinion pretty well
agreed that without a Paul Ash the
house would be a white elephant
Warfield's Management Pleas- for Raluban & Katz. It Is considantly Surprised
"Rainmak- ered a poor theatre architecturally.
Until curiosity has been satisfied
er" Did $19,000 at Granada
and the theatre settled to a normal
gait It will be Impossible to Judge

over

$300

18.

DAYS-M

9

cago Theatre Picked Up to $35,000
Held Over at Orpheum; Did $13,100

Girl." It climbed about
San Francisco. May 18.
tho first week. "Jazz
the RlvoIL staged and
No records were hung up last
The big news in plcturedom here directed by Liborlus Hauptmann, week by any of the first run picGrauman launched the most in- last week was an unconfirmed re- one of the best cards there this sea- ture houses, but the WarAeld again
son.
stepped into first place and thereby
tensive teaser billboard campaign port that
the Maryland, the local
For this concert the house sym- surprised even its own management.
He used six diffor his program.
The first two days gave every eviferent kinds of catch lines as well K-A big time vaudeville house, will phony orchestra was augmented to
as plunging heavily in the news- flop over to the films next season. 18 pieces, and presented a series of dence of a slump all along the line.
The opening performance This would not be surprising to classical -jazz selections. The week's No one thought anything unusual in
papers.
intake here clicked over $8,900, "Brown of Harvard" to pull bettor
Friday night was sold clean at $5
those in the know. Business con- beating the big Liberty, with twice than perhaps an average opening.
top, with the double show running
much of a seating capacity.
as
Tho opening day, Saturday, grossed
With
tinued
three
hours.
yes
and
no
last
week.
than
more
a bit
Estimates
big and Sunday was apace.
the' manner in which this doubleEstimates for Last Week
"Mike"
15-50).
Tha Granada with "The Rainwill
Grauman
Liberty—
received
(2.200;
header was
Rivoli— "High Steppers" (2,300; (M-G-M). Without added stuff can- maker" hit average on its opening
be able to carry this bill on for an 26-65).
Film secondary for two not draw consistently. With good days and held to that. It was evihe
and
more
If
weeks
16
12
,
to
easy
consecutive weeks. Waring's "Penn- acts, would clean up.
Theatre in dent the absence of Peabody with
cares.
8ylvanians" held over and delivered. best spot in town. $8,600.
his orchestra was felt.
Since PeaAt the Forum "La Boheme" had About the only
house In town to
Rivoli— (1,210; 36-60). "Brown of body left, no leader is being feaits premiere Thursday night at $1.65
the Harvard"
come
through
the
races
and
Week
Jazz
(M-G-M).
the
tured,
was
sold
out
the
act
as an act.
house
just
stage
The
top.
stage show goaled local movie"La Boheme" at the St. Francis
day before, with the gross around two-day circus opposition.
Harvard"
Century
"Brown
of
allsolid
hit.
One
best
goers
for
of
Metroslipping.
with
night.
This
is
opened
a subIt
$2,700 for the
John- round shows staged here in many stantial week, but hasn't caught on.
Goldwyn-Mayer output looks as (3.000; 30-65). While Rlda
son
Young
Was
dying
in Connecti- a moon. Liborlus Hauptmann presat
least
Business
Just fair for second week.
though it can go here for
cut her football play was scoring entation, director and conductor,
"Stella Dallas" at the Imporlal
four weeks of very healthy business.
box office touchdown in her home surprised wiseacres by offering opening to a poor week, Jumped a
Sudden Heat
town. Good week, touching $15,000. knockout Big at $8,900.
little the second and last week Just
Business at the downtown first"The
Wanderer"
Embassay
Columbia— (822; 15-60). "Skin- held the increased pace.
run houses was nothing to brag (1,500; 25-50). First week of new
ner's Dress Suit" (U). Denny did
The California with "Prince of
heat
One of those sudden
about.
box office scale. Business picked up not hold up very well for second Pilsen," fair.
waves drove people to their cars somewhat following the inaugura- week,
thermometer
stopped
although
Estimates for Last Week
and seashore.
tion of the new prices. Gross larger
fair click with $4,700.
California (2,400; 65-90). "Prince
At the Metropolitan 'That's My than previous week when the higher at Majestic—
"That
35-50).
(1,000;
of
Pilsen"
(P. D. C). Little better
picture,
Baby," a Douglas MacLean
prices prevailed.
Business is still Royle Girl" (F P). A great biz for than average week, probably due to
had an awful hard road to travel. under average. $5,500 to $6,000.
holdover, beating first week's gross familiarity of title. Several names
the
Not so much enthusiasm about
New—"Desert Gold" (1,800; 26- at $6,700. Picture received good no- of average popularity helped. $11,picture itself among those who saw 50). Zane Grey's "western" generally
in spite of censors eliminat- 000.
It,
wUh iNe consequence around liked, but circus affected business. tices
ing and cutting many scenes.
"The
65-90).
Granada
(2,734;
$24,000 was all that the house could About $7,500.
"Sea Rainmaker" (F. P.).
Mouse
26).
Blue
(860;
Opened to
draw on the week. The final Verne
Warner- Metro— "Why Girl's Go Beast" (Warners). Were It not for average play with Sunday also
Buck presentation was a rather Back Home" (1.300; 25-50). Patsy announced
policy of two-week run keeping pace, but balance of week
colorful one and seemed to be better Ruth Miller and Interesting title got
for this special, picture would be about normal. $19,000.
than those which preceded it during average week.
Business was af good for at least a month. Packed
Imperial (1,300; 65-90). "Stella
Buck's 10 weeks' stay.
fected by circus.
Below previous houses for second week, with many Dallas" (U. A.). Increased business
Loew's State hit about the same week. About $7,500.
standing in line. Slx-a-day grind of second week maintained during
stride as far as gross was concerned,
Hippodrome— "Wild Oats Lane." policy, unusually big. $4,300.
third, but gross not big enough to
as did its much larger sister, the
"Desert class as satisfactory.
20-40).
and vaudeville (3,300; 25-50). Fair
People's— (936;
$11,000.
Met. "The Greater Glory" did not at $8,600.
Gold" (F. P.). Zane Grey stories so
65-90). "La
St. Francis (1.400;
cp»»t% any one to rave, with the reParkway
"For Heaven's Sake" big with the book worms here, Boheme" (M-O-M).
week
Second
sult trade skidded below the two
26-60).
Harold Lloyd com- which stimulates the box office. saw a slump with receipts just hit(1.400
$30,000 weeks the house had before edy moved
up- town. Decided boost- Chuck Whitehead's gang plugged ting average. $12,000.
it.
ing of b. o. at this select stand. with Manager Lucas realising that
Warfield (2,840; 66-90). "Brown of
Chaplin's "Gold Rush," at the About $3,750.
he has a sure-fire draw. Week's Harvard" (M-G-M). Took lead of
Million Dollar, proved a poor pick
Garden "The Phantom Bullet" gate good at $3,800.
from opening day.
street
Not
for second week, and tumbled hard and vaudeville
Is*-)
(Copyright.
lMe,
aeWtr.
by
Sur(2,000; 25-50).
thought out of ordinary, but public
in- gross.
Had this picture had a prised by excellent
showing. Busitook to it from jump. $21,000.
prolog to back it up there is no ness up $1,000. A total of $10,000.
(Copyright, l»20, by Variety, Inc.)
doubt that the gross for the first
This Week
LEWIS'
two weeks would have been inCentury "Wet Paint"; Embassy,
creased by at least $8,000. A ballet "What Happened to Jones"; Rivoli,
Ayres Settle*
used for atmosphere did not seem "Mile. Modiste"; Warner- MetropoliIN
to satisfy at all.
tan, "The Cave Man"; Hippodrome,
$93,000 P. D. C. Suit
For the final five days of "Stella "Kentucky Pride"; Garden, "For
Milwaukee, May 18.
Dallas" the Forum drew an even Heaven's Sake"; Parkway, "Bright
Los Angeles, May 18.
Rain and cooler weather helped
$5,100, considered most satisfactory. Lights";
New, "Volga Boatman."
After six months of litigation,
keeping Milwaukee
considerably
in
The name of Dolores Costello
(Copyright, 1M6, by Variety, 1m.)
houses, legit and picture, on the the suit brought by Agnes Ayres
seems to count quite a bit from the
Producers
Distributing
right side of the ledger during the against
box-office angle, as "The Bride of
past week, although the picture Corporation for back salary and
the Storm," in which she is starred,
CIRCUS'
CLEAN
UP
houses were all devoid of "names." damages was settled out of court.
did around $1,000 better than the
Ted Lewis and his band gave the Miss Ayres was paid $18,000 salary
picture at the Figueroa the week
Little Left in Washington after Big Palace- Orpheum
a break, while for two
before.
of the three pictures she
Show's Draw
"Wages for Wives'* cut no furore
"Abie's Irish Rose" made a strong
She
at the Criterion, with the house
comeback after its 11 weeks last was contracted to make.
having its first losing week in sevseason
at the Gar rick. "Spooks" at worked in only one of the pictures.
Washington, May 18.
eral months.
the Davidson also went well, al- Peninsula studios were to have
(White Population, 380,000)
Philharmonic Auditorium had a
though not as big as with guest made the pictures b»*.t the? contract
foreign picture. "William Tell." in
Ringling-Barnum-Bailey circus in stars.
was assigned by them to P. D. C.
for a second week at 75c. top. In town last Monday and Tuesday and
Estimates For Last Week
According to the contract Miss
this big 2,900-seater the picture
Alhambra—
"Jazs
Bride"
(3,000;
draw less than $1 a seat on the playing to four capacity perform- 50). Little or nothing in names. Ayres was to receive $10,000 a picances didn't leave much for any Alhambra did well to hit about $12,- ture. Her complaint stated $2,000
week.
was all the money she was given.
Estimates for Last Week
one else.
000 with this Warner picture.
Metropolitan
"That's My Baby"
Garden "Johnstown Flood" (1,- After entering the suit originally
Estimates for Last Week
(F. P.-L.) (3,595; 25-65). Poor week
Columbia— "Blind Goddess" (F. 000; 25-35). About $8,700. Picture for $43,000, Including $26,000 for
for this Douglas MacLean picture.
damages, she amended it to $93,000.
P.). (1,232; 35-50.)
Not bad consid- failed to arouse enthusiasm.
Around $24,000. His previous pic- ering.
Merrill
"Sandy" (1,000; 26-50).
$6,500.
tures always good for more here.
Metropolitan Corinne Griffith in Story in Hearst papers aided. Did
"Gold Rush" (U.
Million Dollar
"Mile. Modiste" (1st N.) (1,542; 35- rather well; $5,200 or thereabouts,
McKEES EXPECTANT
A.) (2,200; 25-85).
Second week
Always gets money at this bit better than average.
50.)
Los Angeles, May 18.
very poor; gross under $13,000.
house. Decidedly worth while last
Strand—
"Lucky
Lady(1,200; 26The stork lu expected at the home
Graumin'i Egyptian
"Black Piweek
under
conditions. $10,300.
Regular
patronage
al60).
aided
of Raymond McKoe, screen actor,
rate" and "Sparrows" (U. A.) (1.Palace— Richard Dlx in "Let's Get ways by Ltchter*s band on stage early next
800; 50-11.50).
Getting off to $5
month.
36-60). and in pit About $7,800.
premiere, these Doug and Mary pic- Married" (F. P.). (2,432;
Mrs.
McKee is professionally
About
Liked
round.
all
$8,500.
Wisconsin " That's My Baby"
tures give indications of hitting,
Rialto— "Still Alarm" (U ). (1.978; (3,500; 60-60).
May Frolic with known as Marguerite Courtot, and
due to way Sid Grauman Is selling
35-50). Even personal appeal from Charleston
Wedding as feature is also active In flhnd.
them. First three days $13,700.
couldn't save brought house back to normal.
house
management
Loew's
State— "Greater Glory" this one. Under $6,000.
Around $18,000.
(F. N.) (2.300*; 25-$l).
Clara Bow Opposite Cantor
Not up to
This Week
Palace—"Little Irish Girt- (2,800;
expectations.
Around
Fair week.
Los Angeles, May 18.
Columbia, "A Social Celebrity'*; 50-75).
This house features Or$24,000.
Clara Bow has been withdrawn
"Old Loves and New"; pheum vaudeville above picture.
Criterion— "Wages
Wives" Metropolitan, Paint";
for
from
the
feminine lead In RayRialto, "Watch With Ted Lewis as big stage at(Fox) (1,600; 25-35). Cash buyers Palace, "Wet
traction
hit
high
season's mond Griffith's "You'd Be Surin
sort of fought shy, with result house Your Wife."
(Copyright, lite, by Variety. Is*.)
grosses, going over $26,000. Con- prised" and will be leading woman
went into "red" for first time In
tinuous policy Saturday and Sun- for Eddie Cantor In "Kid Boots.months, through gross of around
wife,

$14,000;

—

in L. A.

,j s

NEED OF

FAMES'; $8,900 TOPS

—"Sea
Not So Good—"Greater Glory"
Jjut Week
Big,
Not
Either—'Tell," Foreign, at
at $24,000
- - JmL^io Lew Than $1 Per Seat on Week

IN

VARIETY

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1

—3

Months

Send remittance with name
and address

how much,

if any, the Oriental will
cut in on the Chicago around the

corner.

The latter held up well last week
but had the advantage of the Marion
Davles film, "Beverly of Graustark,"
backed by Ilenrst publicity. It Is
likely that the house suffering most
from the Oriental will be McVlcker's.
The general exodus of the

Ash fans sent the

down

tally

to

$14,000 last week.
Ralph Williams
his band from the Rainbo Gar-

and

dens are in on an option starting
Williams has built up
this week.

some fame

via the radio route, and
are gambling on that score.
rest of the loop was quiet.
"Stella Dallas'" third week at the
Roosevelt
registered
or
$17,000

B A K
The

thereabouts.

The Monroe was weak with "YelThe Randolph copped
with tho 8-year-old Lon
Chaney picture, "Outside the Law."

low Fingers."
$3,800

It will

probably net Universal a tidy

sum If the Lon Chaney name can
draw as well elsewhere as in Chicago.

Estimates for Last Week
Chicago "Beverly of Graustark"

—

(M-G-M)

60-76).

(4.100;

House

picked up from low of previous
week. $35,000.
McVicker's— "Blind Goddess" (F.
(2.400; 60).
Illustration of importance of what's on stage. Picture seldom means much at this
house, which gets the ordinary program output of Famous Players
with stronger film spotted elsewhere.
With Paul Ash at Oriental, gross

P.)

•

week down to $14,000.
Monroe "Yellow Fingers" (Fox)
Fox meller sans names
(973; 50).

—

last

for

box

city

offices

fared

poorly;

$3,800.

Oriental— "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"
(F.

N.)

on

nine-day

(2,900;

35-60-75).

$69,000

engagement of first
Langdon feature in new
Grinding six shows Satur-

Harry
house.

days and Sundnys,
Orpheum— "Night

five

other days.

Cry*'
(Warner's) (776; 50).
Rln-Tin-TIn In
flesh making three personal appear*
ances a dny. $13,100. Il«>ld over.

Randolph

— "Outside

Law"

the

(650; 50). Picture originally starred
Priscilla Dean re- Issued after seven
years, with Lon Chaney taking precedence. $6,300, good Randolph, and

another week added.
3d

Roosevelt— "Stella Dallas'* (U. A^
week) (1.400; 50-75). $17,000.
(Copyright,

lftti,

by Variety,

lae.)

WEAK AT PROVIDENCE
Qood
Sunday
Business
Through Heavy Rain

First

Providence,

May

18.

(Drawing Population, 300,000)
Mediocre week--neithcr up nor
down, short nor long.
The only
event that caused any fluctuation at
the box office was a nice disagreeable downpour all day Sunday.
Houses conHequentiy packed them
in
the third Sunday under the new
Sunday movie law, and the third
Sunday of big tnklngs by the man-

—

agers.

The rival attractions of two stock
do not seem to have
bothered the picture houses.
Estimates for Last Week
Majestic (2,500; 10-40). "Social
Celebrity" (F. P.). No so glittering
or romantic as the women expected
from Menjou, but well liked. "Out
of the Storm" (Tiffany) adequate
second feature. $7,000.

companies

Strand
Modiste"

(2,200;
(1st N.).

picture and drew.

Norton"

16-40).
"Mile.
Ideal women's

"Test of Donald
(Chadwick) unexceptional.

$8,000.

Rialto (1,448; 15-40). "The Bat"
(U. A.). Declared not ho well done
as play. "Racing Romance" (Rayart) good home rate stuff.
$5,100.
Victory (1,950: 15-40). "The Barrier" (M-O-M). Thrilling and sensational. "Early to Wed" well directed

and

liked.

Good
This

Majestic.

at $6,500.

Week

"The Palm Beach

Girl,"

"High Steppers"; Strand, "Parks at
Midnight," "The Runaway"; Rialto,
"Phantom of the Opera"; Victory.
"The ClrHe" "Th* T»iri*» Merchant."
(Copyright,

ll»t*.

by Variety, la*.)

VARIETY

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES
Harry Wilson, director of publicity for First National, who 1b behind
two secretaries before granting Interviews got himself Into a Jam with a
bunch of the general newspaper men on the Los Angeles •'Examiner,'*
that will take more than hand shaking to square.
Dick Creedon, one of the star feature men on the paper was assigned
to get a story on Dorothy Seastrom, screen actress, ill for a long period
and recuperating In Arizona. She had been assigned to work with
Colleen Moure In 'Delicatessen;" The story the paper wanted was one
Which would have helped the girl as well as the production.
Creedon went to Wilson's office and Informed one of the "sees" he
would like to see Mr. Wilson to get a story and some pictures for a
front page exclusive on Miss Seastrom. The sec said Mr. Wilson was
Tery busy and asked the newspaper man to wait a while. Wilson being
a rather exclusive press agent has a private entrance to his office,
Creedon being
located In a bungalow, formerly occupied by a star.
a very observing newspaper man noticed during the hour or so while
he was standing in front of the bungalow a continuous group of girls
going in and out of the office and heard them talking to Wilson through

Wednesday,

19,

1926

Issued an ultimatum to the circuit, that they would have to carry a
carpenter with them, which they refused to do. The matter was left F.
In abeyance for some time until a boy scout band was scat Into one of
the small houses of the circuit The union Immediately sent word to
'SOUL
thj general manager of this circuit. Informing him that ha must put on
a road carpenter with the band or otherwise the stage crew at all of
his theatres la the territory covered by this local, which Is large, would
walk out. The G. M. immediately rushed a bunch of non-union stage- "Affinity" Fellow on Coasthands to the town where they expected trouble might occur, also to
Beat Her Up, Says
the cities where he had other houses In the territory. At one of the
houses where he stages a big prolog, 60 men were on hand.
Mrs. Affinity
The union officials had been tipped the circuit was ready for a battye
over what It considered an unfair proposition. The result has been that
no longer are requests being made by the Union to carry road crews
Los Angeles, May 18.
with the prolog presentations put out by this circuit.
Ferdinand Pinnoy

PMNEY

EARLE'S 4TH

NOW

MATE' BUST

"Affinity?' Earle,

Boag "threw a party" after the opening of "Aloma" Saturday artist, picture director and poet, la
night In the Gilda Gray studio near Park avenue that must have set the target for a divorce suit brought
him back a couple of "grand" at least. Society, stage, screen, and the by Mrs. Charlotte Krlatlne Earle,
Oft

writing world all represented. From Boston, Washington, Philadelphia
and other nearby cities picture, dramatic, city and managing editors
were present as Boag's guests. The mixing of the various classes was
perfectly handled.

his fourth wife.

whose marriages and affairs
have occupied attention for 23 years, is said to have
One of the biggest and best known original story scenario writers stabbed his wife in the hand with
had the turn called on him some time ago at one of the large studios
pair of scissors at the Biograph
here by a woman continuity writer to whom his story had been turned a
studio in 1910. In 1923 he broke a
over.
The woman asserts she recognized the story, which the writer had clothes hanger while beating her,
she asserts. Later he beat her in
told her was an original, to be practically a duplicate of one printed
the presence of her cousin and! last
in a weekly magazine and it was written by an Internationally known
year
he threatened to kill her, acwriter.
The scenarist told her she must have made an error as it
cording to the complaint.
was his own original.
Earle
was divorced three times
The women went to one of the producing heads of the concern giving
the information to him; an issue of the weekly was sent for and a and the term "soul mate" origicomparison made. It is said the original story writer in his hurry to nated at one of the trials, "affinity"
turn out his product had used the same characterizations and given at another.
Hi* matrimonial record reads:
them the same names as appeared in the weekly's story. The story
was re-written In such a manner that it did not conflict and released Married Emille Flshbacker of New
York, 1903, five years later Julene
about two months ago.
Kuttner was named as his "afThe original story writer is no

window.
Creedon became disgusted and Anally went to the office of John MoCormick, general manager. McCormick was not in but he has a woman
secretary who knows the value of news. She appeared embarrassed at
hearing how the newspaper man had been treated and immediately
called Wilson on the phone. Instructing him to see Creedon.
The parade of girls stopped going into Wilson's office and Creedon
was ushered into the sanctum of the exclusive press agent Wilson in
a very pompous manner said, "I am sorry I could not speak to you before." "Creedon's whose blood was' burning, replied, "Never mind apologizing. Tou know what I want, get it for me in a hurry and let me get
out of this atmosphere."
The information was given and Creedon returned to his office, In no
uncertain tones telling his opinion of Wilson. However, Creedon did
not take it out on the actress or the company but wrote a corking good
story which got a front page layout with a picture.
longer with this concern but did not
However, the "leg men" or general assignment men on the "Ex- lose his Job as a result. He quit the concern shortly afterward when
aminer" being a sort of clannish faith have declared themselves on Insisting on credit for another picture which he had been
the

May

called in to

.Wilson.

doctor up.

An odd action last week in Syracuse, N. Y., against Loew, Inc., was
started by the holders of the first and second mortgages on the Jefferson
Hotel site, where the new Loew's is going up. A temporary injunction
was obtained restraining the demollshment of the buildings on the ground
the land Itself would be Insufficient security for the amount of the
mortgages. The first mortgage Is for $326,000, held by a trust company,
and the second mortgage, $640,000, held by individuals as bond holders.
In reply attorneys for Loew's will plead that the buildings, as they
stand, are worthless, and that the new theatre will cost at least $1,000,000,
In addition to the land's value.
Loew's, Inc., also stands back of the
local operating corporation and guarantees the mortgages, it will be
claimed.
The building Is to contain the theatre and offices. It will have three
upper stories for the latter. Location Is at Sallna and Jefferson streets,
the best spot in town, cutting off Keith's, Just below the other corner
on Sallna street.

A blues and Jazz singer recently playing the Orpheum circuit is engaged as a soloist entertainer at Los Angeles' de luxe cafe, making two
appearances nightly. A rather astute and smart managing director of
two houses controlled by a large theatre corporation figured that the
young woman could possibly spend a little more time entertaining and
worked out the idea whereby he would like to use her for 'a week or
two at one of his theatres. At the cafe she was getting $850 a week
and the theatre manager thought another $500 would get her to make
four appearances a day in picture houses. She was propositioned, with
her reply that she had to take the matter up with her agent in New
York and would let the manager know. She wired the agent and a
quick reply said, "Accept nothing less that $2,500 a
houses."

week

in

picture

Carle,

of the heart

married Miss Kuttner, divorced three years later; had an affair with Emily Dunn of Los Angeles;
married Helena Theodora
Sidford, England, 1911; divorced In
1914; married present wife followfinity";

ing.

Earle declares he will fight the
Two children of the couple*
baby and Egvlnd Earle, 10, are
alive.
Mrs. Earle says she is willing to let her husband have the
older child half of the year.
She
asks for $300 a month alimony,
saying that her husband was making $300 a week and had a yearly
income of $30,000 a year in addition to $700 monthly from New Yorkinvestments.

divorce.
m.

Dr. Hugo Rlesenfeld, from reports, has decided to Issue a series of
presentations next season for picture houses, utilizing some of his
previous production titles while at the Rlvoll, New York. Among those
Jack Pickford
Johnny Hines Is slightly sore at Ralph Spence, the title writer. Spence were "Classical Jazz." "A Night in Venice," etc.
has gotten around to the stage where he is repeating on his titles. In
Will
His
several of the Hines comedies are titles the comedian paid for when
None other but Jack Coogan, former Syracuse drug store pest and
Los Angeles, May 18.
he had Spence do the titling for him. They were gags and 8pence now father of Jackie Coogan, has associated himself with the Shuberts,
Jack Pickford, who arrived here
must have thought they were good or he became absent-minded, as he and will act as a play broker for them in the picture field.
has since used them again.
Jack Coogan, Sr., picture producer and manager of his son's affairs, from the east. Is understood to
There were a number of repeats in "Classified." In "Mile. Modiste" Is In the automobile business. He is selling real estate on the coast, have laid aside his aspirations to
were five titles that appeared in the Hines comedies. Spence Is on has been able to find time to do Lee Shubert a favor and thinks he become a director and will star In
a series of productions to be rehis way east to do titling for "The Old Army Game," "Say It Again," "The will be able to peddle the Shubert plays to the picture producers.
Palm Beach Girl" for F. P.. and "The Savage" for First National.
Coogan got himself on the Job when coming here from New York on leased by United Artists.
Pickford went east with the inthe same train with Lee Shubert last winter. But as some of his other
In the Famous Players release of the UFA "Variety" picture, the title. affairs required his attention at the time, he made no announcement of tention of joining Douglas Fairbanks,
his brother-in-law, in Eu"Variety" is quoted, leaving an Impression with some that this paper the matter. Now that he is able to give it a little time, Coogan wants
is concerned in the subject matter of the film.
The picture tells of a It to be known that if anybody wants any one of some 84 productions rope and directing one of his picGerman varlete performer. Varlete in German Is Variety In English. which the Shuberts have made in the last few years, they can call upon tures on the continent.
Pickford confirmed the reports of
Variete In the German refers to the variety performance or performer. him and he will sell them at the right figure, giving the Shuberts everyIts quivalent over here is Vaudeville, the term variety on this side being thing but his broker's commission and lucky If he can hold out that a chilliness between his wife, Marilyn Miller, and himself.
only associated by show people with a vaudeville show or artist
He says
much on them.
there is a mutual understanding for
No finishing date has been set on "The Sorrows of Satan" which
a
separation,
with no divorce proMetro's announced production of "Old Heidelberg" has Lee Shubert
David Wark Griffith is now making for Famous Players-Lasky at Long panicked. It la upon "Old Heidelberg" that the Shubert operetta success ceedings to be Instituted at presIsland City. It is reported that the Marie Corel 11 picture will be ready "The StudentPrlnce" is based, the stories being identical. The "Heidel- ent.
In the fall and may be the opener for the new Paramount theatre in berg" film Is listed in the new Metro press book for the coming year.
Times square. Those watching the Griffith cast at work declare that Upon learning of it, Lee is said to have gone to Marcus Loew with a
When Jack Pickford first reached
Adolphe Menjou has an unusual role as the devil. Other principals are plea to either lay off or to let him know how it Is that Metro can pro- New York on his recent visit it was
Carol Dempster and Lya'de Puttl, the Hungarian film star, who will duce the film. Lee as owner of "The Student Prince" finds a property understood between
Miss Miller
make her American debut in this film.
worth anywhere from $50,000 to $75,000 for films gone agllmmerlng.
and himself they would be divorced.
When Herbert Brenon was making "Beau Geste," on the sand hills
Marcus Loew lately rejected a tremendous offer for his holdings in
about 20 miles from Yuma, Ariz., one scene had 1,200 cowboys dressed Loew's, Inc., from Charles M. Schwab and Harry C. Durant. The offer
as Arabs attacking a fort defended by 40 men. The defenders were to ran far into the millions and would have meant that Loew retire from
2 Sets of Rights
Messrs. Schwab and Durant are on the Loew's, Inc.,
lire one volley at the Arabs, and the latter were supposed to drop either active business life.
dead or wounded from their hurts. Brenon told the riders that any of list of stockholders with Schwab a member of Its board.
Los Angeles, May 18.
them that would do realistic falls would receive a bonus of $5 in addiWarner Brothers have Just disOne picture actor, character delineator, appearing in a picture being
tion to the $10 a day. Brenon thought when making the offer that probcovered they are the owners of the
ably 26 or SO would do It right. However, all of the 1,200 did the flop shown In a first run neghborhood house In Los Angeles for an indefinite
film rights to "The Miracle Man."
engagement, sort of stepped ahead of a lot of more Important actors
and added $6,000 to the day's payroll.

Changes
Act

Mind—

A

Los Angeles attorney who has a habit of mixing his legal duties
with film business affairs by trying to be an artist's representative,
has run afoul of the second producer In Hollywood within a short time.
A young woman star, whom the lawyer represents, arranged with an
Independent producer to be starred in a picture based on a popular song
of a generation ago. The producer had agreed with the young woman
to give her a contract at a figure she stated with a guarantee of three
weeks' work. She stated that the lawyer would draw up the contract
for her and sign It.
About three or four days later, the lawyer visited the producer and
stated that his client could not take the Job unless she received a larger
amount than had been agreed upon and she secure a minimum of four
weeks. He said that he felt it would hurt her standing to take a Job
for less than four weeks, and as the producer was an independent he
must pay more money to get her services than had been stipulated.
The producer told the lawyer that the woman made the agreement
with him and that he looked upon her to live up to it. After a long
wrangle the lawyer left and said he would mail the contract that night.
No contract came. Several days later the producer called up the lawyer
and the latter said he had changed his mind about the matter, his client
would not work unless she got the amount he demanded and a fourweek contract.
Rather than be held up through the methods employed by this attorney, the producer called off all negotiations and has temporarily suspended making the picture until he can secure a star who will contract
direct or through a legitimate agent.
It is said that tho tactics of this attorney will be brought to the attention of the Hays organization.

The house press agent, all According to their story, they have
In the cast In his efforts to get publicity.
around showman, liked the way this fellow was playing for his publicity owned the novel all the time.
Frank L. Packard wrote the book
and saw to It that he got plenty. The other day the personal press
and sold the screen rights to Vitaagent representing the actor called the house press agent and wanted to
graph,
absorbed by Warner Brothknow why the nam*/ of this actor was not played up big in the ads.
The house press agent explained the producer and director of the picture ers.
Packard also allowed George M.
had agreed that their names were of no value, that they were simply
Cohan to dramatize "The Miracle
selling the picture and its title, therefore waived the use of the space
Man,"
making it a highly successful
which they would have taken up in the advertisement to Increase the
The press agent Insisted his client play. Cohan sold the rights to his
selling arguments of the picture.
was more Important than both the producer and the director (who Is play to Famous Players-Lasky, who
one of the first line men in Hollywood) and that he must be recognised made the picture, which gave Thomas Melghan, Lon Chaney and Betty
or there would be trouble. The house press agent hung up.
Two days later an attorney representing the actor wrote the house Compson their biggest chance.
Now Warner Brothers are conpress agent and Informed him that as the attorney for the actor
he Insisted that more pictures of his client be sent to the newspapers sulting their attorneys on the legality
of making another "Miracle
or he would take means to see that his client got the proper recognition
due one of his talent. The house press agent then showed the letter Man."
to his boss and said, "What do you think of this, the guy wants his
picture planted In the papers and there has been no one around to
FLORENCE VIDOR'S TRIP OFF
even give us a still of him." With that, he tore up the letter.
Los Angeles, May 18.
Florence Vidor, due at the Long
In a foreword to "Fascinating Youth," Jesse L. Lasky has a signed
statement projected on the screen declaring that the so-called Paramount Islnnd studios of F. P., to play the
lead
Junior Stars are all newcomers to the screen and that this film is their feminine
in
"The Great
Gatsby," will be held here for Frank
appearance.
Mlmi Palmier!, appearing under the name of Mona Palma, appeared Lloyd's first F. P. production.
Alfred
with
Lunt
picture
and
featured
the
was
in
In
a
Earl Kenton, another director,
some years back
Frofessionally who recently signed with F. P., arbilling. She has appeared intermittently at other times.
rived from New York yesterday
she waa formerly a model for Joel Feder, the fashion photographer.
first

A circuit on the West Coast which has been playing prologs In its
houses has been having considerable difficulty with the stagehands
It is understood Fox Is endeavorlnf? to pet Alfred E. Green, the nee
union in its territories. This theatre sends Its prologs out from a central of First National directors, to mnke "Tho Auctioneer," and "Is Zat So?",
point to play 10 and 12 weeks. Tho stagehands union some time ago
(Continued on page 19)

(Monday) and will proceed to make
We're in the Navy," which is to be
a sequel to "P.ehlnd the Front," on
•

the F. P. program.

May

fefatttdajr,

19,
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LISH FILMS

MHITS DELUGE" CALLED OFF;
LIKE WARNERS' "NOAH'S ARK"
D. C. Also Calculates Probable Investment of
Believes Better Policy 3 Smaller
$1,200,000
Features $50,000 Preliminary Expense

—
—

Los Angeles, May

18.

Cecil B. de Mille Is not going to

"The Deluge" spectacle

te

for

£fOducers' Distributing Corporation
IHleaen this year. Variety learns all

jfeaa.for the production have been
off at the De Mille studio in
Cvlver City, after an initial expense
et around $60,000.
The reason given to those who
Worked In the preparation of the pic.
tort la that Warner Brothers are
foing to make "Noah's Ark" and
had registered that title with the
Association of Motion Picture Producers, the Will H. Hays organization of which txDth De Mille and the
"Warners are members.
It Is said the Hays office informed
De Mille his story would be like
that of the Warners and the latter
organization could take legal means
to prevent Its production.
The idea for the production of the
"Deluge" was obtained through a
contest run by De Mille in conjunction with the Los Angeles "Times.*'
girl who forwarded the accepted
Idea received $1,000.
It is also said that the P. D. C.
organization did not care to go to
the expense of making this picture
which would take about six to eight

mXM

A

Coogan

Pres.

Los Angeles, May 18.
Catholic Motion Picture Guild
held its annual election and for the
third time elected Jack Coogan, sr.,
president and Father Michael J.
Mullen, chaplain.

Other officers elected were James
Dunn, first vice-president.; Tim
Whalen, Colleen Moore, George
O'Brien, J. W. Considine, jr., nonary vice-presidents; James Cooncy,
executive secretary; May McAvoy,
treasurer; Sam Taylor, Judy King,
Kva Novak, Charles McHugh and
Bobby Agnew, corresponding secretaries.

Due

the success of the last
held by the Guild, the or-

to

benefit

months and cost around $1,200,000. ganization will have its own club
The heads of the organization house in Beverly Hills.

financing De Mille, it is stated, felt
that rather than Incur this heavy
Investment and taking up time for
the production, requested De Mille
to turn out in its stead three other
pictures,

which

they

felt

would

"Camille" for Talmadge
Los Angeles, May
There

is

18.

a possibility Norma Tal-

madge may make "Camille"

GEORGE GIVOT
n
4€

The Panting Singer

British production is by no means
dead, as witness the Oxford Film
Co.
This concerr. has taken <5ver
the Busby Studios. It has for producer, scenarist and leading man %

youth who, until recently, was an
undergraduate at Exeter College.
gross considerably more than the The Him has the prophetic title
"Silent," and none of the members
one.
of the company, all undergraduates,
Michael Courtrice, the Austrian with the big British film "comedirector who made "Moon of Is- back" in their hearts, is over 25.
rael," will arrive here about Aug. The leading lady is a grandadugh1 to begin making
"Noah's Ark" ter of the Duchess of Sutherland.
for Warner Brothers. As a producPeople who were connected with
tion it will include a long sequence
showing The Deluge, which was to the making of the Cosmopolitan
shorts around the haunted castles
have been the name of a Cecil B. and houses
of this country continue
DeMllle specin' for next year.
to inquire when it is expected H.
Berg will return to Wardour street.
Without one dissenting voice they
promise him a warm welcome.
Catholic M. P. Guild

Re-Elects

before
she does "East of the Setting Sun"
for United Artists.

54

the

list

of various star series

for

the coming season. It lists 64 feature productions, including the Gold
Bonds, and 100 short subjects. The
features will be twelve Gold Bond
productions; four Fred Thomson
productions; six Evelyn Brent productions; six Alberta Vaughn productions; s!x George O'Hara productions; eight Tom Tyler productions; eight Bob Custer productions;
four starring "Ranger," a
dog.

SAVED FROM SUICIDE
Los Angeles, May 18.
Despondency brought on by ill

Home Again
Where

I

Started

fclcVICKERS',
25

Weeks

CHICAGO
in All

Longest Individual
Run for Theatre
Alio 15 Weeks Balaban & Kata'
Other Chicago Theatres
,

"SAY IT WITH PANTS"

health caused Mrs. Mary C. Rogers,
23, actress, to turn on the gas in
The
her Hollywood apartment.
janitor smelled the fumes and immediately called for a pulmotor
from the Emergency Hospital.
Doctors restored Mrs. Rogers to
consciousness.

CURRENT PLAYS ON

BW

"The Sport of Kings"— Favorable
"The Sport of Kings" (Carl Reed, Lyceum theatre): While a very
punk piny on the stage, this swift and extremely low farce might turn
out a rattling good low-comedy foature-film. The race truck stuff, all
talked about in the piece, should furnish a fine relief in a screen verand there are several scenes suggested in the talk which could be
turned into spanking stuff via the camera.

sion,

The lead, a character man. grouchy and stingy, might have to be
played down, and the love-story would have to be built up. Rut the title
sounds good for the movies and with intelligent treatment it should
Lcit.
be lived up to in a picture version.

OFFERS EMPLOYES
ITS THEATRES' STOCK

FRENCH SYNDICATES MEBGE
Paris.

The few

May

8.

dissatisfied

PAUL ASH
NOW AT

The industry is again hit by the
chancellor of the exchequer's budget
on top of the unrepealed entertain
ment tax,
clause raises the duty

A

picture.

Film Booking Offices announces
twelve Gold Bond productions and

1

French picture people who withdrew from the
manufacturers' syndicate last year
Los Angeles, May 18.
and formed a new group under the
Universal, through a stock promotion organization, is offering its direction of Jean Sapene have reemployes stock in the recently turned to the fold. After negotiaformed Universal Chain Theatres tions carried on under friendly inCorporation, a $6,000,000 holding
fluence the two syndicates have
George Pearson's new film, ."The company, formed to take over the
Little People," is ready for showing. 100 or more Universal-owned or decided to amalgamate, the organMade mostly on the Italian frontier, operated theatres. Universal em- ization retaining its original name
the picture will be handled by ployes are being circularized by of Chambre Syndicale Francalse de
Butcher.
The company includes Shields & Co., New York brokers, la Cinematographic the offices reMona Marrls, Frank Stanmore, prob- with
a prospectus which holds out maining at 13 bis. Rue des Mathuably the only actor in England
drawing a regular weekly salary a promise of 8 percent profits or on rins, Paris.
All
the American firms doing
from a film-producing firm; Randle the basis of $1.09 per share earning
Ayrton, Gerald Ames, Harry Fur- on common stock, one share each business in France are members of
nlss, Barbara Gott.
share
each
with
this
union,
issued
the representative of
which
Is
of
Paramount also serving on the
of purchased preferred stock.
The latest New Era film "passed
Letters lately received by Univer- oommittee.
This seems to have
and approved by H. M. Admiralty" sal employes advise that the Chain been a bone of contention, but the
Is
entitled
"Life on the Ocean
123 difficulty has now been happily
has
now
Corporation
Theatre
Wave." To get this, naval officers
and dockyard commanders were or- theatres in operation, 14 under con- adjustod.
dered to give the producer and cam- struction, and negotiations practiceramen every help and facility. The ally completed for eight additional
same company is making a film life houses. During the first 16 weeks
of Nelson at the Stoll studios.
of its existence the corporation is
reported to have earned $246,945,
The latest outside effort to bol- with an average of 98 theatres in
ster up the film business here has
been received with great coldness operation.
Theatres included in the holding
by the trade. This Is the British
Empire Film Institute which has corporation embrace those of the
apparently no settled aim beyond Sparks, Shine, Hostettler and Caplr
a sort of misty uplift of the industry tal chains, and individual theatres.
and those in it.
Net assets as of April 3 are re-

on optical glasses, lens, optical eleFred DeGresac is now working on ments, and parts of optical instruments from 33 % percent to 60 pera "Camille" adaptation.
Hans Kraley returned from New cent as from May 1. The duty on
York Monday. He will immediately carbons for arc lamps Is raised to
one shilling per pound from the
begin work on Miss Talmadge's
same date.

F. B. O.'S

H)i "'

VARIETY

PICTURE POSSIBILITIES OF

London, May 9.
Challis Sanderson is making a
series of short comedies for Gaumont, featuring John Henry. This
comedian jumped into fame with
broadcasting.
As a vaudeville aot
his powers of amusing were negligible.

JP,

{

Yet another "super" Is coming
Into being in London, where there
are only two topics of conversation
—the collapse of the film industry
at home and the building of a paklnema. This new klnema Is
Golders Green. The plans account for something like 50 private
boxes, while each Individual seat
throughout the house will have
space for the "parking" of coats,
hats and umbrellas. The stage will
be 70 by 100 feet and the main tearoom will be approached by an open
balcony 26 by 100 feet. Free aclatial

at

commodation

for

several

hundred

promised. The building Is
being erected for W. Williams, a
Charing Cross Road exhibitor.
cars

is

ported at $3,855,436, equivalent to
per share of preferred stock,
with net tangible assets on the
same date, exclusive of good will,
organization expenses, etc., amounting to $6,143,795, equivalent to over
5128 per share of preferred stock.

BALABAN A KATZ

$96

N. Y.

TO

L.

New

Oriental

Theatre

CHICAGO

A.

Gladys Unger.
Franklin Underwood.
J. M. Riehle. Jr.
Mrs. Edward Laemmle.
Mr. and Mrs. Siegfried Laemmle.

Walter Laemmle.
Rosabello Laemmle.

L. A.

TO

N. Y.

Earnest Pascal.
Leatrice Joy.

William Joy.
Vivian Moses (Fox publicity).
G. K. Rudulph (Fox publicity).
Alfred Mlrovitch.

Harry Warner.
Dora Dean
Jack Pick ford
Hans Kraly

Milton Rosmer has joined Gaumont as producer. Rosmer, who
comes of a famous North of Eng- ture. "White Heat." will be directed
land pantomime troupe, the Milton by Thomas Rentley from a scenario
Rays, Is well known as a West End by Eliot Stanard.
legitimate actor and also as a screen
artist.

This will be his debut as a

director.
J.

D. Williams'

first film for

Brit-

National Pictures is entitled
"London." The story is by Thomas
Burke with Dorothy Gish as the
star. Herbert Wilcox la producing.
ish

Graham Wilcox
the producing

is
field.

to return to
first pic-

The

After remaining closed for something like three years the Torquay
studios are to be reopened by Haywards Productions. These studios
wero originally built for the defunct
Cairns Torquay Film Co. at a cost
of $200,000, while the general equipment and finishing of the property
rooms and "floors" cost many thousands more. Up to now nothing of

note

has

come from them.

HAZEL KENNEDY
JUVENILE SINGING

AND DANCING CHARACTER COMEDIENNE

OPENED MAY

8

AT BALABAN & KATZ*

NEW ORIENTAL THEATRE, CHICAGO
WITH ALL OF THEIR OTHER WONDER THEATRES TO FOLLOW

WEEK MAY

17,

CHICAGO
Exclusive

Management

WEEK MAY
JOHN

P.

24,

GORING &

TIVOLI

CO.,

WEEK MAY

Forum Theatre, Los Angeles,

Cal.

31,

UPTOWN

PFOT07'1*E«B

VARIETY

10

Criterion's,

FREE BOOKING REIN FOR ACTS

L A., F. P. Fib

Los Angeles, May

May

Wednesday,

19, 1806

AMUSEMENT STOCK QUOTATIONS

18.

For the first time at the Criterion,
a West Coast house, "Desert Gold,"
There was little to choose from in the market last week and the
a Famous Players picture has been
jority of the amusement shares were somewhat off.
About one point
booked and will show there next
None of the mergers seemed!
loss was the general rule along the line.
week (May 22).
particularly affect the prices of any of the shares either on the biff
The Criterion according to the to
*
board of the Curb.
contract which West Coast has
was no dealing in the east whatsoever in Balaban and Kats
There
Fox's, Phila., with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, First
shares, which would seem to Indicate that Famous Players have picked
National and Fox, must play 13 of
Strand, each of these concerns pictures with up all the stock that they want of that corporation to secure control of
organization. Yesterday, however, in Chicago there was some tteattngr
balance of the product used to the
"Opposition" the booked
with the prlcos moving up above the 70 mark.
on the open market. As In the B. & K. shares
be
The market for last week showed:
a rule the open time bookings were
Stile*.
Hi*h.
L#ow.
Cioee.

IN PICTURE HOUSE PLAYING

—

Case of Cantor Rosenblatt Playing
Next Week, Following May 30 at Mark
Brooklyn, N. Y.

—Same Agent—No

Cantor Josef Rosenblatt plays
next week (May 24) at Fox's, Philadelphia, following for May 30-week

Mark- Strand. Brooklyn, N.
both picture houses. The dou-

at the
Y.,

entered

booking haa been
through the Alf T. Wilton agency.
This may presage a future free
booking rein for acts Into picture
ble

theatres without "opposition" arising, other than In the city itself.
The overlooked "opposition" angle here is the recent amalgamation
of the Moe Mark -Strand theatres
In
tho Stanley Company.
•with
Philadelphia Fox's opposes StanassoThe
ley's Stanley theatre,
ciated Mark-Strand takes the turn
directly following.

At Fox's Cantor Rosenblatt will
his picture house debut. It is
the first booking of consequence placed through the new
Stanley combination, booked by Its
Acme agency in New York, supervised by Jack McKeon.
For Brooklyn It will mark the
Cantor's third appearance there
He played the Keith
this year.
Albee Bushwick Feb. 8-week, and
the same circuit's Albee theatre

make

also

week

of

March

1

Nat Holt Reported
For PllbllX at L. A.
Los Angeles, May 18.
Nat Holt, managing director of
the Granada, San Francisco, Is reported will succeed Frank L. Newman as managing director of the
Metropolitan and Million Dollar
theatres here, from reliable report.
Holt and Jack Partington, who pro
duces the shows for the Publlx
houses here have been close friends

was through the
for years.
It
efforts of Partington that Holt was
promoted from the manager of the
California to the Granada.
It is said that Holt will be managing director of the two local
houses but that Partington will
practically be a sort of supervising
managlng" director of the houses
here and the four theatres operated
by Publlx In San Francisco.
According to the same source,
Newman is still scheduled to return
to Kansas City and operate the
Newman and Royal, which he owned
and handled prior to reaching the

generally allotted to Universal and Eastman Kodak
Famous Players-I^asky
other independent concerns.
Do., pfd
This la the second F. P. picture First National Pictures
in * downtown house of West Coast. Fox Films A
Loew's. Inc
Several months ago It bought "The Metro-Qoldwyn

|

American"

Vanishing
I

for

Loew's

gJJJ^'

said the reason, for booking
this F. P. Is that Mae Murray's
It Is

M

(M _ Q

MThe
_
Dancer,
Bwitched trom the criterion to
bigger house—Loew's State,
and another picture had to be ob-

WM

Ue

"00
200

Warner

Bros. Plcts.

VANCOUVER MEET

New

1.000

700
100

104

130

4%

«

I

Similar sessions are being held
•* other Canadian cities, principally
ron to
Montreal, Calgary and

^
W*

'

Fox Films A

A. MUligan
gathering.

addressed the local

96

03%

Orpheum
Shubert

WO

Incorporated

n

A

Theatres

06

V6

(12%

47%
61%

63%
86%
a»%
47%
61%

—
+
-%
-%
+1
-%

Low.

Close.

Chang*.

22%

tt

36%

W%

200
100
*00

Circuit

Pathe Exchange

|

100

2°0

National Pictures

First

Ixmw's,

62*

CURB

HlBh.

Sales.

22%

MOO

Ideas

Lo A ngeies, May is.
With Universal officials changing
fl

18.

I

U

Buys

Two

Houses

CAPITOL

STELLA DALLAS

I

|

City "Star."
1st

BROADWAY
Howard Green With Lloyd
Los Angeles, May

M

I

18.

Green, formerly of the
vaudeville producing firm of Hockey and Green, has left MetroGoldwyn.
He has signed & long
time contract as gag man with the
J.

Harold Lloyd

300

4%

^

I

I

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Clone.

282

4%

—l
—l
-l

Other which went up half a point.
Out of town markets showed 1,550 shares of B. & K. traded in In
Chicago, with the stock showing a high of 71V. and closing at 70. In
Vancouver, May 18.
Cleveland five shares of Loew were traded In with the stock firm at 96,
round 75 Famous Players (Ca- while in St. Louis 48 was being bid for Skouras stock with none offered.
nadian >
met here to talk ° ver
Yesterday's trading was:
Close.
J,ow.
Change.
Hleh.
Snips.
new *roup of films for next
12«%
- tt
121%
7.900
Famous Players-Laaky
Be**° n
120%
+1
1W%
120%
100
Do. preferred

I

Howard

Low.

High.
310

14

—

Convention at
Canadian Point*.

I

Raymond GRIFFITH
In "WET PAINT"

02%

±5

22
22
22%
12
12%
12%
88%
33%
83%
The market yesterday was decidedly sluggish and failed to make any
moves of great import one way or another. On the Curb there was
dealing in but a single amusement stock, and that was In Fox Theatre**

I

8T.

48

02
14

400
100

WARNER

AT

104

48

1.100

I

47TH

104

300

Paul Lazarus, assistant general their minds each day on the producin Eugene, Ore.
manager of United Artists, Is on his tion of Victor Hugo's "The Man
SAILING
HAERY
Portland, Oro., May 18.
first tour of inspection of the coast Who Laughs," the latest decision is
Los Angeles, May 18.
In a deal closed Saturday UniLazarus Is putting in to make the picture In this country
Harry Warner, of Warner territoryunder the reciprocal versal acquired control of the McBrothers' organization, left for New several Innovations on sales and Instead of
Donald and Rex theatres, Eugene,
York today and will sail for Eng- promotional work for his company's 1 agreement by which It waa to be Ore., considered the best in the
product. He will remain to attend produced In Franca,
land July 17.
The deal is said to involve
state.
director
mostA.
Dupont
the
B.
is
In England he will take active the M.P.T.O. convention before r«»It gives Universal control
$800,000.
ly mentioned.
charge of a studio and begin ar- turning to New York.
The
of the houses for 20 years.
rangements for the first English
made by Mrs. A. H.
transfer
was
Embassy
Dahnken Co.'s
production by his concern.
Mt Vernon. N. Y.. May 18. McDonald with William Cutts actOIL P. A. IN PICTURES
Dahnken Theatres, Inc., have ing for Universal.
Konsas City, May 18.
Universal also has broken ground
Dwight W. Norris, district adver- taken over the 1,500 seat picture
BROADWAY AT
house
recently completed at Third for a 1,600-seater here, ready in
6 1ST ST.
tising manager, of Standard OH
FIRST TIMR AT POP. PRICES
company, will leave next week for and Fulton avenues, known as the September, and has also been
New York to take a position with Embassy, from the Goldreyer In negotiating other sites in the neighborhood districts of adjacent towns.
the Famous Players -Lasky corpora- terests
Frcd Dahnken, formerly of First
tion publicity department. He was
formerly connected with tho adver- National Pictures, Is head of the
Famous Capitol Programme
Pathex Claims Breach
CAPITOL QRAND ORCHESTRA
tising department of the Kansas new corporation.

tranU

21%
20%

Oft%

CURB

Sales.

23

4»%

400

American Seating Co
Film Inspection
Fox Theatres A

•4%
80%

21

Jl

+

Making Hugo's Here

Los Angeles, May

SMARK

03%
36%
22%
21%
20%

20*

1.100
12.000

Fox Theatres A

Lazarus'

122
122
98

98

Managers'

coast.

22.

110>i

121

122

38
28
T2

MM>

A

100

124V4

12S

98*
04*

1.000
7,200

llotion Picture Cap. Corp
Orpheum Circuit
Do., pfd

Pathe Exchange A
Shubert Theatres

110%

2.-900
01, 1*00

International Projector
Universal Pictures

tained In a hurry.

F. P.'S

...

outfit.

I

LOEW'S

a

Appointments
Los Angeles, May

C,

Levee,

A

contract will be closed within
the next few days in New York between Hal Roach and the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Corp., whereby the
former will make eight "westerns'*
for release by the latter organisation. The contract for the deal haa

been drawn by Robert J. Rubin and
is now ready for signing by the interested parties.
The negotiations were carried on
between Nick Schenck of the Loew

organization with Roach with tha
sanction of Louis B. Mayer, who Is
in New York, and progressed to tha
point where the final signing of the
contract was all that was necesSchenck went to the eoast,
sary.
leaving the matter entirely in tha

Los Angeles, May 18.
The Pathex Co., Inc., distributors hands

Nat'l

18.

executive general
manager of First National, haa ap
pointed Fred Pelton manager of the
now studio which opens June 10
p e iton replaces H. H. Barter.
Steve Goodson was appointed art
director at the same time, marking
tlie first time this concern has had
an art director.
.

Roach's 8 "Westerns"
For M.-G.-M. Release

of miniature cameras
tion outfits,

have

filed

and projecsuit In Su-

perior Court against W. B. Joyce of
York, millionaire, his son, W.
B. Joyce, Jr., and the Munson Raynor Corporation for $188,000, alleging a breach of contract.
The breach is said to be a failure
to deliver 7,200 machines to Pathex.

New

of

Rubin

to close.

Hal Roach has been variously reported as leaving Pathe to place
his product (which also includes
"shorts") through Famous Players.
It is not known at either end
whether the Roach alignment with
M.-G.-M. contemplates his full output or merely "westerns" as reported.

"Butter and Egg Man" First Nat'l.
TORRENCE IN COMEDIES T
Los Angeles, May 18.
M-G Borrows Edeson
Los Angeles, May 18.
Los Angeles, May 18.
Angeles,
18.
First
purchased
Los
May
National
has
Christie Brothers and Education
Hal Roach Is negotiating with
borrowed "The Butter and Egg Man" and Ernest Torrence to appear in a seMetro-Goldwyn
has
al Flim Exchanges have renewed
"THE BLIND GODDESS" their contract whereby Educational Robert Edeson from the DeMllle or- Ben Lyon will bo brought here to ries of two-reel
comedies as a star.
With JACK HOI/T — RRNST TORRKNCB wlll distribute the entire two-reel ganlzatlort to do the character lead play It.
It Is likely that Torrence will be— VAUDEVILLRThe picture will be supervised by gin work on the first of them before
output of the Christie studios for in "Altars of Desire," the new Mae
At Stat* RDPIH PARDO & CO.
Murray starring vehicle.
B. P. Flnoman.
taking a trip to Scotland this fall.
at Metropolitan- -Harry Rose. Ritz Bros, the seventh consecutive year

STATE & METROPOLITAN
£'y A 46th

St.

Christies and Educational

Brooklyn

I

I

—

|

.

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION

SIVI

"THE WIZARD OF THE STRINGS"
RECORDING ARTIST

NOW AT THE

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

ENCHANTING

TAMARA UTG0FF HARP ENSEMBLE
JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S FAMOUS PLAYERS' PRESENTATION
THE GRECIAN URN"

Featured with

44

Personnel:

THIS

WEEK (MAY

16),

VERA PLESHNOVA, EDITH
NEW YORK

RIVOLI,

SINCLAIR, GLORIA PLEASANTS and

LEONA BURGESS
Direction BENJAMIN DAVID

;

j

-

Wednesday,

May

19,

PICTURES

1926

admissions of which 19,404 average of approximately $10,000
have been standees.
weekly. Thl« makes it safe to estimate that the picture v/ ill, before
All Money Records
(Continued from page 3)
it
cincludes its legitimate theatre
In
its
entire
run in New York
introduced
•"^Atd as chairman, and
engagement
on Broadway, show a
"The
Birth
of
a
Nation"
grossed
Mayor Walker and later the guest only a little in excess of $600,000, so return of $400,000, about $40,000 in
*( honor.
excess
of
the
actual cost of the pror .iQvntinuIng concerning vaudeville, that "The Big Parade" is certain
Returns from the other
bufore it leaves the Astor to have duction.
stated:
Mayer
road showings of the pic ture should
all records for money and the num^Motion pictures will put vaude- bers of people played
to safely in be -velvet."
few years,
ville out of business in a
the bag.
There were 10 companies on tour
number of all-vaudefffcs limited
During the
10 weeks of the this year outside of the Astor and
now operating cannot Astor run the first
jtfXp theatres
expense of the pre- Grauman's Egyptian,
Hollywood.
gprrlve motion picture competition. liminary advertising for the advent These by the time they close will
-^B^-alaa ..lfl_j?artly Jlue_to the con- xd-lha picture., was paid out of the show a net profit of about $L'50,000
tinuous repetition during past years' profits.
and the picture will continue to" bo
In vaudeville of the same personaliActual profit that the picture has road showed by the same number
The theatres returned to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer of companies
ties in the same acts.
in legitimate theatres
Which show vaudeville and pictures on the run is about $150,000 or an next year, when a season of about
paid

.MAYER ON VAUDE

VARIETY
40

weeks each

will

be booked, add-

ing another $400,000 to the net For
19L'7-L'8, when the picture starts the
real picture house bookings, it will
b*i certain to mop up, as It is certain of repeats from the public when
it gets to the popular priced the-

U

atres.

The previous estimate made that
the picture would reap a $4,000,000
profit to the company is almost a
certainty, when the foreign returns
as well as those from America are
taken into consideration.

11

After

50%

Nace

Circuit in Arizona
Los Angeles, Mny IS.

of Rickard-

Universal is negotiating for the
purchase of GO per cent, of the
Nace Circuit in
Klckard
and
Arizona. This consists of five houses
in Phoenix, two in Mesa and one
each in Tuseon, Chandler, Tempe
and Glendale. The total circuit valuation is about $500,000.
Hia JiOW QJCf.ering to give stock for
their share, while Hickard and Nace
.

Gene Tunney

being directed by
"The Fighting
Marine." written as a serial by
Frank Leuii Smith (rathe).
is

Spencer Bennett

popular prices will continue to
„ at
j^smve a large following, but even
ttala type of entertainment will in
many cases give way to pictures
* with stage presentations such as
*
have been in vogue in recent years.

in

are holding out for at least $100,000
cash and tho rest in stock.

has given you

"Stage presentations in picture
theatres will continue to boost the
]gw water mark of weekly box office

However, the feature film
more than ever be the deciding

receipts.
frill

tb-ctor in catablishlng

high grosses.

foz Instance, at the Capitol theatre
Major Bowes, through his presentations, has added considerably to the

ALL season long

Weekly receipts of that institution.
Tet the fact remains that the busi-

ana

ness at that great theatre fluctuates
between $40,000 and $75,000 on the
week, depending upon the drawing
power of the feature film he shows.
This is true of every motion Picture
theatre in the country, in proportion
to its seating capacity.

for instance

"There has become evident a wild
scramble to adopt the so-called
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer producing
system. Producing heads of practically every big company are now
moving to tho West Coast to actually take charge of production. The
M.-Gk-M. system is now the thing of
the
hour in producing circles.
Moreover, It takes more than a system or a method of producing to
make great pictures. Wo anticipated the present situation two
years ago. We have been quietly
building our organization. It takes
brain power to make pictures such
as we have made, in addition to
system. We believe we have cornered the producing brains of the

many

Peter B. Kyne's

The

and beautiful background* It's the kind of picture exhibitors call "sure money." With Janet
Gaynor, Leslie Fenton and J. Farrell MacDonald. Directed by John Ford*

The

as seven

We

I

In

producing

circles.

JOHNSTOWN FLOOD

Acclaimed the

We

these

Shamrock Handicap

A racing drama of Erin's Isle and California. A powerful heart-gripping story with a strong cast

attractions on Broadway simultaneously.
have in Irving Thalberg the greatest mind in motion
have
picture producing today.
In Harry Rapf the most capable

showman

greatest thrill picture

by

right out of their seats

* - it's

To

critics

berg, another youthful producer of
consistent box-office hits; Bernie

Hyman, a mere boy and another
coming Thai berg, whose first picture was "Brown of Harvard," and
Eddie Mannix, well known showmen, now being groomed for producing. A year ago we had two
producers.
Today we have Ave.
Today we have 37 directors. Com-

and public ! The great flood scenes

lifted

EARLY

have added Hunt Strom

pare our

SANDY

The biggest box-office bet this season! Elenore Meherin's daring newspaper serial that entertained
and thrilled millions of readers and movie-goers. With Madge Bellamy and an excellent cast*

Industry, and we believe that that
is the real reason for the fact that

played as

continuing

to deliver/

"Stage presentations are therefore great for picture thmtres from
the standpoint of establishing inprestige
and making
stitutional
regular patrons, hut the feature
film production will always be the
backbone of the theatre."

we have

is

many

to

lifted

WED

Another comedy -drama knockout delivered by Frank Borzage ! The 'overwhelming success of
"The First Year" made possible this box- office delight I With Matt Moore and Kathryn Perry.

then there's

TOM MIX

of stars as against
those of any other producing organization.
have the largest
stock company of featured players
In the industry.
now have the
largest and finest equipped plant
In the world.
"We propose to buy only such
stage and book properties as are,
first,
exceptional motion picture
material and, second, of great popularity.
Few of the plays along
list

We

We

big money man! You couldn't possible have missed: The Lucky Horseshoe, The Everlasting
Whisper, The Best Bad Man. The Yankee Senor, My Own Pal. Tony Runs Wild and Hard Boiled.

The

and

BUCK JONES

Broadway today can be considered
for the screen. No self-respecting
motion picture producer would attempt to screen the type of story
now prevalent In Times Square.
The success of these plays is built
en shifting sands that will ruin the
legitimate theatre in due course U
something is not done to clean the

The way

boy has been coming along! It's pictures like these that make him so valuable to
The Timber Wolf, Durand of the Bad Lands, The Desert's Price, The Cowboy
and the Countess, The Fighting Buckaroo, A Man Four Square, and The Gende Cyclone*

your

that

box-officet

.

American

m

them

a theatre out of the rut 1

-

i

stage.**

PARADE'S' PROFIT

So-aqain

(Continued from pace S)
weekly for the run thus far hi a
theatre where the actual money capacity on the week Is $1»,«47.
Actually there have been 401,434

u)e

wy-TVE LEAD-OTHERS FOLLOW-

Pox Him Corparattoti

GARDE
RICEDANSEUSE
E AXPREMIER
Opened

M*7

8 at Balaban Sc. Katz' NEW ORIENTAL THEATRE,
WITH OTHER BALABAN 4 KATZ THEATRES TO FOLLOW

CHICAGO

PICTURES
before Feb. 15, 1927.
against
restrictions

LITERATI
Sad a Cowan, scenarist, has had
published a hook of seven one-act
plays, bearing the title "Pomp," by
which one of the pieces In the collection Is known. Brentano's Is the
publisher.

~*The Cfiic«goanw
Chicago Is to have a magazine of
its own. like Gotham has in "The

New

professionals,
amateurs, men, women, nativity or
prize
is exclusubject matter. The
sive of royalties and outside rights.

with a bang. The success of "What
Price Glory" and The Big Parade"
led the magazine publishers to experiment with stories containing a
war background, a type of Action
practically taboo since the close of
the conflict, and readers took to
them. Th« "Satevepost'* 4s-u*tmlly
a leader, and when that weekly began printing on the average of one
war story a week, about a month
Some
c4fo, the others took it up.
of the periodicals have even notified
the literary agents and contributing
authors that war stories wttl be
'

Yorker." It will be known as
"The Chicagoan," and will be edited
fey Marie Armstrong Hecht, who resigned from the Chicago "Evening
Post" for
"The
that purpose.
welcomed.
Chicagoan" Is to be conducted along
the same lines as "The New YorkJohn Ersklne'a best seller, "The
er."
Newspaper men of the Windy Private Life of Helen of Troy" may
City have been Importuned to conbe dramatized, the author having
tribute.
The first issue will make received an offer from a producer
its appearance In June, as a monthfor the stage rights to the piece.
It

ly.

Is

later

hoped to make

it

a weekly.

into

War

stories

There are no

Macfadden Replies

Dramatio Editor as Stock P. A.
Carlton Miles, veteran dramatic
editor Minneapolis "Journal," on a
leave of absence for the summer,
goes to Denver to do special lecturing and publicity in connection with

Oakland Agrees
With Las Angeles
THAT

re-elected

an

associate

theatre use which has just
the Appleton press.

Sounds Press Agenty

A

series of articles entitled

come

off

Joe Moore's Magazines
Joe Moore haa purchased "The

"Men

and Women," by Rudolph Valentino,
being offered the newspapers
Is
throughout the country. The sheik
of the screen acts as a sort of male
Dorothy Dlx, and tells both sexes
how to and how not to behave un-

Delineator" and 'Designer." since
leaving the Hearst employ. Moore
had been with W. R. Hearst for
many years.

Joseph

R.

Dunlop,

82,

pioneer

der various conditions.

newspaper owner and editor, died
last Thursday at his home, 463 St~
To Dramatize Spicy "Hs track"
James place, Chicago. He retired
In acquiring the dramatic rights from active newspaper work 1$

the stock season at Elitch's Gardens.

Duffield's New Line- Up
"Hatrack," the article in the
first of the changes rumored to
of the bigger publishing "American Mercury." which created
in
houses has occurred with the elec- «so much attention when published
tion of Horace Green as president last month, Harold Atteridge Is
Co., suc- trading in on the furore caused by
and director of Duffield
ceeding Frederick S. Hoppin, who the piece to secure perhaps the
With Hoppin goes the faintest Idea for a story. To make
lefcigned.
a play of it, Atteridge will have to
entire old personnel of Duffield.
Rldgley Hunt has gone over to provide his own plot, as the article

The

years ago.

some

&

Duffield, with Green, from D. AppleOther
Co., as sales director.
new executives of Duffield are Daniel
Walden, formerly of Alfred
T.
Knopf, Inc., and Morgan F. Taylor,
who comes from G. P. Putnam's

ton

A

Bernarr Macfadden all last week Sons.
carried a series of replies to an arGreen is a one-time newspaper
ticle which Oswald Garrison Vlllard,
man, having been on the New York
editor of "The Nation," carried con"Evening Post" for a number of
cerning both Macfadden and his
years. During the conflict he was
including
publishing
properties,
war correspondent for that paper.
magazines and newspapers.
Later he became a book reviewer
for the New York "Times," and
Payne's Other Paper

have come back, and

tan, was
director.

Ed Sullivan has succeeded William Hershey as sporting editor of
the New York "Graphic."
Rumors
have

around

literary

circles

that an amalgamation of
perhaps more of the
It is largest publishing bouses is to be
is void of any complications.
soon.
book concern
all about a meek little prostitute in done
TJie
a town of hard-fisted, backswlping broaching the matter Is one of the
deadheads, and the author makes oldest, if not the oldest, in the
country, and after watching the
plain the town which he means.
many new publishers coming into
Old Monthly Tries Old Idea
.
The staid and conservative "Atlantic Monthly" is the latest to fall
for the prize first novel Idea, an-

nouncing an award of $10,000 for
the best first novel submitted before
the end of the year. The money is

three

it

and

HENRY

for publication in the periodical
advisory editor of the "Forum Mag- only. All other rights will remain
Philip A. Pay nr, managing editor azine." As literary adviser for Duf- with the author.
of the "Mirror" in New York, has field, he soon stepped into control
also been placed In supervisory of the firm.
Grove Wilson, of the New
charge of the Hearst Boston tabloid,
"World," has had accepted for pub"The Advertiser," now running
Guide for Novices
lication his second novel, entitled,
about 70,000 daily circulation. Payne
Michael
Joseph,
the
literary "Sport of the Gods." His first book
is recruiting a squad of New York agent, has written
a guide book for was "Man of Strife," a good seller.
reporters to send to Boston in an budding authors, entitled "How to
effort to Inject some new blood into Write a Short Story."
Syndicating George M. Cohan
Henry Holt
the staff.
George M. Cohan's "Twenty Years
Co. is the publisher. Joseph is
perhaps one of the biggest story on Broadway and the Years It Took
Baseball Circulation
to Get There," Is to be newspaper
brokers in the business.
The Brooklyn National League
syndicated. It ran originally as a
baseball team is not only benefitAn American, Mrs. Eleanor Hope, serial in "Liberty," and then apting Itself by leading the league re- restdlng in Paris, is publishing peared in book form.
cently but according to report the through Henry Parville a book of
"Dodgers" are responsible for the poems, illustrated by six water colEllas Sugarman has been apBrooklyn "Times" having Jumped ors by Laprade. The proceeds of pointed assistant dramatic editor of
Its circulation 80,000, principally by the publication will
be remitted to the Home News (Bronx).
means of the afternoon "baseball the French national fund.
extra."
Revue 8kits in Book
The "Eagle" in that section is also
Beasell, Pres. Nswspapsr Club
first anthology of revue skit
The
said to have jumped its run as a
William P. Beazell, assistant ex
material is to be published by D.
result of Uncle Robbie's team being ecutive editor of the New York
Appleton & Son by J. Kenyon
the pacemaker in the senior major "lgorld," was elected president of
Nicholson, of the faculty of the
circuit.
the Newspaper Club,
defeating Columbia
Course
in
University
Royal Daniel, Jr., city editor of "The Playwriting. Mr. Nicholson's book
$10,000 Prize Novel
Mirror," by 11 votes. Others elected is titled "Snap-Shots" and will conBushnell
Diamond, author of were Charles S. Hand, vice-presi- tain representative skit material, by
"Broadway," a weekly syndicated dent; James M. Lee, 2nd vice; Frank Gene Buck, Paul Gerard Smith and
column, is back on the Job after E. Perley, treasurer; Augustln Mc
others.
three weeks' hospital service with Nally, recording secretary; Percy
The new volume is the first of its
the "flu."
Soule, corresponding secretary, and type.
Dwight S. Perrin, John J. Leary, Jr.,
Mr. Nicholson is of the Advisory
The "Atlantic Monthly** la ant Michael Haggerty, Jacob Magldoff, Board of the Little Theatre Tournawith an offer of a $10,000 prize for Edwin J. Judd and H. J. Phillips, ment which closed at the Bayes last
"the most interesting novel of any board of directors. William J. Guard, week. He is author of a volume of
kind, sort or description" submitted publicity director of the Metropoll- conventional short playlets for little
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AVAILABLE FOR PICTURE HOUSES
(Also Concerts)

THE MASTER VIOLINIST

FREDERIC FRADKIN
EXCLUSIVE BRUNSWICK ARTIST
LAST WEEK

at

Loew's State, St Louis, and THIS

FREDERIC FRADKIN PROVED
A

Special Publicity Tie-Up with the Brunswick Panatrope

WEEK

at

Loew's AMme, Pittsburgh

A SENSATIONAL

Has Been

SUCCESS

Effected for Newspaper Publicity Purposes, Featuring

Mr. Fradkin's Brunswick Recordings
Personal Direction

HERMINE SHONE,
1560 Broadway;

Suite 905

Incorporated

New York

Bryant 299s

Mile. RHEA and SANT0R0
THE FEATURE OF THE

JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON'S "GRECIAN URN" UNIT
R1VOLI, New York, This Week (May 16th)

Twelve Weeks

to

Follow

Wednesday,

May

19,

PICTURES

1926

the flftld. could only see a combine
of iom« of the largest by which to
maintain prestige and leadership
and incidentally effect a saving in
marketing.
amalgamation go
the
Should
through, it la proposed to materially
price
of books, a matthe
seduce
tor which has been receiving much
agitation. It is expected that some
time this summer will see the combine go into effect

from active duty by the publishers
of the paper on the same salary she
has been receiving, instead of a
pension.
To continue her affiliations on tbe paper, she will be
given a new post, that of tutor to
the girl reporters on the "Examiner"
which will make her a sort of companion to the many girls employed

Many Rate Cerds

126 STOCKS

on the sheet. Miss Bennett has been
with the "Examiner" over 10 y

rate

tising

The paper

cards.

"Nigo" Heaven"
Van Vechten

Muncle,

Ind

Windsor;
Niagara
Falls,
Ont.,
Queen; Oakland, Cal, Fulton; Oak
Park, 111., Warrington; Omaha, Empress; Orange N. J„ Palace; Orlando Beach, Fla.,
Phillips;
Palm
Beach. Dance; Pawtucket. R- I..
Star; Philadelphia, Desmond; PocaN. J.; Portland, Me., Jefferson;
Providence,
Albee.;
Providence,
Modern; Racine, Wis., Orpheum;
neglna. Can., The Grand: Richmond,

tcllo.

Washington; Richmond, Va..
Academy; SagJnaw, MJch^ Jeffers
.

(Continue*! from pa^e

is

About seven years old. Its present
theatrical rate is $1.40 and lis page
rate <un preferred) $1,100. A "News"
page la of around 1.000 agate lines.
The theatrical rate of the New
York "Times," claiming a circulation
Ol about 400,000, is 90c

1)

Hollywood, Cal.; Houston, Palace;
Jersey City, Majestic; Kankakee,

2 Vols.
writing a
two- volume story to be called "Nigger Heaven." Van Vechten has been
•pending a lot of time absorbing atmosphere and Is said to have been
royally entertained by many of the
hlghbloods in New York's Negro
Carl

Westchester;

Ind.,

With

it* increase in circulation
to over 1.000,000 the New York
•Dally News" has Issued 21 adver-

Y..

>T.

Star; New Haven. Hyperion; New
Orleans. St Charles; New York.

In

Is

Strand;

Salt

San Diego,

Lake

Cal.,

City, Wilkes;
Savoy; San Fran-

VARIETY
Tucson. Ariz

;

Tulsa, Okl.i

,

Akd;ir;

Hudson; Vancouver, B. C, Kmpross; Walnut Park.
Tint; Washington. D. C, National;
Washington. I). C. Wardman; WaUnion

City,

Pa.,

terbury, Conn.. Poll's; \V;it»-t town,
N. Y.. Avon; Waterville, Mo.. Silver;
Waukrgan. Wis., Majestic; Winnipeg. Playhouse; Winnipeg, Winnipeg; Worcester, Mass., Worcester;

Yonkcrs, N.

Y.,

Warburton.

Thalberg-Laemmle Union
Los Angeles. May 18.
are onco more rifo that
Irving Thalberg, the young MctroGoldwyn supervisor, will shortly
marry Rosabelle I^aemmlo. daughter of Carl Laemmle, bead of Uni-

Rumors

of

Ted and

ville)

Other

13
(vaude-

llraiey
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for Girls
An.i^elfs, May
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discharged from bankruptcy.

will accommodate 90 girls.
The club was organized 10 years
ago and $250,009 wan raided in that

cisco,

time to build a clubhouse.

NEW

WICK

Who Put the 26 in

1926

Arthur Train has sold the film
to his newest novel. "The
Players,

Changes among the editorial and
executive board of "Collier's Week
Richard J. Walsh and
ly** leave
Trell W. Yocum out of the publication. The two are to enter the book
publishing field In partnership. It Is
reported.

?

26

WARNER
WINNERS

Molnar's Fiction
Ifol-

the brilliant Hungarian, can
turn out a good stage piece only,
will doubtless be surprised to learn
that he Is a fiction best seller in his
Molnar's latest work of
countryIs, to give the title Its liters
translation "Eva and the Derelict
Boat."
It Is to be brought out
shortly In an English translation
by an American publishing house.

fiction

Ben J. Cope, a newspaper man, is
the author of a new handbook for
students of Journalism, entitled
"Secrets of Newspaper Reporting.

May
It
ity

Why 26 For

to be

a matter

from Warner Bros.! From an
organization second to none that is capable of making 50, 60
or 70 pictures you will get but 26! All the brain- work, stars,
and studio equipment necessary to produce a huge number of
pictures are concentrated on a small group of 26! Think what
it means
No one picture nefed be sacrificed for another no
picture will have to be rushed to meet the i
demands
of a rapid-fire releasing schedule.

Friends." which later became
the musical. "Nanette."

Lady

Three novels by Stewart Edward
hare been purchased by

!

White

F. B. O. for Fred Thompson productions. Tbe stories are "Axlaona
Kl#ht*,~ -The Two-Gun Man" and
Tbe Desert Legion."

The Indianapolis "Freeman/* at
•ne time the moat powerful politically of all the colored newspapers, has suspended.
Tbe price ef books In France has
been Increased, owing to the addiTbe realready printed on tbe volIn stock Is to be changed by
sticking a small label, Indicating the
ttew price, over tbe old one.

tional cost of production.

—

history of British stags works,
earliest times to tbe present Is

Drama."

published

by
if

Prof. Allardyce Nicoli head of tbs
department of English literature la
the Unlvsrslty of London,

—

After 80 Years
Miss B. O. Bennett, who for tbe
past 11 years has been assistant
dramatic editor of the Ban Francisco "Examiner." has been retired

UNIQUE
THIS

I

Every picture in the 26 a masterpiece of quality construction
from story up. Compare the original painting of a great master
with cheap, high-speed reproductions of a printing press only
Compare
time, ability and study can produce a masterpiece!
a WARNER WINNER with any picture from a huge, highBook WARNER
speed production group no comparison!
WINNERS for 26 quality, bigger box office dates in 1926-27!

umes

"British

;

26 Is Your Guarantee of Quality

tail price

Thomas W. CrowelL Tbe author

WARNER WINNERS

Only 26

of curios-

those who know why
Edglnton'a name has never
been mentioned or referred to in
Connection with the huge succesa
"
of the musical. "No. No, Nanette
It was Miss Edglnton's book. "Oh.
James." that was adapted Into "My

among

May

from

1926-27 ?

Edginton's "Oh, James**

seems

l*ftV

It

;

tights

Those who think that Frani

„
^__

Alcazar; San Francisco, CaONE
H. HAMPTON'S
sino;
San Francisco, President;
111..
Luna; Lancaster, Pa., Fulton; Santa Ana, Cal., Tent; St. Louis, versal.
Hope Hampton sails on the "LeRumors say they will be married viathan" Saturday
Lexington, Ky. Louisville, Brown; Empress; Saskatoon. Man.; Seattle,
Europe,
for
Louisville,
Strand;
Los Angeles President; Schenectady, N. Y, Hud- this summer.
where In Paris final arrangements
Majestic;
Los Angeles, Morosoo; son; Scranton, Pa., Academy; Sioux
will be made for the production of
Los Angeles, Playhouse; Lowell, City, Rialto; Sioux Falls, S. D.; Or- STORM DIRECTING CHAD
"A Marriage Under Louis the FifMass., Opera House; Lynn, Mass., pheum;
Spokane,
Auditorium;
teenth."
This picture will be mads
Los Angeles, May 18.
Auditorium; Madison, Wis., Orphe- Springfield, Mass, Court Square;
Jerome Storm has been engaged in full color, starring Miss Hampum; Maiden, Mass. Auditorium; Syracuse, Wleting; Tacoma, Wash., by Hal Roach to direct the first of ton, and the studio is now unManchester. N. H., Palace; Milwau- Tacoma; Tampa, Rialto; Topeka, the scries of pictures In which Hel- der construction, being specially
kee, Davidson; Minneapolis, Palace; Grand; Toronto, Uptown; Trenton, ena Chadwlck is being starred.
the
Technicolor
equipped
for
Minneapolis, Shubert; Mt. Vernon, N. J, Trent; Troy, N. Y, Proctor's;
In this same picture Ted Healoy Process.

Henry W. Cornell, writer, of lit
West 74th street. New York, was

Famous

18.

formally opened. The organization
14 to supply a recreational and living center for girls who como to
Hollywood to get into the movies.

sections.

Blind Goddess." to
before publication.

but.

'at'iit d
layers aro Tyler
Brooke. Lee Muraa and Jimmie Fln-

ROYAL ACCORDION ORCHESTRA
WEEK (MAY

16),

With RESTIVO and JEAN RIBERA (Danseuse)
JUST RETURNED FROM ENTIRE FAMOUS PLAYERS CIRCUIT
Direction BENJAMIN DAVID
STRAND, BROOKLYN

!

W«d«e*day, If a?

19,

It*

Greate

12GIAN
KOSHER KITTY

KELLY
NW York

Hrt /
G»"«<fy Stoge

theme
The Irish-Jewish
is

irresistible

sh6w

«ow J,/™ hour,

you'll

laughs

Tthe

F. B.

conttibuoon

P»g£

O.

I

•

What

Gorton andNatQatt

ROSE OF
THE TENEMENTS
A melodrama fimnfj

GARDEN
The second

get

What

What thrtU*

I

yiola D*t*. Vtr*

THE MAGIC

!

against the Trillion
Dollar
Skyline of the Worlds

Stratumporter.
by Gene

Metropolis. Abeautifulgirl

Serialized in
published as
Magazine
Doubleday Page.

fighting her

3by

the
From

way through
murk of the slums I
the novel

"The StumHimg HenT

by John Moroso

office Stars
EVELYN

FRED

THOMSON BRENT
STAR
WORLD'S GREATEST WESTERN

and SILVER KING
Specials:

Four Super-Western
draw
Most consistent hox-oflice
in the industry.
In

In

SIX

melodramas

I

Whose

GEORGE

o H ARA
'

|

touched with comedv.

Another great PER-

FORMANCE

GREATEST SHORT
SUBJECT PROGRAM
IN THE INDUSTRY

bet.

| ir

ACTIOI^
SIX BIG

MELODRAMAS-

BILL GRIMM'S

PROGRESS
H. C.

WITWER'S

WISECRACKERS
H. C WITWER'S

STANDARD
COMEDIES

Collier's

Magazine

Cosmopolitan

of

featurettes.

Magazine series of

series

(twelve chapters)

Twelve of them

featurettes.

(twelve chapters)

Better than ever!

!

f

WedftMday,

r

TAKI1TT

Mar ™> ***

...

t

iFBO

Mammoth

Profits Line - up for

1926 27

Fifty-Four Greater F. B. 0. Attractions if
12

GOLD BONDS
HULO
(Glorifying

BILL ll

GOLD BOND SPECIALS!

Great Authow!

WW.1,!*1

48

COMEDIES!

Gwat starsi

The Bit, Of Th,
Wodd)

^ged melodrama

writ
f

of
ten dozens

Xarzan

HER FATHER
SAID NO

THE CITY OF

SHADOWS

Zipping and zooming
Laugh Carnival from the
dancing pen of die Grand

MOTHER
"™
"

your box.office

Action

m

The

BOB

VAUGHN CUSTER
c
comedy
with In
West, m ns spiced
tabasco, em smashers.
Qn
PP Cr and
What a box-office the threshold of
sweep she is
greater

SIX de

luxe

novel

by

by

»°»an definitel/^
^onal politics witi
PAULINE FREDERICK

countless

TYLER
and his Pals
humin EIGHT
ming Westerns.

,

}

^

WHIRLWIND
COMEDIES
12 great

new

ALICE
COMEDIES
26

lywel-

starring

Charlie Bowers

In all

Combination cartoon

and

real persons.

HONOR

^

/

TOM

EIGHT

1

t^wnthe
known**

THE fiOVCRMOR

Radiance Lidhts theJWod
1

» g

Jomantic figure
I
world over

of

!

^™«ggeniuj of MARY
ROBERTS RINEHART
^Pfing through every
8maah^g sequence
I

C WITWBR'S

»

be**^^

n™* "rguson and Nellie

reac oig show
aimed
flush at the
solar-plexus

Vizier of Wisecrackers!

H.

h>easi

TARZAN
SEED'S

Never such an
ali-embiac*g box-office sweep as
this I

de Luxe Comedy
Super - Feature.

CARTOONS!

°reat show

fREEO OF
I? ESE A

Compared with which
all
°e-up propositions
of the
past are dwarfed
and made
puny I

52

I

Watch him

KRAZYKAT
COMICS
Twenty-Six best

of their kind.

step!

New

Dog

Police

Star in

FOUR

out-

door melodramas.
All invested with

O's great
showmanship
F.

B.

!

PROFITS FOR
SHOWMEN!
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THE PUBLIC

FILM REVIEWS

VARIETY

16

of the South Seas

Famous Playen pUture. staring Qllda
Gray. Percy Marmont. Warner Baxter,

Kuitane
Van Templeton

Bed

M alloy

Tajrlor

Harry Morey

Frank Montr m+ty

Hona-l

Mme. burani
Ernestine Gaines
Aurello Cocci a

Hlna
Tiali
Bailor

direction.

With

of the

will get the

money. dling

WHY

GIRLS GO BACK

HOME

Warner Brother* production, directed by
PaUy Ruth Miller and
Famoui Players production adapted from James Flood.
At Warner a. Naw
atory ••Heaven-Bent" Cllve Brook featured.
Oerald Beaumont*
York,
weak May ]ft. Rannln* time about
Lorand made into a screen -play by Hope
I

I

00 minutes.

Directed by
and Louie D. Lighten.
Clarence Badger with Ernest Torrence.
William Collier. Jr., and Georgia Hale fea-,
tored.
At the Rlv->n, New York. May 18,
week. Running time, 12 minutes.
William Collier, Jr.
Bobby Robertson
Georgia Hale
Nell Wendell
Ins

certain money maker,
•specially for the cities and towns
it Is

name

THE RAINMAKER

Gllda Gray made her debut as c
screen star at the Rialto, New York,
Saturday night In "Aloma of the
South Seas." "Aloma" In Its present shape Is about 1,000 feet too
long. It should be cut to snap up
the action.
With that the picture looks as

though

maker" and good

footage.

"Aloma" on the strength

Gllda Gray

a

1

MM

_i_ tlirA _
ftV please
n
th« worn
wnm
tne
may
This picture
en perhaps the girls more so than
Therein lies its only
their elders.
\

—

strength.

0,

A

girl

WET PAINT

'

Father Murphy
In penson. There is & certain curi- Chocolate
osity on the part of the public to Head Nurse.....

jee Gllda Gray.
Miss Gray personally In this picture surprised even some of her
most steadfast admirers. She has
grown into a national figure from
the time that she first made her advent in New York. First she came
as. a "shimmie" dancer, from that
she developed into one of the foremost exponents of the Hawaiian and

South

I

i

young Earl (La Rocque), and the

A

plot concerns

I

-

"gag"

picture,

using

I

I
I

And then, what did she did?
Right away, too
horses got sore and sent him away. Nothing but!
He went to the same western Through some publicity that broke
town which sheltered Nell.
A Just right, the girl from home, bedrought set in. A mean oil pro- came the dancing star of a dancing
moter, scheming to grab land when show, although she couldn't dance
people died from a resulting epl- herself. (Latter just a detail),
And then, what did he did? Nothdemic, kept the only doctor cornered
Right away, too.
He
untll Nell cornered the lion in his Ing but.
phoned her congrats as he had
den and had the doctor released.
But the drought was already on watched the premiere, without ex
and hundreds were dying. A strict plaining how he was laying off on
quarantine was set up. Nell took up his own play the same evening. But
nursing again and even Mike, the she coldly turned his phone call,
Then she went back home. He
dance hall proprietor, and a square!
old guy, succumbed, leaving Nell went along on the same train, here
and Bobby a stake to start on. The evidently leaving his play flat withchurch which served as a temporary out notice. And they made it up
hospital caught flro and it was then on the train with the moral maybe
that the jockey, also called The if you love an actor, go into the ligation.
Despite that lttis an out and out
Rainmaker, got down on his knees chorus.
until the

men who

didn't

own mud

I

I

I

I

I

I

consistent and Interesting performance. The heavy by William Powell
was not made as much of on the
screen as in the play.
and prayed and it worked. ImA couple of old timers were mediately the town was drenched.
Harry Morey and Joseph Smiley,
The story sounds fishy, but so
both delivering in character roles. well done in film form it is entirely

—

Prank Montgomery, playing Hongi,

plausible.

Young

Collier, in

the family pearls,

—

I

Nultane, Baxter should be In line
for bigger and better things. Percy
Marmont as Holden delivered a

when

<

a Jockey, Bobby imagination.
It's all over a girl in the country
Robertson, badly hurt in a race. At
the hospital he fell In love with his who slobbered on the breast of a
barnstorming
hero of a sickly
girl
nurse; Nell Wendell, a spirited
with a dance hall past, but a deter- drama, meeting him in her father's
hotel
when
the
show
went blewy.
niinatlon to go straight. For lookSo she followed him to New York
ing after Bobby so carefully she
on
the
same
train,
he slipped
but
was fired from the hospital and in
desperation went back to Mike's out on the gal, afraid of consequences.
She
stuck
the main
on
dance hall In an
oil boom town,
Meantime, Bobby is incapacitated stem going into the chorus of a
revue.
And
phoned
her
pasty
hefrom rldfng, but because of a bad
arm, Was able to predict with un- vamp after he had become a Broadway
hit
as "the newest lover." But
canny precision the period when a
rainstorm was approaching. So he he eoldly turned her phone call of
sold his prayers around the track congrats, too.

The

Sea

panic starts

Shake- to be the girl's wedding gift, disspeare's "Much Ado About Nothing" appear off of a tabic.
An outside storm confines the
as the "catch" line and flashing that
action to interiors, and substantial
in the opening sub-title. Proffering
in appearance.
a fesctlo yarn that goes in 18 differW. K. Howard, the director, has
ent directions it simpiy amounts to painted in broad strokes. So much
so
that one of the three crooks who
a series of "gags," with Griffith and
Henry Kolkcr as a couple of happy invades the house the night before
wedding Is a laugh on his apthe
stews.
Between the sub-titles and the pearance, and the two Scotland Yard
have a distinct resemblance to
men
action there's enough laughs to send
this one across, but they won't come Clark and McCullough In their unout talking the way they did on born mule furs.
Slamming doors, shadows, secret
"A Regular Fellow" or "Hands Up."
One reason for this is that the film passages, xut telephone wires and so
is too long, 78 minutes, and the forth are all in the routine, during;
"Stew" thing loses some of its which the butler Is generally the
"goat" The crossfire subtitle exstrength after a while.
It
Griffith does a corking comedy changes add to the merriment.
click,
"gags"
becomes very much a satire on the
of
the
Many
drunk.
especially the one having Griffith mystery plays and pictures
This one is okay If lightweight. It
driving a hook and ladder fire truck
with no one at the rear steering won't mean anything to La Rocque
of
terror
personally, but the cast support Is
wheel thence becoming a
the road.
standard on all sides, with the
where
This leads Into a real fire,
contribution rating first
butler's
Griffith gets into the wrong house mention.
and a steam bath, previous to which
They laughed often and loud here,
a bandit holds up Griffith, also the and the picture will repeat that elseBkig.
husband and wife, whom he has be- where.
come mixed up with through abducting the latter on the pretense
he'll marry the first woman he sees.
Helen Costello and Bryant WashSam Baz presents Gotham production.
burn are restricted in support, the
by Frank O'Connor and starring
main burden falling upon Mr. Directed
Raymond McKee. At the Stanley, New
Kolker, who capably meets the ob- York, one day. May 10. Running tlma,

How

dancers, after which
stepped Into the "Follies," followed this by a series of vaudeville
appearances, and then blazed the
trail in the picture houses with a
record-breaking box office result for
personal appearances. Atop of this
she comes to the screen as a star
in her very first production.
In adapting "Aloma" James Creelman, who wrote the script, and
Maurice Tourneur lost much of the
comedy in the play, but they did
turn out a picture photographically
beautiful.
Some of the shots were
works of art in their composition.
In the matter of continuity the picture goes along smoothly enough,
and were it not that certain of the
scenes are held Just a little too long
ft would click to greater advantage.
Gllda Gray does look great, and
as the South Sea Island native girl
gives promise of being able to do a
lot more on the screen than she was
given opportunity here. Surrounding is a strong cast, with Warner
Baxter walking away with the honors of the supporting company. On
the strength of his performance as

he

.

—

|

—

There will have to be something
done about continuity, unless Mack
Sennett changes his methods after
IS years.
Mack, when the man
a hard! touches a call button still shows
I

I

I

I

THE SPEED LIMIT

08

mlnutea.

a full 60 minutes of
Automobile racing picture of the
laugh entertainment for any house. familiar type but enjoyable as half
The extra 18 do not help, and an evening's entertainment in the
there's enough of the "stew" bits one-day houses.
running to permit scissoring. Bkig.
Concerning a young garage work-

silly farce, it's

PRODUCTION OFFERS INVITED
THE SIX
I

ENGLISH T1V0LI GIRLS
PLAYING RETURN ENGAGEMENT WITHIN
STRAND, NEW
This

MARK

YORK

"Twelve of the neatest dancing legs on Broadway."

lVVanairement

DAISY SHELDON.

4

MONTHS AT

Week (May

17)

—THEATRE MAGAZINE

206 Kearny Avenue. Kearny. N.

J.

MIGNON LAIRD
IMITATORS, STAY OFF!!!

MURRAY A NDERSON'S "THE GRECIAN URN"
AT THE R1VOLI, NEW YORK; ALSO FEATURED AT THE FIFTH AVENUE CLUB, NEW YORK
Thit Idea Was Conceived and Produced by Me and Is Fully Protected by Copyright
Representative: MRS. HELEN LEIGHTON LEVY

Presenting Her

NOW

ORIGINAL HARP DANCE with JOHN

CHARLIE WILKENS
LEW WEST

pre«enU

AMERICA'8 QREATE8T COMEDY DANCING 8TAR— AT THE CAPITOL, CHICAGO,
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'
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eventually lands

5?ndon H^rit the man she fell for and who walked
The girls like that It
Joaeph Dowllngj out On her.
Tom Wilaon seems the single thing in the film
Martha Mattox to
i
n
ftv
un
OP
UDDn
Up r .."ir
CWles K. Frenc* lo
Hospital Doctor
With a _r
proviso that it's no fair
Jack Richardson
Dr. Wade.
MacDowell
Melbourne
watching or judging a picture like
Benson ....
j
this at Broadway and 51st street
Here's a picture that may need They come a little bit too tough
9ome exploitation to make the peo- along Times square for this stuff,
Which is But the sticks, like Syracuse, where
pie
know it's good.
to even the greased halts believe they
against it to start with.
overcome that should be told the are destined and the flaps know they
might take this right to their
exhibitor.

where they have not had Gllda Gray KJX'

19,

BACHELOR BRIDES

the colored actor, Tom Wilson, hanmost of the comedy, the
The !>'<>mler performance at the laughs are of the rabbits' foot kind,
Rialto, &iven at midnight Saturday, but at that they're laughs and serve.
In all, It's a good film of the sort
found the house jammed with a
which pleases many and offends
mcjt representative audience.
Bisk.
none.
Fred,

Gllda Gray
rercy Marmont
Warner Baxter
William Powell

Julanne Johneton
Joseph Smiley

Sylvia

Andrew

much

^

Inutes.

Aloma
Bob Hohlen

May

that the busser inside is ringing.
Accepting that Kansas City is a
P. D. C. release. C. Gardner Salllvaa
part of the hinterland, will Mr. Will
Stars Rod. La Rocque and feet urea
Hughes kindly send a review of this Ekture.
Adapted from the stage play
lllnor Falre.
picture when it plays that town. of C. H. Mnlcdlm. with W. K. Howard the
Kansas City should be as nutty at> director. At Broadway (vaude. -pictures).
May 10. Running time*
week
York,
New
Syracuse over the picture business. T4 mlDutea.
Patsy Ruth Miller and CMvo
Brook or any of the others need not
One of those comedy -mystery
tell anyone they started a roar for
things from the "One Exciting
themselves in this film. Miss Miller
with plenty of
and Mr. Brook may enter a com- Night" formula,
"hoke" and plenty of laughs. What
plaint on, some of the close-ups. and
there is between the title
connection
keepthose
of
it's
one
acting,
for
as
and the picture would take some deon-walking pictures.
Other specific demerits unhandy ciphering. The same, to a lesser
through Warner's theatre not be- degree, might be said of Rod La
There's
lieving in programs. And on a Mon- Rocque In this vehicle.
day night in this office a guy looking nothing much for La Rocque to do,
butler
tucking
all th«
comedy
the
locally
would
be
sheet
press
for a
considered crazy enough to try pic- honors under his arm and winding;
performance
doing
his
by
a neat
up
himself.
making
acting
or
ture
laugh stew in the midst of the mysBime.
terious goln's on.
"Caught" at the Broadway where
no programs are available there was
too much cast record, hence the loss
Famoua Players releaae, atarrlng , Ray- of this comedian's name, But he's
mond Griffith, with Helen Coslello and a standout here to the extent lie
Bryant Washburn underlined. Directed by
well nigh "makes" the film.
L*
Arthur Roaaon; "William Marshall,' photos;
raptor.
At the Strand, New Tork. week Rocque is cast as a silly EnglishMay 14. Running time, 78 mln*.
man, lays it on pretty thiok, and
Raymond Griffith only bocomea normal during a couple
He
Helen Coslello
She
Bryant Washburn of brief fistic encounters.
Her Brother
Elinor Faire Is the wealthy AmerNatalie Kingston
A Beautiful Woman
Henry Kolker ican girl about to be married to the
Husband

role, does so well he is Immediately
accepted as the kid who reformed
through love. Miss Hale is letter
perfect as the tough girl with the
good heart. While Ernest Torrence
carves one more deep notch for
himself as Mike.
There's excitement In. "The Rain-

stood out at odd moments, while
Julanne Johnston got by as Sylvia,
a rolo that called for little.
The South Sea atmosphere has
Jalanne Johnston and William Powell fea- been cleverly carried through, and
Hyracr
tured. From the play by John H
and LeRoy Clemmene, adapted by Jamea the addition of the native islanders
17 Creelmnn. Directed by Maurice Tonr- for a background was well thought
peur. At the Rialto. New Turk, for six out, although several shots have too
Saeka' run. May 16. Running time, 87
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FILM REVIEWS
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er with a supposedly revolutionary will not only satisfy adults but also
process for mak'ng durable auto- kids. Making no pretenses at anymobile tires and a glrL Also sev- thing else, it proves capable of superal naughties who plot to get the plying entertainment
young man's secret process, aided
The
by a good looking blonde.

YELLOW FINGERS

young man drives in place of the
champion auto racer, who Is hurt
Fox production made from the story by
In a spill, and wins, using the tires Gene Wrlfht. Adapted by Eve Unroll and
of his own make. But he is detained directed by Emmett Flynn with Ralph
Ince and Olive
1 lord en
featured.
On
from reaching the track in time, as I^oew's
New York Roof, May 10, one day.
usual, by a villainous ruse.
Running time. 60 mint.

Raymond

McKee

is

the

film's

He has previously confined
star.
his efforts to two-reel comedies. Of

Captain Shane

Ralph Ince
Olive Iiorden
Armand Kallx
Claire Adams
Nigel de BruUer

Nlana
DeVreia

Nona

Deerlna-

a sudden the two-reel boys have Rajah Jagore
And
taken a lurch at features.
The theme of a native girl and a
without much success. But McKee
pleaswhite man, v/ith the girl's gror'lng
•hows possibilities, having a
Better Juvenile than resentment toward a %hite woman
ing face.
comedian.
who intends to marry the man, in
Ethel Shannon

is

the girl in the

the gist of this picture, set in the

telling her story, she Is brought too
some
and
original,
story
back with him. And she. a Miss laugh getting gags by way of action
Deerlng, eventually marries Shane, and
Thompson,
Jack
subtitle.
but not until Nlana has been so dis- Antrim Story. Julia Hurley, Gordon
tressed she entered into a vengeful Standing, John Costelle, Evangeline
alliance with Shane's enemies, only Russell and others (names flashed
to repent at the last moment and on and off too fast) make up well
turn the tables.
balanced cast headed by sleek Owen,
It's a well told melodrama, filled of the Moore boys, and Constance,
with action and fighting and also blond and doll-faced daughter of
with enough of the South Sea un- Richard Bennett
dress business to get the mugs who
Something about the lumber holdlike their brown ladies bare.
Ince. ings being blocked from producing
as a hard boiled fellow with a good if the land further down the rapids
heart, does well, while the leading is leased to the villainous operators
women, Olive Borden as the native of the lumber company. Love story
and Claire Adams as the white girl too.
are highly decorative. Miss Borden
A marriage via 'phone Is a novel
also throws In a few cooch duncen situation. One that could bo played
which, if cooch dancing has any ar- on with more ample material and
wl»l
It
tistic or commercial value In the made a legitimate farce.
probably be seen later with some
movies, rank high.

MARRIED?

YOU
MISS OUT
DID

SOMEBODY'S MOTHER
n Horner pM'jtt'iiMti.in by arrangt-ment
with \V. H*y Johnston. I*r «<lUi-C'1 by Qer»«
ten Pictures t'orp. Written and directed by
Oscar A|ifel. Mary (\irr Marred. At th*)
Stanley, New York, one day (May 13).
Running time. 55 minutes.
"Matches Mary"

M:iry Oarr

Mukey Mcnaia

Tat

Hex I^ea**
McUuIr*

l'eter

Peter's Wife
J ni
1

•

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•••••••*

John Foster
Ilex

there ever

was a

one, this picture

Carr, Its star.

»

smoking clgarets. The directing of
George Terwllllger is excellent In
spots and poor elsewhere.
At the Arena (two bit-grind) picture entertained highly.
Reginald Barker, Col. T. J. McCoy
and Percy Hllburn, cameraman, left
Hollywood for the northwest to find
locations for the production of "The
Flaming Forest" (Cosmopolitan).

it

is

As

st*t-up for

any-

that for Mary
the title Infers,

is

Rex Lease, as the hoy. Is fine looking and a good actor. Looks much
like Cullen Landls, even to gestures
and facial expression. A newcomer,
he should be watched and he will
go far. Kathryn McGuire, <aa his)
wife, also unfamiliar, looks sweet.

"Somebody's

alone proved

how great

it

*

was.

WE told you we had great pictures coming like

MARE Nostrum" "La Boheme" "Unholy Three"
"MERRY Widow" "The Midshipman" "Never The Twain"
"THE Barrier"lbanez' Torrent" and hits, hits, hits!
YOU said: "Sounds all right on paper
BUT 111 wait!"
OUR salesmen are now on their way to you
44

TO present The Parade of Hits for 1926-27*
IF you were a doubting Thomas last year
DON'T be left behind again because without question

M-G-M's

greatest year is coming.
you sign for those pictures you've

made a smart

Mother"

seems

a

sure thing to reach the good grace*
of the neighborhood sob sisters «tnd
mothers.

LAST year we showed you our line-up—

deal.

AND all doubting Thomases must realize by now

THAT when M-G-M says it's got the goods
YOU can depend on
it.

THE

(irave*

Himself

(>log>

If

J.

Frank Whiiaoa
A!!>rrt Hart

Judtfe

YOU said "Great!"—

AND M-G-M

.

K;iitiryu
w *»v *t^d
J~*

llohert

THEN, DON'T YOU MISS OUT THIS YEAR WHEN
-G-M'S PARADE OF HITS MARCHES BY!

WHEN

>

lawyer

LAST YEAR?

TIME

17

about a mother. There isn't
a sweeter public mother in the
world.
And you can't help hut love
smalier different eoloro\l fi'lng*.
Satisfactory
for
the
Clean-cut Moore Is an appealing her and even weep with her, no
houses and safe for the exhibitor
this
sense
in
matter
how theatrical her movewhose main worry is to book enter- type and plays with
motives
for
action
Miss Bennett does well ments and
picture.
tainment and not names.
Bisk.
and
bored
be.
pretty,
may
merely by looking

Miss Shannon cannot be re- Malay Peninsula.
It also brings Ralph Ince to the
Probably
called but is familiar.
She fore once more as an actor, his sole
familiar for quite a while.
recent
activity in that direction havlooked older than her role in sevBut a good actress ing been an independently made
eral close-ups.
version
of Jack London's "The Sea
and seems experienced. Bona Lee,
large sized blonde, cops the beauty Wolf" (recently shown around New
York
privately
and has been taken
honors, though her role calls for
Owen Moor* and Constance Bennett In
a woman made attractive only by over by P. D. C. for release).
the Herman F. J ana prod not to a of story
Here
Ince
is a Captain Shane, by Marjorle Berton Cook*.
Renown Picdress.
Directed by George Terwtlllger.
Bruce Gordon Is admirable as the trader and guardian of Nlana, a na- ture.
At the Arena, New York, on* day. May
"dirty" worker. Others are E. W. tive girl, to whom he is very dear, 10.
Running time, 08 minute*.
Berman, George Chapman, James but whose relationship is unassailably pure. On a trip two of Shane's
Conly and Charles Mack.
A real good program picture with
"The Speed Limit" would harm sailors rescue an American girl from
bo late-run house. Being speedy, it a Chinese den in Bangkok. When plenty of pep, an interesting, if not
film.

VARIETY

here to tell you that
Parade of Hits will make a lot of exhibitors
is

A lot richer

HOW about your

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

—

—
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vice for the Lovelorn" as
nald Denny vehicle.

COAST STUDIOS

Anna

Q.

*>

NUssod and Lewis

Retf-

Dan

Mason

and

Eugenie

Brothers. Instead of Millard Webb, Brepserer have been engaged by
vho will direct DolorcB Oostello in Will Nigh, directing, for "The Fire
Brigade," M-G-M.
•The Heart of Maryland."

Moote Blue will be starred in a
diHer Kingdom" with war picture, now that they have
Corinne Griffith for First National. come into vogue. Warner Bros, will
He will direct the one following her make this one about the SpanishAmerican war. Roy Del Ruth will
next one for Miss Griffith.
direct and Dairy 1 Francis Zanuck Is
Major J. W. Willcox. U. 8. Ma- preparing the continuity.
Sven Gade, who has ccmpleted

rection on "Into

Corps, has been engaged as
Pauline Garon for "The Show-Off"
research expert and censor on milifor F. P.
tary details for M-G-M.
line

Charles Puffy has started on a
series of comedies for Universal with Dick Smith directing.

new

Patsy Ruth Miller, for "Broken
Hearts of Hollywood," Warner.

Joseph Jackson

is

writing "Ad-

"Burning Bridges.'* which Jack Garetn Hughes and Jay Hunt and
Boyle wrote. James P. Hogan will will be made at Universal Studio*.
and Charles R. Rogers proBuck Jones will make "Dark Rosaleen," screen version of the Brand
John Colton has written an origi- story, upon his retvn to Hollywood
tour.
nal for Lillian Glsh. to be titled from a European
either "Heat" or "Red Mist." The
started on "Mulhas
Lefty
Flynn
story Is of a Dutch girl who goes to
hall's Great Catch," an original by
Java.
3erald Beaumont for F. B. O. Harry
Chuck Relsner has been assigned Qarson is directing;.
to direct George Jessel In "Private
"Jerry Settles Down" will be Tom
lasy Murphy" for Warners.
Tyler's next picture for F. B, O.
Dick Pine is adapting.
David Torrence and Mary Astor
have been signed for "Forever AfMargaret Morris, Jack Luden, Al
ter," which B. P. Fineman will produce for First National. F. Harmon Cooke and Grant Withers for "Bill
Grimm's
Progress" by H. C. WitWaite will direct.
It will be made under the
wer.
supervision of James Wilkinson,
Arthur Lubin has been signed to with Ralph Coder directing, as the
play opposite Viola Dana In "Kosher next series of two-reel comedies for
Kitty Kelly," for F. B. O.
B. O.
.

direct
Stone duce.

in "Midnight Lovers," First Na
Ian Keith has been cast to play tlonal.
•pposlte Belle Bennett In "The Lily"
tor Fox.
Richard Arlen and Joseph Striker,
Edmund Goulding will produce "Old Ironsides," which James Cruse
•Shadow Lane," his original, for is making for F. P.
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer.
Charles Ray, Tom O'Brien, WarLloyd Bacon (son of the late ner P. Richardson, Lionel BarryFrank Bacon) will direct "Broken more, Vivian Ogdcn, De Witt Jen-

Hearts of Hollywood" for Warner nings,

Wednesday,

Patricia Rich, sister of Lillian
Rich, has come to Hollywood for
picture work.

Walter McGrail opposite Alma
Rubens in "The Pelican," which
Frank Borsage will direct for Fox.

Helene Chad wick signed with Hal
Charles Rogers for "Leas Work,
to appear in a two-reel col- More Pay," for Fox.
Mary Brian
has purchased a Spanish home in lege comedy.
has been loaned by F. P.- 1* for
Beverly Hills for 155,000.
feminine lead*.
Al Rogell has signed with Sterling
Harry Carey, Kathleen Collins, Pictures to direct "Men of the
H. B. Warner will begin June 1
Edward Phillips, Fanny Midgely, Night," by Florence Wagner. The on "White Gold," with Rupert Julian
Dave Kirby, Raymond Wells, George cast Includes Herbert Rawlinson, directing, as his first picture* under
Bunny and Henry A. Barrows for Lucy Beaumont, Ethel Shannon, his new Cecil B. DeMllle contract.

Benjamin Glaser, picture writer,

Roaeh

May

19,

19S6

Are WeT" comedy, with Max Gold
and Alfred Davis directing; for Fox.
Barbara Luddy and Georgle Har-

ris for "A-l Society," with Ben
lon! directing;, at Fox Studios.

"The Circus Kid."

first

of

Sto-

a new

aeries of animal comedies, has been
finished by Mark Sand rich and Leslie Selander, directors for Fox. Jerry

Madden,
two-and-a-half -year-old
boy, has the title role.

B. Reaves Eason
has finished
"Through Thick and Thin," directed
for Gotham.
Ethel Shannon, William Fairbanks. Ina Claire, jack
Curtis and George Perilott were In

the cast.

Lois Moron will be In "Glorifying
the American Girl."

TIM

SCHOOL' CHARGES

(Continued from page

1)

making

improper
advances
women who answered his ads.

to

He

was placed

in jail in lieu of $2,000
baiL Five women signed the complaint against him and declared he
tried to kiss each when they applied
Hanna Penbos,
for employment.
Anna Hosklng, Lulu Pulea, Helen

Frick and Mrs. Florence De Grazzio
Einer Hanson, who plays opposite were the complainants. The latter
Corinne Griffith in "Into Her King- charged that Keaton took $200 from
dom," has been signed for the next her.
picture that Svend Gade will direct
By reason of the name used, many
for her.

NowInIts2dBigWeekl

r

And Going Stronger

of the applicants believed that the

Esther Ralston, opposite Eddie
Cantor in "Kid Boots," which Frank
Tuttle will start directing June

1.

Florence Vldor will leave F. P.-L culars offering positions in the
west coast studios for their Long large studios for film aspirants,
Island lot upon the completion of
"Love's Magic," to play the feminine Ruth Wing declared that she gave
him $i on account.
lead in "The Great Gatsby."
"Dating" Investigators
>

Every Day!r

An attempt was made in most
Claire Windsor and Lew Cody for
Rachel Crothers' "Little Journey," cases to "date up" the girl investiwhich Irving Thalberg will produce gators. Miss Wing, from the labor
for M-G-M.
bureau. Policewoman Lulu B. Lane,
Willard Louis opposite Irene Rich and Helen Frick, from the Better
In "The Doormat" for Warner Bros. Business bureau, worked on the

OPENED with a bang to $5,430.75 receipt*.
BUILT UP day by day to the amazing
TOTAL for the week of $29,716.50

cases.

Marie Prevost, Harrison Ford,
Trixie Frigansa, George K. Arthur,
John Mil Jan and Barney Gllmore for
"Almost a Lady." E. Mason Hopper
has started it for Metropolitan Studios and P. D. C. release.

Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatton for "We Are In the Navy Now,"
feature-length comedy, directed by
Erie Kenton for F. P.-L.

OUTSIDE™ LAF'

DEAN
Supported by

LON

Presented by

"Exciting melodrama.
N. Y. Journal.

"A whale.
ony."— tf.

TOD BROWNING

CARL LAEMMLE

Ctthft-

A

breathless pubCol-

y. Daily Mirror.

Bringing the crowds."
N. Y. American.
"Worth the revival. Extraordinary."
N. Y. Daily News.
"Don't miss it. You're sure to enjoy it."
N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

From Noon

—
—

—

COLONY

Continuous

with enthusiasm.
N. Y. Telegram.

Crowds storming the

"Full of thrills.

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

NOW

Excellent business."

A. MacArthur has leased space in
the Roach studio to produce a sixreel comedy, starring Monte Banks,
for Pathe release, with Edward
Griffith directing.
MacArthur is a

Dorothy Cummings and Grace
Gordon have been signed for "But
terflies in the Rain." which Edward
Sloman is directing for U.

lic."

CHAM
Directed by

responds

at Fine Arts studio.

former publicity man.

Review*:
"Broadway

Frances Nordstrom has finished
the continuity on "Dame Chance,"
which Dave Hartford will produce

H

Read Theme Marvelous

Starring

to

KI

Midnight

&

head was connected with
Buster Keaton. He Is no relation,
Frederick Paul was also arrested.
He la said to have sent out cirschool

B'way, N. Y.

Billy Bevan, Vernon Bent, Thalma
Parr and Barbara Tennant for com
edy which Del Lord will direct for

Wilcox, La Verne and Shuler of
the Screen Players Studio, accused
by Mrs. Lutle Murphy of operating
an illegal employment agency, were
sought on serious charges. Warrants stipulating contributing to the
delinquency of a 16-year-old girl
were Issued against the men. It
was charged by the mother of the
girl that the men kept her at the
studio until one in the morning and
when the mother' was ill, the girl
was taken home by a man who remained as late as 4 a. m.
The Motion Picture Producers'
Association, Better Business Bureau,
Juvenile authorities, district attorney's office and the city prosecutor's
office are co-operating with Deputy
State Labor Commissioner C. E.
Lowy in eliminating the existing
evils encumbering the motion picture industry.

BOOK IN O EN TIRE COUNTRY

SEND US YOUR DATES
PERCENTAGE ONLY

Sennett.
Cliff Bowes' first feature-length
will be "When Greek Meets
Greek," with Arthur Bowen direct-

comedy
ing.

Earle Fox and Florence Gilbert
are featured in "The SwimminR Instructor," which Al Austin is directing, as the latest two-reeler in the
Van Bibber series for Fox.

Ernie Shields and Jean Arthur
have been signed by George Marshall to play in "Lafayette,

Where

x

l

V

if

8TATE RIGHTS FOR SALE

PUBLIC WELFARE
PICTURES CORP.
800

123 Seventh Ave..
S. YVabafth Ave.,

New York
< lil<»(CO.

ERNO RAPEE
GENERAL MUSICAL AND PRESENTATION DIRECTOR

UFA PALAST AM ZOO AND GLORIA PALAST

BERLIN,

GERMANY

III.

—

f

Wednesday,

May
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INSIDE STUFF

ARGUE ADDED CLAUSES
(Continued from page

ON PICTURES

5)

proposed clauses were
(Continued from pa«e 8)
construed as Inconsistent with pro- two of Fox's prize productions for the coming year.
Green is under
contract
to First National until July.
visions of the Standard Contract,
According to the contract It Is
said ne is unable to discuss future
business until its completion. Winnie
they were either voluntarily or
a
° r FoX hU8 greRt faith in t roen 8 ability to make
the former
mpon suggestion of the advisory Warneld play and the Gleason comedy,
and probably will be able to
oommlttee, withdrawn by the dis- land Green to do the trick.
iver
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held for several more months by l niv»»rsal, while Warner's .shortly
oos into a twice-daily showing of "Don Juan."
P. D. C. has the Times Square for about six more weeks.
:

fuch

w«

'

'

*

In other instances, where
the special provisions wore not in

een at present 13 making "Delicatessen." starring
Colleen Moore
™r?v
With the exception of two, Green has made all of Miss Moore's starring
Standard
Exhibithe
with
conflict
vehicles for First Natinal.
tion Contract, but were designed to
express the particular terms of the
A, director making a picture in Hollywood for an independent diskinds of arrangements proposed by tributor was recently
rehearsing a scene with three principals and a
distributors, these provisions were
number of extras. One of the extras suddenly turned to the director
.discussed and on the suggestion of and asked
him, "What arc wc supposeJ to do In this scene?"
were
committee
advisory
the
The director stammered and stuttered, finally explaining, "Do someadopted in such form that the atten- thing—act!
That is what you are getting paid for." The extra then
tion of the exhibitor will be speshot back the question, "Just what do you want us to do, Mr. Dlroctor?"
cifically drawn to the special terms
The latter retaliated by exclaiming. "Act some how— I don't know what
of each contract.
you should do I haven't read the script yet."
There were accepted by the disSo the actors did as they pleased.
tributors at the advisory commitAnd the director was satisfied with the scones for the picture which
tee's suggestion the following con- will
be released through the state right market
structive suggestions of the advisory committee.
Norman Kerry, considered one of the big star bets of Universal, is
First, the establishment of a one- going to have a lay off for about four weeks.
Paul Koehner, casting
year statute of limitations pre- director, jent *ord through the Producers Association on the coast that
of
assertion
stale Kerry's services would be available
the
venting
for other producers.
The result
claims before boards of arbitration was that offers came from practically every one of the picture companies
and limiting such claims to those with some stating salary they would pay. One company offered $4,500
which have arisen within one year, a week.
secondly,
an arrangement
and,
Kerry's salary it is understood Is somewhero around $1,500 a week.
whereby boards of arbitration are
power
to the extent
equity
given
Blanche Merrill is now with the Famous Players studios at Hollyof restraining anticipated breaches wood. Miss Merrill went west as an adapter and writer attached to the
of contract by distributors or other United Artists (Jos. M. Schenck). She recently moved over to the F. P
tributors.

—

'

exhibitors.

D. W. Griffith has but ono more picture to make for Famous Players.
He has not decided upon tho future. Mr. Griffith is reported still under
considerable annoyance arising from the affairs of the former company
bearing his name and which sold stock in several states.

SCHULBEBG'S SUPERVISORS
Los Angeles, May 18.
E. Lloyd Sheldon has been appointed supervisor of production by
B. P. Schulbcrg, and will supervise
"Kid Boots" and also Frank Lloyd
and Bebe Daniels productions.
Eric Pommer, the UFA executive
now here, will take charge of Negri
productions.

WK

Louis B. Mayer, vice-president and supervisor of the Metro-Goldwyn
his Idea and probably a representative idea of
the picture business on the place for second-rate films. Speaking at the
luncheon of the A. M. P. A. Mayer said, In effect, that a second rate
film has no place in a de luxe picture house but
"That they are Just tho thing for the vaudeville houses running a
combination bill of vaudeville and pictures."

Mayer productions, gave

FOX TRAVELING EAST
Los Angeles, May

William Fox left the coast last
Saturday for the east He will stop
at Salt Lake City and Denver,
to take up the matter of building
theatres in those cities.

Fox

Mr.

Is

May

due

In

New

In September last ^ ill Hays secured from the Army Major Oscar N.
Solbert to do some special foreign work with his picture organisation.
At the time Major Solbert was Junior aii'.a to the President, considered
one of the "cream" details of the army.
Now the President has reversed the situation and recalled tho Major,
who since has been made a Colonel In the Reserve corps, this time to
serve as aide to the Crown Prince of Sweden during the lattcr's visit
to this country.
Col. Solbert will report for duty on May 27.

Prom accounts the Frank Cambria presentations In Publix theatres
are actually the property of Cambria, produced and paid for himself,
playing the Publix houses on a straight salary of $2,250 weekly. Cambria
has a company manager travelling who pays off the company with
Cambria reported receiving any profit. Cambria has had previous experience in presentation production, for Iialban & Katz In Chicago.
Very few actors have a complete biography of their lives to offer the
press agents as a means of aiding in exploitation and publicity. However, Victor MacLagen, a South African-Englishman by birth, who is
appearing in "What Price Glory," for Fox. surprised the publicity department of that concern by bringing a bound volume of over 650 pages
of double space typewriting, telling his entire career, giving every detail
Including dates of Incidents, etc.
Barrett C. Kelsling, director general of publicity for Producers Distributing Corporation, with headquarters at Culver City, was responsible
for an exceptionally good publicity stunt in sonnection with the first
international sales convention of P. D. C, held here last week. Keisllng
effected a tie-up with the Los Angeles "Express" (afternoon dally),
whereby a special edition of the newspaper was issued, to the number
of 10,000 copies, with pages one and two devoted exclusively to news
of Producers' convention and studio news.
Inside were two additional
pages of news and photographs, the whole making a real "flash" for the
100 or more executives and exchangemen at the convention and the
hundreds of invited guests.
Another "Hash'* at the convention was a sales campaign book, the
brain creation of George W. Harvey, P. D. C. director of advertising,
who also brought some interesting sales novelties from New York for
use during the gathering.

The complete tio-up of the Broadway picture houses was never more
Set Is the $2 reserved seat picture house circuit with Marcus Loew,
completely represented than in the case of Producers' Distributing Cor- Jos. M. Schenck, Lee Shubert and Sid Grauman Interested on the operatporation showing of both "Silence" and "Prince of Pllsen" at the Times ing end.
Lee Shubert secured the financial backing with the first
Square, legit house which they used for the twice-daily showing of money proposal declined, obliging Shubert to procure another, which
"The Volga Boatman," which closed Sunday.
was accepted. A limit of 20 theatres of the new policy throughout the
Both "Silence" and "Prince of Pilsen" are program pictures upon country is provided for. It's unlikely more than 15 $2 houses for special
which P. D. C. has in its current program for release. It was impossible run pictures will be taken on at first; also as doubtful If all will be
Nor will the $2 price prevail; in some towns the top
to get them a showing in any of the regular Broadway houses, as the new theatres.
Colony, until recently given over to showing independent product, is will be $1.50.
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off

around

the similar duties.

lot for

When Norma Talmadge's picture "Kiki" has its initial showing at the
Million Dollar, Los Angeles, it will start off on a regular grind instead
of a premiere.
It is said that sinco Milton Feld left the house no one
has been found who can produce atmospheric prologs for the pictures
coming into the Million Dollar, always known na a prolog iiuu.ie.
At the last minute for the showing of the Chap'tn picture, "The Gold
Rush," a ballet was obtained from one of the local schools and n few
singers added to it, with no pretense made to carry atmosphere for the
picture.
It is saiJ, due to this type of entertainment, returns at the box
oftlce for the Chaplin run was very disappointing.

York

25.

MANAGERS! GET A LOAD OF THIS PICTURE

ROSCOE AILS

TOOK ATLANTA LIKE GRANT TOOK RICHMOND
Had

to take

down

his scenery in order to seat

500 people on the stage at each performance.
Saturday at LOEWS GRAND

Three shows per day from Tuesday

until

PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING CROWD SEATED AROUND ROSCOE ON STAGE AT ONE PERFORMANCE
Manager James

"We

seated seventy-five hundred people on the stage in five days after using every available space, including standing room in both balconies.
Thanks to GEORGE LOYD of FISKE and LOYD for his wholehearted support.
BAND BOYS, JOE ROSE and DOROTHY ELLSWORTH.
Thanks to

saysi

MY

J.

H.

LUBiN

AND MOE

SCHENCK.

THE PLATINUM MINE OF SHOW BUSINESS

WERE RIGHT

WITH

sPULiLilVIAN
I

GET ME WHILE I'M HOT.
1576 Broadway, New York

carry full scenic production for picture house presentation.

Direction

JOHN SINGER,

FILM REVIEWS
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Three Weeks

ing on above waist in certain flashes erman," Japanese using cormorants
failed to cause any stir on Broad- (birds) to catch flsh for market,
way right across from Winter Gar- strings around the neck preventing
den, where the Shuberts show you the birds from swallowing their
Bisk.
Seemingly pleased a Sunday
the real thing In white.
prey.
8kig.
night audience.

in Paris

Warner Brother* production icade from
Rhe itory by dreirory Roger*. Adapted to
the screen by Daryl Franc Zanuck and directed by Hoy del Ruth. Matt Moore and
Dorothy lJevore featured. Loew'a New York
Roof aa half of a double feature bill. RunI

PATHE REVIEW

ning time, about 07 mlnutea.
Dorothy Devore
Mutt Moore
Wlllard Lou»b
Gun HllIlkenB
John Pulitek
Uruce Onrdon
«
Mary Cecil
Mary"" Mother
Qayne Whltnaan
Due de la Porte

Mary Urown
Oswald Rates

(TRAVELOG)
Single re*l "UbJ^t nbown at Lmw'i LexRunning; time,
ington, New York. May 1«.
11

mlna.

Three items in this Pathe travelog
An improbable, tedious and genof
erally uninteresting farce, impossible covering Africa, Japan and one
American deserts, the last in
the
with
filled
than
one,
in more ways
of
Arthur
glaring anachronisms and so weak color, and a description
"The Man the
on its own feet that the hoak of the Chapman's poem,
t."'
universe has been piled on for good Desert Forgo
of Africa" is of
Empire
"The
Lost
measure.
excavation work by scientists, not
In fewer words a weak sister.
in showing
touch
comedy
without
a
Bisk.
the native labor picking up but
enormous
dirt
on
handfuls
of
shovels but never exerting themselves too much. "Feathered Flsh-

—

NANA

May

Paris,

LOTS OF
Mutt and

Jeff
j^llm*.

Syndicate
May 10 week.

WATEB
released

reel,

The

Cloaed

RJroll,
bill.

agreed
by

New

May

19,

1926

take

$60 each for th«
Juliet stuff. This time
the scene was perfect.
to

Romeo and

Short
York.

Cartoon com-

When pay time came around the
two stunt men saw only $100 eacU
Receiving no
their envelopes.
in
cartoon
This one has the two
principals In Florida searching for a satisfaction from the studio officials,
water front bungalow purchased by they told Deputy State Labor Com"MONKEY BUSINESS"
Mutt. It's in the middle of a swamp. missioner C. F. Lowy all about it.
(COMEDY)
and enter. Water He ordered a hearing set for May 20.
Hal Roach "Our Gang" comedy releasing They get across
through Pathe. At Loew'a Lexington, N. in the swamp rises and two alliRunning time, 10 mlna.
Y., May 10.
gators get in the house, each chasKick-off haa
Anita Stewart will star In "Burning one of the team.
The "Our Gang" youngsters, with the house going over a falls for ine: Timbers." from the Louis Jocomedy
K.
monk
O.
seph Vance story, "Main Spring," for
good comedy finish.
Farina acquiring a trained
Tom Mc>
(toldstone Productions.
that causes plenty of trouble. The cartoon and lota of laughs. Hitk.
Carty Is directing. Edmund Burns,
animal is the main standout and
Duane Thompson, Larry Steers, Victhe "gag" boys have figured out
tor Potel, Eddie Lyons and James
plenty* for the monk to do. The
Farley arc in support.
kid* are secondary but the act) on
i« consistent and possesses enough
program.
any
lighten
George Lewis will head the "Collaughs to
(Continued from page 1)
legiate"
series
written by Carl
Easily stood up and clicked on
their third attempt, as they Laemmle, Jr., who will produce the
For
off.
Suna
at
witnessed
this bill when
had grown accustomed to It, they two-reelers for Universal.
8kig.
day night show.
edy.

Running

time.

mlna.

"DOUBLES" UNDERPAID

8.

The trade show of "Nana." dtoduced by Jean Renoir from the nSvel
of Emilc Zola, had the scenario
written by Pierre Lestrlnguez, who
has retained the local atmosphere

BMOMOWMgoes

of the period of the story, 1868. The
titling has been done by Mme. Leblond Zola.
Werner Krauss plays Count Muffat, supported by Jean Angelo as
Count Vandeuvres. Catherine Hessling is a realistic Nana, the richly
kept courtesan who rose from a
chorus girl at the Varletiea Theatre
and caused many love tragedies.
"Nana" received a flattering re-

paramount/
PS

ception.

SHORT FILMS

GlLDA
•I*

ALOHA OF THE
SOUTH SEAS'
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTION

A WOMAN OF LETTERS
One of the eerlea
"The Married Life

Wednesday,

of comedies b aaed on
of Helen and War-

ren" article* by Mabel Herbert Urner.
Fox production. Directed by Albert Ray.
At the Stanley. New York, one day (May
Running time, 22 mlna.
13).

"Helen and Warren" stories have
been running in dailies for several
years and have found favor with
the women folk. Film comedies of
that name rate average as comedies

/

AT Tl

RJALTO
NOW

go.

Woman

"A

of Letters," as slap

ilallam Cooley,
Kathryn Perry, Grace Darmond, Sidney Bracey and Frank Rice are In
stick, entertaining,

R10FUF

its cast.

Screen Snapshot! No. 11
filngle reel released as part of a series by
B. C.
An filler on Loew'a
Roof
Roof program May 10, one day. Running

New

C.

time, 10 mine.

WET PAINT

This Beries specializes in intimate
of the movie celebrities. This
issue held Tom Mix doing roping
stunts before a crowd on the beach;
Sid Grauman, Louis B. Mayer, Ir-

hots

"fa

AX THE

ving Thalberg, Constance Talmadge
and others at the station to see

Talmadge off for New York;
Eleanor Boardman, Lew Cody, Hobart Henley and Claire Windsor
kidding with Rube Wolf's band on
the Metro lot, and the finish announced four stars who started as
extras in westerns at $5 a day, back
in costume and holding a reunion,
Mary Philbin,
Laura LaPlante,
Marian Nixon and Virginia Valli (all
Noriiut

STRAND
NOW

later'
with

ERNEST TORRENCE, GEORGIA HALE
WILLIAM COLLIER, JR.

Universal).
Interesting in spots this, and apparently enjoyed by the audience,
who didn't realize it was so much
press stuff.
Stuff like this should be bought
cheaply. Too evident publicity.

"SWEET ADELINE"
Koko
Benl

Week

Fonrr Car-tune rrleaBod by Red
Pictures.
At Capitol, New York.
M;i> U.
Running time, 3 minutes.

Old favorite for "barborshopplng"
purposes looks as though It has lost
its kick.
At lrast did not result in
rousing audience to singing pitch,
even though leader suggested folka
Bing.

Subject handled

to give laughs,
if nothing el.se docs.
the ense of a big house like
Capitol might be a gag to use a
discord nunriot back stage with a
picture of this sort for an additional
laugh.
Fred.

and that counts
In

PARADISE ISLE
Travel
arnlr
tho

'

i>:

l>v

(

turc

lime,

South

oT

Natural
N«»w

i':ipl»ol.

Running

t\.l<>r

York,

f-Va

Films,

we*k

llfo.

pro-

Inc.

May

At
9.

CLARENCE BADGER PRODUCTION
AT THE

THE
IBLIINID

GODDESS
Uk

tig

JACK HOLT, ERNEST TORRENCE,
ESTHER RALSTON,
LOUISE DRESSER
VICTOR FLEMING PRODUCTION

LOEWSSTAIE

nilnutrn.

In n;itur:il colors, theso pictures of
tho light -skined natives of South
Thoy formed
S<*a isles attractive.
pleasing unit In Capitol's show, es-

pecially

by

Doris

Nlles,

at-

mospheric of the islands.
Few gag titles and little educational

paramount
(pictures!

when preceded by dance

divertissement

RIVOLI
NOW

facts disclosed Instructive.
n itive ladies with noth-

Member

Showing

of

Motion Picture Produoera and Distributor* of America, Ino.

Will H. Haya, President.

MAURINE MARSEILLES
VERSATILE SINGER— WITH A KICK

Opened May 8 at Balabart

&

Katz'

New

Oriental Theatre, Chicago, for a Four

Weeks' Engagement

4*1

Wednesday, May
(2)
£ NUGENT
Hound"

I*

Meal

19,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

1096

ANATOLE FRIEDLAND
(Comedy)

Mint*; O n ° * nc* T*hr»«
(8t. Vaude.)
Nugent, the wfse-cracker of
J. C.
^giideville. returns supported by his
JJorable daughter, Ruth, in "The
Jfeal Hound," one of the series ade^ately following "The Squarer,"
"On the Mez••The Rounder" and
zanine," with which his name has
Jong been associated. In this, howthe "featherever, he doesn't act
'

and CO.

(2*)

Nightclub Revue
30 Mint.; Full stage
Palace (St. Vaude.)

With his orchestra and his whole
Club Anatole show, except for a few
changes in personnel, Anatole Fried-

CALIFORNIA NIGHT

HAWKS

MILDRED HARRIS

Orchestra
Loew's Aldine (Pet), Pittsburgh
California Night Hawks, superexcellent group of musicians that
featured the stage bill at Loew's
Aldine last week, need take off their
hat to no band or orchestra appearing before the footlights in

returned to vaudeville la at America today.
week with a ready-made offering.
Individually and collectively this
It shows the effects of a gradual
group that came here all the way
development Instead of being what from the Golden West is about the
most acts are, a synthetic creation. last word in class. The reception
edged souse," which also was seemTherefore it is tried and certified the boys were given at the Aldine
ingly P* 1** °' him.
will ring long and their early reHe opens in a street-scene drop, stuff.

Uonrenre

before, with a
for laughs

brief

monolog,

land

Anatole doesn't strut himself.

He

from any Eng- makes a few straight forward anlish-speaking audience. The girl nouncements and piays at the piano
niftier &4 now and then, laoic by \\jlj-v£ acshoots
he
and
on
walks
They then part to meet in the companiment than starring his
fe«r.
parlor of a hotel to carry along the presence.
He employs no tricks
is
decidedly legitimate, one
kittle plot, for Nugent always has and
and it drifts to a bit of pathos, might say dignified.
t which he also always provides.
His revue, consisting of 12 per"The Meal Hound" measures up formers, has beauty, vivacity and
works. Ruth is as far
to his earlier
beyond his "straight" assistance in

the past as a star is brighter than
a cabbage. Born in vaudeville, so
to say, she finds herself at home in
It

Nugent's wit is keen but not cruel.
His manner is "neat" in every asThe thought behind it all is
pect.

rittfiburprhers, quick to recognize
taJenf. flocked
to the AMIn* in
droves last week, the theatre gross-

ing $20,000.

The Night Hawks are about as
versatile a bunch of players as have
appeared in a Pittsburgh theatre in

usu-

edy. If he had a few strong laughs
sprinkled about he'd have vaude-

performance and score.
On the stage these boys have a
certain charm that hovers over them

—com-

ville

and the picture-house presen-

tation chiefs at his feet.

Grace
donna,

Fisher,

does

not

—

Lait.

GEORGE YOEMAN

that

is

Irresistible

mony makes

club prima
appear.
In her

his

wholesome and warm. And he still place is a gorgeous girl named June
Mayo, with a lyric soprano voice
gets as many audible laughs as most
of quality and a Zlegfeld-plus exteof the hard-working low comedians
with their grotesquerles, brutalities rior. Miss Mayo should be grabbed
With his new for from plenty of directions, pronto.
and caricatures.
•partner" in his new act, Nugent Norma Gallo, the limber and vercan live for many years on "The satile dancer, scored the applause
Meal Hound" if vaudeville holds honors in her two solos. Muriel De
out And if it does, it will be acts Forrest kicked her way across, especially in her second start
like his that will keep it pulmotored.
Lait.
Frledland
has
six
bewitching
young chorines who do bits as well.
He uses them to fine advantage In
GEORGE BROADHURST and CO. his medley of songhlts,
through
(5)
which they enter and drape themThe Pleasure Seekers" (Revue)
selves before the piano, daringly
82 Mine.; One and Full Stage
and differently ward robed, and mak81st 8t (V.-P.)
ing a pretty flash. Frledland has a
Not the George Broadhurst one new song he is plugging, "Night
time author of dramatic hits, also Club Rose," which Miss Mayo sings
manager now traveling in foreign and one of the girls acts, reprised
lands, but a burlesque comic re- toward the finale.
cently out of the "Powder Puff ReIt is a strange song for him and
Assisting him are Babette
vue."
Billy Rose, both nightclub bosses,
Busey, Harry Lang, Floyd Harricy
to write and promote.
It pictures
and the Busch Sisters.
the "rose" wilted and ruined in a
The program mentions lyrics and year
through the nightclub influspecial music by Arthur Swanstrom
ence. It may be true enough. But
and Qarey Morgan, who have conit isn't a very hot plug for the busitributed to Broadway revues. That
ness the writers of It are in. Then,
would account for several skits that
again, maybe it is. As the chorus
looked familiar. There is no chorus.
One opened the turn. It was a of It says, "Heaven only knows."
Frledland has a pretentious headticket speculating bit with a girl and
her escort wanting tickets for "Sun- line act or a sumptuous picturehouse
presentation as it stands.
ny" and getting 'em for "Bunk."
The authors had that show spotted There is an undoubted public interat Daly's which is wrong. The bit est in night life at present, and
Itself resembled a similar skit in a that adds a high light to this turn
"Music Box Revue." Another famil- which a home-spun vaudeville comiar skit was a one word idea, "Oh," bination cannot attain. That should
"Ah," "Yes," and "No" drama be- help to draw on and off Broadway.
tween man, wife and lover that may
Frledland, of course, is an oldhave been in a "Greenwich Village timer at girl-act showmanship for
Follies." There waa a crowded hotel the big time, so he
has the balance
skit too, with guests sleeping on of knowing the racket as well
as the
cots in a hallway. It didn't mean flying start of bringing in something
much nor did the others, any origi- which packs an additional kick from
nal kick being removed.
the outside.

The main bit was a cafe scene,
doubtless Broadhurst's specialty in
burlesque, and in it the comedian
really gets into action.
He enters
as a stew, messing around with the
soup and such and getting laughs
then.
Specialties were worked in,
the Busch sisters contributing, also
Miss Busey. While the latter sang

turn is expected.

many a season. They can do everything and do it with finesse. This
gang Is so well qualified it can
change its repertoire at about every

variety. It lacks one element,
ally regarded as an essential

and LIZZIE

and

their har-

the audience

sway

in

their seats.
Billy Miller, violin director, has
a sure-fire method of leading that
is all his own. To this he adds several comedy recitations that got to
the house heavily. Al Snyder, be-

NICOLA

and Co.

illusionist

Sketch
16

Mine.;

91

Full stage (Special
(V.-P.)

set)

Broadway Palace

Los Angeles
After having sustained interest
from the Somerset Maughan short

34 Mint.; Full 8tage (Special)

Hippodrome (St. Vaude)
Programmed a» his first time

in

these parts, Nicola registers as an
illusionist who will hold his own
story, "Sadie Thompson," into the with others doing his type of act.
works easily and smoothly, the
He
successful play "Rain," one could
hardly be blamed for expecting repertoire of tricks i?oing all the
from
torture
chamber,
a
John Colton to deliver considerable way
better than the awful hodge-podge "stretching a woman,"' the trunk
trick,
three
card
monte
comedy
a
he has authored under the title "If
Husbands Only Knew." It brings insert, a three-screen hideaway of a
Mildred Harris on fo*- an "in per- girl (almost too similar to the card
idea) and a sudden appearance of
son" vaudeville appearance.
a girl given a new twist by using a
If Colton answered a hurry up
doll's house.
call to fashion a playlet to fit the
How many assistants Nicola is
limited capabilities of the erstwhile using could not be ascertained, the
rfrs. Charlie Chaplin, it may be said
house chorus dressing the stage.
It permits
to answer that purpose.
Looks to be four or Ave anyway.
this good looking blonde to flash At that, the act is a little overboard
several beautiful costume changes, on time. The Hindu basket piercing
do a neat single waltz dance num- thing might be sidetracked as a
ber (for no reason at all) and gives minute saver as well as the threethat class of show-goer who craves card monte, although the latter has
seeing them "in the flesh" an op- its points, principally comedy. The
portunity to feast on this eye fill- house began to get restless around
ing ex.
the half hour mark, some walking
The triangle story is stupid to out after that span had been passed.
Nicola sells it nicely and while he
the ootnt of banality, with the
play- may not be showing anything that
lover (Harry Von Meter)
wright, seeking through the me- resembles a revelation In this line
dium of the plot of his new play to of work, still he'll easily suffice in
reveal
the husband
(Harold his class.
to
They liked him at this house and
Waters) the intimate details of an
affair between the wife (Miss Har- there is no reason why he shouldn't
duplicate.
Bkig,
ris) and himself. Hoping by means

a trombonist of more of play story to arouse a Jealous
ability, is a tenor of husband into discarding a wife.
sterling quality.
In the band's
Lapse of time curtain allows
comedy skit, "Show That Fellow the
husband to make the theatre (also
Door," he nearly stopped the show.
allows Miss Harris to change to
Harold Knight, sax,
sides being

than ordinary

ALEXANDER TROUPE
Acrobatics (7)
Full Stage

7 Mine,}

Hippodrome (St. Vaude)
Tumbling group of four men and
baritone soloist in all ballads. His flimsy negligee) with the lover mak"Mighty Lak a Rose" was one of ing an entrance to reveal to the three women, a springboard being
the "fireworks."
wife
of
The women are
motive
play,
having
basis
as
the prettiest things ever heard at
negligible,
the boys taking the
this theatre. George Sigendall plays in fact of their playing the "loose"
throws from the board being the
the lead saxophone and sings as a and offering her an "out" with him
member of the specialty trio offered before the jealous husband returns. main spring.
Following the well approved rouA 10-20-30 speech with plenty of tine
by this band. The character comefor these acts, this troupe Is on
dian is Gil Lackey, drummer, who camera "emote" gestures allowed
and
off briefly, consummates a suitprovokes plenty of laughs. The bass Miss Harris, as a "bawl-out" of
able getaway item.
A somersault
horn is played by Chief Franklin the home wrecker with the wrecker
off the board to a padded chair on
Jameison, full-blooded Seneca In- doing a "fade-out" as wife sticks
the shoulders of the understander
dian.
Victor Abbs Is the trumpet to face the Jealous spouse on his
(one troupe in the Ringling-Barnum
soloist and has a dramatic recita- return.
circus doing a triple on the same
tion.
Dick Cunliffe plays the hot
Just a klndergarden "mess," only thing) closes the aot.
saxophone and clarinet, while Buddy an excuse for Miss Harris. In this
Did nicely here.
BHff,
is

the leading

Kincald handles the hot trumpet "in person" appearances It can
and Mellophone. Ray McAfee is the mean nothing except a knock for
pianist and organizer.
John Colton.
Wait,
The band was here under the personal direction of Joe Rea, organizer and manager. The boys scored ALLMAN
and MAY
so heavily they were compelled to Songs and Talk
give three encores at each evening 9 Mine.; One
performance.
American Roof (V.-P.)
While playing the Aldine the band
Jim mid Allman, blackface "uke
used a special sunburst set conplayer
and comedian, is a strong re
ceived by Louis K. Sidney and exminder
of Cliff Edwards. He has a
ecuted by Production Manager A. E.
Kochendoerfer. Their own set is of new partner and straight man in Joe
May. This combination has been
black sateen and silver cloth.
Tuesday night the Night Hawks together for a few months or since
Allman
separated from his former
transmitted a special program of
music from WJAS, with Rea and partner, Harvey.

Kochendoerfer acting as announcers.
The feature picture for the week,
"Sandy," was just passable, nothing to brag about. That gives the
Night Hawks all the better score
with the Aldine's gross for their
week, $20,000.
Simons.

BILLY TAYLOR and

Co. (6)

"Information" (Comedy)

Revue

14 Mine.; Two
81st St. (V-P)

20 Mini.; Full Stage (Special Drop)

George Yoeman, when he offered

VARIETY

American Roof (V-P)
Billy Taylor is a probable new-

—

turpin TO WED?

NEW

"Vanishing Horse"
10 Mine.; Full (Special)
6th Ave. (V.-P.)

Nothing more than a trained
horse turn with the illusion heavily
played up but merely incidental.
The latter comes at the end of the
turn for closing wallop but doesn't
stagger them half as much as they

may have

calculated.

A

well-trained white steed prefaces the illusion with mounted rider
and the animal going through high
school stuff Including various types
of dancing. Then both horse and
The present pair use the same ma- rider are deposited In stall which Is
terial and Just as effectively.
May elevated by chain hoist half way up
holds the stage with a back drop and a net curtain lowered, A male
representing ice and does a short enunclator comes on to explain the
recitation about his sojourn In Alas- vanishing bit
A white curtain
ka. He is dressed in furs. Allman, screens the original one a few secin cork, walks on, wearing a Palm onds and the platform is dropped to
Beach suit and shivering. Sure-flre stage with rider and steed both
g-agp about the weather.
gone.
Allman takes, as formerly, his
As handled it is almost obvious
"uke" out of a bag and plays a that additional hoist would secrete
"blues."
This scores and he fol- the dlsappearers fn the flies with
lows with a ballad, the interim hold- another platform dropping to fool
ing talk. May follows with another the outfronters. In the sticks this
ballad nicely sung and, after more may be baffling but not for the
talk, both harmonize, to Allman's smart audiences.
"uke" accompaniment, for the blowThen too when one considers that
off.
It may have been one of CO incorMay looks well and fits In per- porated in Thurston's show and
fectly.
Allman can strum a wicked probably better manipulated it could
"uke" but reminds too much of the pans in the crowd. But as an inletter known Cliff Edwards, causing dividual feature It's doubtful.
Edbm.
unfavorable comparisons. His syncopation always goes, though, and

He has not been seen no"Editor of the Assassinated Press,"
used to bill himself and Lizzie, but ticeably hereabouts. He is a clever
"Dinah" Broadhurst drummed on he only talked
about her. Now there entertainer but worked rather listthe dishes and such with knife and is a girl
lessly in this house. A good dancer,
in the act though Yoeman's
fork, not new business, but amusing.
new turn is really a monolog, with he made attempts at stepping
Broadhurst's
best
work came Lizzie used at the finish.
throughout but didn't start until the
with comedy dancing. He is a bit
final.
In a short dance at the end
"Information," by Eugene Conrad, he showed ability.
stout for that which makes his stuff
Rather than
is billed as a sequel to the former
look the better a loose pants comdance, he talked and sang with the
edian with a funny stepping rou- turn. It is somewhat similar in Idea four girls in the company.
tine.
The sisters looked best in a but entirely up-to-date. There is a
They are (Miss) Billie Taylor,
neat conservatory effect containing
kicking dance.
If the skits were
Irene Hayden and the two Joyce anywhere.
a
prop
radio
sending
Instrument.
nearly as good as the concluding bit
Sisters. Miss Taylor, a slim blonde,
this act would rate much more The announcer, Yoeman, says it's served as Taylor's foil In the love
station "Why Are You Broadcast/bee.
highly.
talk and songs and did a short
ing" (off stage).
ballroom dance with him. She uses
Entrancing Yoeman explains it Is a "cute" delivery effectively. Miss
FARRELL and CHADWICK
a government Information bureau. Hayden does a "Cleopatra awakPiano and Songs
(Continued from page 1)
When lights flash and buzzer works ened" bit with Taylor, and well.
12 Mine.; One
on the sending box, he uses prop The Joyce Sisters are large size the California Lutheran Hospital.
State (V.-P.)
telephones and answers queries. It girls and work only in the last num- Turpin met her, from the story, at
This colored combination has Wil- is a good idea
and there are a num- ber, doing a Charleston by them- the time when his wife was very
liam H. Farrell at the piano and
ber of pleasantries throughout the selves and joining Taylor and the ill.
The future Mrs. Turpin was
Sadye Chadwick In the vocal de- chatter.
He wants to know, for in- two other girls for the curtain.
very solicitous about the welfare
partment Farrell whips a piano stance, where the old
Roof
the
act
was
liked
on
The
fashioned girl
and the recovery of the late Mrs.
and steams things up by slinging in has
gone, the kind that would not and an encore, if given, would not Turpin.
some stepping didoes for good meas- go
out because she had nothing to have been forced.
ure.
A fast friendship was then formed.
wear.
There is additional matter
Farrell is a hard working musiFollowing Mrs. Turpln's death, it
that makes the remark funnier.
ACTS
cian and whether singing or playing
developed into a romance that will
Lizzie, who has been asleep leanCecil Spooner, stock actress, in
he's on his toes.
Miss Chadwick is
result in a wedding.
fares.
in
ing
tabloid
musical
Four
over
her
typewriter
desk,
comes
v «ry light, so much so that she
The name of the future Mrs. Turcould fool 'em if she were working to and displays a startling frock support.
for her Job.
She makes ready to
Joe E. Brown returning to vaude- pin cannot be ascertained. Ben Is
alone.
said
to have made it known around
Miss Chadwick has not neglected go off, after Yoeman says she slept ville for summer.
ner dressing and apparently keeps a hard day's work.
Norma Gregg, songs (from Cali- the Sennett Studios that he had
given her a big engagement solitaire
abreast of the fashion.. She has a
Yoeman is sporting a French of- fornia).
voice of high range and knows how ficer's uniform with a Sam Hrowne
Bernard and Fayne dissolved last recently.
to use it.
week. Vergil Fayne intends going
When Mrs. Turpin became ill Ben
belt with no explanation of the get
The act went very well at the up. However, it is a first rate into temporary retirement.
Ber suspended picture work to give his
State, the song routine being neither vaudeville turn, one which might be nard Is assembling a new act, "The wife all of his attention.
Ills con
t*Hous nor of ancient vintage.
adaptable to some picture houses, Stage Carpenter," in which he will Mtant devotion during her illness
Mark.
continue in vaudeville.
was given national publicity.
too.
/free.
comer.

THURSTON'S ILLUSION

AUNT JEMIMA

(2)

8onge with Piano Duo
10 Mine.

Fox, Philadelphia (Pict)
A lady of ample proportions
concealed her identity under

who
the

Mammy

of
billing of "Aunt Jemima,
the Southern Blues," displayed a
pleasing collection of blues songs to
the audiences at the Fox.
In blackface, garbed as a Negro

Mammy,

she sang "Here Comes Jemima";
"Dinah."
"Ever/body
Stomp" and a song of her own composition, "It Takes a Better Man
Than You to Get a Better Mamma
Than Me." The last number was a

decided hit

She pokes fun at her own generous proportions in the lines of the
sons;, but repeats, "the slender girl
is very good fun, but I'm three girls
rollod Into one."

There is a piano duo consisting
Leon Flatow and Art Sorenson to
accompany her on two pianos.

of

These chaps, accomplished, have a
tricky

duet number well received.

The

setting shows the familiar
field scene, congruous with

cotton

Aunt Jemima's costume.

Water;

VARIETY

22
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VAUDEVILLE HOUSE REVIEWS
(St Vsude)

Don't be surprised if the big
breaks out in an epidemic of
•hows next season with choruses Mlssos

Now

that the rest of the

country has discovered the units
can take the usual anaemic vaudelayout and disguise, the eastern K-A's are about due to follow
ult.
The "discovery" is apt to be stimulated, by the current week's bill at
the Palace, New York, the hokiest
vaudeville house in the U. S., bar
Bone, 'despite its operators have
long labored under the delusion the
bouse couldn't afford to play the
Usual run of vaudeville left vaudeville flat and took with them the
Usual run of vaudeville audiences.
The current bill at the Palace Is
about the best that has hit the
house all season, and for why? Because It Includes three acts and a
chorus that have been working the
Orpheum Circuit as part of a unit.
The chorus added that certain
something to the first half of the
1>111 and, by appearing In the Juggling act of the Duponts, who
opened the show, made it possible
for that team to stop the show cold,
give the bill a start like a Mars
Cassldy special and Insure every
act in the first half far better than
an even break.
Roger Williams, who Imitates
auto horns, motors, etc., deuced, discounting the impression rolled up
by his predecessors, finishing In
blgh favor himself and softening It
up for the Hackett and Delmar act,
"The Dance Club," in which the
chorus belonged and came into Its
own. The Hackett and Delmar act
was also in the Orph. unit. The
turn remains one of the most elaborate and gorgeous productions of its
ville

Riggin and and electrlo background that should
keep the Larry outfit working both
Ederle held interest, the former picture and
vaudeville bouses as
especially so through their diving, long as
they keep the present comalthough neither is in any way "cut- bination.
Mark.
ting loose." Miss Riggin to offering
one full twist dive, while both do
plus a half twist.
Jack-knives,
81 tt ST.
Pretty work and easy to watch.
Mis'* Eder'e confines herself to dem(Vaude.- Pets.)
onstrating an assortment of strokes
Feature this week Is "The Greatwhile the house chorus dresses the er Glory."
Monday night's house
stage and tips off the audience on just fair.
It is
tank applause deportment
George Broadhurst (New Acts),
understood the tank was broken on fresh from burlesque, was given the
Sunday, with there being a general headline and closed the vaudeville.
rush for repairs.
George Toeman and Lizzie (New
Ross Gorman closed Intermission Acts), another new offering, routine
In front of his band of 11 pieces. Six being "Information." It was spotted
selections took the musicians away, third.
Healy and Cross, next to closing,
Gorman winding up by flashing his
There were
versatility on the various reed in- easily filled the spot
The
struments of which he is master. It a couple of fresh numbers.
was strong enough to sponsor an boys used two encore numbers, one
sequel
the
a
to
"Our
Gang"
song,
encore.
earned
Miss Lloyd preceded, Just ahead with the golf bit saved for the
The latter contribution
of the band, finding the size of the finale.
house not' beyond her depth* Five clicked as strongly as ever and is
excellently
put across.
pergirl's
English
songs totaled this
Castle ton and Mack put over a
formance, during which she interstrong
No.
I.
Discarding the misspersed a couple of high kicks for
good measure. Miss Lloyd is as com- fit togs they originally used, the
boys
are
able
to
shape their routine
ely as she always has been and with
her "polite" lyrical comedy, gained to much better purpose. The burlesque
acrobatics
impressed as a
This built as she
early approval.
progressed, her finish being most surprise following the dance bits.
There
Is
some
exceptional
legoShe gained the satissubstantial.
mania work by one boy. The turn
faction of getting well over in a theis really as
much comedy acroatre recognized as the most difficult
batics as dancing.
in the country for a feminine single.
Three Londons opened. It
The Alexander Troupe (New Acts) Is The
a condensed casting act, a girl
reVane
the
followed
by
opened,
being used, but only for a bit in the
placement, Shuffle Along Four. This aerial
work. Two men accomplish
colored male quartet did the con- that
excellently,
eliminating the
ventional routine, to be followed by simpler
stunts that formerly filled
the former Olympic champions in in with this
type of act
Ibee.
the water. Fortunella and Ctrillino,
held over, won hearty welcome No.
4, marking the third "dumb" turn

Bkig.

Washed" and,

at Insistent demand
••Red Head." All of her songs were
equally well received, and
she
begged off after 27 minutes.
Dr. Geo. Rockwell next entered
the operating room at 10.38; hau
attained complete ascepsis by 11 p.
m., and then clambered into a stage
box to ballyhoo for the Merediths,

holding all but a handful until 11.20.
This is the Doctor's steenth appearance at the Palace this season, but
be remains as painless as ever and
Is still carrying a large generous
assortment of hydrogen and oxygen.
Put them both together, they spell
laughing gas, in case you don't want
to be annoyed with your materia
medica.
Business good but not capacity.
Con.

HIPPODROME
Vsude)

Alice Lloyd and Nicola, the illus-

along with the finals of the National Charleston
Contest, gave the floor, other than
the boxes, close to capacity Monday
Very light in the balconies
night.
and in the side boxes. The Hipp's
final week of the season didn't open
without its troubles. At the matperformance
inee
Sybil
Vane
dropped out after lamenting that
ionist, in lights

Miss Lloyd was

billed

of Hlckey Le Van's ability to click
on the Ivories, It was his comedy
The
fol de rol that landed solidly.
audience was in guffaws all the way.

above

her.

substitution at night was the
Shuffle Along Four, while Holbrook
and Lovere, programed No. 3, failed

The

to appear.
The show ran shy of comedy and
not too much sinking. Dumb acts
apparently were the keynote, six,
in the layout of 10. Nothing stirred
the house to prolonged enthusfsnm,

STATE
(Vsude- Pet.)

*The Blind Goddess" (Paramount)
was not considered much of a draw,
but the vaude section was pretty
well diversified.

The Three and One-Half Arleys.
So billed through one of the Arley
males being a juvenile. He has lit-

New

t

the same
change.

York,

May

It.

least they're still trying to put
over a real program at the Rivoll,
but the presentation slips down to

nothing this week* pushing everything on the picture, "The Rainmaker,'* to supply most of the enter-

tainment

The overture Is one of the worst
things ever attempted around here.
It masquerades under the name of
"Musical Tidbits." In it they mix
up a little of the Second Rhapsody
with a drum Jazs bit and dress it

in

New

is

wholly

slightest

York, Gus Mulcay's

harmonica stuff, the "Banjoland"
and the dancing of Robert
Stickney were the outstanding fea-

act

The transformation scene
to black face and back,

tures.

from white

was not as much a novelty as the
producers may have con* ru plated,
it had been done here by several
shows in the past year. As a proas

duction, however, the revue stood
up far above anything, with th*
possible exception of "The Melting
Pot," that has been seen in the
house since the Publix revues
started.

The

feature

and banjo, twanged the strings for
a fine sendoff.
In the news reel, three from
Pathe, three International, and the
North Pole stuff faked by maps, etc.,
so that
titles,

it looked well in the subbut was boloney.

followed,

and was

The new organist, Henry B.
tagh, had a medley based on "Poor
Papa" that clicked all the way and,
without a direct request, had the
audience singing with the slides.
After that came the John Mur-

ray Anderson act "A Grecian Urn"
(Presentations), nice enough
in
looks and billing, but which won't
do a dime for the picture houses.
Feature next, "Rainmaker," going
about 66 minutes, and followed by
a five-minute Mutt and Jeff Reel
(Short Subjects).
Business Sunday afternoon was
good, considering the wet weather.
Bisk.

NEWMAN
(KANSA8 CITY)
Kansas City, May

but his rent

14.

"Syncopation Week'" was the
The slz-acter and cinema features
Monday night was no bargain at happy title chosen for the current
The
76c. Not with Loew's Greely Square bill at the Newman (Publix).
three blocks away giving the same show was the most lavish, as well
type of show for almost half the as the most expensive, here for

and generally having the
edge on this one for feature pictures, which even the Proctor mob
won't dispute. But F. F. has a piece
of Loew's Greeley, even if under
cover. Proctor was let in by Marcus Loew up to 20 percent.
Monday night's brace held but two
sure click turns out of six. Also a
headliner, Thurston's Illusion, placarded all over the place, but drawing but a mild finish.
price, 40c,

Cannon and

Lee, two cycling girls,
opened with a routine cycling act
that went on its trick riding, f our
Chocolate Dandies, colored harmony
singers, held attention with some
good harmonizing and a bit of
dancing by one of the boys.
Racine and Ray, two women of
rotund proportions, contributed a
line of breezy chatter spaced by a
couple of harmony numbers that
met ready response from the comedy famish eu audience. Their talk
Is breezy, with a suggestion of the
risque, but, nevertheless, remains
this side of offenslveness and vulgarity.
Deservedly well liked.
The Venetian Masqueraders pro-

tle to do other than help make the
stage
animated through a fast
Charleston. The main perch work
is done by the two men, and that
head-stand in the wings by one of
them, with neither man using his
hands to support himself, is a
thriller.
The Arleys are clean and
natty.
For an opening turn this
one fits.
Farrell and Chadwick
(New Acts) went hammer and tongs
(Vaude— PcU)
into their routine, and scored nicely.
Plenty of sugar rolled into the
One really felt sorry when Valentine Vox walked out with his be- American theatre and its roof Mon
spectacled dummy, as a ventrilo- day night The roof's orchestra was
quial act In that mammoth house full but for a few empties around
had everything against it making the edges. The last row is always
much headway. But Vox kept work- full, although it's not so dark there
ing away until he had the house so And the balcony had the regular
quiet
the
returns were certain. gang.
Florence Talbol now shares equal
Despite its Times Square location,
billing with Vox on the anunciator. the Roof is a neighborhood house.
She looks well and handles her vocal Seemingly the same crowd flocks
assignment pleasingly.
there every Monday night.
They
Eddie Pardo, excellently assisted seem to know what's coming; they
by Gloria Archer, with attractive expect anything, and neither do they
setting that dressed up the stage ever grow exultant or seem disapmost effectively, was an unqualified pointed at anything.
hit.
Mr. Pardo clowned and sang,
Eight acts, some first rate, film
and that comedy number of his comedy and a high-class and fullbowled over the house.
length picture to top it all. Plenty
Though the colored act, on early, of entertainment in that variety, no
had used a piano, that didn't matter matter how good or bad.
when it was rolled on for the Lc
The first half was good all around.
Van and Uolles act, for, Irrespective The vaudeville, short comedy and

STANLEY
(PHILADELPHIA)
Philadelphia, May

Tom

Mur- Brown

(Vsude— Pets)

AMERICAN ROOF

As

that It
the

without

with a "Blue Danube" sauce. well liked by most of Miss Shearer's
Which Is equivalent, cullnarily followers, although there were some
speaking, to a dish of beans with who were disappointed.
whipped cream and greasy gravy.
As a whole, the bill was fine enAfter that a corking Phonofllm tertainment and the box office re*
reel (short subjects), with the Radio turns proved it was liked.
Franks singing in the film, after
Hughes.
which Roy Smeck, with a ukelele

Candy butcher still here. Still is
Most of the lobby agent's

vided flash music and dancing in
next spot, with the dancer of the
piece clicking heaviest, especially
with her finishing whirlwind solo.
A neat act, with effects, costuming
and general atmosphere to plant it
for a spot in mediums or a fliller
for the big ones. Entertaining and
dressy, but no particular wallop.
Dave Seed and Ralph Austin cut
their usual comical capers in next
to shut, with Seed's eccentricities
and monk Imitation clicking as
usual and with the boys managing
to wake up t henhouse for the first
time thus far.
Thurston's Illusion ("The Vanishing Horse") closed. (New Acts.)
"Skinner's Dress Suit" film feature.
Edba.

1926

19,

off

right.

goes right on.

New York shows

RIVOLI
(NEW YORK)

STH AVE.

optimism has gone,

May

FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

Wainwrlght,

kind in vaudeville, topped by two
clever principals and ably supported
by Edna Charles, Jean Carrol and
the chorus of eight The dancing
alone would insure It success, but, up to that time, the diving girls
topped by the big league expendi- using but an announcer.
ture, it's a natural and one of the
Paul Sydell and "Spottie," tire
few survivors of this kind of gam- same act under new billing, opened
ble.
And a wow for the picture the Interim. The handling of this
bouses.
little fox terrier and the antics ofWilliam and Joe Mandel next in fered brought consistent applause
an act 100 per cent improved, and that pyramided so fast it actually
now ready to take its rightful place dwindled away at the finish. Un
in the first flight of novelty comedy doubtedly an applause act with Sy
acrobatic acts.
Joe Mandel, with dell working so fast many may be
his comedy pan and sense of trav- hand-weary at the end of the eight
esty, will probably wind up staring minutes.
This was another of the
the one-eyed monster in the eye at none-speaking niche holders and the
plenty one of these days, after the "Rhapsody in Blue" ballet, also a
picture scouts have discovered him hold-over, augmented that total
His brother, who looks like Bull The Rasch girls routined this conMontana, is also a prospect for the ception in the closing spot.
deaf and dumb racket. They panPreviously, Nicola (New Acts) did
icked them and had to encore with 34 minutes of illusions, topping off
the hand-to-hand burlesque and the his repertoire by the trunk trick,
classical dance travesty, a bit which excellently done. Keno
and Green,
has been done to death but which next to closing, were the comedy
receives different treatment from wallop, but had to consume the first
this pair and is funny.
minutes to make the house under
Jerry and Her Baby Grands closed stand what they
were doing. No
the first half. The four pianists are
trouble after once getting started,
doing practically the same as when and this
standard couple drifted
first seen, but have been given a
across with something to spare.
production and also use the eight
The Charleston thing, for which
useful misses, who add color, tone
the pit crew and Gorman's outfit
and stage dressing in Colonial cos split
the accompaniment, tailed.
tumes. This turn was also a mem
ber of the Orph. unit, and rounded Three girls in an entry list of 16
and
about
three colored boys also
out one of the best first halves of
making a bid. Final applause choice
the season.
went
to
a
young
girl announced as
Irene Franklin, with Jerry Jar.
nagin at the piano, opened the sec- coming from 45th street, a Louisville
dark
complexloned
youth got
ond half at the same high tempo
Miss Franklin
sang
"Dimples," second place (deserving first on
ability),
and
they
were
still
decid"Drug Store Cowboy," "I Wanted a
Caveman," "Be Your Age," new one ing for third place 'way after 11.
The
overturo
went
on
8.02.
at
"1
and pip,
Don't
Wanna Be

(8t.

Wednesday.

Bob Larry's Entertainers closed,
and not only displayed a series of
scenic
panoramas and musical novRoss
although Miss Lloyd, on fifth,
Gorman's band, Nicola, and Keno elty that was made to order for the
State.
This male outfit dishes up
and Green paced themselves well
instrumental, vocal and dancing
time beyond doubt.
numbers,
and gave them a colorful
unit
The aquatic triumvirate of the

PALACE
attached.

RJE VIEWS

many weeks.
"The Devil's Circus" was on the
screen and Anderson's "Rhapsody
in Jazz" on the stage.
Manager
Bruce Fowler also brought the
Royal Syncopators up from the
other house, added them to the

14.

Brown, originator of the Six

who made the
in the
theatre this week at the
head of his "Lucky Eleven Minstrel
Merrymakers," another outfit for
the glorification of the "sax" and
Jazz in general.
Brown is popular in Philadelphia
and his outfit was received with
Brothers,

saxophone famous, appeared
Stanley

marked enthusiasm, to which they
responded with a tuneful repertoire.

The opening setting, a Jazzy version of "Suanee River," displayed a
well constructed scene of the famous river with a boat drifting
down the stream. Tom continues
his comic music gags and repeats
his "courtship" number via saxophone, with that instrument wailing the lover's emotions in all stages
first courtship almost to
the divorce court.
Helena March, formerly of the
Metropolitan Opera, sang two songs
at each performance, one classic and
one popular. These numbers were
varied from day to day.
The Stanley Symphony Orchestra,
under the direction of Sidney Lowensteln, again held an Important
place on the bill, with their overture, "Verdiana," a collection of airs
by Verdi.

from the

The

film

Newman

was "The Black

orchestra, with Lou Forb- starring Lon Chaney.
guest conductor, for a Jazz
overture that was a wow.

Bird,*

Waters.

stein,

The title of the overture, "Who
the 'Sleepy Time Gal' that is
'Always* saying 'Thanks for the
Buggy Ride* to 'That Certain
Party,' " will give an idea of what
this Jazzy bunch handed out to the
customers. In addition to the syncopation several of the gang from
the Royal were given opportunity
to do individual bits.
It was so
widely different from any of the
Newman overtures that it went
over for big applause.
Krazy Kat comic followed for
several
minutes and then Earl
Thursten, the whiz of the grand
organ, played "Say It Again." For
this a pretty scenic was used on
the screen with the words, of the
song thrown in one corner; a little
differently from the regulation song

STRAND

is

A

slide idea.
"A Thought for Mother's Day" was a short special, very

appropriate for the time, and the
only thing on the program that
would cause a tear.
"Rhapsody In Jazz" was next, and

proved the greatest applause getter
of the Publix revues to date.
A
careful check up with the review
of the act made when presented in

(NEW YORK)
New

York, May 17.
runs through the
even the overture being from an operetta, "The
Vagabond King."
Later on in the program George
Gershwin
gets
heavy attention
through some of his numbers from
"Tip Toes" and "Lady Be Good."
Mixed between is "Rose -Marie's"
"Love Call." But those selections
are condensed
into
the weekly

A

light

show here

vein

this week,

"Frolic" (Presentations).
International led
the
weekly,
five clips screened, among
which were some corking shots on
the Derby and flashbacks of Amundsen's dirigible taking off. It's been
a big two weeks for International on
"the street," this news service causing talk last week through Its
"shots" on the Mauno Loa volcano
erupUon. Pathe and Fox each hit
once in the current news medley.
"The Frolic" behind the weekly,
and then the feature, "Wet Paint,"
F. P. picture.
Fox scenic trailed.
Bkio.

having

A

feature ("Devil's Circus") entertaining highly.

know each and every nook and corner in the house.
They should.
Following "Monkey Business," an And they know by this time Just
Our Gang comedy in which a what the gang in the chairs wants.
trained monkey does some really Jimmie Allman and Joe May, the

human

stunts, Pielert

and

Sootteld

new

straight

man (New

Acts), did

La Monte

Trio,

opened the vaudeville. A standard nine minutes of gagging and synact and one around for a few years. copating and walked off without
The man's weight balancing tricks doing an encore.
get over nicely with the aid of some
Fred Ketch, ventriloquist, and
kidding and llbbing by the woman. Edith Wilma,
partner, made
Healy and Garnella, man and wom- their usual hit. his
all the time that
an dancing and comedy act, with Ketch has been In
around he usually
the woman handling the comedy by comes back
with a new idea If not
way of short costumes and fast leg new talking material.
Ketch does a
work, followed and were well liked. vocal Imitation
of a Jewsharp with
Another standard small timer and the dummy going
through the moone that works steadily.
tions.
It's a good trick and always
Dunlo and Gegner went into the goes. His legitimate singing in two
trey spot and scored, walking off voices Is fine.
With a freakily
witth their chests out. One with a cracked voice, Ketch sings two difviolin and the other carrying a 'cello, ferent
chords simultaneously.
they produce real music. The 'cellist While both voices are the limit In
handles the large Instrument as no squeaklness, they blend and Ketch
one else. Using the bow in only the makes something legitimate out of
the seemingly impossible.
first number, he slinks it over his
shoulder

for

the

rest of the time
as a guitar.
Very
And he whistles,

The

Hilly

wire walkers, closed.

tight

The act has
and two women, the youngest
doing
most
of
the
work.
In three
too.
pretty costumes, she walks the wire
Billy Taylor and Co. (New Acts)
cleverly and does a first rate buck
followed and scored the show's hit. dance.
Billy met a restless auRose and Bunnle Brill, the same dience Monday night. Probably beold sister act, followed intermis- cause "The Devil's Cirrus." an exsion, and were liked.
The girls cellent picture, was to follow.
and strums

It

soothing music.

Billy

*

i

Wednesday,

May

.

i

r

to "•FARROWS" (39)
tinging* Danelittf, ete.
Full 8tage (8pee.)
17 Mine.; One and

Velude

Qrauman

I

I

old originality ItSid
Jit Staging prolog, or preludes as
tnem now, lid is past grand
He does not worry far In
Sliter
££nce nor is he the fellow to be
by the fact that he had two
ia

^

££d

?

f»

JSS

double bill at Gniuman s
rtf
the
1
or
.
al .
„
4K . f
Egyptian. Sid also figured that he
was going to give the folks a nov
•It* -omething thoy would not see
Chicago. London
to New York
He gave
Paris or Kansas City
^
them something that could only be
.
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The men Impersonating Keaton and can Bisters, and were specialising in few times. Aside from that and Everett Clark. Miss Miller was out
Torrence went Into the dance. The "Dune" imitations. In their make- taking It aa a unit. "The Grecian in "one" to Introduce the dance
replica of Torrence was a wow and up the youngsters were the walking Urn" looks decidedly like a weak finale, which Nitza Vernllle opened

I

his grotesque stepping goaled.
A£t» this the announcer eUted
that th « foUc » woul <*
the preof •'Sparrows' when the curJ"?*
tal » went up into full stage and
-ho wed a duplicate of the attic in
barn •Quence of the picture.
8 ° Pran ° ?"*
*
Sretudes to stage on one night. He "«
»*»>y Sleep/ surrounded by
SIciSeTabout five days ahead of the ha
oz
klddI
«
«» '
" *
bill that he
opemue of
" his . double
the audience In
_
A # mental touch put ?J;
roing to do a certain type or

Qrauman'e Egyptian, Hollywood.

r t

PI^ENtX+lONS

19, 1896

™

™»

ridicule is that they

mony numbers and then Clarice
Ganon, soprano, added her pleasing
warbling to the ensemble.

For a

1

on the screen what had
been shown
**
on the stage only a minute before|
Leo Forbateln, pit chief, wrote a
overture of a semi-operatl
*

1

Images of the creators of "Topsy sister for the simple reason that by doing kicks and acrobatic work.
and Eve." They did several num- the average picture fan doesn't care Too heavy a makeup hurt this
although
her
appearance,
bers from this show and exceedingly about cither Keats' or Gluck; no girl's
presentation like thin will make new dancing got over nicely.
well.
next
unison
Girls,
six,
with
Tivoli
worshipnew
for
Keats
or
The Foursome, a quartet, next. readers
stepping taking applause honors.
The lads have nicely harmonized pers for Gluck.
Lewis stepped in for fast
voices and their opening selection,
The thing that lays these preten- Sammy
"Dinah." deserved the generous ap- tious presentations open to so much ground work and then the finish of
the dozen house girls, sextet, and
plause it received. Two more harset themselves

mado

finish

their

the Granada Girls

appearance on an

ele-

up as pretty fancy

the first
the Keats'
poetry, and then they follow it up
with the old stuff a series of spebut loosely
cialties well dressed
flwte.
strung together.

place,

In

when they quote

Miss Vernllle,

Presentation

all

on.

dovetailed

and won curtain approval.

nicely
9kig.

—

platform in the rear, each
"Ironsides" in the Making
rising out of a huge painted flower.
orchid-colored
in
They were dressed
(Continued from page 1)
GENE AU8TIN
silk costumes of a high sheen, which
P
on the Ironsides. Several people were
beat musical nrrangements hcard in when the lights were turned on 11 Mins.; One
reported to have been hurt* but unm
them full force fairly coruscated In Metropolitan, Washington.
» aay
and done In Hollywood,
conceived «
eonceivcu
*"J
*
Best proof of the value of this til last week there was no attempt
Sid Qrauman sold them something their brilliance.
It waa a massive
Sid
prolific
the
by
only
to repair these top masts.
and
whlch fl|d nQt
re
fc
blaze of color and with the harmony visitor artist to the local picture
Delays were later caused by wrong
Mr. Grauman recaHed he had
and house Is told by a second week at
Ganon
n
Miss
Foursome,
of
the
direction winds which hampored the
Maged a Wampaa Frolic and that
had
^ far the orchestra brought the curtain the Metropolitan.
a
for
Idea
an
of
smack
gave him a
Gene Austin had the local review- views of the camera man for cerbetter than man
pre tentious down to the accompaniment of unprelude.
of his
Every boat In
tain trick shooting.
greater portion
Ung.
stinted enthusiasm on the part of ers writing special stuff on his
°
However, the prelude needed an Incrooning method of putting across the fleet Is equipped with broadcastnudience.
the
of
ing receiving sets, while on the
troductlon, so Sid with a sense
Jack Partington staged the act, songs.
humor as well as artistic taste, fig- GILDA GRAY and Co. (20)
Austin is fairly well known as a "Construction," which is used as a
Rivera.
and it did him credit.
flag
ship by Cruze to direct the picured he would take the lone -Sheik" | "South 8ea Idyl"
writer of song hits.
who has paraded on a parapet above g Mine.; One (3); Full (3)
Austin plays his own accompani- ture, there is a sending set which
It
since
Rj a |to, New York
the forecourt of the theatre
"THE PIRATE 8HIP" (30)
Being a composer gives a gives the Instructions for operation.
ments.
B. P. Schulberg, supervising head
opened three and a half years ago
Prelude to "The Black Pirate"
house management a double pubGi , da Gray wlth ner QWn com
of
Famous
the
Players-Lasky
Stage
Full
and bring him in close touch with
Mine.;
8
licity selling argument.
any q{ six dttncer8 and Prlnce La!
Result was that a
the audience.
Austin did four numbers here studio, and Milton Hoffman, bus,
and hlg company o£ Royal Grauman'i Egyptian, Hollywood, Cal.
As
built.
was
wall
duplicate of the
by
a iness manager, have been after
accompanied
were
SamoantJ are presenting a very e fSecond half of the Grauman's Two
the curtain came up, one saw the f ectlve prelude to the sh0 wlng of Egyptian Prelude for the double bill stringed quartet from the house or- Cruze to speed things up as they
Guardian of the palace of amuse- t |e GUda Gray fitarrimj picture was short and snappy. It showed chestra. Each brought big returns. are afraid it may take three months
ment standing at rest. That was a .. Aloma of the Sou th Seas" at the the deck of a pirate ship, with rigin "one" in a tux, Austin's pleas- longer than his original shooting
laught in itself.
Rlalto.
The engagement Is to be ging, etc.
As the curtain arose, ing manner of putting a song across schedule, which would entail, It Is
Then off stage came the voice of for g|x week8> It is pos8 i b ie Miss George Hayes, baritone, sang "The plus his likeable personality will claimed .an extra cost of at least
$200,000 In salaries. The studio offia female addressing the lone patrol- Qray and the company wl n make Pirate Song."
Afeafcfo.
Trotted on the 16 click anywhere.
man Inquiring when he was coming severa additional personal appear- chorus ladles of the Grauman Incials
have given Instructions to
down and how long he had been ance3 Jn key citleg euch u8 Cnicago> stitution who introduced a duel or
Cruse that he must speed up shootthere.
ing
so
that at least 10ft extras every
the
with
Los Angeles and St. Louis
sword dance. It waa fast, snappy "CARNIVAL OF JAZZ"
The song cue as Sid had written picture following the Rialto engage and peppy, keeping the girls en Orohestra and Revue
day are eliminated from the payand
tune
the
to
travesty
an original
roll.
The extras are paid $36 a
ment>
their toes for a full five minutes, 20 Mins.
words of "Always." The man sang
week with food and lodging.
The j^y^ samoans opened the dnrlng which time they stepped Globe, Philadelphia
the first verse telling how he was presentation with a knife dance that around, exchanged blows with cutA Working Day
Charlie Kerr, with local reputaon the Job, rain or shine in a clear won something, followed by another classes, then went into a dance rou- tion very high because of his chain
The routine for the work is to
was
He
voice.
baritone
and corking
numDer by the men, after which the tine again and more of terspslchore. of Jazz orchestras In this city a get up at 4.30 a. m., at 5. a. m. reGeorge Hayes. The crowd got an- cur tain lifted on a beautiful repro- They sure were a well-drilled squad year ago, made his first appearance port to the mess halls and hall
other great laugh.
duction of a South Sea island beach of stage soldiers.
At
here after a lengthy absence in a tents each of which seat 600.
For the introduction of the second set w j tn a wa ter effect on the back
As their dance was about three- three weeks' engagement at the that time they must also have their
Terse the girl Inquired what was drop tne samoans starting with a
At <
fourths finished, Bradford and Adler Olobe with his orchestra and group make-up and wardrobe on.
going on and why the orowds as- cna nt and the six South Sea dancers came out and did the Pirate dance, of entertainers.
a. m. the extras must assemble on
aembled. That was his cue to say on £or a fagt Hula, leading up to
location;
all
must
land
7
a.
m.
at
This
Apache.
repertory
the
idea—
a
He has a novel
an offspring of
"To see a Grauman opening and look the entrance of Miss Gray for a was a cyclonic number and regis- of revues. His offering last week have been distributed to the various
This was in lyric Hula number that brought down the
at the stars."
was called "A Carnival of Jams." In boats to which they are assigned, as
tered.
form too, and served as a snappy house.
At Its conclusion with Miss Adler his company Is Edith Keller, "blues" that Is the starting of the shooting
tleup with the second scene. It was
The presentation is atmospheric in the rigging hiding away from her singer.
hour.
crowd
the
with
itself
forecourt
the
a nd attractive. It leads naturally pursuer, the 16 coryphees again did
Before leaving the camp the ex*
Margaret Freeman Is a personable
assembled to witness the entrance Jnt0 tne picture.
Fred.
a bit of dueling, finishing with a ballad singer whose hit is "Some- tras take their lunch with them.
of the stars.
There
is only one-half hour In the
Fay
la
a
rousing
Patricia
Lonely."
got
a
body's
march routine that
This was the similar idea Sid
dancer day's proceedings to eat.
blond
little
diminutive
hand as the curtain descended.
pulled at the Wampaa Frolic so that "MAY DAYS"
Shooting for the day is generally
These dance numbers were staged whose style is "a la GUda Gray."
he would have a legit excuse to Revue with Orchestra
At 6.30
by Fanchon and Marco. It is safe She has two solo dances, one a finished around 6 p. m.
bring the stars on and face the 35 Mins.; Full Stage
every
one must wash up, discard
snappy
any
other
a
than
the
and
different
shimmy
far
to say were
Francisco
San
Granada,
audience.
numbers one sees Charleston. She teams up In a their wardrobe and be ready for
Opening with a spectacular May pirate or duelling
Then Sid pulled another nifty, by
elswhere in prologs or musical Spanish number with Ronald Mou- dinner.
using wax figures as the greater pole dance, filling virtually the en
For the balance of the evening
quin, who has an acrobatic dance.
shows.
part of his court audience, with a tire stage, and utilizing Steffani and
The carnival setting Is provided the extras are privileged to view moThe scenic embellishments for
few of the performers who were to Imbru, adagio dancers, to lead the this prelude were richly mounted, by the band in harlequin costumes. tion pictures, supplied by the Los
do their specialties scattered among 18 Granada Girls, the Granada had excellently Illuminated and gave There are 11 syncopators in this Angeles Paramount exchange, or
a colorful, tuneful and thoroughly
them.
the impression of splendid taste In outfit led in person by Kerr. Their they can visit a tent which is called
Scorned the opening night the meritorious presentation In "May
feature numbers last week were "I "The Casino." In this tent there are
Ung.
staging.
crowd did not know or realize that Days." preceding the screening of
Won t Go Home Tonight," "It's You" games, all said to be run on the level
It was
Sid had put on his prop figures "The Rainmaker" (F. P.).
"Moonlight and Roses." Victor without profit to any one.
and
whom only in the show before he certainly needed to bolster up a "THE GRECIAN URN" (12)
Butz, the saxophonist, is an eccenPolice Force for Extras
had clad In the regalia of soldiers picture that was a sad excuse for Divertissement
tric dancer who pulls a lot of laughs
Then on entertainment
for a courtyard display.
12 Mins.; Full Stage (Special)
In his "jumping-jack" number.
There Is a police force of 10 men
un
its
to
with
worked
dance
who
pole
The May
came an announcer
FUvoli, New York
Tho offering of the previous week to see that order Is maintained. Last
the dummies and told them the usual flash launched proceedings
This Is the newest of the John was "A Plantation Revue," with week the cops discovered a crooked
stars were on the way.
with sufficient vim to get the au- Murray Anderson Publlx presenta- band In the overall, straw hats and gambler among the crowd. He was
T^e manner in which the an- dience immediately interested. The tion acts. A title says it is based blackface of the South. Blues and Immediately run off the Isthmus. It
anouncer addressed his audiences orchestra, on a raised platform, on Keats' Poem, "Ode to a Grecian "down-south" numbers were fea- Is said pickpockets have gotten Into
causes this writer to reminisce of filled the background
Urn," which has the line "Beauty tures, and in the revue appeared Lee the crowd and that they have been
the occasion when Sid gathered a
As the big plush dropped on the is truth and truth is Beauty," etc., Hall and Essley in dance divertisse- active day and night on the ships
couple of picture men to address a final steps of this opener Jim Mos- and also that the "immortal melo- ment; the Haley Sisters in songs and on land.
group of notables on the matter of i e y, billed as "The Ukulele King," dies of Gluck" are utilized.
and dances; Viola Lewis, singer,
From the Isthmus to Wilmington,
censorship, and the notables were filled in the time necessary to perThat's the tip-off right there as and George Wong, Chinese vocalist. on the mainland, are 20 boats runnothing but wax figures.
mit a rearrangement of the setting. to how this fits Into a picture house.
The first revue was "The Surprise ning. Each has a capacity of from
Of Course, the wax figure Idea is Mosley reminds one of Cliff Ed If more proof, the program lists a Revue," and the added stars in- 16 to 600 people. These boats have
a nifty as it entails no weekly wards and offers much the same "pas de deux" by a pair of dancers, cluded Vincent Caruso, saxophone been rented from private owners.
payment for services and the dozen sort of music. His efforts didn't ex Instead of merely saying steppers specialist, Cooney and Newton in
The food given the actors and exof so used probably save some 500 c ite the crowd to any alarming ex- are going to step.
That "pas de songs, and Hall and Estley, in tras is reported to be excellent and
a week.
tent, but won him a satisfactory deux" business is applesauce for the dances.
Water*.
plentiful. For sanitary and medical
Then walked on the chorus of 16 hand,
palaces even if Anderson's
film
attention Is a physician on every
attired as house ushers to do a drill
Mosley off, the plush was pulled opinion differs.
And he's proved
boat, as well as a number stationed
and dance routine.
up and the orchestra with Its new this season that he's no authority MARK STRAND FROLIC
in the camp to attend to the physiThe announcer Inquired whether leader. Don Wilkens, got right down on what the picture audiences like. 23 Mins.} Two and Full (Special)
cal needs of the workers.
there was some one in the group to the business of concocting mel
The stage setting is backed by Strand, New York
40 Camera Men
who would like to entertain while ody. The numbers were light and velvet curtains. On a high platFive skits in this week's (May
waiting for the stars. That caused modern and several distinctly blue form is an urn of heroic size, mpon 16) Frolic, winding up in a "DancCruze has a staff of 40 camera
Stanford Jerome to announce he jazz. Wilkens got away to an un- which three people pose at the base ing Bee." It opened by a mixed men besides a group of assistants
would give an Imitation of Baby usually hearty reception. Prior to and three more around the sides. At team singing "Love Call" ("Rose- and technical men* who number
Peggry.
Jerome, in falsetto voice, being elevated to leader he was a the bottom of the platform, a harp Marie') in a woodland sat, the about the same.
The demands of
rendered a kid number that hit well, member of the orchestra and fre- ensemble of six is placed, with Mig- small circular sheet again being the studio officials that Cruse speed
After him another pair of suppoed quently made his bow as a soloist, non Laird of that group doing the used. Upon this was thrown moun- his work on the picture have not
figures in the person of Ted P.rad- The audience seemed genuinely glad one dance of the act that the audi- tain scenes during the vocalising. been looked upon favorable by the
ford and Fay Adler did an adagio, that he was placed in charge. Evl- ence liked. A singer, Maria Muga- Muriel Pollock and Vee Lawn- director. It Is said. He Is known as
The dexterity of this duo was the dently the management is feeling vero, is also used. When she grew hurst, feminine piano twosome, fol- the fastest working director with F.
tired of singing "the Immortal melo- lowed for a short recital, using the P., having made pictures In quick
occasion for the show stop signal,
its way so far as Wilkens Is con
A black-haired damsel wafted her cerned, for as yet they are not giv- dies of Gluck" she did one of those numbers from "Tip Toes" aa a time and with less over shooting
way onto the stage to perform an lng him any individual publicity coloratura specials, "La Caplnera," start and afterwards going Into a than any other director in the empopular medley. This finished them
which had the flute obllgato.
aesthetic number. It sort of slowed except on their own screen
ployment of the organization.
up the proceedings for a second unThree dancers, apparently from off to healthy applause.
Wilkens has a pleasing personal
Cruze claims that at no time has
"In Dutch" had Mile, Klemova
tfl the announcer stated that Anna
ity and without doubt knows his some very classical school, did a
footage been wasted In the making
May Wons was in the offing. On business. He acted aa master of classic routine of the bended arms and M. Daks before a picturesque of what he believes will be the mastrotted Moran and La T.ort, man ceremonies in introducing the va
and the tiny, clashing cymbals. atmospheric set backed by the ter picture of his career.
and woman in Chinese costume, for rious performers, keeping up a Mile. Rhea and Ralph Santoro (who house ballet of 12, nil In wooden
a bit of tap stepping, an out and breezy chatter that was neither in
also did some balancing with Joseph shoes and corresponding costume.
"A Cup
out wow.
Rather it Witt) performed a vigorous rou- Well done and a "sight" bit.
trusive nor unpleasant.
one
tine nicely done but not of the type of Coffee, A Sandwich and You"
Along came a k'w\ announced a«* served to blend the offering of
If you don't advertise in
Betty llronson to do a bit of danc- :>rtist into that of another.
calculated to provide cither novelty (Chariot's Revue) had the Strand
quaret up ji^.-iinst a lunch counter
ing in Peter Pan cost time.
or joy to the average audienco.
FolWilkens brought on the I'arV Sis
lowing were announced the T.tI- ters, presenting them with a neat
The turn, running about 12 min- dressed as a street cleaner, tramp,
augmented by Pauline
madp© sisters.
Davie*, little speech to the effect that they utes, did fairly well at the opening, cop, cte.,
Marion
don't advertise
the counter, and
duster Keaton and Krnest Torrcnco. were personal frk ;m!s of the Dun
although the orchestra gov lost a Miller behind
;
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QUANTITY VAUDEVILLE, SAVIOR;

OR

10, 12

14

ACTS TO PROGRAM

Following Hammerstein's Model of Years
12- Act Bill in Boston Stimulated Business

JACK ROSE'S MIND GIVES

—Next

Season's Experiment

Comedian's Hallucinations
Complains Against Sister—
Sanitarium, Incurable

Jack Rose was removed to Bellerue Hospital Saturday, after calling
Is the police to arrest his sister,
recently arrived with her mother,
to look after him. He

+

rt,

Ww

AL J0LS0N QUIT WESTCHESTER-

WAY-RAILS AT FRIENDS

In

Ag

'W«MeM#, sty

BILTM0RE CLUB; WANTS NO JEWS

—

Objected to Harry Richman on Racial Ground*;
Richman at Club at Jolson's Guest Effort to
Have Jolson Withdraw Resignation Without Avail

—

from England,
Quantity vaudeville, the kind the
Hammersteln played on
"the corner" (Victoria) when ne
Was short of headliners, may be used
as a general policy by the Keith Albee Circuit next season in ailing

RADIO PROVES STIMULUS

late Willie

vaudeville houses, to offset the destruction of the late Percy G. Williams' policy of class entertainment
and "names," another heritage destroyed by the vaudeville people
during the past decade.
Ten, 12 and possibly 14 acts may
be seen at the Palace, New York;
Palace, Cleveland; Keith's, WashKelt h's, Philadelphia
ington ;
Keith's, Boston; and other spots
where flop grosses bavo been the
rule of recent months.
The quantity vaudeville is expected to offset the lack of "names"
and "headliners" which have left
vaudeville for picture houses, cabarets, legit, pictures and other fields.
The straight vaudeville of the future is to be tried along these lines,
according to Information. The experiment tried recently by K.-A. In
Boston, where 12 acts to a bill at
reduced prices are reported as having stimulated business, is said to
have Influenced the decision.
The straight vaudeville houses, all
concerned with reports of a change
of policy to pictures and vaudeville,
may receive a try out under the
quantity policy before yielding up
their former policies for all time.

FOR PAN VAUDE HOUSE
Regular Broadcasting Boosts
Portland, Ore., Pantages Gate

—Refutes Popular Theory
Portland, Ore.,

May

18.

broadcasting
That
radio
by
vaudeville artists ia a stimulus to
loss,
rather
than
the box office,
a
is the example set here by the local
Pantages house, of which J. A-

Johnson lb manager.
A few years ago "The Oregonlan,"
an influential morning sheet, opened
one of the most powerful radio stations in the country, and through a
tie-up with the local theatre perfected a system whereby an act
from each week's bill would do its
stuff for the ether.

was later taken to * sanitarium at
under the care of Dr.
Inwood, N.
Leo Michel.
Rose, upon the police discovering
he had become mentally unbalanced,
took him to Bellevue. After there
he was removed to a sanitarium. It Is unlikely he will recover his normal mental state.
After phoning the police station
a complaint against his sister, Rose
forced her to run into the streets,
from their apartment at 225 West
71st street They had but shortly
moved there from 245 West 51st
street where the comedian had been
taken following a serious operation
for cancer at the Roosevelt Hosbriefly,

pital.

Rose's hallucinations turned him,
against many friends, all of whom
were aware of his approaching condition, arising from the effects of
the operation.
Physicians pronounce Rose as incurable but do not mention how
long he may linger.
Exact details of Rose's condition
press

Carl Werner, the house
agent, was given the task of selecting a suitable turn from the current bill for an estimated audience
of over 1,000,000 fans "listening In."
The result of this connection is
said to have boosted the house to
one of the biggest money-getters
For the straight
on the circuit.
three-a-day vaudeville grind, with
no pictures to help, seats are at a
premium at nearly all shows, with

have been withheld through his
having "been able until last week
to read the newspapers.

After

upon Rose at
John Erdman, . the

operating

Roosevelt,

Dr.

eminent specialist, informed Al
Woods, who had requested him to
perform the operation that had he

known

the seriousness of Jack's
condition he would not have oper-

WHITE GIRL-COLORED

BOY

IN "CULT"

ACT?

Be Columbia Stu- members.
Jolson is
dents—Can't See Each Other

Claim to

When Together

Belief

REBUKES

FTTZIU

a

gether.

They claim to be enrolled students at Columbia University, New
York; that they are studying applied science or something like that,
and their belief is that when in the
company of each other neither can
see the other nor the world see
either, or word* to that effect.
The girl is (Mies) Lilah Mlsllg.
white, and the boy, R. Hallie FlemThe latter alleges to have deing.
scended from the American Indian,
according to the agency attaches
where they have visited, and that
he possesses supernatural power
Fleming has long
and strength.
It is reported he also ashair.
serted his strength is due to his
hair and "mind-over-matter" beHis address is given as 501
lief.
West 178th street.
Exactly what Miss Mislig is
noted for as a performer or amateur

ORPHEUM'S

The

Minneapolis, May
ways of vaudeville

18.

are

Anna Fltziu, grand opera
prima donna debuting in the two-a
day. When Mlsa Fltziu arrived here
and found herself billed In the lien
nepln- Orpheum program and ad

strange to

vertlsemcnts

as

foremost
American prima donna," she didn't
like It a bit. At each performance
during her engagement Miss Fltziu,
in a curtain speech at the conclu
sion of her act, apologized and dis
claimed responsibility for the bill"the

ing.

am

only 'one* of America's
prima donnas," she said.
"I

Helen Trix's "Sister"
Mattie Bender-Trix will replace
Josephine in the Trlx Sisters, to be
restored to the stage by Helen Trlx.
Mattie Is Helen's niece. She has
not appeared professionally.
Upon Helen returning to New
York she stopped for a few days
with her sister on Washington
Heights. Mother and daughter did
some songs together that they had
been doing at a few neighborhood
amateur performances.
Helen was struck by her niece's

unknown

ability
hearsing her.

and

Ben Bernie a*
Hm P.ernio may

Is

now

re-

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1

—3

One

'Jazz Beau'

star himself In
a Hay, under William Morris's direct, on next season, titled "The Jazz
Ilea n."
it is
the work of McKlbert Moore and l'hil Cook, win) take
the hero from his undergraduate
days at a law school to Jazz.dom via
the ni^'ht clubs, etc.
The story itself somewhat parallels llernie's own educational training at the Columbia School of
Mines, where he attained an engineer's degr< e but switched to tin
show business.

Months

Send remittance with name
and sddress

Jack left his home in England hibiting.
ao-Mt 20 years ago, coming to this
Inquiry at the registrar's office at
country where he eventually Columbia University failed to disDivorce and Counter Actions Still reached productions through cab- close any students registered by the
arets and vaudeville as a "nut" names of 11. H. Fleming or Lilah
On Trial
comedian. He had been master of Mislig.
ceremonies
for several seasons at
The Silberbergs' (Arthur SUber
vs. Eva North) legal set- to is still Shuberts' Winter Garden Sunday
dragging in the courts after a night concerts. A benefit held for "Dance Socks Into Spats/'
week's trial, with the wife now hav- him at the Garden while he was
Charles toners' Slogan
ing her innings in presenting testi- at Roosevelt, netted a sum sufTwo of New York's undisputed
mony involving Monya Andree, ficient for his present needs. The
Charleston
champions,
dancer (In private life Mrs, Mar- funds are with William Morris as feminine
trustee, placed with Mr. Morris by Agnes McSherry and Mabel Fritz,
guerite Douglas).
The vaudwllle actress- wife Is be- Al Jo is on and Sophie Tucker, who, who this season have copped 14
ing also sued by Siiber, with Harry with Rufus LeMaire, wore active in cups for their "hot stepping," are
besieged with vaude offers.
P. Lynton, a Pathe film agent, im- arranging the benefit performance.
The girls are employed In New
plicated.
Jack's breakdown occurred with
The testimony has been draggy such rapidity that hardly anyone York mercantile establishments and
may
frame a dancing double for
because of the witnesses.
realized Its seriousness until surThe co-respondent in the wife's geons explained It. Rose had been club dates.
The Misses McSherry and Fritz
cross suit has been In court con- going about In his usual way until
staged a "racket" May 14 In the
stantly and Is represented by coun- within a very few days before the
Professional Engineers' ballroom in
sel to defend herself.
operation. Suffering some pain he
West 64th street which turned many
examined and cancer pro- away.
?
nounced. Three other surgeons exThe "hot bands" there were the
pressed the same opinion.
Jack Daley Fined $50;
Original California Five and the
Some of the dallies printed Rose Indiana Five.
Talked Back to Copper has become violent. He was docile
The girls' slogan was "come and
in action but somewhat violent in dance your socks into
Milwaukee, May 18.
spats."
When Jack Daley, 60, at a local language.
His physical condition
They are tall girls, pretty and
would
vaudeville
not
house
permit
attempted
him
to
be
to
aggres- much to the surprise of everybody
whip a Milwaukee copper he found sive.
who meets them are not "stage
himself beaten twice. On a charge
struck."
of assault and battery Daley paid
Frances Williams Seeks
$50 the following morning.
Arthur Stone Featured
Daley was pinched when the copJudgment Relief
per found him
trying to gain
In Full Length Film
Frances Williams, formerly of
entrance to the stage door of anLos Angeles, May 18.
other theatre, a short distance from Williams and Vanessl, and now
the house where he was appearing. signed for George White's "ScanArthur Stone, former vaudevillian,
When the eop asked Daley what dals," disposed of two managerial the past two years with Hal Roach
ho was doing at the door Daley suits pending against her by volun- comedies, has graduated into feaanswered lllppantly, It was testi- tary bankruptcy.
ture ranks.
fied.
First National has placed Stone
Admitting assets of $160, alleged
The arrest followed. Daley gave to be the extent of her wardrobe, under a five-year contract, and he
Ills home as Toronto.
the $18,210.25 in liabilities totals is being featured in Colleen Moore's
the two suits which Fanchon and latest starring vehicle, "DelicatesMarco Wolff, and Felix Young, have sen, " which Al Green Is directing
Lights,
pending. Fanchon and Marco, whoso at the Fine Arts Studios.
29
A formal summer's opening of the address Is given as rare of "VarLights Club at Frceport, X.. I., will iety's" Los Angeles ofth o. have an
DEMABEST-COLLETTE SPLIT
$18,210.25 Judgment based on a mantake place Saturday ni^ht, May 29.
I .os Angeles, May 18.
Yearly dues for the Lights have agerial contract entered into in
Estello Collet to, Demarost and
boon raised to $:5 yearly. With tax Chicago.
Collette, a standard vaudeville art
Young's $7,500 suit, which Miss for years, nnnouncos
the gross is $27.50.
The Lights
sho will retire
Williams intends to defend through at the end of their current
win n formed charged $10 for dues.
Orpheum
The club Is the summer play- Kendler &. Goldstein, according to route.
ground of professionals, with most her formal declaration in the bankPemnrest. her husband, will conof its members living on Long Is- ruptcy schedules, is for personal tinue as a single or with another
land.
managerial services.
partner.

SILBER CASES DRAG

'

May

one of the oldest of the
club's membership, among the first
to join it. Jolson lives at Scarsdale,

N. Y., not far from Rye. He had
taken Harry Richman, another prowhite girl and colored boy have fessional, to the Westchester-Biltprepared a Joint vaudeville act, more a couple of times as his guest.
Following the second visit Jolson
making the agency office tour to- received
letter

ated.
The cancerous growth was
standing room Saturdays and Sun- highly developed. Dr. Erdman Informed Mr. Woods he did not be- didn't come out.
days.
The acts do their bit each Friday lieve Rose could live four months,
Their act is entitled "He and
BILLING night in conjunction with the "Hoot although he would rfufflciently re- She." It leads up to Fleming giving
Owls," a radio club, which has the cover in the hospital to be removed, "strength tests," defying anyone in
air
from 10:30 until midnight he said.
the audience to lift him free from
Mr. Rose's mother and sister were the floor (the Georgia Magnet act).
Curtain Speeches Disclaiming Among acts appearing for the Pantages- "Oregonlan" frolic, as ft Is called for when Jack's condition beA "break in" for the act was
"Foremost American Prima called, are many who played the came acute and it was foreseen an booked through George Quinn, the
Keith -Orpheum time, which pro- operation would be necessary.
agent, but had to be canceled as it
Donna" at Minneapolis
hibits broadcasting.
had been set for Newark, where anLeft Home 20 Years Ago
other "strength act" was then ex-

ANNA

When Informed the presumably
fashionable
Westchester-Biltmore
country club at Rye, N. Y., did not
want Jews, Al Jolson quit it. Before making his final exit Mr. Jolson
Is said to have expressed his opinion
of some of the club's officers and

from the club's
Jolson called at the clubhouse demanding to be advised of
the precise objection to Richman.
Finally pinning down the secretary,
one Jackson, from reports Jolson
was given the Jew reason for Richman being deemed "undesirable" on
the Westchester-Biltmore grounds.

secretary.

Told Everything
said to have carried the
matter before the club's board of
directors where he hotly presented
his resignation, at the same time
telling everything he knew about
-

Jolson

Is

some of the club's members
their general standing.

and

Jolson Is a Jew. There are said
to be many of Hebraic faith on the

membership

club's

roll.

Following his resignation Jolson,
from report, was approached by
John McE. Bowman, head of the
club, who pleaded with Jolson to
reconsider and withdraw his resignation. This Jolson declined to do.
Bowman is also the head, it is
said, of the Hotel BUtmore, New
York, and other hostelrles.
He
started the Westchester-Biltmore
Club a few years ago.
Richman is a cabaret entertainer, having had night clubs bearing
his name in the Times Square district.
In Variety last week was a
story about Richman having been in
receipt of

an income of

$3,000

week-

from his share in the several
night club projects he had been interested in.
ly

Richman Is under engagement to
appear In the new White's "Scandals"

now

In rehearsal.

ROY CUMMING'S BATTLE
Csused

Him

Cleveland

to Cancel
Palace Date

Roy Cummings

failed to

open at

the Palace, Cleveland, last week
following a mix-up between Cummings and a guest of the hotel he

was stopping

Cummings
City and

at.

returned to

New York

said to have cancelled
his
bookings for the next few
weeks as a result 'of the battle.
Is

V. M. P. A. Decision
The Vaudeville
tective

Managers* Prohanded
has

Association

down a

decision awarding priority
for "The Joker" bit to Milt Brltton

and Orchestra over Ben Mcroff and
Orchestra.
Milton alleged he originated the
bit, which consists of individual solos by members of the orchestra
and a final all-around mlxup while
a member of an act In which Meroff
and he were co-featured.

Pantages 9 All-English
Toronto,

The Pantages
all-English

On

last

May

18.

week had an

bill."

were Daisy Harcourt, Four
Clovelly Girls, Pat and Paula Hansen and Eileen and Marjorie.
It

This is the first time this has
been done in any Canadian house
booked via the States.
1

Williams Going to England
Herbert Williams, formerly Williams and Wolfus, will sail from
Montreal May 21 for England, where
he will open at the Victoria Palace
(vaudeville) June 7.
Williams Is currently working
with an unbilled partner.

—
May

fWednefdfl?,

19,

—
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BERN BERNARD, ASSffS LOTHARIO,

UNITED JEWISH DRIVE

WOMEN ARTISTS

INSULTING

Sweeping Into action at a lunDivision of the

—

Woman

on Street

May

New York

18.

JUST A PARTY

boy
tho
Greenburg,
Bernard
protege booker in the Ass'n's Chi- But It Cost Jack "Rube" Clifford $10
be
to
prefers
who
here,
offices
cago
Next Mornling
known as Bern Bernard, has again
demonstrated himself as a local
Pittsburgh, May 18.
Lothario.
Jack "Rube" Clifford, vaudeville
he
estimation
own
In Greenburg's
actor, at the Davis (Keith) last
1b the most popular man in the week,
figured in
an impromptu
town, possibly due to his bulky street skit early one morning that
stature, weighing in the neighbor- resulted in his arrest and a $10 fine,
hood of 226 pounds.
with the option of five days. ClifRecently a young woman accom- ford, along with R. J. Byers and
panied her husband to the Ass'n M. G. Patterson, both local men,
suite, the husband entering the office were arrested at 2:30 A. M. at 6th
of Ben Piazza, who is in charge, to avenue and William Penn way.

him about booking an act.
Greenburg happened Into the outer
office, struck up an acquaintance
with the young woman, and suggested that she side-step her husband some night to go out with him.

talk to

The young woman flushed as she
replied, "If you don't get away ."rom
husband, and
here I will tell

my

he'll

thrash you."

Greenburg there-

flitted into his booking compartment.
When the husband emerged his
wife told him of the Incident. He
Immediately wanted to go back ard
clean up on the boy booker. However, the wife began to temporise
with him and thought it would injure his booking chances in the
Asa'n's office if he took desperate
way
matter
measures,
so
the
dropped.

being raised in

$6,000,000

4
Chicago.

where, it was alleged, they loitered
after attending a cabaret with three

young women.
James Finley, negro Janitor

in the

Company
Byers came into

building,
the buildtestified
ing and attempted to phone for a
Byers, accord"fleel" of taxicabs.
ing to the janitor, became dissatisfied with the phone service and

H. Harris, Carl Laemmle, Jack

of the

paign took Initial steps towards sweig, Lee Shubert, Douglas N.
carrying to a successful conclusion Tauslg, Harry Warner, Jacob Wllk
Its program calling for the raising and Adolph Zukor.
Contributions
of $750.OO*f as Its quota of the

In Orpheum's L. A. Booking Office with Ben Piazza
Two Different Instances Greenburg Recently

Arretted for Annoying

Sam

Amusement G. Leo, Marcus Loew, William Morris,
B, S. Moss, Harry Nelmee,
United Jewish CamCharles O'Reilly. Charles Rosen-

members

cheon,

—

25

JEANNE UPHAM
in

"DANCE REFLECTIONS"

Presented by Albertina Rasch, Inc.
Jeanne Upham Is Under the Personal Direction of

VERNER MEURICE WHITNEY
Olivers Foreign Wife Ran
Away From Him and U. S.
Chicago,

Philadelphia

Victor

Oliver,

pianist,

May
of

18.

Oliver

and Crangle, won a divorce here
last week from Wilda Oliver of
Vienna (Austria).
Oliver waa represented by Attorney William F. Ader. He testified coming here in 1922 bringing
with him liis wife that since he
has appeared in vaudeville in vari-

Greater

for the aid of 3,000.000

Joseph Leblang, chairman of the

Amusement Committee,

yesterday

announced the following contribuJews on the verge of starvation in tions:
Poland, Russia and other Eastern
|2S0,000
William Fox.
European countries.
$60,000
Every branch of the theatrical
Joseph Leblang, Sam 3 & Lee
profession and its allied industries Shubert.
$20,000
was represented at the meeting
A, H. Woods.
which was presided over by Joseph
915,000
Leblang, head of the theatrical diviAnonymous (through Joseph Le-

who

sion,

$50,000

personally

contributed blang).
$10,000

toward the campaign.

Among

Carl Laemmle.

the events to be arranged

$6,000

David V. Picker.
by the Amusement Division after
$5,000
the general city-wide canvass is
Louis Bernstein, William
over are a mammoth joint Sunday John Zanft.
night benefit enlisting every theatre legitimate, vaudeville and picture, in all of the five

Greater

New

boroughs of

York, a boxing carni- Wynn.

a

children's carnival, exhibibaseball games, concerts and
an Hakoah soccer exhibition game.
val,

Klein,

$3,000
David Picker, Sidney S. Cohen.
$2,500
Will Rogers, Sum II. Harris, Ed.

tion

8occer

Game May

29

J.

$2,000
E. Brulatour.

$1,500
O. J. Lynch, Columbia Picture
Corp., New Atlantic & National

Mr. Leblang reported that tho Theatre, Eddie Cantor, Mr. and Mrs.
events already prepared by the David Bernstein.
$1,082
Amusement Division is the exhlbl
Cheese Club.
tion
soccer
game between the
$1,000
Hakoah, champion soccer team of
Barr Bros., Leo Breeher, Leo
Europe and composed entirely of Feist,
Willie and Eugene Howard,
Jewish players, and a picked team Muller and Schwartz, Premier CirThis cuit (H. Rachmll), Small Strausof New York professionals.
exhibition game will take place Sat- berg
Circuit,
Maurice Goodman,
urday, May 29, at the Polo Grounds. Alex. Kempner, H. O. Kosch, Jack
The proceeds of the game will be (5. Leo, Julius Tannen, Jacob Wilk,
divided three ways to a Protestant Jeanetto Zanft, Sam Bernard, Mr.
and Mrs. William Morris, Joseph
Another Case
Accordingly the pianist charged charity, a Catholic charity and the Kdelateln.
station and arraigned the next
About a week later or a few days morning.
her with desertion and one of the United Jewish Campaign.
$750
"I am happy that the money to
before Greenburg was taken into
Chicago judges said "okay."
During the fight the women fled.
Nathan Burkan.
be raised by the Hakoah game
custody for flirting with a young
$600
and we expect a very large sum
woman who was waiting for a street
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mann,
will be divided between the three
car, another young woman, who has
$600
declared
groups,"
Mr.
Leblang.
a three-act, entered the same office
S. Eckman, Jr.,
Jack Cosman,
"This characterizes the attitude of
to talk to Greenburg about booking
Minsky Bros., Chas. L. O'Reilly,
theatrical
profession
of
the city
the
her turn. She had been sent to him
Star Theatre,
Harry
of New York.
Whenever, In the Morris Qest Sam WhiteHershfleld,
by Piazza to got a break- in place
and Eva
past, we heard the cry of distress, Puck, Gus Edwards, Louis B. Eppfor the turn.
Greenburg gave her
we have never inquired into the steln, Rebecca Slmmonds, Simon
a Sunday date to work four shows.
creed or race of those asking for Bergman.
Then the young man figured he
$300
aid.
We have given of ourselves
had done his bit, so he said, "Can't
and our efforts to all alike. Today
Samuel I. Berman, Harry H. BuxI take you out some night to a show
baum,
Hy.
Guinsboro,
Louis Goldwe are answering the cry of the
and dinner?" The girl, who had been
BenJ. Sanders, Lewis S. Levin,
at Last with Vic suffering millions of Jews in East- berg,
Act"
In show business a few years,
Nathan
Schulman,
Henry
Such man,
ern Europe. I say with the utmost
proposal
laughed,
thinking
the
Built for Adaptability for Either confidence that the Amusement Charles S. Levis, Paul Born.
funny, and started to walk away,
$250
Division
will
go over the top and
when Greenburg exclaimed, "I am
Music
Dave and Barney Warfleld, I. H.
Style Variety Houses
I am happy to add that our divinot so bad, why won't you go out
Mark Block, C. F. Madden, J.
sion
Includes
among lta most en- Herk,
+
7"
with me
She replied, "I am sorry,
Beattle, M. F. Lynch, T. J. Shaw, K.
thusiastic workers and supporters
E. Pearsall, Frank J. Moore, T. J.
but I have been out of the kinderVictor Moore is now planning to many non-Jews In the theatrical Mara, Mr. Koch, Kalik and White,
garten grade quite some time and PEARL RAFAEL'S
appear, for the first time in 15 professional and allied Industries.** M. Blumenthal, Phil. S. Abrahams.
do not contemplate going back into
Trying for It Via Divorce Courts years. In an act new to him. It
Rodeos for Fund
$225
it"
means that at least temporarily,
in L. A.
Max R, Wllner.
Greenburg, a rather clever young
Another attraction among the
"Change Your Act or Back to the
many that are being arranged by
man, thought he would take reprisal
$200
Woods" will be discarded.
Los Angeles, May 18.
the Amusement Division is a "romeasures. He laid out the bill for
Felix F. Feist, W. C. Herrmann,
The new turn is one which Frank deo"
freefor
trying
Rafael
Is
Pearl
Louis
by a troop of 120 Don Cossacks
the house he had booked the young
Rosenbaum, Kube Goldberg,
used in the third Music Box
who arrived here from Russia a few Anonymous (through Joe Leblang),
Woman for, for she found when dom from Dave Rafael, the ventril- Tlnney
Revue, in which motion pictures of
days ago. According to the present Isidore Beebe.
reaching the theatre that Sunday oquist, through the local divorce
an exploration were used, accom$150
schedule there will be two **rodeos M
that she was to open the show with courts.
David Brill, Clarence A. Cohen,
The wife alleges her husband panied by a humorous monolog. In at the Madison Square Garden, the
her comedy skitMoore,
version
with
It
current
the
A.
Friedlander, John
Manhcimer,
her.
first on Sunday evening May 30, and
It is the first time this act was failed to provide for
Leslie,
Manhelmcr- Weiss Sign Co., Lee A.
Grace Doro testified for Mrs. will be built up to Include Ed
the second on the following Sunday Ochs,
ever compelled to open a show even
Louis Phillips, Louis T. Rogthe comedy singer.
RafaeL
night.
The entire proceeds will be ers, Charles Rosenzweig, R. Sanon a four-act bill, where it generTh<» act is built to play ploture
turned over to the fund.
ders, Harry Suchman, Morris 8.
ally played No. S.
The worst spot
or vaudeville house.
Edward
Hutchinson, manager of Kevnes, Courtland Smith, Harry H.
the turn ever had was No. 2.
Louise Bower's Divorce
the Monte Carlo Cabaret, 61st street Thomas.
$100
and Broadway, has agreed to turn
Karisny Ruth Doucette' t
Against
Abraham Abramowltz, William
over 25 per cent of his gross reGoinan
Louis* Bower, who is suing her
Hit
ceipts for all of next week, begin- Bach, Joseph Burns, Benjamin Idson, James W. Laird, J. J. Lee,
husband, Frank Karisny, vaudeville
ning Monday to the fund.
Salem Mans, May 18.
Abraham Left, W. E. Bay nor, Harry
implicating
divorce
for
a
producer,
report Is around that Texas
When Ruth Doucette, vaudeville Reporting for tho Jewish Theatrical Klchman, David Jtosenparten, Fred
Culnan is marrying shortly or even an unknown woman and an At- actress, was arrested here after the Guild sub-committee of the Theat- Block, Ed. J. Saimoro, Peter Blong,
before.
lantic City escapade, had her case automobile she was driving hit a rical Division, Fred Block and Sam Sam Rose, Henry
Kohn, K. H.
No confirmation, and it may be adjourned until Friday (May 21), man the local police gallantly Bernard stated that they had col- r.rown, Ben Silverman, Edward M.
SchnJtzer.
Society
press stuff, if published elsewhere
of
Jewish Scithat
lected
in
week
more
prove
the
past
than
when she will essay to
escorted her to Gloucester, where
rice, Herman Tirnberg, Samuel M.
Unless Tex does It.
the defendant was properly served.
she and other occupants of the car $9,000. In this sum was over $.1,000 Ion est, OorKo S. Kaufman,
Samuel
For the past few months only one
collected by lYed Bloek, Louis Mann
The vaudeville actress alleges she wcro appearing In a theatre.
I'acrwitz, William Kaufman, Isidore
fellow seemed to stand in line, so met her husband two years ago with
Miss Doucette was charged with and Mark Block In a two-hour in- Krotosky, Jack W. Loeb, J. R.
If she marries him, he is it.
tensive
drive
on
the
race
Jamaica
an act which had Karisny interested driving without a registration or
C rainier, Paul Moss, Edtrar Bowrick with the assistance of T. J. man, Paul Mass, John M. Buxbaum,
and married him June 26, 1924, in driving Hrenso.
(Tim) Mara, New York sportsman. Max Gordon.
Philadelphia.
pollceperformance
a
After
the
"Spat" Spatter at
$75
The film industry, under the honThe divorce action when coming man drove her hack to Salem to be
Albert S. Goldberg, Bert Sanford,
orary chairmanship of Mayor James
Spats Butlers Apart up before Justice Mullan last week arraigned.
Benjamin
F.
Holzman,
National
Walker,
has
mobilized
its
resources
was undefended.
Los Angeles, May 18.
Photographers, Inc., Alan E. Friedto Join with tho Theatrical Division
Frank Butler, player of tho Engman, Standard Slide Corp.
in Its efforts to raise funds for the
lishman in the "Spat" comedies for Arthur Hillman Acquitted
National
Chairman
Menlo Moore (Moore A Megley) campaign.
Roach, has had his last real matriArthur Hillman, acrobat and Orpheum Circuit producer, will David A. Brown was the guest of
monial spat with his wife, vaudehonor
at
luncheon
weeks
a
given
by the
City
in
York
two
waa
New
stars,
leave
ville
performer,
professionally double-up man for movie
acquitted in Special Sessions of a to spend six months on the west Motion Picture Committee Monday
known as Helen Huntoon.
(May 17) at the Astor Hotel.
For the past year the Butlers did charge of having morphine in his coast for his health.
Featured with
The
committee
heading
the
Mr. Moore's physician has prepossession. Hlllman's acquittal was
nothing but spat, and at home.
Amusement
Division
represents
The "spatting" proved to be such due to the admission of Frank 8a- scribed a milder climate. He has
"Artists
and Models"
practically
every
branch
time.
of
the
some
a regular occurrence they decided bourln, salesman* who testified he been ill for
in Chicago
Moore & Megley pioneered the amusement industry and is comon a new deal.
was the owner of a suitcase which
Exoluslr* Management
That was a separation. They have contained the drug and which was units on the Orpheum Circuit They posed of William A. Brady, Joseph
not lived together for five months.
found in a room occupied by Hill- are reported as having recently re- Leblang. Al H. Woods, E. F. Alhee.
Boios LeMaire
Ed
Davidow
Friends say that neither one con- man In the Colonial Hotel, SI West newed their contract with the cir- Ben Bern!*, Leo Breeher, Eddie
1M0 Broadway. Stm York
templates becoming spat free by 81st street, at the time of his ar- cuit to continue to provide units Cantor, Al Jolson. Sydney S. Cohen,
Koing to the divorce courts.
A. L, Erlanger, Morris Goodman.
from time to time.
rest two weeks ago.

upon

jerked the transmitter from the
wall, carrying it into the street.
When Finley asked him to return
it, he testified, a fight ensued during which he was knocked down.
The. elevator man in the building ous parts of the country standing
called the police who attempted to at all times ready and willing to
support his wife but she, contractunscramble the melee.
ing a strong prejudice against the
Clifford and Patterson went down
people and ways of the United
in a heap and rolled from the sideStates, persisted in returriing tc her
walk to the street, it was testified.
They were then taken to the police native land.

—

VICTOR MOORE'S 1ST NEW ACT IN

t

15

YEARS—FOR VAUDL OR FILMS
Comes True

Change Your
—New Turn

—From

—

—

Box

FREEDOM

Tex

Marrymg?

Frank

—

Car

Man Kind Cop

A

Home

Menlo Moore Goes Away

Lora Hoffman

&

.
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TENNER OWES $62.50

Hip Closing Without

for Half Week's

Anora 8i«ten 8ue

producer

Tenrier,

Hollywood Entertainers," a
flash act which tried out some time
ago. has been served with summons
and complaint by the Anora Sisters, reopen Is problematical.
For the first time sine© Kelthdancers, for one- half week's salary.
The girls claim it was due them Albee operated the theatre none of
When Tenner paid off the company the Hip people at the closing noshort and promised to reimburse tice was informed aa to any plans
for the new season.
them later.
The girls had been engaged by
Tenner through a casting agent
2D "KIDDIES" ABROAD
with the understanding that they
Were to receive $125 a week jointly
Dr. Leonidas, who came here to
for the tryout dates and $175 when recruit some new talent for the sec•alary for the act waa Bet.
The ond edition of "The Chocolate Kidgirls claim they received only $62.50 dies,"
sailed back this week to
for

their

trouble,

but

lota

of

Europe.

Among

promises.

those

he

placed

1989

Burlesque-Pictures

will
clone for the season Sunday night
The closing data la
(May 23).
two weeks earlier than last aeaaon.
Under what policy the houae will

"The
band

of

19,

STANLEY-AMALGAMATED MERGER

Mixed Summer Policy

Next Season Mei
The Hippodrome, New York,

Salary

Jo©

Wednesday, May

TAKING HOUSES FROM K-A AGENCY

Tabloid stock burlesque and
films will supplant vaudeville
aa a summer policy at the
Myrtle, Brooklyn, N. T., May
31.

Comerford's, Fay's and Whitehurst Theatres Reported Going Into Stanley's Acme Agency—
Saunders, a
contract la Gertie
McGuirk Later to Remove Their
Sablosky
former principal with Hurtig A
ahow
Seamon'a "Seven Eleven"
Houses From. Keith-Albee Office Into Combine's
Changes of bills will be
twice weekly.

made

&

(Columbia Wheel).

She

sails

In

July.

Thos. E. 8hea for Pictures
la returning to
the varieties and may play some of

TEMPLE'S HOUSE STAFF

Thomas EL Shea

DOES COMPLETE FLOP

under the picture houses.

The merger of the recently comStanley Company group's
booking office (Acme) in New York
with the Amalgamated Booking Ex-

bined

is reported in process of favorable negotiation.
The Amalgamated books for the

change

Mechanic-Managers Lose $40 Mike Comerford, Ed Pay and remaining Whitehurst vaudeville theEach Trying to Commonatres, booked by the Acme are the
wealth Losing House
Stanley theatres, excepting those at

No

Seasons

Syracuse, N. T.,

Aa

of the Temple theatre have
concluded today that they're good own.
mechanics.
From report the Sablosky & McTheir managerial experience, ex- Guirk theatres vaude theatres in the
list and at present booked
tending over a brief period of two Stanley
by K-A will be withdrawn from that
weeks, during which they directed agency before the opening of the
the destinies of the house under the new season, to be placed within the
commonwealth plan, cost them in merger, if consummated, or with
agency otherwise.
addition to the salaries they would the Acme
Among the Sablosky & McGuirk
otherwise receive something like $40
theatres booked by K-A are the
per man.
Earle theatres, one each in Philaand Washington. They are
delphia
There were 11 interested in the
price vaudeville
proposition, making the net loss for scaled as popular
entertainment, 75c. top. Each ha*
the two weeks about $1,500, accordvaudetwo-a-day
cut into the K-A
ing to gossip in union circles.
The
ville theatres in those cities.
The Temple called it a season Stanley people hold control of all of
•
them.
Sunday. The house is under lease ftle theatres operated by
Despite denials the report of the
to the Seneca Amusement Company,
Keiththe directors and owners of which Stanley Company deserting
are Edward F. Albee, William R. Albee have been persistent.
the
eventuate
merger
Should the
and Arthur Cahill of Syracuse, and
Attorney Walter P. Cooke of Buf- personnel of either agency will not
falo.
W. R. Cahill is the managing be disturbed. Harry Padden will
now
director, with Albert A. Van Auken continue to book the houses

That's Pictures!
Keep Up With the New Era—
Let the Picture People Hear About You—
Tell Them About Yourself or Your Act in
"Variety"

As

medium

of the universal

show

in active charge.

The management was ready

the general theatrical weekly, internationally, "Variety" kept
it advanced or receded.

up with the procession, as

executive offices of all the show business in this country, but
the same in every English-speaking country (and many of
foreign tongues).

it is

Hart Adds M. P. Dept. ;

unusually early layoff. They waited
upon Cahill with the plea that he
permit operation under a commonwealth plan.
Cahill agreed, but is said to have
expressed his doubts whether the

Walter Bachelor and Jerry Cargill have been added to the staff of
the Max Hart Agency. The newcomers will handle the booking of

would

effort

IT

The

Pan Due East
Los Angeles, May 18.
Alexander Pantages 1b leaving
today (Tuesday) for Oakland, Cal.,
where he will prepare plans for the
construction of a house In that city
He will then head for New York to
meet his wife and son who are returning from Europe.
On the way east Mr. Pantages will
stop off at Portland, Spokane and
Chicago and will return to this sec
tor from the Atlantic seaboard by

"Variety's" Special Publicity Plans for publicity in ev*ry issue

scope and price.

Write to Any "Variety" Office for Pari

way

LONDON

successful.

the house may have Columbia burlesque for three days, in opposition to the Mutual Wheel which will'
play the Savoy here next year.

"VARIETY
YOUR ADVANCE AGENT
in

be

staff billed the town like a
circus, putting out 6,000 cut rate
admission slips in local factories.
Just 67 of the slips made their appearance at the box office, It is said.
Just what policy the Temple will
follow next season is shrouded in
mystery. There is a possibility that

Temple

YOU KEEP UP WITH THE PROCESSION, TOO

during the year are attractive

supplied by the Amalgamated. Jack
McKeon is the Acme's booker.

a season two weeks ago, but
house staff demurred. This
would have given the employees an

the

tial

MAKE

to

call it

,

To follow the show business the show business follows "Variety.*
Not only does an advertisement penetrate into the most influen-

Use

It.

staff

365-Days-Year Show Business

"Variety" is now the universal
business around the world.

May

theatrical operators, the house

present booked by the Keith-Albee
agency, and the presentation (picture) and vaudeville theatres operated by the chains now included in
They are the
the Stanley group.
Mark Strand, Fabians' and Stanley's

of the

Panama

Canal.

Bachelor and Cargill

acts in picture houses, innovating
the department with Hart.
Hart, since leaving the Keith-Albee Exchange, has conducted an independent agency, specializing in
the placing of artists in legit and
musical comedies in addition to
managing several stars.

Both Bachelor and Cargill have
operated their own offices before
aligning with Hart. They are among
the pioneers in the placing of acts

and attractions

in the film theatres.

Rooney-Bent, $4,< III
Independent Houses
I

Pat Rooney and Marion Bent
have been booked for the weok of
May 51 at the Capitol, WilkesBarre, and Capitol, Scranton, Pa.,
houses
vaudeville
independent
booked through the Amalgamated
Exchange.
The pair had an open week on
their K.-A. Eastern route and were
booked by Walter Meyers at $4,000
K.-A. salary for the current return engai^mort

net, their

NEW YORK

PARIS

ELLIOT

IKE

HATCH and CARPENTER
TWO DUSKY JAZZ-BOS WHO WRITE

Opened CiRCS Club, November 11th, for
Held over for FOUR WEEKS.

Opened "CHEZ HENRI," December
WEEK. Held over for SEVEN WEEKS.

ONE WEEK.

3rd,

Played

PRESS
for

ONE

Address Care Variety, 8

AND

SING 'EM

SEVEN WEEKS, splitting Between the EMand TROCADERO RESTAURANT.
at the CARLTON HOTEL in February.

ROOMS

Played

Now

'EM

booked

in the best Vaudeville

St. Martin's Place,

LONDON

Houses

in

England.

Wednesday,

May

19,
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ON MAR1NELLI S;
AGENCY DOOMED TO PASS-PUSHED OUT?

"Washed Up" in Keith-Albee Booking Office
Founder of Agency Held
Through "Stop"
Agreement with Keith-Albee to Receive Commissions on All Foreign Bookings
Appeared to

—

—

Slowly Expire After Marinelli's Death
Agents in Marinelli's Leaving It
"The Silent System" of the KeithAlbee Vaudeville Exchange seems
to doom the H. B. Marmelll agency.
It Is expected that that long es"foreign"
agency will
tablished
shortly pass pushed out of vaude-

—

ville.

Leo Fitzgerald and Russel Deckthe only two remaining agents

er,

office, are leaving
on June 1. Fitzgerald may enter
the independent agentlng business,
while Decker goes to another K-A

In the Marinelli

placed

Into

effect

—

Only

Two

$75,000
Chicago, May 18.
A Variety reporter entered
the office of a loop theatrical
manager in search, of news.
"Where are you from?" the
manager asked.
"Variety," the reporter responded.
The manager laughed.
"Don't try to kid me," he
said. "You took your hat off."

tested.
Eventually when making
his demand that the contract be
lived up to emphatic the sharp-

shooting

tactics

were Quieted for

awhile.
" Protection*

After Marinelli's death and
proclamation of "protection"
the widow and
sent abroad its

son,

the

EvansvilU's Majestic Burned

for

Evansville, Ind.,

Keith-Albee

suspension.

It

after

the

Max

Hart suit had been commenced.
Marinelli's Death

Des Moines, May

Orpheum

for approximately $75,000 alleged
due as rental on a lease for the
Garrlck theatre building has been
filed in Federal Court here by heirs
Moses Strauss and Charles
of

Kahler,

known as the Majestic Co.
Orpheum Cir-

latter alleges the

cuit leased the Garriek from the
Majestic Co. for an additional five
years, after the former's first lease

RAf SAN DAL

Marinelli vigorously pro-

PICTURE HOUSE TRY OF GENUINE

ALL-COMEDY TURN ON STAGE
Woven leather in combinations
of green and white, black and

Next Week—4300 More
Salary Than Vaudeville Paid Him—First AllComedy Turn on Film House Stages

Joe Jackson at Fox's,

ORGAN AND PICTURE

Phila.,

IN

PALACE, CLEVELAND

white, red

tan

May

house

make

will

debut

vaudeville

at

after
Fox's,

The

Harry Carrol and his revue. will
Jump from Shea's (pictures), Buf-

and
and

picture
of
Philadelphia,

Gilda Gray, recent star of the Ziegfeld Follies and
starring in the screen version of "Aloma of the
South Seas" chose this dainty sandal. For she, like
every other smart woman, appreciates its tropical,
exotic beauty, its colorful charm, its cool comforts

now

stipend.

The booking

is

considered of un-

.MILLER

played
numerous
"names" and
vaudeville acts in conjunction with
their picture programs they have
to date shied away from the out
and out comedy acts, considering
them mors or less of an experi-

(Publix), where they are currently appearing, to open a tour of
the Orpheum Circuit at St. Louis

ment and 'leaning toward comedy
picture to supply the laughs to their

next week.

bills.

falo

tan, tan

decade

picture will be "Volga
usual importance as Jackson is pracBoatman," Producers' Distributing tically pioneering
the appearance
Corporation.
The Keith-Albee in- of comedy acts into picture houses.
terests recently purchased half of
If successful it will open up a new
the stock of P. D. C.
field for hundreds of vaudevllllans
Work of Installing a new pipe who have been eagerly awaiting the
organ in the Palace has been going day when the picture houses would
on for some time. The house has turn to comedy turns.
been playing 2-a-day bills.
While the picture houses have
first

FROM FILMS TO ORPHEUM

white, green

his

a

18.

pictures.

and

brown and

white.

next week (May 24).
Jackson was booked through the
Keith's Palace here changes to a Alf Wilton office at a salary 8300
above
his
big
time
vaudeville
summer policy, May 23, of acts and
Cleveland,

t

Joe Jackson, pantomimic comedy
bicyclist,

1554
When

BOB LARRY

LARRY
IN

in

BROAD WAV

L03 Angeles,

visit the 1. Miller shop.

Presents

ENTERTAINERS
A

TRIP

18.

Circuit

A fire which broke out on the expired in 1922. It was operated
Majestic picture and by the circuit for only one year ot
Mundorf.
early Sunday morning the five-year period.
of lengthy trips over the world,
completely destroyed the stage.
Strauss and Kahler organized the
booking many foreign turns.
He
The stock is
It caused considerable damage to Majestic Co. in 1902.
also arranged on the other side for the auditorium as well.
still owned by their heirs, plaintiffs
(Continued on page 17)
The house will be rebuilt.
In the suit.

Marinelli worried himself into
his grave. Of a temperamental nature, fidgety and worrisome, but of
great energy and enterprise, also
firmness and of much will power,
Marinelli slowly broke down, following an agreement entered Into

was booking.

18.

Des Moines

own agent, Harry stage of the
Mundorf made a couple vaude house

between himself and the Keith-Albee Circuit in settlement of a TJ.
S. Court action brought by Marinagent's office.
elli under the Sherman Act (trust)
Following the death of H. B. against Keith-Albee et. al.
Marinelli, the founder of the agency
As the consideration for the
bearing his name, about three years withdrawal of his action, Marinelli
was announced by the was given a written agreement by
ago, it
Keith-Albee heads that the Marin- K-A that he would receive the full
elli agency would be continued for
commissions upon all foreign acts
the benefit and support of Mrs. Imported to this country for either
Marinelli, the widow, and her son. the
K-A or Orpheum Circuit,
Neither has been active in the op- whether those acts were booked
eration of the agency.
through Marinelli, the K-A or OrRecently in the K-A office a pheum circuits or other agents.
•stop," known as "The Silent SysShortly after the agreement went
tem," was placed upon the Marin- Into effect, other K-A agents comeUi acts.
This Is a late develop- menced to "sharpshoot" on the
ment in vaudeville and employed foreign turns, with one agency apto "ease out" an agent without ex- parently favored in this guerilla
or

May

for Rent;

in

Suit acuinst the

The

It

pulsion

Orpheum Sued

Sounds Natural

SILENT SYSTEM"
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THROUGH NOVELTYLAND

THIS

WEEK (MAY

17)

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
Direction

ARTHUR HORWITZ
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ILL

ORPHEUM VAUDEVILLE' COST
WEST COAST'S THEATRES

—Back

—Another $300,000

in Esti-

Production Policy
Vaudeville Acts Out, with Productions Instead

mated

Profits

to

13,

1926

INDL VAUDE. MGRS. LOOK OVER
BILLS

ated

May

$300,000 in Actual Losses

19.

AND INJURED

Richard Rosson, director, continues 111 at his Long Island home, although his condition isn't critical.

Harry Wilson, press agent, operon at Osteopathic Hospital,
Los Angeles, by Dr. H. B. K. Willis,

$

May

Wednesday,

AND SHOWS FOR 1ST T'ME

for hernia.

Miss Rainbow (Rainbow and Mohawk) Is confined in W. A, Foote
Memorial Hospital, Jackson, Mich.,
convalescing from a recent opera-

Not

—

Enough Variety in Bookers' Bills Demand
Coming to New York Unlooked-For
Annoyance to Bookers Summer Headaches

—

Novelties

—

tion.

Max Low*

Los Angeles, May

18.

Orpheum

vaudeville In the houses
operated by the West Coast Theatres, Inc., In California, cost that
circuit about $300,000 in actual cash
losses
with another $300,000 in
profits, which it is said would have
accrued had thore been no change
from the original policies of the
theatres.

The shows given

to

the

and in some instances plant one or
two of the Orpheum acts with the
•association's vaude shows that were
used to complete the bill.
Most of the West Coast houses
where the Orpheum policy was used
have been turned over to the West
Coast production policy, staging as
the Fanchon and Marco "Ideas."
Practically every one of these
houses, it is said, has appreciably

West gained

houses by the Orpheum
people, playing at an average of
50c. top admission, were top heavy

Coast

from the salary end.
that

most instances
ing

A

Orpheum

Ten Acts

result .was

West Coast was compelled

in

to discontinue playacts in their houses

in grcc3es since

the change.

at Davit

Pittsburgh, May 18.
At the Davis, straight vaudeville,
this week, 10 acts are billed.

HARRY
(HICKEY)

(Saharet)

re-

Mrs.
covering from the effects of a major
May IS, at the ManhatAdvsnced Metalized Record Co.,
tan Square hospital. New York.
Lowe
has returned to Wash- Inc.; Battelle & Renwlck; $513.70.
Max
Rex-Hedwig Laboratories, Inc.; J.
ington, where he is entertainment
Wheatfleld; $263.81.
manager for Meyer Davis. Mrs.
Entrepreneurs, Inc.;
Associated
Lowe, when able, will join her hus- E. Pach; $5,224.20.
Washington.
in
band
Aciernos Amus. Corp.; W. KraMrs. Patsy Doyle, wife of the mer. Jr., ex'r.; $2,242.35.
Mabel Rowland; E. C. Harding;
veteran comedian* has been re$430.42.
moved from the City hospital, NewAssociated Dist. Corp. et al.; Atark, N. J., to the Home for Incur- lantic Union Corp.; $5,236.25.
Mrs. Doyle had
ables, New York.
Prances Williams; F. Wolff et al.;
been confined to the Newark hos- $18,210.45.
Times Gardens, Inc.; Hilton Co.,
pital for the past year and a half.
Is

JUDGMENTS

operation,

Inc.; $2,198.10.

Theodore (Theodore and Joseph L. Pani; Elizabeth NurSchwarts) was removed to the sery Co.; $334.35.
French hospital. New York, this
Carl Hyson; J. C. Frank; $698.72.
Universal Artists, Inc., and Sol
week, suffering from yellow jaunHurok; B. Franklin; $684.22.
dice.

B'way Miller, Inc.; People, etc.;
Joseph Redding, California lawyer, $500.
collaborator with Templeton Crock8ame; same; $25.
er of the American opera "Fay -yen
Prank Lo rimer Mayo; J. E. Mayo;
Fah" created at Monte Carlo last $46,875.37.
season, has been seriously ill in the
American hospital, Paris, NeuillyBIRTHS
sur- Seine, but la now improving
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Marks,
slowly.
May 12, at Mount Morris Hospital,
James Silver (vaudeville), pain- New York, son. The father is an
fully Injured about the face and executive of the Edward B. Marks
body in an automobile accident near Music Co. and youngest brother of
Middletown, N. Y., last week, will the head of the firm.
recover.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Wimbrough, at
Mr. WimMrs. Chas. A. Loder, who has Whaleyville, Md., son.
been seriously in of heart trouble brough is professionally Pete Dale,
Columbia recording artist.
in Collegevllle, Pa_, Li recovering.
Sager
Midgley,
in
skit,
the
"Here's the Wife- (vaude). narrowly escaped fatal Injuries Mon
Lee Tracev replaced Hugh O'Con
day when struck by a taxlcab at nell in "The Wisdom Tooth."
Irene Olson for "Bunk of 1926."
Broadway and 4Cth street. New
Edward Keer.an, "Bad Habits."
York.
Midgley was knocked down
Louis Calhero, **A Woman Dis
and the wheels of the cab passed

ENGAGEMENTS

VAN

over

him,

but

slight injuries.

AND

he

escaped

with

puted

Lack of diversity in the lineup
weekly bills in the independent
houses are prompting squawks from
managers with bookers being told
"cold turkey" that the repetitive
routines week in and out will no
longer be acceptable.
of

Some managers have

Instructed

their bookers that because regulation vaudeville has wedged itself
into a rut is no reason why the
bookers should subject their houses
to similar bills.
Novelty acts are In heavy demand
for these houses, but seemingly not
enough around New York to fill
spots.
High class musical acts have been
practically tabooed by the independents. Managers claim their audiences have been surfeited with
this type.

With business dropping and bookattempting to encourage continuance of vaudeville among their
clients,
they find themselves up
against the toughest proposition in
Managers are now giving
years.
the vaudeville division the first attention it has been given In some
time. Many from far out spots are

ers

making weekly

trips to

okay show*

Instead of leaving this to the booker
as customary. While in New York
they are also covering shows to
get a line on the stuff that gets over
around the big town.
This and other angles in the independent booking field looms up to
make the summer not without headaches for the bookers.

O'Connor for "The City Chap," to
Jack Squires, Jane be produced in Chicago by Aaron
Gibson and Bob Jones.

Among Men."

Hal
Taylor,

Skelly,

Wynne

LETTIE

ANNOUNCEMENT

BOLLES
NOTHING SERIOUS
THIS

99

WEEK

(May

17)

LOEWS

NOW BOOKS ATTRACTIONS WITH
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES

STATE

WALTER BATCHELOR
JERRY CARGILL

NEW YORK
Direction

1560

BROADWA'

1

Associated
j

Phone
Bryant 7403

NEW YORK

ABE FRIEDMAN

THIS

LOEWS

WEEK (MAY
STATE,

17)

NEW YORK

Wednesday,

May

19,
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THEY SAY THAT

LICE GENTLE
"MADE THE GREATEST SUCCESS OF ANY OPERATIC SOPRANO
VAUDEVILLE."

—Robert Spear

e,

IN

NEW YORK "TELEGRAPH"

"RADIATES AN ALMOST INHUMAN MAGNETISM."
—CHICAGO "HERALD-EXAMINER"

"ENTERED VAUDEVILLE AT THE HEIGHT OF HER VOCAL POWERS"
—BOSTON "AMERICAN"
"IS

GREATER THAN CALVE."
—SAN FRANCISCO "EXAMINER"

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY PER CENT. BETTER THAN EVER,
WITH A MAGNETIC CHARM EVER IN THE ASCENDANT."
—Theodore Stearns, NEW YORK "TELEGRAPH"
"IS

ENGAGED
RAVINIA PARK GRAND OPERA COMPANY
ENTIRE SEASON; JUNE TO SEPTEMBER, 1926

SPARTANSBURG,

S. C.

MAY,

MUSIC CARNIVAL

1926

VAUD ^MM E

VARIETY

professional). In Santa Ana, May 12.
Evelyn Phillips to Joseph F.
musician of
Devaney in Hastings Court, RichMurgaret W.
mond, Va. Both are members of

HAEJEUAGE8
Aluhonse
•

J. Pettetler,

Mass., to
Miller, actress of Rensselaer, N. Y.,
May 14 In Rensselaer, N. Y., by
Pittsfleld.

Judge John

S.

Wolfe.

Thomas Andrew Lamb, son of
Thomas W. I^inib, to Dorothea
Helen Sargent

May

of

Albany,

N.

Y..

the Cathedral of All
Saints, Albany, N. Y. After a wedding tour, the couple will live at
Ihirham, N. C.
Jacques A. Jaccard, screen director, to Catherino A. Dirking (non15,

the Alleen Stanley act (vaudeville).
Ruth Wimp to Richard B. Gilplaying the Rialto (pictures),
Washington, D. C, in that city last

bert,

week.

Danelda Sauchereau

at

to

Douglas

Hopkins la leading woman with
"The Home Towners" (Four Cohans
Theatre) and Mr. Peters is with
"The Dybbuk" (Great Northern),

Hopkins

Marian

to

Brandon
Miss

BO0K1NGA0ENCY

Houses Closing
Rivera
N.

LUBIN
SCHENCK

BOOKING MANAGES
CHICAGO OFFICE

B'LD'G

JOHNNY JONES
IN CHABG1

EXECUTIVE OFFICES!

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
and

O'FARRELL STREETS

8AN FRANCI8CO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
LOS A.NOELJM

—tit

CONSOLIDATED BLDO.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES L£W
_____
or

Not York

W.

ttf
47t*

OFFICES

ft*.

Detroit

Urn

Bld»

I

Los A
Urn
Bid*

Dallas

O.

BROADWAY, New
WEEK MAY

In

Hit

New

17

Comedy Version

Burlesque-Picture Policy

estate

holding

$646,000

in

COOPEB BUYS "GRAB BAG"

Hampton"

Jimmy Coop**" has purchased
book, lyrics, music, scenery and effects of Ed Wynn's "Grab Bag,"
which he will propel over the Columbia Circuit next season, but under another title.
This latest will set Cooper for
three shows on the Columbia next
season.

TH03.

FITZPATRICK
Building, New York City
J.

OFFERS INVITED for
V audcville or Production

Michigan Vaudeville
Managers' Association Ltd.
CHARLIE MACK, Gen. Manager
233 John R St.
DETROIT, MICH.

Booking Acts Direct

THE BABY GRANDS

JANE

and

KATHERINE LEE
NOW GROWN UP

RETURNING TO NEW YORK AFTER SUCCESSFUL APPEARANCES
LEADING VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURE THEATRES
FOR PAST 2 YEARS

IN

NEXT WEEK (MAY 24) LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
In a Brand
it

JANE

second

mortgage bonds.
An adjournment was taken until
next Saturday to see if a satisfactory arrangement cannot be worked
out to avoid litigation that would
be lengthy. If continued, it mi^ht

of

WITH SONGS
Palace Theatre

to the $83,000 a year derived from
hotel and stores prior to the purchase of the property by Marcus

It is surmised that the banking interests behind the Shuberts are
These banking inalso concerned in the Orpheum's stock purchases.
terests (Seligman and Company) with affiliations downtown are reported
having gone into the show business considerably beyond the Shubert
legitimate enterprises and that they are contemplating even a wider
scope, in financing building, etc
It was Variety's report some months ago that Lee Shubert and Marcus
Loew contemplated attempting to secure stock control of the Orpheum
Circuit that caused Marcus Helman, president of the Orpheum, to issue
orders barring Variety, alleging that Variety had printed a malicious
misstatement against the interests of the Orpheum.

York

EDITH MANSON
1926

Hard-Boiled
Direction

S.

Prompted by the success of the delay construction of the new thetab burlesque and picture policy at atre, designed as an opposition
the New 126th Street theatre, Har- house to Keith's.
Loew's, Inc., is ready to do one of
HOUSES OPENING
stan & Blinderman will Install the
same
policy next seaso^n at the Fifth two things: Either pay off the secand
colMills
Although Florence
ored show have moved out of the Avenue theatre as welL The Fifth ond mortgage indebtedness in full,
Alhambra (7th avenue), New York, Avenue, though a picture house, is or to post a $1,000,000 bond of the
the house is to continue as a colored equipped with a full-sized stage. corporation as a guarantee that a
show house, with vaudeville and Ben Bernard, who Is producing the million-dollar minimum cost buildshows at the New 125th Street, will ing would be erected that would
tabs.
The Roosevelt and Douglas the- officiate in the same capacity for give an annual Income estimated at
close to $200,000.
atres, the former at 145th and 7th both houses next season.
The Haberle interests are said to
avenue and the latter at 142nd and
be willing to accept the former proLenox avenue, both catering to colMDffSKYS IN BROOKLYN
vided
Loew's will pay the $37,000
ored audiences, are under new manLoew's Fulton, Brooklyn, N. Y., Federal Income taxes that the deal
agement.
will pass from the Loew Circuit to would entail.
They turned a deaf
The Olympic, Brooklyn, one of the Minsky Bros., stock burlesque
ear to the latter, claiming that the
the oldest houses across the bridge, operators,
Aug. 1.
A
burlesque theatrical business is unstable. The
has been leased to the Annex Con- policy
will be Installed Aug. 21.
Jefferson Building is 70 years old.
struction Company for 21 years by
Harry Traub.
Two new acquisitions were made
to the books of Jack Llnder, independent booker, this week.
They
are the Strand, Rockvllle Centre,
L. I., playing Ave acts on the last
half and going to a split week
ON VAUDEVILLE
policy next week, and the Plattsburg, Plattsburg, N. Y. The latter
plays five acts on a split week.
Reports say the Shuberts are continuing to purchase Orphcum Circuit
B. 8. Moss' Strand, Rockaway, stock, but it is unlikely they can obtain control unless
there is a- break
L. I., closed for extensive altera- in the stockholding group now in control
of the Orpheum organization.
tions, will reopen as a vaudeville The purchnsea as reported have
been made mostly on behalf of Lee
and picture house tomorrow (Thurs- Shubert, individually, but it is thought he is acting In association
with.
day). The house will be booked by Marcus Loew and the other members of the coterie
that intends to open
Dan Simmons. It formerly played their planned $2 reserved seat picture chain.
straight pictures.
The present faction in control of Orpheum is said to hold 53 percent
The Oritanla, new 2,500-seater at of all of its stock. In
the faction are several large holders. Some howHackensack, N. J., and latest of ever
are not active in the operation of the circuit.
the Fabian chain, is opened. "Lady
Shubert's purchases to date are reported as in continuously small
Windermere's Fan" opened and remains for the current week. The lots and without apparently affecting the quotations on Orpheum. Innew house provides opposition to structions are said to have been Issued by Shubert at New York and
the Lyric, which plays independent Chicago to make the purchases, with other instructions also sent out
vaudeville on the last half, and the before recently Lee started for Europe.
Another report says that there are about 2,200 stockholders In Orpheum
Eureka, picture*.
at present, against around 3,000 after Orpheum's stock had been placed
on the open market

HARRY HOLMAN
AssUted by

—

INSIDE STUFF

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
MARKET. GRANT

Through Loew's Proposed New Theatre Building
on Site $646,000 Second Mortgage

30.

Lido,

The house will reopen
be made.
Aug. 28, and the opening road show
house for nine days
the
will play
Instead of the usual full week.

GENERAL MANAGER

WOODS THEATRE

May

Jefferson Hotel, 70 Years Old, in Syracuse, in Court

Brooklyn,

sent on tour in August.
Pantages, Newark, N. J., will
close for four weeks July 26, during
which time extensive alterations will

46™ ST*

604

and Flatbush,

Brooklyn, N. Y., has
discontinued vaudrvllle for summer
and is operating with picture*.
The Dutchess, Poughkeepsle, N. Y.,
will discontinue vaude next week,
with tabloid stock for summer.
"Puppy Love" closed its season in
Philadelphia Saturday. It has been

BRYANT- 9850-NEW YORK CITY

H.

Y.,

The

ANWEST
N EX
MARVIN

UP RAZING—DEMAND SECURITY

Cleveland.

LOEW BUILDING
H.

IMS

2D MORTGAGE INTERESTS HOLD

Reported that Mary Walnwrlght
(Three Walnwrlght Sisters) was
married May 11 at Pittsburgh to
Jack O'Day, non-professional, of

General &xecuttve Offices

J.

1»;

Syracuse, N. Y.. May 18.
Loew Interests for a theatre and
The Hotel Jefferson Building at office building.
Sallna and E. Jefferson streets
Supreme Court Justice L. Cheney
will not bo razed until some reason- made that clear at the close of an
able surety is offered that it will hour's argument that the Loew inpermanently shelved.
"The Butter and Egg Man" be replaced by a building that, terests must satisfy the court that
without
the theatre feature Included, the building program will adequatehouse,
opera
closed at the Bronx
New York, Saturday. It will be will bring an income at least equal ly protect the heirs of the Haberle

Marcus Loew

160

Umf

Chicago.

Penman in Chicago last week. Both
are members of "The Arabian" company, now at the Studebaker there.
Peters in Chicago last week.

^Wednesday;

New

Offering

Address, Bayside,
Phone Baytide 1130

L
KATHERINB

& WOMEN'S 'PAGE
JUST PASSING ALONG

A

DOROTHY PADDACK

By

Even a* the luscious little fruit bunch succeeded the feathery flower
on Milady's coat, last winter, so has the dobrevacho succeeded the fruit.
These fuzzy-wuzzy importations arc found in only a ffw of the smart
shops on Madison avenue and are made in all colors. They are animals,
of course.

Unpopular Snake-Skin Shoe

The snake-skin shoe has never been popular with women.
best dressed

women

my

The

three,

acquaintance have each said they would not
This spring and I quote a man who has
money Invested In shoes the exhibitors find themselves stocked with an
expensive commodity which they must sell before summer. "If women
will not buy snakes In the winter," he says, "they certainly will not go
to the mountains and seashore with snake skin shoes." The old enmity
between women and snakes, which shoe buyers ignored in large quantities last fall, has cost many Fifth avenue merchants real money.
•T)e

of

caught dead with a

—

pair."

—

Bluff—When It Works
I have always suspected it but now I know that Bluff
is a beauteous
magic. It causes honeysuckles to blossom where only prickly thistles
thrived before. Bluff, if handled deftly, may turn a dull evening into a
bounteous occasion. Bluff has even been known to get service in a
Russian hang-out on Second avenue when all other methods had failed.
The Furious Four (of which organization I happen to be & member)
have long realized that soggy Russian food is unavoidable, and have
chosen, among the Russian haunts, a favorite not for its cuisine but
rather for its melodies. To compensate for the culinary outrage, we
have drunk deeply and often of the soft strum-strum of the balalaika,
the contra-bass balalaika, the domra and the harp. This was the one
time during the evening, Thursday, when we were not bluffing.
Wc were seated at a table where the waiter was so dumb he ached.
He was arrayed in a sort of Russian costume and in his fish-gray eyes

<

"VYLWfc.'V?

THE DRESSY SIDE

Diagonal Bob

By SALLIE

Balbonl directed "The Far
Cry" with Blanche Sweet and
Jack Mulhall. Miss Sweet introduces something new in a

The Charming

diagonal part In her soft bob.
most becoming and especially attractive when covered

The charming,

by a beaded band worn for
evening wear. She Is lovely as
a wealthy American spending
her time in Paris and Venice.

Her

husband had promcrowd would meet them

titled

ised a

The crowd
at the station.
turned out to be creditors,
whereupon the wife "walked,"
to later fall in love with her
Myrtle
childhood sweetheart.
Stedman plays the mother.
The banquet scene in colors

Why

is

easily

Girls in

"Why

Girls Go Back Home" is told in several episodes and interesting scenes at the Warner's this week. Country girls, the type depicted
in this picture, by Patsy Ruth Miller, sometimes realize dreams are but
illusions.
The picture in spots Is Inconsistent, but the idea and the
direction corking, delightfully entertaining and Miss Miller, scintillating;.

LADIES OF

THE ENSEMBLE
is

Alice Lloyd,

snappy.
Mr. Nicola, the illusionist, introduces a novel stunt, concealing a very
pretty girl, dressed in a more attractive frock of taffeta, rose pink embroidered in silver and worn with a silver bandeau. The Rasch Qlrls,
In their prison stripe garb of tan and black, interpret the popular
Prisoner's Song to the accompaniment of Ross Gorman's splendid
band. The female divers also again.

Is especially artistic and picturesque.

Ruth Mayon

Alice Lloyd

attractive English comedienne.

the bright spot of this week's Hippodrome bill. Her unusual personality
and retiring manner win an audience immediately, her soiik« are delicious
and her outfits of soft shades and stylish models, fetching.
Miss Lloyd's "Splash Me" always goes big. A short white sen Hoped
bathing suit, piped in Americnn Beauty, over which Is worn a bathing
shawl of this beauty shade, richly embroidered and fringed, topped off
with a bandnnna of same color on her well-groomed blonde bob, made
her an eye-picture. A one-piece decollette, short white, done in colorful stones and caught to one side with a diamond ornament is very

It Is

Mary Downing played by Miss Miller, is the girl who makes her own
electric courtship in the old home town with Clive Brook, follows him
to
York and her stage aspirations makes her an overnight star.

with "Great Temp-

New

tations."

Then the not unusual, a town house, Rolls Royce, jewels and a "head."
Ann Ecklund has been visiting Glamour soon wanes and unlike the end of most pictures, a locomotive is
Paramount Studios lately. She had noticed taking tho happy couple back home.
Miss Miller wears a white crystal one-piece bathing suit effect, with
tea with Alyce Mills and Richard
tights of flesh and white satin pumps.
She dances the Charleston in
Dix.

good style. In a luxurious living room, she is reclining on a richly upholstered couch with many beautiful pillows, in a negligee of flimsy
Marie Marcelllne is visiting her material, prettily draped. A daytime frock is of tan ensemble
and
"Maybe yes, maybe no," he shrugged.
mother-in-law in Brooklyn. There's worn with a tiny turban set coyly on her bobbed head.
a mother-in-law!
"He'll never be sued for libel," commented the Major.
The young girl playing opposite is a stunning blonde. One of her best
outfits is a straight lined, one-piece, done in crystals with scalloped
The Man-who-champions-lost-causes came to my rescue. "What about
Winnie Beck feels blue. She was bottom and cut long, and round neck. Her hair has an unusual bob.
plrojok, shashlick, or blinchiki?" he inquired of the waiter, pointing to
ritzed by some other chorines she She wears a bang.
•ach item In turn.
The beat reason for "Why Girls Go Back Home" is the realization that
had very kindly waved to on a
"Maybe yes, maybe no," was still the answer.
it is usually their best influence.
"Isn't that charmingly mysterious?" exulted the Glrl-who-refuses-to- Are escape that can be seen from
be-annoyed, and, turning to the waiter, she said: "Serves les legumes! the Liberty Theatre.

Was that "everythlng-extracted-from-the-bean" expression. I
to the word "sprottes" on the menu and asked him what it was.

pointed

t»as de vlande!"

We

looked up hopefully. "Sesame" might be said In French, but it
Jean Williams and Hope Minor
the same, French or English, to the waiter. Wearily he repeated are rehearsing with the "Follies."

Was all
"Maybe

yes,

maybe

no."

Perhaps, if the Major had not seen salami on the menu, nothing would
Eileen Carmody who has devoted
have happened. But salami reminded him of army mules, and that idea her time to study, has started singbrought back army tactics. With that blend of Intuition and bluff for ing lessons.
which he is famous, he swept away our feeble diplomacy. Looking that
flsh-cyed waiter straight in the eye, the Major broke loose:
Grace Jones plays golf in Garden

"Zum Donnerwetter, was
den Tlsch, den

1st

Wirtschaft!

fu'r elne

das

Ich will sofort

City, L. L, every morning.

lch reservlrt habe!"

"reservlrt" worked a charm as did the German. Pronto,
we were hastened into another section of the room and seated at a table
waiter who could answer questions served us.
marked "reserved."
From clear air there appeared four men, presumably in authority, each
woman in a revolutionary
German boy.
dumb
the
for
apologizing
"Reservations, ah!"
blouse flurried up and down the aisles mumbling:

The explosive

A

A

Ona Hamilton, Tip Toes," has
moved to Malba, Long Island, for
the summer.
Elsie Neale Is taking banjo lessons.
Anita Gordon and Mildred
Brower have decided to master the

WT e were the house's guests. The orchestra leader oozed over and vorles.
begged to play our choice.
Betty Waxton Is delighted beHe gave it to us with the blonde domra-player singing the old French cause her mother has returned from
version. We were given as many encores as we demanded. It made uh a vacation.
forget the sloppy food, the noisy surrounding, the "maybe yes, maybe no."
When we started walking north on Second avenue, the Man-whothampions-lost-causes said: "Maje, when did you reserve that table?"
That past-master of Bluff retorted: "Oh, be your size!"

Diana Hunt has been receiving

—

Uptown, |6 Downtown, $1.50
In the Union Square neighborhood, we visited a small bazaar run by
an Italian woman. She was drawing the threads of a tedious little bit
of linen as we entered. In a glass box we spied several handkerchiefs
with drawn-work edges at least an inch deep.
Their maker was effusively apologetic when we asked the price. She
showed us her needle-prickled fingers. Did we understand? We did. All
we wanted was the bad news. Then, she said, she could not possibly
We riever told her that
ell us a handkerchief for less than $1.50.
the same handkerchief, texture, dsslgn and all, is being sold on Fifth
avenue for $6. The only difference is that the Union square product Is
neater and daintier than may be found In the uptown houses.
Subway ride for your handkerchiefs.
.

.

street, the 72-year-old landmark, Is
building for the Consolidated Gas Company
will replace It. The farewell, Monday afternoon, was sponsored by the
gas company, and attended by the Academy's old patrons, their children
and friends. Admission was by invitation and the house was full.
A tablet in the new building will tell the younger world that the old
Academy of Music once stood on that spot. On the tablet will be no
mention of the Illustrious artists who have graced Its halls. Emma
Thursby, whom Otis Skinner introduced as "the dean of the Academy's

The Academy

oon

to

be razed.

of

Music on 14th

An

Peggy Hart and Edith Martin
spent the week end In Philadelphia.

office

foreign mall.

Ann Ecklund's
"My Nerves."

latest expression is

Peggy DriscolL recent addition to
"Vanities" from the Silver Slipper,
went horseback riding In Van Cortandt park Sunday.

LITTLE,

FOR WOMEN ONLY
Too Much English
To-ho, my dears, and a bucket

BEAUTIFUL,

what?" is the bright introductory line coming from the titled
young hero of the film, "Bachelor
Brides." You gather from this that
Lord Percy Duncraggan Is supposed
to be dreadfully English; that his
mother is English, and that his paEmma Juch Wellman, ternal grandfather was the first
singing instructors," was at Monday's finale.
who had made her debut in the Academy, was also there but not in- Anglo-Saxon to set foot on the little

Much mention was made by Mr. Skinner and George

B.

Cortelyou,

The
president of the gas company, of the Academy's social festivities.
grand ball given there, Oct. 12, 1860. for Albert Edward. Prince of Wales,
splendor."
was said to have been "of unequalled
It was my privilege to attend the Academy's farewell program with
Mrs. Elizabeth Hennessey Day, whose mother had been present at that
first grand ball.
Mrs. Day, more recently, had attended the recepMrs. Day is the
tion given there for the present Prince of Wales.
daughter of Mary and John Randolph Hennessey who were married in
18«5, in the old St. Ann's church at 8th street and Broadway, a site now
occupied by Wanamaker's store. Mrs. Hennessey (nee Mary Cooney)
had been born in a house that stood on 11th street near 4th avenue.
Mrs. Day said Monday afternoon that when sho "says good-bye to the
Academy it is like parting with an old friend." Her father was an
Assemblyman from that neighborhood in 1872 and was known for the
•Ight-hour-law bill which he Introduced.
Soon to its friends, the Academy of Music will be only a memory. To
But its sue
progress, It will be another old building oufr of the way.
eessor, the Metropolitan, is also facing a farewell.

chappie

who

red-blooded

is

HAKDK£*R(;H1£FS

in

VARIETY

Don't Advertise

iAnd countless

and

"Hat Jjwis

selections

of

fascinating character

takes his marmalade straight"
The really entertaining points arc
a squlfllsh butler and a disappearThe latter calls for
ing necklace.
a rainy night, mysterious visitors,
creeping hands, and a moving bookcase.

Elinor
bride.

Fair

She

the bachelor's
ugly or
scarcely
be the sort of

is

is

dowdy enough

GIFTS

AND ACCESSORIES
j

to

wealthy American

girl

who wouW

409 Madison Ave.

Waldorf-Astoria

Forty-eighth

34th St. and Fifth Ave.

marry Percy. Eulalle Jensen, as
Lady Duncraggan, has departed

X at

from her usual ranch- woman roles
and takes the responsibility for

9

Julia

Faye plays

Pansy, a crookess with designs on
Percy and the necklace. She doc.
'this bit very neatly.
1

You Don't Advertise

Hosieux

Further proof of Percy's intensive Brltlshness is his description
of himself to the Girl of his Heart:
"Tell your father that I am a

Percy's existence.

If

TOO — AND ALWAYS PRACTICAL.

of tea,

island.

troduced.

NEEDFUL THINGS TO BNCOURAGB

SENTIMENT AND INTENSIFY YOUR WELCOME.
OR, THE THINGS OF IMPORTANCE WHICH
YOU, YOUR VBRY SELF, WILL RBQUIRB
FOR YOUR HOLIDAY. THEY SHOULD BB

-

St.

New Hotel

St.

1380 Broadway
With Men '$ Dept.

Regis Shop Opens June First

\
J

Hi: t i \t.it
Wednesday,

VARIETY
m

PRESENTATIONS-BDLLS
WEEK
NEXT WEEK
THIS

Id half (14-lt)

Faster

Mack

LaF1*mr

ft Rc
(Three to all)

(May 17)
(May 24)

TUree (K)

(On* to

turn, reappearing after absence or appearing for first time.
Initials listed after bouses for booking affiliation are:

Keith's Western <KWJ
^oew's (L)
Keith's (K)
Association (WY)

Independent (In)

Pantages (P)

Interstate (It)

^ L
,^.»
Orpheum
(O)
Where no initials

„

_^

.

,

Bert Levey (BL)

name

used with

are

without regular booking

of theatre, denotes house

la

Colambt* (K)
Id half (20 -It)

L*Marka
Chas Kins
Frank Fay
(Two to All)

GERMANY
BERLIN
f Ore II ye

Charly.Rlvel I
Herman Kllnk
Mongador Tr

NEW YORK

Carl 8chenok

Gaston Palmer
Ledova

Bnrlco PUsiuttl
Mme C Iasatsch'nko

(Others to All)
Ollda Gray

"Aloma"

ft

Clifford

Ibach's Ent
2
All)

Greoloy

(L)

f>q.

Id half (10-11)

Furman

ft

(Two

fill)

to

Glenn

ft

Jerome

Fulton (L)
1st half (14-10)

ft

F

Stewaft

ft

Al Short Or oh
Red Carter
Barl Gilaon

Donn

Elliott ft

Jack Kates

Gaines Bros

Georgia Hall Co

Harry Bolden

Wilton 81s

Amoros A Jeanette
Morgan A Gray
Matthews A Ay res
Carson A Kane Rev

Long Taok

Harry Rose
Al Zoo Co

Id half (27-10)

(Two

to

(On* to

Hamilton

Id hair (27-30)
Diamond A W'llm'n

A Rauh
A F Rev

Briscoe
Muriel

(Two

to

Sawyer
Nlblo

flit)

Bonlevard

A

(L)

Kandy Krooks
Matthews A Ay res

Keno

Broadway (K) (17)
Worden Bros
Lahr A Mercedes

M

2d half (20-23)
A Or'n

Harrington
3

(16)

Law"
(L)

1st half (24-20)

(24)

Reck A Rector

1st

A Austin
Parlnlennes
(Two

to All)

(10)

Roy Smeck
Radio Franks
If B Murtagh
"Rainmaker"

fill)

Royal (K)
Id half (20-23)
Ooacla A Verdi

1st half (24-10)

Sis

Harry Stoppo

A Peterson

Collins

(Two

Maud

to

(14)

Ford A Price
Mabel Drew
Thornton A Squires

NEW YORK

Bison City 4
J A K Loo

Mardo

Ten Eyck Co

P

ft

A Charland
Ross

Whitfield

R

B

ft

ft

Mann Co

(One

to nil)

& Mack

Kvans

Ward

9th Ave (K)

Jans

ft

Whakn

58th St. (K)
2d half (20-23)
Florcnco ft Arnold
Hlte inflow Rev

Joan LaCrosso
Sher MapoH Co

A Si. lin
Frank Tow no
Fordhnm (K)

ft

r

Oakland

1st

U
4

ft

S

Albee (K)

Pepper Shakers

A

Mlilgrtti

BROOKLYN

half (24-i#)
L Gillette

Whitfield
Itilz

A Feeley

Kramer A

(L)

T A A

Wivl.lnian

Kramer A Midget* Shaw A Cameron
llaynei A H.ck
2d half (27-30)
K ara vleff
I'iolert A ScoAHd
Mural A Voirht
Mardo A Wynn
Harry Coleman Co Helen MarKelli r
M A 1) Wheel.
Cooper A llarnum
l'arisiennes

Itosomont Troub

Joe Drowning;
Kva Clark

Mums A Fornn
'

Bargett

T^evan

ft

Ryan
(Two

Sis
to

Putnam
fill)

Metropolitan (L)

Sis

Majestic

(

WV)

(18)

IMIIard

North Centre

(P)

Orphensa (K)
Id half (10-11)

Paul

Bros

Warren

ft

W.

MA

47th

(Two

fill)

AJLBANT,

M. I.
Proctor'* (K)
Id half (20-22)

Armstrongs
Bddl* ft Burt
Senna ft Dean
Sea Nymphs

A

.

Colonial (K)
Id half (20-23)
Pierrettes
Ann Cllfttn
Miss Dumbell

Blnghoniton (K)

OtersdorlT 81s

Exposition
(Three to

Peggy Bernier

Tompkins

Felecla Sorel

Lov*

Milt

Watson

Uljon (L) (34)
Alvln & Kenny
Hazel Crosby Co
Nielson A Warden
Mllo

Frank

Landry

Ly.tc (K)
2d half (20-21)
Stacey ft James
Will Morris

Social

Wood
ASHKV1LLK.

N.C.

4

Hulh liudd

of H'vard'

JACK

PLAYING
PHILADELPHIA

L,

Paler* (L)
half (24-26)

1st

Jack Conway Co
IlrlHroc

Murlol

(Two

to

run

half (17-30)

2.1

K«»ti-h
lti>h

A Rauh
A F Rev
A Wilms

Riivlto <L>

T.arry'n

iThroc

tn

lOnt
nil)

Prospect (K)
2d half

(

20 2I>

M.Corm'k A W'lace
via ('!:ir!<
^Jthi.rs lo lill)

.-•>•!

Aurora Tr
Frank Dobson Co
Tunpy A Goorge
T»>d Lewis Hd
Jim McWIltinms
Th# I^riHnts
Morrens A FI0
Tabor A Green

Miles K'rn Ifw'y
M.in'ey
lager A Mislead

Mlldre.l
1

A Smith

U.I..

(Two

ASHTABrLA.

Dwyer A Orma
Harry Ko.sler Co
•

Two

to

till)

ATLANTA. OA.
i

Forsyth* (K)
Monl Koiii. ry sp
1st

half

(

:

Monroe A Crant
I*owia A Smith
l.nrln J H iker Co
Mi'I^l in

,1-

v

Cut

(•onion's

(K)
Joe

Kich

Mel!>a

A Shaw

154M)

(Pc)

Co

t

W

na'f C2n--:?i

Hale &

(til)

2d half (20-23)

Dandy A Marie
Kred Morton
Herb't A S'nderson
Dllworth A Garrett
(One to fl'l)

Rodero

Sis

N. V.

Broadway,

Nnsh

Mabel Walzer Co

Pan tag**

(24)

Carl V Winters
Saxophone 6
Love Nest

A

Harrison
Bros

S'a

Hro

AM*

O. B. (K)
2d half (20-22)

Emma

I^insey A Co
Hay Conway A T
Billy Regal Co

Frank X Silk
Sun Fong Lin Co

RLMIRA,

N. Y.
Majestic (K)
2d half (20-23)

2d half (20-23)

Hobby McGood Co
(Two to mo

2

Hamll Sis A Ktross
Burr A Blaine
Melvln Ston s Co
Joan Jahn A 11 Sla

FAIRM'NT, W.VA*
Fairmont

O.

Keith's
2d half (20-23)

r.urnnin
4

Thome

Ivohc A
c.ohlf-n Violin
1st
lin If
(21 20)
CibHon A I'rlre

Kehearsal

Pr!:in' y
I'.inl.im Sis
(Two to All)
2.1

Wyoming

Arthur Lloyd
(O)

Whirl Syncopation
Clayton A I^ennle

KKin

Curtis

BA8TON, PA.

A Lnndauer

Plsano

Final
(.

New York

Week:
—Dorothy

Thl*

Sh ie'ds
S.

Kenrac (K)
l'ala

A.

(10)

An<1<>IJen

?d

to

Bet. 46th and 47th Sts.

Jnlln

Temple
I

'Volca Boatninn""

>

(Two

Franklin Pk (K)
2d half (20-23)
A Muley
(Others t:> till)

(24)

yl.>

DAYTON,

llev

R'PIDS,

(HKl.ST'N,

(17)

A

t

JuT"!r^

Uoy A Ahors

Wm

Olvm|dn
S.|

Majestic (It) (24)
Parish A Peru
Masters A Grace

Lulu MeConnell

Strand

Tr'p

/

Jimmy Lucas
Anderson A Yuel

A D Man" DRC'ST'lt. MASS*
DALLAS, TKX.
Codman Sq. (K)

Johnny Howe

C'D'R

u[>8

(SenJlay

Friends

3

"Song

2d hair (20-23)
H'i.frcd I) u Bole
(lormley A Catterty
Bronks rinlson \- 1>

Mo.lena'H

(17)

Huby

James (Pc) (17)
Night In Hades

Columbia

N. J.
(K)

Tower's

l

>"lan

(K)

fill)

CAMDKN,

A Gorman
'"'-rr A Salton
Hershaw A Avery
!

fill)

A H'fm'n
McCullough
Joy Bros A Gloom

Troll

S.ir.nn

Kvelyn rhi ;;'.;>¥ Co

It.

Howtloln (K)

(24)

Tramp Tramp
O.

1A.
Capitol (Pe)
2d half (20-23)

2d half (20-23)

to

Rockets

DuCallon

DAVENPORT,

Carl

(17)

Hobby Heath

6

COLUMBUS,

Hellclalr

Sunshine

Mod Re A Ijowrll
Norton A Melnni
Capt Hays Rev
Morlcy v^c Auk'T

'

J4 JC)

(K~)

Margaret Young
Chas Wilson

l>'Anv»re Co

Jarvls

6

Central Sq.

(Two

K

Peplto

(24)

3

nobby O'Nell Co

Km nk

CAMBR'GR, MASS. Abbey

Nevada Co

I.loyd

2d half (20-22)
Nolly Tate

1'uramount
(Others to

fill)

Boston

(R)

Palace

to

State (L)

McDonald

Zelda Santley
Rich ft Cherle

W

Twins A

Mnjrotle (K)

BOSTON, MASS.

O.

fill)

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

BUTLKR, PA.

DogB

Oautler's

Loiin Raker

(*4)

Krnncis A Wilson
JaDa Trio
n'-einan A dr;ic«
('arson A Wlllard
f.O

I^ewis

H'ynes L'hm'n A
Gaston Palmor
Bohemian Night*
Newell A Most

Ablu Sis
Crackers
to

"Brown of Hary'd'*
Tomple (K) (17)
Zellla Sis

ft

(Three

State (Pc) (17)
Murlol Kyle
Chlcco
Taylor ft Hawk*

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THE

IA.
Blnlto (Pc) (10)
Darling 2
'Lot's Get Married'

v™"™

908 Wahot St

TAILOR

Hughes A Pam
Geo D Washington
Wyatt's Lads A L
"Palm Beach air!"
Rowland A Meehan
Patae (O) (17)
Tumbling Clowns

fill)

C..ok

BURLINGTON,

ORDER
MONDAY:

UPSHUTZ

Torrano SI*
Jan Rublnl
Eddie HIM
(One to fill)

1st half (24-24)
Tranafleld SI*

to

(24)

Th* Takawa*

(KW)

Bond'* Hipp

T 'res

W

Janks ft
Marlon A Ford
Berk ft Saun

D'uglaa

ft

Regent (P)

Claude l>eCar Co

Celebrity''
(23)

E'Clair

(24)

4

Torcat'a Rooster*

Arnaut Bros
nose A Thorns
Harry Kahne
Elliott Dexter Co
Covan ft Ruffln
(Throe to fill

Sammy Duncan

Casper A Morrlssey
Creager Bd

Bingham
Ann

(P)

HawaLan
Petty Reat
Stanolli

S

Ardlno

ft

Madison (Pc) (17)
Lucille Burke
Chas Jolley Co
"Palm Bench Girls'*
Mllo*

Elephants

(1C)

2d half (20-22)

WHEN

(17)

Lucille Ballentlno

State (L) (24)
Paul Nolan Co
Howard ft Bennett

Harria Gr*d (KW)
Id half (17-10)
S Senator*
Fltzslmmons ft Flo

Marlon ft Ford
Monro* ft Grant
Evelyn Phillies

Emily Darrell Co

McKay

(K)

Dancing McDonalds
Brooks A Ross
Roger Imhoff

"Wet Paint"

Adonis

BLOOM'GT'N,

Plane (K)
Id half tlO-ll)

Gerald Grlffen Co
Anger ft Fair

Fields
fill)

Ijoomis

Landry Pres

(24)
ft
ft

Stuts

A

to

Pnlneo

5

Shea's Hipp (Pc)

Masterpleceit

Qroh

Co

A Turns

"Brown

(KW)

(24)

Harry Burns Co

(21)
Sinclair

Twists

Nonetto

Britt

Oriental (Pe) (IT)
Paul Ash
Maurine Marseilles

Lime 3
F A E Hall

BIRM'Gn'M. ALA.

Empire Comtdy

(Fa)

(Two

Curtis'

"Fate of a Flirt"

Dougl

ft

Metropolitan

(Pc)

Quinn Blmlen A R

Geo Alexander Co

Ller

(17)

4
Oil)

Alice De Garm*
Cecilia Weston
ft

2d half (20-21)

Angel Bros
Gold ft Edward*
Ruby Norton

Circus"

(17)

4

Sedall Bennett

(24)

Al Llbby
Griffin >

2d half (27-30)

Johnson A Cadets
Huth Sla

Idyll

Brown

ft

1

Murray A Charlotte Tulip Time

Wise

(17)

Lnfayotto 8q.

2d half (20-23)

O

ft

B Ryan

ft

Br os us

Gr'd Rlvorta

(24)

Tako
Covan A Walker
Block A Dunlap
Hlcksvllle

Moore Bd

Savoy

Alice In Movleland
"Social Celebrity''

N. X.

Revue
Harvey Hancy

Follies

W

"Toney Runs Wild"

Herbert Clifton

ft

"Devil's

Washington
(P«) (17)

O.

Hdgar Bergen

(One

Southern Memories
Aaronson Com'ders

Kay

Gypsy

(K)

Buffalo (Pc)

Lewis A LaVarr
Dascoe
Nat Nazarro

H'CHAMTN,

Foraytho (K)

Travar

,

(14-24)

Nelly

fill)

Kemp
BUFFALO, S. 1.

Terrell

bill
plays
Everett
17-29)
The Earl**

Oil)

Do

fill)

American (P)
(Same

I

to

to

BLOHAM, WASH.

Fox

fill)

St. (K) (17)
Hector A Pals
Sheldon A Dal/

Pattl

Ctnpltol (Pe) (17)
Bridal Veil
"That's My Baby**

(24)

2d half (10-22)
Frankie Rice Co
Kola Sylvia Co
Market A Gay
Burns ft Kane

Dunbar

ft

S

BROCKT'N, MASS. Saxe ft LaPlerr*
Operatic Bits
Broekton (K)
LaFayette A D Co

Selto set

(Others

to

to

CLEVELAND,

Belle Baker
Jack Hedley

Sd half (20-21)
Louise A Mitchell
Manettl A Jnne
Just a Pal
How'd Harris A L
Jack Russell

LEDD1

St.

to

Poll's

Grey

e\

Adler

Jo*

Corikt

WEEK
Wynne

Rao Samuels

Hlllier

ft

Small ft Mays
Crelghtons
Robertson ft C'lson

(One

e\

Baker

A IXENTO W N

Samaraff

A Knapp
A Atkins
A Dell

Bob Ott

V/x Arleys

(Two

(14)

3U Arleys
Flanders ft Butter
Hall ft Dexter
Norton ft Melnotto
Lubln ft Ijowrle
Cafe Madrid

(24)

Palace

A Ix.inar

Wyeth

(One

Power'a

Bonder

BOOKED

THIS

A

Jimmy Lucaa

Cor'elll

Green*

Brvol

Neil O'Brien Co
Kcnna Sis
E.julllo Bros
Kandy Krooks
Benllght Co
W W McGlnty
McKae ft Mott
(One to OH)
Gordon A Groff
Kimball Gorman Co Nelson A Parish
ALTOONA. PA.
B Bgan A Redheads
2d half (27-10)
Old Army Gam*
Reck A Renor
Mlshlor (K)
Morgan A Lake
Karrell ft Chadw'k
2d half (20-23)
Christy A MrD'n'd
Renard A West
Sansono Co
Rlts Bros
(23)
Jack Kennedy Ce
Marl* Sabbolt Co
Jack La Vior
T ft D Ward
Bits A Hits B'way (Two to fill)
Greenpotnt (K)
Harper A Tmplet'n
2d half (20-11)
Mack A Dagaaova
ATLANTA, OA.

(17)

Homer Romalne

Ireland

Bros

llackett

ft

A Fln<*
LaKue

Sis

Myrt Herbert

Mack

Klo«>

Kodak A

Vox A Talbot
Mason A Owynne

Orphenm

Rosa

2d half (20-22)

Healey Reyn'da

(Po) (17)

Bathing Beach Rer
"Beauty Cheat"

Kerekjarto

Iris

Fields

Ruth fitting
George divot
Jack Hefflnger
"Money Talks"

CT.

Brooks

Mann ft Strong
B A J Creighton

McCune

fill)

Johnny Barry

DlreeUen

(Po) (IT)
Ralph Willi* ma Or

(One to

F*LS, PA.

Id half (10-11)
Rokoma ft Lorotta

Bastedo

ft

A Miller
A Hum*

Pnlnco (K)

ft

(K)

McCarthy A St'rn'd
Lyona A Wakefield
Novelette Rev

Fenton

Oarclnettl

to nil)

DETROIT, MICH.

CL'RKSB'G, W.VA. Btoftdwny

Thompson A Kemp

(IT)

td half (S9-SS)

S88

Id half (20-21)

Bradford (K)
td half (14-lt)

Regent (K)

"Irene**

ft

BBAV'B

V Rack nor Bora

Bros
Ben Paley Oren

La Pan
Fen ton

"Oh What a Nurse"
BRADFORD, PA.

BRIDGEPORT,

Mitchell

(WV)

Stnto (Po) (17)
Bpltalny Band
Perkln* A SUIman
Dlale Singer*

Orphet
Sd half (20-21)
Frankie Kolcey
Maawell Fields Co
Lydla Harris

(Two

fill)

Roblnaon Gr'd

Maryland Singera

Tom Smith

(Throe to

Hoffman A Hughes 105th
Bothweli Brown Co

(IT)

(Po)

Rlvoll

Margaret Morroll
Powell 6
Barr ft LaMarr
Davis A Pells
Jano Novak

Evan*

ft

Francis
Ray's Bohemians

Harding (Po) (IT)
Mascagno* Ballet

Kedalo

O.

(IT)

N. Y. City

St.,

"Sandy"

B Rev

Jackson

ft

(24)

Jaono* (K) (17)
Gerald ft Lillian
Royal Gascoynes

Scofleld

(Jrant

JIaney Sis

Mel

ft

Hendrix Arn'd

(K) (17)
The Duponts
UiRor Williams

2d half (20-23)

ft

Cooper

2d half (27-10)

ft G
Howard A Norwood

Bert Levy
Morris ft Baldwin
Del Ortos
(Others to All)

Middlcl'n

Coater

('aeBar Rlvoll

2d half (20-23)

Plelert

Rodello
Billy Kelly Co
nert Walton
Walter Fehl Co

A Norton R
ft

(L)

Victoria

1st half (24-24)

to nil)

Santry

Londons
Geo Yeoman

1/ hurst

ft

"Wet Paint"

125th St. (K)
2d half (20-23)

I

(18)

Hmily Day
Pollock

Ambler Bros
Harry Bolden
Amnroa 'ft Jeanette
Walter Fehl Co
(One

81st St. (K) (11)
Healy ft Cross
Geo ft Broadhurst

Caatloton

Strand (Pe)
Ballot
Mil* Klemova

2d half (27-10)

Ireland

Brill

Allyn

Wynn

ft

Great Maurloo
M ft A Clark
Wilbur Sw'tman Co

2d half (27-30)

Fenner

Barber

Maaon ft Shaw
The Harlequin*
Jack North
Dial* Hamilton
Murray ft Charlotte "Mile Modiste"

Bnylewooel
Id half (10-11)
Sankua ft Sylvers
Batty
King ft Beatty
Rose Garden Rev

(14)

Harmonla

M

T Or
(WT)

A Sonla
A Charland Johnny Herman

Evelyn

fill)

Stat* (L)

WINS

Mabelle

B Van Horn

ft

AKBON.
Keith**

3UIT8 and
on Display

Stylssj in

Norton

ft
ft

Brailto

84.

Slmonia
Russian 4
"Volga Boatman"

Circus"

•Devil s

(Pe)

Smith

ft

BEN ROCKE
Welch

Rainbow Girl*
Burn* ft Klasen
Barber of Joyvllle

Beck

ft

Now

3

(Pc)

Rlvoll

Kcnna Sis
Morgan A Gray
Wilbur Sw'tman Co

VARIETY,

H

half (24-24)

Fonnor

Anderson Pres

3

IEWT0N

(17-10)
Falls

ft

Onto* (L)
1st

Melvln Bros

2d half (27-30)
Lohse A Sterling

Kodak A

half

Marro ft Dell
Oordon ft Rloca
Bobby Randall _
M Ten Byok Co

Seed

National (L)

A Farnum
A Herman
Renard A West

O'Nell

ft

Jack Norworth

(24-21)
PAHhalf
Boss

Barrett

Mahoney

Will

Clark

2d

Veronica

Afterpiece

Adman A May

Cooper

Phone 2027-8

Herman Timbers;

to fill)

to

Batchellor Ce

Lockford

Night Duenos Aires

Livingston

(One

B

(IT)

(14)

Joano Joysoa

McVkers

Doro Francesco Co
Servlnl 2 A Orch
(One to nil)

fill)

WILTON

11560 B'way.

Lincoln Sq. (L)

Coliseum (K)

Addros* Core

T.

Representative

Thomas

ft

(One

Dallas"

Si.

ALF

Hilly Gilbert
7-11-4
Genaro Girls

(It)

A Robyn

Dolancey

WEEK

Jefferson (K)
Id half (10-23)
Sully

Harry Holman

Colony (Pc)
Prologuo
"Outside the

FOX

Frank DeVoe

Haynes

Krueger Orch
Kid* In Kandyland

.

Pantomime Comedlai
World
THEATRE, PHI LAOF MAY 24

I ml ta tad

Helen Wainwrlght

Vagrants
Crafts A Shean
Wright Dancers
Miss Marrnlle

Week

Thla

In the

Gertrude. Ederle
Allecn Rlggln

t

6

JOE JACKSON
Moot

Green

ft

It

Bo mo

Girl

'Tbes.tr*, Phlla..

Nicola

Gillette

(Others to

A One
Fez

(O)

Id half (10-11)

JULIET

(K)

in Blue
Dimltvl Tlemtln
Albertlna Vltak
Fortunlo ft Clr'ltno
Alice Lloyd
Ross Gorman

2d half (27-20)

Balasi

WEEK OF JUNE

Spotty

ft

May

Snfc*

Diveraojr

NEW METROPOLITAN, Boston

Rhapsody

Cooper A Rodello
Doro Francesco Co

Capitol (Pc)

|

Alexander Family
Sydell

Bobby Randall
Allyn Mann Co

Turrlll
"Stella

F

8p*no*r

(17)

Brill

Oordon A Rlcca

B A L

Weak OemmMdof

Bddy

ft

ft

Hippodrome

Sterling

R A B

BROOKLYN

Glrll* R*vels
(Two to nil)

1st half (24-21)

Lohse

(K)

2d half (20-22)
Pinto Bennett A

Uptown (Po)

ft

Chicago (Pe) (IT)
Bird Fantasy
"Cohen* ft Kelly*"

MARK STRAND

fill)

Hyams

The Meredith*
Vivian ft WalUrs
Takl ft Tokl

B

Latonr
Night Roof Garden
Elliott

ROSENBLATT
WHA APPKAB AT

Co

Towno

LaSallo ft Mack
Peg-gr Brooka

Stanley
Irmanette

Haasana

Hinoa

1632 B'way, at 50th

Orphonan (L) (t4)

Aileen

Oscar Lorraine
Henri Gendron
4

Central Pit (WT)
Id half (10-11)
Connell Leona ft Z
Jan* Dillon

CANTOR JOSEF

Co

M A A Clark
Al Zee Co*

fill)

8i

of Turf*

•Kins;

(16)

Tlmo

•

(17)
AUoo Mo v Island'
'Faaclnatint* Youth'

Dr Rockwell

Paraonalltloa

W'm'n'
Doo Molne* (Pt)

TOP COATS Now

<P«>

CITY

I ft.

(i«)

Jass

Hall

ft
ft

(Po)
ft

•Wilderness

A Odea

Nowost Spring

Al Striker
Rublnl ft Roaa
(Other* to fill)

S

Trinl

Cnp4toi
Colletta

Dunnlnsjer

Hewitt

(14)

(17)

Cranglo

ft

Tulip

(24)

Frank

Lady Oden Pearoo
Dare ft Wahl
Pat Rooney

(K)

Orpbonsa (17)
Moaa A Fry*
Stepping Out
Lemalre A Phillips
Theodora Bekefl
r ft O Walters
Capt Botts' Sea bj

DBS MOINES,

O.

Canary Opera

Cameron*
Burn* ft Allan
Bloaaom 8e*ley Oo
Jaa Browning

Canffeld

ft

NEW YORK

7876

Id half (20-21)

Chadw'k Dorothy Johnson

Ketch A Wilma
La Fantasy

Allan

Nan Hal porta

Qnlnott*

Billy Kelly

(Others to All)

"Untamed Lady"
Towor (O)

ft

Collier

Raymond Plk*
Harmon ft Sands

Oirla

ft

Pnlnco

4

(17)

Henry Santrey
Tabor ft Green

TlveU (Pe) (IT)
Melodlea Eternal

ft

B Van Horn

Maryland (K)

A Soymoer

(11)

Stanley

Jack

Nlto la London

ft

Oang-

Capltol (Po)

Ryan

ft

Dave Gardiner

M L

Dooloy
Adelo Vern*

Mack

ft

Jenklna

ft

LaS'l* Haaaan

John

Keller

Far re 11

(L)
1st half (24-26)
Curtln A Wilson

Alabama Land

(IS)

An

H

Mayhow

Stella

Andre

CINCINNATI,

Lusbjr

ft

May*

to All)

DBNVKR, COLO.

Son

ft
ft

T

Lynch
Gray

ft

Hamilton 81*
Chas Chase

1st half (24-29)

B

Chong ft Moey
Harry Downing Ce
Karl Hampton Co
Miss Leo Morse

Fayno
Wilson

Buddy Doylo
Ruth Budd

(17)

Stanton Aftorpteo*
Fred Ardath Bd

ft
ft
ft

Oliver

Dippy Dlora
B
Sargent ft Marlon
Goalan

Purd/
.Oloott
Inglla

Holland

(IT)

Keltai'*

C Sehenck

THE FALLY MARKUS VAlfDEYUJi AGENCY

Rosita

Arenas

B Stanton
Shore A Squire*
atanlay A Birno*

Brant

A C4om

Mo Ron

<*>

Shaajnon

ft

A

Walton

(F*) (H)
White's Collegian*
Happ'nod to Jones*

(€>#

Terry
Koolor

ft

ft

Chaplc*c

"Wot Paint"

ft

1579 Broadway Lackawanna

The Nagyfys

Double Cross
Harry Rose
(Two to OH)

Dano* Charm*
Melissa Ton Byok
Boye* A Bvan*

(Ashevlll* split)
1st half (24-24)

(M)

(K>

(Two

Howana Nichols

M

China

In

(")

<r*>

]

Shaw

ft

Nlvht

(WW)

PROMISES

IT

The Nagyfys
Alabama Land
Hushes A Monti*

Morris

Sd naif (10-11)
Lloyd A Brno*
Lan* A Trevors
(Thro* to mi)

T

ft Loniso
ft Laplaa Oa
ft Moro

Lyle

1

(IS)

Bernard

Sayr*

Id half (2T-30)

LoDona
Cervo

Bd

A VAUDEVILLE AGENCY WHICH PRODUCES MORE THAN

Blversld* (K) (17)
Toodlea ft Tod

Frank Hunter

A Johnson
Veron'ca A H Falls

Jack J an la Go
Angel A Fuller

St.)

199$

19,

Hollard A Oden
Neol Lester

CHABLOTTB, M. a
Mow Brondww (K)

(11)

>

(1

(Waahlnvton

Sid Hall

/

Regent (K)
Id half (2*0-33)
Keller

(Three to

4

"Iron*'*

Mason

Tom Sonne C*
Phil

Bale*

ft

Rom* A Gaut

Franklin (K)
2d half (20m)

Fields

(Pe)

Bfarito

Stroud

Dooloy

Belle Baker
The Saebacka

Fritschl

Sister

ft

Murray ft Maddox
Rosemont Troub
Armstrong ft Ollb't
Savoy A Mann

(H)

Com

Bmplr*

<M)

Franoo A LePoll
Fraaols Roe* A D

Bddl* Clifford
Haaol Groen

Eorkos-

<WT)

All)

(U

<17)

Bddl* Nolaon

Shooman Ron* Rot
' CM j main

triifi

Joan Llbonati

t

(34)

Fred Sylvester Co

Co

Collier

The Meredith*

Chevalier Bros
Jim Carr

let half (24-2i)

Walman

Pharamona
Hartini Co
Neuter A Mar
Dora Kaaan

CITT Mm* Herman

American (L>
Jack

Dr. Rockwell

Reka

Eltzoff

(Others to

<Pe>

pnrklae of 1014

Bed Bnydor Co

to All)

The Sherwood*
<«>

Seals
Auntie Clark
3

Rom Honey A M
Joseph Coleman
Roby Ren* A P
AW Blessing
I A K Bitter

(Two

W

A J Mandell
Jerry A Grands
Irene Franklin

Portia

(If)

CHICAGO,

affiliation.

May

of

A

Oold Modal 4
Bl
Maofc ft Bari
Bano London
Morama ft Bholdaa H MoQnarrl* Oo
(On* to nil)
Mlgnon Bron

Id naif (If-at)

Anthony A Maroal
Koao San
Ray Bond Ce
Kenny A Nobedr
Romas Tr

PegST

e

Pictures Include In classification picture policy with vaudeville or
Aeedenmy (WT)
presentation as adjunct
Independent Includes those pop vaudeville
Id half (10-11)
(vaudeville and pictures) theatres affiliated with no general booking office, Termini A Rook
Old Fashion I
Khoraasaa 4
+
FOREIGN BILLS

Month

A

All)

BOCKAWAY

am

ftnydor

CONWY ISLAM*

Shows carrying numerals such as (Id) or (11) indicate opening this
24 halt ( 20- US
week, on Sunday or Monday, as date may be. For next week (17) or (II), Lane ft Haley
Tetta ft Manol
with split weeks also Indicated by dates.
Lytell ft Fant
An asterisk (•) before name signifies act Is new to city, doing a new Nlok Hu front

Pictures (Pc)

OoU A

Am*rtQn* Nei
Jean Bodlnl

,\ilc

Mmj

Rhoda A Hroshell*
Oriental

Fantanle

Hums

\V.'::on

Ideal

F'L rivi:k. mass.
Kmplre (K)
2d

half (20-23)

Tiirella

A

(Others

\-

hi'f <27-^o>
Hi ug

(K)

2d half (20-23)

Manikin Cabaret

I

Cl.-irk

to

till)

IT( IIB'IK..
I.yrl.*
2.1

b.lf

L\i:.-l p..;

ii

M ASS.

(K>
':>--2?>

& Mu TO

Wednesday,
ffaiVd WlDird ft
Bendovsr
poran ft Sopor
(One to fill)

May

B

lfarro 4k Dell
Farrell ft Chadwlck
4 Philllpa
Id half (17-10)
Stanley ft Attrea
Albright ft Harta

f*D DU LAC, WIS.
Rstlaw (L) <84>
The Plckforda
Cliff Naxarro Co
faxton

Farrell

ft

DODGE,
(Pe)

Btalte

<")

Sla

Abbey

Somers A Hunt
Mansfield Dancers

(Oaa to

LOCKPORT,

Hollla

be*

2d

(17-10)

Jane Dillon
joe Roller Co
Olga Myra Co
<One to All)

(One to

Lionel

LONDON, OAK.

Majestic (It) (14)
Footatepa
Kelao Bros Rev
(Three to All)

Majestic (It) (84)

Tyaon

Jk

Hadji All

nil)

Amea

Md.

BEACH, CAL.

L'G

(P) (14)
Pantagea Circus

L'G BB'NCH, N.
Broadway (K)

Towers

The Wafer
(Two to fill)
Pantagea (14)

The Plckforda
Coulter ft Roae
Guy Voyer Co
Macon ft Houge
Avalon

6

CL'NB 7*L8, N. T.
Rialto (K)
2d half (20-13)
Aaron Kelly

Mme Pompadour
Paul Klrkland
A Alexander Co
(One

to

Ramona\ Park (K)
2d half (20-33)
Victoria ft Dupree
Patrice ft Sullivan
Corner Store
Du Callon
Canslno Juanlta

Jamea Watts Co
1st half (24-26)

Golden Violin
Virginia Rucker

£«n Welsh
it

Li

Barlow

(Two

to fill)
2d half (27-30)

Hal Nelman
Barber A Jackson
Al'a Here
Zella Sla

Burman
(One

to

fill)

Bam Bama
Lamar

ft

Lady Alice Peta
Lamal
ft

Carlisle

The* Hollanders

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyrle

(P)

Armand

ft

(14)

Perez

Bert Chadwlck

Mercedea
Klrby ft Duval
Francis Haney Rov

(KW)

Palaee

lat half (24-26)
Carle ft Roveln
kelson ft Parish

2d half (27-30)
Taflanoff Co
Allen ft Norman
All

JACKSON, MICH.
Lucy Bruch

Cheera
The Roedera

Capitol (Pc) (17)

N.J.
Keith's
Id half (20-23)

Gene Moore Co

GREBNSB'BG, PA. Smith Hart
Strand (K)
2d half (20-23)
Rice ft Elmer
Vera Post
Princeton ft Wts*n
Prince Wong
Tracey ft Hay

HAMILTON, CAN
Pantagea (14)
Juggling
Burt ft

McBanns
Lehman

Bohemian Flappers
Whltey ft Ford
Lottie Mayer Co

Baby Elaine
Preston
High Jackers

Ulla

Forum

(II)

Ted Henkel Orch
"La Boheme"
Hill

(O) (17)
Holly

8t.

J

ft

2

to

*^

I

W

|i?2cu? Arm.
(14)

Seymour

CALM

CHAS. YATES

Harry Fox Oe
(One to fill)

ft

Id half (10-11)
ft Cranston
Campbells

Casting

B
F

McCarthy

MOBILE, ALA.

Lytell

ft

Wallace

Lyric (K)

Id half (10-11)

ft

McC

Leo Beers
H'nt'g

Id half (10-13)

Pantheon Singers

The

Castle

Zleglers

1st half (14-16)

Frank La Dent
Helen Ely
(Three to

Permanent Address
544 W. 164th St., New York City

All)

N.Y.
(K)

Procter's

Angel Bros

(14)
Glrla

Banjo Maniacs
Edith

Griffith

Ruth Standing
Edson Gillan
Druy Lenlngton
Celebrity"

Million Dollar (Pc)
(10)

Sherry L Marshall
Louella Lee
Northern Lights
"Gold Rush"

Fnntages

Ed

ft

(14)

Speck

Kelety

Lydell ft Macy
Qlrton Glrla

Orpheam

(17)
Demar't ft Coll'te
Harrington 81s

fill)

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Lane ft Barry
Harry Fox
(Two to fill)

MOLINE, ILL.
LeClalre (16)
Wilds ft Sedalla
Stars In Stripes

Palace <K)
Id half (10-21)

Romola"

MTG-MEBY, ALA.
Keith's
Id half (10-13)
Flo Oast ft Boys
O'Rourke ft Kelly

£™

I

ft

^Barrows

I

Bert Errol

I

Clifford

ft

Marlon

GUlman's Rev

N*W LONDON,

Michon Bros
Rudell ft Dunnlgan
Dal ton

HA YEN, CONN.

N.

Jack McCluakey

CT.

Capitol (K)
Id half (10-11)

Craig

Amac

Howard
Woodland Rev
Dobson

Hare

A

ft

ft

E

(One to

ft

fill)

N. ORLEANS, LA.
Crescent (L) (14)
Katharine St Clair
Taylor ft Lake
J C Morton Co
Browning ft Br'ken
Higgle ft Girls

Hare
Frabel
(t4)

Jane Green
Wheeler I
Olson ft Johnson
Ergottl ft Herman
Dustln Farnum Co
1 Rosellas
Bnt
Webb's
Keith's
HARRISB'RG, PA Powers 2
Courting Days
Surprise Party
Id half (20-11)
State (K)
Sparling ft Rose
Gehan ft Garret son Maxine ft Bobby
Nlghta
Suburban
H Kinney ft Glrla
Will A Kennedy Co
2d half (20-23)
Pauline Saxon
State (Pc) (tl)
Edna Bennet
Jim Jam Jems
N.Y. Art Impressions
VRNON,
MT.
Griffin 2
Raines ft Avey
Chaa Melson Bd
Comsdy 4
I Texas
(K)
Alice In Wonderl'd
iMsyme Gehrue
Id half (10-13)
"Brown of Harv'd"
split)
(Mobile
Ford
Senator
LOWELL, MASS. At 4 P M
1st half (14-16)
Bros
Michon
fill)
(Othera
to
Keith's
(17)
INC.
Rudell ft Dunlgan
Kokln ft Galettl
Booking Exclusively
MOOSBJAW, CAN. jac k Norton Co
WITH
Frank Richardson
ft Kelly
I O'Rourke
Pantagee
(14-16)
Co
Thos J Ryan
(Same bill plays ' ° Mt * a,rl>
Richard Keane
1M4) BROADWAY,
Reglna (1T-29)
YORK CITY Murray Girls
NEWPORT, R. I.
Phone Bryant 7 561
Cassons ft Marie
Musical Hunters
r*J««i*i ()
,K \
Colonial
Barton ft Toung
(14)
Id half (10-21)
Oxford 4
ft
H
Marsh
Kandy Krooka
Ernie ft Ernie
KANS'S CITY, MO. Hayes
Montrose
ft Everett
Foley ft LaTour
Fielder Mann Co
Ander Girls
(One to All)
Glebe (Pc) (17)
Dave Ferguson
P Whltcsldcs Boys
(Three to All)
Lole Bridge Pl'y'rs (Two to fill)
MUNCIE, IND.
HARTFORD, CT. "Volga Boatman"
Wysor Gr'd (KW) NIAGARA FALLS
LYNN, MASS.
BeUevlew (K)
Capitol (K)
(Pc)
Liberty
(17)
1st half (14-26)
Olympla (K)
2d half (20-23)
Huston Ray
Id half (20-23)
Cycling Brunettea
(20-23)
half
2d
Marjon Dancers
AlarmBennct
A My era
"Still
3 Senators
Bobby Carbone
Betty Washington
devoi d 'A Dowery ,£l m
"f.
Newman (Pr) (17) Jules Black Co
Dolly Dumplln
Wigglnsvllle
(One to fill)
Keyhole Kameos
Venus In Village
Rensee A Balrd
East A Dumke
(27-30)
half
2d
Burt ft Rn*«dale
"The Hat"
Versatile 3
4 Ortona
Karle A Roveln
Meehan's Dogs
fill)
LANCASTER, PA. (One to
Fnntages (14)
Patrice A Sullivan
MASS.
MALDEN,
HAVERH'L, MASS.
Hollla
Kenny
A
Colonial (K)
Eileen ft Marjorle
(One to fill)
Hanson
Mystic (K)
Colonial (K)
2d half (20-23)
to Sis Co
2d half (20-23)
2d half (20-23)
R Vlntour Co
NASHV'LE, TENN. Sis
Fred Hayden Co
Anderson ft Qraves Force ft Williams
Law ton
Kelth'a
Daslo Harcourt
Dancing Demons
Nat Chick Haines Marlon A Rom
Covelly Girls
1st half (10-23)
Avon
(Three to fll'
Willie Solar
Stuart Sis
Vaughn Comft Co Texas Chicks
NORFOLK. YA.
McKEEHP'RT, PA Alberta Lee
(One to fill)
Colonial (K)
LEWISTON. ME.
Jack Norton
Hippodrome (K)
Sarah
HAZELTON, PA.
MrLellan
ft
3d half (20-23)
Music Hall (K)
2d half (20-23)
Billy Bilker
Tanguay
Eva
Peeley's (K)
Maync
(20-23)
Rosa &
Id half
Qeo Dromonds
1st half (24-26)
5d half (20-23)
Tanner A Palmer
Armand A Devoe
3 Taketas
Art Impressions
Martell & West
K J Moore
Johnson Bros & J
Dillon A Parker
Paulino Saxon Co
Hurlte & Durkin
LaPearl
Lane A Golden
3 Honey Boys
10 English Rockets (Two to All)
N Nestor's DarlingB Suburban Nltes
Texas Com 4
(Richmond split)
(Two to nil)
MEMPHIS, TENN. Mayme Gobruo Co
L. ROCK, ARK.
1st half (24-26)
HOnOREN. N. J.
Sultan
Pantagea (14)
2d half (27-30)
Majestic (It)
Deagon A Mack
Athlete
Loew'a
Masked
Dog
A
Barbarlna
(24-20)
1st half
Warrlng's Penns
Romalne A Castle
let half (24-26)
White Kuhns
1
Stanley A \V:'.sonJ>
D Armand A Hunt's Two to fill)
Rublnl ft Rosa
iChas Althoff
Tommy Boono
I

W

Majestic (K)
Id half (20-23)

.

ARTHUR SILBER

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
NEW

|

J.

Id half (20-23)
Cheater ft Devere
Earl ft Mathews

j

.

ft

Foley ft LaTour
Ernest Hlatt

Dunham

Dancing Franka

Ann

Sutor

A Gray

K Toung Co
Country Qirls
Gardner's Maniacs
(One to fill)

Clara

Groh ft Adonla
Geo Jinks ft Ann

Raymond Bond

ROCHEST*R,

Now

ft

D

"tiklnner's

Salt"

Keys

M

Valerlo

(16)
81s

Brox
Jean Rodemlch Bd
"Old Love ft New"

Peggy Joyce
Jean Rodemlch Bd
"The Skyrocket"
(Pc)

R

Clifford
Oallarlnl Sla

fill)

ft

Moore

Ruth Brewer Co
Dallas 3
"Dixie Merchant"

Fox

(Pc)

(17)

Miss Juliet

Leedom

Stamper

ft

Torke

ft

King

Wed"

"Early to

Globe

(Pe)

Grand Os H. (K)
3d half (20-23)

The Lamplnes
Choc Dandles
Seminary Scandals
Anthony ft Rogers
4

Kanasawa Japs
Keith's (17)
Orcse

CAB
Ryan

Ryan

ft

Larry Stoutenberg
Medley ft Dupree
Irmanette
Harry Holmes
D Appalon
Stanley

Alleen

Jack Norworth
Vivian ft Walter
*

(24)

Nazlmova
Edwin George
Sis

Corelll

WaUen
Esmonds A Grant
Harry A Whltledge
llnyd

(Two

ft

to

fill)

N. Y.
Congress (K)
Id half (lt-lt)
Mills ft Shea

Bdwarda ft Lillian
Myron Pearl
(Two to nil)

SCH'N'CrDY, H. T.
Proctor's (K)
Id half (10-18)
Stein ft Penn Sis

Jean

ft

RACINE, WIS.
fJmttlt

(re) (17)
A Darrell

Nee Wong

US

TRENTON,

N. 3.

Capitol (K)
Id half (10-11)

PA.

Fargo A Richards
Ramsay's Birds
(One to fill)

Wordens
Goods ft Lelghton
4

McLaughlin ft
In Red
(One to All)

Buddy Walker
Rev

Al Travis

Capital (K)
Id half (10-11)

TULSA, OKLA.
Orphenm (It)

B

1st half (14-16)

BHKN'NDOAH. FA.

Alphonae
Marie White

Desmond Co
Id half (10-11)
Hart A Helene
Vee A Tully
Florrle LaVere Oe
Cameron On
Id half (27-16)
Tyler Mason
Chappelle A Carlt'n
Revell ft Doreea
McConnell A Wast
(One to nil)
Homer Llnd Co
SIOUX CITY. LA. Empire Com 4
UNION HILL. R. 9.

Wm

Baker

ft

fill)

(Id)

NOBWALK,

CT.

Pets

UTICA. R. Y.
Gaiety (K)
Id half (10-U)

Mack

'Beverly Oraustark'

(18)

Edna W. Hopper
Dave Schooler Co
Henry Klots

Palaee (K)
Id half (10-12)

Mary

Zoller

Co

Mae Francia
Dan Coleman Co
ft Wood
PAUL, MINN. Rome
Gilbert ft A Rev

"Monte Carlo"

Id half (10-11)

SALEM, MASS.
(K)

Id half (10-12)

Frank Farron
Gellls

Douglas Wright Co

Hewett A Hall
(One to nil)

SALT LAKE.

1 Good Knights
Loon A Dawn
Sen Murphy
Helen McMahon

Cody A King
Mary Dlnas
Willie Smith
Mr ft Mrs N P JT
Four of Us

(K)

B Burke

ft

Oapttel (K)
Id half (10-11)
Knight's Roosters

ft

Manns

VANCOUVER, B.
Orphenm (17)
SP*GF1BLD, MASS.
Brosdw'y (Pe) (17) Georgle Wood
Dry son ft Jones
Perty
Drlacoll A
Ball ft Girls

Alexander ft Olson
Green ft Oale
Clinton 81s Co
Ben Benson Co
(One to nil)

State

(L) (84)

Sadye J.

SHAM OK IN,

W

8elma Braats Co

Retribution"

B'dwte

ft

Comedy, Piano and Bongo
Ketth-AIbee, Rose ft Cnrtls
Independent, Arthur J. HorvrlU

Jacks ft Queens
Joyner ft Foster
Vogues

The Seymours

I*es

Oirls

84.

H.

Lottie Atherton

CITY

ST.

Carmen

Bigwona

Super Maniacs

WATCH FOB
Wm.

Palaee

PROVID'NCE. R. I.
Emery (L) (£4)

Billy
"Isle

4

Id half (10-11)

HARRY ROSE

Hose Allen Co
D Rapheal Co

ft
ft

Emerson

FARRELL and CHADWICK

8.

Federal

TORONTO, CAN.

Yenge

ft

Avon Com

(Fe)

160 West 46th Street

Fay's (Pc) (17)
Mile Peplta Co
Creedom A Davis

(84)

Frank Whitman
Broadway Whirl
Tony Oray Co
Great Leon Co

'Beverly Graustark'

Desiring Immediate Bo.
Wire, Write. Call
Smite 414-415 Loew Annex

Vale A Crane
Kelly A Sherry
Friends A Watklns
4 Rublnl Sis

All)

Lev no ft Gross
(One to fill)

Alden

Hans Henke

STANDARD ACTS

Markwlth Bros

(Three to

*anta«en 04)

Id half (10-11)

State (Pe)

L Barlow

ft

Ben Welch

Emma Raymond

G Ahem
W
O
Bstancourt

(One to

Id half (20-23)
Lola Arllne
White A Tlerney
Blbbe A Mayo
Frank Reckless

A

Bnow

Claudia ft Coleman
Carnival of Venice
Wolford ft Stevens

Emmy's

to 111)

Id half (17-10)
Golden Violin

Vlsser 1

Independent Circuits

P'GHK'PHIE. N. Y.
Avon (K)

(Two

I

Fields ft Johnson
Parisian Art

LOEW
AND

NEW YORK

Burman

Jimmy Reynolds
Briscoe ft Rauh

G Herwood

ft

(14-M)
Hal Nelman
Al'a Here
Barber A Jaeksoa

(P)
The Perrys

Clare

ft

Bob

Pello

Rlvoil

roue's (K)
Id half (10-11)
Peres ft Marg

Johnson

(17)

Nlghthawks
"Danger Oirl"

Calif

Burt

ft

Gli

ft

ft

1st half

Wm

Levis (O) (17)
Sent re y ft Seymour
Am Nlte In London
Henry Bantrey Bd
84.

BOOKING WITH

Ask

Davla

Lady

Ethel Davla
Raymond Hltchc'ck
Comedy Afterpiece

CHARLES YATES AGENCY

Rev

Pals
Jack Janls Co
4

Morton

Salle

SARATOGA,

Charleaton Contest

Henry
O.

Leroy (K)

Fay's (Pe) <17)
Little

Joe Howard Rev
Lucas ft Ines
Flo Irwin

Paul Gordon
Carr Lynn
Pater Hlgglns

(23)

Nelson Charlea Co
Smith ft Strong

Id half (20-23)
Henri ft Sylva
Charles Boyden
Janet of Francs
Eddie Powell Rev

Duval ft Little
Lew Rose Co

Jaok

Bryant !?••

Suite 104

(16)

Pierrots

Ptodsetlessi

a

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

1660

SCRANTON, FA.

D Man"
ft
Orphenm (17)
Nervo ft Knox

Dancing Some
Bert Gordon

(K)

INCORPORATED

"Song

I

half (10-13)
Girls of Altitude

M or roll

ft

BOOKING EVERYWHERE

Kao Takl ft Tekl
Nevlna ft Gordon

Singleton

4

Cress

Mia Chua
Margaret

Peronne ft Oliver
Lorradlnl's Animals

ft

"Wet Paint"

fill)

PORTSMOUTH,

ben

3

J Allen Shaw
Final Rehearsal

"Dancer of Paris"

Chinese Plate

(One to

Orphenm (17)
ft DeMonde
Eddy Brown
Mack ft Brantley

rOR'MENTO. CAL.

(Two

Marcell Sis
Flnley Hill

Rlokard

Sawn
Stauts ft Bingham
ft

Richard Keane
Maker ft Redford
to

»3 rib

TOLEDO, O.
Kelth'a
Id half (10-11)

Kelao

Fountain of Gold
Mme Sonla Pelta

OaletU

ft

Holmes

Whiting

Id half (10-13)

Bork

Missouri

(14)

Kokln

ft

Mirage de Paris

(IS)

H'lc'b

Australian Boya

Mellle

Willa

Bob La

ST. LOUIS. MO.
Gr*nd Central (Pe)

PATERSON,

Id half (20-23)

Roanoke (K)

Don

Pantagea (14)
Cliff Jordan

FHTLA., PA.
Broadway (K)

ROANOKE, YA.

Anita
Wolfe Sla
Francis ft Welly
(One to fill)

Oxford (K)

PORTLAND. ORB.

Seymour A Jean'te
Beaaslan White
LeRoy A Rogers
(Two to fill)

to nil)

Id half (10-11)
Rule ft O'Brien

9.

Powell 6
N. J.
Regent (K)
Id half (20-23)

(Two

Id half (10-11)

PLAINT" LD, N.

ft

Delia

Pletnre Hornsea

Arnold
Warren ft O'Brien
Bernlvlcl's Beauties

Bronson ft Evans
Doree 81s
Marlon Harris
Harry Hlnes
Danny Dare

Lawrence

ft

A

Orphenm

Virginia Glrla

I

Boyle

HERMINE SHORE

(Norfolk split)
1st half (24-26)

Florence

Chown

Baby Henderson
4

Canary Opera
Clever nd ft Dowery
Van de Velde Tr
(One to 611)

Recent (Pe) (17)

Marjle
Lewis

ft

Harry

Id half (27-30)

Then

PlTTSfLD, MASS.

Just Walt

.

JAR

Delmar Rev

Faber
Looks

F A P Jones
Jimmy GIWTea
Chappelle A 8
Camilla

H. T.
raitssss (Pe) (17)
Atwell ft Reed

Danger

Keith's (17)

PASSAIC, N. J.
New Montank (K)

.

PAP

Sq. (K)
Id half (10-11)
Van Lane ft V*r*nlea

PORTLAND, ME.

Loew'a (14)
Kurtso ft Kurts
Horl Japs
(One to fill)

,

I

<17)

Helen Harven
Bernard ft Dale
Kenny ft Tate
Gladya Darling Rev
Vie Laurie
Sehepp'a CI reus

,

Boyd Banter
Osaka Boys
ft M Moore
PAX. PARK, N.

Lee

Cannon

cJhi.

O

|

Imperial (If)
Dave Ferguson
Jack Merlin
CorelU Sis
Bob Hall

Helene
Lavere Co

Ualto (Pc) (17)
Simla ft Blake

ft
..
- « ^.
MONTREAL,
CAN.
CnaM A Collins
I

I

Stanlsloft

Julia

Id half (10-13)
Wells ft Beck

Ruby Norton Co

Desmond Co

OTTAWA,

Orch
W'm'n'

Id half (10-13)
Erie Phillips Co
Marie Russell

Alphonae
Marie White
ft

(17)

Palaee (K)

Kelth'a (17)
Joa B Stanley
Ann Suter

NEW BURGH,

t

Metropolitan

Janla Rsv
Id half (17-10)

TACOMA. WASH.

Lucille Benstead

RICHMOND. IND.
Murray (KW)

i'earse

PaAtaces <tU
Dancing Dorana

Tad Tieman Orch

Powers 4 Wallace
Donahue A LaSalle
Murray A Irwin

611)

<K)

Bd

Maya

LaRoy

ft

School Days

'Wilderness

Jack

ft Janeae
Langford ft Myra
liherman Van ft H

Florrle

R

F*NCISCO. CAL.
(17)

Lyric <R)
Id half (10-13)

Oliver ft Olsen
The Volunteers

A Crow

Martinet

Id half (10-11)

CARDIFF and WALES

Eddie Peabody

Orpheam at)
1st half (14-16)

OMAHA, NEB.

BB'NSW'K, NJ.

N.

MARY

(Pe)

OKLA. CITY. OK.

Carl Roslnl

have Just completed 40 sa<
fnl weeks on the Kelth-Albee Circuit

Metropolitan

Boyne ft Leonard
Rodeo Rev

Hart

Freeman A Lynn

Orleans split)
Gold ft Bdwarda
J DeLelr Co
Travers ft Douglas

HARRY

Lester La Mont
Gibson's Navigators

Wm

Matty Norman
Viola Lewis Co

(14)

Medial 4

Wise

May

ft

N. BRITAIN, CT.
Onpttol (K)

Masked Athlete

ft

OGDKN, UTAH
rpheum (Pe)

Lady Oden

Johnnon'8 Cadets
(Others to nil)

Golden Gate (O)

Walter Browar

Walter Brewer
Mlacahua
Roger Imhoff
DeKereJarto

Yarkea

Hart

(Others to All)
Id half (27-30)
Gardner's Dogs

RICHMOND. YA.

(14)

(Others to

Stan Stanley
Valentlnoa
Hoctor ft Holbrook
Zelaya

Lee

Stanton
Wallace

Romalne

Johnny Hyman
Albertlna Reach
Naughton ft Gold
1 Danubea

(Po)

(17)

ft

(17)

GALE

and

Direction

MINNEAPOLIS

D* Armand

fill)

Benny Rubin Co
Act Beautiful

Toto

ft

to

TOURING LOEW CIRCUIT

Canalnos
Esther Jones
"Mile Modiste"

ft

Foleyo

ft

Murdocli A

Davis (K) (17)
Walla Walker I
Dotson
Fulton ft Farkee
Lea Grohs
Barry ft Whltledge
O'Dlva

OAKLAND, CAL.
Orpheam

ft Flint
Caatleton ft Mask

(Pe) (IT)
Geo Llpachults

Id half (10-13)

(Two

(14)

Tou've Gotta Dance
Nancy Fair
8.

Moore Band

I*

Sla

Shsdon fiomley

'Beverly Graustark'

Harry Watklna
Marks Bros
Rita

(17)

Marcy

ft

Dorma Lee

err.

Broadway (K)

J Bd

ft

Van

We

Bayes

(Two

<*> <1T)
Mrs J Barry

Aldlne (Pc)

to nil)

Keith's
(24-24)
Dixie Hamilton

Cary Marr

N. J.
Palace (KJ
Id half (20-23)
Doyle A Tlghe
Chester A L Earl

Van

ft

Pablo de Sarto

lat half

Comps

Pnatages

Cecil

(Two

SAN DIEGO. CAL.
Howard

Circuit

RED BANK.

Scdano

ft

'Beverly Graustark'

Frederic Fradklq

Norwich,

"a***™

I

RlvoU (K)

Santiago

Seed ft Austin
Venet'n Masq'r'd'rs

Clemona

R (New

Billy Hallen

Trado

State (K)
Id half (20-23)
Levan ft Dorla
Flint

fill)

(Others to 111)

Mack

(Pc)

Zlegfeld Folly 4

ft

to

House Co
Dora Maughn
Chapman Orch

Herea

ft

Bevan

(One

6

Fl'rney
Jackie Sylvia

Flgneroa (Pe) <18)
Laughlln Chlnal'nd
"Eve's Leaves"

"Social

JERS'Y CITY,

Boubalrs
( ° ne
*° nA >

JAB
Farrall
Spanish Follies

(O) (11)

Benway

"Black Pirate

ITHACA,

Wilson Avery 1
Cahlll ft Wells
Poppyland Rev

JAB
Farrrll
Han Ion Bros

nTTSBURGlf, PA.

(14)

I

Prelude

Royal Pekinese Tr

Wood A Lawrence

Frank Wilson

Leonora

(P)

™£\\ZT lM h^^--KTg-roo
^ft'pil^n
Bd
Roaco.

Orpheam

(14)

Col Jack George

N. Y.
Strand (K)
Id half (10-23)
Alexander ft G'tler

Brown

ft

Newark

—

Authors

Y.

Patrtcola

Majestic (It) (14)
El Cleve
Stone A Ioleen
Ted Lorraine
York A Lord

Montana

Ryan

Celebrity"

'Social

(L) (£4)
Courtney ft R'nd'ph
3 Orantoa
The Bramlnos
Olga Myra Co
Ella Kennedy Co
Ford ft Cunn'gham Billy Taylor Co
Carll Elinor Or on
Ben Meroft Bd
LeVan ft Bo Use
Laughlln Colga
Sully ft Houghton
(One to nil)
SO Ruaslan Artists
"Volga Boatman."
Pantagee (14)
N. BEDF-D. MASS.
Dogs
Dashlngton's
(Pe)
Olympla (K)

Rev

Girl

Sidneys

Royal

Dewey Barto
The Bat"

Harris ft
The Westerners
Alexander A Peggy De Laplaza
Siamese 2
Dance Toura

Victoria (K)
2d half (20-23)
Jean Carpentler
Clark ft O'Nell
1

AMI

Id half (20-23)

GREENF*D, MASS.

Romantic Youth

Id half (11-22)

(18)

'ha

Miller (L) (14)

Randall

KeHh-Mbee

mo

to

N.

Keith's
Id half (30-11)

ANTONIO. TEX.

8.

R

Calvin (K)
Id half (20-23)
De Wilfred ft B a n

Billy

Carthay Circle (Pc)

Barr

Marlon

Venlta Gould

Orpheam (K)

fill)

GRAND RAPIDS

A

H*NT*GT*N, W.VA.

Candy Box Rev

VTH'PT*N, MASS.

ft

Ellis

ft

Douglas Charlea Co
(One to fill)

(11)

BILLY GLASON

Manning
Brady

Harold Hansen

Klutlng's Bnt

Boulevard (Pc)

ft

Ada Paggl

Putnam

ft

All.

Gene Morgan Orch
Fannhon
Dancelogue

ft

Chaa Rogers Co
ft Bolden

Fraley

9.

Darrell

ft

Bell

O'Brien

Partner

ft

Kody

(1ft)

Oort"na*ft

State

half (10-23)

(Two

Demont
Co

ft

Billy Arlington

Eddie Dowling

Cotter

ine (Pe)

Walah

D

Stanley (Pc)

Empire (K)

Betts

|01go Moreelll
"Oreater Glory"

Kabln

ft

B

ADAMS, MASS.

M

Margaret McKee

|

Lew Kelly Co
week)
and Arcade, Babe- (One to fill)
week)
L. ANG'LBS, CAL.

Colonial Trust Bid*., Philadelphia, Pa.
Phone: Spruce 1096-1286

OT.
(K)

Brown

ft

Travato
Maxelloe

Id half (10-13)

Mary Duncan
Barbier Slmms
Roy ft Dot Dean

SYRACUSE.

In China

Rajah (K)

Id half (10-11)
Hall Bros

SaranofT Cal ft N
Calvin ft O'Connor
Allen White Orch

N.

Nice

ft

Boys
Co

ft

Dick Ryan
Alexander Wood

•Oh

4

Wynthers ft S'mera
(One to fill)

(8pllt

FRANK WOLF, Jr.

MERIDEN,
Nlms

N. 9.

>.

Naurott

READING. PA.

Nixon (K)

(14)

Elsie Clark

(Pe) (14)

DeHaven

What a Nurse"

Esther

(IT)
Reynolds]

Ray

Jim

Little

H
<Pe)

I Blanke
Jack Househ Oe
Ben Marka Co
Wills ft Bobbins

J5

(L)

<S4)

.

Baltimore, Md.,

nary,

to all)

State <L>

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Loew'a

2d half (20-13)

(Split

(One

Beer*
[Pantheon Sins

lstrhalf (!4**4) - Alhamhm (Pc) (17)
Mme L'rent's Dogs Novelty Rev
Al Abbott
7 Sympho Syneoa
Classlque Rev
Nan Blackstone
Chilton ft Thomas
3d half (27-30)

Keyne
ACTS HAVING OPEN TIME IN THIS The
Burns ft Foran
VICINITY. CAN PILL. IN
Frnnkford, Fhlla. and Bridg-eton, N. J.

Horses

Id half (10-11)

M Cook Coward Co
Sydney Grant

HOUSTON, TEX.

JT. WORTH, TEX.

Tan

R

Dove

gee

Poll's

Id half (20-21)
Jos Amoros Co
Melville A Stetson

N. T.
Shnitaek O. H. (K)
Id half (10-13)
Marie CorelU
lfahoney ft Talbot
Demont Gracla
Twlata ft Twirls

Baker Rev

N. Y.
(K)

Palaee

HOBNEXX,

_lsA half (14-16)
Tan da Velde Tr
Patrice * Suillvan
JVoc

fill)

Mitchell ft
Variety t

JT. WAYNE. IND.
Palace (KW)

Kenny A

Jones ft Rhea
Qoldle Baattla Rot
Id half (17-30)
Baggert ft Sheldon
Barr ft LaMarr

Howard ft Ward
Viola Layman Co

Victory (K)
Id half (10-23)
Oold ft Qoldle
Helen Moratl
Jonea Morgan ft

1A.

Here

Al'a

HOLYOKE, MASS.

Howard * Llnd
Ally* Tyrell Co
FT.

VARIETY

1926

19,

U.

Pantagea (14)
Grace Doro

STAMFORD,

CT.

Strand (K)

Amelia Allen
Ann Codee
4 Karreys
Pantagea (84)
Harry Scranton Co
Dave Vine
Society Scandala

Hlbbert

WALTHAM. MASS.
Waldorf (K)
Id half (20-23)

I

A

Bailey

A Wales
Frank Hughes Co
(One to nil)
Cardiff

ST'DENVILLE,

O.

Capitol (K)
Id half (10-21)
Violet

A

Hart man

A

Elly

Little

Id half (It-It)

DuBols
Hunter

a

Partner

Laura Ormsbee
John Regay Co
Donovan A Lee
Harry Kahne

Tong Wwng Co
Macy ft Carroll
(Three

to nil)

WASH'GTON.

D. O.
Karle (K) (18)

Bd Blum
Fern

ft

ft

81s

Marie

Btal Look

Hey On

Billy Olason

Old

Homestead
(23)

The Tsst
(Continued on page 55)
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VARIETY
brewery valued

plete

Campbell

Walter

~Ncw

show glrtr-wed

-~Marchaht,
York.

- -±n

hi y Itfagn ol la^

'
'

w

i

tl

will

is now said by Captain
to be owned by John
Patten, the boy mayor of Burnham.

and Al Capone, sought
tion with the

by Mr.

produce

faTT - coTo reoTcalT

.Douglas Wotx? will ntape anB
Mabel Ryan produce "The HalfPrances Williams, through her Naked Truth," by N. Brewster Morse
i>a«?rence Langer's 'Celebrities'
attorneys, Kendler & Goldstein, ha.s
filed a voluntary petition of bank- will be produced by The Stagers
.A. H. Woods will
Her liabilities total $25,-1 next season
ruptcy.
This Includes $18,210.26 "a produce "A Woman Disputed Among
71t).25.
-western producing firm" claims for Men," by Denlson Clift
alleged breach of contract. Her asFrances says, are clothing
sets,
valued at $126.
.

.

connec-

In

Won From

McSwiggin murder.

1

.

Leslie Lewis, superintendent of
the Committee of Fifteen, and two
investigators from that organization
testified that they had purchased
liquor from the doorman of the
Mont mart re cafe, on the witness

I

CHICAGO

0^,1

Jesse Crawford is to become per
Owing to continued illness.
Engels announces, doctors have or- "? an f nt solo organist at the Chicago
dered Paderewski to cancel all re- theatre. It has also been announced
that the pit orchestra is to be en
'main Ing engagements.
larged to permit a wider interpretation of classical and semi-classical
Magistrate Gordon dismissed the number8
charge of Indecency against Beryl
Halley of "Bunk of 1S>26" In West
Police from the state attorney's
Side Court. Miss Halley and Ramsay Wallace, producer of the show, office and detective bureau have
conducted
several raids on suburban
complaint
were arrested on the
Three men were ar
Beryl wore nothing but a flg leaf roadhouses.
rested.
Booze
and guns were seized
and some lace as "Eve." Magistrate
Gordon attended the show, follow- Among the places raided were DInty
He de- Moore's house at Glen view, and
ing Miss Halley*a arrest.
elded her appearance in the almost Rugen's roadhouse at Glenview.
nude is "artistic" and not lewd, as Liquor was taken in both places,
had been charged.
One of the Chicago drama critics.
Among the nine busts to be added In reviewing "Hush Money" at the
to the Hall of Fame was that of Ed- Harris theatre, called it a rewrite
win Booth. At the ceremonies held of "The Ticket of Leave Man." a
last week the bust, a gift of The melodrama muchly In favor about
Players, was presented by John 6a years ago. In an effort to disDrew and unveiled by Edwin Booth prove the critic's statement the
Grossman, grandson of the famous management of "Hush Money" Is
having a special reading of "The
actor.
\

I

J
I

|

I

|

I

Man"

starting at 8

Maude Nolan is out of "Kongo," Thursday night. This will postpone
having slipped and broken her arm| tne regular performance until 9
during a performance last week.
Mrs. Beatrice D'Ambroslo, former
Tneresa Guerini Is playing Miss
actress and champion swimmer, was
Nolan's role.
allowed $300 a month temporary allAt the 45th annual meeting of the rnony while her separate mainte
Actors' Fund held at the Hudson, nance suit against John D'Ambro
New York, Daniel Frohman was re- * l0 President of the Caretti Mosaic
I

I

|

I

'

The couple
elected president, B. F. Albee, first Company, is pending.
vice-president; Walter Vincent, sec- woro married at Crown Point two
y«*rs
ago.
Cruelty
and
"other
ond vice-president; Sam A. Scribncn aro charges filed against
ner, treasurer, and Robert Camp- 1 ^°]
D
Ambroslo.
Lee Shubert, Henry
bell, secretary.
Dazian, Walter C. Jordan, Robert
*vn Sokoloff, actor, playwright
T. Haines, Edmund Breese and L.
M. Dlttenhoef er will be trustees for and producer, has leased a three
story
building, the former home of
a three-year term.
According to the financial report th « Seven Arts, and has organized
an
experimental
theatre under the
of Mr. Scrlbner, disbursements from
the fund for the past year amounted name of the Duo-Masque Players.
to $214,574, as against a total intryout performance of "The
come of $178,477. leaving a deficit
by Meyer Levin, was
of $36,097. Total assets are carried Ked Robin,
at $1,352,000. according to a dally, given by the Players Club of the
Jewish
People's
Institute on Sun
"although they are. In fact, conslderably In excess of that amount be- day evenin*.
cause of accretion in realty values."!
Mr. Albee handed Mr. Frohman al John Peoples, former prohibitlo
check for $5,000, a gift to the Ac- a *cnt. Is the main subject of an in
Fund from the National vestigatlon now being conducted by
tors'
1

—

I*

concerning

a mysterious
shooting last Thursday in his apart
m ent. Frankle Franks, said to be
__
*.
„
,
playwright,
Cora Lipman Mann,
a ca baret entertainer, and June Elhas filed suit in United States Dls- vidge, from Al Tearney's Town
trict Court against Edgar Selwyn, club, are held as alleged partlci
charging that his "Dancing Moth- pants i n the party which caused so
ers," which ran in New York for 88 much disturbance women In neighweeks, was based on her unpub- boring flats called the police. Polished "The Lady from Westches- i| ce found the flat In disorder and
ter." The suit Is for Injunction and two revolvers from which shots had
damages. "Dancing Mothers" was been fired. Peoples claims that he
written by Mr. Selwyn and Edmund was drunk and does not know what
Goulding.
happened.
The disorderly charge
police

Vaudeville Artists.
,

,

,

i

Okun

Pox's 7-3

—

First

Win Over M.-6.-M.
National Takes

Warners, 11-3

|

I

cured a divorce from Frances Good-

|

Ticket of Leave

193*

By JACK CONWAY
The playing season of the New
Motion
Picture
Young Strlbling won a 10 -round York
Baseball
decis on £rom Jo hnry Risko; Chick League opened Saturday at Bbbett's
Suggs got a technical knock-out Field, Brooklyn, with two games.
over Johnny Brown when the fight
In the first the Fox boys whipped
Wfta topped In the fifth, of another jthe
Metro -Gold wyn- Mayer team,
-J
*°. and Yale Okun received an un7 to 3, and in the second the ball
p opu iar award in the third 10 with tossers representing First National
_
w Jt
Square did the same to the Warner Bros,
George Cook, at Madison
lads by 11 to 3.
Garden Friday night.

Cftf^i

rich.

Garden-

Crowd

Riles

stand in conjunction with the injunction proceedings agamst the

Vivicnne Segal, starring in "Castle
in tin- Air," filed a bill for divorce.
fioai Itobrrt Amos, film aotcr, *n the
Superior Court last week. The couple wore married a year ago in Newark. N. J., a week after Ames se-

Risko at

Judges' Decision for

.

|

19,

SnUBUNG MAY FIGHT IN N.Y.M.P.HB. LEAGUE
BALL PARK THIS SUMMER OPENS WITH TWO GAMES

Bloom, but

This department contains rewritten theatrical news iteme at pub-

Norman Stanley Carroll, brother
of Earl Can oil, and Frances Hope

M47

John Stege

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago
and the Pacific Coast. Variety takes no credit for these news items;
each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

This report was dispelled
Heckscher.

$100,000.

more than 10,000 five-gallon cans of
malt and 100 barrels of beer. The
Inn was formerly operated by Ike

NEWS FROM THE DAILIES

NEW YORK

at

Wednesday,

I

Because of late arrival of teams,
had plenty of trouble
via buses, the players were forced
If ne hadn't P l,ed U P
limit the playing time to seven
to
an early lead he would have been
Henry Lacey, polo player and film lucky to get a draw. The awkward Innings each game.
It waa a large affair Saturday.
actor as well as husband of Mlra Cleveland youth had W. L. bending
Adoree. film actress (and sister of the crab in the last three rounds, About 30 buses brought 4,600 emRenee Adoree) was arrested because trying to get away from his body ployes and friends. Plenty of noise
of writing a chcok that left a $46 punches
from a band slightly out of tune.
e
a
ra
r ce
everything Horns, balloons, rattlers and yells.
up
Rl8k <>' "oaked
2* the ^ ank
£w this
?w
? with
thatri
he u
had a Joint
account
,..ikii.,«
k»*
»,i»K/T,.t
« a ui no
»
After a parade on the field by the,
*
rl " ln
wife and did not know it was over- f"
* hf d
ball teams and the band, John Mcdrawn. The matter had been ad- backward stop. * He beat Strlbling
Cooey, Tammany political leader of
Justed, according to the actor, who at th « hUters own game, roughing
said that the charge would not be It, and kept him so eternally busy Brooklyn, threw out the first ball.
The M.-O.-M. boys started the
left
his
wild
watching and block ins;
pressed.
swings, Strlbling didn't cross with game with a run ln the first frame
Perry and E. A. Gardner were ar- his right hand a dosen times in the and held that advantage until the
fourth when the Fox's evened. The
rested when it waa alleged that a entire fight.
same team gathered a run in the
safe containing $2,400 waa found in
/».
t-l.*
Talent
m
n
No
«
P
°
their possession.
next inning but the one run lead
The safe was
Identified as the one taken from the
Strlbling as usual looked in mag- was wiped out when Metro scored
West Coast Manchester. The men n!flcent 8 hape.
His Impressive two.
had been trying to break it open phyaique and youth make him apIn the next session the fireworks
1
aCCOrdln * t0 arreSt "
Helped by a couple of
Pear unusually formidable but on 8 tar ted.
mg officers"
errors,
some free bases and a couple
none of his New York showings can
he be credited with showing po- of hits, one of which, by Ragno,
h"
ow «5 d A J Vawter, tentla , championship talent,
went for two bases, the Fox team
n
employes of a Hollywood
picture
„ Q hurt *
n ,,
t k-^
H m ««. «,if>,
tak
That ended the
concern, were seriously Injured when
° ^ree tim e8 with got five tallies.
v
rl
hta
but
couldn
t
game's
scoring.
on
tne
°utton
*
their
heavy enclosed automobile
Miller, of Fox, pitched a good
overturned on the state highway topple the roly poly boy over. In the
18 miles south of Bakersfleld, Cal. 10th round Risko sunk a left hook game but was ln trouble only In
into Stribllng's stomach, the effects the fifth.
Borack is said to be a
After being declared Insane twice of whlch were Instantly noticeable, better fllnger than he showed himby the lunacy commission and or- Strlbling bent over slowly, his face self to be Saturday. He was at a
dered sent to Patton, and after once contorted with pain. It looked for a handicap through poor support.
convincing a Jury he was sane, moment as though he were going to
11 Runs On 8 Hits
Harry Wills, claiming he is a former fall.
circus clown faced a second Jury
The crowd sensed a possible knock
Getting 11 runs (eight in one
a
M, When he out and bedlam broke loose, but the inning) on only eight hits, the First
£\ «L°!?
SEtiX
f
raised
a disturbance
in the
county southern*
from the Nationals swamped the Warners.
reC overed
punch and a moment later was hold- Wharmby and the rest of the Warning his own again
.
er team blew up in the third.
At
T
6r
B by
The d^»«ion against Lee in the the end of that inning First National
Poa-a-v
S
reggy, ^p££°^mm
screen child, was °f
stricken
w
with appendicitis while visiting »emt-windup was given the razz. was sitting pretty with the eight
Yosemlte National park and rushed For flTe min utea following papers allies.
to Los Angeles for an operation. He w ©re thrown from the gallery. SailMorris followed Wharmby in the
is a former member of the park
Ing around the stadium they were box and pitched good ball for the)
ranger service.
batted from hand to hand like toy rest of the game. Two brothers, J.
balloons. Joe Humphries started to and W. Powers, showed the First
Jat Herod, five years old, said to introduce Chick Suggs and Johnny Nationals
powerful
ln
battery
be the youngest violinist in the Brown, but the booing was too
strength. Powers scattered the five
world, visited here
Strlbling

wlth Hisko

a Mr* 17 1 17 Q
LXJO AINlilLLILO
j~|q
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the Elks' national
Chicago. His home

on his way to great
convention in
El Paso.

hits he

'

t A

Is In

Punzo

Saf-rty First v Fighting

|

gave nicely.
(Warners)

fielded

sen-

sationally.

Testifying that her husband, Cecil
D. Wood, police officer, attended
r t,C8

Mr

Helen

A

i

?'^
WrTJi «-hS? .
,
awaraea a divorce decree by Judge
Harry Hollzer. The Judge ordered
the testimony turned over to the
police commission.
'

Lee made what fighting there
The New York Motion Picture
was and was always piling in, try
n g. Okun (who recently changed Baseball League was formed this
by members of seven film
year
'rom Doc Bagley's management to

I

'

a^MeXS^

Johnson's) will have to
'
...
,
wel1 before he win
cnan * e he* Tt*
ever be * P°P uUir nghter. He has
lots of natural ability, is a good
boxer and fair puncher, but his
.

,

I

.

.

,

Woodley, San Pedro sea- safety first tactics are extremely
man, who saved Seena Owen from unpopular.
drowning during the (liming of
The opening four round bout.
w
ar
aw«J2J3^
M at1
J £?*. Met called a draw was another bad
-|»uess on the Judges' part and given
JoTom^n^fu^os"
C.

R.

1

W ^
^

H

-

companies;

Famous

Players -Lasky,

National, Fox, Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer, Pathe, Universal, Paramount and Warner Bros. Another
organization, not yet decided on,
will be admitted and round out an
eight-team league.
W. S. Mclllvain is president of the
league, Paul Cohen, vice-president;
George Ronan, secretary, and Joe
Kelly, treasurer.
Jack Mulhall la
honorary president. J. A. Level has
First

the berry.
Tne victory over Risko assures
P. L. Hutton, owner of "Bardo,"
race horse, entered suit against the Strlbling of an open air shot at one charge of publicity.
Tuesday
Hal
Roach
studio for $10,000 dam- of the ball parks with Paul BerlcnWalter S. Ward Is still missing.
After Executive Co-operation
ages, which he declares was inflicted bach.
_
_
He was Interested In the Twin Oaks
Paul and Strlbling met two
,
cabaret -restaurant, which recently , Mra Cor* Adele Lott, who last upon the horse when an explosion, years ago at the Velodrome ln a
It
is the hope of Mr. Mclllvain
(June
won a divorce and $1,000,000
failed
J b ° In * n,med six-round bout called a draw. Ber and his companions to Interest the
alimony from Charles Henry Lott, rrigntened
fH^Mono/ f*2
w
the animal as he
was lenbacn "«nied. ^to .have the edge head officials of the different film
being exercised. The horse
The date for C^stance
y
that nlght
Botn nave lmnr oved companies to co-operate in accordthrown to the ground by the
? ; waa marrl
marriage to Charles E. Cotting,
ed i aBt week to Rerthel J slon, it is said, injuring him explo- and P° ,ished U P since but Strlbling ance with the League.
so that
broker, Is set for June 3.
|
eyer. former director of the Amer- he can never race
wil1 have to be better than he was
If the baseball season is successagain.
lean Secret Service Bureau.
.
.
The
„ .
against Risko to stave off the body ful, steps may be taken to extend it
Oliver Maudrich once well known
separated a year ago after 16
Mrs. Essie Locyvjnuslcal director shellacking that Bcrlonbach will to other sports.
as a Jockey under the name George years of marr!ed , Ife<
for Almee Semple^UcPherson, worn - ladle
out
Martin, shot and killed himself in
The second set of games will go
an evangelist, was granted a divorce
his room at 206 West 92d street.
Strlbling showed a hefty right on Saturday afternoon (May 22) at
A
m|ded tn6 Arrowhea<1 from Clinton Locy, whom she
stated cross but seems afraid to let it go the Polo
Maudrich s despondency over his Inni ln Burnham, and seized a cornGrounds. Paramount will
she had to support for three years
fall from Jockey to race track clerk
for fear of a counter.
He also play Pathe, and Universal-Warner
is thought to have been the motive.
branded himself a stoomer when he Bros.
changed his stance and boxed left
The Spauldlng company will
Rain Sunday hold down the crowd
handed for a bit in one round. That present a cup to the winning team
at the opening of Luna Park, Coney
is considered one of the surest signs at the end of the season.
T-land.
Douglas
of a ring busher.
N. Tauszig (assistant vice-president
The fight drew a heavy house, un of Fox) has offered a cup for secThe Cinderella Ballroom, 1600
der capacity, but quite a crowd for ond place.
Broadway, was badly damaged by
4re early Monday morning. A light
two non-champions.
ed cigaret is thought to have caused
it.
Grab Made Publicity Mark
Actors-Managers
A chni deacen ded over the Ciro's night club Catherine- when
~ .. c , *w «
Cleveland's
Thursday, May 27, at the Polo
Cleveland, May 18.
ne wn yfor« of the general wariness obtaining among
Grounds a baseball game will be
the 30 odd
Parla
\
sweeties
of Cecil Cunningham's troupe of entertainers,
Cleveland
is to have a "Madison played
between actors and manwas ex
The padlock on the Elks' Club, 108 Plained by the pr^enco of Sally Bronis, one of the specialty dancers in Square Garden." aTio structure is agers for the benefit of the United
show,
erstwhile Amour of the pugilist's.
West 43d street, is off after six)*"®
Since then things have to be erected on land In the vicinity Jewish Drive.
taken a turn legally with Miss Bronis starting suit against Greb
months.
Other sporting and athletic events
for of Euclid avenue, East 30th street
'or breach of promise. That caused her husband, Alfred John and Chester avenue.
> 10000
will be held to make the afternoon
«
from
Paris
durFrequent reports
Bronis, film salesman, to pop up and also start suit against Greb for
Announcement was made here by a full outing.
ing the past week that Frieda $ 25 0,000 for alienation of affections. It
E. P. Strong, Cleveland real estate
was "pie" for the tabloids
Louis Mann Is chairman of the
u'
Hem pel has filed suit there for di\
o nl i„ . concerned, 7?
fWmine-iv
f, P
S
Greb needn't fear any damages and amusement man, following the committee for the day's entertainvorce from William B. Kahn, New
k!
n5^
J!T*. *>elng already married
f tn
la* ntl
*" v,ew
consummation
P
*
of
a
deal
by
*
which
which
would
ment.
prevent
It will be scaled at the usual
anYork attorney, have been denied as
?
other union, even if the heavyweight fighter were willing.
the Coliseum at Detroit's state fair prices of the park.
fast as received.
It was reported
When
Greb
bowed
Into
the night club the other night, Miss Bronis grounds was leased to him for 20
that the prima donna, if her divorce
William Morris and Frank Wirth
Is
Bruited, would marry August was seen to ease towards the opposite end of the room to forestall any years at an annual consideration of will take care of the entertainment
Heckscher, Now York millionaire, pugilistic Inclinations on Harry's part.
$50,000.
for the afternoon.
I

against

him was continued
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A True Story of a

7

Real Romance

As Seen by a

Listener-Inner

VARIETY
McCUNE

Phone

Directories

Manager

Variety's New York of154 West 46th street, are
the phone directories of the
following cities:

IS

BETTER

Assaulted En
Bandits

Error

37

YOUNG TII1BAUN KILLS
by

SELF WITH LETHAL FUME

In

Gus McCune, manager, savagely
assaulted and robbed in his apartLooking at Photo of "Terry**
ment at the Hotel Ansonla two

fice,

(A* Revealed by the Near- Sweetheart of a Taxicab Driver)

—
(Since Gerald Chapman continued
had
to write his stories alter he
given
although
died,
tuddenly
plenty of notice that he had to go,
the mass of letters
it's, surprising

right alongside me. I had
never seen such a handsome man
His face was a little dirty
before.
from the mud splashed upon it, but

came up

I could see his nose, and it look* 1
paper asking where just beautiful.
jfr. Chapman went to.)
He asked me if I wasn't going
^hTelivn'erV. That sounded so na rural, f asked him if he had an urn*
deserof
account
truthful
this
In
brella.
Tli.it made him lau^h, and
tion by a taxicab driver while both
then I saw his teeth, and knew that.
he ani the cab were sober may be
met
I
had
my Love.
young
a
tale
of
read the tearful
Cheerful Giver
woman without enough money to
buy gas to keep the cab and driver
He got out of the car and opened
going. Thla young woman's recital the door, asking where I wanted to
just
lives
She
verified.
has been
go.
I told him I didn't taxi in the
over the bridge, In Long Island, and rain, but if he was inviting me as a
Is well known on both sides.
guest, that 'might be different.
He said that as a guest I would
Her Story
have to sit outside with him, be36c. stood between me and happicause he could give away his time
ness.
and conversation, too.
I'm not happy yet, although I
The fellows I knew never spoke
have more than 36c. now.
bright like that, so I sat outside
Also a husband and three children.
with him.
I wouldn't trade either of them for
We talked as he drove, and he
twice 36c, the amount that busted
was a good driver always used
up the only romance I ever fell Into. both hands and never allowed the
Perhaps I never will be hai\>y,
taxi to skid. He asked me if I was
but I want my story to be a warnin a hurry, and I told him I had
ing to every girl never to go away
only come out for exercise; he
from home without at least 36c. in could drive
me through Central
her purse.
„
Park.
But in those days I didn't have a
said
he
had been driving all
He
puree either, so maybe it's Just as
night, but an hour or so more
well.
wouldn't harm him if I would make
At times I have thought I must
good on the gas.
have been a fatalist, at times.

coming

to this

Albany

|

Atlantic City
Buffalo
Cincinnati

|

weeks ago is recovering. McCune
went to police headquarters but was

Oklahoma City
Providence

unable to Identify the bandits who
jewelry amounting to
his
took

Sacramento
|St. Paul
San Antonio
|San Diego
|

Chicago
Denver

$3,000.

I

Houston
Los Angeles
«

|

Syracuse
|Topeka

|

Montreal
Orleans

New

Detectives Bernard Gunson and
Joseph Maloney, of the West 68th

Seattle
.

jstreat .atalion, johfl have .h££n_ as^_
signed to the case are satisfied that

McCune was assaulted and robbed
A guest who had
by mistake.
stopped at the hotel, according to
the sleuths, bore a similar name.
This guest is said to have carried
large sums of money.
McCune was confined to hla bed
Both his eyes
for almost a week.
were discolored and he suffered

j

AGENCY DOOMED?
(Continued from Page 27)

Reeves ft Lamport, London, and other injuries. The man the bandits
Paul Spadoni, Berlin, to be the K-A were seeking to said to have moved
clearing houses abroad for impor- from the hotel.
tations.

around

Mundorf

New

la

now

in

or

York, reported with a
nervous breakdown, otherwise
known as "the booking office stomach" (if not worse).

ENGLAND'S REVUES
(Continued from page

2)

The Marlnelll agency from reshows of
ports has received no commissions and third rate burlesque
America.
in whole or part from any of the
Talking the other day and disforeign acts brought over here
cussing a prospective visit to the
after its founder's demise. Nor did
United
States, Dion Tithcradge, who
the K-A office continue to book as
seems to have been the most in defreely with the Marlnelll agency,
for that type of stage writing
mand
the Marlnelll agency booking fewer
of later years, stated that in his
and fewer acts monthly.
That
opinion, the revue is done.
Commissions on foreign acts comwas his reason for writing a serious
ing through the two European
play, and returning to the stage
agents are said to have been col
after a number of years' absence,
In my set "gas" means talk, so I
lected on this side by the Vaude1 lived Just over the bridge, in
to appear in it ("Loose Ends").
told him all right
ville Collection Agency, the 60 per
Long Island. I was young, and
Titheradge, In New York, apThen we got along just swell.
many a man told me I was pretty.
cent throw back subsidiary of the peared with Lauretta Taylor in
Before long I thought I knew his
Many a time a man stopped me dear old mother, while he thought I Kelth-Albee circuit.
"The Harp of Life."
just to tell me that, so I knew it
It is not known if the MarinelllIt may be argued that "Palladium
was an orphan living with the
must have been the truth, because neighbors.
K-A agreement expired with Ma- Pleasures" and "R.S.V.P." are dohe could not have had an object in
rlnelli's death. The K-A announceing nicely, but for a show town of
I can see him yet. driving careless
making a misstatement to a stranment of "protection" at the time the size of London, the support of
like.
I didn't want to tell him his
ger.
did not so state. It is reported the only two revues, with but one caterface was dirty, so I only watched
"Pretty Lazy"
agreement is still effective although ing to West End patronage (and
his nose.
I asked my father once is I was
The more I saw of his nose the the Marlnelll men have been power- that one a relatively small theatre,
less to enforce it It is not known with the Palladium a popular priced
pretty, and he said "Pretty lazy."
more I loved him.
what the attitude of Mrs. Marlnelll house), the statistics on the subject
It was little things like that that
"Gas"
or her boy may be or If they will would seem to be rather convincing.
estranged me from my family.
the
had
driven
of
Just
out
assume
charge of the agency.
Is Variety Coming Back?
I would have left home, but I had
Only a few years ago there were
no place to go except the other side park when the car stopped.
The
Invisible
"Stop"
"Qas," he said. And I started to
revues at the Adelphi, Apollo, Comof the bridge.
With Messrs. Fitzgerald and edy, Court, Duke of York's, Empire,
When it rained I felt glad—oh! talk. "Shut up," he said; "we need
Decker
replacleaving
and
no
one
gas."
Hippodrome, Kings way, Little. Lythe
walking
in
so glad. I would go
And then he told me. It seemed ing them, the Marlnelll K-A "fran- oeum, Oxford, Palace and occasionrain, all alone and without an umchise"
floor
to
book
K-A
on
the
he knew that he had but little gas
ally at the Kings way and Royalty;
brella.
would lapse through non-usage.
and even the Victoria Palace tried
I used to be told I was pretty more the gas that makes the cars go—end
is that the "stop" in the the experiment of devoting half its
A
story
that's
why
he
had
asked
I
me
If
have
an
umwhen
I
didn't
often
K-A agency was placed upon the show to a permanent revue organiI
have walked under as would make good on the gaa.
brella.
Then it dawned on me. I was Fitzgerald list of acts, following a sation, changing Its bill monthly.
many as four umbrellas in 10 blocks,
protest Fitzgerald entered to a There have also been revues at
overwhelmed.
and each umbrella holder told me
For when I left home that morning booker over a "booking direct" of practictlly all the other houses, even
the same thing.
Covent Garden opera house,
to
Every man with an umbrella al- I had no money, nor did mamma one of the Marineili acts.
When the invisible "stop" goes where Stoll produced "You'd Be
ways seemed so different from other nor did papa.
Surprised"
with George Robey.
underground
passed
on,
the
word
Is
Bo
I
told
my
handsome
taxicab
men I knew.
This brings up the question "Is
man. And he told me to get off of to all K-A bookers not to play acts
The Pitter- Patter
Variety
Coming
BockT" It might
the car; that gas was only 18c a Of the "stopped" agent's. Through
And I liked the pitter-patter of gallon, and if I would let two gal- this absence of "action" the acts stand a good chance provided the
the rain. I must have always liked lons of gas stand between him and gradually align with other agents, British managers imported novelties
large
quantities,
particularly
the rain's pitter-patter ever since I me, then I couldn't amount to much leaving the "stop" agent with noth- in
from America. The variety maning to offer.
used to stand under awnings when or my family, either.
agers
are
always
seeking
ImportaI had no umbrella.
He crushed me, that taxlman. It
P. Q. Williams' Days
tions but the trouble Is there to not
When It rained in the morning I had stopped raining, and I had to
H. B. Marineili had an interest- enough work to warrant acts comwould tell mamma I had better walk walk all the way back, across the ing career as an international
ing here at the present time.
to the store, .nd Vhen it rained late bridge.
agent.
He contributed greatly to
Whenever one manifests it is
in the afternoon I would phone
Insisted on Umbrella
the success of big time vaudeville avidly snapped up by Stoll for the
mamma I thought I would walk It was years after before I mar- In the days when the late Percy O.
Coliseum
and Alhambra, by Jack
home.
ried,
but after that experience, Williams "made" that branch of Hayman for the Victoria Palace and
Everything was so bright to me which busted up my youthful heart, entertainment.
The Wll Hams- Ma- by the fow houses devoted to variWhen It rained.
I never permitted any man to speak rlnelll policy of bold bookings was
ety on the Moss Empire circuit. The
If I had heard a song the night to me unless he had an umbrella.
mildly continued by K-A, after the only variety house operated in the
before on the radio that I liked I
And when I married I picked a latter had absorbed the Williams West End by the Gulliver circuit at
would hum it to the pitter-patter of man who rivets the big iron rails circuit K-A
wanted foreign acts present is the Holborn Empire which
the rain.
on top of skyscrapers.
but would not pay the salaries Wil- also will take Importations.
And always I walked without an
The first thing I did with the Arst liams had been anxious to pay,
The majority of the successful
Umbrella.
money my husband gave me was to while with the advent of Mundorf shows in London at present are ImSometimes I would be right in the sew 36c. in the lining of my dress, as the K-A booking, "the
These
foreign portations from America.
middle of the humming when a nice but I haven't been taxi riding much stuff" was bought
along tho lines include "Wildflowcr." "Is Zat So?"
mar would a*k me if I didn't want since the children carre.
when Harry H. Felber was the for- "L*dy Be Good," "Mercenary Mary,"
to walk under his umbrella.
AlOh, if they ever find out! Sime.
eign agent for Keith's, with Feiber "No, No. Nanette," "Rose-Marie,"
though I might walk under his umlimited to a salary of $126 weekly "Kid Boots."
brella I never would speak to him
Users for any act or If not limited by 0. The standard revue producers of
Until after I had finished humming.
the past were Chariot, Cochran, dc
Keith's, Feiber's own limit.
Mamma sometimes would ask me Another raid by members of the The Marineili
and Courvllle, Wyllo and Tate, and dehow I could keep dry walking home narcotic squad in the neighborhood organization wereestablishment
wrecked by the Bear.
in the rain, but I told her that I of 62nd street and Amsterdam avewar.
While Marlnelll had hopes
was so small I could dodge the nue, described by the courts and of rebuilding
both, he encountered
drops.
the police as the chief hangout in obstacles and
'Original'
ensuing death left Kitty
Mamma always thought I was the city for -dope" sellers and the Marlnelllhisagency
that
was
elever, even if papa didn't think I users, resulted in the arrest and
Extra
Coast
known all over the world, simply a
Was pretty.
conviction of three women In Spe- domestic agency
doing tho best it
Los Angeles, May 18.
cial Sessions.
That Morning
could
and oompoting with the
Kitty Howard, one of the ordinal
The women were:
horde of other K-A agents, all look- Florodora girls, Is an extra in "Take
Then came that morning! Shall
Hazel Downing, 32, of 205 West
ing for "edges" and some getting It from Mo," being produced by
I ever forget it?
63rd street, and Alberta Sesco, 24,
Universal.
Even now, as I look at my darling of Hempstead, L. I., who were sen- them.
children, I softly hum to myself, if tenced to the Workhouse for six
they only knew what I know and months each, and Bonnie Elliott,
bow clo^e they missed having an- 29, of 240 West 62nd street, given
other daddy.
four months.
But I haven't told the children yet.
The three women were arrested
They are too young to understand.
at the 63rd street house May 10
It was raining something awful during a raid in which large quanthat morning. I was about the only tities of drugs were confiscated.
Mrs. F. Worthington Butts Moving to Ranch
one walking, and I was sorry that The police told the Justices the difMrs. F. Worthington Butts, nee Rosalie Cenallos, will leave Now York
I had not
looked out of the window ficulty In cleaning out the neighfirst.
borhood of drug sellers was due to In a week or so to Join her husband upon their ranch at Van Nays, Calif.
Without a lot of umbrellas around the fact that the users refused to Mrs. Butts does not contemplate a return to the metropolis for a y»arbrief visit only.
When In tho show business la*f
I never
"squeal" or give Information as to or so and then for a
pot much attention.
Mrs. Butts appeared with her brother, Larry C'ballos.
But as I walked along a taxicab where they purchased the drugs.

—

We

Three

Women

Drag
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As He Passed Out Inventor and Photographer
Despondent because of an alleged
rupture with his girl chum caused
Theodore Tlllbaun, 24, 222 Riverside drive, cinematogrnpher, to end.
his life by Inhaling the lethal fumes
of
chloroform.
Tlllbaun.
whooO
home is sr.id to be 617 Engfitlcr, St,
Oliver. Pittsburgh, was discovered
partially dressed
with his head
buried on one arm while his left
arm clasped the bottle of chloroform.
When Mrs. Anna Blaney, housekeeper, made the discovery she
hastened to the street, notlflng Patrolman George Mahoney and James
Bropan of the West 100th street
station. They summoned Dr. Fleldler of Knickerbocker Hospital who
pronounced the youth dead.
A mixture of oil that covered the
surface of the chloroform was
placed In with the deadly fumes so
that none of its potency would be
dissipated In the room. The youth
had reason to believe that if he
attempted to Inhale the fumes that
he would be rendered unconscious
and the fumes would evaporate.
A photo of a beautiful girl that
bore the signature "Terry" la believed by the police to have been
Tlllbaun's "sweetie."
This report

could
not
be
verified.
The
picture
was placed near Tlllbaun's feet and rested on a desk.
It appeared as if he had gazed at
the photo while waiting death. The
picture bore the writing,' "To the
best and most wonderful boy I have
ever met." "Terry."
"Terry" the police believe to be
"Terry" Colquitt, model, who formerly lived at 4 West 28th street.
Inquiries there elicited she had recently moved.
Tlllbaun, unverified reports had
It,
recently had a
"tilt"
with
"Terry." Also that he of late has
been feeling ill.
Together, the
police believe that possibly caused
him to destroy himself.

The youth was a promising inHe was working to perfect
a new picture machine. He is said
to have once worked for the Aeolian
company.
His room was littered
ventor.

with batteries, part of his "invention" and many radio parts. On a
table nearby was a picture of the
cast of the "Second Edition of the
Vanities."
Also a theatrical trunk that bore
posters "Vanities."
He is said to
have been a friend of joe Cook,
comedian in "Vanities."
"memo"
book on a table nearby bore the
addresses of many persons in the
show business. Also titles of popular songs and poems of a sentimental nature. Above those were
written "Terry."
The police notified his family in
Pittsburgh.

A

Bad Check Paster
Given Prison Term
Henry Carter, 61, Patchogue,
L. I., who described himself as an
artist, was sentenced to the Penitentiary

for

not

less

than

six

months nor more than three years
in Special
Sessions after he had
pleaded guilty to a charge of petty
larceny.
Carter was arrested May
10 on tho complaint of Samuel
Brown, merchant, of 1427 Broad-

way.

Rrown charKcd Carter with having
In

Riven

payment

him a worthless check
for a hand bap valued

at $34 on Dec. 14. I^ater the check,

drawn

oji

the National

Bank

of

Rockville Centre, L,. I., was returned
marked "no account."
Tho next tlmo Brown saw Carter
was on May 10, when the aged of-

fender attempted to pass another
chock on the merchant in payment
for a sultcaso.
Brown recognized
Carter and caused his arrest.

NO BICYCLE LICENSE, $2
an old-fashioned highseated bicycle which contained advertising tor a movie at Lqow's
State theatre, Rdward BAisden, 118
West 45th street, was fined $2 when
arraigned before Magistrate Gordon in West Side Court.
Policeman John RoK^rs, West 47th'
Hiding

street station, said he
on
8th
ave
riding
street.

When he

saw Baisden

near
46th
questioned him

about having
ho had none and was brought

a license lialsdcn said

court.

to)
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The turn in the long lane of legitimate theatre
in sight if not at hand.

autocracy seems to t»

|

Most of us are still young enough to remember when the owner of
the theatre courted, encouraged and even subsidized the producer of the
[show to insure himself an attraction, in the drawing; qualities of which
he could participate. Producers, naturally, took advantage of this soft
situation. They frequently cheated in the hope of putting over a profitmaker on little Investment, big returns if yes, small loss if no, and let the
theatre owner hold the bag if no.

|

this comment With the
It is the picture house program that impels
wider stretches of mass appeal the picture house appears to reach and
playing, or intending
operators
chain
the importance to circuit owners or
as an
to p'ay extra stage attractions on top of the Alms, this is extended
informative and protective digest, provided the circuit owner or operator
men
booking
the
believes unusual care should be exercised in selecting

••

for«l§ri.

17

CoplM

is,

formation of variety programs.

114 W«at 46th Street

Blngl*

of a booking man who places and pieces together variety
something that never has been previously touched upon in print.
the
however, one of the most vital factors to be considered in

The mentality

lae-

May

AND

THE MENTALITY OF A BOOKER

KIETY
Pebllshed Weekly by

Wedntsday,

|

in time the theatre men saw how it was, a flock of volunteer pro|
ducers flooded in to get at the trough, and the next thing we knew
reflects h ne maQ
way
a
itself
in
program
the
ho owned the house sat in the dealer's seat, demanding rental,
that
chiefly,
noted,
It has been
the mind of the man who books it. This observation has been gleaned guarantees usually one of either, plus a percentage of gross or gain la
numberless
caBe n went above a certain figure, and often on slashed terms,
through the almost weekly revlewlngs for many years of
vaudeville shows of every description.

for his theatres.

50 YEARS AGO

w

(From "Clipper")
H. W. Collender was manufacturing billiard tables in an old fashioned factory at Stamford. Conn.,
the parent plant of what is now the
Brunswick- Balke concern.

|

As naturally as irresponsible and sharpshooting producers had abused
Precautions taken by circuits as to the character and standing of the
earlier relations, so now did speedy proprietors ptey all-hog.
nga Kcd in the accounting departments are not thrown around their new advantages against the established reputable managers, drhrSe boSwng staff. Bookers arrive most frequently through promotion,
many of the shorthorns entirely, making requ site a bankroll for
out
and often from office boy ranks. Actual experle. ee is assuredly required
^ow and a sinking fund for the house before a curtain went up.
Just as Philadelphia Is now (1926)
qualify as a full fledged booker or even as an assist- »
may
onT
any
before
preparing for the Sesqulcentennial
ant booker.
oth aPaf 8ee i n g what a sweet plum that layout offered, began to build
Exposition, it was In 1876 getting
theatres. Now New York is at the high peak or over of legitimate theready for the Centennial and the
even
nvone
*
engage
nowadays
institutions
irs questionable if large
atre capacity.
Meanwhile, Equity's stand for business-like stability
theatres planning a big summer.
If not inquiring as
before a show
uke the
One house advertising that it would office boys, without full inquiry, even to antecedents.
p , U8 the exactlnff8 of the guarantoeinitial instance of engagement, thej>mce
the
measure
in
precautionary
a
in
city
the
in
theatre
house
only
owner8f
have thinned the ranks of producers; furthermore,
be the
charge of that department. Hence many
auccessfu i impresario, have, also, built 6r bought their own
the immediate proximity of the Cen- boy is carefully watched by someone in
him. Through tne nouse8t including combinations, such as the guilds and actors' and
tennial grounds, wanted 50 ballet as the boy advances, if he does, there is a line upon
art
The San Francisco liberality and opportunity of American business no one knows where tne g roup8> e>
dancers.
Minstrels, playing in New York, had office boy of today may be tomorrow, in place or position.
enlarged their program to Include a
It is easy and safe to foresee that, very shortly, the situation will have
.
^ ,
.
tti. vision
*
^
*
*
Mia vl „i__ may Ke
his mental range.
v see beyond
....
A booker cannot
3
#-»
*.«
new song called "Mama, Why Don't
i- again reversed itself.
Houses will be begging for shows, while
TT.--V,
the pro«
~. * ° , a1
°
„°
.
Papa Come?" (Mentioned because broadened through environment, education or travel. Each, however, is ducers
„« back
K ««u and pick
can
arrogantly
sit
and
choose,
of the current craze for "mama- dependent, and to an extent, upon associates. Associates are the certain
test of the strains or tendencies of those who like mutual companionship.
papa* songs.)
It may even come again to where the shows will demand guarantees
of the houses, which In the old days was not unknown.
In the past when it was said that a picture audience was 15 per cent inThat the Ringling show in Madion Square Garden recently was not telligent or had a 15 per cent intellect, that may have been fairly accurate.
Meanwhile, more theatres are being announced, started, projected, prothe first troupe to play that lot at That day has passed. The intellect of the average vaudeville audience
8th avenue and 49th street is re- of days gone was quite higher and in many of the vaudeville theatres moted. The history of theatrical fortunes has been, almost without exvealed In the May, 1876, number of very high. A booker with a 20 per cent intellect can successfully cater ception, that theatre men die rich and producers die poor. But rules
l,
Clippep ".wnich tells that the John to a 16 per cent Intelligent audience.
That goes without saying, but can be amended all rules except such Inexorable ones as that of supply
H. Murray's Circus played there for then the question arises if a booker 20 per cent intelligent can grasp, and demand,
tWo weeks to handsome profit.
mentally, what will please a mixed audience containing from 15 per cent
It's unlikely that that booker can mentally
to 80 per cent Intellect.
And tn# « deman d" today Is confined practically to the few large cities,
Jacques Offenbach, operatic com- visualize the tastes and appraisals on entertainment of the majority over The «« r0ad" is a negligible element. A show goes through
or goes out
poser, had arrived here from Europe. his own percentage.
|on what it can do in New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and, for
Milton Nobles, playing at
*
.
the biggest ones, add Detroit, Cleveland, Washington, Baltimore. Only
Woods' Museum, had "Bertha, the
It's understood that a booker may find some assistance and a guide an "Abie's Irish Rose" can still "tour."
Sewing Machine Girl" in his reperthe reports or records of his or other offices; what an act did in this
.
.
Emma Abbott, whose from
toire.
So a show must attain runs to live. If it has the run ingredients, it
or that theatre in the way of amusement. It is also true that in the
operatic career was of long durapast there have been what are known as standard acts which seldom can make a fortune for a house. Several such cases' are well known of
tion, made her debut in England at
vaudeville audience. In this sort of book- late. Owners of new houses, and foreslghted owners of the older ones,
kind
a
please
of
any
failed
to
the Covent Garden in May, 1876,
could rest fairly secure, If he knew the city and the have found It is better to house one healthy winner than choke forsinging the leading role in "Daugh- lng the booker
audience of every house he booked. There never has been an oversupply felts or guarantees out of dubious ventures backed by marks or angels,
ter of the Regiment."
of standard acts, and standard acts "held up" the bills—the "body" of
8o the owners right now are straining their eyes for string attractions,
An advertisement in the "Clipper" them. Yet many a standard act has been driven out of or discouraged by One
was so powerful that It was able to dictate terms, force a theatre
vaudeville. This left a sparse field near barren and led to the promiscuous
read:
the
to
rent to it Instead of being forced by the theatre to rent it, and is
acrobatic*
of
mental
eccentricities
In
booking that revealed the
Miss Lizzie Maddern, Comedipaying
the house $3,000 a week net instead of about three or four times
bookers.
enne, and Little Minnie Madthat amount on percentage. That house learned In one season, getting
dern, Child Artist, Open for Enalso
guarantees, that it couldn't get fat on flops, even pay -as -you -exit
A booker's mentality may have been restricted, suppressed or subdued
1876-1877.
season
gagements
He may want to grasp, but his brain is not flops,
in his younger days.
Address 42 Bond Street, New
been
has
understands
or
knows,
only
what
he
flexible;
can
see
he
York City.
Or his mind may be too elastic or exhilarated. It Jumps
It was not a big ad and bore the trained to.
mark "2f meaning that it was to beyond his audience or his audience's percentage of intellect, or he
An illustration should go
reaction by his own.
an
audience's
gauges
little
artist,
run twice. The child
Minnie Maddern, is the Minnie Mad- with that. It may be a bit involved. When William Morris some years
ago for his own house (American, New York) imported the late Severln,
dern Fiske of today.
qjj T/Efl JY
the greatest pantomimist this country ever saw, he Imported a flop.
Severln couldn't draw the price of his breakfast to the American theatre,
but he could make some of the audience weep, while the others were
Beryl Halley, who stood for the nudity "pinch" In "The Bunk of 1926"
15
wondering what Severln was trying to do. If Raquel Meller is worth $10 at the Broadhurst, New York, last week, is a show girl with the Silver
(From Variety and "Clipper")
or $7, Scverin when over here was worth $50 a seat, yet they couldn't sell Slipper cabaret floor show. Miss Halley was featured with "Bunk" and
him in the Morris vaudeville house for $1.60.
the publicity given to her "nude" arrest brought the business to capacity.
Some surprise was expressed that Magistrate Gordon* dismissed ths
Stair and Havlln acquired the
Character, Impulse, spirit, wholesomeness, cleanliness of body and complaint. It Is said that with his dismissal on the record there is no
rights from Hall Caine to produce
mind—
they
are
all big particles to be considered in the choice of a knowing to what limit the next seller of women may'go to.
For further
"The White Sister" on their pop
Hours kept, coming under the heading of regularity, places publicity for the Halley girl and show there was talk this week of suing
Frederick booker.
priced legit time.
Donaghey, now dramatic editor of visited and the selection of continuous company are others, but not as the New York Police Department for $500,000 for false arrest,
ehow business should not be too
Nils T. Granlund appears to be interested in the "Bunk" show, also
the Chicago "Tribune," was writing important, since any one in the
Phil Payne, managing editor of the New York "Mirror." Gene Lockhart,
a piece in which Alex Carr and confined.
one
of the authors and also a principal may leave June 1, to take up his
starred
Sophie Tucker were to have
And again and important, the sense of ecqnomy or liberality and the regular summer pursuit of steering tourists around Europe. Tevls Huhn
Edgar
at the LaSalle, Chicago.
booker's
balance
on
these
things.
strict
If
trained
in
booking
a
office
of
and Irving Wilson have been added to the performance, with Hazel
Solwyn's drama, "The Arab," was
being produced by Henry B. Harris economical persuasion, that booker will not be able to compete with the Shelley, dancer. Intending to leave.
A copy of the court's decision and or '".Ion are in the lobby of the
and was slate 1 for the Hudson at booker who figures It's worth one dolllar to get two— In other words, willing to chance a gamble upon the estimate of value made by the attrac- Broadhurst, also Miss Halley's reproductions In the nude poslngs.
the beginning of the new season.
tion
rather
than
tell the attraction what It Is worth
go
to
see
It
to
"The Bunk opened uptown. It came downtown with several changes
Eva Tunguay was hissed by a p.^rt
to the competitor.
Any attraction may be tested within a single week In people and scenes. There are some cabaret floor bits now In the
of the audience at the first perforshow. It Is said to have done $10,000 last week. It pays the theatre
mance of the week In the Colonial for drawing power.
$3,500 a week for rent.
and she immediately retired from
The clean, wholesome booker, without vlclousness, pettiness or meanthe bill for the rest of the week.
The same thing happened the pre- ness will put forward most consistently the best plecee^programs, for he
Here is the story of "Cradle-Snatchers" and the first time its entire
vious week at the Jironx Theatre. is thus attuned with the masses, high and low. He's the same In that as history previous to its New York production has been published. The
a theatrical critic. When the critic finds he is not thinking and seeing as play was originally written by Russell Medcraft before he was known
the public does, he had best try something else he's not a critic for the here. A friend gave him a letter to Bertram Harrison, the stage director,
James E. "Bluch" Cooper was paid public because he thinks and sees differently.
but It was a year or more before he could meet Harrison, finally running
$15,000 to release Loon Erroll from
across him in Chicago when Harrison was ill in a hotel and Medcraft
"Jersey Lilies" burlesque contract
Next to that classification of a booker Is the one of clear vision, without was playing a small role in "The Nervous Wreck" there.
and go over to the Klaw and Er- Htuhborness In his make-up nor uppishness, to keep agents aloof from him.
Harrison promised to read the play and did, going to Oklahoma meanlanger management.
Errol was For agents
seemingly are In a fine way to sway the placing of attractions time, but wiring Medcraft he liked It Medcraft wired him an option until
wanted for "Follies of 1911."
f6r somo time to come. Agents who believe they perceive In the present
Nov. 1, 1924.
disturbed complexion of the picture business or are alarmed In their
When Harrison returned to New York he took the script to Al Woods,
was rumored that Augustus survey of the possibility of a huge amalgamation that will grip all book- who rejected it Harrison took it to Melville Baker, play reader then for
It
Thomas was offend the directorship ings, need not be worried for some time to come. The picture business Charles Frohman, and Baker also thought It wouldn't do. Otto Harbach
of the New Theatre, although Win- is too unwh ldly just now for solidification. Agents can prepare to watch was enlisted, but opined It was hardly worth tinkering over, while Avery
throp Ames' contract did not expire out for themselves when the day arrives that over-theatred cities must Hopwood, approached later, gave the same opinion, it wouldn't do.
1012.
burlesque commence to pool for self-preservation.
.The
until
Norma Mitchell was brought in for a little rewriting. It is generally
shows that tried to extend the regubelieved her comlo twists and the psychology of woman which she Introlar season struck plenty of tough
No owner nor operator should be "sold" by "talk" of anyone without duced has helped the show, although the original Idea was strictly Medluck and were £lad to closo tn- proper experience.
craft'*.
It's first title was "Women In Love,"
Marshall I\ Wilder
.
stantcr.
was going to Europe to do some
Nor can any booker promise to hold down salaries. That is the real
Three days after the premiere, the "Garrlck Gaieties" was completely
lectures on the Coronation and his hunk.
Picture men can know that in the show business as elsewhere revamped, the improved version possibly Inspiring the Guild to send
talk was to be "Tho Coronation as
supply and demand will always control the market.
out tickets for a second review. A number of skits have been changed,
See It.'' And in order to see it, he
the revue baring considerable holdover material.
was taking a step-ladder along.
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Willie Collier and George M. Cobilled as "A Surprise," appeared as the weekly tryowt in. the
National up in the Bronx. . . .
ban,,

A 12-act bill of vaudeville, scaled at In a $3,400 yacht, a 80 -footer and
Rumors that Edward Sheldon Is writing a play for the use of Maude
25-50-75 cents, was opening on flying the pennant of the Columbia Adams Indicate that she may return to the stage during next season.
Loew's American Roof.
Joe Yacht Club.
Will Rogers Just Sheldon is an. invalid, .suffering fro m '.aathr ills,. aniL Miss .Adams is often
.
Schenck and Kokmd W«rtt, tho laUef hojuuL doing, a .single, turn. in. vaude-J a visitor t» hi* bom*, -tiet* credited with "Lulu Belle" of this season)!
a playwright and producer, invested ville.
crop.
.

.

.

.

.
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5.000 D.S. UTILE THEATRES
KLAW OFFERS THEATRE FOR SALE; FEW
ZIEGFELD TOLLIES" MEETING

OF PLAYERS MINIMUM SALARY

ASKED OF 'COMMONWEALTHERS'

CARE TO T

Asking $750,000 for 800-Scat Klaw on 45th Street
In Long Controversy with Former Partner,

Mare Klaw is said to have placed
Klaw theatre, seating 800, on the
$760,000.

It is reported

that when Mr. Klaw accomplishes
the sale of the property it may mark
his retirement from the theatrical
field.

It

is

understood

Salaries at

for "Follies" Stockholders

his

market at

Upon Bond Also for Two Weeks'
Amounts Agreed Upon $10 Weekly
Minimum So Far Protection Against Sharpies

Equity Insists

L

—

—Advertisement

a meeting

of

stockholders of the Ziegfeld Follies.
Inc., has been called for May 38
for the purpose of considering the
liabilities, indebtedness and assets
of the company which amounts to

"MERRY MERRY'S" 25%
CUT CONDITIONAL

Groups "Underwrite" Themselves Through Local Connections and Membership

Gross Must Go Below $12, in
Stop Before Salary Clip

"Smart"

Equity

Commercial Road Shows

Com-

veloped Through
munity Playing

Money

Los Angeles, May 18.
"With picture producers
signing up police dog stars for
long term contracts, often up
Ave years, and playing
to
them in two or three pictures
a year, the animal owners have

on

—Snobbishness Often De-

Effective

worked a new method

of in-

creasing their income.
This
Boston, May 18.
came out when a contract beabout $187,814.
A 26 per cent salary cut requested
ween a producer and the ownAccording to a notice prepared
er of a dog was in dispute.
by Lyle Andrews of the "Merry,
for publication unless funds are
The contract stipulated that
raised to continue business, a sale Merry" cast, to go Into effect May
the dog was not to work for
With over (.000 little theatres In
of theatres of the "Follies" wil be 31, Is conditioned that the press
any
other company under the
considered. That would Include all must drop below the "stop" limit existence In these United States,
same name as the one used
properties and material, also the of the house, reported at $12,000, with
the estimate considered very
by the first producer. Thus
good will and "Follies" title. That before becoming effective. All of
the owner was able to have
may account for reports that instead the company with two exceptions conservative, the whyfore of this
his
dog starred under one
growth of quasi-amateur theatricals
of a 'Follies" this summer, the pro- have agreed.
name
and yet could work the
duction due into the Olobe next
Marie Saxon, featured, leaves the is only the result of professional
trained animal anywhere else
month may be called "Palm Beach show May 29 upon the expiration
delinquency. Because of the attrache pleased under different
Nights."
She declined to
of her contract.
screen names.
The "Follies" has been regarded continue at the request of the man- tions sent out on tour into the hinThe
revue.
profitable
highly
as a
agement at her present salary. It terland, and because of the prohibilosses mentioned are understood to is the same Miss Saxon received tive box-office scaling:, the Little
pertain to the "Midnight Frolic," when the show opened last Sepproduced by Flo Ziegfeld on the New tember at the Vanderbllt, New York, Theatre has become more and more YIDDISH
Amsterdam Roof (now the Frolic). and previous to Miss Saxon be- of a factor In community life, even
Klaw A Erlanger as a Arm was coming the sole featured member of surpassing the interest in a stock
$2,400
company.
Interested in the "Follies" from Its the cast.
Inception, the then partners having
A number of things figure in this
"Merry Merry" opened here to
something over 60 percent. It was $14,000. Last week it did $16,000, its already recognized dread of the road
Satz'
$800 with
one of the properties unscrambled largest weekly gross since leaving show.
The little theatre gets its Ludwig
when the Arm dissolved. The pres- New York.
support from the "nice" people of
Woods Sounds
ent proposed proceeding re the
satiates
their
cities
it
smaller
the
as
The Andrews production is at the
"Follies" may be a reaction to the Plymouth, a dramatic house, con- theatrical appetites for the better
Alongside—$600 Usually
two lawsuits pending between Klaw sidered against the musical. Should things in the theatre. Being well
and the "Follies" and the "Frolic," "Merry Merry" move to the Wilbur, up on what's what on Broadway,
Ludwig Satz, the Yiddish comeboth of which have the same stock- as reported, and be able to retain through the dramatic departments
holders.
Miss Saxon, of whom local critics of their local newspapers, the dian, who has been signed by Al
The notice prepared for publica- highly approved, it may remain un- hinterland is decidedly epicurean Woods for "Potash A Perlmutter,
tion reads:
when a road show hits their terri- Detectives," starts rehearsals In
til August or Labor Day.
TO THE STOCKHOLDERS
tory.
There is a heavy advance sale.
OF ZIEGFELD FOLLIES, INC.:
They know that the pretentious- midsummer. James B. Carson will
Notice Is hereby given that
ness of a musical comedy or revue probably be opposite Satz.
pursuant to the request In writnecessitates a $3 admission hut
The Yiddish comedian's contract
ing of stockholders owning more
when a small-cast company comes 8 tarts at $800 a week, and advances
than seventy-five (75) percent
into the district, demanding the
of the capital stock of the comon a graduating scale.
Notice went up for "Bunk of same or nearly the same scale, the
pany, and In accordance with
While a $600 comedian downtown,
They also
Article 1, section 2, of the by1926" at the Broadhurst, Monday attraction is neglected.
laws, a special mooting of the
night, but there is an intention of know from the same source who has Satz has often worked on percentstockholders of Ziegfeld Folwith Yiddish managements and
ages
continuing indefinitely. The notice been in the original east and when
lies, Inc., will be held at tho
was a move to clear up certain con- the "original New York cast" is collected $L',400 for one week's saloffice of the corporation, No.
wished on them, they laugh up their ary as when Edwin A. Relkin had
ditions within the show.
214 West 42nd street, in the
Satz on a 30 per cent, of the gross
The management claims the right sleeves.
Borough of Manhattan, City of
ediHence, the Little Theatre. The arrangement. The week's business
to post the notice, since a new
New York, on the 28th day of
Last choicest theatre, Arthur Hopkins totaled $8,000.
May, 1926. at 10:30 o'clock in
tion is now being inserted.
In addition, the Yiddish system of
the forenoon, for the following
week virtually all the floor show of and other notable stock releases are
purposes:
the "Sliver Slipper," a night club, re-enacted for community benefit, two "benefits" or testimonials to
(a) To
consider ways and
was inserted.
done in painstaking and careful their sock-and-buskin favorites Is a
moans of liquidating the present
There is a difference between the fashion. When a film version of a money-getter, the honored thespian
liabilities and Indebtedness of
management and Gene Lockhart, stage success comes along — and the getting all the gross of his "benefit"
the company, which, up to April
who is featured and who contributed films have long since also begun to performance.
28, 1928, amounted to approxlBecause of the tell on the road's legit business the
the show's skits.
(Continued on page 41)

"NICE" PEOPLE

1

COMEDIAN GOT

ON PERCENTAGE
Moderate

"BUNK"

—

new material

MRS. CARTER'S PLAY;

EXPECTS TO LIVE TO 150
Denies Story She Expected to
Die Shortly

— New

Piece

Like 'Shanghai Gesture"
Los Angeles, May

18.

the

management con-

tends Lockhart is not entitled to
It is underfull author's royalty.
stood Lockhart may withdraw from
the revue.
"Jules Murry's Special"

"Bunk" was announced

to

move to
Monday

theatre re-enacts tho stage
version of the film, for similar rea-

little

i

>

a matter of
This was
(Continued on page 55)
theatre

Shows

is

in Rehearsal

(AND WHERE)
Ziegfeld "Follies"
feld. Jr.)

<l\

Zieg-

New Amsterdam.

"Beyond
Thome)

Evil"
(David
Daly's 6 3rd St.

CarroD's Trial

"Babies a la Carte" (S. L.
Simpson) 6XX Eighth Ave.
"White's 8candals" (George
White) Apollo.
"Missionary Mary" (J. M.
Nichols) Hryant Hall.

'

-

ME"

Rehearsals of "Kiss Me," musical,
sponsored by Philip Rosenwasser,
was suspended at Equity's direction
when the producer failed to post a
bond covering two weeks' salary.
The music al had rehearsed several
days prior to Equity's intervention.
Rosenwasser said he would post
the bond and resume rehearsals this
week.

love, for artistic reasons.

the Sam H. Harris theatre
hut remains at the Broadhurst. It
was discovered the show's booking
contract provides against removal
unless by consent of the Shubert
The contract is said to he
oftlce.
what is termed a "Jules Murry
special," which calls for tho house
getting first money and with each
Intimation
side sharing thereafter.
of injunctive proceedings were reported on the part of the Shubcrt
olllce, the latter then said to hav:
settled the matter of reducing the
guarantee to $3,600 weekly. The
clause against removal lias not been
tested in court and it is believed
to be inequitable.
•'Bunk"' signed a contract for iho
Harris, agreeing on a $.'i.r.<i<) weekly
guarantee. Because of that arrange-

Mrs. Leslie Carter, who arrived
here to spend the summer In hoi
Hollywood home, has denied thai
Bh«* expected to die shortly and declares she intends to live until K>0.
Mrs. Carter added she hoped to work
on the stage all of that time.
Mrs. Carter will spend the summer writing a Second play with John
Colton. Tt will have an Oriental locale like "The Shanghai Gesture,"
laid in Japan instead of China.
ment "Love 'Em and Leave 'Km"
The reports of her statement that moved from the Harris to the Apollo,
she expected to die ore said to have having the Harris dark.
Eamsey
been exaggerated, coming at a time and Martins, Inc., the titular manwhen an Infected finger and the agers of "Bunk," have promised setdeath of a pet dog had a/Tec ted Mrs. tlement with the Harris by th* pay'CliW*W
/II
b '«»[lo3 >
d) v l< tnV>»t «jf«enc woetfn 'guaranty*.

"KISS

Matter of Love
little

"Abraham
path)

Lincoln"

J'.ry.iiit

(Red-

II. ill.

I !(

(David

Hel;ts«-..)

!;isro.

^imL.
"Ginger Snaps"
mons) ilijils'iii.
"Sauce for Goose" (IUrry
Wolcher) Unity II. ill.
"They All Want Something"
(

j

(Herman

(lanvoort) Mansfield.

Tomorrow

Is insisting

upon a mini-

figure stipulated in

common-

wealth production contracts to protect its members against gambling
ihelr time rehearsing with productions that may never open. Under
previous arrangements members had
no redress.

Minimums as low as $10 weekly
are acceptable in nearby dates so
far as Equity is concerned bnt

com-

monwealthers

will no longer have
carte blanche to send productions
Into rehearsal hoping against hope
that money may be Interested to
finance before the opening date.
When commonwealth productions

were
hands

a minority Equity kept
Since a number of
including managers albad standing at Equity

In

off.

sharpies,
ready In

through indebtedness on

previous

shows have embraced the common- x
wealth angle as a subterfuge to
escape bond posting, Equity has
stepped in, are making them commit themselves for a minimum
figure and posting bonds equivalent
to two weeks' salary on the agreed
upon basis be/ore permitting rehearsals to proceed.
The minimum angle does not affect bona fide actor groups but has
been established as a slap at commercial ventures.
Several commonwealth troupes
now in rehearsal were the first to
come under the new ruling and required to post.
In practically all of the above
cases $10 weekly was guaranteed
each player in addition to their pro
rata percentage of the show which
if realized would call for deduction
of the guaranteed minimum.

COMBINED GROUPS RENT
RITZ

AT $70,000 YEAR

A

combination of the Actors Theand Provlncetown Playhouse,
both independent producing groups
was formally announced at a dinner given the latter organization
last week.
Otto H. Kahn In explaining the
merger, stated it appeared the Village group was deficient In acting
strength, whereas the Actors Theatre had found trouble in getting
the right plays, so that a combina-

atre

It

should work out effectively.
was reported that the combined

groups have secured the Rltz theatre
for next season. The rental named
tho same as paid this
Is $70,000,
season by the Actors Theatre for
the

Comedy.

Through the removal

of the lobby of the latter house because of subway construction, "The

Importance of Being Earnest" was
moved from the Comedy to the Rltz

Monday.
The Provlncetown people frankly
stated that unless financial hacking
was forthcoming, the group will not
be able to function further. Early
this season Eugene O'Neill Roberr

Edmund Jones and Kenneth Macthe
from
split
away

gowan

i

"Fanny"

mum

tion

NO BOND FOR

sons.

The

—

—

Dogs' Side

—Nearly All Little Theatres Self - Supporting
Hinterland

GUARANTEE

Earl Carroll's trial on the charge
of perlury is scheduled to -Start. tomorrow (Thursday) in tho \J. S.
Criminal Court. New York. Feder/1
Assistant District Attorneys llolunU
and Hit< ]ioo< k will be the prose-

Provlncetown group and
the*

Gqeenwich^.

James

>gil;v*;e.

Ught and

set

up at
leaving

Eleanor Fitzgerald in charge of the Provlneetown, a purely experimental theis
atre.
Ma ego wan, however,
cutors.
named as general manager of the
Carroll's indi'-t r»n-nt grew out of merged Actors Theatre and Provhis "bathtub patty" and his re- inretown. Kahn's interest gives the
ported misstatements about It be- situation a different aspect.
fore the IT. S. Crand Jury.
At the dinner a letter from A. TT.
Many of the "guests" at the Car- Woods was read. He concluded;
to
testify.
with:
roll party will be eall"d
"And sweetheart, tell 'em I
Wellman, Kmythe & Scofleld will ain't got nothing against the art
tVetitru.**
defend Mr. Carroll.
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Now that might be looked on as comedy telling; one of Mr. Cohan's
guests that they couldn't get to him, but that isn't the way I look at it
To me it was Just an evidence of the fine spirit of co-operation In all
the Cohan enterprises—everybody working and boosting and helping to
get the show over. And if that usher reads this, I want him to know
that I appreciated his help and congratulate Harry Ridings on his staff.

NELLIE REVELL IN CHICAGO
By NELLIE REVELL

7 SHOWS OUT
Seven attractions
Broadway's list

off

suddenly Saturday.

anyone ever had any doubt about the identity of America's favorite
•on, they should have been in the Four Cohans' theatre in Chicago Monday night of last week. It was the occasion of the opening- of that
theatre, dedicated to the most famous and, without question, the most
popular family in the world. The well-known "Twenty-three for Underwood" wasn't a circumstance to the greeting that shook the welkin
When George M. Cohan stepped upon the stage and announced In few
encjgh words for a cablegram the edifice was formally opened.
"Four Cohans" theatre! It was the dream of a life-time come true
for bim but he didn't say anything about himself. He announced merely
that the theatre was a present to his beloved mother. She sat near him
In a box, looking not one day older than in the days when she was one
of the handsomest and by far the most fashionably gowned woman on

William Morris and family have temporarily disbanded their vaudeville tour because Chester Morris is in the Cohan show.
It must be a
consolation to them that he is giving one of the most magnificent performances I've ever seen as the breezy young New York broker. Georgia
Caine proves that one doesn't have to swear to register disgust or
anger.
Her very silence is profane and she can with one look put
"What Price Giory" to shame. WiiSiam Elliott was never better cast
in his life than he is in this play, and everyone else In the show for
that matter acts as though they were not acting but really, were the
people they are portraying. They aren't actors, they're living people.

A

—

to this day I have never seen anyone who could wear a
Gainsborough hat with such regal effect as she. And as Mr. Cohan
spoke, she beamed tearfully down upon what she Insists is the "very
best son in the world." He Is that and more, for as Amy Leslie truth-

the stage

fully said,

"He

is

in the play than there are In one of Zlegchoruses. One 6f the big laughs is:
"I'd give $100 for a drink of rye."
"If I had a drink of rye I wouldn't sell It for a hundred."
And to further Identify the, show as a typical Cohan show, Joe Spears
is as usual the company manager.

the custodian of the hearts of his country."

every day

significant circumstance that

is

Mother's

Day

to

Opened Sept

18.

Well greet-

ed critically, but Hammond
("Herald
Tribune")
entered
complaint that for an operetta
it
waa too serious. Mantle
("Daily
News")
called
it
"pleasant surprise."
Variety (Edba) predicted It
might build and attain a mod-

The show is so much of a comedy that even the program was funny.
Will Rogers paid tribute in one 0t>ace to the Baldwin piano (free ad).
He wrote: "The Baldwin Piano is the best I ever leaned on."

George M. Cohan.

dropping
stopped
the de-

DEARE8T ENEMY

There are more good lines

f eld's

the new playhouse, the gift
of her son to Mrs. Cohan, should have opened just the day after Mother's
Day. It was probably one of the finest gifts a son ever made his mother,
but Mr. Cohan seemed to see nothing unusual about it That's because

was a

It

are

Two
Among

partures is Raquel Meller, who waa
held over an additional week, business jumping upward.
"Dearest Enemy," produced independently by George Ford, will end
a run of 38 weeks at the Knickerbocker Saturday. It rates among
the
season's operetta successes.
During the fall* the average weekly
draw was around $14,000 until the
holidays, when the gross went to
After the first of the year
$20,000.
the pace was around $17,000, but
eased off after Easter.

In case you want a drink of ginger-ale or anything when you're In
Chicago, remember that Harry Ridings hasn't * drop In the house
its in the cellar!

If

1986

19,

erate run.

.

Chicago owes George M. Cohan a good deal for having built in that
city the theatre that was the realization of a life-long ambition. And the
reception the Chlcagoans gave him seemed to indicate that they realized
their debt and were trying to pay it. And also George Cohan may have
and probably did remember that it was in Chicago, at the old Olympic
theatre, just a block from the new house, that the Four Cohans first

saw

their

name

—

"time had put a heavy hand on our hopes, our aspirations, our loved ones," a lot of water had flowed under a lot of bridges
between the first appearance of the Four Cohans in Chicago and the
moment of this opening in their honor.
Our memories teemed with pictures and for a moment were sad but
then we realised that at least one among us had come through with
ideals intact and dreams realized—George M. Cohan; and realizing that,
we knew there wasn't anything to be sad about after all.

I

|

I

I

Ex-Governor Dunne, Mayor Dever, Chicago's Four Hundred and New
York's Four Hundred they seemed like four millions to me swarmed
to the box to greet Mrs. Cohan. There's -only one more popular person
in the world than George M. and that's his 'mother.
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There were flowers enough there, as Ashton Stevens would aave said,
gunman's funeral. I read the tags until my eyes gave out There
were a lot left and even then the tags had taken me around the world
twice.
According to the list of senders. George M. is like the British
Empire— the sun never sets on his admirers. And the designs included
of the largest I ever saw—the lobby looked like the Grand Central
Palace during the National Flower Show.
Telegraph messengers were filing in and out of the lobby thicker than
a Times Square tubway crowd. The wires of congratulations ncluded
alker, Cardinal Hayes,
those from Governor Al Smith Mayor -Jimmy
A. L. Erlanger, Irvln S Cobb. Will Hays Seventeen Hundred Friars.
Fannie Hurst Chaa. Schwab. Otto Kahn, Adolph Ochs, Laura Bennett,
Sam HarrU. Senator Copeland. Congrrewman Bloom. almo.t everyone
In the profewlon and every theatrical Guild club and^sanitationJn
York or Chicago. There were enough to paper the new Madison
New
«
.11.
.wlJ^-uuu
which Is doubtful.
Square Garden, Mm
If George were willing to see them

"Sweetheart Time," produced by
Hufua LeMalre aid James il

i

I

I

^

^

|

|

'The Half Caste," produced by
Jack Mclellan. wiU close at the

NatioiuU at _th«_end of Its eighth
week. The show played to around
* 6 0M weekly, not better than an
even break. Spotted in a better location it might have drawn paying:

|

»

business.
It was a great week, a week of renewing friendships, finding long-lost
acquaintances, bridging with a few minutes conversation a gap of sometlmea 10( sometimes $0 years. Among my callers and those I met outside were Ethel Robinson. Abe Jacobs, Mr. and Mrs. John Garrity and
thelr daughter—he's the Shuberts' general manager—Clarence WiUetta,
man ager of "Louie the Fourteenth," and Mrs. Willetts. Joe Laurie, the
star of » If x Waa Rlch
and Mrg LaU rle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barnes, Mr.
and Mr8 ^ Jamea Wlngfleld and theIr daughter, Amy Leslie, John Nash,
Sam Kahl, Tom Carmody, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hayman, Mrs. Lillian Jones,
Cnarles vlonf manaffe r of the Laurie show; Raymond Hitchcock, who is
actl
offlcla , announcer of the varlous acta where ver he plays the
Qspheum ciftuit; Sidney Shields, who is in Chicago with Walker Whlte..
8 , de ln The Arablan ...
azel Goodyear, O. R. McMahon of the Orpheum
oJrcul
Judge and
Dunne> Mr
Mffc Harry Ridings. Mr. and

i

for a

1

some

'

.

.

And T found time also to see Joe Laurie's show "If I Was Rich." The
klnd of busineaa
show ^ doinff la indicated by the fact that William
Antnony McGulre, the author, couldn't And a seat in the house. So lie
on my brand new hat In
you want to know what Blx6f BUlyt
just phone Dobbs, Fifth avenue.
Of course I'm glad the house was
full, but that was the most expensive theatre seat I ever provided for
a friend,

i

—

,
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in Chicago,

—

a

Penna. closes at the Imperial after:
an engagement of 17 weeks. BusiA trip to Chicago la one of the things that seven years ago I little neas averaged between $14,000 and
hoped ever to experience again, but I have had it not only a trip there [$15,000 weekly and rates as a modbut one back. It waa my first visit to Chi in 11 years and likewise my [crate money musical comedy,
first long trip in eight years.
Yet, despite the unaccustomed-as-I-am
feeling I had when I boarded the Century I stood the trip wonderfully,
8WEETHEART TIME
wasn't tired a bit and waded through the reporters and photographers
Opened Jan. 19. Critlos, Gaat the Chicago terminal as though I had been used to commuting be
briel
("8un") exoepted, liked
tween Times square and the Loop for the last 10 years.
this one.
Winched ("Graphic")
raved with "great dancing attraction"
and "loaded with
I had to go all the way to Chicago to see "Louie the 14th."
It was
class." Osborne ("Eve. World")
my first time to see it Leon Erroll has fully recovered from the recent
also
enthusiastic
accident and is settling down for a summer's run. Clarence WiUetta is
Variety (Ibee) said it would
on the job to help cinch it
"
make a moderate run.

in lights.

The combination of the audience and the play was what every drama
tlst every writer, every composer, every artist tries for all his lifea merger of tears and laughter. For the play is a comedy with a laugh
every few lines and the audience supplied the tears the tears of memory.
Most of us there were not as young as we were when we first knew
George M. Cohan. Many of our friends had gone since those early
days

t>«.^

.n^However,
H n2~ ih
both unused.

in it

THE HALF CASTE
Opened March

("Sun") called

it

"worst show

of the season."
Variety (Abel) said "unlikely to last long."

M

W

Badly re-

29.

ceived by the critics* Winched
("Qraphio") sole commentator
to hold hope, saying it might
make a moderate run. Gabriel

H

^ Chta£» IJSSTJiwSS;
^jJ£^^^£*l^&ZbZ™^
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Coh
wh

"By the Way," English revue*
d
£i" t °", KoinTon'tour
aUrac!
o
opens
wn. a?
where It
it
at Z^li'etv
tne uaiety, wnere
- . ,
...
fll
A - TI Just
OD . Charles Salisbury
a «n«.K„^« «h«
stage),
and- Bernard SobeL
And
missed
who ran
n about
fthmjt four
f ollP months.
month*. Business)
Runine**
was leaving the Laurie show, replaced by Alabama Florida.
was moderately good, with the first
weeks over $14,000 and average
In the Cohan party were Mrs. Jerry Cohan, Martha Ross. John Meehan.
Revells came entirely too fast for the doorman at the Drake hotel cue trade $12,000 or better.
Dennis O'Brien, Edward W. Dunn, Fred Niblo, Steve Riordan and Walter
Ha
Rldin ° a had phoncd me
af te
n
Mr8
h
uld
Ca
"
Moore. Oh. yea, I too was there. All came back knowing that the show
7/
i
f
When 1T carne down 1 artwd
thcatre
footman
to ftake me to ;the
is in good hands and that the theatre is bound to be the success it deBY THE WAY
"Miss Revell's car."
e beckoned to a stately Rolls Royce and
serves to be. Mr. Cohan returned also, having before him the casting of to call
Caught
Opened Deo. 28.
assisted me into It.
I noticed him having a bit of dialog with the
principally by second string
a new musical show which will open in midsummer in Boston.
chauffe v but didn't catch the drift until iter. Halfway down town the
men. as four other shows
opened same night.
General
Experience ha. taught me to expect a lot of a new theatre but the ch a "?T opened the panel x.nd asked
Shall we stop at the club to pick up the Governor?"
critical opinion was that show
Four Cohans theatre was something new to me. It is a marvel of
had
class and would stay.
"What
Governorr
I asked.
mahogany paneling, tan stucco and blue velvet The curtain is of blue
Variety (Sime) figured modThen I found out that the car belonged to Mrs. Alexander Revell and
velvet with just a big golden four in the centre and the blue effect is
erate run.
pick up her husband, the
carried out ln the drapes of the boxes.
The carpets are a soft, deep tha * ? he had Intended to go downtown in it to
chauffeur had protested to the doorThe
man.
well-known
furniture
taupe and the same color la repeated in the seats.
"Bad Habits," revue produced la
* h fi ^Honint
Oh, those seats!
They would be described by' us Stylish Stouts as] ma " „wh ? n 1 f * j Blllbut .the doorma " waa
hoplng that
tha
theatr * and T1 m stl11
Greenwich Village, closed at the
"Extra Outa." They tilt back at Just the restful angle, and the backs talked him 1 had hlm drop me at
she
not.
Village theatre Saturday It played
and arms are the most comfortable imaginable. They could have been Mr8 Rev * U dldn '\ hav# }° r,de ln Ta ta*A Whether she did or
a few weeks to only light money
was mighty sweet about It when I phoned my apologies later.
designed by Lane Bryant.
But
all my time ln Chicago wasn't spent in the theatre and ln playIt shouldn't be any task at all for Harry Ridings,, who usod to man
lng around
° of m * vlslta wa » to Maxl « Jacob*, my brother-in-law,
age t_ n's Grand opera house, to manage this ne
BAD HABIT8
theatro and It
Whe
ought to be a positive pleasure for the treasurers-Charlie Thanhauser and the br J ther of Ab? ^^J* MaXle TAT^J? 7 8lSter
Daily
April
30.
Opened
U
W
Were
al
u n «- He waa t " aa " rer ® f th Chica *° °P era hoUM and
yo
Coleman
and Albert Eckhardt. both from the nearby Palacc-to sell tickets for It
notices not good.
?
!
#
f
Abe waa advertising
manager of the Olympic
("Mirror") said its title was
My next 8 *
was at my sister's grave, the first time I had seen It
the tip-off. Atkinson ("Times")
The front on the theatre may be all right, but the back must be sort
said "everything done crudely.
n many .Vaf years, longer, much longer than I had thought It would
of complicated. Anyway George lost his way trying to get out of his
Variety (8isk) said "just a
b
1
St00d
own theatre and landed in the wrong alley. It shows he must be a Vk^I
!
Village show. . . . uptown
"f
, little
Then
1
wen
to
see
my
devoted
*
pal,
Mrs.
Clarence
front-of-thA-hAii
man
WiUetta; who
gait would be too fast."
Is ill ln her apartment on
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the North side.

The show itself will be reviewed elsewhere but I gathered that the
To * cce »}
"Hometowner" had been ,„„„„
^han'. invitation to go to Chicago I had to forego the
reading Odd Mclntyre's co.umn
column ana
and believed
oei.evea
tten n * truncheon ,in honor of His Eminence. Cardinal attemrte^a^e'Slt l^h^SeTwy*
everything in lt-that everyone you met ln New York was either
a Pj!^"™.^ ?
Hayes the beneffJ
K tor the press agents, the dinner of the New York w^iosed Saturday after one week!
gold-digger or a con man. It showed the menace of the smalltown mind
and carries a real lesson for the person who Is always butting into every ** ew8 V*ver Women and a dinner at the house of Mr. and Mn. Chaa.
one else's business. I hope every reformer and every buttinsky will see Emerson c °ok, to say nothing of lunch with John Pollock,
Bl,t if Mr# Conan requires any further proof of my deep regard for
it four times.
It would be good for them and also very good for the
FUTURE OPENINGS
him. this story ought to contain it As the Twentieth Century pulled Into
business of the show.
Elkhart, Ind„ I saw a circus train Christie Brothers unloading, 100
"8uicide Love"
The girl usher has a firm place in my heart, but it was a treat to feet from tne w,n<low of my aleoper. The green cars and the red and
see men ushers at The Four Cohans. And in this connection I picked gold wa E° n « reached out invisible hands and tugged at me.
Comedy by Desmond Gallagher
Animals
up a humorous incident The last night I was in Chicago I was sitting came down the gang plank from their cars. I heard some performers ha » *>o«n acquired for production
ln the back row with Mrs. Cohan, Mrs. Harry Ridings and Miss Rose say> as tnoy 8te PP e <*
next season by Kllbourn Gordon,
their sleeper:
" Wnl ch way to the lot?"
and, as usual, had a pencil ln my hand, looking for copy. One of the
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ushers

saw me

me and

to

|

But I resisted the call of the troupe, stayed in my seat until the train t
pulled out and the lump in my throat plainly announced: "Greater lovel

taking notes and. Just before Intermission leaned over

said:

"Pardon me, but are you a reporter

M

hath no pal—"
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«
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LYCCUm, 171
EJmira, OOlCl
*

Elmlra, N. Y.,

May

18.

confessed that I was:
Harry Li. and Benjamin M. Berin"Well I thought you'd be Interested ln knowing that the pentleman
Thanka, Walter Moore, for the flowers— and I hope you found Steve stein, executors of the William
sitting Just over there la the author— that's Mr. Cohan— he sits there Riordan!
Berlnstein estate, have sold the
every night watching the show to see what lines ought to be changed.
Lyceum, legit to the Second NaHut you can't get to him— he leaves Just before the curtain coes down
Thank you. Geo. M., for your splendid thouphtfulness of a funny tional Bank.
^
^ „ ^ L
..rid we re not supposed to disturb him
But I thought
youM like to know barked old pal. It was the happiest most stimulating week in my career.
The Lyceum will be demolished
about h m and if there s anything else I can do for you or tell you. [No wonder you are the most beloved man in all our profession,
shortly to
enlarge the banking
Bwi t0>
God Bless you. ahd yours 4hd if He flon't Pm off Writ
'house. It was built in 1367.
I
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IBSEN NO CREPE HANGER "ABIE'S"

SEASON ENDING SLOWLY AND

'Hedda Gabler' Betters

'Pigs' Grosses

at Half Price in Minneapolis

14

DARK HOUSES IN SIGHT

Minneapolis,

In

—

—

Broadway's season of 1925-26

Is

•lowly folding up, and along with
Interest
the subway circuit.
It
turns to the summer musicals,
coupled with which Is the outlook
for many musloal attractions next
Season. Rated as the most hazardqui form of production, that is a

somewhat interesting; development.
The shrinking list of current offerings is marked by seven withdrawals between last Saturday and
the end of this week. A number of
attractions have gone on a summer salary basis and others will
with theatres to prolong engagements. However, warm
weather has arrived and it's a case

start pooling

of the survival of the fittest Indications are for 14 dark houses on
Broadway, not including little theatres.

"Sunny"

Big
Only one musical continues to
draw peak business, it being
At better than $43,000
••Sunny."
weekly, it has had no contender
since the first of the year, but "The
Great Temptations," which opened
at the Winter Garden Tuesday, is
expected to rate a close second.
Several musical success's have a
good chance for summer continuance. This goes for "Tho Vagabond King," which is getting about
$25,000 weekly, and "Tho Cocoanuts." though off at $23,000. "A
Night in Paris" is also rated
strong and is credited with bettering $20,000 regularly; "Song of the
Flame" should go until July 4;
last week It got $24,000; "Iolanthe"
remains a real draw, bettering $17,,
000 last week and possessed of a
good advance sale; "Pinafore," also
a Gilbert and Sullivan revival, is
not faring nearly so well, and is not
expected to stick; nor Is the longrunning "Student Prince,"
now
down to $10,000; "Tip Toes" at $19,000 is claiming a profit; "Greenwich
Still

LOUIE'

AND

'BLONDES' CHI'S

BIGGEST
Both Well Over $20,4 III j
Cohan's Big Premier
"Quarter.," $10,<ill
Chicago, May 18.
Scarcity of good showB has pulled
down this month's gross average to
a figure that unless something is
done. the record convention mob, uue
next month, won't have many the
atres from which to pick entertain
ment. It's a peculiar situation, but
nothing causes it except "where are
the attractions?''
Itemizing the lineup, "Louie the
14th"
"Gentlemen
Prefer
and
Blondes" are the present outstanding big money winners. Both are
sure of capacity money.
"Klondeu" has raced ahead of the
record luade by "The Green Hat"
from $4,000 to $5,000 In the weekly
grosses.
On the first two weeks
"Blondes"
has piled
something
close to $44,000, musical comedy figures.
After mentioning the above two
shows the town's sure-fire money
winners are ended.
"Artists and

18.

'Merry Merry' Again Increased
crepe hanger, was alone Gross Last Week, Doing $16,-

Ibsen, generally supposed to be a
box-office

Summer Musicals Soon "Sunny," of Entire List,
Holds to Capacity Summer Salaries and Pooling
Arrangements to Prolong Others

May

RECORD RUN
33 WEEKS IN BOSTON

weathering the business depresthat has ee gulfed the local

sion

000—'Rose-Marie'

Opens Big

PHILLY

HEAT; QUEEN
HIGH' $15,000

rialto.

Playing Ibsen's "Hedda Oabler,"
Blanche Yurka, guest star with the
Bainbridge Players (stock) at the

Boston,

May

18.

"The Green Hat" in the first week
in here at the Wilbur did $18,000,
Shubert at $1.25 top. did $2,000 about $2,000 less than the show
more than "Pigs" at the Metropoli- could have done at the $3 top if it
capacity for every pertan with tho original New York cast had j>layed
formance. The showing of this draand a $2.75 scale.
matic indicates that it Is good for
praised good business for the two weeks
Critics
Metropolitan
"Pigs" highly and play and cast re- scheduled. While the $18,000 la conceived good word -of -mouth boost- sidered excellent business, it is
ing, but public Just wouldn't come probable that at the $3 top the show
in the numbers which the attrac- would have done a bit better business if It had come in here at an
tion deserved; under $5,000.
earlier date.
SHub*rt~-"Hedda Gabler" gave
"Merry Merry," the musical In at
"Buss" Bainbridge a highly profita- the Plymouth, with Marie Saxon, Is
ble week; $6,800.
building up business weekly. Last
McCall- Bridge Players week it's gross increased another
Palace
(musical comedy tab) In "Not To- $1,000, bringing it to $16,000. This
Next to last week is the best business that the show
night, Dearie.**
has done so far, and the manner In
of season. Did fairly well; $3,800.
is going along says the
Stock bur- which it
Gayety "Joy land."
show may stay here during June at
lesque. Wrestling match, added at- least, with a possibility, if shifted
traction one evening, saved receipts into the Wilbur with no great oppofrom sinking; $3,600.
sition, it may run longer.

—

UMaritza" Leaving
"K.
K. K." Doe. $13,000—
"Poor Nut," $9,(in

—

—

—

"Rose-Marie," booked rather hur-

(Cepyrlvht, IMS, by variety, be.)

CHARLOT DIVES
English

Revue

From

riedly into the Shubert to take the
placo of **Captain Jinks" when that
musical closed, did a fair business
for the opening week, doing $13,000.

$11, III
$29,000

to

$17,300—"Rose Marie/' $21,500

Philadelphia, May 18.
Optimistic managers who looked

forward to an unusually big summer
because of the Sesqui, were again
down in the mouth last week. The
combination of warm weather, daylight saving and the customary
aversion of Philadelphians to go to
the theatre after May 1, took another healthy sock at legit grosses.
It looks now like a case of the
shows that ride through till the
Sesqui opens (May 31) will have
taken considerable punishment before the expected relief arrives if
it does.
And it also looks as If
there wouldn't be more than three,
possibly four houses, able to stick
along through tho summer.
The Garrick is the darkest mystery.
"No, No, Nanette" positively

—

closes this week, and Raquel Meller,
The show is being run at summer first slated to appear two days next
prices. With the long and successweek, has again been postponed.
ful record here behind It should be
Whether house will stay closed until
some business later.

able to do
Los Angeles, May 18.
her arrival, or whether it will get
These aro the only three shows In
Revue dove around town now, all the so-called syndi- another attraction and the expenChariot's
sive Spanish star be shunted to
$11,000 at the El Capitan in Holly
cate houses either being closed or
wood, going from nearly $29,000 to housing movies. The Colonial will some other theatre, is not known.
There
appears to be nothing In sight
"Rose-Marie,** at the Bilt- open for Monday and Tuesday
$17,800.
the
house,
with
"Dearest
more, continued strong, Its sixth nights for two appearances here of for
Enemy,"
unofficially reported going
week showing $21,500.
Raquel Meller. The house Is scaled
"Patsy," winding up after seven at $10 top, with $7 top for the or- in there, now set to visit Boston first
weeks In the Mason, did $13,000, chestra, with the list of patrons and and not to arrive here until August.
thus doing creditably on the en- patronesses for the appearance of The Broad has "The Poor Nut" and
tire run.
Miss Meller looking like a page nothing booked to follow. The
Will Morrlsey's 'Revue, at the taken from Boston's Blue Book. The "Nut" appears good for four to five
Orange Grove, clicked for $8,000 In seats were not placed on sale until weeks, hardly more. Its opening
pace while not bad was not as big
Its third week, while "They Knew Monday, but with the Interest disWhat They Wanted," at the Ma- played It looked aa though the ap- as hoped, although notices were
glowing.
second
In
Its
jestic, drew $6,500
pearance would be a sMl-out.

The Shubert, with "Countess
Last Week's Estimates
"Merry, Merry," Plymouth (4th Maritza" failing to hold up, takes
week).
$16,000 last week, $1,000 "Gay Pareo" beginning next Mon(Cepyrlaht, IMS, by Variety, Is*.)
above previous week and the best day, the length of stay for this revue
figure the musical has touched since being figured at about four weeks.
Models" will probably go higher
After that nothing Is definite. The
opening here.
than the gait at present, but the
Adapting
Shubcrts have found it necessary to
•The Green Hat," Wilbur (2d Forrest has "Ben-Hur" (film) beturn out big ads to stir 'em up.
$18,000 first week, close to lieved to be trying for the summer.
Milt Gross, cartoonist-humorist, week).
But the general opinion is that this
"Castles in the Air," considering the will not turn playwright. George S. capacity for house.
"Rose- Marie," Shubert (2d week). is too sanguine an expectation.
long run, is okay at $21,000, but the Kaufman has been commissioned to
8potty Week
First week of repeat, $13,000.
management needs to match the
Last week's business was spotty,
heavy operating expenses, bo a final turn out the dramatized version of
"Abie's Irish Rose" has finally
Gross*
"Nize
Baby."
to
say
the
least.
"Countess Maritza"
recordcampaign
after
dash
quit Castle Square
a
Is now going on to
It will be launc* sd next season breaking run of 33 weeks.
Around has good trade, but being so expenyank the attraction up to Aug. 1.
sive
show
needed
a
more.
It la
Then there will be a short rest be- under Joint auspices of Crosby Galge $8,000 for final week.
Village
Follies"
about
$16,000;
now pretty definitely certain that
fore opening on Broadway.
(Copyrlrht, 1026, by Variety, Inc.)
and Jed Harris.
*
••Nanette," $17,000, and neither fig"Maritza*'
will
go
Atlantic
City
to
Tho dramatic situation last week,
Harris had originally arranged
(Garden Pier) for the summer.
ured
remain much longer; outside of "Blondes," was frightful. with Gross to dramatize his book,
to
"Queen High" held up the best and
"Bunk of 1926" Jumped 50 per cent., "Hush Money" never got started for with Gross side-stepping the aslooks strong enough for the sumgetting $10,000, but is no heavy- real dough, so the notice to close on signment to Kaufman.
Gaige got
mer. Cast changes are being made,
up after the first 10
weight; "Vanities" will go into Saturday went
(Continued from page 89)
and Sammy Lee has been here to
performances. No show Is In sight in on the strength of the Kaufman
June, but a new show is listed for the Harris. "Out of the Night" connection.
restage tho dances.
Business last
mately $187,814.98, and providfor July.
week was off but still promising.
makes the summer outlook at the
ing the necessary funds for the
The two North Broad street
Cort somewhat more dubious than
contlnuanco of the business of
Meller's Amazing Trade
houses closed thoir seasons with
Sport Herrit has been in years.
the company, and failing to proRaquel Meller, held over an ad- mann has never failed to book a pieces after first three weeks; about
rather dismal results. The Adelphl
vide for the liquidation of such
ditional week, did an amazing trade, summer show, but this Is the pinch $10,000 last week.
did only about $6,000 with the secliabilities and indebtedness, and
"Hush Money" (Harris, 2d week).
the takings being $25,262.
ond and final week of "Puppy Love,"
with "Night" not doing better than
the necessary funds for the conthis week;
and the Lyric had around $9,000
"Abie's Irish Rose" celebrated its $3,500, if that, for its premiere week Notice went up to close
tinuance of the business, then to
when
these kind of shows creep into
with the all-star "Two Orphans,"
consider the sale of the assets
"If I Was Rich" pulled a corking
entrance Into a fifth year on Broad
the Twins it looks like a guarantee;
which had great notices and lots of
of the company, including its
way by Jumping to $10,000, though opening because of Joe Laurie's lo about $6,000.
publicity. Earlier in the season this
Something like a
business, good will, trade names,
having reduced the scale to $2.20 cal popularity.
10th
(Illinois,
14th"
''Louie
the
keep
may
compromise
is one revival which should have
plays,
contract
trade marks, copyrights,
top; "The Shanghai Gesture" again
week). No opposition at hotels, so
clicked big.
sketches, acts, sceneries, cos"Rich" in to await what all mana
topped the non-musicals at about gcrs claim will v - big money next is holding around $28,000; nothing
A promising newcomer, which
tumes, accessories, paraphernasubstantial about advance sale but
$24,000, "Lulu Belle" being the run- month.
may build into a real demand, was
lia, effect, furniture, fixtures and
here
probability
will
be
kept
strong
ning mate and capacity at $21,000;
ap
to
only
"Kosher Kitty Kelly."
This did
George M. Cohan has
all other property and rights, of
June conventions.
every name, nature, character
around $13,000 In its first wc-ek St
"Last of Mrs. Cheyney" was esti- pear at his famed Clark street spot for
"Out of the Night" (Cort, 2d
and description;
the Walnut.
mated at over $15,000, with "Cradle to have him realize what this town week). One of the lowest gross
Last Monday
(b) To consider and adopt resoEstimates for Last Week
Snatch ers" at $14,000; "At Mrs. thinks about him.
new theatre called the pullers house has had In a decade;
lutions fixing the ways, means
The Poor Nut" (Broad, 2d week).
Beam's" holds high rating with a night, with a and a new play chris- didn't size up better than $3,500
and methods to be followed in:
First week fairly good, and show
Four Cohans
Pace of $14,500; "Craig's Wife," tened "The Home-Towners," his gross; Sport Herrmann in New York
(1) Effectuating any such liquiwell liked; Just short of $9,000; no
greatly strengthened by virtue of premiere was a series of ovations looking for another show.
dation and/or the providing of
other bookings.
"If I Were Rich" (LaSalle, 2d
the Pulitzer prize award, bettered The piece opened cold here. Cohan
such necessary funds, and/or,
"Ben-Hur" (Forrest. 6th week).
Joe Laurie, Jr., got full
week).
(2) conducting any such sale
Matinee trade a little light, bui pic$12,000; "Sex" Is surprising the tal- is doing his usual work on the piece
fledged Chicago ovation, but no acand the time, manner and place
ture has surely clicked; around
ent with virtual capacity;
trade with the chances trade will improve tion at the box office after opening
of and for the holding of the
$16,000 lust week, off $1,000.
registered over $12,000 last week; and turn out for summer succews
night; little better than $6,000.
same; and
"Countess Maritza" (Shubert. 6th
"Betty Dear" closes Saturday
"What Every Woman Knows,"
(Scl
Blondes"
Prefer
"Gentlemen
adopt
and
consider
The
(c)
To
dark.
week). Final week for big operetta;
trong at $10,000; "Bride of the leaving the Garrick
wyn, 3d week). Sweeping the town
resolutions authorizing the intoo expensive for the summer going
Princess went dark last week. "Di
with a punch; $21,000 to $22,000
(Continued on page 42)
stitution and prosecution of such
here; "Gay Paree* coming In Monvorcons" started this week at the
average; little short of full capacity
actions or proceedings as tho
day, last announced local opening
Blackstone and its success will dig- due to slow mutlnee trade; looks
stockholders present may doom
of year.
nify how long the Blackstone re- like cinch for all summer.
advisable, for the liquidation
"No, No, Nanette," (Garrick. 7th
L.
mains open. The present layout of
Leased
"Betty Dear" (Garrick, 6th week)
and/or dissolution of tho comweek). Final week of record holdget a severe
attractions would
Folds up this week, not getting the
proceedings
including
any
Los Angeles, May 18.
pany,
otllces
er;
failed to make good for second
York
New
the
if
shaking up
Edward Belasco and Gerhold O. had shows to send here. That's the expected draw at this house; sojne
for the voluntary dissolution of
summer run; got around $12,000 last
the company, pursuant to secDavis have signed a lease for the situation, so the managers aro crit- mighty small grosses during ihc
week, a comeback; nothing antions 170 and 171 of the General
twin house to be erected adjoining icizing themselves and not Chicago. week, causing the checker-up to fig
nounced, but house may stay open.
ure about $9,000 gross.
Corporation T„aw.
"Queen
High"
(Chestnut,
6th
the Doheny theatre at 11th and Hill
fith
Week
(Central,
Last
Warning"
Last
for
"The
Estimates
Dated N>w York, May 7, 1926.
week).
Best chance for summer
streets.
The "twin" is now in
Finished up Saturday night
week).
1 LORENZ ZIEGFELP,
(Olympic,
Air"
the
stay
of
all
shows
now
here;
off
last
in
"Castles
course of construction.
This will
with $2,600 gross, reopening SunPresident.
week to $15,000, snd changes being
26th week). Will stick until Aug. 1;
called
Jive Belasco and Davis a hold on
E. 8. GOADING,
made in cast.
sssurance pace will Letter day night with a new piece
both properties in which to play every
"The Green Beetle."
Secretary.
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" (Walnut 2d
$21,000 (present figures) with arrival
host to legit attractions.
"The Arabian" (Studebaker, 2d
Hopped into running last
Since the dissolution of Klaw & week).
of conventionists next month; easily
week). Went along to about $9,000 Krlangcr, a partnership that had ex- week, with a steady pick-up ail
The new hom.e la to scat 1,600 and a Chicago succors.
trifle high with
figure
this
although
Northern,
"will cost Sl.OOOJOO.
week;
around $13,000.
"The Dybbuk" (Great
grosses that isted for many years, both of the
"Two Orphans" (Lyric). About
Title drawing limited the several off-ntjrht
3d week).
members have been through a se$I>.000
closing house for season.
doubtful if $10,000 was were chocked.
clientele;
bearing
upon
lit.gation
their
of
ries
"BABIES" OPENING
28 reached.
"Artiete end Models" (Apollo, 2
"Puppy Love" (Adelphl). Got $6,.
Alarminv small trad<- t-a jsfd former business relations. In con- 0(»0; also rloMnir the.itre.
"Motherhood" has born rec ip"Home Towners" (Four Cohan s. week).
ads; nortlon it in also stated that if re(Copyright, 102S, by Viirlety, Inc.)
tionod "Babies a la Cart-," and 2d week).
Monster tribute to Geo. management to turn out big open
tiring Mr. Klaw may make a long
*ent into rehearsal this week with M. at opening of new theatre with show that must keep house
campaigned
being
summer;
during
right,
foreign
lands.
stay
In
struck
L.
Simpson sponsoring. The this play; piece hasn't
HERKDON'S DUO
sales; with this thought in mind not mu'h
The Klaw theatre Is on West 4.r»th
Piece will get under way at New for there is no hurry in
$20,000.
Rl< hard Herndon has "Treat 'Em
The
street.
It was built by Klaw.
marked off as $11,000 in eight per- over
London, Conn., May 28.
wee*
"Weak 8i«ters" (Adelphl, 1st
Itoii^h" on Its tryout this week.
sal*- wr*uld take in the land upon
The cast includes Lionel Chal- formances.
of fortnight st-.ek bill). Last w»m k's
Herndon will n^xt direct his atalso
"Close Quarters" (Blackstone, 7th
he.it e
stands,
wvnf which the
lDGr
EJgie Ferguson gross, of "Masked Woman"
% 1 gtokes McCune, It'll th KJr.fr, and final week)... El*
own^d ontr'yht by tho man.'igcr- tention to "Tho l l>ay Lady,'* by
Helen CuVtlsV Cn nVl^s Tazewell, out of cast, with 'TMvorcons" open- around $*.5P0.
Hhlprnaii.
£>aniu'l
produccr.
(Copyright, 108S, by Variety, Inc.)
Harry Lyons and others.
ing Ust nUihU "Quarters" went to
At the Morosco, "She Walked
Her Sleep" got $4,500 for Its third

week.
In

and

final

week.
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last

SHOWS IN

AND COMMENT

N. Y.

"Kitty's

to $10,000 last

Broadway; Jumped

Kisees,"

Playhouse

(td

Last week was first fall
week for Intimate musical comedy; taking* $9,000 or slightly
over; moderate money to date.
week).

"_aff

That

week).

with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
against dramatic
in business necessary for musical attraction as
play is also considered.

week.

well abort ff.POO mark,

stay.

Figure* estimated and comment point to tome attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance ie explained in tl.e difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,

"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (209th
week). Scale reduced to $2.20 top
for summer, as uaual; regrular
scale was $2.75 top; world's run
record holder now In fifth year on

week

and Indications are for summer

Off,"

Wallaces

(30th

Advertised "now an es-

tablished hit"; cut rates have figured in takingb from start; $5,000

way

circuit, but will open In Phlla.
in fall; house will go dark.
Gorilla," Selwyn (repeat engagement). Went off last Satur-

return engagement brought
business and lasted one
little
week; house to get Rahman Bey,
Egyptian fakir next week.
"The Jazz 8inger," Cort (36th week).
Another week to go according to
producer's plans; (Jcorge Jessel
will leave cast May 29 In any
event; over $10,000 last week; under that mark week previous.
"The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," FulAnother three
ton (28th week).
or four weeks indicated though
may stay 1o:ik«i takings something over $15,600 but show expensive to operate.
"The Patsy," Booth (22d week),
doing along at good pace and
sure to hold over into eurly summer at least, with a chance to go
through; gross grooved around

day;

;

t

—

—

continuance that will probably
take non-musical gross leader
well into next season; $24,000.
"The Sport of Kings," Lyceum (3d
week).
Second week little Improved over first with indicated
pace around $3,000; unless business picks up may drop out any
time.

"The Vagabond King," Casino (35th
week). Ought to be able to hold

own against summer musicals
off like most others
but making plenty at $25,000.
"The Wisdom Tooth," Little (14th
week).
May not stand up in
warm weather; pace recently has
eased off to about $7,500 or about
an even break In this small
house.
"Tip Toes," Liberty (21st week).
its

on reputation;

Has made an excellent showing to
date; recently somewhat off but
at $19,000 should turn a neat
profit.

"Vanities,"

Earl
Carroll
(46th
week).
Will probably terminate
run during June with a new
"Vanities" due in July; recent
gross estimated between $16,000

and

$17,000.

19,

1926

SEASON ENDING SLOWLY

"The

to $0,000 weekly average seems
enough with house, and show undor same management.
week's gross, doubling that of pre- "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," Apollo
vious week; $10,000 or more and
Moved over from
(16th week).
claimed profitable; revue remains
Harris, playing several weeks on
here, although announced to move
"Stella Dallas" (picture) contract;
to Harris.
takings last week around $6,000
Enemy," Knickerbocker
"Dearest
mnrk; Apollo gets White's "Scan(36th week). Final week; operetdals" middle of June.
ta goes on tour; business held up
(7th week).
during spring, but dropped under "Love in a Mist," Gaiety
Went up a bit last week; draw Is
during winter
$12,000 recently;
$9,000.
lower
floor, with balcony and
on
probhouse
average;
$17,000 was
gallery in cut rates; approximate- "The Shanghai Gesture," Beck (16th
ably dark, except for Players'
week). After another week will
ly $9,000 Is satisfactory.
week
one
for
IV"
Club in "Henry
move to the Shubert for Indefinite

Deacon," Hudson (26th
week). With rent period off after
this month, should be able to go
into summer profitably; business
the same at
last week about
$8,600, with both ends satisfied.
"Lulu Bel let" Belasco (15th week).
starting May 31.
Claimed not to have had an emp"A Night in Paris," Caalno de Parle "Garrick Gaieties," Garrlck (2d
Roof
ty seat since opening; takings are
(Century Roof) (20th week).
week). Difference of opinion ratover
$21,000 weekly, which figure
ought to be a good summer spot,
sealast
of
that
ing of revue over
expected to hold, even through
and Indications fairly good for
son; company oo-operative and
summer.
continuance; claimed averaging
grosses;
can operate at modest
"No, No, Nanette," Globe (J6th
over $20,000.
$8,600 quoted very good in this
week). Business profitable, with
•At Mrs. Beam's," Guild (4th week).
house.
of
estimated
takings
last
week
Appears to have beat chance
"Greet God Brown," Klaw (17th
business con$16,000 to $17,000; Ziegfeld's "FolOuild offerings;
week). First week in this house
lies" listed about June 21.
tinues good at $14,600 and agency
after moving from Garrick, saw
demand strong.
improvement over previous pace; "Not Herbert," 49th Street (11th
week).
"Bride of the Lamb," Henry Miller
Moved here from Klaw
indicated grosa was over $7,000.
Last week again
last week; under booking arrange(9 th week).
probably "Greenwich Village Fellies," Shuand
around
ment
show
$9,000,
can make profits at
bert (22d week). One week more
grooved at that figure; ought to
$5,000, wbjch is approximate pace.
here; will either close or more to "One of the Family," El tinge (22d
stick through July.
Cohan; indications are revue is
week).
"By the Way," Central (21st week).
Tickets win be on sale
near end of run with trade beFinal week; last week claimed
up to June 19 or a week later;
tween $16,000 and $16,000.
about $10,000; due to open In
business between $5,000 and $6,000
"lolanthe," Plymouth (5th week).
Boston.
apparently profitable at this
Last week not quite as good as
Music Box
time.
Snatchera,"
"Cradle
previous week, but excellent at "Pinafora," Century (7th week).
(37th week).
Spring pace Indicated set around $14,000 mark,
$17,600; management expectant of
Doesn't seem to be attracting
going well into summer because
figure that la highly profitable;
much attention and not expected
of strong advance sale.
ehould hold up in warm weather.
to stick much longer; estimated
under $15,000.
"Craig's Wife," Moroaco (S2d week). "Is Zat So?" Chanin's 46th Street
"Pomeroy'a
Past," Longacre (5th
Impetus given business by award
(73d week). With aid of cut rates
week). A lower floor draw; agen.
of Pulitzer prize. Jumped taktakings a bit over $7,000; new arcies
handling
It was a moderate
ings to over $12,000; management
rangement with cast and pooling
buy; business last week quoted
hopeful of running into August.
with house may take holdover
over $8,000 about an even break.
"Bunk of 1926," Broadhurst (6th
into another summer.
week). Arrest of nude girl, at- "Kongo," BUtmore (8th week). Ex- "Sex," Daly's 6Sd Street (4th week).
Cut rating upstairs and in the
tendant publicity and extra adcept for midweek matinee busirear of first floor; jumped to over
vertising
accounted
last
ness continues to hold up nicely;
for
"Alias the

May

Wednesday,

(Continued from page 41)

Lamb"

la

"Kongo"

is

fairly good
at $9,000;
profitable at the same

figure; "Alias the
isfied at $8,500;

Deacon"

also sat-

"Ureat God Brown"

around $7,000 after moving;
"The Patsy" set at $9,000; "Wisdom
Tooth"
and
"Young Woodley,"
$7,500, and either may go out soon;
"Square Crooks" $4,000. but others
got

are lower.

"Garrick Gaieties"
premiere la*t week.

was
At

the

only

$8,500

it

started very well for the Garrick;
"Kitty's Kisses'' reached $9,000. only
fair for the Playhouse; "The Sport
of Kings" was unable to climb oven
the $3,000 mark.
"The Gorilla" could not inuke the
grade for a repeat date at the Selwyn and dropped out lant Saturday.
The house will offer Ruhman Bey,

an Egyptian
Habits,"

fakir,

next week.

"Had

a

Village
revue,
also
stopped suddenly.
This
"Sweetheart Time" closes the Imperial; "The Half Caste" closed the
National; "Dearest Enemy" closes
the Knickerbocker; Raquel Meller
closes the Empire, and "By the
Way" will probably leave the Central dark.
"The Climax," revived
at the 48th Street Monday, will
probably also stop, as "One Man's
Woman" is due into the house Monday, the only premiere next week.

week

Cowl Best on Subway
"Easy Virtue" was best on the

subway

circuit, getting $13,200 at
the Riveria; "Blossom Time" played
the Shubert, Newark, for the sixth
time for a gross Of about $10,000;
"The Enemy," at the Broad there,
$6,000; "The Creaking Chair" rated
over $8,000 at Werba's Brooklyn;
"Magda" tried to repeat at the
Bronz Opera House, but could only
get $4,000 as against $10,000 re-

cently.

"What Every Woman Knows," Bijou

Cut Rates Lead 100 Percent
The score between the attractions
holding buys and those on sale in
the cut rates stood at 14 to 28 this
week. In the list of the buys there
was but one new attraction. "The
Great Temptations," scheduled to
open at the Winter Garden last
night, the brokers taking 500 a night
for this show for the first four
weeks. In the cut rates practically
Maxine Elliott's Outside Times 8q.— Little
everything except the outstanding
Revivals
(12th week).
Cut rates keeping
"Juno and the Paycock" moved hits were offered.
this show going, together with coThe list of buys included: "Lulu
from Mayfalr to Mansfield Monday
,
BL
operative arrangement with playD^_t_ Thea.. 46 St. A 8th At.
mj|__*;_
I.w Amitordwn T
Martin Beck
instead of closing; "The House of Belle" (Belasco), "A Night in Paris"
MaU w#d. & sat.
.f«
ers; dropped to a bit over $4,000
(Casino
de Paris), "The Last of
Ussher"
at
Mayfalr;
"The
ImportA. H. WOODS PraaanU
If at* W*d. ft SaU l:lt
just about an even break.
Mrs. Cheyney" (Fulton), "Garrick
DtmafkftBi * KUsMd. Ma Dai
"8tudent Prince," Jolson's (76th ance of Being Earnest" (revival),
Gaieties"
(Garrick),
"No,
No,
moved
from
Comedy to Ritx MonCHABLBB DILLINGHAM STCMOts
week). Doubtful if holdover hit
in
Nanette"
(Globe),
"Tip
Toes"
will last much longer; show cut day; "Cyrano" and "Servant in the
(Liberty),
"Pomeroy's
Past"
(LongHouse,"
Hampden's; "The Climax"
down, with takings of $10,500 last
"The Cocoanuts" (Lyric),
Aristocrat
(revival), opened Monday at 48th acre),
tat BUt <CI1U1IV
week not profitable.
• fM
e *1
(Martin
Street, also named to get "One "The Shanghai Gesture"
"8unny,"
New
Amsterdam
(36th
by
JOHN
COLTON
™i
Corneal**
week). Spring weather hasn't hurt Man's Woman next week; Princess Beck), "Cradle Snatchers" (Music
Box),
"Sunny"
(Amsterdam),
theatre
company from Madrid,
this Dillingham smash, and it will
BF|f| TONTH1A., W. 41 St. Bra. •:!
go through summer at Spain, opened at Manhattan opera "lolanthe" (Plymouth), and "The
Eaf.tfft'Ssr* probably
w.<l a sac. i-.st
capacity, too; over $48,000 every house Monday; "Bad Habits" closed Great Temptations" (Winter GarCHAR LBS DILLINGHAM araseats
" Cherry den).
week; no show getting anywhere at Greenwich Village;
In cut rates the following attracPie" (revue). Cherry Lane; final
near that gross.
tions were available: "Love 'Em
week
for
"Orpheus,"
Provincetown;
"Sweetheart
Time,"
Imperial (17th
A Sparkllnc. Cfever. Selntlllatlat Comedy
and
Leave 'Em" (Apollo), "Young
"The Dybbuk" and "Romantic
week).
Final week; will go on
hi a>Com«dr by Fradarlck Longdate
(Belmont),
"Kongo"
tour next season; business aver- Toung Lady" alternating final two Woodley"
9
with
(BUtmore),
Cheyney
"The Patsy" (Booth).
The) Last of Mrs.
aged between $14,000 and $15,000, weeks. Neighborhood; "The Cenci,"
"The Bunk of 1926" (Broadhurst),
with Hoi a ad Tounc and A. . lftatta<
And m Wonderful Cast
but down to $10,000 lately; house Lenox Hill Players.
/
Staff** by WlDobell Smith
"Vanities" (Carroll), "By the Way"
(Oopyrltrht, IMS, by Variety, la*.)
probably goes dark.
(Central), "The Jazz Singer" (Cort),
VAITOEIttlTTT 48 8t E °* B'way. En 1:10 "The Cocoanuts," Lyric (24th week).
"Sex" (Daly's), "Square Crooks"
All the musicals except "Sunny"
ELECTION
2ft
EQUITY
Thaa.. W. 41th St Ivu l:St
LEW
FIBLDSr
MUSICAL
NEW
COMEDY
HIT
(Elliott), "One of the Family" (El**wrv *
have eased off within the past
Mats. Wed. and Sat., I It
Equity's annual general meeting tinge), "Is Zat SoT (46th Street).
month or so; pace here last week
will be held at the Hotel Astor May "The Climax" (48th Street), "Not
$23,000; claimed o. k. and summer
25 for the special purpose of elect- Herbert" <49th Street), "Love in a
continuance expected.
"The Girl Friend," Vanderbilt (11th ing officers and councillors for the Mist" (Gaiety), "Alias the Deacon"
(Hudson). "Sweetheart Time" (Imff
week). Went upward last week, coming theatrical year.
estimated around $11,000 or $1,200
There Is no opposition ticket In perial), "The Student Prince" (Jolson),
"The Great God Brown"
over
previous
week;
with
players
With EVA PUCK A SAM WHITE
the field.
(Klaw), "Dearest Enemy" (Knickon summer salary basis, ought to
erbocker), "Pomeroy'a Past" (Longcontinue for some time.
Thea.,
W.
45th
St.
Eve.
1:30
M0R0SC0 Mata Wed an<1 gat J:30 "The Great Temptations" Winter
Jttuavavu
4TH EDITION
acre),
"The
Spcrt
of
Kings"
ALL-CHICAGO CHORUS
(Lyceum), "The House of Ussher"
Garden (1st week). New revue
TnE DRAMATIC HIT
Chicago, May It.
(Mayfalr),
"The
Half-Caste"
(Naoffered by Shuberts; has makings
Palltier Prime Play
The City Chap" which will re- tional), "Kitty's Kisses" (Playof good show, according to out-ofopen the Woodn (dark) will have house),
Being
"The
of
Importance
town reports; opened Tuesday
an all-Chicago chorus.
J01 COOK. FRANK TINNUY. JULIUS TANNIN
Earnest" (Ritz), "Greenwich Village
night
DOBOTHT KNAPT. liort Btiullful Olrl la World
Girls with a yen for the stage are Follies" (Shubert), and "Laff That
"The Half Caste," National (8th
week).
Final week;
averaged being encouraged to corns' forward Off" (Willack's).
By OEOROE KELLY
EARL CARROLL
around $6,000; will not play sub and show their qualifications.
(Copyright, 1926, bj Variety, lac.)
Only Matinee Thursday
with
6th week).
Standing up amazingly well for revival of the kind;
trade holds to better than $10,000
$12,000 last week; capacity.
a very good figure for this house.
"Song of the Flame," 44th Street "Young Woodley,"
Belmont (29th
(20th week). Seat sale expected
week). Has accomplished virtual
to extend to July 4; some east
season's run and may stick for
changes but not material to persome weeks yet; estimated takformance; last week around $24,ings last week over $7,000 and
000; still making money.
still profitable in small theatre.
"8quar« Crooks,"
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GUEST STARRING A FEW WEEKS ONLY

BREAKING ALL RECORDS
LAST WEEK, DAVIDSON, MILWAUKEE, ABSOLUTE -CAPACITY
THIS WEEK, VAUGHN GLASSER'S THEATRE, TORONTO, Selling Out

Q

»

ALL ASKING RETURN DATESt
Played Five Week* Last
to

Summer

Tumaway

for Bob McLaughlin, Ohio Theatre, Cleveland,
Business.
Returning This Season.

PLAYS
"LOMBARDI, LTD.," "GYPSY JIM," "MIKE ANGELO," "MAGNOLIA/' "THEY
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ETC
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FIFTH YEAR
ANNE

NICHOLS'

TO DATE HAS PLAYED

1725 CONSECUTIVE PERFORMANCES

ON BROADWAY

THE LONGEST RUN IN THEATRICAL HISTORY
HAS NOT BEEN RELEASED FOR MOTION PICTURES NOR STOCK
NO FOREIGN RIGHTS

SEASON 1926-27
REPUBLIC THEATRE,

NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA, ADELPHI THEATRE, STARTING SEPT. 6
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, STARTING JULY 3
COMPANIES ALSO ON TOUR

NEW ENGLAND

SOUTHERN
EASTERN

CALIFORNIA

8,000,000 PEOPLE
HAVE SEEN

OFFICES

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

of
WILLIAM DE LIGNEMARE,

ANNE NICHOLS
Vice-President and General

210 West 46th Street,

New York

Manager
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Wednesday,

his friend, insults the whole family
is the work of the rest of the play.

PLAYS OUT OF TOWN

It's

of

stuff.

19, 198ft

PLAYS ON BROADWAY

good entertainment. Plenty
George M.
It's clean

laughs.

Cohan

May

The

cast is excellent
in Chicago for a

It should tarry
good-sized run.
Harry Ridings is in charge of
when the' home-town vision comes house
and show as well as general
into conflict with the bltf-city viewMaria Guerrero and Fernando Dlaa de
representative for Cohan.
western
Hut these two acts are not Charley Thanhauser from the Pal- Mendoaa with the Princess Theatre Compoint.
Chicago, May 18.
pany from Madrid presenting a week of
TreCohan.
George
M.
Farce comedy by
what the second act is.
repertoire
at the Manhattan Opera House
Cubs
the
Al
Eckhart
from
ace
and
jented at the new Kr»nr Cohans theatre.
under the management of Walter O. UndThe cast is about flawless, from park are in the box.
Hal.
Staged by John Meehun, with settings by
aey. Opening night program. "Dona Maria
Joseph Wlckoa.
tin* youngster impersonating a Walla nrava" ("Lady Maria the Crave"), writWllllain Elliott dorf-Astoria bellhop to William El"Vic" Arnold
ten by Kdourdo Marqulna in 1000. smd dediRobert McWade
P. H. Bancroft
McWade, who dicated to the two stars. In four acts.
William Walcott liott and Robert
Ka-ey
has
McWade
burden.
ChrMer Morris vide the main
"Wally*- Calhoon
18.
May
AUantlc
City.
Walter Pllmmer, Jr. the richer role as the man from
Joe Roberta
(Dons Maria La Brava)
Ram H Harris present* a new play by
Georgia Calne South Rend, Ind., a well-meaning
IjoUIo Hancrolt
Milton Herbert Cropper and Sam Slegel.
Spencer llentley
Bell Boy
his
Still
they come these eminent
girl
out
the
dopes
Forrest.
who
staged
by
Sam
meddler
Freeman
Dorla
MaM
Clara L»an gun Pr
Miriam HopMns old college pal is going to marry is Mrs. Levlne
Beth Calhoon
Edward O. Rob!nson foreign artists. They have been a
Morris Irvine
Hen Johnson a
Mort Calhoon
and her family r.eth
gold . digger
Wllck
L.ll!!an
Irvine
long list in the past few years,
Florence Eurle
Nellie Calhoon.
spongers. It leads to the break with Phil Levlne
Luther Adler
Waller Colli^'an
Stone
Zvea Scooler headed by such brilliant names as
Elliott Seems Samuel Korn
his life-long friend.
Seltzer
Marvin
Abramowlts
part
in
this
younger and smoother
Ana Lowenworth Duse, Maurice de Feraudy, Vladimir
Mrs. Abramowlts..
Some division of opinion exists In than in the short-lived piece with Ooldberg
Sam Mann \T emirovItch - Dantchenko,
Firmln
Ethel Henln
Chicago whether "The Home Town- which he made his first professional Mrs. I^rfkowlta
A. David Ooldwyn Gcmler and his Odeon troupe, the
Mr. Pasternlck
sumlast
years
eight
appearance
in
good
play
or
a
Just
en" la a great
its offspring, the
Moscow
Art
and
Strassberg
Morris
Horowlti
mer at the Garrick. Always a first- Mrs. Horowlti
Helena Happort Moscow Art Musical Studio, that
one. But everyone agrees that the
class trouper, he is more than like- Ohalm Horowlts
Herbert Potest*
Raquel Meller, and now
Job George M. had done in rebuild.....Milton C. Herman great single,
able in "The Home Towners," and, Flnkel
ing the old Grand Opera house Into
Rosalind Bernard the best of the Spanish companies,
foiling, like two old- Mrs. Flnkel
McWade
with
Josephine Wehn of the Princess theatre,
Mrs. Albertlnl
the new Four Cohans theatre la emMadrid,
time experts who have long since Albertlnl
...Jules Bennett headed by Maria Guerrero and FerThe new thea- mastered
inently successful.
all the tricks.
Adams
Joseph M. Hoilcky
tre is built on long, straight lines
nando Diaz de Mendoza.
Clarence Williams
Lackaye
Orant
Georgia Calne was keen as the Anna Debrovsky
In the severe simplicity of modern
Sylvia Hoffmann
The big thing about all. these ImLawrenos Leslie portations is that they're good. PerThe horseshoe and South Bend wife. A good, reliable O'Dougall
architecture.
Ludmllla ToretSka
peculiar seating arrangement are actress with class, looks and expe- Shefka
haps they don't mean 10 cents to
Jefferson
Saunders
Herbert
wellentirely missing. There is no single rience, reading I»er lines as a
the average American playgoer In
point of resemblance between the bred lady from South Bend who has
"We Americana," which had Its New York, fed largely on farces,
old and the new beyond that both a stubborn husband would read premiere performance on any stage sexy drama and revues, but before
had the same foundation and the them. Miriam Hopkins handled the it the Apollo last night. Is a play their countrymen they evoke enfeminine lead with nice shading, and
same building shell.
mmanlzing the most vital Issue of thusiasm heretofore reserved for
Perfect acoustics, good capacity capably discharged the emotional
Chester Morris, a good- the day the making of a citizenry Napoleon brandy and other such
(1,118 seats), back-stage equipment scenes.
by its strict adherence to delicacies.
and dimensions to handle big pro- looking young chap, had the one which
Perhaps Maria Guerrero was what
the ideals of our American foreductions and lighting, quick scene remaining role of any length or imfolks here would call an oldHe rates In the class, fathers has developed the United some
changes (as in "The Home Town- portance.
fashioned
actress but she played
moat
States
Into
the
and
greatest
ers"), makes the Four Cohans aces likewise.
influential country ia the whole her part to the hilt and it didn't
for any show seeking a stand in
The South Bender comes to New
take a bright fellow to understand
•
world.
Chicago. Location in the busy end York to act as best man at his
The story la laid in the East Side that she was a bereaved mother.
of the loop counts heavily, too.
friend's wedding. Arrived, he thinks
New York at the present time As she uttered a cry for vengeance
A fast, furious second act, with he has correctly analyzed his friend's of
and
concerns a poor and typical at the first act conclusion, it was
the comedy approaching the hectic fiance and her father, mother and
no petty repressed emotionalisms
level of farce,
is
the principal brother. He tries to warn the friend, Jewish family. The parents. In their of the
modern stage but a fullefforts
to bring up their children
strength of "The Home Towners." and they come to grief.
Righting
throated^
bellowing, earnest entreaty
The first and third acts do not lag the situation created when the with a good education, neglect their that
Justice be done for the murdor
own
welfare.
the
As
result,
when
a
nor lack interest, and have several South Bender, in his sullen anger at
of
her
boy.
moments of sheer, gripping drama having been repulsed and slapped by children reach maturity, they are
As the plot went on, she suspectashamed of their parents because
of their illiteracy. The parents, who ed one of the king's envoys, and
came to this country, could make later this envoy assumed for her
no headway on the road to success, the guilt of another murder. Al
handicapped as they were by lornor though the sturdy mother, battling
like a stoic that an innocent man
•»
ance.
Beth, the daughter, rebels against might not die for her wrong, conher home life and announces an in- fessed her own crime, it was too
late and the heart that sped the
tention of leaving her sordid sur
roundlngs to avail herself of an op sword was laid waste by the envoy's
execution.
portunlty offered by her employer
It was a bitterly emotional play,
in Cleveland. She fully expects to
marry her employer as soon as he then, and the leading woman, Sengains his divorce. The parents, at orita Guerrero, gave the part everya gathering held at their home, thing. Even those, who didn't unlearn from the neighbors that the derstand Spanish appreciated her,
same condition prevails In other and that also went for the male star,
families as well. They accordingly Senor de Mendoza. The rest of the
act upon the suggestion of Samuel cast was thoroughly competent.
Walter O. Llndsey, in handling the
Korn, a school teacher who is in
love with Beth, to attend night troupe and the press work, before
school to improve themselves, both the opening, thoroughly campaigned
mentally and physically.
both the artistic social element of
It Is while attending one of these New York and the Spanish popula
It is claimed there are only
sessions that the parents are the tlon.
recipients of a telegram stating comparatively few wealthy Span
that the daughter found it necessary lards in New York, but inasmuch
to leave Cleveland, but could not as the Manhattan is large enough
find it possible to come home and to let the minimum scale run to $1,
face her parents. A surprising cli- it is easy to see that the wealthy
max is reached through the trans- element will not be entirely depended
formation of the various Jewish upon.
The advance ballyhooing,
families
and their emancipation done In good fashion, brought out a
For country or seashore— wherever you
from the bonds of ignorance, par dress suit crowd for the opening
tlcularly that of the Lovines.
and also a large aggregation of
The play looks very promising. American actors. The really interexpect to loiter over the Holiday, be
There Is a rich vein of humor that esting thing of the night were the
predominates the entire production, first, second and third balconies
practical and fashionable by making your
particularly characteristic of the Spaniards, all of them and so
Jewish race. The second act that enthused over the performance that
depicts one of the scenes in the their shouts, huzzas and handclaps
selections in a shop where every item
night school is one that evoked descended like a treat torrent over
many a sally of laughter. While the rest of the audience.
is thoroughly distinguished.
there Is no outstanding star in "We
The company plays each night
Americans," yet the entire cast is this week, with a Saturday matinee,
a well balanced one. Honors for and Benavente's "La Mulquerlda"
acting go to Edward O. Robinson (done here as "The Passion Flower")
and Clara Langsner In the roles of was given Tuesday night, while
SPORTS SUITS
Mr. and Mrs. Levlne.
"Canclonora,'* by one of the brothSWEATERS
KNICKERS
Special mention should also be ers Qulntero, will be the Friday bill.
made of Zvce Scooler, portraying Prices are from $5 down. Opening
the role of Samuel Korn, the schoo night was topped at $11.
UNDERWEAR
PAJAMAS
teacher and Lillian Wilck as Beth
There was a good money audience
Levine, the wayward daughter. The and the start-off of this newest of
comedy part was equally divided the foreign groups was most propiBATH ROBES
BEACH ROBES
between Snm Mann as Goldberg anc tious, a continuation of the triumphs
Morris Strassberg as Horowitz. they have recently gained in Cuba.
GOLF STOCKINGS
HANDKERCHIEFS
The play, although as yet a bit They're going home when the brief
long, running twenty-five minutes engagement here is concluded.
CRAVATS
over theArregulatlon period of time
Bisk.
was welFrcceived by the large au
dlence. It is the type of productlo n
SHIRTS FOR SPORTS OR LOUNGE WEAR
that seems to have appeal for al

HOUSE OF USSHER

SPANISH PLAYERS

THE HOME TOWNERS

WE AMERICANS

—

Clarence Derwent presents a moderm
drama by H. V. Esmond, featuring hlmself
self.

and Rosalinda Fuller. Staged by hlm«
Revived after a brief stay at a semi,

professional

theatre,

fair Monday, May
Grace Uauher
Gregory

opening at the May-

17,

1020.

Thomas McElhany

Constance UsHher
Rupert Herrlngham
Kmily Orlsson

Roaalinde Fuller
Roland Hoguej

Jeanne Powers
Ferdinand Haul

Hagn Gorwln

Kev.

Jacob

Malcolm

Nellie

will T. Chattertoa

Hunt

Usaher

Clarence Derwent

Pembroke

John

Saunders

.

|

—

—

THE PRIVILEGE OF NAT LEWIS

—

classes.

Various T^at Xjrwis
correctness to

accessories

of

elegance

and

Vince.

Edna Hibbard's Divorce
Chlcao,

accompany the dinner jacket

May

Edna Hibbard has applied

Robt. Ames* 4th
Men's Shop, 1580 Broadway
:

409 Madison Ave.
at

Forty -eighth

New

Waldorf-Ast'oria \
Ave

34th St. and Fifth

St.

Hotel

St.

Regis Shop Opens June First

1

"LOUIE THE 14TH"
ILLINOIS,

be known that as soon
as tho flivorco decree Is final he will
marry Allda Cruzo, non- professional.
let

It

is

—

have no other virtues.
The whole thing is so purposeless,

the plotting so woefully unskilled*
that It is a pity to see excellent
players waste themselves by giving
form, voice and action to such stuff.
But, to return to a far more pleasant and exciting topic, there was)

Miss Rosalinda Fuller.
Miss Fuller has been seen here*
about before, but never In a big part.
This is a bad part, written mostly
In one key*, and that not a pleasant
one, but it is big. So one may study

her intelligently.
She has feminine charm, youth*
physical mellifluence, easy and tony
manners, a fascinating restless animation and, over all, & heaven-sent
speaking voice that makes the heart
beat faster. That voice should carry
far and carry her far.
There are
only two young actresses in America who can rival it Lenore Ulrlo
and Jeanne Eagels. It is not hoars*
like Ethel Barry mofe's; tt is not
sweet like Jane CowTs; It la ringing, reverberating, penetrating. But

—

melodious and intoxicating.
Derwent plays the old Ussher,
and does It rather well. It is a
makeup part, and he looks like Loula
Mann, quivers like David WarflelA
and works like George Arllss. Derwent is effective when he remains)
it Is

cold blooded, the poised
"

and

man

of*

Iron

steel.

The

rest of the playing is of upstanding calibre, especially that of
Nellie Malcolm, who stands gloriously by bar lines, except that they
shouldn't be, the lines of a Jewess.
There may have baen a Jew like
Jake Ussher someWherer once, but
there never was a Jewess like Grace
Ussher even once.
The single set is a nice little interior, not reflecting the drawing*
room of a man of millions, but ade-

quate to express the atmosphere.
This piece was opened at the illfated Fifth

Avenue

theatre,

where

CHICAGO

Lait.

EDNA

COVEY
"THE DYING SWAN"
"LOUIE THE 14TH"
ILLINOIS,

CHICAGO

FLORENCE MOORE
"Greenwich Village Follies*

8HUBERT,

COMEDIAN

"CASTI.ES IN

THE A IB"

CO.

Olympic, Chicago
If

you don't advertise

it

played a few days and was stopped
by a fire. Derwent took it over and
steered it into the little May fair,
where, at the prices for this attraction, $2.75 top, he could attain a
gross capacity of somewhat less)
than $5,000; and, sadly, the gross
will not be capacity and will be considerably less than $5,000.
It is hard to say how long an engagement which could run indefinitely on a weekly gross of probably
$3,000 can carry on.
But whatever
the length of the run, If any, it
seems a rather unfortunate certainty that "The House of Ussher*
will not be ranked as a success.

NEW YORK

BERNARD GRANVILLE

Chicago.

Ames

he is also the author of it This)
but a guess.
Bits of plot hop in, run a course,
and are dropped completely, not
even concluded as of themselves;
counterplots are thrust fa, apparently for time-padding surely they

it.

in

Wife

actor, will try matrimony a fourth
time, he announced when told that
his third and present wife, Vivian
Siegel, musical comedy prima donna, is suing him for divorce in

ANDREWS

LEON ERROL

Los Angeles, May 18.
Robert Ames, stage and screen

HOSIERY GIFTS ACCESSORIES
$

Management LTLB

more momentous potentiality.
"The House of Ussher," which haa
so solid and respectable a title,
odorous of a high British mystery
by Robert Louis Stevenson, turns
out to be a rather clap trappy modern and underdone talk -fit by H. V.
Esmond. This reporter haa never
had the distinction of hearing of
Mr. Esmond. Perhaps, since Clarence Derwent produced and directed
it and is playing the chief role in

THE LEGITIMATE

IN

JOHN BYARI

18.

for a

divorce from J. C. Seagcr, Jr., New
York business man.
Report here says that upon Miss
Hibbard being favored with a decree, she may marry Lester Bryant,
the local manager.

:

PLAYERS

Quite unimportant little engagement this, except that it brings to>
Broadway in an outstanding role a
thrilling
new Ingenue, Rosalinds
Fuller.
Than that, scarcely any.
thing can happen to the theatre of

"MERRY MERRY"
WITH

in

VARIETY

MARIE SAXON

don't advertise

This Week* Plymouth, Boston

Wednesday,

May

19,

RADIO

1926

"Catting" Disc Royalty
Some music

Tom's Cabin" was essayed as on
night, even the otherwise

Friday

& T. technical aides
could not overcome certain natural
sterling A. T.

behalf of the

revue.

The Hardman Hour was a break

in

the jazz idea, this high class musical
program proving ever pleasing.
Thence to the Hofbrau and Frivolity
cafes, and back to the Hotel McAFpin, leading into the midnight hour
f»om the hotel's grillroom. Ernie
Golden is temporarily away, because of a mir.or operation, and returns on the month end simultaneously with the roof garden's
opening.

more apparent

Still

deficiencies.

plugging on

was the poor transmission

in

Paul

The Arcadia ballroom plugged

fishly

m. starting with
from
Charles Strickland's Jazz from Palisades Park and concluding with a
The
cabaret dance band tour.
Strickland brand of syncopation is
inspiraverve
and
lacks
and
tinny
tion.

WEAF's dance

broadcastings
the Pelham Heath Inn band (Lou
Raderman, director), the Buffalodians from the Monte Carlo restaurant (utilizing Ross Gorman's former period) and the Irwin Abrams
band from the Casa Lopez, were instrumental
highlights
past
the
week-end. From WJZ, the Larry
Siry syncopation via the Ambassador Hotel grillroom was an equally
Impressive recital of dance music.

Louis Katzman with his Whittall
Anglo-Persians again proved noteworthy on their regular Friday night
WEAF hour. WMCA's bill took one
up to Woodmanstcn Inn for the
dance music, plus some extraneous

and

for

as he pleased, sans a
two-cent royalty

accompaniment.

compulsory

A

figure.

series of eight different

radio

programs have been created for alternate Sunday night broadcasting
through the

WE>V

chain.

MANY NEWSPAPERS

Traveling Orchestras

A salient ruling on traveling orchestras as decided at the 31st Annual Convention of the American
Federation

last week,

After entering the jurisdicband cannot accept miscellaneous engagements, and are restricted to playing
only such engagements as they hid
contracted for before entering that
Jurisdiction, unless the local gives
(1)

tion of a local, a traveling

consent.

Traveling orchestras playing
(2)
vaudeville or picture houses cannot
play miscellaneous engagements in
the Jurisdiction of any local without
special consent; nor can such orchestra contract for su«-h miscellaneous bookings before they enter the

HERE AND THERE

14

which cannot compete with a show
band's preHtige and publicity.

RADIO HURT CABARET?

A

will

a hook-up of

five sta-

broadcast B. A. Rolfe's

Jimmy Carr and band open

at the

May

28.

9

Radio's 'School Play
Violet Kemble Cooper of the legit
stage makes her second radio "appearance" May 29 in Sheridan's
"School for Scandal" before the
"mike."
Players are a permaThe
nent radio stock company maintained by the station directed by

WEAF
WEAF

She formerly
Katherine Emmett.
directed the Shakespearean Players,
another permanent WEAF ether
stock troupe.

BESTOR TAKES BIVENS
Fort Wayne,

May

Included In the 610 applications
to date with the Department
of Commerce for licenses to operate broadcasting stations are 14 of
the Hearst papers. Individual applications were filed by H. Polachek
for Boston, Albany, New York City,
Baltimore, Washington, D. C; San
Antonio, Los Angeles, San FranDetroit, Rochester,
cisco, Seattle,
Syracuse, Chicago and Milwaukee.
Other publishers are also seeking
to get on the air, these Including
newspapers in practically every section of the country.
Theatres, too, are applying for
licenses, among these being Sam S.
and Lee Shubert as well as the Bucyrus Opera House in Bucyrus, O.,
and several other small theatres.
In spite of the crowued condition
of the air in and around Chicago a
dozen odd firms want to be licensed
Guyon's Paradise Ballroom
there.
and Marks Bows theatres are included there.
The list is constantly growing
with but little chance that any
be granted unless,
licenses will
when the much sought after legislation is secured the Government
should withdraw the existing licenses and scrap the vast sums invested in the equipment. This, however, is not the Government's policy
of doing things.

19.

Don Bcstor and

his Victor recording orchestra, touring the mid-west
theatres, current at the local Strand,
has signed Burke Bivens, a Beaumont, Texas, boy for his band.

Incidentally an odd Interpretation
put on the action of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company by members of Congress.
is

This company has re-incorporated
as the Broadcasting Company of
Landry's
Art
with
has been
America. The Dill bill if passed
THE BACON BANJO CO., Inc. Bivens
band, as the "hot" clarinetist, and is would forbid any broadcasting comGroton, Conn.
famous for his "Swamp Blues" pany from being tied up with any
composition. Bivens will also be co- cable or wire companies. This was
* arranger with Bestor for the band. done, it is said, to avoid further
Mrs. Bestor (Frankie Klassen) re- complications.
joins the band next season.
Congressman Sol Bloom (D.) of
Director of hi* orchestra which haa
sekeen sifnall.T honored In beln*
New York puts still another angle
lected to follow the original Vincent
on this change of name, the ConLopes Orchestra Into the Cnna Lope*,
COMMANDERS SAILING
New York, are ably nilJnr Lopez's
gressman believing it is in answer
hoe* as radio favorites. During Ix>John D'Allesandro, tenor with to his questioning during the recent
pei's absence en tour, Irwin Abrams*
Irving Aaronson and his Command- hearings when W. E. Harkness of
dance music Is being picked up from
the Casa and nationally broadcast.
ers, left the band Saturday at Fox's, the telephone company refused to
Mr. Abrams Is one of our slncerest
Philadelphia, to start by himself as give any figures on the earnings of
boosters.
& picture house solo attraction.
•WHO'S
ARE YOUT*
the broadcasting department of the
RaVph Napoli, a Pitaburgh boy, A, T. & T. Co. Mr. Bloom now sees
"JIG WALK"
"CAM LLE"
has replacerd D'Allesandro In the that should that question be again
"ONLY YOU AND LONELY ME" band.
put the company can reply on
Published by
The Commanders sail June SO on broadcasting operations alone and
for a Paris engage
"Mauretania"
the
not have to Involve any earnings
Inc.
ment, and may open in a London from the telephone end.
7t» Seventh Ave., Now York City
production before opening at the
Kit-Cat Clulb, Dec. 2.

IRWIN ABRAMS

WHO
I

Robbins-Engel,

Chi Labor's Defiance

For High

Union.

Clan Theatre

in

of 135,00
Population
City

Send reference*, salary and

details in firat latter.

ADDRESS: BOX

11,

Navy York

VARIETY

18.

Exploiting Sam Coslow
Chicago, May 18.
Sam Coslow, songwriter-radio en
Upon receipt of information from
tertainer, is a new picture house Wanhington that license for the Chientry, opening this week at the cago Federation of Labor's broadCoslow casting station now under construcRlalto, Washington, D. C.
Is to be exploited as another Jack
tion at the Municipal pier would be
Smith, the latter being now In Lon- denied on the ground that there arc
don.
already too many radio stations in
Chicago, Edward Nockels, secretary
of the federation, announced that
the federation would defy the expected edict and broadcast from the

LEADING ORCHESTRAS
JO ASTORIA

DON BESTOR
And

and hie

HOTEL ANTILLIA ORCHESTRA

His Orchestra

Victor Record*

Coraf Gables, Fla.

Management:
Music Corp. of America
Chicago,

ACE BRIGODE
and His 14 Virginians
Hotel Congress, Chicago

la the Soath,

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1—3 Months
Sand remittance with name
and address

station.

be known
be on a wave
meters.
It is to

will

WfFL

and

of

391

ns
length

It's

and HIS
Columbia Records

\

ORCHESTRA
Naehvllle.

Joe Fried man

M*aa*eraent:

kl

III.

FRANCIS CRAIG
Ten

MAL HALLETT
DETROIT

JEAN GOLDKETTE
Orchestras

America's Greatest Modern Daaee Lead*

AND

HI8

CHARLES 8HRJBMAN

Mi*.:

TICTOB RECORDS

& His Kittens

Katz

Are You Ready Kitten* T
"Mea~o-ew"H! Let's Oo

VINCENT LOPEZ
And Hia

Casa Lopez Orchestra

CASA LOPEZ
Weet

54th

8t.,

N. Y.

ORCHESTRA

Featured for 5 Consecutive Benson*
oa Broadway
PERMANENT ADDRESS: Lawrence,

VICTOR RECORDS

EARL

J.

CARPENTER'8

MELODY SEXTET!
<

Club Deauville,

New York

Personal Representative "TAPS,"

NAT MARTIN
AND

H!S ENTERTAINERS

"Versatility Plus"
Appearing

1007 Broadway,

and Hia

indefinitely at

SOCIETY NOVELTY

THE KUR3AAL
City Island,

New York

New York

AL SCHEMBECK
ORCHESTRA

CLUB MIRADOR, NEW YORK
Spanish and American Dance Mosle

SAM

SMOLIN'S

ORCHESTRA
EAST MARKET GAROEN8

THE SEVEN ACES

and HIS RADIO

AKRON,

O.

"All Ten ot

'Em"

Columbia Recording Artists
81 st Week at

HOTEL PEABODY

BIGGEST HIT IN TOWN

Tlie Month's Finest

MEMPHIS, TENS.

CHARLEY STRAIGHT
AND

JOE THOMAS

III8

And Hia

.

Wettern

May

meeting of stockholders was

—

filed

Nat Martin and his recording orchestra are at the Kursaal, a new
City Island (N. Y.) roadhouse.

Follies Bergere, Atlantic City,

WANTED

is 9

primarily intended to limit bands
playing theatres to accept single
dance Jobs which would otherwise
fall to the lot of local organizations

Chicago,

WALKER MOORE ON FLOOR

law

This

Jurisdiction.

local's

Abel.

York. Rolfe will also be featured by Edison records as the ace
recording artist.

PICTURE ORGANIST

Musicians at Salt
has It that:

of

Lake City

called last week to inquire what
Walker Moore, last appearing in was wrong at Rainbo Gardens. It
"The Virgin," has taken to the cab is understood that the show and the
arets as master of ceremonies.
radio station In conjunction (WQJ)
Hearst Dailies Have AppliHe opens at Woodmansten Inn, were blamed and that Ed Beck, the
revue
New York, with Betty Smith's
producer, and Jerry Sullivan, the
Thecations Pending
announcer, were let out.
at that roadhouse.
atres Also

WOR

New

NE PLUS ULTRA
SILVER BELL BANJO

of

of the

licensing

from

6

and

Desmond

selling

his

WEAF

a hook-up of allied stations.
"A Carnival at Seville" is the first
of a series of theatrical entertainments specially adapted for radio
broadcasting.
It will have an nllprofesslonal cast, Including Stanley
Howlett
("Beau-Strings"),
June
Cochrane
("Girl
Friend"),
John
Alexander Rogers
(Provincetown
Players),
Gallagher
("Kongo"),
Rosallnde
Fuller
("House of Ussher"), Edgar Perkins and Lulsa Ceballos.
Maclin Marrow of the Philharmonic scored and directed the musical end, with Levinson as authorproducer.
A Philharmonic woodwind unit will furnish the musical

ANXIOUS TO RADIO

Saturday's WJZ features
were Dorothy and Ethel Ponce, and
a female trio on behalf of the
Snider Hour, while the Salaam
proved the
Temple band from
highlight for the Newark station.

dance music from the Palais D'Or,

'

much

debuts June

It

hands

Among

WEAF and

VAUDEVILLE ARTIST
WHU HI.

atre.

expended for
a revised copyright bill which
would place the full control of
a copyright in the owner's

a week.

tions

JOE ROBERTS

Lewis F. Levinson, the Vamlcrbilt
theatre publicity man. Is the originator of a new form of radio entertainment, known as the Radio the-

cut-rate

would be no inducement.
Furthermore a practice
this sort nullifies
effort now being

Concert music of the string type
figures among radio's favorites with
the Hotel Commodore string en
semble (WJZ), Olcott Vall's ensemble (WMCA), and. Jacques

Jacobs' concert orchestra from the
Hotel Shelton (WOR) among the
outstanding organizations of this
Each Is a regular feature
type.
of weekly, Vail repeating often within

accepting

the big ones who are offenders
along with the lesser concerns,

WMSG

M. Ruling on

A. F. of

With All Professionals

from some of the
mechanicals and that includes
the biggest.
The music men
figure
that If they get a
"stomp" on for a penny or halfcent royalty, it is more than
they might get if they held out
for the full amount.
That theory is a fallacy becaupe if the mechanical company didn't think the song material worth while, giving it to
them for nothing, particularly

It-

Musical

4$

publishers, sel-

foolishly, are acqui-

to
royalties

broadcast description of self via the George Hall and Bill
the Stribling-Risko fisticuffs which Pike bands from WGBS. The Clarthe "Daily News" sports writer ence Williams jazz trio and the Artransmitted through the
rowhead Inn also were on from the
microphone.
Gimbel station.

9.30 until 1 a.

and

escing

Galileo's

WIIN had a dance band marathon

New

Radio's

RADIO RAMBUNGS
In these somewhat static days,
remain the
the radio dance bands
good old standbys of consistently
favorable ether entertainment. Next
Instruto the concerted orchestral
mentation, the solo instrumentation
clicks
always
like piano and violin
in the radio transmission.
When a play like WEAF's "Uncle

VARIETY

Rendezvous Orchestra
Rn
6

rente Orphenm Circuit
Weeks Mnlebnch Hotel

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Jane 7 to July 18, Inelaslre
Using Conn Instruments Exclusively

MR. AL TUCKER
and

till

SAX-O-TETTE
with

Now

ARCHIE NICHOLSON

on Tour with the

8ISTERS

in

Columbia, San Francisco
Until June 5

PAUL WH1TEMAN
Kit-Cat Club

SOCIETY ORCHESTRA
Keith-Orpheum
Direction

llernard

DUNCAN

"TOP8Y AND EVA"

Circuits
Rurk*

London
Direction:

WILLIAM MORRIS

—
Wrfnetday,

VARIETY
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ONE FIRM SELLING 50% OF ALL

"on Run"

—

—Shipping

900 Miuic Bundles

Irving Berlin's Name and Publicity
Daily
Largely Responsible for Current Splurge

Chicago. May 18.
Milton Well. Chicago music
daxslsd the loop
publisher,
blockaded
frequenters
and
sidewalks by sauntering forth
wearing one of those snappy
checked hats usually effected
by burlesque comedians.
Well claims that he's going
to wear the outrage, notwithstanding.

Friends

are

organising

a

bodyguard to conduct Milt to
and from his offices

An unprecedented prosperity on may have bunched one after anbehalf of one music publishing Arm other in a constant stream as Beris the cass of Irving Berlin, Inc.. lin's have had for over two years
which Is doing 50 per cent of the (more strikingly enormous the past
Industry's popular sheet music busi- season) Is not considered by conness, according to one large music temporaries any strong indication of
To paraphrase
business acumen.
Jobber's estimate.
Leo Feist, Inc., is second with 22 the Shakespearean axiom, "the song
The remaining 28 per is the thing." Nobody can pick a
per cent.
cent of the sheet music sales Is song and positively gamble that It
divided among the other publishers. Is a hit One may pick a few but
Including some of the biggest like never keep It up. so the Berlin cycle
Remlck, Shapiro-Bernstein, Water- of song hits Is frankly put down as
"one of those things" "a good
son, etc.
Harms, Inc.. chiefly a production break" likely to happen to anybody,
music house, falls without this esti- in this Instance "made" possible
mate for that reason.
through the Berlin's tremendous
The Berlin "run." as it is defined publicity.
In the trade, Is unusual In Its proTwo or three years ago Feist was
portions but considered "one of the lucky Arm and Shapiro-Bernthose things" In the industry which stein with its succession of novelty
points out similar successful cycles song hits, or Remick's, too, with
in the case of Feist, Inc., with whom their marathon
of big numbers,

—

It

has happened time and again,

Remick's, Shapiro-Bernstein, Waterson, and most of the rest.
The number of song hits one Arm

came

to Important attention in the
industry for the amount of sheet
music they turned over.

May

If, lift

CABARET REVIEWS

Weil'. Snappy Lid

POPULAR MUSIC AT PRESENT
Berlin's

Y

DOVER CLUB

there Is no disposition to cheat at
the Dover.
The mob makes it right along.

(2d Review)

With some the Dover is a habit.
Jimmy Durante, Eddie Jaekaon
It's one of the few night places
and Lew Clayton have had a big that can show a healthy balance
sheet
on this term.
season at the Dover Club on West
About July 1 the boys will call It
street. They opened there early
51st

in the fall

when padlocked out

of

their 58th street joint. At the Dover.
however, they have been unmolested,
doing a steady grind business from
midnight on, drawing- through their
unquestioned talents as entertainers.

a season until September.
Eddie says he's going to take the
car an* the wife for a two months'
auto ride, but he doesn't say who's
going to drive. Probably the wife.
Eddie has been troubled with his
teeth of late. Thinks he must have
eaten something his teeth weren't

Bime.
and You," rated by the Industry *•
It's a perfect floor combination, familiar with.
inferior song material but will most the three boys. Each Is so loyal to
running
are
the
they
a
in
addition
in
the
other
likely be well up
along with the other Berlin ballad model for all of the show business.
On the site of the Palais Royal
sensations In view of the public In- An effort to split this trio some where Paul Whlteman came to first
months ago came to naught; they
terest In Berlin's name, even before
attention in the metroImportant
stuck and are sticking.
the Ellin Mackay romance.
A general complaint against the politan district, B. A. Rolfe and his
The profession Itself has also Club Dover is that you don't notice orchestra of 14, another crack symacknowledged It time and again, the time passing. It's nothing for a phonic syncopating aggregation, is
intorduclng all Berlin songs with a guest to go in at one and come out clicking pretty with its ultra jazz.
mention of the author's name which at six, to. be surprised by the day- Rolfe, a veteran showman, whose
power in theatricals dates back to
lent both the singer and the com- light. When Jimmy, Eddie and Lew
the old Bluebird-Metro film producposition additional prestige before are doing their stuff, you can't count tions of which company he was
Such acknowledgement the laughs. The way they work and president, Is now lending his talents
rendered.
the frequency of their appearances
from all sources, public and pro- have no parallel In cabaret enter- to the field of dance music.
Rolfe holds a unique position
fession alike, has reacted most fa- tainment.
Nor do they follow a
vorably.
Whatever one among trumpet players, his unusual
routine In •'turns."
skillful
technique at attaining the
a
where
the
stage
It has reached
starts the others fall in with.
known registers distinguishnew form of "kind applause" by a
Jimmy Durante is the crack com- highest
ing
him
among instrumentalists.
singer is to mention "Irving Ber- edian, capable of making his comWEAF is recognizing this outfit
lin's so-and-so" when the song is edy high or tow, according to the
by
running
a direct wire into the
only a Berlin, Inc., publication and gang present; Eddie Jackson has no Palais D'Or to pick up its dance
strutter
not Irvlng's composition, as the peer as a coon singer and
music
thrice
weekly for lunch and
the boy is a wonder at it and an
Impression is indicated at times.
twice weekly for nightly sessions.
entertainer of the nth degree, while
The Chinese -American restaurant,
The Berlin, Inc., stockroom has a Lew Clayton stands in the same
specially
commissioned American class as a straight man, besides an 800-900 capacity room, is one of
Express Co. agent to check parcels which Lew continues with his ex- the biggest money makers In its
class on Broadway, and the leader
because of the large number of ceptional hoofing.
On top of themselves and other of this type of eatery. Operated by
business is

PALAIS D OR

The Berlin prosperity, however,
happens to be unusually large. It is
estimated such vast business Is an
economic necessity with the Berlin orders filled. A day's
syndicate, the secret of
Arm because of its vast overhead known to run up to 900 bundles of performers (genuine) the boys rang aits Chinese
success lies in mass production.
taking in all Its branch offices, exec- music, which is plenty of music, as in the laughable Mile. Fin. Just a
The
show
itself, augmenting the
Some can't de- Rolfe orchestra
gag, it got over.
FOR DANCE ORCHESTRA
utives'
salaries,
professional ex- the Industry knows.
last week, was a
cide whether Flfl is a dumbbell,
ploitation, etc.
"Spanish
Fantasy"
that is Ailing in
Something New in Really
She is
amateur or Just wise.
At about the peak of the Berlin,
a
week
the
at
cafe, to plug a wait
neither.
Flfl merely found a good
"Hot* Arrangements
in
their
Inc., cycle of hits. Max Wlnslow
picture
house itinerary.
WTEDOEFTS SALARY $650
place to eat. She'd rather get food
Otherwise it is Arthur Spizzl's first
suffered a nervous breakdown in
Other Arrangements Mads to
Rudy Wiedoeft, the saxophone than a stake. Her next thought picture house unit which
is routed
Chicago. He Is still in the Windy
around
salary.
She's
Order
is
after
that
soloist Is getting $650 a week when
over the Spizzl circuit of picture
City, almost fully recovered.
he opens June 16 at the Princess $60 now and still squawking.
houses. This compact little revue is
Bead For Partleakwe
rest,
top
of
of
the
And
on
all
now
Irving Berlin's Name
followed this week by another Spizzl
cafe, London.
the boys have another ringer, DorOscar Levant, American jass pi- othy De Haven, a corking looking unit (Oriental Land), which will
Berlin. Inc., has a natural ally In
the Irving Berlin name.
One in- anist, will accompany the reed vir- blonde they have made up as a utilize the Palais D'Or as a break1661 Park Road, N. W.
in stand.
stance of it was the 200,000 copy tuoso and also introduce the art of cabaret Meller, Spanish mantilla and
The "Spanish Fantasy" has the
WASHINGTON, D. C.
advance sale of the newest Berlin American Jass piano syncopation as everything, with Dorothy knowing Three Andrelnl Brothers
as a nusong, "At Peace With the World a solo attraction at the London cafe. as much about Spanish dancing as cleus.
the courteous cashier does.
But mental This nice-looking lnstru*
trio, featuring mandolas and
Dorothy may give Flfl a race, as the
blonde is there otherwise, and Flfl Is guitars, could hold their own by
on occasion, and, In fact,
a brunet, heavily made up to keep themselves
officiate thusly in the film theatres.
the Impression alive she's French.
They
comprise
their own act as do)
"Maurie Sherman is the king of syncopators."
Also Fill In opposition has a SpanMalinoft and Gray, dance team, and
ish shawl she paid $15 for but says
Moreley
and
Leeder,
novelty song*
Norma Talraadge gave it to her.
at the piano, all merging later
One night on the side lines at the sters
"Maurie Sherman is entitled to the title of 'Chicago's Own.'
into a co-ordinated finale.
Dover and you can get more Inside
POST.
Thursday night (when this show
than even the boys know and they
was reviewed) was the occasion of
know a lot.
"With frank enjoyment, Mrs. Coolidge listened to Maurie
a
formal opening, whereupon the
To pep It up with the two "nuts,** Edison
phonograph people presented
Sherman's singing of a 'blue' song."
Flfl and Dorothy, they now have Ben
Rolfe with a one-year record ins;
Qane (no relative of Billy Oane), contract for
Edison disks. This 1*
the washroom boy, doing a Spanish
(Continued on page 47)
double with Dorothy and an Apache
"Mrs. Coolidge commented the excellent music of Maurie
with Flfl. That's a panic If you

ARTIST

ARRANGEMENTS

El wood

M. Wilson

CHICAGO EVENING AMERICAN.

CHICAGO EVENING

—

CHICAGO DAILY NEWS.

Sherman's orchestra" on the occasion of
Mrs. Coolidge's last visit to Chicago.

President

and

"Maurie Sherman has one of the best orchestras we ever had
THE COLLEGE INN."— Frank W. Bering, Vice-President and General Manager, New Hotel Sherman, Chicago.

in

COLLEGE INN
Now

Featuring

M aurie Sh erman
(IN

PERSON)

'7/

DIRECTING HIS RENOWNED

BAL TABARIN ORCHESTRA

know about it and terrible if you
Ben Oane (he wrote his own
name) (and pleaded for the mention) (yet still a washroom boy with
instincts) also tells a couple of gags.
The on the level entertainers are
headed by Brad Mitchell, billed as
"King of the Blues." Mr. Mitchell

don't.

CHICAGO EVENING JOURNAL.

Is no slouch at the. blues delivery,
with the fact best told that he has
been 'with the boys sine* they
opened on 58th street. He would
get over anywhere. Jane Penningis a nice little number singer,
Clare Bower an attractive
dancer.
There's a demand for the band's
dance music at the Dover. The band
kids along with the boys, have a
couple of comedy numbers of their
own, and they should all be performers as well as musicians when
leaving the Dover. They are Harry
Donnelly (piano), John Zuckmap,
8 ax; Barney Berenzwang, trumpet;
Irving Sherman, banjo; John Sylvester, cornet, and Ralph Jardon,

ton

and

drums.
Three hostesses,

all nice,

are

Tabarin— Hotei 8 Herman

Broadcasting Nightly Over Station

"WLS"

Maurie Sherman's Associated Artists
Jimmy
Julie

Herb

John Lawler, Comet

Saxophone and Clarinet
Von Gende, Saxophone nnrl Clarinet
Nettets, Haxophono and Clarinet
Fallit,

Emery Granger, Cornot
Trombone

Al Dietzel,

Joe Plotke, DruniH

George Frewert, Plane)

Jack Ermatinger, Banjo

Myron

Ju!ie Castard,

Ban

Viol

Fie her, Violin

A CHOP HOUSE

Fay

cute (but smart), Helen OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT
and Edna Destellos.
That s quite a crowd for a cabaret
156-8
48TH STREET
that could stand up alone with the
East of Broadway
«
three boys, and easily.
It shows

Burke,

Merit,

Direct from ths Winter Dancing Season of the Bel

TAVERN
——WEST

PIROLLE'S
145

WE8T 46TH

8T,

NEW YORK

UNOWNED FOB ITS FRENCH CUISDCB AND FA 8TB
FlBOULsrS SPECIAL TABLE D'HOTE D INN KB *l ia
#1.1U
SUNDAY FROM IS M. TO tF.lL.
LUNCHEONS
DAILY SPECIAL DISHES
POPULAR PRICES

BEN POLLACK
OPENED MAY
A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS

l»t,

and HIS CALIFORNIANS
VENETIAN ROOM, SOUTHMOOR HOTEL, CHICAGO
Thanks

to

LOU BOLTON

and

MURRAY BLOOM

.

Hay

Wednesday*

CA'BfrR'E'PS

I99T

1*,

Lou Clayton

End

PALAIS D OR
at

living

34,

the

Terrace Hotel, was discharged in the Court of Special Ses(Monday) on a
sions yesterday
Carle ton

Variety's
recent
summary
that the night life of the future will be centred around the
"nice" hotels and restaurants,
was confirmed by the cafe men
themselves who have confessed
themselves "licked" by circumstances.

when the comAgnes Cunningham, hair

charge of assault
plainant,
dresser,

of

West

201

11th

street,

failed to appear.

Clayton was arrested at the request of Miss Cunningham on Jannary 14 at 105 West Slot street,
outside the Dover Club, upon the
firl's complaint.
When the case was called for
trial on three occasions the District
Attorney asked the complaint be
dismissed.
The facts as reported inside at
the time were that the Cunningham
girl with another young woman said
to have been her sister were in the

There

the escort

bers.

totsy

no room

now

Their song material is distinguished by its newness.
A "mommer" song has not
been heard around and may be re-

The arrangement with Davis Is
for four weeks with an option, on
a guarantee with percentage of the
cover charges.

Clab Moscow's Owners

Teaching Dancing
The Club Mosconl, with the Four
Mosconia owning nnd operating
night club, is set (or ii"xt
idea will bo a departure
for supper clubs, the damans Mosconia figuring to contribute, their
services as an attraction in tutoring
the dance hounds.
Marc Lachman }* associated.
Lachman, as night club publicist,
has observed that the flappers are
With
the mainstay of the cafes.
dancing figuring so Importantly, the
Mosconis will utilize that as a sales
fall.

OBITUARY

er),

minstrel,

73,

Two brothers, William and Harry
survive.
Tho funeral was
held in Bayonne.

and

balladist

22d

Nolan,

New York, of a complication
of diseases.
In his active days Christy was
with many big shows. In 1882 he

J. C.

actor, died

May

West

15 at 432

street,

CABARET BILLS
Tommy

Grill

Do Vega A D'Alva
Larry Slry Bd
Art Studio Club
Glorious Rer
The Glorias

Helen Morgan
AMce Rldnor

Ben Glaaer Bd
AtsJob Club
Harry Deleon
Myrtle Gordon
Frankle Meadows
Morley it Leeder

Pureell

Davls-Akst Orch
Connie's Inn
Maude Russell

Jeanette Gllmore
Shirley Dahl
Bessie Klrwan
Carl Byal

Tahar's Arab'na Diana Hunt
Wheaton A Walker Buffalodians Orch Dooley Sis
Ritchie Craig, Jr
Alda Ward
Moulin Bongo
Cliff O'Rourke
Alto Oates
Vaude Acts
Hope Minor
B Mitchell
Jim Morgan Bd
Viola Cunningham
Connie Bd
Parody Clnb
Billy Blake
Cotton Clan
Joe Frisco
Vanity Clnb
Oypsy Byrne
Lew Paton
"Mickey" Ruth
John Larklns
Allen Walker Rev

Tony Shaynu
Jack Harvey
Inter-State i

Bert Lewis Crab
Bert Lewis
Peggy an n Burt
Mary Shaw
Jaae Carpenter
Bert Froham
Hasel Lee

Rena Ancelle
Dins Roberts
Colette Lyon
Buff- Harmonists
Cafe de Parts

Mary

RtaJ*«»*d

Chad wick
Eddie Pn:ke
Mildred Hudglns
Albertlne Pickens
Jaza Syncopators
Connty Fair
Eddie Worth Bd
"Boney**

Entertainers

Dover Clnb

Jimmy Durante
Eddie Jackson
Lew Clayton

Ryan

Sisters

Ethel Craig

Margaret Hellwig
Doris Dickinson
Brad Mitchell
Ben Selvin Bd
R Jordan's Orch
Theo Illescu Gypslet
Evergladee
Caravan Clab
Lindsay Rev
Jane Orey
Al B White
O'Neill
Pet ST
Olive McCluro
Estelle LeVelle
O'Brien 81s
Virginia Rhodes
Joe Candulo Bd
Phyllis Fair
54th St. Clab
Betty May
Lenl Stengel
Arthur Gordon!
Pearl Eaton
Pete Dale
Jerry Friedman Bd Arthur Brown
Ed Joyce
Frank Frcy
Vincent Lopes
Alice Bolton
Irwin Sis
Geo Olsen Bd
Emll Boreo
6th Ave. Clab
Arthur Ball
Robt Berne Orch
Gale A Record
Bobble Cliff
O'Brien BU

CastUHan Gardens Mlgnon Laird
Mabel Olsen
Helen Leslie
Albert Burke
Margie Rosa
Johnny Clare
Jean Carpenter
Les Stevens orch Edith Babson
Ednor Frilling
Caatllllaa Royal
Maryland Jarboe
Gladys Sloans
Beth Pitt
Blgelow A Loe
Sleepy Hall Bd
Chateau Shanley

Oakland
Chateau Band

Will

Ch-o's

Cunningham
Minnie Mae Moore

Helen Sheperd
Dorothy De«der
Richard Bennett
Brown A Sedano
Constance Carp'ntei
Florida
Adler Weil A
Florida Bd

Cecil

Noel Francis
Doris Dickinson
Laurette Adams
Dorothea Stanley
Marie Salisbury
Marguerite Hellwig
Crandall Sis
Hilda Allison

Clab Alabam

Geo McClellan

H

Billy Arnold

Rev

Jack Denny Band
Hl-nat Clob
Arthur Swanstrom
L A F Wallace
Dorothy Dale
Peggy Poison
Almee Rose
Margie Lowry

Drusllla

Melody six
* Aces
Clab Lido
Chick Endor

BlUy Mann
George Walsh

TDla Venice
Bmll Coleman Bd

Clnb
Bert Gilbert
Leonette Ball
Gladys Kremer
Avalon Peacheo

Eller

Flo Rellly

Mlrador
Al Schembeck

Bd

Moss A Fontnna
J Johnson Bd
MrAlpIn Hot«l
Radio Tranks
Ernie Golden Bd
Monte Carlo
Jeanctte Gllmore

Madeline McKensle

B A L

Al Downs
Bd Bronze Melba

Dagmar

Dolly Sterling

Bert

Ed Edwards Bd

Billy O'Connell

Bessie Moore

Carl Lorraine Orch

Waldorf-Astoria
Starbuck

Athlone
Margaret Davles
8 8 Leviathan Bd

(Ventian Room)
Flo Lewis
Wayne Allen
Alfredo A Gladys
Ben Pollack Orch
Pershing Falaeo
Gene Carter

Comb A Atkln

Doanvllle

O'Conner Sis
Shirley Buford

AlSede

B

A

Gladys

Bob

O' Link's

Parody Cafe
Phil

Murphy

Stewart Allen
Margie Ryan
Bobble Marcellus

Nena De Sylvia
Virginia

Sheftell

Tex Arlington
Clint

BROOKLYN,

ATLANTIC CITY

Beth

Artie Williamson

Pttt

Mae

Alice Rector

M

Harry Lasau Bd

Splelmau Bd

CHICAGO
Parody Cafe

Frolics

Mason
DAGMurphy

Julia Gerlty
Joe Lewis
Eddie Cox
Loretta McDermott
Mirth Mack
Bubbles Shelby
Marqee A Marq'tte

Slim Greenleh

Alamo

Alice

Fid

Follies

Eddie Clifford
Williams Sis
Margaret White
Bernard A Henri
Le Mae A Joslne

C

Inn

Stralgr.t'e

Brady
Sisters

Reed A Put hers
Merrltt Burnle Or
College Inn
Ruth Ettlng
Maurle Sherman Or

V

Bert Scott
Estelle Penning
Dorothy Morrison
Ned Norworth
Gladys Sloane
Wally Davis
Bill Fowler Bd
Eva Belmont
Harry Mazfleld

Revue
Lido Orch (B

Nina Smiley

Town Club
Eddie Moran
B Dawn Martin
Dorothy I.ang

Roy Evans
Father Whltlngton
Roulette's Orch

Mildrrd Munley
Jim Wade Orrh

R's'l)

Sam Kahn's Orch

Club

E Brown Synro's
Pora Mnushn
Lew Jenkins

Mltzl Richards

Jack Goldstein
Bergstrom Orch

Cafe Lafayette
Jane Green
H Owens Orch

J*ck White
Golden Inn Orch

Fairmont Inn
Peggy Heavens
Irene Myers
Bert

Schaffer

"Doc" Butler
Helen Grey
Camlllo
J Ketcham Orch

Cotton Clnb

Club Arabajo
Carolynne Snowden
Marshall

A

Hoy
P Howard Orch

Tom

MIAMI
Fleetwood Roof l Janet Stone
Gene Fondlck Orch' Mario Vllanl
Allen

Club Chantecler
Meyer Davis Orch
Chateau Le Paradls
Mryer Davis Orch
Max Lowe Ent
Chevy Chase Lake
South Bea S'r'n'd'rs Moycr Davis Orch
Dixie Fie de

E Hoffman Orch
Ramovnr
Bud Murray Rev

Gridler

WASHINGTON

Burke
Anita Gray
Chen Pierre
Martha Mortell
Shirley Buford
Carolyn La Rues
Tina Tweedte

Helen*

i

Iratrice

IVrk-Mllla Orch
Le Paradls
Meyer Davis Otrh
F< M* .-ioiarl

Walter Kolk
Mayflower Garden
S Tupman Orch
Spanish Village
O'Donnell Orch

Rwaaee
Meyer Davis Orch
Witrdman Park
Moe Baer Orrh
Dolly Daye Olrle
Flwo'.d

WTs'in

and

In

"

'Op of

Priest, 41, organist at the

New

York, May 10, In Columbus Hospital, 163d street and
Amsterdam avenue, following an Intestinal operation.
He was considered by his contemporaries as one
of the really fine organists.
Mrs. Florence Priest and a daughter, Elisabeth, survive.

John Wazruska, 55, carnival man,
joined the Wolf Carnival Co. In
Minneapolis 10 days ago, dropped

who

IN

MEMORY OF

Mary (Precious) Tiroponi
Died

My

May

loved and lost

11,

It*!

whom

I

could not

•ave,

My

youth want down with you to the
grava;

obsequies held yesterday (Tuesday)
with burial In Woodlawn Cemetery.
Mr. Christy had never married.
A sister, Mrs. William H. Foster,
of Scarsdale, N. Y., survives.

keep your memory near

I

my

heart,

My

beautiful, brilliant, guiding star,
Ions life o'er I too depart
To the Infinite night whore parhapa

Till

you

are.

Broken Hearted

WILLIAM O'DAY

FLORENCE

William O'Day, 64, minstrel and
May 14 at the Somerset
Crystal Springs Farm, Pcrnardsvli.e, N. J., following a long Illness.
Mr. O'Day had been under treatment
at the farm through the Actors'

dead of heart disease during the
carnival's stand in Oelweln, la., last
week. Carnival employes arranged

Fund.

for the funeral there.

actor, died

days the deceased
The father, 84, of Holbrook Bllnn,
actor had appeared with many of
the
leading minstrel
companies. actor, died last week in San Francisco.
For 50 years he had been atWhen shifting to playing character
roles he obtained perhaps his biggest tached to the United States Customs
individual success In such plays as Bureau, San Francisco. The widow,
"Seven Days," "The Time, Place and son and a daughter, Eleanor, survive.
Girl" and Joe Welch's "Tho PedIn

his

early

dler."
In his later days prior to his going to the Crystal Springs home he

The mother,
rlsh,

The funeral was
IN
Of

My

held

May

17

from

Pal and Priond

I*aww»d This

A frimd

th:it'»

April

K'»"''

—

l»ut

30,

77,

died

Mass.

DEATHS ABROAD

1!>2"«

not for-

Paris,

gotten.

HARRY WEYMAN

Elmer Certain,

at

FREDERIC (FRITZ) NOLAN

10
col-

Roland Gael, French Rong writer.
Ellen Key, 77, Swedish authoress,
Sundsholm.

wright and Journalist.
Ernesta
Stern
iParoness
de
Hiersehel, well known in Krrnch
literary circles as Marie Star, au-

Fredrrlc
Nolan, 5F>, known in
vaudeville as Fritz Nolan, died suddenly May 12 of heart trouble at the
lils

May

American

Jules Paillard, brother of Armand
Berthez, manager of the Capuelnes
Theatre, Paris.
Maurice Level, 5:'. French play-

lyn. N. Y.

of

3H,

ored musician, of Jacksonville, Fla.,
died of tubermlosis, at American
Hospital of Paris.

Malachy's Church, 241 West 49th
street, auspices of the Catholic Actors' Guild and the Actors' Fund.
Interment in the Catholic Actors'
Guild plot, Calvary cemetery, BrookSt.

home

of Maxfleld ParMay 10 in Los

Henry Winched, 59, theatre manager, Iluplot Park. L. I., died recently and was buried In Pittsfleld,

MEMORY

CHARLIEMfo KLASS
Who

painter,

Angeles.

had been a theatre doorman.

Pertle

Susie

JOHN PRIE8T
John D.

handed him a certain amount, this
aid lasting from 1913 until his
death. The fund had charge of his

Lawrence Ford
Sidney Reeve

Jarobs Lodgf
Mel Caltah
George Lloyd
Carson A Carson
Martha Richie
Mildred Washingt'n Irene M( Kinney
Claire I^ealle
6 Georgia Peaches
Dave Shell Orch
Elklns Orch

Isabel

Beloved

KATHRYNE

of several legitimate pro-

ductions.

In 1914 he was with several productions Including "My Best Girl"
believed to have been his last stage
appearance.
•
As his health became impaired
Mr. Christy came to the attention
of the Actors' Fund which weekly

Sunburn Jim
Ivy Anderson

Frisco Nick
5 Mitchell

Toroson Twins

Delores Allen
B A J Gordon

Moulin Bonge
Ed Ixjwrv
MrCune Sis
Jimmie Ray
Murray A Waprv
Sylvia Do Vera
Babe Knne

Golden Inn
Douglas Sis

CrlUon

Tavern

Fred Farnham

little

Rhythmakers

or.

LOS ANGELES
Greenwich Tillage

Strand Roof
Godfrey Rev

De

Thelma Carlton

Sam Rubin

Mary Mulhert

Belle

Jeffery

Bergere

Pasadena Orch
Minerva
Martin's Cafe
Francis Renault

Orch

Flo Lewis
Olive O'Nell
Wayne Allen

Jack Marlow

Towoy

Sturgls

Jay Mills

A Brady

La

10

Evelyn Nesblt
Bobble Marsellus
Dorothy Braun
Gladys Mints
Babe Nazworthy
Orch
Wright's
Clint
Betty allien

Larry Vincent
Rick A Snyder
Aurlole Craven
Irene Faerj
Adele Walker
Al Handler Orch
Friars

A Dllwortn
Peplno A Dllwortn
Boyce and Lee
Bobby Kuhn

Pop Hunter

Owls Orch

11

Louise Mack
Charles Mardel
Elizabeth Mack
Irmanette

Manager,
of

De Wolf Hopper

Peuino

Veoletta
Dorothy Mack
Babette
E McKnight's Orch Grace
Burk

Kid

Flossie

Hipper
Hilda Ferguson
Rasch A Andrae
Barbara Blair
Silver

Russell

Husband

Father of BOB and DICK, Died
suddenly at his late residence,
1075 Greene Avenue, Brooklyn,
on May 11th, last.

My Thumb."

Gladys Mints

Orch

BERT HOWARD
Theatrical

with

Pollack's Orch

manager

Colony,

Southmoor
Flo Lewis

Wright Orch
Palmer House
Hollywood
Ernest Evans Co
Florence Schubert Gerald Levy Orch
Myrtle LansingTerrace Gardens
Marlon Kane
N. Y.
Sara Ann McCabe*
Keed Sisters
Henri Therrlen
Imperial
Rockwell Terrace Johnny Ryan
De Costa A Louisa Anita Gay
Walt Windsor Rev Chas Cornell Rev
Gladys Burgette
Buck A Therln
Eugenie Kern
Ethel Wolfe
Carmenclta

Barron Wllken's
Tucker's Playg'd
Colored 8hew
Sophie Tucker
Orch
Bd Elklns Bd

8.

Kenwood Village
Chauncey Grey Bd Anita Gay
Sherman
Babe
Hofnrau
Mary Colburn
Alma Hookey
Billy Adams
Al Reynolds
Gene Woodward
Edwards A Dunn
Quarto Orch
Artie

Wagners Orch

Sol

Martha Martell
Helen Doyle
David Quixano
Leonard
Bd
H
Marque A Marq'tte
White Poodle Club
Pelhnm Heath Inn Flame Moore
Lou Raderman Bd Hasel Hlckey
Edna Llndsey
Bernlce Petker
Jean Dare
Silver Slipper
Rose Wynn
Flo Bristol
Dolores Farris
Alfredo A Gladys
Helen King
Beryl Halley
Gladys Blair
Broderlck A Leon France La Mont

Kane

Louise

Jackie Heller

Tllue Blowers
Frank Cornwell
Elida Webb
Crusaders Bd
Alma Smith
L Caldwell Bd
Kailnka
Revue
Russe
Clab Baraey
Balalaika Bd
Hale By* re Bd
Knight Club
Elinor Ream
Borrah Mlnnevitch Daisy I>ean
Marlon Oaute
"Bubbles"

Kendall Cappa
Edith Shelton
Club Deauvllle

Miller
JAB
Ross
CAM
Verona

Wells

Frivolity

Jean Starr
Abble Mitchell
Freddie Wash'gton Clifton Crane
Marion WHklns
Al Moore

Johnny Vlgal
Clarence Robinson

Williams Bis
Kitty Rellly
Al Roth

Sir

Margaret Sims

Flo Sherman
Joe Carroll

Ruth Cameron
LeRoy Smith Bd

Aurlole Craven

Rubye Keeler
Mary Lucas

MULVIHILL

Mulvihill, 53, died last

Before taken 111 the deceased had
been the stage manager at Keith's,
Syracuse;
also
previously stage

also appearing with Lester and
Allen and the San Francisco minstrels for several seasons.
In 1889 he became a legitimate
actor, playing in "The Old Homestead," "The Heart of Maryland,"
"San Toy." In 1913 he was with
"The American Girl" and also was
86,

O'Conner Sisters
Vanity Fair
H Hosford's Orch
Frank Sherman
Bain bow Gardens
The Jennings
Frank Llbuse
Mary Isobel Colb'rr Vera Amazar
Vanity Serenadera J Chapman Orch
Virginia Cooper
Bonthmoor Hotel
H Osborne Orch

Bd Hutchinson Rev Texas Guiana's
Ames T Oulnan Rev

Lionel (Mike)

J. C.

week
was with Harrington and Hart and at h!s home in Syracuso, N. Y.,
following
length.
Illness
some
an
of
1885with Mclntyre and Heath in

Current Programs in Cabarets and Cities as Below Listed

Masked Counters

own
The

their

From Theatre to Cab
It is excellent material.
point.
Philadelphia, May 18.
"Farmer Gray" la done a la Irish,
Jewish, Spanish and Italian, and
Charles Kerr and his orchestra
that lends distinction to an other- open at the Madrid Club Saturday,
Bob Murphy has left the Imperial
wise trite doggerel.
switching from the Globe, local pic- cafe, Brooklyn, N. Y. He Is framThe Rolfe Jazzlsts for a specialty ture house.
ing a picture house act.
did something on that order with
"Wimmln!" done as English fop,
"Dutch" and Jew, the latter a showstopper. These specialties are held
overs from their vaudeville days of
not so long ago.
Rolfe evidences an unusual spirit
of co-operation, and the personal
touch, plus their type of syncopation, should count for much in susDAVE CHRISTY
taining the capacity pace at the
Prooklyn Lodge Elks (22) and the
Palais D'Or.
Abel.
Dave Christy (Lyman Van Val- I.A.T.S.E.

left,

NEW YORK

47

stricted.

said to

is

I e*der are hotsyragsters to their own piano

accompaniment.

whereupon the two woand one of them fled to the street,
men insisted upon remaining.
Clayton, In charge of the club at asking an officer on post to arrest
girls
Clayton, alleging to have been
the
requested
that hour, later
to leave in order that the waiters struck by him. The officer entered
could close the place. They refused the club and made the arrest.
hav»

chestra remains.

Moreley and

business.
traction's $3,000 weekly is paid,
plus the band and the overhead, there is nothing left for
the money men.
In the case of a few attractions owning their own room
in part, the situation is different Their talents are charged
against the "piece" in the place
that they own, and the attractions receive theirs as a result
of weekly profit-sharing.

Dover Club with a male companion.
Upon one of the girls creating a
disturbance,

In

that is doing "great"
After the star at-

is

New York

R0ADH0U3E

DAVIS AT

(Continued from page 46)
mentioned as prelude to the Interest Will Have Woodmansten Show on
evidenced in the Andreinl trio by
Co u vert Percentage
the Edison executives present. The
boys would click on the records,
Benny Davis has been signed to
selling their stuff well and having
eat u re and stage a floor show at
the advantage of an itinerant form
of performance which is another Woodmansten Inn, Telham, N. Y..
recommendation for record sales' beginning tomorrow (Thursday).
purposes.
In addition, Davis's wife, Dorothy
Malinoff and Gray showed up well
Robert
Qualters,
Tot
on the dance floor. Miaa Gray Is a Gum pert.
cute girl and her partner knows how Rhodes and other principals have
orGold
The
Lew
engaged.
been
to handle her.
They did two num-

No "Big" Night Club
Business Any More

of Dover Mess

Lou Clayton,

VARIETY

brother, William N.«lan.

West 33rd street, P.ayonne, N. J.
Nolan h.'id only recently returned

Jlayonno after a season on the
road and hrvl appeared on the hill at

thoress, died at li.r villa at Cap
Martin, south of France.
Gilbert Julius Hirsch,-39. journalist,
died
of New York,
at the

the DeWitt theatre there just the
week before his death.
For 38 years lie had la in on the
stage and was a member of the

nier and Journalist, after a long
ness.

87
to

American

Maxime
I

floMpital of Paris.

Bricnne, Paris ehanFonill-

OU

VARIETY
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Wednesday,

LIVESTOCK BAN

NEW YORK FAIR DATES

Mmf it, int

INSIDE STUFF
ON THE OUTSIDE

May

Albany, N.
The New York State Department of Farms and Markets, Berne A.
Pyrke, commissioner, hns given out the list of agricultural fairs to be held
in New York state this year, as follows:
New York State Fair, Syracuse, Aug. 30-Sept. 4. J. Da* Ackerman,
sec., Syracuse.
New York State Asa'n. of County Agricultural Societies, annual convention at Albany, Feb. 15, 1927. G. W. Harrison, 131 North Ptne avenue,
Albany, sec.
New York State. Aaa'ru of Town Agricultural Societies, annual convention at Albany, Feb. 15, 1927. Clyde E. Shults, Hornell, sec.
Albany Fair, Altamont, Aug. 30-3. Roy F. Peugh, Altamont, sec.
Alleguny County, at Angelica, Aug. 31- Sept. 3, night shows Sept. 1 and
S. -R. R. RichardHon, Angelica, sec.
Cuba Fair, Cuba, Aug. 17-20. D. P. Snyder, sec.
Broome County, at Whitney Point, Aug. 10-14, night show, Aug. 11-13.
T. Rufus Tracy, Whitney Point, sec.
Binghamton Expo., at Binghamton, Sept- 14-18, night show 16-17.
Henry S. Martin, 140 Prospect avenue, Binghamton, sec
Cattaraugus County, at Little Valley, Sept, 16-18. H. F. Lee, Little
Y.,

It.

AT MEX. BORDER

Parks Looking for Novelties
4
parka with the "official openings * set for Decoration Day, aro
on the look out for novelties. 80 far few have dug up anything thai

Summer
still

U. S. Quarantine to Avert
9
'Hoof and Mouth Disease
May

Washington,

IS.

a sensation.
fall went hook, line and sinker to the old
contest and the Charleston contests some of the parks where this
sort of thing hasn't worn out its popularity will use them.
Pictures ,are considered too ancient for local magnetism,
"Beauty contests" will be favored in some localities, although this phase
of exploitation unless worked with a newspaper tieup where attempted
is regarded as an idea that has been worked overtime.
looks like

Although the theatres this

fiddlers'

Though the danger is still considered remote the Department of
Agriculture has placed quarantine
regulations on the Mexican border
against all livestock, hay, straw and
feeding material originating in the (For current week (May IT) when
not otherwise indicated)
portions of Mexico south and east
IN
Alabama A onus Co., Nicholasrllle,
of the Tehauntepec Railway which
Valley, sec.
Ky.
crosses the Isthmus of Tehauntepec;
Cayuga County, at Moravia, Aug. 24-27. A. A. Morse, Moravia, sec
Barlow's Big City Shows, De Kalb,
Chautauqua County, at Dunkirk, Sept. 6-10, night shows, same date. in order to prevent another out- 111.
Arthur R. Maytum, Fredonia, sec.
Early Season's Openings With
break In this country of the hoofBernard I Expo, Santa Fe, N. M.
151Hall,
21-24.
Heller,
City
M. B.
Chemung County, at Elmira, Sept.
and-raouth disease.
O. J. Bach Shows, Watervliet,
FireFree Gate Also
mira, sec.
Tent shows playing the border N. M.
Chenango County, at Norwich, Aug. 24-28, night show 25-28. F. A.
Blue Ribbon Shows, Minneapolis.
territory may later experience some
works at
Paquette, Norwich, sec.
Boyd A, L4nderman, Richmond
Afton Fair, at Afton, Aug. 17-20, night show 18-19. Harry O. Horton, difficulties if this first outbreak of (Barton Hta), Va.
the disease in Mexico should spread,
Afton, sec.
S. W. Brundage, Quincy, I1L
Omaha, May 18.
Clinton County, at Plattsburg, Aug. 23-27, night show 23-27. Stewart according to department officials.
Buck's Empire, Fords, N. J.
Krug Park is open. Among the
J. Frazier, Plattsburg, sec.
The epidemic in the western and
Capital
Altoona,
Wis,
Co,
Columbia County, Chatham, Sept. 6-10, night show 6-9. W. A. Dardess, southern States several summers
things "free" are picture shows and
Clark St Dyer, Beebe, Ark.
Chatham, sec.
ago caused several circuses to temColeman Bros Shows, Hartford, fireworks, the latter on two days
Cortland County, at Cortland. Aug. 16-20, night show same dates.
only.
The main dance orchestra is
Conn.; New Britain, 24.
porarily close.
F. J. Bentley, Cortland, sec.
Conklin & Garrett, Nanaimo, Can, directed by Herbert Falrman.
Delaware County, Delhi, date undecided. Mary Brown, Delhi, sec.
20-24.
Delaware Valley, at Walton, Sept. 1-3. Harry McCabe, Walton, sec.
Copplng's Show, Arnold, Pa.
Cleveland, May 18.
Dutchess County, at Rhlnebeck, Aug. 30-Sept. 3, night shows same
Corey Greater Shows, Clearfield,
Luna Park In its new summer
Rhlnebeck,
Frost,
sec.
R.
dates. Benson
Pa.; Portage, 24; Southfork, 31.
swing, is using the "free gate" as
Erie County, Hamburg, Aug. 30-Sept. 4. J. C. Newton, Hamburg, sec.
J. L. Cronin, Chilllcothe, O.
Essex County, at Westport, Aug. 24-27. Dr. W. D. Way, Westport, sec.
A. F. Crounse Shows, Corning, a special draw, also free vaudeville,
Franklin County, at Malone, Sept 14-17, night shows 14-16. S. M.
three shows daily.
N. T.
Howard, Malone, sec.
Another public tag is the 75c
Dalziel, Sarnla, Ont., Can.
• Fulton-Hamilton, at Gloversville, Aug. 31 -Sept. 4, night shows same
Dehnhert Expo, Newport, Ky.; combination ticket which gives $1.65
dates. C. V. Musgrave, R. D. 8, Gloversville. sec.
Glib Bird Talks Chiropodist Cincinnati, O., 29.
worth of rides and shows. Gen.
Genesee County, at Batavia, Aug. 24-28, night shows same dates. Fred
De Kreko, Brookfleld, 111.; Har- C. F. Zimmerman Is manager.
B. Parker, Batavia, sec.
Out of $2,250 in
vey, 24; Blue Island, 31.
Greene County, at Cairo, Aug. 16-19. Q. W. Squires, Cairo, sec.
Diamond Jubilee Shows, Isle ten,
Cincinnati. May 18.
Herkimer County, at Herkimer, Sept. 6-11, night shows same dates.
Deal
Cal.
A. T. Smith, Herkimer, sec.
Coney Island opens May 22.
Dixieland Shows, Wood River, 111.
Jefferson County, at Watertown, Sept. 6-10. Alfred E. Emerson, Dexter
The Chester Park Dance Palace
T^ouls, 111.
(R. D.), sec.
San Francisco, May 18.
Dodson's World's Fair, B. St opened May 16, with Irving Rau and
Cape Vincent, at Cape Vincent, Aug. 30-Sept. 2. M. G. Fitzgerald, Cape
James Brown, local chiropodist, Louis, 111.
Royal Ohlan orchestra the musical
"Vincent, sec.
Elite Amus Co, Akron, O.
working on the feet of a fair
was
feature.
Lewis County, at Lowvllle, Aug. 24-27. M. M. Lyman, Lowville, sec.
Enterprise, Terre Haute, Ind.
Livingston County, at Avon, date undecided. William H. Clark, Avon, patient, Peggy McCrory, when in
)
Mad Cody Fleming, Brookvllle,

CARNIVALS

FREE FILMS-VAUDE

WESTERN PARKS

—

Omaha

Am

FOOT DOCTOR S CIRCUS

BUY PROVES PHONEY

Show

breezed a convincing person answerPantang Park, Harrisburg, Pa., Is
Ind.
relying upon dance orchestras to ating to the name of A. B. Clark. Miss
Fisher Shows, Fremont, O.
McCrory he greeted with the familFlorida Amus Co, Beckley, W. Va, tract customers up to Decoration
Caledonia Trl-County, at Caledonia, Aug. 10-14, night shows same iarity of an old friend, who introDay. Last week the musical card
Galler's Expo, Portsmouth, O.
dates. A. Miner Well man, Caledonia, sec.
General Amus Co, Maple Heights, was Marlin Burd and His Cadets.
duced him to the doctor.
Brookfleld-Madlson, at Brookfleld, Sept. 6-9. Kenneth L. Crumb, BrookOhio.
Willow Brook, East Middletown,
Clark talked fast about a circus
field, sec.
Gerard's Greater Shows, Tarring- Pa., is also playing bands but on
Four County Fair, at De Ruyter, Aug. 8-6. J. C. Stniman, De Ruyter, he had for sale. He painted the ton, Conn.
one night stands.
glory and the gains of circus life.
sec.
Golden Rule Shows, Lock Haven,
Monroe County, at Brockport, 'Aug. 18-21, night shows same dates. Dr. Brown fell hard and wrote a Pa.
Walnut Gardens, Indianapolis,
Harold G. Dpbson, Brockport, sec.
Gold Nuggett Shows. St Charles,
check for $2,250, paying for a oneRochester Expo., at Rochester, Sept. 6-11, night shows same dates. fourth interest in Clark's circus.
opens May 23.
Va.
Edgar F. Edwards, 309 Powers building, Rochester, seo.
Greater Sheesley, Cincinnati, O.
Last week Brown made his way
Montgomery County, at Fonda, Sept. ^6-9, night shows same dates.
(12th and Central).
The opening of the seventh seato the district attorney's office and
Seeley Hodge, Fonda, sec.
Great Western, Owensboro, Ky.
son Columbia Park, North Bergen,
American Institute, at New York, Oct. 26-80. O. H. La Barre, 322 West poured out this tale of woe:
International Amus Co, Montreal, N. J., was well attended despite
"He told me I would And the cir- Can.
2Sd street. New York, sec.
Niagara County, at Lockport, Sept. 20-26, night snows some dates. cus in Garnerville, Nevada, and that
Isler
Greater,
Wyomer, Neb.; counter attractions in Palisades
Park, and the 101 Ranch in Jersey
sec.
J. K. Sllsby, Lockport,
the $2,250 I gave him was to pay for Hamburg, la., 24; Red Oak, 31.
Oneida County, at Rome, Aug. 16-20. E. D. Bevitt, Rome, sec.
Johnny J. Jones,
Pittsburgh City. Otto Astabach is park dia quarter interest Not only can I
Vernon, at Vernon, Sept. 22-25. George L. Bowers, Vernon, sec.
rector.
(north side).
Boonvllle Fair, at Boonville, Sept 6-11, night shows same dates. Fred- not find the circus I can't even And
Joyland Expo, Ada, Okla.
Garnervllle. There's no such town
erick A. White, Boonville, sec.
Ketrow Bros Shows, Greenville,
Ontario County, at Canandaigua, Sept. 15-18, night shows, 16-17. In the State."
O, 28.
Drops
J.
Floyd D. Butler, Canandaigua, sec.
The police are now seeking Mr.
Abner K. Kline, Roseberg, Ore.
Oelwein, Iowa, May 18.
Naples Union, at Naples, Sept. 7-9. E. J. Haynes, Naples, sec.
M. J. Lapps, North Adams, Mass.
Clark.
Gorham, at Reed's Corners, date undecided. Charles Miles, CananC. R. Leggette, Winfleld, Kans.
John
Wazeruska,
65-year-old
T.alKua, R. D. 1, sec.
Leonard Amus Co, Saginaw, Mich. drifter, who Joined the Wolf CarniOrange County, at Middletown, Aug. 16-21, night shows same dates
Levitt-Brown-Huggins,
Everett, val Co. at Minneapolis May 5, in
Music Amplifiers in Park; Wash.
Alan C. Madden, Middletown, see.
hope of permanent employment,
Orleans County, at Albion, Sept 15-18, night shows same dates. C. W.
Lippa Amus Co, Alpena, Mich., 22.
dropped dead at the show here of
Melodies Carried All Over
Howard, Albion, sec.
Majestic Shows, Philadelphia.
heart disease.
May & Dempsey, Frankfort, Ind.
Sandy Creek, Richland, Orwell and Boylston, at Sandy Creek, Aug. 17Washington, May 18.
- He claimed to have been an old
JO.
Dr. J. It. Allen, Sandy Creek, sec.
Metropolitan, Tampa, Fla.
Though opening in the midst of
Otsego County, at Cooperstown, Sept. 13-16, night shows, 14-16. B. G.
merry-go-round operator, and said
Michaels Bros, Louisville, Ky.
a 24-hour downpour of rain, Glen
Johnson, Cooperstown, sec.
Miller
Bros,
Baltimore
(last his home was in Chicago, where he
Echo,
Washington's
amusement week).
Morris Fair, at Morris. Sept. 21-24. D. F. Wightruan, Morris, sec.
had a sister with whom he had not
Oneonta Union, at Oneonta, Sept. 6-10, night shows, 6-7. Charles D. park, got away to a, good start. New
Miller's Midway Shows, Idabel,
communicated for 25 years.
Townscnd, Oneonta, sop.
roller coaster, caterpillar, etc., re- Okla.
Carnival employes arranged the)
Ralph R. Miller's Shows, Milan,
Richfield Springs, at Richfield Springs, date undecided. Fred Bronner. place rides.
burial.
Ridgofleld Springs, sec.
Amplifiers have been installed Tcnn.
Minor's
Model, Catasauqua, N. J.
Queens-Nassau, at Mineola, Sept. 14-18. Lott Van de Water, Jr., Hemp- carrying the music from
the carMonarch Expo shows, Nyack, N.
stead, sec.
rousel in the Midway and Old Mill Y.;
North Tarrytown, 24.
Rensselaer County, at Schaghtlcoke, Sept. 6-9, night shows same dates.
This is said to be the first time in
Morris & Castle, Wichita, Kans.
Farnum P. Calrd, Troy, sec.
Murphy Bros Shows. Pittsburgh,
Rensselaer County, at Nassau, Aug. 24-27, night shows, 24-26. Charles an amusement park that music from
a central point has been carried over
Outdoor Amus Co, Revloc, Pa.
C. Poyneer, Nassau, sec.
C. E. Pearson Shows, Gillespie, 111.
Rockland County, at Orangeburg, Sept. 6-8. W. J. Elliott, West Nyack, other attractions.
Nat ReJss Shows, Pittsburgh.
Rice Bros Shows, Lynch, Ky.;
Rockland County, at New City. Sept. 2-4. W. J. Elliott. West Nyack,
Silk
Harlan, 24.
sec.
Stockings
Mathew J. Riley, Plalnfleld, N. J.
St. Lawrence, at Canton, Aug. 24-27.
A. G. Akin, Canton, sec.
JoMv Robinson
Rock City Shows, Jackson, Ky.
Oswegatchle, at Ogdensburg, Aug. 21-Sept. S, night shows same dates.
Marlon, O., 20; Kenton, 21; FindRubin & Cherry, Detroit 17-29.
Are Our Specialties
R. P. Jillson, Ogdensburg, sec
Sandy's Shows, Universal, Pa.
Gouvorneur, at Gouverneur, Aug. 17-20. B. A. Dodds, Gouverneur, sec. lay, 22; Tiffin, 24.
QUALITY the BE8T and
Snnpp Bros Shows, Alexandria,
Hagenbeck-Wallace
Raquettc and St. Regis Valleys, at Potsdam, Sept. 7-10. E. E. Baum,
PRICE8 the LOWEST
Staunton,
La.
Va.,
Harrisonburg
19;
I'otsdam, sec.
Southern Tier, Cortland, N. Y.
Saratoga County, at Ballston Spa, Aug. 31 -Sept 8, night shows, 1-2. 20; Winchester, 21: Hagerstown, 22
3 old and Silver Brocades. Theatrical
SellsUniversal
Floto
Shows,
New
York City.
Jewelry, tipanglaa, etc. Gold and 811*
Jnm.es B. Bunyan, Hallston Spa, sec.
Trenton, N. J., 19; Long Branch
Wade & Howard. Tiltonsville, O. ver Trimmings. Wigs, Deards and all
Cobleskill, at Coblesklll, Sept. 27-Oct 1. William H. Golding, Cobleslooda Theatrical. Sample* upon rePiainfield. 21; Perth Amboy, 22
20
H. B. Webb, Vlncennes,

bee.

Hemlock Lake Union, at Hemlock,

Sept. 22-26.

Mettle L. Beach,

Hem-

lock, sec.
.

—

Dead

Wazeruska

TightS

Opera Hose and

CIRCUSES

•

kill, sec.

j

Schuyler County, at Watkins, date undecided.

C. E. Titus, Watkins,

sec.

Seneca County, at Waterloo, Aug. 17-21, night shows, 17-20. J. Willard
Huff, Waterloo, sec.
Steuben, at Bath, Sept. 28-Oet. 1. James M. Farr, Bath, sec.
HorneUsville Fair, at Hornell, Aug. 24-27. Clyde E. Shults, Hornell,

Ind.

Wise Shows, Kingsport. Tenn.
Wolf Amus Co, Eagle Grove, la.
Wovld-at-Horae Shows, Norris-

Gentry Bros.

New

Slsterville, W. Va., 19;
Mar
tinsville. 20; Bellairc, 21; St. Clairs
vllle, 22.

101

Ranch Shows

Columbus. O., 19; Zanesville, 20;
Wheeling, W. Va., 21 Fairmount, 22

town. Pa.; Coatesviile, 24.
Wright's United Shows, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Southern Steuben, at Troupsburg, date undecided.

West field,

Dr. E. L. Simpson,

Pa., sec.

Suffolk County, Rivcrhead, Sept. 21-25. Kills T. Terry, Rivcrhead. sec.
Sullivan County, at Monticello, Aug. 31 -Sept, 3. Leon P. Stratum.
Montlcello, roc.
Tioga County, at OawoRo, Sept. 7-10, night shows same dates. S. M.

Lounsberry, Oswego, se<\
Tompkins County, at Ithaca, Aug. 3-6, night shows same dates. William K. Pearson, Ithaca, sec.
Union, at Trumunsburg, Aug. 11-14, night shows, 12-13. C. Owon Carman, Trumansburt*. sec.
Ulster Comity, KUenvllle, Aug. 24-27, night shows same dates. William S. Doyle, Ellenville, sec.
Warren County, at YVanensburg. Auk. 10-13. Fred J. Hayes, Warrensl>urg, sec.

Washington County,
Meorgo

at

Hudson

Falls,
A. Ferris, 11110*8011 Falls, sex.

&

B.

delphia.

Allentown, Pa., May 19; Reading
Williamsport, 21; Clearfield, 22
Pittsburgh, 24-25; Canton, ()., 26
Columbian, 27; Dayton, 28; Cincin20;

nati, 29.

J. J.

World

of

Fun

Albany, N. Y.;

(K. F. Ketchum),

Glens Falls, N.

Y

24.

Zeidmnn-Poliie,
Va.

Cambridge Valley, at Cambridge,
sec.

Palmyra, at Palmyra. Sept. 23-25.
W\oming County, at Warsaw, Auc.
C. IVrry.

Warsaw,

Huntington,

W.

Inc.

& Well)
New York

SCENERY
and

Aug.

W
1-1

17-20,

night

shows,

Hay Converse. Palmyra,
night shows same dates'.

18-19.

DRAPERIES
KITDIO.

HCEMC

Co!utnl)uv O.

HEART OF CONEY ISLAND

sec.

IJrnest

sec.

Silver Lake, at Terry, Aug. 17-20, night shows same dates. Charles K.
Chase. Perry, see.
Vales County, at IVnn Yan, Aug. 2 - 2 S night shows same dates.
I. Seymour l'urdy,
IVon Van. sv\
Dundee Kiir, Dundee, (_>» I. 0-7. 11. L. Woodruff, Dundee, sec.

LUNA PARK
TI10

riiiyKDHiixl

.

Aug. 24-27, night shows, 25-27.

BROS.,

18-20 Eaet t7th Street

SCIIKLI.

Thomas Wilson, Cambridge,

WYLE &

(Bucceeaora to Siegman

Wundcr's Tip Top Shows, Phila-

;

Ringling, B.

lnest.

Vrt'f

IViru inic

—

f

«>f
"!

-

the World
Tuncrr! H

—

FIFTY ACRES OF FUN

Wednesday,

May

19,

1926
.

**

m

—uii.

r.

OPENING
WEEK
MAY
18ft to 242s

Max Bernstein Announces

the Openmgof

the LargestRussian -Turkish Baths in the Jtbrld
AT last — Libby's Hotel and

Russian-Turkish Baths

is

ready for the people

X\ of America. Ready—after five years of continuous and untiring efforts.
Ready — after an expenditure of over $3,000,000 to make
the finest in existence. Ready—after the fondest dreams of Max Bernstein, and an equally capait

ble 6tafT, were realized and fulfilled even beyond their expectations. Libby's it
more than the largest Russian-Turkish Baths in the World it is more than one
of the finest, most convenient and up-to-date hotels of today. .
it is BOTH.
;

.

The Magnificent Baths
The main

is the most luxuriously appointed, splendidly
equipped, and largest Russian-Turkish Baths in the World. Accommodations
are available for over 1000 Guests. The swimming pool will accommodate all
with comfort. The baths are equipped with the most modern apparatus known.
Libby's is the only Russian-Turkish Bath in the World furnishing a
lounge and smoking room for the convenience of the bath patrons,
where they, can while away their time in comfort, listening to the
strains of a special orchestra. The bathers' barber shop and chiropodist, off
the lounge room, are always open. Adjoining this lounge there is a splendid dining room for the exclusive use of the bathers. Dining service throughout our
several restaurants is of the best. The medical and therapeutic baths are under
the supervision of a trained physician with a select corps of experts. Those who
come especially for the baths will find it to be the best investment in health,
rest and comfort they ever made.

feature of Libby's

Every Possible Facility and Convenience
You will

find the highest type of organized efficiency in the construction
and operation of each of the following features. On the roof is a splendidly
equipped Gymnasium with every conceivable kind of apparatus, under

the direction of Mac Levy, whoformerly conducted the gymnasium
at Madison Square Garden. In the hotel, there is a post-office and general information bureau, telegraph office, dental parlor, barber shop,
manicure parlor, chiropodist, public stenographer, notary public, parcel
checking room, transportation desk, theatre ticket office, conference room,
safe deposit vault, boot-black, valet, hat-cleaning parlor, cigar and newsstand, ladies' lounge, reading room, library, and many other conveniences.

Be Sure to

tljV^f
^

RUSSIAN^

Max Bernstein

,

Pres.

DclaBceii^Chnistie Sts^NewYoHt

Orchard 01 OO

Visit Libby's

located at Delancey and Chrystie Streets, in the heart of lower
Manhattan, less than 10 minutes from Times Square. It is centrally situated between the Manhattan and Williamsburg Bridges, and is easily and
quickly reached by busses, subway, elevated and surface lines from every
part of the City and surrounding territory. Although Libby's Baths have
been created for the exclusive use of men patrons, both men and women
are extended the privileges and conveniences of the hotel, itself. The hotel
Eiests receive bath privileges, and the bath guests receive hotel comforts,
veryone is cordially invited to visit Libby's, if only to view its wonders.
Come down the first opportunity you get.

Libby's

is

Av -

-

*
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At

VARIETY
1

HAL HALPERIN

in

Charge

State-Lake Theatre Bid*., Suite 520
Phones: Central 0644-4401

When

Chicago
These Hits
in

Visit

SELWYN
EDCiAR BEI.WTW

pr«-H*rrts

"GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES"
dramatization by Anita Loos and
John Emenjon of Anita Loos' best seller

A

ZIEGFELD

Production

LEON ERROL
"LOUIE

ALBANY

ln

cn Ji™

Walker Whiteside
In a

Modern Comedy Romance

"The Arabian"
DyjOordon Kean, author of 'The Hindu"

MISS SYDNEY SHIELDS

Assisted by

and Company

THEATRE
COHANS OPP.
CTTT HALL

A

*

^

ATLANTIC CITY
BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

ALARM! ATTACK! ADVENTURE:

CLARK STREET

51

64
54
64

60

CINCINNATI

64

DENVER

64

DETROIT

51

KAN8AS CITY
L08 ANGELES

MILWAUKEE

COHAN'S

M.

61
61

WASHINGTON

64

60
60
62
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HUSH MONEY

months your
can also bo
remodeled Into new

furs

ROCHESTER*

N. Y.
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—
Regent "Dancer

Anno

many

Chicago

OUT OF THE NIGHT

A DELPHI

^„.

AIR

SEGAL

GRANVILLE

MURRAY

LAWTON
&

Mat. Wed.

Sat.

WM. ANTHONY McQUIRE
Presenta
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Jr.
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Miss Checle, of Larry Rich and
Cherie, has sent to Australia for her
mother and father to come to America and live ln the home »he has
bought for them ln Los Angeles.

Miss Cherie will be on hand June 11
San Francisco to welcome the
ship bringing her parents.

in

ln

Was

Rich"

Lynn Farnol, former blurb writer

WHEN

IN

department.

MOULIN ROUGE
CAFE
Wabash
416

So.

Avenue

"CHICAGO'S PLAYGROUND OF BEAUTY"
Always Using
Good Acts

For Reoervatl

The Place To Dine
North of
Chicago
Theatre

Writ* la T
Phono Harrison SStS

° SQUARE ^

manager of the Eastwlek makes his debut

Eric Clarke,
thla

as a columnist for the "Democrat
and Chronicle" and Rochester "Herald."
"Viewing the Silent Drama"
is the title.

Raymond Fagan and

•7 West Randolph St* Chicago
Phono Randolph ftOOt

New

Gould, organist at the
Harding alnco opening last October>
is now at the Oriental, alternating
at the console with Henri Koatos.

Lake

here

The Chicago

Home

T
E
L

common.

No Advance
OUEN WILMES,

PORTLAND, ORE.
By SAM

—"The

Liberty

H.

COHEN

BE A "SURE-FIRE" ACT

Untamed Woman."

Bookers buy comedy acts that have

Majaatio—"Tho Johnstown Flood."

Rival r—"A Social Celebrity."
People's "The Reckless Lady."
Blua Mouse—"The Exquisite Sin-

—

—SS Tears of

FRED

Columbia— "The Torrent."
Pantagea Pan vaudeville.

—

Vaadevlllo Writing—

J.

Jack Sullivan, Fox manager ln
Los Angeles, was here acting for
Jimmy Grainger ln attending to
sales matters, as well as taking a
lease on a new film exchange building.
James Lynn will be branch

BEAMANMich.
Jackson,

SIS First Street

WRITE FOR NSW C ATA LOO

H

M

and

Profeaslonal Tranks

(Union Made)

"Behind the Front" broke the
house record at the Highway.

BARNES LUGGAGE SHOP
Bxalaalvo Ageato
Morth Dearborn BU. Chicago. I1L

US

THEATRICAL SAM
SHOES

PARK

J.
VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR

WORN AND ENDORSED
BY FOREMOST ARTISTS

Room

000,

Loop End Building

177 North State Street
CHICAGO,
Special

WRITE FOR
CATALOG
17 N. State

St..

ILL.

Professional

Chicago

two. twin beds, $12.60 week.

HOTEL CLARIDGE

EUGENE COX

Dearborn

SCENERY

St.,

North of Dlvlsloa. Chicago

SCENERY

1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

DTE BCENBBT, VTCLOUH CURTAINS
ft. WE8TCOTT KING 6TUDIO8

8EELET 3801
BOBBY JACKSON

Phono

EMS W. Van Baroa

St..

Park

Cn»oa»o

London

George

The
C.

Robcraon haa closed

his

ULTRA

in FASHIONS
HAVE YOU 8KRN

LILLIAN

THE MOST
FROLICS
BEAUTIFUL

REDECORATED
CAFE"
HL

AND POLITICAL CELEBRITIES
RALPH GALLET. Manager
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
Phoao CALUMET tIN

Rates

Room for one— $10.00. #12.00, 114 00,
$16.00, $18.00 and $21.00 per week.
$2.00
additional for two persons.
Room for

Other new houses 'opening
the Highland (Ascher
and the Hollywood (Marks
Neither is a de luxe house.

LeConte
Chicago

&

Fletcher have returned

members of their "My
musical comedy troupe.

all

Soldier Girl"

CIVIC

There la no real market
Individuality.
A skit with a
value to "Just gags."
story and provision for numbers will put
yoa in the money.

ner."

stock ln Erie, Pa,

to

"AMERICA'S

Rates

in

General Manager

Trim opened a new

M.

It East Std Street (op pool to "L" station). China**,
The Uendesvous of the Theatrical Stars

In the
Heart

of

are

Bros.),
Bros.).

Theatre

DELICIOUS BANDUICnES, STEAKfl, CHOPS and SALADS

REMODELED

H

his orchestra

are back ln Rochester.

Betty

music

Opposite

OPEN FROM 7 A. M. TO II P.
CATERERS TO THE PROFESSION

ln

now

press agenting
York for the Shuberta.
Is

Lubllner and

State

skew Bmlatei

hi

theatre, the Grove, last week. The
house will not use presentations,
sticking to straight pictures and

— At Any Old Time

THE GREEN GRILL

Western /^audeville press

the

for

CHICAGO VISIT THE

Any—

Nichols' "Just Married" next

sons.

LaSALLE

•or Wt for aMw

notables.

"WEAK

CASTLES

DEARBORN IMS
„WORK CALLED FOR

Phono

spring;

tWl

OLYMPIC

Shop

204 State- Lake Bldg.,

of Paris."

Glove" drew

de-

Blumenfield's Fur

Opening: night for the Lyceum's
summer stock made theatrical history bora.
Billie Burke and Louis
Wolheim, leading- in a "pro-Brotulway" offering of Zoie Aiken's "Par-

My

charming

sigaa

By H. D. SANDERSON
Lyceum "Pardon My Glove."

A. J. Aubrey of New York has
been appointed director of Sea
Breeze Park and Natatorium, open- The Theatrical
Of Chicago's
try-out of three weeks of the play ing May 29. Charlotte Boyle Clune, Profession
he proposes to hit the sticks with Olympic swimming champion, will
next season In place of his old have charge of the Natatorium and For Over
standby, "The Shepherd of the will give dally exhibitions.
Bialto.
14 Years
Hills." The new piece is called "For
You and Me."
Eastman Kodak Company
You will be pleased to And a Hotel
declared the regular quarterly divithat really makes you feel "At Home."
Joe Kenny, auditor for the W. V. dend of 1H per cent on preferred
Our new lease for fifteen years has enstock
and
$1.25
on
the
common,
with
M. A., left last woek. Ho had boon
abled us to re-carpet and re-decorato
with the W. V. M. A. for about four an extra dividend of 76 cents on throughout.

back in Chicago after a

Is

and new "business.** This need does
not, however, prevent him getting
across in his customary smashbang manner. The current bill is
spotty.
One act la very weak and
MATINEES
SAM H.
another
very bad.
Tabor and
WED. AND SAT. Green getis the
AR R
latter label.
They
THEATRE
were on No. 2 and did well enough,
but "What do you think of my execution? I favor it" is a sample of years.
their humor.
The tenor failed to
register a real clear note, and old"Morris," the most widely known
The Moat Thrilling and Powerful fashioned yodeling goes with the newsboy
ln Chicago, haa come ln
finale.
Having made the Orpheum
Drama of the Century
off
the streets
Circuit a couple of years ago (when
Eight years ago "Morris" started
they
may
have
done
a
good
act).
Matinees
priDT Wednesday
Tabor and Green illustrate an old hawking "Variety's" on the corner
and 8a tare ay.
maxim that once you get "set" the of Randolph aad Clark. Aa time
JOHN P. BRAWN, INC., Presents
went on he became a familiar figbookers become blind.
A Mystery Comedy
The "weak" act was Herman Ber- ure to show people, and as ho made
rens and Mile. Fin ln a skit ln one new friends he secured more cusBy HAROLD HUTCHINSON
called 'Ten Dollars a Lesson."
It tomers.
nd MARGERY WILLIAMS
Now his business has grown to
introduces Mr. Berrens as a music
wtta Jamee Spottswood, Altya King, teacher with a guttural
such proportions that he is openaccent
and
John Daly Murphy and others
ing
one of the prettiest periodical
an Italian manner and Mile. Fifl as
Staged by FRANKLTN UNDERWOOD
a French dame. On a vaudeville shops in Chicago, at 63 West Randolph.
stage the French thing doesn't get
A. H. WOODS' f
"Morris" hasn't forgotten the peoover, particularly when an audience
has seen Ann Codee the week be- ple who patronized his street rack.
fore.
ASCHER PLAYERS
Herman TImberg wrote this He is staging; a grand opening of
Dtr.
Ralph Krtteiiac.
in Asrher. Pres.
thing and may be getting royalty his new place on May S9 expressly
for it. Herman was also responsible for his old theatrical friends, and
SISTERS"
for another act on the bill, Frank is distributing souvenirs among his
Dohson
and Co. in "The Love Doc- well-wishers.
urn
Mint
Harry
rlta Elizabeth Rlsdon,
tor," an adaptation from the comaad Finest Resident Com pan y Ever
In Chicago
plete works of John B. Hymer. This
Sylvia Roletska Is now in the box
A NEW New York Hit—"N BW to
is more successful, but no riot.
It's
office at the Palace assisting; Starr
Ohlcaso EVERY TWO WEEKS!
one of those girly skits. Will please Kreil, treasurer.
A vacancy was
and suffice once around.
NSW 8 HUBERT
created when Charley Thanhouser
s "" r
The real hit, next to Ted Lewis, went over to the new Four Cohans.
Ah ..« was Jim
McWilHams. Walter and Three other women treasurers in
Paul Briant, the pantomime knock- Chicago.
in the
abouts, had no trouble ln registering;
26th Week with
YTVIENNF
BERNARD
with their short and diverting turn.
Vic thcatro has been closed
A crackerjack European act, the forThe
the summer by Mrs. Caroline L.
J. HAROLD
THAIS
Kohl. The house has been a second
run vaudeville date on the AssoAND A GREAT CAST OF let
ciation books for the past two
ha the Best Musical Play on Earth

H

sum-

mer

51

54

THE HOME TOWNERS

ing In wait for 'roar
managed the theatre.
The Fred Weber company will Wfeiy Tars,
summer June 5 with
Repairing and
aa expected reopening late in
Remodeling
August
During the

week.

51

Safety

close for the

64
51

.

in

shay,

don

64
52

that Lewis haa been doing for the
past year. He needs new numbers

Newest American Farce Comedy

NEWARK
NEW ENGLAND
NEW ORLEANS
OMAHA

HERE

phant house prior to two successSPRING IS
engagements, one by Don
Dixon and the current Fred Weber
Store
Your Furs
company, haa been sold by Ralph
rfkillen to a group of Oak Park citTho dangers of
izens.
Before her marriage Mrs. moths.
0x0,
duct
Skillen, professionally Diana Du- aad theft are lark-

64
62

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE
ROCHESTER
SAN FRANCISCO
SYRACUSE
TOLEDO

Telephone Central 4»1T

GEORGE

MINNEAPOLIS

.

ful stock

Eastman "Skinner's Dress Suit"
Piccadilly— "Sea Horses."

All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refer* to currant weak unless
otherwise indicated.
The cities under Correspondence in thfe iosuo of Varioty are aa
follows and on pages:

Orea test Musical Comedy Ever Produced
Only Matinee Saturday at 3:11
Flr

T. QaakUl, one night road star,

CORRESPONDENCE

in

the 14th"

STUDEBAKER

W.

of

Mgra.

Powers.

J.

name routine down to the crossing
M
a "t" and the dotting of an i"

a Harry

Erlnntrer

L.

ILLINOIS

Ted Lewis, described In one of the Aurora Troupe, cycling: equilibrists,
Chicago dailies as a 'greater all- opened. They represent the zenith,
around entertainer than Governor of class and achievement In their
for
Absolutely
topnotch
Small," is at the Palace again. His field.
appearances at that house are fre- vaudeville or anywhere else a high
quent. Last summer they held him class dumb act is wanted.
Tony and George closed. Loop,
for four weeks during the heat. He's
in lor a fortnight now, with it probThe Greater Chicago Press Club
to
plans
Circuit
able the Orpheum
bring him back later In the summer. is moving- Into new quarter* at 71
West
Monroe street. The club is
stimuLewis is a reliable box-office
Sunday matinee the Palace undergoing a pruning out designed
lant.
eliminate
to
the largo number of
was a lot nearer capacity than it
has been since the weather started non-newspapermen who have gained
It's essentially the membership in the last 16
to calm down.

I

ltM

l»,

Professionals have the free un o# Variety's
Chicago Office for information. Mail may
bo addrooood care Varioty, State* Lake fho»
atro Bldg., Chicago. It will bo hold oubjoot
to coll, forwardod or advert'eed in Variety's
Lottor List.

CHICAGO

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

May

W«dn«<Iay,

Cora

FLO

BERNARD

and

HENRIE

RENDEZVOUS CAFE?
AND

Kin* has joined Marietta
Craig's vaudeville acL

THE BRONZE MELBA

Mrs. Milo Bennett will produce
four shows this season for the Redpath Chautauqua people.

Ideas and Plates Submitted

The
Park,

Warrington
something;

of

theatre,

Oak

a white

ele-

MONTMARTRE CAFE?
Mile.

Lenoro

Suite 701-702 Delaware Bldg., Chicago,
Corner Dearborn aad Band ol pa See.

Phoao Dearborn
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Two Whole

Floors Exclusively
for Theatrical Guests
In the Forty- Six Story Tower of the

MORRISON HOTEL
CHICAGO
—

The Tallest Hotel

World

in the

r

and the Most Economical

CLOSE

to the top of the gigantic Morrison Tower, the 40th and 41st
apart entirely for professional patrons. Out of earshot of
street noises you can sleep undisturbed until a late hour of the morning. You
can also entertain your friends in perfect seclusion, secure against interruption.

i

floors are set

3lv

®
5

1,944 Outside Roomsr-Each With Bath
Nearest Hotel to Downtown Theatres

I

flu

Though the most central hotel in Chicago, the Morrison charges $3 to $5 for rooms that
would cost $5 to $8 in any other premier hotel. Revenues from subleased stores pay all the
ground rent, and the entire saving is passed on to the guests. Many of the special
features are particularly appreciated by professional guests. For example, the Servidor,
with which every room is equipped, completely prevents contact between patrons and
hotel employees when laundry, shoes, etc., are sent out or returned. Also, with the
"grille" feature, you can see callers before admitting them.

1!!
11

IV
ii

The Boston Oyster House and Terrace Garden

Ill

n

nil

— are two of America's most famous restaurants, both located in the Morrison Hotel*
The former is renowned for perfect sea-food, and the latter for its sparkling entertainment, dainty menus, and brilliant dance music.
Fixed -Price Meals
Luncheon 80c

Breakfast 35c to $1.00

There

is

Dinner $1.00

also a la carte service at reasonable prices

Thm Nmw Morrison, whmn compUtod, will bm thm largmmt
mnd tallmmt hotml In thm world, containing 3,400 rooms

BROADCASTING DAILY FROM STATION WSWS

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

CHESTER

BAHN

By

B.

"Easy

Stock,
Wietinfl—Wilcox
Come, Euay Go," first time here,
current.
Next week, "Music Master."
First time played by other
than David Warfleld.
Eckel— "Winds of Chance."
8tr«nd— "Mile. Modiste."
Empire "A Social Celebrity."
Harvard— "Let's Get Married."
Crescent— "Chip of the Flying U."
Regent— "Don Q."
Swan— "Pride of the Force."

—

He rePhillips.
places Fred Perry, who has become
publicity director for Robbins EnterThe Arcadia Theatre Corporation
has taken over both the Arcadia

and the Bache Auditorium in Wellsboro. Lawrence Woodin, son of William L. Woodin, of the corporation,
becomes local manager. Pictures

The Lyceum theatre, Elmira rialto
landmark, has been sold by the
estate of William Berinstein to the
Second National Bank of Elrnira for

—

and a combination

—

feated.

Eastman, Watertown
representative of the Syracuse "Post
New Orleans' finest suburban
Standard," has resigned to become theatre. Tivoli, opens May 28, Saenmanager of the Liberty, Watertown, ger-booked.
L,.

Everybody Tlnltlns Chleare Gees #o

INVITED

Rothschild and Leiderman's

TO

RENDEZ VOUS CAFE

Best Food

Entertainment

—

DIVBR8T PARKWAY AT BROADWAY

TOLEDO

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

the storehouse*.
disband after a
Pacific Coast.

The company
long

tour

will

on the

Temple will begin a summer policy of semi- weekly change** May 24.

OMAHA

PITTSBURGH
By JACK

A.

SIMONS

Academy— "Oh, Daddy!" fKtock
burlesque).
Harris Vaudeville.
Sheridan 8quare Vaudeville.
Aldine "Beverly of Graustark.'*

By ARCHIE J. BALEY
Fools"
Wise
Brandeis -"Three

The Palace and Winter Garden
have been purchased by the Southwestern New
York Theatre Corp. Palace seats
.1,000, vaudc and pictures, while the
Winter Carrion accommodates 1,600.
nt J.-imestown, N. Y.,

(Stock).
W. II. Linton, one of the pioneer
World — Panta.g<-s vaudeville and "xhihitors in New York State, has
"The Little Irish Girl" (illm).
opened
his new Olympic, Utica.
It
—
Empress — Musical stock.
seats 900 on the main floor and 500
—
Vaudeville and "A Border in balcony. Evans W. Linton, son,
Moon
Grand "Tim Wilderness Woman." Sheriff" (film).
is treasurer and father is manager.
Cameo— "King of the Turf."
Rialto— "The Rainmaker" (Aim}, "Three Faces East" opening. PolState "The I^ovc Toy."
and Sissle and Blake.
icy first-run films.
Ten-piece or-,
Olympic— "The Blind Goddess."
8trand— "Wet Paint" (film).
fhestra under the direction of Le8un— "Tho Volga Boatman" (film). land C. Wires. Joseph Enfield and
Due to the unfavorable weather
Raymond Conrad, organists. Olymthe Johnny Jones carnival was two
The Clemant-Waish stock opened pic Is on the site of the old Hipdays late in opening here last week at the Brandels Saturday with podrome, formerly conducted by
but drew big crowds the balance of "Three Wise Fools." Dora Clemant Mr. Linton. Little more than a year
the week. It is here for another and Boyd Irwin as the leads.
go Mr. Linton completed the conweek.
struction of a theatre on the same
"The Cohena and the Kellys" was site and only a few days after it
A. E. Kochendoerfer, production held over a second week at the Sun had been opened fire destroyed the
manager of the Aldine, came to and played to big business.
building.
Pittsburgh last week to put on a

—

—
—
—

'i

Mother's Day presentation
conceived by Louis K. Sidney. Th«*
number featured Dorma Lee* and
went over big.
special

CAFE OF
OTTO

K.

DI STINCTION

VANITY FAIR
IIKOADWAY AT GRACE

SINCEIVS

U ALI'H

RTRKKT, CHICAGO,

Charley Straight's

VISIT

N. Y.
HENRY R ETON DA

—
—

—

Celebrity."

Company, owner of
iek's Glen park, has rejected a sumWith the legislature m session,
mer opera plan proposed by Adrian
defeat
l'e-rrin, of New York.
The railroad local managers are trying totheatre.
company believes that heavy costs legislation Inimical to the
involved would make the venture A standing-room measure to causing
It win probably be deconcern.
unprofitable.

ARE

By

Jack Soglovitx haa succeeded
Capitol
"D tneiuff Mothers,"
(Jd week).
Samuel Wheeler as manager of the
Shubert- Detroit— "Gay Paree" (2d local office of the Standard-Fed- stock.
Leland "Torrent."
week )
erated exchange. Mr. Wheeler reStrand— "Blind Goddess."*
Garrick "The Grand Duchess and turned to bis former position as city
Clinton 8q.— "High Steppers."
the Waiter" (Stock).
salesman.
Albany—
"With This Ring."
Bonstelle Playhouse "Lord and
Lady Algy" (Stock, William Faversham, guest star).
A. J. Herman,
First
National,
Temple Keith vaudeville.
elected president of the Film Board
By V. K. RICHARDS
Cadillac Burlesque (Stock).
of Trade at annual meeting. J. H.
Keith's Vaudeville and films.
Adams— "The Blind Goddess."
Morgan of Educational, vice-presiRivoli Vaudeville and films.
Capitol— "That's My Baby."
dent; Jane M. Holloran, secretary
Empira— "Brown Skin Models."
State "Brown of Harvard."
and treasurer, and Herman, Morgan,
Loew*s
Valentine
Danger
"The
Madison— "The Palm Beach Girl."
J.
II.
Mclntyre, Famous;
H.
J.
Broadway- Strand "The Beautiful Signal."
Kruuse,
Associated,
and
Isidor
PaSace "Poisoned Paradise."
Sheik."
Schmertx, Fox, to the board of diPantheon "Ranson s Folly."
Fox-Washington "Tony Runs
rectors.
Princess— "The Palm Beaeh Girl."
Wild."
Temple— "Johnstown Flood"; Paul
Love Nest, cabaret. In New ScotAsh
presentation.
The Cadillac is experimenting
land avenue, outside the Albany city
with a season of burlesque stock.
limits,
has reopened, after being
Musical stock was a "flop" at the
The principals are from several
Mutual shows that played here In Empire. "Summer Follies," sched- shut down a few months, under the
management
of Paul Carroll, who
uled to occupy the burlesque house
the regular season.
for eight weeks, closed Saturday conducted the Colonie, madhouse,
on
the Schenectady-Albany road.
night after a two weeks' run.
B. C. Whitney's "Snint Joan"
"Brown Skin Models," colored mu(Julia Arthur), after its matinee
sical, booked in this week, will be
Palace
ut Lake PlacM, N. Y., reand evening performance at thfi final attraction until
autumn.
opens June 1,
New Detroit next Saturday, goe« to

—

Strand— "Social

part of the week.
Liberty— "Sea Horses."
Whilo the theatre is closed its picMilBrewster's
"Miss
Tudor
ture policy will be followed at the lions."
Kichnrdson, al*o under lease to the
Loew't State— "Soul Mates."
Schlnes. The Richardson next season will have Columbia Wheel burRobert Hayne Tarrant, New Orlesque and road attractions.
Mexican
has
impresario,
leans
concerts in
The Elmlra Water, Light and Tiplca Orohestra for
October.
RorRailroad

Donald

ALBANY,

ganizer and assistant for Fred Herri ngton,
secretary.

GEORGE WINTER

—
—

will be the policy.

NEW ORLEANS

2,200 capacity,
policy, at least

By

Lafayette— "The Student Prince"

prises.

George Wain w right's banjo quarmusical combination at SyraTentative
cuse University, at Keith's first half approximately $65,000.
of week.
As amateur musical of- plans call for the remodeling of the
ferings go, the Wainwright act is structure for business purposes. The
unusually well done. May be routed Berinstein interests were influenced
during the summer.
to sell by the inability to secure
road attractions for the theatre.
The Strand virtually "killed" the Berinstein purchased the theatre in
Keith-Albee observance of Victor 1923 from O. S. Hathaway. Losses
Herbert Week, scheduled for next in operation forced the closing of
Originally
week, by playing "Mile. Modiste" the house last fall.
currently.
known as the Elmira Opera house,
1867.
erected
in
was
theatre
the
The Strand, Oswego, operated by
the Sfhines, will be closed for throe
months during the summer to permit remodeling. The capacity will
By O. M. SAMUEL
be doubled, and 'a stupe suitable for
the presentation of legit, shows and
Fever"
"Spring
Charles
St.
vaudeville built.
The house when (stock).
the changes are made will have a
Crescent Marcus Show.
tet,

DETROIT

owned by Carl

Incomparable
Orchestra

Edward Kelly, formerly connected with Supreme Photoplay company, has Joined the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, lie will act as or-

If.

JANSRN1

TT.L.

Offering Brilliant, Spectacular and Delectable Presentations by Artists of First Magnitude
No Over ('hurre lMir'nc fhf» I'ntlre Evening for Dinner Owttl
Arriving lt« fore 9:<M> |\ *t.
ton RK8KRVATIONS, ltl < KINGHAM 3154, WELLINGTON X40S

Absolutely

Wednesday,

VARIETY'S LOS ANGELES OFFICE

ARTHUR UNGAR

in

756

So.

With better than the average
amall time bill in support, the exMrs. Chaplin -Mildred Harris (New
Acta), opened to a noon-day quarsans flowers,
ter-tilled gathering,
sans applause, sans customers, suns
anything to Justify her "topping"
~«ven a " grind "- -h-mme nfrk-sw K be
a questionable draw with that class
of amusement shoppers, who crave

ing short of a seasoned sure -lire to
put the show back on its feet. Van

"A Pair

Mason.

I

19,

1926

PttfeaslortaU have the free use of Variety's
Los Angeles Office for Information.
Mail
may be addressed ear* Variety, Chapman
It will bo hold oubjoct
Bldft., Lot Anfloloo.
to oall or forwardod, or advortiaod in Variety^ Letter List.

LOS

Charge

Bldg., Suite 610
Broadway; Phone 5005 Van Dyk

Chapman

May

May

of Fools" opened

other side of the theatrical fence and

and is now publicity director for
J
an tages theatre here. Montford
at the succeeds Hal Reed.

—

1«.

Fossen labored against heavy odds
Jeanne Eagels In
the first live minutes but scored a
June
Biltmore
bill's
13.
well-earned decision and the
-

Rain

"The Transcontinental Limit-

ed."

—
—

Rialto
"The Runaway" and
"1
do of the Storm."
Capitol
Triple
change double
features.
Miner's
Empire "Flappers
of

Speaking of Pantages, here's one to
hl
C0
The Playhouse, leased by Louis O. the credit of young Rodney Panwinsome
seven
Land.
Music
ages. A certain assistant manager 1926."
the
iniNW, cJosrd with .instrumentation Macloon, wasthe
YoUYtg or" a rival vaudeville huuse said to
Slimmer.
tSoedwl if— "Beverly 6i tlraut.tark.*»
and singing numbers. They are the because or attraction played two him:
Orpheum Colored vaudeville.
most talented group of the feminine Blood," lastend ed Ma 15
"How
did
box
Palace
much
you
get
at
the
(Orange>— "The Family
and
weeks
y
gender to troupe coastward this
to see them "in the Hesh."
office last week?"
Upstairs." (stock).
Adair and Adair gave the Dill a
"Thirty-five
thousand
dollars,"
tit.e of Mar.on liavle. picture
The
a^icTu^^ouse^Bsi'bmtV.
"so-so" start with acrobatic bar
John Hearns, treasurer of Procbeing made, tor Metro-Gold answered Rodney.
They flashed aa varied a display of now
work.
"Why, that's impossible," ex- tor's, has been transferred to Procspewith
a
Hamilton,
Cook and
tor's, Yonkera.
claimed the curious one.
John Walling, ascial landscape drop in "one" of their
the sU*«
"So la your question," came back sistant manager, is replacing Hearns
wh "*
windy day theme, blow fans set Pfaule
he scion of Alex.
at present.
uue
duty.
double
back of tormentor, blowing the pers present doing
Waif
woman's flimsy dress so the story
"The Lost Battalion," film, la
H. B. "Hasty" Wright, managing
The elevator at Proctor's dropped
gets a somewhat different flirtation
.director. of Loew's State, has been booked to show at the Capitol, open- three stories today, injuring nine
_
Francisco,
San
through
of
Homer Curran,
opening. It is built nicely
elected a member of the Southern ng May 22, under auspices of the people.
None were seriously inits 12 minutes of comedy and two has been in Los Angeles for the past California Academy of Criminology
American Legion.
jured. The elevator is used for balspecial song numbers into a whole- few weeks, negotiating for the lease Hla flr8t duty wlll bo to ma ic e a
cony
patrons
and for offices in the
of a house which he will operate in speecn at tne j une i meeting of the
some applause finish.
"The Nervous Wreck" has not upper floors.
The Follis Girls, third, are nice conjunction with the Shuberts, as s eu th-hounds.
caught on as well aa waa expected
youthful blonde and brunet, who well as his partner, Herman Wobat Duffy's President and gives way
Dreamland Park is now open
click on single and double dance ber, who owns the Famous PlayHenri C. Lebel replaced Betty to "Applesauce."

—

—

ST»

™»

VSlehh^^ Xot-S-

1

i
'

i

|

i

ers-Lasky distribution rights for
Northern California.
The Shuberts are in a pooling
tgreement with A. L. Erlanger on
the Mason and Biltmore here, but
Curran contemplates operating on
his own, usjng Shubert productions
in his San Francisoo and a local
nouse if he secures one.
It is sa d the plan that Curran
took nothha
n mi " d *!
_
„„
ilJll?™*
proShuberts and IZ*
of the
successes
.

numbers, despite their efforts to
stick over song numbers.
Smith and Dutton follow in "one"
with a lot-down hodge-podge of
music, talk and acrobatic dancing.
Only the last named sent them off
to nice score.
After the Harris calamity Harry
Van Fossen became "old reliable"

Silverman at the organ of the Pan
tages here

1

was signed as
new Carthay

Frederick Scholl

i

chief or g an i 3 t for the
ci rc ] e (pictures),

The appointment waa
Dave Bershon, district

territory.

fieU ftnd Coatesit p i ay i n g

.

daily.
Robinson's elephants is the
first of the bills for the free showa
Phil Welnsteln, film salesman, has
The
jeen appointed special representa- given Saturday and Sunday.
tive at large for Metro-Goldwyn- Original Memphis Five have been
Mayer, covering the entire western booked for two weeks.

l

n Fan

made by
manager.

Marco

chon
and
around h
Worth and

presentations
Fred Voight is out as manager of
12 for Fort
Antonio, where Associated Exhibitors office in San
Francisco.
His Job is being filled
Pubthey
will
play
eight
weeks
of
4
^
n
to
.2 on
iL the coast. In this »x time before returning to the by the district manager.
cast recruited
coast.
of the Professional way it is figured that no violation
"Rose- Marie" is coming back to
of
the Erlanger- Shubert pooling,
in Lom AngeleM"
J ul «s Bujfano. pianist at the Fig- San Francisco when finishing in Los
agreement will be incurred, as the
Angeles.
Homer Curran has arueroa,
pictures,
own
brought
his
SINGLE, $130 DAILY production will not be road shows
$10
ranged to house it ln the Wilkes,
$1230
D0U3LE
sent from the east, but simply coast f tage and nit orchestra of 10 into next door to his own playhouse. It
house
Saturday.
He
succeeded
Convenient to All Theatre*
propositions, such as Henry Duffy hj^
will open May 31 and have for opFourth and Fffuero* Streets,
did with shows produced here dur- E d dI e J an,,a shifted on another unit position in the Curran, "Patsy."
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
1 6
Far
8t theatres. Inc.,
the past season.
,
K..
?
.t
Curran is looking at several the- which controls the Figueroa.
Louis Macloon has pulled a cropper with his "Lullaby," starring
Querrim e\ Co atres, and is said to have begun ne
The first white kid to be born on Mabel Julienne
gotiations with West Coaat TheScott. He brought it
The l—itaj •»#
atres, Inc., to obtain the Belmont, a movie lot first saw the light of from Los Angeles with high hopes,
ACCoToiOM
1,700-seater, at First and Vermont, day at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer but it died for two weeks at the
FACTORY
m tat Uaites ttatst It is half way between Hollywood Studio last week. It was named Curran. Business waa negligible.
TIm enls radon and downtown Los Angeles, on a Bessie, after Bessie Love, but was Miss Scott impressed the critics,
that oukse any set
traffic artery, easily reached from soon changed to Billie, after Wil- but the show didn't interest the
of need* — made to
The mother and paying public.
any part of the Los Angeles terii- Ham Haines.
land
177-17* Cela«»ai
father are working ln a picture and
tory.
Attaat
the
new-born
movie
actor was 1m
Anthony Tremp, who handles each
tea FraaeiM* Cat
year the San Francisco Business
Harry M. Miller has Sam Messen mediately put on the payroll.
kid
The
Is a recent addition to the
Exposition, is reported to be dicker
heimer and his Metro-GoldwynMayer stringed orchestra for a se goat family used ln a new back ing for the exposition to be held ln
Reno, Nev., next year.
ries of Sunday night concerts at his y ar <* °P U8
Cafe Lafayette here.
Max Haasman, 20-year-old son of
Everett Glasa haa been selected
1046 8. Grand Avenue
LOS anget.es
The last sign of Sid Grauman's the Finnish Consul to Java, arrived as director of the Wheeler Hall se
Special Rates to Profession
ries of plays to be given during the
association with the Metropolitan, hero to attempt a picture career,
SERVICE, COURTE8Y
summer at the University of Call
which he built and operated, was
Bates $11 up (Double or Single)
removed when a corps of stonePhone, Maid Service—Madera
Tne Carthay Circle, latest house fornia. The productions are to be
RUTH II. ANTTIONT, Prop.
masons, in accordance with an in tne Far west Theatres chain under the management of the Comagreement made with him at the opened to a $5 top audience Tues mittee on Music and Drama. Plays
tentatively selected are: "The Goose
time of the sale, began to remove day n gn t with "The Volga Boat
marble slabs bearing the words man" as the feature picture. The Hangs High," "Three Wise Fools,"
"Grauman's Metropolitan" from the theatre is the first in the state to "The Young Idea," "The Circle" and
For All Artists to Eat at
Prior carry out a California motif and Dunsany's "Gods from the Mounwalls of the three lobbies.
to this and after
Publlx bought conforms with the other public tain."
S
Grauman's interest in the Metropol- buildings in Carthay Center, a sub
As a press stunt for "Desire Unitan, Million Dollar and Klalto, his urb that features
the old California
724 8. Hill 8t., Los Angeles
der the Elms" a warrant for the
name was gradually reduced from
Batween Pantasres and Hill St. Theatres all advertising matter until elim- type of architecture. Dwight Gibbs arrest of Dean Worley, manager of
was
the
architect
the
1,600-seat
of
Bun by Carl and Lillian Muller
he Wilkes, was obtained by State
inated/ Electric signs were changed
which cost $450,000.
THE OLD-TIME HOOP ROLLERS recently and then parts of walls and house,
A high tower, flodded with light, l^abor Commissioner Walter G.
It percent discount to the profession
other permanent fixtures bearing his was one of the features of the open- Mathewson from Police Judge Goldcharging Worley with violating
name were removed.
ing night.
The interior was dec- en
the state labor laws. He wae acorated in vivid blue and gold, with
"Rose-Marie" will close at the Spanish stylo predominating. With cused of employing Margaret DonThe Knickerbocker Apts. Biltmore May 29 and leave for a a dull gold proscenium, a Frank aldson, 15, to play a role ln the
O'Neill opus. It was contended the
return date at the Curran, San Tenney Johnson
CLOSE TO ALL THEATRES
drop, two western Donaldson girl
was playing ln the
Francisco.
Irene
Bordonl
ln
murals by Johnson,
petaled chan- show without a permit
Single Apts.. 912.00. accom. 1 people
from the
"Naughty Cinderella" at the Bilt^ delier with 32 light a units,
Single Apts., Slt.RO, accom. I people
a tower labor commissioner.
30.
more
May
Double Apts., 917.50, and up
room with Southern California
Only one paper "fell" for the
Telephone Service and Hot Water at All
relics, a group of miniature hisstory, carrying about two inches ln
"Topsy and Eva" '(Duncan Sis- torical scenes
Hours
in the balcony niches,
which Mathewson was quoted as
ters) Is scheduled to follow Kolb
821 South Hope, Los Angeles
seven Alson Clark murals in the saying, "And
neither she nor any
CjRAYCE B. 8ATTLKR, Mgr. and Dill s "A Pair of Fools" at the
lobby, and various pieces of statu- other
minor will get a permit to apary created for the theatre, It was pear in that play,
because, in my
the aim of Fred Miller, the head of opinion, it is
immoral."
Far West, to perpetuate the history
of the Golden State in the new

In the next-to-shut.

It

HOTEL LA TOSCA
"Home

M

.

.
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,

,

eft

Stern's Ritz opened Monday. The
is located at Springfield

new house

and Fairmount avenues.

M

San

i

A

Stein's

Make-Up Product

»

WEEK

STEIN'S

WEEK

.

Face Powder

W

|

APTS.

is

made

in nineteen shades and
sure to adhere to the akin

is

Half-pound

50 cents

tin

Sold everywhere, or aent prepaid upon receipt of price

STEIN COSMETIC CO.
Street, New Tork

-

|

430 Broome

I

|

1

i

|

Dorothea Antel's
Bedside Shoppe

CALL! CALL!

MULLER

COFFEE SHOP

house.
Carli Elinor and his Concert Orchestra are tho musical features of
the house, working in the pit on
hydraulic lift Jack Laughlin is in
charge of 'producing the prologs for
the picture!*? which will be long-run
features.

Mall your order now for Christmas
cards selected by the "Sunshine Girl"
(15
Gifts

for young
actor » (playing rich
society parts on small sal-

aries)

is

our specialty.

Come and

see the very
good-looking clothes we
have in this comfortable
our
enjoy
store
and
humane scale of prices.
Suits, $34.50 up.

Ne Je
By C. R. AUSTIN
Shubert— "The Two Orphans.*
Broad— "Magda."

everybody

91.00)
at
popular

tion.

Smilingly,

DOROTHEA ANTEL
West 7td
New
810

York City

St.,

LEARN DANCING

Fresi

A KNOWN DANCER

nrart 6542

NEWARK,

"Aereaarles"

Eyebrows Darkened
Permanently

Proctor's—Vaudeville and "The
Dig Show."
Loew's State— "The Devil Horse"

Rrefarows and lubes perfected and darkened
wanning,
with
by
Colour*;
not
affected
perspiration, creams, etc ; lasts for weeks,
posltlrelj harmless.
Experts at both shops.
Treatment 50c.
Dos with Instructions, $1.10
postpaid.
tflre'a,

Arthur Kay, musical director for and vaudeville.
Newark "Skinner's Dress Suit"
"Patsy" and El Capltan, was guest
conductor at the regular Sunday and vaudeville.
Mosque "A Social Celebrity."
noon concert at Loew's State, May
Branford— "The Greater Glory"
16, while Rube Wolf, regular conand vaudeville.
ductor, was on his vacation.
Fox Terminal— "Tony Runs Wild"
Miss Faustina Lueero, selected as
"Miss California" for the Sesqulcen

M

W.

38th

8t 4

94

W.

46Hl St.. N.Y.

tennial celebration ln Philadelphia,

was signed as a dancer at $100 and
expenses a week for the 18 weeks
she is to appear at the exposition
Hortcnse Daniels was also signed

STRICTLY UNION

MADE

LT

a similar salary to sing.
The
pair will tr.ivel with J. Arias, their
manager, who will also take his orchestra on the trip and expects to
play other dates beside the celebra

at

Hartmann, Oshkosh

&

Mendel Trnnki

ALL MODELS—ALL SIZES ON HAND
AT GBKATLT SEDUCED PRICES
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Lawrence Montfort, until the sus
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the

number

of concerts.

Davidson

beginning to
The dance pluces
summer. Mayflower Oar(Iptih closed
Saturday night. The
Better 'Ole and La Java also hung

Columbia Road)
Tolophono Columbia 4630

up

their

shutters

until

Palace

—

—
—
—

autumn.

Karle Theatre building to the roof

MEAKIN

of that building.

—

next,
"New
atock).
Pol i's— Dark.

—

—

—

M

—

—

—

NEW ENGLAND

•

splendid

The orchestra

style.

Clifford A. Schaufele is manager
of 90 men, and after all
their services free for of the Bangor, Me., theatres, opened
the beginning the orchestra is now by Maine Theatres, Inc. He formerly was manager of the Park, Rockland, Me.

had given

The Larcom,

Beverly, Mass., owned
by Ramsdell Brothers, was damaged by fire to the extent of $1,000.

Phoie STUyresant 6136

PAUL

A

haul of $2,000 was made by professional safe-rackers in the Olympia
theatre, Worcester, Mass., a week

TA U S I

ago Monday, when they obtained
the Saturday and Sunday receipts
of the Olympia and Family theatres.

& SON
For

Steamship accommodation!
arranged on all lines at
loweit ratei

Exchange also taken
care, bought and sold

Foreign

Oldest agency in U. 8. specialifcing on theatrical travel

)

EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS)
Passage taken care of both ways

PAUL TAUSIG & SON
104 East 14th Street

NEW YORK

Bat" (film) and
in Greenwich Village."
Pantages— Vaudeville and films.

DENVER

Globe Loie Bridge Musical stock.
Fairyland Park— Palm Beach Fol-

By A. DE BERNARDI, JR.

America— "Hogan's

Alley."

Music week festival.
——"Naughty
Cinderella"
Colorado — "Volga Boatman."
Denham ——"Nearly Married" (stock).
Empress "Fortune Hunter."
Auditorium

Broadway

n—~

—

folded

up for the season

J3feu> >orh^

has

relinquished

now on

are

the high seas en route

for France.

tion.

ATLANTIC CITY
VINCE
—"WeByAmericans."
—"The
Love Bandits.**

Apollo

Stanley-— "The Blind Goddess."
Fawn Grey, the dancer, at the
8trand—"The Man Upstairs."
Century Roof last winter and later
Virginia "The King of the Turf."
appeared prominently in the local
Colonial
"The
Cohens
and
press with her divorce proceedings,
Kellys."
is now featured at the Embassy
Capitol "The Pleasure Buyers."
Club, under the Academy of Music
City
Square
"The
Reckless
lobby.
Miss Grey appears in con- Lady."
junction with Jack Sherr and his
Embassy Club Orchestra.
David Belasco will present Fanny
Brice in "Fanny" at the Apollo
week of May 31. This will be followed by White's "Scandals" and
Ziegfeld "Follies."
Metropolitan— "Pigs."

—
—
—

—

MINNEAPOLIS

brldge Players).

—

—

McCall- Bridge Players close at
Palace
Saturday,
reopening

the

Sunday in Duluth for a summer run.
The company returns to the Palace
in

Edna Wallace Hopper

will

make a

personal appearance at the Stanley
the entire week of May tl. Tom
Brown's orchestra ia the added feature this week, with the Ritz Quartet billed to follow next week.

"Countess Maritza" will open a

summer engagement

at the Garden
Pier July 3 and will remain for an
indefinite period.
Keith's vaudeville will open the summer season
At the Globe theatre on June 21.

rootless
Aspiration

August.
Perspiration
la
body wutt
matter.
Naturally It has aa
odor.
A sprinkling of Amolln,
pure white, antiseptic deodorant
powder, makes perspiration odorless by transforming the sour,
fattjr acids into elements that
are alkaline and odorless. Harm-

The Royal Swedish Navy band
played a return engagement at the
Armory here May 10 to an audience
of 6,000.

Tom Andrews of Milwaukee and
Harry Hirsch, manager of the local
Gayety, were unsuccessful in their
efforts to purchase the Minneapolis
St.
Paul boxing franchises.
Capt. Billy Fawcett, publisher of
"Whiz-Bang," sold the local franchise to Billy Hoke and James Mc-

less and beneficial.
In shaker-top cans,
let and
lln Co.,

Bujr

>

Amolta

SOo and SOo
Mail 4c for Book-

everywhere.

Sample Can to The Amo358 West 31st St., N.Y.C.

and

Carthy.

Amolin
makes perspiration odorless

CINCINNATI
By MELVIN J. WAHL
Cox "Here Comes the Bride.*
Grand
"A
Woman Disputed

—

—
Among Men."
Palace — Vaudeville and "Checkered Flag" (film).
Empress — "Shufflin' Sam from
AlabamV'
Photoplays— Lyric. "The Torrent";
"The Volga Boatman";
Walnut, "Old Loves and New";

Capitol,

Strand,
"Strongheart";
"Sporting Life."

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASE

^

Makes vValklno or
Dancing a Delight

^Kf faU
y/Tnl

Women who

/J7

Wl
VI

"

Family,

(Irene Bordoni).

this week.
Aldrich Bowker, Elizabeth Taylor,
France Bendtsen and Boyd Agin
make their reappearance here with
been commenced on the
Rialto— "Let s Get Married.'*
new Loew's- Midland. The house
the Stuart Walker stock at the
8tate— "Whispering Smith," first Grand.
will be the largest in the city, havhalf;
"Rose of the World." 2d half.
ing a capacity of 4,000.
Victory— "Social Celebrity."
FOR
The Amusement Devices Co. apSENSATIONAL
Jack Eaton, manager of the State, plied for a charter, with capital of
8TAGE
$100,000.
The company will install
Denver,
an,d J. S. Hommel, local exDANCING
change riianager for P. D. C, have several new devices at Coney Island
and
other
amusement places. The
leased
the
America,
Colorado
Stretching and
Limbering Exercises
Springs, for 10 years, with option
a dependable source for
to purchase.
14S-14B West 4Sd St
MEW YORK.
FABRICS
The Majestic, Pueblo, has been
Phone Bryant 8945
by the Blshop-Cass Booking A
156
45th St.,
York sold
Amusement Co. of Denver to Paul
H. Hoppen.

Work has

National Players (stock) transferred to the Shubert last week, deserting the Cox, closed for renova-

Savoy

—

"Venus

The Shubert and Orphcum

Robins

Cannon. Robins, Mr. and Mrs. Cannon and two Chesapeake Bay dogs

lesque.

KANSAS CITY
HUGHES
—

lies.

Nelson

his position as dramatic critic and
editor of the Baltimore "Post" for
the summer. The reason: more attractive berth as manager of the
English Channel swim of Baltimore's female contestant, Lillian

—

Newman— "The

noted 'or floe

to 6,000.

Cincinnati's new $100,000 dance
palace, the Calico Cat, opened last
Friday with the Al. Rat* and, his
Kittens featured orchestra.

—

Variety's story on the reported
expected sale of Shea's Court Street
to the Shuberts, widely reprinted by
the Buffalo dallies, was denied by
Shea by long-distance
Michael
phone from New York.
Shea Is
quoted as stating that Variety's
story waa unauthorized by him and
that he could not understand where
Ringling Brothers* Circus will not the rumor originated.
He added
show in Hartford, Conn., this year. that the Court Street would remain
Sells-Floto and 101 Ranch will play under his control until the new theJune 4 and July 6, respectively.
atre to be built by him adjoining
(Mr.
the Buffalo was completed.
Shea sent Variety In New York no
Riverside Park, Springfield, Mass
denial,
however.)
opened Saturday. McEnelly's Vic
tor Recording orchestra is playing
Stanley Comstock, Peggy Joyce's
at the Crystal ballroom.
latest acquisition In the marital
line, spent several days in Buffalo
last week during the engagement of
his fiancee at the Lafayette Square.
Both were copiously interviewed by
By WILL R.
the sob sisters of the local dailies.
Mainstreet
"High
Steppers

—

-dewa Francis- Verdi for
the Bennett-Carrilo role. Frederick
C. Schanberger, Jr.. is managing the
project for Murphy.

—

(film).

_^L,^
MCI<Tr^Is
cou,,trie

What

bringing?

BUFFALO

—

delight your nwki Uatt—to
nUafr
your era ring for "fewatlilss rflff«r*at"_
•

sold his lease

and vaudeville.
The Garden closed the local MuLiberty— "The Still Alarm" (film) tual Burlesque season Saturday, reand Huston Ray.
opening Sunday with stock burRoyal
"The New Klondike" lesque.

To

IMPORTED
m
t5*ntU™

Wooden has

O. J.

(film)

Very Ritzy

waa submitted by Fred
Weaselmann,
Rudolph
Behrens,
Walter Overbeck, Mary Dermo and'
Agnes Lochtefeld.

Rep.).

on the Radio, small neighborhood
Palace
"Not Tonight, Dearies"
The lease had (McCall- Bridge Players).
house, for $10,000.
five years to run and was bought up
Gayety— "Joyland" (Fox A Krause
by a Milwaukee exhibitor.
Co.)
Hennepin-Orpheum
Vaudeville
(Anna FItzlu-Trlnl) and pictures.
Pantages
Vaudeville (Mitzl and
Dancers ) -pictures.
By SIDNEY BURTON
8eventh Street—Vaudeville (Mile.
Majestic— McGarry Players, "The Donatella and Co.) -pictures.
Show- Off."
State— "Mile. Modiste."
Buffalo— "Devil's Circus."
Garriok "The Dancer of Paris."
Hip— "Social Celebrity."
8 1 rand— "For Heaven's Sake."
Loew's "New Commandment"
Lyric— "Desert Gold."
Lafayette— "Fate of a Flirt."
Aster— "Siberia."
(Mutual)
Stock
burGarden

As the result of another effort to
present "Greed," which was barred
in Hartford, Conn., some tlmo ago.
Mayor Stevens and a special committee viewed the photoplay to decide whether it should be shown.
Exhibitors are still awaiting deel
sion of the "official" censor.

SAILINGS

1926

application

Shubert— "Hedda Gaoler" (Baln-

is

made up

19,

Movie theatres In Cincinnati prevaudeville were notified they
Ralph Murphy's Rep. at the Audi- senting
must
comply with the cods of build,
torium offering this town the most
lng regulations applying to regular
ambitious stock project it has entheatres.
There must be fireproof
joyed since the hey-day of George scenery,
a sprinkling system, fire
Marshall at the late Lyceum. Mur- doors
and
the required number of
phy staged "Ladles of the Evening" exits.
and, in one outstanding character,
bettered the Belasco casting.
The
Mueic Hall will be renovated at
reference is to LI lan Foster, who
cost of $800,000 and probably reassumed the Beth Meryl role. This a
Park week Murphy is staging "They modeled into a modern convention
and
exhibition hall.
The seating;
Knew What They Wanted," and capacity
will be Increased

Merrill— "Monte Carlo."
8trand "Just Suppose."
National— "The Last Warning";
Two of Washington's legit treas(Cochran
Wisconsin—
"Mile. Modiste.**
Brooms"
urers are the latest to leave the
business flat and go into "trade."
Fair
State
Amusement
Some time ago Frank Schmld
President Dark.
Rave up his post at the National opens May 22.
Wardman Park— "She" (Mm),
go into hls'Tathers pet" fctoro. This
Keith'*— Straight vaudevJ'.le (Na- to
followed close to 15 years spent in
Jack LaMont and Chubby Driasimova).
the box offices of the town.
dals have closed with Fox and
Earle Vaudeville, pictures ("Old
Shipman
has left that Krause burlesques.
Mike
LaMont goes
Niiw
Homestead").
same National, after 12-odd years in to Hot Springs while Miss Drlsdale
8trand— Films.
the box office, and, with Schmid, is will appear in a cabaret revue in
Qayety Dark (Columbia).
opening a pet store to run in oppolan tic City.
Mutual— Films.
sition to the one owned by Schmid's
Pictures
father.
Four orchestras were used on the
Columbia Adolphe Men Jo u in "A
'ncidentally,
same week Wisconsin Roof last Saturday night
this
Charles
Social
Celebrity";
next,
marks
the first anniversary of the to meet the competition of the CoonRay in "Paris."
walkout of Ed Evans, who had been Sanders orchestra appearing at the
Metropolitan
"Old Loves and
publicity for the Strand Arcadia, another pop price ballroom.
New" and Rudy Wiedoeft; next, peddling
(Loew vaudeville) to Join with Bill Both played capacity.
•The Volga Boatman."
Moore
brother of Tom of the RialPalace— Raymond Griffith in "Wet to (pictures),
to sell the same com"Abie's Irish Rose" came back
Paint"; next, Douglas McLean in
modity Ed ha'd been peddling on a to visit Milwaukee after showing
•'That's My Baby."
here 11 weeks last year, and played
Rialto— "Watch Your Wife" and salary gas.
Ed has stuck it out. but Bill, It is to about $8,500 in the little Garrick.
Dale Sisters; next, Rin Tin Tin in said,
wanted theatre profits out of The Davidson stock, with "Spooks,"
"The Night Cry" and presentation.
the gas station, and is now trying did
$18,000 at $1 top.
Leonard Hall, d. e. of the "News," to get those profits in real estate.
With the payment of $125. all of
•nd Harry Hlte, picture editor of
the assets available for creditors,
the "Post," journeyed to New York
Leo Lanfau, former manager of the
to attend the opening of the Qilda
Gray film, "Aloma of the South
Louis Boaa, operator of a chain of Garden and Alhambra, was disSeas."
theatres
in
Massachusetts,
has charged from bankruptcy. No credacquired the Philbln, Clinton, Mass. itors appeared when Landau's case
waa called and the $126 went to
Ellas Breeskin, concert violinist, Joseph Woodhead has been
retained
pay bills of trustees, counsel and
has founded the Pittsburgh Sym- as manager.
referee.
phony Society and put it over in
Belasco

They Wanted" (Murphy's

May

Miliar Vaudeville.
Majestic Vaudeville.
Empress Stock burlesque.
Gayety Stock burlesque.
Alhambra— "Oh! What a Nurse."
Garden— "Isle of Retribution,"

Meyer Davis has transferred the
Swanec from the basement of the

— Dark.

"Stronger than Love."

—German stock,
—Vaudeville.

Pa bat

close for

(1629

By HARDIE

BALTIMORE
By BRAWBROOK
Auditorium— "They Knew

—HERB I8RAEL

By

Tha Argonne
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MILWAUKEE

coming season with a

set for

Wednesday,

goffer from, pain
tender or aching feet, are
missing many of the Joys of
VAUKlllfe. If yonr feet hart you can't
and
Vi i\Pa anjoT dancing or walking
yon l*ck the poise of the well*
\A\L
ansa's
groomed woman.
Net-Ease the Antiseptic,
Healing Powder for the
Feet* grres Instant relief to
swollen,
smarting,
Kraplring feet, corns*
nlons and calluses.
It takes the friction from
.
the shoe and gives instant

r

^

relief to foot fatigue.

Trial

Package and a root- Ease Walking Doll sent
Address, alien's rest-Ease. Lc ley. R. T.

free.

MODERN

MENDELSOHN'S

THEATRICAL
W.
New

BARNEY'S

FOR RENT

FOR SELECT OCCASIONS

Theatrical Shoe House
Evsrythlss

la

stwstUa

and
KI.AHOBA.rB

STAGE SETTINGS
AMELIA GRAIN
PHILADELPHIA

America's Leading
Sseelal

BEAUTIFUL

aal stale tlleeer*.
three te teelvteeel ertfare.

street

SEND FOB CATALOG
233 West 42nd St., New York

Established 1890
Absolutely Billable Service

BOB CONKEY Says:
'No,

we

TO FILL"

positively have not given anyone permission to pick "ONE
to pieces and use the valuable items in any shape, manner
is too long to work on an act or meal ticket to

or form. Sevan years
give away."

(Signed)

ROBT. CONKEY

642 North 8tate

St.,

Chicago,

III.

Ned Wayburn, New York dancing
master, was a Denver vistor Saturday and Sunday, arranging details
for a "Follies" show to be given by
the Junior League, charitable organization, week of June 14.
He
will direct final rehearsals, starting

June

10.

A shakeup

In the personnel of the
Victory and Klalto. Denver's Publix
houses, is scheduled for next week,
it
is reported.
C. Wiles Hallock,
publicity representative, Is to be replaced by someone from the east, and
Jay A. Haas, manager, is said to be
seeking a transfer back into the ex-

department of F. P. picOther changes have been

ploitation
tures.

hinted.

More than R00 musical events arc
scheduled f»»r the week by the Denver

Mush Woek 'Association.

M
Est.

INERS
MAKE UP

Henry C. Miner,

Taylor's Special
Full 8ixe

Professional

$50.00
Liberal allowance oa 7 oar old trunk
Write for New Catalogue

Inc.

TAYLOR'S
tS K. Randolph St.

727 7th Ave.

NEW YORK

Ttaeher

Wardrobe Trunk

CHICAttO
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Am tries

Broadway
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Tel.:
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Remember
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stones
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flight
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HOTELS FOR SHOW PEOPLE
SINGLE

HOTEL HUDSON
ALL NEWLY DECORATED
8 and Up 8inole
\\2 and Up Doublo
r

WaUr and
Bacb Room.
44th 8TREET

Hoi And CpVJ
Telephone- tn

102

WE8T
NEW YORK CITY
BUT A NT

ptiosMH

7MS-X9

ROOM WITH BATH.

fork)

(la the Heart ai

8 8 and Up 8ingle
$14 and Up Doublo
Shower Bath*. Hot and Cold
Water and Telephone.

WE8T

aex

CITY

La ekawanna ataa-i

Oppoalte

N V

LEONARD

UNDER MANAGEMENT OF MR.
Newly renovated and decorated 1, 2, S and 4
private shower baths; with kitchenette, also

LEVEY

1.

THE DUPLEX
Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
S30 Weo» 4Srd Street, New York
Long-acre 7112

Three and four rooms with bath, eom*
.

NEW YORK
BROWN

16ft

every partlcufour or more

9U.M OP WEKKLT

SUMMER MONTHS

MBS.

LONG AC BE

OEO.

10*44 660ft

THE BERTHA
HOTEL ELK
St.

P.

8CHNEXDEB.

NEW YORK

Cesar- Stuart

P

Clifford

McHugh Jlmmle

W W

Cody

Oeo

Miller

SINGLE BOOMS 61. 50
DOUBLE BOOMS 9*M

(Formerly Reisenwebere)
•67 Eighth Avenue, N. T. City
Just One Block From Central Park
Newly renovated all rooms with private baths full hotel service—one and
two room suites.
614 to 625 weekly

Under new mangament

— Phone

Jane
DuBols Evelyn
Duthle Affnes

Dell

(16)

Powell Jack

Rudy Wledoeft
"Old Loves

Reese Lester

G

Earle Marian

Tlogers

Edwards Jack
Edwards Julia

Rogers Stanley
Roland Paul

H

Evul

James

New"

(23)

W

Simpson F
f-mlthe Mnzlo

Gould Howard
Grace Elisabeth
Green Bert Dixie
Green H A

Quartette

"Volga Boatman"
(16)

Dale Sis

Watch

Teggy

Hteese

Y'r Wife"

WASHINGTON, PA.
State

Thorne Edna

(K)

Id half (20-23)

Tiller Sis

Russell

A Nina
A Marconi

(Three

to

Nanette

WINNIPEG, CAN.
Capitol (Pc)
Jack Barrett

King

(17)

81s

W-SALE34, N.

C.

Keith's
2d half (20-23)

A

Mildred

Harney

P

Walker Lillian
Weekly Waldo L
Welter Samuel
Wellington Frank
Wh'tney Gertrude

fill)

Now York
Phono Bryant 5153-4-5

Purdy A Fayne

W'DHATEN,

L.
(L)

VAT

Wynne Ray
Wilson Geo

P

KOSHER HOT!

YaUs Bob

B Young

Joa

(Continued from page

BILLS NEXT

(Continued from page 35)
A Dot Dean
Paul Yocan
Morton
nro ma p A M Bros The Youngcrs
The Illos
Brooks Thllson A 1>
Lillian

<One to

(21)

fill)

Keith's

(16)

Eva Clark
vi'«'Y* r Bro «

NMMrfvV Will

-

Mahonpy
Wright

\*ouiae

Booney A Bent Co
Loo Bill
Dare A Wahl
14nrmt>n<f 'A 'Sands
•Merte

«wwth»

Jules Furst

(One

to flU)

2)

above.
The fourth floor Is
confined to dormitories, the next
three to pu'.lmans or cubicles, and
from the eighth to 12th story to
private rooms, with a varying scale
of $1.50 to $4.50 for the best r« om in
the house which Includes rrivate
bath as well as Russian or Turkish

floor

WEEK

Co

Clarfoge
AN ADDRE88 YOU CAN BE
PROUD OF
Broadway at 44th Street

HOTEL

NEW YORK

REMINGTON

Accommod ttions
bath privileges.
a * t « » i * a*
co» «a«*B sajaasmsa s

Mac T.evy, of the old Madison
Square Garden, has the gyn lasium

Your hoadlinor
here; you should,

Wo

CITY
stop

friends
too.

tho profession
and would bo pleased to accommodate you.
First class in every particular,
but it costs little to stop horot

129 West 46th St., N. Y.
Rooms from $iJ>0
Double from $2.50

Single

aad t room Famished
Apartments
la Effect

Mew

71st ST. APT. HOTEL
PEB
*i2-so
WEEK
_
g
_~
•
BATH
mi

I.

W

Lathabee Hassan

Hotel

MgT.)

cater

to

Single by day

HOTEL
PORTLAND
132 West 47th

St.,

AA

from

Doable by day from $3.50
Special Weekly Rates
BALLROOM BOORJ NO FOR NKXT
8EA8ON NOW OPEN

N. Y.

Rooms from $1.50
Double from $2.50

Single

Stop at the

Capitol Apartments

8pecial 8pring and Summer
Rates to the Profession

N.
1-t

1st half (24-2C)

W

8550

1

$16

WllBon

A Andres

WUlard

Claea

LITTLE THEATRES

Kaufman N D

NEW YORK

all

W

Jonos Billy

CHICKERING

Rates: $12.00 and up por week

concession on the roof, and the gym
itself is also one of the most comHelvey Neal
Ambler Bros
HIM Joe
plete "workshops" in the metropolis.
CT.
WATERBURY,
Grant A Feeley
Vox A Talbot
To further foster Jewish interest,
Palnce (K)
Owynne
A
Mason
an all-Yiddish musical program is
Id half (20-23)
CHICAGO OFFICE
Bob Larry Ent
under
Sunday,
Tan Arakls
every
broadcast
2d half (27-30)
Wright A Marlon
Allen Geo
Joseph Cherniavsky's direction, by
Oaines Bros
Lorraine Peggy
Marsh A H
Hays
4 Pepper Shakers
Leroy Dot
direct wire via WFBH. The Libby
Domarext A Doll
Bevo Sam
Stanley A Qulnette
London David
Rhyme A Reason
Hotel contains its own broadcastBurnofT A J's'phlne Lange Howard
Bert Walton
ing studio for other occasions.
WATKRLOO, IA. Vaude Limited
Mellno Frank
The enterprise is a community
Cook Howard
Pima (Pc)
WORC 8T R, MASS. movement
Miller B
Christie Earl
and Its success is accordId hslf (20-23)
Poll (K)
Murray A La Vere
Christie Adele
assured. The Yiddish papern
C
ingly
Howscn
A
Lester
Munk Otto
half
(20-23)
2d
Moss A M'nnlng Sis Oarner GlrlH
have made much of it. One of them.
Mack Frank
Duval & 81mona
Miner Art
Froslnl
"The Forward," Is said to have IsHtrand (Pc) (16)
Davis Geo K
Mendl
Joe
Djera Lilian©
sued a special rotogravure, "Ltbby's
Ainedlo
Newman
Coogan A Casey
Dawson Marlclsa
Dancer of Tarls'*
Hotel and Baths Number."
Dance Revels
O'Brien Lucille
W'K'S-n'BRE, PA.
Edourds Emlle
YONKEB8, N. Y.
Poll (K)
Englln Maureen
Perry Harry
Proctor's
Eisner Alfred
td half (20-23)
Penman Jim
5,000
2d half (20 23)
Togo
Pooley Harry
Kempner A Boyard
Fowler Dolly
Ray A Harrison
Pasquall Bros
Mysteries
Haunted
Frayne Jane
Louise
Glaum
Co
Pymm F A P
(Three to fill)
Forlto Ted
Runaway 4
(Continued from page 39)
Fra2er Evelyn
Vision*
Ryan Wally
YOUNOSTOWN, O. best evidenced when the fourth
Rotlwhlld Irving
(K)
Hippodrome
OllTord
C
WINDSOR. CAN.
annual little theatre tournament but
Garry Al
(17)
Schreck, Geo C
Capitol (KW)
recently completed at the Bayes,
Gordon Ernie
Morton Jewell
Suzzette Mile
1st half (24-26)
Most of the players
Hilton A Cheslelgh New York.
Slggle
Regan A Curl las
Haljiln Irene
Johnny Barry
Sherman Dan
with the groups remained in New
Ruth Sin
Hardee F B
Tommy Rellly
Stelnbuch Bruno
York on a week's vacation to take
Allen Norman
Hoy Etal L
Hal Neiman
Stanley Chaa
Their patronage of
Palr-tero's Canines
in the shows.
Hunter Geo
Nelson's Katland
Seabury Ralph
(One to fill)
Hantinffs Ed
(24)
Savoy Paul
the hits was conspicuous by its
Huilbert Gene
The Harlequins
2d half (27-30)
Instead, the plays with
absence.
Harper Mabel
Newell A Mont
Saxe A Lai'tcrre
Vincent Syd
good actors and the Guild producHarper Miss F
Laura Ormsbce
Presslar A KI.ihh
Hertz Lillian
Rome of
ODIva
Mark Ooff Oreh
tions, etc., were favored.
West Rosalie
Hammond Al
H'-rbert Clifton
Patts
Wright Geo M
these happened to be hits but their
Hogan & 3tanley
(One to fill)
White Anita
(One to till)
artistic end was the prime appe:il.
White H I'lcrre
Halsey Beth G

St..

Eighth Ave. (49th St.)

2-3 Rooms, Bath and Kitchenette
Accommodate 3*5 Persons
Complete Hotel Service
Professional Rates

*

Double rooms and d»l H. weekly
and up
2 room suites
Transients $2.60 Per Day
31 West 7 1st &t. New York
Phone Susquehanna 10269

Howard Mlchees
Olcott A Maye
Inglls

7th Ave. aad 60th

14 Story Fireproof (Formerly Joyce)

Perle Franks

Rial to <Pc)

Shurley Blanche

F O

Futtlc

(Pc)

800

NEW YORK
In the center of transportation— newly
modern conveniences
decorated —

Just East of Sixth Avenue

Hlgti
retropolltan

RUANOAPARTHtNTS

69 VV. 66th 8treet
(N.' B. Cor. B'way)

66 West 46th Street

Col. 1000

M

Murray John

—

(BEN

HOTEL DEAUVELLE

—

—

SPECIAL RATES TO THE
PROFESSION
Coartesy— Cleanliness Comfort
The Most Modern One and Two Room
Apartments with Private Bath
and All Night Service

Wire Reeervatlons at Our Expense

Morette Sis

Deagon Oraoe

Hildons Court, 341 West 45th 8t., Now York
Office in each building

SIDNEY
HOTEL
DWORETT.

HOTEL ANTHRACITE

HOTEL ALPINE

Lewejr F EJ
Lloyd Helen
I-ockhart Eugene

rc

CHARLES TENENBAUM

CP

PA.

PER WEEK
WITH BATH $14

ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LKTTKRS WILL NOT
BR ADVERTISED
LETTERS ADVERTISED IN

Lane Malcolm
Lawrence Ray

communications

Grencort Hotel

CITY

616,06

CITT

$11

POSTCARDS,

Jarnot Bern Ice

all

Principal office

Prop.

APARTMENTS

(Just Eaat of B'way)

Modern Improvements

All

Sending for MaQ te>
VARIETY, address MaU Clerk.

ONE ISSUE ONLY

MONTHLY

Apartments can be teen evenings

CARBONDALE,

Convenient to All Transportation

When

Burke Helene
Burr John

West 46th Street. IG60 Longacre.
1-2-1-4-room apartments.
Bacb apartment with privato bath,
phone, kitchen, kitchenette.

MgT.

CLEAN AMD AIB1

COMPLETE FOB HOUSEKEEPING
323-325 West 43rd Street

NEW YORK

Iden Jimmy
Bowman Harold

HILDONA COURT

Address

FURNISHED

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

LETTERS

West 48th Street
S830 Longacre

Phones: Chlekerlng 8160-3161

Strictly rroreeeloaal.

Pbaaei

63rd

Dutchle

312

Between 40th mad Ota Streets
Oae Bloek Weal ef Broadway.
Om, Two, Three. Fear aad Five- Boose Famished Apartments, as t'p.

MURRAY APARTMENTS

A

HENRI COURT

Stmt

51st

141-347

BAM 8 El

tae> coaafert sai coDvcaieaea ai
the profession.

ffnes

West

Director

$70.00 UP
$18.00 UP
The largest malntainer of housekeeping furnished apartments
directly under the supervision of the owner
Located in the center of
the theatrical district All fireproof bulldinga.

Private Batfc. 8-4 Rooata. Catering) to

at Times Square. 2 rooms an<f bath.
Hotel service. 228-232 West 4*d St..
New York.

at $28

HICKS, Managing

6140 Circle

room furnished apartments;
maid service.

NOW UNDER NEW MANAGJEMJEXT
754-756 EIGHTH AVENUE

Prop.

adults.

350
IRVINGTON HALL

THE ADELAIDE

A.
.

Modem la
Cte kitchen.
W1U accommodate

Twin Beds

WEEKLY—

8TREET

46th

NEW YORK

PER DAY

$3.00

Chicago

SPECIAL RATES FOR

Meutila faa la eaeb room.

264-268

AND

LORRAINE and GRANT HOTELS
HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS
YANDIS COURT
241-247 West 43d Street

HOTEL FULTON
Nov

$2.00, $2.50

Double rooms lor 2 persons, $21.00 per week

eating that the little theatre actor
does not as a general thing aspire
to profeslonal histrionics.
The little theatre permits an outlet for the soek-and-buskin "yen."
For the main, the little theatre
players are substantial, locally, of
more or less leisure time made possible by means, and thus making
possible their extensive devotion to
tho community playhouse.

Broadway

Now York
Apartment*,

at 62d

SU

City
fall

hotel

mi

ilaa

day and night

Phone

Col. 4847

PRIVACY — Every

Convenience and
Homelike Comfort

BRYANT APARTMENTS
tat

1-2

the Heart of Times Bqi

Room Apartments— Special
Professional Rate

munity snobbishness which is one
bane of the little theatre, but easily
remedied when a strong-willed ai.d
independent professional director
has the matter in hand. A certain

Cor.

Mpeelal rates to the- profea«loa
Rates $12.50 and ap per week

com-

This has also bred a certain

W.

Room

119 West 45th Street
New York

City

0797 Bryant

amount of that sort of thing be- amount to almost douhle. It costs
comes necessary by circumstance.
a "pa ron" up to $100 to be denoted
intelligent director goes Into
But the

as such.

community stores and mills for
The "closed" membership thing la
when occasion calls.
another instance of social dlstino
The average little theatro is self- tlon, the Kroup of members com-

tho

his types,

supporting and has tmall occ- :;lon
take advantage of the ioca!
to

prising a clique
nish aspect to

and lending a clan-

their undertaking.
Being a local move for local support only, only the **best" people
aro permitted to lend a hand.
The little theatre Is booming and Its
appeal is community as well as
educational.
As an educational
hands, etc.
the
feature,
various groups or3.000 at $12
ganized In state tinlversities, norCities like New Orleans. Dallas
The professional query as to what
mal schools, collepes and high
prompts the little theatre players Pasadena, Cleveland, Santa Bar- schools even exceeds tho general
to take their rmateur acting so bara, the many suburban districts run of little theatres fostered by
A around New York City, et al., have mature community citizens.
seriously, is answered herein.
general query on this popular ques- devised a system of underwriting
Tho little theatro people see In
tion, inspired by the apparent se- their little theatres.
The New Or- tho movement nothing but the most
Witn a optimistic reaction for the profesriousness of all the players in the leans example is typical.
recent tovirney, was best answered "closed" membership of .V">0. an sional theatre. This constant foskets tering of theatrical interest, snd
by proving how many of the con- annual charge of $12 for two
•ii' om agerm-nt
testants had turned down profes- is made to niembcry for all producof the better thingH
The tions. That $30,000 in itself mor«- oL tho stafje, will mean ultimately a
sional offers the past week.
Neighborhood l'layhou.se and kin
than maintains the the aire, pays the desire to see truly great things that
dred groups were Interested in sev- direetor's $.0,000 to $7.fjM0 annual only the professional stage affords.
eral of the people (most of them as salary, etc., but in jnUlitiou. the
In otber words, ihe lii!".- theatre^
-e- s»ent
pointed out in Variety's choir;'*** of prr f rnne«rye>* (end hT' 1 in "wh«T~e th«* is l«ok<»d tipnn as- an ad v
<
i/t-1 l.v
Tor
l»ig
theatre— professional
the
professional posstblllf les) but the local snohliery is omrriei
HWellu
that
turned
down,
inditho
little
thea'i-J
were
^tate.
offers
pro

Commerce, Kiwanis
of
Club or others' proffer of financial
Still community Interest
support.
demands such help at times in maintaining a suitable theatre, pay for
stage
director,
professional
tho
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expositive sensation
for anyone who can sing
a truly great ballade
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for dance orchestras
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BREWSTER THREW FAN
MAGAZINES TO FILM CO.
'BABE'

RUTH

IS

BEST BARGAIN

Bigger-Better Bathroom

OF CENTURY AT THE BOX OFFICE
$52,000 Yearly Salary Looked Upon at "Gag"—Only
Player in History of Game Bigger Than Baseball
Another $50,000 Income Outside Also "Gag"

—

Showmen

are of the opinion that
$52,000 annual salary
the greatest buy for the New

York American League Club and
the American League in the history
of the

ard In plumbing- fixtures, according: to speakers at the 25th
annual convention of the State
Association of Master Plumb-

amusement

business.

Comparing Ruth's annual income
with the astute Red Grange, for
Instance, Ruth Is being paid off in
gags, in the opinion of the exploitation boys.
Ruth, of course, is subject to the
authority of the National Baseball

Commission, which has the power
to remove a player's name from the
eligible list if the player's
become "excessive," but,

demands
in

the

Judgment of close students of con( Continued on page 56)

Speeders Hear "Prisoner's
Song" in L. A. Court
Los Angeles, May

25.

70HRM.Y.T0LA,

—

Weekly

Norice—No M-G-M

for

"Panned"

Any

in

Over 600 plumbers declared
bigger and better bathin pictures have helped

that

SWOPE'S CONSERVATIVE Two

that the

Champ Checker

N. Y.

MORNING TABLOID

Bernard

Baoker

Baruoh

Reported

—Swope Triumphed

Los Angeles, May 21.
Over Arthur Krock
Sid Grauman'a latest exploitation
idea Is one of the freakiest pulled
Western Air Express Started on the coast for a long while.
Herbert Swope, chief figure In
ad appeared in one of
Pulitser
of
the
Monday—$90 Air Fare With theA classified
operation
the
dailies asking for "champion
checker players who know their papers, the New York Morning and
$20,000 Insurance
onions."
Evening "World" and the St. Louis
About 35 crack king- jumpers ap- "Post Dispatch," Is negotiating for
plied for the job. Many were men a new New York morning tabloid,
Los Angeles, May If.
To New York in 70 hours started who had nothing else to do and sat which will be edited not according
over cracker barrels all day making to the flamboyant and illustrated
yesterday via Western Air Express, moves.
extremes of the three current ones,
with 50 hours to Chicago on the
To get the best man, Grauman but along extremely conservative
staged
private
a
contest
and elimi- lines, somewhat a la the New York
same system of airplane to Salt
nated all but one.
The champion "Times" in the abbreviated size.
Lake and train east.
now sits in the forecourt of GrauThe principal financial backer is
A charge of $90 Is made for the man's Egyptian, attired in pirate Bernard
Baruch, the multi-millionIt includes an Insurance garb, playing all comers
air trln.
and beat- aire financier, magnate in copper,
ing them.
of $20,000.
sulphur and oil. Baruch is said to
have been the "angel" of the recent
Sunday on the first trip two passeveral

sengers

MAY BE FORTHCOMING

for he must face Justice Leroy transportation from here to Salt
Bailey in the Madera police court on
Lake, or reverse.
a charge of reckless driving preferred against hfm May 25.
Just what the champ has to medias
tate upon is that Bailey recently Joyce
put away Ralph De Falma for 10
Catch
Ballroom
days on a similar charge, and you'll
admit Ralph can "wheel."
Plttsfleld, Mass., May 25.
Also. Al Raboch has just comJoyce Hawley, who sat in Karl
pleted
a
three-day sojourn for
speeding at the request of Judge Carroll's stage wine-bathtub, will
Chambem, who has almost lapped not appear June 3 at the Plttsfleld
bin field by running up an aw rage
Boat Club auditorium, as scheduled.

Hawley

Card

away"

100

violators

Announcements said Miss Hawley
'em be- would demonstrate ballroom dancmoan the deceptl veness of speed- ing.
ometers at leisure. He makes 'em
Various members of the club, acdo setting up exercises, somotlmes cording to report, objected to Miss
called

Chambers doesn't

manual

labor.

peculiar situation.
Brewster entered Into a deal
whereby Corliss Palmer, the woman
named by Brewster's wife In a suit
for alienation of affections, was to
be placed In pictures by the MetroGold wyn- Mayer com*»aay. Jn re*

EL V. Brewster's Letter
Eugene V. Brewster's

let

Hawley 's presence*

policy.

Jack Mooney is on a
up houses.

First
field

tour

The

possibility of the

which

tions under
to

work

in

his editors

conjunction

publicity staff of

M-G-M,

(Continued on page

were

with the
as a re8)

pop priced

was given impetus by

1 1

-

«

•

Los Angeles, May

25.

styles for lady movie
.stars
may consist of two-piece
heavy suits extending from neck to
knee, during the summer season.

Bathing

25.

Cissy Fitzgerald was the first
actress to be starred la a moving
the signal success of stock com- picture.
panies In most of the locations
That was 30 years ago. She did
listed which Oppenheimer and those her "Gaiety Girl" dance in a 25-foot
behind the venture accept as an ln- SupeT-Jewel at
Edison's
studio,
dlctatlon that such a vonture would East Orange, N. J.
the
throughout
support
gain public
It became known when Miss Fitzcountry.
gerald celebrated her 300th appearThe operators have two methods ance in different films by working in
of manipulation under considera- her Initial "Western." the current
One la straight percentage Tom Ml* picture.
tion.
MiflS Fitzgerald- came over here
and the other similar to the operating policy of the Mutual Bur- from the Gaiety. Ixmdon, and behouse
which
has
the
came a Itro.'idway draw thronirh
lesque wheel
guaranteeing shows and sharing Alan DhIp crediting her with a
x
Ible ^wink."
over $4,000.
legit circuit

turn for this Brewster virtually
placed the conduct of his magazine
into the hands of the publicity staff
of the picture producing and distributing company by which bis
"sweetheart** was employed.
Brewster even went so far as to
set down in black and white over
his own signature complete Instruc-

Film Star

Los Angeles, May

to line

letter

to his editors, referred to below, appears in facsimile on
Page 8 of this issue.

Bathing Styles on Coast

hands

An.l

Ooldwyn- Mayor Corp., sum up a

millions,

TOP

Dempsey if you've forgotten, may the Western Air Express, says a
have some additional times on his passenger is only required to buy air Burlesque wheel did not Intend go- Cissy Fitzgerald
ing in heavy for a Stair & Havlin

of
striding
dally.

erty for a contrast to appear in
piotyros at $280 weekly for s year"
is the manner in whioh these on
the inside of the "deal" made betwoon Eugene V. Brows tor, publisher of the group of motion pie*
ture fan magazines, and the Metro~

—

oourts and motorcycle cops in the
east are "tough'" should come out
here and learn something.
Send those New York "cowboy"
taxi cab drivers along, too; they'll
get plenty of action.
You don't think so?

Quit—"Work"

"Throwing swsy a 1 1,000,000 prop-

Player;

"Knows His Onions"

PLANE AND TRAIN

traffic

Be

Too "Raw"

rooms

Involving
deal.
were carried each way.
whereby mysterious Interests
LEGIT CIRCUIT
$1
Regular service started Monday.
bought the Butterick publications
Leaving here in the morning, air
and placed them under the manpassengers arrive in Salt Lake two
agement of Joseph Moore, therehours ahead of train time for the
unto the financial manager for WilA $1 top circuit projecting dra- liam R, Hearst and nominal pubeast. They are taken by trolley to
matic
and
musical
shows
at
top
$1
Ogden, for train connection over
lisher of the New York "American."
next season is in process of prothat
the Union Pacific.
It was generally believed
Listen.
R. C. Dlggens, traffic manager for motion by a syndicate headed by Moore had been a dummy for
Oppenheimer,
lessee
Joseph
of
the
Hearst In the purchase of the ButThe judges out here croon "The U. P., says negotiations are on for
Lyric, New York.
terick magazines, but it develops
Prisoner's Song" on the bench.
the road to handle the air passenOppenheimer and his associates
At the moment the present but gers under an agreement.
(Continued on page 69)
have been working on the project
idle
Jack
heavyweight
champ,
Harris N. Hanshue, president of since ascertaining the Columbia

Whoever thinks

Picture to

Brewster Magazine

ers.

their business.

Babe Ruth's
Is

Los Angelas, May If.
Bathroom scenes In pictures
have established a new stand-

Extraordinary "Understanding" Between Publisher
and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Corliss Palmer's
Contract With M-G-M for One Year at 4250

Former bathing beauties graduated into the drama, are at the head
of the movement to gradually have
the fans forget their film origin.

«MES

GOWNS
on UNIFORMS
HARM TO
SAT

BROOKS'

1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5500 PER
Al. JO

25,000 COSTUHIS TO

VARIETY

Wednesday,

TRAVELING SALESMEN INQUIRE

SIDE LINE

Members, One-Half Jews, Want

Roy

Was
The-

Jackson's Statement,
Authoritative

ction froi,i the

re;

news

that

CABARET FOR SALARY

following the statement to him that
*we don't want Jews" appeared In
It was
the metropolitan dailies.
stated by a member of the Hotel
Men's Association that a depression
In business was felt In the Biltmore

"Gate" After 1st Week

—Asking $1,000 from
—
Reserved

Ciro's

Decision

The West Side Municipal Court
and Commodore hotels, both of was crowded with friends of Teddy
which have John McE. Bowman as Trevor and Dina Harris to hear
in
the
civil
action
manuring director. The-hitter holds testimony
tKe tame post In tho Westchester- brought by the ballroom dancers
.

Biltmore Club.

An

investigation has been started
by the National Association of
Traveling Salesmen into the Jolson resignation incident. Should
the attitude of the club's manager,
Roy Jackson, be confirmed. Bowman

may

himself In a more embarrassing position than now, for the
find

Commodore

Is a Mecca for travelWhile many
ing men, buyers, etc.
resident Jewish New Yorkers patronize the Biltmore, the National
Association has 700.000 members,
one -half of whom are Hebrews.
Tn addition, the "American Hebrew" has also started an investigation into the causes that led to
Joleon's resignation.
An Inside Story
The inside story of the Westchester- Biltmore Club sounds paradoxical.
When the big hotel, with

Kolf

and

llpkfl

bathing

Long

Island Sound
looked like a flop.

against Ciro's for breach of contract. Thj action is for $1,000, representing one week's pay. Judge
Moses Edei* reserved decision.
Louis Schwartz, Arkle Schwartz

and

Herman

As no one

Times Square drink* lawyer a few tips on the newspaper
ginger ale and no one has drunk business.
any rvil champagne since before
Prbhi6itlon7~the" momentous poTnT " The makers of bathtubs received
evidently in the Karl Carroll trial a bad break. Not once during the
for
perjury, now leaping along trial did any one credit or men-

Biltmore

TREVOR *ND HARRIS SUE

had resigned from the
supposedly exclusive WestchesterBlltmore Country Club, printed first
in Variety, .was a furore In New
Front page Given
York hotel circles.
stories about the star's resignation
Jolson

Al

-

Gottlieb,

officers

he wrote

—

inebriety.

When Teddy and
their

Miss Harris be-

beach on

to have been very exclusive, the
nviln reason why It got nowhere.
The directors decided If the best of
Broadway clientele couJd be inter-

By

WALTER ROBB

Lloyd

Direction

EDW.

ft.

KELLER

JOYCE HAWIEY

BESTSLAWYER
Her Answers Enrage Carroll's

Attorney

"d the

i>)aee

Herbert Smyth, Earl Carroll's attorney In the perjury trial now In
progress before Federal Judge Gottdard, asked Joyce Hawley why she
took the now famous nath in a
tab (allegedly filled with champagne) at Carroll's party.

could be rut across.

It ran a
vei»*ra«fcy olf.ce executives are and the biggest money.
But "The Ten
ni; those who then Joined and month at the Rlvoli.
Commandments," arriving in good
sti'l members.
It appears that
wl. n thp club started to turn a time before Easter, got more money
pmiit. some of Its officers arc al- in 16 days to packed houses at
lied to have planned a way to get Lyric, another downtown theatre
double the capacity of the Rlvoli.
rid of Jewish members.
Pew Lyric Theatre Importations
The first move was to decline
membership thereafter to Jewish are flops. Since running "The Ten
applicants. Those of that faith then Commandments" they have taken
members heard about It, and about big money with "Don
Son of
hi If the 200 Jewish members re- Zorro." and turn 'era away with a
double feature program, "Lies of
signed.
When the cimnilttee was solicit- Love" and "Miss Blue Beard," to say
ing managers to Join, one promi- nothing of what they banked on
nent and well liked producer was "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
approached and virtually begged to
To get over in the Philippines, a
Join.
For some reason he declined. picture must be filmed around a
Last summer he was invited to the star, preferably two of 'em; and
club as the guest of a member. The three do no hurt. Although the Inlatter advised the manager a guest's habitants are themselves bronzed by
crd would be waiting for him at the tropics, flesh cannot be too fair
the desk and that he would Join to please them, nor beauty
too
the showman after the latter took dainty or too much exposed. They
a swim.
When the manager asked like to get their money's worthfor th? card, the clerk referred him mare if possible.
Various importato Jackson.
The latter stalled for tions of foreign Alms have been
a time, stating there were new rules tr^ed, but most have flopped
disabout guests' curds, but finally In mally. 8panlsh pictures are getting
reputed to have come out frankly, the money; there Is
lot
of
Spanish
a
stating Jews were not desired.
blood out here, Spanish traditions
and culture, and, more important,
the ptctures brought in are good.
Fox's 'Specials' in
They may not be, they are not, a
matter of fact, as good as Fair'Flood*
Capacity abanks
in a Spanish part; but they
London. May 26.
are uniformly good and that comThe Capitol (pictures) has made forts the importer and the theatre
a ileal to present Fox "specials" for box office.
12 weo ;s prior to their release "as
first runs.
Gallery Dearest

IM

*mc
ire

1

,

She claimed that Carroll's representative promised
her between
$760 and $1,000 and that .the prospect of so much money dazzled her.
Carroll, to date, has not paid her
f3r the bath, she said.
Furthermore, Miss Hawley stated
that there was wine in the tub.
because she drank from it before
entering.
She claimed that she
became Intoxicated from that wine
and that she was drank when she
stepped in.
This was the big development
yesterday (Tuesday) of the Carroll
trial.

Irvin 8.

Cobb was

A

certain ginger ale

tion the brand of the tub used at
the party.
It is reported that a new sketch,
"Labels moan nothing," will be Inserted In one of Carroll's forthcoming productions, and in It Herbert
Smyth will tell where he got his
information.
The trial is held In room SSI,
Those testifying for Uncle-' Bam
muflt wait In room 828, with no
chance to watch the show.

Carroll, after telling Payne to go
to the bathtub story as far as he
liked, called up Phil, asking him to
lay off -him personally, but to keep
up the story. Payne refused to

was do

either. Carroll then wired Hearst
whloh was a surprise to Phil, who
in reading the message, found a
confidential report about himself. It
Big day for the "Daily Mirror" brought a laugh from him. As
Friday. At an average' of once a Smyth grabbed it from him Payne
minute, that tabloid was mentioned. said, "I have a dandy report on
Some one spoke of the "Graphic" Carroll, too."
once.
Even "Variety" broke In,
when a witness mentioned It
Some of the boys are worrying
over the overhead of the Earl CarThe courtroom looked like the roll's Federal Revue. It Is reported
opening of the first "Artists and Carroll will receive part cf the exModels.** minus peanut and candy pense money from the sale of tho
privileges.
Only two women In a Hawley bathtub idea to "Nedlc^"
courtroom capacity at the Friday the orange Juice man, who will use
matinee.
it at Coney Island and at his stands

named, but even so, Sliver King
still a dandy drink.

is

along Broadway to boost the sale of

Manila, P. I., April 18.
Her reply was to the effect that
Until "The Ten Commandments" one of Carroll's managers told her
came
he
knew she was "broke" and that
to
town,
"Over
the Hill" held
A ci-i'wnlttee was api>ouitcd and
ln*ervi<wed showmen. The Famous the record here for the longest run If she didn't, someone else would.

est

Henry W. Goddard for perjury, also
put In a plug for merchandise or
paper.

En-route Orpheum Circuit.

engagement

MANILA

Alice

FRANKIE VAN HOVEN

at Ciro's
they took it with the option of a
12-week run at $1,250 weekly.

was built,' it
The place was

"ALWAYS."

P. 8. Bon Voyage
and Little Daisy.

vehemently denied, and produced a
witness who is a eclumntst to bear
him out on th^ dates of the alleged

gan

in

slowly in the Federal Court of New
York, has failed to over-excite the
denisens of Broadway.
Believing the mob who understand publicity up and downtown
might
be more concerned in what
They may forget that bis; demanding public; they may forget was mostly off of tie record, a
detailed
story of thV Carroll trial
the Florodora Girls; they may forget WEBER and FIELD'S Music is deferred until the jury comes In,
Hall and ANNA H ELD'S milk Bath with the following substitute:
and EDDIE FOY'S sons; Charlie
and the Spanish War and the last
Barl Carroll In "Vanities" has
battle that they all claim they won,
and maybe they will even forget been slipping over advertising in
Harry Ash ton. But when It comes the form of ginger ale, perfume,
to advertising they will have to ad- cigarettes, furs and woman's wear,
mit IRVING BERLIN was thinking on the natives, at from $4.40 to
of FRANKIE VAN HOVEN when $27.60, while on trial before Judge

of

the club, testified ihe dancers were
given "the gate* by the club Feb.
they state their con7, although
tract had another week to run.
The alleged contention of the
club officers is that Teddy had imbibed too freely. This the latter

COMMENT DURING

By JOE LEE

if

'We Don't Want Jews/
Westchester

for

Know

to

earlier

on

the stand, and being called by
Buckner, «wa* a good witness for

(Continued on page 42)

Sol Bloom's "Digestion"

And Trick Stomach

Herbert Smyth, no relative to the
famous whiskers, did the pinch hinting for Carroll.
"Herbert" has a
poor booking agent, for it seems to
have been his first Important publicity engagement in some time. It
is claimed Smyth receives $1,000 a
day.
If he had held out a little
longer the big Lubricating man*
from Texas might have paid two.

The

his drinks.

A complete sell out at the CarMonday. Hundreds turned
away. Some of the boys gave as
a reason for the Increase among
the female sex that Coleman of
the "Mirror" was still on the sUikI.
roll trial

The

'

Ranger."

you don't believe judges ha%,
a heart, get an eyeful of this. Judge
Goddard had Just sentenced a young
chap to two years In Atlanta. As
If

the prisoner was leaving the room
a young woman (not planted)
stepped from the roar, with two
small kiddles tugging at her skirts,
and a babe In arms, to bid her
husband good-bye. Judge Goddard
asked the court attendant If she
was the man's wife.
The judge had the husband
brought back, handed the wlfo a
$10 bill, suspended, the two-year
sentence and got the mob to kick

Haw ley's

fooled

the

producers of the Federal show.
rain checks were given out.

No

No

Sole

American

A.

J.

1*1 flirt n a
„

IMS

Representative

CLARKE
ThMfr* Dido

ftrendway,

'ft.

T.

Bole

Amerlran Booking Agrnt

WM. MORRIS
1500 Rroa<lw»y

New York

stimulant was needed, they compromised on spirits of ammonia.
it

Phil Payne, M. E. of the "Mirror,"
was the star witness Friday. Payne
Tho Congressman coni< n«Is that had a bad spot on the bill, followwas not the run of the hnif mile ing Arthur It win whom Smyth had

in nothing flat that bi

ought on the
climax, hut that It mas the hot air
in the House chamber that did It!

And

all ef this

Bloom's birthday.

happeuod on Mrs.

truth In the story the Car*
Joe Leblang's.

roll trial is In

Several protests received, one
from Edward L. Browning who dispublicity himself, too.
Ho
complained that Carroll wus receiving more lines and better locations in the dallies than he did.
likes

learned
waiters

When Max Lief was asked "What
did you have to drink?" he replied,
"champagne." What did you have
to eat?
Frankfurters was hi3 answer. (Lief is on "The News." now
reformed.)
When the Earl Carroll perjury

Just mowed down.
Taking a look
at Phil, Smyth, thinking he had
another victim, started to tear and
grandstand. He didn't get far for

Payne stopped him and gave tho

was resumed yesterday (Tues-

trial

day)

the principal witnesses wero
Cobb, humorist, and Joyce
Hawley, the alleged girl who was
alleged as immersing her alleged
Irvin

(Continued on page 31)

Est.

KENDREW

WANTED

failure

The other squawk, quoting the
Herb Smyth, "Some time
are so dressed that you
can't
tell
them from guests,*
In $75.
brought a protest from Hlckey 4s
Freeman,
Nat
Lewis and other
If Smyth doesn't work faster the
Carroll trial may outrun "Abie's clothing makers of hljrh class eveThey believe Herb is
Irish Rose." Rut who wants to work ning suits.
propagandizing for tack to the
fast at a thou a day?
business suit when attending the"It's a long lane that has no ash- atrical parties."

—

FIR&T-CLASS FLOOR ACTS

real reason for tho "turnaway**

seemed to be the dallies had ribbed
up in daring headlines that Joyce
Nothing the matter with the eye- Hawley,
who made Anna Held of
sight of Robert Coleman, dramatic
the famous milk
look like a
critic of the Mirror.
He gave the piker, was going tobath
tell her disrobspectators a thrUl telling he saw
ing story.
Joyce Hawley entirely in the nude
All agreed the Monday "show**
step Into tho bathtub, Coleman
was
would
make a dandy •Forest Joyce weak, after heavily billed.

Washington, May 25.
Congressman
Democratic
from New York, Sol Bloom, has
confessed to a Variety reporter as
to that faint In the House lobby on
can."
Saturday last.
Listen, mates, to this:
London
This Is how It happened:
Mark Hellingcr of the "Dally
Suffering for several days with
News"
had a few ideas in the form
Drawing
lndigestlon/'^the Congressman had
of short sketches. He sold them to
often heard that yeast cakes were
Carroll and Earl used them In one
an excellent remedy. He ate one.
his productions. All Mark wanted
At noon h added a baked apple of
was a credit line which Carroll re~
and some Ice cream, then started
fused to give him, telling him to sue
on a bag of peanuts.
if he wanted to.
Then the Congressman returned
The first film to go in under this
In our theatres the cheapest seats
Mark was assigned to cover the
srr in.Kerner.t
was
"Johnstown are the pit, the dearest the galleries. to his office. Barely arriving there trial for his paper; if you want to
the bell announcing a vote on an
flood.*
it started last week and This
believe
it Hellinger Is giving Caris universal, in Manila and in
Important measure was heard. He roll
has bt-en playing to capacity.
the provinces One sits in the gala receipt in full. Mark exran the half mile or more through plained the
Carroll matter to his
(Continued on page 63)
the subway connecting the office managing
editor somo time ago.
building and the Capitol to get
under the wire for the vote and
PARIS
JANE COWL DUE JUNE 9
The mention of a number of old
that finished It!
time drinks brought a yell from
CORRESPONDENT
London, May 25.
Assisted from the floor of the the mob.
When a number of the
Noel Cowarl s 'Easy Virtue," to House In the midst of great exciteE. G.
star Jane Cowl here, will premiere ment and much free advice, two once famous brands were repeated
6* BIS, RUE ST.— DIDIER
Judge Goddard remarked, "There
at the Duke of York's Juno 9.
physician members of the lower will be a five- minute
recess so as
body, one a wet and the oth«r a to purify the
air."
dry, attended him, and, realizing a
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PARADE* IKED, BUT

By
Will

Chaplin's "Nurse" Ap-

proved at Trade Showing

Pre-opening Threat Results in Precaution for Musical
Which Is Booed— "Aloma" Has Big First Night

—Five Shows Open

London May

25.

Although the dally papers admit
excellence at a picture, and de-

spite a-splendid- reeeptlon» -the- pressinsists on reading "we won
propaganda into "The Big Parade"

the war"

WANT WHITEMAN TO

Band Holding Over at Kit Cat
—Mrs. Whiteman Appearing
This

in the gallery and constables also
This was a
la the pit (orchestra).
precaution in lieu of a threat re-

Z^Z^\^r^i^

~i
outside
booed and derided, ««t.wi.
comedy,
m
i
au«
of Hal Sherman, who was wildly

«

comed was Syd Chaplin's "Oh, What
a Nurse" (Warner Bros.). It had
a trade showing at the Coliseum.
Exhibitors were solid in approval.

It

From

London, May 25.
Paul Whiteman's engagement at
the Kit Cat Club has been extended.
Negotiations are on to have him
ia
a is
he
continue at the Tlvoll, where k
.
- „,-.
_
....
Big
preceding the showing of "The t,,_
hla band
Parade..% lm)
adml * that hls open .
Wnite

very bad musical

is

Week with

The picture opened at the Tlvoll
Friday (May 21) and will unquestionably do business.
Another film to be heartily wel-

.

,

.

'

mu»^disturbances
i
j j
^.,,.k.«/,« were
„ AM
The
applauded
upon Carl
subsequently blamed
Brisson who left the cast a week
wa8
c
«
before the opening and- the threat
of so
cl
allegation was made^ although the 4
ce dealgned to hold a
D
his contention that
w°l£ *ozen. It 1- also
nothing ?o
to do with
that he had nnthln!;
in certain provlncla
bu8lne8
s
" ....
.
.
when that news was re- *
It
„„ was
m dUe trt
townB» d™} n * * ta tour
*°
'
eelved. However, as Brisson draws
.
.
.
the fact that his concert manage
m
.
- „A
his salary for the run of the show
mo
«
man.
advance
no
ment employed
it seems to be an attempt to exThe orchestra conductor also
plain the failure beforehand.
makes a complaint that the' Tivol
Aloma" had a glorious premiere naa been glv i ng him no publicity
at the Adelphl. It presented the The fact remains that business has
unique spectacle of an audience re- been steadily climbing at this house
suming Its applause following the since the band entered, which explaying ol the National Anthem. plains the proposal that Whiteman
This piece, according to the open- continue in the theatre beyond his
ing, is a pesscnal triumph for Vlvi- contracted time.
enne Osborne and Clay Clement
Vanda Hoff (Mrs. Whiteman) will
Saint Martin's is housing "They dance at the Kit Cat, in conjuncKnew What They Wanted," which u<m wlth tne
for three nights,
got away auspiciously through be- j£ a y 27-29.
ing acclaimed by the press, although the "wise mob" is predicting a limited run. The dailies concede the script to be a paramount
example of playwrlghtlng.
The revival of "Secret Service'
.

£

-

I

r^hT^L

.

.

.

.

I

.
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HYLTON SUES FOSTER
FOR UBEL OVER LEWIS

at Prince's

have

will

is

the attraction which

to get

scale

offlqe

hopelessly

by on a low box

.....

-

run is Indicated.
melodramatic comedy taken
the French has come into the
Lyceum under the title of "The
Padre."
The theme is along "the
fighting parson" Idea and is designed for simple folk. Hence, 1U
should also be classed as a popular
1

priced attraction.
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2
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...
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39
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15
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39
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29
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48
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—

*

the Eng ush band leader.
The action against Foster arises
out of the prop osal that Ted Lewis

ton

appear in the Kit Cat Club directing a Hylton band. It was alleged
that Hylton wrote authorities protesting against Lewis, and upon
learning of this the Kit Cat management severed business relations

with Hylton.

he Is inimical to American barids
and contends that he did not oppose the entry of Ted Lewis.

INDEX

Vaudevlle

accepted service in the suit for libel
and dama ges brought by Jack Hyl-

Hylton categorically denies that

Miscellaneous Foreign
Pictures
Picture Reviews
Picture Presentations
Film House Reviews

for

Number

_

Private

_ limited
of

Loew

British colonial press In the Antipodes had taken up the "Big Parade"
discussion in London, where Bernard Shaw rather put a quietus on
the derogatory remarks by declaring that it was an excellent "pacifist"

It

picture.
is

felt

in

New York

Beaverbrook press

is

that the

largely respon-

.

.

Pupils

Lcmmi

CUan** of S

Cbildres a Bpeclaltt

May

11.

brook

himself

—

which said:
Sir Robert Houston left seven millions.
We starve.
and
baby.
The Duchess of York has had a
Hurrah!
Oh, It was most annoying. For all that lots of people knew, the revolution had really started. Yet If they had one of these on Derby Day, no
one would go.
Standing on the corner of the pavement in the Aldyoh, however, were
(Continued ou page 53)

Is

film

OUT-

WEAK

FRED KARNO'S "BREAK-

THAT

STRIKE

SELLS-OUT COMES SUN
Years of Fruitless Work With

Karsino—Then

Prince's

Cabaret Buys
London,

it

May

26.

After years of struggle topped off
encountering 14 consecutive
rainy Sundays, Fred Karno turned
over his Karsino at Hampton Court
to the Prince's cabaret manage-

by

'

ment Saturday (May

22).

On

conditions, especially when the tide
of American visitors begins to rise.

that date the new project got
under way enjoying the first rainless day in three weeks followed by
a hot and cloudless Sunday with
Whit Monday (local holiday) Immediately behind.

Beatrice Lillie's Offer

the

The Karsino
"Palm Beach."

has)
Its

been renamed
premiere had

Prince's cabaret girls, headed
Manila, P. L, May 21.
by the Modge Sisters, donning bathA British group of 15 brought over
ing suits to invade the Thames with
by Jimmle Young and R. O. Salisfireworks being an evening display.
bury are playing "Oh, Oh, Nanette,"
Los Angeles, May 26.
The island has a miniature golf
Cecil Do Ml lie made a picture
here, opening last week.
outdoor" dancing,
hotel
test of Beatrice Llllle. appearing course,
It Is too hot for big show business.
People are summering in the Bagulo here in "Chariot's Revue," and houseboats and a week-end cabaret.
This
is
the
place
running
a
bus
Mountains.
offered
the
English comedienne
line from Prince's cabaret in town
Ella Ersklne is In the title role, $50,000 for a 10 weeks' contract.
Miss Llllle claims Charles Dilling- (a round trip of about 80 miles) for
with Herbert Sellgh opposite. Dorothy James, Silvia Lennox, Mr. Salis- ham has made her an offer of $60,- which a $6 charge covers dinner or
cabaret
entertainment,
bury and Doff Dee are others who 000, and If she cannot top that supper,
dancing and transportation.
draw marked attention.
ante she will accept it.

For Film Making

MARRIAGES IN PARIS
Max

Percy Reiss Diet

—

Lord Beaverconcerned with
producing
British
several
On other occasions he has
firms.
used his papers tb air his opinions
SISTERS
on the domination of Americanmade films over the British produot.
DID
John Powers, representing J. J.
McCarthy in England, cabled McCarthy this week that the concluLondon, May 25. sion of each part is greeted with
The recent strike had the effect
solid applause; business is capacity of weeding out the weaker plays,
and that the film itself is* well re- with the new crop of attractions
ceived by the audience, the comedy rapidly manifesting themselves.
points being especially well liked.
Business has generally been good
It
was Powers' opinion that the for the past three weeks, owingf to
word -of -mouth approbation will be continuous rain, but a heat wave
great enough to quell the newspaper and fine weather were ushered In
antagonism.
last Saturday, with consequent deMeanwhile "The Big f*arade" has pression in the box offices.
received since its London opening
Even the Whit Monday (holiday)
more publicity than any other big special matinees suffered in spite
film ever got, the attitude of the of the absence of special railway
press being to get their objections excursions to take the people out of
cnown all over the world.
town.
The consensus of opinion Is that
ii
normal spring weather will Improve
NANETTE" IN MANILA
sible for the outbreak.

Paris,

May

Debut*
Layton-Johnstone's 'Knot'

Fischer, French critic,
last week
to
Madeleln

London,

May

In

26.

London

—Perfect

London, May 25.
and Johnstone opened
Three American vaudeville deLondon, May 25.
Cellat,
last night (Monday) at the Piccaagent
Percy Reiss, 47, prominent
The marriage also took place last dilly Hotel cabaret They tied things buts here yesterday (Monday). "Each
here, died last Satufday (May 22) week In Paris of Robert Buvnler, Into a knot and finished with* a won solid approval.
At the Victoria Palace^ "Whisperas a result of peritonitis which fol
comedian, and Mile. Nina Myral, speech.
lowed an operation for appendicitis. vaudeville comedienne.
was the start of an eight ing" Smith did 10 songs and firmly
It
established
himself, while at the
weeks' engagement for the c,ouple.
•Coliseum Meehan and Newman also
IS0LA BROS. AT APOLLO

married

Layton

-

SAILINGS

—'RACHEL'

got over, especially Newman's acrobatic dancing while accompanying himself upon a harmonica.
ago that
London, May 25.
Ollmore and Fisher barely es(formerly
Morris Oest left here today (Tuescaped stopping the show at the
Comlque)
day) for Paris en route to Moscow.
Holborn
Empire, which gave the
over the
Accompanying him are Ashton Ste(Sierra).
Yankee vaudevllllans a perfect
favqr of Mario Lombard, who
friends.
other
and
three
vens
June 5 (New York to Paris) Leo
averago on the day.
changed the policy to vaudeville.
While in the French capital Gest
DeValery (France).
Smith Is also playing the AmThe Apollo as a music hall has
June 4 (New York to Paris), will disouss with Laurette Taylor bassador's and Prince's cabarets.
"Rachel."
This
in
ndl been brilliant and the house re
her
appearance
Kimberly and Page (Republic).
verts to opera, the Isola brothers
June 2 (London to New York), latter undertaking is at the suggesShubert and Berlin in London
assuming control October next.
Lester Allen, Nellie Breen (Levia- tion of David Bclasco.
London, May 25.
than).
Lee Shubert and Irving Berlin
.SUMMER CLOSINGS IN PARIS
28
(New
London)
York to
May
in town, looking over the vari"DOWNHILL" AFTER "FAZTL* are
Paris, May 25.
Hugo Rlesenfeld (Olympic).
ous West End attractions.
London, May 25.
Several theatres will close for the
May 28 (New York to London)
"Prince Fazll" will terminate its
summer season as usual. The Jay Wltmark (Olympic).
series commenced last week with
May 26 (New York to London). run at the New this Saturday (May
the Atelier (Theatre Mortmartre), Mr. and Mrs. John William Ed- 20) and wUl be followed by Frank
although some performances may wards, Mrs. H. Rosen, Mrs, V. H. Curzon's production of "Downhill.
be given by an independent man
Morgan (Aqultanla).
k
agement.
Reported by Paul Tauslg a Son,
ALLEN-GREEN RETURNING
H. Lartigue, booking agent for 104 East 14th street:
to
likely
not
It
is
London).
the Empire, says
May 22 (New York to
London, May 26.
close.
Joe Boganny, Maurice Bernaiu (LeLester Allen and Nellie Green will
viathan).
sail from this side June 2 to appear
May 22 (New York to Berlin), In Rufus LeMaire's new revue.
David Sholte (Andania).
Paris,

Variety

May

25.

June 12 (New York to London),
reported^several weeks
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Hoblltzelle (HoEmlle and Vincent Isola
meric).
managers of the Opera
June 8 (San Francisco to Austra*ere negotiating to take
lia)
Jim Baggett, Rose Sheldon
Apollo, but withdrew in

'OR
vroductmmsV
pictures

GOWNS

May

26

(New York

to London),

226 West 72d Street

EndJevtf Stlft-S

Mr. and Mrs. Win. A. Brady. Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Deere Wiman,
Alice Lloyd (Aqultanla).

NEW YORK

MART READ

May 29 (New York to Italy).
Frank and Margalo GlUmore (Dull-

OF AMERICA,

LAURETTE TAYLOR

(5STUMES

THE TILLER DANCING SCHOOLS
Op«n

London.

London, May 26.
The show is
In the absence of Harry Foster, Young-8slisbury's English Company
old-fashioned and was who is in Paris, his solicitors have
of 15 Doing It—Too Hot

ln * ted
briefm

HANNEN SWAFFER

"Intimate Enemies." a new play In which Norman MrKinnel was to
star, and of which he Is part author, escaped strike calamity by postponing but "The Rinpor." a crook piny by Edgar Wallace, war correspondent, author, journalist and writer of detective fiction, scored e>
Kreat success on the very nipht that negotiations broke oft*. The shutting
down of the London edition of the "Dally Mall" prevented the printing
in London
it appeared in the Manchester edition—of the most flattering oritieUm Wallace had ever- known, lt.fi.ikl that "The Ringer" was
even better than "The Bat" and "The Cat and the Canary." It praised.
Gerald Is a memIn a headline too. Sir Gerald du Maurier's production.
ber of the Garrick Club; the "Daily Mall" usually praises ilie work of
the Garrick Club members.
A few hours later. Edgar Wallace called me up.
The Whole Plain Blunt Truth
Talking of these revolutions, I muttt tell you a true story about Labor
Day. A long procession marched, last Saturday, to Hyde Park. Much
of it waggonettes containing children waving read streamers, and singing "The Red Flag" and "Show Me the Way. to Go Home" with equal
enthusiasm.
They were terrible little rebels, the naughty things! Nothing but the
arrival of Jackie Coogan. the Prince of Wales or Charlie Chaplin would
have stopped them no, nothing in the world, except perhaps Felix
Women wore red handkerchiefs round their heads, bands
the Cat.
played, and banners of all kinds were carried. Including unofficial ones

appeal.

accorded a mixed reception of applause and booing, although the
sympathetlc handclapplng predom-

A
A
fro m

Australia to Arthur

came a cablegram declaring that the

ceived the morning of the opening
to disturb the first night house.

The piece

(M. G. M.).

EXTEND ENGAGEMENTS

LOOKS

;

its

.

IT

Do Business Nevertheless

—Syd

London, May 25.
Five late openings here and all
but one mqy be said to have breezed
ever, although two seem restricted
to a popular-priced draw.
"Yvonne," which made its appearance at Daly's, premiered to an
audience governed by 40 policeman

LONDON AS

ENGLISH PRESS HIDES' ft

PREMIER

OFFICE

Martin'* Place, Trafalgar Square

Inc.

Phone

Secret&rr

io).

Hurlbut's "Engaged" at Globe

INDIVIDUALS

London, May 26.
Anthony Prlnsep will do William
Hurlbut's farce, "Engaged" at the
Globe June 1, with Margaret Ban|

nrrm&n as the

lead.

2,0.9
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WEST COAST, INC, ADMIT FED. CHARGES;
CLAIMS PRACTICES DISCONTINUED
Stipulations Filed with

Commission

in

Washington Abrams' Maine Farm;

—If Approved, Federal Investigation Against
West Coast May Be Abandoned No Surety of

—

Commission's Approval West Coast Cites Percentage Interests in Other Corporations Alleges

—

Stopped Methods Complained of Jan.

It

96 Acres

—

1,

1924

Washington, May 25.
agreement between
counsel, subject to approval of the
Commission, West
Trade
Federal
Coast Theatres, Inc., haa filed stipulations in answer to both complaints covering; the charges of the
commission against the theatre-

Under

ABSORBING SINGLE HOUSES

an

owning company of

California.

Setting forth that the agreement

was peached in an endeavor to
''eliminate* time and expense," Jacob
Samuel, attorney for the theatre intwo documents

terests, just filed the

here with the commission.
It is admitted that West Coast
Theatres, Inc., owns fO percent of
the West Coast Theatres, Inc., of
North California. That this stock
control has existed since 1923, with
the first-named company directing
all business operations of the lat-

One by one the single Independent picture theatre in New
York and Brooklyn is being
taken over,, by the circuit
Ultimate control

is

expected

become quite a factor In film
bookings.
Circuit heads by
eliminating
opposition
feel
certain of forcing the exchanges to lop off rentals either
by the day or week.
to

Hiram Abrams (United

h

Wanda Hawley,

May

film actress,

25.

Artists)

the purchase of a
farm in Poland, Just across
the lake from the Poland Spring
House, where he plans to make his
home.

has completed
9 6 -acre

left

Portland 20 years

ago to enter the producing end of
motion pictures. His family will
take up their residence In their new
home about the middle of next
month.
The property purchased ts what

known as Fawn Farm at Poland.
holds a 15 -room modern house

Is

It

cattle.

He

will

lay out a private golf course. His
brother- rn- law, Abraham Ooodside,
owner of the Jefferson, Strand, Empire and Elm theatres In Portland,
located the spot for Mr. Abrams.

KIDDIES IN PICTURES
As a rule the making of a two-reel comedy at coast studios doesn't
take over 10 days or so, with the cost running approximately $10,However, Hal Roach seems to have the most expensive comedy
000.
organization in existence. In making the "Our Gang" picture, made
mostly by youngsters, they costing around $300,000 a year to maintain or about $30,000 a picture.
It takes an average of about five
weeks to roakp one of the "Our Gang" pictures, as the Juveniles
appearing in these pictures must be handled different than adults
with time required to shoot scenes considerably more than for grown
folks. Then again, it is necessary for the children to have a certain
amount xf schooling which pre vents the -director from continually
shooting. The Roach organization has two teachers on the payroll
the year round and they look after the kiddles in the picture.
Working and Laying Off
The usual working time for the youngsters is two or three hours
a day. It takes about 2% weeks of actual shooting to complete a
picture.
The same time Is needed to prepare the picture for releasing, by cutting and re- takes, etc, There are very few re-takes
but nevertheless the kiddles are on a 52 -week payroll and though
they work 1% weeks and have 2% weeks off, while picture is being
prepared for release, they draw pay.
While the children are away from the lot they go to their regular
schools. While on the lot they are under the Jurisdiction of the
teachers employed by Roach. In the summer time schooling Is not
required under the California law. But Roach keeps the youngsters
at their scholastic duties throughout the year whenever they are
on the lot
'Only One Director
Another task that Roach has had Is a director for these pictures.
Seems as though Robert McGowan Is (he only man at present who
can handle the youngsters. Recently McGowan was taken ill with
the result the company had to be laid off on full salary. He, however, expects to be able to start work again and the kids will have
to labor dufing what Is their vacation month on the Roach lot
July.

Gncy Firms

26.

who

pleaded guilty to
in a 20 miles zone,
to not guilty and
trial at the time

driving SO miles
changed her plea
asked for a Jury
for her senset
California.
number of other screen
The West Coast Theatres, Inc., tence.
also owns 60 percent of the capital players were caught In the big
stock of the Venice Investment Co., speeding drive that has sent several
50 percent of the Hollywood The- hundred to Jail for from one to 60
atres, Inc.", 60 percent of the All days.
Mrs. Billy West, wife of the comStar Feature Distributors, Inc., and
60 percent of Principal Theatres, edian and herself a film actress,
Inc., while the West Coast Theatres, spent one day in Jail on speeding
Herbert Rawlinson was
Inc., of Northern California, ownn "barges.
49 percent of the Educational Film caught, as well as Phil Salvador©,
lightweight
boxer.
Exchange of Northern California.
Local dailies have bitterly asThe above is admitted in the
^
sailed Judge Chambers, who has
stipulation and affirms the charge
of the commission that such control been trying all of the cases, declaring that he and his policies are unexisted.
just and crowding already full Jails.
It is further set forth that "if
certain managers and distributors
should testify" they would voice the
charge that by threats of withholding patronage West Coast Theatres,
Acting in "K. K. K.>9
Inc., coerced and compelled distribLos Angeles, May 25.
utors to give that company films
James W. Home has been seat the latter's own price; that by lected by F. B. O.
direct "Kosher
the same methods films were with- Kitty Kelly." In this
picture Tom
held by distributors from competi- Foreman, who has been a director,
tors, thus denying those competitors will
again return to the screen as

A

Incorporated with a
capital of 1,000 shares of no par
value common stock and 150,000
shares of preferred.
The incorporation Includes the
consolidation of the Romell Motion
Pictures Incorporation and the Cincinnati
Capital
Motion
Picture
Machines. It takes over the studio
properties and equipment of the
Ben Strasser Production Co, The
new studio will be established In
the Central Turner Hall, 1407 Walnut street

being

Alaska for Locale
Los Angeles, May
Clarence

Brown

will not

25.

make

the

"Trail of 'M," from the Robert Service
story
for
Metro -Gold wynMayer, until the fall. Locale of the
picture is In Alaska and most of
the exteriors will have to be made

5 Warner Writers

is

To

in

Working on
Los Angeles,
Five

writers are working on forthcoming
productions. They are Bess Meredyth, handling the script on "The
Heart of Maryland," Dolores Cosvehicle with
first starring
tello's
Webb directing; Darryl
Millard

Francis Zanuck is adapting Charles
E. Blaney's melodrama "Across the
Pacific" for Monte Blue; Graham
Baker and Edward Clark are writing
"Private Izzy Murphy" for George
Jessell, and Mary O'Hara Is adapting "The Door Mat" for Willard
Louis and Irene Rich with James
Flood directing.

HORMA SHEARER'S MILK DIET
Los Angeles, May 25.
Norma Shearer went on a milk
diet rest cure following the
pletion of her last picture.

com-

Two

strenuous productions were the rea-

She will soon start on "Up 8tage"
Al Rhebock, director for M-G-M,
now scouring the Chilcoot Pass for Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer, Monta
Alaska for locations.

film.

Continuing the stipulation sets
forth that this "relates to a period
of time from Jan. 1, 1921, to the time
of the Investigation by the commission In January, 1924."

Stopped Practices

an

,000

Bell directing.

ADVANCE-PERCENTAGE

actor.

Others in the cast are Viola Dana,
George Sidney, Vera Gordon and

FOR

THE

MIRACLE" RIGHTS

Stanley Taylor.

PaUy Ruth

Miller

111

Denial Marion Davies Holds Picture Privilege to
Los Angeles, May 25.
Patsy Ruth Miller Is seriously ill
Spectacle First
in Film IS Years Ag<
since January, 1924, respondents at her home. Following an operahaVe ceased using coercive methods tion for removal of her tonsils, she
in
York
Flopped
at
$2
as against said distributors, and .had hemorrhages.
It was necessary to remove her
that respondents since that time
have obtained and are now obtain- from the leading role In "Broken
ing their films, not by reason of Hearts of Hollywood," which WarNo one has secured the film rights
Menchen is asking for an advance
their coercive methods, but by rea- ner Brothers p\it into production
to
Prof.
Max Reinhardt's "The of $$200,000 for the rights to the
son of fair prices offered and paid this week.
Pauline
Starke
may
be
used
Miracle,"
for
according
to
Joseph
piece
as against a percentage arby respondents upon a competitive
this part.
Menchen, who states that he con- rangement of 10 per cent of the
basis."
Now, however, it Is
same witnesses would

stated, these
testify "that

—

•

Shown

Further

stated

is

(

trols the rights for motion pictures
for the play and 'spectacle.
Several weeks ago It was announced

that

if tesin leasing
films prior to January, 1924, unfair
methods were resorted to the reit

timony were taken that

Continued on page 56)

Adoree-Glast,

Made

Maybe

Marlon Davl«*%would do the picture
Los Angeles, May 25.
Upon the granting of a final di- and play the Madonna, This Is denied
vorce decree to Rene© Adoree from toy Menchen. as is likewise the older
Tom Moore, rumors that she is en story that Gloria Swanson had the
gaged to Gaston Glass have not rights to plcturlze the work.
Menchen stated that W. R. Hearst
been denied.
was in negotiation with him for the
rights
to "The Miracle" In 1924 and
U'» "Cheating Cheatersft at that time stood in readiness to
an advance payment of
Universal win make "Cheating make
Cheaters" shortly. It acquired the $360,000 for the rights. In the early
rights when taking over the Selz- part of 1925, however, Hearst called
off all negotiations.
Later Maurice
nick assets a year or more ago.
Cleary, representing Miss Swanson,
negotiated
for
while,
but this deal
a
MILESTONE

AND LLOYD

also fell through when the $200,000
Los Angeles, May 25.
advance was called for.
Lewis Milestone, Warner BrothRelnhardt at present has two
ers* director, was loaned to shout
ideals for the two principal roles in
instructions or Harold Lloyd's next
the event that a contract for the
picture, "The Mountain Boy," for
screening of the production should
Famous Players-Lasky release.
be made. They are first Rosamond
Plnchot, daughter of the Governor
8ennett Renews With Paths
of Pennsylvania, as the Nun, and
Los Angeles, May 25.
Lndy Diana Manners for the MaMack Stinnett is reported to have donna. The director would possibly
renewed his releasing contract with not insist on the canting of the latPat he for another two years.
He ter role in accordance with his
specified that for 1926-27 season wishes, but he does think that Miss
62 pictures will be made by his or
Plnchot is ideal for her assignment

ganlsatlon.

'

in

the play.

—

New

FOR M. P. CONVENTION

Warner Brothers scenario

U

an adequate supply of

*

LOS ANGELES PREPARED
Scripts
May 25.

sons.

there.

Tom Foreman Back

*

Consolidate

The

Inc.,

Los Angeles,

admitted that the latter
company owns 60 percent or more
of the capital stock of several other
corporations owning theatres in
It is also

May

Cincinnati, May 25.
largest studio in the middle
west, it is claimed, will be established here .by the Romell Pictures

SPEEDY DRIVERS UP
AGAINST TOUGH JU1

86, 1926

-

and a large stock of

groups.

ter.

Golf Coarse

Portland, Me.,

Mr. Abrams
Variety Bureau,

May

Wednesday,

$3,000,000, 16 per cent of the
next $2,000,000 and 20 per cent of all
over $5,000,000 of the actualbox office gross that the picture might
play to.
In addition there is one other actual requirement that the contractfirst

ing parties would have to obligate
themselves to and that is that Relnhardt either direct or supervise the
making of the picture personally.
15 Years Ago
"The Miracle" was filmed almost
15 years ago.
At that time it was
pictured with the original cast from
a sccnaria by Dr. Karl Vollmoeller,
with Michel Carre turning out the
working script and first presented
at the Olympia, London.
Menchen
had the rights to the picture at that
time. He made an arrangement with
A. H. Woods to present the picture
in this country. It Was shown here
in 1913 at the Park theatre (now the

Delegates Will Have Evenings
Free

1-5—County
and Carnival

June

Fair

Los Angeles, May 25.
Everything is In readiness fefc
the annual convention of the Mo-*
tion Picture Theatre Owners' As*
sociatlon at the Ambassador Hotel,

June

1-5.

delegates

About

inclusive.
are*

expected

to

1,500

arrive

beginning May 29.
On that day special trains .bear*
lng from the New York territory
will come in and the next few days
the balance will arrive here from
all parts of the country.
It Is planned
to hold business
sessions every day In the afternoon.
In the morning the delegates will
be at -liberty to visit the picture
studios and watch the companies
in action.
Transportation will be
furnished them free to all of the
studios by the local committee, of
which Glen Harper, secretary of
the Southern California exhibitors,
is the head.
The Association of Motion Pictures have selected two nights during the week on which they will
act as host June 2. A County Fair
will be held at the Breakfast Club,
one of the most exclusive clubs In
the Los Angeles section, which
will consist of wild west stunts performed by various picture riders;
also a general circus and carnival
will be held. None of the so-called
"suitcase promoters" will be permitted on the grounds.
Friday night a ball and vaudeville show will be given at the Am-

bassador Hotel Auditorium, which

accommodates' around

8,000.

On

the other evenings of the week the
guests will be at liberty, with the
possible exception of one* night,
when a banquet will be tendered
them at the Ambassador.
Norman Manning is handling arrangements and program for the
two events which the Association

(Continued on page 5$)

Grauman's "Don Juan"
Los Angeles, May 25.
Negotiations are now under way
between Sid Grauman and Jack
Warner for "Don Juan," Warner
Brothers' latest John Barrymore rego into Grauman's Egyptian following the run
"The
of
Black Pirate" and "Sparrows."
It is expected that the deal will
be closed this week.

lease, to

Clyde Cook

Feature

in

•

*
Los Angeles, May 25.
Another of the short subject comCosmopolitan) with the Damrosch
orchestra of 100 and a choir of a edy workers has been inducted into

like

number

was

$2,

scale the feature ranks with the selection
$2 film Of Clyde Cook to play Texas .loe in
ever to be exhibited in this country. "The Winning of Barbara Worth."

and

of voices.

it

was the

The

first

The showing, however, proved un- Henry King

is

making

were uel Goldwyn.
shy of pictures at th-it time where
The only other
the admission was more than a lected are Ronald
quarter.
Hanky.
profitable,

as

it

f><r

Snrn-

and

r seX'ilma

the Audiences

pi

v

<

Colin.

m

—
Wednesday,

P.

F.

May

-
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CASE ORDER,

IF

GRANTED,

WILSON, FRESNO, DARK;

VARIETY

PICTURE PLAYERS FOR RENT;

LOST $2,000 WEEKLY

FACES GROWN TOO FAMILIAR

TRADE SCOPE

LIMITS FEDERAL

Operated by Subsidiary Corp.
of N. Am. Theatres—First

Will Be Considered Famous Players Victory Through
Application Made by Commission's Counsel

5,000 Exceptions to Be Confines of

Washington,

May

by

attornejrs

for

Trial

26.

Resorting to the unusual in court
procedure, believed to be the first
time such an order has been proposed by counsel for the Federal
Trade Commission, that counsel now
asks an order to be issued for what
.practically amounts to another trial
confined to the 5,000 odd exceptions
listed

New

Famous

payers -Lasky.
Those exceptions, a report upon
which was recently published in
Variety, is the basis upon which F.
P. makes Its claim that the company did not have a fair trial before
the commission under the charges
of unfair trade practices and attempting to monopolize the picture
Industry in its three branches pro-

—

and exhibition.
The present motion for the issu-

duction, distribution

ance of the order outlined did not
come entirely unexpectedly. B.% V.
Ludvlgh, general counsel for F. P.,
who is also on the board of directors, was in consultation with counsel for the commission the day the
bulky document setting forth the
exceptions was filed on May 4 last.
The chief counsel pf the commission, Bayard D. Hainer, in hia motion states that counsel for the
respondents (F. P.) had contended
that "a review and reversal of the
rulings made by the trial examiner
will not cure such alleged errors
because the industry has grown so
rapidly and people therein changed

50c Commission Means

Good Trade Nowadays
Casting agencies, farming
out mob scenes, are doing a
big business these days. From
the agency viewpoint, it's a
money-getter, the extras being
very conscientious in remitting their 60-cent commission.
Sometimes the producing
Arm pays off the $4.50 to the
extras and malls the "four bits"
per head to the agent; as often
it's up to the extra to come
voluntarily and make good on

Theatres

Los Angeles, May If.
The Wilson, vaudeville and picture house at Fresno, dperated by
Golden State Theatre Corporation, a
subsidiary company of North American Theatres, Inc., of which Harry
vice-president,
is
C. Arthur Jr.,
closed Indefinitely last week.
E. H. Emlck, president of Golden
State Theatres, Inc. declared that
they were closing on account of
labor trouble and did not know
when the house would reopen. The
house Is the first of the new theatres on the coast to be built by
this

company.

ruary; it seats
The* house it

Completed

last

Feb-

2,000.
is

said did not

show

from the start with weekly losses
running around $2,000.
Prior to closing the house Arthur
endeavored to make some sort of a
booking arrangement with West
Coast Theatres, Inc., but was unsuccessful. It is said the house was
ordered dark with the possibilities
of disposing of It through a sale In
the near future.

any

half dollar commission.
This he does more promptly,
the agents aver, than a larger
money-getter.

his

profit

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Issues List of Available Actors
Seen Too Often in
for Other Film Producers
M-G-M Pictures Giving Younger Set Chance

—

—

Los Angeles, May 25.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer is sending

Mrs. Kahn's Retort on
Pettitjohn's

out notices to producers that a good
portion of their featured players
are available on rental.
A list compiled this week includes

Comment
May

Washington.

26.

While Charlie Pettijohn, the
counsel for Hays organization,
was addressing a Congres-

Pauline

sional committee on a measure
affecting the film Industry. Mr.
Pettijohn dove into the subject
of players' salaries.
"You cault always believe
what you read about salaries
to picture people," said Mr.
Pettijohn. "The salary may be$15,000 and the press agent
sticks on another cipher."

WITH STAGE BANDS
tra are the latest collection of musicians to be dragged from the pit
and placed on the stage.

They are at the National Theatres Corp.'s Stratford theatre.
Eight of Chicago's de luxe picture houses now have stage bands
as regular attractions: Al Short at
the Capitol, Art Kahn at the Harding and Senate, Austin Mack at the
Terminal, Ralph Williams at McVlcker's, Paul Ash at the Oriental,
Bennle Kreuger at the Uptown and
Maurie Hillbloom at the Stratford.

Currier,

It la said that a great many of
these people have been used too
frequently in M-G-M pictures and
that it is the intention of the organization to induct into the future
productions Its Juvenile players who
have had sufllcient experience to
merit a chance.

"Then that would mean,
would it not," retorted Mrs.
Florenco Kahn (congressional
member from California), "that
the press agents add nothing

Foreign Director "Walks

"Firebrand," Barred by

will return to

Warner

-J

Los Angeles; May

For Ten Days on Film

16.

This is the second play to be director for it.
cast.
bought for pictures after the Hays
Buchowetskl, who gets temperaThe shooting schedule figured
had intimated it had better not mental at times, took a train for tnat Sherman could do his work
be done. "Stella Dallas" was the New York and boarded a ship for in eight or nine days, so a contract
other.
As a coincidence, it is also Paris, It Is said.
was made for 10 days.
being released through United Arcontract
arranged
was
The
tists.
through Harry Splngler, personal
representative for Sherman.

DeMILLE FILM ON JUDAS
Cecil

B.

DeMille

is

to

As General Agent? "DREAMS" DON'T

25.

Using "Florida" to

A

DRAW

May 26.
Los Angeles, May 25.
James Cruze will not make "R. U.
reported about to
withdraw from the general picture R." as previously announced by
agency buMness to only handle from Famous Players-Lasky.
Exhibitors signified that they did
10 to 12 stars and featured players
not care for fantasies, "Beggar On
in the future.
Horseback"
proving that dreams do
At present Small Is representing
not draw.
around 200 film actors.
Los Angeles,

make a

Edward Small

feature picture in place of "The
Deluge," which is based on the life
Judas and entitled "Thirty
of
Pieces of Silver/*
It is said among those in the cast
will be Elinor Faire, Victor VarBoyd, Julia Faye,
coni. William
H. B. Warner and Joseph Schildkraut.
Jeannie McPherson is writing an
original story, with DeMUIe expecting to start work on the production in July.

Coast Convention

East to Testify
In Chas. Duell Trial
Los Angeles, May 25.
Boyce Smith, vice-president of
Inspiration Pictures, left Sunday for
New York, after having been subpoenaed by Sheriff TraeKger to appear as a witness in the trial of
Charles Duell, former president of.
J.

Variety will issue a daily
edition In Los Angeles during
the national picture convention

next week.

The
away

dallies win be give*
to the visiting picture
to weekly
Variety's regular subscribers In
California.
The dally will be directed by
Arthur Ungar, in charge of
Variety's Los Angeles ofltoa, la

Los Angeles, May 25.
new method of bringing cus-

men* also distributed

tomers into second-run picture
houses was used at the Rlalto, formerly a first and long run house belonging to Publix which has been

subleased for a 25c. top grind house.
the Chapman Building.
this time.
Booking "The New Klondike," a
Variety has issued a local
A local* paper printed today upon Thomas Melghan picture, the house
daily edition somewhat along
"The Florida
as
Schenek's arrival that he is here advertised
it
the lines and form of the parto induco some of United Artists* Bubble" in big letters and in smaller
ent paper at various convenstars, including Charlie Chaplin, to type
underneath, "or The New
tions.
sign with M-O-M.
Klondike."
No credence Is given that story.
The film has not been changed,
Nick is a brother of Joe Schenck, not even to title but the fans
who is strongly with U. \.
figure they are getting a new picThore is a report that Chaplin ture at a low price. With the dewas not asked if he wanted to sub- cline of "the land of the all-day
scribe for stock of the "reserved sucker" (as It Is called out here),
sent picture circuit," announced to- the new title goes over big.
day in New York and to be called
the United Artists' Circuit, Inc.
Whether Chaplin feels slighted is Society
Spent
unknown. As far as known here
no one has been Invited to subPastime Film
$30,000
scribe to the new- circuit.
Mrs. Madeline Brandels, Chicago
society woman, who started to proChicago,
short reel pictures for children
"Ironsides"
Costly duce
Talking movies" were disparagas a pastime, has completed proT.oh Angeles, May 25.
duction on her latest feature. "The ingly discussed by William Fox
According to reports, "Old Iron- Shining Adventure." by Dana Bur- during his stopover In Chicago on
sides" will cost Famous Players- nett
Hugo Ballln directed. Cast his way back to New York after a
Lasky $2,000,000, instead of the includes Percy >Jarmont, Mabel round trip across the continent.
M
IKOO.000 appropriated^for this pro- Ballln and Bennle Alexander.
I don't think there wUl ever be
Mrs.
duction being made by James Cruze. Brandels set her stop limit on the the much -discussed talking movies'
It was intended to complete this
a large scale," he said. "To have
on
at
$30,000.
picture
Picture by June 17, but, according
Prior to this, she produced short conversation would strain the eyeto ^reports, it
Marjorte Dawi .and slpht and the sense of* hearing at
subjer-ts with
Is quite possible -It will
aot be done until October.
once, taking away the restful
Zclc Ray featured.

Inspiration.

Smith

will

return

immediately

after he gives his testimony.

Tom

Mix's Thriller

IN

Ford.

The

story,

a railroad

Lew

over 30 years

old,

is

.

i

Inc.

The deal which Lesser originally
made when he sold to Hayden -Stone
and Company, New York Bankers,
was at $65 a share. Around $225,006
was given him as a first payment
with the balance to he paid within
a year. Recently when HaydenStone as well as Fox balked at the
pale of their respective stock, an
agreement
was made whereby
Lesser would accept $40 a share and
receive the entire balance In cash

immediately.
This money was given him and
his stock transferred to John R,
Dillon and C. A, Buckley.
The
latter succeeded Lesser as secretary
of West Coast Theatres, Inc.
It is said that Buckley is a First
National man.

Seller will handle the

SCHULBERG AND STUDIOS
Los Angeles, May 25.
Sidney R. Kent, Famous Players-

Lasky executive, U expected hers
this week to attend the M. P. T.
O. A. Convention and will probably
remain here for about a month
looking over studio activities.
June 7 Jease L. Lasky will arrive
here from the East and remain for

a six month period.

It

Is

quite

likely that Kent and Lasky w£H
discuss production activities and
determine the duties of B. P. Schnlberg, production executive.
It is
understood Hector Turnbull, the
letter's associate, will not return is
his post here.

Showmen * New

Hotel

In Hollywood, CaL
Los Angeles, May 25.
Ground was broken this week for
he new Roosevelt Hotel, a 12-story
at a cost of $2,500,000, by a
of plcure producers and theatre men.
The hotel will be located opposite the site of Sid Grauman's new
Chinese theatre at Orange Grove
edifice,

thriller.

mega- group

phone.

ANY TALKING PICTURES"

on

More

Los Angeles, May 26.
Sol Lesser was paid around $700,000 in cash last week for turning
over about 20,800 shares of stock
he held in West Coast Theatres,

9

Los Angeles, May 26.
Tom Mix will make "The Great
K. and A. Train Robbery," from the
popular novel by Paul Leicester

FOX STRONG NON-BELIEVER

Woman

PAID

is

Variety's "Daily" at

Draw

IS

BALANCE, $700,000

According to reports, Dlmltrl
Buchowetskl, recently placed under
Los Angeles, May 26.
contract by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Lowell Sherman has been given
to produce an original story, will a 10-day Job which will net him
not do aoj
$6,000 from Phil Goldstone, who is
Buchowetskl, after completing his making "Lost at Sea," to be reFamous- Players
Lasky contract leased by Tiffany Productions.
went over to the Culver City plant.
Goldstone Is an Independent proHe had an original story that he ducer.
He shoots his pictures
wanted* to do, but the Studio of- through in about three weeks and
ficials, it is said, wanted some other always has a "name" to head the

Brothers.

Los Angeles, May

LESSER

Or, Sails, in Anger Lowell Sherman's
$5,

Hays, Bought by Schenck

ROACH AND M-G-M
Los Angeles, May 25.
It is reported Nick Schenck, representing Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer,
has entered into an agreement with
Hal Roach to distribute Roach's
output upon his present contract
expiring with Pathe in September.
It is understood by both sides,
say the report, that there is to be
no publicity given to the doal at

Pringle*

Busch, Edward Connelly,
Joan Crawford,
Douglas Gilmore, Dorothy Phillips,
Gertrude Olmstcad, Carmel Myers
and Lars Hansen.

Frank

Small Withdrawing

Chicago, May 25.
Maurie Hillbloom and his orches-

Alloen

man Mae

office

8 CHICAGO HOUSES

Starke,

George K. Arthur, Eleanor Board-

to the picture business?

Los Angeles, May 26.
Joseph M. Schenck has purchased
'The Firebrand," a play barred for
picture use by the Will Hays office.
He may use it for a John Barrymore
picture.
Barrymore shortly begins
the making of two pictures for reAt
so largely in their relations to it lease through United Artists.
that the same witnesses could not the conclusion of that contract he
be procured."
Mr. Hainer thus asks that this be
taken into consideration and urges
(Continued on page 63)

New

of Emick's

and Hollywood boulevard.

Amrng those Interested In the
project are Joseph M. Schenck, Sid
Oratiman, Louts B. Mayer, C. HL
Toberman, H. A. Beaten and Lou
Anifer.
T'red Nlblo will bo

master of ceremonies at the ground breaking, with
George E. Cryer honorary chairman
of the activities.

one gets from viewing the picture
alone.
"Also,

the silent motion picture
Five
stimulates th«i imagination.
person « may have a different Interpretation of acting In a picture.
Conversation would leave ro<>m for
but one version."
Mr. Fox al no stated thnt the flirn
industry will never reach its p«»;ik.
He predicted continuous bus per-

manent improvement.

COSTUMES
O R HIRE
F*

rnorji-n ions

E.YM UTATiriNS
<

PRIcliNTATI' 'S3

way. fel.MMPi
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PICTURES

VARIETY

Drill

G1LDA GRAY'S $37,950 AT RIALTO AND

Week

$8,500

in

$13,500

Top

Personal Appearances and 7 Daily Shows of 'Aloma'
9
Gives Rialto Running Start— 'Stella Dallas Holds

Over

at Capitol After

Down

to $18,600 with

—

25 Weeks at $1.65 Rivoli
'Rainmaker'—'Wet Paint/

$29,400 at Strand

CAL, FRISCO, LAST
May

Seas," opened in a heavy rain, MJss
Gray Jammed the house all day.
The feature picture, alone, ran almost an hour and a half with the
result that but seven shows a day

PH1LLY

MARKED

quoted; may stay three weeks inThe national convention of Tall
stead of two, as expected.
Cedars of Lebanon failed to help
Fox (3,000; 09)— "Early to Wed" any,
either. A dull week, on the
<Fox). Picture panned -but bill inwhole
cluded Edna Leedom, Stamper and
Sunday
vaude villa shows, also perCombination drew $19,000.
Juliette.
mittcd under the recent law. are not
Aldine (1,500; $2)— "La Boheme"
doing
nearly
so well as the movies,
(M-G, 2d week). Held up surpris- it was revealed.
It is still illegal to
ingly, $13,000 a 5a In claimed; should
dance
on
the
stage on Suoday, so
stick five weeks Judging by trade
the varieties have been unable to
to date.
50)— "Brown of run their regular week-day bills
Arcadia (800;
Harvard" (M-G 1st week). So good complete.
Estimates for Last Week
that picture held over; got $4,000.
15-40)— "Paris at
Strand
Karlton (1,100; 60)—"Her Second Midnight" (2,200;
(P. D. C), drew very
Chance." Another flop, with only well as first
feature. Clara Bow in
$2,000 claimed, perhaps not that.
"The Runaway" helped In a picture
(Copyrtsht, 1U6. by Variety, be.)
which was, however, not quite bril-

RECEIPTS UP

Harvard,

Brown

—

m

$6,000 in 10 performances.

"The Big Parade" at the Astor
far and away the leader of all

was
of

the specials.
Business lifted
about $500 on the week, going to
$19,500.

This is the final week of "Outside the Law" at the Colony. Universal putting "Rolling Home" into
the house next Sunday.
Estimates for Last Week
Astor— "The Big Parade" (M-GM) (1,120; $1.10-$2.20) (27th*week).
Business went up a few hundred
dollars here last week; $19,500.
Cameo— "Mile. Modiste" (P. N.)
(549; 60-75).
Rain on Sunday of
week before last kicked business
hore all
to pieces; finished with
$3,798.

Cspitol— "Stella

wyn-U.

A.)

Dallas"

(Gold-

60-$1.66).

(6,450;

First

New York engagement at popular
prices following a legitimate house
run*

25 weeka;
to warrant

of

enough

showed

Cohan

— "Ron

$66,522,

holdover for cur-

rent week.

>

-

Hur"

(M-G-M)

(1.112; $1.10-$2.2O) c'L'd week). Last
saw finish of run at this
house;
final
week was $10,608;

week

opening

Sunday

the

at

Kmbassy.

where the run will be continued,
picture drew $1,651.

Colony— "Outside the Law" (U.)
(1.980;
50-76) (3d week).
Eightyear old picture holding its own all
things considered; laRt week showed
$ 3,<'>58, which surprised a lot of the
wise ones.

"Mare Nostrum" (M-G-

Criterion

M)

(608;

$1.10-$2.20)

week).
Dropped about $150 under previous

week

(14th

at $8,440.

Embassy— "La Ruhcme" (M-G-M)
(tiOO;

$1.10-$2.'J0).

Last week was

NEGRI'S FILM

TAKEN OFF

IN PORTLAND, ORE.

could be played as against the 10
daily that Harold Lloyd did here.
And at the end of the week the box
99
office total for "Aloma" was within it
of
a few dollars of $88,000. The second week opened with both Sunday
Stanand Monday business indicating $4,000 at Arcadia
that Gilda and her picture will not
Ml.
ley.
$27,
Lloyd
pictake the drop that the
ture did in its second week, and It
looks as though she will have a
more even average during her enPhiladelphia. May 25.
gagement at this house.
A batch of new pictures injected
The biggest money of the street further interest in the downtown
went tc the Capitol with '"Stella film, situation last week. "Hence, on
Dallas." which played to $66,522, the whole, business was reported
as
and was held over for the current slightly "up."
week. The Strand, with Raymond
The
Stanley
enjoyed
an
excellent
Griffith in "Wet Paint," managed to
week, with "Beverly of Qraustark"
set th)r<" money at $29 400, while »t
the Colony the eight-yehr-old "Oui- not getting as much credit from the
wise boys as Eddie Dowllng, who
ulile the Law" came th rouge Willi
The RlvoU having a com- is almost as strong a favorite here
$23,668
bination bill of "The Rainmaker' as he is in Boston. Dowling sang
end a Murray Anderson revue, one song, did a recitation and told
one funny story, a not very exciting
trailed the Held, showing $18,400.
There were some changes in the combination, but the crowd went
wild every night and attendance
run 'houses.
"Beri-Hur,"
Its
picked up nicely all week, for which
final week at the Cohan, played to
he was probably largely responsi$10,610 and moved to the Embassy
last Sunday.
At the latter house ble. Elisabeth Brown and Sedano.
the final week, the 13th, of "La Bo- dancers, were also on the bill.
"The Bat" did quite well in Us
heme," drew ar few dollars over
first week at the Stanton, and may
$5,000.
At the Criterion "Mare Nostrum" linger longer than the two weeks*
showed a slight drop and got $8,440, figured upon. The Stanton's general
while at the Times Square a double policy is indefinite runs (four and
six weeks) in winter and at the
feature bill, consisting of two Promost two weeks' engagements in
ducers'
Distributing
Corporation
summer,
bat "The Bat" has a
groductions, "Silence" and "The
rince of Pilsen," played to about

enough for

liant

BY HOLDOVERS;

her.

$8,500.

Majestic (2,600; 10-40)— "The

Palm

Beach Girl"

(F. P.), wow.
"High
Steppers" (1st N.), pretty ordinary-

Good

at $7,600.
Ristta (L448;

16-40)—Return

of

It

for top receipts.

The California broke its own record of some weeks with "Wild Qats
Lane," a Marshall Nellan product,
which the management ci reused.
The Imperial, with its final week
of "Stella Dallas," slipped some,
with the gross striking less than
would be an average total.
The St. Francis, holding over *%•>
Boheme" for a third week^ also
showed signs of a slump.
Estimates for Loot' Week

—

—

of

.

cinema showhouse.

It

has not been

hitting up to standard, for the last
four out- of eight weeks were "red."

Estimates For Last

Liber t y — (2,200;

It

has been purchased by Colleen

Moore as a future starring
for First National.

vehicle

*

week

"The
Crown of Lies" (F. P.). Pola Negri
considered "through" locally. Feature had fair opening but Sunday
and Monday hardly enough to pay
for news reel. "The Scarlet Saint"
rushed in Wednesday, bolstering

week

holding up to expectation.
$19,000.
(Copyright, 10*6. bj Variety, lae.)

35-50)

gate considerably; $7,200.
Rivoli— (1,210;
35-50)
"Siberia"
(Fox). Brought gooM intake. Exceptional at $7,900.
Columbia— (822; 35-50) "The Still
Alarm" (U.). Pulled fine for week.

NEWMAN WITH LANPHIER, $14,800;
MA1NSTREET, ACTS-FILM, $10500

—

demons and

Eileen Marcy, dancers, and a Victor Herbert overture.
"Made for
Love" is the Karlton picture.
Estimates for Last Week

presentation, "Venus in Greenwich'*
with Fay Lanphier featured on tho
stage.
Interest was Just about
evenly divided between the fair Fay
and the thrilling picture. The opening Saturday was one of the best
the house has enjoyed for some

time.

At the Globe "The Volga Boat-

man" was

given, the greatest credit

by the reviewers, but the greater
majority of the fans have not yet
become accustomed to the Globo
as a first run picture house and
consequently overlook many a good
thing here.

Huston Ray, that clever youngwhose piano playing accomplishments are recognized far and
wide, was given the place of honor
In the Liberty publicity, made his
ster,

Arst appearance in Kansas City, but
unable to even get things

was

The customers simply
turned the house down last week
in spite of the extra advertising
for Mr. Ray, and the sensational
"Still Alarm."
This week Manager
Carver is going to give his patrons
an extra /thrill with a Lingerie
Pageant, and as he has already
started the serving of ice cream and
cake on the promenade, things may
started.

be. different.

Week

Estimates For Last

Newman — "The

Bat,"

(1,890;

Stanley (4,000; 35-50-75)— "Beverly of Oraustark" (M-O).
Picture
fairly well liked, but appearance on

—

EDDIE MILLER DUO

—

,

1

40-

As though this thriller was
not enough for the money management gave Fay Lanphier and
60).

"Venus in Greenwich Village" revue
on the stage, making one big bill.
Business started wtth bang and held
up all week with a number of turnaways; $14,700.
Royal "New Klondike" (F. P.)
Thomas Meighan's
(920; "35-50).
name given big type. Title meant
little to fans.
Reviewers liked picture and fans thought It great; $6,-

—

of
Eddie Dowling probably
13th and linlshlng week for this bill
production; final week saw business counted for more; combination got
$27, 000. high for this time of year.
drm) to $5,100.
.
Stanton (1,700; 35-50-75) "The
Rialto
"Aloma of the South
Mystery
Seas" (F. P.-L.) (1,960; 35-50-76- Rat" (U. A„ 1st week).
picture drew good notices and fairly
(2nd week).
99)
(.Jilda
Gray on good business; little over
$11,000
stage and screen proved as efficient on Broadway as in oullylng feature managed
to draw $'J9,400;
cities; surprised some of the skeprather below expectations.
tics
who felt that Broad wav
Times Square- "Silence" and "The
wouldn't fall for the personal stuff Prince of Pilsen" (P. D.
C.) (1.036;
on "GildH"; did $37,950 and the be- $1.t0-$2.20 (?nd week).
Double
ginning of tho current week held featuro policy at legitimate
theatre
up better than Lloyd In "For prices as Innovation tried here
be2-1 en v en's Sake" on his second
week. ginning Tuesday night of last week;
Rivoli
"The Rainmaker" (F. P - hoxoHlce showed $5,000 on the Ave
Eddie MILLER end Victor VALENTI
L> <L\200; 35-50-75-99).
"The days that the features were shown;
"The Minute Men of Melody"
Rainmaker" and the John Murray pretty fair.
Anderson presentation brought slow
The Pre-eminent Exponents of Harmony and Syncopation. A positive
Warner's -"Why Girls Go Rack
response; $18,600 on week; not so Homo" (Warner Pros.)
(1,380; 50- feature for Productions, Vaudeville or Picture Houses.
good and far below the average 7f>). House seems to have slipped
Voices pfus Appearance plus Personality plus Versatility.
business.
Opening for an eight-week tour of Ix*ew Picture Houses at State Theaback Into rut with regular program
tre, «t. Louis (May 4!0).
Strand— Wtet ..JPaintl' <¥>., P^I*) release**! Hst wt^k. 813.5'JS.
<2,0O0?i35>*Ow76}|J RttitaMD* Griffith
(Cettrifrnt, 1*2*, b* v&rM*. ni*.>
Direction, Willrsm Morrit dffiee.
Perm, address! Friars (Jrub, Mew York.

—

The Granada and

about neck and neck

—

three.

James

ing sensational.

War field were

'

.

Bag";

35.

—

—

Grab

San Francisco, May

Evidence of business being good
all along the line of the first-run
picture houses lust week, but noth-

H

"Phantom of the Opera" (U.), two
06-90—"Wild
California
(2,400;
months ago at the Majestic. Did Oats
Portland, Ore., May 25.
Lane" (P. D. C ). Laying stress
week
here.
did
Tougti
Houses
net small* flop at $4,100.
underworld
theme.
on
Special
Victory
16-40)
(1,960;
"The stands and three sheets brought
get going, as a result of mediocre
reCircle" (M-G-M), exceptionally well
attractions.
sults.
almost
Gross
on
par
with
The Liberty, with Pola Negri's done. Good drawer. "Dixie Mer- "The Bat," something of record.
"The Crown of Lies," did a nose chant" (Fox), another racing pic- $11,600.
dive. The feature played to such ture. Good at $7,000.
€6-90)—-Wot
Granada
(2,714;
Thle Week
poor crowds it was pulled Tuesday.
(F. P.).
-Hokum featuro
Strand, "Volga Boatman"; Majes- Paint"
"The Scarlet Saint" rounded out the
strictly, with Raymond Griffith. Got
week. This house with a capacity tic, "Wet Paint," "Outside the Law"
off to comfortable start and mainof 2,200 is at the mercy of its film Rialto, "The Sap," "Silken Shackles"; tained good stride $19,000.
features as no stage acts or pre- Victory, "My Old Dutch," "Phantom
Imperial (1,460; 66-90)
"Stella
Bullet."
sentations are usually offered. HowDallas" (U. A.). Fourth and final
(Ceprrtcfct, IMS, fey Variety, Is*.)
ever, this week was an exception as
week slipped little. $10,000.
the U. of O. Five were on the bill.
St. Francis (1,400; 65 790)
"La
"Siberia" at the Rivoli had an ex- Colleen Moore Buys Wilson's Story Boheme" (M-G-M).
Third week
cellent week. The film proved popLos Angeles, May 26.
showed signs of slipping, and reular because of its outdoor and hisJerome Wilson, former New York cepits Just average. $10,000.
torical nature.
"My Own Pal," an- newspaper man, who has become a
Warfield (2,840;
66-90)
"Mile.
other Fox picture, brought a fair
California scenarist, has completed Modiste" (F. N.). Good picture and
week's gross 'at the People's. "The
well
liked. Opening days little betdoctor" is badly needed at this a story, "It Could Have Happened." ter than average, with balance

Kansas City, May 25.
Tie-up with fire department. Harry
Newman (Publix) and the Liberty
Linden's orchestra house asset. In
three years as leader, has created (Universal) in the same block are
"La Bo heme" continued at a fairly exclusive following; £5,300.
separated by only a single buildgood clip and seems set for a five
People's— (136; 80-45) "My Own ing. The latter house featured "The
weeks' stay at the Aldlne another Pal" (Fox).
First Tom Mix pro- Still Alarm" on Its screen last week.
case of a picture exceeding the duction to play Jiouse in years. This Saturday evening, the opening day,
hopes of the Stanley company and western
star's
pictures
usually at 7.30 when the crowds were combeating the prophecies of "the boys." shown at Majestic, where they cash mencing to throng, there was the
Much of the business was due to in big. At this side street cinema clang of Are bells and the street
the strong women's matinee trade.
Mix drew better than average; $3,- In front of the theatres was quickly
Another pleasant surprise was 600.
Jammed with fire apparatus. The
"Brown of Harvard," at the ArcaMajestic— (1,000; 35-50) "Lucky firemen said the call came from the
dia.
This college comedy was set Lady" (F. P.). One of those fair Newman, but there was no blaze
for a single week dnly,*but late last weeks here.
Frank Lacey, ener- there. They looked toward the Libweek, when attendance was so good, getic manager, pulls good general erty, but found nothing to demand
the run was prolonged a week, an exploitation stunts but gives little their attention but tho huge signs
occurrence that has been rare at co-operation as to stage attractions; of "The Still Alarm/' The attaches
this house of late. The Karlton died $5,200.
disclaimed
any
the Liberty
of
dismally again with "Her Second
Blue Mouse (850; 25) "Red Dice" knowledge of the alarm and the
Chance," which lacked any strong (P. D. C). Rod La Kocque's name fire fighters returned to their stabox-office "name."
means money. House operates on tions. Just a coincidence?
"Early to Wed," the Fox picture, two-bit top, besides eight-piece orThe big smash on the street last
was generally regarded as a lemon, chestra; $3,100.
week was at the Newman, with "The
(Copyright, 1»«6, by Vvletr. !»•.)
but Edna Leedom and Dave StamBat" on the screen and the Publix
per were on the bill, and they undoubtedly helped considerably. Miss
Juliet, Impersonator, was also on the
bill, which drew about $19,000.
Holdovers are in order this week
with "The Bat," at the Stanton;
"Drown of Harvard," at the Arcadia,
and
La Boheme," at the Aldine,
among the pictures st'.cking. The
Stanley has "Mile. Modiste" as its
feature, with a Victor Herbert Week
program. As the big added attraction there is Vera Fokina and her
ballet.
The Fox has "The Shamrock Handicap" as film feature; Joe
Jackson as a comedy feature, the
Eight Volga Boatmen, from "The
chance to make

WEEK

26.

(Drawing Population, 300,000)
The annual circus for crippled 'Modiste' Did $19,000 at Warchildren given yearly by the Shriners
at Rhodes, a local dance emporium
field—'Wet Paint' Reached
out in the suburbs, stole some of
the film houses' thunder last week.
$19,000 at Granada

,

The outstanding surprise on the
Main Stem last week was that Gllda
Gray in making a personal appearance on Broadway is just as strong
In New York as she is in any of the
smaller cities. At the Rialto, where
her feature, "Aloma of the South

tt, 1906

mD OATS'

FOR

for 2 Films

Providence,

DALLAS' ' $56,522 AT CAPITOL SURPRISED

May

Wednesday,

.

500.

Liberty— "Still Alarm" (U.) (3650).

This thousand-seater plunged

heavily with Huston Ray, "Wizard
of the Keyboard," as special feature.
Picture from
well
known stage

drama
fair.

of

same name,

thriller

for

Ray's piano offerings of high-

est order but

week

fell

down.

Re-

ported at $6,500.
Mainstreet "High Steppers" (1st

—

N.)

(3,200;

25-60).

Interest

fairly

divided between picture and personal appearance of William Desmond (of picture rame) and company, in interesting little playlet,
"The Dude Bandit." Business could

have been better;

$10,500.

The Cflobe screened "The Volga
Boatman" In connection with the
Loie Bridge company's presentation
of "Mormon Mnlds," and the Pantages featured "Tho Night Cry" on
its screen, with n five -act bill of
vaudeville on the stride(lopyrisht, 1926, by Variety, Inc.)

—
Wednesday,

$29,000

May
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CONDITIONS IN MINNEAPOLIS

Business

UROWT AT STATE, OFF AT $22,500
New Neighborhood

Run Opens—"Gold Rush"

First

—

Dismally Leaves at $7,000 Grauman's Double
Bill Slowly Starting—Travel Starts East

TO

Los Angeles, May 26.
PAINT'
$10 III
(Drawing Pop. 1,360,000)
Carthay Circle, with a two-a-day
CENTURY,
$1.50 top policy, invaded the field
of first run houses here last week,
opening with "The Volga Boatman."
The house is possibly the furthest
of all the first run from the down- "Heaven's Sake" Also Disaptown district, between Hollywood
Stanand Beverly* Hills in the Wilshire pointment at Garden
It had a most auspicious
district.
ley House on Academy Site
opening at $5 top, and drew the
Though the house is pracelite.

AT

BAD AT

BALT0

—

in the auto reach zone its
geographical location is such that
it can be reached handily from any
part of town. On the opening night
a gate of around $4,200 was rolled in
with indications that the picture
can gallop along for six to eight
weeks at a healthy pace.
With the cut rate railroad tariff
going into effect last week and the
travel hitting more east than this
way, there was none to much encouragement for the first run
tically

Qrauman's Egyptian with
houses.
the double Fairbanks -Pickford bill
got a good Monday night start, doing more business than the day before Sunday. The mat trade here
is better than on the start of "The
Big Parade," but night trade was
However,
not up to expectations.
the policy of Grauman to hit home
the fact that it Is a "two-for-one"
buy gives indications that it will
bear fruit in short time.

—

.

.

Met Out
Metropolitan

Pea body

into its

of

"Red"

Eddie
inducting
stag? realm fared

much better fate last week than It
has in a long time. Peabody used
in conjunction with a Menjou picture found a cordial welcome and
undoubtedly helped toward bringing
the gross about $5,000 over the week
before, and taking the house out of
the "red" for a change.
"Brown of Harvard" was not such
a big wallop at Loew's State. With
students at the local schools finding
it necessary to attend exams instead of theatres, the trade at this
house dropped a bit below the figures It has been doing for some
time.

"La Boheme," at the Forum, got
over

far

better

than

anticipated.

The
more's

25-50).

Now

Whitehurst's

only

straight picture house and will get
Handicapped by
all their *big ones.
capacity. Picture delivered throughIn for current week also.
out.
ExFirst week grossed $11,000.
cellent but under capacity.

Embassy
Jones"

—"What

Happened

25-50).

(1,500;

to

Reginald
patronage

Denny got unexpected
last week but that doesn't mean
Slow uphill
business was big.
fight for this house,

Prices scaled

down

ditto.

-and

overhead

$29,000.

with Gilbert and Glsh picture got
very big week; around $16,600.
Figueroa— "Eve's Leaves" (P. D
(1,650; 25-75.) This Leatrice
C).
Joy picture did not stir ripple and

Dollar— "Gold Rush" (U. finished week to around $5,000, giv25-85.) Week dragged ing house nothing to gloat over.

(2.200;

ished third

fin-

week and engagement

to

May

57.200.
-Klki" (F. N.) opened
«0 to big business on all-day grind.

Forum— "La

25-75.);

Ilohotne" (M-O-M-).
in rU-ht house and

Estimates For Last Week
Imperial— (1.600; 25-36) "Pretty
Ladles" (M. G. M.) "Only Thing"
(M. G. M.) mid-week change. "Behind the Front" (F. P.) shift; $3,500.

Unique— (850;

New

26)

York" (F. P.)

"Night Life of
first half;

26)

clos-

"The Lucky

N.

Criterion— "Money Talks" (M-GTitle one not
M). (1,600; 25-35.)
obvious so far as box office returns
roncerned. Grand total little better
th*n $2,300.
<

(f'«qyrifht, JI96. .b 7|

Presentations

—

Resumed

at

Rialto in Washington
Washington, May 26.
(Estimated White Population,
380,000)

The Rialto had another sudden
switch in managers during the past
week. Fred Saar, here for several
months, was succeeded by Corbin
Shelld, publicity man of the house
since Universal took it over about
Saar is the fifth
three years ago.
manager to be switched at this
house during the U. regime.
At the end of the coming week
the booking of acts in conjunction
with pictures will be discontinued
Mischa Guterson's
at the Rialto.
(house musical director) presentations with local talent will be resumed.

Minneapolis. May 25.
Business has collapsed completely.
Managers expect a aeasonal slump
at this time, but the present depression is hitting them harder than the
most pessimistic anticipated. Grosses
are sinking to unbelievably low
levels.
And all this is in the face
of a fine brand of weather with
cool temperatures, that should be
conducive te theatregoing.
sudden change to cold last two
days of week made for much better
result on week.
The theatres are not suffering
alone. Practically all other lines of
business also have been feeling the
effects of the hard times.
With
prices of farm products dropping,
farmers are becoming even, more
cautious than haa been their wont.
This community, of course, is dependent upon agriculture's prosperity, and right now agriculture is

A

Top money for the four down- anything but prosperous. Unemtown houses was rung up at the ployment la beginning to increase,
Metropolitan with "Old Loves for and with tax and mortgage interest
New."
payment time at hand the masses
Estimates for Last Week
are hoarding their funds, only buyColumbia—Adolphe Menjou in "A ing downright necessities.
Although press and public hare
Social Celebrity" (F. P.) (1.232;
Along with other houses heaped lavish praise upon it, "The
35-50).
Volga
Boatman," at the Garrlck, haa
Near
big opening Sunday helped.
been unable to hit high box -office
$7,000.
levels
in the face of such untoward
Loves for
"Old
Metropolitan
New" (1st N.) (1,542; 35-50). Lewis conditions. Still the picture will
hold
over
fpr another week, the manWiedoeft scored.
S. -Stone liked.
time; agement figuring that it is doing
this
Excellent figure for
will
continue
and
to do considerably
$10,000.
in more business than an ordinary atGriffith
Raymond
Palace
traction.
"Wet Paint" (F. P.) (2.432; 35-50).
In its second week at the Strand,
Scribes keen for it, but regular
paying guests did not rave. May "For Heaven's Bake" dropped to a
record low for a Lloyd picture. Its
have reached $9,000.
Rialto— "Watch Tour Wife" (U.) takinga have been considerably leee
Dale Sisters and than half of thoae of "The Fresh35-50).
(1,972;
Sam Coslow, latter last-minute man."
With the Barthelmess picture,
Nothing could
booking, featured.
save it, though $4,900 liberal esti- "Ranaon'a Folly," the State continued on the tobaggan, probably
mate.
striking the lowest business level
This Week
This was no fault of
in a year.
Columbia, "The Crown of Lies**; the picture which, while nothing
Boatman"; out of the ordinary, gave fair satis"Volga
Metropolitan.

—

—

Palace, "Parle'*; Rialto,

"The Night

Cry"

faction.

Estimates for Last Week
State (2,040; SO) "Ranaon'a Fol-

—

(Copyright, IMS, by Variety. lee.)

Moderately pleasing.
(F. N.).
Groas worst in months; $8,000.
W1L BOYDS* FAMILY BYEHT* Qarrick (1,829^60)—"Volga Boatman" (P. D. C). Ordinarily picture
Los Angeles, May 25.
would Jiave been box office knockElinor Fair, wife of William Boyd, out.
Great word-of -mouth boostTudor (800; 40), "The Runaway."
Rather appropriate for season; under contract togeluer with her ing. Held over; $6,600.
husband to Cecil B, De Mille, la
Strand (1.277; 60)—"For Heaven's
$1,900.
Sake" (F, P.). Despite indifferent
expecting the stork.
(Copyright, ltie, by Variety,
takings hold over for third week.
Perhaps because of lack of any other
strong enough attraction to do as
well under present bad conditions;

ORIENTAL

ly"

mm: CHICAGO,

$40,000

AND MYICKER'S DOWN TO $15,000

$4,000.

Lyrio

Verify. 1**^

(1.200;

16)—"That's

against

It;

$1,600.

Hennepin-Orpheum
Pantages

(1,564;

60-99)
vaudeville.

(2,862;

Picture weak; $14,000.

—

—

Randolph Out as First Run On Grind B. St K.
Taking U's Stuff—"Stella Dallas" Closes to
$20,000 Week—"Night Cry," 2d Week, $11,200

My

Baby" (F. P.). Picture o. k., but
no business; $2,000.
Aster (896; 25)— "Still Alarm" (U).
Good for this house, but conditions

—"With This Ring" and

—

—

Million

—

Grosses at Lowest All Other Lines Also Hurt
People Holding Money Tight Financial Depr
sion Scaring Most Into

Last

—

A).

KILL BUSINESS—$8,000 HIGH

local house.

Hippodrome

—

along slowly for this chaplij>,

D. C. Fox and First National, presented three shift* with each bill
a Famous Players- Laaky film. This
has occurred very rarely at any

Menjou

—

$22,500.

Famous Players -Laaky Alma had
the call last week.
Or»e of the
housec which intermingles F. P., P.

Queen Sq.— (900-

This one will undoubtedly get over average attraction. Hit highly satop the popularity of its star.
isfactory stride. Around $7,000.
"Money Talks" did not get above
Hippodrome " Kentucky Pride"
a whisper at the Criterion, whero and vaudeville (3,300; 25-50). Big
It just went a little beyond $2,300, house led combinations last week
Miss
not any too encouraging for the with all around good bill.
house.
Lee MorSe, singer, attraction. ExAnother disappointment was the cellent for season at about $10,000.
Leatrice
"Eve's
Parkway— "Bright Lights" (1,400;
picture,
Joy
Leaves," at the Figueroa. Seems 25-50). Arid stretches of output no
as though since "The Sea Beast" doubt contributed to the decline. At
pulled out of here that the traders any rate Charles Ray failed to
have stopped heading their ma- better rather low average at this
uptown stand. About $2,500.
chines in this direction.
Garden "For Heaven's Sake" and
Estimates for Last Week
vaudeville (3,000; 25-50). Furnished
Grauman's Egyptian "Sparrows" one of week's surprises by failing
and "Black Pirate" (U. A.). (1,800; to attract outstanding patronage to
50-$1.50.) Sid Grauman's daring in this pop combination. Apparently
putting on three and one half hour three weeks elsewhere exhausted
show with two prologs looks a nat- big draw possibilities of Lloyd film.
ural.
Week started off at good Gross satisfactory at $9,500.
pace.
This Week
Carthay Circle— "Volga Boatman"
Century— "Stella Dallas"; Rivoli,
(P. D. c.) (1,600; 50-11.50). Fred
Loves
and New"; Embassy,
"Old
Miller seems to have picked well for
"A Social Celebrity"; Warner- Metinitial offering in this house, enFighting Edge";
"The
ropolitan,
hanced in value by pip of Jack Parkway, "Brown of Harvard";
laughlin prolog. l'lrst six days.
Boatman" (2d
Volga
New, "The
Metropolitan "A
Celeb- week);
Social
Garden, "The Non-Stop
rity (F. p.) (3,595; 25-65). Men- Flight";
"Bachelor
Hippodrome,
jou good bet locally:
With Eddie lirides."
Peabody as balance, hopped to
(Copyright, >3M. by Variety, la a.)
around

Loew's State— "Brown of Harvard" (M-G-M). (2,300: 25-$l.) Not
box office draw it could have baen
due to lack of student attendance.
Stage presentation one of bt:st
house has had in long while. Around

New

England

least cleared up the Lady" (F. P.), "Lovers In Quaranuncertainty that has surrounded the tine" (F. P.). Closing bill of week,
venture. "Desert Gold" (F. P.): $900.
Stanley-Crandall
proposed
Palace— (560; 20) "Bobbed Hair"
The new theatre is apparently all (Warners), "Steel Preferred," "My
set for the old Academy site and Own Pal'' (Fox), western Friday
the Interior of that, house is rapidly Saturday; $375.
Gaiety— (600; 20) "A Six Shootln'
being stripped in preparation for
(B.
S.
U), "Bobbed
dismantling. Four thousand more Romance"
Hair" (Warners), "Steel Preferred,
seats.
week;:
final
of
$360.
Now that the Whitehursts are
(Copyrlrht, 19S6, by Variety* law.)
turnwlg over the Century theatre
keys to Marcus Loew they are
making the New theatre their headquarters and. are booking bigger
Strong in
O.;
acts into the smaller house. Contrasting with this is the Embassy, 'Soul Mates' liked, $16,100
scaling down the box-office top from
New Orleans, May 25.
75 to 50 cents and trimming down
Cooler weather and appealing
the vaude end of the bill In propicture
films
helped
the
local
portion. The Embassy is expected
last
week.
While there
to call it a season with this week. houses
"specials"
were
no
most
of
around,
The Rivoli, with "Mile. Modiste,"
and the New, with "Volga Boat- the theatres were projecting productions
something
at
that
meant
week.
man," were outstanding latft
the boa office.
The combination
The big smash waa the Elinor
turned in a good week with "Kentucky Pride" on the picture end of Glyn "Soul Mates," again sending
the
State above $16,000.
was
the program. Elsewhere there
Adolph Menjou brought back the
nothing outstanding.
returns
at the Strand with "A
Estimates For Last Week
Social Celebrity."
Rivoli—" Mile. Modiste" (2.100;
Estimates for Last Week
35-65). Corlnne Griffith a "regular"
State (3,600; 60) "Soul Mates."
and latest pleased. Did not duplicate two capacity weeks of Waring's Elinor Glyn story brought best
Pennsylvanians but did good busi- business in several weeks; $16,100.
Strand (2.200; 75). "Social Celebness at $12,500.
Century— "Wet Paint" (3.000; 30- rity." Considered beat Menjou in
Ray Griffith fails to ring box- some time; $5,800.
65).
Liberty (1,800; 60). "See, Horses."
office bell any longer at house of
Only
this size. Picture pleased but didn't Failed to catch attention.
*
Lowest gross since $3,800.
pack 'em in.

week and at

week about $5,500.
Norma Talmadge special, opened
"The Cave Man"
Warner- Met.
here May 20 for an indefinite run. (1,300; 25-50). Average week with

•

interrupted exodua to
and elsewhere.

ing half. "Chasing Trouble" (B. S.
Frequently used in recent
U.).
Baltimore, May 25.
weeks, westerns Exerting better
fog lifted a little from Balti- draw here than in any other local
projected picture houses last picture house; $600.

Seems as though this is the only
house locally which could draw Pejgy Joyce at about $10,000.
them with this picture, as demonNew—"Volga Boatman" (1,800;
strated with several others of this
type In the past. Though the returns were not within $5,000 or so
of the first week of "Stella Dallas,"
the house realized a good profit on
the week.
"The Gold Rush" closed a most
disastrous three-week engagement
at the Million Dollar, playing to little better than $7,000 <jn its final
week or a total of around $35,000
on the engagement, an amount it
could have easily played to in eight
days here had the picture gotten
the proper support.
"Kikl," the

St John, N.
May 15.
Despite continuing chilly weather,
business at the local picture houses
during May haa been below par.
Many contributing factors, those
outstanding being industrial and
commercial stagnation and the un-

50)

— "Tough

GuyV

(F. B. O.) and vaudeville.
Pleasing show all around. Should
have gotten more; $4,400.
Seventh Street (1,480; 60)—"Forbidden Waters" and vaudeville. Tak-

ings fierce: $4,300.
(Copyright, lite, by Variety, Im.)

Chicago. May 25.
Irish er comedy attracted.
Picture
The Randolph la out of the line- now important thing at this house
up as a first run. Carl Laemmle with presentations no longer countwas in Chicago last week and de- ing for much; $40,000.
cided to discontinue the theatre as
McVicker'a— "Money Talks" (M.a Universal showing house. Bala- G.-M.) (2,400; 60). New stage band
ban A Katz have taken several under leadership of Ralph Williams.
Universal releases for first runs in Figured around $15,000, perhaps
the Chicago theatre and the balance shade up over record low of previof the "Jewels" are assured a first ous week.
House getting drop-Ins
run at the big Capitol on the South unlike regular weekly clientele of
Side.
Ash regime.
"Flighting
Revivals at 25-35c on a grind
Buckaroo"
Monroe
with three changes a week will be (Vox)' (973; 50).
Poor westerner,
the summer policy at the Randolph. but Buck Jones' name counted;
U.'s lease on the house expires a $4,100; average.
year from this July, at which time
Oriental— "The Talm Beach Girl"
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer take pos- (F. P.) (2,900; 35-60-76).
Trade
opinion about unanimous in brandsession again.
B. & K. ran a Universal feature, ing house "big, gaudy barn," but
"The Cohens and Kellys," last week jellybeans and fans evidently think
at the Chicago and did $40,000, best it quite ultra
Last' week, with

—

BOSTON'S WEATHER BREAK
"Green

Hat" and "Merry Merry"
Beat Prsvioua Weeks
Boston..

May

26.

With a good weather break the
shows in town did better than ordinary business last week. The three
houses still open, all Shubert, did
better business last week than they
did the week before. The feature of
this week is the engagement for two
nights at the Colonial of Raquel
Meller with a house scaled at a $10
and $7 top.
"Merry, Merry," at the Plymouth,
now 6th week, did $16,600 last week,
better by $500 than the week before.
This show keeps picking up business, and there is now an excellent
chance for it to go along for at least

figure in three weeks, but not over mobs continuing, bettered $46,000. another month.
"The Green Hat,"
normal pace of house.
Orpheum
"Night Cry" (War- at the Wilbur, is another one of the
limping
along, ners, 2d and final week) (776; 50). local attractions that Is showing
McVicker'a
la
crippled by the departure of Paul Quoted $11,200, with canine star strength, with $19,000 last week, up
Ash and his rooters.
making personal appearances. De $1,000 from that of the week before.
The new Oriental grossed $46,000 Mllle's "Volga Boatman" next, with
"Rase- Marie," which wound up at
Conditions there are Hcale boost for run.
last week.
the Shubert last week after but two
still abnormal because of newness
Randolph
"Outside the Law" weeks, went out on the cre*t of the
Just what effect on one (U, 2d and final week),
of house.
S«ven- wave. La.st week the show did $17,another the Chicago and Oriental year-old revival beat first week'a 000, which was $4,000 better than
will have cannot, as stated last money on hold-over; $6,100.
House the business of the opening week.
week, be Judged for some time. But making complete change of policy.
"The Big Parade," at the Majesthe circumstance of the Chicago Dropping orchestra and business- tic, feature picture, which is billed
registering its normal and healthy bnltlng schemes and Hlashing gate. us being on the last week at the
$40,000 last week is significant.
Roosevelt— "Stella Dallas" U. A., Majestic, pulled up $1,000 lust week
4th week) (1,400; 50-75).
Hob tale over the business of the week beEstimates for Last Week
did well here. 1'p three ^rand last fore. It has Improved nince the final
"Cohens and Kellys" week for flnpl Uiljy ofi $2'».000.
Chicago
w*«'k*. wrr** nniioiuicrd:
,<U.), : (4J90;
£Q 7 7S>. .TiddJsherr
(Copjrttflit, J»3fi by VjMi^tjr, Iocj)
« VP? If hfc Wi*. »>/ > art«rtjr r l»p»>,

—

—
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1)

which two of his managing
immediately resigned and
ought release from their con-

•ult of
editors

GLADSTONE 3964

HOLLYWOOD. CALIF

April 15,1926

tracts.

A

facsimile oopy of the Brewster

letter

instruction*
conclusively

of

herewith,
positive

M-G-M

is

reprinted
a

proving

between
understanding
and the fan magazine pub-

lisher.
letter to

A

reference made in the
the First National, John

McCormick and Colleen Moore is
the link whereby the Palmer woman
is
If

definitely tied up with the deal.
thia was not sufficient the state-

ment

Issued by the

licity

department

New York
of

the

pubMetro-

Go Id wyn- Mayer organisation

sev-

eral weeks ago would supply a connection.
The publicity department's statement was as follows:
"~

Palmer, Beauty Prize
Winning Actress, Signs Contract to Play In Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Productions.

"Corliss

Palmer, who several
years ago achieved a great deal
"Corliss

of publicity

and a contract

to

play In motion pictures by winning a beauty prize offered by
the Brewster publications, has
been signed by Metro-GoldwynMayer, it was announced last
week by Irving G. Thalberg,
studio's associate for

M-G-M.

"Miss Palmer has been featured in several large pictures
since winning the beauty contest which first brought her into
prominence and has had many
small parts in various pictures.
No assignment has yet been
given her by M-Q-M, but undoubtedly she will play Juvenile

leads in

ductions

some

now on

large prothe produc-

tion schedule of that company."
Kinds of "Publicity"

The M-O-M statement states that
Corliss Palmer had "achieved a
great deal of publicity" but it failed
to mention the publicity was principally
In
connection with the
Brewster maintained "love nest"
over on the Jersey side of the

Hudson.
Miss Palmer "achieved a great
deal" more "publicity" when she
failed to defend the action brought
against her by Mrs. Brewster in
Brooklyn, N. T., thus permitting
herself to be adjudged guilty of
having stolen the publisher's affections from his lawfully wedded
wife and his children.
The statement likewise set forth
that she had "been featured in several large pictures" but falls to
name any one of them. Within
the recollection of those who have
followed the efforts of Brewster to
place the woman on the screen
she has only appeared In "atmosphere" parts in a production or two
for First National and possibly did
a little similar "acting" In a like
capacity in a Christie-produced picture.

Hays Inquired
As a result of the statement on
the part of M-G-M It is understood that the Will H. Hays organization took some action to ascertain whether or not a contract
had actually been signed by Metro
to place the Brewster inamorita on
the screen. Seemingly the Investigation by Hays started something
within the M-G-M ranks and Immediately after that in the Brewster organization.
There was an
immediate scurrying in the latter
to locate the telltale letter of instructions, reprinted In this Issue.
The M-G-M executives in New
York aro reported to have informed
Will Hays that they did not know
the details of the contract with Corliss Palmer in the event that there

This is to notify you of a very important
business arrangement 1 have just made* Mr* Pete Smith
to whom I have given a copy of this letter, will get intouch with you next week in New York*

Wednesday.

From now on, for a period of one year at
least, Metro-Goldwyn-liayer jare to be our best friends
among the producers, and we are to be their best friends*
We are to favor them in every way possible in the way of
oovers, gallery pictures, interviews, news, etc., etc
and when it oomes to expressing views of their stars
and criticizing their pictures, we are to be as favorable
as possible e In other words, if they have a picture pr
a star which any of you do not think is as good hs they
do, or as important, we are to say nothing that will
injure that star or that picture* If we oan not say
^
anything favorable we won't say anything at all, - at
any rate we will leave out the bad things* Wherever
you can serve their interests in any of our pages, please
remember that you are serving our own*
I have never said this to you before. I
have left you free to do and say what you like and I do
not believe in tying the hands of my editors and critics;
but nevertheless, here is a case where we must make an
exception. The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studio is only one of
dozens of producers, and you must remember that M-Gr-M
are our friends and in a way a part of our organization*
Of course, you must do this in such a way that it will
not reflect discredit upon our magazines, and it must
not be obvious publicity* They understand -just as well
as we all do that there must be a limit, because
otherwise the value of our magazines would be impaired*
We want to be fair with everybody but we certainly can not
knife our best friends, and I consider Uetro-GoldwynMayer as such, and we must certainly treat our friends
far better than we do our enemies*

Sometime ago I wired you to be vezy friendly with
First National and Colleen Moore, because they had done
several favors for us* I believe that those obligations
have been fully paid and 1 em inclined to release you from
any obligation under it* However, Colleen Moore is a
friend of mine and I shall always epeak kindly of her, but
you are under no obligations to treat her differently than
you would if I hadn't wired you as aforesaid*
1

know you will all oo- ope rate in this matter.

was

really one in existence.
The
net result of this was that the
Hays organization was compelled to under the alienation judgment At
come to a standstill.
any rate the checks are belng^made*

It Is understood that a contract
out that way and collected by
does exist and if the New York Brewster, it is reliably reported.
executives did not know of its exBrewster sent the telltale letter
istence, some of their west coast to New York or rather Brooklyn adpublicity representatives who were dressed to three of hit editors and
in the east at the time certainly his business manager.
As a result
knew a great deal more about what of the letter two of hie editors imcontracts were in existence than mediately sought the sdvioe of
their chiefs did.
their attorney, tendered their resigSubterfuge Against Mrs. Brewster nations and asked to be released
The contract it is said calls for from their contract.
Corliss Palmer to work for MetroThey were FREDERICK JAME8
Gold wyn-Mayer and that a cheek SMITH, who was managing editor
for $250 weekly for her services for of *the three publications, "The Moa period of one year is to be made tion Picture Magazine," "The Moout In the name of Eugeno V. tion Picture Classic" and "The
Brewster and sent him weekly. Movie
Monthly"
controlled
by
This latter is believed to be a sub- Brewster, and AQNE3 8MITH, who
terfuge for the Palmer woman to edited "The Motion Picture Magaget the money through Brewster zine."
and thus defeat the attorneys for
Laurence Raid still is the editor
Mrs. Brewster attaching her salary of "The Movia Monthly."
Adela

Sincerely,

lttft

a* the letter received confirmation
of an "agreement** which virtually
meant the "knifing" of. all other
motion picture producing and distributing companies in favor of the
- Qoldwyn - Mayer
company,
"throwing" of the Brewster papers,
he Immediately wired his resigna-

Metro

Shortly after various of the
other film producing organizations
became aware of the "deal" that
tion.

had been made.
Almost immediately Famous
Players-Lasky withdrew all of its
advertising
from the Brewster
group of papers. It is understood
that the Warner Bros, arer about to
follow the lead of Famous and
that other producers and distributors are also to take the

Finsl

I, as President, Editor-in-chief, and sole
stock holder of Brewster Publications, have entered
into a business arrangement with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studio, the details of which are too lengthy to explain
here, but the part that concerns you is as follows:

May M,

same

step.

Move
final move

Just what the
will be
by the Hays organization to discourage the casting of Corliss Palmer in roles that might lead to her

on the screen, and It
would seem certain that in the*
Brewster Publications at least she
would be a "star" no matter how
exploitation

small her role, is a question at
present
Mr. Hays has made it plain time
and again that the screen has no
place for notorious persons; that
reaction from the rank and file
among the reform, elements and
those In favor of censorship whenever there was the slightest target
to shoot at was such that the enThe Hays
tire industry suffered.
office was active at the time that

Peggy Hopkins Joyce was anIn her
nounced for the screen.
case there was at least the extenuating circumstance that she was
much divorced as well as much
married and likewise had been a
stage star.
«2S0 Very High
Corliss Palmer, a mere novice as
far as the screen is concerned under
a contract to appear for a full year
for a salary of $250 weekly, speaks
for Itself.
The $250 weekly wasn't
being paid for Corliss* Palmer* It
was being paid for the Brewster

—

"tie-up."

At no time in the past was there
ever a beauty contest winner who
got such a contraot from any film
company. Heretofore $7* weekly
has been the general rule for contest winners on the screen, with
but one exception to this. That was
the Chicago beauty contest winner,
Gertrude Olmstead. who received
$100 weekly from Universal after
she had won the Chicago "Examiner" race and in that case It is
understood that the paper really undertook to pay one-half of the
salary so. that In reality U. only
paid her $50. Miss Olmstead, bedsides,

made

good*

and

is

now a

rec-

ognized screen player.

Miss Palmer's Film Career

Los Angeles, May 25.
Corliss Palmer, protegee of E. V.
Brewster, publisher of a number of
film fan magazines, seems to be on
the merry-go-round, so far as her
picture career is concerned.
Miss Palmer some time ago was
signed
by Metro -Gold wyn -Mayer
under a year'r contract at $250 a
week, with the company holding an
option on her services for five years.
From the time of the signing of the
contract the M.-O.-M. people had no
occasion to cast Miss Palmer in any
of their pictures.
They have sent
half a dozen or so into production
since the young woman signed her

name

to one of their contracts.
Last week M.-G.-M. loaned Miss
Palmer to the Hal Roach organization, it is said, for one and maybe
two pictures. She was chosen by
the Roach people to play the femi-

nine lead opposite Charlie Chase, in
one of his comedies, said to be a
Romeo and Juliet burlesque.
At the M.-G.-M. studios, when
Irving Thalberg was asked about
Miss Palmer's contract, replied MissPalmer's contract permitted her to
work elsewhere by permission of
Whiteley Fletcher, who had been founded In 1910. One of the great- M.-G.-M. He stated the Roach peoaeeociated with the Macfadden mo- est authorities on motion pictures, ple requested Miss Palmer and that
tion picture publications, was se- he always has personally directed they were very happy to oblige
cured to step in and assume the the Brewster Publications."
Roach with her services. Mr. Thalmanaging editorship ef all three
Making it very evident that Mr. berg declined to indicate whether
publications.
Brewster thinks rather highly of or not Miss Palmer would actually
one Eugene V. Brewster.
work in any M.-G.-M. production
8tuck en Himself
When the bearer of the "copy" of during the first year of her contract
A further Insight into Brewstar the original letter whom Brewster
Just Atmosphere
might be obtained in the matter referred to in the original that he
contained in his own paid advertise- sent his editors, arrived in New
Miss Palmer, prior to joining M.ment appearing In the annual of one York he first called a conference G.-M., was reported under contract
of the film trade papers.
In this with both Frederick James Smith with First National. She is said to
and Agnes Smith, making an ap- have appeared as "atmosphere" In
he states, speaking of himself:
"Mr. Eugene V. Brewster, editor- pointment for luncheon. This ap- one of their pictures and beyond
in-chief of the Brewster Publica- pointment was later broken and that point made no noticeable Hhowtions, announces a number of Im- another
appointment made
for Ing on the screen.
portant changes in connection with Frederick James Smith alone for
Prior to Brewster signing her with
The Motion Picture Magazine, The dinner.
M.-G.-M. Miss Palmer, when flr«t
Motion Picture Classic, and the
On that occasion were presented here, signed with Warner Brothers
Movie Monthly. Mr. Brewster Is the Howard Deltz and Pete Smith of and was supposed to have worked
world's first motion picture editor, the M-O-M publicity organization. with
John Barrymore in "Don
editing the Motion Picture .Maga- It was Pete Smith who explained the Juan," but it. is said her services
zine for many years after it was situation to F. J. Smith. As soon were not required.

i
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JAP STAR DEBUTS

COOL BUT OFF

Francis as "Peter

VARIETY

Grimm

SANTA FE'S 'CHIEF

— 63 HOURS

Los Anpeles, May 25.
Los Angeles, May 25.
Los Angeles, May 25.
Santa Fe llallroad has decided to
(Miss) Yaeko Mizutanl, Japanese
Alec B. Francis has been selected
Last Wook
call
the 63-hour-extra fare train
picture star, made her American by Fox to piny the David War-Held
between here and Chicago, "The
Buffalo, May 25.
debut at the Church of the Buddah, role in the screen version of "The Chief."
Buffalo
weather
coolest
Despite
Ketu:n
of
Peter
Grimm."
here.
The program included the
This train will be put In operahas had in many seasons for this
On account of a revision of pro- tion not later than October 1. Its
time box offices seemed last week to .showing of her first picture, a three- decline.
reel production made seven years duction plans Victor Schertzlnger equipment will be similar to that
fall Into
Estimates for Last Week
ago,
and two Japanese classic will direct this picture instead of of the 20th Century running on the
Buffalo (3,600; 30-40-60)— "Devil's dances, in which she was assisted John Griffith Wray.
New York Central between Chicago
Memories."
and
"Southern
Otrcus,"
by four Japanese-American girls.
Scheduled to start about June 15. and New York.
Commanders. Busin \ss

Honeea Broke No Records

Buffalo

DIRECTING "PELICAN"
Los Angeles, May 2f».
Innu-ud of making "One Increasing Purpose." from a A. S. M.
Hutchinson story, as his next picture for Fox, FYank Borzage will
handle the megaphone for "The
Pellcun," going Into production immediately.
It

will

is

said

that

probably

be

another director
chosen to mak*

"One Increasing Purpose."

Aaronson's

$24,000

try

slower trend but

slightly

took on
pulled

up sharply at end. Between
and $25,000 reported (sooms

high).

Hipp ( 2,400; 50)— "Social CelebBill good
and Art Landry.
$13,000.
for onlv moderate takings.
Losw's (3,400; W-60>—"New Comrity"

'
f

mandment" and

|

In

f
I

le parade has storted~~3nd FOX leads 4S usual

vaudeville.
little
sight here to attract anything
$14,000.
business.
set
except
Lafayette (3,400; 35-50)— "Fate of
a Flirt" and vaudeville. This theatre shows tendency to expand ad-

from

doing's

.

this

Estimated, $16,000.
vertising.
(Copyright, ltl«, by Variety, Inc.)

already in linefor l*)16-1J

Milwaukee Pretty Steady,

Ascher Bros:

Wisconsin Best at $18,000
Milwaukee,

May

25.

None of the picture houses could
boast exceptional business last week
the
changeable
partly
to
due
weather and secondly to the ab
sence of markworthy pictures. The
Wisconsin again assumed the lead
over the other straight picture
houses.
Estimates For Last

year

.ENTIRE CIRCUIT

/or

CHICAGO

KARLALABAMA
H O BLITZ ELLE
ARKANSAS

Week

Wisconsin—"Mile. Modiste" (3,With Qeorge Up
went to the west coast

Birmingham,

60-60).
500;
schultz, who

Ejallas,

directing orchestra here, as
guest conductor, ran past $18,000

after

Little

Rock,

Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio,

Alhambra—"Oh, What a Nurse"
Syd ChapllnJias draw-

(3.000; 50).

ing power but failed to work any
miracles here; $14,000.
Merrill—"Monte Carlo" (1.200; 25
Failed to attract much at
50).
tentlon.

—Around
"Just

Strand
25-50).

I

$4,800.

Suppose"

—

ENTIRE CIRCUIT

above picture
Usual top, $23,000.
Miller—"Secret Spring"
(1,800;
25-50).
Lpew vaudeville and picture get even billing. Spring Festifeatured

val week.

Around

N
OINDIANA

Indianapolis

for

CHICAGO

BUTTERFIELD
CIRCUIT

Woman's HusOrpheum

60-75).

(2,800;

vaudeville

S

COONEY— KARZAS — COSTON

is drawing card usually, Strand ran
around usual top, $9,000. Llchter
orchestra still drawing them in.
Garden 44 Isle of Retribution "
(900; 25-60). Can't seem to get this
house out of same rut much.

band"

B

I

(1.200;

Though Dick Barthelmess

Around $4,400.
Palace— "Other

L

.

Cincinnati and Dayton, OHIO

TEXAS

-

Lansing, Pt. Huron, Saginaw,

$15,000.

Majestic— "Brooding Eyes" a.000;

Owasso,

Grand Rapids,

Ypsilanti,

Ann

Arbor, Battle Creek, Flint, Ionia,
Bay City, Jackson, Kalamazoo, MICHIGAN

Hillsdale,

15-50).
Vaude and pictures used
here. Near $19,000.
(Copyright, ltte. hj Variety, Inc.)
( reitfhton Hale Can
Take Sons Out of Cal.

Mrs.

Los Angeles, May 25.
Mrs. Victore Hale, former wife of
Creighton Hale, screen actor, haa
received permission to take her two
sons temporarily out of California.
Mrs. Hale, who obtained a divorce
and custody of the children several
months ago, stated that she had to
go east to sign a new mortgage on
her old home and wished to take
the boys with her. She asked for a
leave of absence of six months.

smoke i

Hale protested.
Judge Harry Hollzer cut the time

down

to 60 davs.

—New Boy

New Comedies

Bradley Barker haa been engaged
as co-director with Dave Fleisher of
Ink Well Comedies in the making of
a new series of comedies at the old
Pathe studio (135th street), New
York.

A new Juvenile named Flanders,
may be starred If not doing an un
expected

flop.

EDES0N LEAVES BE MILLE

others follow /

Los Angeles, May 26.
Fox has placed Robert Kdeson
under

contract to- appoar in the
screen version of Gerald Beaumont's magazine story, "The Devil's
Master."
Edeson has been under a contract
to Cecil B. De Mllle for two years.

Fox Film Corporatioa
NOW AT THE

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

X IO

L.I1VI"THE GOLLYWOG'
Next Week (May 30) Metropolitan, Boston, with the Frank

And

the Entire Publix Circuit to Follow

44

TAKE A CHANCE"

Unit

—
id

URES

P IC T

VARIETY
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.

Wtf fee*4a#,

This was subThe agent in question has booked circuit at $800.
numerous acts with the producer for sequently refused by the musicians.
his units, after other agents had
Twists
Funny
submitted the same acts and had
Among other agents it is conceded

PRODUCER FAVORING AGENT IN

been turned down, at lower salaries that the favored one has an Inside
than finally closed for.
that allows him to book acts at
The latest Instance Is a well more money than they can secure,
known female comedienne and hard and usually at more than the act's
shoe dancer from vaudevillo and original demand when dickering
musical comedy, offered to the through one of the ordinary agents.
producer at $450 by one agent and
Cases of where the same producer
J-arge Presentation Circuit Suffering Producer Pay- refused, only to be booked later by has
Informed agents he was not inthe favorite son at a salary of $550.
terested In acts costing more than
ing Higher Salaries Through Favored Agent
The dancer Is now playing on the a certain figure because his produccircuit.
Discriminating and Costly Methods
tion outlay was limited, and then
Another case Is that of a musical hooking more expensive acts or the
foursome now playing, originally same acts through the "official"
offered at $400.
The first agent agent, are also being/ discussed.
A Woking condition which Las was formerly a dramatic sketch was turned down and the act booked
It is believed among the agents
through the "inside" agent later at
that the producer is favoring the
Cropped up in the affairs of a large producer. It Is arousing consider$150.
agent through friendship and that
presentation circuit with houses on able under cover comment from
Another Involves an orchestra no "kick-back" or "cutting up" of
Broadway, concerns the relations of other agents who feel they are be- now playing in a road house. The commissions (or salaries) such as
a producer for the circuit and an ing discriminated against without orchestra was offered at $700 and existed between a producer and
Independent agent who specializes the knowledge of the heads of the refused. Later the favored agent agent for a time several seasons ago,
In bands and Instrumental acts. He circuit.
offered the orchestra the entire unit is going on.

FILM HOUSE STAGE BOOKINGS

Ufa* if«; 4*2#

CASTERS TOLD NOT TO

DEDUCT COMMISSION
Ruling

by Commissioner Af-

fects Four Agencies in

Hollywood

—

Protection

•

Los Angeles, May 25.
Three casting offices, furnishing
extras to independent picture producers and taking their commissions
out of the talents' pay vouchers,
were ordered to discontinue that
eystem by State Labor Commissioner Walter G. Mathewson.
In the future the agencies will
conform with the ruling on private

employment bureaus and charge a
stipulated fee, collected either before
or after employment Is procured.
The casting offices cited were the
F. K. Studio Service Agency, Fred

Foreman

is in line with a previous announcement in Variety that
this paper while the formulation of
booking organization in the placing
of stage attractions is proceeding
in the picture business, that this
paper will disclose any "gypping"
tactics ern ployed by any agent or
producer dealing with ploture people.
This policy will be pursued in-

This story

Company

Agency

and

Players' Studio Service Agency, all
*
Of Hollywood.
In the past It was the custom to
give extras vouchers at the agency.
When the day's work was completed
they were cashed back at the casting office, where the commission

was deducted.

definitely.

Publix in Ia.-Neb.

Should the producer and agent
referred to herein continue their
present and apparent "understanding," this story will be repeated and
their names printed.

Des Moines, May 25.
Announcement that Publix Theatres' Circuit

would be routed this

way about December was made
here by Sam Katz, its president,
while visiting Des Moines to confer
with A. H. Blank, in whose chain of
Iowa and Njf braska houses Famous
Players recently purchased a half

MIKE SHEA ON 'NAMES';
INTENDS GETTING 'EM

interest.

"Beginning with the opening of
new Farnham theatre, now un-

the

in Omaha, acts
With F. P., Building Another underconstruction
direction of Publix Theatres
Corporation will be billed over a
Theatre in Buffalo On
definite circuit in all the larger
Main St., Seating 3,400
houses under our direction," Katz

der

—

stated.

Buffalo,

May

Mike Shea and Famous
are to be partners in
be

still

Right now Shea's New Buffalo Is
not turning up the business that it
should at the box office and the veteran showman Is out to build up
"names" for the house. The Publix
policy as dictated by Sam Katz is
against names with an idea that

JEWE

Packing

Still

In

On Broadway!

O. signs mod long box office lines at the Colony Theatre, BroadY., for three solid weeks. A sensational success in e%ery other
Read 'em:
city it has played. And what reviews!
XCELLENT BUSINESS, "EXCITING MELODRAMA. A "BRINGING THE CROWDS.

way, N.

Broadway responds with enthu-

breathless publics
N. Y. Journal.

"CROWDS
A

Colony.

STORMING

Pull of

THE

whale!"
N. Y. Mirror.

thrills.**

"DON'T

N. Y. American.
IT.
YOU'RE

MISS

sure to enjoy 1L"
N. Y. Herald Tribune.

THEATRE, B'WAY *

PLAYING AT
MOS3'

63rd ST., N. Y.

in

UNIVERSAL-Way

Direction

Out Ahead
FINALLY DISCOVERED

"RED",

New

York

this

|

|

1

wwk

picture.

houses

He
were

stated
in

R
*

that
of

need

names just as much as vaudeville
is, and if those laying out shows
for the picture houses weren't farsighted enough to profit by the mis-

u

takes the vaudeville czar made then
he was going out to get his "names''
where he conld and play them not
only in his picture houses, but in
his vaudeville house as well, irregardless whence they came from,
Independent or other agencies.
Mr. Shea to'ould not comment in
the report the Shuberts are in negotiation
theatre.

for

his

Court

BABRYMORE'S 'LESCAUT' NOW

Lescaut."
Tom Santsehi and Tom Wilson
are the latest additions to the cast.

CARTER

Of

u
n
f*

w,

street

Los Angeles, May 25.
"The Tavorn Knight," John Barrymore's lutcst for Warner Brothers, has been changed to "Manon

Continuous from Noon to Midnight

DIFFERENT

25.

HENRY

Shea said that he was out to make
a special deal for Gilda Gray to appear at his house when he plays the
picture

S. R.

COMEDIAN

Denny on Tour
Los Angeles, May

|

"Aloma"

^

be shown at a $1-65 top on

twice* daily basis.

the big ensemflle flash is the thing.
This seemingly has not gotten ovor
in Buffalo.

When

B. S.

15.

It will

a

F. P. interests.

UNIVERSAL

NOW

July

Reginald Denny will leave Universal City May 26 for a six weeks*
personal
appearance tour in the
The Court Street plane a straight
larger cities.
vaudeville (2-a-day) policy.
William Fox, it is said, was trying to secure part of the site, but
this was snapped op by the Shea-

Presented by CARL LAEMMLE
Directed by TOD BROWNING

N. Y. Telegram.

about

"DON JUAN" JULY 15
•Don Juan," the Warner -produced
John Barrymore special, Is listed to
open at Warners', New York, about

Is to

known as

The new house is to cost $1,500,000 exclusive of the land. Rapp &
Rapp, the Chicago architects, are
now working on the plans for a
structure of the Spanish type.

TM

si;«sm.

open

Players'

Shea's Metropolitan,
located on Main street, on the Root
property. It will seat 3,400 and is
Intended to replace the present
Shea's Court Street theatre.

Them

will

Thanksgiving.

another

The new house

theatre here.

The Farnham
25.

N

a
R

K

LAUGHS
SCREAMS
HOWLS

ENGAGED AT CAPITOL, CHICAGO, FOR ONE WEEK AND HELD OVER INDEFINITELY
THANKS TO AL SHORT
LEW WEST

w
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REX BEACH SUED FOR

CHURCH CLOSES THEATRES,

Subscribe for "Variety"

TADLOCKED' COMMISH
1

RUNS OWN FILM ON SUNDAY
Canand&lgua, N.

Y.,

May

2S.

Under the auspices

the

Foster,

play

broker,

of the

Can- against Rex Beach

years

to recover a

IDEAS'
Are a Standard of Motion Picture Theatre Presentation!

FANCHON
& MARCO
Art

the

Originators

of

the

Present Style of Motion Picture

the

Entertainment Used in

Homes

Theatres* lac

of

West

Coast

Robert E. Welsh has assumed the
A. and P. directorship of Universal,

tion in the

fall, it Is said,

Burke (Mrs. Flo Zlegfeld)
in

and
is

Fox exchanges.
Watt E. Parker, director W%rner
Bros.' A. and P. Bureau, after an
extended tour of the Warner exYork
changes, returns to New
28.

Paul Perez, of Universal's publicity staff, has gone to the coast to
personally handle exploitation for

Harry Pollard, who

is

Send me "Variety" for

$

directing the

to

(Outside U.

3.,

and pro rats).

$1 additional yearly,

it.

to

understanding, Mr,

claim,
it is said that In his contract with P.P. is a clause providing
that the picture producer must defend or settle any legal actions arising through its purchase of the

i

The Producers

Distributing Co.
be getting a break on
Broadway within the next couple of
weeks. "Silence." at present at the
Times Square, Is booked into the
Rlvoli following its legit house run
and next week the same Arm will

seems

but waived it.
According to report, Beach authorized Miss Fester to negotiate
for the sale of his new*tale and she

150,000,

To

the Managers!!!

to

"The

Unknown

Soldier"

in

hout*e.

"The Volga Boatman" has also
story either before or upon
its first instalment publication as been booked for the Capitol, bea serial in Hearst's "Cosmopolitan." ginning June 6.
Hearst is said to have held an option upon the picture rights for

Warners* 3 in England

Los Angeles, May 25.
Harry M. Warner, due in New
was registered in the F. P. office as York this week, will remain about
the agent. Later F. P. and Beach three weeks returning June 19.
are said to have gotten together, After two weeks he will again go
reaching a sale without considering east with his family to sail for
three months In England.
the broker or notifying her.
Warner while abroad will begin
Beach was reported at the time
contemto have sold the right* to F. P. un- production for his concern,
plating
three pictures before the
der a guarantee his share or pur-

GREETINGS TO

—

P. D. C?s B'way "Break"

chase price should not be less than end of the year over there.
nimieatlon of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Miss Foster's claim of
$9,500.
(U).
$8,500, based upon a commission of
Harry Ormlston, formerly with 10 percent, would make the pur- BABTHELMESS' '4 FEATHERS'
Universal's New York publicity buLos Angeles, May 25.
chase pice $85,000.
reau, is now editing a newspaper at
When Richard Bart he 1 mess finBeach's First 8ide-8t*p
West Palm, Beach, Fla.
Beach hitherto has ranked well ishes making the "Amateur Gentleup as an author and not known to men" for First National release he
Louis Mayor Again on Coast
have previously sidestepped a com- will start on "Four Feathers/' also
Los Angeles, May 26.
mission claim against one of his under the direction of Sidney Olcott.
Louis B. Mayer, accompanied by own stories.
This picture will be made at the
Pete Smith, arrives here tomorrow
Beach has been la Florida all
(Wednesday) after being in the east winter and Is reported still 1b the Inspiration Studios, formerly Clune
Studios.
for two months.
south.
is

months

Blllle

Kane Beach

Productions.
Vivian E. Moses, head of Fox film
advertising and publicity, who went
to the coast to attend the Fox convention, returns to New York June
Mr. Moses on his way east
1.
stopped off to personally visit 30 of

May

N. Y. C.

••«•••••••••.•••••»••••

Theatri"Padlocked" film rights.
cal attorneys state that is a most
unusual clause.
Hearst Waived Option
Miss Foster is said to have have
now advertising submitted a synopsis of the that
for the

St.,

years

Enclosed

to star

succeeding George Brown, recently
resigned.
Welsh's former post at
Associated Exhibitors has been assumed by his former assistant there,

Ben Grimm.
Randal] White is
and publicity director

West 46th

mission alleged due the broker of
$8,500 for the sale of Beach's story,
'Padlocked," to Famoun Players.
This picture is to go into produc-

According

FANCHON
& MARCO

154

com-

Beach has not denied the Foster

FILM'S P. A/S

Year, $7; 6 Months, $3.50; 3 Months, $1.75

Variety,

through Goldie and Oumm, her attorneys,
has started an action

andaigua Ministerial
Association
of fighting
jrf\er
"Hell and the Way Out" propaganda
sjunday moyies in this city, the for the League of Nations Nonelergy came out yesterday In its partisan Association, was presented
true llgnt, offering the first and at the Playhouse lost night.
taty Sunday picture shov seen in
Mayor William" J. McFarland,
In
-this city since they suoceeded
superintendent
Congreof
the
dosing the town over the week end. gational Sunday School, is owner
of the house.
several

Viola

SORRENTINO
A

celebrated

and Concert
means much

name

of the

Opera

platforms,
that
the public; to
the thousands of music lovers
that swell the crowd frequenting
Picture' Houses and Vaudeville
to

Theatres everywhere.

The Sorrentioo Ensemble
(mixed) has just completed 26
weeks.
Now offering a superb
attraction In a Magnificent Concert of Songs and Harmony.

No Camouflage
But gorgeous

voices, unique per-

A

sure -firs hit that
scores 1b every theatre and
brings results to the box-office;
sonality.

Management of

U. SORRENTINO
226 West End Are*
New York

STIEFF PIANOS 'USED

MY EXHIBITOR FRIENDS!

BOX OFFICE HITS-Past, Present and Future
"THE BACHELOR

Meighan

"BACK HOME AND BROKE" with Thomas Meighan
"POTASH AND PERLM UTTER IN HOLLYWOOD"

"SALLY"

with Colleen Moore

IRENE

with Colleen Moore

ff

"ELLA CINDERS"
Coming—"DELICATESSEN"

Next Release

with Colleen Moore
with Colleen Moore

n

PICTURES

VARIETY
-

NOT FULL COOPERATION

CHINESE "SHOOT FILM MELLER
IN 3

—

Some

Larger

There

is

—

a tendency on the part

and distributing companies, members of the

Hays

association,

to

down" on the Greater Movie
the Season. Just what the motive be"lay

batted Is the fast that many of
Log Angeles, May 25.
limited number of theatres In the hind
Norman Westwood, manager of country
are in such out-of-the-way but
Universal Film Exchange at

this is is a mystery at present,
It is possible that Hays has
three
months
by
places
it
takes
attitude
his
in
steadfast
been
Shanghai (China) arrived here on
pack train to deliver the film and against raw plays and the advent
his flrst trip to America In six
three months to bring It back to on the screen of notorious persons
American
that
declared
years. He
the exchange.
have something to do with
film producers had to compete with
Westwood will go to New York to the rather milk and water co84 native film companies who proconfer wRh Universal officials there operation the companies that have
three
in
melodramas
duce heavy
beforo returning to the Orient
been affected by his rulings In the
days' shooting time. When Westpast are giving his organisation at
wood flrst went to China, American
then
uknown,
practically
this timet
films were
Fitzmaurice, Free
Last year, the flrst that the Hays
serials came into favor and now
Angeles,
Los
May
U.
organization actively espoused, the
comediea have the biggest demand.
.When
George
Fitzmaurice
finishes
combe
to
cause of the Greater Movie Season'
Among the obstacles
making "The Son of the Sheik," for and made it a nation-wide affair inRudolph Valentino, he may free stead of a haphazard catch -as

the

Lance

BROADWAY AT

CAPITOL
FIRST-

II BT ST.

TIMB AT POP. PRICKS

Famous

Capitol

lance.

catch-can event wherever an ex-

Fitzmaurice 'has been under eon- hibitor sought to go out and make
tract to Samuel Goldwyn, whereby
a light for more business, proved
it was figured he would make three
The
to be a tremendous success.
pictures a year, getting a flat
Hays office^ was flooded with con$75,000 for each. Goldwyn has been gratulatory telegrams from exhibitunable to get him that amount of ors all over the country when the
work with
result that after
was over.
,

STELLA DALLAS
Programme

CAPITOL GRAND ORCHESTRA

jimrterous debates, Fitzmaurice
Beatty Repeats
able to get his release.
Jerome Beatty, loaned to the
The director Is now reported to
AT
be negotiating with First National Hays organization for last year's
47TH 8T.
fof a slmlllar stipend and a guaran- campaign, conducted the organization work with suchj skill he was
tee of three pictures a year.
retained by Hays for this year and
In "TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP"
became an assistant to the president
IN INDE.
of the Motion Picture Producers
Orchestra
and Distributors of America. Beatty
Los Angeles, May 26.
STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Columbia Pictures have placed is handling the organization work
Billie Dove under contract to appear again this year and already is start8
It O B
in one of their forthcoming fea- ing men out into the field for the
preliminary work at this time.
tures.
Thus far the response from the
This will be the flrst time Miss
Brooklyn
B y A 4Sth St.
Dove has appeared in an independ- field from the exhibiting end has
ent production for two years, hav- been most encouraging and the oring worked for Famous Players- ganization has the promises of coVAUDEVILLE
,
Lasky, Universal and Douglas Fair- operation of all of the civic heads
At State JANE * KATHERINB LEE
of the various states and cities in
banks.
At Metropolitan— "CAFE MADRID"

IN
SHARK
tranU

AND COPYRIGHT

Distributors

of several of the larger producing

HARRY LANGDON

W

the public wants on the screen.
One announcement that came
out of the meetings was that
M.-G.-M.'s convinced the day
of the movie dug from popular
books and plays is over; that
the policy of the company is
now to confine its output to
stories made up by trained
authors writing directly for
the films.

Washington,

With the jump

TO

May

is

still

further complicated.

BUTTE DOVE

STATE & METROPOLITAN

MARION DAV1ES- 3=a*
—

flect

Dwan May Leap

Los Angeles, May 25.
Natalie Kingston, 2d Lead in 'Boots'
According to reports current here
Los Angeles, May 25.
Dwan may quit Famous PlayNatalie Kingston has been eners-Lasky to direct for Fox. Sev- gaged by Famous Players, through
eral conferences between Fox offi- the Coburn agency, to play the seccials and Dwan are said to have ond feminine lead in "Kid Boots"
taken place.
with Eddie Cantor.
Clara Bow will be Cantor's leading
Allan

LEHRMANN SET

Los Angeles, May

'

Henry

''Pathe"

woman

in

the picture.

25.

Lehrmann

Has

signed a long term contract with
Warner Brothers and will start on
his flrst assignment, Syd Chaplin's
next production.
Chaplin, Lehrmann and Rex Taylor are writing the script.

Strauss Financing New Warner's
Los Angeles, May 25.
W. Strauss and Sons are
S.
financing Warner Brothers* new

Hollywood house,

to cost $1,500,000.

The schedule calls for ground to
be broken June 19.

Our Good Friend Texas Guinan, with Whom We Had Such a Pleasant Engagement
Is Not the Only One Who Should Incorporate

in

Miami,

"THOSE TWELVE MERRIE MEN"

CALIFORNIA NIGHTHAWKS
Should Also Incorporate

WE HAVE

JUST RECEIVED $250,000 WORTH OF OFFERS
A VOTE OF THANKS, UNANIMOUSLY AGREED

THANKS

to

THANKS

to

Lou Sidney for a pleasant
tour for next fall

THANKS

THANKS
THANKS
THANKS

We

at

Loew's Aldine, Pittsburgh, and his offer of a 14-week Loew picture house

Bart McHugh for 15 weeks we have just completed with the Stanley Company of America
25 weeks of picture houses for next season.
to Raymond Reed and Frank Gravett of the Steel Pier, Atlantic City, for the offer of an engagement there this
summer.

Abe Sablosky and

and

THANKS

week

their offer of

Ray Borhn and Enoch Johnson_for their joffgj^ of the Silver Slipper. Atlantic City, where
agreeable fo^ir months last summer.

to

to
to
to

Gus Edwards for his offer of working with him in the Ritz-Carleton, Atlantic
Frank Burke for his offer of opening the new State Ballroom, Philadelphia.
Joseph Franklin for his offer of six months at the Rendezvous Cafe, Chicago.

Are Grateful

we

spent such an

City.

and the Many Others We Have Received, and Will Play All That
52 Weeks in the Year Will Allow!

for These Offers,

the

—

THANKS also to our good friends Al Kochendorfer, Claire Marvin, Walter Caldwell, Jack Lorder, Jack Simons,
Dorothy Hirsch, Al Wohlman, Harry Carroll, and the many others who have kindly assisted us to the success we have so

P. S.

far achieved.

Write, phone or wire

JOE REA, Manager
3809 No. 19th

Street,

elphia, Pa.

25.

into the limelight

Poland with its revolution, inquiry at the Department of Commerce brought out the fact that an
copyrlpht
existing
war between
that country and the United States
of

Recent statements, said to rethe Polish Government's attitude on the pirating of picture films,
have appe a red -in that — errantry's'
press.
The "Kurjer Warszawskl"
recently published such a statement
under the signature of A. Kronski,
Polish lawyer, in which if was said
that "so far we have no rights in
which the campaign for the cur- regards to the U. S. A. and who
rent year is to be staged.
has no rights cannot have any obAft of the companies in the Hays ligations."
organization share pro rata on the
The present upheaval led by
expense of . conducting the Greater Pllsudski, it was learned, came just
Movie Season?, but seemingly some at the time where this nation's Govof the companies laying down on ernment was exchanging notes In
their co-operation believe that just view of consummating a treaty for
a small group within the organiza- mutual protection. The picture Intion can be made to carry the dustry, having so long suffered
greater portion of the financial bur- through pirating In that country,
den if they hold back in doing their being behind the present activity on
part '.n the fight for business.
the part of the State Department.
Within the last two weeks one of
With the press indicating that
the executives of a large company Padcrewski, who sailed for Poland
is said to have instructed his pubSaturday last, was returning to
licity department that they might seek leadership in his country, ofjust as well lay down on the Hays ficials here believe that should the
people, as It didn't matter much to musician become the head of the
them just how the Greater Movie Polish Government the negotiations*
Season fared.
In connection with the copyright
treaty will be promptly resumed and
brought to an early settlement.

BROADWAY

VINCENT LOPEZ

POLISH REVOLUTION

Zat So?

San Francisco, May 15.
The Western regional convention held here last week for
two days by Me tro- Goldwyn Mayer sales force was devoted
largely to a discussion of what

Hays'
"Laying Down"
Good Work Last Year

—84 Native

Chinese Picture Companies 3 Months to Deliver
Films Theatres Far Apart

—

It

ON GREATER SEASON

DAYS-LIKE COMEDIES BEST

Norman Westwood Back From Shanghai

*

Phone,

Wyoming 1664-W

r

VARIB T.Y

UNITE
?4ary Pickford

Douglas Jairbonkf
Joseph MJchtnck,
Chatrmen Zoerd

of_&ntfo&

HON
CharleJ Choplln

D.W.Qriffith
Hiram Qbromj,

P

VAlSnif'?
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ARTCLASS'

Fine for Minor

REELERS

1

OF POPULAR SONGS
Art class has signed Snub Pollard
two-reel comedies. Pollard
Is now in vaudeville, following a
long association with Pathe.
The first of the Pollard comedies
Is for fall release and will be shot
•n the west coast.
Artclass has also acquired a series
of 26 single reels, to be released
under the general title of Topular
Bong Parodies. The entire catalog
of Waterncn. Berlin & Snyder will
be used, the first release being
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," folfor

12

The
by "Annie Laurie."
Jumping ball method of maintaining
singaudience
proper tempo for an
ing has been acquired under the
Kelly patent and will be used in the

In Dance Contest
Minneapolis, Hay IS.

The state industrial commissioner
brought the charge.
Attorneys for F. A R. argued In
vain that participation in the contest was voluntary and not within
the language of the state child
labor Ipw prohibiting the employ-

ment

of minors.

York

8chine's Rochester Houm Closing
Rochester, May 25.
The State, Schine nouse, will
close

Louis Weiss of Artclass
this

week on a

left

New

selling trip to

May

29.

Manager Walter A. Smith

re-

with

the

ceived

no

explanation

order.

the west coast.

Colored Leads for P. D. C. Colored Actor May Leave
Alma Smith, at present appear- As Uncle Tom in IFs Film
Alabam, New York,

ing at the Club
Is reported having been signed to
magnates
F. & R., local movie
play opposite Paul Robeson In the
who own all the important photo- first all -colored film east to be diplay houses here, were fined $16 for rected by Cecil De Mille on the
permitting a five-year old boy to coast.
dance the Charleston in a contest at
Both Mr. Robeson and Miss Smith
Loring theatre, residential are expected to report at the De
their
house.
Mille studios, Los Angeles, by July

lowed

aborts.

ICT UR E 9
Charles Oil pin, colored actor, now
reported as unYork,
In
likely to finish out with Universal
In U's plcturizatlon
as Uncle

WASHINGTON TURNS OUT
AT MAYER LUNCHEON

W

New

Washington, May 25.
Right on top of the .luncheon
York for Louis B.
tfew
given
in
and
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Gilpin
U are reported to be at odds over Mayer, of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Washington stepped into line. With
certain contractural matters.
a goodly portion of official life on
Gilpin la slated to revive his
hand, headed by the Secretary of
II.
original role in the stage producthe Navy, It likewise did honor to
Mr. Robeson has appeared before tion of "Emperor Jones."
Mr. Mayer at a luncheon at the
the camera, but Miss Smith has had
Hotel Mayflower.
no previous picture experience.
The affair was one of the largest
STUNT MEN GIVEN PAY
of its kind staged here. It gave an
Los Angeles, May 25.
opportunity for the Secretary of the
Stein's 1st Job
Duke Green and Robert Rose, Navy to publicly thank M-G-M for
Los Angeles, May 25.
"stunt" men who doubled for John "The Midshipman." while at the
Paul Ludwig Stein, whom Warner Barrymore and Dolores Costello dur- same time it gave Maj. Gen. LeBrothers are bringing over from ing the making of '"T he Tavern Juene. Commandant of the Marine
Germany, will have as his first di- Knight," were awarded $100 each Corps the opportunity to tell just
rectorial effort the making of "My on their claim for wages due against how big a picture the M-G-M production utilizing the Marines, was
Official Wife," a story by Richard Warner Brothers.
going to be. Maj. Gen. Saltzman,
Henry Savage.
The men asked $160 apiece.
Irene Rich Is to be starred. It will
Deputy Labor Commissioner Low Chief Signal Officer of the Army,
joined with the others in
also
go Into production June 1.
ery decided.

Tom

praise.
*

Now

Playing at the

WARNER
A

big

week

of

for

Broadway,

Broadway

New

8tage

Irene Rich

Here you have Miss Rich

in a

With

pulsing scenes of romantic frivolity and
surprising denouement in a Riviera setting,

"Silken Shackles" will score
heavily with audiences at box
offices

Con-

Them

Albertina Rasch sails the latter
part of June to stage Gershwin's
"Rhapsody in Blue" as a ballet production for the UFA Palast, Berlin,
opening in July for four weeks.
Miss Rasch will utilize native ballet
dancers.
Leo DeValery, general manager of
the Altertina Rasch studios, sails
June 5, on the France, for Paris, as
advance agent to settle the details
for the advent of the Rasch girls (14)
slated to open Aug.' 15 at the Moulin
Rouge, Paris, at $1,800 a week, to
run until Feb. 1. From there, the
Rasch dancers (the same at the
Hippodrome last week) go to the
Scala, Berlin, then to Munich, Dres-

York

role that will prove a revelation.

J.

Albertina and DeValery Sailing to

returns to the spotlight of entertainment
in a delightfully frothy story of intriguing
"romance.

William

RASCH BALLETS ABROAD

THEATRE
The Heart

Congressmen

nery. Jr., (R.) of Massachusetts, and
T. W. Wilson (D.) of Mississippi as
well as Congresswoman Florence P.
Kahn (R ) of California also spoke.
Mr. Mayer was escorted .o the
hotel by practically the entire local
Are department, which because of
the unexpectedness of it, caused
several traffic tie-ups that very
effectively let the town know M-G-M
was making a fireman's picture.

den, etc.

Miss Rasch herself will not dance
until this winter when she will tour
along the Rhine.
Mr. DeValery's plans for a second
unit of Rasch dancers are for a
panto for London, to tour In vaude-

everywhere!

ville.

Main Street
Wrecked by Bomb

Minneapolis'

Vfo: .'.\<..

'

'•:{.•>::'

:< :->:V:

.:¥:4>*:-:\v

: -;

•'

The Main

•^yfco.

Minneapolis, May 25.
Street, residence movie

house here, was wrecked by a bomb
explosion last week. It Was empty
at the time of the explosion. O. K.
Freeman, stationary en-nnnr, Its
proprietor, was out of the city.
The force of the explosion tore
out the entire front of tho building
and wrecked the interior completely.
xr•

'

-v.

•

Vi <:
^;,^::vJS^yA'|>:

:

-

bombing' atU-inpis have
frequent here, this
being the fourth within a year.

Theatre

become quite

Drunken Drivers
Los Angeles, May 25.
Herbert Heyes, stage actor, and
Arthur Pe' r ot, aviator and film
stunt man, were arrested on charges
of driving while drunk, l^v tho Holly-

wood police.
Heyes was pursued and captured
by Phil Barbanell and taken to Jail.
Peirot was captured by officers after
a wild chase. He was not apprehended until his car turned over.

IS Days for Oland

warner bros;
Production

Los Angeles. May 25.
Warner Oland, screen actor, began
serving a 15-day jail sentence imposed by Municipal Jurtgo Pope for
drunkenness.
Oland was arrested on April 1
after his car was wrecked on Santa
Monica Boulevard.
He admitted
drinking but said the wreck was
due to a broken wheel.

VIRGINIA JOHNSON

PRIMA DONNA,
THIS

"ROSE-MARIE," Now Wi th the "TAKE A CHANCE" Unit
AT THE RIVOLI, NEW YORK-NEXT WEEK (MAY 30) METROPOLITAN, BOSTON

Late of

WEEK (MAY 23)

!
Wednesday.

&ay

26,

1929
arrived in the office of the easting director for the company and was
asked by the casting director if he would not be so kind as to take back
wJth him the pictures of the young man that had had himself glorified
In the morning papers. The F. B. O. casting director told the agent to
tell the actor that in the future he trusted
his rejection for the part in
this instance would be a lesson to him.

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

It Is claimed that a chancre haa occurred In the original understandto* regarding the formation of a reserved seat circuit of picture theatres
Dupont-Pathe Film Co., makers of raw film stock, is reported having
An announcement of the completion of the
to be at $1 or $1.60 top.
financing arrangement was sent out this week by Jos. M. Schenck. The appropriated $3,000,000 for more buildings at Parlln, N. J., to increase
the
company's capacity 1,000,000 feet dally. It Is said the Dupont comcircuit will be called the United Artists Circuit, Inc.
No mention of
Marcus Loew Is made In the announcement, while Douglas Fairbanks pany will do a business of around $2,600,000 this year. It Is becoming
has been added to the original quartert, composed of Messrs. Schenck an important competitor to the Eastman company. An object of the
added facilities Is said to be a position" for output through which It'
and Loew, Lee Shubert and Sid Orauman.
Shubert'a part for his 26 per cent was to procure the financing. This may gain the exclusive raw stock contract of a large producer through
assurances
of supply.
through
A
J.
W.
SeJIgman
did
and
Company
he
of New York, also the
Dupont's and Eastman's prices are the same at present. 4 cents a foot
bankers for the Shubert capitalization. In the reserved seat promotion
there Is to be a public sale, probably of stock, with the new concern for negative and 1ft cents a foot for positive, with Dupcnt having a dehaying a large capitalization allowable under Its charter. Subscription livery system while the Eastman price on positive is plus express and
to the stock from accounts have been received so far, even before the transportation cost.
final papers were drawn by O'Brien, Malevlnsky & DriscolL
While the statement stated the new circuit would play United Artists
Knowing that Lon Chaney is a better "name" than Prlscilla Dean,
.pictures, it la not thought the Orauman idea will be limited to U. A.
but bound by the fact that she was starred In "Outside the Law" when
films alone, nor will all of the theatres employed be new ones.
Variety reported the Intension of establishing a reserved seat picture it was first made eight years ago, Universal has circumvented the billthis:
circuit some months ago. In Marcus Loew's absence at present (abroad) ing phraseology in a novel way. Their signs read something like
"Lon Chaney, who appears in the support of Prlscilla Dean in " which
he may be represented in the venture either through Schenck or Grauputs Chaney's name first but preserves Miss Dean's starring rights.

—

Valentino, Needing

May

Money,

Switch to Get

It

Los Angeles, May
There is a possibility that Hudolph Valentino may request a cancellation of his United Artists contract

and Join

P. D. -C.
situation has a mutter of
financing s its bay's. It hunirs upon
the outcome of endeavors by S.

The

<

George Ullman, business manager
for the film actor, to secure Wall
Street money to bark the throe more
pictures which Valentino is to make
for U. A.
Joseph Schenck is bankrolling
Valentino's first two films, but die
contract provides that the screen
actor must procure the money .or
The
the balance of his pictures.
understanding is that unless the
financing can be arranged Valentino will ask for the termination of
his U. A." contract, inasmuch as
Cecil De Mille has mado overtures
to him to affiliate with the P. D.

C

The understanding in Hollywood la that In the deal whereby First
National took over Corlnne Griffith's contract from Asher, Small and
Rogers, the trio were paid $575,000 for the release. Miss Griffith also
specified that Asher was to supervise ail of her future productions under this agreement, at a salary of $600 weekly.

Trained dogs in film features are long an established commodity but players.
having one as the main actor in a Series of two-reelers is something
else again. Tom Burke, who haa appeared In many of Tom Melghan's
ipected to have no trouble In beL. A.
N. Y.
pictures, has discovered a police dog
coming a real screen star. A friend of Burke's owns the dog and Tom
(Mrs. Henry) Gypsy Smith.
traces.
his
film
through
may put the animal
Ian Keith.
A few weeks ago when a Phonofilm reel did not show at the Rlvoli
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Thomas.
(Publlx) New York after billed, it waa said the talking picture had been
Noah
Beery.
Larry Weingarten, press agent for Jackie Coogan, Alfred E. Green,
Charles
held out through It being looked upon aa the sort of publicity the DeRogers
(Paramount
press agent.
Newman,
Mike
and
National,
First
for
director
picture
actor).
Forest Company wanted. Last week was another Phonofllm playing at
entitled, "The
that they havs gotten, out a hot subject in a two-reeler
J. Boyce Smith, Jfe.
the same theatre.
Truth of Tla Juana."
Dave Allen.
This picture was mads In Tla Juana following the scandalous death
Max Roth.
One of the newest wrinkles la the engaging by an eastern studio caster
there.
revelry
days
of
few
subsequent
to
children,
a
couple
their
of
and
a
"gossip
spies"
and report accordingly
Billle Dove.
ef a number of "extras" to act as
pictures, as
.Irving Willat
to headquarters. These stooges work along with the others and thereby Permission was secured from the government to take the
Franklyn Underwood,
disarm suspicion they are tale-bearers. Anything said that might look they simply show the resorts itself without broaching on the subject of
Charles Christie.
like a knock or a squawk behind the caster's back la quickly carried to sin, etc.
Mario Provost.
It Is a picture to glorify Tia Juana.
Scenes are taken In the Foreign
his ears. There have been several quick dismissals and no further work.
George Archalnbaud.
This particular caster Is said to be a bear on packing grudges and Club, San Francisco Bar and of the Coffreth Handicap.
ulEvelyn Arden (Mrs. Jack
Newman left- for Now York last week to dispose of the picture on a
spites. He has kept "blacklist" that has caused no end of heart aches.

TO

M

na II).

state right basis.

When an

F. B. O. official was casting for "Kosher Kitty Kelly," on the
an agent presented the name of a local stage and screen actor for
one of the Juvenile roles. The casting director' informed the agent the
man was the type and unless an opposition arose from outside, sources,
he would be given the part. The actor was tickled with the answer the
agent gave. He went to another casting age£d£ which informed him
that, they had more influence with the compsArjand that they would
guarantee the part to him, regardless of^w*»t£wr casting director said.
Again the actor was Jubilant. He met ^wy<ti&r on a daily paper, a
glorifying him and
woman very friendly with this actor. She*"
>
•oast,

how lucky the producers were hi
The day the storr appeared,' the nrst

saying

tor the part,
fs v»prwntatlves

get?!

of

There are four Raquei Meller pictures now In New York, aU made
Ince-Mendez Marrying
abroad but held hero by a man named Citron against the time when
Los Angeles, May 26.
her American-made film will be released.
Meller is now working toward the Coast on her tour, and will probably
A report hero states that Ralph
Players
Fox.
or
Ince,
Famousfilm
director,
and Lucllla Mendo a picture for either
dex, formerly In musical comedy,
will

In the realignment of the forces behind the operation of the Claremont
Laboratories, Now York, the talk is that Sol Brill plans to give big
financial aid in its fnturo operations.
The new Claremont regime is said to include Tom Evans. Mark
Dtatenfaas. Walter EL Greene, Sol BrflL and associate.

wed July

8 In this city

Mr. Inee's wife ,was Lucille urn
sister of Anita Stewart.
Miss Mendes, from musical comedy,
Stewart,

came

to the coast early in the
son for picture work.

v

Greetings

f

e

To

Exhibitor Friends
from

COLLEEN MOORE

PICTURES
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HICK SCHENCK LEAVINO

Felix Feist, general sales manager
Mr. Schenck
of the organization.
while here conferred with Irving

Thai berg,

Hacry

Rapf and

tain their

own

Portland, Ore.,

as

Paiaee and Regent
Washington, Pa., and
Altmyar, in McKeesport. The latter house has been named the
ac^ulrsd
theatres

th*

m

Harris- State.

*

Columbia Is one of the few InHunt dependent concerns which main-

fitromberg, on production plans.

Amu

The Hai.

A lew car62x112 feet,

that will cost $60,000.

penter shop building,
Is being erected.

WABNERS AND PORTLAND

3D IN WAflHLWGTOF, PA.
Pittsburgh, May U.

[A EXTENDING
Los Angeles, May -3.
Harry Conn has extended tb*
size of the Columbia Studios, oo
Glower street, making improvements

COLT

Los Angeles, May 25.
Nicholas M. Schenck, vlce-preslfloiit and general manager of MetroGoldwyn- Mayer, leaves for New
York tomorrow, accompanied by

Wednesday, If ay

The Harris Interests also control
the State. Pictures and vaudeville
each of the theatres.

carpenter shops.

In

DOCS OWNER

Mat M.

rumors that
Warner Brothers will relinquish
their two-year lease on the old
Pantages, it is reported they will
occupy the bouse around August,
when Alex Pantages is expected to
la spite of persistent

move

into his

new

theatre.

£6, 1986

FREED;

CHARGES BY YOUNG GIRL
Duncan Claimed Complain-

L.

ant Had 'Stageitis'—Called

on Him at Hotel

Tli ere is a working agreement between Pantages and Warner Bros.

Chicago,

May

25.

Lee Duncan, owner of "Rin-TlnTin," the movie dog, who is making
personal appearances' at a loop
connection with his
theatre In
latest picture, was freed of attack
charges preferred against him by-

GREETINGS TO

MY

EXHIBITOR

Audrey Workman,
Morgan's court.

Workman

Miss

17,

in

Judge

accused Duncan

of improper conduct toward her in
his suite at the Congress hotel,
where she said she went to see the
dog. She claimed several meetings
were held after the first.

FRIENDS!

Duncan's attorney described the
as suffering with "stageltls."

girl

HOBART
HENLEY

"Why

she's so stage struck," the attorney said, "that she gets a kick
out of mixings with the stage hands.
She haunts the theatres day and

night."

The girl was also described
suffering with illusions.

Hebe Film

Detective

In an eleventh hour in the change
of the script for the new production
that Tom Terriss will direct for
Bachmann Productions, Inserts a
Hebe detective Instead of the usual
headquarters type.
This resulted in Lew Brlce, the
stage comic and brother of Fannie
Rrice, being engaged to handle this

PRODUCTIONS FOR
\

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

as

comedy role.
The picture

entitled "Romance of
Million Dollars" will have Glenn

A

Jacquelyn Logan as
got started this week at
the 44th Street New York studios
formerly controlled by the Mae
Murray productions.

Hunter
leads.

"HIS SECRETARY"

and

It

Baggott Directing JCtd

"A CERTAIN YOUNG MAN"

Los Angeles, May 25.
King Baggott has been engaged
by Jack Coogan to, direct Jackie
Coogan in "Johnny, Get Tour Hair
Cui," to go into production about
June 10.
Baggott was loaned by U. to

make

this picture.

THE

ROBERT MORTON UNIT ORGAN
The

steadily increasing

number of Robert Morton

as an outstanding music attraction with

installations is evidence that exhibitors

DIRECT BOX OFFICE VALUE. Among

LOEWS STATE

ttEW ORLEANS
(Now Under Construction)

THE NEW PANTAGES
SAN FRANCISCO

LOEW'S HILLSIDE
Jamaica, L.

NEW YORK

THE EDWARDS

THE SAENGER

NEW ORLEANS

everywhere recognize the Robert Morton

recent installations and purchasers are:

SARASOTA, FLORIDA

GRAND RIVIERA
DETROIT

One

of the world's greatest
achievements in theatre

CITY

ROBERT MORTON BRANCHES

LEO BRECHER'S PLAZA
"The Aristocrat

I.

A MAGNIFICENT CINEMA TEMPLE

of

American Theatres' 9

NEW YORK

CITY

1560 Broadway ' New York; 845
wabash,
168 Golden Gate, San Francisco; 1914 So. Vermont, Los Angeles

MR. JESSE

MRS. JESSE

CRAWFORD

CRAWFORD

ORGANIST

ORGANIST

AGAIN PERMANENTLY PLAYING AT

AGAIN PERMANENTLY PLAYING AT

BALABAN & KATZ CHICAGO THEATRE BALABAN
CHICAGO

& KATZ

McVICKER'S THEA.
CHICAGO

Wefea&y. H«r mi

FILM REVIEWS

um

SILENCE

VARIETY

ml course, was gained by
although a well-rated stand- Joyce's romances.
That scene Is use of a large cradle and everything
Into the movies he
where the hero and the girl are else in scale, so that his body might
married a year or so later and look be properly dwarfed.
In through a window to call to their
What precedes that part of the
baby. And in the cradle Is Lang- plot Is the story of a shoe manudon, dressed la baby elothas and
dooe it The film haa a finish that goo-goolng away for dear life. The facturer who organised a crosscountry walking race te advertise
Vara Reymolda
liner,

my

by ard act.

wen*,
4MaBl taking his
t iaMaa.
ir*1 siraetae' by
D.
vaudeville tricks, and
inaPtr* by Beulah Mart* Dlz from the
ZtTn Blur by Max Marda. H. B. Wamr, within six months his two-reel comVera fcftynouto aae Baymoaa Hattoa fea- edies were much sought
tured. A4 tba Tunes Bquara, May a*. Aaatore*.
la "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp" h« has
lO miautaa.
Bl

C

v

afonaa Drake

I

Norma Powers J

Virginia Pearson

the best

movie melodrama

In a long time.

This one has the great plot of the
stage play. & handsome production,
and H. B. Warner' • real acting, so
tense anu expressive it makes an,
Impression such as few bits of
movie playing will ever make.
the
director,
Rupert
Perhaps)
Julian, should be credited for a
great part of the picture's success.
At any rate, the picture itself is a
real success and one of the finest
in the entire lot which DeMllle has
released since with P. D. C. In that
time DeMille has turned out some
great audience stuff.
The story opens with Jim Warren
waiting to be hanged. Beside him
sits his attorney, nervously tapping
his pencil on a desk; farther away
are carpenters hammering at the
scaffold; the pendulum of the clock
swings relentlessly toward the hour,
and Warren associates a swinging
noose with the pendulum. To add
to his mental brainstorm, a great
And one of the
bell begins tolling.
pieces of work seen refwnfrif^rt
cently, the sum total of these various nerve -wracking noises is expressed through the medium of a
multiple shot, all of them going at
once in front of Jim Warren's drawn

probably

made

himself the brav-

without

(Continued on page It)

SHAKING

WHWWAY
run.
Opening
at the Rialto,

week

New

@
First of the Birthday

—

Group of 75
and
from 1 to 75 they're
ALL HITS!

going to swing because

Then comes the
cutback which reveals him in early

life as a crook but devoted to Norma
Drake, whom he is to marry. But
Mollis Bourke, the ward mistress,
wants Jim for her own. When he
gets into a Jam, either he must
marry Mollie or both he and Norma
go up the river. So he marries
Mollie and Phil Powers, who had

worshipped Norma for years, mar-

name

Q
ft,

York—$40,000!

of another's guilt.

ried her to give a

6

Off to a flying start
and »et for a long

face.
Is

and.

Jack Mulhall

Burke

Warren

cyclone

realizing it

Raymoad Hatton

Arthur l*awrenoe

la

a

Rockcllffe Fellows*

Phil i'owers

Here

his product
Langdon
the
entry. His progress across the lanJ
is a series of gags.
In one place he>
gets arrested and stuck on the ehala
gang, and in another tpwn he strikes

M. B. Warner

Jin Warren
Harry Silvers
Mollle

IT

.45

AdOLPH ZUKO* <w itsse v iamv mi

to the baby.

The baby girl grows up out west
where Powers becomes prosperous.
The mother dies. Jim Warren disintegrates considerably, but In his

wanderings he always manages to
strike back at the little western
town Just to peer through the panes

V

at his daughter.
One night a shifty partner tries to

put the shake on Powers.

Jim went

to the house to warn him. While
there the shifty one began abusing
the woman who was loved by Jim
but who married Powers. He called
her an unspeakable name and a revolver shot rang out fired by the

—

woman's daughter.
Jim was going' to swing for her
crime, that's the whole story.
But it's so well handled that there
la an ocean of sympathy all the way
through for Jim Warren and the
other characters are given sufficient
play to turn in good performances.
"Silence" is one of the best pictures of the year.
It will thrill and interest almost
any audience anywhere. In addition
to that. It conforms to the beat
standards of modern movie making.
Exhibitors in booking this picture

should realize that it was not shown
at the Times Square, New Yo k% at
a $1.6* price by itself, but that the
"Prince of Pllsen" accompanied it
on the program. Only the completely
bottled up condition of Broadway is
to be blamed for making P. D. Ot
rent a theatre to show its product
on the Big Street.
Risk.

with

Tramp, Tramp. Tramp

\

Pint National release of Harry Langfirst feature leugtb comedy.
Produced
by Harry Langdon Corp. and dtrected by
Harry Edwarda Six authors credited wltbtory
Titles by Oeorre Marlon. Jr.
At
Strand. New Tcrk. May 23 week.
Running; time. 62 minutee.
Harry I^o^n
Harry Langdon
Betty H ur ton
Joan Crawford
^Ick Kara*
Tom Murray
John Burton
Kdwarda Davis
Qvr'h

AmoH

I/Offan

ia»l Driver

gtirwnount\

PERCY MARMONT
WARNER. BAXTER
juiannejohnston
WILLIAM POWELI

(picture

MAURICE TOUnNEUK
(production

Alec B. Francis
Brooks Benedict

^Jrst big picture by a man who
Played in vaudeville several years

BURNOFF and JOSEPHINE
DANCERS OF FIERY GRACE
Featured with

"A BIRD FANTASY"

in

an Interpretative Specialty, 'THE

CAT AND THE CANARY"

FOURTH RETURN ENGAGEMENT FOR BALABAN & KATZ WITHIN THE PAST YEAR
Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS

Thank*

to

FRANK CAMBRIA

PICTURES

VARIETY

1»

May

Wednesday,

1926

19,

COAST STUDIOS
Jesse Bobbins has been signed
to direct "Babes In the Jungle," a
two-reel comedy, for Fox. Hallam
Cooley, Edward Moran and Joan
Renee have signed to play In the
picture, which was written by Andrew Bennl8on.

$4,000,000

United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
7% Convertible Preferred Stock

Gertrude Astor has signed to play
with Harry

"The Yes Man/'
Langdon for U.

in

Each •har« of Preferred Stock will carry at a bonus one share of Common Stock, both
represented in tho first Instance by,Allotment Certificates .transferable
either in New York or Chicago.

"Take a Chamce." with Richard
Dix, produced by F. P.-L., haa been
changed to "Say It Again."
Francis McDonald will start In
western features for Hal

eight

Roach.
Regietrart
Central Union Trust Company of

Transfer Agent:

Company of Nc

Bqultabfe Trust

The following information is contained in a letter to /. s> W. Seligman e> Co.
the Board of Direotorm of the Corporation, dated May 25, J9M:

New York

from Joseph M. Schenck, Chairman

So far as practicable, he expects to run each

Circuit of Theatre*

picture

United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., has been. organized under the laws of Maryland by Joseph M.
Schenck, Sidney Grauman, Lee Shubert, Mary
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks to construct or
otherwise acquire, directly or through subsidiaries,

!a) simultaneously in. all the theatres of the Circuit,
6) for a run of four weeks, (c) "continuously" during
the day and (d) with a box-office price of $1 top.
Messrs. J. c* W. Seligman fis Co. will be represented
on the Board of Directors.

motion picture theatres and interests therein in

Estimated Earnings
Mr. Schenck estimates that the first full year's
operations of the completed Circuit will show $2,000,earned on the Common Stock, equivalent to $4 per
share. This estimate would indicate Preferred dividends earned no% merely about 8 times over but
considerably more times over, due to the fact that

important pities of the United States.
The present financing, supplemented by real estate mortgages, leasing and other local arrangements, should be
complete the circuit as contemplated.

sufficient to

Contract with United Artiste Corporation
The new Corporation will enter into a contract with
United Artists Corporation (of Delaware), to run' for
10 years, whereby:
theatres of the new Circuit have a preferential right to exhibit important United Artists
pictures by way of "pre-release" or "first" runs before they are shown in other motion picture theatres
in the same localities.
(a)

The

(b) United Artists pictures will, except in unusual cases, be exhibited in the theatres of the new
Circuit on a percentage basis, i.e., box office receipts
will be first applied to the cost of operating the
theatres, including depreciation and an investment
return to provide for 1% dividends on the Preferred
Stock as its proceeds are employed in new theatres,
and net profits thereafter will be divided in agreed
percentages between United Artists Corporation (in
full payment for the pictures) and the new Corporation (for its own profit).

United Artists Corporation has contracts pursuant to
which it now is, or in the course of the next theatrical
season will be, "distributing" to theatres throughout
the world new motion pictures featuring:

Mary Pickford
Norma Talmadge
Gloria Swanson
Charles Chaplin

Douglas Fairbanks

Rudolph Valentino
John Barrymore
Buster Keaton

Management and

Hollywood, California.

Throughout the Circuit Mr. Grauman expects to
give each picture a novel presentation and artistic
surroundings such as have led to an unparalleled
record of picture runs in his Hollywood theatre (8
years) and have made for biro his
pictures only in
great reputation on *he Pacific Coast.

3H

"The Duchess of Buffalo" haa
been changed to "SyblL" Constance
Talmadge is featured (U. A.).

Bunny Dull will direct Buck Jones
in "Dark Roseleen" for Fox.
Bennett Cohen has been assigned
by W. Ray Johnston to write and
Jack Perrin, produced by Ray art.
direct stories for

Tom Moore

opposite Corinne GrifAlley" for 1st N.

Hobart Henley haa. a new longtern contract with M-G-M to di-

The new Corporation

proposes shortly to lease, or

otherwise take over, certain existing theatres. Barn*
ings from this source and from temporary employment
of cash should be ample to cover Preferred dividend
requirements pending completion of the Circuit*

"Tin

Pan

rect.

Raymond GrMUh and Clara Bow
Bo Surprised," feature

for "You'd
comedy for

P.

written by
Arthur Rosson

P.-L.,

Furthman.

Jules

will direct.

Capitalization

Robert Obcr has been added for

To
Authorized

be Presently
Outstanding

7% Con?ertible Preferred
Stock (Par $100)

$4,000,000

$4,000,000

'Butterflies In the Rain."

Colleen Moore wUl make "It Might
Have Happened." war picture by
Jerome Wilson, for 1st N.

Csmnon Stock

Mickey Daniels has

(no par value)

600,000 shs.

500,000 aha*
The Preferred Stock is preferred as to dividends at
the rate of 7% per annum and as to assets on dissolution or liquidation at $105 per share and accrued dividends. It is callable as a whole or in part on any dividend date on 60 days' notice at $105 per share and
accrued dividends. It is non-voting with certain
limited exceptions provided in the charter. Cumulative dividends from June 15, 1926, are payable
quarterly on September 15, December 15, March 15

Common

shares of Common Stock; proholder's option for
tection against dilution of the. conversion privilege is
provided in the charter.
In case any Preferred Stock is called, the right to
convert extends up to 10 days prior to the redemption
date.

Sinking Fund
Beginning September 1, 1930 the new Corporation
must apply 20% of its annual net earnings after Preferred dividend requirements to the purchase or retirement of Preferred Stock, but there is to be credited on
this sinking fund the par amount of all Preferred Stock
converted into Common Stock.

Junior Capital

The organisers of the new Corporation have agreed
to pay into its lfceasury $1,000,000 of cash to be represented by Common Stock and surplus.

gang age

herei a

£.

Oscar Bcregl, Jean Tolley, Vera
Bertram Johns and Tom
added to "Take It From
Me." William Selter Is directing,
with Reginald Denny starred, for U.

Lewis,

O'Brien,

starred for 1st N.

David Torrence and Eulallo Jensen to support Lloyd Hughes In
"Forever After," 1st N.

"The Quarterback," by W. O. McGeeghan, purchased by F. P.-L. for
Richard Dix.
Arthur Edmund Carew In "Diplomacy" opposite Blanche Sweet,
for F. P.-L.

Rachel Crothers has
Lady's Virtue" to 1st N.

sold

•The Cheerful Fraud" bought by
U. for Reginald Denny.

Jack Holt, featured in Zane Grey's
"Forlorn River." John Waters w?U
direct for F. P.-L.

Jimmie Adams, Kay Dcslys and
Robert Edcson added to "Her Man
o'War." Frame Urson directing for
Cecil

De

Mill*.

Charles Cruze on a long tcrn%
oontract by Artmore Production** to
play the male lead In a "Speed Cop"

Melbourne Morantl will diMary Beth Milford and
Eddie Fetherstone in support.

series.

rect with

Marjorie Prevost, Michael Dark,
Earl Crane. May Foster and Leon
Holmes added to "Meet the Prince.*
lienab-.'ry directing for

Met-

ropolitan.

Spencer Trask

h «ve bceo accepted by ua

studios.

limit.

& Co.

& Co,

Evelyn Bri;it will next make
"Flame of the Argentine" for F. B.
Hurk" Jeniifiiu and Kr:».g Johnson authored tic story.
Ewart
O.

Adiims'in directing.

Frank
Wivi'is,"

man

May...

at

ah iM'T rd and
"Lev Tyler's

I;

Ho;«;t

iledda

;or

pro-.iutd
tho '1 ''i

bv

m accurate but are in no t\ ent to be coustxued as representations by ua.

J
•

n.

Lki'.-h-

tr.<.io,

N

vv

Vork.
r; ,, 'I'm
ft
u
end ».or
the tast i j ai,pi .;r .m this picture*
ic will ),r
the h;
o[ 13 productions sch*.lui Hl hy :.
Mnan for the
1

The statement*

"Our

left the

Roach

Fred Oilman will be starred In
"The Peace Deputy," directed by
George Hunter for U.

Joseph

$100 per share

Eastman^ Dillon

at

Betty Bronson and Alleen Pringla
"Paradise" with Milton Sills

is convertible at any time at
Stock at $40 per share, i.e., each
share of Preferred Stock is exchangeable at the

& W. Seligman & Co.

unit

*

smaller freckled youth win icplaqe
him, as Mickey has outgrown tfiej

for

Preferred Stock

par into

Gang

15.

We offer this Stock for delivery on or about June 15, 1926, in the form of J.fc W. Seligman & Co. Allotment Certificates or interim
irrupts when, as and if the Stock is Issued and accepted by us subject to the approval of our counsel, Messrs. Cravath, Henderson & ds
GerxlorfT. Allotment Certificates will be dated June 13, 1926, and will entitle the holder to receive quarterly payments equal to dividends
at the rate of 7% per annum on the Preferred Stock when such dividends are received by J. & W. Seligman & Co. On June 15, 1927
holders of Allotment Certificates will be entitled to surrender them and receive certificates for the Preferred and Common Stocks.

J.

Broadway" for Metropolitan.

of

basis.

The

Policy

BrlBcilla Dean and Arnpld Grey
will have the leading roles in "West

fith In

Convertibility

The management of the Circuit will be under Sidney
Grauman, manager of the Egyptian Theatre at

Malcolm McGregor will play opposite Colleen Moore In "Delicatessen" for 1st N.

they rank ahead of the "picture's share" as well as the
"theatre's share" of profits divided on a percentage

and June

as well as motion pictures produced 'by well-established independent producers including Joseph M.
Schenck. All of these artists or their producers, except
Charles Chaplin, have already approved the ten-year
contract above mentioned in so far as it affects their
Individual contracts with United Artists Corporation.
United Artists Corporation was organized in 1919
as a co-operative enterprise. Its contracts with its
artist •and-producer-stocKhoiders require them to deliver pictures to it at stated intervals.

Clarence Badger will direct "The
College Flirt," with Bebe Daniels,
El Brendel and James Hall for F.
P.-L.

,\

'

.

nfwiy

forri::-.!

Corporation.

T
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.

Attritions
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FILM REVIEWS

1926

Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
(Continued from page 17)
est man of the lot by heaving bricks
at the black menace, although the

swirling cone of wind was getting
ready to leave of its own accord.
Langdon does some remarkable
in

"Tramp, Tramp. Tramp," will be
great for First National, ditto for
the exhibitors. If Langdon can follow it with something as good or
better, he is automatically installed
as a pretty high muckety-muck
among the Chief Screen Comedians.
"Tramp" has been released for
some weeks probably held back by
*
Slsk.
the Strand.

William Howard Production presented by
Adolph Zukor and Jesse U. Laaky. From
the i>lay "Martinique," by Laurence Eyre,
adapted by Bernard McConvllle.
Featuring Bebe Daniels.
Directed by William
Howard. At the Rivoll, New York, week
May 23. Running time, 48 minutes.
Zabette De Chauvalons
Bebe Daniels
Stephane fciequlneau
Rlcardo Cortes
Queroba
Wallace Beery
Maurice Sequincau. .Arthur Edmund Carew
Ccdrlene
Dale Fuller
Mme. De Chauvalons
EuaMe Jensen
Andre De Chauvalons
Brandon Hurst
Marie De Chauvalons
Marjorle Gay
Pilsen
Pere Benedict
Robert Perry
a nits Edwards
Comic opera »ucc6M produced by A. H. Auctioneer
with
Anita
Stewart
and
George
Sebastian,
Idney featured. Adapted from the Plxley
Cut down to a screen running
and Luders original by Anthony Coldeway
of
and directed by Paul Powell. Released time
48
minutes,
"Volcano"
through Producers' Distributing; Corpora- makes a good picture.
tion. Running time, about 60 minutes. At
It
is
just
another
Instance
of
Time* flquare. New Tork, May 20, on run.
George 8ldney proving that there is a lot of unHans Wagner
Anita Stewart necessary footage used on most of
(Nellie, his daughter
;

The Prince of

The Prince

Allan Forrest
of Pilsen
Princess Bertha of Thorwnld
•Myrtle Stedman
Otis Harlan
Bandit Chief
,

Rose Tapley
In Waiting
W. von Brlnoken
Captain of the Guard
Wm. Von Hardenburg
Court Physician

Lady

A

the

feature

productions

that

are

being ground out.. In this limited
running time every bit of action
necessary to the telling of the story
of the former stage play that was
entitled "Martinique" is there.
The average exhibitor, however,
will say: "Well, If the feature runs
only 48 minutes it is going to mean
that I have got to dig up more
than an hour of addftlonal entertainment to fill in my show," and
the chances are that this picture
will because of this find its way
into the double feature bills in the
pop houses. That is going to be
an error. Take it as it is and put
shorts around it and it will stand
up at the box office.
The volcano eruption effect is
enough to serid any audience out
talking about the picture, and William Howard has turned out falling
buildings and crumbling walls that
stand up with anything De Mille

funny, free and easy movie version of the famous operetta success.
In It George Sidney is funny 99%
and gets laugh upon laugh as the
dumb little Dutchman who returned
to his native town and was mistaken, in his lodge uniform, for the
Prince of Pilsen.
The real prince was scheduled to
marry the Princess of Thorwald on
that day. So the Dutchman, Hans
Wagner, being half stewed and willing to get real drunk, allowed himself to be hoisted in the royal coach
and driven away.
Once in the palace, he still thought
It was just a fancy lodge room and
kidded his way everywhere. When ever did.
told the princess was waiting, the
Bebe Daniels Is at the head of a
old fellow figured it was nice to cast that includes Ricardo Cortez,
have the ladles' auxiliary in tfie Wallace Beery and Arthur Edmund

same building.
Carew.
Bebe shows more flee,
Meantime his daughter has met verve and actual acting ability in

C

"Volcano" is good entertainment
with a dramatic punch and a real
Fred.

thrill.

Tommy Burke

Johnnie Hlnes
Diana King
Flora Finch
Ralph Standing
Ruth Dwyer

Kdlth Worthing

Her
Her
The
Her

U

Chip of the Flying

Universal-Jewel production, starring Hoot
CMbson.
Adapted from novel by B. M.
Bower and directed by Uynn Reynolds.
Half of double bill at Loew'a Circle. New
York, May 24. Rasping time, 6S minute*.
Chip Bennett
Hoot Gibson
DeWltt Jennings
J. Q. Whitmore

Aunt
Australian Uncle
Bride

Edmund

Father

The Groom
The Heavy

Opposite Hlnes
scored nicely.

Diana King,

(She

is

a sister

of Lois Wilson, and this was her
Ruth Dwyer filled well
first lead).

Harold Forshay
...Bradley Barker

enough

what she had

in

to do, while

the balance of the cast
quate.

comedy
Hlnes'
latest
for First National release has

everything in it except the kitchen
stove to get laughs. That is exautly
Walter Duncan
what the picture does do. At the
Nora Cecil little Playhouse at Rye, N. Y.. it
Dr. Cecil Grantham
was given a preview before an audiAs good a western comedy as ence that jammed the theatre, an
Hoot Gibson ever turned out and audience for the majority locals, algoing some because this though about a score of reviewers
that's
young fellow has himself a flock of and members of the Hlnes company
admirers. In taking; Bower's novel brought up from New York to see
over for the screen, somebody was the picture tried out.
smart enough to gas; It for a million
It is a corking exhibitor picture,
laughs, and the result is an uproar- for it does give the audience laughs
ious comedy, plus the natural ap- and it runs only a little more than
peal of Gibson. Meaning that with- an hour.
out him it would still be a good
There is an abundance of comedy
picture with him it's a better pic- in action and titles; a little romance,
ture with a real drawing asset
some sex stuff handled in a farcical
Chip Bennett is girl-shy. When manner, a couple of thrills in a mothe daughter of the ranch owner tor car and motor boat race, and an
returns as a full-fledged doctor, be abundance of gags.
immediately takes a shine to her
It is handled well by the cast, but
and is getting along great, although Hlnes predominates. In a spot or
he has opposition in a "dude** from two the story hitches a little at
the next-door ranch.
present, but these can* be fixed by
Chip pulls a phoney accident and the addition of a title.
Hlnes is a young plumber, about
with the "doctor" nursing; him for
days, the romance progresses until as good as plumbers come, although
his innocent deception is discovered he is suffering from an Inferiority
and taken seriously. Even the girl complex. A rich uncle dies and
goes back on him until he busts leaves the young man his brown
into a dance, tells the gang to go derby. This derby is known to have
to thunder, grabs the girl and rides been a lucky omen to the old man,
and as soon as the young plumber
off to the parson.
For comedy purposes Harry Todd starts wearing it things begin to
plays a sap cow-puncher for lots happen to him.
Through a series of circumstances
of laughs, aided by a freak trio of
westerners who pun the slapstick he gets the photograph he has always admired from the case of the
effectively.
At the Circle, a neighborhood photographer's next door to his shop.
Harry

••Weary"

was adeFred.

Todd

Virginia Brown Fmlre
Phil* McCullough

Delia Whitmore

is

who

Breese

Johnnie

made

—

—

SILKEN SHACKLES
Warner Brothers' production, starring
Irene Rich.
Story 6y Walter Mor>sc<o and
Philip Klein.
Directed by Walter Moroaoo.
At Warner theatre. New York, May 28.
Running time, 70 minute*.
Denl&e Lake
Irene Rich
Howard l4»ke
Hutitly Uordon
Liord Fnlrchlld
Rert Mar burgh
Tade Adrian
Victor Varoonl
His Mother
His Father
Frederic Stanhope

A

good

picture,

little

sophisticated

which
atmosphere
finish

pictures

Evelyn Belble
Kalla Pasha
Robert Schable
filled

with

twists and a deft
lifts It into that classy
where only the good

go.

But

it

is

burdened

The silken
with a cheap title.
shackles referred to are those of
marriage.
Denise Lake is a flirt. In Hungary

she

falls

fpr

a

handsome

violinist, who tells her that he is
of the nobility and the war is responsible for his rather rundown
condition.
The girl almost falls,
but her husband frames It with the
violinist to make desperate love to
her and then stand the gaff when
the revelation comes that he was
paid to .do the heavy stuff. In the
meantime, It is also discovered that
the boy's parents are boorish peasants, so they are hauled in and instantly Denise is cured, thus running to the arras of her husband,

(Continued on pace 21)

MR. FRED MILLER
Presents

AMERICA'S FOREMOST YOUNG PRODUCER OF STAGE

AND SCREEN PRODUCTIONS

LAUGHLIN
VO LGA"

CAUFORNIA'S NEW SENSATION

Mre laughlin's Latest

NOW

MR. FRED MILLER'S
MR. LAUGHLIN

HIS

Mr. CECIL B. DeMtlle

My

44

With 60 Russian Start

PLAYING AMERICA'S MOST BEAUTIFUL THEATRE

CARTHAY CIRCLE THEATRE, LOS ANGELES,
—

CAL.

PRODUCTION RECEIVED THE GREATEST OVATION EVER GIVEN A STAGE PROLOGUE
EVERY CRITIC VOTED WONDERFUL
AUDIENCE APPLAUDED WILDLY

AND

sincere appreciation to

said

Mr. FRED-

:

"You have given 'The Volga Boatman' a per

MILLER

for his faith in

my

ability to

open

fect

prologue production.

It is

simply fine*

CARTHAY CIRCLE THEATRE— the

his

most beautiful

ever erected.

To THEODORE KOSLOFF for his kindness. To ROY MILLER for his wonderful
To the hundreds of stars who were so kind in their praise of my efforts.
To MR. CARL LAEMMLE for his tine letter. To JULES BUFFANO for his hard work.

co-operatiort!

LOS ANGELES "TIMES":
"Not excepting Grauman's Egyptian, Jack Laughlin's supreme prologue, "Volga/*

is

the finest ever seen in oup tlieatrc history."

LOS ANGELES "EXPRESS":
of enthusiasm over Jack Laughlin's wonderful "Volga" set the audience wild. For high and varied color, richness of
and Laughlin's expert stage direction, it has never been excelled by any similar production ever seen here."
UNGAP, Variety: "Absolutely wonderful 1"

"Waves
tious spirit

ARTHUR

investiture, animation, infec-

ALSO

NOW PLAYING:
FIGUEROA THEATRE
LOS ANGELES

JACK LAUGHLIN'S

"CHINA-LAND"

—

—

"Thank*

My

to

Wonderful

Little

Wife99

—

"JUNE LAUGHLIN"
AND
FAVORITE OF STAGE

SCREEN

WHO HAS SCORED
A POSITIVE HIT

35
WONDER ARTISTS 35
With JULES BUFFANO'S BAND

WITH

NEXT WEEK
JACK LAUGHLIN'S

"SURPRISES"

35 — ARTISTS — 35

Is

man for an elopement, the eloping pnir being married by a crook
whom they have surprised fleecing
the real minister, and then the real
minister marries the best man and
the maid of honor, they permitting
him to perform the ceremony In the
belief that he is an Insane man and
trying to humor him.
The quartet all go to the same
hotel, the couple really married taking separate rooms, while those not
The
m:\rrled are lodged together.
father of the girl who eloped appears on the scene, he having been
placed in possession of the real fact
by phone from the minister, and further complications ensue.
The action Is fast all the way,
punctuated with laughs that roll up.

C. Burr Production,
DiR«leasfd by First National.
Hlnes.
Special preview
rected by Charles Hlnes.
at the l'liiyhoune. Rye. N. Y., May 21.
minutes.
time.
63
Running

vant.

it

best

THE BROWN DERBY

VOLCANO

bit.

of

j;iven to him by his ;is.slntant as
that of a joh.
lie walks In on the
plrl :uul is ^rooted as the lonp-expeeteii uncle f rom Australia, whose
name is A. riuiiinur.
He is pressed into Hcrvh-e as a

—
—

'
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The addrtHS on the back

this picture than si anything that house catering to a mixed element.
she has ever done within the recol- "Chip of the Flying V" was relection of this reporter. Everything ceived with hilarity and enthusithat she does In this picture has a asm
kick to it, and Miss Daniels proves
There's no question al»out Gibherself considerable of an actress, son's popularity even the ruther
one that is worthy of better stories awful "Flaming Frontier'' won't be
than those that have been allotted able to hurt it and in so fine a
her.
Cortez at times seemed to be vehicle as this it s a setup for the
taking his work as a Joke and exhibitors and the producer, for
laughed his way through a couple while the film is well made, it wasn't
of scenes.
Seemingly this young produced on a million-dollar scale
man is getting a little too sure of rather a sensible thing at that behimself.
cause the use of penuine backever
anything
trumps
Wallace Beery was his own re- grounds
liable self in the performance he turned out by the best art departBisk.
gave, and Carew was admirably ment in Hollywood.
fitted.
But Dal* Fuller really
should come in for more than
honorable mention* for she scored
tremendously as a quadroon serstnrrlnjc Johnnlf

the real Prince of Pilsen and a nice
romance ensues.
With one more rendition of the
operetta's stock gag, 'Vas you effer
in Zlnclnatti," the picture fades out
"Prince of Pilsen" has been handsomely produced, and three real performances are turned in by Mr. Sidney, Anita Stewart and Allan Forrest.
Direction is okeh.
Quite a

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp."
Aside from the expert handling of flock of handsome sets and locations
assigned him, he does pass before the camera during this
gags
all the
several very long scenes in which film's running time.
is the only acting.
expression
facial
It qualifies for good houses and
Joan Crawford im borrowed from particularly likely to stand in favor
leading lady with where folks like their comedy alternice
Metro to be a
little to do, while Tom Murray as nated between the. subtle stuff and
a mighty hard-boiled walking cham- the slapstick.
Bilk.
pion is the only other member whose
assignment amounts to more than a

work

VARIETY

Her

Own

Production of 30 Artists at

JOYLAND, SACRAMENTO, CAL.
CALIFORNIA'S FINEST PARK

.

PICTURES

VARIETY

20

home

his

He

He

•Spectator," a weekly that recently

while over here,
suspended In the capital.
on which to lecture when returning
Each of the 14 scribes are claimSome of the literary ©• ing to have gotten stuck for an
home.
cletles plan to do him honor when average amount of about $400.
he arrives.
The "Spectator" lasted about six

months.

Gilbert Seldos Is no longer covering the drama for the "Dial." he
having been succeeded by E. E.

of stories he has In
will collaborate with Il-

a number

mind.

torney In that city to attempt to
collect for services rendered the

political conditions

—

Too Many Subs No Ad*
The new United States Daily pub-

Cummings.

lished

Washington, with David

political writer, at
reported as getting
more subs than can be handled with
practically no advertising yet appearing.
Giving only the cold text of gov-

Lawrence, the

lustrators.

Davis*

*Ruby Robert"

-Spell of the Turf
Hildreth, the horseman and
has made his debut as an
author and together with James R.
Crowell has written "The Spell of
the Turf."

I

|

|

Literary Societies
The increasing number of literary
societies throughout the country is
being frowned upon by the Authors'
League of America, as detracting
interest from the national body. The
smaller organizations are In no way
affiliated with the League, although
Including many of Its members.
The Authors' League has for a
long time planned the construction
of a large building in New York as
a general headquarters to Include
even living quarters for 'writers,
etc., but many of the writers living
The local
elsewhere can't see It
literary societies further tend to
alienate the writers, away from the
larger body, and from all Interest in
the proposed building venture of the

comment

The average In the amusement stocks that were dealt In over last
week showed a tendency to gain. The proportion of gains and losses
were 6/5 as far as the big board was concerned. On the Curb, however,
with only four stocks dealt In there was a loss of 1/1, with one stock
remaining firm.
In general Famous and Fox films showed a gain of two points on the
week, while Loew's went up a point and a fraction.
For the next few weeks all of the executives of the larger film organization will still be devoting them »elves solely to making a showing in
their sales divisions and therefore the market will be a thing that will
With the first flush of the sales
receive little attention from them.
drives over they will again turn to the market.
The early Indications on sales showings should be for a marked rise
n Famous, for they have received from their field force a hearty co-operation and have exceeded in contracting for over 70 percent of the
sales quota placed on the first group of pictures that they are to reease beginning in the fall.
The Fox organisation also has been selling heavily, while MetroGoldwyn has been In the field later than the qther two competitors,
but still something In the forefront because of the record of their product for the past two years.
In some quarters Is still an apprehension In regard to the Roxy Theatre
shares. One firm of bankers loaded up with $1,500,000 of the bonds of
the promotion are holding it In their vaults rather than unload on their
customers unless they are fully assured that tho project Is certain of
going through in a manner that will assure their customers a profit on
he* Investment.

The market

for the last

week showed:
Sales.

Los Angeles, May IS.
The Hal Roach Studloa will not
be completely shut down this July

DlxY

CHICAGO

AMUSEMENT STOCK QUOTATIONS

Kodak
Roach Studios Keep Open Butmu
Famous PUyera-Laakp.

In the current "Success." Dorothy
real name is revealed as Mrs.
Elizabeth Gilmer.

Theatre

activities without

(Continued on page 85)

trainer,

BALABAN A KATZ

Is

or opinion, the unexpected response
In subscribers la reported to have
run the printing costs far beyond
the estimated financial needs to put
the paper across for the first year.
It Is said that practically every

Sam

NOW AT
Oriental

ernment

known.

PAUL ASH

helm,

the

Robert H. Davis, e6Mtor-ln-chlef
Gilbert Frankau Visiting
the Munsey magazines and one
English of
the
Frankau,
Gilbert
of the beneficiaries under the late
publisher's will, has written a abort
book on the life of Bob Fltsstmmons. the fighter, under the title of
"Ruby Robert," as he was best

New

In

300

preferred..

Do.
First

1.000
40.100

.

National Plcftures..

Fox Films
Loew's*

I

A

ne

Metro-Gold ejyn

preferred.

aa they have years In the past. It Motion Picture Cap. Corp
•••••eeeeeeee
Orpheum Circuit
will be necessary to keep two comPat he Exchange A
panies going that month.
SliUDert Theatres.
Pictures preferred
One of them will ha "Our Gang" Universal
Warner Bros. Pictures A...
comedies, which was hefd up last
month on account of the Illness of

Robert McQowan, director.

|

Famous

Is

known

Weeks

Houses

110)4
124
120)4

Low.
108%
118%
118%

Close,
110
124

96

96

86

63)4
88)4

62%

63

High.

14%

—2

87%
28

21%
29%

21%
29%
48%
•1%

4»
64
03

-1%

120%

86
23

28%
21%
20%

Change.

88

49
63
sn

14

14%

- %
+1
4- %
+1%
+ %

Close.

Change.

CURB
Low.

Blrh.

800

800

801

8%

8%

4

22%

21%

22%

8%

6%

•

• •

I

USS

TEEM

400

preferred

Do.

400

304

104

104

49%
14%

+ %

14%
Low.

Close.

Change.

72

72

23%

sr%

48

at

CURB
Sales.

50.
300

High.
73

22%

+ 1%
4-

to be

Julian's Contract Renewed
Los Angeles, May 2K
Cecil B. De MUle has renewed the
contract of Rupert Julian. He Is
scheduled to make two specials.

One

is

JACK

TOMMY

HEALY AND CLIFFORD
THE

7-11

BOYS

With the Frank Cambria's "Take a Chance" Unit

NOW AT THE
11

"The Yankee Clipper/

Week*

Direction

story by Denison CUft, adapted for
the screen by C. Gardener Sullivan

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

to Follow in the Publix Theatre*

ABE LA8TFOQEL, WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE

SIXTEEN AMERICAN ROCKETS
(FORMERLY
Just Completed 27 Weeks'

a

-%
+ %
%

supervision of Isadora Bern- Trans- Lux
This company will not begin
Yesterday's markets showed gains for the majority of amusement
functioning until lata In June, and stocks, and those that did not advance remained firm. Not a single loss
must have two pictures completed was registered on the day. The transactions were:
by September. Francis McDonald is
Change.
*
Close.
Low.
High.
Bales.
110%
110%
+ %
being starred tn the Westerns and Eastman Kodak
110%
700
124%
+ %
124
125
14.700
,
Cliff
Smith wfll probably direct Famous P layers- Uasky
97
+ %
97
97
100
~
First National Pictures
them.
68%
•9%
63%
800
Fox "Films A
87%
88
37%
6*300
Loew's. Incorporated
21%
21%
21%
100
Motion Picture Cap. Corp
29%
29%
800
Orpheum Circuit
McCONHELL'S POX
8)4

stein.

Borrows Mary Brian
Lob Angeles, May 25.
Fox has borrowed* Mary Brian
from Famous Players -Lasky. She
Warren Fairbanks, part owner of la heading the all-star cast, making
the Indianapolis "News," has Issued "Mora Pay and Leas Work," one
an edict requiring every person as- of Peter B. Kyne's "C&ppy Ricks"
sociated with the paper to become stories, under the direction of Albert
a subscriber. Any one who takes Ray.
a paper. home must pay for it.
The balarce of the cast includes

in Lubliner eV Trinz

900
1.000

8,900
6.400

the

Charles Rogers, Albert Gran, E. J.
Zane Grey, novelist* returned to Ratcliffe, Heinle Conklln and Otto
Hoffman.

12 Consecutive

900
4.4O0
8,300

70
800

American Beating Co.
Film Inspection

notoriously shy of adequate adapters
and continuity people, and if training its own will keep them under
long-term contracts.

ORGANIST
SENATE THEATRE; CHICAGO

100
2.200
15,300
1.000
1.100

Sales.

The other company will be the
Weatern Special Company, under

Pathe Exchange A
Los Angeles, May 26.
T<eAgu».
Gladys McConnell has been placed Warner Bros. Pictures A
under a five-year contract by Fox
Famous Players may next start Her first I ox role to be the fema training school for screen writers, inine lead In "White Eagle." which Balaban A Kats.
with Luther Reed mentioned as will star Buck Jones.
Fox Theatres A..
"principal."

26, 1926

fish of that region.

After Back 8slsry
About 14 of the freelance writers
have engaged an atWashington
of

novelist, the sale of whose works
In his own country are comparable
to those of Harold Bell Wright
over here, la to vlsl. America this
Is to study social and
month.

Chambers' Now Ida*
After a somewhat lengthy absence
from the Utarary field. Robert W.
Chambers acorea a comeback In th*
current "Red Book Magaslne." with
something new. I' la a story In pictures with text by Chambers and
Illustrations by George Wright. In
form It Is something like the adventure stories In cartoon strip form
carried by some newspapers. Chambers Is reported as having copyrighted the Idea and will utilize It
for

ntudylug the

May

Pasadena, after four

In

months In New Zealand where he
was a guest of the government,

LITERATI

Wednesday,

16

MISSOURI ROCKETS)

Tour with Skouras Brothers

NOW APPEARING AT THE
With the Frank Cambria's

at the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis.

RIVOLI,

NEW YORK

"TAKE A CHANCE"

Unit

Eleven Weeks to Follow in the Publix Theatres
Direction

RUSSELL

E.

MARKERT
sssssftesfei

%

1

,

Wednesday,

May

FILM REVIEWS

26, 1926

SILKEN SHACKLES

Donald Crisp will direct it,
with Rudolph and Joseph Schildkraut in the cast.

April."

(Continued from page II)
on the way to drop it
fcejt stopping
another man.
at
jrlnk
The story runs smoothly, and as
law many character* are not mixed
there la clarity throughout.
£[}a* Rich, with a slicked down bob
(bow for her) and some very
creaereme-de-la-creme fashion
tions that looked like a cross beVlt&graph
period
early
the
tween
and the later Mllffrim Influence, did
g+od dramatic work all the way.
the
handsome
Varoonl,
Victor

John Ford

eree."

Sills

will

NO

played the violinist

quite
proved
UwiA
Buntly Gordon was

prosaic

For a first directorial job Walter
Iforosco has. turned out a good film

which should get ltseif a new title
and then go out and please the

PATHE HEVIEW
Runnlnr

time, 8 mina.

Opening sequence

y

harvest of

is

tropical fruits in the Antilles. Followed into black and white print

more or less conventional.
The final sequence has Collcano

Family, circus acrobats, doing their
in
the
stuff
open with Alvln
Knechtel process camera stopping
them in mid-air, making them reverse, etc., all for laughs.
Nice filler.
Sish.

Winkler production of one reel,
Bill
Nolan Comic.
At Loaw'a
New York.
Preceding overture.

labeled

One

minutea.

of Bill Nolan's comic strips

which has Krazy Kat as a wild
animal runner for a furrier who
•lips KK a bill for chasing a bear
Into his shop.

Humor comes from

KK

bringing
in a pig, followed by a skunk. Some
similarity to .chase ideas seen in
other strips but containing several
*T>its" that are surefire.
Several other cartoon comedies
wX a similar stripe, are handled (by
other artists and distributing chan-

Mark.

nels.

LIQUID DYNAMITE
of

May

'M.

Gdbert. Plus Rence Adoree, Roy D'Arcy,
Karl Dane, Frank Currier. King VidoVe
production. Direct from Ions run* at $2
sc Htnhcssy Theatre. N. Y. and elsewhere.

production.

Egypt on the way, with business
among the mummies in a tomb.
'

WEST COAST STUDIOS

THE TRAIL OF

THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND,

(Continued from page It)
with Melville Brown direct-

ing (U.).

Rudolph
Cecil

De

in

Schildkraut
play
to
"The Deluge," which

Mille will direct for P. D. C.

Leatrice Joy will start in "Mile.

From Armentiers," by Albert Shelly
Le Vino for De Mille productions.

Irving

Thalberg

has

tatary."

calibre.

THE WALTZ DREAM

rector.
r

Shearer, star.

di-

Norms Shiarer, atat.1

A dramatic comedy
De Leon. A

of vaudeville Ufa by Walter
richly

humorous and human

3

starring. |

duct ion for beautiful Mass Shearer.

1

ALTARS

Or*

DESIRE

UeV

Murray. With Conway Tearle. DJi
Christy Cabannc. Maria Thompson Davit.
etorf now running serially In American

^

Weekly

I

IBJDOOJDOD circulation).
action subject sold nationally in

Lon Chanev

to the public

director.

PUPPETS

US

Tod

,

Moots Bell, director.

faV

In a big epedaL Oeorge HU1,
Plus WUllam Haloes, Cfarre
Windsofw Author, Richard Theyer. Backed
Marine Corp. -Big
by

Otaaer, author.

,

A

A gjitteriag romance

of

Spain of The Merry Wldow'typa.
'plus a marvelous love stoeyl

SHOW BUSINESS

etsO
.

-

purchased

-»-

dramatically novel twist. Crest c
novelty production. TJiere wQl be
Tkletstee.

M-G-M.

i

Mathilda Brundage replaced Helen
Dunbar, who is in the east, in the

Another

A big UFA.

special based On the Internatlonelly famous
stage comedy hit. Plus the beautiful Oscar
Straus musical score. Bos oficsi

BATTLING BUTLER

Rachel
A LITTLE JOURNEYMlllsrde.

Crochets' famous stage hit. Harry
director.
dramatic and romantic wonder.
strong M*0~M cast and production.

A

A

THE BOY FRIEND MarcaUneD^.

John Hanon and others. Mprita Bell,
director. From John Alexander Klrkpst*
rick's New York and Chicago stage hit.
("The Book of Charm"). A sure comedy

BLARNEY

it.

^

.

Rence Adoree. Ralph

Craves, Paulette Duval, etc Donn Byrne's
Saturday Evening Post ttory,"In Praise of
James Carabine.* An epic of the bare fist,
big M-O-M hit,
era In the prise ring.

A

THERE YOU ARE

;

Conrad Nagei

Edith Roberta, Oeorge Fawcetr. etc - Jen
Robbins. director. F.Hugh Herbert^uthor.
~

Feet and furious laugh-picture.
Iv hit since "Excuse Me."

K

^

Buator
Keeton's most Dnponanc comedy of entire
career. Directed by himself. With Sally
0*Nc!t end strong cast. Based on big stage
hit. Watch It beat all Keaton's records 1
1

success. They'll love

Mae

Thyra Samter Wlaslew'a best selling book.;
The Inside story of show'gtri Ufa wtth e

"Show Business," by Thyra Samter

A

*

Margaret Mayo's famous drams.

^

^JPSTAGE

The great star's grecteet role.'

TELL IT TO THE MARINES

thrilling
Hearst publications.
made Into a big starring product locv

Norma

S. Robertson, director. Author, Josephine
Lovett. Miss dish lh a big dramatization
of Scottish Highlend romance. Ane»ptol»

a dashing romance. From Tolstoy's drama.
250 daring Costa rk> hare bean Imported to
take pan. One. of the most stupendous of
screen undertakings, legitimate theatre)

John M. Stahl production. Adcla Rogers
Sc John, author, widely serialised lar

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
Browning,

A maaomoch production.
ANNIE LAURIE uiiianoieh. John*

Fredc*

Ick William Wallace's novel to be serialbed In Hearst newspapers. Powerful drams
Cosmo*
of the sea and world capitals.
poUtan production for M-O-M on big acaltv

and merrier "Merry Widow".

background,

John Giber*

CAPTAIN SALVATION

A

R.mo?
stage play

directed

HEART

•

•
gives

oflte sensadon.'

A typical M-O-M

TIN HATS

Owen Moors. Claire
Windsor. Bert Roech, lit a comedy of the
Rhine after the War. Edward Sedgwick,
author and director. A
tsugh wsllop.

THE GAY DECEIVER

lilt.

Bank on

Itl

LOVE'S BLINDNESS EluW
Oryn specleL *ohn Francai Dillon, dire*
toe. Pauline Starke, -Antonio Moreno.
Ulyen Teshman,Sam de Orasse. A marvel
of romantic picture cntmeJnmentv

THE CALLAHANS AND THE

MURPHYS
A

Kathleen Norrls*faet
classic in Irish- merits n.
book.
Full of humor, klodlv naturei true- to Ufij
picture for every house.
episodes.

A
A
THE TAXI DANCER RoberfPerrv
selling

Shannon's story of a small town

ad-

A

where.

M AM AN

The fsmous* st see elsy run*
nlng three years In Europe. By Jose Germain. Adapted by Francis Ajnew. Faff*
Blarrirt, gowns, |ass, luxury. Bo»>ofika. A
big

all -star

production.

THE NIGHT SCHOOL U win be

A

one of nest

year's surprise sensations.
new idee typical of M-O-M daring. It si
essential to maintain secrecy right
but watch foe details I
i

ACE OF PRESENTATIONS

JOHNNY
AND

HIS MAGIC HARMONICA
A BALABAN A KATZ FEATURE

1— UPTON
7— TIVOLI

girl's

New York night life Is being
big dramatic pic*
national!? serialised.
ture that has ready*eBads audiences evert*
ventures In

Industry

Cecil B. DeMille has Bessie Love
lor the feminine lead in "Young

JUNE
JUNE

John M;

Stahri first for M-O-M. Lew Cody, C
Myers. Roy D*Arcy9 Dorothy T
Mercellne Day. From "Toco" by
CjUln and Dnqueenel,the Leo Dlettti

-

recting for U.

WEEKS
MAY 10— HARDING
MAY 17— SENATE
MAY 24— RACINE

To

A

published aa novel.
powerful, drama of
the American home that le positi

- MAYER
WYN
METROTheGOLD
Top of The

mother role for "Love Me and the
World Is Mine,- A. B. Dupont di-

APRIL 25— McVICKERS

stjriir

SHADOW
LAND Written end
by Edmund Ooulding.
be
-

By Peter B. Krne.- Now running serially In Coemopolitah. Msgatlne<
Will appeer as novel this Fall. An all-star
cast produced .on spectacular Cosmopolitan scale and nationally exploited*

*il

FREE SOULS Norms Sheerer, etarJ

by Meyer Foeter, of a young prince and
Yellow students with thrilling and roman*

' wteard.

Ing drsms of San Frandaco's Batbstj
Cueat, the Apache-land of America* A,
cast of notsbles (n s greet box-ofics bet,

THE UNDERSTANDING

CNetL

->.

SAL Edmund OouIdW
hhsco
box-osace
now
you

^

A

A brilliant follows* success to **HJe See*

Nathaniel Hawthorne'* clank novel. With
sU*ctar can. Legitimate attraction aba* J

extraordinary

promoted.

Norm?

Sally

M'O-M, with

Oliver Curwood's
ialised In newspapers end Cosmopolitan
Magazine. Renee Adoree In Star Case
CosmdpolReginald Barker, director.
ttan production for M-O-M. Nationally

Sheerer, star. Robert Z. Leonard, director.'
Fred and Fanny Hatton, authors. Plus.

Lew Cody, Rence Adoree,

lavish-vcalc Cosaopolltfen pro*

million copy seller. Ser-

^

-

THE WANING SEX

unu?
VHE SCARLET LETTERdirector.

THE COSSACKS

others, wU|

nounced.

Director, William Nigk.
fire heroea.
Ray, Tom O'Brien.
Bert Woodruff, Holme* Herbert, etc. la
cooperation with Fire Chiefs of America,
and other organizations. J A B ig One.

Most unusual story of years. Romance,
action, mystery I
From the Kimberley
W)
Oreatl
Mines to BroadI way.

THE FLAMING FOREST James

Conrad *a classic of actlori on land and sea.
Note: TherewUl be an addUkmarKAMOM
NOVARRO picture. Title to be an-

The epuT

A

duction for
promotion.

ROMANCE RajnonNorarroln Joseph

of

tic

'ahgta.

CftaneyJ
Blackbird,"

-

Director,

success to*
of Harvard" from the college girls*

vies, star.

have three big starring reductions chat
you'U be delighted with.

A spectacular thriller

special,

of "Unholy Three."

"The Road to MandalaV and

{In Technicolor). By. Juice Verne. Direct*
eo by Maurice Toorncor. Undersea scene*
•fcy).B.Wlllleejeon Cast: Lionel Ewrrymore,

Rosita Marstini, for "Bardsleys the
Magnificent," M-Q-M.

Winslow, for

star

WOMEN
LOVE DIAMONDS
Monta BelL By Carey Wilson.

OF VASSAR M.rion
MARY
Da
A follow-through
"Brown

Renee

Adoree, Conrad Nagcl. Director^ Phil
Rosen. By Harvey Oates. Rence Adores
plays part similar to her French girl of
7
"The Big Parade" and Ira knockout..

A

Job?

Lon
4'

Mario.

etege success by Quy
marvelous comedy for the

The

screen's greatest comedienne. Exploited
Cosmopolitan production
nationally.
for M-O-M.

OlU>ert.WlUlamAnthonyMcOukc'sBroad>
way melodramatic, success. The prise p*>
cure buy of the year that M-O-M got be,
face-of seen competltJos>-snd for OUbesf.

3 LON CHANEYS

A

HEAVEN ON EARTH

•

POLLY PREFERRED
Davfea, star.

Bohon,

.TWELVE MILES OUT

A

HEIDELBERG
OLD
-Famous
Novarro In big

^

|

fsbiilous cjrpcnee

By Robert

THE FIRE BRIGADE

A

Introducing
cat, r.
spectacular effects ever seen. ,Pr<

Directed by Clarence Brown
(Kill's dice* tor).. Karl Dsne, Tolly.
gigantic en*
Marshall, Pauline Starke.
tcrprVsjif lowering proportione.
*ojs

XfarceUn* Day, etc
of roadshow rise.

Thelnter*nationaUy famous musical comedy
euccesa. Rich In comedy and thrills.
Cosmopolitan production for M-OfM.
Nationally promoted for your box*omce.

W. Mumau.

W. Service.

CAN DO

I
IT Max Marcln. fsmous
Broadway playwitght. has given M-O-M
the cleverest plot of years. Important
names in big cast and production.

star.

Festering

Emit Isnntngst Directed by Europe's

Alice Terry.

Antonio Moreno. BvBlasco Ibancs. Fourth
crowded month at Hat Criterion Theatre,
N.T« 1001 thrills.

tattoo thiol

••Noah"

A

FAUST A big UFA special.

<OurSa£

PARADE

13EH-HUR and THE BIG
THE RED MILL Marlon Davles.

Shortly Concerning

Reslngreof. By
Somerset Maugham*. With Alice Terry
and Paul Wegener. Large scale produs*
don. This Is Ingram's moat dragaatjl
work.
theme of startling nature. .

OUh. tear. Victor Seaatrom,

Latest of the weekly Aesop's Fables cartoons.
Action of the usual
army of cats, thin time sleigh riding.
After a drink of alcohol, the farmer
floats away on a magic carpet.
Hits

film,

smiling chap

THE MAGICIAN

Cuh and Job*

Llliiaa

May McAvoy, Charles

ProPanl Terry'Aeaop Fable cartoon.
At the
4«ced .by Fables Pictures, Inc.
Rhrerslde, New York, week
Banning time, 7 minutes.

LA BOHEME

Hex

State,

11

Announcementj Will Be Made

MAR*
NOSTRUM
Ingrem'e

"KRAZY EAT"
time,

Row

PARADE OF HITS

TH

showing of Alpine mountain climbing,

Running-

Herbert Klrkputrick ii.-\s signed
a cameraman tor Joo Hock.

FORll9264927

Harvest of Bounty; Sky Trail of (he Alpe,
and Springboard Fever. At Strand, New
23.

:is

^WHO has landed
THE Parade of Hits

SHORT FILMS

May

for

"The Cuckoo's
Henry Lohrman.

IS the wise bird

Aisle.

Yerk,

be

will

Nest," directed by

wonder he's happy.

THE

husband.

fonts.

Sydney Chaplin's next picture

jON every Film

satisfactory.

the

his first
in two

Warners

to film

by Carey Wil-

21

ALL SMILES!

Hungarian whose "Volga
appearance made him

many

make

on the west coast

picture

Bofttman"

friends,

when he comes here

years

of tho Night,"
son, for 1st N.

m

young

for

"Men

Milton

William Russell for "God's Ref-

direct

will

Fox.

VARIETY

DIRECTION

CHICAGO

HALPERIN-SHAPIRO
EMORY ETTELSON

AGENCY

a

-

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

VARIETY
SHAW

and

HELEN MacKELLAR

CAMERON

8kttch, song* dances
20 mine.; full stage and "one*
Palace. (St. V.)
The Shaw la Oacar; the Cameron
la
Madeline.
Shaw has played

some

leads In

of Broadway's top-

Madeline

plest musical shows.

of

Cameron

the

Slaters,

Identification, this
of Billy Gaxton.

one

la

is

and for
the wife

The vehicle is a motorcycle with
side-car— that Is, the vehicle in
which they enter, to start In the
vehicle written by Andy Rice, and
The Idea is
titled "Toot Toot."
the breakdown on the mad, not so
forte, certalnl. far from new, and

never good for any but low comedians. The talk gets by, however,
switching early to Shaw and Miss
Cameron arguing which la the big
thing In their act, aa It appears they
are on the way to the theatre when
they get stuck.
continue*: when the plan(Willie White) Is discovered.
lat
He anThey haven't arrived.
nounces It .doesn't matter he is the
Later the
big thing in the act

This

Is

—

house conductor stops playing and
holds up the act to ahow that he .la
This topic
really the big thing.
gets some laughs, but in one spot
where Miss Cameron apologizes and
admits flhaw la the king of the
turn, it drags; that bit can well
be eliminated aa being out of the^

and Co.

(4)

DUST IN FARNUM

I

JANE

(0)

•The

30 Mine.; full stage, special
Palace. (St. V.)

80 Mins.| Full Stage (Speolal)
Orpheum, Los Angeles (St. V.)

Helen MacKellar has boiled down
to the essence the worth-while parts
of -The Mud TurUe." the play by
filiott Lester, in which she starred
in th. LglUn^t. «lth fair .ucceaa.
It looked ;or a while aa though .b«
had caueht a P.ulin. Lord part
such as in "They Knew What They
Wanted," but the play Just missed.
Miss MacKellar was generally ac«
cepted a. havln, at Uat found »
great role, and she was great In it,
the greatest in seasons.
For vaudeville, "The Mud TurIt is
tle''
as tablolded Is ideal.
powerful, not hurried, complete, effectlve and ringing. For the star it

a triumph. She draw, sparks
and she dr.ws laughs and ahe
draws tears. The spot where the
father of the bridegroom slaps the
rU a >,<o
^n v _
waitress- bride
his Jelly
face of* the «.<.»...h
fish son has brought home from
Mlnneapollj was a click and a kick.
Few dramatic Ykeichee'Vf "late*
have truly rated headline positions
in vaudeville on straight vaudeville value.
Here is one that has
is

M

I

,

^

^'"V?*™"

^1°^°^

1

.

,

.

,

.

»

.

W

£^

1

fall

to

stage.

HITE-RETLOW REVUE

I

(t)

travel with the highest standard of Songs and Dances
and not comical.
Miss Cameron does two delightful vaudeville's foremost,
and will 18 Mine.; Full Stage (Speeial)
dancea with neat movements and grace and dignify the field wher- 58th St. (V-P)
fluent kicks.
She looks as young ever It appears as well as giving
Heading this vaudeville offering
~^
>nd lovely as she ever did. Shaw about as honest a 25 minutes as J
m
° f prlnclpa*
to
sings some of the hit choruses the fading realm of vaudeville af- U *
extent the Hite-Retlow adagio
from his shows of yore. He has forda.
Latt
a good baritone voice. He and Miss
exponents but the outstanding fea
Cameron do two apeckil songs, by
KAUCASIAN
I
CHORUS
(16)
Martin Broenes.
that
work
At
p'roS^on*
Shaw handles himself welL As a ?f
ftlly *• Hi, J»~
The chorus comprises
srl.ii 2?*
vaudeville comedian, though, he
HilJ * Md Blx otbor « lrl8
Fifth
n/ P I*
isn't much shucks. Vaudeville sets riTin Ave. tv.-r.j
Th6 princIpal woman a- a hardA male Russian group that may | working blond, who makes a numtoo fast a pace for him. He ahould
peed up and pep along in his have been in a production or aug- ber of changes. She and the male
laugh- endeavors if he expects to mented from such. The men are partner are skillful dangers and
I

1

1

^

ARMSTRONG

and

GILBERT

(1)

number as
ton.

the same song by the same girl at
the same salary. Just a little crack,
that last remark.

Campbell kidded while Mlas Baldmurdering "Sonia."

mln changed,
She then

•

-

1
!

I

1

/

I

'

I

I

I

I

I

I

|

|

'

.

1

*

I

,

.
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8tage

the

same

practically perpendicular.
This artist Is headed straight for
productions if she continues to

and idea of
"Harmonia" of two years ago when show steady improvement, She Is
a graduate of the cafes.
UaU
Ina Hayward and Dora Maughn
were featured. In the present turn
are the Hudnut Sisters, Webster DALE SISTERS (2)
Taylor and the Puccini Trio.
8 Mins.; One
The sisters are tall, using a mo- Rialto, Washington (Pets.)
dieval type of dressing. They speThese girls were well known when
cialize in ballads.
The trio con- appearing
with
their
brother,
sists of piano, 'cello and violin, all Bobby Dale.
On their own with a
good Instrumentalists.
pleasing method of putting across
Taylor la an eccentric and acro- the harmony singing using two
batic dancer, somewhat out of place "ukea" to accompany themselves,
In an act of the kind, but used for they form a good supporting feaa change of pace. For the close tnre In a picture house.
Attractively
gowned and with
the sisters used bits of Victor Herconsiderable showmanship demonbert numbers.
strated
in
putting
across their
the
bill
of
the
At the end
turn
went Aver very well <ind will likely numbers, the sisters want over
flHoVftome plcttfru^ bookings/ /bee. 1 Well here at the Klalto. Meahin
Is

title

.

other laugh was Fields wearlnpr a
ir of flU8nen)lors for a nocktIe
and John8on llkcwiHe with a BOck
which proved to be the mate of one
Fields had on.

The "rubber in the teeth" bit also
clicked when the pair pulled it.

I

Johnson announced he would say
words like "Omaha" etc. and framed
it with the thing working out re
versed

Johnson

introduced by
FMds in radio announcing fashion
and contributes a well written
parody opora. Fields interrupts to
read comedy teleprnms from the
imaginary ether audience. For a
finish they use the comedy opening
song nnd build it up for four encore
They could have sung
topicals.
four more. on the Roof if they cared
'to

next

prces* Mi

la

•<

j

i

I

>

«

'Gin.

'

-

SQUIRES

Alice Thornton and Oil Squires
have probably been playing out of
town. They are offering a neat
comedy skit, with songs and dances
here and there. A bit of film tells

the story.

m

the water.
Miss Thornton
Squires strolling along the beach*
goes to
He
help.
for
calls
She
change to a bathing suit, entering
the water later. The rescue is
simple since she was standing on
the bottom and Just wanted to catch
her man.
With the lights up the couple is
disclosed

soon

SAM COSLOW

beach

In

off for

She

attire.

a change,

is

Ekfulres fillwith a ditty.

a minute or two
They Call Me a Cake-eater." Into

ing

"two" there

la

a cottage drop with

He calls, but gets
ioe.
She disappears within the cottage and turns on the phonograph,
he going into a loose, long-legged
eccentric dance that got plenty.
A flirtation bit follows, some clean
fun and a duet, "Sweet One," concluding with a dance.
Thornton and Squires are good
funsters. He is quite a stepper a*nd
the act impressed as one suitable

a

practical door.

most anywhere.

SHER-MAPES

JTbee,

and CO.

(1)

Songs and Talk
19 Mine.; One
68th St. (V-P)

Three men. Go in for comedy byup to harmony by tho

I

|

and

State (V.-P.)

'

I

It

—

Swim" (Skit)
Mine.; One and Two

15

American Roof (V.-P.)
Man and woman. If^ memory
serves rightly he has been around
before with male partners.* He Is a
good looking blond chap with an
easy smile and engaging personality. The girl la a good dancer, sings
acceptably and is quite versatile.
togged out In Cossack costume, red pleased the 58th street audience,
The act carries an idea to hang
run in that heat.
Miss Cameron, of course. Is a coated, with white lurry caps. Al The chorus soon after the act the girl's numbers on. Man opens
a special song anent the
child of vaudeville, and knowa her leader conducts the song numbers, opens has the stage to itself In a with
two-a-day from the boards up. ba*k to the audience.
"Wood Soldiers" drill and dance. troubles of a casting director. Girl
Why those two gorgeous sisters They opened with a typical Rus- The routine is effective for the most impersonates various applicants, the
ever split may be easy to explain, slan number, the lyric being rapidly I part but there waa one girl who first being a chorus girl, next a
Followed
the
noted seemed to be uncertain of her steps tough girl, both doubled the last
though no one ever did; but that delivered.
•Volga Boatman" but it was not U nd wh ich Indicated that more prac- with a saxophone. encore by her.
they split la still a tragedy.
Crossfire In between is 100 per
This combination will do on strung out, probably made brief [ t i C e was necessary,
I
The -vocal solo of the topical num- cent familiar and not In keeping
names and quality. It Isn't so hot through the vaudeville angle.
dancer suddenly appeared froml^ waB a nller apparently and with the talents of the pair. A
A
for the money It probably demands,
the wings and went up on his toes, slowed up the terpslchorean con- double piano accordion anil saxobut It is class, at least in the perthe man having soft leather boots tinuity.
phone duet of the "Eddie Leonard
sonalities, and the material isn't
Instead of the customary heavy
TheCaudlence marvelled at the Blues" took them away safely. For
bad. Lewis eV Gordon present.
hobs. It developed Into a strange contortioniatlc work of Hllja whose
an encore he Introduced "Mother"
Lott
dance, for be carried Cossack knives acrobatic finish drew spontaneous
in the Irish Jig ahe did 49 years ago
in his mouth, one peculiarly held applause.
in England. A sweet matronly grey
perpendicular. He flipped them to
Everybody except the man Is on haired woman then stepped with
VAN BIENE and TENNEY (1)
the floor, where they landed a la f0r a t*Bt Charleston finale. This
"Opportunity" (Song Skit)
considerable agility for a panic finmumbly-peg.
would have been productive of more
15 Mine.) Full and One
*
The tip-off that the chorus has applause had it not followed Art ish.
Fifth Ave. (V-P)
He Is Inclined to stall for bows
been here, came when a baritone
Eileen Van Blene and Walter sang "Swanee River" with the Frank and Harriet Towne who Just and nurse whatever applause the
mopped up wIth their Charleston
Tenney are billed aa lately from others humming an accompaniment. 8tu ff ahead. And Incidentally Art turn gets, out of all proportion. Too
J
much straining for comedy with
He
went
into
•'Dixie"
and
the
entire
"The Student Prince." Miss Van
Frank shakes a wicked hot Charles very feather-weight material also
chorus sang with him. There was a| ton f00t
Blene, too, was formerly In "Maydetracts.
The germ of a corking
Russian hock stepping for the
Tne Hite-Retlow revue might fare act is in the turn but it needs ditime," but more reoently has been
finale, several members being in ac- even better
In the picture houses,
also appearing In picture theatres
tion, while the chorus clapped hands j t h as made a real effort to dress up rection and an author, not a memas a song soloist. They are aided and chirped in native
Con.
ory.
tongue.
tne Btag e and could either preceSe
by Otis Sherman for the skit portion
The Kaucaslan Chorus is a nov- or follow any 8tyle of picture wlthof the turn.
elty, well worth while In vaudeville out losing its effect,
PEGGY BERNIER
The act opens in the parlor of a and picture theatres.
ibee.
In a nlm house that acr 6batic gir
Song and Talk
small -town family.
The girl la a
could have a stronger stage ensem- 7 Mine.; With Orchestra
vocalist, 'but father won't hear of
b ,e: she 8 undcnlabl y clever In her Oriental, Chicago (Pets.)
her trying professionally. In *an
MAURINE MARSEILLES
llne
Mark*
Billing herself as possessing "the
ders a motorist who needs water for Songa nd Dance
world's worst voice,"
Peggy Berthe radiator of his car, but he con- 6 Mine.; With Orchestra
nier conforms admirably to the bill
fides he was really attracted by her Oriental, Chicago (Pete.)
FIELDS and JOHNSON
ing.
But, as the billing goes on to
voice. He explains his partner la ill
The selection of Maurlne Mar- Comedians
add, she Is always working.
and asks her to Join with him for settles tor the opening bill at the 14 Mins.; One
Miss
Bernler is the type of girl
vaudeville.
Pa objects, but needs Oriental was a pretty compliment American Roof (V.-P.)
that high school lada moon over
dough, and consents
in Itself
She Justified it.
Al Fields and Johnny
' Johnson
Small. dark,^>eppy, and persuading
Into "one" Miss Van Blene and
Miss Marseilles la tall, attractive.
.
Tenney duet nicely, and there la a and blessed with a wonderful figure veteran vaudevllllans. have framed aptly describes her.
She is at her best In word. songs;
up
an
excellent
comedy turn
and
charming
grace.
voice,
single a piece.
Her
alBoth have trained
to this type of entertainment she
voices and make a fine-appearing though well suited to the pop dlvl- in their newest.
In eccentric ge
can augment her nervous mannercouple.
It did seem, however, the slon of music. Is not by any means U p they open with a comedy double
isms, her compelling gestures, and
sketch portion of the act was in- developed to its fullest v The work SO ng "I'm TerrW I'm Jerry." suns
a meaning all her own.
The
effectual.
Songs in that portion of which she Is doing at present will to a Walking accompaniment and "gimme" songs and the "sweetie"
the turn might be the needed factor. provide suitable training.
wltn topical extra verses.
ballyhoos are her hjead and butter
Mlas Marseilles topped* off her
Following this some good hokum — and what she doesn't do to them
J bee.
songs with some sky-kicking way n whlch each recltes
Johnson's is not worth doing.
above average. In the back kicks pant9 run up hl8 ]egH sho wing his
A song plugger's angel; drawing
} •'HARMONIA*
(6)
her foot reached several Inches past gartora eve ry time he raises hie
more monoy rlpht along and the
8ongs and Music
her head, while the front work was L rm8 to lllu£tratc or gesture. An
Hal.
sky's the limit
16 Mini.; Full
State (V.-P.)

it would be given now,
tempo and Jhe CharlesAs Miss Baldwin put It, It was

plus faster

"In the

Piano. Songa, Talk, Dancing
18 Mine.; One

I

A^

Miss Baldwin gave an impression

THORNTON

.

|

clothes on.

of a soubret of *25 years ago. Campbell's oomment was to the effect
that it was o. k., but there was no
ex appeal. She then sang the same

told the story of her life,
with interruptions from the box
Campbell hustled
good number.
Onion Time in Bermuda," the best down to the stage in time to per*
of the comedy numbers from "Topsy form his ska ting-dance bit.
and Eva."
While the turn seemed a bit overThe result was the girls winning time, there Is no doubt about It
They will landing, for both are good vaudethe hit of the show.
come near scoring the same way in vllllans.
/bee.
Zbee.
any type of house.

pheric.

This contribution cannot

—

.

.

l^gS^l
*^
•

(V-P)
Joe Morris, formerly of Morris
and Campbell, and Winnie Baldwin,
of Bronson and Baldwin, form this
duo, which has been around tot
several months.
Until the very close Campbell
works from a box, whereas formerly he only started there.
But he is
a wise bird, for he's no sheik, while
Miss Baldwin Is a nice person with
a dandy amile. After her opening
number she asks if he does not remember her from "Artists and
Models." He replies he ahould not
be expected to recognize her with
Fifth Ave.

State (V.-P.)

'^'au'^Z^L^

a

spirit

Comedy and Songs
Mins.) One

20*

It has been some time since **the
supported by Al
Kids" played New York. For a
Cunningham, Marjorie Montgomery,
time they were in "Topsy and Eva,"
two , uperg
Jame> Murdock
playing the roles of the Duncan
•»» °*»
More reoently they were31sters.
<*-ll war. aa a haadlln. Orph.um reported
playing vaudeville and
»«"c«.°" • *?•
in the middle west.
theatres
picture
have rested on the laurels he won
Jane and Katherlne are certainly
In the past with this skit, for no growing up ami they are Just as
good can come of digging It up cute. Jane, though the younger, is
•«<"»•
a bit taller than Katherlne and she
°<
on cues, draggy spots throughout, seems more mature. The career of
half),
(closing
first
and a tough spot
the Misses Lee started in vaudeville.
all went to karm the vehicle.
They went into pictures, thence to
A cheap log Cabin set did not the legitimate, and for the time
It took SO being are back in vaudeville.
drees the stage at alL
m »n ut «B to J et anywhere nearjhe In the east before the young sis|
Famum ters used the material of the late
n?he
was* bashful
£.hl
Now they have a
bash!
or dis- Tommy Gray.
as ff
he was
P1
Little Mlas new
routine played entirely In
inclined to act out.
_
.
,
Montgomerywas fair as the girl and 'one." The opening section la conAl Cunningham did well as her versational, Katherlne asking QuesThe
father. The last was the role Will- tions about Jane's mother.
lam Farnum played. Bill was ached talk switches to talk about a girl
40 «• •«*
the
but who went flying and who could not
because of Illness remained In get out and walk.
Sitting on the stage side by side
Hollywood.
Unless the sketch is brushed np with their little feet in the footand Joined together properly It does ight trough, they sang "Tie Me to
Tour Apron Strings Again," a pretty
not stand a chance In big houses.
Coughing throughout the playlet ballad the way they handled it The
did not help center attention on the "baby grands" went into "When It's

I

1986

MORRIS and BALDWIN

KATHERINE LEE

Famum,

Dustin

I

star name and * star entertainment.
Miss MacKellar Is
radiant, staccato, artistic and terrific.
Her support Is sound. The
production Is correct and atmos-

both

Littlest

and

Comedy and Songs
19 Mins.; One

Rsbor

-The Mud Turtle"

May M,

Wednesday,

play, leading
trio
vocally.

The early portion
steps off by the tallest in accentuated makeup and another member

doing a Hebe, exchanging gags and
working the old drawn-out barbershop chord for a laugh.
The third member comes in as a
pickpocket, exiting after slamming
the Yid comic on the floor following
his recital of his hunt for the villain
who broke up his happy home and
ran away with his wife. Then an-

other tug for laughs comes with the
Hebe burlesquing the wife gag on
the slim feller, who Is about twice
the height of the other.
Then follows the dip In straight
clothes for a ballad, followed by tho
trio blending for harmony results.
Nothing new In the hayout, but In
the main effective. Certain to produce best results In the combination
houses.
Mark.

Songs

One
Washington (Pets.)
Making his first appearance

HILL BILLIES

8 Mine.;

6

Rialto,

Songs and Instrumental
in

the picture houses this songwriter,
his
own numbers and
plugging his previous radio appf. tr-

utilizing

ances both

in an
in the lyrics of

opening medley ;i;u
two of his numbers,

got across exceptionally well.
CosloW delivers in an Intimate
style that Is appealing.
Coupling
this with three good numbers, a
good combination la created.
A new angle for the town was
tried here with Coslow, he appear
ing In a couple of the cahnreth as
a courtesy attraction
from the
theatre. The move got results.
ifso kin.'
'

"

'

J

'

One
Broadway (V. P.)
Announcing themselves as from
country nivwlvre
the mountain
south of Virginia and d»po .ing
10 Mins.;

themselves
Six

men

in

to

make

It

believable.

the act pluaiklng banjos,

guitar, piano and augmented by a
violin and harmonica. An explanation precedes each number all of

which are "native"

in subject

mat-

ter.

The singing develops

Into Talr
quartet harmonizing and a brief jig
is introduced as a Charleston that's

nothing like it

JSell^T

;

pr*scntrttfc>ui

or

showman-

P.

7'

Wednesday,

May

20,
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needs these JEAN SOTHERN (1)
before a Character Songs
drop, it seems as though the boys 18 Mm*. One
much.
mean
None 6th Ave. (V.-P.)
won't
don't or
know how to handle himself and If
Jean Sothern, considerably grown
rehearsed In this wise to give the
backwoods theme authority, the up, is dimly, remembered as of the
flicker realm with somewhat of a
men have been over-schooled.
Light applause was the outcome rep as a kiddle vaudevilllan. She
after performing No. 2 although the has tried vaudeville off and
on since.
act may have some value In the
Her present turn is titled "Girls
smaller houses If taken in hand and
flMs.
Will Be Boys," the idea of the male
pruned.
motif in her song routine until the
farewell.
She opens as a dapper
SAVOY and MANN
chappie In summer regalia, her
Comedy Talk and Songs
16 Mine.; One, Full, One
blonde tresses either cleverly cut In
American Roof (V.-P.)
boy's fashion, or topped off by a
Boob comb! and girl in crossfire wig.
anent his having spent $1.45 on her.
"Miss My Swiss" in Alpine boy's
She is about to say good night but outfit Is somewhat antique as pop
he insists she allow him to "go in songs go, although sustained by
the house." Repetition makes this excellent personification. Following
funny.
this. Miss Sothern's own orchestra
The crossfire is bright but in- conductor-violinist, as blond a
cludes several released gags. The man as herself, violin soloed to
comic has a sure Are boob delivery plug a wait
and funny trick of moving his head
Her next character song, in gob
to emphasize a point that doubles uniform, was the best, a pop entry
Its comedy value.
with a corking lyric which she hanAfter a parody on "Oh How I dled well. Came another orchestral
Miss You To- Night" the act goes to wait (something should be done to
full stage, the girl's home. The boob plug those waits other than by a
makes a play and pulls howls with trench music interlude) with Miss
a couple of near blue gags as well Sothern returning as her charming
as legitimate laughs in character.
self vocally wondering why she left
Back In "one" after "being dis- Kenosha, Wis., to enter the movies.
charged" they crossfire a bit r.tore A pop number was the encore and
and double another parody on a speechlet was the result of popuship to the turn

"Cold"

assets.

and

In

It

•'one"

|

cause the material reveals numerous weak links. As prescribed in
all
rule books, the best nnmber
finishes,
the girls burlesquing a
Pierrot conception.
The value of
the turn might increase were one
of the sisters permitted to do all
the clowning. Both now try arid one

VARIETY

The Ford Dancers, six. closed
wlh their wooden shoes and tap
dancing stepping, although two
girts mix it up for eccentrio and
acrobatic work. At that the buck
foot work remains the highlight,
the men covering up the feminine

(8t.

Vaude)

The best Palace

since the one
headlined by Charlotte Greenwood.
This sort of booking brings one
back to memories of Hammerstein's.
bill

This show has variety, class, names,
entertainment and honest merit.
It Is a long show, running from
8.05 until past 11, with Frank Fay
appearing between acts for masterof-ceremonles schmoos. Fay is at
home in this line. He does his customary monolog, assisted by his
stooges, next to closing, which la
just an act; his pseudo Impromptu

gross error.

The Venetian Serenaders were on
being held up by the toe work

fifth,

and fast twirls of the danseuse In
the act The mixed octet was not
too

much

to the fore

when

singing,

but the legmanla of this dancer
would pull a worse turn than this
Is

out of a hole

Bkig.

.

81st ST.
(Vaude.- Picta.)

Wilson Trio, two girls and man,
opened with nifty dancing taste-

material

earlier

of

is

far

it is

spotting Gaston Palmer,

Juggler, to follow the Seebacks,

who

and who are bag-punchers.
There is remote similarity in the

open,

work, at least in the audience reaction to both turns.
Palmer got going, and, despite his
heavy stalling, which he features,

legit,

exit.

Jans and Whalen scored. These
lads have
improved a dozenfold
since this reporter caught them at
the Fifth Avenue several years
back, then coming under the head
of "new faces."
Jans is a good
looking comedian with many skill
ful switches of style, an audience
winner on first contact and a song
salesman' with original and sure
Are ways. Whalen Is a dancer and
a peach at it, as well ns a helpful
straight.
Here's a pickup for n
revue, a $5.50 one.
Lodova, with her perfectly ap
pointed production, her gypsy string
band, a foreign tenor and a dancing
man, looked confectionery. She has
the prettiest limbs In the toe-danc
Ing class.
She floats. Her most
difficult stuff looks simple, though
She features her best work
Jt Isn't
in her first two numbers, then tafcprs down to flat-foot figure and
fashion dancing, with the warbler
and her musicians fining the gaps
for changes.
A Spanish number
not her beat, but very good, closed
her act and the first part. Here
a Picture-theatre bet, also, ready
nnde.
This being Victor Herbert week.
Frltzl Snheff appeared Monday as
jn added guest-star, and sang VKiss
Me Apraln." The song Is groat, and
the sentimental significance easy to
Jis? to hut Miss Scheff, herself, wn*
.

1

'

"*t «trCklngly*ffeetlve,':

The

fcong

is

closed

the

show

furnished a
kidded.

results

of

was

commented

upon by Hurst and Vost, next

to

closing.

This male team laid It on pretty
thick.
So much so that Hurst impressed as a risque comedian who
when not risque lessens as a comedian.
The pantomimed expectoration of one man into his partner's
hand is one instance of refined
vaudeville.

Well smort of capacity the Monday night audience seemed full of
no decisions. Just couldn't make
up their minds with the proffered
material not convincing enough to
secure a verdict one way or the
other.

the

This was especially true of
The Lumars
three acts.

first

headed the procession, a trail
blazer in which the usual order is
reversed by the woman doing the
major share of the work and the
man handing her the props. It's a
balancing act using up seven minutes and was handicapped by a
changing house following the fea-

"The Wilderness Woman."
medley of Victor Herbert airs

ture, film,

A

was the

overture.

Jean Bedini was No. 3, doing soso on his Juggling. A woman and
comedian assist, the latter's per
centage being about .500 In laughs
won and lost. The Six Hill Billies
(New Acts) were assigned to the
deuce.

Diehl Sisters and MacDonald fol
lowed the Juggler, each of the trio
MacDonald's
going after comedy.
conversation to the audience conprincipally
betinuesthe slow spot

Woman"

was the feature

(First NaAbel.

film.

AMERICAN

the man was hauled
arm throws, while the
The stunt is akin to

appearance and maintain a pace
throughout that never lets down.

The man proves himself a dancing
wlz in two solos, spaced by the girls
in precision stuff and also solo

work, that got over well.
Harry Thurston, billed as "a London Hippodrome favorite," held follow-up and went over In a series
of character studies set to music
in "Characters of London Life.** His
"Sandwich Man" opener clicked for
comedy with aid of a sons;. ''The
Barnstormer" was equally good
with more comedy In the jingle
"The Night I Played Macbeth." The
dramatic essay on "His Shadow"
perhaps taxed him the greatest, but

dressed up somewhat with the inclusion of the Victor Herbert fantasy but that was balled up, and
besides struck one as pretty poor
sentiment in commercializing America's greatest composer's immortality on his second anniversary. Still,
it's Victor Herbert Week in all the
K-A houses, and rather than be
satisfied with a dignified pot-pourri
overture of the Herbert classics, 'he
songs are dressed up with a rather
tawdry production that reeks of
rah-rah stuff. The 5th Ave.'s interpretation was a set in "three" behind a scrim with an American flagdraped portrait of the composer
Outside of that the Country Club

a female quartet, harmonized
"Gypsy Sweetheart" and "Kiss in

Girls,

the Dark."

(Vaude.- Picta.)

the rest of the catalog. The girls
are in sport clothes, with golf sticks
as props, and their harmony registers, although the contralto'! comedy antics are wanting because of
their ungainliness.
With proper
mounting the female quartet harmony could be built up for picture

RIVOLI

v

STATE

earned a neat score, both
through comedy and harmony. It
is one of the oldest quartets In point
of service, a>fd It Is as good now as
before. Little change In the routine.

than a room full of American flags.
Without leaning on the sentimental
appeal they did very nicely on their
own.
Jackie Collier and Co., a fast wire
act with a female impersonator doing the wire work, started the even-

first

The

ha^f hits next.

now

girl Is just

as when the act broke
but they haven't advanced. She Is a hlok comedienne
of parts, a good vocalist and a corking acrobatic dancer In addition to
looking well. In fact, she is so unusually clever the man's work suffers by comparison, although he Is
as clever
in

in

1921,

a satisfactory opposite. The girt
should be up there; In a hick role
In a legit production she would
panic them.

The

Rosemont

Troubadours, a
and danc-

real meritorious singing

ing production of Walter Rose*
mont's, closed the first half strongly.
The act has been out down to five
people, three women and tiro *vn,
but remains a corking flash. Two
mixed doubles handle the vocal and
dancing, numbers, the fifth member
being a girl solo dancer, personable
and clever. The dancing team turn
in an Aps%he that will compare with
any, and a Tango in the same class.
Business not quits capacity but
plenty healthy.
Feature picture*
"The Blind Goddess."
Con.

FILM HOUSE REVIEWS

the ballad goes.
reprise
(NEW YORK)
of Cunningham's yesteryear song
New York, May U.
hits and a new one clicked for get'Take-a-Chance
Week" at the
away with the dancing couple in Rlvoli, New York, this
week. First
on the fast tempo stuff for snappy time that the idea has been tried
work.
out in the big town, although It
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Barry were
Isn't new and Is supposed to have
the usual next to shut with Barry's
had its inception in Kansas City,
caricature of a bucolic sheik.
Chicago and
Miss Brlce and Band closed the traveling from there to
vaude section and were the legiti- thence to New York via the Frank
Cambria
route.
mate hit of the show. One or two
One thing about a show of the
new numbers since last around, but
Rivoli
the act fundamentally the same kind that is presented at the
with Miss Brice buoyant as ever this week and that is that it makes
program
picture
portion
of
the
the
and selling her stuff at top value.
entirely secondary to the presentaEdba.
This Is truo of the feature
tion.
film.
At the Rlvoli that was the
only film entertainment offered, the
news reel and all other form of
screen diversion being eliminated.
(Vaude.- Picta.)
is not the slightest Inkling
Monday night was an easy sell- to There
be had from the advcrtlHing.
out, except on the very top shelf of
either in the papers or outside of
Loew's big Broadway theatre. Ex- the house as to what the program
ceptionally cool weather for late
After ono enters the program
May favored all theatricals. But a is.
presented by the ushers contains
natural picture draw counted, too,
regarding the Hhow. There
nothing
the film feature being Marion Da vies
is an expression of thanks on the
in "Beverly of Graustark,**
part
of the management to the pubVaudeville's "baby grands,** Jane
and Katherine Lee (New Acts), lic for having taken a chance.
The show Itself runs exactly five
topped the bill, and the former kids
romped off with the hit of the even- minutes short of two hours. Of
this
time 67 minutes Is devoted to
ing.
.There was singing through the the presentation, 48 to the feature
film
("Volcano," with Bobe Danshow, after the opening turn, but
without connections, and the vocal- iels).
From
the time that Is devoted to
izing' make pleasant going, being
mixed with comedy or dancing save the various portions of the program
It
easily
can
be seen what the manin the case of a single woman, Mabel
Drew. Miss Drew, on second, fared agement figures is the most important
from
their
standpoint.
exceptionally well. Scoring best with
However, "Take-a-Chance" week
"Big rarade," a number that is becannot
looked
be
upon other* thar.
ing increasingly used (seems hardly
a show that does not Include it). a "freak" attraction that may be
Miss Drew Introduced the composer good once or maybe twice a year as
of "Parade," and they duettcd with a business getter. And at that there
his newest ballad, "If She's a Good had to be a "name" useu on the
inside for the patrons so that they
Little Girl."
Spotted fourth the Bison City would take the "gag" out and talk

Four

entry in the second half, also generously received and with a showstopping encore, were Armstrong
and Gilber, opening the last half.
The act hums along to good returns,
but when the pair bring out their
Mother for an Irish Jig and a couple
of Charleston steps It went bigger

.

would be suspected of being on the
payroll of the one publisher whose
songs comprise their complete catalog, even unto the encore, only that
one or two of the numbers. are so
old the commercial aspect, from
the music firm's standpoint^ is offset because of the songs' antiquity.
It looks like a give-and-take arrangement, that opening medley
having probably been scored and arranged by the firm's professional department id exchange for plugging

A

women" as

Four new acts are In the line-up.
scored strongly, with two of
them taking the comedy hits of the
show. The two show stoppers were
Savoy and Mann (New Acts), spotted second after intermission, and
Fields and Johnson (New Acts),
next to closing. Another new act
All

Opening was the versatile RayPike, Juggler and acrobat,
whose forward flips, without the ing in high. Roy Walman and Sisuse of the hands for a take-off, al- ter (New Acts), ditto, deucing. and
most tied it up. The C. C. Girls Murray and Maddox took one or the

mond

four-scene setting that had "been the
background for the larger flash and
(Vaude and Pets)
using practically the same numbers.
Nothing to get hysterical about in A punchy episode is Kipling's "The
Ladles,' set to music, sung by Cunthis seven-act bill plus an afterningham and with Miss Bennett
piece.
With Jean Bedinl in the illustrating the various types from
show and reported to be going out whom the singer "learned about

lack

"Wilderness

Dolly, aerlallsts,
class opener of its kind.

For a finale
aloft for one

BROADWAY

worked up the laughs and the applause.
He is an old-timer who
endures and keeps fresh. The See- next season in conjunction with
backs, Harriet looking creamy and three or four acts for the purpose
fit
to
go into action, with Pete of staging such a trailer this curLatzo, knocked in a sweet hit for rent date may be a break in.
Maybe Bedini is trying out comthe location and the time, somepatriots with whom to work. Anywhere between 8 and 8.15.
the added starter was there
way,
The cute little Hamilton Sisters
and Jessie Fordyce made 20 minutes and commenced by a filch from last
"Garrlck Gaieties" of the
year's
seem like 10. Nice harmonists and
rough French sketch
comics, these youngsters, and they supposedly
Innocent affair
turning
into an
dance so easily that it seems they
played
In English. Earlier in
when
weigh nothing. Here is a wow
the evening the acts ran thempicture house act, especially pop
And the
selves off Indifferently.
ular with children. The little touch
of pathos at the end is not overdone nor thick and gives a neat

artists,

Wlnne and

house demand.
George Welst and Ray Stanton
with their company In "Rhyme and
seemed a bit tedious to this re- Reason" were the class interlude.
Schenck Duo, equilibrists, appear- viewer, although they liked It out It's a big act and a flash, with topline merit for the average bills.
ing far too late to get a break.
front.
The Palace may wait a long time
Cunningham and Bennett, who Billy K. Wells haa done his author's
before it pets a show as all-around recently shelved their revue for the duties well, although considerable of
present four-people turn, lost nothsatisfactory as this week's.
Lait.
ing in value ir the condensation.
The couple are carrying the same

starred in the

followed with
a
genuine
dramatic
vaudeville
more knockout. Then Fay, then the Carl

amusement worth.
The bill is perfectly balanced,
with comedy scattered through and
plenty of wnat tne baseball critics
call "change of pace."
The only
flaw in

Oscar Shaw and Madeline Cam(New Acts) opened intermission. It went all right, with a little
extra plug for the getaway In Shaw
introducing in a box his brotherLamb, Tom Melghan. Helen MacKellar in a 26-mlnute tabloid of
"The Mud Turtle," In which she

eron

tional)

of

STH AVE.

fully presented and dressed accordingly.
The trio make a youthful

everlastingly identified with her, but
there are dozens who sing it all
around her, at any rate in 1926. She
ooked youthful, but her very blonde
bobbed hair doesn't seem to fit her
piquant features as did the brown
crown of her natural combination.

men t
nicely.

it

Hurst and Vogt did as well as Leitzel's but not accomplished nearly
Jake Lubin is now handing the
anyone on the bill, although the as well, yet it won a big hand.
roofites some corking good bills, and
I be:
boys will never brag about how
the first half bill this week is no exthey got over at this performance
ception. It would pass muster with
(Monday night). Hurst has a nonthe most discriminating vaudeville
chalant manner of getting rid of his
fans, in fact, it would look vaguely
stuff that merits smarter material.
familiar to that type for it includes
(Vaude.Picts.)
The encore bit is certainly sufficient
all of the elements that used to
to make the implied vulgarity a
Meagreness of the six acts was make vaudeville distinctive.

A good bill of It* kind here this
week, also a break for Victor Herbert Week in having Corinne Grif"Show Me the Way to Go Home."
fith in "Mile. Modiste," film verlar acclaim.
It's a sure Are next to closer for
Miss Scthcrn is as cutely femi- sion of the Victor Herbert operetta,
as
chief screen feature.
the intermediate houses. The man nine as In boy's attire which, comThe five act program held some
is out of character toward the fin- bined with her routine, gives her a
real entertainment with dancing the
ish, a mistake for he is one of the high rating for the fastest company.
prime favorite, bat not overplayed.
Abel.
funniest "boobs" seen around. Con.
Elizabeth Brlce and Kessler's Music
Weavers were the main smash* Miss
Brice clicking with her folds and
dancing and the boys getting over
heavy with their lnatrumentals,

PALACE

has been extracted from last year's
"Scandals."
Jean Sothern (New
Acts*.
Crafts and Sheehan, a standard
male team, scored. It's a question
of the audience's good nature with
this act as has been noted in the
past.
Sometimes their decidedly
sheik-consciousness boomerangs, but
as a rule, as at this house, the boys
click.
Richard Vintour's Revue
(New Acts).

bit

girl

deficiencies in this respect.

.

VAUDEVILLE HOUSE REVIEWS

nor the characters—cop, Wop,
bartender and tramp. The copper
was the wow hit, with finale
dame bit topping off a similar but
favored turn. The four is made up
of Milo, Gerard, Hughes and Koacoe.
They are able to keep "So Long,
Old Pal," a prime vocal scorer.
Alice Thorton and Gil Squires
(New Acts), looked very good on
third.
"Harmonia" (New Acts)
done before by Ina Ilayward and
Dora Maughm but with new couple-

either,

detracts from the other. If either
of the girls can do "straight" it appears the logical solution.

23

youn; man deserves) a spot in one of
the Broadway revues, for he can de
anything and do it in an extremely
creditable and capable manner. He
carries the entire weight of. the
"Take-a-Chance Week" revue on
his shoulders and comes through'
with flying colors. In addition to
Lowrey there are Si others who
complete the company that Is presenting the revue, which is In 10
scenes, with Lowery on between
each scene for an introductory
speech and a gag and in addition
presenting a musical specialty.
The exact running order is:
1. Ed Lowery, Introductory number (In one).
2.

Ed Lowery and 16 girls in
number (In 2).
Ed Lowery number with

spin-

dle wheel
5.

girls

following with dance (in 3).
accordionist
4. Frank
Judrlch,
(specialty) (In 2).

Henry Murtagh

6.

(organist).

6. Ed Lowery in shell game gag,
cocoanuts and lemon (in one).
7. Lime Trio, acrobatics
(in 8).
8. Ed
Lowery for Introductory

f?ng.
9.

Virginia Johnson, prima donna

(in

2).
10. Ed

Lowery introducing "Amer-

ican Rockets.**
11.

American Rockets with mopicture wave effect, dance

tion
(in 3).
12.

Ed Lowery musical

13.

specialty
*

(In one).

Healy and Bliven, dancers,

la

specialty (in 8).
14. Lowery for gags and Introduce
tlon.
15. PIckard's
tors.
16. Finale.

Chinese

Syncopa-

Reads like a 16-act vaudeville*
show, doesn't It? Well, it seemed
like it, only better, for It was fast.

As for the cost. It figures like It
must run Into money. The 16 American Rockets alone and the 8 Chi-

nese Syncopators. outside of Lowthe cry, the Lime Trio, the team of
particular instance
that of Ed Lowery, who dancers, the accordionist and the
acts as master of ceremonies and nrlma riorum all in one unit make
entetUtlncr
extraordinary..
.Tbl* It .!(>'- U - as; thuii^h thl< .qomto\n»«

about
In

name

it.

this
is

.

"

-
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muit be the molt expansive that switch *to the three-split week grind
put out policy with an appropriate lowering
the Publix organisalon
of prices).
:o date.
There arc six drop* wed, one set
Chicago has become spoiled on
and a special effect for the prima de luxe picture houses. For that
donna's number.
reason Bala ban St Katx should be
Lower? appears in "one" for a thankful for Paul Ash. The Oriental
number, after which the curtains is strictly a dazzler in the way of
are parted disclosing a back drop theatres. There Is an abrupt enwith a "spindle wheel" with the trance from the street Into the beheads of 1C girls showing through wildering oriental splendor, with no
the openings, carrying out the gen- chance for the patron to adjust
After himself very disconcerting.
The
eral idea of take-a-chance.
a number with the girls answering India, which has been made known
from the .wheel locations, there is to the undoubtlng Main Streeter
another number in "one" by Low- through the pretentious gorgeous
ery. and then with the reopening ness of the cinema has been out-*f the curtains an arbor set is shown
done here in sheer spectacularlty.
for a number with the master of
What a juice bill this place must
ceremonies and the girls, who are have.
Red lights, green lights,
dressed in sets of fours, which is purple lights, yellow lights; lights
followed by a dance number by which fade and brighten and blend
the 16.
until 99 and 44-100 percent of the
Frank Judrlch is next on for an audlenoe sigh ecstacy and the
accordion specialty of jazzy num- others have a boyish desire to let
bers played rather hot to a good loose with a slingshot.
Then seven
return In applause.
An overdose of eccentric beauty
minutes is turned over to the or- aptly describes the Oriental. You
?anist of the house with the usual either like it or you don't.
As a
.slides and numbers.
regular presentation and picture
On Sunday night for the last show house it would, after a while, exHenry Murtaugh managed to work perience some difficulty in collectthe audience to a fare-thee-well and ing crowds.
That's where Paul
tlon

hu

Wednesday.

their recant success at McVicker's.

A

newcomer showing lots of
Maurine Marseilles,
promise Is
singer. Miss Marseilles has an attractive appearance, a meritorious
voice and a pleasing personality.

(Extra attractions in picture theatres, when not
be carried and described in this department for the general information of the trade.)
pictures, utill

assets she can kick as
very few girls can kick her foot
in her back kick passes her head by
quite a few inches. Productions will "INSULTIN' THE SULTAN*
soon be utilising Miss Marseilles' Psul Ash and His Orchestra
abilities.
60 Mins.| Full (Spec, with Magic
Her skin covered with bronse,
Stage)
Felecia Sorel performed, a classic
Chicago
dance after posing absolutely im- Oriental,
Her
"The Rajah of Jazz" Is elaborately
mobile for several minutes.
perfect muscular control is so amaz- presented In his new home.
ing that quite a percentage of the
Besides the regular stage he has
audience mistook her for a statue.
"magic** stage (in two independSpecialties were Interspersed with the
selections by Paul Ash and his or- ent sections) for numerous novel
An exceedingly well or- scenic effects. The 20 musicians, In
chestra.
chestrated number was "On the Oriental garj>, are seated on the
Road to Mandalay," rendered In a front section. The rear section is
variety of tempos with great skill. utilized by artists appearing with
The usual majority of pop num- the orchestra in dance or ensemble
bers was played.
numbers. The orchestra may be
As in the past. Ash acts as master moved backward, forward, upward
With and downward on its section. Arof ceremonies and director.
the best of showmanship he presents
tists may enter the stage from raised
die artists in the most favorable
to the rear section
Ash comes In.
light, even carrying the brunt of rear entrances
Some trepidlty was experienced their work when they appear weak. of the mechanical stage.
by devotees as to the possible sub- An entertainer who can't get over
Elephants and minarets provide
mersion of Ash. the showman, in with Paul Ash can't get over any the keynote of the stage decoration.
the splendor of his new house.. But place.
One
of the elephants, resting In a
the redhead dispelled aO doubts at
Henri Keates Is organist at the
raised position at the rear of the
his first appearance.
Oriental. He has brought with him
stage, may be used to house one or
'The presentation built around Ash the community singing policy he
persons for a specialty. The
for his opening at the Oriental far used at McVicker's and it looks like two
opening week the Hicks Brothers,
surpasses the offerings with which a sure catch in the new theatre.
Harry Langdon's "Tramp, Tramp, banjolsts, were revealed when the
he has been associated at McVicker's
during the past year. Contributing Tramp" was selected for feature two doors in the head were opened.
greatly to the added opportunities honors on the opening nine -day bill.
The present stage production Is
An orchestra, probably the Ash simply
for de luxe productions is the
an elaboration of the famil"magic stage," a mechanical plat- aggregation. Is concealed In the exSong and
form on the stage proper which is in tremely deep pit for Intermission iar Paul Ash policy.
dance specialties are used to Intertwo sections, each operating inde- and news reel music.
the
Orinumbers
and
beacon
orchestra
the
the
sperse
Ash
as
With
These sections slide
pendently.
BaL
share spotlights with Ash as he
back wards and forwards and up- ental's future Is bright
Tho
wards and downwards, presenting
directs the accompaniments.
innumerable novel effects.
redhead announces each artist, usThe orchestra. It men. Is seated
ually with a complimentary remark,
on the front section. The rear secand encourages applause at the con(LOS ANGELES)
tion Is brought into play now and
clusion of numbers other than his
then for artists appearing in colLos Angeles, May 21.
own.
laboration with the orchestra.
Cart hay Circle, inducted Into the
The "Insultln' of the Sultan**
As a prolog to the appearance of picture fold with a two-a-day .polAsh, 14 girls in brassieres and Long icy and $1.10 top, by Fred Miller, probably refers to the wholesale
skirts that's all executed an Ori- one of Los Angeles' veteran picture utilization of Oriental manners and
ental dance featured by the rhyth- showman, can be classed as the last costumes in the presentation of red
hot American jazz. A set of breastplates and a transparent skirt aren*t
so much out of harmony with a
clarinet's wail at that
Selections by the orchestra, excepting, of course, the rare interTo remove what is seemingly an erroneous Impression held by
sperslons of the classical, are demany managers and producers, it is not Variety's intention nor
voted to the latest popular compowish to cover all presentation houses with reviews.
sitions. And as Ash is the best bet
The Intent of this department rather Is to print reviews of thein Chicago for the music publishers
atres In key cities in various sections. In order that managers, dihe gets first crack at many brand
rectors and producers everywhere may have the opportunity to learn
new numbers. The theme piece of
In this way* how the presentations have been made up or played.
this production was "On the Road
In the instance of someone believing he has an exceptional reto Mandalay,** the only unjaczlcal
view in novelty or Idea (rather than talent) or may wish to pronumber
on the program.
tect for the record the originality or creation of some particular
Turban or tuxedo, Paul Ash conpoint, bit or number. Variety will catch that house If advised* in
tinues to be the sensation of Chisufficient time, through Its loval correspondent.

—

—

had them all singing lustily. He
managed to work a plug for four
numbers, and It appears as though
the audience wanted more. He was
using a Feist program under the
of "Song Birds, a set of com-

title

edy slides which Introduced "After
Say I'm Sorry." "Horses." "Someiiody's Lonely" and "Sitting On Top
of the World."
Lowery pulled the old three-shell
sag with the cocoanuts and lemon,
and was followed by the Lime
I'rlo with their acrobatic and conl

specialty, which regisered strong on laughs. Then the
introduction of Virginia Johnson,
"late prima donna of 'Rose -Marie'
stuff.
The novelty effect used for
Miss Johnson certainly sent her
>ver.
motion picture of the Canadian Rockies used that Alls the
entire stage opening
showing a

tortionists

A

mountain* and a great

waterfall,

rhe screen

Is lifted and the picture
shows on a transparency that
used behind it and Miss Johnson

till

3

-ppears to be standing right under
he waterfall for her number that is
effectively put over.
The lighting
f blue used here set off the stage
icture wonderfully.
"Indian Love

•

all"

and

"Cottage

Small

by

a

Waterfall" were the two numbers
used.

Then Lowery again for a gag In
and the If American Rockets
a dance routine with a motion
icture wave effect. The* girls doog a mermaid siren bit at the
opening and then into a straight
lancing routine that makes them
ank with any English troupe of

'one"

n

lancing girls that has ever been
ent to this country. The applause
hat they received at Ife concision of the act was weir Earned.
Lowery filled in the next spot with
Us musical specialty, using the baby
ax and the piccolo for two nu niters, vocalizing and dancing as well
md getting a strong return on his
tepping.
A couple of hoofers,
ilealy

and BUven, managed

to

fill

CARTHAY CIRCLE

—

—

Film House Reviews Limited

next spot nicely and made way cialty.
or the final scene, which held the
Then came Paul Ash, carried on an
'hinese Syncopators for three num- Egyptian "stretcher" and garbed as
>ers, leading into the finale which
rajah.
mucky-muck
high
the
•rought the 16 girls on as a Chinese "Whoa!" the rajah yelled to the four
>ragon. The only heavy set of the husky blacks at the handles, and he
resentatlon is used for the finale. stepped to the stage, doffing his
It resembles a Mah Jong cabinet
turban and dress and revealing a
•nd has the musicians seated on truly American tuxedo.
he East Wind. West Wind and
Ash made the expected speech
uaybe the Big Wind.
thanking the management for setAs a presentation this one Is a ting him up in the new house, and
vow, but in all fairness It cannot the expected handclapping ensued.
>e called a presentation.
It is in Then he read some fake telegrams,
^ality a sublimated vaudeville show one said to be from the manager of
•resented in revue form.
the Randolph next door, asking him
Frank Cambria is to be congrat- to please play a little louder so that
'lnted on having turned it out, for it the Randolph customers could hear
-roves that he can do big things as
him more plainly.
ell as the "cheaters" and he has
The orchestra dressed in Oriental
hown a couple of the latter. How- garb
was Introduced and immediatever,
if
Cambria saved money ly broke into a pep number. Acousnough cn the others to turn out tics proved practically perfect
ills one, give him credit.
This one the theatre.
The orchestra tones
•oks like $2,500 worth of scenery
carried pure and clear, wltfi no disnd about $7,000 more for costumes, tortion whatsoever. Very low tones
nd maybe a $2,700 weekly "nut."
are audible to the last row in the
But remember, boys, one or two a gallery.
<\ar is nil the traffic will
stand,
Milton Watson, the youthful tenor
•r, after all, it is names that count
so much in favor on Ash programs,
thrlU picture of cut-outs from
sang only one song because of
P. productions opened the show.
throat trouble. Met royal reception.
urinK the work a Luplno Love
A youngster associated with Ash
omedy was also in the bill.
during his California days, Hazel
Fred.
Kennedy, was the sensation of the
bill.
The girl seems to be about
eight years old, but has the poise
of a veteran showman. Dressed in a
comedy "hick" costume she romped
(CHICAGO)
out on the stage with all the fervor
Chicago, May 18.
of a miniature dynamo and songr
m
The
iie

m

ORIENTAL

BaL

cago.

mic and contortive movements of word
Beatrice Gardel in an excellent spe- tion.

in' construction and -presentaMiller,* profiting by his previous building experiences, offered
to the theatregoing public a house
flawless so far as its appointments,
comforts and conveniences are concerned.
He also offered for the

opening De Mllle's "The Volga
Boatman." which tapped the cash
buyers on the chin and will bring
them to this somewhat distant house
from the Los Angeles theatrical
centre.
Mr. Miller dealt another wallop or
two which had their telling effect,

and they were an atmospheric prolog staged by Jack Laughlin, a newcomer among picture house producers, and Carli Elinor, orchestra
director, who had a 25-piece outfit
in the pit, superb musicians to the
man.
With a $6 opening, the premiere
of the house went without a single
hitch.
It really was remarkable,
especially with the elite of the Los
Angeles territory on hand to make
allowances for a getaway performance.
However, it was not neces-

"THE REHEARSAL"

(16)

Atmospheric prolog for "Kiki"
28 Min.; Full, bare stage
Million Dollar, Los Angeles

Perfectly good talent was wasted
the endeavor to provide an atmospheric prolog in connection with
"Kiki" at the Million Dollar. The
entire presentation was given on a
bare stage, with entirely too much
detracting in the way of hokum by
supposed stage hands. An exceptionally novel and good idea if
properly staged, but draggy and
placing the performers at a decided
disadvantage as carried out.
Nine first rate turns, with six attractive chorus girls, make up the
contingent, intended to give patrons
out front an intimate glimpse of the
trials and tribulations of a director
in rehearsing and staging a theatre
in

'

.

prolog.

Opening reveals six chorus girls
in
practice, clothes 'being
put
as everything through a number by Louella Lee
went off In srtyooth order as well as with Jack Joy, musical director, at
in gratifying manner to both the the piano.
Bare stage wall for
buyers and the management, who, backing, with a set piece in center.
of course, had staked their all on Stage
hands constantly walking
the getaway show.
from side to side, pulling
With the dedication exercises hokum. Girls purposely boresome
get out of
brief the performance was gotten
step
and do other "brodles." At
under way by Elinor and his concert group playing "Russian Fan- the close of number stage director
tasie," which is based cn the theme Harry Hume discovered in audience,
of "The Volga Boatman" song
It shouting instructions, and then goes
sary to

86, 1986

PRESENTATIONS

They wars sided by Allyn Reese,
soloist.

To top these

May

make them,

was arranged and composed by Eli- on stage.
nor and proved a most Impressive
Enter Bert Barber, Los Angeles
crowds which ordinarily talked a kid number.
score as rendered. After an eight- newsboy, shouting "Extra, Extra."
The
song
.vould have distributed themselves
wasn't so much but nobody was lis- minute interpretation of the heavier Dialog with director and newsie
•omforf,ably among the various loop
tening to it.
Attention was con- portion of this score, the curtain starts song.
Director, instructing
picture and vaudeville houses precentrated on the comedy antics of arose to reveal an atmospherjc set- grips, keeps
calling "higher'.' or
ferred to line up outside Balaban &
the little girl, the last word in spon- ting for the prolog. Laughlin, who
"lower" to direct placing of back
Katz's new Oriental theatre at its taneous,
crazy gayety. When stum- produced this scene, though a newlebut.
All of tho loop houses suf- bling
drop, which newsie interprets as inIn
this
off the stage she had the audi- comer
particular
field,
fered because of the opening.
ence in a riot which didn't subside seemed to have established himself tended for him, raising or lowering
The Randolph street entrance of until she had taken three encores. over night as a master. He had on voice accordingly.
Then into a
•he Randolph theatre, directly ad- The kid is a sure winner.
the stage some 50 singers, dancers ballad which drew a good hand.
joining the Oriental entrance, is
Peggy r.ernier. the girl who boasts and musicians, working In a most
Sherry Louise Marshall, prima
auslng quite a bit of confusion. of having tho world's worst voice, picturesque and colorful set of an donna, entered and engaged in casAbsent-minded customers go to the must have the song pluggers after interior of a Tartar drinking house. ual conversation with director, pullRandolph, then howl for a money her despite her affliction. What's a The settings were rich and a treat ing a
couple of stale gags. Props,
efund, claiming that they mistook voice when you're young and good to the eye, Indicating at the start
In the person of Jack Bain, cleverly
:t for the Oriental.
Becauao of this looking and have enough personality that something worthwhile would be
put
over
Give Me Today," and for
the Universal house was forced to to put over the worst of songs? seen. What was seen came with a
place a sign over the box office That's the way Peggy stacks up.
bang, as every one on the stage an encore a double character numThe Hicks brothers, ban Joists, put seemed to be animated at all times ber with the musical director, the
-eadlng: "This is the Randolph theUre." Due tq. the stiff ^opposition over a snappy number in conjunc- and Ihere was something for them number being a parody on "O Solo
Mlo." Chorus back on, this time in
ihe Randolph Is scheduled for a tion with tho orchestra, duplicating
(Continued on page 59)
.

'

patriotic costumes, for

a

fast step,

number, with Louella Lee
showing some clever toe dancing.
Miss Marshall, despite the noise on
stage and other disturbing elements,
registered for a hit with "Gl/e Me
ping

tho Rain."

At
top

finish,

of

step

assistant
ladder,

props,
spills

from

pail

of

water which drenches singer, and
by play of her quitting cold. Plenty

hokum

of

as to her being

"all wet,"

and then director announces he will
be prima donna, singing a travesty
on Grand Opera which won rounds
of applause.

Johnny Dove, on

roller skates,

had

the audience going with bis hand
springs, splits and other gyrations.
Then the wow! Peggy Chamberlin,
dressed a la "Kiki," a foghorn
Bowery dialect, sang "Hard Boiled
Rose" as only Peggy can put across
a *'tough" number. Her cartwheels
and back bends were well received*
For an encore Ross Himes, as
stage electrician, sang his version of
the number, the two finishing with

a double

jeccentrlc

dance and a

lot

of "wise cracks.**
As a finale the
set piece in center stage was allowed to crash down on Director
Hume, for a laugh.

While not a new idea, a properly
staged offering of this type never
fails to Interest a lay audience.
Publlx
presentations
department
"muffed and excellent opportunity for.
a whale of a prolog* when it hurwhipped this into form.

riedly

"BANJOMANIA"

(18)

Singing, Dancing, Music
22 Mine.; One and Full (Special)
Metropolitan, Los Angeles
Eddie. Pea body, brought here from
San Francisco, Is starred in this
presentation and given the title of
MA Package
of Musical Dynamite."
Peabody easily established he is all
the billing claims for him. He is
a small, blond, nervous type of
little

chap who would be unhappy
moving and given something

unless

to do all the time. This presentation was built entirely around and
for him.- He Is a nifty manipulator

and can get
everything that spells melody out
of the Instrument whether It be
Jazz or classical, as well as being
able to perform many a nifty trick
with it
For the opening the house orchestra, most of which supported
Verne Buck, who Peabody succeeded, played and sang a melody,
"Here Comes Eddie." As they went
Into the chorus, down a contrivance
rigged up as a banjo slid Peabody
of the banjo strings

to start the fun. He snapped into
his stuff fast, sang a song, led the
orchestra, danced and then made
way for Drury Lennlngton, tenor,
formerly of the orchestra and who
was sent to a school of voice train-

ing and culture by the house

man-

agement.

Lennlngton
rewarded
by putting over a
corking good ballad number.
their confidence

Ruth Stanloy, tap dancer, was
next trotted out and stepped fast
and lively. Then came Edith Griffith, a sweet dark-haired miss effervescing with personality and the
ability to put over a double jazz
song with Peabody. This team
worked In great fashion and put
over the first part of the entertainment with a wallop. Peabody
then came on in "one" with his
trusty banjo and strummed that
hard one, "Poet and Peasant."
When he got that out of his system he put over a couple of popular tunes, until the stage was fixed
up

for the final big flash scene.

When

the curtain went up ono of
the moving stages brought to the
fore some 12 members of the orchestra strumming banjos. As the
boys were getting hot, keeping pace
with Peabody who was tickling tho
strings as fast as his fingers could
manipulate, another of the stages
disclosed a dozen more of the musicians, elevated above the others
performing the same task on banjos,
then for the finishing wallop, the
rear moving stage was revealed as
holding the ladles of the ensemble
and some of the principals following the other players with banjos.
The sight was Impressive and hit
home in great shape.
Tho Met. is a large house of the
Hip type and not every performer
can get over in It If the management will take cognizance of the
type of show the customers want
here, they should find Peabody a
very good selling argument Ung.

—
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PAH) FOR BENEFIT EXPOSE
VAUDE AND BURLESQUE COMICS

A CONFESSED STOOL

AS FILM HOUSE BAND LEADERS
A»h Epidemic Sweeping Ind. Picture Theatres
Alto Want Comedians to Stage Programs
Offering $500 to $1,250 Weekly

Paul

T COT

—

A

"Paul Ash epidemic"

is

what

the picture house bookers predict
for next season. The A6h idea has
clicked so well that other picture
houses of all calibres, but primarily
the Independents, have issued calls
for versatile band performers on the
order of Ash.
Agents are faced with the problem of finding genuine orchestra
leader-comedians, and as an alterburlesque
native vaudeville and
comedians are being enlisted to officiate as nominal "band leaders" with
a makeshift Instrumental aggregation the excuse to permit the performer-conductor to cut- up, stage
different programs weekly, etc.
From $600 to U.S60 weekly Is being offered suitable comedians with
a talent for picture house production.

Picture Producer at Hollywood Agreed to Pay Assn.

AUDREY MAPLE AGAIN

Mrs.

Howard

Irving

Steiner,

Will Continue Receiving

$65

Howard

Irving Steiner, erstwhile
songwriter and cabaret piano pound-

from the Chicago honky-tonks,
who married several years ago and
entered his father's business, has
been ordered by the Appellate Division to continue paying alimony
to Mrs. Helen S. Steiner, his wife,
at the rate of $65 a week.
Audrey Maple, the actress, also

er

Griffith, is the co-

TO CURE HER "HABIT"

habit.

Miss Wilson told the justice she
had recently played in vaudeville
In a "sister act" under the name of

romance, gave up this income from
songwriting and night club Ivory
tickling, in favor of a less romantic
pursuit as salesman under $7,000

salary and "expenses** In his father's
business, William Steiner Sons A
Co., cigar label manufacturers which
did a $1,500,000 annual business but
allegedly dropped to $700,000.
This was brought out in support
of 28-year-old Steiner's plea of lack
of funds. His high mode of living
and regular patronage of the night
clubs of New York Is ascribed by
him to his father's unusual gener-

the Cleveland Sisters, and also was
In "Very Good Eddie" and with an
Al Jolson show. She was arrested
by Detective William Hyde of the
Narcotic Squad. The officer had
osity.
observed her at Columbus Circle
With her was her sister and a man
The detective followed the three
DR. PAULINE
to 56th street, where Miss Wilson
entered 306.
Hyde followed her In III Health, Released .After Six
Into the house. When she entered
Months
(Continued on page 28)

PAROLED

DANNY DOWLING TRIED
TO CHOKE EX-WIFE
Los Angeles, May 25.
Danny Dowllng, vaudeville actor,
was arraigned before Municipal
Judge Turney on possession of
liquor charges and before Judge
Richardson on battery charges as a
of trying to "date up" his
former wife, police say.

result
It

is

said that

Dowllng met

his

former . wife, Marjorle Zier, at a
Hollywood cafe. He tried to make
an engagement with her and then
choked her, it is charged.

Dr. Pauline was released from
Welfare Island last Friday. He had
been confined there for six months,
under an indeterminate sentence of
from one to three years.
Mrs. Pauline was Influential, from
reports, in securing a parole for
her husband, who his been In bad
health.
It is said he will go away
for a rest before attempting stage

work again.
Dr. Pauline and two companions
were found guilty of assault upon
The
a waiter in his hotel room.
waiter allowed the trio had thrown
him out of a nlnfh story window.

hashing" Booker Canned

When a

police officer arrested the
actor on his wife's complaint, It Is
tated that he searched Dowllng's
car and found liquor there.

Emile Boreo
NOW WITH

The Merry World
Exclusive

Ed Davidow

4

Management

Eufat LcMairc
Bresdwey. New York

$300—

for

In the Friars Club, New York, the other night stood a confessed
stool pigeon. He is associated with vaudeville. The confession that
he was and Is a stool p!gecn was wrung from him by a vftudevlll!a.n,
certain of his grounds.
Proceeding along the proved theory that It is the easiest for a
policeman to catch a crook through a crook, stool pigeons are an
adjunct of any police force.
Among men there Is nothing lower than a stool pigeon In human
form. He is beneath the Infamous Apache or his American prototype.
For a vaudevilllan to play the stool pigeon Is to sell his manhood
which takes in his soul. Where an actor loses his manhood and
standing (for a stool pigeon quickly becomes known), It Is an
admission by him that he can not earn his* living upon the stage
through talent. He then becomes the lowly creature any stool
pigeon is to gain "work" by acting as an Informer on his fellows.
In all of vaudeville and Its internal troubles there have been
stool pigeons among actors. Many of them were posted on the inside. Many of them became stool pigeons In "war" times. Latterly
and in "peace times there is a difference of opinion as to how many
stool pigeon -actors may now be pointed out in vaudeville.

How Many?

Wife of Former Piano Player,

respondent in the Stelners' divorce
action, with the same address, 42
West 46th street. New York, as it
figured in the notorious Pincus divorce suit, also mentioned.
The husband, in his affidavit,
Girl Claimed to Have Been of opines that Miss Maple "who has
almost become a professional In that
Cleveland Sisters in Vaude,
respect" was a friend of his, but
that Mrs. Steiner had condoned the
Also with Shows
indiscretion which is alleged to
cover a period from February to
Marie Wilson, 28, actress, of 300 June, 1922.
Young Steiner who earned $35 a
West 56th street,, was sentenced to
four months in the Workhouse in week in 1917 when he married his
wife
as a result of a runaway
Special Sessions Monday on her
plea of guilty to possession of heroin and a hypodermic needle. In
sentencing the girl Justice Salmon
said that it was not the purpose of
the court to punish her but to have
her undergo treatment for the drug

$800—Settled

Acts Giving Free Show
Told It Was "Benefit"
—Many "Benefit*" with
Acts Asked to Volunteer

NAMED CO-RESPONDENT

known as Mrs.

MARIE WILSON, 4 MOS.

IT

Los Angeles, May 25.
The Los Angeles office of the

PIGEON

LONG STANDING EVIL
Los Angeles, May

"What do you want

"We were

26.

for nothing f"

asked at the Associa-

come out here and
show for a benefit) that
We would get a feed and maybe a
tion's office to

give a free

chance to go into piotures.
M

We

are not getting paid for this."

That was the angry retort made
by a vaudeville actor to the general

manager of a picture studio at Hollywood when the picture man re-

Variety's opinion Is that there are not over five actors In vaudeville
at present who actually are stool pigeons. A couple of these are
notorious.
A White Rat (one of the members of that organization, still kept alive through the A. F. of L. charter it holds) and.
who knows stool pigeons when he smells them, save as his opinion
within the week that there are 10. As there may be (estimated)
between 3,600 and 4,000 actors (people) la vaudeville It may be
readily seen that 10 of all of this large number to be "wrong" is a
very minute percentage. It also speaks on the reverse as well for
the remainder, developing that the people of vaudeville work for
their living.

The eye

that a "spy" believes that in obeying orders he

monstrated with the actor over the
quality of the turn he waa doing.

Whereupon the general manager
interviewed other acts on the lot
giving the program of entertainment. He was told the same story
that none would be paid for their

—

services.
As this picture producer of
( Continued on page 28)

JACK
1ST

L HANLEY DENIES

NAME ALLEGATIONS

Divorce

In

com-

— Eddie

Action

Lourie Turns

L

I.

Property

Over to Wife
Chicago,

A

denial

and

May

25.

cross-bill has been

by Attorney Ben Ehrllch on
behalf of Jack Lee Hanley, vaudein answer to a divorce
suit started by Mrs. Lillian Hill
Hanley of California. Hanley denies
that he was guilty, as charged by
Hanley, of. adultery with
Mrs.
"Peggy" In July, 192S, or "Vera" or
"Pearl" or "Dodo" or •'the blonde
bootlegger at the Continental Hotel, Los Angeles," on later dates.
Jack not only denies he was
guilty of these deeds, but the purpose of his cross-bill Is to put on
record his sentiments regarding
his wife's efforts to get control of
his property in Lynbrook, L. I.
Real estate on Long Island was
the basis of settlement In another
divorce case here last week. Eddie
Lourie (Lubin and Lourie) was
sued by his wife* professionally
Cecil Manners, on a charge of deJudge Rush granted the
sertion.
consent
with
Ed's
decree and
awarded the property to the wife,
all
soon
as she
will
own
It
as
who
pays off the mortgage. Ed's right
name Is Edgar Wilson Snyder.
A divorce was also granted last
week to Laura Weber Olesen, wife
of Oley Olesen (Olesen and Alexandria). She charged cruelty and
adultery. The cruelty was general,
the adultery specific.
filed

ville actor,

Al Christie an Addict

W. V. M- A. Ass'n Is having tough
Al Christie (Lloyd and Christie)
going, according to latest Indicadischarged
in
Magistrates
with such light business was
tions
Court
last week after giving himtransacted three members of the
self up as a drug addict
It Is reBernard
force
are out.
office
Greenberg, known among the hot ported Christie wanted to take a
sports of the town and the bookers "cure."
Magistrate Augustus Dreyer noas Bernle Bernard, was the first
Greenberg was the boy tified an actors' organisation and
to go.
booker of the office who Invented Christie was cared for at a Jocal
hotel.

auto-to-streetcar flirting and landLloyd and Christie played all of
ed in the bastlle.
Two stenographers are also off the standard vaudeville circuits a
the payroll in an attempt to cut few years back. Lloyd teamed up
down the expenses of the office to with Christie after the death of
Chappie Avellng.
something near the Intake.

<«.

a large managerial organisation Is not included among the "stools."
The spy may be a
direct employe of the organisation but not an actor. It Is possible
of the spy as established by

is

doing his duty.

Net an Actor

The confessed "stool pigeon" at the Friars waa not an
it waa an actor who made him confess.

actor.

But

might be said that though there have been and are
Arid here
many vaudeville agents members of the Friars, there never has
been an agent- member of the Friars suspected of being a stool
it

pigeon.
It may also be stated % that In all of the years approaches havs
been made from time to* time of members of the staff of Variety
to furnish inside Information obtained through their news gathering
and "mhclng," against agents in a certain vaudeville organization,
no member of Variety's staff ever furnished any information not

printed In this paper.

The man

2 Hours of Wordy Battle
accused and confessing had been under

in the Friars

suspicion for

some

time.

A few evenings before a well known vaudevilllan while in the
Friars displayed a communication from the N. V. A. He jocularly
remarked before a small group of companions: "That's out for
m6 i' still a White Rat," and exhibited what he claimed to be
his paid-up White Rat card (really a White Rat card of 1916).
Two days afterward the artist who had declared himself received
a letter asking him to call upon a prominent vaudeville executive.
He threw the letter away, but told others of it.
That same night and again In the clubhouse another vaudevilllan,
and one of the best known internationally, "went after" the man
he believed to be the stool pigeon.
Openlngly accusing him In the club house, the vaudevilllan said:
"I know you are a stool pigeon and I'm going to make you admit
it"
The man vehemently denied the accusation. They battled verbally for two hours. There Is no stool pigeon in America who can
successfully spar verbally with this vaudevilllan. He broke down
the stool pigeon. At the end of the most violent verbal battle the
club ever ho u Bed. the man confessed the vaudevilllan was right In his
charge.
The confessor is associated directly with the business end oc

—m

vaudeville.

SISTERS FOUND WITH
DUDLEY PARTS FROM
TWO MALE DANCERS
WIFE—NAMES COP
Theatre Owner of David Morton and Jack DeLys
Held Under Bail Girls From
Washington Starts Court
Buffalo— Followed Men
Proceedings

Colored

—

Washington,

May

Chicago,

25.

H. Dudley and his wife, Desdemona Barnett Dudley, have parted.
Legal action take by Dudley names
S.

George Davis, Washington policeman, as co-respondent.
In the court particulars filed the
alleged meetings between Mrs. Dudley and Davis are specifically stated
as to time and place.
Mr. Dudley, colored, one of the
main executive spokes in the T. O.
B. A. (colored vaudeville circuit),
recently had to obtain a writ of replevin to recover the Dudley limousine, which Mr. Dudley alleged his

Two

May

25.

sisters, from a Bufwere found In a hotel
room with David Morton and Jack
DeLys, dancers in a Loop production, when the mother of the girls
and the husband of the elder sister
conducted a search for the girls
with Chicago detectives.
They were held In the morals
court under $1,000 ball each. The
girls are daughters of A. C. Budd,
girls,

falo family,

wealthy eastern hotel owner. They
said they had come to Chicago to
enter a show, but It Is believed they
followed the men here.

wife and the policeman had taken
for alleged use.

The present Mrs. Dudley Is Dud
The Dudleys
second wife.

ley's

have a home In Sixth street N. W.
Mr. Dudley also owns theatrical
properties here as well as operating
a local booking office.

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"
$1

—3

Months

Send remittance with nsme
and address

V/UHBfY

\t6

JEFFRIES

AND SHARKEY, NOW

"Grant Took Richman"

50,

Grant Clark Is said to have
rlslted a night club, ordering a
bottle of champagne.

JOINTLY TOUR PANTAGES TIME

Jeffries

Once World's

FLOPS-PERFORMERS OFF OF

IT

When

the waiter appeared
with a check, Clark waved it
aside, telling the waiter not to
annoy a good customer.
That brought one of the
owners, who knew the song-

Both Famous Heavyweight Fighters of Their Day

Champion—"History

AFTERPIECE' FOR INDEPENDENTS

of

writer.

asked

Boxing" Lecture Part of New Turn; Also 3 Rounds

He
why

remonstrated and
Clark would not

pay.

—

Bookers Try to Put Afterpiece Over Three or Four
Shows Daily with £xtra Afterpiece Performances
Too Much Yessing Only When Booked

—

"No good

reason," answered
Grant, "except that I want to
repeat an interesting historical event that you don't know
about for this is another version of how Grant took Richman.**

James J. Jeffries, former heavyweight champion of the world, and
Tom Sharkey, a contender during
occupancy of the heavy
Jeffries
throne, have been signed for a tour
of the Loew Circuit opening at the
Portland, Ore., May 25.
State, Buffalo, the week of June 7.
The Orpheum Circuit, realizing
The booking was consummated
the inroads local picture houses
Friday by Jake Lubln. Johnny
have made in the receipts of their
Hyde of the William Morris office Portland
house, intends to erect a
represented the two veteran excombination playhouse here, operpuglliists.
The act will consist of a lecture ated on the junior Orpheum style.
The Orpheum plays a three-day
on the "history of boxing," tracing
run here, at the legit Heillg, with
the advances of the sport from the
a two-a-day policy. Their lease is Wills Dependent Upon Putting
Jeffries era to the present time.
Tunney Away Twin
box understood to expire at the termi-

ORPHEUM WANTS NEW
HOUSE AT PORTLAND

—

DEMPSEY-WU1S TOUR,

SEPARATELY FOR PAN

In addition the pair will
three one-minute rounds and illustrate the high lights of the memorable Jeffries- Sharkey contests
which made sporting history some
years ago.
Both principals are 60 year's of
age and In excellent physical condition all things considered, i Jef-

—

nation of the 1927 season. The
bills sent over this territory by the

Orpheum

circuit

is

said

to

The

ACME ROUTING
FOR STANLEY GROUP

bills to

New York, last week, and also
signed Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
for a tour of the Acme-booked
houses.
The Acme is offering acts from
two to seven weeks and is routing
"names" for the Stanley group of
ace,

houses (pictures).

Frisco at $1,750

have

Jack Dempsey. champion of the
orld, and Harry Wills, leading

contender {pr his title, may tour
Mort Singer, when here recently, the Pantages Circuit in two separate
acta, if negotiations now unconferred with a group of realtors,
fries has been busy as an evangetowards interesting some one who der way are consummated.
list since his return to the ring in
It la planned to play Dempsey
an ill-advised attempt to regain his would erect a theatre to seat around ahead of Wills. It will give the cirown relinquished title from Jack 3,000. It was his plan to have the cuit unusual opportunities for excircuit obtain a long term lease on
Johnson.
the house. To date, no prospective ploitation in the face of the agitation for a Dempsey- Wills chambuilder or site has materialized.
The recent Kelth-Orpheum-Pro- pionship bout
The bookings are to follow the
ducers'
Distributing
affiliation
is
ASS'N
bout,
now being
likely to interfere with the Or- Willa-Tunney
steamed up,** and are contingent
pheum's intentions for a new house.
IN
Wills
upon
disposing
of
Tunney or
Local showmen point to the fact
that through an indirect connec- winning decisively. That bout will
Los Angeles, May 25.
tion the film concern is Interested not alter any arrangements made
The W. V. M. A. Ass n. "death financially in the North American between Dempsey and the Pan Cirtrail of vaudeville** does not seem Theatres
Corporation, which re- cuit but a win for Wills would make
to be able to hold on to its houses cently purchased the Jensen and the twin tour doubly attractive from
bait.

MORE
HOUSES
FAR WEST

Joe Frisco, the jazz youth
popularized

who

the hat and cigar,

is

tentatively booked at Fox's, Philadelphia, next week at a salary of
$1,750 for the week. .
Frisco has been appearing at the
Parody cabaret, New York, having
accepted the club engagement after
scoring at the Palace, New York,
In his "single" turn.
The vaudeville people offered him
$1,000 weekly to continue.

LOSES

H0BMA1TS

NEW

PIANISTS

Karyl Norman (Creole Fashion
Plate) will continue his tour of the
large picture houses after a oneweek's layoff to rehearse two new
male' pianists who have joined his
turn.,

Norman dispensed with the servof his tw# former musicians
Dempsey has headlined over the after playing Wilkes-Bar re and
Pan Circuit and la credited with Scranton last week. The new playWest.
The latest theatres to go on rec- the local big houses, probably the rolling up record grosses. He also ers are Albert Ooodheart and Bob
ord against W. V. M. A. type of Liberty, a 2,200 -seater, which can played several weeks for the Loew Mailen.
acts are the Glerdale, Glendale, be converted into a pop house, or Circuit and established himself as a
which has dispensed with Fridays, the new Broadway, scheduled for "draw."
"SISTER ACT" SPLITS
Whether Estelle Taylor (Mrs.
where they were formerly playing July opening.
Washingon, May 25.
the Association's brand of vaudeDempsey) would accompany DempJosephine Harmon ana Georgia
sey on the proposed vaudeville tour
ville
Friday and Saturday; the
Hart's Film Bookings
Chapman,
as a member of his turn, has not Sands (Harmon and Sands) are disFullerton,
one -night
in this territory.
The Association
has lost three more days in the

Von Herberg

a

chain.

solving at the close of the current

Tom

Sharkey week here at Keith's.
have recently been reported as fuMiss Harmon is to do a single
ture attractions for
the Loew next season. Miss Sands has not as

and

.

yet gotten her plans set.

Circuit.

and Bailey and Barn urn, the latter
Just out of the "Greenwich Village

That is vaudeville and pictures
on a grind, with acts doing four a
day to popular admission prices.
Another report says that there
may be a transfer of the Hip prop-

in Dallas

Dallas,

May

Holzman, Irving Ollay, Darwin

W. Truss.
Newspaper
Los Angeles, May 25.
Charles Leonard Fletcher, the forC. L. Fletcher on

mer

ing

May

Pat Casey, head of the Vaudeville
Managers' Protective Association,
has been appointed a deputy sheriff.
The appointment and a diamond
studded star were handed to Mr.
Casey at the Ambassador, New
.

York, Sunday night upon tho occasion of the annual benefit per*
formance staged by Charles CuN
kins for his boys' vacation camps.
Pat has been staging the entertainment and securing the acts for
the charity for several years.

Burt Adding

May

to

December,**

the

the picture houses.
The following have been engaged:
Nell Roy, William Goodall, Matty

now

in

the

Gus

DeVORE'S GREAT FALLS BUY
Chicago, May 25.

FLATLET F0* FILMS
"From

Chicago, May 25.
Keith (Chi-

former

up five or
and is expected to make several more trips
before fall.
Burt's addition to the Gus Sun
booking staff is regarded as a smart
move on the part of the latter organization.
Burt prior to signing
up was offered the Chicago office for
Bert Levey to replace Ben Bentley
who is due to open a couple of new
offices in virgin territory for Levey.
Burt's connection with the Keith
office extended over 13 years.

31.

164

West

May

15th, 1926.

4«th Street,

New York

City.

Bert DeVore, former traveling
representative for Gus Sun and
Ackerman & Harris, has taken over
the Rainbow theatre at Great Falls,
Mont. Ho will operate it alternating vaudeville with road shows.
The Rainbow Is the largest in
town.
DeVore will not sever his
connections with Gus Sun-A. & H..
but will become general manager
for them in the northwestern ter-

Re: Introducing Fred Auger of Boston.
Blme:
ritory.
Lou and Harry Murray.
Every performer and artist in the show business that had ever played
or visited Boston knows Fred Auger. Yet, judging from the reading col"Bad Habits" Act
umns of "Variety," It would appear that there are many newcomers who
Gus Sun's
Catalog
Bad Habits of 1926" which wound have entered the field. Would you, therefore, be kind enough to sell us
up at the Greenwich Village last sufficient space in your very valuable paper In order that tha "newChicago, May 25.
week will not be scrapped.
comers'* shall become acquainted with Boston's most Illustrious song man,
Gun Sun has issued a 100-page
It will be condensed and projected Fred Auger, who manages, with the aid of a most wonderful staff, the
catalog printed in three colors and
In vaudeville by Al. Lewis, who took Boston office of LEO FEI8T, INC.; and at the present time he is busy
devoted
to the musical
tabloids
putting over that wonderful ballad. "I Never Knew How Wonderful You
the production over this week.
booked by the home office in SpringWere (Until I Lost You, Wonderful One)."

Tab

•

Flash Put

Awsy

has been appointed the
Los Angeles "Examiner's" golf ex-

"A Bachelor's Romance," musical
flash projected by Henry Bellitt, has

pert.

been shelved.

actor,

PAT CASEY'S BADGE

of Chicago.
He lined
six weeks for his book

At the annual election of the Harlan Thompson playlet that was
Friars
Friday,
June
4. at
the produced in vaudeville, has been re- Mr. 8IMB SILVERMAN,
Monastery the following "regular" vived by J. O. Mannes for a tour of Care of •'Variety."

F.

From the very start the idea uid
not appeal to the performers. Many
promised to participate in the
afterpiece when angling bookings
but few made good. Bookers failing to make mention of the per*,
former's necessity of appearing: in
the extra act on their regular contracts left the performers open to
do as they pleased and they generally did
by refusing to wait
around for the finisher.
With ideas scarce all around the
Independents embraced the afterpiece until
they found out it
couldn't be done. In some few
spots where the idea had been
worked successfully the players appearing demanded and got extra
compensation for these appearances with the extra money proportioned pro rata according to
their salary for their own individual turns.

Sun- Billy Diamond office here has
completed a trip of the mid -central territory lying east and west

26.

"Name"

C. Kelly, for Dean; William Degcn
Weinberger, secretary; Ralph Trier,
treasurer.
For Governor (two years): Ben
Bernle, J. C. Gortatowsky, Benjamin

ting five acts for the price of four.

cago) booker and

*

Jefferson
here
with Pantages
with negotiations looking to- vaudeville bookings wilt close May
to be on at 28. It Is operated by local men and
present.
has been playing to a 25c. top. The
house scats 1,200.
Loew's will start Its shows here
Loew's
Bookings Saturdays,
commencing June S,
Vera Foklne and Ballet, Just com- givisjp the bill a flve-day lay-off
pleting a tour of the big-time Keith- after New Orleans.
It's the same
Alb ee houses, open a picture house opening day as the Majestic, the
route in tho Loew presentation 1-^cal Interstate theatre.
houses at Loow's State, Boston,
Sunday, May 23.
PARK SISTERS, UNDERSTUDIES
Other "names" booked for the
Los Angeles, May 25.
Loew picture houses aro Grace La
Park Sisters, June and Frances,
Rue, Loew's State, Boston, June 7,
appearing as featured singers and
and Aldlne, Pittsburgh, July 5. and
dancers in Publix presentations
Kendall Cappa, State, St Louis,
here and In San Francisco, have
June 5.
THe Loew vaudeville booking of- signed to understudy the Duncan
Sisters in "Topsy and Eva," Joinfice has

(without opposition) will be
voted for:
William Collier, for Abbot; Walter

bills

Glen "Burt,

Pan Stops

ward that end claimed

ticket

unit

Houses to Inde. Agency

erty,

Friars Ticket

Tho

offered as a buy to
formerly playing three act
with the bargain angle of get-

den

well-founded report says that
"Ukulele Ike" Cliff Edwards is
If Keith's Hippodrome, New York,
holding out for $1,760, a $250 inreopens next season as a theatre crease, and is set for a Fox and
It will start with what is known
Loew picture house tour, also under
as the "State-Lake policy."
Harts direction.

routed Toney and Norman
and Pardo and Archer.

fts clients.

was generally

Follies," are slated for Fox's, Phila-

delphia.

A

for the after-

ices

been touched upon.'
Jeffries

hang around

without cost to
acts

would not be surprising to BOG
North American turn over one of

Jim

recently

embraced by the independents with
the idea of providing an extra act

It

stand lost completely, and the
Picture house bookings by Jerry
Grand,
Douglas,
Ariz.,
which Cargill of Max Hart's staff include
•witched their Tuesday stage show several newcomers to the field. Salt
from Association to Bert Levey.
and Pepper are next week at the
Rivoll, New York.
Irving Fisher

"STATE-LAKE" AT HIP

theatrical angle.

idea

The Acme Booking Exchange has piece after doing three or four perrouted
Maryon Vadie and Co., formances is glven""aa the cause.
The afterpiece Idea was recently
dancing act, which played the Pal-

Tour Attractive

put a big dent into the gate, with
the management earlier in the season cutting admission prices as a

afterpiece

adopted by bookers of independent
houses has "flopped." Indisposition
upon part of acts booked on these

field,

Sincerely and cordially yours,

(Signed)

P.8.— Please give Milton's regards
LF: AH

PHIL KORNHEISER.

to Sally.

for

some years has been

name

in musical tabHis shows and bookings extend over about 15 states.

loid.
•

O.

Gus Sun
the

biggest

—

—
Y.

AV

P) Ei
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TOM MIX MIXES CRITICISM ON PICTURE
MAKING AND VAUDEVILLE PROGRAMS
Getting

New

BOB BERTSCHY'S WIFE

Ideas at M. P. Conventions from 'Birds'

—

Only Know West via Kansas Fox's Ace
KILLED IN CAR'S FALL
Takes Slam at
Thinks He Must Be a 'Prune
straight Vaudeville for Composing 'Old Home' Moved to Side of L.
Road
Fell
Down 30-Foot
Would Like to See Some Old Timers
Bills

Who

—

I.

—

Embankment

TOM MIX

By
Los Angeles,

May

21,

1926.

Editor Variety:

For some time past

have

I

.sort

my

journalistic duties.
of neglected
Joe Lee, the elusive shadow of
handcuff kings, once told me that
a journalist is a reporter out of a

haven't sent
copy for so long that
I

job.

whether

more

why

I

any

Variety
I

don't

know

am

or not,
refer

I

working there any
all of which explains
to

my

"Journalistic

duties."
I haven't had a chance lately to
take my rusty typewriter in hand
and write you a few lines, ao most
time outside of picture
of my

tures with real thrills In them and head, L. I., was severely injured
that will earn something of a repu- and his wife, Mrs. Charlotte Berttation for me. . I'm only sorry I schy, killed when their car went
didn't know them a long time ago.
hurtling down a 30 -foot embankOf course, there are a lot of picture salesmen and branch man- ment at Kiverhead at early dawn,
agers who are really intelligent and May 24.
smart and don't pretend to* know
Time and again Bertschy crawled
how pictures should he made and
the embankment and to the road,
are glad to learn, but there are a up
waving his arms and shouting for
lot of 'em who know more about it
help from passing motorists, who,
than Fox, Sheehan, Lasky, De
thinking he was a bandit, stepped
Mllle, Goldwyn, Schenck, Laemmle,
on the gas and sped faster away.

Lloyd and Chaplin are ever likely
to find out.

Tom's Chief Worry

The truth is, what's worrying me
making has been taken up jclng to now is not how I'm going to keep
picture conventions and listening to in the pictures, bu* how I'm going
a lot of birds who never before saw to get out of 'em. A fellow once
a picture made tell the rest of us wrote something about a creek or
how the movies should be put to- brook that just kept going on forever of course, he didn't refer to
gether.
From what some of these boys California creeks or brooks because
they have no water in them Calitell me, most of the time I've been
fornia frogs don't even know how
wrong didn't go about it right
swim and this going on forever
to
story, scene's, locations and stunts,
seems to be me.
of
from
a
bunch
this
all wet.
And
Apparently, I'm a sort of prune
wise-crackers whose only knowledge of the west Is passing through in the motion picture game strawwatermelons, horseradishes
berries,
Pullman.
Kansas and Oklahoma in a
of fruit come and
If I can only remember half of and other kinds
according
to season, but the
go
what these birds told me at the
willing and not
alwaysever-ready,
different conventions I attended, I

—

—

—

—

—

believe

now

that

I

can make pic-

MOTHER OF 6 CHILDREN

Bertschy Anally exhausted his
broad
strength, and was found
daylight by a passerby, who summoned he^p. Mrs. Bertschy was
dead, the car smashed. Bertschy,
when examined by Dr. Albert E.

m

Payne', Riverhead,
nose and his face
Injured.

had a fractured
and body badly

The Bertschys had been to Smithtown visiting friends and were on

way home when Mr. Bertschy hearing a car coming from
behind at terrific speed swerved his
car sharply to the left to avoid a
collision. The Bertschy car shot off
(Continued on page 28)
the bridge, crossing the Long Island
tracks and down the steep embankment.
Bertschy was due in the Fally
IN Markus office yesterday (Tuesday).
The Capitol at Riverhead Is conWith a new suit that looked like trolled by the Playhouse Operating
Brooklyn, a pair of low shoes re- Co., 17 East 42<L atreet. New York.
calling

necktie

Greenwich
that

Mrs. Lillian Mackey Given Sus- O'Donnell
after two
pended Sentence Raid at

their

Village

shouted

and a Markus books its week-end bills
Bob The young manager has been at

Texas,

hit Broadway this week, Riverhead about IS months, having
years, coming direct from been manager of the Pathe film ex
Dallas, not forgetting to bring his change in Connecticut prior to takwife along for any further evidence. ing charge of the Capitol.
Mr. O'Donnell while south has
According to his doctor's state
been running the K!u Klux and the nient, how Bertschy In his weakened
^Interstate circuit, apparently suc- condition had ripped off the car
cessful both ways, although not curtains and broken bits of ma
mentioning either.
chinery In his frenzied efforts to
He will be in New York until his release his wife and his subsequent
big boss, Karl Von Hoblltzelle, sails trips up and down the incline is conJune 12 for the other side with his sidered something of a miracle.
wife (Hoblitzelle's), when Bob and

—

Park Ave. Hotel

Pleading guilty to giving a nude
dance at a stag party held in the
Park Avenue Hotel, Feb. 19 last,
Mrs. Lillian Mackey, 35, dancer, of
1478 41st street, Brooklyn, was sentenced to three months in the
Sessions
Special
"Workhouse
in
Monday. The operation of the sen- Lovey will hike it back to Texas
tence was suspended by the court (not Guinan's).
during her good behavior and after
they had learned she Is the mother
of six children ranging in age from Vaudevillians with
to 16 years.

New

Publix Units
Mackey was arrested in a
made by detectives of the SecA new Publix presentation unit
ond Division, who had gained ad- will open at the Rivoli, New York,
mittance to a private banquet room Sunday (May 30). Ivan Bankoff and
in the Park Avenue Hotel.
They Beth Cannon have been signed for
Mrs.

raid

found about 200 men watching the
woman perform on a raised platform.
The police quoted her as
Baying she received $20 for the
dance.

Probation officers informed the
court Mrs. Mackey had been fined
160 for the same offense last No-

vember. Her lawyer claimed she had
given the dance under forced cir-

cumstances as her family was In
need, her husband being an

dire

Walter Percival Doing
"Heavie." for Fo=
26.

Walter Percival becomes a picture actor today. He is engaged to
Play the heavy opposite Buck Jones
in a Fox film production.
Percival came out here some
months ago for a rest, owing to
the loss of his voice while handling
an unusual quantity of dialog In
"U Zat So?" in the oast Previously he was in vaudeville and
« an experienced stage actor.

BILL ROBINSON

W0N-

RUNNING BACKWARDS!

Vaude

Maroo,

marveled

Vavara is to act as master of
ceremonies in the Fanchon-Marco
production?, played by West Coast
He will open next
Theatres, Inc.
week at the Boulevard here for an
period, exclusive
12-wcok contract.

indefinite

at.

Mollie Fuller Very

111

Mollle Puller went into St. Elizaof his beth's hospital. New York, Monday
suffering from a relapse of flu and

Fannie Brice's Act

Following the spring showing of
new David Bolasco play,
the
"Fanny," with Fannie Brice, Miss
Brice will rehears* a new act for
by
her
OEORGIE OLP IN TRADE
for
written
vaudeville
Clarence Oliver and Oeorgle Olp Ballard Macdonald.
nave dissolved partnership.
"Fanny" opens next week at the
Oliver has replaced Thomas W. Apollo, Atlantic City, remaining out
«o*s in "Laff That Off" and Miss another week, when It will b©
°ip has opened two women's shops shelved until the fall-

the tragedies of
of
vaudeville which friends interpret aa being akin to breaking a performer's spirit, occurred Thursday night at Moss'
Franklin. New York.
Sam Sidman, veteran performer and a past "name" of

no

small

calibre,

"show"

was com-

act for
nothing at the Franklin, along
with other newcomers end tryouts, because straight vaudeville cared naught for giving
pelled

to

his

a legit standard like Sidman an
regular
opportunity
for
a

DROPS COUNTER SUIT SO

HUBBY CANT REMARRY
Eva North
Against

A.

Halts Action

—

Silber

He Would Wed

Believes

Monya Andree

Edna Mae Albert Married Son
and Father
Legal Fight

—

Over

L

I.

Property

A

marital mix-up where a father
stepfather to his son comes to
light with the pending proceeding
by John Fred Taral, jockey, and
sun of the late Fred Taral, the
famous Jockey, who is suing Edna
Mae Albert, former vaudeville
actress, for his share of some valuable property at Jamaica, It. L
Fred Taral, Sr., died two years
ago at the age of 62. He was the
husband of Miss Albert, previously
divorced from John Fred Taral
when the latter went to Germany
confine
his
track
activities
to
abroad.
Upon the father's representation that his son was married
in Berlin Miss Albert divorced her
is.

husband and married his father.

The son has now returned with
the allegation that Miss Albert was
not married to his father.
That
contention Is denied, and even If

true, Hhe claims matrimonial bond
likely to Fred Taral on a common law
success in her countersult relationship.
A 15 -year-old son, Teddy, Is the
against Arthur Silber, the Pantages
vaudeville agent, Eva North has only issue of the younger Taral's
The
dropped her counterclaim for di- marriage to Miss Albert.
vorce, because she does not care to father's action, if successful, would
permit Silber freedom from matri- deprive his own son of his heritage ;
monial bonds in order he might from the elder Taral's estate.
The wife, formerly a professional,
marry Monya Andree, dancer. Miss
Andrco, who is Mrs. Marguerite is the sister of the late Mrs. J.
Douglas In private life, is * divorcee Parker Read, Jr., wife of the
originally Implicated In Miss North's motion picture producer fatally Injured in an automobile smash -up
counter-divorce action.
Instead, the Silber (SUberberg) in 1920 while motoring with some
versus North (Mrs. SUberberg) di- show people through Connecticut
Mrs. Read, Jr., was suing her
vorce closed its trial last week after
a ^0-day session in the Supreme husband for divorce. Implicating
Louise Glaum (the present Mrs.
Court, with the Jury unable to agree
Zack Harris), and the ease had
as to Miss North's alleged misconprogressed
to the point where on
duct with Harry P. Lynton, a Pathe
the morrow of the fatal day it was
film agent.
Justice Hatting achave been tried. Read had alcordingly ruled It a mistrial and to
bound the case over until June for ready provided for bis wife's separate maintenance, including a $26,a new trial.
000 settlement, when the accident
Judge Herman Joseph, of House, halted all proceedings.
Grossman St Vorhaus, defending
Miss Glaum, who wag under Mr.
Miss North, believes that the trial Read's film producing banner as a
^riU probably not be reached until star, subsequently has been InOctober, because of his decision to volved In litigation with her former
ask for additional counsel fee to de- employer, claiming damages on
fend the vaudeville actress.
The breach of her film contract, for
*
latter will also ask for an allowance moneys loaned, etc.
of $600 to pay stenograph lo fees for
Isaac SchmaU 26 West 4td street.
a transcription of the minutes, "as New York, is representing the wife.
well as more money for her lawyer,
who already was granted $500.
which Silber paid on his wife's be-

Although believing herself

to attain

USING UP BILLING

half.

The litigants were formerly Silber
and North in vaudeville, with the
VALUES OF
former splitting to become an agent
and Miss North continuing professionally. Miss Andree was divorced
Phonofilms Disguising Itself
in Seattle in 1933, and it is the Wife's
belief she contemplates marrying
on Paper in Brooklyn
Silber upon his freedom from Miss

"NAMES"

Neighborhoods

North.

LIGHTS REDUCES DUES

The manner In which some of the
Brooklyn, N. Y., neighborhood pic-

ture houses are billing the PhonoAlms as added attractions may
Bill
Robinson can run.
And
Annual dues for the Lights Club
backwards.
Running the wrong of Freeport, L. I., have been re- boomerang for the "names'* which
way. Bill outsped three fellows run- stored to the former amount, $11 for have recorded for the "talking
ning the right way at the Polo active members (actors) and $17.60 movies."
Puck and White and Si sale and
Grounds Saturday.
for lay members.
Blake are two Instances of being
The race preceded & New York

the principal roles.
The signing of the two former Motion Picture League ball game.
vaudeville standards, together with The course was
100 yards.
Bill
Ed Lowrie to head another Publix wap allowed a handicap of 25 yards.
unit is taken as an indication that His three opponents
started
at
the Publix productions of the fu- scratch.
ture will lean toward "names.**
The men running with their faces
Johnny Hyde of the William In front got off to a faster start
Morris office placed Bankoff and than Robinson and gained several
Cannon with Publix.
yards.
After 10 yards, Robinson
gained his momentum and held his
distance.
So much so that at the
Leaves
tape he was gaining steadily.
Los Angeles, May 26.
The way Robinson, who Is the
Vaudeville had another desertion coldred
vaudeville
dancer,
puts
when Leon Vavara signed a 12- speed into his legs while moving
week contract with Fanchon and them hindways is something to be

Vavara

Invalid.

Los Angeles, May

prnying, to cheer her up as best he
could.

BOB O'DONNELL BLEW

NUDE "STAG" DANCER

even

Then Bertschy would crawl back to
his wife, who was still alive and

VERY COMPLICATED

One

break-in.

Robert Bertschy, youthful manager of the Capitol theatre, River-

"Cub" Reporter)

(Variety's

TARALS' MARRIAGE MIX
Inhuman Indifference

pneumonia.

This reduction followed a sugges- widely heralded In the borough
tion of George Barry, treasurer of across the bridge as "added attracthe club, upon receipt of a consider- tions" with the Phonofllm end alable number q£ resignations, follow- most wholly disguised In the
threeing the story In Variety last week sheets around
the town.

that the Lights had Increased Its
duos for this year to $27.60.
Mr. Barry, who also will exorcise Virginia Pearson Collapses
general supervision over the operation of the clubhouse this summer,
Debut as "Single"
has installed the club's own kitchen
A table d'hote dinner at
crew.
nightly,
will
served
be
$1.25-11.50
Los Angeles, May 26.
Including Sundays.
Virginia Pearson, picture actress,
This Saturday night (May 29) the collapsed at the finish of her act at
Lights will formally open with a the Broadway Palace Sunday and
staggered into the wings calling for
dance.
a doctor.
She was making her
debut as a "single."
Miss Pearson opened her turn
Badly
Vaudevillians
with a speech apologizing for her
appearance in a four-a-day house
Hurt in Train
and bogging consideration as a
Mansfield, Mass., May 26.
"single" because she had always
Several vaudevillians were In- been supported In previous vaudejured in the wreck of the Owl, Bos- ville appearances by a company In

On

Not

Wreck

Recently attacked. Miss Fuller for
it necessary to ton-New York express, here, early
The locomotive
play in Philadelphia and at the MondAy morning.
Flatbush, Brooklyn, following which of the express crashed through the
rear end of a freight train.
The
she was again taken ilL
fireman of the express was killed.
Miss Fuller is blind.

some reason found

The professionals Injured Included
If

you don't advertise

VARIETY
don't sdvertise

in

playlets.

Miss Pearson closed with a Kiprecitation requiring that slit
It was at
collapse on the stage.
this i>olnt she forced herself to her
feet to thank the few people in the
ling

Blossom Seeley, Betty Washington, lUflienco and then groped her way
Bay Sinters and Four Camcrons. to the wings. Calling out for a doctor.
They were not seriously hurt.
possible that stage flight
It
is
Four sleeping cars left the rails
caused Miss Pearson's collapse.
and one overturned.

—

;

VAUDEVILLE

VAlHfttY

<

give a lot to hear a vaudeville
tenor who didn't sing through his
nose; a comedian with a new Joke;
a girl who didn't do the Charleston;
(Continued from Page 27)
a sketch where the leading lady
friend
best
her husband's
socially ambitious prune goes on and
forever and don't seem -able to get wert'n t cheating; a dog act where
jumpbesides
done
was
something
out.
But to get back to "copy." The ing over hurdles; a nut comic who
something to throw
find
truth is that 1 haven't been attend- could
ing vaudeville with my former around and smash up except his
regularity. The Orphcum here in hat; a hoofer with a new step or
Los Angeles has a new theatre- two and a fellow who could come
one of the llnest playhouses I have out and do his act "in one" withever been in, but I've sort of be?n out the assistance of the orchestra
waiting until they got some new leader.
the
Frankenstein,
if
fact,
In
acts to match up with the newKrnial musical director of the Los
house.
Judged by most of the shows I've Angeles Orphcum, should take a
seen at the new place, each bill has brief vacation one of these days,
been sort of an old home week. the bill would suffer.
Anyway, I think 1 11 start going
Every act working seems to have
been playing with the rest of the to vaudeville again, not that I've got
years!
many
these
for lo,
through being told how to make
bill
Judged by the material offered, it pictures, and from -time to time
seems that no one is breaking into I'll drop you a line about what I
vaudeville these days. For a long see.
Reportorially yours.
time I've had a suspicion that it
Tom Mim.
might be the vaudeville boys and
girls and their children and chilSince writing the above
P. S.
dren's children had formed a secret I've been to the Orpheum.
Saw
union, doing away with appren- Bill Demarest and Olsen and Johntices and won't let in any fellow
son; so I'll have to take back part
who has a new Idea to scab on the
I'd

TOM MIX MIXES

—

of

what

I

have

T.

said.

M.

Job.

Knows the Old Jokes
When I was a young

fellow

"BENEFIT" EXPOSE

punching cows in Texas and Oklahoma we used to get into town
once in a while and visit the
"variety" shows. There I heard the

(Continud from Page 26)

today. edy films had agreed with the local
to pay $800 for
In fact, I think If Conroy and Fox, association's agency
Glrard and Donnelly, Hallen and the single show, he called at the
Hart, the Russell boys, Ward and offices of the' Western Vaudeville
(Orpheum
Association
Vokes, and some of those old birds Managers'
and also Interviewed the
I used to hear them talk about as Circuit)

same jokes

am

I

hearing

great entertainers could only come manager.
After a long wrangle the picture
back, they'd be a great hit the
public then would know where man settled for $300 rather tjian to
further annoyance over the
have
most of the present-day vaudeville

—

material

came from.

New
As
pair

an
of

matter.

Business
Couldn't

Illustration:
hoofers find

Agreed on
a

some n6wer

entrance than crossing the stage,
meeting in the center and pretending to strike up a flirtation? Nine
out of ten people in the orchestra
' seat 8 know the pair have been married for 10 years, divorced onoe and
remarried a second time so what's
the use? At least, if they couldn't
change the entrance, is there any
law in the N. V. A. that they've
got to use the same old lines?
'
The greatest curse ever wished
on vaudeville was when Al Jolson

—

sang "Mammy."

That started 6,000
birds giving "impressions" of Mr.
Jolson, and most of 'em was as far
from Mr. Jolson as would be my
"impression" of Edwin Booth or
Fanny Brlcc, and you can imagine

me

some

pulling

Booth

—

.

of

although

that

Edwin

go great
in that line,' "My kingdom for a
horse," and then have some one
lead In "Tony" for a surprise, at
least it would be new and might
get a hand Booth never played It
that way.
Couldn't some of these boys think
up some new lines or acts? For
years we have endured these "Impressions"; must they always be
Imitators and still expect the public
to pay for it?
Listen to This
If only the jugglers would find
something new to Juggle with
must they always use the same old
props and do the same old tricks?
stuff,

I'd

When
tion

Lump 8um

first calling

offices

at the associa-

here the

picture,

man

was given a
and told to make a
list

of available turns

selection.
He
selected eight or nine, agreeing to
pay each pro rata of the act'* reguBefore leaving, though,
lar salary.

the picture

man

agreed instead on

sum of $800.
the acts appeared on the
give their performance the
picture man detected that the acts
he had chosen were not the ones
there.
Nor did the performance
click as he had hoped It would. This
led him to remark to one of the
turns:
"You have not given us the act
'we expected." Whereupon the actor
replied as quoted.
The local agency of the Orpheum's
association "sells" acts for private
entertainments ("clubs").
"Benefit gag" is common out this
way.
Many actors have suffered
loss of money through it with the
unstated but w. k. threat of "no
time" if an act refuses to play a
a lump

When

lot

to

vaudeville circuit's booking agency
has received pay for a private entertainment furnished by it while
at the. same time "requesting" acts
to appear for nothing at it

A suspicion of it has been uppermost throughout several seasons. It
has been hinted at with many acts
suspicious also of the tactics, but no
concrete evidence previously has
been procurable.
Variety some months ago editorially referred to the abuses under
the name of "benefit" practised by
It
large vaudeville booking offices.
has been prevalent in the east,
office
almost
boys
growing up until
have been enabled to secure acts
without pay to* appear at some
"benefit" or other, often in ballrooms

THEATRES IN CONSTRUCTION
Asbury Park, N. J<— (rebuilt) Main street Owner. Reade Theatre"
Leon Cubberley, New York. Value and new

Arohitect,
Enterprises.
policy not given.

O.— Main street. Owner, M. J. Newberger. Architect*
Value not given. Pictures or legit.
St McGarry, Cleveland.
Binghamton, N. Y<— (also stores) $100,000. Mt Vernon and W. Lincoln
avenues. Owner, J. N. Troisi. Architects, Clyde ft Pinto. Pictures.
Brooklyn, N. Y. $400,000. 4923-25 6th avenue. Owner C. B. M. Realty
Architect, Eugene De Rosa, New
Corp., 1664 Broadway, New York.
Ashtabula,

McGarry

—

York. Policy not given.
Northampton
Eatton, Pa. (remodeled from Opera house) $200,000.
street Owners, Wilmer & Vincent Architect Wm. H. Lee, Philadelphia,

—

Pictures.

Forest Park, III.— (also stores, apartments, offices) $1,(00.000. Madison
street near Harlem. Owner, Charles Andrews, 25S5 Lawrence avenue,
Chicago. Architect not selected; policy not given.
Fort Wayne, lno\— (also stores, offices) $800,000. Corner Harrison and
or hotels.
avenues. Owners, Chas. M. Niczer & The Fox Estate. ArchiOne large booking office in New- Jefferson
Vaudeville and pictures.
tect, A. M. Strauss.
York maintains a "club" departHammonton, N. J. (900 seats). Owner, S. Frank. Architects, Mag*,
ment, where only acts for private zlner, Eberhard & Harris, Philadelphia. Value not given. Pictures.
Harrison, N. Y^—Harrison avenue. Simon Goldal, Port Chester, N. Y,
entertainments are booked.
Architect not selected; value and policy not given. Contemplated.
It has grown to nearly an acceptKingston, N. Y. (alterations and additions') $60,000. Keeney theatre.
ed custom that any one connected Owner, Keeney Theatre. Architect, Gerard Betz.
with one of the larger vaudeville
Milwaukee.— (also stores, recreation building) $400,000. Teutonia ave*
booking offices may procure a free nue and Finn place. Owner, Teutonia Theatre, Inc., E. G. Wurster,
show of acts for themselves or a Architect, H. L. Kuohnel. Policy not given.
Mt Carmel, Pa.-— (1,600 seats) (also lodge building, stores, apartments).
"friend," with the "friend" racket
Owner, Sons of Veterans. Inc., Burnslde Post, care of architect, Willis
having been worked to death.
A. Hall, P. O. building. Value and policy not given.
An act playing one week in a
Muncie, Ind.— (also offices) $240,000. Mulberry and Adams streets.
New York vaudeville house has Veen Owner withheld. Architect Donald Graham, Indianapolis. Policy not
known to have given as many as given
Ford street and
New York City.— (also offices) $180,000. N. W. corner Hiram
three private turns on as many difFeldman,
Owner, Feldshell Construction Co.,
ferent evenings without one dollar Webster avenue.
president, 884 E. 183rd street. Architect I. I* Crausman, 370 E. 149th
in return or without knowledge of
Policy not given.
how many of the private entertain- street.
New York City. (also stores). N. W. corner 3rd street and 1st avenue.
ments may have paid for under the Owner, Syndicate headed by Iram Bilogmlno,
2 Rector street.
Architect
"
impression
the
actors
received not selected; value not given. Pictures.
Oshkosh, Wis. (Opera house, remodeled and additions) $100,000. 14
salary.
High street Owner, Saxe Amusement Enterprises, Milwaukee. ArchiNew policy not given.
tect not selected.
Owner. Stanlay Company.
Philadelphia. 21st and Market streets.
Architect Hoffman-Henon Company. 'Value not given. Pictures.
Philadelphia. (2,000 seats) (also stores, apartments, garage) $S 00,000.
47th, Baltimore and Warrington avenues. Owners, Brown & Son. ArchiPictures.
tect, I. W. Levin.
(Continud from Page 25)
Philadelphia. (Hunt's Auditorium, alterations and additions). W.
a room he was behind her and an- Broad street north of Rockland street. Owner, Hunt's Theatre, In<s,
Harris. Value and
nounced his identity. In a bureau 1324 Vine street. Architects, Magaziner, Eberhard &
'
new policy not given.
drawer, the detective Informed the
Racine, Wis.— $350,000. Corner 5th and Lake streets. Owner, Rlalto
not given.
Policy
Chicago.
Fridsteln
Co.,
&
Architects,
Co.
Amusement
justice, he found a "deck" of heroin
Wausau, Wis.— (Stuart theatre, remodeled). Owner, Saxe Amusement
needles,
which the young Enterprises, Milwaukee. Architects, Oppenhamer & Obel, Wausau. Value
and new policy not given.
oman admitted were hers.
Miss Wilson said she had been
larago
for
arrested some years
ceny, but was discharged. In her
Oklahoma
Ruth Harris: Pauline Lord; $1,plea to be freed she informed the
court her sister, who was present, 499.70.
William M. 8mith Theatre Ent,
Addison Mizneri F. Welsbader; Film Division, Tulsa, Okla.; capwould arrange to have her take the
Incorporators:
ital stock, $25,000.
cure In a private sanitarium, but $15,108.35.
Hermine Shone; N. Y. Tel. Co.; Margaret L. Smith, H. O. Bland and
the court believed she would stand

—

—

—

—

—
—

MISS WILSON'S HABIT

—

&

INCORPORATIONS

JUDGMENTS

$46.66.

more

of a chance of forgetting the
drug under forceful conditions.

Gene Buck; State Tax Comm'n;
Morris Gest;

ILL AHD INJURED
Thomas Hamlin is nicely recovering from an operation at the Poly-

Glenn Condon.

$346.87.

A. A. Brody;

Sheik Haji Tahar; N. Y. TeL Co.;
$44.14.

Satisfied

BIRTHS

$3,-

052.16.

Judgments

Gloria Film Co., fnc^ and John
Stojowski; State Realty Co.; $399.70.

Mr. and Mrs. H. Blben, in New
Mrs. Blben
York, April 28, son.

was formerly Leonora Lewis of
Viola and Lee Lewis Trio.
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Frank Seadler, in Fifth Avenue Hospital, New
The father is
York, May 9, son.

New York. He is
the publisher of the "New York
MABRIAGES
Curb."
Film
Patricia Cardinal, picture actress,
Harry Danforth. vaudeville agent, to Dr. Dtmayhew L. McDpnald of the film advertising man.
has been seriously 111 at his home in New York, at Santa Ana, Cal., May
ACTS
Chicago with pneumonia.
15.
Dr. McDonald is the son of the
Billy Jackson, Chicago vaudeville former president of the Chenango
Darlo and partner, formerly with
agent, was hurt while playing w»th Valley Bank of New York State.
Trinl.
"benefit" gratis.
Helen .Mencken to Humphrey Boa toy pistol which resulted in bfood
Ruusel Mack did not go Into "The
It is understood that organiza
gart, in New York, last week. The Bunk of 1926" revue.
poison.
He couldn't
lions asking for acts have as a rule
Harry Minturn, leading man with groom is a member of "Cradle agree with the management on
always paid for them, with the acts
Snatchers"
(Music
Box)
cast.
Mack will enter vaudeville
terms.
receiving but a free feed or a "good the Ascher Loop Stock at the Adel
Victor Oliver to Margaret Crangle, pending completion of a new musiphi, Chicago, underwent an opera
time" for their services.
both of vaudeville, May 15 In Chi- cal, "Let's Get Rich" of which he is
Ben Piazza is in charge of the tlon last week.
*
part author.
local Orpheum's association agency.
W. A. Underhill, P. B. O. camera cago.
man, was treated at the Pasadena
(Cal.) Emergency Hospital for cuts,
Benefit Abuse East
This is the first direct connection bruises and possible fractures of the
known with positiveness where a ribs and kneecaps when his car
crashed into a telegraph pole in Los
Angeles May 20. Underhill told doc
clinic Hospital,

NEW

DAVE

BEE STARR
SHOOTING STAR OF SPANGLELAND
NOW PLAYING LOEW CIRCUIT

tors he had worked for 48 hours
without sleep and had fallen asleep
while driving.
When dbd 'ln£ a taxi at Dreadway and 42nd street last Friday,
Val Trainor strained tendons and
ligaments In his legs. He will be
confined at home for two weeks
'ii
or more.

EVELYN

WINNIE and DOLLY
it

'Daring Doings AloftV>9

THIS

1

I

WEEK (MAY

24),

LOEWS

STATE,

Weeks on Loew
Thanks to MR. LUBIN

Just Completing 30
Direction

NEW YORK

Circuit

MARK LEDDY

'i'

THE BABY GRANDS

JANE and KATHERINE
NOW GROWN UP
Scored a tremendous success upon their return to Broadway after an absence of two years

THIS

LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK
New Offering by EUGENE CONRAD

WEEK (MAY
In a

Brand

24),

Permanent Address: Bayside,

L.

I.,

N. Y.

Phone Bayside 1130

V.4AU9EYJXLE
Soum" Directing
Orchestras
FQm House
n

«Xittle

8oum

routed in
picture houses as a guest con-

«XJttl«

la belns;

tactor.

Nest weak the diminutive musical
Performer Is at the Stanley. Philadelphia, formal permission from the
vayor having been obtained because
minority. He Is
of the youngster's
tola week at the Grand, Pittsburgh,
gapervlslng the local house band.
Arthur Splzsl Is his agent.

Cantor Not at Fox's
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt will play
the Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y., opening Saturday,

May

28; Metropolitan,

week of June

f. and the
Fabian (pictures), Paterson, N. J.,
week.
the following
The cantor was erroneously reported as booked at Fox's, Philadelphia, this week.

Boston,

JUPITH ANDERSON tN VAUDE
Judith Anderson, recently starred
In "The Dove" under Belasco management. Intends making an entry
In vaudeville shortly.
The only hitch is

a

suitable

sketch.

Miss

Anderson

returns to
Belasco management next falL

PANTAGES'

the

NEW HOUSE

Los Angeles, May

25.

Alexander Pantages will build a
theatre building at Fulton and Tuolumne streets, Fresno, Cal.
P. Marcus Priteca is drawing the
plans.

Janssen and Whitehead Act
Warner Janssen, composer, and
Ralph Whitehead, musical comedy,
have formed a partnership and will
tour the picture houses under the
direction of the Alf Wilton offices.
Darling's Annual Outing
Rddie Darling, Kelth-Albee booking chief, will sail for Europe on
his annual vacation and scouting
trip

June

14.

Parkar-Costello Dissolved

Parker and

Costello,

mixed danc-

ing team, dissolved last week after
two years in association.
'* St =o'utlon
was amiable.
-

That is about the percentage, following decisions by the Circuit
Appeals Court. Provided the high court decides there is a point of law
to be passed upon In the Hart matter, permission probably will be granted.
Hart's attorneys, Eppsteln £ Axman, are preparing their application
for an appeal writ. The attorneys have pursued the full course In the
01 VAUDEVILLE
Hart action to date without one dollar or recompense and are also said
to have borne incidental expenses. Judge Eppsteln of the firm concluded
that vaudeville is interstate commerce. lie assumed charge of the Hart
From fairly accurate sources there is more than one group angling case to establish that theory and handled the case for expectant Justifor the stock control of the Orpheum circuit Last week it was reported fication
of his own opinion rather than on behalf of Hart or any hope
Lee Shubert. likely in league with the banking backers of the Shuberts, of monetary reward.
Is trying to reach the control goal, believing that If a woman known to
be a heavy holder of Orpheum can be persuaded to sell or go with the
Inadvertently a story in last week's Variety concerning Bern Bernard
Shubert end, their holdings will % be in the majority. This woman Just
Vaudeville Managers* Association (Orpheum circuit)
now is aligned with the faction at prosent operating Orpheum through of the WesternAngeles, carried a Chicago date line.
branch at Los
Marcus Heiman as its president.
The other group touched upon previously but now spoken of more
It seems agreed that In the P. D. C. -Kelth-Albee eolation the picture
Importantly la known as the eastern faction with Frank Vincent ns their
end is in the front Notwithstanding U seems to appear to be understood
choice.
Vincent, formerly general booking manager of the Orpheum
that K.-A. put up but little money for one-half of P. D. C, the picture
circuit with headquarters in New York, has been shifted to the West
people at least have procured whatever prestige may remain to the name
Coast and will locate in Los Angeles. That section is looked upon as
That is said to be working quite well for the film firm
of Keith's.
advantageous for propaganda purposes Just now. Vincent Is expected
so far, having increased Its average weekly gross rentals.
to establish, it is said. Arm business and social relations with several
In addition to whatever money passed, K.-A. agreed to use 26 P. D. C.
of Orpheum's large stockholders now resident on the coast. Some of
pictures yearly in the K.-A. and Orpheum circuits' theatres (owned
the largest individual holders of Orpheum's stock reside in or around
They also agreed to "attempt" to persuade all theatres indedirect).
San Francisco. This Is claimed to explain in part the ready willingness
pendently owned but booking through either of the circuits or their
of Mr. Vincent to accept the post on the coast. In this he is believed to
To what extent that ••peraffiliated agencies, to use P D C. releases.
have been advised by large eastern vaudeville Interests close to the
suasion" will mean anything no one knows. On the K.-A. part It is at
Orpheum in a business way but preferring that Vincent should be the most but a promise.
guiding hand of the Orpheum. under their control.
In banking circles the K.-A. affiliation with Producers Distributing
A leading "In," however, for the Shubert project and what the Shu- Corporation
must sound rather pleasant. Kelth-Albee recently floated
bert people think gives them a fighting chance is that, from the account,
six millions in bonds through their own bankers although there was no
they hold an option upon the remaining stock held by Martin Beck in
great runn to buy them. The six are said to have been but a "feeler"
the Orpheum circuit. Beck sold a large percentage of his holdings to
for an authorized bond and stock Inane by K.-A. of around $40,000,000.
the present Orpheum controllers but also retained a considerable block. The
remainder of the authorized Issue, however, has not yet been offered
In addition Beck has his Beck theatre In New York, a legit house, and
for public sale. Still the bankers would know of the reserve.
he has built up a stronger Influence from accounts with the Shuberts
Kelth-Albee In committing Itself to the picture business through P.
for that theatre's protection in a booking way by going with them on D. C. would be unlikely to decline any legitimate producing proposal by
the Orpheum stock understanding.
Beck is said to have rented the its film associate that called for an equal investment on their part.
Beck to A. H. Woods for a very low weekly figure, comparatively, yet
A year or so age K.-A. was given a favorable proposition 1>y Universal
assuring him that the house would remain open and be of profit to him. but turned it down. Negotiations again were on recently but they are
Woods' "Shanghai Gesture" had a good run at Beck's, but lately moving said to have ended In a difference of opinion that created some feeling
to the Shubert.
on both sides. Meanwhile U has been doing very well. U somehow
Through Vincent's shift to the West Coast the present current Orp- always gets a break. Its reissue of "Within the Law** with Chaney should
heum's powers got the impression that the shift would be rather a safe net U about $600.000—like finding it.
expedient to remove Vincent from constant association in New York
with people who might plan some step to buy up or secure stock con
Next door to the Palace theatre on the north, at 1598 Broadway, Is
trol of the circuit.
That they were casting Vincent into a territory the Royal Theatre Ticket Co., doing business in amusement admissions,
where a similar condition might arise' with those of their own faction despite repeated efforts on the part of the Kelth-Albee people to have
did not suggest itself to the promoters of the plan.
The Orpheum's the ticket brokers ousted. Ever since* the Royal operators opened the
eastern faction for some time has been trying to break through the Palace has found its proximity the source of annoyance, particularly to
phalanx of solid Orpheum holders now In control, but through purchase the K.-A. executives.
only and not by persuasion, as the Shubert movement appears to be
It Is said about the continued activities of the Royal Co. that the
based.
main figure behind Its movements Is a stockholder In the corporation
Another and not altogether unimportant link la the recent appoint- which owns the corner adjacent to the Palace. The Palace interests
ment replacing Vincent in New York, of a former vaudeville agent, gen- have sounded out the nearby owners relative to a purchase but either
erally reported to be a "Kelth-Albee man," regardless of his present the price was prohibitive or the owners refused to sell.
given.

INSIDE STUFF

association.

•

Permission to appeal in the Max Hart case against Kelth-Albee, et.
al„ will shortly be made to the U. S. Supreme Court at Washington.
decision against Hart was lately handed down by the U. S» Circuit Court
of Appeals In New York.
It is about one chance in one hundred permission to appeal will be

A

JUST FOR

LEW

Long Island appears to be> silent as far as the Ku Klux Klan Is concerned. No one down there appears to give the white robers any thought.
Nor' do the Kluxers (if there are any left) attempt to assert themselves.
Particularly la Freeport free from annoyance by them from the account, and especially the colony of professionals. That started when
Jim Diamond (Diamond and Brennan), walked Into the middle of the

A LAUGH
JIMMY

EDDIE

DURANTE

JACKSON

CLAYTON

STILL WORKING,

BUT HAVING

BANK PRESIDENT HOURS
AT THE

DOVER

CLU
105

Wert

51st Street,

£ris
:0ndon

New York

City

is calling
is

galon

gCTURErHOUSES ARfreAtU
HE-COUNTRY IS CALLIN

AND

THAT'S WHERE WE'RE-

GOIN&

VAUDEVILLE

VARIETY

HOUSES OPENING

Court for examroad in front of his home last summer and held up a K. K. K. parade, France* Williams appeared In the New York Supreme
Fanchon and Marco $18,000
refusing to permit It to pass him. Jim was single handed against all of ination In supplementary proceedings in the
Williams
was wearing
Ml
as
comedienne.
blonde
against
judgment
the
them. The parade turned back.
The next was when Sid Marion told a "committee" of Kluxers to get a pearl nocklace, said to De worth $5 In real money, acquired In Palm
and Marco's New York attorney
•ff the porch of his home if they didn't want to ride to the hospltaL Beach last winter, which Fanchon
wanted to attach for some monetary satisfaction. Miss Williams as a
They got.
"kid" spieled something about being given her by a nobleman and beNewspapermen fell for It.
Young Strlbllng, who won another prize fight recently at Madison ing' of great ralue. The
Square Garden, in the young man's march for the elusive world's chamTed
Lewis,
in his contract with Rufus Lemalre for the new revue to
pionship, was aimed toward his pugilistic career almost from the cradle.
open In Chicago with Sophie Tucker and Lester Allen, the other factors
His parents were a vaudeville team, athletes. They cherished a desire
in the triumverate, has a provision that he must appear In five sketches.
to point their hopeful for the highesfxrown in all flghtdom.
Lewis has rarely "acted*' in his long career, and In his own revue,
With this view in mind the Strlblings are said to have started by sugstarring himself and produced by himself, he did not appear at all exgestion when the lad was but four years old that he was to become the
cept in his own specialty with his band. Miss Tucker's contract calls
champion fighter of all of the world. Later when the boy could be given
Sophie, of course, has been starred
for her appearance in three skits.
exercise his father trained him. Young Strlbllng commenced to attract
in speaking parts.
17.
«ver
.ot
young,
quitwhen
Atlanta,
town,
home
his
attention in
another,
Later,' he received considerable publicity through one break or
That the saps bloom on 42d street just as profusely as on Main street,
meanwhjle winning ring battles with a temporary aet back now and is proven by the lecturer who is making the pitch seven times daily at
then.
Hubert's Museum on 42d street, for tho sword basket trick. The trick
The parents are still guiding his ring -career with their eyes as firmly itself is first shown as a side show attraction at the regular admission
fixed upon the expected goal for their boy.
fee.
After the trick the lecturer offers to "show how it's done" for a
dime a copy. The boys are then lined up and allowed to take a peek.
El Brendel (Brendel and Burt) has hit in pictures, although there were The additional peek la enriching the joint to the tune of $150 weekly.
skeptics on the Famous Players-I,asky lot at Hollywood as to his ability
Brendel's hit was made in "Love's Magic," a Florence Vidor
to do so.
Previous to the recent engagement of Eva Tanguay at Keith's Palace,
picture. B. P. Schulberg exercised the option on his contract with F. P., New York, at $1.30 top. she had also headlined at Loew's State, 60c. top.
Miss Tanguay evidently knew more
casting him for an important role in "The College Flirt," Bebe Daniels one block below the Palace.
next. In it Brendel will play a Swedish janitor.
about her Palace week's date than did the K-A brokers, as she inopening for Kelth-A'bee to secure
agent
before
formed an Independent
"A string of pearls," unlike the Poe classic, figured in a corking "pipe" her time following the Palace week. The agent In his enterprising way
which the newspapermen ate up Friday for Saturday publication when thought Miss Tanguay would be a bet to return to Lotw'a State, Immediately after the Palace. It was put up to the Loew vaudeville bookers,

The

Marcus Loew
BOOKINGAGENCY
_

%_

General Executive Offices

LOEW BUILDING

ANWEST
N
ISO

Harry Leffe, Gladys Lockwood,
George Kay and the Singer BrothThe Willis is an independent
ers.
vaude stand and one of a chain
controlled
by the
Consolidated
'

Amusement Corporation.
-Once more the -Ityckman-, t&1\hstreet and Sherman avenue. New
York, has changed hands.' Wolf &
Springer have added the house to
their string* and will operate it
with pictures.
Harry Mackler, a former executive of the New York local motion
picture operators' union, has taken
over the old Center theatre in
Brooklyn, renamed the Luxor, and

Houses Closing

will

It

IN

Labor Day.

AND OUT

bills

when alteraThe house is

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.
MARKET. GRANT

Orpheum*

Kansas

LOS AN OB

closed

City,

O'FARRELL STREETS

and

SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager

The Orpheum, St Louis,
will close for the summer this week.
Five local and nearby houses

If

CONSOLIDATED BLDO.

Saturday.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUIT

have discontinued vaude bills for
summer, resuming In September.
The list Includes Regun and Jewel,
New York; Star, Cliff side, N. J.;
Select and Jdontauk, Brooklyn. All
five had been booked through independent agencies.

CHICAGO OFFICE

B'LD'G

JOHNNY
JONES
CHARGE
IN

shi

will

booked by Fally Markus.

H. SCHENCK
BOO KING MAN AO KB

WOdDS THEATRE

resume raude

tions are completed.

MARVIN
604

J.,

discontinue vaudeville temporarily
to "allow for extensive alterations
Including an enlarged stage and

GKNKRAL MANAGER

reopen

Ethel Davis, out of Orpheum, St
Louis, bill last week account illness.
Replaced on bill by Earle Brown.

down.

The Lyceum, Bayonne, N.

LUBIN

H.

J.

will

With two of the proposed series of two-reeled comedies by Donald Kerr
Antonio Orflla, Spanish consul,
finished and the makers around $60,000 in on the Investment there Is little who sponsored the Introduction of
likelihood of the third, being started for at least six months. The Kerr Beatrice Ortero, self-styled Princess
films to far have not found a distributing channel, although Lew Cantor Beatriz Bfaganza, of Spain, has resigned from the consular service
expects to book them through the Loew houses.
will be replaced temporarily by
Kerr is In vaudeville, and is having an Orpheum route laid out, which and
Alesandros
Torres.
Associates demeans that if the films are continued the next will be shot on the clare that the "princess" had nothcoast. Bryan Foy, who came on to direct the Kerr series, is going back ing to do with Orflla's resignation
to the coast.
and state that he had Intended to
quit over a month ago.
The use of the National Vaudeville Artists Club as a collection agency
for outside commercial business is believed to be an abuse of power by a
prominent vaudeville male single, Who, following his withdrawal from a
cabaret in New York, received a letter from the secretary of the N. V. A.
Michigan Vaudeville
urging him to pay a printing bill Incurred while entertaining at the
Managers'
Associitim Lti
night club.
The bill was for printed announcements sent out to a mailing list to
CHAR LI R MACK. Gen. Manager
announce his engagement at the club. The artist and club management
233 John R 8L
DETROIT. MICH.
different as to who was responsible for the debt. The printer sent the
bill to the N. V. A. and the action of the club followed, thus projecting
Booking Acts Direct
itself Into the controversy as the collector for the night club printer.

46™ ST*

BRYANT- 9850-NEW YORK CITY

Center,

Burlesque stock will supplant the
current vaude and picture policy at
the Willis, New York, beginning
next week. The stock cast Includes

4

It

Rockvllle

I.,

Independent.

.

who turned

Strand,

has switched bookings from
the K.-A. Circuit to Jack Under,

L.

i

OF

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
OFFICES
Los Angeieo
kneel

I

Bids.

D—ivt

Lincoln

Melt*

O.

Bids

lilac.

THEY SAID WE WOULD, DID WE?
"SPORTING WORLD/

9

^SUNDAY PICTORIAL":

April 20, 1926:

"There Is, for Instance, the, internationally famous Kit-Cat Club, known as the millionaire**
rendezvous. Dining and dancing there tho other night, I had no eye for millionaires, for my
whole attention was riveted on beautiful Nellie Breen, who dances and sings her way to tat
hearts of the club members and their guests.
"To me. stop-dancing Is an Intricate and highly skilled job, and I would sooner be Nellie
Preen than a mere Journallpt. Dut that In hardly a matter of choice. Nellie dance* exquisitely
with her partner, Lester Allen, whose acrobatic dances have already won him support from
the connolsMfurti of terpslchoroan art."

"THE PEOPLE,"

".

"SPORTS

worth while.

.

.

Is

a most amusing couple there called Allen and Breen."

"

latest edition of "Piccadilly Revels,' at the

.

la

If

only to

1926:
Piccadilly Hotel, last night."

30, 1926:

New stars from a toss the Atlantic are Lester Allen
as bright and aa Ingenious as are their costumes."

.

-DAILY SKETCH," March

AND DRAMATIC MAGAZINE":

30,

"Vocal and dancing eccentricities by Mr. Lester Allen and Miss Nellie Breen (two American
making their first appearance here) went a long way to making the treat* nooses of

."

"Everyone should go 'Playtime' at the Piccadilly,

There

•THE STAR," March

April 4, 1926:

Is rvally

.

•Cars

"In Lester Allen, the ricoarlllly Hotel Cabaret and Kit-Cat Club hare oertoJnly

new eomedlan who

.

-EVENING NEWS," March

"...

and

Tbelr

Motile

31, 1926:

I prophesy that Lester Allen, the new American comedian performing at the
Piccadilly and Kit-Cat. will become a popular favorite like SOPHIE TUCKER. .
Hie
singing of Irving Berlin's "Remember" was uproariously funny. .
His partner, Nellie
.
Breen. Is an admirable foil to him; their 'sister act' was an Instantaneous success."

Lester Allen.

.

brilliant artist."

.

.

"SHEFFIELD INDEPENDENT," March

31, 1926:

Here the original American 'Mercenary Mary,' Mine Nellie Broea, o
both on the stage and on the
kitoi'ii.
and by hie oecentrlo
and mannerisms one can quite Imagine it."
.

.

and with

her, ns partner, Lester Allen, well known In America,
Py some he la aecrlhed an the rival of Charlie Chaplin,

"THE REFEREE,"
"... A

April

"DAILY GRAPHIC,"
for.

he

April

5,

end

Is

quiet, subtle

1926:

and pollMhcd."

April

anuth»r show

7,

Allen and Nellie Breen, from America, provide a rood 4oal ef
Both are wonderful dancers."

31, 1926:

American artists, Lester Allen and Nellie Breen, make their first appearance la this
country In the new edition of the 'Piccadilly Revels/ at the Piccadilly Hotel. Mr. Allen Is a
In a style all his own; and Miss Breen, too. Is a ©lever dancer."

oomedlan and eccentric dancer

-MORNING POST," March

31, 1926:

"Mr. Lester Allen and Miss Nellie Breen. two American cabaret artists who appear In the
edition of the Piccadilly Hotel supper and dinner entertainment, are as lively a pair of
drolls Ms have come to London for a long time.
Their mimicry Is excellent, as they sing and
burlesque In grotesque costumes and make-up.
Their accomplishments are unlimited, for
Mr. Allen plays the balalaika as well as both he and his partner step-dance, and he Is also a
r tumbler complete with many new twists and turna"
ols

aow

v

1926:

l«Hn- presented nt the Piccadilly. It marks the first op
England of LoHter Allxn. the famous American film and stage star. He Is assist od oy Miss
NHlie Breen, who whs the original 'M« viiary Mary' In America. These two
verHa.tlle couple; they sing ami dance and are extraordinarily amuHlng."
"Ktlll

~~ment.

Two

Mollfte

"lister Allen, the little Amerlrun droll, gave as tonic an entertainment as one might
He displays few of those Qualities usually associated with comedians from tho other

"TATLER,"

31, 1926:

"Two newcomers, Lester

-DAILY CHRONICLE," March

1926:

4,

miccc«a wan peered by a couple new to me. Looter Alh
Priori, whone acrobatic dnncing, coujiled with some capital burlesque singlnff,
often indifferent cabaret uudienco bit up and take notice."
distinct

'DAILY MIRROR," March

ta

n

Regards to

SOPHIE TUCKER

LESTER ALLEN and NELLIE BREEN

—

•BURLESQUE
FRED IffCLOY LEAVES

Work and Willingness
Make Girl Principal

COLUMBIA AFTER

16

YEARS

Goes with Mutual Wheel at Director of Publicity
Record of Several Burlesque Achievements Se-

—

9
cured Dailies First Attention

~ -Fred'

MoGloy-

let t—tho

circuit

and Columbia theatre,

COLUMBIA Wfil DROP
'BURLESQUE' BILLING

This

Week

—

Previously

practical.

be a

season with Williams &
Jordan's
Tempters."
"The
Through her dancing and
willingness
Miss
to
work,
GUligan
to
was assigned
last

Before the end of the season Eddie Sullivan saw her
and engaged her for "Stolen
Sweets."
Miss GUligan In her rapid
is
an example to girls
having burlesque aspirations.
Instead of lying abed late each

morning Peggy arose and devoted an hour or so in prac.

ticing dancing.

Denied

She learned some acrobatics
and a hot Charleston ftom

Despite denials and evasions, it is
reported the Columbia Circuit will
leaving, he was «4ta manager.
McCloy has several achievements drop the word Burlesque next, seato his credit Tor and in aid of bur- son and bill its attractions by the
lesque. He took burlesque into the
pages of the New York dailies, also show title, with "The Columbia
taking it (always Columbia bur- Circuit Presents" as a prefix.
lesque) onto the dramatic pages of
This will be the rule on all house
all principal dallies of the country
paper and billing. The public will
McCloy's styles .of publicity and
conpress work were different and dig- be allowed to draw its own
policy of the cirnified for burlesque. They received clusions as to the
percent
burwill
be
76
cuit
which
recognition from » dramatic editors

everywhere.
Student of Burlesque
As McCloy passed the years with
Columbia burlesque, meanwhile becoming really a student of burlesque, he evolved several ideas, all

will

rise

New Mixed Policy Brings Decision

York, of over 16 years. He was at
the Columbia on the opening night
of that theatre's career as the leadhouse of Ameriqa.
ins; burlesque
Upon the theatre opening, Mr. Mcpress
agent; when
Its
was
Cloy

GUligan

"parts.''

C-olumhia—

burlesque wire el Monday and imbecame the director
mediately
of publicity for the Mutual burWilliam Garon sucwheel.
lesque
ceeded Mr. McCloy.
McCloy'a departure happened after
«n association with the Columbia

Peggy

principal on the Mutual burlesque circuit next season.
Miss GUligan. without burlesque experience, went out

lesque.

Outside attractions reported in
addition to "White Cargo" and "The
Gorilla" are revivals of "The Devil's
Auction," an old-time extravaganza,
and "Eight Bells," equally ancient.
'The deelsion to eliminate "burlesque" from the circuit is said J.o
have been arrived at this week.
The head of the circuit, Sam Scribner, recently Issued a statement in
which he said that the Columbia
would not drop "burlesque" except
where local conditions warranted.
Scribner,
"they
According
to
wouldn't brag about being burlesque
In certain towns where stock burlesque and other burlesque had received a black eye. Seribner also
stressed the fact the Columbia was
primarily a burlesque circuit and
would continue as such.

Buddy Bradley at

the Billy
Pierce studio, just before going with the Mutual show.

That Miss GUligan may be
even better skilled In her work
for next season, she will put
in the summer in a burlesque
stock.

CARROLL COMMENT
(Continued from page 2)
bathtub alleged
filled with alleged champagne.
When the jocular and rotund Mr.
Cobb was placed on the witness
stand he was asked by Mr. Smythe
if he (Cobb) wasn't America's foremost writer. Mr. Cobb replied that
in his own opinion he was.
,
When the spelling; of Pol Roger
spelled
was brought up, Mr. Cobb
"pol" as "Paul." This caused Mr.
Buckner to chuckle and Mr. Cobb
then spelled It correctly.
self In the alleged

NON-EQUITY CASTS IN PLAYS ON

COLOMBIA WHEEL NEXT SEASON
Lew

Reaches

Talbot

Equity;

LUCKY SAMBO
Billy

Julia

Specialty

Moody

Amanda Randolph

John l*a w
Jack Stafford
Twilight Gadaon
« • 1

H logins
Joe byrd

ltufua Johnson....'

Jocko
Nlns, ••»»».

WetU

Al. F.

Hilda Perleno
Ulanks
Arthur Porter

Edith Sliniwun

1

• * • 1 1

John Alexander
Ernest

It.

Whitman

Julia Koblneon
George Phillips
Cora
Inters
••*•••»•
5 Cracker Jacks
•

•

W

Hurtlg & Seamon's "Lucky Samsummer run entry at the
Columbia, New York, opened Satur- formances compulsory in most Coday night It is the ace of the all lumbia stands but tabooed by Equity
Jig operas that rotated around the excepting
in
towns which the
Columbia wheel.
H. & S. are keeping faith with the actors' association recognized as
customers with this one. They have "Sunday towns" as per the agreesurrounded an unusually talented ment of May, 1922. between Equity
company with a big league produc- and the managers' association.
tion.
Talbot expressed willingness to
The keynote is speed, built around employ Equity actors and to post
one of the best mixed dancing a bond. Equity also
made the prochoruses seen on any stage in any
company. There are IS high and ducer a concession of 10 performances
weekly as obtains in the
fast stepping girls of uniform size
and good looks, aided and abetted Equity stock contract since the
by a male chorus of eight boys who shows would be operating at poputurn in show stopping solos on vari
lar prices, $1 top scale, which also
ous occasions.
prevails In stock.
The girls are all too bad Jim -and
Talbot later discussed the situahow they can leg 1L They are at- tion
with the Columbia circuit peotractively costumed, shedding a bit
ple.
When unsuccessful in getting
on appearance until the last two
numbers, when they appear In the latter to agree to forego Sunbreast-plates and trunks, be rib- day performances he* notified Equity
boned, for some hot Jazz and with the latter ruling that he must
Charleston stepping in a cabaret not employ any Equity members la
scene that was new.
Some of last season's scenes have his shows.
Submitting Casts
been retained but several new numbers and scenes have been added.
Through a gentlemen's agreement
addition the costumes are new and Talbot
has consented to submit his
several flashy and classy -looking
casts when assembled to Equity so
drapes and drops.
that
It
may scrutinize the list and
Billy Higgles and Joe Byrd carry
the comedy burden, and how. Hlg- check up that none of their members
gins la the nearest thing to a suc- are in the troupes.
cessor of the late Bert Williams
Equity will not attempt to place
around in years. His methods and any stumbling blocks In Talbqt**
delivery are typical Afro-American path
should he be successful la proand he doesn't have to deperfd upon
gaga to hook laughs.
With his jecting his shows with non-union
actors.
dialect and character ability he
Whether or not Talbot win bo
could be funny reading the Eigh-

bo," the

At the head of the Mutual burlesque circuit Is I. H. Herk, long a
close friend of McCloy's. Herk formerly was with the American burlesque circuit when that was a subsidiary of the Columbia.
said that the impending
It
is
change of playing policy on the Columbia, to a mixed combination
Miss Hawley said her real name
show rotation, and with the Mutual
was Treasa Deauges, and her age
retaining Its established straight17.
To some of the boys in the
away burlesque complexion, that
court chamber long accustomed to
McCloy felt he should go with burcriminal cases and big
covering
the
with
lesque rather than remain
Mais, it was opined Miss Hawley
Columbia's mixture.
corking
witness <or the
The circuit next season will have made a
Mr. Garon was formerly with the
She was familiar with the
Stair A HsVlln circuit. Last sea- five or six colored and black and state.
son he was the manager of the white attractions In addition to old standby, "I don't remember.**
In looking Miss Hawley over it teenth Amendment.
"Bringing Up Father," Sim Wll
Gayety (Columbia), Detroit
Byrd Is a corking foil and assistwas noticed that her hair was blond
Hams' musical "Uncle Tom's Cab
ant and equally in character. They
In" and several more outside at- and this caused comment, for Miss
reach
their Alps in the Jail House
tractions.
The rest of the shows Hawley at the time of the celea standard in all all-colored
Mutual Booking Exchange, will be frankly burlesque shows re brated tub ducking in alleged spark- scene,
shows, but never funnier or more
ling wine had black hair (wig).
gardless of whether they are so des
cleverly handled than In this one.
The women are all* there with
Booking for Mutual ignated.
Miss Hawley said that she had bells on. Julia Moody is real Harbeen promised between $750 and lem, leading hot numbers? She always looks well and dances like all
The Mutual Booking Exchange
,$1,000 for her stunt, but that when
get out. In fact, all of the women
with Emmet Callahan, assistant Jack Singer's Stock
she tried to get her money she was are hoofers par excellence and can
general manager of the Mutual BurCalled Vicious in Syracuse told to collect from the audience. make the Charleston sit up and beg.
lesque Circuit, and Rube Bernstein,
She made an emphatic statement This particularly applies to the
Syracuse, May 25.
former Columbia producer, will
chorus, male and female.
Jack Singer's stock burlesque at that Schaif offered her $350 providopen its offices within two weeks.
Another Important peg upon which
ing she would testify there was no
The Exchange will do a general the Savoy, opening with "Wild champagne In the bathtub,
but with the success of this opera is hung is
the all-colored orchestra, Carried by
agency business and also concen- Women," has stirred up the town. the proviso that
the money be paid the show and
down in the trench for
trate upon securing new material A couple of the dallies "went after"
after the trlaL •*
the best part of the evening until
the show, particularly the "Herald."
for the Mutual Circuit.
they climb on the rostrum to ac"The
characterizes
Herald"
the
with
post
Callahan will retain his
When asked by the District At- company the special ties in the cabperformance as "vicious," calling
Mutual In addition to the agency.
aret scene.
upon it to either clean up or move torney what was in the tub Miss
Ernest R. Whitman, an impresHawley said wine. In reply to the sive
out.
good-looking and sweet-cooing
Chester B. Bahn, critic for "The query If she had drunk any of it she straight; Hilda Perlono, a goodThen, again, as to the looking ingenue; Berleanna Banks,
Herald," states in his story he un- said yes.
derstands the Singer troupe was on times she imbibed, Miss Hawley singer, dancer and character woman;
the Mutual Wheel last season. If said three or four times, and also Amanda Randolph, a comedienne
The Eddie Rector-Ralph Cooper so, he added, Syracuse has no room slated she was Intoxicated when the with oceans of ability; Al P. Watts,
colored revue at the Alhambra,
D. A. interrogated her upon that corking character man, and Arthur
Mutual burlesque.
Porter, ditto, are the principals.
New York, blew up Sunday night forFlo
De Vero is especially assailed point.
It is hopeless for producers of
through the show falling to draw
Tuesday drew more "sob sinters" white burlesque shows with the limfor smutty material and cooch dancreturns sufficient to float the outfit
than had previously shown up to ited overhead allowance to hope to
ing.
through.
Chief of Police Cadin detailed a absorb the testimony; the belief compete with this type of revue.
This musical tab outfit came into
policewoman to report on the that Miss Hawley's story might be The equivalent of this one in Cauthe Alhambra under the financial
causlan could retail for $5.50 a copy,
also as spicy as publicized.
is
It
Singer performance.
cloud as the house sponsorship had
and would have to at the salaries
stated that the Savoy management
necessary to line up similar talent.
to pay |500 before its stage properinsists upon some eliminations.
And then again there Isn't a white
ties and scenic equipment could be
"PUSH OVER" IN 3 ACTS
organization on the face of the earth
released from the Howard theatre,
that would work with the enthus"The
Push
Over,"
a
three-aqt
Washington.
and willingness of this bunch
comedy tentatively titled "Plastic iasm
Columbia Casting Co.
unless they were getting tops.
Perjury," will open at the Savoy,
'Lucky .Sambo" is well named. It's
Asbury Park, week
ADDED TITLE TO 'UNCLE TOM'
July 12, play- a lueky combo and should prove an
Called Off ing the Broadway,of Long
Sim
Branch, equally lucky choice for the ColumWilliams'
"Uncle Tom's
bia.
If this one doesn't finish in the
the last half of the week.
Cabin," which for the Columbia
The Columbia Casting Agency,
The authors are Jack Conway first five next season ten dimes are
Burlesque Circuit next season will
booking (Variety) and Dan KusscL Kussel ninety cents.
be titled "Uncle Tom and Little which was the official
Leonard Harper's staging deserves
Eva In Burlesque,'' will be a 95 per agency for the Columbia Burlesque is also producing the show.
brackets.
Con.
cent, colored unit."
Circuit, is reported as about to disRehearsals commence In June.
A pickaninny band of 15 will be solve.
carried in addition to a large comThe agency, under the manageTOLEDO STOCK OFF
MINNEAPOLIS STOCK
pany, said to number 60 people. Two ment of Ike Cooper, was never 100
Toledo, May 29.
The producers
Advance men, a street parade and per cent efficient.
Minneapolis, May 21.
Harry M. Strou.se ha* closed his
other publicity features will be preferred to book acts or artists
Summer burlesque stock was in- stock burlesque
company
It
hero.
handled under the supervision of direct and balked at paying five per stalled here this week with "Sugar
played locally three weeks.
Harry Williams.
cent commission to the agency when Babies" as opening bill.
nney made a direct booking theirfCompany Includes Margie Pinetti.
selves.
Chuck Wilson, Bennie Moore, Jack
8aks Heads Musical Tab
NOTICE UP AT APOLLO
The dissolution will leave the Van, Frank Hawkins, Jessie McSt. John. N. B., May 25.
M In sky's Apollo stock at the
Mike Saks, comic, on the Mutual bookings in the hands of Nat Mor- Donald, Mario Lee and others.
who
will
conWeber,
Dee
Apollo,
tan,
New York, may call It a
-Circuit last season, heads the Mifce
season this week.
Saks Revue which started out of tinue as aa Independent, and one
Closing notice was posted, but
Boston for a summer tour through or two of the other agents who If you don't advertise in
with
the provinces.
can bo recalled If business takes a
specialise In placing people
don't advertise Jump,
It la now at the Strand, Halifax.
burlesque attractions.
.

Show

COLORED REVUE BROKE

'

May Be

VARIETY

Several legit attractions spotted
franchises over the Cofurhbia
Burlesque circuit next season will
be compelled to utilize non-Equity
casts.
This was decided after m
series of conferences between Equity
council and Lew Talbot, producer,
who Intends projecting "White
Cargo" and "The Gorilla"' over the
burlesque circuit wheel.
Talbot's
dealings
with Equity
were reported amiable, with the
main stumbling block at Equity, the
14 performances weekly required by
burlesque as well as Sunday perfor

IjerltTinna

Mlu Nobody

of

Offered 10, as With Stocks

Weekly— Equity
John Whltl.y
June Wlthhy
Mrfl. Whitby
Doc August
Sambo Jack *on

Understanding with
14 Performances

That

Wanted Leeway

M

successful In casting his shows nonEquity Is a matter for discussion.
General opinion is .that he win havo
to recruit his troupe from tent show
outfits or utilize graduates from
dramatic schools. It's acoepted that
regulation
burlesque
performers
cannot play the shows with exception of the feminine roles
each
which require little legitimate act-

m

ing.

PARADES!
Joseph Howard will supply tho
musical trimmings to Sim Williams*
musical
"Uncle
Tom's Cabin,*
which will be routed over the Columbia Circuit next season. Tho
«how will carry a black and white
cast, principals and chorus.
Parades will also be held in
town the show hits.

every

Lid Off at Chel sea
With the disposition

of the court
cases agalns 4 its performers, tho
burlesque stock at the Chelsea,
New York, has lifted tho Ud again
and Is reported packing them in
since the change.
Business has been holding up so
well in this spot that the stock will
operate throughout summer.

MAX

FIELDS' CO.

Max

Fields has set his cast for
next season's edition of "Kuddling
Kutles," for the Mutual Circuit.
The roster Includes Adele Mc-

Keever,

Billle

June Rhodes, Jack

La Roy, Joe Moss, Billy Harris,
Helen Fields and Nettie Thayer.

SLDMAN'S

BORROWED TITLE

Dave Sidman's "Peek-A-Boo"

will

carry the "Wine, Women and Songtitle Instead next season, through

an arrangement effected between
Sidman and Lew Talbot, who formerly operated a Columbia show
under that title.
.

PATERS0N STOCK "COLD"
Meyer

Harris

burlesque

stock

closed at the Orpheum, Patersoa,
N. J., last week. The stock followed]
the regular burlesque season at tho
house.

VARIETY
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Wednesday,

Everybody.

Everybody's

NUTTY
o

f GOOFY

ve r

HOP.SES

}926

'^^k/> Take a

j^ry^ttle

Ti

•

C

''

1

'

May M,

ft

Kte

tfrozr Novelty
Lrrj/y ovrer

horses

Fox Trot

ncrses

M

.jorse:

w JustA

JPooc

Pretty SAI LORTSi
LITTLE ""tETHEART

BABY

JOE

BURKE

BEN BERN IE
PHIL BAKER.
ayidL

SID SILVERS

K
N
KATI
A
A
FOX
RUSSIAN

TROTSKY,

VOD A VODKA KICK /

iy BEN RUSSELL

avid

COM

VI

INDIA
sees

HENRY TOBIAS

(Birr

Fott

Com e

/

You. cant

wrond

with any FEIST song

LEO

SEVENTH AVE.,

7/

711
SAN FRANCISCO
935 Market
•

St.

BOSTON
181 Tremont St.

CINGINN ATT

I

707-8 Lyric Theatre Bldg.

TO R.ONTO
193 YongeSb.

PI

PHILADELPHIA
1228 Market

St.

D E T R.O IT
1020 Randolph St,

Wtdafdmy, May M,

VAMETY

1*26

13

st

I NeVerKneu)

MTHY

*HOW

£br

iWONKRFUL

Place

What Good

Is

YOU
%TOM FORD
WING BIBO

WER.E

and

IN "-GOOD 'NIGH
FOJC TjRO

A SORE- FIRE HIT/
*

^dofiothv
' terrjss
'

(

joe

J

4

/"

burke

GEORG IAN MA*
A SOUTHERN TRACK WINNER.

mr TROT hj LEWIS **td

OIIU
IIST
inc.
KANSAS
CITY

1

'

Gayety Theatre Bl<$.

LOS

ANGELES

417 . West Fifth St.

NEW YORK
C H C AGO
I

167

No.

Clark St.

MINNEAPOLIS
433

Loeb Arcad*

N.

V

LONDON. WC 2 ENGLAND
138 Charing Cross toad.

AUSTRALIA, MELBOURNE

276

Collins St.

YOUNGaitd HARRY AKST

Dance
Orchestrations
FROM YOUR DEALER.

50^ OPL

DIRECT/

8

.

VAR JIT Y

14

CONKY ISLAND

PRESENTATIONS-BILLS

New

(34)

Mack A

Rossltar
Schichtl's Royal

(May 24)
(May 31)

Shows carrying numerals such as (10) or (11) indicate opening this
(IS),
week, on Sunday or Monday, as date may be. For next week (17) or
with

An asterisk <•) before name signifies act Is new to city, doing a new
time.
turn, reappearing after absence or appearing for first
are:
Initials listed after houses for booking afllliution
Keith's Western (KW)
Independent (In)
Pictures (Pc)

Pantages (P)

Interstate (It)

Orpheum

Bert Levey (BL)

*-

(O)

Where no

name

used with

initials are

without regular booking

Pictures include in classification picture policy with vaudeville or
Independent includes those pop vaudeville
presentation as adjunct.
(vaudeville and pictures) theatres affiliated with no general booking office.

+

Month

BERLIN

Hinu
I

Orellys

Roby Rene A P

W

ft

Sis
to

Niblo

Hany
(Two

Hartlnl Co
Nesster A May

Joseph Coleman

Reka
Fred Sylveator Co

Eltsoft

Frttachl

CITY BUly

Capitol (Pe) (t4)
Turrell A Robya
"Stella Dallaa"

BUlto (Pc)

(24)

Del CmJtlllo
Ollda Gray

"Aloma

(tS)

Wk

Take a Chanen
It

Amer Rockets
Johnaon

Virginia

Healy

A

Clifford

Lima S
Murtagh
Frank Judmech

"Silken Shacklea"
American (L)
lat hair (.11-1)
Dupre A Muriel

Maglne A Baskette
Ling A Long
Volga Singers
Mays Burt A JT
.

H Ward

C*

Rathburn

I

1

ALF

(L)

lat half (31-2)
DeVries t

Rainbow

3

A

Keena

(One to

..

WILTON

(Sl-t)

(Three to nil)
BouJevurd (L)

lat half (31-3)

Reck A Rector

(K) (24)

Ledova

Shaw A Cameron
Schenck A Son

Newest Spring Styles

TOP COATS Now

in

SUITS and Tho

on Display

Sherwoods

(Others to

BEN ROCKE
N. Y.

A Gordon
Moron A Wiser
City Levan Putnam A

nufat A Vogt
Ford Danoers

Rose "A Carroll
ft

Harry Hose
Roaemont Tr'b'd'ra

DaMs A MoCoy
Coliseum *(K)

2d half

Ambler Bros
Mardo A Wynn
Renard A West

J A K Lee
Lockett A Tage

Delano, y

St.

(L)

(31-2)

lat half

Cooper & Kodfllo
3

Keena

HAL
(One

Ik

I<owrle
r..U<Mte

to

Hrown A Rogers
Mallon A Case
91s

A C

Greeley Sq. (L)
lat half (31-2)

Robertua
Flanders

A Deagon
A Uutler

Howard Harris 1
Ketch A Wllma
Allmsn A May
Id half (2-t)

Dupre A Muriel

W A H
A Long

Alfreda

Ling

BAB
Bison City

Brill
4

liaoaln Sq. (L>
lat halt <11-I)

Ambler Bros
Armstr'g

Renard

A

A L

Frank Hunter
MountersFred Hlldebrown
S

Jack Russell Bd
(One to All)
81st St. (K)

(24)

Harry Thurston
(loslcr A Lunby
Cunn'ph'm ft H'n't
Kl

fill)

2d half <."-6>
& Sofield
Healy & (lamella
Jack Slrouae
Plclot

Marcus

Roller Sis

Mr A Mrs J Durry

Sis

Arthur Ashiry Co
I.ubln

,2d half (27-30)

Ollbert

A West

/

lirice

Wilson

Bd

3

0th Ave. (K)
2d half (27-30)
Florence A Arnold
Murray A Trw;n

Broadhurut Co
Marglt Hedogua Co
I*nng A Haley
Ernest Evans Olrla

(Jeo

BSth St. (K)
2d half (27-30)
Show A* Narlne
Knight's Roosters
Clark Morrell
Calm A Gale

(Two to fill)
Fordham (K)
2d half (27-30)
Ualaal 2
Jean La Vreaao

Rev

Eva Clark
Kramer A Boyle
The Shqfwoods

Mack A La Rue
Jerome & Ryan
Nevlns

(One

A Gorman

Burns A Foraa
Ruth Budd
Joe Browning*
Nora Bayes

All)

(31)

Seed A Austin
I)

to nil)

Rlrerslda (K) (24)
3 Melvlna
Clark A CTNell
Seod A Austin
Louise Wright

Jack Norworth
rurlslonncs
Will Mahoney
Haunted Mystcrlee

Chaa King
Meehan's Dogs

Hugh Herbert
(Others to

Flat^osh
Stroude

Till)

(K) (24)
Phillips

A

Seville

A Thomaa

The Merediths
Dare A'Wahl
Senior Comb No
(Others

to

2

All)

Billy

Miller

(Two

2d half (27-30)

Raymond Pike
Wcf.ton

A

IIu/,'hes

Wolfe

Sl<«

(Two

to

1

Burns A Alien
Harry Fox

to

t N. Y.
Blnajhsmtsa (K)
*2d half (27-30)

Maid
(One

Tha Stenards
Mowatt A Mullen
Louise Olaum Co

Gllllfl

Rae Allan
Fords

Chaa Martin
Spoor Parsons Co

(SS)

Bird Fantasy

B Krueger Oroh

|

"Devil's Circus"

Uptown (re) (SS)
Melodies Eternal
"For Heaven Sake"
Rial to (L) (SI)
Royal Sldneya

A Hopkln

Boland

A Lloyd
A Pullman
Roscoe Ails BA
Klrkwood A Wi

Flake
Alls

Na. Canter

(1»)

(11)

Armand A Paras
Bert Chadwlok

Mercedes

ALLKNTOWN.

FA.

Colonial (K)
2d half (27-30)
Dallaa Walker Oo
B A J Pearson
Hartley A P'terson
Willie Solar
London Paris A NY

ASHEVILLK,

N. C.
riaaa (K)

Sd half (27-20)

Andrea

Ingllas

ASHTABULA,

JAdfe

PLAYING
PHILADELPHIA

TAILOR

L.

Co

Johnny Hyman
Olga Mlxka Co

Co

Greenpolnt (K)
2d half (27-20)
Mcrlley A Dupree

fill)

(Others to

half (31-2)
Txihf; A Sterling
1st

A Crane
Clark

(Two

to All)
2d half (3-6)
Kodak A 81s
4 Pepner Sha-kere

Orphenm (K)
2d half (27-2*)
Gabbjr Pros
Sally Beera
Heasle Remple Co

Lane A Barry
Frank Hughes Co
(One

to

4

Cnmorons

Sargent

Oatea
lat

Plelot

(I.)

half (31-2)
A Srofleld

Violet

Hemmlnr
Murdock A Mayo
Collins A Teteraitn

Mardo & Wynn

Terke's Serenades

(One

Hilly Taylor
Hiaon City 4
to

1111)

Co

fill)

Prospect (K)
2d half (27-20)

Vox A Talbot
Herbert Ashley Co
(One to All)

fill)

Ilert

(Two

A

Duval

Aeademr (WV)
2d half (22-21)

Jennings A Raid
The Jordons
Betanoff i

A

Baldwin

A Lewis

Ambaaaador (WV)
2d half (22-20)

A Bryoa

Lloyd

Jimmy Lyons
Bungle Love

Amerleaa (WT)
2d half (11-20)
S< larto

2

A
Cametta A
(Three to

fill)

RWerla (K>-

Haley

Davis
Rydell
fill)

Central Park (WV)
2d half (22-20)

Orphenm

half (27-SO)

!d

Schepp's Circus
Healey R'yn'ds

Kenny A
(Two to

A

S

Hollls
nilr

ATLANTA
Loew's (SI)
Harriet Naurott Co

Co
Taylor Howard A T
Elsie Clark

Calvin A O'Connor
Saranoff A Norrta

Feraythe (K)
2d half (2T-2C)
Lorln Raker
McLallen A Sarah
Monroe A Grant
Evelyn Phillips
Lewis A Smith •
1st

half 21-2)

State (L) (81)
Fitch's Minstrels
(Others to nil)

D

Gordon's Olrmpla
(K) (S4)
(8collay Sq.)

Bento Broa

LeTan A Baatedo
Hughle A O'Donnell

Band

(One

to

OH)

Wheeler A Potter
4

Hamil S:h A S
Mitchell & Dove
Dance Revels

Tempts (K)
Anderson

Ruby

Lucille Ballentlne
(31)

Pantages (81)
Lieut Thetion

A Thorn
Bros
Harry Kahne
Dancing MrDon'ds

Roaa

Arnafct

Pompadour Ballet
Ha\ Nleman
(Two to fill)

(31)

Ames

EASTON. PA.

The Wager
(Two to fill)

Able O. H. (K)
2d half (27-30)

DAVENPORT.

LA.
Capitol (Pc)
2d half (27-29)

Colonial Trust Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Phons: Sprues 1095-1288
Wtilrl of Mirth

"Sweet Daddies"

Columbia (O)
2d half (27-20)

2d half (27-20)

Ed Geer
Choco Dandles

Whirl of Synco
4 Jolly Thespians

Jos Darcy
Seminary Scandals

CEDAB

R'P'DS. I A.
Strand (Fe) (tS)
A Jaxs
"High 8teppers"

Colletta

CH RLTON,

C.

8.

Kearse (K)
2d half (27-90)
Oriental Fantasies
Oliver A Crangle
Janet of France
Henri A Sylva
All)

CINCINNATI,

Bobby McGood Co
Clayton

A Lennla

(One to

fill)

Mazle Lunette
Chester A Devera
Cartmell A Harris
Jack Clifford
Bd
I bach

ELIZABETH,

X

Fulton A Parker
O'Brien
Barto A Mack

Julian

Wives
Burns A*Kane
Dooley A Sales
Wyatt'a Lads A
<Q ne to mi)

Shaw

Fairmont (K)
' 2d half (17-50)
Roas A Mayne
Vera Post
John Regay Co

Mack A Earl
Ray's Bohemians
F*D

(K)

2d half (27-20)
Violet A Tanner

DU LAC,

Betlaw (L)

WIS.
(31)

Sammy Duncan
Plsano

Jean I^ebonatl
Hplland .A Oden
Bohemian Nights

Strand (Pc) (23)
Rice Pudding- Rev

Cook A Shaw Sis
A Landauer
Mabel Walzer Co
FT. DODGE, I A.

M ™ d Ifi
ItlEWTOH I WINS
^Msbslls £
Care VARIETY, NEW YORK

T|f
HE

Address

Klein Bros
Carleton Enyny

"Declaase"

Bd
DEOATl'R, ILL.

Lincoln Sq.

DEKALB.

(Two to All)
OL'RKSB'G, W.VA.
Robinson Gr'd

FAIRM'NT, W.VA.

FT. WAYNE, IND.
Palace (KW)

(Pe)

1st

Pressler

ILL.

2d

DfKalb (Pc)

(3-6)

Ifarmonia
(One to flin
FT. WORTH. TKX.
Pantnges (31)

2

DENVER
Orphenm (t4)
Mors A Frye
Capt Bella Seals

half

Marg'ret Padula Co
Bender A Armstr'g

2d half (26-29)
Biirr

half (31-2)

Royal Pskia Tr
A Klaas
V A B Stanton
Hughle Clark Bd

(23)

Sheldon A Dally
Krafts A I*amont

L

|

Rajah Rnbotd
"The Eagle"

Dance Tours

J.

O.
Keith's
2d half (27-30)
Noel Lester

(*4>

Gibson A Price
Klein Bros

N.

Keith's
2d half (27-30)

Claude DeCar Co

DAYTON,

O.

Temple 4
June Hovlck

(24)

Tval

Qu Callton
Tramp Tramp Tr
Jimmy Lucas

WIRE—WRITE OB CALL

J.

A

S

Edgar Bergen

MARYLAND

CAMDEN, N.
Towers (K)

(KW>

Oscar Lorraine
Wav Brack Co
(One to Oil)

PHILADELPHIA,
JERSEY, DELAWARE and

**rollc

Hlckavllle

(Olh>ra to

Nations

QiU Edwarda

Buddy Walker

2d half (27-30)
Naldft Miller Co

of

Kay

Girls

(SI)

(21)
Bis Co
Jane Dillon

JR,
PENNA., NEW

Palace (K) (24)
Margaret A Morrell
Davis A Polio

Dolly

A

nil)

Ruth

IN

to

N. V.

Gr'd Blverla

WOLF,
FRANK
BOOKING THEATRES

Keyhole Kameos
(K) (24)
Osal
Lewis
Delano
Fiaher A Hurst

Higgle

Lionel

(One

Bastoa
Haahl A
Lock A
Dale A

W

Majefltlc (It)

Rozellaa
Courting Days
Butler A Parker

2

(Montgomery spin)
Purdy A Layne
Olcott A Maye
Mildred Andrea To
Howard Nlchola

fill)

(L) (81)

Wheeler 2
Mabel Drew

A

4.Clovelly Girls

Van A Tyson

Gallarlnl Bis

FINISH

i

Reat
Douglas

Fein A Tennyson
Cosmopolitan Rev
Welch A Norton
Harrison Circus

McDonald A Oakes
Dancing Pirates
.Smith A Sawyer
lsklwaka Japs

(10)

A Barry

908 Walnut SL 8ATURDAY

Rev

Ilaney

Burnett

Levy
to

Klrby

Stanley

Vincent Lopes
Miss B's Millions"

(24)

LJPSHUTZ

Melhsv (L) (SI)

Taylor A Lake
J C Morton Co
Browning A'Br'ken

(13)

Loew's State (Pc)

ORDER
MONDAYt

Hughle O'Donnell

KattuSt Clair

Shea's Hipp (Pe)

BOSTON

(SI)

4

L

Regent (P)

DALLAS. TBX.

(Pe)

Art Landry .
•Wet Paint"

Grecian Urn
'That's My Baby"

(K)

Ed half (26 r 2»)
Gilbert A HI rah

Hollyw'd Red tt'dn

"Necessary Evil"

(24)

O.

A Peggy

fill)

CLINTON, IA.
Orphenm (Po)

(S4)

Welch Choir

Spltalny
"Paris"
Metropolitan (Pe)

A Mnye
A Wilson
Purdy A Fayne
O'cott

Palaoe

(One to

(31)

Lyric (K)
2d half (27-20)
Romalne A Caatle
Leo Peers
Pantheon Singers
D'Armand A H't'g
Masked Athlete

Holland

(One to

half

Boganny Tr

"Brown

BIJon (L) (11)
France A La Pell
Francis Ross A D
Jack Janla Co
Angel A Fuller
Syd Hall Bd

Ml

Torcat's Roonters

fill)

Alexander

N. Y.

So..

to

(l-i)
Samaroff A SonlaRegan A Curllas

2d

Twists A Tunea
Frank Sinclair Co
Clemens Belling

Frederick Fradkln

Howard Nichols
Mildred

(Two

(14)

BIBM'GH'M, ALA.

(P)

Gee. Haranaa
—Week:

Allen Norman
Llbonltl

Grecian Urn
'Stella Cinders"

Hlbbett A Hartman
Uttle Blly

M. Y.
Proctor's (K)
Id half (27-20)

Petty

Stsnelll

This

Power

4

MBes

Hawaiian

The Glorias

(11)

Society Bcandala

(KW)

156* Broadway. New
Bet. 46th and 47th Sis.

"Fasdnat'g Youth"

Scranton
HAM
Angel City

Debutantes

4

"Memory Lane"

OFFICIAL DENTIST TO THB

Alice In Movleland

ia (F)
(11-2)
(Sama bill, playa
Bverett 2-f)

ALBANY,

Danny Graham

(re)

BUFFALO.

G

Strltt

Miriam Robblna

Call Ion

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

BvsTals (Pe)

fill)

State (Pc) (24)

Jimmy Harvey

Palermo's Dogs

Hale A Bro
Car Hale A Lamal
Tha Volunteers
(Two <o All)

Lafayette

"She"

1st half (11-1)

Majestic (K)
Id half (17-10)

Stella

Oeo LaTour

Fred

Bead's Hipp

(*4)

Shafer A Berenice
Relff Murray's 1

Texas Com 4
Fink Mules
(Three to fill)

BUTLBB* PA,

Blngh'mt'n

In
to

Du

A 81s
B'L'GHAM, WASH. Bartram A 8axton
of Harv'd"

Jack Hedley 1
Brooka A Roaa
Donovan A Lee
tlrace Edler
Rae Samuels
• Rockets

Doro Nellson Ca

4

Alex

(Po)

Burke A Durkln

A

Salt* 04>1

47«<l tt.

AKRON, O.
Keith's (S4)

Abbott ONrls
Id half (2I-2S)

Hal

A

Fax Washington
House David Band
Crelghton A Byroa

Peplto

100 Local Olrla

|

Fulton (L)

Vale

Southern Memories
"Old Lovea New"

(31)

ckiea'(K) (SI)

fill)

B'GHHTbN

Jim McWUllame

WHEN

l'Hin

BROOKLYN

M A A

Capitol (Pc) (24)

Ballet
Volga Singers

Malda of B Rev
C B Maddock Pros

Baker Co

Royal <K)

Cecils

DETROIT

Fields

Pompadour

BBOCKT'N. MASS.

Tim Crane

A Fox

Nerro

(31)

Dr Rm'kwell

A

Oarcinettl

Lennle

W.

tSt

Washington

Tlvoll

Regent (K)

St.,

(IS)

Senate (Pe) (SS)
Art Kluth
Maacogna Ballot
"Devil s Chorus*'

Albee (K) (24)
Hob Anderson

2d half (27-30)

1632 B'way, at 60th

D

Geo

to All)

Muriel Fiaher

(11)

iArry Stoutenberg
Toto

(K)
2d half (1T-20)

and CO.
LONG
TOMPKINS A LOVE
S— KIKUTUS JAPS—
Direction, MARK J. LEDDY

Jason A Harrlgan
Maurina Marseilles

Gordon 2
Doro Francesco Co
Dewey A Rogers
Fields A Fink

Frank Fay

BUles

(24)

Rose A Thome
Arnaut Bros

Gray
Dolly Dumplln
Dan Coleman Co
Buddy Doyla

WEEK
TACK SAM

Paul Asa.

2d half (2-t)

Helen McKeller

Dlehl Sis A McD
Jean Bedlnl

A

2d half (27-10)

THIS

Nee Wong
Brown A Kennedy

The Lamara

1

Carlos Circus

BOOKED

<Fa)
2d half (20-20)

Stratford (Fa) (SS)
Steve Savaga

(Two

PA.

Ralnea

Peggy Bernler

Kimball

All)

Williams 81a

NEWARK
Sis A F
A Whalen

(Three to

Sd half (22-24)

DREAMLAND PARK

Hamilton

Ballet

Chan Straight Orch

WEEK

THlB

A Ranch

(O)

"Wet Paint"

'Jans

Grlffln

Fenton

PaB (K)

Clifford

Eddie Clifford'
Robert Sis
"Rain Maker"

Chilton

I

Charlotte

Palaoa (K)
Id half (27-20)

Gehaa A Oar'taon

Sunny A Eddy

Victor Recording Orchestra

Tr'b'd'ra

A

DBIDGEPOBT

„

Senaatlonal Togo
Edwards A Lillian

AND
..

FIVE

A

Clayton

Williams Orch
George Givot

(Fa)

Braminos
Doro Francesco Co
Amotos A Jeanette
Allyn Mann Co
(One to fill)

M

Frank Shields

(")

R

(31)

Victoria (L)
1st half (31-2)

Hill

McVleker's (Pe)

The Skatetlea

"

(K)

Murray

Keyhole Kameoa
Claude A Marian
Marjon Dancera

(11)

Villa A Stria*
S Golfers
Carnival of Venice

Mltkus S
Geo Devlin Co
Vera Walton Co
Gray. A Arllsa

fill)

A Charland Roaemont
A Chadwlck Broad war

Stanley

(31-1)

Wilson

Booking Representative*

•

Id half (3-0)
Thomson A H'klas Rack
A Rector
Nellie Caanman
Armstr'g A Gilbert
Muriel Fiaher Rev
Allman A May
(Two to fill)
M A A Clark
2d half (3-1)
Farrell

A

Bryant SOtS
Broadway, New York r

r-

Rodello

105th St.
Al Llbby

Lydla Harris
Parker A Son
Maxwell Fields Cs>
Frankle Kelale
MiiiHtrel Memories

Johnny Barry
(3D
Brems Fits A M B
Mooeejaw 3-4 Re- Virginia Rucker
tina 6-4)
Barber A Jacksoa
Go ft A Bobby
Tha Rallstons
(Two to fill)
Halt A .Wilbur
Mltsl A Dancera
Fala Ae (K) (S4)
Lane A Harper
Covan A Ruflln
I Whirlwlnda

Roaa Wyae Oo
Chaa Chaaa
Roger Wil llama

Bardlac <P«) (SS)
O'Connor A M'nlng
Jack North
Parry A Wagner
Morion A Freeman
(O) (SS)
Milt Watson
Art Kahn Oroh
Chapman's Orch
"Devll'e Circus"
Crtaey A Bandolph
Sally A Houghton

Sis

(I*)

BRANDON, CAN.

Merediths

Btafford

Norton Walaar A
Johnson A Baker
Taylor A Hobeon

Bridal Veil
"Mile Modiste"

Arthur Ashley Co
AmoroS A Jeanette
Allyn Mann Co
Stat*

Aileen Stanley

(»•>

Chleaca (Pa) (SS)

'

*

Glrla
2d Jialf (3-S)

Cooper

Sydney Grant
Wigglnsvllle

Rath Clark A Boys

Abbott Olrla

Exclusive Managers

Herbert Ashley Co

Rlchy Craig Jr
Harry Coleman Co
Sharkey Roth A R
(One to All)
Avenue IB (L)

Fenner

1st half

A

Clifford

Uka Lou A Lear

Nat Haines Co

T.

1560)

Vox A Talbot

Girls

1st half

W

Curtln

12th Floor

Garnella

Clarke A VlUant
Nerelda

Nltna A Kabln
Bentetl A Gould

Short A Boys
Roy Dletriok
Red Carter

Bobby Van Horn
7

Dr RockweH

A

Palace (L)

Falaes (K) (24)
The Seebacks
Gaston Palmer

Francis

Rainbow

Braats Co
Walah Daly A
Mason A Gwynae
Eddie Pardo Co
Bert Walton
l«arry'a Bnt

Back Yard

In a

Bobby Randall
Allen White Bd

Lohae A Sterling
Rosa A Carroll

(31)
Set ma

Past Debutantes
Clara
Melnotto I
Sylvia Clark

Bobby Van Horn
Rathburn 3

Jack Conway Co

2d halt (S-l)

Wood A

(K)

84.

Gaines Bros
Hall A Dexter

Ryan A Lea

Metropolitan (L)

Geme A

2d half (3-6)
Robertua A Deagon
Flanders A Butler
Bill Taylor Co

A

Dunbar

mtk

Nagyfya
4 Pepper Shakera
Harry Coleman Co
J A K Lee*
Locket t A Page

Healy

Bingham A Myars

YORK CITY

Phone Bryant 7501

Bradford (K)

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
1579 Broadway Lackawanna 7S7i NEW YORK CITY

Baker A Grant

National (L)

Orpheum

A Beck

Haynes

ISM BROADWAY,

fill)

2d half (2T-SS)
Josephine Amoros
Rusael A Marconi

MANOR

THE FALLY

2d half (27-30)

fill)

1st half (31-2)

Warner's (Pe) (t4)
Margaret McKee
Rath Matlock

fill)

Jean Southern
Margo A Beth
Joe Marks

B A L Gillette
Anna May
Thornton A 8qutrea
Trahan A Wallace

Strand (Pc) (24)
Kitty McLaughlin
Vincent Lopes
"Tramp Tramp Tr"

Will

CAM

2d half (3-4)

PlcSrd Sync
"Volcano"

CHICAGO
Capital (Pe) (IS)

Irmanette
Trlnl

—

with

•--

PANTAGESNEW
CIRCUIT

BBADFOBD, FA.

81s

A NAME THAT INSPIRES RESPECT WHEREVER IT IS MENTIONED IN DISCUSSIONS RELATIVE TO INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCIES

Jefferson (K)
2d half (27*30)

Poppyland Rev

S'th Seaa"

(Pe)

Blsolt

Plllard A Hllller
Bits A Hits B'way

Small A Maya
Mlas Apollo

Sd half (27-39)

;

Wilson A Kepple
Paul By dell A S

Elliott

(One to

Mack A Dagnova
B A J Crelghton

2

Orpheuaa

Booking Exolusivsly

La Fleur A Portia
Olga Mlska Co
(Three to

(23)

"Rainmaker"

ARTHUR
SILBER
INC

Raymond Pike

Maryland (K) (S4)
Vivian A Walter
Judson Cole

Jack LaVlar

fill)

D A OB

Billy

Daa Molnea (Pe)
Darling

(81)

Fulton A Mack
Williams A Culvar
Desly Sis

Paaquall Bros
Kitty Doner
-Maok A -RossUar

Lew Roas Co
Joyner A Foster

I A.
Capital (Pc) (tt)
Lester Howson A O
"Ranson's Folly"

Tip Yip Yaps

Boyd Senter

mi)

Robs Wyae
(Others to

lima C lssatach'nko

Mongador Tr

NSW YORK

Hippodrome (K)
"
tSOyQlntaro Co
Mae Francis

DBS MOINES,

Pantag-ea (Sl-S)
(Same bill plays

2d half (27-30)
Fraley A Putnam

Enrico Pissluttl

Dltter

Chart? Rlvel I
Herman Kllnk

A F

Alvlno Minstrels
"Old Loves A New"

O

F A
Waters
Theodora Bekenz
Slapping Out

Duffy

Circle (P)

l'hiiiipa

Osteopath

Bllda Ballet

431)

R

Sycamore

nTsJastla (O) (tS)

2d half (27-30)

(St)

La Malre A

Young A Gray

Tha Duponta
Lydla Barry
Hackett A Dalmar
Dunnlnger
Jerry * Orands
Frank A Towna
Tha Younger*

Hamilton (K)

Dora Kasan

Blessing

I i K

Mel Klee

Pharamons

fill)

Hewitt A Hill
Wally Sharpies
Mlas Marcall
Whaeler

BAB
(Two to

KlvoH (Pa)
Harry Jolson

I

Parthenon (WV)
td Half (n-i*>
nobby A King
Rlva-Orr Players
Ford A Cunn'gham
6 Bracks

Colombia (K)

Ketch A Wllma
Lubin A Lowrle
D Kramer Midgets

A Spencer

Scala
Auntie Clark
3

Ron Money A M

(One

to

FAB BOCKAWAY

2d half (3-1)
Nasryfya
Valo A Crane

Franklin (K)
2d half (27-30)

Sawyer A Kddy

646

Howard

KeittTs (S4)
Al Stryker
Rublnl A Roah

<t»

(P«)

A

Ooeta*

Russian Cath 4
"Volga Boatman"

Stanley A Walters
Lane A Travers Co

A J Mandell
STitty-A Thomas
Princess Wahletka

.

May

of

GERMANY

Tllyon (K)

W

Now

Lincoln (WY)
Id half (II 34)

Ankar

Association

of Xhofttre. denotes -house is

2d half (12-24)
Trajan i
Blaney A Wood
M'Cormlck A Irving
Dreams of Fantasy

Wheeler

2d half (27-20)
Paul Yocan

Garda* (Fe) (BS)
•
KlddU
lea
Dolly Malona
Rathburn I
Barr Maya A B
M'DevlU Kelly At Q
"Non-Stop Flight"

Butterfly

(Two to ail)
Kaflewood (WY)

Wells Va A West
Santley A Sawyer
Healy A Cross
(Others to fill)

Jules

(WV)

Id half (14-20)
Berrans A Fill
Bud Snyder Cs
Fay Cooley A F

(21)

BAB

<*•> (ts>
Hemetrset Sin gars
Dallaa"
"Stella

Dtvenay (WY)

Croffia

Loew's (L)
Keith's (K)

affiliation.

FOREIGN BILLS

Da

Aerial

weeks also tndicated by dates.

split

W

Harry Holmes Co
Won Seabury Co
Flrftsoa A Gr'away
Eddie Dowllng

Jaek Danger
Nanette A Nina
(K) (M)
Adlar A Dunbar
(Waahlagton •*->
Naator's Darling*
Jwdge A Oall
Bula A Teaasr
CLEVELAND
Romantla Youth
Mate (L) (SI)
Burns A Wast
Arnold Bis A F Bar Baa Starr

Oe

Little Piplfax

Brightest (K)

Oenaro Girls

WEEK
NEXT WEEK
THIS

\

l

C & V Winf

rs

t

u/rfowMlsy.

<>

Lore Neet
A Hnrrlnon
B*Ilclalr.a Bros
(Oae to All)
ji-y-tic (it) <tf)

A Crow

* H

taerman Van

Lanffford Jk Myra
joaee Jk Rhea
jd Janis Jk Olrla

flJENS VLB. M.T.

Bnoa Frasere Co
Noodlea Fagan
H Shannon Bd

Warden Broa
Ryan 81a

JOHNSTOWN, PA.

Siamese

Majeetle (K)
Sd half (17-30)
Will Morris

De La P A J Rev

M'B'STOWN, N.

S
3

A

Harris

Boyle

A Holbrook
T A A Waldman
A Delia
Duval A Utile
Mr A Mrs P'ps A
A Mack

Burnam
H«r«
Barber Jk Jackeoa
Bal Nelman
Johnny Howe Co

Al's

(31-2)

let half

Al Llbby
Orlffin 1

Bdwarde

Beaaley

Jk

Orpheum

(SI)

A

(One

Tuxnor...

Belfords

(24)

Dustin Farnum
HarringifUL Sia
Olson ft Johnson
.

..

.

Romas Broa
Vaughn Comfort
Qoffney A Walton

Avon Com 4
Benny Dare Co

1st half

(31)

Senator Murphy
Dave Apollon

Whiting A Burt
Hlnes A Valerio Co
Zelaya

MAX HARTI
Books Picture Houses
Now York
1660 Broadway
B'K. ARK.
Majestic (It)

A

Chalot

(One

Tortonl

to

fill)

1st half

(3-8)

half

2d

Al Brlem 8
Jane Novlck Co
Noel Lester Co
Pulton A Parker

Templo

4

(One to

fill)

(31-2)

Keith's
2d half (27-80)
Gibsod A Price

2d

(Birmingham
Co

2d half (3-6)

Victoria (K)
2d half (17-30)
Betts A Partner

Helen Moratl
On the Corner.
Jones Morgan A
Hanlon Bros

(Two

Ruby

N. T.

Palace (K)
2d half (27-30)

HAR RI8D'B43,

PA.

State (K)
2d half (27-30)

Brown A Demont

A

Helvln

Stokes Co

Kemper A Bayard #
Jennie

OT.

Capital <fcU
Sd half (27-10)

Tan Arakls

A

Co van

Senna A Deaa
Bob Nelson
(One to

Frank D'Armo Co

Victory (K)
2d half (S7-S0)

BRACH, CAL.
81a

Moatarfa

A

8

A

Marlln
Nick Hufford

(Two

to

Candy Box Rev
Freeman A Lynn

Sd half (20-39)

2d half (27-10)

(One to

All)

HOUSTON, TKX.

'

Majestic (It) (81)
Parish A Peru
Masters A Grayce

(Indef)

J Laughlln Prod
SO Russian Artists

"Black Pirate"

Orauman Prelude
"Sparrows"

WATCH FOR CS
Win. U.

Sadre

J.

FARRELL and CHADWICK
Comedy. Piano and Songs

(Pe)

HUNT'OT'N, W.YA.
Orpheum (K)
3d half (27-30)

Manikin Cabaret
Bernard A Dale
Burns A Wilson
Lyons A Wakefield

Rev

Hovelette

INDIANAPOLIS
I*rle

(P)

(31)

(SI)

s

LAMM Cnallenger
Butler

Inna

Maurice Leas

The Perrys

Francis St George

Reynolds
Joe Freed Co

Sunburnt Jim
Frank Seaberg
Chas Melson Bd
"Mile Modiste"

In

Briscoe

Laveen

A

A

DeLort©
Cross

(IW)

Metropolitan

(F»

lat

half (31-3)
A Albert
8 Senators
•ally Darrell
Mam ye Oehrue Co

Racine

A Mack

Toklo
(Others to

2d half (27-30)

Dora Maughn
Billy House Co
Van Haven
Chapman Orch

A
to

Verdi

CT.

Palace (K)

4

Co

Manettl A June
Morrlssey A Murray
Bob Ott
(One to fill)

H.

Warren A Corbstt

Zieller

LONDON,

OT.
(K)

Capitol
Sd half (87-30)

Harry Watkins

Kody A Brady
Walters A Howland

fill)

Orantoa
Olga Myra Co
Courtney A R'nd'ph
Ford A Cunn'gham

MOBILE, ALA,
Lyrle (K)

Bessie Clifford

A H
NKW ORLEANS

Cook Morton

Crescent (L) (81)
S« Blanks
Jack Houech Co
Apples
Wills A Rabbins

Little

3d half (17-30)
Angel Broa
Gold A Edwards
Ruby Norton
Ller

Douglas

lat half

(SI -2)
Orleans split)

Authors A Compa
Dalton A Craig
Teak A Lord
Lorraine A Mlnto

P«bee

Weldon

(One to mi)

Capital (P«)
liacy

M

(tS)

Bruch

fEJWKY

cm

Kelth'a
half (37-30)

n«n»ro a Joyce
•jnran A Soper
JJy*n
'

,r>,

y

(SO)

The Rehearsal

JACKSON. MICH.

A Lynn
I'anilly

Leuella Lee
Ross Hlnes

Peggy Chamberlain
Harry Hume
Jack Joy
Jack Blaine
Bert Barber
Johnny Dove
Million Dollar air's

"Kiki"
(SI)

Harry La More

Anthony Marslllo
Raymond Bead

MONTREAL
laser S
Frank Whitman
Alexander

A B

Broadway Whirl
Toay Gray Oa
Qreal Leoa Co

Rudell
JTZAO.

3d half (37-80)

Romas Tr
Koao San
Kenny A Nobody

Mlchon Bros

A Duncan

Jack Norton

Kelth'a

Operatic Tld Bits

Boy no A Leonard

X

A

Cary Kllnw'th
In China
Sid Lewis
Talbort's Rev

M

OTTAWA, CAN.
(84)

Huber

Jack Merlin
Schwartz A Clifford

Ben Light

Loew's

"LB, N.

J.

Y.

Sd half (27-30)
Alexander A O'tlsr
Vie Laurla

Tracer A Hay

Zellla 81a
(Two to All)

Sheridan Bq. (K)
Sd half (27-30)
Martell A West

Thompson A Kemp
M'Carthy A Sternad
Travelin

Grace Doro
Aleko
Tou Gotta Dane*
Trovato
S Maxelloa

PASSAIC, N.

New Moatank

J.

Doyle A Tlghe
Walter Flshter Co

E

Rev

PATERSON,

N.
(K)

J.

Sd half (37-30)

Roma A Gaut
Rhyme A Reason

J.

Sd half (27-30)
Shelton A Tyler
(Others to nil)

PORTLAND, ME.

(K)

Sd half (17-80)
Ervel A Dell

Blklns Fay A
Audrey Jinks

N.
Oxford (K)

Kelth'a

Ann

(31)

3

M

Oxford

(Two

s

A King

Henry A Moore

Louis (O) (34)
Rantrey A Seymour
Am Nlte in I^ondon
Henry Santrey Bd
Emmy's Pets

Fay's (Pc) (84)
Mile Nina Co

Olnger Snaps
Sheppard A King

Mary Marlowe
Stanley A Attree
"Rustling Cupid"

Pantagea

(SI)

Camlile S

Frank Peggy Jones
Dancing Dorana
Barry Orlbl.on
Chappelle A St'n'te
Jlmmla Glldca Co

P'GHK'PSIE. N. Y.
Avon (K)

STERLING. ILL.
IUtnl (Pe) (88)

STK'BKNVILLE.

"Mile Modiste"

Ranndclln A IVy»

way <K)
Sd half (87-30)
Marie rvrrell! Co
I

O'Nell

A

W

Ctrl

Emma

Pliinhott

Ky

s'

Golden (iate

Walah A

fill)

(3-8)

Paatacea (SI)

The Earlea
Baby June
Lewis A LaVarre
Baacope
Nat Nazarro
Nellie Jay Birds

TOLEDO
Rlvoll (P)

Kl

I

:

>i

(81)

Hill

Keith's

-r

M
I'll'

half CJ7-30)

n

'

i

'

i

•

i

(K)

Co

Itellly

YOUNC8TOWN,

O.

(28)

Harlequins

The Tpst
Bay A Dot Dean
Lillian Morton
Broms F A M Broa
Brooks Phllson

Sager Mldgley

Laura Ormsbee

"Night Cry"

Herbert Clifton
Lulu McConnell
Newell A Most
O'Diva
(81)

Jas Lucas

A D Mary C Coward
A A G Falls

Tom Brown Orch

Rae Samuels

Wonky Ban-y

(Others to

fill)

LITERATI
(Continued from page 20)
lawyer in the country has sent
$15 for a year's subscription.

In

Metcalfe's Luncheon
Jam on 8. Metcalfe, former editor
of "Life" and now dramatic critic
of the "Wall Street Journal," was
tendered a luncheon by the First
Nightcrs' Club, an organization of
daily and trade paper critics, last
Friday at the uptown Hofbrau, New

York.
There were no speeches
made, although Kelcey Allen was
appointed secretary and treanurer
to replace Oeorjre B. Van
now abroad and expected
away some time.

Among

I

n

I.i r

\

v« y
-

I'

i

1

"V

Stephen

KHcry

Kathbun,

John

PnvK
Burns

Allen, Hurton

Schwartzmann,
Charles

Cleva,
to be

tnose present were John
W. Gabriel, Rk-hJr.. Alexaml'-r Woollcott,

An»l< rson, Gilbert

Cayman Bros Y

(24)

1

Poll

3d half (27-30)

Homer Romalne
Wright A Marlon

Hippodrome (K)

Rial to (Pc) (SS)
Eddie Jahrl
Mitchell A Dsvlne

nrd Watts.

Tieman Orch

Ward Co

Del Ortos

Jan Rubini

Delia

8

A Chadwlck

Harry Rose

n. y.
Proctors' (K)
Sd half (27-30)

TakeWas
P A V Hannen
Kd.lio.

Il»:v

A Ilolmrn

!t..ylo

WASH.

TACOMLA,

(O)

Will*

Ellis

(Others to All)

(24)

ft

Mayer

Jean Claire

SAN FRANCISCO

Horoo

half (81-2)

let

(Others to
2d half

Lydell A Mason
Glrton Girls

Farrell
Will H

to All)

Lottie

8

Orphean*

A H Brown

"Rro"r1 n jj

(Two

Hayes A Speck
Glee Club
Julia Kelety

Mahun A Cholet
Cyclone Rev

Vera Poklna Ballet

Johnnon'a Cadeta

Pantagea (SI)

Al Hornlvltl

(Pc) (25)
Marland Cf.M^tar.n

Keiths'
2d half (27-30)

Johnny Murphy
Lady Oden Pearse

Wallace
Mldgeta

to nil)
half (1-4).

Gordons A Kang
WASII'GTON. D. Cs Mary Haynes
Chuck Conners
Metropolitan (Pc)

Dot son
Cnranas Barker Co
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

Hanlon A Canfleld

Fay's

(One

Conkers,

A Girls
Wood

(30)

Greene

Iris

Kva Fay

Majestic (It) (SI)
Footsteps
Kelso Bros Rev
(Three to 011)

Danny Dugsn
to nil)

A V

Van Lane

Sd half (27-30)
Sartor's Kom?dlana

PROVIDKNCE

O.

Capitol (K)
2d half (27-30)

Co

Ball

Earie (K) (SS)

Co

Billy Farrell
%

Paatagee (81)
Murand A Leo
Tock A Toy
Jane Courttiope

(Two

A Young

Fred Bowers Co

ANTONIO, TEX.

Santiago

A Wallace

Alice Morley

Pantagea (SI)
S.

A

D Kramer

Karrrys

(23)

2d half (27-20)

to nil)

Sia
Brill

R A B

Demarest A Doll
Meehan's Dogs

Breeskin Sym Orch
"Volga Boatman"

Ben Benson Co
Raffles
Clinton Bis

CT.

B
4

(31-2)

Kodak A
Trahan

Tommy

(84)

Amelia Allen
Bryson A Jones
ncorgle

L

L.

WUlard (L)
lat half

Mahon A Scott Co
WRC'HTER. MASS.

CURTIS

Strand (E)

Griffiths

PAUL

9rpheam

c\

GALE

2d half (27-30)

Redford

St.

ST.

•

STAMFORD,

SALT LAKE CITY

to All)

PHILADELPHIA

2d half (27-30)

Visions

Afterpiece

Ethel Davis
Smith A Strong

Lydia Barry
Dave Ferguson

PORTLAND, ORE.

B.C.

B'way Flashea
Barrett A Cunneen

Com

Green A (Tnle
Alexander A Olson

Kehb-AIbee Circuit

WDHAVEN,

6'

Going Straight
Frank Mullane Co

Torke

Bla

Perle Franka

Blossoms

R08E

Backo A Partner
Bobby Car bo no

(84)

Casting Campbells

(Two

Cemltol (Pe) (SS)

King

Pantagea (SI)
LeDora A Beckman
Jack Sydney

Raym'd Hitchcock
Nervo A Knox
Nelson Charles Co

Sutsr

Araac

WINNIPEG. CAB.
Jack Barrett

81a

Lamya
Orphenm
SP*GF1ELD, MASS.
Ann Codoe
Palace (K)

"Paris"

Kokln A Galettl
Frank Richardson
Richard Keane
Thoa J Ryan
Maker A Redford

All)

Howard H Leroy
A Manley
Frank Reckless Co

Ben Smith

The Seymours

(84)

Royal Pekln Tr
(Three to fill)

Marston

Mazette Lewis Co
(One to nil)

Co

2d half (3-f)
Barle A Roveln

Bob George

and

Direction

Rudy Wiedoeft

PLA ENFIELD,

Gerald Griffin Co
Tattlanoff

Sd half (17-30)
3

CALM

(84))

(30)

Orpheum

Time

Tulip

N. J.

Gaiety (K)

A P

half (Sl-S)

lat

Canary Opera
Noble A Brooka

UTICA, N. Y.

Paatagee (SI)
Aussie A Csech
Melva Sis

State (Pc) (24)
Berlin vs Llsst
"Crown of Lies"

Eddie Miller

W

WINDSOR, CAN.
Capitol (KW)

A Vernen

Capital (K)
Id half (S7-80)

Stein

Keller

Kara v eft*

Kafka May A 8
A Strong
Marie Stoddard
Torke A King

(Three to

A

Bernard

Smith

SPOKANE, WASH. VANCOUVER,

Kids In Kandyland
Slssle A Blake
"Palm B ach Girl"

The Canalnos

Zleglers

Stewart

Sd

Hadji All

The

A

Goldie Beattle Rev
2d half (3-8)

DeVrle#

(Pc)

FITT8F*LD, MASS.
Palace (K)
Sd half (27-30)

Al's

Dormer A Partner
Eddy A Burt
Keno A Green

Chief Caupollcan

CT.

1 Bummers Day
McCoy A Walton
Woodland Rev

(88)

PoU (K)
Sd half (27-30)

Booney
Here

"Silence"

Missouri

Brush A Thurston
Matty Norman
Alexander A
Rev
CAL. Coogan A Casey

(81)

Kings (Pc)
Peggy Nash

"Sandy"

W'LK RS-B'RE, PA.

(It)

half (31-2)

Sweeney

A Baker

DuBois 8
Marka Broa

"Ranson'a Folly"

Covan A Ruflln
Edgar Bergor Co

Co

Fox (Pe) <S4)
Strand (P) (SI)
Joe Jackson
McBanns
demons
A Marry
Burt A Lehman
Bohemian Flappers 8 Volga Boatmen
"Sh'mr'k Handlc'p"
Ford A Whltey
Lottie Mayer Co
Stanley (Pe) (84)
Boflarlew (K)
Marie Dormont

Tanner A Palmer
Burke A Darkle

.

IA.
Plaaa (Pc) (23)
Trip to Hawaii

OKLA.

UNION HILL,

Palace (K)
Sd half (S7-I0)

Gene Rodemich Bd
Harry Phllwin
Burns 2

WATERLOO,

to nil)

1st

Snell

NOBWALK,

S.

Bert Erroll

A Redding Lahr A Mercedea
of Venice Tom Daviea S

Johnson

(30)

R

(23)

Carnival
Claudia Coleman

N. Y. C.

Production*

Antrim A Vale
Frank Haroourt Co

Tommy

2d half (27-30)
Woolfd A Stevens

Orch
"The Skyrocket"

(31)

IA.

"The Bat"

O Rodemich

Oordon'a Dogs
Weaton A Kline
Skelly A Helt Rov

(SI)

Bard (P)
Summers 2

Regent

Chas King Co
Walter Brewer
Mulroy McN A

Nan

A A B Frabell
PAL. PARK, N.

MaJeetlc (It) (SI)
Bl Cleve
Stone A Ioleen

HOKTOH7, ALA.

ft

(84)

(24)

Roger Imhoff

)

(Pc)
Lalng Broa

Oread Central (Pc)

Kerekjarto
Morris A Baldwin

to nil

SIOUX CITY,

"Silence"

Ryan A Ryan

(One

Orphenm

Prlaceee

TARR

BILLY GLASON

Jim

Mfllloa Dollar (Pe)

»d half (3-0)
Oauthlers Dog:*

(Two

McBrlde
,

CT,

Jerome A Evelyn

Londons
Tl'LSA,

Old Homestead

100

and

Davie (K) (84)
Mia Chua

•

Ann Schuler

Elsie

St.

3

4

Orphenm

PER

$10

fill)

Palace (K)
2d half (27-30)
Helen Bach 3

A T

Ray Cowan

A O Ahem

Capitol (K)
2d half (37-30)
Pr:rea A Marg'rlte
Tyler Mason

Pan Clrcua

Metropolitan Olrla
"Blind Ooddeaa'

fill)

Gardea (Pc)
Peggy Nash

(84)

SHAMOK1N, PA.

Don Valerio
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mario A Welch
"Volga Boatman"

Toploa

PASADENA,

.fill)

^

(One to

(St)

Grand (Pc) (83)
Star Piano Concert
Raymond 8 Balrd

N. J.

Orpheum

#

Harry Hlnes
Doree Sis
Marlon Harris
Bronson A Evans

3

tc

Bryant 2001

TRKNTON,

Peter Higgina

Danny Dare

Mile Dellrlo Co

(81)

Louis Leo

Eddie Pea body
Edith Griffith
Drury Lenlnrtoa
Parke Sis

Salblni

S

Bellls 4

2d half (27-30)

Mary

Venlta Gould

(N.

(Two

Rev
(S3)

World (P)

Julius First

Rhapsodlans
Carl McCullough

Romas Tr
Keith**
Kenny A Nobody
Sd half (27-40)
Anthony A Marcle
Flo Oast Co
Raymond Bead
0*Rourke A Kelly
Koao San

m

Al's

Here

Paula Ay res

N. Y.
Proctor's (K)

NEW HAVEN.

A

S

nil)

Coscla

De

2d half (27-30)

(27.1*7*

-

WATERBl' BY,

o

Capitol (K)
2d half (27-30)

Avon Com

Girls

Orpheum

kaH

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

1600

/^hong A Moey
^Thelina White Co

W

Dancers

A Booth

Diving

Berlo

H.

Tommy Booney
Sweenoy A Stewart

Bennett

A Manning

Palace (O) (84)
Klutlng's Ent

Joe

Evans A Peres

PITTSBURGH

(K)

State

84

Nolly Tato
Francis A Wally
Harry Keesler Co

Sulto 000

(SI)

Carr Lynn
Paul Qordon
Betancourt A Girlie

(P) (SI)
A Seals

Picture Houses

Uyeno Jape

S'CB'M'NTO. CAL.

Marcus

A 11 Orch
WASUINGT'N. PA

BOOKING EVERYWHERE

vfASII.

Pantagea

2d half (28-29)
Colletta Jazxmanla

Aldlne (Pc) (83)

Corner &Srd

Bialto (Pe)

Allyn Tyrell Co
Hager A Mllatead

Traver

4

OMAHA, MED.

A Ray

NEWB'RGH,

•

Marco

W'ter"

Florence Seeley
Donnell A MrK
Landers Stevens
Russian Singers

Stepanoff

Stanley

INCORPORATED

Harry Lee
Miss Dumbell
Uesazian A White
Skelly White Rev

B'K ISLAND, ILL.
Armstrong (Pr)

Billy Glason
10 English Rockets

B'ldwln

Crowley Co

Modena Co

Trevor

CTwo

Girls

Co

Clifford

Haynes A Bock

HERMINE SHONE

PoU (K)

Ft.

"Mont* Carlo"

ehapp'lle

Goldle Beattle

Ortons

2d half (27-30)

3

State (Pe)

A

MILWAUKEE
Wisconsin (Pc) (SS)
J A J Walton

to

(It)

(81-2)

Kelth'a

Ben Meroff Bd
8uUy A Houghton

Ted Henkel Orch
"La Boneme"
Lt.ee '

4

Cast let on

Leach LaQulnlan

(84)

(Pa)
(Indef)

Fanchon

Proctor's (K) (84)

N. B'NSW'K, N. J.
Blvoll (K)

Dancing Demons

(Two

llerb't

Burns A
Hart A La Ray
Walter Brower
Bee Jung
Hamlltons A F'dyce
Belle Baker

Wanda

Kay A

Emcmon A

SEATTLE,

State

Bd

Willie Creager

2d half (27-30)

Regent (Pc) (83)
A Guglierl
"Devil's Circus"

Cannon A Lee
Rose Honey
Kent A Allen

W
Morrlssey
A

A

Casper

Harry Downing
Burr A Elaine
Major Rev

Davis

Schooler
CITY Dave
George Lyons

2d half (3-8)

Barbler Simms Co
Rule A O'Brien

Virginia Lee
7 Collegians
Halg A Martini

Exposition

J Laughlln Prod
"Cave Man"

I Junetros

Orpheum (P) (SI)
Medlnl 4
Dorothy Lewis
Eleanor Jackson S
Gibson's Navigators

A

(31)

(SI)

Emma R'ymond Co
Snow A Slgworth

Long Tack Sam
Fraley A Putnam

Sd half (27-30)

U.

Orpheum

A

Jack

C'ntesH

Howard A Dennett

Remos Mldgeta

Romance

Nlte

"Duchess

Nixon (K)

Benny Rubin Co
Act Beautiful

1st half

May

Gintaro
Jack Joyr*

Alltt'n

TORONTO. CAN.

J

"Sweet Daddies"

Empire Com

2d half (27-30)
Rita A Foleys

Fantawee (81)
Paul Bros

(St)

A Holbrook

4 Valentlnos
Zelaya
Stan Stanley

84 hour service—
Mall 8 z 10 photo and money order

Bell

MINNEAPOLIS

Keith -Albee, Rase * Curtis
Iadepeadea*, A Khar J. HarwlU

Harry Burna
Loo ml i 2

CT.

Nazarro Co
Saxton A Farrell
Howard A Llnd

Orauman Prelude

(84)

Snow White Co

N. BRITAIN. CT.
Capitol (K)

Cliff

(Indef)

Orpheum
Hoctor

Nazlmova
Chas Chase
Clifford A Marlon
Boyd A Wallen

to nil)

BTCTafr X

Sis

SCRANTON. PA.

N. Y.
Kaetmaai (Pc) (2S)
2 Morris Dancers
2 Grenadiers

Allen

OAKLAND, CAL.

to nil)

Co

A

Yonge St. (L)
Paul Nolan Co

B

ftt

Julius r'urrst Co
(30)

(8-0)

Fantaces (31)

Mack A Manus

Jahn

Kate Smith

2

Carrie Lillle

ROCHESTER,

Barry Whltledge

REPRODUCTIONS

The Pickfords

"Volga Boatman
Egyptian (Pc)

fill)

fill)

(Norfolk split)

(Three

3-8)

Proctor's (K)
2d half (27-30)

Ray Hughes A Para
K Toung

CorelU Sia

McConnell A West
Homer Llnd Co

Bevan A Flint
Seymour A J Bd

Rose

Miller (L) (SI)

Orch

Carll Elinor

fill)

(One to

Carlton

Toto-

(81)

Lynch A May

Fanchon A Marco
Gene Morgan Orch
HORNKLL, H. T. "Monte Carlo"
Skattuck O. H. (Kb Cart hay Circle (Pc)

Rlcca

A

Deeds
Walter Fehl Co

(SI)

MHRIDEN,

Edwin George

to

OKLAHOMA

Pashaa

Poll (K)
Sd half (27-80)

Earl

Mary Coward Co
Covan A Walker
Morley A Anger
DeKoa Bros Co

(K)

Macon A Hogue
Guy Voyer Co

fill)

LOS ANGARIA
Baulevard (Pc)

A

Coulter

W

A

McGrath

Louise

(One

(One

plays

bill

SCH'N'CT'DY. N. Y.

Clara'

M sneer

Carl Roelnl Co

(31-2)

& Sands

llarm.in
J

Tortonl
Edwards A Beasly
Bohemian Nifes

-

half (31-2)

lat

Esmond A Grant

A Mann

to

to All)

Velle

Alvln Jk Kenny
Hajel Crosby Co
Nleleon A Warden
Mtlo Masterpieces

Paatacaa
L*G BRANCH, NJ.
Chandon 3
Broadway (K)
Millard

P A E Rosa

MEMPHIS, TENN. Welsh A Norton
Loew's

Btanleloff Dancers
(Two to All)

(31)

V/j

Gordon

2d half (27-J0)

(One

3d

Al Llbbey

Daahlngton's Dogs
J DeSylvia A Co
Mack A Stanton
Heras A' Wallace
(One to nil)

Deagon A Mack

half

Chabot

Edmonton

(R)

Bernevlci Co
Sultan Will J Ward

Barto A Mack
Juno llovlck Co
Fulton A Parker
O'Brlon 8

Grlmn

iSame

RICHMOND. VA.
#

I^o Bill
Dare A Wahl

Avon
(Two

Pantagea

2d half (27-30)

Xrrto

Rooncy A Bent Co

4

Paul Klrkland Co

8A8KTOON. CAN.

J.

Chic Chlo Rev

MAIlk

Rawls A Kaufman
Rodeo Rev

Dainty Marie Co

Girls

7

(82)

Reach Danocra
Mort Downey
•That'a My Baby"
State (L)
Arleys

N.
Palace (K)

Bob Hall

HAKR1

OGDEN.

"Wet Paint"
Mosque (Pc)

Ted Leslie

2d half (27-30)

Thoae

Bd

Al Moore

Stanley Co

Hippodrome

3

A Cherle
Metropolitan •

Rich

Marie Russell

C A L

B

N. J.
Branford (Pc) (82)

McKKBSP'BTv *A.

2d half (3-0)

McDermott A

HOI YOKE, MASS.
Bare Helen

Brown A La
J

A Rose

Sd half (27-30)

All)

A Dove
A Hall

Hewitt
Ann Sutor
Evelyn A Delay

1st half (31-3)

NEWARK.

Pontages (SI)
Paula Lorna Co

(31)

Gomez A Gomes

Howard

II

A La Tour

Mitchell

State (P> (SI)

HARTFORD,

A

Dave Ferguaon
Lawrence A Holc'b

Loew's

McDonald

Kelth'a (84)
Froslnl
Casting Campbells

Foley

Conley

L*G

.(One to All)

Perry

Cecil

Sparling

Pelle

3

Hayes Marsh

A Van
A Foster
HAMILTON. CAN. Alf Rlpon
Francis A Hume
Paatanos (81)
Earl A Rial Rev
Martin A Martin
Potter A Gamble
LONDON, CAN.
Xrnest Pollock Co
Henry Regal Co
H Glrad Ena

(3-0)

LOWELL, MASS.

to nil)

LOCK PORT,

R

A

Davis

Hilly Dilly 4
Nell McKlnley

split)

Mlchon Bros
Jack Norton

Johnny Barry
Murray A Chariot
Hanson A B Sis

Hart A Helena

6REKNF*D, MA9S.

half

half (31-2)

fill)

RED BANK.

Hare A Hare
Wesley Barry Co

have Just completed 40 eaeeeeeweeks on the Kelth-Albee Circuit

The Roedcrs
Evans A Leonard
Nlta Bernard
Viola Lewis Co

Rudell A Dunlgan
O Rourko A Kelly

Harvey

ful

Goldle

Ward

(One to

Y."

Keith's (23)

Noel I.CHter CO

Tomple

Bernard A Anna

LaPearl

Mai Francis
Joe Darcy
(One to nil)

Golden Violin
lMt hulf (812)

2d half (27-30)

Dance

Lex's

Sd half (27-30)
Rlva A Larsen

Kelth'a (84)
Lottie Atherton

2d half (27-20)

Flo Cast

(31-1)

A Dumke
A A L Barlow
Fenton A Fields
East

We

A

JAR
TAD

Grand O. H. (K)

Gardner's Maniacs

CT.
Broadway (K)

A Ann
Stuts A Bingham
Bork A Sawn
Groh A Adonis
Marion A Ford
1st

MASS.

NORWICH.

Kelth'a

Jenks

J A Shaw
Final Rehearaal

1st half

fill)

2d half (27-20)

A Daly

Sheldon

to

NTH PTN,

Callahan

(Two

fill)

Tramp Tramp Tr

Win Desmond Co
Romalne A Castle
Pat Henning Co

fill)

NASH VLB, TENN.

to

Magley Rev

N.
Congress (K)

2d half (27-30)
Wilfred DuBois

Permanent Address:
648 W. 164th St., New York City

(One

Ellen

Alphonse
Miner A Brown

to

GAP

Sablnt

FAT

,

SARATOGA,

Rajah (K)

A A L Barlow
Rucker
Ben Welch

Virginia

Klo Irwin
Luctfs A Ines
Bob LaSalle

READING. PA.

CARDIFF and WALES

2d half (3-0) •
Selblnl A Grovlnl
TaflanofT Co

LOUISVILLE, KT.

Fantlno Sis

LITTLE

(31-2)

The Flemings

Chas Wilson

Bohemian Nights

(KW)

Joe Rollpy Co

(Two

Glaum Co

Gold

Equllll Bros

Marion Harris

A Edwards

Louise

Lawton

I NO.

CI rand

(SI)

Calvin (K)
3d half (27-30)

Levan A Doris
Arthur West
(Three to (111)

Wysor

Surprise Party

Jr

fill)

MUNCIE,

Green

Colonial (X)
Sd half (27-10)

Rucker A Perrln
John Barton Co
Winchester A Ross
Modenas Rev
Brown A Whlttaker
Tom urown's

Eric Phillips Co

Ross

Proctor's (K)
2d half (27-30)

Webbs Ent

LANCASTER. PA. Jane

to

(K) (84)

Cheers

State (L)
Dallas 3

Pegcy Brooks
Hyarae A Evans
Burns A Klssen
Barber of Joyvllle

Kanaaawa Japs

NORFOLK, TA.

MT. VERN'N. N. T.

Maxlno A Bobby
Demarest A Col'to

Sans; A? Chone;
Romeo A Dolls

Dan bar

J.

Tad Tieman

ClauMla Alba

8

Zellla 81a

3

Lyon's Park
2d half (27-30)
Barrett Bros

Holly

(31)

Hoctor

Good Knights
Faber A Marjle

Eddy Brown
Mack A Brantley
Joe Howard Rev

A Mack

LoSalle

Co

Billy Arlington

A DeMonde

Kelso

(L) (SI)

Raaaway Four

Empire (K)

Billy Hallen

Street (O) (84)

Trado

Pantmajea

2d Bair (37-38)

ADAMS, MASS. Mary Duncan
3d half (37-30)

Variety

fill)

69 sVrO>8, MICH.
BaaMB* Park (It)

N.

3

K

Elliott Jk

(One to

(t4)

Osaka Broa
G M Moore

HOI

Wolla

Jk

Shaw A*Lee

Miller
y 4 E Carme
Hollanders
Bob LaSalle
Smmett OMearl Co The
Prince Won*
KANB'S CITY, MO. Wilbur A Adams

**y

<)
Joa B 8taaley
Axnac
Patrlcola
Boyd Benter

Cahlll

Baker A Pry
Jane Spaeder Co
Charles Boyden

BUlte (K)
Id half (87-3t>

A Cghlaa

Merrltt

td half (37-88)

jlrvls

jfartlnet

VARIETY

Msy M, ISM

)Mk«

Sawyer

and

Byram,
Samuel
Mantle,

Wells

WadMtda* May M, 1IM

96

It

Itilt

CARP IN AGAIN

NEWS FROM THE DAILIES
This department contains rewritten theatrical newe Itema at published during the week in the daily papera off New York. Chicago
and the Pacific Coast Variety takes no credit for thaaa nawa itema;
each has bean rewritten from a daily paper.

NEW YORK'
Supreme Court Justice Tierney
granted Helen Lee Worthing an injunction to restrain the Scherck Im-por *4#ff--

Com party

Ino., - perfumers,
In advertise-

,

from using her picture

ments, pending decision In her
$50,000 suit against the company.

Draws With

Georges

Jack Curley la liable to get plenty
George* Carpentler, for

the Garden Friday night when the
Judges ruled the contest with Eddie
Huffman a draw. 11 looked as
though the Frenchman won. Had

Sesame."

he

of coin with
fans.

popular with

the

That waa plainly indicated at

lost.

Carp

would

trial for perjury
week, Earl Carroll was blip pea

LOS ANGELES

While awaiting

more

grief In

form of a $75,000

suit

against him by Jean Downs
Miss Downs was one of the several
Tondelayos In Carroll's "White Cargo."
She alleges that her photo
was used over the names of other
among them being
Tondelayos,
Betty Pierce.
filed

Surprise was noted In a tabloid**
account of the $1,000 donation of
Clarence H. Mackay to the United
Jewish Fund.
Mrs. Stella H. Pope, daughter of
the late Oscar Hammersteln, and
her husband, Charles H. Pope, were
arraigned In Federal Court before

Judge Goddard on charges of failure
to pay tax money to the government.

Pleading

not

guilty,

they

were held In $2,500 ball each.
Mrs. Pope had bean left $100 a
week by her father's will, but complications halted the provision. She
brought suit and forced the sale of
the Manhattan opera house. It is
the government's contention that
Mrs. Pope realized $43,791 from the
aale of the theatre in

April,

1921.

U. S. Attorney Buckner said that
she failed to file a tax return for
19l'2 and later refused to see revenue officers In reference to the
ense. Her husband is charged with
failing to report the fee he .received
fur the sale of the theatre.

Humphrey Bogart. of "The Cradle
Snatchers" and Helen Menken were
wed in New York,
The gambling paraphernalia and
furnishings of the- late "Honest
John" Kelly's Vendome Club, West
41st street, were sold at auction. A
roulette table sold for $1.60.

The Supreme Court approved

of

the findings of Referee John J.
O'Connell that Mrs. Ruth Harris'
$60,000 suit against Paulina Lord
should be dismissed.
Miaa Lord
was charged with alienation of the
affections of Mitchell Harris, actor,
and denied that she had induced
him to leave his wife and child, as
Mrs. Harris charged.

have

been

Metro-GJoldwyn-Mayer, Hal Roach, gob from the coast, aa the opponent.
B. De Mille, Universal and
second-rater.
other studios petitioned Examiner Eddie is tough, but a
Carpentler haa color, no doubt
W. J. Handford, of the California
really
a newsabout
la
that.
Yet
he
the
permit
Railroad Commission, to
operation of a bus line between Cul- paper champ. True, he copped the
Universal
and
ver City, Hollywood
world's light heavyweight title by
City as studio-to-Btudio transpor- defeating Battling Levinsky, but Bat
At waa through when they met. Carp
tation for the screen extras.
present there is no such line.
The studios want T. C. Gillespie, haa never beaten an American since
who now operates the Pasadena- then. The papera built him up for
Ocean Park busses, to install the the Dempsey event. On the inside
It was known ha never had a chance.
stage Una.
The first half of the scrap beFrank C. Klngsley, who manages tween Carp and Huffman waa best.
picture actors for Guy Coburn, Inc., Georges let hla right fly frequently,
was Jailed in Hollywood on peace and he landed on Eddie's button.
disturbing charges. He was charged
with becoming Involved in an argu- Huffman got In close and did his
ment with Kathleen Calhoun, screen best with body punches. In the fifth
It looked like Carp was wavering as
actress.
the bell clanged, and It was probSue Bennett haa entered suit ably the points scored In close that
against Jack Divine, dancing in- got Huffman a draw.
structor, for $50,000 breach of promDisagree on Decision
Miss Bennett charges
ise damages.
Carp kept at long range therethat Divine promised to marry her
after,
and
Eddie did not know
marry
a
mind
to
changed
his
but
enough to bore in. It was plain that
younger girl.
the bout would go the limit after
Settlement of the suit brought by the seventh round. In the 10th and
Mrs. Emma Charlotte Louise Rich- final frame Georges started to let
ardson against her former husband, right hand punches go In profusion.
John Howard Richardson, screen He missed as often as he landed, yet
actor, for $21,260 unpaid alimony,
was made out of court. Richardson the rather well filled arena was In
Many disagreed with
married Florence Stone, actress, fol- an uproar.
lowing his divorce from his previous the Judges. Plenty were for Eddie.
wife.
Napoleon "better known as Jack"
Dorval, Jack Keams' new heavyTom Mix's stage coach was weight, made hla "debut" In the
shipped to Philadelphia fur the Im- semi-final, knocking out Dan Lieber
perial Shrine conclave, where it will
be the official vehicle of Potentate In the second round. It looked like
The latter
a set-up for Dorval.
Dave F. Smith of Los Angeles.
took one on the chin and went out
Ben Bard denied there Is a formal several years ago when he met Dan
engagement between himself and Bright, English heavy. He has imRuth Roland, screen actress. He proved since then, but no real line
declared that If a marriage was to on his form could be got from the
take place there would be no long Lieber affair.
Kearna haa been
engagement
sending out press stuff that Dempshaking in his
sey
had
better
start
star,
film
haa
purHarry Carey,
chased 2.000 acres near Saugua, shoes, because hla Napoleon is sure
where ha haa hla trading-post.
to be the next champ. Jack doesn't
have to worry about this bird.
The firat 10-rounder lasted less
than three rounda, Al Brown of
The Chicago "Evening American" Harlem knocking Teddy Sllva from
printed a list of the Chicago cabarets padlocked through the efforts the ooast cold with a right to the

Having ended the fourth year of
New York run Saturday night.
"Abie's Irish Rose" began its fifth
of the Committee of Fifteen.
The
Monday.
cabarets listed were closed during
Ashbel P. Fitch, prominent New the past alx months. They are aa
York attorney, collapsed and died folio wa:

Its

Palais da la Rue, Erie cafe, Valentino Inn, C dc O cafe, Dlversey
cafe, Club Regale, Entertainer cafe.
haa r sufficiently re- Rainoow Inn, Liberty Inn, Sliver
his recent illness to Slipper cafe. Elite cafe. Oriental

during Intermission of "A Night
Parts'* on the Century Roof.

Paderewskl

in

covered from
prepare to Ball for Europe, where cafe,

Merry-go-Round cafe, The
Tiger, Auto Inn, Baldaasino cafe.
Cocoanut Orove, Playground cafe,
Fifty -five dice rollers were grabbed Picnic Orove, The Farm, Colosimo's,
when police broke up a game at 106 Amalfl Gardens, Clover Leaf cafe,
West 60th street The boys were La Boheme cafe. Evergreen Inn, and

he

will convalesce.

wapons and released

In

$500

bail

Phyllis Cleveland's $22,000 breach
of contract suit against Harry Frazee was dismissed by Supreme Court
Justice Lewis at Mlneola, L. L Miss
Cleveland contended that aha waa started the fire.
engaged by Frazee to play the leadEdwlna Prue, In a loop theatre,
ing role In "No, No, Nanette," but
turned on her press agent here
waa replaced after the show opened last
week. Thursday the local dallies
by Louisa Groody. Whereupon she
carried a story to the effect that she
withdrew from the cast. The de- had received
$20,000 from a wealthy
fense showed that Miaa Cleveland's
resident
Lake Forest for a packet
engagement for the leading role was of letters.of When
Miss Prue saw the
only verbal and that when offered
stuff In cold print she says that she
another important role in the ahow real
Iced the press agent had overshe refused to aeccpt it.
done himself. She denied the love
letter atory the next day.
Walter S. Ward, whose disappearance was front-paged for a
George Tyler's all-star production
week, wo s reported vacationing at
of "Dlvorcons" will move from the
Lonf; Iicach.
Blackstone to the Harris May 30.

The Alba, Palm Beach's new
hotel, went Into voluntary bankruptcy, facing $4,1200.000 In

men accused

debts. The hotel opened In
ary, was built by the Southern Florida Realty Company, of which O.
Maurice Heckscher, son of August

out of the

$T,4)00,000

After giving bond with four other
of attacking Marie
Zamba, cabaret entertainer, Jerry
Febru- Vasell was rearrested on his way

Town

Hall court. He was
heard asking the complainant her
address, explaining that he wanted
Heckscher Is president
to come and see her. Judge Padden
ordered the realty on Yasell's bond
Lottlsette Maatbaura, daughter of Increased. The men were given conJulea Mastbaum, and Eliaa Wolf, tinuances until June 1.
aon of Louis Wolf, of Elkina Park,
were wed in Philadelphia.
"The Song of the Flame," now In
New York, is scheduled for a ChiDespite her marriage last week to cago opening at the Apollo Labor
Count da Segur, Ceclla Sorel con- Day.
tinues to play at the Comedla Franchise, Par la.
After "Hush Money" closed at the
Selwyn recently, bits of the show
Mrs. Irving Berlin haa denied the were broadcast over station WJJD,
atork is expected.
Mooseheart, 111., from the Palmer

1

..........
..........
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DOGS;

RACE'S DEFICIT $18,01
I

BESTED PATHE, 9-3

One Good and One Slow Game
Saturday—No Game

Week

This

Universal trimmed Warner Bros.
and the likely looking Famous
Balto's Outdoor Boxing
Players (Paramount) team swamped
Pathe, 9-3, in a double-header at
Season
June 7 the Polo Grounds Saturday. The
games were' the second set of the
Baltimore, May 26.
Baltimore's outdoor boxing sea- New York Motion Picture League.
At the atart of the first game
son will get under way June 7 at
5-2

Opens

Carlln'a rebuilt
Carlln'a Park.

arena,

located

at

This allows the ring to be placed
tha canter of the building with
floor qhaira and wall bleachera to increase the capacity to approximately 8,000.
However, this
season George and Van Hoven hive
made an arrangement with Benny
who controls the BaltiFrankli
more winter indoor season, for. a
in

ample

In the Arena dates, which
brings about most favorable condi-

split

tions fgr the fighters with both promoting powers working in har-

mony.

WASH. FIGHT PROMOTER
GIVEN JAIL SENTENCE
Charged

Admission

Plan— Kills

Club

in

Under
Boxing

D. C.

Washington, May 26.
Boxing in the District of Columbia under the- club plan got a severe setback here Saturday when
Frank Dane was sentenced to three
years in Jail for promoting such a
club and staging matches under the
plan.

there were about 4,000 rooters In
the stands, but the game progressed slowly and moat of tha
crowd left before the second went
on. They should have remained, for
they missed a real ball game when
Meslg pitched Univeraal to a nice
win.
Giving two runa and only six hits,
Meslg had tha Warner boys biting
at almost everything.
Prom the
fourth on ha pitched ~ faultlessly,
allowing only two safe blows in
the laot fl/a framea.
In tha early sessions It looked
like
a walkaway for Warners.
Winkler walked to' start the third
and waa aent home on a couple of
sacrifices and ^n error. Mazone and
La Barr bit ""safely In the fourth
and a run resulted. From then on
the Warnera failed to get a tally.

Pamp acored for Universal after
passed in the fifth. Until this time
Lefty Morria had allowed only one
hit
Sontag's
two-base smack
scored Crlstofi* in the sixth, tying
the score. Universal sewed up the
bag in the next inning, getting
three runa on five successive singles.
When four hits and three
runs had been gathered off Morris*
southpaw shoots. Lefty was replaced in the box 4>y Mazone, the
center fielder.
Mazone held Universal safe the
rest of the way, but his team fid led
to recover.
Hummel batted for
Mazone with two out !n the ninth,
but didn't get on.

in
the
J ustice Stafford, sitting
criminal branch of the District Supreme Court, held that Dane was
actually charging an admission fee
to attend the bouts.
The sentence Curler. 2b
Hyatt,
followed a raid on the Arcade here Dunne. lb
on about the fourth bout staged by Crlstoff. cf
Meehan, If
Dane.
Son lay, 8b
Justice Stafford refused to grant Owen*, e
Pamp.
rf
ball to Dane pending an appeal.
Meal*, p
This will kill tha new' QueensTotals
berry olub being erected on 14th
*

in

street,

GAME

St. Louis. May 25.
The Missouri theatre walked over
tha St. Louis theatre in tha first
pre -season game of tha St Louis
inter-theatre league last Thursday,
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Winkler, if
Lance, 2b...
Ourke, o
Levy, aa
Mason*, cf-p

2
1

2

2

1

2
7
2
2

1

o

o
9

2

1

Total*

21

a Batted for Mason*
Univeraal
Warner Bros

2

3

00110000
1

—

27 -to

e

a

In nlntb.
1

0—0
0—3

Two-base hit*
Sonta*. Owen*.
Stolen
baeee— Meelf. Winkler. Base* on balls—Oft
Meals 1. Morris 3. Struck out— By Meal**
9. Morrl* 8, Meson* L
Hits—Off Morria 8
Id 6 1-8. Mason* 2 In 2 2-8.
Losing pitcher
—Morria Umpire* Hanson and Dorroan.

Firat

Tha
and

2.

UNIVERSAL

WARNER

which Joseph Tumulty,

LOUIS LEAGUE

NEW YORK OFF

5-2;

P.C.
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
.000
.000
.000

secretary to the lata President Wilson, is said to be heavily Interested,
it will also put an end to tha several bouts scheduled to be held at
tha Auditorium the coming winter
as well aa those planned by Meyer
pivotal point of the Jaw. Sllva was Davis and George Marshall, to be
touted a good boy. but the colored staged In their new building set for
bantam la rated one of the hardest opening in tha falL
hitting little men In the world.
Brown Is skinny, but oh, boy, he
can sock.
ST.

New York isn't a dog town
That waa proven during the last
The Annie May Swift memorial two weeks by those who promoted
the International Dog Carnival at
hall, housing Northwestern University's theatre waa destroyed by Are the Polo Grounds under the auaplcea of the American Women's
last week.
It is believed by some
that the boys smoking cigarettes In Association, of which Anna Morgan
a play staged in the theatre the la the president
night before may have accidentally
The affair with whippet races aa

taken over to the Wast 47th street Stella cafe.
•station
In
a couple of
paddy
each.

They did not pat Carp against
any wonder in selecting Huffman, a

Cecil

CHICAGO

Univeraal

F. P.

L

1

2

Dr. Winifred Sackvllle Stoner, authority on child education and advocate of the revision of Mother
Goose rhymes. Is to become an acShe will appear in "The
tress.
Clnini r" Xo open ahortly at Union
Dr. Stoner Is also writHill. N. J.
"The Magic
called
ing a play,

la

1

Metro
Pathe

By JACK PULASKI
he certainly

Famous Players .
Firat National...

1

'Debuts'

through.
last

W

Eddie

Huffmann at Garden—Two

Knockouts—Dorval

U BEATS WARNERS,

N.Y.M.P.B.B. League

,

Oame

firat

Didn't Plaaaa

game,

Famoue

between

Players,

Patha

failed

to

save one of tha Missouri's plaaaa the crowd. Ita slowness
runs were chalked up in tha firat caused a halt to be called In the
three innings.
Pathe'a
Watson, on the sixth.
pitchera
three
mound for tha Skouraa organiza- chucked in Tain. The Paramount
tion, waa touched for only three team
knocked the deliveries of
aafe hits, and both of the St. Louis Carey and Torpey, and acored nlna
runs were tha results of errors.
runa In tha third.
Five hits, a
Powell waa tha leading Missouri couple of passes and some wild
slugger,
throwa
the feature was scheduled for May
connecting for a home run,
aided tha procession over
15-16.
The first day 'a events were a triple and a double in four at- the plata.
run off before a crowd of about tempts. Tom Graham played a senPatha might have dona better if
3.50a
although
the aklea
were sational game at short for tha Mis- Walsh, tha firat pitcher, had not
threatening.
The second day It souri, making nlna aseista without been hurt and forced to retire after
rained and the»%venta were post- a miscue. Boroghan starred for the running into tha firat baaeman in
poned until last Sunday when a losera.
tha eeoond inning. Walsh waa great
Scare by Innlneja
crowd a little larger than that of
in tha box. Robertson pitched conClot>
R. H. B. sistently for Famous Players.
the firat day showed up.
m
Missouri
II
14
2
The sport Itself, especially the SL Louis
Patha acored one in tha firat on
•
I
races, were thoroughly enjoyed by
Jordan's homer. McVeigh was tha
those that were present and took a
assaulting ganlua of Famous, getchance of catohlng a chill, but the
ting four hlu in as many trips to
gate on tha two days wasn't much
Benny Leonard Training tha plata.
more than $8,000 which left a hole
Benny Leonard and Al Jolson in
Tha score*
In the overhead of about $18,000.
a four-round boxing bout ref ereed
R.H.E.
Two of tha dog owners, tha pro- by Sophia Tucker will be one
1
2 0—3 8 2
of Patha
moter and a ticket seller and taker, tha featurea at tha Polo Grounds Famous Playera
2
6 « 9 t 2
were arrested for the Sunday ahow whon tha forthcoming
Theatrical
No Gam* 8aturday
but were dismissed in Washington Sports Field Day la
staged for the
There will be no gamos Saturday
Heights Court on Monday by Magls
United Jewish Drive.
(May 29) because of the Decoration
trate Flood.
Leonard, who la considered a
Day holidays. On the following
aura thing to return to the ring in
Saturday will be four gamea with
a bout for tha title with tha new
House, Chicago. Tba -„
the flelda not yet announced.
welterweight king, Pete Latxo, is
took part In tha broadcast
Tha eighth team in the league
reported aa being in training ready
probIvan Lazareft, formerly of the to accept an opaa air summons thia will ba selected this week. It
ably
will ba tha King Featurea lads.
Moscow Art theatre, has coma to au miner.
Chicago to establish tha Chicago
Leonard will tuna up with a
Laboratory theatre.
couple of welterweight bouts beRaid Day June 27
fore
tackling Latzo, if ha if sucA field da; for the benefit of the
White City's 1921 revue, -The
Garden Glories," will open Saturday cessful in inducing his mother to United Jewish Drive will be held
take a trip to Europe without wor- at tha Polo Ground*, June 27, not
In the outdoor garden with Sid
Clark aa master of ceremonies.
rying about hla ring activities.
May 27, as reported last week.

—
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DAPPER DON' ON B'WAY

HIGH RENTALS PUSHING OUT

ROUND THE SQUARE

AFTER 'BEATING' CASE

OLD FIRMS FROM TIMES SQUARE
Jhree Landmarks Fade

&

and

Luther's,

Same Corner

for

—Gumpel's, Harlowe
—One Drug Store on

—

Con Man's Philosophy Only
One More Trial to Face

Away

Liggett'*

40 Years—Gives

Up

Just

"Dapper Don"

Business Beau Brummel,
rum

Three Broadway landmarks have
passed Into oblivion within the past

few weeks with Increased reatoJs
the contributing cause. Others may
also be sacrificed in Times square's
latest boom that is 'prompting landlords to kite annual rentals and

seemingly having no

difficulty

crap game raid in 42nd

street,

Just off Seventh avenue, early the

other morning resulted in the arrest of 20

men on charges

of dis-

in

orderly conduct.
Later, when arraigned before Magistrate McKiniry
In West Side Court, .all were disProbably the most notable decharged.
parture of the trio above mentioned
Detective Kiley, Inspector Lahey's
was the passing out of Harlowe & staff, received a "tip" that the
Luther's (James*) drug store at
"traveling
crap
game,"
which
Broadway and 46th street. It had moves to a different place every
been at this stand for 40 years and night,
was in progress at 243 West
had been a handy spot for »show
their

getting
tenants.

price

from

new

42nd street.

folk.

The detectives, armed with crowThe corner was originally held by bars and axes, went to the place.
the James Drug Company which After
considerable trouble they batstood the rent tilting for years. It
tered Inside. The players, used to
later shifted a block west, to 8th
such raids, made no effort to escape.
avenue, giving way to Harlowe and
The police confiscated a collapsible
Luther. The latter practically had table on which
they said the dice
to build up their own clientel save
were being rolled.
for the traffic trade, since most of
In court Detective Kiley told the
'

the rest followed James', there be- magistrate he could not identify
ing more Royalty among customers any of the 20 men who had made
In those days.
the loud noise or who had been
26 Per Cent Tilt
throwing dice.

Three months ago when Harlowe
Luther's lease was about to expire they were notified by the landlord that a 25 per cent increase
would be required on a renewal.
The druggist and other tenants of

A

USELESS SUMMONSES
It

might be signs or a way of

the building rebelled at what they

getting

termed an unjustified increase. An
exodus, followed and the building is
now under course of interior reconstruction, to be occupied by I.

consensus of opinion in West Side
Court when three managers of theatres were discharged on the viola-

Miller's shoe store.
LIggett's,
northwest corner of
Broadway and 46th, passed out because of similar conditions when

the building was taken over by the
Childs
Restaurant
Corporation.
LIggett's, however, is well represented along the main stem and
could afford Independence when the
tilt came.
Gumpel's Clothing Company at
42d street and 7th avenue was the
third to be chased away from
Broadway and out of Times square
because of rental tilt.
Gumpel's,
specializing
in
moderate priced
clothing for men, had been at the
stand near 15 years. Long ago the
concern operated a string of chain
stores throughout New York and
Brooklyn featuring a slogan "That
Suit at $10— at Gumpel's."
This

was before

the Monroe Clothing
stepped In with their
••Walk up and save $10." Gumpel's
Is no more so far as Times square
is concerned but Monroe Is still

Company

there.

Also the Joseph Hilton Company
which followed Gumpel's into their
former spot and within a week made
structural alterations in the frontage and in the store proper that
have brightened the corner.

7th Ave. Puller- In

Gumpel's probably will not mourn
the loss of the uptown stand. In
its early years uptown the store got
a good play but with the Increase
of "puller-in" places along 7th avenue the standard firm found telling
competitors. Gumpel's still operate
four stores in Greater New York.
Despite a seemingly over-stored
condition In Times square locations
are always in demand. Newcomers
are as anxious for spots along the
main stem as rubes are to play the
n\ldways on the carnivals. Hence
the independence of landlords who
Jockey one prospect against the
other and lot locations go to the
highest bidder.

LOBBY PHOTO THEFTS
Pleading guilty to the theft of 50
sets of lobby photographs from the

Krauso Manufacturing
"VV.

42d street,

Thomas

and James Dixon,
suspended sentences

17,

In

at 220
Austin, 20,

Co.,

were given
the Court of

Special Sessions.
The youths' employed by the art
boys, were arrested
on the complaint of Simon Goodman, head of the concern who
charged them with stealing the
Photos and later selling them to a
man at 727 Seventh avenue for $12

Arm as errand

although they were worth $37. The
police recovered ^he photos but are
seeking the purchaser.

free

advertising

was

the

of a corporation ordinance.
The respective theatres were Shubert's 44th Street, the Little Theatre and the Broadhurst. The lat-

tion

ter received plenty of free advertising last week when Beryl Halley
was haled to court for alleged lewdness. She was discharged.

(Hardbolled
Sergeant
George
Smith of the West 47th street staFrancis
Patrolman
tion
directed
Dolan to serve summonses on the
three managers, alleging that signs
that bore pictures of the cast and
accounts of the show were projecting too far out on the walk.
Smith charged that pedestrian
traffic was being impeded and ordered the serving of the summons.
Dolan did. In court the next morning Magistrate McKiniry discharged

Broadway

Collins,

sheik, con

man and

runner, checked off another one

with the police when
charge of defrauding

CRAP GAME RAIDED
A

Now

Gcorgo Washington in
street out of a board

he bent a
the Hotel
We9t 72nd
Mil.

Color Combination in on "Charleston"
As crowds of homeward theatre goers were leaving the Lyceum whore
the "Sport of Kings" is being played a strange sight coni"r.»:iu>.l thorn.
There they found a young ebony-hued boy dancing the Ch irlest- n.
Close by was a youth who was feverishly clapping his hands and urging
the dark skinned lad on.
This boy was evidently of Irish extraction.
Nearby the pair was a third lad with an air of business not saying much
Presently the Ncrro lad
nor applauding but paying rapt attention.
stopped Charlestoning. The Irish lad rested from his hectir applauding
and wiped his brow.
Ttif-n the rrren fniks leaving tire -show duu into their Jeans- and 'V, helled"
out plenty. The coins were dropping on the walk. The I» l; h lad swept
up the coins like a D. S. C. sweeper. When he completed his Job he
carried the coin to the third littls business boy of Jewish extraction and
all three left before the big Irish bluecoat appeared on the scene.

He was

acquitted after a hearing in Special Sessions last Thursday.
The "Dapper One" only has one
more charge to face in this country,
that of running whiskey into Penn-

Cheese Club's Punting Practice

One humorous angle to the Westchester-Biltmore-Al Jolson affair
cropped up when the Cheese Club visited Libby's new, big Jewish hotel
on the East Side. Harry Hershfleld read a telegram purporting to con-

gratulate the club on winning an Invite to Libby's, also inviting the club
to spend a week-end on the lawn of the West-Bilt club for "punting
punting meant, Harry replied:
"Don" was arrested several weeks practice." One member asked what the
you take that beezer of yours up to the Westchester Biltmorc they
"If
ago by Detectives Brown and Mayer
all over the place."
of Headquarters, old friends of his, will kick it
on the complaint of Mrs. Eva De
Witt, assistant manager of the
Washington, who charged Collins
Speeding Taxi
with occupying two separate suites
at the hotel from Feb. 1 to April
by
Chauffeur
7 and neglecting to pay the bill
Aa a result of orders issued by
After a spectacular chase up
amounting tc $313. It was said at
Broadway for 18 blocks, Norman W. Commissioner McLaughlin, police of
the time that one of "Don's" lady
the
West 47th street station have
355
chauffeur,
taxi
29,
Young,
companions was a prominent BroadGravesend avenue, Brooklyn, was been visiting various supper clubs,
way show girl and film actress. This
restaurants and apartments In the
arrested by Policeman Harry MorMr. Collins vigorously denied. He
Times square district and serving
ris, Motorcycle Squad, on charges
admitted, however, he had engaged
summonses
on bwners for violating
of speeding and driving while in
two suites at the hotel, as "a mata corporation ordinance which "protoxicated.
ter of convenience," he explained.
canopy in front of the
Morris was at 30th street and hibits a
At the trial Collins said that he
with his motorcycle when places.
had no intention of swindling the Broadway
allows a canopy
The
ordinance
45
lie saw Young's cab speeding
hostelry and to prove this said he
during inclement
an hour up Broadway. He to be erected
had notified the management he miles
use
at weddings and
weather
or
for
Young to stop but no attenwas temporarily short of fundB but called
The police- other social functions. It says they
tion was paid to him.
would leave his wardrobe and other
must be removed when not so used.
man started after the fleeing tnxi- Police
valuables, even including his nuclaim that in a great nummerous canes, until he could settle cab.
ber
of instances night clubs and
taxi chauffeur zigzagged up
The
apartment houses have erected stathe bill. The stuff he left, Collins
Broadway. Several times he narsaid, was worth at least $5,000. It
tionary awnings.
escaped colliding with other
was at least two weeks after he had rowly and automobiles.
During the past week about a
At 48th
cabs
left the hotel his arrest occurred.
have been ardozen
violators
street Morris drove alongside the
Wednesday night as soon as he
raigned in West Side Court. -In
forced Young to stop. He
was freed of a rum charge in New- taxi and
most
Instances the magistrate has
then arrested him.
ark where he was fined $500 In the
suspended sentence with the promLater in West Side Court Magisise from the offender that the awnFederal Court, he hurried to the
trate Corrigan held Young In $600
hotel and settled the bill.
ings' will
be removed and not
ball for trial in Traffic Court.
erected
again except as provided
Talked Himself Out
for in the law.
The Justices questioned Collins at
length on his criminal career, but
•
tf
Don was rather reluctant to reveal
44
sylvania.

Drunken

CANOPY VIOLATION

Caught

Cop

PRESS GAG FOR $10

He

admitted he had been
convicted three times, once for robbery and twice for grand larceny,
but declared the grand larceny
charges were "framed" against him.
After listening to the suave-talking
defendant Justices Salmon and
Kelly voted for acquittal and Justice Voorhees for conviction.
his past.

As "Dapper Don" left the courtroom he heaved a sigh of relief.

The

dallies fell for another press

of Several

Odd

Occupations

yarn, the second within two weeks
The bookies had another big day
when Dolly Sterling, 28, of 145 West
47th street, who plays a small part in Special Sessions when two wera
in the "Bunk of 1926" had herself acquitted while a third was conarrested last Thursday In front of victed but escaped prison.
William Meehan, chauffeur pf 141
10 Chatham square on a charge of
She was ac- West 207th street, was arrested by
disorderly conduct.
cused of masquerading in men's Policeman Clancy of the Third Inspection District April 19 at 136th
clothing.

guilty In the Tombs Court street and Broadway. He was given
the day and fined $10 by 80 days in the Workhouse but the
Magistrate Flood, the press agent execution of the sentence was susgladly paid it, upon learning that pended pending his good behavior.
The other two were George Miller,
FIGHT
several news photographers were on
driver of 1092 2nd avenue, arrested
spoke to reporters. When it was hand.
Detective Buyt $3 Tickets for $7
According to Detective Thomas April 15 and James Caputo, steam
suggested that Broadway and wine
First "Pinch" at New Garden
and women were to blame, he said: Cassldy of the Old Slip Station he boat captain of 161 Canal street,
"Broadwuy is not to blame for my found the girl dolled up like a arrested at Stone street and BroadConvicted of speculating in tickets troubles. Nor is it to blame for young thug and lustily puffing away way April 27. Both were acquitted.
Apparently her acto a fight at the Garden, Thomas any other man's or woman's (town- on a clgaret.
Colligan, 32, a physical director, of fall. It is up to the individual him- tions or makeup was easily peneBrooklyn, and Louis Elkins, 28, self. He makes and lives his own trated by the watchful "dick" for Halperin's Bounding
salesman, were fined (25 each In the life. It is foolish for anyone to when he questioned her she admitted
Court of Special Sessions.
blame it on any person or place he she was a performer and was in
Ivlng
Halperln,
salesman,
29,
Walsh said he was at first ap- may become associated with."
the "getup" for the purpose of
proached by Colligan, who sold him
He was asked whether it was true "getting atmosphere" for a new act 312% Riverside drive, was ara $3 fight ticket for $7. A few min- he intended t get married and re- she was to put on in the Broadhurst raigned in West Side Court on a
larceny charge before Magistrate
utes later Elkins sold him a ticket tire to a farm.
theatre show.
Richard F. McKiniry* Through his
for the same price. He then placed
About Women
attorney, Joseph Broderlek, he reboth men under arrest_chargcd with
"I expect to go in for farming for
ceived an adjournment.
selling tickets above the usual 50
Syndicating Bellinger
the time being. At least until things
Halperln was arrested by Deteccent advance.
quiet down. I surely don't intend to
tives Butler and Defarari of the
These are probably the first conquit Broadway permanently. As to
Mark Hellinger is being syn- West 68th street station on the
victions obtained against speculators
getting married," he laughed, "the
dicated by the Chicago "Tribune" complaint of Jennie Lindenba*um,
operating at the new Garden.
woman € would want would not news service. He Is at present at- buyer, 340 West 86th street. The
have mc, and the woman who would tached to the New York "Daily fatter charged that she cashed a
me I .would not have."
News" :iml has been running a Sun- check for the defendant Jan. 2 last,
MIZNEB'S $15,000 JUDGMENT have
Collins explained that the reason
day department in that paper and that the voucher was returned
Addison Mizner, the Boca-Rotan he used various names in his wanto her by the bank with no account
headed "About Broadway."
(Fla.) realty developer and brother derings over the world was because
Sunday
Hollinger's
page
at- notated.
Wilson Mizner, bon vlvant, he had no chance to live quietly unof
Halperln denied he attempted to
"Tribune's"
tracted
the
attention.
Broadwayite and playwright, issued der the "notorious name of Don ColHe told Miss
Hellinger knows Times Square very swindle the buyer.
a $13,000 demand note on March 15, lins."
Llndenbaum he had received the
well, one of the few nightlife re1926, to Frank Weisbader, but did
"Once a man gains a questionable porters New York has ever, known.
check in a card game in the Times
not make good.
reputation under a certain name, be
A famous Broadway syndication square section and believed It to be
Judgment for the full amount has that reputation f ilsc and unjust, he is the widely purchased and
Ho promised to make goifd*
read O. K.
by default against hasn't a ghost of a chance to get
taken
been
the money, and when he failed she
column by O. O. (Odd) Mclntyre.
Mizner.
along in life."
caused his arrest.
Leaving the Criminal Courts, Collins immediately went to the Hotel
DRUGS Washington to collect his vast Pickpockets Sent
SIBYL
SENT
ACTOR CAUGHT
Sibyl Sherman, 32, of the RooseJames Marr, 46,- an actor, of 414 wardrobe, saying he felt "shabby,"
the
out
in
decked
ho
was
although
Detectives
John
Wich,
Eddie velt hotel, Third avenue ar.-! 24th
W. 4Cth street, was given a suspended sentence In the Court of latest London tweeds and wore the Finn, Barry and Flnken of the street, who said she was a show
pickpocket squad rounded up three girl, pleaded guilty to a charge of
Special Sessions last Friday after newest English derby.
Jostlers in front of the Hlalto, where having narcotics in her possession
pleading guilty to possessing heroin.
"Aloma of the South Seas" is play- In the Special Sessions.
He was arrested by a' member of
ing.
The trio were arrested on
She wus given a suspended senroom
at
his
in
Squad
Narcotic
the
If you don't advertise in
separate days and enrh reeeived tence on this charge but the Justhe 46th street address.
sentences of four months In the tlvcs sent her to the Workhouse to
Marr told the Justices he had quit
workhouse from Magistrate Hlrh- serve out an unexpired term of
the habit and on his promise to
ard F. McKiniry in West Side seven months for violation of parol*
stop using drugs drew the susdon't advertise
on a previous convictionCourt.
pended sentence.

the defendants.

SPECS NABBED

"That's another one off the chest,"
he remarked. Although he has always taken the attitude of "listen
and say nothing," Collins assumed
the role of philosopher when he
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Blanche O'Brien

At ths Palace
Ledova, Madeline Cameron, Helen MacKellar and the Hamilton* (Pearl
and Violet) are the women In this week'* Palace bill. It is fair entertainment.
Ledova dances brilliantly and her style la always animated. She Is
charmingly dressed in the various native dress of the dances. The set
for the Ham 11 tons is a nice background for their grotesque costumes.

Bunk

of 1»26.

new

Is

to

the

M

Winnie Beck, who has a mania
changed her verse
and airy to sentiMust be love.
mental.

for poetry, has
from the light

They were well received.
Miss Cameron (with Oscar Shaw) looks her best in a beautiful white
e nc r ust ed with rhinesteiw*. The bottom -is scalloped and the hodlee- tons
and snug fitting. A biscuit coat of cloth topped off with a bit of fur
at neck and a small turban is very good.
The
Mis*. MacKellar's playlet gave the bill s- good bit of punch.
women In the farmhouse were dressed as one would expect them to be.
The Monday afternoon audience were in a mood to enjoy these women

Cameron

Ruth

and

Dorothea

Stanley are in "Giro's .Revue."
Isa belle
Club."

Graham

is

at the "300

'

Trudy Lake
but

to their fullest.

first

still

is

back from Boston

vacationing and attending

nights.

Anyone who thmks they are getting a tough break should have seen
Mollie Fuller as I saw her yesterday afternoon at St. Elizabeth's
hosA week ago, after playing Flatbush and Philadelphia. Miss Fuller
had a relapse from the illness that had kept her in t*d some
weeks
earner in the winter. She returned to New York, cancelling all
further
bookings and Monday went from the Somerset to the hospital for
the
professional care she needed.
There I saw her, all alone, not a soul near that she has ever known
before. Worse, she is totally blind and thus unable to familiarize
her*
fleWwltir new faces to make hew friends. Neither of the members of her
company. Esther Romer and Bert Kelly, can be with her now as they
have been, night and day during her lllnoss. Even Ruby, her faithful
colored maid, cannot remain at the tiospttal to be at her call as she has
been for years. Added to her loneliness and her shadowed eyes, is the
intense agony of her Illness.
Cut weeks, bad spots on the bill, long jumps and poor hotels shouldn't
seem quite the biggest troubles in life to the performers who read of
the breaks Miss Fuller Is getting.
All her friends knew that Miss Fuller was more brave than wise in
I
back to her vaudeville engagement so soon after her winter spell
I going
of illness and they knew she was doing it because she couldn't bear the
thought of her company being out of work. If anyone ever did, Molly
Fuller deserves the D. S. C. of the theatre for her heroism.
pital.

Raving Ovsr "Temptations"
Eva Marie Gray la a study in
of "The Great Temptations" at the Winter Gar- henna color these days.
She and
den Is but a small portion of the real dressing and scenic effects the the rest of the dancers lit "The Girl
lavish
revue. It offers beautiful girls who Friend"
Shuberts have put Into this
were guests of George
know how to wear clothes, some good voices who can put over songs Olson at the Pennsylvania one day
and a bit of comedy, besides an eye feast of harmony in coloring and last week.
effect that has little approaching it, notwithstanding the effort that the
detail must have entailed.
Mary Warren has nothing to do
My evening out last week included dinner at Mr. Frohman's where I
The Foster Girls are given an opportunity to put forth their best but ride around in a 15-5 these
met Mr. and Mrs. Otis Skinner and Florence Reed, then seeing a perstep and they do it Their dressing is unusual and lovely. The bathing days.
formance of "Love in a Mist" Though I didn't know it I found a numoutfits of checked black, red and white with loaf shaped hats are
ber of my naptlculap favorites in the oast. One Is our own little Mary
peaches. In their royal blue girdles with a touch of canary, doing an
Marv O'Rourke is walking around
who used to talk about "Lemln' Pie" when in vaudeville" with
Ug^ble
odd dance in and out of the wings, they captured the audience.
as though she had ne^Jer seen the
the late Sam Chip. Now she wears blackface but no burnt cork can
In the final act which Is most artistic and seen through soft lighting, bright lights before,
disguise her cute little voice.
the balloons atop their headdress lend the effect sought on the broad and
Another is Alice John whom I haven't seen either on or off the stage
many stairs while the rhythm of their movements seems perfect and
Pauline Bartlett is with "Kitty's
since she was In "The Seven Sisters" with Laurette Taylor and Mrs.
they wear flowered one-piece affairs.
Kisses."
Arthur Hopkins.
The scene in a Garden of Memories with its fountain, gorgeous parAnd then there is Madge Kennedy who has the most eloquent pair of
asols, highly colored skyline and live models reclining at the foot of
Anita Banton has returned to
feet I ever saw do a silent but sparking monolog. What her lines didn't
the fountain Is a gasp. The Deuel Sisters do a solo dance In white "Vanltites,"
say her feet said for her. In her dressing room after the performance
chiffon with touches of green feathers and wearing satin pumps. These
she told me of the trouble she has making her feet behave. She can't
sisters are graceful and unaffected. The much discussed undressed dance
Eileen Adair mourned so much for
keep
them still they're just gabby feet. She says she tries to keep them
done by Miss Roseray and Cappella (from the Casino de Paris) Is her dog that her girl friend returned
straight
but before she knows it they're pigeon-toed or wound around
handled so delicately it is art in all its dancing glory. Miss Roseray's it.
each other, expressing every shade of every mood.
perfect form sports a rhinestone girdle as well as a tiny bodice. In another number, she has a well marcelled wig of gray with accordion
Pudgle Duker. Plummer Doge and
Malcolm Williams also knows the Joys of convalescence. For eight
in
formerly
pleated little skirt held In place by a wreath of rosebuds and a white Margaret
Mackay,
weeks he has hovered i/otween life and death as a result of a very serious
chiffon simple throw trimmed In these buds. The costumes of pale pink "Vanities," are with "Great Tempand most unusual operation. However, with the help of God, a skilled
satin with much fringe and pink hats, while not the most elaborate, are tations.'
surgeon and a devoted wife (Florence Reed> and the Lambs who let him
the most attractive of the entire production.
The period bouffant olothos are wonders. One is of a huge hoop of
Marion Dowling is wearing strict- beat them at pinochle, he hopes to be able to return this week to his
She is also role in "The Wisdom Tooth."
pink taffeta, hand' painted to one side, the other half being entirely of ly tailored clothes.
rhlnes tones and another of white satin.
making lamp shades and everything
Women's financial sense has sometimes been disputed but here is
Hazel Dawn as Mother Goddam ("Shanghai Gesture"), in blue dotted for her new apartment.
conclusive proof that some women know how to handle money and
In jewels with a replica of Florence Reed's headdress, proved that her
Gertie Toung has undertaken to ke«P it. When the late Mrs. David Belasco's safety vault was opened
impersonation was almost letter- perfect- Mandarin coats In this scene
after her death, it contained a surprise for her executors. Her family
|
are gorgeous. Ara Gerald is so like the Poppy of " Shanghai" in her let her red locks grow.
thought that she must have an estate of perhaps $50,000 since it had
green chiffon and Mary Duncan's voice that she's near perfect.
always been a family joke that she refused to pay her bills out of her
"Ciro's
joining
is
Thomas
show.
Lillian*
this
In
worth
money's
More than your
allowance but preferred to have them sent to her husband. But in the
Revue."
vault was J400.000. nearly $80,000 of ft in cash and the rest in good
Sunday Concert At Garden
"Vanities," makes securities.
Brooks,
Eleanor
The concert given Sunday night at the Madison Square Garden to handkerchiefs in her spare time.
According to the will the income of this goes to her daughter, Mrs.
raise $1,000,000 for the furtherance and development of Jewish Education
Morris Gest, and to Mr. Belasco during their joint lifetimes.
met with response from many distinguished artists who volunteered their
acquired a boyhas
Dale
Maryon
services. The Garden was well filled, excepting the balcony. At a late
ish boh.
While on the subject of wills, it may Interest her friends to know that
hour with many vacancies, $10 was being asked for seats In the arena.
the late Jeffrie Lewis left an estate of $16,000, income of which is to
Taking into consideration that benefit funds were trying to be raised,
Breslau, Betty Wright, Jr., go to her son until he is 46 and at that time he is to get the principal.
Bobby
any price would have been better than vacant seats.
Dorothy Van Alst and Bessie RaTh
formerly with "Sweetheart, a unique party, one that had its roots away back in the past of the
f
«*aged a. spe- theatre, was that given by Daniel Frohman last week. The scene was
*" ha
Tim
wa? rplritullly
T
*• new edition
ing r om ln ™ ew
el
tln
he
w^8 h
?
of " Bunk of 192
and e ™ning Performances
off "The Two Orphans."
The celebrant, made
*
Cantor Rosenblatt sang the
ing in pink chiffon with silver slippers.
U P a reunIon of 8ome of the members of the old Lyceum Theatre Comprophet role and his son. Henry, that of the High Priest.
.The girl, at^the Liberty theatre pany of'the 80's. when that famous company was playing in the now
Ossip OrtrUowlts directed a specially organized orchestra of 150 men
First
h
vanished Madison Square theatre.
*<*
*
who accounted the women artists. Elizabeth Rethberg of the MetI
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Marcia theatre, Mrs. Whiffen. who is now 82. May
and_ Henrietta Cross
* Robeson
and cut low, rouna necx. name, uao
_
,
.,
Bell got the booby prise.
[man.
man. All were under the management ofm Daniel Frohman and all
So?obodskaya in a greclan chartreuse green, sang "Ell-Eli" to tremendous
nearly
Friendships
Orphans."
"The
that
lasted
over
are
ln
Two
now
played]
applause. Messrs. Oabrilowlts and Harold Bower at two pianos,
„ The G|r, Prlend
Br0
half a century the world doesn't erect any finer monuments to life.
"Saint Saens" variations and this with Mayor Walker's address was the
has two new hats and a police dog
night's big moment.
lice
dog.
It Is well known that golf and profanity are like ham and eggs— alThe College is to occupy three squaro blocks on upper Amsterdam
ways together. At a certain New York club a minister was learning to
*
avenue.
Dottle
persuasion
After much
play the game and making heavy weather of it. After each dub shot
Rosa Calvano'e 8oprano
Gray Anally succeeded in getting
lip as though to shut off the sulphurous
The New York Students' Symphony, conducted by Louis Levan, was Gertrude Cole to take acrobatic les- his opponent saw him bite his
language the occasion demanded. At last the minister swung wildly at
heard In Town Hall in a program which offered opera numbers by Rosa sons.
his trapped ball, there was a sharp crack and the head of the club
Calvano, soprano, accompanied by Clementine de Moccho. Arias from
broke off. The reverend threw down the handle, gritted his tooth and
"Butterfly" and "Pagliacci" were her serious ones and while the producMinnie
Mae Moore, Laurette burst out:
tion seems Imperfect, her high tones when a bit of sentimental softness
Adams, Marie Salisbury and Hieda
"I'll have to give it up."
is introduced, will make her voice altogether pleasing.
Allison are in Ciro's Revue.
"What!" exclaimed his friend, "Give up golf?"
Miss Calvano wore an attractive gown of soft pink with flare and
"No give up the ministry."
Miss De Moccho at the piano surrounded by the flowers
decollette.
Lois Stone U touring with %
decorating it. gave the necessary warmth to the usual cold atmosphere vaudeville act
Another golf story that followed concerned Ed Wynn and Eddie Cantor,
of Town Hall.
who visited a Long Island course for a game. A wise-cracking caddie
Dorothy Arden and Jane Daniels was Informed that they were .two theatrical celebrities and he watched
have returned from Florida and ftiem play several holes. After they had sliced, topped, hooked and dug
have been posing for pictures.
lip the turf, been bunkered continuously, he went back to the clubhouse.
"What do those guys do around the theatre?" he asked the caddie
Kay AnnH has returned to New master.
York after a tour with "The Grab
"They're prominent actors," his boss told him.
Bag."
By
"Yeah?" the wlsecracker returned. "I thought from the way they
changed the geography around here r they must be scene shifters."
Pansy Manne. is going ln the new
Old Programs At Actors Fund Home
"Follies."
hats with tall rose color plumes. A in exquisite Spanish costumes.
The 21th annual visit of the officers and board of trustees of the Actors
_ .
Tiller routine is dene splendidly.
A pretty, garden scene with a
Fund of America was made Sunday to the Staten Island stronghold by Veiy Little Beauty, bllt
The
show girls parade ln stunning fountain Is the set for the opening
a large group of the board and by several friends of the Fund. Daniel
*>
«_
J
green velvet costumes before the of act two. Many girls semi-nude
Frohman, president of the Fund, presided at the afternoon program JWUCIt HVCIieSS St r*
UHTOeD
Foster girls pop out of a pin cushion are standing around. Others enter
which succeeded the luncheon.
Endless girl, stem to make up to do more acrobatics.
in costumes representing different
Interest centered around Mrs. Nannie Cotter, resident, whose husband,
the chorus of "The Great Tempta"The Temptation Strut" is the flowers. One is more beautiful than
Frank O. Carter, had played Claudius with Edwin Booth in "Hamlet." ti ons," an elaborate and spectacular
personification of pep.
Choristers the other. "Dancing Town" is an1873. A program of one of these performances hangs In the men's club new revue
at the Winter Garden,
are cute ln blue velvet costumes other vivacious number. The chorroom. It is dated Dvo. IS, 1873. and called "The Opera Glass, program
its numbers are beautifully ar- with a touch of red and beaded ines wear the dresses of Harlem,
of the Providence (R. I.) Opera House.
"Isadnro Cameron played ranged for which Earl Lindsay can caps that rustle when trtey Charles- Greenwich
Village, Bowery and 6th
Ophelia. The guests were also interested in examining other programs take a bow. "Any Step" Is the first ton in.
Many encores are taken for avenue. An effective finale Is with
of by-gone days.
A double bill of the Theatre -Royal. Edinburgh, is and the girls sure do any step, this number.
lanterns. The lights dimmed make
dated Saturday evening, March S, 1328. Charles Kemble was making "The Spider's Web" follows with
"The Guards of Fantasy" Is a drill for pretty effects while the choris"his last appearance but six ln the celebrated comedy, called 'The some of the choristers in costumes and march done well by the Foster
ters march.
Merchant s Wedding' or 'London Frolics ln 1638."'
with wings that give the appearance girls.
Some show girls do nudes
No particularly outstanding beauAfter giving the cast of this comedy as well as the cast of «Ben John- of butterflies under a colorful light- for an encore that is no eye treat. ties among the girls but their dancson's "Every Man in his Humor." the program continued: "After which, ing effect. The 16 Foster Girls parPat Girls Psnie
ing wins the way.
at the Desire of several Ladies, will be performed the Operatic Enter- ttclpate in acrobatlo stunt, on an
A panic Is the chorus of stouts in
Dorothy Casey and Sybil Bursk
tainment of 'Charles IT or 'The Merry Monarch.'" A footnote added: enormous web.
pink tights as "The Girls of 1896." are two exceptional youngsters who
"Miss Noel will play Mary In which character she will sing the ballads
Then "The Sesqul Centennial
The finale of the first act is d^nc stand out for youthful charms.
of 'Oh Not When Other Eyes May Read/ and 'Not In the Pictured Halls.' - Rahy" with the girls In adorable to "Valencia," a very catchy ImThe girls for *uch a large chorus
pink ruffled costume, and black ported march tune. The girls are work remarkably well in unison.
The women were all "Miss," "Mrs." or "Mme." with no first names.
.
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PLAIN DIRT AND THEN WHAT?

IETY
Trad* Mark Riiuund
Wecklf by TABIBTT. laa

MUaM

Use Silverman.
D4 WMt «<tta ItrHi

DU OJU A L

an old axiom that a complainant must come into court with clean
Thus the spectacle of one of New York City's tabloids electing
a committee of one to go after salacious plays is laughable In
the extreme but dangerous nevertheless.
It's

hands.

President

New Tort

Itself

Cllj

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual
flPVl*

^1'"
Oapf

#-or«lfn

Copia*

No.

Vol LXXXIII

The tab in question contains more pornographic and salacious material
disguised as legitimate news, in one Issue than all of the sex pltrys on
the boards, but it's a circulation builder.

2

The play picked out will not only welcome the attempt to close Its
doors but has been Inviting just such an attack. The producer felt he
was double-crossed when the first night reviewers failed to stress its

50 YEARS AGO
(From

"Clipper")

"daringness."

who owned

Montpelier,

the

A.
The tab has announced that it will work hand in glove with the DisTheatre Comique in Cleveland, es- trict
Attorney's office in its campaign to close the play and two others.
tablished the house as an all year
Proud of his ac- That should swell the receipts at all three to such an extent the tab
around stand.
can jack up the line rate for theatrical advertising, for the publicity
complishment his poet advertisegiven.
ment lh "Clipper" proclaimed:

by leaf the roses fall,
Drop by drop the spring runs
One by one beyond recall,
OPPOSITION blooms io die."
••Leaf

dry,

The danger lies in the
unaware of the "angles,"
to safeguard the

tab's appeal to a large class of readers who,
will accept the expose as an altruistic effort

morals of the masses.

VASIETY

Equity Regulating Salary Attempt?
Equity doesn't want to censor plays In which is members may appear,
so it is somewhat foreign as well to hear of an attempt by It to regulate
the salary of a member. That occurred last week with a comedian in a
musical playing in Boston. He refused to accept a chance to cut his
salary 25 per cent to please the show's management, but accepted a
notice instead to leave the show.

Meanwhile Equity had "suggested" to the comedian that it thought
he should agree to the lower salary rather than the possibility of having
the show closed through his departure and the remainder of the company thrown out of an engagement. It would appear that that might
be a matter for the show's management to worry over, not Equity.
For the protection of other Equity members may appeal to the
Equity heads as a reasonable reason why it should Intervene in a salary
Is purely personal and private business, assuredly none of
Equity's, but If so, there would have been a better way* to suggest to
the other members of the company that they appeal to the dissenters
on the cut salary proposal.

affair that

comedian acceded to the suggestion of Equity and cut his
would have set a very bad precedent It was an ill-advised
maneuver on Equity's part, regardless of the reason. In union there
seems to be sufficient strength as far as Equity applies it without trying

Hsd

this

salary,

to

It

apply

And

it

Just

farther.

why

this

seeming leaning toward tho manager?

Fanny Davenport
A benefit
Tha tame Hind of chicanery under the
.e disguise is responsible
Kettering quoted the statement as referring to the entire show and not
was to be giVen at the Fifth Avenue
jusft one line.
with "As You Like It." ... A for most of our pernicious legislation.
at
built
being
was
large aquarium
Broadway and 36th street.
N. T, G.'s comedy billing in connection with the Silver Slipper revue
Just how to handle plain "dirt" plays, so written and crudely as this
The Fay Templeton Star Alliance has been, must be a problem to the authorities. There are two de- has been lent to the "Bunk" show at the Broadhurst all advertising
was playing one night stands cisions on the records, one the reversal of a criminal conviction and carrying the phrase: "We have just purchased four complete new sets
through Maryland and Pennsyl- another limiting the power of the New York City licensing department of costumes. They will be delivered by carrier pigeons. Smoked glasses
for

.

.

.

vania.

over legit theatres. In any action the authorities should take is re
sultant publicity. Publicity Is the heart action of "dirt shows."
"Gloconda,"
the
of
"Dance
famous
now
with its
There may be a growing belief that there Is a certain population for
Hours," had been successfully prodirt." When that is exhausted In New York the "dirt play" must pass
In Stuttduced In Milan.
out.
Such a play as "Sex" would never stand a chance outside of New
violoneminent
the
gart (Germany)
In other towns they would run the people In it to the lock-up
cellist, Julius Goltermann, had just York.
A variety theatre In and probably keep them there. But In other towns there Is not that
died.
tremendous
circle of theatre goers that New York contains.
Also In
girls
chorus
Philadelphia wanting
advertised for "20 first-class, hand- other towns the natives have a little more regard for themselves and
their standing.
They don't want to be seen at a theatre holding a
some coryphees."
questionable play.

opera

Ponchielli's

...

...

most

of the

And then

managers advertis-

in

1875,

when a
won the

The purse was $1,500 but
then was Just as heavy as

betting

else,

initial

Here was a gag of the day:
"The man who struck a good thing
has Just been arrested for it it was

—

his wife."

AGO

(From Variety and "Clipper")
Jack Johnson, then heavyweight
champion, was sailing for London,
where he had been booked to play
the Oxford music hall.
E. F. Albee, B. F. Keith's general

manager of the United Booking Offices, had acquired "Sumurum" for
Lulu Glaser
vaudeville here. .
.
has signed a starring contract with
A. H. Woods.
v
.

Olga Petrova had been signed for
New York. delightful, triumphant" "Opportunity** said:
Folles
Bergere,
Llebler and Co.'s "Marriage Miss Ulric her supreme opportunity, she
.
.

a la Carte" closed in Detroit after
one night's notice to the company.
... A recent Gambol at the Lambs'
Club included a musical quartet in
which Alfred Sell groan, of the banking house which bears his name,
appeared with Theodore Bendlx.
Max Bendlx and Oscar Sanger.
•
.
.
Llebler and Co. were preparing to present George Arllss in
"Disraeli," considered in advance to
be one of the season's most lm
Portant productions.

•*

*Lulu Belle* offered
dazzling, exultant

a

Delilah."

The adage anent the chap who cried wolf once too often Is now being
brought home to an erstwhile prominent producer sojourning in the
tropics until someone harkens to the siren call of night letters collect
and forwards return transportation.
A play brokerage concern sold on the idea of the producer's bright
prospects financed the trip to the tune of $750, figuring It enough both
ways. The producer became enmeshed with other promotions and also
failed to keep his grub -s takers advised on his movements and prospects.
After weeks of waiting for reports that never came the spell of
silence was broken lost week by a wire for $750 more to bring him back.

.

...

of

bourn" had been sensationally re
reived.

the missing

—financially:

Harry Waterfall,

$760; Clara Guerney,

J
Dayton Stoddard held what he dubbed the
first annual kissing derby
on the stage of the Playhouse last week, It being a novel press stunt for
"Kitty's Kisses." Edna W. Hopper, a "Kitty" chorister, won by two Ups.
Several male starters were scratched, and It was necessary to draft one
judge.
Walter Klngsley drew the honor. Afterwards, Miss Hopper
said Walter's kisser was the best kisser she had kissed that afternoon.

The Coronation of King George,
Arthur Hammerstein is said to have spent $100,000 la buying up the
which was to shortly be held in leases on Broadway stores in the block directly north of 53d street, for
England, was to be recorded in the purpose of speeding the building of his Temple of Music, to be
color photography for motion picerected in memory of his father, Oscar Hammerstein. The theatre entures, the Charles Urban process to
trance will be on Broadway but one side of the main structure will range
be used.
along 53d street through which the elevated railway runs. The L will
not Interfere, the architects guaranteeing the building will be sound
Joe Jackson received a new act
proof. The Temple of Music is planned for completion late next seanotice In Variety on his panto bison.
cycle act, and the critic (Jolo) said
he would go well anywhere. . .
Press agents who misquote Frederick Donaghey. hard-boiled dramatic
Gaby Deslys' re -appearance at the
London Alhambra was not nearly critic of the Chicago "Tribune," run the risk of being "called" on It.
Adelphl theatre stock company
the riot expected.
In the Last week Ralph Kettering, p. a. for the
same town "The
Luxem misapplied in his advertisments a statement made by Donaghey. ReCount

Among

"Lucky Sam McCarver," Sidney Howard's play at the Playhouse last
season, which was a commercial flop and yet highly praised In certain
quarters, will be In the repertoire of the Neighborhood Playhouse during
the coming season.
Its

adoption by this group almost automatically crowns It as an exsomething which the Broadway crowd never quite agreed

cellent play,

upon.

"Countess Marltsa" played five weeks In Philadelphia with a weekly
average gross of $24,000 which was regarded quite good. It Is reported
the attraction lost $10,000 on the engagement. "Marltsa" Is expensive
to operate, having a salary list amounting to $14,000.
The Shuberts bought only the American rights to "Marltsa." a tact
The Bertha Kalich company, touring. In "Magda/* recently struck a they were not aware of until an English manager announced it for
London.
funny proposition in Windsor, Canada, where a union crew refused to
touch the scenery of the company because It had been hauled In by
Most of the cast of the original cast of "Abie's Irish Rose" at tha
"scabs." And a union hauling company refused to haul It back to the
station.
Faced with the necessity of missing a performance, the man- Republic, New York, have been given vacations, some extendlrg for
months. The idea of the management It to rest up the players
three
agement used a house set, let the scab crew haul the scenery back to
for the falL Several players continue to appear at the Republic, watchstation and went ahead with the show.
Another instance of where union trouble has occurred recently is ing nearly every performance, somewhat anxious over the way the roles
Mamaroneck, N. Y„ which has this year developed Into a one night are being handled.
opening stand. There is no theatrical union in the town and union men
have refused to haul attractions up there on this account.
As in the case of "Artists and Models" last year, when half of the
Some companies have also had controversies with the union stage crew show's production was thrown overboard and later made Into "Oay
at Stamford, Conn.
Paree," "Great Temptations" also came Into New York with more than
an hour's superfluous running time.
There are four separate choruses In the show, one being the Alan
Considerable speculation as to how the colored newspapers would take
the show
"Lulu Belle," exploiting a gold-digging, robbing, heartless colored girl, K. Foster's' girls, the regular chorus of mediums and ponies,
mingling with both races, seems to have been settled In favor of the girls and the fat women's chorus used* as a "gag."
play and Lenore Ulrlc. The New York "Amsterdam News" said: "One
does not have to be white to fall before the pedestal on which stands
The typical colored walk that Lenore Ulrlc does as "Lulu Belle" is
Lenore Ulrlc." The New York "Age" said: "Theatregoers should see credited to Zaldee Jackson, a colored member of the cast Evelyn Preer,
'Lulu Belle'." The New York "News" (colored) said: "She was splendid, the main colored principal, also gave Miss Ulrlc many valuable sugges-

the
.

but what can be done?

Attractions returning from the road are bringing back entire productions, with the result that store hotksee, both private and general,
are becoming clogged with settings, which may never again be used/
Within the last few seasons some showmen have ordered settings left
In the final stand or destroyed, ordering only electrical equipment and
useful props brought back.
Time was that stock managers bought
assortments of settings by the carload, but even the stocks appear to bo
plentifully supplied.
Recently the Frohman office spent $1,000 to truck useless settings to a
dump In Long Island, where the stuff was burned. It cost $150 to truck
last season's "Chariot's Revue" to the burnllng ground. That Is about
the only way to clear store houses and eliminate storage bills, the alternative, of course, being to leave the stuff on the lot.

now.

15 YEARS

and much

OH LEGR

horse

"Aristldes"

contest.

the censorship thing,

INSIDE STUFF

Astor's horse. "Vagrant," had Just
won the Kentucky Derby, run over
a mile and a half course. The
Derby had just been run for the
second time in 1876, the Jockey
Club of Louisville having been or-

named

Lester Bryant the Chicago manager, meeting with plenty of trouble
lately "took" the smart ticket brokers. "Solid Ivory" was to come Into
the Playhouse, Chicago*. Bryant proceeded to take the brokers aside,
talking slyly of giving each exclusive rights In handling the pasteboasds.
The brokers fell for it— with cash. Then Bryant found he didn't have
enough money to railroad the show In from Detroit so he dropped tha

$260.

ing for people insisted that only
those temperate need apply. Especially was this true in the case of
minstrel shows, which were going
strong and making money. Several
agents and managers asking for jobs
noted in their ads that they were
most- abstemious and moral in all
other respects.

ganized

legit revue.

matter.

Apparently drinking was rampant
for

will be provided gentlemen upon request prior to Miss Beryl Halley'e
appearance as 'Eve.'
Granlund is said to be "In" on "Bunk" and also has the Silver Slipper
revue In hand, which has Miss Halley doubling from the cafe to tha

ferring to the curtain of the second act of
"As vast a laugh as has been heard In

"Weak

Sisters'* the critic said:
In years."

a Chicago theatre

tions.

Several white feminine vaudevillians who planned an imitation of Miss
Ulric have found the walk she does a baffling proposition.

George M. Cohan opened the new 4 Cohans Theatre In Chicago
Gillespie and William Roblson went back on the payroll. This
follows 30 years for Maggie as head scrubwoman and 27 years for William as general utility man at the old Cohan's Grand Opera House.
These are probably the records for the Windy City In point of long
service.

When

Maggie

seeking to procure Information through a questionnaire for
legit show business at present in the U. S. It has for a
to locate the exact number of theatres devoted to legit
entertainment.

Equity

is

a survey of the
main objective

Nlta Martan. who played the vamp role in "When You Smile," under
of J. P. Beury, has purchased the coast rights and leased
the production, which she took with her to Los Angeles, where she will
revive it.

management

•The Merry World," an English revue flrst called "Hello London," has
been rehearsing in an old colored church In 53d street, west of Broadway. The Shuberts own the property. Nearly every player in the show
has contracted heavy colds because of the dampness of the building and
its

layers of dust.

A

vaudeville theatre In Chicago has pasted on Its call board several
and editorials from Variety dealing with the N. V. A. and its
methods of soliciting ads and begging money from audiences. This theatre Is part of a vaudeville circuit with membership In the V. M. P. A.

articles

-

LEGITJWAXIB

VARIETY

40

Colored

EQUITY COUNSELS ACTOR TO

Editor 'Framed* Married
Couple Into Articles

ACCEPT 25% 'CUT-HE REFUSED

seled

is

Bill

Boston, May 25.
repotted to have counFrawley, and possibly

new system

of "benefits"

which he

.
A
wnar%n
its manager.
Lyle Andrews,
Tlme9 Square
lntroduce
From the account Mr. Frawley, ahow bu8lne ss next season. It parat least, received a message from allelB the doW ntown Idea of benevEquity suggesting that he (and per- L, ent 80clet ies. lodges or other in*
haps Miss Smith) accept the An- stItutlona anx ious to raise funds,
drews "cut," as a preventive D ,
up a block of 8eata £or an
against the show closing, thereby attractlon and ^selling them pri
throwing out of an engagement the vately
remainder of the company, all of
tem , 8 a 0he „
The downtown
whom excepting Marie Saxon feaLeblang. with the cutn
thc r uc
tured had tt eed
the manage,;° th
show con- rates acquired from
over the summer "the
worth
d
n h
purchaser
.i«St of. 'seats.. It 1.^ up to the
k
J?/nn o weekly. That
T^t amount!
. „
_
$12,000
below
Al_
block
thom
for
fuU
to
ftcn
of
*
is asserted by Andrews as the "stop"
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"Rose-Marie" failed in a repeat
h
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"Rose Marie" Didn't
Repeat in Boston
Boston.

will
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My dove"

Audic/ice of &j00 j000

Some interesting data covering
wind up
"Abie's" first four years on Broadat the Cort next .week, a week
way and on tour is that the show
earlier than anticipated, since the
show had been slated to remain in has played to over 8,000,000 people.
Includes the New York company and
Herridon's Illness Halts
until George Jessell's withdrawal
five others on the road (three comMille's $50,000 Suit| tho foIlowin* we*k to fulnU * fllm panies are remaining out for tho
contract.
summer, and by fall there will bo
Richard Q. Herndon is abed
The shifting of closing date was
with a bad cold and pneumonia made this week when Cort booked five companies again on the road).
threatening,
under two trained "Beyond Evil" to follow in June $ There have been about 2,000,000 paid
nurses' direction, which will prob- The latter ahow was to hav* onened admissions in New York alone.
The total gross of all, shows is
ably
postpone the trial
today at the Princess next Mondav
not yet computed, but the total
°f th
50 000 dttmage
Jass Singer" has cropped money
"™*
;
paid in company salaries
suit pending by Rolfe de Mare,
It8 8top n
lt
vml Um
amounts to $2,830,000. Nearly $2,French impresario against Hem-Beyond Evil" is an Independent
don and the Belmont Producing production projected by Its author. 000,000 has been expended In pubCo.
The action datesback three Dav id Thome, and with the cast on licity, including newspapers and
outdoor advertising for all comyear. ago when a Swedish ballet L
.©mi-co-operative basis with mln- panies. Transportation and transwaa Sported by Herndon, who lmum guarantee. The
piece has fer expenses for all totals $250,000.
guaranteed a $16.00$ cash deposit
reheareiniT at the Cort this
A company for Australia has been
Instead of which he gave fire $3,000
formed and will sail from San Frannotes.
I.
-.«-*w
i*. «^u MWM i
T»
cisco June 8 on the "Sierra*." The
The Swedish ballet floundered eo* °
.t
n^t'«il show will open at Melbourne July 6.
ln on a 8tral
* ht Percentage
about and was forced -to essay f 06a
arran *ementf »* n « guarantee,
It Is expected to remain about two
makeshift bookings ln order to
years. The players have been given
maintain their American presltge
contracts guaranteeing them
48
Herndon in the meantime was sued Revolver
CharffO
*
weeks out of 62, starting from tho
for $60,000 damages.
opening
date.
Edith Parker
In the cast are Jack Tralnor,
A charge of unlawfully possess- Grace Stafford, Harry Mortimer,
Ziegfeld'*
Tide
ing a revolver was dismissed in George Duryea, Marty Ford, Bertha
The new Zlegfeld revue due at Special Sessions yesterday (MonWaldren. David Wall. John Mcthe Globa, New York. June 21, and
dlyr^agalnsrSdltVTarker Da7i* Cabe, with William Suderllng ln
"The Jazs Singer"

\

U

"Pardon

"Beyond Evil" at Cort

V

-

in weight this season.
She
going to try to regain It during
the vucatlon period.

Manipulation of tho scenery has
been worked out, the uprights folding back on tracks, with the drops
tripped on rollers.

I

I

is

^lly but the new Werba company ings are difficult to arrange will follow. It is expected a company could
Jin be an arm of the Erlanger of- remain nearly a year In Texas.

De

^ ^r^l

of the season as per her contract. out for summer continuance, buslMr. Andrews asked Miss Saxon to ness having dropped recently. This
continue during the Boston run, but show
producedby John Golden
the young woman declined, saying and Marc Connelly, the author, has
she needed a rest. The amount of also consented to a special royalty
dancing done by Miss Saxon in arrangement to keep the show
"Merry Merry" has cost her 14 going.
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m

tantly in the 11.499.70 Judgment for
costs, with a $1,380 charge for his
time (at the rate of $20 an hour).
thought otherwise,
Mrs. Harris previously abandoned
her divorce suit against her hueband, which had Implicated Miss
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Ussher" at the Mayfalr and
by Equity.
Mr. Frawley and Miss Smith upon and the Paycock.
The latter shifted to the Mansrecelpt of the Andrews wire, replied
that they
would accept notice. field, where it will probably close
night.
Saturday
Through accepting notice the show's
"Ussher" was produced downtown
management must return them at
the show's expense to the starting! by Brennan a Walnwrlght, who
point (New York). Had the players have relinquished their interests.
given notice as proposed by An -J Clarence Derwent, the actor, is now
drews they would have had to pay 1 sponsoring it uptown, the house
their own carfare back to New being guaranteed running expenses
and the players taking i*ot luck.
York, a matter of around $$ each.
It is presumed here that Mr. An"Juno" was turned over to Auguadrews thought the actors would pre- tin Duncan by W. J. Perlman and
fer to say that they had given in John Jay Scholl, who produced It
their notice rather than to have it and who control the Mayfalr. until
known they were given notice, espe- August, wher they will take It
daily when not over $6 was in- again for a possible Canadian tour,
volved.
Mr. Frawley'a decision in Duncan last Saturday signed with
h6
h
a
,Id fM
h
la
lS !teeing the K
house operating exwell as an A-l comedian.
penses.
The company agreed to
Lett 14 Pounds
close without notice if business did
Miss Saxon's contract expires this not improve sufficiently In the
coming Saturday (May 29). She Mansfield to warrant a continuahad previously advised the show's tion
"The Wisdom Tooth" company at
management of^her intention to retire from the show with the ending the Little has also taken a salary
I

B^'^

^

~-

*

^

Recharge

^

charge.

9

^

of violating the SulliUt ° f the 8nootln *
°.
of Davis July 7 in the apartment of
Harry Wftg8taff Grlbble • p iaywrlght at 63 West 49th street,
In recommending that the charge
be dismissed. Assistant District Attorney Henry pointed out to the
Justices that at the woman's trial
for felonious assault she contended
she had wrested the revolver from
Davi » an d that there was no evldenc e to show she owned it.

wirh
Zoe Aiken's "Pardon My Glove"
Be *
f 8 previously
itS' alv reported
broke all house records at the but that advantage together with
rpnftrfAI, this
thfB seawa J
Tf W
Dooular
Drlce scale
seal* of $2.76
18 76 top,
ton son 8
popular
a
price
Lyceum.
"Pre- Broadway"
a
8how to ^pe Cted to have a l
is
misnomer, as the show now stands failed to turn the trick.
modifled label, one reason being Its
for it will not satisfy without con
spotting elsewhere than the New
sldcrable revamping.
Amsterdam, because of the .success
Holzman
on
"World"
Flo Zlegfeld missed the opening
there of Sunny."
Benny Holzman, who recently
night by a week, landing here Saturday morning in his private car. left the New York "Journal" after
9 ff
He sat through the matinee, but building up its amusement adverHello
3 Authors
attended the Eastman in the eve- tising columns, Is now in charge of
Jack
Lait,
Andy
Rice and Ballard
Filming of "Glorifying the theatrical advertising for the "Evening.
Macdonald will author the newest
Amerioan Girl" In conjunction with ning" and "8unday World."
Sam Freed man handled the "Eve- revue, to be produced by Rufus
Famous Players will start ln two
^e Maire with the tentative title
weeks.
Mr. Zlegfeld, Miss Burke ning World" until a few weeks ago,
DAGMAB G0D0WSKY IN CLUB
°* Hello Paris.
nairmiLr
HAdnwnkv
and their daughter, Patricia, left at resigning to publish a motor coach
*
" ,™
L« Malre wants a Frenchy title.
guide.
^
midnight for New York aboard Mr
*"Cy" Perkins, formerly of the After considerable thought he hit
Zlegfeld's private car.
upon
"Hello
Pari."
a.
the
insplra"Bronx Home News."
followed
title" of "Mistlon for. something better.
Frcedman.
9
Martin Broones will set the music] tress of Conversation."
Miss Godowsky has been looked
Nichols Farce
to the revue.
upon as a dramatic actress.
Mabel Ryan Settles
.
.
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Playing in Paris

Mabel Ryan has adjusted

—Set Up

During Day

be carried. The men will set up
Portion,
cost Ruth Harris, actress, and I
tho theatre during the day.
Adn ud
to
* *!
wife
Mitchell H^ris, la.Yut«The
vance men will arrange for the rent„
%
to
Poor Nut." almost $1,600 to find out *?Z\
sites
ln
each
ing
of.
community.
JS?
Comedy Four starred.
ah « oould
sue Pauline Lord sue- Kith the Avon
At present Maine, portions of IlliInterested with Werba in the new
cea8rully for damaffe8 on a braach
" ot nois and Michigan are contemplated
onc
«
of contract claim. Miss Lord was
for
the portable presentations of
f
"Able." Other sections where bookIt

.belief to that effect

I

Next Summer;

Theatre

^

achem ^

Andrews sent the same people
a wire asking that they either ac.
.
cept or give notice of quittal. That , m
seemed to be an admission by An- LUIS and
anU
drews that he did .not anticipate the
withdrawal of Mr. Frawley and Miss
nis "Merry
-Merry, Two -how.
smith would disrupt his
Smith
ing,

for

Portables

It
opian Theatre In New York.
has been wholly a purpose to develop amateur stage talent and

AN HOUR

ttl.
a ba-io Idea. Relkta
apply it to Eng.lsh show buslMr. Andrews is
H e has inss wlth varlatl0n8,
made the appeal to Equity to inter- terc8ted Woodif A1
Harrene in a salary matter with one or rla and other representative mantwo of Its members. Notwithatand-

Notw,th.t.ndin«

Ready

The Krlgwa Player* have apparently taken up the work of Mrs.
Anne Wolter, founder of the Ethi-

WERBA'SJWLDING
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Value.

amnnnt
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THEATRES
ON TOUR

The-

Little

Harlem.

in
.

w

Next summer will see "Abie's
possible a permanent Little
home In Harlem. The Irish Rose" presented In certain terKrlgwa Players claim that they ritory in portable theatres. Two
have no other intention than to have been ordered. Originally it
present Negro actors b€Iore Negro was planned to tour the attraction
audiences in the Interpretation of In the smaller stands ln specially
Negro life as» depicted by Negro made tents, but the portable theatre
specifications are such that this
artists.
The different versions
riage.
The cabinet of the Krlgwa Play- form of presentation will be a diswere parelleled, and not until
ers comprise W. E. B, Du Bole, tinct novelty.
The portable theatre will have a
actual publication
did both
Burroughs,
Charles
chairman;
wood floorwriters know of Long's purpose
Frank L. Heme. Zora Neale Hurs- capacity of 800 seats.
ing will be used. There is a double
In getting the Jewish husband
ton and Louise Latimer.
roof, designed to make the interior
and Gentile wife to talk Intiimpervious to leather conditions.
mately about themselves.
Each unit will be traveled by moans
Clashing of temperaments,
CO. of four motor trucks, one to acamong other things, figured In
commodate the players. The trucks
the matrimonial crash.
Louis F. Werba has Incorporated placed close to the theatre will prohis theatrical activities under the vide lighting power, also heat if that
general title of the Werba Holding is required.
REFEREE'S $20
It Is claimed the portable houses
Company. Although Werba's Brook
are so complete as to detail that
thea re * 8 n0t
00111,380 for Hearing Ruth H.rrls- | yn
i
they can be used either in cold or
an Qt
* ro * UCt
Pauline Lord Cass
K *
the holding cor- snowy weather. A crew of 13 will
will be financed by

Of Seat Block Buying

'

The Krlgwa

pieces.

atre players produced their shows
in the basement of the colored library of the 136th Street Branch

who

alimony by arrangement.
Raison is p. a. for the Barney night cluh In Greenwich
Village and also with the Shubert press department. He had
been married to Miss Waterbury for four years, and in a
Joint article in "Cosmopolitan/*
which Ray Long, the editor,
arranged for with each side
unbeknown to the other. Raison
and his wife each gave their
version on racial intermar-

Smith, to accept the 25
Edwin A. Relkin, Yiddish lmprepercent salary cut requested of all of
company bylsario and publicist, has devised a
the "Merry Merry
,

'ABUTS'

U

District

step in the development of the Little Theatre as far as New York la
concerned was made by the Krlgwa
Players in a aeries of one-act

his

tice Erlanger in the Supreme
Court, nor does he have to pay

Relkin's "Benefit" Plan

Harlem

What seemed another advanced

and

author
celebrate

to

edit* a picture
"fan" publication, before Juswriter,

Virginia

_

is

Theatre

little

h

matrimonial freedom this week
at the Club Barney. Raison did
not defend the divorce claim
of Ruth Waterbury, also a

"Take Notice"— Lyle Andrews Said to Have
Appealed to Equity, but Wired Rebellant Players

EaUUy

Raison.

Milton
publicist,

Frawley and Virginia Smith of "Merry Merry

Bill

Wednesday, May-

differ-

"Just Married," a farce written by ences at Equity anent salary claims
for "Nlrvanna," In which she was
thews will be presented ln Paris ln Jointly interested with two others
the fall.
Wlth these difficulties adjusted
Mme. Simons, who will make the she Is engaging a cast for "The
French production, adapted it and Half-Naked Truth," producing It on
It went, into rehearsal
her own.
will offer it ln her theatre, tho Re
this week.
nalssano*.

June Walker

Anne Nichols and Adelaide Mat

—Geoffrey Kerr
Chicago,

June Walker, starring
I

*

May
in

Frances Starr's

26.

tlemen Profer Blondes" at the
Selwyn, will marry Geoffrey Kerr of
"Dlvorcona" playing at' the Blackstone, within a few weeks, Miss
Walker announced last week.

I
1

|

New

Mgr.

After various reports the former
Rose Stahl starring comedy, "Chorus
Lady," was to bo revived, the
rights to musicaltze the piece have
been obtained from James Forbes,
Its author.
Charlotte Greenwood will star In
the musical version and the score
will be written by her husband,
Martin Broones.
No producer has been selected.

Reed's G. V. Theatre
Carl Reed has leased the Greenwich Village Theatre for five years
at a rental reported around $20,000
annually.
The house for two seasons has been under lease to Mac-

Upon
Gowan, Jones and O'Neill.
their merger with the Actors' Theatre they will produce next season
in an uptown house not named.

OVERMAN FOR "TRUTH"

The Max Hart office has engaged
appear under
management of William B, Fried- Lynn Overman for "Nothing But
lander next season. She will be the Truth," a musical version of the
projected ln "The* Shelf," by David farce; and Charles Winninger for
Torrence, now being oast for a a forthcoming Charles B. Dillingsummer tryout of two weeks.
ham production.
Frances Starr

"Qcn-

"Chorus Lady" to Music

will

May

Wednesday,

LEGITIMATE

26, 1926

POLTS, WASHINGTON, GOING

OVER

Lee Shnbert,

A composer, sometime back,
submitted and played for Jake
Shubert a musical over which

—

sician that although he. Take,
was leaving for Europe he
would produce an operetta for
the Bcore as soon as he returned. However, there was a
condition. The composer was
to give his word of honor that

—

building plan juat passed.
The theatre seats 2,400.
Following upon Variety's report of
the terms under which the Shuberts secured the theatre from the
Government at a rental of but $5.000 annually while that same Government was spending millions
each year for rented structures, the
Democratic
group
of
Senators
quietly resisted the known strenuous efforts of the theatrical interests holding the lease to continue
it

in force.

Senator Smoot In an interview
stated

LE GALLIENNE PEOPLE'S

It is

Jake wasn't much beyond
Sandy Hook when Lee sent for
the composer.

Upon

Lee's re-

quest to hear the music the
tune maker related his promise to Jake. But Lee wouldn't
have it he must hear the
score, and the man played 1L
After the audition was over.
Lee's verdict was, "No good.
It'll never be produced.
Upon Jake's return the composer told him what had happened with Lee, Jake wanted

—

A repertory theatre, akin the
type in existence in the continental
capitals of Europe, will come into
existence in New York in the fall
with Eva LeGaDienne as the leading
spirit Otto H. Kahn has been enlisted as a patron and financial aid
to the extent of $30,000. with Miss
totaling
LeGalllenne's
resources

know why

to

the

score

had

been

played in lieu of the
promise,, but the composer's
answer was:
"I didn't play my score.
I
played 'Pinafore'/'

$100,000.

The new theatre will be distinguished by a $1.50 maximum admission, the idea being publicspirited and for the express purpose
of becoming a community proposi-

tion.
It will not essay competing
Department of Justice with the commercial theatre, in that
on the theatre site. only the best plays from repertory
believed here that when the will be produced.

Improvement.

the score for Lee.

$100,000 Behind It—To Produce Rep's Best Plays

the>

commission, in charge of the program meets this will be the first

Lee should hear nothing about
it and under no circumstances
was the composer to play over

THEATRE WITH KAHN

will be located

MELLER ENDS

RUN—

$26,73HN6THWEEK

With Miss LeGalllenne. Gladys
Calthrop and Mrs. Mary Benson are

associated.
Raquel Meller completed six
If the corporate title is available, weeks at the
Empire Saturday,
Let for Nothing
the
new
venture
will
be
identified winding up her Initial Broadway
As previously reported in Varias
The
People's
Theatre,
Inc.
appearance
sensationally.
Takings
ety, the unprecedentedly low rental
for the final week were $26,781,
of Poll's arose through repairs to
only
exceeded by the first week,
the amount of $900,000, as estiwhich ncluded a $27.50 premiere,
mated, submitted and approved,
IN
with
the
other three performances
were made upon the building when

A

BAD SMASH

HcKENNA

6. Z. Poll took over the property
from the Government' on a lease
for 20 years. The same repairs had
been .calculated by the Government

experts at $80,000.
It was understood that Poll would
pay for the repairs and deduct the
amount pro rata during his term
as tenant, with the contractual rent
$20,000 a year. When securing the
approval of his submitted cost for
repairs, $300,000 (despite the original estimate of $80,000), Poll's lease
since then, now shared In by the
Shuberts, who are the operators of
Poll's theatre, has been running at
$20,000 gross but actually $5,000 net
rental yearly paid for the theatre.
A realty estimate of the present
annual rental value of Poll's is

around

William McKenna, assistant
treasurer of the Beck theatre, New
York, was painfully injured while
driving to his home in the Bronx
Friday.
Crossing McCombs Dam
bridge, under repair, with trolleys
being shunted back and forth on

same track and with no poon guard, McKenna was

the

liceman

unaware a trolley was approaching
him on the wrong track. There was
a head-on collision.
His face was badly battered,
small pieces of glass from the windshield cutting him in many places.
One hand was broken and several
ribs injured. There were deep cuts
on his arms and legs. McKenna is
recuperating at his home. The car
was reduced to Junk.

$65,000.

Theatres in

Little

DALTON BROS. WANT.
TO RETIRE ON COAST
Los Angeles, May

25.

According
to
reports,
Dalton
Brothers, pioneers of so-called burlesque musical comedy on the coast,
are endeavoring to sell their interest in four houses they operate
here and retire from the business.

Frank and William Dalton havo
been in business for about 30 years,
starting in Dallas, then t./xlng their
shows into the middle west. They
came to California 15 years ago and
opened the Dalton theatre.
Then
they acquired the Broadway, Burbank and Princess, operating them
with the same policy, with Gore
Brothers, of West Coast Theatres,
Inc.

They have a third brother, manning one of their houses. Frank
who is the older of the two brothers
is

said to be close to 60 while the

ether brother

is

around

55.

School Houses, Costly
25.

local' high

school auditoriums, wherein the greater majority of Washington's little theatre
companies give their performances

the

be

installation

of

Another

will

be the flreproofLng

of all sets used subject to inspection prior to the scheduled per-

formances.

Lewis Leasing Theatre
Al
ently,

Lewis,

producing Independone of the Chanin
being erected on 8th

will lease

theatres now
avenue at 45th street.
Lewis* first will be an

"The Donovan Affair,'* trying
week In Brooklyn.

out this

An Albertina Rasch
Marie Saxon leaves this Saturday,
also be in the musical.
with Katherine Morris
taking over
her role. Miss Morris
assumed Miss
'

ballet will

"Louie" Closing

Chicago, May 25.
"Louie the 14th" is closing SatVirginia Smith and Bill Frawley
urday at the Illinois.
*"1 also leave the Lyle Andrews
Business Is considered g6od for
musical and may enter vaudeville the show. It didn't hold up to the
as a team. The
combine substitute former pace following a brief clos'ng for this couple
is Jerry Delaney ing, caused through an accident to
**nd Choca Taula.
Leon Errol.
inat piece.

$300,000,000 will be realized

25.

from the

Federal ttUL tec^Jpt* at the close of
the present fiscal year, June 30
next. It is also estimated that of
the $300,000,000, the 10 per cent,
tax on admissions will create $24,000,000 of that surplus.
In' view of this announcement,
Congressman Sol Bloom (D.) of
New York is to make one more
attempt to have the amusemen. tax
repealed in Its entirety, and will

Introduce a

bill

to

The

Arlen

show

la

eurrently

playing in Boston.

Marjorie Rambeau's Fear
Los Angeles, May 26."
Marjorie Rambcau, In stock at
the Majestic, has developed a distinct
distaste for
being photographed. It is said that Miss Rambeau takes to cover every time she
sees a camera.
With Michael Corner, the producer,

yelling for pictures in the
layouts and the frantic
press agent rapidly running out of
photos of Miss Ram beau taken
during, the war, a crisis is near.
The reason as reported is that
the star shuts her eyes every time
she gets on a scale.

"Twstve Miles Out" 8old for London
Templar Powell yesterday (Tuesday) purchased "Twelve Miles Out"
for London production from WilHe
liam Anthony McGulre, Inc.
will

produce the show there

In the

fall.

$1

—3

Months

f)end remittance with

and addrsss

nam*

leading

man

of

that

organisation,

Edward

and

Ted4 Brackett. an
the same company, met

COLLIER HURT

machine about 100 feet away, applied the brakes and blew the
whistle, when the machine stopped
on the tracks, started and then
stopped again.
Passengers on the car say the
motorman blew no whistle and
Jumped away from the controller
box when hitting the machine.
The automobile was dragged and
tossed over 600 feet It broke off
three telephone poles. Bond's body
was tossed 60 feet away on the
State road and Brackett's the same
distance on the opposite side of the
tracks.

Bond died Instantly and Brackett
on the way to the local hospital,
both bodies badly smarmed and
mangled.
Bond had been unusually successful here for. two years and was
making plans to .return for a third
season.
Both men were great loand the company did
big business In a house not before
successful.
Bond was probably one of the
best known stock leading men in
He had operated
the country.
cal favorites

Now

Production Only

versing every one of the original
plans for M the house. It is now a
stock house only In the sense that
the same players remain from show

companies in Plttsfleld and here
and played In stock at Somerville,
Springfield, Reading and Hartford.
A brother, Frank Bond, is now
running a stock at Manchester. He
arrived here yesterday morning.
Brackett also was a well-known
stock and production man.

A double funeral probably will
(Wednesday)
be held tomorrow
Bond's rewith Masonic honors.
mains will bu cremated in Troy,
Brackett's will be interred at Cortland, N.*Y., the home of his wife.

to show.

Tho $1.50 top has been boosted to
$2.75 and everything in- the way of
advertising or publicity that would
suggest "stock" has been suppressed.
The mimes of the two
leads, Harry Mint urn nnrt Elizabeth
RIsdon, have been taken off the
marquee to further escape the
"stock" idea.
Chicago after talking for years
about a "loop stock" will not support one unless it Is camouflaged
and disguised as something else. As
now geared, the house company and
royalty figure around $7,000 weekly, allowing a margin on a nominal
gross for the house. The policy is
to present shows never seen In Chicago which were moderate successes
(or even failures) In New York.

CUT-RATERS MARRYING
Charlotte

SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
to "VARIETY"

Schnectady. N. Y., May 26.
Struck by a Schenectady- bound
trolley traveling at a high rate of
speed,
a new Sedan, carrying
Harry A. Bond, head of the stock
company bearing his name and

actor in
Since the enactment of the pres- death on the Albany -Schenectady
ent
revenue
law
Congressman road about three miles east of this
Bloom has been even more opposed city Sunday afternoon.
te this tax, Inasmuch as when it
The motorman of the trolley was
exempts tickets up to 75 cents and
then places a tax of 10 per cent, ordered held on an open charge.
on the $1 ticket, the taxpayer is Late last night the conductor was
really not paying 10 per cent, on also taken into custody, but later
$1, but 40 per cent, on the differreleased.
ence between the 76-cent ticket and
No eyewitnesses to the accident
the $1 one, namely, the 26 cents.
Bond and
Mr. Bloom states he has secured have been located.
considerable support for his forth- Brackett had left their hotel nearcoming bill, not only from mem- by, where they had gone with
bers of the Ways and Means Com- their wives for Sunday dinner te
mittee, to whom it will be referred, try out the new sedan Brackett
but also* from a large contingent of had purchased Saturday.
Bond was driving, and It la asRepublicans and Democrats of the.
sumed that because of heavy trafHouse.
fic he decided to turn off the road
make the return trip and
to
crossed the trolley tracks.
WILLIE
The motorman claims he saw the

Loop Stock, AddpM,

"Green Hat" May
Follow "Chariot**"

—

Trolley While Deriving

Thursday.

Broadway at that

time.

Both of Bond Stock at
Hit by
Schenectady

that effect on

stituted.

Owen Davis drama

Lewis

Saxon's part In My Girl" last season in the No. 2 road company of

May

Secretary Mellon has announced
that a surplus of approximately

American appearances,
has mapped out a 12 weeks' tour for
her next fall. She may reappear on

*

LeMaire's "Rue"
"Merry -Merry,"
Plymouth, will
Week.

COLLISION

*

senorlta's

KILLED IN CAR

Now

Washington,

41

BOND-BRACKETT

—

Penalized

William Collier suffered severe Injuries in an automobile accident in
at $11 top.
For the last week 10 perform- Bayslde, L. I., near his home, Saturances were played scaled at $7.70 day. His condition was complicated
top nightly and S6.E0 for the four by an attack of pleurisy. He Is unmatinees. At Saturday afternoon's der treatment
Driving with Mrs. Collier and
performance the standee money
Florence Moore, the comedienne,
amounted to $614.
the
car struck an ugly bump in the
The Spanish star has been booked
Collier was hurled against
for two weeks out of town, start- road.
ing with two appearances in Boston the top of the car, sustaining a sixinch
gash in his head. Mrs. Collier
early this week with Philadelphia
and other stands toward the west and Miss Moore were severely
up,
but not otherwise
to follow.
Senorita Meller*s final shaken
showing is dated for the Biltmore, harmed.
Collier
was
to
have presided SunLos Angeles, Sunday, June 13. It
Is understood the single coa*>t date day at the Friars' dinner, marking,
was included because of an ar- the 10th anniversary of occupation
rangement that may include a pic- of its club home, the Monastery,
at 110 West 48th street.
William
ture for Famous Players there.
E. Ray Ooetz, who is directing the Degen Weinberger, secretary, sub-

fireproof

curtains.

Boston, May 25.
-Rue de la Paix" is the title of the
In
of
the
cast
new revue in which Rufus LeMaire
currently at the
will co-star Sophie Tucker and Ted
be in order next
and his Jazz orchestra.

.Replacements

Congressman Bloom Making
Attempt Taxpayer Heavily

Chicago, May 26.
Los Angeles, May 26.
The Adelphl theatre, starting
Edward D. Smith has contracted
with
the
current
offering, "Weak
to bring the New York company
under a special arrangement with of "The Green
Hat," including Sisters," is dropping its fortnightthe Board of Education, have been Katherine
Cornell, to this city, in ly change policy. Henceforth shows
put on the same basis as the local about four
weeks to follow "Char- will be continued as long as busitheatres by the Fire Department lot's Revue"
at tne El Captain. The ness warrants, or, in other words,
heads.
English show will move to San on a production basis.
will
features
One of the costliest
Francisco.
This is the last move toward re

play,

"Merry Merry" Changes

May

Washington,

The

TAX OFF ADMISSION
BILL TO BE TRIED FOR

Jake went into raptures. So
much so that he told the mu-

Democratic Senators Forced Issue Shuberts Held
House Under Actual Rental of $5,000 Annually
Two-Year Fight Ended—Worth $65,000 Yearly

sive

"More"

Didn't Like

TO GOVT. FOR DEPT. JUSTICE BLDG.

Variety Bureau,
Washington, May 25.
After a two-year tight headed by
genators Caraway of Arkansas,
Kins' of ytah and Bruoe of Maryland, final confirmation la quoted as
coming from Senator Reed Smoot
of Utah that Poll's is to so; that it
la to be among the first improvements to be made under the exten-

Critic,

VARIETY

Mayer are
June 27.

and George
become man and wife

Telcher
to

Roth of tho contracting parties
are
with the Leblnng
rut-rate
ng^nry. MIhh Teleher is in the p»*neral offices and her fiance one of the
ticket men downstairs.

May

Dowling, Manager

Of

Gt. Northern, Chicago
Chicago, May 25.
May Dowling has been appointed

house manager of the Great Northern by the Shuberts.
Phe is probably the only woman
In the country to hold such a position in a first line theatre.
The Shubert production of "The
Dybbuk," staged especially for a
Chicago run, was withdrawn from
the Or*»at Northern after sticking
three weeks to poor business.

Equity Bars "Model"
Equity has washed up on negotiwith Allc.Hsandra Bacrarl,
producer of "The French Model." It
has instructed members that they
will not be permitted to appear in
the musical which Baccari has announced would open In two weeks
at the Hopkins, New York.
Raccari has been rehearsing the
piece with n mixed cast of Equity
and non- Equity members.

ations

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY
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COUNTESS TELLS OF CARROLL
Vera, Countess of Cathcart, whose troublous entry into the U. S.
disastrous stage debut, declares she will return
New York and that tentative arrangements have been made to
produce a new play of hers, but not by Earl Carroll. The first Installment of the Countess' experience here Is so stated In the London
"Illustrated Sunday Herald" of May 2.
The Countess expressed bitterness towards Carroll, who, she said,
liked to be known as "Earl of Carroll" She said she was an innocent guest at the famous bathtub party after a "Vanities" performance on the Carroll stage. The Countess is Just another who
says she left the house before Joyce Hawley stepped into the tub
of wine. The supposed participance of the Countess, however, was
Vera declares
plastored. over the front n*ges of the tabloids.
Carroll paid her $1,000 for the play "Ashes" and promised her $6,000
After opening, however, he
in salary for her appearance In it.
advised her the show was losing money by the thousands and no
salary would be due her. A clause in her contract provided for
such salary only if a large gross named was drawn.
In buying back "Ashes," which lasted one week In Washington
and a week in New York, the Countess says Carroll asked $20,000.
This sum she says was cabled for and it meant the mortgaging of
a final piece of property. Previously Carroll suggested she part with
*
a necklace of pearls.
The Countess described Carroll as a soft spoken, mild mannered
map except when money was mentioned. She blamed a speech
from the stage prior to the opening in Washington as being the
death knell of the play. The speaker said it was descriptive of
Vera'a life with Lord Cathcart and .Lord Craven with whom she
eloped. The Countess declared that to be utterly untrue and that
she gave "up everything I had in the world to take my play away
from the vulgar publicity of Mr. Carroll."

was climaxed by a
to

HISS HAWLEY ON STAND SCHWAB & MANDEL TAJ
(Continued from page

2)

When asked if he was
CarrolL
America's foremost writer, h* rein his own opinion he
that
plied
was. Then Miss Hawley was called,
and It was ascertained that her
real name was Theresa Daugelas,
and her age was given as 17.
The big punch of the day was the
way Smyth attempted to handle her
and the way she defended herself
against his bag of legal tricks.
Never once did he shake her. Smyth
asked here where she had lived in
Chicago.
'You want to know too much,"
was her answer.
"What salary are you receiving, In/
the "Greenwich Village Follies
was his next question.

AMBASSADOR FOR
Opening

01

New Season With

'Queen High —Several Other
.. Productions in Mind

5,000 PEOPLE IN

TREED0M' SPECTACLE

Sending out 15,000 people to the
theatre every night and twice a day
on matinee days is the function of
the Public Service Theatre Ticket
Office, of which Joseph Leblang Is
the president
Joe Leblang has
built up an institution in 30 years
pal Stadium.
One result of his recent labor from a little hole-in-the-wall at
was the taking' over intact of the 30th street and 6th avenue where an
entire chorus of the "No, No, Nan- average of 200 seats were handled
ette" company, which close* its a night, to the tremendous organilocal run at the Qarrlck Saturday. sation which now operates at 43rd
As there are to be more^than 5,000 street and Broadway, through which
persons In "Freedom,** Bunslde does pass an average of 116,000 theatre
not engage people Individually, but tickets a week, and where the aggregate business at the end of the
hires them In groups.
The members of the "No, No, year Is way In excess of $6,600,000.
When Joe Leblang started he had
Nanette" company are the fourth
organisation which he has engaged that little store on 6th avenue and
wholesale for* the same show, the he and his wife worked behind the
Hughle Leblang, then a
others being the choruses of the counter.
"Rose-Marie,"
"Student
Prince," youngster of about 12, did the "digging" of the passes on his bicycle
"Princess Flavta" companies.
few of the people engaged for afternoons after school, except on
"Freedom" are Ralph Brainard, Monday when he had the afternoon
Oscar Ragland, J. Parker Combes, off from school by a special arand Pierre Harrower, of the Capitol rangement, trailing the bill posters
theatre. New York; Happy Lambert, and lithograph men who were out
Oeorge Harcourt, Julia Roche, Mar- getting window showings and squaring them with orders for a "pair of
garet Martin and Russell Bayer.
duckets."
As soon as the lithographer left a store Hughle would
walk in and buy the order for the

A

Lester Bryant Arrested;

Coefidesce

Game Charge

Chicago, May 25.
Harrison Beckwell, S2S Belden
avenue, this city, caused the arrest
of Lester Bryant, former loss esmanager of the Playhouse, on
a charge of operating a confidence
game.
Beckwell claims that on
Bryant's representation he gave
$15,000 cash to bo invested In & road
show and that Bryant never Invested the money, that as far as he,
Beckwell, knows, there never was
any road show.
Daniel Rate went ball for Bryant
with the bond reduced upon peti-

'

you get me all balled up."
At this Juncture JUdge Goddard
admonished Smyth to "lay off.**
Miss Hawley told the court that
at one time she went to Carroll's offices to see Earl Carroll and offer to
her suit for $500. Carroll refused to see her, but had Chris
Scaife, his "Man Friday," Interview
her.
According, to .Miss Hawley,
Scaife said that on behalf of Carroll he was prepared to offer $350 if
she would testify at 'the trial that
the tub did not contain wine. The
money, she .claims Scaife told her,
would not be paid until after the
settle

trial.

She also delivered another stinger
Smyth when he asked her If she
had not seen the "Greenwich Vil-

to

lage Follies" advertisement naming
her. She told him that she had not
and Smyth pressed the question,

growing

sarcastic,

and

when he

and Slgmund Romberg.
Later in the season "The Pink
by Quy Boltqn and Frank
also another musical

Mule,**

Mandel,
adapted

by B. Q. DeSylva and
Schwab, called "Spitfire," taken
from a play of the same name by

Edward

Peple, are due.

HAZLE WHALES BETTER
Masie Whalen, compelled to leave
the box office of Maxine Elliott's
some months ago because of pul-

monary

trouble, is visiting in

New

York, bat will return to Saranac
Lake and remain there until September.
Miss Whalen is greatly Improved,
having gained 20 pounds since going to the mountains.

DILUTE NON-EQUITY SHOW

three weeks, "Solid Ivory" sinking
in Detroit after playing but one

week.
"Betty Dear** was known as "Top
Hole" In New York, where It
played three different theatres but
never made money.
As yet salaries for "Solid Ivory"
have not been paid. Bryant posted
a surety bond with Equity, the
bond being issued by a Chicago accident Insurance company. Such
bonds are only paid after investigators go over the matter, a delay
of weeks being usual.
The same sort of salary guarantee applies to "Betty Dear."
J. R. Lenfesty, the wealthy angel
of the Caryl -Bryant flop "Betty
Dear," will be sued for a week's
salaries, it is understood here.
Lenfesty, who 'is* a wealthy business man, has had no experience
in show business and will probably be left holding the bag for
the final losses. If the courts sus-

Allesandro Baclari, who is pro- tain his responsibility it will cost
ducing "The French Model" and the "angel" several thousand to
"You mean to say that yon do
who started with the Intention of clean the slate.
rot read about yoursolf?"
putting it on without an Equity
Right back she came at him:
cast, is now engaging Equity people.
"Say, if your name and picture
Several Extras used, however, are
was on the front pages as much not
'Sex'—-$10,000
Equity members but this point,
as mine you wouldn't read them
it is understood, will be adjusted
either."
Ten thousand dollars weekly
between Baclari and the organizaThis was near the conclusion of
Is the reported present gross
tion.
her testimony and when she left
for
"Sex," the lurid language
"The French Model" was prethe stand, Smyth was enraged, as
play at the 63d Street, New
viously listed for the Frolic, acthe girl had out-parried his every
York.
cording to Baclari, although the
question and was so keen at getIt was produced by James
Krlanger office disclaimed knowlting his goat that every intelligent
Timoner. a New York attorney,
edge of any such booking.
person in the courtroom commented
familiar with theatricals, and
on her ability, unaided and alone,
it stars
Mae West, a 'former
to withstand the fancy questions of
ASHBT PRODUCING
vaudeville "single" act.
this expensive lawyer.
George Ashby, formerly associated
Miss West is said to have
Clinton T. Brainard, president of with Henry W. Sa /age and more
collaborated in the adaptation
the McClure Newspaper Syndicate, recently with George McFarlane
of the story, taken from a
was next Buckner asked Brainard Productions, Inc., is going on his
novel, with the young woman
if he was looking for a drink of own in producing "Stray Sheep," a
reported having had her own
Scotch and Brainard told him he play written by Charles Washburn,
8 tar role in the piece In mind
the
press agent. It opens at New
during the rewriting.
was, but that he didn't get any.
It's the first dramatic apHe was followed by Mrs. Brainard, London, Conn., June 4.
Powers and
pearance Miss West has made.
Wallace,
who said that she went to the thevaudeThe show was produoed
atre with Mr. Brainard, had a drink vllliuns, will play the leads.
cheaply and is not expensive as
from the bathtub and that it conan
attraction to operate.
tained ginger ale. She also said that
Holtx Renews Contract
Since opening, the "dirt** of
she was an expert and could tell
Los Angeles, May 25.
the play has been much talked
champagne that one or two glasses
Lou Holts has renewed his conabout and it is that portion of
affected her. Buckner asked her If tract with "Patsy," now on a local
the piece that has commanded
husband
run.
around
her
was
she knew
box office attention.
It had booh n poi ^ud lloltz jinigUjl
said:

Weekly

'

—

didn'L

leave tho .show.

1

'

May

26, 1926

JOE LEBLANCS CUT-RATE SYSTEM

Philadelphia, May 26.
R. H. Burnside has been in Philadelphia recently adding additional
people to the cast of the spectacle,
"Freedom," which Is to be a feature of the Sesqui- Centennial Exposition In the Philadelphia Munici-

Laurence Schwab and Frank
Mandel have taken a lease on the
Ambassador, New York, with/ the
lease said to be for five years. It is
the second theatre allotted by the
Shuberts to young producers starting In the falL Alex Aarons and tion from $20,000 to 46,000 by Judge
Vinton Freedley have the Broad- BorelU.
hurst, commencing Sept. 1.
Bryant wan arrested early SunThe Ambassador will open the day morning at the Belmont hotel.
"That is none of your business," new season with Schwab and ManOn top of his other troubles Lesshe told Smyth.
del'a musical 'Queen High,** now ter Bryant's "Betty Dear" stranded
Next, Smyth asked her if she running in Philadelphia. The same hero last week. With a week's salhadn't engaged an attorney by the producers will also offer "The Brig- aries duo. Equity's New York office
name of Abrams. Miss Hawley and," a comedy drama by Oeorge was called on to provide return
answered:
Tilton and Paul Fox, due on Broad- transportation and $1,600 was re"I gave him the air because he way In August.
mitted
here
for
that
purpose
wouldn't prosecute Carroll."
First as a stock tryout they will Monday.
Smyth, after attacking her sev- Ipresent "The Tree of Aphrodite" by
It Is the second troupe to strand
eral times, succeeded in confusing" Guy Bolton.
In November they under Bryant's management
In
her slightly, but she regained her plan the production of "Fair Lady,"
composure and replied to him:
a musical play by Otto Harbach,
"You ask such foolish questions Oscar Hammerstein, Frank Mandel

Wednesday,

blang bought the house outright for

an

indefinite period after the regu-

lar run was about to close and
the
season was approaching the summer, paying something like $50,000
outright to Woods for the balance

of the run, practically selling all
of
the seats over the cut rate counter
leaving but a few to be sold at the

box

office.

Eliminated Opposition

At that time Leblang. was running two places, the little one at
29th street and 6th avenue and the
one at 43rd street.
It was just
about this time that the Shuberts
thought that they would go Into the
cut rate business themselves and
opened an elaborate establishment

at 30th street and 6th avenue, in
the Oreely Square theatre building.
Charlie Levy was placed In charge
of the Shubert cut rates -but eventually Leblang made a deal with
them that wiped out this office and
then the Shuberts were doing business direct with Leblang.
The cut rate sales are handled on
a basis of half price for the box
office value of the ticket with an
additional charge of 10 cents In the
event that the purchaser Is not in
possession of a Public Service Discount Card, purchasable at 50 cents.
seats.
A pair of regulars was usually That card system gives the Leblang
bought for $1, but if a Maude Adams Organisation a list of names for
or Annie4 Russell' show, Hughle mailing purposes of people that are
might go to the limit of $1.25, top interested in the theatre and who
for anything. He also picked up the are In the habit of buying seats at
On that list this year
gallery stuff for which two bits were half price.
paid.
The regulars went over the are between 75,000 and 100,000
counter at the cut rate shop for a names. Last year there were about
The 60-cent fee that Le$1 a seat while the gallery orders 60,000.
blang gets for the discount card
which cost 25c. were sold for 50c.
Arriving late and a chance that about covers the postage during the
they might be "stuck" with a pair year, keeping these "club members"
the prices tumbled from $2 to $1.75 advised of what attractions have
and then $1.60, if necessary to get their telkets at the bargain counter.
It is figured that there are 125,000
rid of them so that there would be
no loss, they were sold for the price seats that pass through the Public
Service
Ticket Office in a week. The
paid for them.
average price that a ticket brings is
A Great Chanae
Today that is all changed. Joe $1, which means a business of $126.Leblang does business direct- with 000 a week, making an annual gross
the theatres. His seats come direct of $6,500,000.
Cut Rate Prices
from the box office under orders
Leblang gets the tickets direct
from those at the head of the big
from
the
theatres and a seat with
theatre operating organizations and
the prices paid for tickets varies ac- a $2.20 box office value, which sells
at $1.20, usually costs In the neighcording to the box office value.
When 6 o'clock arrives 'in the borhood of from 86 to 00 cents, the
Public Service office Matty Zim- profit varying from 20 to 25 cents.
merman picks up the phone and Some tickets show as low a marstarts calling houses.
These the- gin of profit as 9 cents. That is
atres may have had seats on sale In on the basis of the selling In the
advance and the coupons may have basement where the tariff is
been deleted In the cut rates, so the strictly on the basis of 50 per cent,
call goes forth to the box office to of the box office value of ticket
figure on what they want to "dump" with the added 10-cent fee for
into the cut rates, to avoid being those who do not carry cards. With
swamped with deadwood. Then the the card carrier the 20 to 25 -cent
runners go out and come back with profit off naturally cut 10 cents for
the bundles of seats. Sometimes the they do not pay the extra dime.
theatres will call up when the box
On the first floor Is another
office sales are slow and ask that the counter where the better seats of
cut rates send over for an added the entire allotment the publio
allotment of seats and start pushing service receives are placed on sale.
them.
Up stairs Joe Keith, a nephew of
The First Theatre deal
Joe Leblang, is the directing force.
The present system of doing busi- These better seats are sold at a
ness direct with the houses is the price usually 25 cents above what
outgrowth of the first deal that was would be asked for them in the
ever made direct with a theatre. basement, which
brings the margin
The late Frederic Thompson, builder of profit per ticket to a higher
of Luna Park and the New York average.
Hippodrome, was the first manager
From the little hole in the wall to
shrewd enough to figure the value the 43d street
institution has been
of cut rate assistance to hts box
considerable of a jump. At presoffice.
At the time he was present- ent there are
about 12 men behind
ing Mabel Taliaferro, his wife, in
the up-stalrs counter, while -in the
"Polly of the Circus" at the Liberty
basement there are at least double
theatre, trying to establish her as
that number.
a star and wanted to force the run
With the opening of the enof the play. His first deal was for
larged
enlarge200 seats a night.
As the demand ment quarters came anattractions
of the list of
grew additional scats were taken
available on the cut-rate board.
until finally they were handling
about 600 seats a night for the Lib- Usually at this time of the year
there are from 15 to 22 shows at
erty alone.
Of those who

were a

party to the deal on the theatre side
of the fence there is but one now active in the show business.
He is

Bergman, now general
for A. L. Erlanger. At the
time Mr. Bergman was treasurer of
the ^Liberty.
Mr. Thompson has
passed on; John C. Fischer, manager of the show also has gone and
likewise Jack Mayer, manager of
the house.
But cut rates continued to grow
until today It is one of the biggest
and most vital factors to be reckoned with by the producer when he
brings a show onto Broadway, especially If his attraction is a weak
sister.
In that case it is the cut
rate ticket that may "save his life."
After Joe Leblang moved to 43rd
street and opened a little counter
upstairs In the rear of the drug
store he started guaranteeing managers that he would take a certain
number of seats each night for an
attraction and dispose of them. The
first r>al big deal was with A. H.
Woods for "The Song of Songs."
with Taullne Ffedefftk, •'whe'ri LeLeonard

manager

bargain prices.

With 30 attractions on hand and
the usual amount of sales amounting to 15,000 a performance it
would appear as though there were
500 seats sold for each one of the
attractions.
That is not the general truth.
Some attractions possibly sell 200 a night That is the
usual guarantee of what Joe will
dispose of for an average show
not attracting business. At that he
is liberal in his figure for the average cut-rate buyer is a shopper
and he or she picks the attractions
they

want

to see.

The women

es-

are the most troublesome
and often wish to exchange soats
three or four times. To reduce this
pecially

procedure to a

minimum a scheme

was evolved whereby an exchange
seats costs an additional 10
cents per ticket and this has been
a most effective means of cutting
down the practice.
Loblang's Word His Bond
Joe Leblang now ranks as a t>'S
factor in the legit show bufl(Contlnuebl on r»nge' Ifi)
of

,
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OPERA PRODUCED

NUGENT

Milan, May 15.
Puccini's posthumous work, "Turandot." book by Giuseppe Adami
and Renato Simon!, was created
here at the Scala last week, terminating at the part where tho composer died and did not include the
finish, since written by Franco Al-

COAST STOCKS

"

"You learn to skate In the summer and to swim In the winter."
On August nights you relievo the thrill of steel runner against the
crystal sheets stretching ahead between hills of srfow.
The odor of dust and flowers fades and again the* razor wind of winter
cuts the reddening cheek.
-Can you do that, Mr. Gallagher?"

Oh, yes.

That

you imagine it.
the beach and reis,

in the weary winter time you look forward to
hearse the strong stroke that takes you through the surf. The technique
When the
of swimming becomes clear through the winter hours.
eutntaer comes you f.^d tbatfyou swim better than you did during last

And

vacation.

a process the brain must digest before you can do things well.
Which profundity is suggested to me by playing this week at the

It's

The complete opera will be
played when presented in New York,
fano.

as at aubsequent perfoiTnancea here.
"Turandot" has been produced by
Giovacchino Forzano and directed
by Toscanlni, but will not attain
the popularity of "Madame Butter-

"La Boheme." The librettists
have followed Goszi's farcical tragPalace, after six years, practically, out of vaudeville.
edy, from which the opera is adaptWe go back Into play rehearsals next week, but still there Is a keen ed, but transformed from Venetian to
reminiscent kick In tackling the two-a^day again for one lone week and
Chinese. Turandot being an eastern
feeling out the old technique of establishing an entrance with one swift
princess who has promised to many
decisive move, of grading shadings and exploding points and tensing
a suitor solving three riddles she
ap the bread moving audience into stillness, attention, applause.
asks.
It's swimming In ruder breakers than the soft feel of the more sensiFailure means death. Many aspitive and subdued legitimate audience.
It requires a firmer stroke, a rants
have thus been beheaded, unstronger touch. And still just as you bring something to skating from' til Calaf
passes the test successthe summer, you bring something from the legitimate to vaudeville, A fully.
Turandot, however, remains
finesse—a confidence In the Intelligence of the audience which enables obdurate, and Calaf
again puts his
you to give to lines and points their proper time. You give them a life at stake by defying the princess
chance to think through with you Instead of depending on the old to guess his identity. A slave girl
unmixed method of merely whipping them Into hysterical excitement could divulge the secret, but she
and laughter by unintelligible Jabber and meaningless speed.
takes her own life rather than beTou are a little surer, a little more confident of your material. You tray her master.
have learned either to cut things out altogether or to give them their
It was at this point Puccini died,
Where you once read 10 lines so rapidly that they sounded leaving the opera unfinished. Franvalue.
like a double sneese and then removed your hat and bit it, you now
co Alfano has concluded the music
either read five lines plainly and go bareheaded or cut out all the for the love scenes between Turanhats.
lines and bite
dot and Calaf.
Hokum for Smartness
Rosa Raiaa held the title role,
Each method has its advantage according to the type of audience. The with Fleta as Calaf. Puccini has
smart vaudevlllian has always two acts, a highborn act and a hokum frequently based his score on ChiIf he is very smart he plays the hokum act all the time.
act.
nese folk-lore, hrving studied the
But the principal gain of changing work once In a while is not so collection of Chinese rhythms In
much what you bring from the legitimate to vaudeville, as what you the British Museum, London. Brass
gain In vaudeville for use upon your return to the legitimate.
and drums are prevalent also In the
Principally, you have improved your projection, your deflmie orlnglng score.
eut of the thought beneath the lines.
In vaudeville you have been dependent upon your own brain and you
return a little less dependent upon the brain of the director and of the
LITTLE
other actors. You have learned again how important it Is to be seen
and heard, clearly and satisfy lngly.
"The Bells" will be produced by
You have renewed your "click," your sense of tlmlnsr, your economy of
emphasis and movement. Maybe you have cured a bad habit, easily the Potboiler Art Theatre, Los Angeles,
with Ralph Ince, picture actor
acquired In long runs in the same part In a play of overlapping speeches
and grabbing cues from the mouth of the opposite speaker in a scene and director in the Sir Henry Irving
role.
Ole M. Ness will direct.
before you could possibly have digested the meaning of what he said,
The Potboilers Grease Painters, a
answering it with the glibness of a parrot before you could possibly
social organisation of the Potboiler
have formed the answer In your mind. Maybe you have learned again Art Theatre, Los
Angeles, was
not to step on points, not to spread the meter of a scene by interjecting formed
with Charles C. Oilman,
stray "ahs" and "ohs" and "whys," thus losing beats and diluting sense president; Roland Ray,
vice presiand rhythm and tempo.
dent; Lucille Fries*, secretary, and
Tempo, that much misused word, sensed rather than defined when it Ernest Brskine, treasurer.
Is understood at alL
Excitement and Interest
The Hollywood Community Studio
Those who feel It truly keep pace with the excitement or interest In of the Theatre produced three onethe audience, induced by the excitement or Interest of the scene. They act plays before the Women's Club
feel it tighten and loosen.
As it relaxes they unconsciously speed up. of Hollywood, CaL, May 24. "FleurLines, the sense of which call for no hurry, are nevertheless spoken ette and Company," "Neighbors,**
with quick staccato grip until the attention of the wavering erowd In and "Rosalind" are the playlets with
front Is regained.
casts that Include Mildred Voorhees,
On the crest of the renewed breathless pause of interest, the im- Carolln TerriU, Helenita Lleberg,
portant sentence or bit of action can then be given its proper time. The Betty Brand, Charles Parr, Harold
"pace setter" of a scene must know tempo, the grip, and sway and Lorimer. Edith Arnold,
Mildred
languor, and sudden silence, and quick eager interest of that surging Toung, and Beatrice Becker. Neeley
crowd out In front He must manage them as a jockey managea a Dickson will direct.
spirited pony or be thrown on his funny neck.
Two original one- act plays were
The finer, more sensitive, more Intelligent the audience, the easier It
Is to organise and amalgamate them all Into a common mood.
They presented at the University of Califly" or

Wo

THEATRES

to be entertained.
They welcome the illusion of reality which It
the mission of the scene to create. They meet the actor more than
half way. It is the unnaccustomed auditor, the uncultivated, occasional
showgoer, who Is hard to bring into the general state of Interest. He Is
not receptive to the finer values.
Like the visiting rube, who claims that he sees finer baseball In the
home town than at the Polo Grounds, he feels that any admiration of
the play may be taken by those around him as a confession of weakness.
His play appetite is not sufficiently developed to take his mind off him*

want
is

self.

Anyhow, and

to return to the point, one renews a sense of that "feel
of an audience" by a week back in vaudeville. Because not a beat can
be missed in that acuto 20 minutes. Not a word "ad llbbed" or misplaced or introduced. You stick to your material. The most spontaneous
appearing act, the most Impromptu appearing antic Is the most carefully rehearsed.
After a sketch or other act Is "set" there Is little
practicing on an audience.

"Thinking Through"

And

that is about the best thing that vaudeville experience can give
the legitimate actor.
The habit of keeping up his performance every
show* In the out-of-town run of a "Broadway hit" or even In the latter
months and weeks of a hit while it Is still In town, the careless habits of
that grade of actors who give performances from memory, "reflex action" performances, Instead of "thinking through" at each show, begin to affect the performance.
And as it does, business drops off. Through the lackadaisical, dull,
casual readings which were once bright and vivid through drags and
"Walts and sloppy make-ups and late entrances, grass and weeds begin to grow In the crevices of the once splendid edifice.
Plot, speeches and situations, carefully devised for the establishment
of what follows, are gabbled through and never register, making the

—

rest of the play meaningless.

"Pictures" may have limited the business on the road. They have
undoubtedly. But languid and lifeless performances have finished it.
Why do the road productions of John Golden, Otis Skinner, Frank
Craven, B. H. Sothern and Wm. Hodge continue to do business always
and everywhere, each In its class. Because they are frequently rehearsed. Because, In short, they are kept up to standard.'
"You seem to think that nothing is as important as acting," says a
letter to hand.
I think many things are more important.
For instance, better acting.

SYLVIA FIELDS, STOCK LEAD
Sylvia Fields, leading woman of
the

last

production staged by the

Kramer Players have
summer stock in Durham,

Harry
opened a
N. C.

Howard Hall Players (dramatic
Henry Miller, has engaged for
Bummer stock with Poll's Player?, stock), open at the Dixie, UnionHyperion, .New Ha,ven,
lown, ra Maj 24.'

late

,

.

,

,

,
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Amateurs Baying Plays
Henry
Legit producers retaining the
producer's rights to yesteryear hits, especially those contracted for prior to the usage
American
the regulation
of
Dramatists Society contracts
are picking up considerable
money JLn disposing of the
amateur rights to productions
in hand.
Several new companies catering to the needs of amateurs have entered heated competition to add to their leasing
lists.
In most cases they are
buying the pieces outright for

from

$1,000 to $1,500.

Where

rights have
stock
previously disposed of
amateur rights were not incorporated until lately. Those arranged prior tc this incorporation gives the producer clear
title with the usual division of
purchase price to the author.

been

STOCK'S $18,300
Two Weeks

"The Family Up
Turns Trick

ef

stairs'

Cleveland, May ft.
Upstairs" at the
Ohio here the past two weeks by
Robert McLaughlin's stock players
got $18,800 for that period.

Family

"The

The Initial week brought $8,500,
and the second seven day period,
$9,800.

The

piece

was

replaced

this

week by "The Show Off," also produced by the stock players.

Dramatic Union's Contest

Dixon

Duffy

to

play

Iihh

signed

leads at his

J< an
resi-

.

bringing her from*
dent, Seattle,
succeed
Dulcy
Minneapolis
to
Cooper. Maurice Franklin, general
formerly
maiutgvr,
&t
business
Aloaziir

Duffy's

has been

San Francisco,

In

company

to join the

open
From the Seattle organiDuffy Is bringing' Lillian
Denn, character woman, and RobIn

Franklin

S<c-attl«.

June

v:\ll

13.

zation

to
San
company

Brower^ characters,

ert

Francisco

to

Join

his

there.

A new dramatic stock under
canvas has opened in San Jose,
The troupe Is known as Mac's
Players. For the opening bUl they
presented "Tho BeBt People." The
organization includes Louise Perlne, William Gould, Alice Lucas,

Cal.

Mildred Brcnneman, Albert Stabell,
King James, Myrtle Pepin, Ethan
Allen,
Charles Gregg, John De
Weese, Violet Nelts and Dorothy
Dyer.
R. T. Mahurln is business
manager and Albert Stabell is
directing.

An organisation known as the
Menard Players Is to do dramatic
stock In Emeryville, Cal., a suburb
The company will
of Oakland.
play under canvas, using a very
elaborate equipment formerly utilized by Ed
Redmond. The site
Is 47th and San Pablo avenue and the opening date May 30.
Harry Iceland is in charge and
.

chosen

direct

will

and

play

characters.

The company has not yet been
completed because of Indecision
over the choice of a leading man,
Players signed are Margaret Allen,
leads; Earl Moore, Helen Saunders
Wallace CV
and Dorothy Dyer.
Smith Is scenic artist.
Mitchell and Gold tree, acting as

Four playlets will be presented
a competitive contest to be
staged by the Dramatic Union of
New York in the school auditorium casting agents, announce that 'the
at 468 West 143rd street, tomorrow organization will play one bill a
evening (Thursday) at 8:80 o'clock. week, but give two shows nightly,
The committee In charge an- the first attraction Is to be "Not
nounces as judges Florence and Tonight, Dearie," and followed by
Mary Nash, Judge Alfred Tally and "Watch My Smoke." None but royThere
alty plays wll be offered.
Abel Green (Variety).
The pieces to try for prizes are will be also a singing Jazs orchesequipment,
"The Valiant,** "8peaking to Father" tra featured. The tent
(George Ade). "The Man Upstairs" which is a very elaborate one, has
a seating capacity of 1,200 and
and "Lonesome Life."
The union has 860 active mem- utilises a sloping auditorium floor
in

It expects to be represented
bers.
In the Little Theatre tourney next
season, the union to select Its play-

let

and cast via the elimination

process.

Levethal's 3d Stock
J.,

Santa Cruz (Cal.) has a summer
Maxwell
the Burke and
Comedians at the Cameo, opening
Bills will be
In "The Hoodlum."
changed twice weekly. Among the

stock,

are Aleen Collins, Ted
Maxwell, Frank Burke, Mary Moe,
May Sheldon, Ben Dean, Bruce
players

The Bayenne opera house, Bayonne, N.

with regulation plush, spring seats.

has been taken over on

fornia Apollald May II.
"Princess a five -year lease by Julius Levea Tower,'* a fantasy by Dorothy thal, who will Install a dramatic
Davis, had la Its east Betty Von stock policy when he assumes ten-

McDonald and Ben Chapman.

In

STOCK NOTES

Klelnamld,
Virginia
Roedlnger, ancy In August.
Ruth Smith, Mary Ferry, Catherine
The acquisition of the Bayonne
McCulley, Ruth Burns and Kather- house will give Levethal three stock
Summer stock will open at
Ine Parsons.
"Landing Places," by stands In Jersey, Rlalto, Hobeken Shea's Opera house, Jamestown,
Chet Mackle, with Charles Wright. and Hudson, Union City.
N. T., May 31 with "Just MarJohn A twill and Stanley Ewens, was
Nancy Duncan will be leadried."
the second one-acter.
ing lady and Ralph Bellamy leadHuguenot's Stock
Other members include
ing man.
The Pasadena Community PlayHarry A. Huguenot, who directed Phyllss Oil more, Gertrude Moran,
house presented "The Potters" for the Shreveport, La., little theatre Caroline Morrison, Oeorge Clnrk,
a run that ends May 23. Alice El- group which took second prize In Walter Vaughan, William I.ee, W.
Mot, Mrs. A. H. Palmer and George the Little Theatre Tournament, be- O. McWatters.
Oswell L. Jackson
C. Rels are in the cast, directed by comes director of the summer stock Is director and Claude Lewis scenlo
Gilmor Brown.
opening at the Auditorium, Ashe- artist.
ville, N. C, May 25.
The Players'
The Community Players of the Guild, as the group will be known,
Quy Harrington has leased the
Toung Men's and Young Women's is a Nlcolal A DeMUt stock.
Stone, Blnghamton, N. Y., for sumHebrew Association of San FranMr. Huguenot is a veteran stock mer stock, opening this week with
cisco last week produced Capek's producer. Joining
the Shreveport "Applesauce." Harrington and Mar"R.U.R." In the Players' Guild the- players and putting that group on garet Fields will do leads. Others
atre.
Gerda Wismer Hofman di- the map.
Thin organization was are Myrt Bcllair, Olga Walters,
rected.
considered by Variety as superior Ellen
Cameron,
James Boshell,
to the Dallas Players, which took Walter Cartwrlght, Rankin May3-2
place
first
by a
vote of the offi- fleld, Al Kranz and Kenneth Moore.
-

Jolson-Richman Film

Following the publication of
Al Jolson's resignation from
the Westchester-Biltmore Club
last week, because Jolson resented being told that a Jewish

friend,

Harry

Rlchman,

wasn't welcome, a film company offered the comedian
$500 tor a strip of film showing Rlchman and himself on
the finks.
Jolson refused and the firm
bid more, but he told them the
film was his personal property
and he didn't intend to part
The picture was
with it.
taken in fun some time ago

when he and Rlchman were
golfing together.

cial Judges.

STOCKS UNDER CANVAS
Chicago, May 25.
M. L. Mitchell opened his tent
repertoire company May 18 at Doetwon, Iowa. Fred Reeth Is In rehearsal with an early opening* In
Wisconsin scheduled.
An entirely new tent show called
the Hatcher Bros.' Players ope* In
Elleston,
la.,
management,
Don
Hopkins.
8t a roll's World

Red Oak,

Tour

la.,

May

25.

Mme. Starell, grand opera, who
recently returned here from Florida, has left for a concert tour of
the world.
She will make her foreign debut
r
in South Africa.
>

The Young-Adams dramatic

stock,

weeks at the Strand, Halhas gone on a tour of Newfoundland. Later it tours Eastern
Canada.

after four
ifax,

John B. Mack, actor- manager,
John B. Mack Players, Auditorium,
Lynn, Mass., which closed its winter
season there May 15, reopens Labor
Day. • Mr. Mack has renewed his
theatre lease for wveral years.
Ralph Clonlnger, of the Clonlnger
stock, Wilkes, Salt Lake, has turned
playwright. Ills play, "Mauret," Is
at that theatre thin week (May 25).
Ivy Morton, in utock at Tacoma,
Wash., will be leading woman with
the

Rl.'.ltn

htock. Sioux' City,

la.'
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FUTURE OPENINGS

B WAY PLAYS IN JUNO START;

in Rehearsal
(AND. WHERE)

"Celebrities

MELLER DID

$140,000

ON RUN

"The

Palm

Zlegfeld,

(F.

"Beyond

—

Season Officially Over Saturday Hot Wave on Way
Reported May Be Many Absentees by July 4
—Look for ExpoMf^i Help

—

Though the season
closes

cially

Broadway

of

'L'5-26

Saturday (May 29),
June with 40

presented.
regularly
That number looks better than It
really Is for the reason, that by July
4 Indications are that 60 per cent
of the list will have retired.
The Sesqul-Centennlai in Philadelphia should benefit Broadway

attractions

theatres.

Cool weather has favored the'
atricals through many May days.
with
entered
Last year June
scorching heat. Weather reports ofa hot wave tearing in from the
West may see the same conditions
by the end of the week.
Despite the cool going, between
eight and 10 attractions will have
closed between last Saturday and

Last summer Al Lee and hia
side kick, George Sullivan, were
chatting In the hearing of
George White, whose "Scandals" Lee manages. Lee said
there was only one thing he
wanted In the world a raccoon coat.
At Christmas time White
went for $600 to buy Lee the
coat as a gift. Sully was duly
informed and Al declared he
would sport the "heater"' a
few times and then take the
river, because he had every-

ers

"Naughty

date at the Empire sensationally,
getting $20,731 the final week and
a total gross oyer ^140,000.
"Sunny" has a contender In "The
Great Temptations," which opened
at the Winter Garden last week

above

$35,000 in
and went
seven performances. "Sunny s" takings were $42,500, a figure only
$1,000 under the pace when stan-

well

dees were constant. The money
leader may ease off through June,
bu^t as soon as the visitors start
arriving business is sure to jump.
Good for "lolanthe"
The success of "lolanthe" continues to stand out, as the revival
went upward last week, while the
others' business dropped further.
The Gilbert and Sullivan revival
got nearly $18,000 and with on extended agency buy may go through
summer. 'The Vagabond King" at
$25,000 is holding its own; "The

Cocoanuts" about $21,000 (summer
"A Night in
edition due soon);
Paris" holds to better than $J0,000;
"Vanities,"
Toes."
•'Tip
$19,000;
$17,000. and nearly through; "Nanette" $15,500, also, due out soon;
$11,00P, but not profitable;
Girl Friend" about an even
break at $10,000; "Kitty's Kisses,"
may be $9,500; "Garrlck Gaieties,"
$8,500 and o. k. because co-operative revue.

"Bunk."

"The

"The Shanghai Gesture" has eased
but with the pace at $23,000 the
last two weeks, holds money leadership among
the non-musicals.
The dramatic smash moves to the

off.

Cinderella,"

tele-

Want

to wear it crossing desHave
and in pictures.
Buddy Desylva write me nine
bars of bow music."

ert

SMALLPOX SCARE
Encounters
Boat

It

on

the

The company opened May

9.

fifth

year at

"Not
"Square

summer

prices,

by Barry Townley.
Flora I- T:r2ton will head the
cast which included Hlggins,
Reynold
MacNaughton,
Charles
John
Rluges,
Dem.Ison,
Stanley
Davidson and Louise Clark.

less;

Herbert."
Crooks,"

Wolcher producJohann,

Zlta

AHEAD AND BACK

got $6,000;

;

"Abraham Lincoln"
path), Bryant Halt

(Red-

8 SHOWS OUT

to $10,000.

HOPKINS' ULTRA STOCK

/

Charles Hopkins will open the
theatre which bears his name with
a play called "The Devil in the
Cheese," by Tom Cushlng, author of

THE 8TUDENT PRINCE

Victor Kiraly, recently back with
"Kid Boots," will be tack with
Raquel Meller on her tour which
opena in Boston this week.
Bertram Babcock handling publicity on "Great Temptations."

.2).

gretted seeing it end."
Variety (Abel) picked for a
long run, aaying "should command mass attention."

MISS

close at the Shubert. It was originally
spotted at Chanln'a 46th

where tk£ average weekly
gross was between $23,000 and $24,Street

000.

Though not

actually with the
or

leaders, the revue did as well
better than previous editions

point of takings though it was
more expensive to operate. The enChicago Saturday (May
gagement
was for 23 weeks.
has been out five weeka.

Society Backs

New

Mrs.

E.
the

wrote

Magnus

GREENWICH VILLAGE

Play

Los Angeles, May
Ingleton,

•

21.

who

book and lyrice of
"Patsy," which closed at the Mason
Saturday, has written a musical
comedy entitled, "Patsy Beats the

Drum."

FOLLIE8

Opened Deo.

24.

in error.

Miss Mershon is in SL Louis reThe opera opens May SL
her third season with the or*

hearsing.
It Is

ganlzatlon.

10% Cut

10 per cent salary cut for ths
cast of "The Olrl Friend" went into
effect last week at the Vanderbllt,

New

York.

The
Woolicott

"World") called it "spry," and
ioleman ("Mirror") also called
it
good.
Anderson ("Post")
said it was "aimless and una musing." Majority of noticea

for "Girl"

A

cut

was accepted by

Lew Fields,
the mob that

an address by

who assured

all

after

producer,

with this
shaving the musical could he kept
In as long as It maintained Its present gross pace.

favorable.

A company

is

being formed

among

society people in Los Angeles to
finance this production in the fall.

have

Jts

premiere

in

Variety

(Ibee)

would get money

predicted it
and run well

into the spring.

Los An-

"The Sport

of Kings" was taken
Saturday after playing three

"PAY DIRT" RECAST
Oliver

Morosce's

production of
shifted from the Rialto,
Hoboken, N. J. to the Hudson,
Union City, N. J. this week, and is
due to follow Into New York.
The production will close at the
end of the week for revision and
recast Ing.

Pay Dirt"

THE SPORT OF KINGS
Opened May

4.

June

"SOLD"

7.

NOW "SHOPWORN"
Los Angeles, May

Max Marcln annouceb

26.

that Cros-

by Galge In association with Sam
H. Harris will produce his comedy
drama, "Shopworn," formerly called
"Sold.".

Mixed no-

Vreeland ("Telegram")
and Anderson ("Post") liking
it.
Hammond ("Tribune") and
Gabriel ("Sun") wrote panning

Walter Lindsay and Phillip Oppenhelm will undergo considerable
vision.

ticea,

notices.

Variety (Lait) succinct with
"about two weeks."

EVISTON'S MUSICAL STOCK
weeks at the Lyceum.
Jimmy Kvlston, stock manager get more
than $3,000
and producer, who has been out of
the business some time, returns
with the placement of all -musical
stock in Forsythe, Atlanta,
His opener will be "No other

REVISING "JUST LIFE"
"Just Life" out two weeks and to
New York, closed
Instead last week and will be held
over until next aeason.
The production sponsored by

have come into

off

Girl"

MERSHON WITH OPERA

In the reported principals for ths
Municipal Opera company this summer at St. Louis, Bernlce Mershon,
prima donna contralto, was omitted

in

in

It

It will
geles.

Hopkins Intends establishing a
permanent company in the bouse to
do a series of plays next season, the
troupe to .be called "The Charles
Hopkins Company."

"Greenwich Village Follies" produced by the Bohemians, Inc., will

Shows Closing

closed

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh."

will forgive
Lea and
Jake many a theatrical peccadillo for having produced this."
Osborne ("Eve. World") said
"so many good things, one re-

Critio

Raquel

"Sweetheart Time" did not Jump
with "Weak Sistors," to Boston when departmlng from the
which opened Sunday, Ascher broth- Imperial, New York, Saturday, but
ers have discontinued the fortnight- called it a season instead.
The
ly chango of plays for the stock road tour will start late in August.
players, and will play the various
"The Dybbuk," produced by the
pieces as long as box office demands Shuberts
through
arrangements
warrant.
with the Neighborhood Playhouse,

Two Buys Renewed

Sim-

Opened Dec 2, 1924.
Re*
raves, "Graphic" summing up by aaying "The Great

Starting

under
Jhe renewal of buys for two of
about Hie
remaining attractions for a further period of four weeks and with
Five fhows stnppt-fl suddei'ly last the brokers taking about 150 seats
Saturday.
"The Student Prince" a nik'ht for the Alice Brady show,
..closed Jolson's;
"Cyrano" closed "The Bride of the Lamb," the total
Hampden's; "The Sport of Kings" of the shows represented in the premium agenc.K-s totaled 15 this week.
closed the Lyceum; "Juno and the
The renewals wore for "The Cradle
Paycock," which moved to the Snatehers." at the Music Box, and
Mansfield, left that house dark: "lolanthe," at the Plymouth.
The
"The Climax'* (revival) lasted one buy for "I'oineroy's Past," at the
week at the 48th Street, which this Longacre, ran out last Saturday
One
week offers the only premiere, "One night .and was not renewed
Man's Woman"; Pinafore" stopped buy that had this week to run ended
abruptly last Saturday night, with
Monday, leaving the Century dark; the closing of "The ^port of Kings,"
••Greenwich Village Follies" closes at the Lyceum, and the brokers
at the Shubert, which will get weren't sorry.
The complete list now contains
"Shanghai Gesture," now at the
Beck, which goea dark; "By the "Lulu Belle" (Belasco); "A Night in
Paris"
da Parts) "The I*ast
Way" continued an extra week, but of Mrs. (Casino
Cheyney" (Fulton); "Garrlck
leaves Saturday, with the Central Gaieties"
(Garrlck);
"Tip Toes"
"Henry (Liberty): "The Cocoanuts" (Lyric);
also probably going dark.
V," a one-weak revival bdheflt for "The Shanghai Gesture" (Martin
bit

$5,000;
$4,000.

J.

Include*

Will A. Page, ahead of
Meller, special exploitation.

ASCHER'S STOCK "BUN" PLAN
Chicago, May 25.

Woman"

Belasco.

eeived

Nobody,"

written by David Hlggins, has been
taken over by H. H. Frazee. The
show was to have been promoted

"Old English"
is still
the wonder show; "What grossed about $10,000 at the Majestic, where bigger business was exHvery Woman Knows" surprises by
keeping a $10,000 gait; "Kongo," pected; "The Two Orphans," at the
Shubert Newark, only $11,000, and
$9,000; "Alias the Deacon," $8,000;
closed;
"Magda," at the Broad
"Bride
of
the
Lamb,"
$9,000;
there,
around $6,000; "Butter and
•Tomcroy's Tast" and "Love in a
Egg
Man,"
the Bronx
$5,500, at
Mist" rated about $7,500; "Young
Woodley" and "Wisdom Tooth" a opera house.
its

Cast

ft

Shubert Monday for an indefinite
date.
It may drop a bit more, but
is expected to go into next season.
"Lulu Belle." with capacity all new ^attraction carded for next
performances claimed, is the only week.*
The subway circuit saw moderate
show in town not affected in some
measure. "Last of Mrs. Cheyney, business all around last week.
$15,000;
"Cradle Snatrhors," $14,- Most of the outlying houses are
ready to close, but Werba's Brook000; "At Mrs. Beam s," $14,000, are
the balance of important money- lyn will stick longer, having added
getters.
"Sex," a freak, was ruled "Stray Sheep," Tune 7, and a hew
In
at $12,000 again; but "Able," at bet- ('•race George play to follow.
ter than $10,000 for the first week that house last week "One Man's
of

Harry

31.

Frazee's "Betsy
called "Betsy

.

a concrete case carded for arbitration has been adjuated otherwise*
the mutter la still undecided. The
test case waa to have been that of
Harlan Dixon, who haa been appearing in "Kid Boots" for the past
three seasons.
When "Boots" recently closed for the aeason Dixon
signed a run of the play contract
with Sam H. Harris for the musical
version of "Hawthorne, U. S. A," ia
which Oscar Shaw will be starred
next season.
Zlegfeld thereupon Informed Harris that Dixon will be called on to
resume with "Boots" when that aU
traction reopened on tour, explaining that Dixon's run *of the play
contract was one in which the sea-

(Harry WolBryant Hall
"Fanny" (David Belisco),

Warren Ashe, Ruth Sackville Stoner
and others.

A comedy

Managers contend in auch instances]
an actor may be required to play 1*
an attraction aa long aa it romalne
under the same management and
either in New York or on tour.
There ia ft difference of opinio*
expressed by Equity cfflclala, but aa

"The Claim"

(L

fes.

lating that the season is regarded aa
starting Sept 1 and ending May IL

clier\

"Ginger 8napa"
mons), Hudson.

the status

Counting five attractions which
"Betsy Nobody"
Comedy by David H iff gins, spon- suddenly closed Saturday and one
sored by Barry Townly. Gets under which stopped Monday, by the end
way at Stamford, Conn., May 38. of the week another eight shows
The
Flora Le Breton starred.
will be off the Broadway list.
count may be an even 10 before the son* clause was eliminated.
He pointed out that "Boots" closed
week ia out.
"Half- Naked Truth"
Reaching Broadway shortly under
Three revivals went by the last summer and when it reopened,
Dixon
rejoined the cast, under the
"Cyrano,"
and
"The
Climax"
managerial auspices of Mabel Ryan. board,
the original contract, which Zlegfeld
"Servant
in
with
Cast not aet yet.*
coupled
House." "Juno and. the Paycock," contended was recognition on the
"Beyond Evil"
which decided to move instead of part of Dixon that th- contract was
Comedy-drama written and pro- closing at the May fair, lasted one operative so long as the show
duced by T>avld Thorne opens week at the Mansfield. Another re- played. Dixon countered with the
"cold" next week (May 31) at the vival -Went down Monday, "Pina- claim that had the show continued
through the summer, the contract
Princess, New York, remaining for fore" stopping at the Century.
two weeks* and scheduled to fol"By the Way" stayed over an ad- would have held, but as It closed he
was
at liberty to sign with whom
low "The Jazz Singer" at the Cort. ditional w^ek at the last minute but
Mary Blair heada the cast. Edward leaves the Central Saturday. "Love he pleased.
Arbitration was agreed on whereMassey staged.
'Km and Leavo 'Em" will be through
upon Harris informed Zlegfeld he
at the Apollo but may move to the
would
tear up the Dixon contract.
Times Square.
••Broadway"
Comedy by George Abbott and
"The Student Prince" produced The actor replied he would hold
Harris to the agreement. Finally
Phillip Dunning listed as Jed Har- by the Shuberts closed last Saturris's next
Now being caat for a day at Jolson's after a run of 76 Zlegfeld wrote Equity stating he
had
released Dixon.
spring tryout after which it will be weeks. The operetta was a sensaIt appears Harris was not anxious
put away until September.
tion last season and held over,
to press the point, sines he has a
playing two other theatres, then
run of the
•The Claim"
moving back to Jolson's. This sea- number of actorj under
Comedy-drama by James Rellly. son's business was profitable un- play contracts in which the SepOpens Hudson, Union City, N. J„ til recently when takings dropped tember to June clause is scratched.

San Francisco, May 25.
trip across the Pacific
Francisco,
smallpox broke
from San
out on board the liner. The Henry
Duffy "Best People" stock which
he sent to Australia in association
with B. J. and Dan Carroll was
held in quarantine at Sydney four May
ing.
days.

On

(Geo.

(David

Evil"

Is

run of the play contracts
which the clause la scratched stipu-

Nichols), Bryant Hall.
"Stray 8> >ep" (Cevrge Ashby), -Cohan's.

_

.

2JL

Small Town Gal"
Stoddard musical being
readied for production next month
by Clark Ross. Now casting, and
goea into rehearsal in two weeks.

graphed Lee. "Wire lowest
rental on your raccoon coat.

Duffy Stock Co.

Will be Lawrence
production next seaAabury Park July

son, opening at

The

anyhow.

this.

Initial

To be determined
of

George

—

Last week Sully, who la on
tour as stage manager for

Included were revivals. Othwere shows which exhausted
the draw, whether by cut rates,
two for ones, or coupled with salary reductions and pooling.
Raquel Meller closed a six weeks'

.

Another Raccoon Coat

thing,

Weber's

Girl"

New Am-

Thorne), Cort.
"Babies a la Carte" (S. L.
Simpson), 688 8th Ave.
"Missionary Mary" (J. M.

-SupernatVal"
Being MM(jj*»d f<, r a tryo^t In June
by John Golden. First of next season's list. Now being cast, and will
play two weeks, then put away until
August.

offi-

will enter

"Cowboy Crazy"
Comedy by George Abbott and
Pearl Franklin.

Baaoh

Jr.),

sterdam.
White's
"Scandals*
White), Apollo.

26, 19St

"RUN OF THE PLAY"
AND "SHOW SEASON"

Shows

This piece by Lawrence Langer
baa been selected as the opening
It
bill of the Stager* next season.
will be launched In August under
direction of the author.

May

MIDDLETON'S COMEDY DRAMA
George W. Mlddleton Is at work
on a new comedy drama called "Up
Rose Emily." It is based on a short
story of similar

could not
weekly.
It

Young Young Marrying
A surprise freedom party was ten.
dered Howard Young at the Beaux
Arts Saturday night, attended by
box office treasurers and agency
ticket men. He will be married to
Sidney Sharr June 1.
Young, junior, is treasurer of the
Bock theatre.
His father Henry
Young is one of the best known
box office men on R road way, in
charge at the Globe.

title.

the dramatic
He will retain the title and
general IdeA In the script.

Mlddleton

bought

rights.

"HAWTHORNE" AT BECK
"Hawthorne of the U. S. A.", ths
musical comedy which Sam Harris
will

produce next season with Oscar
is

now

the Beck.

New

Shaw and Grace Moore,
to open
York, Oct. t.
listed

at

Ray Cometock Back May 2f
Ray Comstock (Comstock and
'

fVst)
tr,l,y

due in return to New York
(Wednesday), after touring

Is

the world.

May

Wednesday,

LEGITIMATE
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lOUIE LEAVING; BLONDES' RULES

CHICAGO—$65,000

—

IN 3

—

Chicago,

With
Money"

The

May

ender shortened up a few more
notches until now It Is hard to figure where the Bummer program Is
going to involve more than four or
Both the Illinois and
five theatres.
Blackstone close this week. 'Xoule
the 14th" finishes the Illinois en-

gagement while "The Divorcons"
moves over to the Harris from the

The Harris Is again
Blackstone.
dark this week because of the failMoney."
"Hush
ure of
"Gentlemen
jumped Into

Prefer
full

com

26.

Dybbuk" and "Hush

closing, the local legit cal-

Blondes"
racing

demand,

"Louie the 14th." although
ahead
a stlffer scale brought "Louie" a
bigger gross than "Blondes." There
were turnaways for "Blondes," which
figures to have grabbed around $66,000 In three weeks.
"Out of the Night," "If I Was
Rich" and "The Arabian" slightly

sesqui

(HILLY SHOWS

LEFT

TOWN

Big Centennial and Con9
ventions 'Queen High
in Line for Any Trade

—

—

one

MILWAUKEE

—

A.

GROSSES

Los Angeles, May 25.
"Rose-Marie's" eighth and final
week at the Biltmore led the town's
legit attractions

when

the box olflce

45

SKOWS HARD
HIT

ffiYWS"

showed

$18,000 for the six days, although a drop of $3,500 from the
week before.
"Chariot's Revue," In Its third
week at the El Capltan, ran second at $15,500.

Kolb and

Dill

again

Worst Slump Ever

won Imme-

Minneapolis,

.

«

(Copyright,

less,

by Tariaty.

JS

"Home Towners" (Four

Cohans,
Better than $2,000 gross

Of white

Variety,

Im.)

Church-Drama Ass'n

Sunday night Increased gross over
The invitation committee of the
initial
week; pace now between
and Drama Association,
$14,000 and $15,000; figures for good Church
monry and run.
representing the church, producers,
"Castles in the Air" (Olympic, playwrights, actors, motion pic27th week).
About $19,000; will tures, educators and business, ansurely remain until Aug. 1.
nounces an organization dinner at
(Copyright, me, by Variety, Ino.)
the Plaza Hotel, 7:30 p. m., June 10.
This committee comprises WinCadman,
D. Finestone, Long's Asst. throp Ames, S. ParkesHays,
Otto
Frank Gillmore, Will II.
H. Kahn, William T. Manning, John
Dave finestone, Shubert house A. Marquis and Channlng Pollock.
The association wants to help
manager, Is now assistant to Ralph
Long, general manager of the Shu- Little Theatres and aid amateur
berts.
Finestone is also manager playwrights.
of the Shubert theatre, one post
formerly occupied by Leonard Gal
"Hollywood Scandals"
higher, who resigned from the Shu
Los Angeles, May 25.
b^rt office recently.
William A. Arms, formerly of
Herman Phillips, temporarily in
charge of the Shubert, «ls back at
the Hltz. Otto Metzger, who was In
the Arm's foreign play department
is now manager of Chanln's 40th

vaudeville, is casting for the pro
ductlon of a musical revue titled
"Hollywood Scandals," which he ex
pects to open In San Diego next

Street

month.

kid urith slender

and silver
and imported

heel of green

spider kid,

plaque of cloisonne.

Raquel Meller Thursday and Friday

engagement.

25.

Mrs. Thowed's Divorce

stick indefinitely.
Garrlck closed Saturday, but has

(Copyright, lStt, by

at Harris.

May

negligible.
Nance O'Nell In "Stronger
"Buzz" Bainbridge, who made a
Cincinnati. May 25.
Than Love," was forced out on
Mrs.
Arthur
Thowed
Is after a big start with his season of classic
Tuesday by pleurisy. Frank McCoy
divorce from her hu band, a con- drama at the Shubert, felt the efJumped Into his role and played
fects of the general slump the third
cert singer, whom «hu charged with week
of Blanche Yurka's engagethrough the week.
brutality.
ment as a guest star with the Bain(Copyright. lftS, by Variety. Im.)
bridge Players, "Candida," taking a
bad flop. He may wind up his sea3 "ENEMY" EOAD SHOWS
son this week with "A Doll's House"
Green Room's Election
Three companies of "The Enemy" and small profit for
four weeks of
Paul Meyer was elected president are listed to tour next season, the high-brow stuff.
(Prompter) of the Green Room Club first opening at Richmond, Vs.,
The final week of the McCallat
Its
annual
election.
He Sept 20, while the second will open Bridge Players at the Palace in "Oh,
Henry" (musical comedy tab), Just
succeeds S. Jay Kaufman.
Mr. four days later In Scranton, Pa.
The New York company will play about what the management exMeyer is the publisher of the 'Thepected at a time such as this.
the larger stands, opening at Bosatre Magazine."
A brief three weeks of stock burRollo Lloyd was re-elected Call ton, Oct. 14.
lesque at the Gayety was sufficient
Boy, Gordon Whyte, Copyist and
Florence Rlttenhouse heads this to convince Fox A Krause there Is
George Magowan, AngeL
no current public demand here now
troupe.
for
Indoor entertainment.
They
Board of Governors:
closed for the summer.
Wrestling
Phil Bishop. Floyd Buckley. HerGreek Evens Leaves "Flame"
night
only
salvation.
bert. Cor th ell. Max Flgman, Samuel
Greek Evans Is out of "Song of
Harry Hlrsch, manager of the
K. Jacobs, Fuller Melllsh, Sr.. Frank the Flame"
The principal male Gayety, brought Jacob Ben -Ami and
Peruglnl, Edward B. Pidgeon. A. J.
singing
role In the operetta has been his company here for two performPowers. Arthur Prevln, Samuel G.
Rains, Louis
Rein hard t Jerome assigned to Paul Gregory, who sub- ances at the Gayety In "The DybSiegel, Wm. O. Speers, Chandos stituted for Guy Robertson when buk" and "Samson and Delilah."
Takings below expectations.
the latter was ill some weeks ago.
Sweet

May

Advance
of this week at $10 top.
sale fairly good. "No, No. Nanette,"
beat $14,000 in final week of second

Min-

diate favor hero with "A Pair of
No such thing as business at local
Fools" after their return from Chi- legit houses last week. They were
cago by doing $10,000 in their fir at hit even by a worst \vav» of depresweek at the Mason, following the sion this town has known in several
migration.
years.
Morrisaoy's Revuo hung up $7,600
Realizing that it would be a homethe Milwaukee firemen who staged for its fourth week at the Orange less and expensive task to try to
a benefit. Six firemen were killed Grove, while Marjorle Rambcau in 4)uck the bad times which are upon
"They Knew What They Wanted" them, one and all of them arc crying
in a fire recently.
No road show got
$5,900 in her third week at the "quits" for the season.
It will be
at any scale has ever touched this
Majestic.
the earliest finish to a Minneapolis
record.
"The Music Master" trailed the theatrical sonson in years.
Ethel Remey. new leading woman, field in its opening week at the
In a rather light play, "Caroline,"
opens May 31 in "Seventh Heaven." Morocco with $4,500.
Margaret Anglin arrived here in the
Ethel Wilson will be out of the cast
midst of the depression for an
(Copyright, me. by Variety, lac.)
engagement of five performances at
for a couple weeks due to illness.
the Metropolitan. Her takings were
Beresford
Lovett after opening

7th
(Chestnut,
High"
"Queen
week). Now town's long stayer and
doing nicely. Changes made in cast
and numbers. Show will be held in
to test next week's business. Under
$15,000 last week.
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" (Walnut. Sd
With "I wo- for- ones" and
week).
benefits, inexpensively geared musical got over $12,000 and made real
profit.

in

neapolis

follow.

in.

"Louie the 14th" (Illinois, 11th
week).
Surprise announcement to
close this week; not getting full
capacity demand needed, having
tapered off to $26,000 or $26,000.
"Hush Money" (Harris, 2d and
final Week).
This one never had a
chance for real money; closed suddenly Saturday night leaving house
dark this week; "Divorcons"
moves over to this house from
Doubtful if
Blackstone Sunday.
"Money" drew better than $10,000
In two weeks.
"Divorcons" (Blackstone, 1st
week). Grossed little under $10,000,
with decision to make summer run
3d week).

IN

with

Philadelphia, May 25.
The arrival of cooler weather
bettered their respective grosses
none
came
too soon as a possible
one
not
but
week,
previous
over the
but the
relief to legit business,
of these three attractions have
opening of the Sesqui and, at the
struck a mark that would encourage
first
arrival
same
the
of
the
time,
furtherance of their engagements if
big convention the Shriners at the
other shows were to be had.
an
should
have
end
this
week
of
I^or this period of the spring seaeven greater bearing on the theatson the local situation la the weakrical
situation.
est in years, and unless a betterIn fact it looks to everybody
ment is quickly depicted there will
theatre men
be at least three more houses to hereabouts as if the
had
muffed badly a possible opporthe
Under
fortnight
a
within
close
sheckels.
garner
the
tunity
to
existing conditions the big June
conventions won't have much of a Granted that conventions have never
of
expected
business
in
resulted
fche
legit program from which to select
The houses them, there is no gainsaying that
their entertainment
over
from
people
all
presence
of
the
that will keep open are headed for
big money, according to the present the country is bound to have its
effect at the box offices.
surve-".
It seems especially silly that sevEstimates for Last Week
eral
shows continued through May,
"Artists and Models" (Apollo, 8d
Moving along moderately; taking some Indifferent grosses, and
week).
closed on the very threshold of
then
nowhere near pace usually shown
by attraction considered as summer probable profit, one week before the
big
fireworks.
show at this house; with closing of
Those back of "Queen High" seem
"Louie the 14th" should better Its
to have the right idea. It is figured
present average of around $20,000.
"Weak Sisters" (Adelphi. 2d as an ideal type for a summer show
week). To be held In for a stock and will be held In to see what the
okay Sesqui brings forth.
figures
run;
presentation
The Shubert has this week's only
around $7,600.
"The Arabian" (Stude baker, Sd opening, "Gay Paree," conservativeweek). Summer operating expenses ly figured for only three weeks,
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" has caught
both ends makes possible profit beon at the Wajnut and with much
tween $8,000 and $9,000.
"Green Beetle" (Central, 2d week). two-for-oheirig" all over town and
Not stronger than $8,000, but will many benefits, looks set ior a while.
At present writing there is not a
keep going.
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" (Sel. single show underlined, and yet it
wyn, 4th week). No let-up In ter- seems almost certain that several
rific demand; again held better than will develop In the near future.
Estimates for Last Week
$20,000, with matinee trade close to
'The Poor Nut" (Broad, 3d week).
full capacity.
comedy no riot but got by.
"If I
Was Rich" (LaSalle, 3d College holding
on to see what the
week).
Hit off $7,000; while not and is
satisfactory and under stop clause, Sesqui crowds will do. About $8,600.
(Shub'ert,
1st week).
Paree"
"Gay
considered encouraging enough to
hold In attraction pending arrival Big opening, but show likely to run
"Countess
here.^
censors
of
afoul
of conventionlsts.
"Out of the Night" (Cort $d Marltza" big in final week. $25,000.
week).
0th
(Forrest,
"Ben-Hur"
week).
Not stronger than $7,000.
but figured profit for house, with Big picture has not held up as exlittle
or
$13,000
Down
to
company willing to nurse a cam- pected.
paign will make a run out of it; over. Hardly able to make a sumto
mentioned
stay.
Nothing
mer
scarcity of attractions helps keep
this

WEEK

WEEKS

—

L

NANCE 0'NEIL'S $40,000,

Milwaukee. May 25.
Cracking every existing record
for attendance,
with two extra
matinees added and every performWeakest Spring in ance packed to capacity, the David$1 5,000 Three son last week rang up a $40,000
gross with Nance O'Nell as guest
siar in "Stronger Than Love." The
unusual gross is due to the fact
that the week was turned over to

Departure Surprises
Years 'Home TownerV Around
More Houses May Close

En-oFa

VARIETY

Natural that so beautiful a slipper should be the
choice of so graceful a dancer as Madeline Cameron,
who is starring with Oscar Shaw at the Palace next
week. . . Natural, too, that her charming personality should win admiration and applause, as do
the I. Miller slippers she so consistently favors..
.

.MILLER
1554

BROAD WAV
(Open

When

in

Los Angeles,

wsXil

q

P.MJ

visit the I. Miller shop, 525

West

7th Street.

toe.)

M

!
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AND COMMENT

down near even break mark;

$16,000.

40 BROADWAY PLAYS

Patsy," Booth (23d week).
(Continued from page 44)
Business has steadily held to
around $9,000; figure profitable Beck); "Bride of the Lamb" (Milboth ways; comedy well liked and
(Music

"The

Figures estimated and comment point to •oma attractions being
sams gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in tl.e difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhesd. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross of profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play ia also considered.

"Cradle

ler's);

should stick.

successful, while the

Snatchers"

"The Shanghai Gesture,** Beck (17th Box); "Sunny" (New Amsterdam);
week). Pace has dropped $3,000 "Iolanthe" (Plymouth); "The Great
or $4,000 in last two weeks, but Temptations" (Winter Garden),
$23,000 still leads non-musicals;
A continuation of the buy for "The
may go under $20,000 during June, Shanghai
future" has been arbut expected to move upward ranged for that attraction when it
thereafter;
moves to Shubert moves to the Shubert next week.
Monday; Beck goes dark.
Cut Rates Have 24
house will reopen Juno 14 with "The Sport of Kings," Lyceum.
•Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (210th
In the cut rates there were 24
Closed last Saturday;, about lowWhite's. ..'.'.Scandals"; "Love 'Em"
Run leader went into
Week).
est gross show on the list of mKows listed at "hair price on Morimay move into Times Square.
fifth year on Broadway to ex-*
They were "Love 'Em and
regular theatres; costing plenty day.
last "Love in a Mist," Gaiety (8th week).
taking*
business;
ccllent
producer; under (3,000; played Leave 'Em" (Apollo); "Young Woodto
"Poxneroy's past" h"*a»downweek well over $10,000; betterDk^
(BiltIvy"
-"Xv/r.gu"
(Bteltztur.ttr
"throe ivcpKb.
ment though list generally destjalra drj^w; cut rated upstairs;
TnT~Vagabond King,** Casino (36th more); "The Patsy" (Booth); "The
clined.
business around $3,000; claimed
1926" (Broadhurst); "VanBunk
of
week).
Perhaps
outstanding^
satisfactory at this time of year.
'Alias ths Deaeon," Hudson (27th
operetta
success
season; ities" <Earl Carroll); "By the Way"
of
With pooling arrange- "Lulu Belle,** Belasco (16th week).
week).
Singer"
"The
Jars
among
leaders through winter; (Central);
into
go
ment this comedy will
"Sex" (Dnly's)' "Square
Absolute capacity claimed here;
rated
around
indefi- (Cort)now;
$26,000
summer; business around $8,000
(Elliott) "One of the FamCrooks"
last week again over $21,600.
nite.
earns a pro At.
"No, No, Nanette," Globe (37th "The Wisdom Tooth,**, Little (18th ily" (Eltlnge); "Is Zat So?" (46th
•A Night in Paris," Casino de Paris
Herbert" • (49th
"Not
like another three
week).
Looks
week).
Doubtful of lasting much Street);
week).
(Century Roof) (21st
weeks, when new "Follies" is due
longer as show cannot operate at Street); "Love in a Mist", (Gaiety);
Though downstairs theatre went
(Hudson); "The
the
Deacon"
"Alias
to follow; Indicated takings last
little money; approximated $7,000
dark when "Pinafore" stopped,
Great God Brown" (Klaw); "The
week $15,000 to $16,000.
last week in small house.
roof house still making good;
(Little); "Pomeroy's
Tooth"
Wisdom
"Not Herbert," 49th Street (12th "Tip Toes,** Liberty (22d week). Past" (Longacre); "The House of
rated above $20,000.
Announced a new edition Mon.

'

;

•At Mrs. Beam's/' Guild (5th week).
Subscriptions have counted and
final production of Theatre Guild
rated strong enough to enter summer going; $14,000 last week, a
slight drop.

"Bride of the Lamb," Henry Miller
(10th week). Not expected to go

summer although drawing

into

rather good trade since moving
from Village; approximately $9,-

week). Cast changes impend, but
modified co-operative policy will
continue if attraction remains;

moderate

money show;

around

t
(Mayfalr); "Bride of the
day; musical success held to ex- Ussher"
Lamb" (Miller's); "Kitty's .Kisses"
cellent business until a month
"The Importance of
(Playhouse);
ago; rated around $19,000 now
Being Earnest" (Kltz); "Greenwich

and

$5,000.

"One Man's Woman,** 48th Street
Only production
(1st
week).
premiere of the week; succeeded
"The Climax.** revived for one
week, but got nothing; new show
started Tuesday night.
"One of the Family,** El tinge (23d
week). Week -to -week basis; will
try to stick through June; has
made longer stay than first indicated; estimated at $5,600 last

profitable.

still

Earl

•-Vanities,"

A

Carroll

(47th

few weeks more; new
"Vanities" due in July; business
estimated around $17,000; new
show to be alone "night club

week).

lines," too.

"What Every Woman Knows,**
Bijou (7th ' week).
Holding to
Broadhurst (Cth
and
surprising
$10,000
more,
Revue changed; really
week).
even the -management; revival
two shows, additions earning from
rated among successes.
cabaret; cast changes next week;
"Young Wood ley," Belmont (30th
last week claimed nearly $11,000,
week.
week).
Over $7,500 and still
but with extra advertising figure
''Pinafore,** Century.
Closed Monprofitable in this small house,
not profitable.
day night, revival playing one
but will dose if pace drops much
"Cradle 8natchers," Music Box (38th
day over seventh week because
lower; will have a season's run
week). Season's best laugh show
of benefit; expected to hold over,
to its credit.
still making money; on rep should
but business slipped badly after Outside Times Sq.— Revivals—H_ittle
ride through summer; last week
a few weeks; house dark.
Theatres
about $14,000 again.
Walter Hampden closed his sea"Craig's Wife," Morosco (33d week). "Pomeroy's Past," Longacre (6th
week). Estimated getting $7,500
Sire to go into hot weather; matlast week; failure to climb caused
inees still strong; got around $12,000 weekly.
of 1926,"

"Bunk

-

salary slash; .management aims
which is real money at this
for continuance through June.
time of season.
"Derrick
Gaieties,*
Garrlck
(3d "Sex," Daly's 63d Street (5th week).
Word -of- mouth advertising beweek).
Quoted above $8,000 in
cause of raw lines and situations
second week, at a $2.76 top; virbringing plenty business; claimed
tual
capacity indicated;
revue
over $12,000 again; real money
strengthened by new numbers this
here; show attacked by tabloids.
week.
"By the Way," Central (22d week). "Song of the Flame," 44th Street
(21st week). Suro to go through
Held over this week, out of town
June and may last a bit longer;
bookings not being consummated;
operetta success, but eased off
English revue rated around $11,lately;
claimed
over
$23,000,
000; will open in Boston for sumwhich
still earns a profit.
mer engagement.*
"Great God Brown," Klaw (18th "Square Crooks,** Maxlne Elliott's
(13th week).
Has been getting
week). Albeit not more than modlately;
$4,000
on co-operative
erate business, O'Neill drama apbasis,
otherwise
it
would, have
pears to be turning small profit;
closed some time ago; planned
grooved around $7,000.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shu- . to continue another four weeks.
Shube rt (23d week). Final week; ran "Student Prince," Jolson's.
berts decided to end engagement
at 46th Street through winter with
last Saturday; trade shrunk unaverage takings $23,000 to $24,000;
der $10,000 mark: holdover show,
lately down around $16,000 mark;
with run being 76 weeks.
"The Shanghai Gesture" moves
"Sunny,** New Amsterdam (36th
here from> Beck next week.
week).
Even musical leader
"lolsnthe," Plymouth (6th week).
slightly affected
last
week ^ at
Best Gilbert and Sullivan revival
some performances; at $42*500
In years; drawing repeaters and
pace is only $1,000 under standee
smart audiences; may last thiougb
business of winter; leads all.
hot weather; climbed last week
"The
to nearly $18,000.
Cocoanuts,"
Lyric
(25th
week).
"Is Zst 8o?" Chanln's 46th Street
Summer edition will be
(74th week).
shortly announced, dated some
Just about $7,000;
even on pooling basis, doubtful If
time in June; new Berlin nummuch profit earned now, but holdbers to be inserted; last week
over comedy success will stick as
about $21,000.
long as possible; cut rating lib- "The Girl Friend," Vanderbllt (12th
erally.
week). Estimated at $10,500 last
"Kongo," Biltmore (9th week). Matweek; that figure slightly profitinees not so good but night trade
able since salaries cut and sumholding;
last
mer arrangement made with theweek not much
change at about $9,000; house and
atre.
show satisfied.
"The Great Temptations," Winter
"Kitty's
Kisses," Playhouse
Garden (2d week). Got some ex(4th
week). Moderate money musical;
travagant reviews, as usual, for
to stick will
Garden
productions;
rated
probably require
a
summer salary arrangement with
"heavyweight" and big business
company; last week up a bit;
Indicated; first seven performabout $9,500.
ances over $35,000.
"Laff That Off," Wallack's (31st "The
Jau Sinaer," Cort (37th
week). Good In the cut rates
week).
Another week or two;
.with moderate grosses, but claimbusiness down to $7,500; George
ed to have been profitable right
Jessel to stick over the time limit
along: $5,000 to $6,000.
set; liberally cut-rated last two
"Love 'Em ami Leave 'Em,** Apollo
months.
(17th week).
Leaves here Sat.; "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," Fulton
takings approximated $5,600;
(29th week). Continuance now a
about an even break through
matter of weather; cast will not
sharing terms and cast revision;
play through summer and busl-

Village Follies'

(Shubert), and "Laff

That Off" (Wallack's).
(Cepnlgat, lttf,

girl of ths streets who reforms because of a great exnd new found love.
Trite as it is, this threadbare plot
might, under fresh and peppy treatment, be made into a fairly convincing play.
But Dennison Clift, the
author, has aspired to no greater
claim of originality than to ths
copying of somo of tho picturesque
language of "What Price Glory."
The war story developed in the

and sixth episodes are
enough but the effect is
weakened by Inartistic
comedy and feeble attempts at proThe rest is a combination
fanity.
of hackneyed situations, banjU coa*.
fourth, fifth
realistic

continually

vernation
isms.
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obvious

and"

Woman

Disputed

son Saturday with "Cyrano" and
"Servant in the House"; "Juno and
the Paycock," which moved from
Mayfalr to Mansfield, also closed
Saturday
(one
week in latter
house); "The Importance of Being
Earnest" (revival), at Rlt», about

theatrical-

Among Men"

u poor and unreiMialn^d melo-

drama, lacking the punch, suspense,
and swift tempo a real thriller
should have.
Stuart Walker's company and hit
direction did all possible to save ths
play, but they couldn't do enough,
McKay Morris's work stood out. Ana
Davis cries and weeps through five
consecutive scenes, never overplay*

WaM.

ing.

GOLD AND DUST
Kansas

City,

May

20.

Comedy drama la three acta and fire
scenes by Lura Farrell. Produced and presented by the Kansas City Theatre at Ivanhoe Temple theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Lewis Shores
Dave Black
Arthur Leslie Williams
Lewis Oabbert
Lura Farrell

Ben Lynch
Frank Lynch
Martha Lynch

by Variety, 1mm.)

86, 1926

a

Anne Woods
Jim Clemens

James Loa*an Abernathy

George Flint
Arthur Fox

John H. Barr

Time— The

Lels QaylorA

Don

Q.

Summers

present.

Ths "place" of this little comedy*
drama is "Tent City," a new mining
camp situated in the rugged district
$6,500, meaning some profit; "The of Death Valley on the Mojave DesClimax," revived at 48th Street, ert about 30 miles from the main
closed after one week; "The House line of a railroad.
A branch Una
.

very bad at Mayfalr; runs to the camp. Service consists
"The Romantic Young Lady" and of a train every other day, those days
"The Dybbuk" final week at Neigh- being designated as "Train Days,"
borhood; "Milk Kings," Triangle.
which have considerable to do with
the action of the play. The return
(Copyright, me, by Variety, In.)
of the mining engineer on one of
of Usstter"
'

up to the climax.
The play was written by Lura

the trains leads

000,

ville

*

writing.

great deal of improv4ng

less -a

who has been on the vaudetime in playlets of her own

Farrell,

PLAYS OUT OF TOWN
THEY ALL WANT SOMETHING

May

Wednesday,

Is

It is the story of the terrible loneliness of the woman, Martha Lynch,
in the great camp, with only rugged
men for associates.

done in the sticks "They All Want
Mamaroneck, N. Y., May ?.Q.
Something" can hardly stand much
Herman Gantvoort presents "They All
Want Something," a, comedy 6t social di- of a chance in New York.
Except for Billy Quinn as the
versions by Courtenay Savage.
From the
novel "The Dark Chapter." by E. J. Rath. fresh young son (the same Billy
Staged by Arthur Hurley.
Qulnn
with Tilden In his other
Herb

With the thought of giving her a
companion and at the same time
securing a teacher for the son, Ben
Lynch has invited his niece, Just
out of college, to visit them. The
play starts with the young woman's

Hilda Kil bourne
Wade. Rawlins

She is a wonder to the men of the
camp, and all fall for her on sight.
They shower attentions and gifts,
and in return she gives them much

Wheeler

Edward raw ley

Helen Spring play) none of the players approached
William T. Tilden 2d half-way even to a break-in realizaGrosver\pr
'....Joseph Green tion of their parts.
Young Qulnn
Mrs. Kllbourne
Carmllla Crume does some clever
work, and if any
Mr. Kllbourne
Frederick Burton
Billy Kllbourne
Billy Qulnn one carries the play along the afKane Kllbourne
John- Gallaudet firmative line he does.
It looks as
Valerie
Valerie Dade if the author wrote* •
a good deal of
Virginia
Virginia Morris
Jack Merrill
Johnnie Lewis it for him.
Tilden hasn't improved any since
Minnie Harlan
Irene Shirley
(,'hauncey Smith
Jack Irwin his last attempt, appearing almost
Annabelle
Helen Ambrose amateurish.
Except for the interest his name carries as a tennis
William T. Tilden 2d. rated the player he falls to register. He has
best tennis player In the world and excellent poise and appearance.
Several cracks about tennis, Inat least one of the worst actors In serted
for the player's benefit, are
the same territory, chose the brandclever but mauled in their delivery.
new Playhouse of Mamaroneck for The tennis player seems to be takthe out-of-town opening of his sec- ing
himself seriously as an actor.
ond attempt on the legitimate proThe supporting cast, with the alfessional stage. His first was "Don
ready excepted Billy Quinn, isn't
Q, Jr.," which recently flopped In any too strong, hut here improve-

arrival.

—

of her company so much that the
lonely aunt Is scarcely noticed.
She grows bitter toward the girl,
who has fallen in love with the engineer, and attempts a whispering
campaign of scandal. The son has
been helping himself from the family money box, afterward excusing

by saying the parents had always
told him the money was part his.
The mother, thinking he was using

it

it for gambling, attempted to lay the
shortage to the girl, but could not
go through with the accusation and
admitted she had given the niece
the gold which she claimed had been

stolen.

New

About this lime the younj? mining
York.
ment doubtless will be made. "They engineer,
The Playhouse has been built by All Want
called to Los Angeles, and
Something"
will play the
who
the Mamaroneck Playhouse Hold- Now
England houses for a few find the aunt Insisted had gone to
ing Corporation. It is a local proja
wife, after playing with the
weeks with Its plans after that
100 stockholders, mostly local,
It
the 1,300-seat house.
has a policy of feature pictures and
try-outs, thus making this place

ect;

financed

another dogtown. Mamaroneck has
a population of 10,000. It can draw
from the surrounding West Chester
county. Samuel McAndless appears
as the owner and Ernest Kopp
house manager. It's a rather unusual house and somewhat of an experiment, with an organ furnishing
the music during the Intermissions
of a legit play.

to be determined.

A Woman

Disputed

yet
Pratt.

Among Men
May

Cincinnati,
18.
Tn six episode*, presented by the Stuart
Walker stock, at Grand.
On4 of the Living Dead
Paul WrUrht
Old Marietta..^
Elisabeth Taylor
Marie Au«re...t
Ann Davis

Yank Trinkhard
Frlodrirk Hartmann
A Oendarme
<*auehois

Franz
Lieutenant Zlnn.«

A
"They
All
Want Something" A Grandfather
Father
wants a good deal in almost every Henri Lolneay
department^ The piece is a partial Vat*erlne Louleay

Elliot

Mr Kay

Cabot
Morris

Clark Keene
Edward Forbes

Ralph Glover
Clark Keeney
Boyd AsMn

Edward Forbes
Paul Wright
Reglna Stanrteld
France Dendsten

deHreville
dramatization of E. J. Rath's novel, Comte
Oomtesse deRrevtlte
Paull Breystedt
"The Dark Chapter," and has been Father Hochanibeau
Aldrlch Bowker
Dr. Illvet
done by Courtenay Savage.
Harry Ellerbe
Pedestrians.
Soldiers.
Orderlies,
Gunners,
The play tells the story of a mys- Nurses, Stretcher-bearers.
Doctors.
^cry man who comes to the home of

the Kllbourne's, a newly rich fam**A Woman Disputed Among Men"
ily of Rldgefleld, Conn.
had its premiere at the Grand theIt is put together in a prolog and
atre here, by the Stuart Walker
three) acts.
The proiog shows a company. The play is a sordid and
tramp appearing at the door ana tiresome triangle
on the basic of
taken in for reform by Mrs. Kll- the World War.
bourne, who has a passion for such
It contains hardly anything that
work.
needs be disputed among men InThe action, both proper and Im- terested in serious
and sincere
proper, gots under way when the drama.
There are moments of
trump turns out to be a most as- beauty and moments of
absurdity.
tonishing person who Is liked by Some of the characters
are finely
everybody, knows everybody's busi- drawn, others are grotesque.
ness, attends to everybody's busiThe argument built up by the
ness quite ~"f>«essfully and is a author risen here and there to a
very mysterious person indeed. The circus and then peters out into trivauthor-celebrity who was coming iality.
A very poor beginning Is
to the big party gets married in- made
the prolog, not because it
stead, and so they make the tramp is drab and tragic but because it
tho celebrity.
lacks verity. It is easier to fathom
Edward Pawley, a naughty younK A. H. Woods, that shrewd dealer in
man who wants to marry Hilda Kll- dramatic sensations, and his reabourne, the daughter of the family, sons for becoming interested in this
for her money, Is the villain, but ho play, than in trying to understand
is foiled by the tramp.
Stuart Walker's reasons for producIn its present shape the piece is ing i*.
a pretty weak affair, with only scatThe late war is tho baoK ground.
tered and rather pale humor.
Un- It is built on. IhCj ol<y old, theme of

m

niece, returned, alone, for a happy
ending.
The play in Its present shape is
slow and draggy— Just talk and talk,
with scarcely any action. Even the

author is not satisfied with it. She
will probably add another character
and strengthen some of the others.
For its premiere It was nicely staged:
The action all takes placb in the
combination office-sitting room and
sleeping quarters of the Lynch family In their

camp

hotel.

The

set im

a divided one, with a deck for- the)
bedroom, and at times the action is
three places.
When Mrs. Farrel first started ths
play she intended to make the niece
the leading character, but before
finishing she had made the desert*
hardened aunt the lead, and played
in all

Otitic*
All

perspiration

has an odor.

Kverybody

needs the true deodorant Amolln.
Amolln is a
pure white, antiseptic- powder
which actually changes the pore
secretions into non-oderoos alkaline
substances which quickly
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Relieves Irritation.
Tluy
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herself In the premier prolb* part
*U
Many of the lines are bright and
new,
«rl*inal; the story Is certainly
Znd there seems quite considerable
"Gold
making
of
«aa«ibiUty for the
Ed Dust" Into a worthy stage pro-

IF

May

Chicago.

and concerned with keeping sion system is that after 11 p.
if business is not overly brisk, the
draughts away.
"Atlantic City Girl" was a bath- gates are down for drop- ins, that
ing suit number, while "Dancing being figured as a business booster
Town" was a costume flash with for future showings.
various sections of New York repA trip to the Chinese theatre Is
resented. "March of the Lanterns," only best appreciated under expert
woman by adding an almost naked with full chorus murching up and guidance as this reviewer's Journey
on* man
the ultimate duo. For that's down stops, closed the show, elec- with Charles King, an Amcrlcanproduced by Lee and the real sensation, pornographlcally tric torches of red and yellow being born Chinese graduate of a local
tarian

The Great

—

Rarrue In St aeenee
J. J. Sbubert at Winter Garden tor run,
opening May 18.
Book by Harold AtterLyrics by
Idge. mualo by Maorle Ruben*.
Karl Llndaay and orcheatra directed by Al

WAS RICH

I

12.

C

Huffman.
Staged by J.
sfemedy In three acts by Wm. Anthony Good man.
JZauHa. Urrl&t Jo« Laurie. Jr. Staged Supervised by J. J. BhuberL
Principals indue Haatl Da»u, Florem,
!E?Sr«5ented by tha author at th« La3alle
Amea, Billy B. Van, Charlotte Woodruff.
Sitta Oetttaira by Yelltr.ll.J°« r*T,
r Jack' waidron,
Jack
Molly crDoherry,
jimna Blertlng..'
/?*xri
Benny. Jay C. Fllppen, Oudrun and GalloKllgour
Jo»eph
2* Murray Pembrook
way, Deslree Tabor, Betty Allen, Miller
Hay Walburn and Lylea, Deuel Bisters, Pat Kendall.
William Dunroy
ray
-Wit j*eV Sakgram,
.\lr.t
a
Charle» Dow Clark and Cap pel la. Kelo Brothera. Ara Oe>-ald.
Xhn Bplovln
unn Half red Young, Arthur Treacher and Nat
10
Sterling
}?*
•ath
Z
Byron
o.
OWagner. Foster girls In one chorus. 100
Harold Rogen
Mildred UUard girls and boys In other choruses.
gjffrtU vVn Nea.
Vola PHce
Sjldred Dellham
Dorothy Fenron
Swum
Mister Lee was over In Europe
MreT Pembrook. ..... M Dorothy Blackburn
May McCabe last year when J. J. unveiled the
VMowy Burton. ...*•»•
Fred. Irving Lewla Paris
and
"Artists
edition
of
SSrce Hildrath
John T. Doyle
Seotenant Spauldlng
that
Joseph Balrd Models," and it so happens
jUchard McDenndtt
Mister Lee is away this year, as his
'

i.

P

Joe Laurie,

has

Jr.,

lots of friends

upon a basis of

In Chicago, .and

his

personal - acquaintance and
popularity the run of "If I Was
Rich" must be figured. It's a first
rate little comedy of the domestic
Warm, human and funny,
stripe.
its chances' to grab off a nice run,
however, boil down to Joe Laurie,
Jr. The show could hardly be a real
hit on Its own.
The piece was known in Philadelphia as "A Great Little Guy." Possibly the change of title may have
Veen due to the earlier appearance
In Chicago of "Tho Fall Guy," with
Ernest Truex. There Is a shade of
resemblance between the two pieces,
the central character being a harrassed young- husband trying to do
things with $40 a week that simply
can't he done.
Also Laurie, like
Truex, has a tear in his work.
The cast includes Ray Walburn,
at Cohan's Grand last spring in the

wide

f

"The Show

role of

title

He

Off."

is

sans his mustaches but still strong
on the old horse laugh. He enacts
to the life a radio announcer* who
boosts himne^f rlcnty. Joseph Kilgour, familiar villain of the Alms, Is
cast as an over-mortgaged plutocrat
that falls hook, line and sinker for

brother brings out "The Great
Temptations" and Improves on the
Shubert trade-mark of a naked

a tale that the impoverished young
husband is the estranged son of a
A grouchy old
big millionaire.
bunny, disappointed in life and love
but hyman and kind under the
crusty exterior, is played by Charles
Dow Clark with great stress on
sentimental appeal that will get under the skin of any ordinary layman. In fact, because the show Is
so full of pathos as well as laughs,
it rates better than a straight away

comedy.
Exploitation Is needed if the show
remain at the LaSalle for any
Everybody that
extended period.
became a Laurie fan during the
"Plain Jane" run will have to be Informed that the boy humorist is
back. Joe himself has some great
hook-ups with the Jewish and Catholic elements as well as the city
hall, and he Is expected to have a
busy calendar of after dinner
speeches, as upon his former ap*
pearances.
Up to 12 weeks is the guess at the
present time.
BdL
is to
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A Sparkling,

with

Matthews
Staged by Wlnehell Smith
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George
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Pnlltser Prise Play
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World
MM PP. Uost Beautiful
EARL CARROLL ^TutrU

DOHOTHY
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speaking, of J. J.'s great big show used.
"Temptations" is a
Primarily,
up at the Winter Garden.
Roseray and Cappella, from Paris, dancing and ci?:ht show. Some of
trot on midway of the first half to the comedy i? as sour as It is vile.
do a very fancy dance with very Last season's "Gay Paree" sketches
few clothes and lots * of thrills. were tame compared to tho ones in
Monr. Cappella Is a~ well butit Tel- which t lippeii rvirttcipatftt, while
low who wears a tiny, beaded loin- the nakedness of "Gay Paroe" was
cloth, skilfully adjusted and open confined to poslner, but in "Temptaat the aU«s
allow for a great tions" thcro '» c .rrMaruVc *r.u rowBoth tho Parisian teams
flesh display, while Roseray wears ing done.
some beads on a head-dress and a impress favorably, while a new
rhinestone thlngamajlg Judiciously dancing team, Gudrun and Gallospotted.
Otherwise, she has free- way, also won applause, as did the
dom of the body and with her part- Deuel Sisters, new to Broadway,
ner does the dance that will keep but nice looking, good dancers and
capable in skits. The cast is good
this show in town for a good run.
Roseray's body, it might be men- throughout, although Paul Mall, who
tioned, Is whitened to make us be- opened with the show in an Al Jollieve that she's a statue being i:on imitation specialty, was out by
adored by a worshipper, but as her Saturday and not missed. A radio
body isn't as firm as a statue should sketch was also taken out, as were
Being some specialties, while the running
be, the Illusion was broken.
naturally a modest girl, however, order had been so skilfully changed
that what had been a rather tireIn
shawl.
bows
a
took
she
her
The show girls, with the uncov- some show had its various elements
ered bosoms, are plentifully on dis- so mingled that It gained greatly
play at all times, the show starting in effect.
"Temptations" cost barrels to
with a mythologlc number called
"Art Has No Frontiers," in which produce, looking less like a storepiece than anything except
house
pleasures
send
the Gods of Olympus
and vices down upon the world and the last "Artists ar\d Models" rethe Winter Garden. There
In
cently
nakedness,
reformers
that
tells the
etc., is really art and "that peo- are no stars, and the individual salto be moderate througharlea,4ook
Which
ple shouldn't object to it.
was more or less needless, because out, with some low priced people
a
good share of work. The
handling
Shuberts
everyone knows that thekeep art uppermost In mind and show is in at a $5 top and played
from Tuesday to Satto
8.
O.
R.
wouldn't allow nakedness on their
urday and is quite likely to keep up
stages for any other reason.
for
pace
a few weeks, but even
the
The sketches are begun with one
called "Questions." wherein Florenz without the standing room it will
nine shows weekly to
plenty
on
get
Ames chokes oft* the nagging wife,
Hazel Dawn. Then BUly B. Van stay In the Garden until the
and the time
changes
weather
and Jay Flippen get nasty in one
called "On My Veranda." A sketch comes for another "Artists and
Models."
they did on the opening night,
An undoubted stolen bit, apart
which had Fllppen disguised as a
girl and Van getting free and easy from what may have been copped
In a bed, was out at the Saturday from Paris, is the "fat girl" chorus,
matinee, when the show was re- with four of the 16 heavies In it
reviewed. "The Bhanghai Mixture" from the 6th Avenue night club.
sketch was a close follow on the While the night club claims a reWoods* hit and had Miss Dawn in vival credit, the fat Amazon stuff
the Florence Reed role, while "Hard Is from Billy Watson's Beef Trust
Lives" was an artists' studio sketch (burlesque) with that title explainconcerned with the husband, wife ing all. Billy Rose is In a panic
and other woman. "Officer O'Fish- over the copy. He threw cards into
enfwas very funny and in It Wil- the orchestra from the balcony the
fred Seagram portrayed the perfect opening night, panning Jake Shucop, while In "A Harlem Incident" bert for copping; also having sandJay Fllppen worked In black as a wich men parading Broadway with
colored woman, pulling the nasty similar signs.
As a plug for the 6th Avenue club
one .about her shooting a colored
gentleman because he said "April it wasn't bad. and Is said to have
"burned" Jake, but It's nothing to
Fool" at an inopportune time.
The specialties started with the the yelp put up by some Parisian
seventh scene in the first half, the managers after J. J. left over there.
Bisk.
Guy Sisters (from Paris) doing a
snappy dance before beaded curtains and using plumed costumes.

whose colloquialism is
Babe Ruth. Mr. King

university,

as native as
occasionally

professional

essays

tourist trips for choice parties, when
not at his dut<es as an executive
of the Palais D'Or restaurant, the
renamed Palais Royal in Times
Sviuare.

The Chinese* orchestra .is stationed
the left of the rostrum, beating the percussions in
ear- piercing style and twanging the
Chinese liddlcs in eerie fashion, for
every character's entrance and exit
That band by the byo Is the most
lackadalsacal outfit seen, taking
their work very matter-of-fact and
only evidencing interest whon props
and the other stage-hand come out
to chat with them.
That back-stage crew atyne is
worth the admission. In the Chinese theatre, it Is the accepted thing
for the property man and the stagehand to wander on and off the
stage, most often on. They are apparently "unseen" by the native
audience, which has eyes only for
the players, with the sta^e crew's
duties considered something necessary to the physical presentation,
but otherwise viewed as abstract
beings.
The
hard-boiled
props
and
stange-hand accordingly loll oh the
stage, In "four," or cross down front
to
talk
with the percussionist,
scratching their heads, or shuffling
along aimlessly.
The opus reviewed was "The Perfect Fool" (at the Maiorl) and while
a tragedy, according to Mr. King, It
waxed humorous for the main, with
vocal Interludes an essential contriin the stage, to

.

bution.

The "singing" of the Chinese
thesplans is another thing necessary for explanation. The more
raucous their voices, the better
their art, according to the Chinese
interpretation.
Hence, it follows,
that the worse their voices sound to
the Occidental, tho better they rate
among the Orientals. A Chinese
singer, or In truth a! Asiatlo etage
aspirants from the lowliest geisha
girls of Japan, and tho singing girls
of China, prepare themselves for
the stage by getting up with the
dawn and standing in front of their
windows so that the harshest
morning air strike* their tonsils
and larynx, tn order to further encourage the rasping squeaklshness
In their voices.

Therefore, the Chinese theatre

is

the direct antithesis to our standaid^. The stage mechanics are obvious, and not hidden.
The audiercc's imagination is relied on, with

CHINESE THEATRE

also came on for a specialty in
tho second half, having a special
Chinese show business In cosmocurtain with themselves and costumes reproduced thereon, actual politan Greater New York, as enplumes being used on the curtain, countered in the two Chinese thewhich was costly In appearance. atres on the Bowery, a few blocks
Miller and Lyles used the "IS is a north of Chinatown, introduces s
seventh of 28" sketch in the first new style of theatrical divertissehalf and another dialog specialty in ment for those Occidentals who
strictly
would care to invade
the second part.
Jack Benny did some announcing Oriental domain In search of a
presentation
and established himself as one of thrill, an oddity or a
the show's individual hits, working that is "different."
It will prove to the "hteh-hats"
with Dorothy McNulty In one skit.
Here Miss McNulty played a dumb that the late-entrance stuff is not
chorine trying to tell a joke which confined to the partierre or the
Benny Judged was too raw for the "golden horseshoe" of the Metroboys and girls. Another first act politan opera house; that It is Just
specialty was a burlesque dance on as fashionable to be late at the Chithe Roseray and Cappella affair, nese theatre as ft is at the class
while In the second part the Kolo productions, premieres, etc. It will
Brothers, veterans at the Winter disclose that the Oriental. Is an
Garden, came on third from closing avid patron of his theatre, being
and whammed a a tremendous hit content, fortified with a few packs
with their rube acrobatic stuff. Jay of watermelon seeds, fruit or other
Fllppen sang two blue songs In his edibles, to sit through a five-hour
specialty, and disappointed.
The theatrical entertainment from 7
Foster girls also scored in a neb- p. m. sharp until midnight.
For the actor, the average Chibing number.
The big numbers opened with nese performer will be rated a mar"Any Step," which had Jack Waid- vel when it is learned that a reperron leading the chorus through a tory troupe not only offers seven
fast
routine, while
"Pincushion" different plays a week, but 365 diffarther down allowed Nina Susov, a ferent productions a year and can
contortion opportunity, which she possibly play 600 different scripts
handled well, accompanied by se- before repeating.
Therein lies the commercial suclected
girls.
"Sesqui-Centennial
Baby" had a Liberty Bell drop, and cess of the Chinese theatres. (There
aro
two: one is the old Thalia thePhllly
was aimed at the
expo, which
is a flop up to now.
"Maid of Jade" atre, at the Manhattan Bridge
Plaza
and tho other is the Maiorl
was the number wheTein the naked
dance was done, while in '.'Guards Royal, above Delaneey street).
tho limited Chinese populaWith
of Fantasy," a song about the "Crusaders was sung, girls in armor did tion (there are only about 6.000
in New York), a week's
Orientals
a march and then the fat girl's
chorus was brought on for comedy. run of a play would be obviously
Repeated requestion.
tho
of
out
At tho opening a march of uncovered girls was used, but went blooey calls of the Fame limited groups of
rolled
on for box
patrons
must
be
and was cut aftrr tho first show.
It Is not unusual
office prosperity.
TJ-.e first half closes with a senday
in. diy
faces
sco
same
tho
sational fl.-tHh, "Valencia," a Span- to
ish tune, which was rendered with dut, for six nights from Monday
Sunday
Saturday.
Tho
the full chorus on a series of steps, through
all using Spanish shawls for a big matinee show, which starts at 1, is
for the suburban laumlrymen, resfinale.
Second act opened with a pardon taurant help, etc., who come in for
scone and parado numbers, done their Hunday diversion. The 1 p. m.
with groat taste und beauty, while start is to p'ii/ilt commutation back
"Chevalier of the Highway" was the to the outlying points-.
admission is charged,
i0
A
on* about the gals undressing to
frolic nnd bcinp surprised by rou^h with Ihe faslilonnMe crowd, I.e., the
restaurateurs,
al.
et
mon. This led Into a second dancf mcrrhants,
by Rosorny and Cappella and this coming Inte, but not too late, in view
timo
the
man wore trousers. of the 9:30 p. m. cutting of the
"H^nuty in Vanity" Tod into a scone, Rf-ale In hV.f when the, admission
before the firoek Acropolis and had from thence until the midnight clospals lying around In bo ^ch;i nal" ing is $l; henc:o the not- too- la t"
fashion.
And for a flash posed •ntranre so as not to li^ uc •us ed to
n«'V" wesQ< r«vf*tl**l bn'Mnd i)1m«s. frying'. te*boflit.tfrH re* uUin Svale. An
probably being humani- other feature of tho chine -*' sdml -th*>
hl**a
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the physical scenes merely suggested by the action.
The stage
floodlights are at either side of the
rostrum; the action is ajl In one
continuous scene; costume changes
firo effected by the property men
coming on and helping the characters into their new trappingb.
The Chinese comedy if oft times
'blue," but an undue exposure of
tho 'imhs would Incite n mob to
revolution, and is not permitted
Comedy and oth°r sidelights on
the Chlnere are the entrance of factional tong lieutenants at peace
with each other for the nonce.
The tong chieftains, I.e. the subordinate officers, are given door- pass
courtesies for everything.
The big
haters do not deign to "crash the
gate." but pu> their way
It is not unusual In the course of
»
x formance
h
vime
r.ee pr^ps
c* own
to the arid* r.f the stage,
staring into tho Mdtence in fa. U
)f borne frlenC, and, not seeing hlu,

m

•

his head in vi ndermen*. T»\e
su die ice however, di e»
"see" this b«'».lay. all eyes icing on the playtrs.

si «»ke

:

Ch?nese
»\ct

The latter themselves are apparently well-schooled to articulate
Hence, all comedy quips
The
are unanimously appreciatedvocal byplay Is nullified by the
piercing
musical accompaniment
which drowns out the voices almost
entirely.
The "music" Is not particularly harmonious, but replete
with a fetching Oriental tempo that
gets to one in short time.
clearly.

A $10A">0 annual reward for a
Chinese star Is unusual, but while
the compensation is small and often
less than a waiter's in tho ordinary
run of chop suey restaurants, the
native idolatry of tho Chinese thesplan not only parallel*, but exceeds
the American worship for stage and
screen favorites.

The apparent respect of the stape
becomes striking in the numcrous "asides" when tho characters
step Into shallow "one" to address
the audience on .lnllmut^ terms,
with the customers II fo nlng very
re pectfully and not n tfmpt ing any
Intimacy as would be th»r case in
our theatre.
gen->rallv
Chinese
are
plays

folk

royalty- free,

traditional

beint?

from repertory, although "Tho
Fool''

was

specially

Chan, the produc er.
Business Is gene-

.-,

Jly

or

r.r*»at

written

by

pood with

th'- gross In<^s1 Iniahlo |>r hist of the
But
'hlfting sealer, de-idhe:i 1m, etc.
at a 110 admission for a Chinese;

-
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Wednesday.

RADIO RAMBUNGS

SHEET MUSIC-BAND INSTRUMENTS

INSIDE STUFF

pioneer radio broadcaster, Manrice Besley, com poser- pianist, was
Introduced Sunday night as accompanist for Godfrey LodloWs usual
Sunday night violin recital from
Henry Tobias Composed "Kstinks"
WJZ, closing the show from that
Henry Tobias, the 18-year-old composer of Feist s Russian novelty son*
station. Besley is of the ILO (Brit- "Katlnka," corrects
the full -page advertisement on the song in
last
ish Broadcasting Corp.) station of
London, and a number of his com- week's "Variety." While given credit for composition on the lead sheet
the
other
advertising
matter
Harry
mentioned
Tobias.
were
which
among
Henry's
positions, chief
older
"A Tune With Disguises," the open- brother, Harry, is a proved songwriter, but a lyricist, unlike Henry
ing selection; "Portrait of a Dancer "Katlnka." marking the fetter's Initial "big" song, the youngster
Is
in Red" and 'The Girt With the anxious to have his Identity therewith kept clear.
Henry ts also takingSlashing Eyes." were rendered by out the "Reckless Evt> act on a Poll tour, for Joe Sullivan.
Mr. Ludlow. The com posit iena are
unusually colorful and beautiful
Coon -Sanders orchestra members, an M. C. A. attraction, are sitting pretty
tone-poems. The recital was very
In consideration of their wearing and endorsing
lor suits and shirts.
worth while.
Society brand suits and Kingsley shirts they are clothed free of charge.
Victor Herbert Week was herald- The real punch, however, comes in when the orchestra hits towns on its
ed almost simultaneously Sunday circuit tour. The clothing companies tie up with a local dealer In their
evening with the Capitol Family, products for a window display showing the boys handsomely clothed
direction,
Bowes'
Major
under
and also advertising the fact that the orchestra is appearing at a cerbroadcasting their overture from the
ballroom.
Capitol theatre. At the same time tain theatre or
Olcott Vall's string ensemble via
v
Feist's "Horses" the Rsgs
also
from the Hotel McAIpin
Every so often one "big" song steps out and Feist's "Horses" Is the
paid instrumental tribute to the
great American composer.
seasonal rage. With the contemporary publishers offering nothing really
startling, this equine song is upholding the prestige of the music busiOn behalf of the Snider ketchup ness. It is developing into a "Bananas" lr. that the humorous publicapeople, the Snider Jubilees are a tions, like "Judge,** »t al are offering cartoon strips playing on the song's
corking dance band from WJZ, a
super- popularity.
regular Friday night advertising

A

SHOWING INCREASED SALES
Instrument Makers

Seem

Music in Chain Stores
This Year

in for

Good Year

Up Over 7%

—Sheet

for March,

...

.

Mar M, It*

On

Music

'

Sale*

Washington, May
band instrument*

of

18.

In-

when compar-

reaped 10.4 per cent,

March of this year with that
month in 1925. Total sale* in March,
ing

reached $662,000, as against
*5«S.0OO in March, 1925.
This Increase when coupled with
the report in Variety last week of
a corresponding Increase tn exports
Indicates, according to officials of
the Bureau of the Census, under
whose direction the figures are compiled;
that
musical
Instrument
manufacturers are set for
banner
1926,

year.

Of the

March, 1926,
cup mouthpiece instruments sales
totaled $214,500; saxophones, $385,figures

for

000, and wood whid instruments,
$22,500.
The largest Increase over
March, 1925, Is recorded on the cap

*

Early Slump Passes
The slump in thejnusic business whloh camo about four
weeks earlier than usual this
year (starting May 1) gave

way

to a spurt last week.
Ordinarily the seasonal decline does not happon until
Juno 15, duo to general conditions, but the drop was premature the current season.

WMCA

To prove their penchant
feature.
for nuance, the band decided to go
without Broadway for a production
song hit. and introduced "Castles In
Billy Burton's band returns to
the Air" from "High Jinks." a PhilFeltman's Maple Gardens, Coney adelphia musical comedy which
Island. N. Y., this summer, opening seems likely.
Judging from this
Saturday.
They closed with a
dance tune.
and
'Thistle
medley,
Scotch
Bid Hall and his Play Boys are Heather."
Aim house touring under William
Charles Strickland's musical plug
Morris' direction.
on behalf of Palisades Park is a new
ditty. "Over the River to Jolney and
Owrs Roosf is the name Under the River Back Home," a
amusement
to the
Hotel Peabody, frank lyric plug for the
Ttnju roof garden which opens park.
June 1 with the seven Aces as the
Not a new broadcaster, but a now
band attraction.

HERE AND THERE

mouthpiece Instruments-.
Sales of sheet music in the chain
stores also registered an Increase*
totaling In this respect 7.1 per cent.
>ver March of 1925. Taking the first
hree months of 1926, and comparing
them with those months In 1921, a
8.7 per cent, increase in sales la
recorded.
March, 1926, sales totaled $1,011,OOP, as against $946,009 la March,
1925, while for the three months'
"Hop" Kelly and his Blue Boys,
period In the current year the accumulated sales reached $2,856,000. popular Orand Mound orchestra
augmented
by the addition of Jos
against $6,372,000 in the same period
Hart, formerly of Clinton, DL, and
last year.
The number of such stores In of recent years a director for the
operation had Increased from the 84 John B. Rogers Producing Co.,
in March of last year, to 69 In the and J. I*. Sutton, announcer from
radiophone station KAFD, Port
current year.
_
Huron, Mich*, gave a farewell

for

New York,
Victor orchestra.

Is

A

25.

chestra,

York Philharmonic
First,

New
Orchestra.

now a member

his wife,

Boston and Lov

of the

Edna M. Helm
11.

of
Me., filed a suit

for divorce, in which she charges
Helm #ith Infidelity daring the
summers of 1924 and 1926, at Lovell, la Rumford county, this State,

and names Helen and Marie as the
other women in the case. Neither
Is further identified.
Testimony of a sensational nature was expected when the case
came before the court, but Instead

New Kenmoro

Albany. Their Instrumentation Is excellently balanced and well adapted

from the

hotel,

-i

"Horses," which became a nation's
"neigh song" following Olsen's exCharles Dornberger and his Vic- ploitation. None the less, they're
tor recording band open June 8 at still "requesting/* K.
the new Signal Mountain Inn. Lookout Mountain, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Will Tlley. Scotch comedian,
clocked from WEBJ, with Margaret
Fellowes
at the piano.
Dave Bernle, a Ben Bernle band,
opens May 27 at the Blossom Heath
Morse A Rogers plug their
Inn, Lynbrook, L. L Another road- products via the Sundial Serenadhouse attraction Is Al Lentz and his ers and the Bonnie Laddies, the latband at the Hunter Island Inn, Pel- ter being a Juvenile shoe trademark. These regular Friday night
ham Bay Park, N. Y.
features from WJZ ars consistently
good entertainment, with- nothing
Jack Denny switches from the about the announcements to offend
Club Frivolity. New York, Saturday, because of overstressipg. The banjo
to the BabcosR Lake Casino, N. Y. and xylo stand out and the sax had
A Denny band unit remains at the its solo innings with "The Burning
New York night club. Hal Hixcn, of Rome," well done.

Kalama's Hawaiians and a dance

continuance
was asked and team join Denny up-state.
The case will be heard in

granted.
October.

Harold Stern, for the past poason
Meanwhile, Helm had pending a
musical director at the Mark Strand,
charge of violating the prohibition
Brooklyn, N. Y., terminates his enlaw by making mash of an alcoholic
gagement, there May 28.
content greater than that permitted
by Mr. VolsUad.
On the
Eugene Plotnlckoff, Russian
charge of unlawful possession he
was brought before the court, fined pianist and director, has been supplied
with a concert orchestra and
$500 and sentenced to serve four
months In Jail, with an additional booked into the Shoreland Hotel,
60 days for default of payment. Chicago, on a year's contract by
the Walter Ford Agency, Inc.
Tne offense, it was alleged,

was

committed at Helm's summer home
at Lovell. He had pleaded guilty to
the charge at the October term of
court.

FRED RICH
Dlreoter of his Hetol Art or. Now
York, orehoatm. and WJZ radio faaa a premlor recording artist, fa a regular booster of
Robblna- Staffer a danco catalog. Mr.
Torit©, aa well

WJmh hlaaaelf la aim an oxelaalvo
Dao-Art piano roll rocordlnc artist.
His brand of ultra 'ayncupatTon la a
trlbato

to
Robblns-Bngel'M catalog;
selections are rendered.

when oar

"WHO'S

WHO ARE

YOUf*

WALK"
"CAMILLE"
"ONLY YOU AND LONELY ME"
"JIO

Published by

Robbins-Engel, Inc.
7M Bowls

Ave..

Now York

City

WiUard

Robison and his band
open next week for the summer at
Eggett's Harbor Inn. Far Rockaway.

The new $500,000 Island Tark
bullroom, outside of Newport, R. I.,
opens May 29 with the Miner-Doyle
orchestra as the feuture attraction.
The band returns to Roseland ballroom, New York, for a repeat en-

the

new

revue, but is slated for the picture houses.

STAGE HAND FOR RADIO
STATION MAY COME UP

Unusual Buy
An unusual*

musical

torn-

by Eugene West,'
Orleans music
with Jack Yellen

over, effected

now a New
publisher,

(Ager. Yellen ft Bernstein. Inc.)
had the latter firm taking over
a West song before actually
published.
As a general thing a larger
house acquires a number from
a lesser contemporary's catalog When a song begins to

"show up."
West had Just received the
plates and was about to havo
the number printed when Yellen camo in from Chicago,
where ho had heard of the
West song.

The number is titled "If
They .Would Baby Me Now
Like They Babied Me Then
(I'd Love to Be a Baby again)"

Chicago Cafes Fighting
liquor Restrictions
Chicago,

May

26.

The Friars* Inn, Town Club and
Moulin Rouge cafes here were tem-

strings camo through nicely with
pop songs. The Strand Roof has a
"hot" band In Billie Fowler's orchestra and the Lorrain* hotel's

present publishers.
Dr. Axt is one of tho greatest authorities on motion picture music
and the loading composer of picture
Inc.,

his

musical themes.

Kansas City, May 25.
The stagehands' union of Omaha
has announced it will present to tho
national convention a proposition to
place a stagehand in every radio
station, on the grounds that every
station furnishes amusement.
It is along the line of a suggestion made in a Jocular manner by a
Kansas City theatre manager that
he was thinking of suggesting to tho
Managers' Association that they
recommend a stagehand be assigned
to the churqhes, as they were going
Into the show business with their
pictures, special orchestras, readers
and other attractions.

W. LORIS LYONS KILLED
San Francisco, May 25.
W. Loris Lyons, musician, member of the orchestra in the State,
Oakland (Cal.), was shot and killed
here when he was held up by two
bandits as he was escorting homo
his fiancee, Leanna Hlnes, dancer.
The holdup took place in a thickly
populated residential

district.

believed Lyons was
killed by one of the thugs, but subsequent investigation brought a
charge that the bullet which ended
tho musician's life was fired from
the 'revolver of Policeman John
Doyle, who surprised the bandits
at work. Doyle captured one of the
It

was

first

grill

room band, -as

ever.

Is

a

pl<

SUING SELZNICK

Warren After Royalty
Clarke

&

Leslie Songs, Inc.,

lng entry.

Cleveland,

May

25.

Emerson Oill and his Okeh rewas cording
orchestra return to Bamboo

examined yesterday (Tuesday) bo- Gardens
here June 1, following itinfore trial by Harry Warren, songerant engagements, including the
writer, who is suing for $13,00* acCastle of Paris, Cleveland, and Silcrued royalties alleged due on
Slipper, Detroit.
"Home In Pasadena/' "So This Is verPhil
Selznick owns the castle of
Venice" and "Oh, Eva, Ain't You
Paris and the Silver Slipper. Gill
Coming Out Tonight." The first two is suing the
cabaret owner for his
radio.
songs were hits. Warren, who has
last week's salary at the Detroit
since become a Shapiro- Bernstein
cafe.
The Capitol hour Introduced Rudy
Wiedoeft for his farewell recital be- staff writer, claims he was not fully
fore going abroad.
Yascha Bun- paid for his royalty interest.
Through Abner Greenburg, atchuk, the cellist star of the family,

Sunday

night marked
Levi tow's next-to-last broadcasting
poriod for the season, this coming
Sunday to be his last. Levltow's
concert music Is a consistent favorite and among the standbys of

also scored.

If

yen dont adrertse

in

torneT (and also songwriter), who
Is defending the music publisher.
Clarke ft Leslls So. ts, Inc^ was
unsuccessful in vacating the order
for examination of their books.

Dr.

Engel,

Name

C. D'Allessandro, formerly tenor with Irving Aaronson's Commanders, has been rechristened, professionally, by Joe Moss, as Dallas
Sandro. The singer opened at Moss' Beaux Arts, Atlantis City, with

porarily enJo!ned, making them liable for guests who brought liquor
on the premises. The cafe managers were enjoined under the nuisance clause of the Volstead act
but have announced their intention of uniting to test the right of
Federal Judge Adam C. CI iff e to thugs and claimed he had wounded
The Snider Jubileers, under a
places without the other who escaped.
Mr. Haenschen's direction (presum- act against these
As Doyle startled tho bandits
ably Walter Huenschen, the Bruns- proof that liquor had been purthey opened fire on him and he rewick recording laboratory expert), chased on the premises.
turned
It is
their shots promptly.
It was announced that while a
showed .some ultra syncopation, including the continental rage, "Va- temporary order does not directly alleged that one of the shots fired
lencia."
"Lollipops" was an effect- affect the conduct of the places, the at the criminals hit Lyons instead.
ive banjo solo.
new arrangement. If upheld, will
make the management subject to
From WOBS, the Shell Beach Trio contempt
of court proceedings.
GILL
of

gagement on Labor Day.
Axt Re-Signs With Publishers
"Rilly" Axt of the Capitol,
New York, has renewed his contract
for two more years with Rnbblns-

Reducing a

The

John

Phil Romano's

half hour with
his style of syncopation explains why this band was so
popular upstate when broa d ca stin g

Romano and

LEGAL TROUBLES

May

Carry, of Toronto, was named executive officer of the federation.
next convention will be held in Baltimore in May, 1927.

— or. rather a renewed band
WHN from the Roseland ball-

room.

GUSTAV HEM'S TWIN

Rumford, Me.,

W. L. Mayer was retained as international vice-president;
William Kerngood. as secretary; A. T. Brlnton, as treasurer. David A.
president;

band

for broadcasting. Romano has jnnt
returned to the Roseland for another
season.
dancing party under the auspices summer
of St Edward's Council, Knights of
Treasureland Kntertalners
The
Columbus, In the club quarters. are satisfactory, but when thev start
The orchestra win summer at a plugging their Treasureland Homos,
Michigan lake resort.
naively heralded by the "Love Nesf*
rendition. It's a cinch few listen to
their spiel about free bus rides to
Ernie Andrews and his Broad- their Long Island property.
Divorce and Prohibition En- way Troubadours have closed their
Boston engagement The Plttsneld,
If George Olsen's plugging means
gaging Orchestra Man in
Mass., members of the aggregation something, "You Need Someone ts
will play during the summer at Love" should be a hit. It's a home
Two Courts
product and should click as big as
Lake Champlaln.

Troubles never come singly for
Gustav P. Helm, formerly a member of the Boston Symphony Or-

A

F. of M. Annusl Meet, Baltimore
Next
Joseph N. Weber, of New York, was chosen to serve his 27th term as

VARIETY

Berlin Asks for Loos Title
Irving Berlin this week cabled
Edgar Selwyn from London for per-

make "Oontlomen Prefer
PJnrH] "V the title of his new sonfr.

mission to
It

don't advertise

)<

i:;i<iprstoo«l

tli.it

given him permission.

Selwyn has

SILVER BELL
BANJOS

—

Sen Catalog Jur.t Out
THb BACON BANJO CO lac
.

GROTON, CONN.

"
Wednesday,
-

-

May

m
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t6. 1986
-

•
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VARIETY

with the hit Bones from
"Song of the Flame." In which the
prima donna Is featured. The soprano Is assisted by the Russian A» i
Choir and registers well on the wax.

artist

DISK REVIEWS
By ABEL

nlng." -What Good Is tJood Mornmg' r* is the companion piece, also
a distinctive dance tune,
Hallett is back on his New Brgtour and proving" the biggest
| land
itinerant ballroom attraction in that

I

New York

FAGAN'S CABARET
Band man

to Give

Rochester First
Rest Cafe

Rochester, N. T., May 24.
the orchestra leader,
will give Rochester its first real
.. t. mat,.* .nd th. I *»_«£. A.Ojough Byron WanMr
r.vi.w .f n.w r«ord. .( Th«.
cabaret next month when he opens
h..d.)
^u. .r»i.t. on ..eh Ub.< .r. ,roup.d u„d.r .
yen'out
V5T
Ray Fapran's Plantation ln tho old
plans
..u.tatolng
th.
recording
through- «P«*. «nd .toe. U>e 8.v.n
.ale. opportunltle. a. . Gardiner Homestead. Fagan
"u^Sl
VICTOR
out.
a combination country club and
dance music remena« xlp ToeB.. couplet na8 both
A
cabaret
in
A -canned"behind
will
book
cabaret
and
nightly,
audiences
by Psul Whits- Mlaa Rea and Mr Baur wltn ^che,. prestige.
Vand^S
fersnos left
Faperformers from New York.
ultra Jazsltes, while
_____
accompaniment, duetting "Look- really co-operative, with Tom Bran
inin and his
gan's orcheslr. is ln Rochester for
foreign
non
as
its
manager,
and
in
the
*»MMnsj
time
fngagefor a B
j
and Nlghly Night.'
•hroad
in
engagements
tho summer after
Vincent Rixzo and Ms Hotel tyi
the
line-up does Warner name will be eliminated.
BsntsT are *T««tin' Down in Ten- Ajld
(No. well by
All of thjs Is incidental .and PTel- I vani* Orchestra (Philadelphia) are vaudeville and Europe.
"Georgian na"
r,
"Lulu SeHe" and No FoolThe Gardiner Homestead comprises five acres of land and has
21 rooms.
It will be remodeled.
The groundti will be given over to
several tennis wourts. gardens and
«_».v»«
loreign composition, aiso OUiifU lor
Ttf«w Vnrk nnpr^ftA DroducUon
Anera OX tnai umne, wiiu uinrrwliirf lrtn' 00111
com- l_ .
Orleans Owls, from the Hotel Roose- a production—-''Great Temptations" a large parking space, gardens and
Sto Poolin " by Gene Buck and pletes *** l>acl
W_?n*
t>pgvelt,
N.
Y.,
doing
"The
Owl.*
Hoot."
La an interpolation-^and makes a of offering patrons the privileges of
iSamie Hanley. a heritage of Zleg.
__ la local dance hit and well knewn in distinctive d
•"TJi. ..r>_i—
Beach nwm._
Nlanls."
m
a country club without the country
number.
felds Palm Beacn
blossoma forth ss that territory through radio broad
_|
club dues.
The vocal chorus is present in
sax soloist on No. 3060 with 1 CM ting
Peerless
Entertsiners
(Croxboth
The
well
as
on
"
as
Foolin*
0$ o
"Dinah" and "Forever and Ever
ton - Harrison • Csmpbell - Meyer)
..
Sides of the first mentioned Dixie
- ...
lth y
b th melody numbers of
„ now seemingly have Victor's permission
Th# California Ramblers,"
©ouplet. Instrumental^, all are done
fa t ored bv Krueser
In turn
with eonslderabie synco-symphonlc
d.« C e ^LJLtl^ on No back at thelr Pelham Parkway. N. to record elsewhere, this quartet
bearIn
Y
lnn
their
name.
follow- being exclusively signed with Vicproved
past
the
with
Sit on par
£44
!ffe«
Indian tw%-„ _ l>, ln(M «
oners
i^o-naa,
u
an inaian
*
v>i^.i^« are tor.
¥« "ni«*<mn<iv"
-«<i "Tamiaiv
"Tamiaml
"Burgundy" and
In
lng a winter season In Florida,
Wh^temanstandard.
B. A. Rolfe, the orchestra leader,
mptif fox-trot, and "As Long as
back
In the record fold. "Climb the 1 Trail" the Peerless Quartet asserts has aligned with/the Amalgamated
We're In Love," the band leader's Highest Mountain" and "Under Its recording finesse in great style
6* reed
h1
Jssse Cr«^°^» * h >
Vaudeville Exchange on a tentative
solo standW out also,
J ,^ f . flf'^
Ukulele Tree" are typical of the O
his organ stuff pretty in the popular
Original Indiana Five, under Tom arrangement for the production -of
P. school of dansaptatlon.
-Always" and Dinah'* couplet Mr.
ln8tance c f a soloist with
flash and band acts for Amalgawaxes
beaucoup
Morton's
direction,
Crawford dresses the ditties up with
danoe
d eaaaying a ^, lo record
mated routing.
"hot" on No. 40699 with "Pensa
trimInstrumental
considerable
VOCALION
Is Charles Ksley, the sympathetic
cola"
"Hard
Gertie."
and
to
Get
It's a new idea being tried out
inlnga, and sells the pops like a tenor of Abe Lyman's Cslifornia
The Vocalion. ally of the Bruns- This quintet are dance-hall favor- and the conductor of the Palais
symphony.
Orchestra, who offers "After I Say wlck-Balke-Collender products, is ites and are effective with torrid fox
D*Or orchestra has been given space
I'm Sorry" and "Don't Wake Me going after the "hot" recordings on trots on the disks.
in the Amalgamated offices.
Come Wsring's Pennsylvsnisns, up, M both excellent numbers for his a large scale, making Vocalion an
Since Rolfe's advent into the
thethe
movie
of
sheiks
Negro
band,
as
honest-to-gosh
for
Jaszical
Lyman
(outlet
The
voice.
type of
the
JEmerson Gill, back ln Cleveland,
syncopation.
The following have his native stand, recorded "My Bun- Palais D'Or, the Edison recording
atres, and ring up a double score a dance organization) has its opporwith
coupled
Gondola.'*
their
unusual
My
Ridge
been
selected
for
'In
Blue
company
has signed him as the ace
with
tunlties with "There's a
d i e c f Love" and "Rhytlun Rag" in
"Just a Cottage Small," the latter ln My Heart, Virginia," a potential merit ln that field.
Chicago.
Gill, and his Castle of band attraction and contemplates
Being of similar calibre with ln- Paris Orchestra, as they are blllled exploiting him as well as their
the John McCormack ballad sensa- hit song of clever construction. The
strumental treatment, varying only aro consistent dance hits on the records
It makes a. colorful fox- trot melodious "Burgundy" Is the backtion.
on a large scale. Heretowith .the type of number, nothing okeh label and evidence their in
and young Tom Waring'B vocal re- | n gmore need be said about them other strumental skill in this couplet fore, the Thomas A. Edtson, Inc.,
fraln does not mar tho rendition.
has
been
very conservative with
than a recounting of the titles.
Another Waring release. "Someone
anew.
Phil Ohman and Victor Ard«n f
their record business.
Thus No. 1010 has RusselPs Hot
to Love." Is a waltz on No. 20018. the crack pianists who came to pro8ix sizzling with "29th and Dearwith Edward J. McEnelley's Ore hat- duction attention in two Gershwin ^*
Another Chicago entry. Merritt
"'/V^f-^-^ *Q^'^"^i^IV»
trs backing up with the fetching musical*r-"Lady Be Good." of last born" (Jones) and "Sweet Mumtaz,'
Brunies snd HirFrisrs Inn Dsnce
<Jj «S
In the Middle of the Nipht," a dis- season, and "Tip Toes." of current
Band,
click with a novelty dance
S7h?^2rtl? ??mIE
tinctive composition by Billy Rose Offering-have taken a dance band ot
couplet, which has Lew King vocal
h
and Walter Donaldson, which re- unto themselves for novelty rendl- L. ^°,™ e
.T.
^iRvSlST ili h^t Uoloing a chorus. The numbers are
A new Idea for ballrooms Is to bo
posed for two years in the Berlin, tion of coking for a Boy"
tried out by the Alf Wilton office.
Inc-r safe before given a chance.
"
Jack Hern has booked Windsor's
Naturally, the
ralni
Men!
Toe..;
M^ln t£e
Jssk Smith, "the whispering bari- dual keyboard stuff features, but
Vanities," a 19 people unit, carry|
aBe antl
tone'* of radio fame, now in London,
ing two regliiar advance mon and
tho dance version is not made mon
EDISON
warbles a pair of novelties ln "Poor otonous by overplus on the ivories, St. Vitus deflers.
publicity agents to supply to minKing Oliver's Jsxz Band, whose
Msnuel Romsin from vaudeville
Papa" and "Don't Be a Fool You and In truth is a well-balanced
fame has percolated Into white and picture houses Is a new Edi- utes of entertainment for ballrooms,
Smith -is the songster of dance arrangement.
FooL"
again,
hallman's
circles
and
time
son tenor.
His debut entries are split up into two 15 minute Interwhom Art GUlham (Columbia rec_
l»K from Chicago, admits they're sentimental ballads, "I Wish I Had vals, including 'The Capital Oc.....
^
_w.
ord artist and radio, favorite under
Miller, because of his Detroit
Rsy
It"
No.
and
«s
n
on
«g
My Old Girl Back Again," a Yellen- tette," a fashion show with four
the billing "the crooning pianist")
.....
.retreat, has been absent from the 10
_
1007
Ager- Pollack offering that looks like mannequins, showing lingerie and
1 111
1
Qr
!' "
for «ome Ume. However, he
dtoka
M ™° *~
SH3!!S!!!_5Lf
?,.?. !
m#r <(banjo.
n#
# Three Jolly Mlhsrs
7°' another "Wonder What's Become of fashionable gowns, a cabaret -revue,
in
Both work alike,
infrfngement JffSP^/il?
T
^"Anv
comeback
wit^
lw
.
a
P
e
h
cta
th r
Sally," backed up by "Am I Wasting dancing contests, eta
•nMsed /ashlon to piano accom- S' "1 !* T
sftuf?" wnich
wi»te5 spoans
sneaks 21**°^?*
!?JJ &.
Sl
Between enYour stuff,
"Pig V,?
Alley Stomp"
d | g0 fiffjings with
MBtrnMifhiit
hnth can HnM
thAir
My Time On You?" Romain does tertainment periods the
paniment, out bom
noia their
vnr
t>i.,^.m /xf«
]f
maiodv contrast,
contrast. and «dmi„„u...
For melody
for itself.
musicians
"Ridiculous Blurt"
(No. 16269) his stuff well.
own, so £ question of similar bill- 'Sign of the Rose" Is included.
supply tho regular dance music.
with
Blues,"
coupled
and
Minor
"F
ing is comparatively negligible.
."Chicago Back Step" on No. 15271.
The fashion parade Is usually
Jack
Stillmsn's Bsnd, "house" orBen 8eivln, who has been building These, too, are ultra torrid,
chestra, has been prollflcally en- tied up with local merchants.
Qeorge Olssn's frequent oppor
a society rep while at the Century
Sonny Clay's Plsntstion Orch«t- gaged accorded to the following sexTho second unit on tho ballroom
tunlties at Victor recording, made
in tra, with "Plantation Blues" and
night
clubs -firstly
theatre
tet:
in "Somebody's Lonely" and circuit will be Larry RelUy's Allto't^
Parislana, nee -Chicago Breakdown." complete the
**• DaJMment at
Roses,"
featured
ni-SS
Arthur
Fields
Is
1
bori t0T.le *
Irish Frolic, with a similar operat2!!L
JSKl
f ! Che* Fyshor, and now atop the Cen- instrumental offerings.
as the vocal artist on No. 61734.
stoUoned
the Hotel
permanently at71?
tury at the Cafe de Paria— handles
VocaUy (Miss) Tsddy Peters, with "Valencia" and "Lulu Belle" and ing scheme. Both unit; aro now
,l
d
being booked in ballrooms by tho
as
smartly
hla
Utest
Man."
"Georgia
Man"
and
"What
a
J!L-5l!S iL i~
SSSSKrJtr
"For Heaven's Sake" and "BureverThe numbers. "Under the pours forth her African eulogy of gundy"
SSSivfr wLSS^LSS^JISJS.
are the other couplets. All Wilton office.
'If
I Knew I'd certain choice males ss only a "blue
Ukulele
Tree"
and
.1
JSSSi ZPXT
are dsnceable and acceptable St ill
%
£* abundanf e of op£Jf: Find You," both with vocal chor- mama" can express it Of the same man products.
J^iVif?
1
1
U8ea aro smoothly scored for mel- order, Ads Brown, running more to
Geo.
Relieved
!?^..^^
exceptional -^^.T^w!
and ody fOX -trot purposes, the tunes not Spanish sheiks, croons it wickedly
scores in the ^,
'Who
Frank Braidwood, the "Cowboy
"Horses
recordings; for instance, being broken up too much through with "Tla Juana Man," who is glortenor," with Irwin Dash at tho
and maintains a good pace in "She's needless instrumental ad libblng.
ified as being a great "rider" and piano, has an odd way of talking
The New York Supreme Court
a Corn-Fed Indiana Girl," by Fran
always a tonic for her souL Those his fox trot ballads which will
Prey, Eddie Kilfeather and Maestro
lyrics are wows!
This is coupled never do. He lends the impression doesn't think much of Rose Brown's
COL 11 1: OA
Olsen himself, all of the band*
for
successfully
suing
with "Panama Limited Blues," also of being unable to sustain the melo- chances
Frey and Bob Rice, the vocal aces
Another society dance favorite, by Miss Brown, who has a pianoGeorge Brown, musician and drumof the Olaenites, also contribute Mike Msrkel snd his Orchestrs now banjo -reed trio accompanying in- dies, particularly since "After I Say
I'm Sorry" and "But I Do" are mer, for a legal separation. It has
vocally In this smart dance rendi
on the Columbia label, delivers strumen tally.
refused to award temporary all- *
rather lilting.
tion.
On the reverse, Elmer Schoe handily with ^Birdie" and a torrid
On No. 1002 Violet MoCoy with
mony and counsel fees. Mrs. Brown
bel's "Too Bad," a "hot" Jazz classic, back-up
"Black
Joe Tarto's
in
the Dixie Trio admits her "CharlesDave Ksplsn, the piano accom- waited 7 V. years before starting
completes the couplet
Tarto Is Vincent ton Blues" and "South Street Blues."
Horse Stomp."
panist for the Happiness Boys, is suit on an alleged desertion in 1918.
No. 20029 has Olsen doing "The Lopez's bass player, and from the
augmenting his stuff by recording
Girl Friend," the hit number" of the Casa Lopes this stomp has spread
They have an 11 -year-old daughwith his own orchestra for Edison.
musical of that name by Lorcnz around and become a popular dance
ter,
Beatrice.
Brown proved ho
Joe Cdndullo, from the Everglades "Tamiaml Trail" and "Oh You Lulu contributed toward
Hart- Richard Rodgers.
The same number,
her support and
(N. Y.) cafe, Is a Harmony record ffelle" comprise -a couplet, well
vocal trio which has plugged this
that
the
wife
was running a modiste
handled by Kaplan's novelty band.
number on the radio also figure. On
Blossom 8eeleyvr disk comeback newcomer with "Bass Ale Blues,"
shop
successfully.
the reverse, a new Victor band, Sid has her accompanied by dual pianos which is a Memphis Five standard.
Sibyl 8anderson Fagsn, picture
•yonsy's Orchestra, clicks with in "Spanish Shawl" and "Round Candullo clicks with this, snd "The
house whistler and recording" standCould IT I Certainly Could," by Jack About Way to Heaven." Both are Hobo's Prayer" as a backing.
ard, has an ensemble with her in First Ballroom
Tellen-Milton Ager, a brisk dance better known as fox -trots, but lyrlcCradle
and
Song"
Harvey Marburgsr snd his orches- "Alahammy
aumber of not too "blue" order.
| ally appealing, particularly the first,
"Someone to Love." The whistling
In 'Picture
which is seldom voiced around, al- trs are another new dance band on is pleasingly augmented by violin,
Their
"Somebody's
From Detroit, Jean Goldkette and though one of the season's out- Harmony.
Phil Romano and his orchestra,
piano
and
accompaniment.
celesta
Lonely"
and
"Don't
Let
Stand
Me
Orchestra favorably impress standing dance tunes because of Its
Jjis
at the Roseland Ballroom,
New
with "Gimme a Little Kiss" and unusual scoring by Elmer Schoebel, In Your Way" are excellent introYork, are to double Into metropoliEarl Oliver's Jszx Bsbies are com
lonesome and Sorry." The exag- also the composer. The "Heaven" ductory on their behalf.
tan
and
paratlvely
new
the
records.
This
outlying
on
picture
houses.
torated Instrumental osculation is song is frank "lift" on a Negro
Vocally and Inst rumen tally, two Oliver is not to be confused with This is the first time a ballroom
out one of the novelty points In an spiritual.
more new recorders are Will Osk- King Oliver, the colored Jazz expert, band has been enlisted for the firm
cIevep **rangement. The seca ditty
land, tenor, radio prize winner and although Earl's aggregation almost theatres.
ond
is more melodious and
Ted Lewis has four numbers— "the works" at his Chateau Shanley. defy distinction from a native prodRomano has aligned Jockey Fran•••y flowing;.
Vocal choruses also "Drifting and Dreaming," the Ha- and Rubs Bloom,
uct
delivering
"Jig
in
"blues."
piano soloist.
ore included In both.
cesco, night club dancer, for his picwaiian fox-trot, which, if handled
Oakland's "Let's Grow Old To- Walk," a corking Chraleston, Is cou- ture house act.
by a large publisher, would become gether," which he co-authored with pled with the novelty "Horses" (By„
..Hot"
stuff Is the keynote of No. a sensation, and
Irving Berlin's James Brockman
and Ira Schus- ron Gay-Richard A. Whiting), both
W023, which has Fred Hsmm't Chi"Monkey Doodle-Doo" (Cocoanyts") ter, Is not to be confused with the making excellent fox trots. AbeU
FUBLISHIHG
jazzists doing "Sugar Foot comprising one couplet.
"I Found
Abner Greenberg, part time lawBob Nelson song of the same title,
JKonip," a corking "stomp" of ap- a New Baby" and a Byron Gay nov
which
precipitated
yor,
a
squabble
In
and
part
time songwriter, nasi
ent_ Negro creation, which is the|ty, "No," are the other renditions.
55f
the business between Brockman and
Kahn'ft Bookings
now turned part Ume music pubwhyfore of Its excellence as a "hot
"Drifting and Dreaming" has a
lisher.
Under
number. On the back Art Landry's standing offer for $20,000 from a Nelson. The latter's song has since
his nom -de-plume of
The Roger Wolfe Kahn office has
orchestrs has "Slippery Elm" (Boyd larger firm, the present publisher, been taken over by Shaplro-Bers
been spotting dance bands around Ab Green, Greenberg is conducting
Regardless, Oakland's con
center) for an assignment, and this, however, holding on, believing he stein.
his
music
business.
tra-tenor
registers
neatly
with for the summer, under George D.
too, Ir beaucoup
torrid.
Tho
lawyer - songwriter - music
can "make" It himself, as he did "Gone" and "Let's Grow Old."
Lottman's direction.
The choice
with "San," this same firm's last
Rubs Bloom, who has officiated Hotel Rltz-Carlton, Atlantic, City, publisher was at one time using
big dance tune.
as piano accompanist for many disk engagement will have
the
name
of Abbey Oreene, but
pen
a nine-piece
BRUNSWICK
Found a New Baby," by Palmer "names," mostly female recording
Oreen
A wealth of production songs have and"I Williams, Is a follow-up on their artists.
Kahn
band, ueaucd by Abe Effig, has latterly switched to Ab
Is now "canning" his own
as a nom-de-plume,
oeen recorded by Brunswick. Vir- "Everybody Loves My Baby" hit.
this summer, in conjunction with
solo
compositions.
"Soliloquy"
and
••njs R«« and Frsnklyn Baur In solo
"Spring Fever" are his first two and Gus Edwards' revue.
*nd duets, accompanied by Walter
Psul 8pecht, now in England, has very good.
Tho Hollywood Inn, West End,
"Mnechen's Brunswick Hour Or- recorded well up ln advance pendN. J., snd the Winston Inn, Sea
"••trs, are the recording artists. ing his return. "Honey Bunch" and
Msl HsHett's version of "Only Gate. Coney Island, will alpo hold
*lss Rea's soprano, accompanied by "Let's Grow Old Together" (No. 619)
to
* mixed
handles are melody foxes with singing chor- You and Lonely Me" (Jesso Greer- Roger Kahn bands.
chorus,
first
Ray Klages) la corking- The numTjAnd of Romance." from "Castles uses, both well done.
Nat Cbalken has associated himnovelty
ber
Is
possibility,
of
a
hit
the Air," and "I Dare Not Love
J
8end remittance with same
painstakingly self with the Kahn office as a band
and
y ou," from "Princess Flavla," in exKosts makes hor record de- construction,
booker.
snd sddrest
••"ent fashion, her rich soprano but en Columbia as an exclusive scored by Hallett for his "oan

Warner'. ftauM* i rM
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Mgrwfd
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SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION
"VARIETY"
$1—3 Month*

..Weducsday^

-VARIETY
like

HOLLYWOOD BARN

ship

(CHICAGO)

recorded that there Is nothing
a lollipop to establish fellowamong a bunch of strangers.
Neither Miss Lie w la nor her six
red-wigged companiona take themselves seriously. When the occasion
demands they don the most outrageous of burlesque costumes and
do a "nut" number with ease and
spontanity.
As Flo is essentially
a comedienni, the six glrla hit the
humor for 'a majority. A number
particularly appealing waa a comedy song, sung first by Flo I^ewis
und then burlesqued by each of the
It

CABARET REVIEWS
VENETIAN ROOM

tion keeps some of the rosiness out
of the Venetian Room's future, but

SOUTHMOOR HOTEL

has been doing nice business
it
since its recent opening. The south
side has a real ni»?ht place here and
Chicago, May 22.
.«ho lid give it hearty support.
Located in the Southmpor hotel
of cabarets on the
floor with a private enbe attributed to the on the main
trance from the street, the Vene-

(CHICAGO)

The paucity
south side may
numerous chop suey houses which
These Chinese
flood the district
places offer, as an inducement fur
that a cabaeverything
attendance,
ret has with the exception of a door
element Is
younger
the
show. As
not noted for if wealth It naturally
Chinese
inexpensive
the
drifts to
empty
of
scores
while
houses,
dusty.
grow
cabarets
the
tables in
Last summer the Venetian Room
was opened, apparently with ecant
consideration of the strength, of its
opposition, and it flopped with a
thud thaf could be heard throughout
the south side. A mediocre orchestra was its only questionable attraction, so the collapse was inevitable.
More forethought was evidenced at
Its reopening a few weeks ago. The
interior was refurnished to produce

Room

tian

appearance

enhanced

by

subdued

lighting effects.

Lou

Bolton produced the floor
show. It is featured by Flo Lewis
and her Six Redheads. Miss Lewis
was among those stranded in this
city by Al Jolson's sudden decision
to discontinue the Chicago engagement of "Big Boy," and haa been
doing cafe work. She and her girls
separate numbers and are worked
do
floor
show
atmosphere,
a
a class
was added, and a hangup orches- into other bits with the rest of
the
cast.
the
kind
booked
to
produce
tra was
Also,
of music that crowds like.
prices were fixed to conform to the
south side's pocketbook. All these
assets were made known to the
city through an extensive advertising campaign and the people began
to take notice.

The wholesale chop suey competi-

don't realize how much "kid"
the average citizen until
Flo Lewis handing; out
lollipops In one of her numbers. The
customers took them, gazed at them
for a moment, looked guiltily about,
and then went at the candy like a
bunch of eight-year-olds. And be

You

there

you

is in

see

LEADING ORCHESTRAS
DON BESTOR

JO ASTORIA

And

and his

HOTEL ANTILLIA ORCHE8TRA

His Orchestra

Victor Record*

Coraf Gablea, Fla.

Management:
Music Corp. of America
Chicago,

ACE BRIGODE

FRANCIS CRAIG

Hotel Congress, Chicago
Personal Management:

III,

In the Sooth. Ife

and His 14 Virginians

and HIS
Columbia Eeoorde

Joe Fried

ORCHE8TBA
Nashville, T«

DETROIT
I

CHARLES DORNBERGER
and HI8

JEAN GOLDKETTE

ORCHESTRA

Exclusive Victor Artists
Opening- Jane 8 ut Magnificent Signal Ml.
lam, Lookout Mt., Chattanooga* Tena.

Katz

VICTOR RECORDS

MAL HALLETT

& His Kittens

America's Greatest Modern Daaee Lead*

AND

Are Too Rendy Kittens T
"Mwi-o-ew'M!! T«t'a Go

on Broad wax

EARL

And His

Casa Lopez Orchestra

MARK STRAND, NEW YORK

J.

CARPENTER'S

MELODY SEXTET
Club Deauville,

WM. MORRIS

New York

Personal Representative "TAP8,"
1607 Broadway, New York «

NAT MARTIN
"Versatility Plus"

and His

Appearing Indefinitely at

80CIETY NOVELTY

THE KURSAAL

ORCHESTRA

City Island,

New York

CLUB MIRADOR, NEW YORK
Spanlnh and Americnn Dance Musis

SAMSMOLIN'S
md HIS RADIO ORCHESTRA
EAST MARKET GARDENS
AKRON, O.
iiic.<;i:st hit in town

AND

HIS

Rendezvous Orchestra
Kn

—Orplirum

roTil««

Clrcnlt

Wcvkii Muleb:ifli Hotel
KuiihHH City. Mo.
June 7 to July 18, Inclusive
Using; Conn Instruments Exclusively
6

THE SEVEN ACES
HOTEL PEABODY
The South's Finest

JOE THOMAS

dazedly about and then
try girl affair with the redheads •meekly sat down,
Although this,
wishing they were still In 'Kenosha"' directed the attention ot the other
This bunch produces some real en- patrons to the unpleasant commotertainment and ratea high aa a tion, it probably saved them from
cabaret a v tractionwitnessing something worse.
Alfredo a.nd Gladys, reviewed reThe Hollywood Barn is a recent
cently at the Montmartre, are for- addition to Chicago's night haunts.
tunate additions to the show. They Opened April. 1, it has already atare adagio artists of real skill and tracted a sizeable group of devotees.
present a classy routine that hits This building was formerly occuthe spot for eafe orowds. Parsons pied by the Tent Ballroom.
Conand McElroy, two local attractions, version to a cabaret has naturally
harmonize iulte frequently through- made It quite a large place as cabaout the show with plenty of qual- rets go. It is one of those bizarre
ity.
Their voices blend excellently. places, comparable to Bert Kelley's
Lew Jenkins, Juvenile songstar. Stables, which is in the central porcompletes the cast
tion of the city.
Ben Pollack and his Callfornlans
The Interior is decorated to repre(10 men) make up an unusual or- sent a heavily mildewed barn. Large
chestra. There are several forms of splotches and streaks of green and
Jazz music; Paul Whiteman. for in- brown paint are slapped on the
stance, plays cultured Jaxs; Ben rough boards and rafters xo promote
Pollack and his men play instinc- the antique Idea.
Rakes, harness,
tive Jazz.
The musicians under- picture frames, pitchforks and even
stand their music thoroughly and' an old sewing machine are draped
rearrange it to fit their special about haphazardly to carry on the
rhythms. The rearrangement gives atmosphere. Lining the walls are a
unique angles to numbess. An en- series of "stalls." each bearing the
tire chorus was several times car- name of the horse or cow supposed
ried by Ben at the drums with his to have occupied it Tables are cov"fly swatters"; at other times he ered with those rural red-and-whlte
took the lead with eerie vocal mega- checked tablecloths, but the manphoning. To tone down blood pres- agement has concealed the tops
sure the boys inserted a few "sweet" with the customary whits linen.
arrangements .with soft singing Lights covered with orange matechoruses, smoothly executed.
rial and decorated with barnyard
Personnel of this neat aggrega- animals hang from the rafters.
tion is as follows: Oil Rodin, sax, They have even perched an owl with
arranger; Lou Cohen, sax; Reggie flickering green eyes above one of

little success.

An inquiry concerning the whereabouts of the manager brought out
the subtle witticism that he waa
probably back of the barn pitching
•
horseshoes.
Harry Hosford and his Barnstormers (10 pieces), also in overalls and Jumpers, supply the
music
Harry will be remembered as tha
husky pianist in the DeVoe and
Hosford
vaudeville
combination,
Here in the cabaret he not only
directs his orchestra, but also
produces the floor shows. The night the
reviewer waa present Hosford and
his boys were playing restrained
music by request, as the dance floor
was mainly occupied by"Bulky women who preferred non-exertion At
Intervals, however, they broke forth
to show that they had the hot stuff
In stock.
The floor

show

Is

composed

of fly*

ensemble numbers, with intermission specialties. Among the principals are Florence Shubert, Johnny
Ryan. Marlon Kane. Brundage and
Cramer, DeCarlos and Louise, and

Reed

Sisters.

As a comedian Johnny Ryan

8ISTERS

in

the spontaneous clowning that accompanies them makes one feel like
an agent must feel when his prize
act walks off without receiving the

expected acclaim. Florence Shubert,
one of those wistful prima donnas,
reacts favorably to cabaret fares.
She has an agreeable voice and is
not shy on personality.

Soubretting is handled ably by
Marlon Kane. Lots of pep and a
nice kid voice are her valuable assets.
Very good to look at. De
Carlos and Louise, adagio team, appear extremely young, but handle
their routine in an experienced manner. Their ballroom dancing Is exceptionally graceful.
The largeness* of the floor makes
extra
work for Brundage and
.

Goodman,
leader,

bass,

drums.

and Ben Pollack,

Prices are very reasonable in the
Venetian Room. There is? no couvert for the supper show, and a
complete supper is served for Si.
After 8 p. m. an admission charge
of 55 cents is taken on week nights,
or SI on holidays. Food is excellent
for the price, and service is as
efficient as could be desired.
The Venetian Room is Just what
the south side has been needing. Its
success depends on whether it can
survive the opening rounds of
Oriental competition long enough to
get a firm foothold In its territory.
It has already acquired quite a following.
JIal.

^

SMALL'S PARADISE
(HARLEM,

NEW YORK)

New York. May 22.
This
Harlem night club on
Seventh avenue and 135th street
New York, continues aa "the hottost place In town."
If the former
band aggregation waa considered
torrid, the new Willie Gant double
quintet

of

sizzling

Jazzists

PAUL WHITEMAN
Just Published

Whiteman Now Repeals
the Marvelous Story of
HU Success

are

downright scorching.
Their music is irresistible and
defies Immobility when those colored musicians under the affable
Gant's

direction

"sock out"
low-down syncopation.
Word -of- mouth
plrjgtng

made Smalls an
ground.
To see

The Acknowledged King of Jazz
Telia in His Amazina Book—

that

IIow his methods of orchestration
have made him the most so light for
orchestra leader In the world, with

has

all-season playthe "high hats"
mingle with the native steppers is
nothing unusual.
Where formerly
the dance floor was cither all white,
or all black, the races mix and the

permits

for

no

engngemente at fabulous fees.
How he struggled up from obscurity as a member of a small orchestra
in San Francisco to world wide fame.

by the counter balancing of
the Instrumentation one obtains the
"treat art" In Jazs.

class

distinction.

Illustrated.

The succession of colored "blues"
specialists that come out from time
to time makes little difference to

Price $3.00

At Tour Bookseller
or from

the proceedings.
The atmosphere
and the band are the attractions.
The girls merely plug the waits to
give the Jazzists a chance to ease
up, and at that, the boys are going
great guns in the indigo accom-

J.

SEARS & COMPANY, Inc.
New York

H.

40 West 57th 8t.

i

•,-<

What's more, the "take"
reasonable and a good time
had at a nominal sum.

is

very

is

to bo

Abel.

EMERSON
AND

GILL

HIS

"TOPSY AND EVA"

Kit-Cat Club

London

Circuits
Direction!

WILLIAM MORRIS

is

rather hard to swallow. His character songs are done well enough, but

Cramer, male song team. The boys
are forced to push their piano about
the floor and must make several
stops In order that everyone may
Byleth, sax, violin; Wayne Allen, the stalls.
piano, arranger; Al Harris, trumAll waiters are in overalls and hear their intermission specialties.
pet; Harry Green, trumpet; Glen wear bandanas around their necks. They are a friendly pair of chaps,
Miller, trombone, arrainger; John Some go so far as to attempt the
(Continued on page 62)
Kirtzenknabe, banjo, guitar; Harry

SAX.O-TETTE

SOCIETY ORCHESTRA
Bernard Burke

directly upon the wild group. The
rioters stopped dead in their tracks,

26, 192G

with ARCHIE NICHOLSON
Now on Tour with the DUNCAN

PAUL WHITEMAN

Direction

number

IS.

alnk-or-swlm method of stopping those inevitable stag brawls
was witnessed at the Hollywood
Barn. Six men, all at one table and
feeling good, had progressed
all
from a heated argument to pushing
tables, chairs and each other around,
An alert waiter immediately signaled the electrician. That obliging
gentleman flashed a strong "spot"

and a coun- looked

In,

And His

•nil hit

Keith-Orpheum

flapper

worked

May

rural dialect, but with

"All Ten of 'Em"
Columbia Recording Artists
3 1st Week itt

Columbia, San Francisco
Until June 5

MR. AL TUCKER

of course,

paniment.

!

MEMPHIS. TENN.

CHARLEY STRAIGHT

Is,

atmosphere

AL SCHEMBECK

ENTERTAINERS

HIS

ORCHESTRA

PERMANENT ADDRESS: 1a
Mans.
Mrt.: CHARLES SHRIBMAIf

VINCENT LOPEZ

Direction

HIS

Featured for 5 Consecutive Seasons

VICTOR RECORDS

AND

Orchestras

'WHEN YOU'RE AWAY'

Featuring

Her

provided with ample girls in turn.

is

opportunities for attractive furnishings. Although exceptionally roomy
it doesn't have the ballroom atmosphere associated with some of the
bigger places, managing to convey a
sufficient degree of that intimacy
and coziness necessary for a xabaret.
Tall pillars, window balconies, and variously tJ^M drapes
and moldings provide a Venetian

Chicago,

A

May

RETURNING JUNE

1st

TO

THE BAMBOO GARDEN
CLEVELAND,
OHIO

OKKH RECORDS

CONN INSTRUMENTS

CABARETS
THROW MONSY' CAUSES
JAM AT DOVER CLUB
See

Can't

Fifi

Mile.

Boy" Getting

"That

No Choru«
An

* R«™

innovation In restaurant entertainment is, to be inaugurated at
the RitE-Carlton grill, Atlantic City
beginning July 2 by Gus Edwards.
Edwards is of the belief that the
day of the revue of the girly-glrly
type In restaurants of the better

All of It

class has waned and he figures
that a revue composed entirely of
principals will be much more ac"Throw money" is the coin cast ceptable to the patrons of that type
upon the -floor of a sawdust Joint. of place.
With this in mind ho is going to
A bill is also classified as "throw
money" but. as the bill doesn't Inaugurate a sort of a salon in time
tingle when striking the hardwood, with the entertainers seated among
there Is no Joy for the caster who the regular patrons and called upon
may be looking the other way and by a master of ceremonies.

Silly

dooar/i hear

In^rt.

it

"Throw money"

is

side

money,

likewise known as getting it out of
It doesn't go toward or
the sky.
out of the salary and is as pure
gain as anything may be pure In a

sawdust

Joint.

preliminary
to

3c.

As Come On

At the Dover the "throw money"
never exceeds $2.83 any night.
Usually three cents are the come on.
cast by one of the trio. The pennies
as a rule are followed by fives
with the tens (dimes)
(nickels)
afterward and later a stray quarter
if a guy is making a front before

Ben

"Magnolia"—Colored

he Moulin Rouge cafe, was dis- tomorrow (Wednesday).
missed of a charge of assault and
This show, with music by Lucky
Clara Roberta, and book and lyrics by
battery brought by Mrs.
Iarcq, 522 Addison street.
composers,
Alex. Rogers, colored
Mrs. Harcq, who was tried sev- will have Roberts as a principal,
eral months ago for the murder of also his wife, Lena Stanford Robher mother, a&setted that ^Franklin erts,
Virginia
Mason,
Snippy
struck her wiren she interfered with "Wheeler, Percy Coston, Paul Bass,
his beating Yvette Troy, an enter- Wesley Hill and Paul Floyd.
tainer in the cafe.

Twin Oaks

Benson's Job for New
Band and 260 Wires
<

Paris,

A

May

25.

orchestra ceases automatically upon
Its organization.

Henshaw's 30 Days
For Irregular Notes

C.

Los Angeles, May 25.
M. Henshaw, "angel" of the

Liberty
Players,
Pasadena, was
sentenced to 30 days in the jail
of that city when found guilty in
police
court of issuing demand
notes for payment of wages to
aqtors and stage hands when the
notes were not payable at any bank.
The- troupe started in a 4cnt outside the city limits, later moving
into
the Pasadena which they
leased.

Bad business, attachments on the
box office and the resignation of
resulted
in Victor Donald, Betty Thayne and
Too many agents have
Ross Gorman and his orchestra lay- Wendall Wilson, leads, led to disFirst Hermlne Shone had aster,
ing off.
him set for June 6 at the Stanley,
The company closed about two
Philadelphia. Arthur Splzri, who months ago.
claimed an exclusive booking contract for Gorman, became engaged
in a tiff with Miss Shone, resulting
in Gorman's Stanley contract being torn up.

Gorman's Many Agents

CABARETS

Meantime William Morris stepped
in and also booked Gorman for the
Chicago, May 25.
Gorman decided he
With the dismissal of the Oriole Stanley houses.
would lose money on the booking,
indifferent management and absent orchestra from the Edgewater Beach and called it off.
treatment on the part of executives hotel, William Dewey, manager of
The Max Hart office is the latest
were responsible for its fadeaway. the hotel, hired Edgar A. Benson on (up to yesterday) to essay han
a. flat salary basis to organize a
new band for the north shore location.
Benson's connection with the
PARISIAN CABARET
FIVE TOURING

NEW

'Angel'

i

No "hifh yallers" but an out-and
out "strictly brownskin" chorus for
the new all-colored show "MagChicago, May 25.
nolia" that Walter Campbell (white)
Franklin, former manager of places in rehearsal In New York

Dan Blanco, in charge of entertainment at the cafe, U-ts lifted lot
Franklin.
He claimed that Miss
ng Troy was in his hotel room with
William Zelcenof the White Horse him when the assault was supTavern restaurant on West 46th posed to have taken place.
street and a vice-president of the
The RIalto is still chuckling over
ill-fated Twin Oaks restaurant on his testimony.
46th street and Broadway, baa taken
over the Twin Oaks for $900, includ-

exposition Is
elucidate why Mme.
Flfl is miffed over being declared ing all liabilities.
out of the- "throw money", at the
The Oaks is said to represent a
Club Dover, a night club Jocularly $160,000 investment.
presided over by Jimmy Durante.
Twin Oaks Intends to reopen
Eddie Jackson and Lew Clayton, w. shortly. It was doing a fair busi
k. names oh these pages.
ness, but poor service because of

This

requisite

SNAPPY TESTIMONY
TICKLES "THE LOOP"

The Ritx Revue (all colored) from
the Philadelphia night club of that
name was brought intact to New

MEMPHIS

York this week for a week's engagement at the Lafayette -theatre (Harlem).

Among

the

principals

The Memphis Five opened a two
William
Rothstsin
has signed
weeks' engagement at Dreamland
Benson converted his job into a
Park, Newark, this week. The Five Pearl Regay for a limited summer
wholesale business of breaking up
engagement
at his Moulin Rouge
will tour through the parks of
>

small vaudeville theatre, to be
known as the Oell de Paris cabaret,
Once someone threw a is belng^ Inaugurated on the Rue
his girl.
I'Etoile
greenback on the floor but no one de
(Avenue
Wagram),
dared touch it, it looked so new. under the direction of Andrieu, who*
The wise bunch at the Dover didn't already has a chansonnlers' ren
want to be caught with counterfeit dezvous, Caveau Camllle Desmou
money. Later when they had it lins.
•wept up the sweeper discovered It
The opening show comprises a
was a cigar certificate.
short, witty revue by Rene-Cau
Among her many spec-I-al-ties at chois, who holds the lead, with
the Dover Mile. Fifl, the original Betove (humorous pianist). Marc
French, maid from Poland, does a Hely, France Martis and Dorin,
double dance with Ben Gane, a also Stanislas tickling the Ivories
young man at the club who has the
exclusive prtgtage of guarding the
wash room. ^Qtr. Gane organized a
FAMOUS CAFE CLOSED
system for supervising the towels.
Boston, May 25.
His system became so perfect he
The Marliave, last of the Bohad time off. To avoid the help hemian restaurants
and for many
loafing the trio of performers con
years a popular theatrical rendezeluded that Ben should fill in his
vous,
closed
result of the
is
as
a
open time.
licensing board refusing to renew its
Money from 8tr*ngers
license. Isaac Bernstein, proprieEverything to Ben is exclusive, tor, will fight the decision of the
even throw money. When he found board.
that his talent commanded pennies,
The restaurant was opened in
nickels and dimes from total Strang
1882 by M. Marliave, a widely
ers, Ben gave notice that all of the
known French chef.
money thrown at Kim belonged to
him, exclusively, whether the money
hit him or the floor.
Wl 91*111 EFT IN OREGON
No one contested Mr. Gane's self
Portland, Ore, May 25.
asserted rights to the loose change
until Mile. Fifl, the great interHerb WIedoeft, Brunswick record
national star, stood alongside her ing star who has been stationed at
fellow- performer, Ben, and dodged the Cinderella Roof, Los Angeles
the coins with him. As an artiste most of the time, opens May 29
from France-Poland, said Mile. Fifl, here at MoElroy's dance hall.
also known as the long distance
WIedoeft was originally slated for
eater, she Rhould share with Mr. the Liberty theatre but had to canGane their Joint gains. [Although cel owing to the house's previous
Mile. Fifl requests as a personal contract with the University of Calfavor that the word "Joint" not be ifornia Glee Club.
mentioned in connection with her].
Mr. Gane looks at Fifl foolishlike as he picks up the money, is all about he is apt to resent Mile.
stepping on her toes if she starts Fin's remarks, but until he saves up
to bend over.
Through that Mile, enough of the "throw money"
has grown to al'ude to the wash to have his best two front teeth reroom lad as "thai silly boy." Some- paired, Mr. Gane is unconsciously
day when Mr. Gane knows what it ignorant.
Fifi's plea for a joint split Is that
she works equally as hard as her
side-kick, the wash room slicker,
and that she was In the place before

He iwlred about 200 musicians
from the best orchestras in the
country in an attempt to line up the

bands.

cafe, Chicago, opening next week.
Pennsylvania and Ohio following.
Future bookings arranged for
Dreamland Park by Jack Horn of
8am 8temp is again managing
best obtainable.
the Alf Wilton office are Dan Greg- Hunter Island Inn on the Pelham
There is plenty of lure for the ory's Victor Orchestra,
Harvey Parkway, Bronx. It is some years
musicians. Salaries are as high as Marburger's Columbia Orchestra,
since Mr. Stemp left Hunter Island.
$250 and $300 a week in the proposed Oliver Naylor's Victor Orchestra,
He Is one of the best known road
Edgewater aggregation.
Fred Dawson's Orchestra, "Buzz" men around New York. Latterly he
Crawford's Saxo Orchestra, and Lee has been with Susskind's Pelham
Rose Whltehouse Orchestra.
Heath {Marigold) Inn, on the some

PLAINTIFF URGES RELEASE

road.

Benjamin Gertler, stationary store
RENAULT AT SEASHORE
keeper of 198 Bowery, was given a
suspended sentence in the Court of
Atlantic City, May 25.
Special
Sessions
after
pleading
Francis Renault opened last week
guilty to selling indecent pictures at the head of the floor entertainalong Broadway. His freedom was ment at the Martin Cafe, Boardwalk
the result of a recommendation and New York avenue.
made by John S. Sumner, head of
A revue surrounds the imperthe New York Society for the Sup
sonator.
possion of Vice, who caused his ar
Mr. Renault has finished up a
rest.
season of de luxe picture theatre
In his recommendation Mr. Sum- engagements.
ner said he believed Gertler, who
is not a citizen, was unfamiliar with
the law and did not sell the pictures
DISLIKED ENTERTAINMENT
knowing that he was in violation.
William J. Gallagher's Barn Club,
nee Csardi, closed temporarily after
10 days' running time with the place
Davit 8witches Musicians
slated to reopen as the Country
Washington,

May

With

25.

the closing of his Club
Chantecler, Meyer Davis is making
a number of switches In the ranks
of his featured musicians.
Paul Fidelman, leader in the
club, is to vacation until August,

Club.

Gallagher said he was dissatisfied
with the entertainment, hence the
shutdown.

PERSHING INN BURNED

Horace 8perry Healy,

18,

his

of

associate's

Silver Slipper (cabaret).
juvenile, was given a verdict for $1,000 against the Mission-

ary Society of Sales lan Congrega- #
tlon of Westchester, N. Y. The suit
was for injuries received on the
premises when the building was In
erection. Young Healy has another
suit

for

doctor's

bills,

America's

Most
Beautiful
Ball Room
Iran

FrmnclftrlfT

Fifteen

I>ondon

Orchetttra.

Flaying

world's

famous band*
and prima donnun.

He fell in
talent was discovered.
love with the wash room, said Ben,
now that he recognises
his art may put him out of It, he
still prefers the surety of the tip to
the uncertainty of a razz.

and although

CoimmJbus.QAi

my

port.

The Harbor

Inn,

Rockaway Park,

under the management of Ben
Uberall, will open May 27.

L.

I.,

CARAVAN MAY NOT REOPEN
The Caravan Club in New York's
Greenwich Village may not reopen
next season unless the building construction Is radically altered to permit for the necessary exits. The
night club was ordered closed by
the Fire Department for that rea-

SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT

THELMA
Late of "ARTISTS

may

appeal

to

AND MODELS"

and the SILVER SLIPPER, Atlantic City

NOW APPEARING FOR THE SUMMER AT THE

coin."

Fifl

still

Minneapolis, May 21.
will go with Davis to NewPershing Inn, the only Important
Walter Kolk, the soloist
drummer, has been switched to the road house around here, burnrd to son.
Le Paradfs Roof, while Felix So- tho ground last week.
Charles Newman, the Caravan
The fire occurred soveral hours proprietor, may open a new room in
larl, banjoist of the Le Paradis, has
gone to Willow Grove, the new after closing time.
Atlantic City with Jane Gray, his
Sam Heimann's orchestra had hostess- In-chief, as the attraction
Davis venture in Philadelphia. Anbeen providing the entertainment. at the shore place.
thony Morello succeeds Solarl.

when he

"Mile. Fifl, she very smart dame,"
says Mr. Gane," "and she keep on
being smart all I care but that dame
lay off
Mile.

etc.,

pending through Kendler A Goldstein. The boy lost two of his front
teeth and was otherwise damaged.

statement,

that the first dsy he
opened up the Dover Club, he had
to push Fifl out of the doorway to
get In. She seemed such a nice girl
and it was such a cold morning,
8a id Ben, that he allowed her to
remain to get warm, whereupon she
copped a Job as dancer and Ben had
to go to the wash room until his

claiming

son of

Dan Healy,

New York

Ben knew New York was in America.
Mr. Gane disputes the latter
part

are

Doc Strains, Grace Smith, Billy
Andrews. Bessie Brown, Dinah Scott
and Drake and Collins.

the

CAFE MARTIN

ATLANTIC

CITY, N.

J.

French Consul.

PEACOCK^SANDS ORCHESTRA
NOW AT COCONUT GROVE

CAFE, CHICAGO

CABARETS

VARIETY

reason the status qos Is okay with
Drake people they have only to
retain indefinitely the services of
the present seven -piece orchestra.
That will keep the establishment
free of congestion. But If It would
be pleasant to see the grill filled
with customers, a sensible and forward-looking policy would be to
look over the market and grab off a
Irst- class band.

CABARET REVIEWS
(Continued from page 50)

have

nice

and

voices,

willingly

with any song requested.
They do quite a bit of handshaking
as they make their round trip. Another likable team la the Reed Slaters, toe dancing.
Also double as
chorus girls.
The regular chorus la composed
of six girls Ferdie Venn, Viola Le
Masters, Peggy White, Marie Lorraine.
May Hradecky and Betty
Kray. Their most attractive number is an April shower affair, wherein the girls appear in bathing suits
oblige

—

through to the end of October there
will be almost continuous racing at
the Latonla
and Coney Island
trncks, near by.
"Toots" Marshall started as a
dance hall promoter a few years
ago. He la now one of the most
promising showmen hereabouts. The
elaborate place he built in a woods
near Bond Hill cost a pretty penny
and Is being enlarged to care for
growing trade.
Marshall was the first to bring a
name band to Clnc> for dancing and
is now Introducing genuine cabaret.
Rolling.

and rubber-silk raincoats and umbrellas.
Took very well. For an
eye pleaser the number wherein
they display various gowns Is also
good.
An international Charleston
gives the girls a chance to display
some good specialties in native costumes. This number was an effective closer.

Prices are reasonable at the Hollywood Barn. After tho first visit
you are allowed to escape cover

charge during weekdays with a pass
A special midnight supper is featured for $1, but this not
as yet become as popularized as it
probably wilL The location of the
place (on the northwest side) doesn't
make for the best of crowds one
man was actually dancing in his
shirt sleeves still, those who are
there don't mind each other's presfurnished.

—

—

ence.
Nell

Ho ran

John

Murley,

Thomas McCarthy are
ers.

It

looks as

If

-the
they'll

and

managcash

in.

Cincinnati,
J.

"Toots"

May

22.

In-

at his suburban

dancing and dining emporium. Ernie
Young is furnishing the added entertainment, and the Initial program
indicates that he is going to make
a real Job of it There are eight
capable principals and a chorus of
24 girls who lack neither looks nor
pep.
The costuming is rich and
racy.
Accompaniment is provided
by Henry Thies' Orchestra, a favorite band at Castle Farm.
The revue opened indoors Wednesday night. Last night the entire
works were moved outside in Dream
Garden for the summer. Young's
show is booked for 12 weeks.

Changes of program and wardrobe

be made every three week*
The open-air arrangoment has a

will

20-foot stage and a cement space
for further cabaret work and dano
lng. with table accommodations for

over

Spot lights are played
from
and varl-colored electric bulbs are above the chairs of
patrons. Shrubbery and flowers en
hance the attractive setting.
Five revue numbers are staged
In as

1,000.
trees,

many

Nice

floor

show

May

16.

Not as

here.

many persons

involved in the enterpreviously but those
that are rate higher. The talent is
leaded by that feverish team from

tainment aa

vaudeville, Florence

Brady and

Git

Wells. The tail gentleman and the
cute trick sing a wide variety of
'blues," using no other accompaniment, except for the final choruses,
than the well-disciplined ukelele of
Wells.
Friar's Inn plugs them heavily
with the pair seemingly having a
considerable popularity both in and
out of the profession.
With this
cabaret catering to show foiks, and
getting a big early morning play
from entertainers from other cafes
stepping out themselves before going home to bed, an act that Is
known and liked In the profession is

hours, the cabaret start-

looked to be fairly brisk because of
the great number of conventions,
including several big ones (.the Elks,
etc.), that are chalked up.
The

la

cep a good Share

run

in

NEW YORK
Art Studio

Mcrritt
Brunles' 9-orece orchestra \n in the
the boys wearing eye shades,

Alice Rlduor

A Talon

something new. Brunles has a first
rate band which haa been with Mike
Fritzel for a long while and Is the
only thing that haa not changed.
The ensemble consists of six young
gals taken from the Jolsun show,
"Big Boy." by Billy Rankin, when

Colette Lyon
Baft- Harmonists

if

for

some

esoteric

m»na«&r!nl

PIROLLE'S
146

WE*T

46TH 8T„

NEW YORK

.RENOWN KB FOR ITS FRKNCI1 CrTMNK AND PAPTRY
PIROLLK'S 8PK4IAL TADLK D'HOTB DIN N KB fl 1A
dla.1V
SUNDAY FROM It M. TO 9 P. M.
LUNCHEONS

DAILY SPECIAL. DISHES

POPULAR PRIC

Lindsay Rev

B

Waits

Ohv* McClura
Iresa sis

Jos Candulo Bd
Men at. Claw

Ave.

tat

Emll Boreo
Arthur Ball
Gale ft Record
O'Brien Rla
Castilllaa

Helen Leslie
Margie Roes
Jean Carpenter
Les Stevens o«en
Castilllaa

Gladys Sloaas
Beth Pitt
Rig-How ft
Sleepy Hall
Chateau

Oakland
Chateau Band
Will

Ctr**s

Cunningham
Minnie Mae Moore

Cecil

Noel Francis
Doria Dick nana
Lauretta Adams
Dorothea Stanlsy
Marie Salisbury
Marguerite H*liwlg
Crandall Sts
Hilda Alllsoi
I

Ruth Came
LeRoy Smith

JAB
CAM

P.oss

Louise

Kaas

Verona

newspapermen he

charged the newsdealer owing to
lack of evidence.

New Cedar

Rapids Ballroom
Cedar Rapids, la., May 26.

Prank Brookhlser, proprietor of
Dreamland dance pavilion, who
came here three years ago from
Burlington, and has developed tho
hall into one of tho best paying
propositions In this territory, plans a
•

new dance

A

street.

hall on North Third
15-year lease haa been

taken.

The new place
Danceland
square

be known aa
have 9,000

will
will

and

feet.

Cftafr

Robt Berne Oreh
Bobble

Dooley Sis
Ritchie Cra rg.

Dolly Sterling

Tucker's Plays/d
Sophie Tucker
Bd Blklns Bd
Texas Oa4aaa*s

Doaarillo

Florida

Adlsr Well
Florida Bd

A B

Parody Cafe
Phil

Downs

Al

aradya

Pollack's Oreh

Murphy

Stewart Allen
Bronss Melba
Bob O' Link s Oreh Margie Ryan
Bobbls Msrcellns

Hazel Hlcksy
Jean Dare
Flo Bristol
Helen- King

Nena De 8ylv4a
Virginia Sheftell
Tex Arlington

Hollywood
Marlon Kane
Johnny Ryan
Reed 81s

Gladys Mints

Oreh

France Le Mont

Bert

BROOKLYN,

Da * mar

J

Rockwell T«
Walt Windsor Rsv Chas Cornell Rsv
Gladys Burgett*
Buck A Thetia
Eussnts Kara
Ethel Wolfe
Carmenclta
Artie Williamson
Beth Pitt
Mae Russell
Alice Rector
Harry Lasau Bd
M Splelmaa Bd

Andras

A Rasoh

Louise

Mack

Murray

A Wagner

Lucille

B McK night Oreh

Bee Jones

Nsbs Naxworthy

Lowry

Jackie Heller

Bddls Cox
Freda A Pal

Babe Kans

Parody Cafs

Ormond

Russe Revue
Balalaika Bd
Elinor Keara
Balsas C**b
ir$rf atf^lnMvttchf DaTijrDo'aa
Marlon Oast*
••Bubbles"
Druatlla
Fls R»llly
Kendall Cappa
Mir ados
Edith Sbeltoa
Al Sehemheck Bd
Moss A Fontana
Clab Deauvffis
Melody Sis
J Johnson Bd
4 Aces
McAlpla Hotel
( lob Lido
Radio Franks
Chick Endor
Ernie Golden Bd
BlUy Mnnn
Mont* Carl*
George Wales
Jeanette Gllmoro
Tommy Puroall
Bd Kattihiusva Bar
Davla-Akst Oreh
Lionel (Mike) A
Ooiuale'a laa
Masksd Countess
Jsanstts Ollmor*
Maude Russell
Shirley Dahl
Margaret Sims

Williams 81s
Mirth Mask
Margaret Whit*
Carolyn as Le Bass Bernard A Heart
Le Mas A Joelae
Jimmy Ray

Julia Oerrlty

Al

Rsyaolds

Fred Farnhasa
Dolores Allea

B A J Gordoa
Nina Smiley

Flo Lewis
Olive 0*Nell
Wsyas Allea

Broadway Jimmy
A Fuqas

Fairmont' laa
Peggy Heavens
Irene Myers

Sis

Bert

Mary Mnlhert

Tomsoa Twlas
Revo*
B's*l)

Eddie Moras
B Dawa Martha
Dorothy Lans

sw-Ka h u ' s
Helen Borh*
Anita Gray

Schaffer

"Doc" Butler
Helen Grey
Camilla
J

Grseovrleh Vlhigs
Sam Rabla
Jack Ooldstsia
Bsrgstrora Oreh

Ketrham Oreh

Ctah
Carolynns Snoi
Sunburn Jim
Ivy Anderson
Marshall A Psrtls

LawTsnc* F*rd

Ot a h

Chea
Martha Mortal!

H

Dlxls Flslds

B H off ma a Oreh
Vanity Pahr
Auriole Craven

Hoy
P Howard Or*h
Susie

Owsas Oroh

Prise* Nick

S Mitchell
Martha Richie
Mildred Washlngt'n
I Georgia Peaches
Elklns Oreh

Mel Callsh
George Lloyd
Carson A Csi
Iran*

McK Inner

Clair* Leslie
Dave Shell Oreh

MIAMI
Fl
Roof (Jaaet Stoas
Gene Fosdlck Oreh 1 Mario VII an!
Isabel AJlea

ST.

Shirley Buford
Esther Whltlngton Carolya La Rue*
Marigold Gard
Roulette's Oreh
Tina Tweedis
South Sea 8 r*s d*ra Edna Dsal
Kelly's I tables

Johnson

Grace Burk
Jaok White
Golden Inn Oreh

Sidney Reovs
•

Roy Evans

Stables I

Veoietta
Babette

C Straight's Orsa

Anita Gay

Bab* Sherman
Mary Col bora

or.

LOS ANGELES

Jay Mills
Bddls Clifford

Lid* Oreh (B

Rhytbmakers
Ryan

Fantoa

Betty Gil lea
Jimmy Carr Oroa
Bobble Marsellas
Gladys Mints
Martin's Cafs
Clint Wright's Oroh|Fraacls Renaalt

I

L Caldwell Bd

10

Winnie

Paulette La Plerrs

Pop Hunter

BJ-lIat Club
Arthur Swanatroas
L A F Wallaos
Dorothy Dais
Peggy Dolsoa
Alms* Ross

Royce and Lee

Goldra laa
Douglas 81s

Doris Robblna

Valentango

Peplno

Ruth LeClsir*
HcCune Sla
Marvelous Msrlnos Kitty Bird

Slim Qroenieh
Flossie Sturgts

Rev
Jaok Denny Bead

A Dllwortn
A Dil worth
Bobby Kuhn

Peuino

Mack
Deon Mack

Mason
DAG
Kid Murphy

Billy Arnold

Thelma Carlton

SMppsr

Hilda Ferguson

Wslls

Edna Lindsay

Bernadlne de Grave
us Edward.* Oreh

CI

ATLANTIC CITY
Silver

FolUoa Bergere
Evelyn Nesbtt
Deae A Rechsll*
Dorothy Braua

A Brady
The Waltons
Betty Moors

Keyo Namba

noom)

Pearl

Bubbles Shelby

Irene Faer;
A dels Walksr
AJ Raadlsr Oreh

Henri Thertiea

Chapman Oreh
Soathmoor Hotel
(Venetian

Dorothy Bergor*
Hanley Sis

CHICAGO
Larry Vlnosnt
Rick A Snyder
Anrlole Cravsa

Carlos

Frank Libi
Vera Amaaar

N. Y.

Imperial

Cnaancey Grey Bd Owls Oreh
Hath ran
Geo McClellaa
Rath Bttlag
BlUy Adsms
Juan Starr
Bdwsrds
A Dana Mauri* Bhenaaa Or
Abbls Mitchell
Gtaaada Oafs
Freddie Wffse'ston Clifton Crane
Marlon WUklas
A Moore
Spec Otrls
Arils Filer
Johnny Vlgal
Sid Brdmaa
Blue
Blowers
Clarence Robll
Brnls Caldw'U Oreh
Frank CorawsH
Rllda Webb
Crusaders Bd
Alma Smith

*

B

Kitty RelHy

Cms

Clab Paraar
Hale Byers Bd

A

AHHdir

Montss
Rose Wjfaa
Glsdys Blair

Rubps Ksslsr
Mary Lucas
WrlHams 8h»

Frivolity

M arsis

Atkla
Madeline McKensls

Carl Lorraine Oreh

Clint Wright Oreh
A Loots*
Brundags A Kr'mer
Palmer Haass
Billy O'Connell Bd
Ferdie Voaa
Barron Wilkes's J Barnstorms rn Oreh Ernest Bvaas Oo
_Lsjrr . Qrch.
flsxsld
Colorrd Show

T Outaaa Rsv

Mtaaea Laird
Mabel Olssa
Albert Barks

Derothy Deader
Rlohsrd Bennett
Brews A Sedans
Constance Carp'ntss

Comb A

Southmnor
Marque A Marq'tts Flo Lewie

Cits?

Johany* Clare
Bdlth Baboon
Bdaor PrlUlne
Maryland Jar bos
Hslsa Sheperd

Gene Carter
Bessie Moors

0*Conner Sis
Shirley Buford
Martha Martsll
Helen Doyle
David Qulzano

Blake

Flame Moors

Bd Bd wards Bd
8.

Pershing Palace

Jr

O'Rourke
Hope Minor
Viola Cunningham
Cliff

Billy

Alfredo A Gladys
Ben Pollack Oreh

Dancing Daponts
Mabelle Maris
Sol Wagner Oreh

Roth
Diana Hunt

Al

Vanity Clab
Athlons
Margaret Davles
Allen Walker Rev
8 8 Levis t has Bd
Villa Venice
Felham Heath Inn
Loa Rmdermsa Bd Emll Coleman Bd
Waldorf-Astoria
Silver Bllppev
B A L Starbuck
Dolores Farrls
H Leonard Bd
Beryl Halley
Broderlck A Leon White Poodle Clab

Leal Stengel
Pearl Baton

Irwin Sis

Chicago, May 25.
Hotela frequently maintain departrnonls and features of service
for the sake of the prestige and with
no hope of making a profit. That

i

B

Arthur Browa
Bd Joyce
Ren Salvia Bd
Theo Ulesca Oypstsi Frank Prey
Alios Bolton
Casa Lapse
Gsa Olsen Bd
Vincent Lopes

«

Broadway

Brad Mitchell
R Jordan'a Ore a

Cafe da Paras

DRAKE GRILL

WEST 48TH STREE1

Sitters

Ethel Craig
Margaret Hellwlg
Doria DIcktneoB

Bert Frohant
Hazel Lee
Rena Ancella
Dlna Roberta

All these specialties were
very creditable, the chicks winning
on youth and looks, Doris Robblns
leads several of the numbers, also
appearing alone.
Reed and Du there, two boys,

OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT

Ryan

Bert Lewis daft
Bert Lew la

Peggyann Bait
Mary Shaw
Jane Carpenter

tions.**

with dancing. The place can hardly
"off the nut" unless the Intake
on Saturday night, when
formal
Iresa prevails, la prcater than floured.
On week nights It starves
vvith half a dozen oouples the nominal attendance.
A "bur.k ten" gate
Is
assessed.
That doesn't mean
much with 12 or 14 people inside,

Bddla Jackaon
Law Clayton

Inter-State i

DeGage doea a wicked hula announced aa a "Dance of All Na-

-;et

Jimmy Durante

Tony Shayna
Jack Harvey

closed here at the Apollo. They
are very presentable misses, each
doing something on her own as well
aa forming a chorus.
Billy Gerard,
Thelma Roberta,
Peggy Rogers, sing; the Debrow
Sisters sing and dance, and Evelyn

Fair

Batsrtalnsrs
Dover Club

Frankle Meadowe
Morley ft Leader
Flo Shermaa
Joe Carroll

it

A CHOP HOUSE

Gouty

Bddls Worth Bd

Clafc

Harry Dalaon
Myrtle Oordoa

according to Mike Fritzel.
This coincides with general reports
from aroand. Trade, In general, has
been listless the last few weeks.

TAVERN

Edd»e P«irVe
Mildred Hudglhs
Albertin* Pickeas
Jan Syncopators

Ben Olaeer B4

shell,

nkv tTrtil," Wfitrr
operates nightly from ten to two,

Cleft)

Glorious Rev
The Glorlae
Helen Morgan

and pa-

mifrtrt evptrrhT<-1lTe-r>i

Parody Crab
Jos Frisco

Ambassador Grill John Lark In*
Gypsy Byrns
Da Veya A D'Alve Maty Rts*»~M
"Mickey" Ruth
Larry Slry B^d
"Boney" Chadwlck
Miller

20-mlnute

sections, with table singing
tron dancing alternating.

sleuth declared to

saw Kashdin acce p t beta from two
unknown men.
The court dis-

Current Programe In Cabarets and Cities aa Below Listed

expected that all of the cafes
Chicago will stay open over the

The show

nightly

CABARET BILLS

summer, with warm weather trade

Friar's ought to
of this trade.

Its

MOORE

Friar's,

of

the* claaa of

Chicago, May 21.
The Arnold Gardens, a well known
the -orchestra^- lor. there la. jid
roadnouse
Home^ood.
in
IlL. was
>ther apparent factor that could be
bombed early one morning last
blamed. _
John
Vallorltlgara,
the
The orchestra is credited to week.
Tommy Thatcher, evident ay new to owner, refused to discuss the wreckCl.lcagu.
Thatcher la*ar Saxophon- ing of him place, but officials acist; one of two.
The overstresalng credit It to bootleg feudists.
;>f this Instrument standa out at all
No one was In the cabaret at the
Limes. Perhaps the other sax player time
of the explosion.
Is partly responsible, but In general
he numbers sound like a saxophone
solo with an Indiscriminate accomDOTTY
MOVING
paniment. When the saxophone k
Saturday next (May 29), Dint?
not galloping ahead of the rest of
the boys It's the banjo. The lad who Moore and his orchestra will open
exercises his digits on this Instru- at the Kursaal, 656 City Inland avement Is out to register personality. nue at City Island (New York
Me succeeds, but the orchestra If City).
not enhanced by his Individual suc'Dinty has been- at -II unter- Island
^ess.
Inn for a couple of years. He Is
While customers do not pick the
well
known and popular at City
laws one by one they note the gen
oral effect.
The Thatcher orches- I»"*nd, having been there previously,

One of the aweeteat looking aouplause of last night's audience Cin
cinnati's first high-class floor show breta In town la Betty Moore. Betty
Is
not so small, either, but she Is
should be a winner.
In addition to local patronage, the well set up, carries herself like a
million
dollars, and la materially
management is making a strong bid
for the business of motoring parties helped ay the gorgeoua costumes
for miles around. From etrly June she wears. Each outfit Is a gem and
each number a pleasure. She has
vivacity, freshness and looks plus,
and pleasingly absent is the blase
manner acquired at so early an age
by many of the regular cabaret performers.
Betty is not new.
She
haa been around Chi for quite a
spell.
Her singing la okay without
being so much. It's herself that is
the clnsa. She exudes charm.
Business haa been fair only at

EaM

Is

the aurface

No

tra cannot, or, at least, does not,
Betting Evidence
maintain tho standards' expected
from a rita place llks the Drake.
Jacob Kashdin, 46, proprietor of a
They play as boys out to give the
minimum requirements for the newstand at 8*0- 6th avenue and reunion scale. The most Interesting siding at 100 West 44th street wag
thing about them Is how they got Creed in West Bide
Court by magisinto the Drake Grill with Its atmosphere. Its cuisine and Its potential trate Richard P. McKlnlry. He was
following with the awella. and. hay- 'arrested by Detective Ernest Walsh
ing got In, how they hold the lob.
of the West 47th street station on
Hal
the charge of accepting bets.
Walsh seised the newsdealer at
B0ADH0USE BOMBED
44th street and 0th avenue.
Tho

on.

ing at 8 p. m. Margaret Merle Is
prima donna. Wells and Winthrop.
nifty steppers; Mlgnon and Roberts,
clever team, In diversified dancing; hoofed In the galloping breakneck
Hathaway and Baker, a dellghtfu manner of cafe hoofers. Thoy dress
dancing pair, and Eddie Matthews, neatly. Conaiderable versatility, too.
featured whirlwind dancer, are the They do not repeat one routine over
and over on each successive appearunderlines.
Attendance thus far has been near ance, aa frequently observed In
capacity.
Judging from the ap similar cabaret acta.

156-8

On

It is

Marshall has

show

Chicago,

In

(CINCINNATI)
A.

FRIAR'S INN, CHI

The Drake Hotel
Chicago.

dance sessions would appear sure
draws for important trade and that
this trade Is missing must be blamed

an important aaset.

CASTLE FARM
stalled a floor

t*re

vttaW^.^'sl^

tPatrte* Grldlsr

LOUIS
Denny A Jeanette
Bonnie Bell
Lllllaa Bell

WASHINGTON

Chaioaa La
Jack Ooldsn
Frank Sherman
Meyer Davis Oreh Walter Koik
My rt I* Lanslas
The Jennings
Max Lows Bat
Katharine Dairy
Mary Isobel Colb'rr
HI oka Hawallans
Vanity Serenadsrs Chovy Chas* Lak*
Meyer Davis Oreh 8 Tupmsa Oreh
Klrwaa
Jaek Crawf'rd Oreh Virginia Cooper
Wheatoa a Walker
Carl Byal
Aids Ward
LltU* Clab
H Osborn* Oreh Pack -Mills Oreh
PpsaUk VUlasv
Sir Tahax's Arab'ns
Alto Oatss
KH-Kai
B Browa Syaee'a
0*Dona«ll Oreh
Buffalodlans Oreh
li
Mitchell
Otah
Miss B Jacksca
Dora Maugha
Fontaneo
Rosita
Connie Bd
Moulin
G M Carle Oreh
Lew Jenkins
Joe Lewis
Cotton Cta*
Vaude Acts
Swaae*
Mealta Rows*
nun* Gerbsr
L*
ParadU
Lew Paton
Jim Morgan Bd
Eddie Moran
Jay Milla
Moycr Davis Oreh
Meyer Davis Oreh
Lincoln Tavern

RUSSIAN DANCERS SUED

AUSTRALIA

LONDON

BY MANAGER FOR $3,000
Sydney, April 22.
girl presenting a wire and trapeze
Liquidated Damages DemandBusiness Is still remarkable at act over Tivoll time. Recent differhere.
With
ences
theatres
led to a break, with Beno
the
of
most
ed for Breach of Contract
the colder months rapidly approach- again taking up booking with his
Team Left for America
ing the various box-offices should single act. The story has it that
Beno took the girl from the ballet, of
register greater grosses.
The event* of the week was the a revue company playlpg the Fuller
Paris, May 15.
Sydney premiere of Anna Pavlova circuit and taught her the various
Oscar Dufrenne has brought an
The great ar- tricks in the routine. She was fearat Her Majesty's.
tiste scored an overwhelming tri- less and readily risked her limbs- action for $3,600 liquidated damlearning the tricks.
ages against the Russian dancers,
umph.
Laurent NivIkofT is the principal
Smymova and Trlpolltoft, as a reA statement has been given out sult of their dropping out of the
male dancer. He, too, is a wonder.
by the Tivoli management that the
revue at the Concert Mayol April 14,
"White Cargo" is still running at Four Australian Woodchoppers at and Wying for New York, pl*\adJnj»
Show tiow lii nimh present p'-ay.'r.g tfc* •IrcuiS- would illness after dancing in the Mayol
the Royal.
tour South Africa and America. The
week.
act if handled properly in the States show for a couple of months at
should prove a decided novelty. The 200 francs a day (under 97 at the
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" playing with men are corking performers with
present rate of exchange).
success at G. O. H. Show is along the axe and certainly make the. wood
The Russians were already on the
musical lines. Under William Rus- fly. They would need to be handled
high sea, on board the steamer
sell management.
by some astute agent who would
discovered
give the act a proper setting and "France" when Oscar
Renee Kelly has made quite a hit groom the men Into a 'good stage they had suddenly recovered suffiwith "Polly With a Past" at the appearance.
At the present time ciently to travel. The Mayol manCriterion.
they are rather amateurish in stage ager recruited bailiffs In view of
presence due to lack of experience Impounding
but
baggage,
their
So a
everything had been taken.
"No, No, Nanette" is now well in- before the footlights.
- tcr
st-r+*e- &4~tk»-&t-. Jamcsr-Stw!
Ada Reeve has arrived here in courts and a warrant for seizure
Fuller-Ward manness very big.
the best of health. She may shortagement.
TrlpolltofTs
Smyrnova and
of
ly make an appearance at the Tivoli
trunks was sent to the captain of
Lee White and Clay Smith began
the French ship by wireless.
a season in revue at the Palace last
The defendants protested they
MNEMONICIAN FAINTS
week. They have a following here.
were no longer under the jurlsdic
"Keep Smiling" Is the title of a good
Paris, May 8.
tlon of the French court and that
night's entertainment of the frothy
A. Rolan, described as a mnemo
Artists include Rid Beck. technle act, "or the
type.
man who their baggage could not be held for
Lockwood, Edwards and memorizes two newspapers each the payment of the 9,000 francs to
Billee
Sisters,
Fred
Stattler
Hughes,
the captain of the steamer "France"
listed to open at the Em
Moore, Saronova, and a peppy bal- day" was
as ordered In the warrant tele
Scenery not wonderful, but plre last Friday, but when the first
let.
question was put by a member of graphed after ship was on the high

—

m

(Continued from page S)
two young women who were reading an evening paper.
"Oh, look," said one. "Tom Douglas is going to marry Teddle Gerard!*
I record that as a most profound comment on Civilization 1m 192(5.
The 8tsge—end Reality
A few hours later, I was standing outside my fiat in Trafalgar square,
when I met Inspector Nicholls, a detective attached for years to Bow
Street Police Station.
"Where are you now?" said my friend.
"At Deptford." replied Nicholls.
"You should go and see Edgar Wallace's play then," I r plied.
third act is laid at Deptford Police Station, and, as there Is an Inspector
In It, you might almost be the character himself."
"What are you doing at Deptford?" asked my friend, an inquiring

The

crime

reffoTter.

was typical of the hour.
went there today." he said. *I

*

Nicholls' reply
"I only

am

while the strike Is on."
When you regard the theatre in terms like
stages rather bores you.

looking after the docks

this,

what happens on

Its

wonder If Teddle Gerard will be married at Westminister Abbey. I
la to marry Tom Douglas she may as well do the thing properly.
How "News" Goes Round
George* Robey, who is one of the few comedians I know who can walk
around finding humor in real life, told me, on the third day of the strike,
I

she

-

,

uses a small Italian restaurant, had been told by an Italian waiter that
the King and Queen had run away to America.
"Don't be silly," said Morgan.
"I saw it In the bulletin," replied tho waiter.
Thereupon the waiter produced one of the many typewritten nowssheets, which had been reproduced on a multlgraph machine, and pointed
out a line which read "The Majestic left Southampton last night for
New York."
It is in this way that strange stories get around.
Fortunately, however, the cessation of newspapers has prevented tho
appearance In the picture papers photographs of actors Joining up for
police duty and silly actresses singing such songs as "We don't want
dressing, wow.
to lose you; but we think you ought to go."
the audience, Rolan. swooned and
When you Vop the newspapers, you stop all this silly self-advertising,
The plaintiff contends the ship to
Big business at the Tivoli. Rigo- had to be carried away.
automatically.
letto Bros, and the Swanson Sisters
The curtain, was dropped and bo French territory.
So Ml as Klss-Me-Qulck is not singing a patriotic song, this time; nor
opened Monday and made good right after a brief explanation of sudden
Is anybody writing it. or "given the proceeds tp charity" in order to
from the Jump. Clever act. Mills Illness the next act continued the
get
his name In the newspapers. Indeed, we were all allowed to go on
and Innes presented comedy act to program.
Act not classy
just fair results.
doing our duty without the press agents butting In.
still on the Em
Rolan's
name
is
enough for this house. Golda, wire,
I
Lose a Bet to Violet
London, May 15.
Three Melfords gave plre bill but he is not appearing.
acceptable.
I paid Violet Loralne a cheque for $25 the other day.
Wembley Is to come under the
but fair exhibition of dancing. Bob
you
are
going
"Is
it
true
back to the stage?" I said, having heard an
The palaces of
V hammer May 27.
Albright. Btill stopping show assisted
engineering, industry and arts, anc echo of something she remarked at the first night of the new Cochran
by. Efina^. Klnp. anil Jean.. Fischer*. "~
the Btaudlm wITT be" fold. "The "sfffil revue.
Six Patricolas, dandy acrobatics
will definitely deride the future of
"No, I am singing on the wireless tonight for charity." she said. Thai
Good bill.
the place, as to whether it will be is what they heard. That reminds me that I have not seen you elnoo
amuse
housing
trade,
or
utilized
for
(Continued from page 2)
Big business at Fuller's this week.
my last wedding anniversary."
Jim Gerald still big noise with re- lery, pays double and thrice the ment.
On the day of her wedding, I bet her $25 that she would bo back on
Wendllng and Molloy pre- price of seats In the orchestra circle,
vues.
Lorna Pounds. In "Palladium the stage within five years. Hex last wedding anniversary was her fifth.
sented pop musica! act. Veterans of and takes all the smoke of the
lot
getting
a
haa
Pleasures,"
been
Violet
Loralne is one of the few actresses in England worth what"Variety fill first part.
rabble down below. Like caste in of publicity following her marriage ever salary they ask. She was so wonderful on the wireless, they tell
flat
her
result
with
tho
sailor,
to
a
"The Iron Horse" still at Prince the east, smoke unfortunately asTurning" and "Maggie,
her honey- me. that she song "Let the Great Big World Keep
Edward. Finest movie blouse in city, cends: and everyone smokes (save was broken into during
moon trip and a number of wed- Yea Ma," that even those in the studio were compelled to tears. She
ladies of good repute, who never do
run along American lines.
carries
around
with her everylady,
who
great
artiste,
and
great
is
a
a
ding; presents and Jewelry stolen.
If they are natives), Just as every
where evidence of her blg-heartedness. You can bring over all these
"The Phantom of_the Opera" big juu? fails lnla. caalpa., J3sltarv ju?jel1h
Man ago- Jack Haymar>--of tho- 5phieiryj-a^ Belyaias and- *K- tkooe? ba4- Vlotet cou-M -act- the as a U att
"Hfaw af'Ofysfal Falaee''undeF"'t/nrdn" are 50 cents, orchestra seats from Victoria
Palace has secured Elsie tho stage.
Theatres management.
10 to 25 cents. The American com- J an is to play an exclusive engageBunk on tho Wireless
Victoria Palace, beginat
the
ment
munity
in Manila Is about 5,000,
Melbourne
They do talk nonsense on the wireless. The other day James Agate
ning
Juno
7 for three weeks.
English,
about
Spanish,
about
600;
Gilbert-Sullivan Opera Co. began
was reported as saying something about how it was the rich who ruined
at His Majesty's last week. Opened 2.000, and there may be 1.000 to
The Gerald Lawrence season at the theatre. He must have forgotten that his own play, "Blessed Are
Cast includes Charles 1,600 other foreigners of various the Princess opens May 17 with a
to capacity.
the
Rich," was only made possibly because it was backed by a rich man
Whalen, Leo Darton, Sydney Gran- nationalities. The Spanish, some of revival of "Secret Service," under
in Manchester.
ville, James Hay, Lance Fairfax, them, are frugal enough to go down
the direction of Martin Sabine in
Then, a week later, St. John Ervine remarked that "Women should
Strella Wilson, Pattl Russell and below; others, outside the soldiers association with Ida
Molesworth
not be allowed into the theatre until they were 40." A few nights later,
Production under
special chorus.
and sailors, go Into the galleries. and Templar Powell. The modern
supervision Minnie Everett.
I
saw
him with his wife at a first night
cast includes Fay Davis, Madge
"Mercenary Mary" at Princess for They are only about J> per cent of Compton,
James
"You oughtn't to be allowed In this theatre." I said to Mrs. Ervine.
Irvine,
Robin
the city's population, but they are
Fuller-Ward.
If
Carew, Gerald Lawrence.
"If you are under 40, your husband oughtn't to have brought you.
"Lilac Time" finishing run of 15 the cren.m of the theatre trade and
you are over 40, you cannot admit it."
weeks. Guy Bates Post will open In their money represents the real
Palm Beach Club (late Karsino)
Backer
London's
New
"The Bad Man." "Nervous Wreck" profits on a picture run.
at Hampton Court, under the direcHenri Taunay, who lost $50,000 over "Rlkl-Tikl," Intends to have anat Palace.
tion of the Prince's Restaurant, is
"The Admirable Crichton" will be
The other go. You would have thought that one failure like that would have
running woek-end cabaret.
Vaudeville
Dion
the
by
the next production
opening program is practically all been enough, even for a young Dutchman with 1,260,000 dollars. But,
Vaudeville of domestic manufac- American, and consists of Frank no!
Bouclcault Players at King's.
He is going Into management!
Athenaeum.
"Spor( of Kings'' at
ture continues to develop.
Good Masters, Jack Smith, Dodge Sisters
Is there any glory in being asI wonder why backers back shows.
Bijou has following acts: Hunt- talent at the Rlvoll and the Savoy and Terpsichore. This entire cab- sociated with a^ musical comedy? Does it make your heart throb with
ings, Greco an* Keats, Roamona (this latter house* the second -run aret !s also working at Prtaee't-'Oftfp^fderw^
tBe" tfnvettlfig- music -«na"t"rtw punklsu JokeafBros.. Four Kellys, Irvlng's Midhouse of the Lyric company), week days.
Yqu Hjiv# Rut tht Mon#y Up
Tivoli:
gets,
Connolly's Jesters.
They do not use your picture in the paper, at least In England, and
Fantasi, Billy Judge, Ben Nee One, putting on two-a-day between picFollowing on the raid In FebruSundays,
tures,
three-a-day
on
Valentine and Bell, Dollie and Billle,
ary of the Fifty-Fifty Club, a the- lights do not electrify your name. You merely blush unseen—and sign
Fulvio, Van Dock, and Australian Saturdays and fiesta days and bank atrical headquarters controlled by oheques.
holidays. I think I have said it be- Ivor Novello, the club has been
Woodchoppers.
"Woad" Makes Its Heroes Squirm
and will
fore, but shall repeat; great talent struck off the register
Beverley Nichols, the dramatic critic, has really upset certain theNellie Stewart, old time favorite, for a genuine South Sea Island mu- have to suspend activities for six
atrical celebrities by his articles called "Woad," printed In the "Sketch."
will present a special performance sical comedy can be picked
up in months. No disorder or impropri- His adulation of them has made them look ridiculous. He said someof "Sweet Nell of Old Drury" at
ety
was
alleged,
complaint
but
the
Imagine putting on ^such
Opera house this week for Charity. Manila.
was the sale of liquor without a li- thing about how he would like to put a halo over Eddie Marsh, the firstMiss Stewart made her greatest a show in New York with true cense and drinking after permitted nighter! He talked about the bathing pool belonging to the Earl of
Malay dancers, with the unadorned hours. .There was also Imposed a Lathom In his house at Mount-street! His description of the cushions
success here in "Sweet Nell."
youthful beauty of the tropics, the fine of $200 on the club and on
in Ivor Novello's flat was enough to make any ordinary person scream
Leon Gordon, star of "White subtle charm and sinuous grace of each of the four principals and with Jaujjhter.
- Cargo-,-'' taken »«ddonly il-M£st-we««Ji f-tt,^ barc-ftnrr-Jimgtgt
—pHrO^O-oeat*.- What on earth Induced the editor of tho "Sketch" to print this nonwith severe attack of dengue fever,
Some one is overlooking a bet
be
at present rather bad here.
new Theatre Guild is In course sense, no one can understand. The effect on the public mind cannot
when he doesn't Investigate this ofAformation
*
In London, on the lines calculated. •
of that existing in New York. The
Roy Rene, one of the cleverest field.
There is, at the present moment in London, a little gang of backprime mover in the scheme Is Rob- scratchers, who write about each other and ecstaclse in fatuous ways
Jewish comedians in this country,
Frank Goulette, principal owner ert Atkins, formerly producer at the
had to quit cast of "Give and Take"
that make you sick.
here last week through nervous of the Lyric music house, the Lyric Old Vic, whose aim is to form a
Some of the people written about this time have got so cross with
troubles.
Harry Green, star, has film exchange, the Lyric string of society with headquarters at a thenow afraid h e w ill not write about them
— laita*; tho s h e w -w^ owri -ftfo^-Gwo. th f a lflPfetfp- is btt i lr-rar a nHa
at re. (pff^foahly thft Qnrr1&k4, yvhlqr- noor Beverley that they are
will be seen later in "Partners brief business trip but Broadway will produce plays for a run of two at all.
weeks each.
Beverley Nichols, not long ago, was the president of the Oxford Union.
Again" for the same firm.
will
reclaim him soon.
For a
Lord Birkenhead and Lord Asqulth once occupied the same position; so,
soldier of the old "EmPerforming I believe, did Lord Curzon. One became Lord Chancellor, another bereported
the
As
In "Wildflower" in Adelaide this volunteer
week Marie Burke Is featured. This pire Days," Frank has done more Right Society has been Joined by came Prime Minister, the third became Viceroy of India. They didn't
show had a remarkable success here than passing well. He has gath- nearly all the outstanding musical write nonsense of this kind.
two years ago and has been playing ered kale enough to do what he publishing companies. Tho recent
practically ever since.
likes when he likes, so good old U. recruits Include Boosey & Co., Ltd.;
Sons. fort, which took place at the Al- London stage for 20 years, has
S. A., dry as It Is supposed to be, Elkln & Co., Ltd.; Enoch &
Dame Clara Butt Is making her wet as It really seems to be, will Ltd.; B. Feldman & Co.; Francis. hambra, resulted in a net profit of proved so successful at tho Aldwych It haa been decided to exCurwen
Hunter,
Ltd.;
& over $3,000.
Day
J.
&
farewell Australian appearance this
It was
tend Its run indefinitely.
week In Adelaide. She Is assisted see him in future more than Manila. Sons, Ltd.; Keith Prowse & Co..
originally put on for a season of
an
landmark
London
Is
lose
old
to
Music
Co.;
Wright
Lawrence
by her husband, Kennedy Rumford.
Ltd.;
E. C. McCullough, another New J. W. Larway; Joseph William, Ltd. In the shape of Oddenlno's In Re- four weeks.
gent street. One of the most famous
The Don Cossacks Male Choir had Yorker now, made his first million
Charlton Andrew* tho playwright
a good reception at their Australian in Manila. Since getting in touch
The indefatigable Peggy O Nell of Bohemian restaurants, It has for
One 26 years held high position in popu- whoso most recent effort, "Dumb
opening In Adelaide last week. The with Broadway he has put more has cultivated a new habit.
Russians will move to Melbourne millions with It by Judicious back- could hardly find a charKy concert lar favor. Cavallere Auguste Od- Bunny." has been accepted by Anno
shortly.
They are under the man- ing of pictures. Through pictures organized in London without her denlno, the owner, will transfer his Nichols for production, has comname appearing as one of the con- activities to Gattl's In the Strand.
agement of Dan Carroll.
pleted a novel to boar the title of
and other business route?. New York tributors. But now she has gone
"Mrs. Warren's Profession." Bern- 'The Lady of Gesture." It will be
Ben Beno, Amerienn aeriallst, re and ManlTa are more closely linked ono better. She has become a char
published
by McCauley'o
Her last ef ard Shaw's play banned from the
ity concert organizer.
««ntly teamed up with an Australian than any other two American cities,
,
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ALDRIDGE, 'HUMAN

PHILLY ALL SET FOR SESQUl

FIX

INSIDE STUFF
ON THE OUTSIDE

SHOT BY 'STOOL PIGEON'

BUT ACCOMMODATIONS LIMITED

Maze

—
—

Philadelphia,

May

25.

SeflQUi-cfintennJnl
Philadelphia '«
International Exposition, aimed to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of
American Independence, will open
next Monday (May 31), according to
officials
In charge of the work,
which has transformed a swamp at
the southern end of Broad street
into a thriving city. The exposition
grounds will be 76 per cent completed on the day of sesqui's opening, and will be entirely finished by
July 1.
The .aeaojui -grounds take wp.UQ.QQ,
They contain buildings
acres.
covering from one to eight acres,
ill erected in less than 300 working
day*.
A stadium, to seat 100,000,
has been virtually completed, where
.

games and pageants

athletic
held.

will

be

Exhibits valued at $50,000,000 will
be exhibited at the sesqul Great
Britain's exhibit of uncut rubies
alone being valued at $10,000,000.
Japan, Denmark, Spain and Holland also have feature exhibits.
A Venetian canal, reproduction of
the Taj -Mahal and faithful replicas
of various houses and places made
famous in the revolution are among
*
the features.
The New York sesqul-centennlal
committee, headed by Goorge Gordon Battle, broke, ground for the
New York state building yesterday.
It will be completed by July 4, according to-the official statement.
There will be three fireworks
spectacles staged at the sesqul
grounds during the summer, a historical 'pageant, In which patriotic
socitles and school children will
take part, and a big spectacle.
"Freedom." staged by R. H. Burn-

—

side.

Coincidental with the opening of
the sesqul, the Shrlners' convention
gets under way, bringing a million
or more people to the city, accord-•
-to es timate* .
-

New

The new
for

North

the reconstruction and enlargement
of Gala Park, has failed to materialdue to a difference between
ise,
Samuel Goldstein, promoter, and his
backers.
Despite failure of the park ven-

Uirt.-Koxth, Reach; _ oiy rathfT», the.
north end of the section Is functioning with several rides and other
midway attractions spotted along the
line.
Most of the amusements are
at the far end of the beach in close
proximity to the terminal where
the Brooklyn cars come in.
The dance halls get the greater
play of the concessions, with four
no-gate dance pavilions currently in
operation and at least as many
others to open later.
The 'few rides spotted and already
under way have been doing nothing
to brag about save a slight flurry oh
the week-ends and with the caroussels and tunnel rides getting
the major play.
The beach thus far Is lighter than
fn previous years In number of concessions. High rentals without sufficent encouragement are said to be
responsible, with concessionaires of
the seasoned vat iety shying at making a heavy investment for such lo.
cations as are available.
Few of the locals have patronised
the beach for the past two years,
most having been fed up on the
same routine routes and stores, and
seemingly displaying preference for
other recreation centers.
North Beach has been staging a
comeback for the past two seasons,
but thus far has not gotten beyond

—

.

of .AJV. uoJLimlijpjl numhex..jo£
sight seers.

centennial

Accordingly the Broadway theatres anticipate
some unexpected
trade during the summer. It may
keep open more legit theatres than
have been eHtimntcri.

Sesqui's Press Agents
Slim

Severance Is handling the
press work for the Se*«qul -centennial
Exposition in New York City, Garret
Cupp in Chicago, and Theodore
Mitohell in Philadelphia.
They are also doing the publicity
for "Freedom," the monster pageant
which is to be a feature of the Centennial staged by R. H. Burnside
at the Municipal Stadium, Philadelphia.

.

Colored Carnival

Men

Held by Wash. Police
1

a8hIn

0n

Ma

25
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,* !f
^,
and
h o c^im
the wild west concession of the
Johnny Jones shows, recently showing here.
'

"Dude Ranches" Increasing
"Dude ranches" in the west are showing an increase, both
and popularity judging from the preparations being made
the western states in exploiting these "ranches." There are

In
In

numbers
some of
them

30 of

alone in Colorado with the largest covering 30,000 acres of ground.

_ 1* ajldlllM JQ^
providing

full

*****

pack

outfits for the "tenderfoot" tourists

are_

^'ranches;;

from the east

and south.

The parents of the Rieffanch sisters sailed for Vienna last week, but
the girls will remain on this side. They are appearing in the RinglingBarnum circus, as previously. The father has m been mentally 111 for
some

time.

—

third.

Eddie Durant was her

first,

Mrs.

Jersey Park Opposition;

Then,
told the sheriff.'
Long,
after a divorce, came Tom
Section
whom the courts now seek for child
About a year ago she
desertion.
met Aldridge at Kansas City, but
With the establishment of several
when she came here and he failed
new parks this season in the Northto write, she "took up" with Ponurko after he advanced some $250 ern New Jersey district the season
for her to secure a divorce from presages
heavy opposition and

Chester Park Passn

Ponurko

K

Astute
for supremacy.
8t ruggle
w
opinion that,
rshowmen are ofm »the
i_
next week.
Her suggestion that Ponurko al- the section Is over-parked.
low Aldridge to reimburse him and
Palisades and Olympic parks are
that he step but In favor of the re- established- and will not be noticeturned lover "burned him up," ably affected by the other resorts.
prompting the shooting, Ponurko
Grand
View,
Stngae,
N. J.,
stated.
launched last year and showing
Installments
profit on its first season, has reBesides, Aldridge was rhort of opened, drawing from Paterson and
funds. He Offered his $25 suit case nearby towns.
Oreste Devanney'a
as partial payment of the $250 new park outside of Paterson schedwhich Ponurko had spent on his 20- uled for opening In two weeks, may
year-old wife, and promised to ret cut in. So will a new one at
the reel M. 4he__inoA«x_ agon*
JlxnoJv IL_J.
All these negotiations Irritated the
A survey of the currently opernewly-wed husband, whose sols oc- ating parks shows little differentiacupation Is buying boose for other tion from the general line-up of
fellows prohibition
He previous years except wider popuagent.
walked into the bath room, got hlj larity for the corn game, a grind
gun, and, stepping out again, flred affair that clicked heavy on tho
three shots without saying a word fairs last autumn.
to his victim.
Two bullets lodged
Tho "Bingo" version of the corn
in Aldrldge's head and another in game is most in demand by conceshis leg.
sionaires.
It
worked through
Is
Charges against Ponurko await draw checks and with the first
the death or recovery of Aldridge, player spelling out Bingo as per inalthough the latter seems improb- structions getting the prize.
Mrs. Ponurko is being held
able.
as a material witness.
One more divorce for her will be
FAIRS
enough, she irsists, making repeated Inquiries as to whether or not
Aldridge will live.

and they were married the /.

S

.

.

.
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DATES FOR M-K

Kansas City, May 26.
The program for the nine horse

associations forming the
Missouri-Kansas Grand Racing CirPrivilege cuit, has been announced by W. D.

racing

Utah State Fair Depends

Op Horse Race

Salt Lake City, May 25.
Because the State Fair Associais anxious to And out where it
stands on the horse racing privilege
so that it may make or abandon
plans for the fall meet, the hearing
on the application of the Utah
State Fair Association against the
iSaTTXaTTelTra^
injunction has been set forward to
May 27, according to an order on
tered by the Supreme Court.
The case was brought by the fair
association seeking to enjoin tho

tion

commission

from

interfering
with the
wltn
tne holding of racing meets at
"Ti re
at e fair

^

m

Open 2 Days Weekly

Over-Parked

The divorce was obtained

Long.

May*

city

'S
?A
f
mTw
t^^reenwitn
Th« woi

Ponurkos' rooms, the husband open,
ing fire on Aldridge without warning as he sat in the kitchen visiting with the newly married couple
After surrendering to officers,
Ponurko told the authorities that he
was driven to the deed by his wife's
confession that she tore-fl- Aldridge
most and married him (Ponurko)
the week before only because she
was broke and because Aldridge
had failed to write to her, as he had
promised.
The stunt performer arrived here
from Kansas City, Mo., only a few
days ago, unaware that his sweetheart had taken another mate her

.

ppuni?stng~ predictions:

nothing new so why
While Atlantic City wlU benefit Include
notation of location in the
from- -the—sesqul- exposition^ Nwv
dally reportsY
York also expects a large quota.

Jfifi.0 Ye.

"By permitting wheels and other no-gimmick

Said one such manager:

.

seen so many of them since -spring
came that its

.

to operate.
25.

StKr

Off-Light

department stores and the Chamber Must have come in on rubber heels
of Commerce have been working for and most went out
in the same way.
several months to arrange for rooms
This burg is the carnival man's
In private homes for the expected paradise these
days, one of the few
horde of visitors, and several reg- with easy legislation that
lets them
istration booths, one in the City In without
license fee so long as
Hall, have been erected for this they
don't carry shows.
purpose.
After all these years somebody
It Is understood that hotels in
recently found out something was
Camden; Norrlstown, Trenton and wrong with the present
legislation.
other nearby cities and towns have Now there's
a bill up that will exact
been booked solid, while Atlantic license fees
when passed but noCity and the shore resorts are al- body
knows when.
ready flooded with reservations.
This Quaker burg is soft pickings
The sesqul grounds are available for the small outfits.
No embargo
only by surface cars and buses, the on wheels
or open gambling. How
projected South Broad street sub- eould
there be when the cops don't
way never having become a reality. know they're
in.
Probably the
Railroads are not running spurs
coppers patrol Ing the distant points
down in that part of the city. For whore the
carnivals set up have
this reason, traffic Jams are likely.

'

Des Moines, May

Tim Ponurko,

North Beach Park

PHHIY'S "SOFT"

Nearly all of the centennial visitors will have stop-over privileges
on round trip tickets, and thoy will
not
lleve a stay at Philly is complete without seeing New York.
New York may be the real ob-

Chorus
Cause

"stool pigeon" for Joints to work these officials would really be doing the right thing by
federal prohibition agents, is being their people. On a wheel the operator has percentage to work on and
hate for the shooting of that's aU he needs.- With- all c hanc es- acid-, «om*hody is bound to win
Jield
on each turn of the wheeL The operator does more business and faster
Grover Aldridge, "human fly" perbusiness because he hands out merchandise every time.
former of Atlantlo City, N. J.,
"When we strike a spot where wheels can't operate. It is only natural
sw<5y;tJivr4i#.w.7X MtSw^f pp*e
i ftttttw
what the wheel operators turn-tw the commonly-styled sklU or science
Ponurko, the former's chorus girlBiz
games. Their play Is muoh smaller and they have to take advantage of
wife.
Hospital
attendants
say
There have been so many carnivals on the road in
their sure end.
Aldridge has a slight chanoe to rerecent years that the public is pretty well wised up on where they can
cover.
amusement park venture
a chance, unless the operator wants them
The 'shooting occurred in the win and where they haven't
Beach ^ L. I., calling for
to get a prise merely as a ballyhoo for the onlooker."

Hotels Crowded
Newspapers here have been publishing stories to the effect that
there are plenty of hotel and boarding house accommodations, but this
1? not the case, as all the hotel peoPhiladelphia, May 25.
ple report capacity after June 1.
Philly hangs up* a new record as
Rates, especially in some of the the world'avtlarb hideaway!
small hostelrles, generally cater
Sixteen carnivals in town last
ins more to the apartment local week.
Neither
the police
nor
trade, hare been boosted.
The big Mayor's office knew they were there.

-

Managers of soma carnivals say that even though they permit grift
on their midways, such as swingers, spindles, pop-'em-in buckets, roll
downs and bis; torn oats, the fault Is not entirely theirs. They place
the blame on officials who conscientiously believe they are protecting
the public by not allowing wheels and other so-called gambling games

—Former
Girl

Big 150th Centennial Opens May 31 Everything in
Surrounding
Buildings Complete by July 1
Towns and Cities Receiving Reservation Requests

Conscientious Officials

of Triangular Love Af-

fairs

^mm^m-^r^:^
1

Cincinnati,

Chester Park, popular
sort for

many

May

26.

summer

re*
years, is operating

only on Saturdays,

Sundays and

holidays this season.
In pre-Volstead days a flourishing
bar business was done at Chester
and a club house and a cabaret were
In late years
profitable features.
the automobile has further decreased business for this park, on
the* outskirts of town.
The lease on the property soon
expires, and it is understood the
site will be taken over for manufacturing purposes.
The newly opened Calico Cat.
dansant at Beechmont and Union
Levee, in tho Bast End, Is operated
by the Beechmont Amusement Co.
It has Charles Weiskopf, son of a
vevrctcd mttHonfc.ire, -as manager Itoperates nightly except Monday.

The

floor

couples.
A
tained and

each dance.

Noah
tive,

WLW

accommodates

500

is mainpay 10 cents
Refreshments are sold.

26 -cent gate

couples

Schechter, press representaarranged with Station
music pro-

has

to broadcast the

grams.

"Treasure Island" Big

Pageant at 'Frisco
San Francisco, May 25.
There will be 150 actors participating In "Treasure Island" the
pageant-spectacle which the San
Francisco Elks are to stage here
for a week beginning May 31 in the
Civic Auditorium in honor of tHeTr
golden Jubilee.
The big show Is being handled by
W. F. Hamilton, responsible for the
story and the features. E. M. Caldwell is staging the show aided by

f
Smith, secretary.
Meets have been so arranged that
there is almost an Inclusive program Victorine.
from July 13 to Sept. 17, with short
"Treasure Island" is to open with
shipping Jumps between each of the a prolog, the scene laid 100 years
meetings.
ago. depicting the burial of pirateThe association making* up the treasure.
It
will
then proceed
Missouri-Kansas circuit with their through the years up to the present
dates are:
day.
Kansas City- Smith ville fair, July
Side attractions also, such as
fair at "Car- j-gp'Or Cs Arid Travel exhlbitsT anTmaTs
thage, August 3-6; Lafayette county and real Indians.
fair at Hlgglnsville, August 10-13;
Missouri state fair at Hamilton,
August 20-24-27; Grundy county
for
fair at Trenton, August 31-SeptemFor the Sesqul-Centennlal Exber 3; Linn county fair at Brookposition, Director J. C. Asbury is
Meld, August
31Augufft 31-September
4; North
,tsvlng to get an upjjsnnl rsxd,.*fl.
-J^t^i- hrtrtctSeptember 7-10, and the Kansas free draw the colored folks.
It Is the
famous 9th Calvary
state fair at Topeka, September

Colored Band

Expo

•^^r^tiranrr

13-17.

Band, designated as General Persh-

With the exception of the Grundy ing's own band in war days.
This colored musical outfit cannot
county fair
Smith, measuring a good six feet
The Crown Prince of Sweden, whose datesand the Linn county fair appear at the Philadelphia exposiarc the same, the forand with all the trappings of the who will visit the U. S. this sum
mer
with a mixed program and the tion unless permission is" granted
cowboy, claims to have done the mer, will spend three days at
-latter with an exclusive running by the Secretary of War.
bull-dogging bit in the wild west, Worcester, Mass.. and nearby points
race program, the dates are arwhile Jones says lie worked with the at the Invitation of the Swedish
ranged to transpire consecutively.
stock.
Federations of New England.
STOCK AT DIETERS LAKE
The Ozark fatr at Carthage tops
The police charge that the two
To celebrate the event a three
For the first time In years Meyers
men were Implicated In recent rob- days' outdoors entertainment will the list with purses with two stake
races of $6,000 each; twe foe $1,600, Lake Park, Canton, Ohio, is to have
beries of several telephone boxes be held
in
the Worcester fair and two for $1,000.
a stock company as its main sumhere>
grounds. Carl Freilln is in chargf
The Kansas -Clty-Smithville fair, mer feature. Charles K. Brown,
on behnlf of the organizations.
the junior member of the circuit, Youngstown, O., has leased the theVariety's Washington correspondA rodeo, outdoor vaudeville show, offers four $2,000 stake races.
atre there and installs a rep com*
ent, when visiting the Jonos outfit, auto polo and auto racer,
h ive '»ecn
The harness races will be con- p*ny May 29.
noted that the bull-dogging WHS arranged for through the
Wirth and ducted under the rules of the HarHeretofore vaudeville and musical
done by a colored man.
Humid oftlce.

Affair for

Crown Prince

.

ness Horse asoclation.

tabs have been the policv

-

-

O- U* T- D-
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VARIETY

FORM BODY CLOSED PARK SUNDAY ROY BATES JUST
KEYSTONE EXPO. SHOWS
A HARRYING MAN
Washington, May
TO REMOVE LOCAL SNAGS
North Philadelphia, May

CIRCUS FANS

26.

National Association Meets at

—200

Capital

—

Members

Elects Officers
Washington,

<ft

May

•

25.

The Circus Fans' Association of

r

was

j^j^nerlca

officially

organized

week and now has close
members scattered through-

h*re last

i

to 200

out the United States.

Karl

Kar Knecht (Courier-Jour-

EvansvllJe, Ind., Is continuing
a* Secretary while Marshall L. King,
of this city, was elected president
and Robert P. Johnston. Concord,
N. H., vice president. Each of these
officials had his office made "official" aftor the executive organization meeting here.
The association is composed of
those interested in circuses as lay*men and aim to correct conditions
in their respective localities that
prove.* fca; dtjvwmw.e-- 4eIfatfl
tented attractions.
nal)

i

'

<

—

—

—

Rotary International

At Denver June 14
Denver,

May

26.

When the Rotary International is
held bera June 14. and between. 1Q.000 and 12,000 visitors will be here.
pageant and wild west

A spectacular
will be

among

the features.

The pageant will be held In the
Denver University Stadium while
the rough riding show will be staged
Overland park.
some
In the International
nations will be represented.
in

Circus Acts at

85

Luna

The current circus act at Luna
Coney Island, are Dan
Park,
Darragh and elephants, Mme. Bedinl
and high scnool horse, "Jake" (unridable mule), Sid Victor and foot-

5-

ball playing ponies, Carlson Sisters
(aerialists), Randow Trio, Elizabeth
Roderick (vocalist, with band) and

(.

Eugene Randow, clown.
Luna Park is managed by Eugene
with Wells Hawks
Dandling general publicity.

Jarvls,

again

Fressley Fiesta's Mgr.
Santa Barbara, May 26.
Charles E. Pressley has been appointed manager of the Santa Barbara Old Spanish Days Fiesta to be
given here Aug. 26-28.

According to

officials,

this

city

will be fully reconstructed after the
earthquake last year by that time.
Full moon dates were selected for

the celebration.

Charlie Martin's Mother

Sent to Relief

Home

San Francisco. May

22.

Arlington Beach, an amusement
San Francisco, May 25.
park just across the Highway bridge
Roy Bates, wild animal trainer
in Virginia from the Capital, was
for
Kingling-Barnum
Circus, was
forced to stop all riding devices,
such as the whip, roller coaster, etc., made the defendant in a suit for
on Sunday last on orders from Com- divorce filed here last week by Mrs.
Margaret A. Bates, who charged
monwealth Attorney Gloth.
The park manager, Lloyd Schaef- that her husband made training
fer, was ordered to appear in court wild animals a business and coltoday for violating the Virginia lecting wives a hobby. She charged
Sunday closing laws. The case was specifically that when she married
postponed, du- to the friability of -him he already had a wife and that
Officer Burke, who made the ar- since she left him he acquired a
rest, to appear against blm on the third without bothering to get rid
of his second.
blue law charge.
Mrs. Bates is a trained nurse
Bathing is the Only feature that la
and says she met the citcus man
to be permitted under the blue law.
when he was a patient in a Utlca,
N. Y„ hospital.

55'

25.

Mrs. Sophie Martin, 70, has gone
This outfit looks as though It has
to the Relief Home to spend the
had a tough winter. The equipment remainder of her duys. hoping
some
Is in bad -shape, with the ride platword will be received from her son,
forms, especially The Whip, sorely Charles, believed to be with a
"
In need of carpenter attention, and circus.
Mrs. Martin's last letter from the
the rides in general sorely needing
those
on
According to
repainting.
boy was written June 19, 1922. He
the lot here when reviewed the show then said he was quitting the 'show
is getting other tough breaks.
business.
The name of the show
This is its third week around
Quakertown and its second locution. was not given in the letter.
Illness
and
Jack of^unds r»oiil**d
Concessionaires c1<i!m th<y .lumf-cd
from bad to worse, although admit- in Mrs. Martin being brought to
ting that the former suot was noth- the San Francisco Hospital where
ing to write home about.
she was persuaded the Home was
Th« Kiy.stone Shows is a 10- car the beet p!nee for her.
gilly outfit operated by Sam Mechanic and Max Gruberg, whom
their employees never miss a chance
WILLS, CLOWN, INSANE?
in referring to as "promising young
men," with the accent on tho promWonders' Tip Top Shows
ise.
Some of the hired help tell Deemed Twico Sane, WilJ Be Again
stories that better Mclntyre and
Tried
about the trouper who
(For current week (May 24) when Heath's yarn
them away from their job
weaned
Philadelphia, May 21.
Los
not otherwise indicated)
Angeles, May 25.
a livery stable. These boys clulm
This 20- car outfit is operated by
Alabama Amua. Co., Eminence, in
Harry Wills, who says he is a
they are seeing the world but little
William Wunders and Tom Hassan. Ky.
With this outfit one can hardly former Barnum- Bailey circus clown.
else.
Second year under the present
Alamo Expo., Raton, N. M.
blame them for their point of view. Is staging a regular world's series
amalgamation, „although still opO. J. Bach, Troy, N. Y.
_,_
*i
r
^
Double Bad Breaks
with the local lunacy commission
Th.el_ Uv**--^
Stow*, F«
'
"-Bart -sniir to<*rjr.a'..'.<r mar innr
and from all appearances he will
phow Is repprtei as bavin* cfeaned clayt Mor Desioge, Mo.,
31.
tougher breaks in the past two years win as he has copped two games
up in Florida last winter. A walk
Bernard I Expo., Trinidad, Col.
but still optimistic In pursuit of straight and
around will convince why it should.
must win the third to
Bon Ton Shows, Philadelphia.
Lady Luck and a comeback. Two
Everything is spic and span. EquipWills was originally ar8. W. Brundage, East Mollne, 111. 'years ago Sam operated a 20 -car be free.
ment and rides have been freshly
rested
in
Buck's Enipire, Newark, N. J.
Wright
act liquor violashow and dropped a fortune bepainted since the Florida trip, and
Campbell, Muskegon, Mich.
tween bad breaks and bad locations. tions, Relatives had him declared
the general cleanliness which obCapital Am us. Co., Stanley, Wis.
All he has In the way of mementoes Insane to shield him from a jail
tains
throughout reflects credit
Coleman Bros. Shows, New Bri- Is the present outfit of four rides sentence. Wills turned right around
upon the show's operators.
Conn.
and 36 concession stands. The lat- and exclaimed in no uncertain tones
For a carnival of its size it lacks tain,
Conklln ft Garrett, Kamlooks, B. ter equipment Is as weatherbeaten that
nothing in the way of diversified
he was not^ nutty^ _
G., C&aada; as- the rides. Tke latter -are a- W-i^p.
entertainment, such as la generally
A series of skirmishes' w ith Juries
Copper State Shows, Winslaw, Dangler, Carrousel and Ferris Wheel.
demanded of a carnival midway Ariz.
and
the lunacy commission folNo shows are carried on the outfit.
and *haa consequently been getting
Corey Greater Shows, Portage,
The concessions run the usual lowed. First the commission held
the money here playing under an
with
a hearing and sent him to Patton,
gamut, from darts to wheels,
auspices tie-up with the Christ Pa.; Soutnfork. Pa., SI.
all brands of merchandise passed the local asylum.
Dehnbert Expo., Cincinnati, 29.
Then Wills apGreek Catholic Church and spotted
De Kreko, Harvey, I1L; Blue Is- out for prizes.
pealed and a jury trial was ordered.
at 24th street and Snyder avenue.
its present location at Fifth The clown
At
land,
*1.
UU
had no difficulty in conThe outfit carries five rides, IS
Diamond Jubilee, Ban Leandre, and Wyoming streets it has any- vincing the 12 Jurors. He was deshows and 40 concessions, the latthing but a likely spot to get any
ter mostly star wheels worked legit- CaL
clared
sane.
.paosSy. Even the taxi drivers can't
Dixieland Shows, Lincoln, Dl.
imately on merchandise with money
Sent back to the county Jail it Is
Dodsoa's World's Fair, Evans "miir the !ot, and people as close at
play taboo. Stands ail reported dohand as three blocks didn't know said he ran amuck and had to he
ing well on legitimate play. Wun- ville. Ind.
the show was there. No billing pf transferred to the psychopathic
Expo.
Shows,
Cottage
City,
Md.
ders and Hassan alternate in tours
Mad Cody Fleming, Seymour, any description out, not even a tack ward of the general hospital. Anof the grounds to curtail anything
card or handbill.
Ind.
other trial was ordered to determine
off-side.
indignation Meetma
Galler's Mxpo.,
Point Pleasant,
his sanity.
For two and a halt
The rides include a $20,000 porWhen the Variety reporter walked hours
W.
Va,
table scooter, dangler, ferrls wheel
he testified he was perfectly
the
on the lot Saturday afternoon
General Am us. Co., Cleveland.
and carrousel. On the first week
normal and the Jury took fire minGerard's Greater Shows, Rens- concessionaires were holding an Inhere the rides were given heavy
dignation meeting. They had things utes to declare him sane.
play with the scooter getting the selaer, N. T.
They
also
were
themselves.
Wills Is now back in the county
to
Greater Bheesley Shows, Hamilmost.
squawking about the carnival not jail awaiting trial for the third time
ton, O.
On the Up and Up
grab
afternoon
opening
in
the
to
up
on
the same prohibition violation
Heller's Acme Shows, Perth AmThe shows also are getting •> boy,
A wise charge.
the half holiday crowds.
N. J.; South River, N. J„ 11.
According to legal author*
break mainly because they are on
his stuff put a
kngws
gent
who
Henke Attractions, Milwaukee.
the up and up and show exactly
quietus on the wrangling by volun- itles he will not be safe again from
Wm.
Hoffner
Am
us. Co., Canton,
everything promised by the barker
teering that when they don't come Insanity charges until he Is tried'
I1L
in his bally spiel. The list includes
out at night, how yer going to get once more and pronounced e. k. As
Isler Greater Shows, Hamburg,
moterdome races, Slim Kelly's side la.;
them out in the afternoon? And It Is, he has two legs on the sanity
Red Oak, la-, IX
show 10 in 1 freak: Charley Rai- John
„.
Francis Shows, Cnttfaninr; when .toejr. d» coraa out thsy ftaa'V cup rices djuder's Garden of Allah;
spend.
Oriental
dancers;
Buster Gordon's 3-in-l Ok la.
That was the pay off, and everyJohnny
J. Jones, New Brighton,
freak; Parker and Boyd's alligator
thing was serene and tranquil from
Circuses Flock. Up-State
farm; Lazara, illusionist; Walter Pa.
then on until this reviewer left the
Kau's United, Berwick, Pa.
"
Edba.
Beckwith's wild animals; Dave Arlot
Syracuse, N. Y„ May 25.
Ketrow
Bros.,
Greenville,
O.,
28.
cher's deep sea, featuring the flsh
Four circuses are shortly to clash
Keystone Expo., Philadelphia (3d
scaled man; George Leitzel; Hippo
for patronage In Central New York.
Man and Ivan Erlckson, largest and Ansbury eta.).
RUSSIAN WILD WEST
Abner K. Kline, Eugen, Ore.
Ringllng - Barnum • Bailey's will
baby In the world, two years old,
Lachman-Carson
Its
Shows,
LeavenRussian
with
Wild
West
The
play Syracuse and Rochester en
weighing 105 pounds, and Plantaworth,
Kan.
110 Cossacks is to open at the Madi- June 1-6, respectively.
tion Revue, tabloid minstrel.
The big
Lee Bros> Shows, South River, son Square Garden Saturday night. show will not pay any attention to
Freak attractions are handled aa
N. J.
pit shows.
Russian riders, brought to this the smaller cities in the section this
All the subjects are
The
R. Leggette, Larned, Kan.
human in contrast to the usual prop
year.
7_*vltt- Brown
_
Huggtna, Ballard, country to take part In a Metro
freaks generally palmed oa on the
GoTdwyn- Mayer picture' which" Is to
Other circuses will "be Main's;
Wash.
,
yokels in some carnival outfits. The
to
be
entitled
"The
Cossack,"
are
Sparks'
and John Robinson's. Main's
Liberty Am us. Co., Newark, N.J.
run for their money angle In these
remain in New York for three will be In Canandaigua May St.
Lippa Araus. Co., Midland, Mich.
sends the spectators out on the lot
Max's Expo.. Battle Creek, Mich.
weeks. After that they will go to Sparks' plays Ithaca May 28 and
talking, the best advertising after
McClellan
Shows,
Plata,
La
Mo.
Coliseum, Chicago, for a week. Blnghamton the following day.
the
all and sends the other curious ones
Metropolitan Shows, Cincinnati.
They will then tour to the west
The Robinson circus hits Seneca
in at 10 or 15c. a copy, according
Michael
Bros.,
Louisville
May
dale
X
to scale.
coast by slow stages playing fairs Falls June 12 and shows under the
Enough on the lot with this Garden), Ky.
auspices of the Seneca Falls Busiother available dates.
and
Miller Bros., Sparrows Point, Md.
troupe to eon*UTre from- -two. to
ness Men's AusocfcattoiT, soni^jthtng
Ralph R. Miller's Shows. Paris,
three hours and additional time if
new In the way of circus booking.
Tenn.
you remain to play the concessions.
29
S-F in J. C.
Monarch Expo. Shows, North TarThe latter stands offer all the staple
rytown,
N.
T.
carnival goods and the latest in
The nearest New York City date
Murphy Bros., Pittsburgh.
stand merchandise. The assortment
Sells-Floto will play this season is
D. D. Murphy, Jollet, 111.
is varied,
but In most Instances
There is
at Jersey City, May 29.
Morris ft Castle, St. Joseph, Mo.
worth the Investment.
The pertalk that a rearrangement of its
Page ft Wilson, Hazard, Ky.
centage is there, also the willingness
C. E. Pearson, Auburn, HI.
eastern invasion may put the show
to pass the stuff out. No fixing or
Peerless Expo., Delbarton, W. Va. In Brooklyn.
flat joints operating and no grift
Nat Relss Shows. Pittsburgh
either.
The S.-F. management has leased
(Penn A Braddock sts.).
Silk Opera Hose and
Keeping Clean
Boyle's Acres, where the big fights
Rice.
Bros.
Shows,
Harlan,
Ky.
The grounds are carefully paits J. C. date.
Stockings
Rice ft Dorman, Bentonville, Ark. have been staged, for
trolled by six specials carried with
parade.
Royal American Expo., Kansas It will not give a
the show who on the first week is
Bill
also
uses
Buffalo
S.-F.
the
Are
Our Specialties
said- to have- cleared it of grift with CJtor,..Mo.
Rubin
Cherry, Port Huron, Wild" West" billing. Tt Is carrying
the "we boys" shifting to the
QUALITY
the BEST and
a wild west section.
smaller outfits on the outskirts Mich.
PRICKS the LOWEST
Schwable Greater Shows, Elk
whero they are not so particular
City, Okla.
?old and Silver Brocade*. TfeMtrleei
about operating methods.
Uwtlry Spangle*. «te. Ool6 and SJ1Snapp Bros., El Dorado, Ark.
Wunders
and
Hassan
have
*«r Trimming* Wise, Beards end all
Sam Spencer Shows, B lairs ville, Cherry's Annual "Quit"
maintained a reputation for the
leoda Theatrical. Sam Dice upon re->
Chicago, May 26.
inest.
past two years of operating a clean Pa.
St. Louis Amua. Co., Lewis port,
Wilbur S. Cherry of the Rubin
They claim they want to
outfit.
i

CARNIVALS
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Hornell's Celebration
Harry Miller Co., New York, will
stage an outdoor pageant in HorN. Y., June 28-July 6.
It will be a county affair.
In addition "Old Home Week" will be
-

nell,

celebrated.

Charles

Gaa

Edward K.

is

business manager,

Russell, pageant direc-

Somers, concert masand Curtis Vance, ballet master.

tor; Perrin Q.
ter,

*

•c

HTOPHY SHOWS IN JERSEY
Dumont, N. J., May 25.
The Frank J. Murphy Greater
Shows played here last week under
•

auspices, of

the

Veteran Firemen.

The show drew good attendance,
considering
weather breaks and
y_8eason.
^Tho
show
rl

"~

*

is in

excellent condltioh,

bavlng been thoroughly repainted.
It carries 12 rides and 15 shows,
most of which played to splendid
business, since this spot gets but
few carnivals annually and is not
near an amusement park.

No Rodeos

western rodeos will be

given as usual.

GRAND VIEW'S 2D SEASON
Single, N. J., May 25.
Grand View Tark ushers in its
•ccond season Saturday. The park
is located on
the outskirts of Paterson.

The park has added several new
and fun-making devices, also
new dance pavilion..

r 'des

a

TightS

when spotted that
unhealthy to hang around.
The staff with the show follows:
William F. Wunders, general manager; Tom Hassan, general reprenotified grlfters

East

As far an Information goes there
bas been little activity so far as to
the givinp of any rodeo or wild
*w»t exhibitions in the east other
than those offered by the traveling
circuses.
X'Hual big

May

it

is

sentative;

Frank

Lcif,

David

A

Wise, Ironton, O.

Wolf Am us Co., Newton, la.
World-at-Home Shows, Coatesvllle. Pa.; Gallltzln, SI; Johnstown
(Conemaugh), Pa., June 7.
World of Fun (K. F. Ketch urn's),
secretary;

William Jennings O'Brien, pro- Glens Falls, N. T.
Wright's United, Eh amok In, Pa.;
moter; Ernest Norton, lot superintendent: Charles Warner, press rep- Danville, SI; Towanda, Pa., June 6.
Wunder's Tip Top, Philadelphia.
resentative; Marie Sheilno, treasZeldman £ Pollle, Parkersburg.
urer, and Dick Goldman, electriW. Va.
cian.
C. V. Zelgcr, Granite Falls, Minn.
for
another
The show stays here

week and may

stick around the
state longer, lighting in other spots
if

present

summated.

negotiations

are

con-

PARKS

A neat outfit capably handled and
giving value for the money. Should
Blossom Heath (Lake wood Boat
Kot money all alonir the line and If Club) opens this month in Clevedoesn't no fault of either the
it
show or its operators, for it's there. land. It has Guy Lorn bar do and
His Royal Canadians.
Edba.

-And-- 4:hAr?y~~Caro.lval.~ ha*- 'VjU'-L
It's a regular custom with
Wilbur. He's been doing it for the
past five or six years. Cherry has
never actually "owned" any part of
the show, but has been very conspicuous in its operation.

again.

WAS. VET STOPS PARADE
Stamford, Conn., May 25.
There

be no street parade
when Sellg-Floto Circus plays here
Memorial Day. The war veterans'
organizations
made a combined
squawk that Decoration Day was
too solemn an occasion to permit a
circus pageant.
The police board upheld the protests and the S.-F. outfit will have
to show without the parade.
will

*""fc"J»

WYL£"& BR0S«v

<8ucceaaora to Siagmaa
is~t« Beat tltk ******

A

Inc.

~

~

Wall)

Raw

T<

HEART OF CONEY ISLAND

LUNA PARK
Tho Ftoygreead of tbo World
Froo Danetng—-Clreae—-Coaoerto

FIFTY ACRES OF FUN

SCENERY
and DRAPERIES
SCHKLL fJTKMC

HTL'DIO. Colombo*, O.

OUTDOORS'

VARfET*

WEST COAST

BIGGEST BARGAIN

Morphy

Hackensack, N.
May 22.
(Continued from page 1)
Fifth season for this 10-car outfit,
which has been playing* several dltlons, Ruth is the only player deauspices dates around here and at veloped In the history of baseball
present under the auspices of the who could successfully hold out and
It
la force the club owners to pay him
Hackensack Athletic Club.
owned and operated by Frank Mur- his salary even if he had to be paid
phy, former circus concessionaire. pro rata by the other seven clubs
It carries three rides, two shows und

j.

i;

AJ

OBITUARY

(Continued from page 4)
spondents "would neither affirm or
deny the testimony."
It Is also stipulated that the contract between H. M. Turner. Frank

ADA DOW
Mrs,

Ada Dow,

wife of

actress,

Frank J. Currier, died May 19 at
Dahnken, C. L. Laagley and F. W. her home, 94 W. 82 nd street. New
Livingstone, a co-partnership doing York.
business as Turner, Dahnken and
In the league.
Miss Dow traced her stage asSO concessions.
Never before in baseball has a Langley, and the West Coast The- sociation back to the days of JoThe rides are Ferris wheel, caratres,
Inc., entered into in July, 1921, seph Jefferson.
public
imagithe
captured
player
three
In her producing
rousel and the Whip, with all
pulling plenty of business at this nation to the extent that the Bam- for the purposes of acquiring mu- career Miss Dow was credited with
getaway night session. An athletic bino has. This was proven when tual Interests In theatres that were being the first, woman tn. pilot a.
carnival and 6-ln-l freak pit show Ruth left the Yankees and was set lc competition with them was abro- theatrical company in Shakespeare
comprise the other attractions.
down for a time. Uls absence was gated In 1924, Just prior to the Issu- repertoire through the Orient. Miss
For its showing here it had an Immediately felt and the gates fell ance of the complaint by the com- Dow
made three successive trips,
advantageous spot on Hudson street, away to little or nothing.
mission.
the last being in 1909.
accessible either by cars, buses or
Ruth
Pros
Government
and
8cout
Evidence
Another
eventful fact In Miss
opercontest
motor. A popularity
In the event that Ruth incurred
For its part the government, Dow's career was her call to Cinated by the Athletic Club proved a
National
Commission
and
the
ire
of
the
week
through
the
its
attorney, Morgan J. cinnati to produce grand opera and
draw throughout
packed the midway Saturday night. it has been pointed out that he Doyle, admits that no evidence Is among the young ladles selected for
Candidates and friends were on could make a young fortune barn- held against the All -Star Features, the chorus was Julia Marlowe,
unearly to hear the results, und spend, storming at the head of his own Inc..
Educational Film Exchange of known then to stage history.
It was won by
ing while waiting.
semi-pro aggregation. This would, Northern California and Principal
Mae Bollerman, local girl, with the entail a certain opposition,
as no Pictures Corporation as participataward a diamond ring. The contest
GEORGE INGLETON
was conducted on the cent -a -vote player under the Jurisdiction of the ing in the alleged unfair and unlawcommission would be allowed to ful acts It being admitted also that
basis.
George Ingleton, 65, research dewere play with or against him without the only proof the government has partment head,- Fox West Coast
concession
stands
The
spotted at the main entrance, with forfeiting his standing. Ruth, sur- Is the
stock-owning feature as Studios, scenarist and picture hlsthe shows and rides providing a scu ttd^L -hx -a«sA-FJ*» -sad.
.p^tac^gH^J-HTra •atratrtwr^y-We.s t~L\j£on- -taTunG -w»*- -fci iiotf—invtsntry- -atay it
midway In the rear. The stands against semi-pros, would command
Theatres,
Inc.
while on his way to work in Dark
held the usual carnival merchandise,
Many exhibits, including contracts Canyon, CaL
some operating; with wheels and a huge following.
Jefl
1
11
H
lne
zlmmM
'
1
n
»
others with knock down, darts and
Ingleton was driving alone when
T^* !! !?: i
7 : ^between Loew, Inc.. and West Coast
roll games.
The star wheels em- Benny Kauff. Hal Chase, Joe Jack- Theatres, minutes of their meet- his car crashed through a fence
ployed made it necessary for the son, Buck Weaver and numerous ings, etc.. are attached to the
while
'dodging a truck. A timber
stipplayer to stop on the star number others have been ostracised from
ulation which in answering Docket
to win the capital prise, with one organized baseball.
No. 1220 a defense of the protecof lesser value being passed out
Ruth's income is augmented by
Of MKMOBY
when the wheel stopped on the newspaper syndicated articles, en- tion period for first-run houses la
Of My Dearly Beloved Brother
given, the method being set down
numbers but not the star.
dormn*vts~f
or- r$>crti»sf -ceodSr- ete.
The "shd*w--caiife "hbre" Tfrcin D\T-'
as X' fair business practice.
It is
mont, N. J, where it did fairly That may represent another $59.- also stipulated that no further atgood business but got bad weather 1 009* hut the fact remains that In tempts are made to
force distribuMay U, ltli
breaks. It goes to Tarry town, N. Y., the Bambino organised
baseball
next week, and will continue around has grabbed off the box office bar- tors to agree to withhold films from
JESSIE M0B8E BRADFORD
New Jersey and New York for sev- ga l n of the century at 62 grand a the second-run houses under the
threat of

Auditorium Stock for three seasons.
The widow and a son survive.

WILLIAM WOOD
William (Billy) Wood, probably
ono of the best known theatre mauagers, died May 20 at his home. 326
West 51st street, of pneumonia. He
leaves a widow, Ida, and daughter*
Audrey. The body was shipped to*
his home city, Milwaukee, for interment.

Mr.

Wood was

the

first

manager
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LOVING

IN

MEMORY

©r\Tur TTear Mother

.

Mrs. JULIUS

MARGARET

-

THEODORE

DOLLY

«

I

I

era!

more weeks.

Edba.

year.

AWAIT CONVENTION*

An

old standby of world's fairs
expositions is to be revived for

the Sesqui-Centennlal Exposition in
Philadelphia this summer, the excurrlon.

This wlB ccme under tho

?°W
^^JZ^i'tS
!??^
hands of CoL O.
F. Hlnton.
01

to the

I

pioneer of the excursion gag. is bel« *ou(ht to hand!, th. plan.

refusing to rent them for
circuit of approxi-

West Coast

Who

flew through the windshield and Into
his throat, severing the jugular vein.
Ingleton came Into prominence
when he sold a library which took
him 40 years to collect to Fox for

mately 130 theatres.
At the commission la reply to a
request v a Variety reporter for an
(Continued from page 4)
interpretation
behind
the
legal
phrasing of the stipulation, it was $100,000.
of Motion Picture Producers will stated that the theatre company
The widow, Mrs. E. Magnus Instage.
was admitting the alleged unlawful gleton,- author ot the book of 'TPat^
business practices In view of the sy," Los Angeles produced musical
The Now York delegation to the fact that same had been discon- comedy, who survives. Is very HI.
Mtloul convention left New York tinued following the January, 1924, having only recently left the hos-

Excursions to Philly
and

the

|

rewntation wU]

,

Re]M
quartered

at

^„^ ^
mi

the

ia

wm

%

'

investigation of their activities by
j£ m the government.
„.
If the stipulation is approved and

Ambassador accepted by the commission

It

Departed

May

29, 1923

DOLLY SISTERS
JULIUS DOLLY

EDWARD DOIXY

pital.

DONALD ROBERTSON

will

Donald Robertson, 06, noted actor
RyO Clear of Parks
and writer, died at his home, SSSO N.
Late developments In New York Including
exhibitors
and
their discontinued, an order dismissing Hamilton avenue, Chicago, May 20,
park circles are that there will be wive, representative of the Metro- the complaint will be issued. If, after an illness of several weeks.
Withr him at the demise were Jils
little park operation in or around PoVtan area. New Jersey, Eastern however. the
p
stipulation is dlsap^ \
ZTZT
.7
*
P ***'
P rC
h-M» wife,
.Anna
w tl|1 n rr inlsart.Tr
Rjr»- BSftSb. Xh\M _ summer.
,
L P*nn.iy !y*bM, juitLSxam JS«. -Eng*
p
,„Y?, ?P
stage
In other years the Rye Beach [ l&nd points.
The special train
Anna Titus.
park and Paradise park were run- Picked up a car at Albany contain- Laaky case, the other picture
case
Mr. Robertson was born in Edining but causing the town of Rye in* the New England delegation now before that body,
the taking of burgh.
He came to America in
to light their operating on Sundays. and the upstate New Yorkers, while testimony
will be resumed on the
His stage career began In
187S.
in Buffalo another car was added. Pacific
It resulted in both being sold.
coast.
1870. He soon achieved prominence
For the greater part the New York
Realty developments are expected
Nothing could bo learned as to in classic roles.
to supplant former park activities.
delegation expressed themselves as when the
commission will act in the
In 1908 he waa Invited by the
fully satisfied with the conditions West
Coast matter.
board of directors of the Chicago
be evidence that It la convinced the
Approximately 300 In the party. alleged unlawful practices have been

-

,

as to the contract conferences that
had been held with Will H. Hays,
and stated that those who were
Lbs Angeles, May II.
The mysterious disappearance of voAcin*7 dissatisfaction at the pr
Abu** 8jubj)L*, Mc£*VK»«x t l»e^Ak— 6 AKD*IUADJUw**e in reality- look*
•also evangelist, believed to have I *"* to Btir UD *> * •or* of a conbeen drowned while bathing off I tr<>versy whereby they would have
Ocean Park, helped the concession- [ ""nothing to discuss that would
r9d nr* *°
aires at Ocean Park and Venice, due
convention proto the tremendous crowds of curious ceedJn *B la Los Angeles and reattracted to the beaches during the *ult in personal publicity for themselves.
search for the woman's body.
That was the old order of things
wtiereby Sydney S. Cohen formerly
SEUA-STEBUNG
out held the organization in line when
It came
around convention time.
Darlington, Ia^ May 15.
The Sells- Sterling show Is touring H * * lw »y» found ar "issue** or made
the boys into the bethis section. This circus is a com- I on *» to
blnatton of the Captain William Ilef he wa* th * Moses to lead them.
8eider*s Press Agent
Sells trained wild animal shows and
Joe Belder looks to have taken a
Sterling Brothers shows and carleaf out of the Cohen book or to
ried on SO trucks.
be operating under Cohen's direction.
Joe has a personal press
agent, and has had one since he
AMATEUB8 AT SHELLP0T
Shellpot Park. Wilmington, N. J, waj at the head of *«• N «w Jersey
boy "
ha>
n
aed hlv
the
ta playing up amateur shows withl

CURIOUS

DEAWH TO BEAGH

,

^

m

tM

I
I

show

•

I

I

I

*

-"-T

prizes.

the musical card.

Air Opening
Salt

—

Lake

Saturday

City,

May

..

J^
- —

!l!!

H°? -

.

In Minneapolis Al Steffes, president of the M. P. T. O. of Minnesota, attacked Solder's statement
and stated that the business manager of the M. P. T. O. A. "should
be muzzled by the Administrative

George Kelly and orchestra are

Salt

f**
parroil.
payr
ol

25.

Completion of the major portion
ttt.the- r oo ffoftt «4 BoJtai r assure*
reopening May 29.

looks a certainty that R. F.
the present president,
will be re-elected.
It

CIRCUS ROUTES

Woodhull,

Ringlinge, B. dv B.

26,
28,

Canton, O.; 27, ColumDayton; 29, Cincinnati;

30- June 1, Cleveland;
Pa.; J. Buffalo, N. T.;

June

2.

NEW

Erie,

10-CAE

SHOW

May 18, he attended an amateur
performance la which his daughter
Audrey appeared. Returning home
;

TJf

'

on his word do a $1,000,000 worth
of business without a scrap of
paper showing. In addition to his
cut-rate deker business lie owns
the Fitzgerald building, in which

star.

Of

Mr. Robertson devoted

much

BURROWS

store,

Newark;

this interest

however.- said to
some time ago.

'fr*ve

he

is,

'disposed of

The cut-rate tioket has made a
millionaire out of Joe Leblang and
it

has by the same token saved

many a producing manager from
going "into hock** when he has

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris,

May

17.

E mi lie Madeleine Loyal, 21, professionally known as Miss Woolford
(performing

pigeon act) died at
Montreuil, near Paris.
Deceased
was daughter of Georges Loyal, ring
master at the Cirque de Paris, and

IN

MEMORY OF

"MY WONDERFUL ONE"
THEODORE MORSE

May

.

Who

DO LAY MORS IS

PRICE
Mey

Died

SI.

lilt

A precious ono from ea has sooo;
A voice we loved Is stilled.
A place Is vacant Is my home
Which .aere*. ran. to. SUed.
-

.

.

WILLIAM PRICE
he was stricken with pneumonia
and lay in a comatose state until
x

his death.

THOMAS

R. 8.
R. 8. Thomas, a pioneer In the
theatrical realm of Rhode Island,
died last week at the age of 78. In
1909 when he opened Bullock's Theatre at Pr ovtdtiMCtt'lc was the aecoird
playhouse In the state having a

vaude-film policy.

BERT GOLDMAN
Bert Goldman,
the Finklestein
in

M inneapoli

(May

25, 1924

.....

MKMOBT

My Dear Wife

MAY

of

his time to the sponsoring of Civic
theatres. His ambition was to establish a chain of the public houses
in Chicago.
Of recent years he
worked extensively at lecturing and
writing feuV maintaised his- Interest
In the Little Theatre movement.
Death was caused by sinus infec-

the Public Service office Is located,
likewise the Cohan theatre, which is tion.
in that building, the 48th Str et
JAMES
theatre la under lease to him, and
he holds an interest in the SheriJames Burrows, 84, aotor, died
dan Square theatre, a picture May SO, in Lynn, Maas. After servhouse, on the edge of Greenwich ing in the Civil War, Mr. Burrows
Village.
Ae also has an interest toured with a company headed by
In a motion picture house in New- Fanny Davenport. Later he became
ark, and at one time was the prin- a member of the Boston Museum
cipal stockholder in the Bamberger

IL M. Illi be »ot~ M1iU1kuii -afro
launched a counter-attack against
Seider.

May

'

(Continued from page 42)
nees.
His word is fc> bond.
This Is recognized throughout the
business. Lie blang can go out and

produced and brought a sour show

Committee."

-

bus;

JOE LEBLANG'S Clft RATE

Art Institute to open the Fullerton
Hall theatre and established a group
of Little Theatre players known as
the "Robertsonians."
Among the
players was Mfltoh Sflls, how's Aim

of the Palace theatre. New York.
the Colonial, Crescent
In Brooklyn, and was manager of
the ttaawbtt. Union Htir, 1*7 J., when
he died. He was a member of the
Friars, Treasurers' and Managers'
Clubs. He was also a member of
the Pacific Lodge of Masons.
Recently Mr. Wood suffered a
third paralytic stroke that confined
him to his bed.
Tuesday night.

He managed

s,

chief

A

booker for

Rubin

died

circuit
last _ Frid ay

**

21)
of ifouble pneumonlaV"
which devf'-ped after an operation
for hernia and gall stones. He was
burled Monday.

(Dorothy Terrtaa)

Edward

Epstein,

owner

of

the

Graphic theatre circuit In Maine,
died at his home in Bangor.

Chicago, May IS.
Stock Co. in asKociatlon with Wll
Heritage Bros.' Circus, a new 10
Ralph Grossman, brother of Al
11am Warren, Annie Clarke, Jack
car show this season, exhibits In sister of
Grossman. Loew agent, died of
P. Loral, juggler.
Mason and George Wilson.
I>*sp4ai»es, 111* in about two weeks.
Mme. Joseph Muratore, mother of
Mr. Burrows played In the original heart failure May 20. The death
the opera singer Lucien Muratore, -Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" at the marks the third in the family within
I
Another Small Town Ban
died In Paris.
Museum May 10, 1887, with Rich- eight weeks. Simon, a brother, and
Granville. 111., May 26.
Louis
Frederic
Rouquette, 42. ard Mansfield in the dual role. Mr Grossman's father, died during that
Downie Bros.
The viUa 6 bo rd lft-t week voted French novelist, died in a Paris Burrows also had been in suuport of period.
May 26, St. Clair. Pa.; 27. Frackf 4 f
ville;
Edwin Booth, the elder Salvini and
New Philadelphia; 29, unanimously to bar carnivals In the hospital, of appendicitis.
28,
Victor Goddet, manager of Velo- others. He played In "Shore Acres"
McAdoo; SI, Freeland; June 1, clt * limits. The proposotion, dls
The mother of May Evan (vaudeWeatherly; 2, Nescopeck; S, Shick- cussed several times, forced a coua drome d'HIver and Pare des Princes, for some time and then went to ville) died May 18 at her home in
'4,
cil
vote
Which
now
shinny;
Exeter; 5, Olyphant, Pa,
bar them.
died at St. Maur, near Paris.
Lynn whore he was a member of the Boston.

4, Rochester;
Syracuse: June 7-12, Doston.
6,
14, Providence, R. I.;
15,
Now Bedford, Maas.; HI,- LowrW; 17
Marblehead; 18. Manchester, N. H.;
19, Portland. Me.

&

',

|

I

Hay M,

Wednesday,

VK2IETT

1926

CHICAGO

VARIETY'S CHICAGO OFFICE

HAL HALPER1N

in

Charge

State-Lake Theatre Bid*., Suite 520
Phone*: Central 0644-4401

In an effort to set
closing the show with
straight vaudeville In

EDGAR

"GENTLEMEN
PREFER BLONDES"
dramatisation ay Anita Loos and
rson of Anita Loos* bast seller
Joan

A

we
STUDEBAKER

•»
F
"S,,Ti™*
ALABMI ATTACK ADVSNTUBBl
I

Whiteside
In

THEATRE
COHANS OFF.
CITY HALX
CLARK fffKKET

GEORGE

M.

COHAN'S

Newest American Farce Comedy

THE HOME TOWNERS
CORT

Wednesday and Saturday.

JOHN

BRAWN,

P.

«2

OKLAHOMA CITY

58

W

68

CINCINNATI

......»•«•••••••• 62

PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ORE
R OC H E ST t R •.....*••••••••••

and MABGBBY WILLIAMS
Janes SfMCtowosd. AUya Ktes,
John Daly Marphy and others

FBANKLYN UNDKBWOOD

Stated by

A DELPHI

WOODS' f

A. H.

A8CHER PLAYER8

Fm

XftibMV a**er.

a!ps..Kcl**sl»«> Mas.

(For a Rob)

Bummer's

Bis; Surprise

Success

CLEVELAND
DETROIT
L08 ANGELE8

66

60

MILWAUKEE

631

8AN FRANCISCO
8EATTLE
SYRACUSE

NEWARK

68

WASHINGTON

in the
lobby for the first time in five or
to
goes
this
six weeks. Credit for
Ted Lewis in his second week with

with Elisabeth
the "Six Wayward Girls"
Stased by Harry MJntarn
J Saperrlslen of Mr. KX

NEW SHU BEST
/*
01L V
T M D
r v

a new and better routine. Lewis
possesses to a superlative degree
the ability to entertain no matter
Four
many times ho has been seen
how
Weeks Ahead before. He is introducing this week

Seats

I

I

CASTLESWeekin

AIR

the

with

2<th

VrVIENNE
atl
rru

g

HAROLD

BERNARD

n%HvrLc e
THAIS

LAWTON

MURRAY

AND A GREAT CAST OF

la the Best Musical Flay

100

oa Earth

Mat Wed. & Sat.
LaSALLE
WM. ANTHONY McGUIRE
Presents

JOE LAURIE,

Jr.

in

-"W-i -W«Rich"

SAM

J.

PARK

VAUDEVILLE AUTHOR
Room

Loop End Building

600,

1

68

82
68
82
82
68

becoming blah as a ..result. The rather than entertainment values
Yorke and King efTorta hAve been The frisky old boya and "Corinne*
a fairly diverting
more intelligent with brevity count- manage to put on
bill of ancient specialties, but esing, too.
sentially they get by on sentiment.
The bill aa a whole ia excellent
Gertrude and Boys, an acrobatic
They
and business Sunday mctineyj was turn camouflaged, opened.
office
were
covered previously at the
box
The
almost capacity.
queue made a reappearance

"WEAK SISTERS"

LOUIS

62 8T.

By HAROLD

American.

The

closing act took the

basket of lemons. It was an agony
of blue notes from a five-piece band
led by a monotoned cornetist. Carol

the

a 1926 release.
dancer as an associate of
"Miss ApollocuUv. BQbbe Arnat, wh ©. has
ability

and

popularity*

Loop.

this*

-week;

hr

a

at

tho

Majestic

-prhco dad.

When

in
this so-called act is boiled down
during her association with Lewis nothing remains but a
heap of adand will probably be stepping into vertising pamphlets. One
Charles
production work any time now.
Howe
is
present
to
praise
the quail,
afterpiece
Lewis .appeared in the
ties of the Apollo electric pianos on
ventnlohoke
a
with
riot
a
was
and
the stage, and he demonstrates tonal
qulal bit.
elasticity and recording faithfulness
One act failed to measure. That by making it play alone and by
was the Braile and Pallo Revue.
are playing a duet with It A girl dancer
Braile and Pallo themselves
at intervals tried to bolster up the
a clever adagio team, but the act sales campaign with a few steps.
young
otherwise falls below par. A
They should have known better
juvenile named Lew Kessler Is fea- than to try to put- over a publicity
He has one or two flash -QUA? ft tlft-^P-a, Jjh£_ MaJp.stir - regular a _
tured.
sTeps" satfawTCffWt into ar -ctmpie -y* Of the genuine vaudeville there was
routines of fake dancing and that s much to warm the heart.
The
He possesses a squeaky unde- entrance of Blanche and Jimmy
all.
veloped voice which makes his sing- Creighton received small ovation.
ing a strain.
The Crelghtons, in rube make-up,
Dora Mauphan, in a song cycle, played on words in a manner that
held fifth position. Miss Maughan had the audience in an uproar from
bat the start.
is new to the Palace regulars,
Another riot was the Pillard and
her act had the audience heartily
A clever Hittier affair. placed next to
"endorsing her all the waj
future. closing.
vaudeville
a
The comedian worked his
with
gal
Naughton and Gold, from across gags in something resembling a
the sea, offered an assortment of Hebraic dialect while the straight
hokum In fine style. They con- man gave him all the backing In
They finished to much
tributed their share to the after- the world.
Small and Mays, colored
piece, dragging up Jimmy Nervo laughter.
(Ncrvo and Knox), who was in the steppers, with songs and gags, did
Also in Well, but their humor appo.ared
audience, to participate.
tho aforesafd afterpiece was Smith strained and weak. Their military
in
No. 2 Jig and a couple of songs rendered
were
They
and Strong.
They sing, garbed as cowboy to ukelele accompaniment almoHt
spot.
setting
special
a
with
overcame the gap angle.
New
and Indian,
Their voices are good humor Is suggested.
In "two."
The act closing the bill has been
seen twice before, and each time
Old Time
Und» r a different name. This week
At
It
is called
"Bits and Hits from
Broadway,** and a few of the familiar faces are gone.
Five girls,
worklmg very good together a«
chorines, a male songster and a
whirlwind male Jigger make up tho
CHOPS and SALADS
.

.

177 North State Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

BE A "SURE-FIRE" ACT
Bookers buy comedy acts that have

Individuality.
There Is no real market
value to "just Raff*."
A nklt with a
story and provision for numbers will put
lo^i

In

—25

the money.
Years of Vaudeville

FRED

J.

Writing—

BEAMAN
Jackson. Mich.

•Is First Street

The Place To Dine

Ss

—

Any

THE GREEN GRILL

«•

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES, STEAKS,

OPEN FROM T A. M. TO IX P.
CATBSKW B TP- TJMt ygo yrp g iON

WHEN

IN

personnel.

M.
.

CHICAGO VISIT THE

CAFE
MOULIN ROUGE
Wabash
416 So.

it

Avenue

BEAUTY"
CHICAGO'S PLAYGROUND OF
Writ* la Year Open lime

Always U.ta* Good Acts
For Reservations: Phone Ilarrfeon B*t#

ARE
INVITED

Everybody Ylslslac Chlea*a Gees ts

Best Food

Rothschild and Leider man's

Entertainment
harley Straight

to
VISIT

RENDEZ VOUS CAFE
*>1 W

E"8* PARKWAY AT BROADWAY

Incomparable
Orchestra

"*

CHICAGO

World's

A

typical

dance

flash

with cheap scenery and some pretty
Miilvia Franklin
s.
produced It.
Ruth Clark and Dun^e Lords
(three men) were in the third spot.
MIs.s Clark didn't shine either an a
dp.ncer or a singer, but has a pleasing personality. The three dancers
In a few specialties were good.
Bingham and Myers in the deuce
Songs and vocal humor, put
spot.
over exceptionally well, made this
mixed team surprisingly popular
early in the afternoon.
Jack La Vler, comedy perch
worker, was also billed. Th* house
was well filled for the first chow.

tfiwrr* nunitior

Hal.

The relative valuen of vaudeville
houRcs and vaudeville pn-sentation
houses are aptly dlspluyrd at tin*
Jeffery theatre on the south hW1<\
Under Independent mana^c-mont an«l
booking acta through the W. V. M.

aad oaths

1144

tallest.

SPRING

HERE

IS

announcements. They changed the
policy from straight split week to Store Your Furs
three-split, and used three acta inThe da
stead of five on each bill. They inmoths,
Are,
das*
serted short film subjects between
a* as wast far
the acts to give the stage show a
prolonged effect.
They gave the lavety furs.
pit musicians large fancy scrolled
Repairing and
music racks and told the organist
Remodeling
to play a^aolo. with screen sUd.cs.
-i^eri wg taa mam"Result":' better 'business than the
raer
months yoar
Jeffery had had previously.
fare
eaa also be
Lew West books the acta for remodeled lata aew
end
Cooney Brothers and ia showing siffna. charming 4agood Judgment in going in heavily
on the flash and novelty stuff. Two
Blumenfiekfs Fur
of the three acta reviewed this week
used

full stage.

considerably

with a faster

by

replacing

a*w "

v

Shop

204 State- Lake Bld$>,

William Clayton and Co. 'opened
Clayton and girl partner started
with a Dutch wooden shoe clog.
Which lacked pep for an introduc
tion.
A fast acrobatic dance by
Clayton and a too dance by the girl
brought healthy applause. A good
speedy close waa effected with a
well -executed adagio number.
A
pianist who tempoed for the dances
filled In with a violin solo.
Inai
much aa the opening Dutch costume
number haa no particular significance or merit the team would benefit

in

f

'

Chioago

nBliBBORW ISM

WORK CALLRD FOR
Oar Refsrestet—Asyeee ts Sac*

ssta oh

^ SQUARE *

it

07 West Randolph St, Chiaaao

bit.

Freeman and Morton, mala character singers, have good material
for the picture houses. They draw

a much better hand hare than they Hie Chicago
did at the Majeatio a few weeks bo- Home of
fore.
A black stage illusion novelty presented by Panl Klelat and a The Theatrioal
woman partner, hit heavily with
the youngsters. Dressed aa a clown Profession
and "speaking" Intelligibly with a
whistle, Kleist went over well with Pot Oyer
-

girl

grown

MORRISON
HOTEL

Riley and Courtiers waa the label.
The musicians are poor fakers while
the dance half is mediocre.
To his construction of a living figure
make the evening more of a frost from miscellaneous parts and his 14 Years
the feature picture was a trashy "floating" object blta. Because of
Too will

for the first time Esther Sterling,

new

Business wasn't so

acta.

Lincoln Is going is neighborhood competition the
time bucking a Jeffery management decided that It
wasn't getting s square deal and
Informed the W. V. M. A. that the
Jeffery must get Its acts elsewhere.
Cooney Brothers made a bid for the
Jeffery and got it. They took down
tho "loop vaudeville" signs and replaced them with "big stage show"

BALTIMORE
BUFFALO
CHICAGO

NIGHT
OUT OF THE
HUTCHINSON

five

hot.

presentation house. Particularly if tho association books
bills like the last half of last week.
Tho big comedy act was Shapiro
and O'Malley, formerly Hall and
Shapiro, a knocka round hokum act
that never fails. "Stars of Other
Days," with its appeal largely senapplause honor*.
took
timental,
Acta of this typo are booked on
human interest considerations
first class

—

INC.. Present*

Lottor List.

Then came the Tower theatre and
the W. M. V. A. decided to give
the newer and bigger house first
be a pessimist grab at its acta. As the Tower

All matter in CORRESPONDENCE refers to ourront week uaJ
~; ~"
otherwise thtffcoMtf.
Z'
"JT J" .IT
Tho cities under Correspondence la thla tsetse of Variety are as
pages:
on
and
follows
Face
68
ORLEAN8
ALBANY

A Mystery Comedy

J.

don't have to

to figure that the
to have a tough

67

tfce froo moo of Variety')
Chicago Offioo for information. Mail may
bo addrossod car* Variety, State- Lake i"hoatro BWq., Chicago, ft wilt bo hold oobjoet
to oall, forwarded or advort'ood in Varioty'a

the theatre played a split -week

A.,

was and

opened by tho Three Orontos. These
balancers have a great act

You

Professionals hsvt

policy with a feature picture, shorta,
starting,

NEW

Telephone Central 493T

ejUh

them

ballads put

late In

CORRESPONDENCE

9'

a. oordon Kean, author of "The Hind a"
Assisted bj MISS SYDNEY SHIELDS
and Company

*

The show,

Modern Comedy Romance

ft

"The Arabian

A

away from and their popular
dumb acts, over.

the recent
doxen years has been turning more
and more to the afterpiece to give
the bills strength at the tail-end.
So far as the Palace, Chicago, has
been concerned the great majority
of afterpieces during the paat season have been a pain in the neck.
This week is an exception. Yorke
and King, the tintype team, have
Inspired and supervised some added
didoes following their own act next
to closing, which are unusually sucThe trouble with moot of
cessful.
the afterpieces haa been that too
many actors were pressed into service and there wasn't enough material to go round with tho actors
feeling self-conscious and the thing

SELWYN
SELWYN

39

H

la the
Heart

O
T
E
L

Of Chicago's

be pleased to lad a Hotel
the usual darkness film house eyes that really makes you feel "At Home.**
are much sharper than the vaudeOar aew leass for fifteen years has enville optica, so it might help Kleist abled us to re -carpet and re-decorate
"~
xo turn on the tftxg* ihrhts briefly ta-rottgfrcmt:
before his act opens.
in Rates
Advance
International newsreel and other
OLEN W1LME8,
shorts were sandwiched among the
acts.
The news reel carried the
Odiva seal act as a fill -in for no
apparent reason. Leonard Smith at
iv it: IJ * "X 4 4* 'In a>
the
organ played tho familiar
"Horses," using cartoon slides. His
attempt at the community singing
idea met with little success, mainly
because the audience wasn't worked
up to the exertion.
"Let s Get Married" (F. P.) went
over topnotch as the jfeaturc, _The_
c^usTomers gave "ft" a™ round "of ap
plause at the finish.
-

No

1

Special

Professional

Rates

George M. Cohan la expected in Room for ene— $10.00. 111.00, |14.tf,
town to make further reviHionH in $16.00, $111.00 and $21.00 per week. $1.09
Room tor
the script of "The Home Towners." additional for two pernons.
The third act already has been two. twin beds, $23.10 week.
greatly changed and speeded up.
ttevrbaTB t*t.. North or Prrtstow. Chlea—>
"Abie's Irish Rose" waa the first
show to play Kenosha, Wis., in
three years. As Raxe Brothers have
Kenosha, among numerous other
DYE SCENERY, VKT.OUB CUHTAIlfS
(Continued on page 63)
R. WE8TCOTT KINO STUDIOS
M15 W. Van narao St.. Chicago

HOTEL CLARIDGE

SCENERY

-

London

Paris

The

ULTRA

in

FASHIONS

HAVE YOU SEEN

FLO

LILLIAN

BERNARDl wnd HF.NR1E
RENDEZVOUS CAFE?

THE BRONZE MELBA
MONTMARTRE CAFE?

Ideas and Plate* Submitted
Mile. Lsnore

Suite 701-702

—

Delaware Bldg., Chicago,

Corner Dearborn and Randolph St a.

Phoas Dearborn

THE FROLICS

REMODELED
"AMERICA'S M08T BEAUTIFUL CAFE"
IS East 22d fltreet (oppoMlte "I/' stntion). Chleaao,
The Rendezvous of the Theatrical Rtitre

AND rOl.lTK'AI. CKJ.EBUITIE3
KAiril CJALLET. Manasor
Pheas
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED

111.

71
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CALUMET
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—
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VARIETY
SYRACUSE,
By

CHE8TER

—

B.

Frank Wilcox Company,
"The Musto Master/' current;

Witting
•took.

Thelma and Marjdrte Budd, It

next week, "Poor Nut."
B. F. Keith's—Vaudeville and pic- and

19,

proprietor of th« Corona Hotel, were
David MorJack arrested in Chicago with two
chorus
and Jack DeLys,
ton
Binder stock burlesque, and "His
they disappeared
whom
with
men
Buddy's Wife," picture.
The
Buffalo last November.
from
Temple Dark.
men were held on open charges.
Strand—"The Devil's C'rcus," all Budd
all
Beach
Palm
in
been
has
week.
Next week, "Behind the winter, and employes of the hotel
Front."
of the
knowledge
any
denied
here
week. Next

tures.

Savoy

—"Wild

Women,"

Lsland—Ths Volga. Boatman,"
Strand —"Lady Windermere's

daughters of Arthur C. Budd, Fan."

first

—

Square—"Her

Clinton

HaxeT WhTtmore
with

—

Is

'.'iShimmy
.-Aomcttmy
a "guesf" star (stock burlesque).

Woodward Players

the

Second week in "Seventh Hoaven."

Famese

Chance."

billed

is

next

as

SO

Aldine— "Monte Carlo."
Grand—"The Volpa Boatman."
Harris— Vaudeville.
State—"The Sap."

Sylvia
week's

Csmso

The eighth annual season of muSt Louts will get

carnival, in its
second week, ran into bad weather

snag Tuesday and
Wednesday
Rain made jthe holding of a CArhU
val an Impossibility.
Tremendous
crowds, however, nocked to the old
baseball park the balance of the

—

Thomas

Wirth,

Company, scenic

off,

Wilcox
has been re-

Frank

artist,

lake
the Buffalo harbor

week.

Florida,

is

completely

Ice Jammed with no navigation possible to date. The entire Erie basin
is locked with slush ice to a depth
This. is the first
of over 15 feet.
time within memory the ice has held

A

St Louis' second al fresco playfarm of BOO acres near Oarratsville, N. Y., has been purchased by house, the Garden, which, unlike the
Municipal,
vaudevillaina.
Is operated commercially,
Rosa,
Howard and
They will occupy it as a summer will open its second season June 14.
Eight
weeks
of Shakespeare and
home.

top

NEWARK,

M

—

M

—

—

LOUIS

—

—
——

—

Pittsburghers long accustomed to
office prices that never
$5 received a mild surprise
when th6 Raquel Meller concert
scale at the Nixon for May 31 was

paying box

Wirth
placed by Russell Senior.
roes to the Newing-Wllcox stock
solidly up to Decoration Day and
Moliere are to be given, starting
company at Scranton.
beach officials are worried over the
Riverside Park, formerly Colonade with "Midsummer Night's Dream."
prospect
of a late out- door season Park, at Schenectady, will open
"Applesauce" was the opening at- opening.
Decoration Day.
traction of the Guy Harrington stock
Two St Louis hostelrles opened
at the Stone, Blnghamton, Monday.
roof gardens last week, with
Marty Fontana and His Sere- their
Harrington's company is in for 14
Ralph
Callfornians at the
N. J.
nades are at the Asia Restaurant Chase Pollack's
weeks. The troupe includes Marand Irving Rose's orchestra
Schenectady.
guerite Fields, leading woman; RanBy C. R. AUSTIN
at the Statler.
Rose is assistant
yrta Bellalre. wjtfe. ^&hjuboct-7-','.Df>Hre»t. ldifupay."
kin Mansfi eld
teatler at the
rssoPrT tAeatreT
"'"Forest PaVk~at'Utica opened SatJames A. Boshell as director and
Broad "I Can't Bear It."
Bam Warshaw as scenic artist
Proctor's Vaudeville, "Two Can urday.
Charlie Creath has his orchestra
Play."
installed for the season on the exAdvocates of Sunday movies In
Vaudeville, "Far
Loow's State
cursion steamer "St. Paul" on the
Blnghamton, after canvassing alder- Cry."
ST.
Mississippi out of St. Louis.
manic sentiment determined to drop
Newark Vaudeville, "Whispering
By LOU RUEBEL
the proposed reopening of the fight Smith."
(4th
Parade"
"Big
Riarto—
Shubert
in the Common Council.
The proIrene Franklin will not start her
MoscfUe—That's My Baby," vaudeweek).
Sunday show forces sought to find ville.
picture-house
at Loew's State,
Empress "Seventh Heaven" St. Louis, next trip
favor for the so-called Schenectady
Branford— "Wet Paint." vaudeville.
week, as she planned.
plan, the principal feature bf which
Rialto— "The
Phantom Bullet" (stock).
Tho-Gf.nsirres -fc&vo bt-tn booked la
Orpheum Vaudeville.
la Ine arbitrary fixing of box office "The Love Toy."
to replace her on neat week's bill
Sap" at the State.
Vaude-"The
St.
Louis
prices on Sundays.
"MorganFox's Terminal (22)
(film).
son's Finish," "The Thrill Hunter";
Houss "VaudeOpera
Ward McAllister will leave the (26) "The Prince of Broadway,"
Grand
Bobbins Players at the Avon, "The Phantom of the Forest"
King of the Turf (film).
Watertown, at the end of the curLiberty Burlesque stock.
change
Capitol Trl -weekly
of
rent week to start rehearsals in a double features.
Missouri "The Song and Dance
By O. M. SAMUEL
Broadway production. He will be
Man."
Goodwin "The Greater Glory."
St. .Charles— " The
Firebrand"
replaced by Leonard Lord, who will
"The Crown of (Saenger Players).
8tate
Loow's
Orpheum Drake and Walker Remake his bow In "Applesauce."
Lies."
vue."
Crcscsnt—"The Marcus Show."
Kings and Rivoli— "Silence."
Loew's Stats "Skinner's Dress
Grand Central— "Skyrocket"
Nelson Mlrick, for some years
Miner's Empire closed unexpectSuit."
Skydome and Capitol
Lyric
press agent for B. F. Keith's, is now edly, bringing the burlesque season
Liberty "A Crown of "Lies."
"Reckless Lady."
handling publicity and advertising to an end.
Tudor "The Sea Beast."
for the Savoy.
H. Hr Maloney is again on the
The Luttrlnger PKyere closed at
Fortune Uallo's opera company
floor as house manager at the Mis- will again appear
The New Family theatre, Utlca, the Palace, Orange, May 22.
at the Tulane
souri, after three months* hospital for four weeks, beginning
opened on Sunday with a picture
the mid
A jury in the Circuit Court May stay account a broken arm.
policy.
The house seats 000. The
die of November. Gallo is getting
theatre is owned by John Augello, 21 returned a verdict of $2,133 for
a guarantee from local subscribers
Big
Parade"
week
"Ths
The
of
last
Mrs.
Clementine
Heine,
New
of
L
Flint and A. L. Mailman.
York, against the Acme Theatre Co., at the Shubert was announced SunJack Bertram, manager Orpheum.
which operates the Shubert and day. The engagement will termi- won the local Class C tournament
Broad. This is the corporation for nate Saturday.
held by local golfers.
whicn M. S~ Schleslnger appears.
By SIDNEY BURTON
Mrs. Heine charged that in going
The Skourases reopened their
The new Saenger house at Mo
Majestic—McOarry
Players
in to her seat December 7, 1924, at the Lyric Skydome Saturday. The Sky
bile opens shortly.
Aubrey Chadic,
"Honey Girl."
Shubert she tripped over a hidden dome is the sister house of the West manager Strand, will handle the
Buffalo— "Fascinating fouth."
platform which was broken on the End Lyric. Bill Goldman's Kings house in motion pictures for several
Hip—"Wet Paint"
surface.
She alleged the accident Garden was thrown open Saturday moaths.-new -Saenger trer e~lnar
-.^oaw't-T-'YWrl Irom Moctsaartre/
perTmtiretttly Injured a~hand and her before last.
New Year's set as a tentative open
Lafayette—"Brown of Harvard."
head. During the trial the jury vising
date.
Garden Burlesque stock.
ited the theatre.
Loew's State got the jump on the
Missouri theatre in cooling-plant
Buffalo appears to have gone
The Thea'tre Guild of the Y. M. advertising when Maurice Davis
rampant on bands for picture pre- and Y. W. H. A. presented "Wapping planted a page In the "Star" Friday
sentations.
Art Landry leaves the Wharf" May 24. Samuel Grossman. before last and followed up with
By 8AM H. COHEN
Hip this week after a four months' Yiddish Art theatre, New York, was another
page in the same paper last
Liberty—"The Scarlet Sin."
•ngagement and la followed by Vin- director.
Friday. Last year the "battle of the
Rivoli—
,,

Lies."

The Johnny Jones

—

Nurse."

—"Partners Apain."
—"The Crown of

Olympic

nicipal opera in

Albany high school students in their under way Monday evening at the
production of "The Poor Nut" play- municipal open-air theatre in Foring at the Capitol this week.
Empire— "Silence," all
est park with the presentation of
The Corona was
girls' escapade.
week. "The Prince of Pllsen."
Victor Herbert's "Eileen."
It was
being
names
both
Baggs,
formerly
Charles A. Powell, former mem- announced last week by the MuniciEckel— "Rainbow Riley," all week. w?tt kmywn to the theatrical trade.
ber of the title* Symphony Or- pal Theatre Association that RobinRivoli "Hands Acros.* the Borcomappointed
has
been
chestra,
der."
son Newbold has replaced Robert
With the opening of the beaches missioner of public safety at OJus, Pitkin as first comedian In the cast.
Harvard "For Heaven's Sake."
resorts less than a week
and

Regent— "Oh, What a
Swsn — "Lazybones."

Queens*

Sheridan Square—Vaudeville

this

lead in "Old Kentucky."

Albany—"One Olorlous Night**
Proctor's—Vaudo and plctu
The Capitol Players are using

By JACK A. SIMON8
Davis—Vaudeville.

be, too.

Capitol—"The Poor Nut," stock.

falo.
'

N. Y.
By HENRY R ETON DA

26, 1928

PITTSBURGH

oooling systems" as waged between
the two theatres was heated, and
prospects are that this year's will

ALBANY,

cent Lopez for four weeks. Aaronson's Commanders are being held
over for a second week at the Buf-

N. Y.
BAHN

May

Wednesday,

announced.
The entire orchestra
for $10 with the balconies
running from $5 down to $2.

is selling

W.

McGlver, picture operator,
Penn
Theatre
(North
was burned
on the face and hands last week
whetr tt -fHm hv-the- pToJvcttoTr FdTTnT
ignited his clothing.
Joseph Ulrlch,
McGiver's assistant, extinguished the flames. Tho audience
of 400 was easily quieted by the
J.

William

Side's biggest movie),
•

management
The

first brick removed from the
structure that Is being razed
place for the new Loew
theatre is being shown in the lobby
of tho Aldine.

old
to

make

—

NEW ORLEANS

——

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

a

BUFFALO

—

PORTLAND, ORE.

DETROIT
GEORGE WINTER
8hubert- Detroit— "W hat Pries
By

—"Lord

Glory."
Bonstslls

Playhouse

Lady Algy"

(Stock).

—

and

Garrick "The Grand Duchess
and the Waiter" (Stock).
Temple- Keith Albee vaudeville.
Cadillac B ennett'i Big Bur-

—
Adsms—"The

—

lesquers (Stock).

—

Greater Glory."
"Watch Your

Broadway- Strand
Wife."

Capitol—"Old Loves for New."
Madison Partners Again."

—

State— "Memory Lane."
Raquel 'Meller plays a single engagement at the New Detroit Opera
house June

2.

Mme. Clara Clemens, daughter of
Mark Twain, and wife of Ossip
Gabrilowltsch, makes a single performance of the dramatic version
bt her father's book', 'Joan' of Arc,™
at the Lafayette, June 1.

Stock as a summer proposition
appears to have settled down in
earnest, with three companies planning to stick it out through {the
heated months.
Two of the trio
are dramatic outfits.

"Siberia."

Columbia—"The
.^•."^•^Jf/^vtvj.ve^

\e/»\e/i:v*oe..

.»e.

,

.•/„«•/.•. e,..ve,..

.

•

< *i

vuIeT

BE N

Alarm."

—Pictures—Vaudeville.

Pantagee

Staff appointments for the new
witt be -muvte upcriT Ilany
Arthur's return about June 15. Hal
Home will be managing director.

HOUSE OF CLAIRE

Broadway

Sammy

Mandell, Rockford, 111.,
pugilist, arrived to prepare himself
for a local bout which he later cancelled.
He was met at the station

Just returned from Paris bringing with him an entire new array
of Fall Models— Stage and Dancing Frocks for the Small Woman

—most elaborate creations.

by vau.devillalns appearing on

local

bills.

(IS
Olfta

ASSORTED FOR
for

$1.00)
popular
at

everybody

prices.

Come and make

you*> selections or
write for a booklet.
If you read the "Variety" or other
magazines let me have your subscript

•iear-

—

•

•*

Smilingly,

DOROTHEA
ANTEL
West
SIS

7 2d St..

New York

City

BARNEY'S
America's Leading

guarantee one of a kind!

OKLAHOMA

therefore are disposing of our present stock at half price
a most extraordinary reduction. These models include our exclusive

Dance Frocks and Stage Gowns

in

Thsatricsl 8hoe House

CITY

By GEORGE NOBLE
The Yale theatre, Sapulpa, Okla.,
wa» robbed of $1,000 when yeggs

and unique textures,
Imported Silks, Brocades, Laces, Silver and Gold Cloths and
materials of unusual description.
rare

blew the safe recently.

W.
died

D. Willerton, film mechanic,
4 from the effects of inan auto accident.

May

juries received In

•

Wallace Walthatt, former manager of the Enterprise Distributing
Corp^.—haa~Jb.»eA— »ie»te4~ president
and general manager of that con-

Also Street Frocks, Wraps, Suits, Ensembles, Evening Dresses and

-Shimmery-Summer Dresses.

Dorothea Antel's
vcttsrcre onuppc
Mail your order now for Christmas
cards selected by the "Sunshine Girl"

manager, Hip, has gone
to San Francisco to attend a meeting of the Pacific Coast Theatre
Managers' Association.
Bill Ely,

OF THE

We
We

Still

Majestic—"The Lucky Lady."
People's—"My Own Pal."
Blue Mouse— "Red Dice."
_ HjP£9^ r » m «_— .PAeJ^Xes.— yaaidftT.

.

-AIL -on. sale at

Everything la street and stafe •listen.
Saeelal stttatiea sivta te Individual erdtre.

SEND FOB CATALOG
233 Wait 42nd

M
£st.

St.,

New York

INERS
MAKE UP

Henry

C. Miner, inc.

cern.

CLAIRE
IMPORTER — MAKER
GOWNS

and

The Dreamland
theatres,

Cart Burton has Joined the Lib-

City

erty Film Corp. local forces.

Ml
»*

it

»

hi

!t

>

^

I

-

J

Okla,,

Eastern film men have been giving Oklahoma a lot of personal attention lately. The home offices in
New York have had representatives
in this section putting new life into
the local branches.

130 West 45th Street

m4.ii;

Alhambra

and

have been
purchased by C. Cortina and L.
Ross, have been leased by J. W.
Cotter. The Liberty theatre, Hartshome, Okla,, has been purchased by
C. Cortina and L. Ross.

MILLINERY

New York

Tulsa,

W

L. W. Brophy, Oklahoma theatre
owner, leaves May 25 with his fam
ijy tdr a trirf to fc<rrbbk;
^ *
'

'

FOR MODERN
SENSATIONAL
STAGE
DANCING
Stretching;

and

Limbering; Exercise*
148-145 Went 4Sd St.

NEW YORa

Phone Bryant

FOR RENT

S045

BEArTlFCL
_ find
.

FI.ABORA

STAGE SETTINGS
FOR 8ELECT OCCASIONS
AMELIA GRAIN
PHILADELPHIA
Established 1890
Abeolutety fcetieble Service

-

Wednesday,

May

26,

I

VARIETY

1926
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CARTHAY CIRCLE
(Continued from page 24)
t» do, so they kept In rc'lon and
speeded up their portion of the
work. The high lights of this prolog proved to be the Russian eccentric,

of

ing

Tartar and whirlwind dancLouis and Freda BerkofT.

INTERN

This crackeruck duo were in their
own forte and cut loose, giving the
customers everything they hud in
Each time they
three specialties.
concluded their endeavor it was an
cut and out 'stop" for the show.
Then an, octet of Kosloff dancin;;
girls,
let

who performed

folk

and

bal-

work which clicked simultane-*

Kosloff has a girl leading
ously.
this group called Mile. Flower, who

should be heard from. She is graceful 'And dispenses a number of intricate steps which seem no task
Also in the assemblage is
at all.
Alexander Akimoff, Russian basso,

who sang "The Boatman" song

NUMBER

in

fine style.

For the setting and atmosphere
were the Malahoosky Russian Balalaika, who provided the proper Tartar style of music to spur on the
performers to accomplish their no-

*

Laugh 11 n seemed to ha\ne
blest
gotten a real conception of what
~KUt&1^nT Htmospmjrtr mBant" vml *pnt*
It over without burdening his audience with a lot of heavy stuff that
A
would slow the proceedings.
rather smart and surprising finale
Is* given the act for Its finish.
Above the archway in the setting
Is what looks like a panel painting.
As the basso was singing lights began to radiate about this painting,
and as they got brighter there came
to view the Russian boatmen trudging along the banks of the Volga
with their river burden.
At first
sight the audience thought it was
just the illumination of a portrait,
but when they saw the human faces
and bodies come into view tumultu-

Anmml

The-One-and- Only
OF
It's

rrs

KIND

"Variety's," never before put out

ous applause broke loose.
La ugh 1 In has been around Los
Angeles for several years attempting to break into pictures.
Fred
Miller gave him the first chance,
and the producer came through with
flying colors by producing one of
the best atmospheric prologs seen

Hie

International

Takes

by any

theatrical publication

Number will be published in

in the

July

amusements of the world

In the country.

Following the run of the picture
on the opening night Lew Cody took
possession of the stage as master of
ceremonies, introducing Cecil De
Mille and the members of the cast.
He hade the audience a pleasant

SEND IN AN ANNOUNCEMENT FOR

good night.
Carthay Circle, though a long
way out from the center of town,
looks a sure business getter if it can

IT

get the bigger pictures. Miller will
see they are properly mounted for

purposes

selling

on

a two-a-day

Variety*!

Ung.'

"plan.

first

4niernational NiBnber, la«t summer,

made ait impression

WARNERS'
(NEW YORK)
New York. May 23.
This house cannot, in justice to
be considered among the real
de luxe houses of Broadway because of its lack of genuine presentations and that fault is caused
by the limited seating capacity and
resulting limited grosses, plus the

It

attracts universal attention, for Variety travels

itself

around the world,

always moving

—

bin. 14 to ttLtge ruc/nx~ «ff ul'tl C\i

Vet

it

o.Cfcfl.

draws a good average weekand hands a neat little

ly business

entertainment to the customers. Instead of starting with the overture
this week that item Is shunted Into
last place, and a news reel opens,
following which comes No. 3 of

METROPOLITAN
(BOSTON)

Boston, May 21.
"Fascinating Youth," picture feajunior stars, went
Paramount
turing
this- -oac rather technical- and «lfr*r r
despite the ""damn"but atoned for by the Charleston on over "big hero,
faint praise" by the rewith
lng
toes done by Ruth Mattoch on the
dailies who caught
stage.
This girl worked with a viewers for the
Sunday showing. Good busiflicker device, which, while bru- the
ness expected for the entire week
tal on the eyes of an audience, canlocal interest in New
not be denied a certain amount of on strength of
England Paramount contest, but
effectiveness.
not expected picture could stand

Arthur Murray's

Charleston

reels,

Then a comedy, "The Heavy Paown merits. As a matter of
rade," made by F. B. O. and hold- on its
picture made a real hit
ing three fat follows as the comics fact, the
type of house it would be
the
with
(Short Subjects), after which Marto draw and the attitude
expected
garet McKee did her bird Imitations,
commenting on the
a screen introduction to her work of the papers In
story as being the "customary" sort
preceding. Miss McKee is a standbe expected to
might
that
thing
of
ard turn and evoked a genuine ovabe used to give everybody a small
tion, after which
the show went
part did not hurt business.
into the feature,

"Silken Shackles."
I?or Krousso is now leading the
orchestra, which bears the label of
Heller's Versatile
so it
Soloists,
Prohably mean's that Heller, being
managing director of the house, is
devoting his time to running things.
So while he's at that, here's a sug.Ke*Uo*.-«F..>*> an—o*rt.«4 de r
that --?»e
have a few programs printed, if only
for the convenience of the newsPaper people who cover the show.
Programs don't cost so much and
their place is now being taken by
& folder describing the coming attraction.
The Uivoli started under
"a I'ublix policy sans programs and
the complaints were numerous.
However, Mr. Heller, you have
*n accommodating bunch in the
front of the honse.
Sunday evening wh^n their nerves were probably
near the fraying point there was
Rome real courtesy displayed to
those boobs
ing over and

who

.insisted

under ropes.

First National has
'

on jumpSuk.

borrowed Halfrom Fox to appear in
forever
After."
Fox
Another
Player. J. Parrel McDonald, has been
SS*

1

(

ool °y

The
down

big

Met seems
brass

to

tacks

to be getting
in its pro-

•o much in lack of merit as in the
fact that Anderson failed to take
full advantage of the possibilities
of the idea after the unit had its

In this picture house engagement,
the act employs only 10 persons, instead of 14 with it in vaudeville.
In brief summary, the turn is a
initial week.
competition between jazz and the
The surprise of the bill came in classics, with the audience the
sottes-- oi- t?u£s and- --w4a« tracks,-. judge*.
The - ciwfd" at the- -secondO'Hara, who is a columnist, tried Saturday night show vote : about
some of this sort of stuff a few two to one In favor of the classics.
years back, and it proved to be over
The act scored heavy. It will In
the heads of the average audience. every picture house it plays. A nifty
This time he prefaced the reel with novelty. Twenty-two minutes.
a statement that he wants everyThe feature, "A Crown of Lies"
body who does not get the point of (Negri). Not much.
One* o* the
his jokes to write in and complain, best of the Our Gang comedy series,
following it up with the gag that "Uncle Tom's
sent
the
Uncle,"
the previous we 3k he received more crowd oui laughing.
mall than Sears-Roebuck. Running
The State was comfortably cool
a llttlo slower than usual, the film and business was capacity downbrought real laughter and a hand, stairs.
ReubeU
despite the fact that the blue background for the printed words was
hard to read from the bark of the
house.
Libbcy.
-

Vigorous publicity activity Is beresumed at this house, Joe
Dlpesa and Charley Winston both
being on the job, with Instructions
to try and put matinee business Into
the box office.
Hbbey.
ing

SWOPE'S TAB

STATE, BOSTON
Boston,

Already beginning to offset
the harm done at the first In the
matter of "high type programs for
Boston whether the public wants
Joseph Klein „with his
it or not."

The supporting
program Monday

STATE
LOUI8)
St Louis, May

(8T.

22.

"Two years ago, God, in his wis.
Sly?" .* r£%liy^ e/9jg.-' ilam, saw -OL to tnlf4t.3.way .frum. .m.
his directing of the our own Victor Herbert, who en
Herbert medleys, all popular and all deared himself to every lover of
within the comprehension of his 65- good music the world over.
This
cent house.
tribute Is arranged in his honor,"
Stella Power, Australian color- was the explanatory note on the
atura soprano, spotted between a program regarding this week's overnews reel and a topical reel, had ture: Selections from "The Fortune
the handicap of a house too big Teller." And, perfectly done under
for her voice and she came through the skillful direction of I>on Albert,
to the back of orchestra so thin it was a worthy tribute to the memthat she did not do nerself Justice. ory of America's premier composer.
The news weekly, then an organ
Arthur Martcll at the organ used
"Spring Is Here," a simple comedy log, "Let's Talk About My Sweet
number with slides and the house with some new lyrics. The topics
followed, with a song plugger doing
ate it up.
The Publix unit. "Alice In Movie- some antics under a spot In an
land," was brought over almost in- upper box. A South Sea travel pictact from New York to back up ture In natural colors, whirh enmo
Youth,"
and went next, was pretty; the* accompani"Fascinating
across Inoffensively. As a unit, it ment, "A South Sea Idyll," too.
The lone stage offering, Alex
did not stand up as "regards showmanship and the original idea seems Hyde * Co. in "Berlin vs. Liszt."
to have been more or less befogged The vaudeville act played In St.
in fh<» mnterbpillxatlon qf a. snvoo^h IvOo!a twlojf pravlsusly this year, the
running rcut'fns. Its* 'Yalilt ties hot "last" time" scarcely six weeks "ago.

XM
on

m

•

.

grams.

JUTCb£AlX&.
lent hand'

ed gracefully at the Bute, but It
was the subject of much comment
night that the same courtesy was not extended to Fradkln.
Holland and Barry wers the novelty
act, putting across a well-staged
mticTng' ">6*utTne Hanked" "by three
troubadours who should be taken
hand by a showman and, staged
properly If they are to continue as
a unit.

Monday

.

May

(Continued from pogo

1)

24.

saved the film
night, with a capacity house apparently turning out
mainly to see Chnrles Ray's new release, entitled "Paris." with Join
bill

Crawford featu red. The picture did
not maTce~the grade, "due "DofTi uTTnV
ancient theme and the fact trmt
Ray's role is an indifferent character played negatively.
The remainder of the film program had no high spots, including a
few chopped news flashes, a new
process of triple illusions of ice
skating, a flat animated cartopn and
a comedy with two misspelled words
In the titling.
Philip Spltalny with his orchestra,
Holland and Barry and their Troubadours, and Frederic Fradkln, the
violinist, saved the show for the
house. Fradkln was a real hit, getting applause that lasted well into

that Hearst had no

hand or

interest-

then in.
Swope's new move is surprising
view of his recent triumph in the
Pulitzer organization over Arthur

In

-

t

—
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l

8

r

i
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Hays

to become "Assistant to the
President" of the Pullitzcr papers.
This was a slap at Swope and divided the authority. Recently, the
ofllre of "Assistant to the President" was abolished and Krock was
made "Chief of Syndication," regarded as a sinecure to work out
his contract, as the new title means
nothing, for there Is another editor
who Is "Chief of the Syndicates."

>

Arthur KosHcn will again direct
Griffith, who starts making "You'd He Surprised" June 1
at the new F. P.-L. studios.

hold.
Spltalny did not take the
Ktage this week, u«ln« the "Slavische
Rhapsodle" and "HI- Ho" for Mm
two hlg numbers, The Met of not

Llge Conley and Gladys McConnHl pl.-iving the lends in "The

floating anybody In/ thi" /n*h Ys!rn.
(luring 'the overture is being accept-

Neal

news reel and kept
again when the picture
the

starting
fallnd

;

Raymond

'

.

Is

dirprting.

twxl- reals**'

*

flfc)ajt

~ -

VARIETY

60

VARIETY'S LOS ANGELES OFFICE

ARTHUR UNGAR

in

Bldg., Suite 610
756 8o. Broadway; Phone 6005 Van Dyk

into

a sure-fire

finish,

topical

his

number getting a full halfdozen encore verses. The locally
lyric

booked Hash flop headliner closed,
letting the wind out of the show
completely, with an exiting audience
greeting the pullman car window
sequence which was spotted for a
Walt.

finish.

The Orphoura

.

last

bill

week was

dominated by Olsen and Johnson's*
Surprise Party, an afterpiece and
Gloria Lee, some clowning of hysterical proand a dance chorus labeled Sixteen portions on the part of Bill DemaSunshine Dancers.
rest, aided by Mexlne of another
Built on the short In "one" Intro- acL There were laughs galore, but
duction of full stage musical com- not enough substantial meat to fill
edy scenes, with several alleged in. Business was even lighter than
comedy dialogue "bits" in "one" in- the previous week, with a two-thirds
methods lull house Monday night.
Production
termingled.

Lamb

Bruin,

Sisters,

murdered any chance it might have
had to score through lack of adequate rehearsal of running order as
not a single scene but what had a
gtrgv jaait -preceding.. £X.—toUswlnSL.
the sequence. Several dance chorus
scenes found half of the girls on the
stage on an exit dance number.
All in all, this Kusell Revue totals

The program opened with Maxlne
and Bobby. The latter is a brown
and white mutt which participates
tumbling stunts with Marine
in
the turn got a hand as a good
opener. The Harrington Sisters, a
kid team on the Duncan style, did

their stuff In one and a half. They
in point of costuming and had
nice lyrics, but sat too far
Investiture, but appears a
back from the foots in several numwaste of money In embellishing this bers to make them go
over as they
small time hodge-podge lay-out of should. The girls
huve nice voices,
"bits" numbers and untalented prinexcept that they are a little too
Knoff and Brother shrill
fimll
cipals,
and get on the nerves after a
opened, flasblns a clas py. equMib.rls- fe wrongs.
tlc offering while making a routine
Harry Webb and Co. In "A Cycle
of single and double hand balancing push-ups seem child's play, with of Tone Pictures" proved to be a
a one-hand lift from the floor fin- band, with man and girl singer and
ishing In a walk-off, registering nice a lot of scenery. They opened each
number with a scrim in one depictreturns from aa Incoming house.

a

flash

the Miss Renlck, with Isadora Colodny, Is seriously ill with Influenza
at his
about former English professor at Arizona home in Lank ersh Ira.
University, has written a threeacter, "The Red Rose."
The general strike of union car.
The Pantages had plenty of wide
penters against the employment of
open spaces on its main floor for
Local 150, Moving Picture Projec- non-union men has caused
a cessathe getaway show last week, with tionists, staged Its annual Jubilee. tion of construction
work on a numthe scattered regulars apparently A housewarmlng and reception at ber of local
buildings, including the
handcuffed through most of the their new headquarters in the Film hew First National
Studios at Burshow, due to seemingly bad show- Exchange building, where they have bank and
El Capltan Theatre
manship accountable for the jury two pre-view rooms, was followed Building In the
Hollywood.
The theatre
returning its verdict of "thumbs by a banquet and ball at the Ver- Itself
been opened before the
down" on the lay-out. Spotting the non Country Club. 700 operators rest ofhad
the building had been finpianist-organist, D. Henri C. Le and friends attended. J. B. Kenton,
ished.
Bel, who is to be a permanent at- business manager of the union; C.
traction at the Pan, in the deuce C. Piper, Harold Huff, M. J. Sands
Pola Negri will begin work oa
position, was what seemed to ruin and Harry Little were in charge.
June 8 in "Hotel Imperial," being
any chance the show had to get
adapted
from the play by Lajos
The outline for the "Pageant of
under way.
His introduction of himself and Liberty," to be played at the Coli- Biro. Eric Pommer will supervise
the
making.
future policy put a damper on the seum, July 5, was completed by
proceedings which it took several Frank Lloyd, screen director, and
succeeding acts to dispel.
He approved by the executive commitEven preachers are beginning to
opened at the organ in the pit. In- tee in charge of. the evenL
use theatrical billing. Bob Shuler.
troducing
himself
as
seeking
sensational pulpit -thumper of the
Robert Burton, Wilcox,_ an execu- TrMtY J& „JE*~Chutrn, .hooked,
w
t
Vl . aapjajise. tq.
J£rou£kifc9-niediuDa
^ J>t
a
tive at the 'Screen^iayersT StuJlo,* troupe of revivalists and hung
banamusement shoppers were partial was arrested at his office in connec- ners out in front of the house of
to, announcing his succeeding pro- tion with the campaign waged by worship.
These said: "Bob Shuler
grams woukl comply with their Deputy State Labor Commissioner presents Hnrry Vroom Bruch and
wish as expressed by their applause C. F. Lowey against motion picture His Evangelists, direct from Chi-

laugh at the comics, but

It

Is

^

w

following various numbers of his
opening week's repertoire.
Santiago Trio, two male equilibrists and a woman understander,
held interest through a neat routine
of balancing acrobatics. The woman
was a most interesting switch in

the usual order of dumb offerings,
with her back bend bridge holding
the two men for a double pyramid
build-up clicked and sent the show
off to

a flying

start.

E.

Enos Fra-

man and wom- ing the song and a back drop seen zere and Co. followed the organist
the two spot, derailed the through a draped eye. The lighting let-down, with -the opening double
show's momentum completely, pass- effects were ineffective, with some adagio passing quietly, as did the
ing quietly in a commonplace hotel poor production ideas carried out. balance of the and company efforts.
various
single
specialties
corridor flirtation story in common- In several numbers the girl came Their
place manner.
Mabel Ho 11 Is fol- out with umbrella or witch's props seemed a padding of running time.
lowed with "pop" numbers which all lighted, but with the electricity His two closing tricks on the flying
failed to put the show back on its cord trailing
behind.
They pre- trapeze, especially the finish, a heel
feet She got some appreciation for sented Egyptian, rain, sandstorm, catch over the audience, was thrillh$r purely sorg rlugH^r routine. Wizard of Oz, eW homestead and ing.
Julia Kelety, minus the usual
J. F. O'Brien and Grace Josephine, every other sort of theme except
next, offered guitar strumming and the crime wave.
They hit close to piano accompanist, registered with
blues singing, and battled their way the latter with "The Prisoner's a program of French and English
to the first real sign of slapping.
Lovs Song." A good scarecrow story songs. Opening with the sinKincaid's Radloettes threw the dance by the drummer in the band gle English number, a semi-classirunning into "high" with radio sta- scored.
No one stood out and a cal, she followed with three in
Good showmanship was
tion structure for a clever tie-up of scne/al lack of warm personality French.
voice and instrumental numbers. was felt. Trombone, cornet doubling shown In giving a short synopsis in
Qbening dark, voice from giant loud in sax, banjo, drums, piano, two English of her foreign numbers, as
sflgaker in "one" announces letters reeds and Webb playing the violin it paved the way for appreciation of
her French story songs. Lydell and
QX.lftCAl station about to broadcast was the combination.
nateram from stage. Lights up aa
Demarest and Collette stopped Mason, next to closing, use a woman to good advantage in planting
snfiriece orchestra band swing into the show.
With
the man doing his their
offlpmhg number as woman _ballad .f wuey.
The old
'X>Jd Cronie"_ story.
ffU'«--4>a- Uvb- ©eHe tmd- thesea-dog "character of Mason has deBTngeF'conecls "belter than an aver- floor,
the act got off to a good
age soprano. She then takes posi- start. Then
veloped into a gem of a foil for
they hooked up with
tion at microphone to extoll an "on the
Lydell's decrepit old rheumatic civil
opener, doing a special request
the air" program, which follows. son*?
war vet. The story is packed with
for a dog who walked off in
Nice tie-up of radio and stage, with Hsgust
"nifties," which Lydell socks over
ar.d a acrcs.ni of a tumbling
several voices lending value.
The act with Maxine.
pan. These two character deA plant in the the
inebriate parade finish clicked for
lineators proved a "wow."
audience
also
brought
laughs.
alee applause at the curtain.
Mme.
Doree's Operalogue, with
It was a tough spot that Dustln
Fred Lewis, next-to-shut, adthe madam herself conducting her
Farnum found himself in, following nine
libbed un extemporanrous opening,
voices
through the "EmotionHe had an old sketch. al High Lights
the ballad singing female of radio this pair.
of Grand Opera"
act lfoving the pay crowd giggling. "The Littlest Rebel," which is not program, was apparently a draw
His loose leaf prop, book proved a a headline bet (New Acts). This during Music Week.
WaJU
closed
first half.
After In term is
fountain of comedy lyrics leading
Hlon
_*L? nJL Green, with Fran k Jef- - 0«nli uvfcr—Jsu'n'mie;
"totCTiogtaplre^"
VerSoiP' accompanying, ""sang
her
songs.
"Lets Talk About My for the Grecian Klnema Art CorSweetie," "Poor Papa," "Morning poration, film company which conproducing
old
Greek
Glory Lane," 'If You Can't Hold templated
the Man You Love" and several of dramas, obtained judgment from
1046 8. Grand Avenue
her fast numbers were used. The five members of the board of direcI/OS ANOKLF8
swift songs and the ballads scored tors for $267. This was the amount
flperlal Rates to Profession
due her for salary at the rate of
best.
SERVICE, COURTESY
To attempt to describe the Olsen- $110 a month. The decision was
Bates $11 up (Double or Single)
Xkw*^ Mold Mcrrfe**--Mwhra Joh nav; t fracas -wuuitl be lid easy"" as" made in. the nflice. *t Deputy State
RUTH H. ANTHONY, trip.
compiling a catalogue of all the gags Labor Commissioner C. F. Lowy.
ever used on the stage. This pair Bernard Potter, who Is president of
enlisted every one on the bill who the B. and H. Circuit, controlling
the Forum, was implicated in the
felt well enough to attend.
Olsen
begged for enough applause to bring hearing, being secretary of the fllm
For AD Artlats to Eat at
them out of the, wings, and every producing company. Testimony was
one had to enjoy the thing, take it given during the hearing that Potter, who Is said to have sunk $4,600
or leave it.
Credit should go to
Jack Hanley in the act, Maxine, of his own money in the company,
724 8. Hill St., Los Angeles
was
sent $2,000 by two stockholders
Between Parnate* and Hill 8t. Theatres Harrington Sisterd, Harry Webb in Tuscon, Arizona, to pay off labor
and his whole company, Bill Dema- claims and
Bob by Carl and Lillian Muller
wages.
Jennings
and Joe Kenton, who fed the stated that her salaryMiss
THE OLD- TIME HOOP ROLLERS rest
was not paid
linos from the front row. The rodeo
out
of
this
money,
and other mem10 percent discount to the profession
lasted for 45 minutes.
The best bers of the board of directors, she
gag of the evening was pulled with said, coujd not
t.ftf *rfcat Potter had
:tll wricmsTrress ByOIsen,' who
spoke done with the money. The state
A HOME FOB FKRFOBMKRH
of the afterpieco as something "up- corporation
commission is investilifting vaudeville."
A phoney ven- gating the entire business transacAPTS. triloquist bit
by Johnson and Dema- tions of the film company, and if al821 South Hop* St.. Los An*elea
rest scored highest.
C.'loae to All Theatres
A Charleston leged instances of mismanagement
Suites Completely Furnlnhrd Aceommo- finale ended act and
show.
are found to be true, their license
(,at,n «" 1 lo 4 People, at
^«.
The bill was a little better than to operate will be revoked.
$12.60,
$14.50,
$17.50
those
seen
for
the
past
month,
but
free Individual 'Phonos
still lacking
Dally Maid Service if J>e*lr«vd
Duncan Sisters ("Topsy and Eva")
„ in the substantial high
- "" ~
— Real
ittt 'sj4
st-•^tt^/niiTijiii
ola#s jt uff fchaf nnw T>irrg~areTjgaftr ^ren~art-TW*MIL*mri~J~uh~e 7. "fbn&WGRAYCE H. SATTliKIl, C'tist
Mgr.
of straight vaudeville.
Fans may ing the Kolb and Dill's "A Pair o'
Byton and Noblet,
in

*

•
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CALL! CALL!

MULLER'S COFFEE SHOP

THE KNICKERBOCKER

.

-

schools.
He was jailed
on charges of violating the city
license ordinance.

"make-up"

"Nancy," Tom Wilkes' musical
comedy, opened at the Mission, Long
Beach, May 16. The cast includes
Nancy Welford, Eettie Gallagher,
Rex Cherryman, Lou Archer, Nancy
Carroll, Jane Darwell, Maude Truax,
Iva Shepard, and George Guhl.

A

charter was granted by the state
of California to the Mission Playhouse Corporation, to sell 4,000
shares of stock at $100 a share to
take over the construction of the

Mission Playhouse, a permanent
home being built to be occupied by
the Mission Play, California historical play at San GabrieL

Jack

Hartmann, Oshkosh

&

Mendel Trunks

AT GREATLY RKDLCED PRICES

1,000

WM DO

USED TRUNKS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

BEPAUtfNO.

WRITS FOB CATALOG.

SAMUEL NATHANS,
Seventh Avenue, between

•olb

40»*i

Beach.

Aowrm ron rim

Phones: Ixmgncrr 61D7-5MWM

•

«

-

»

at Erlanger's Biltmore, celebrated
his 60th anniversary in the pit. He
began his career at the uge of 10 as
second violin In the Euclid Avenue
-opera. haiMa,..Qtavcta'3dY--f*» raet -A.L. Erlanger there when the latter
was a box office attendant. When
Erlanger became a manager, he sent
Bendlx to the Drury Lane in London, where he helped produce "BenHur." During his long service with
a baton Bendlx has conducted for
almost all of the foremost stage
artists

who have been

Ruth Rrnick* after v an
sr phrmr-ro

'Rm and Leave

America.

"Sot

'Eiri,"

Herbert.' "Applesauce," "The Dove."
"Little Miss Bluebeard" and "You
and I" also on the list

A. J. Kennedy, formerly exploitation man for Universal at Seattle,
is
handling publicity for the two

at

San Pedro.

Stephan Krahl, former manager of
Muller's
Coffee
Shop,
performer
rendezvous, and
Edward Wood,
Juvenile legit actor, have opened

SteyeX

J

n.eL^^fe..

.

opposlte the Shrine Auditorium.

Jackson J. Parks, former Metropublicity man. has
been appointed director of publicity
for Columbia Pictures, succeeding

Goldwyn-Mayer
E. J. Patterson.

Arthur Fournier, composer^ and
Tvmdo Twitcheil, librettist, have
gone to La Jolla, seashore resort, to
finish up their latest operetta. "The
Rainmaker," scheduled for production in New York in the fall.*

phony concerts.
"They

Knew What They Wanted"

(Marjorie
jestic,

Rambeau), at the Mabe taken to San Fran-

will

cisco by Michael Corper, producer

Ed Earl Repp, former publicist at
Warner Brothers studio, handles
the

HOTEL LA TOSCA
"Home

in

$10

WEEK
$1Z50

100
100

ROOMS
BATHS

SINGLE, 11j0 DAILY

WEEK D0U3LE

Convenient to All Theatres

work

press

of thm Professional

Los Angeles"

at the Majestic
replaclnir Gilbert Brown,
managing editor of the Record, who
(stock),

held the post temporarily.

Querrini

Ned Martin, general sales manWestern territory for First
National, Is here going over next
year's product with West Coast
Theatres. Inc.. the largest purchasers In the state of F. N. pic«--••

tures.

"

*

Cummlngs, Fox

Calif., to

'sJbVfchA^of'

wonr iMrcr*

'

A

Tks LMSlnt

ager

ed tour of Europe, has returned to
the studio.
»

in

Allan C. Balch is the new president of the Hollywood Bowl Association, which operates the amphitheatre presenting summer sym-

Corrine Teraplln, dancer, has been
added to Will Morrlssoy's Music
Mall Revue (Orange Grove).

several -ywr.

treasurer, Morosco Holding Co., arrived here and announaed the coming attractions at the Morosco.
"The Bride" follows "The Musio
Master" Into the stock house, with
"Ladies of the Evening," "The Auctioneer," "Easy Come, Easy (Jo,"

West Coast houses

Theodore Bendlx, house conductor

Mayer

and 41st Streets, New York r 'tv
tutovkr in tub kart

produc-

Hollywood Tent Players,
headed by Luther P. Fitch, moved
from La Brea and Santa Monica
boulevards, Hollywood, to 20th and
Cherry streets, "Signal Hill, Long

Marlon AinsJee, Metro-Goldwyntitle writer, after an extend-

Inc.

staging

The

Irving

Immediately for Coronado,
stay until her concert.

Carthay Circle theatre, on the extreme western ed»s of Loe Angeles,
could be attracted by improved
transportation facilities, Fred Miller,
at the head of the theatre corporation, last week Installed a private
bus line, to make direct connection
afternoon and evening with the Wilshlre avenue busses at the western
terminus at Fairfax avenue. The
theatre busses will carry prospective patrons to and from the theatre
and Fairfax avenue free. The distance is about five blocks.

another task handed him by Bard's
Pasadena, which is one of the Far
West chain. He is to stage prologs
"Love
for this house also in the future.

Madame Schumann-Helnk, who
appears at the Shrine Civic Auditorium May 29, arrived here and left

ALL MODELS— ALL SIZES ON HAND

ALSO

Laughlin,

tions for Fred Miller's Cathay Circle and Figueroa theatres, has had

Co*
astf

Larsott

ACCORCION
FACTORY
le th«

Ths

-

•

Valtst Btats*.

only
that nakM
ist ttssiM
han<t

"fartorr
an> art

muar~br

277-270 C«iu»»ss
Avtaut
Sas FrsaH'fc »'n>

director,

Phone STUyvesant 6136

visit in

L

Figuring that a new type of patronage for the recently opened

Dave Allen, head of the Central
Casting Corp., which supplies picRoth, personal representative ture actors to the studios, left for
of James Grainger, general sales New York this week to take his fl^st
manager for Fox, Heft here this week vacation in nine years. He is visitafter a two months' stay, during ing his parents there.
which time he supervised induction
Franklyn
of new employes Into the local exUnderwood,
general
manager, and Theodore M. Riehle,
change.

W. D. Clopine, editor, International Newsrecl, is here on his first
many years.
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Professionals have the free un of Variety*,
Lot Angela* Offloa fer Information. Moil
may bo addressed nmw Variety, Chapman
Bid*. Loo Angeles. It will bo hold subject
to oall or forwordod, or advertised in Variety's Letter List

LOS ANGELES

Charge

Chapman

The show at the Broadway Pal
ace last week was about as' nonde
script a layout as ever foisted on
the public. With local "Association"
booking office responsible for saddling incoming "Death Trail" unit
with its l)c;id liner, as costly and
lavish a display of kindergarten
production methods as has ever
found its way into local theatricals.
Titled Maurice L. Kusell's Revue,
with program billing featuring Joe
Carr, supported by Frederick De-
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will jump direot to
Join the act.

SAN FRANCISCO

the Crandall Co., In conjunction
with its Savoy and Apollo theatres,
opened Saturday night last. It was
another caught in the rain.
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CLEVELAND,

to

Pantages has lost the booking of
Efforts of Fay Lanphier, "Miss
America," who won last year's title the Hippodrome, Sacramento. The
Arlington Beach has opened for and cup at Atlantio City and Is be- bills are now being provided by
the summer.
ing sued by Louis B. Jacobs for Ackerman A Harris. Tho T. A D.
(1626 Columbia Road)
Telephone Columbia 4690
managerial services, Jr. Circuit, which controls the
310,900
for
Steve Cochran's stock (National) heard by a jury of women Jn Ala- house, reports that the switch was
did so well with "The Last Warn- meda county (Cal.), failed last week due to a desire to out the cost of
ing" that it was held over this when Superior Judge E. C. Robin- their vaudeville entertainment.
By HARDIE MEAKIN
week. This stock is running at a son denied her plea and told the
The San Francisco Players Guild
Truth" dollar top.
Belasco— "The
Naked
bathing beauty to tell her- story to
staged a bit of Barrie and a blf of
(film).
Superior Judgo -T. W. Harris.
Shaw
on the same program at two
National— "The Last Wurnins"
The date for the accounting and
N. Y.
special performances last week. The
(2d week); next, "Song and Dunce
distribution of earnings has not yet
offerings
were Harris's "Shall We
Mrin" (Cochran stock).
By H. D. SANDERSON
been set by Judge Harris.
Join the Ladles T' and Shaw's "AnPoll's Daric.
LycajjnWJ.uat Mht- Jed" Stock). ...In hi* action Jacobs- rontendjt- that trroctes
una
the* "Lion."
Reginald
K?iai(I4n\— DaTk.
on June 2, 1925, he entered Into a
Fay's Vaudeville.
Ward man Fa.-k— Films.
contract with the Alameda girl de- Traverse directed the two pieces.
Victoria Vaudeville.
Kcith'fc— Stiaight vaudeville.
Keith-Albee Temple (dark).
fendant by which he* was to help
Pictures
Vaudeville
Earla
Eaatman "Grand Duchess and her win the crown of "Miss Amer("The Test").
the Walter."
ica." and' if successful he was to
Strand Finns.
Regent— "The Devil's Circus."
uhare one- half of all she earned as a
By DAVE TREPP
Gayaty Ductc (Columbia).
Piccadilly— "Sandy."
result.
Blue Mouse "The Exquisite SinHe charges further that he
Mutual— Films (dally change).
expended $900 of his own money in ner."
Picturaa
Columbia—"The Volga Boatman"
Floyd J. M«»nnelley, manager, Ly- bringing about the desired end. In
Columbia— "Paris"; next, "The ceum,
completed 11 years with that her answer Miss Lanphier denied (2d week).
Rainmaker."
last
week.
his
Coliseum— "The Devil's Circus."
house
He
started
everything.
Metropolian— "Volga Boatman"; career
Liberty— "The Barrier."
In the' Old Cook's theatre here
next, "Hanson's Folly."
transferring
the
20
years
ago,
Strand— "The Lucky Lady."
to
Walter Catlett, late Htar of the
Palace "The Crown of Lies";
Temple.
left the Temple to go ill-starred "Honey
He
Metropolitan
"The
Student
Girl"
production
Kaoy."
That's My
next.
Eddie Jahrl. with Universal in California, but here, was all set to step into Prince."
Rialto— "Night Cry'
returned
he
to Rochester 11 years "Patsy," now current
President—
"It's
Boy"
(Duffy
a
'Outside
next,
Devine;
the
Curat
Mitchell and
ago.
ran.
He was to be starred in the Plaiers Stock).
tht Law" (presentation).
Ofphoum Vaudeville.
principal corcsiy role upon the exPantagst
"The Great
V&ude
Arthur P. Kelly, publicity direc- piration of Lou Holtz's contiaot twoBoth the Le Paradis Roof and the
Love."
fipnnlsb Village, the latter moved on tor, Eastman theatre, has been weeks after the San Francisco openPalace
Hip
Vaude
'IStella
top of bam Stelnberger* Hotel > r- elected secretary-treasurer of the ng. Now the deal Is off, Catlett's
Advortiaing AfflUntlnn nt Rnnhoatftr
contract has* been canceled and at Maris."
Hftfcten, were s et to op e n S aturday
Buffalo, Cleveland, Hamilton and his own request he was given
n'ghl last and It rained.
a re"The Birth of a Nation" is back
London, Ont., and Erie, Pa,
ease, and from the story it apIn Seattle for a week at the Egyppears that Catlett jockeyed himself
A new road house on the Baltitian
theatre, the new film house in
signed
orchestra
is
Cecil
Houck's
in
more pike, the Kit Kat, has put
nit of a lucrative engagement
the University district.
B. Jackson U fea- for Sea Breeze Park and Natatorits appearance.
'Patsy," according to common reAubrey,
May
A.
opening
29.
J.
lum,
tured dancer. G. Marion Carle and
port, has experienced financial difHugh Knox, director Duffy PlayNew York, is the new park director. ficulties ever since the premiere in
orchestra supply the music.
ers, is also acting when occasion
[.on Angeles.
When
things looked demands. "The Seventh Guest" and
Deed for the sale of the Palace blackest the West Coast people
Though originally booked for the
"The Cat and Canary" are now unBelaaco several weeks ago, "The Theatre, Jamestown, N. Y., has been tepped
in,
provided
necessary der rehearsal for early presentaNaked Truth" (film) was thrown filed. Title passes to the South- unds. so it is alleged, had Marco tion.
Corp.*,
western
New
York*
Theatres
back until this week. The appearcut the payroll materially and do a
ance of the classes of the various of which Nlkitas D. Dlpson, Ba- little whipping into shape of the
The formal transfer of the Jendancing schools on rentals, a regu- tavia, is president He is also pres- production.
Then business began sen Von Herberg houses to the
lar feature each spring at the Be- ident of the Genesee Theatrical En- to look more hopeful.
Harry
Arthur, Jr., interests, will
that
Batavia
terprises
owns
the
laaco, caused the moving forward
Curran booked the attraction for take place -June 16. Sometime in
The corporation
Family theatre.
of the film date.
gave two mortgages, one to* M. W. his house here and stipulated that August the new Fifth avenue, now
Lou Holtz and Gloria Foy were to be
Roland Bond's new operetta, Peterson, a paiJt owner of the house, featured players. Holtz's contract building, will open, also under the
played by his Washingtonians. ap- for $£7,500, and one to M. L. Woods, was due to expire two weeks after management of the North American
peared for three nights of last week other owner, for $117,500. The cor- the opening of the San Francisco Theatres Co. (Arthur).
The new theatre of the same inIn the auditorium of the Central poration has also leased the Win- engagement, and the sponsors of the
High school. Currently, it is be- tergarden theatre for 10 years and show are reported to have been terests In Portland openB shortly
after
lease
cpticn
renew
the
has
an
to
Jhe Seattle house.
ing presented In connection with the
rtmbitleua to take the piece east
new Jewish Community Center. for an additional 5 years.
for a run. To do this it was thought
prolog to the "Volga BoatThe
Bond has put across 61 performWalter L. Main's circus is billed necessary to provide a name. Cat- man" this week* at the Columbia
ances of the piece In and around
lett, getting through with "Honey was truly Russian, opening with a
Robinson
for
Geneva
June
John
4,
Washington with his amateur cast.
circus in Seneca Falls June 12, and Girl," seemed a good bet, and ac- young woman in a dance to balaTisr Shows at Recreation cordingly was approached, agreed to laika mvsic. Following G. Donald
A local demonstration was staged Southern
terms and immediately signed. It Gray sang "The Song of the Volga
last week when Corbin Shield, be- Park, Seneca Falls, week May 24,
Sebastian Society street was agreed that he would join the Bontman." The scene was on the
and
San
came manager of Unlversal's Rialto,
show at the expiration of Holtz's "banks of the Volga rivet." Francarnival, Fairport, July 19-24.
succeeding Fred Saar.
contract, play out the remainder of cesco Longo, pianist (Columbia),
W. L. Hall, of Bath, opened lils the engagement here, go on the supplied a special musical arrangeWashington's only remaining outroad with It and remain for the ment.
Avoca,
Antlers
Tourist
Camp
at
door picture theatre, operated by
with an auto polo game. It proved Chicago and possible New York
runs.
After leaving San Francisco _JThe firsts circus here this season
a good_ draw. tv
CaTTerr waS" lo~"be starred and fea- is Al G.'BarnesrMaif "JB-"^0r 7
tured heavily.
It appears, however, that when
Vasily
Gromokovsky,
Russian
the time came to move the troupe to dramatic baritone, will make a conBy BRAWBROOK
Ayditorium
Sisters' Ran Francisco funds were low, and cert tour of Washington and Ore
"Weak
Homer Curran advanced $2,000 for gon, perhaps California, too, prior
(Murphy Stock).
this purpose. When Curran learned to going to New York. He opened
of
the signing of Catlett .he was May 21 at Bellingham.
Charles E. Ford, venerable pro
peeved, taking the stand that his
prletor Ford's theatre, and son o
contract
called for Holtz and Miss
the fampus John T. Ford, is recovFoy and that he was going to stand
ering from a severe illness.
on his rights. Curran did not favor
By MELVIN J.
Apparently the scheme for a flna' Catlett and was very strong for
Grand— "Icebound."
farewell performance at Baltimore's Holtz. This was the situation when
616
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O.
GREGG

C. S.

Ohio-r'The Show-Off."
Hanna— "The Big Parade"
weex).
Palace

—Vaudeville—"The

Boatman."

<:

106th—Vaudeville— "Early

Keith's
to

(4th

Volga

Wed."

Reade's Hippodrome
"Early to Wed."

—Vaudeville—

—

Pantages Vaudeville —*
Circle
"Silken Shackles."
Allen— "Wet Paint."
State Vaudeville
"Sweet Dad-

—

—

dies."

£jmw- "The JFomtlor

Troll."

Park and Mall— "Money. Talks."

The Kclth-Albee Palace
puts

summer

its

week

this

policy of contin-

uous vaudeville and pictures from
noon until 11:30 p. m. In effect. The
opening attraction is "The Volga
Boatman."

week the Circle theatre,
Pantages vaudeville
operated by Warner
films
Brothers, drops its vaudeville until
Next

combination

and

fall.

The Stillman, one of the city's
lahgest first-run picture houses, this
week began to screen pictures
in the theatre which proved
popular at the- time of their initial
Among the week's
local showing.
revivals are "The Unholy Three."

shown

"The White Slster V"A Woman of
Paris." "The Prisoner of Zenda."
"SmilhV Through," "Robin Hood'*
and "The Sea Hawk."
(

Helen Lowell was brought here
week to play the title role In
"The Show- Off' with the Robert
*
McLaughlin players at the Ohio.
this

Ted Healy (vaudeville), James
Flnlayson, Burr Mcintosh and CharMineau will support Helene
Chadwick In her first two-reel comedy for Hal Roach. Stan Laurel

lotte

with F. Richard Jones

will direct,

supervising.

of a Good
Complexion

The Guardian

STEINS

MBKIUR

n

;

BALTIMORE
—

Holds the Centre of the
Stage

!

CINCINNATI

WAHL

Academy -

know there's no
real living without a

limited performances, including
a trolley-circuit tour in larger auditoriums. The spring show failed to
duplicate the winter production.
of

good-looking 4 -piece suit
They're a specialty here

Come

at prices you'll like.
and see them.

Norman

Ainslekdi
21 w.4d

dramatic

Clark,

critic-

editor "Baltimore News," is meetio/j
success as a writer of revue skits.
Mr. Clark recently sold a sketch to
the "Garrlck Gaieties."

Fawn Grey, dancer, at the Century Roof last winter and later
prominent' In tho local press with
her divorce. proceedJju;s, J* foatuued
at the Embassy Club under the

NEW YORK

office.

Then Catlett began to remember
the stories that seeped up here from
Los Angeles about the financial uncertainty of "Patsy," and with the
"Honey Girl's" failure he decided
he didn't want any more flops, so
he sought the "Patsy" management
and demanded either his money advance or his release.
He was
promptly given the release.
The next day the news began to
spread of "Patsy's" merit, and the
line formed at the box office.
At
this Wstting* while a UttJe early to
Judge, ft appears as If "Patsy" was

msic-HastM-/:
Palace—Vaudeville and "When
the Door Opened" (film).
Photoplays— Lyric, "The Barrier"

^r-PJteC.The.

Full Size

The

Wardrobe Trunk

was stricken while at work

POWDER THAT

.

.

Zoo

ojdqdji.

..this...

week.

...

.

JCILINCS

BUT~bOE8NT ~8HOW
UNTIL

you're tried It you'll
never believe that a face

Capitol, "Ransom's Folly"; Keith's,
"Rustllln' for Cupid"; Walnut, "The
Devil's Circus";
Strand, "Klkl";
Family, "Tony Runs Wild*.*

powder can bo as perfect aa
Lucille Savoy* a
Hundreds of
artist* who had almost despaired of finding- a powder
that really pleased them now
use and praise Lucille Savoy's.
Contains
load la any form.'
-TEf* rrantad- -jfraJke.
At- selected' drug; stores and makehp shops, or direct from

Thaylau

-

Band for season. Halcyon Players
co-starring with band.
(

•

•

C. P. Egelston will appear with
National Players at Shubert,

Maurice White, city sales manager of the First National Exchange, has been appointed manager of the Educational Pictures.
He will be succeeded by Ralph Klnsler.

Zoo Opera

Company announces

the appointment of Adolph S6hmid
as assistant conductor.

146

W.

46th St.

Bolt* *•».

New York

Very Ritzy
To

delight

your smoke

" ,n «

'or

brands from

all

yJViL cr

satWj

taste— to

"sesxetnisa dlffertat"—

IMPOPTUD... CJOAHsTraiM -~

Jtoy H. Beattle, manager of the
Academy of Music lobby. Miss Groy over and all set for a profitable run Palace, has gone to Hendersonvllle,
appears with Jack Shcrr and Em- in this city.
N. C, for vacation.
bassy Club orchestra.
Dean Worley, manager of Wilkes,
is at St. Mary's Hospital suffering
from a severe heart attack. Worley

Taylor's Special
Professional

—

M uslc*"

mTa fatter
through.
Several weeks ago the was signed and his contract was
Rotary Club announced nlans for a Ironclad. It is also alleged that It
swan song show for the famous called for the payment of a certain
house,
but the Stanley-Crandall sum immediately after the San
people have begun dismantling the Francisco opening. Catlett went for
interior preparatory to wrecking It. his money and was told, It Is alleged, that he would have to wait
The springtime edition of "The 10 days. Catlett went to Curran,
.Charles. Street Follies" has been and Curran told him that things
laid in moth balls after a few weeks didn't look so "forte" at the box
T>f

countries

-fojaoiu

noted for One

cigarettes.
(

in his

tfQ££

New

Creation*

For
Write for

New

Catalog**

NEW YORK

}

'

t'-v

Garland Anderson, colored play
wrlght, former bellboy of this city,
has come home after the production
of his play, "Appearances," in New
York. The piece, at the Frolic, New
York, Is reported to have been

Rhine-

John
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bought for pictures. Anderson is to
go to Hollywood to sign the film
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Irving Plchel's special matinee
production
"The Great God
of
Brown" at tbe Curran was suffl
clontly successful to induce Homer
Curran to repeat It at another spe
rial matinee last Friday.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
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Bro.dwy

New York

City

ALBERT DeMARCO
(Formerly Designer for

BARD)

Announces the Opening

Theatrical Materials
CUM

SCENERY STUDIO
REHEARSAL HALLS

Paula George, singer and pianist,
a radio entertainer, has
been engaged to appear with "Jerry
and Her Baby Grands," opening In
New York this season. Miss Uctirge

known as

r
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BRYANT APARTMENTS
i

F.T.XASE
(Continued from

page

In the Ileart of

1-2

C)

that the commission grant his motion to avoid any possible error In
reference to testimony ruled out
"that may be relevant."

Malcolm "Buzz" Eagle, Chicago'
The motion is considered here as
Johnnie Black, of "Dardanella" n.g'inJ; haa. gone _.to_.New York, to
an P. f*. victory, a* It* will, ahuatd"
fame, "has opened Dardanelia inn at pick up some new acts.
the
order be Issued, give the picMorton Grove, twenty miles from
ture interests the right to have the
Chicago.
5,000 odd exceptions considered as
Lippincotts, at Fox "Lake, Illinois,
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